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Internet of Things (IoT) is a promising technology enabling physical devices like cameras, home appliances, and other devices to
communicate and interoperate with each other. The next wave transforms our homes, society, enterprises, and cities with the
massive presence of IoT devices. The devices in the Internet of Things (IoT) may exchange sensitive data, and an important
issue for any organization is to get the data secured and protected. The preliminary requirement for this is a mechanism
detecting and reporting anomalies automatically to some central controller. Therefore, this mechanism should be able to
classify legit IoT devices from unauthorized ones. Malicious IoT devices, non-IoT devices, and other types of man-in-the-
middle traffic sources must be quarantined for noncompliance. This helps formulate administrative policies and regulate/police
traffic in the network for better QoS management. This work proposed a framework-based hierarchical deep neural network
(HDNNs) to distinguish IoT devices from non-IoT devices using a feature set of IoT-specific traffic. A system has been
designed based on HDNN that classifies IoT devices to their specific categories and identifies new entrants with reasonable
accuracy. The results show that HDNN can distinguish IoT and non-IoT devices with higher accuracy and as well as classify
IoT devices into the respective classes with the required accuracy.

1. Introduction

In the modern age, billions of devices such as home appli-
ances, traffic lights, and lampposts are connected to the
Internet, also known as the Internet of Things (IoT) [1].
These devices, called IoT devices, have several sensors that
generate valuable data. Communication among them is done
under different protocols such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee,
and Ethernet, which helps IoT devices increase their func-
tionality using actuators [2, 3] sometimes.

IoT devices are usually part of a heterogeneous network
providing valuable services to society. The communication
between these devices also facilitates aggregating and processing
data and reacting to the environment’s changes automatically.
These devices are sometimes involved in sharing enormous
data, forming a network that shares data at extremely high rates
throughout and in a continuous fashion [4].

According to the reports of the International Data Cor-
poration (IDC), the number of IoT devices will reach 41 bil-
lion by 2020, according to the report of the International
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Data Corporation (IDC). The proliferation of IoT devices in
IoT networks produces an operative challenge for adminis-
trators. The heterogeneous nature of IoT networks in big cit-
ies poses an additional asset management challenge as, in
this case, the nature of IoT devices is diverse, and various
departments install them. For instance, in such a heteroge-
neous network, light sensors can be fixed by the local council
as shown in Figure 1. The local police division can install
cameras, and different garbage and sewage sensors can be
installed by the sanitation department. It is very difficult to
identify the malfunctioning devices and their network loca-
tion due to their invisibility [5].

The absence of direct human involvement differentiates
the Internet of Things (IoT) from the traditional Internet.
An IoT device can generate information using changes in
the environment around, analyze it, and act upon it autono-
mously, however, with a price considering the data privacy,
security, and protection [6]. Researchers have warned of
the prospective risk of large numbers of unprotected devices
communicating on the Internet. Therefore, developers and
manufacturers have been struggling to develop a robust
security system for IoT networks. In 2013, a researcher at
the dev environment in organizational security service dis-
covered the first IoT malware. According to the above anal-
ysis, more than 25% of the malware consisted of devices
except for computers, such as smart cameras, smart TVs,
smartwatches, and other home appliances [7].

Another problem is that the manufacturers of IoT
devices do not provide regular updates for their devices
unless users initiate firmware updates, owing to constrained
resources [8]. These devices cannot run full-fledged security
mechanisms. Therefore, IoT devices are prone to attacks (e.
g., their default login passwords and unpatched bugs) for
more extended periods [9].

IoT devices work mainly in an unattended environment,
so there is a fair chance that an intruder may intentionally
gain physical access to them. Resultantly, intruders may gain
important information through a communication channel
by secretly listening to the conversation because most IoT

devices use wireless links. These devices do not incorporate
robust security features because computation and power
resources are limited [10]. Implementation of solid security
mechanisms is not possible due to the limited resources
available and untrustful interaction with the environment.
Considering the possibility of vulnerable IoT devices in an
IoT network, there must be a robust security solution based
on patching the vulnerabilities from time to time [11].

Nowadays, different organizations also facilitate IoT
device connectivity, which might obtrude security threats
to their networks. Organizations must be capable of deter-
mining the devices connected to their networks. They should
provide a mechanism for identifying whether the connected
devices in their networks are legit and do not pose a risk or
threat [12].

Analysis of real-time network traffic has been used in
several proposals for the identification of devices in general
and for the classification of legit devices from nonlegit ones
[13]. We can state that network traffic traces have been
proven to differentiate IoT devices from non-IoT devices
as there is a substantial difference in the data flow pattern
of non-IoT devices compared to IoT devices. An IoT device
may work when some trigger occurs. For example, object-
detecting sensors work only when someone is passing in
front of the sensor. However, considering IoT device classi-
fication alone, it is mostly very difficult to classify the net-
work traffic of a device into a fixed pattern and to create
an invariant profile even for the same types of IoT devices
such as Drop Camera and Withings Smart Baby Monitor
that are both cameras from different vendors or manufactur-
ers. However, the traffic generated by these two cameras is
another pattern, as shown in Figure 2.

In another scenario, as shown in Figure 2, the traffic gen-
erated from a Netatmo Weather Station is similar to the traf-
fic generated by the baby monitor. Therefore, for a better
classification of devices communicating in the heteroge-
neous network, it is important to identify a pattern that
may help to place the devices in their respective category
even if the devices generate the same kind of data.
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Figure 1: A heterogeneous network.
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IDE identification and classification of IoT devices in a
heterogeneous network have been proposed based on port
information, protocol, and MAC address [14]. By using
the prefix (organization unique identifier (OUI)) of a
MAC address, it is easy to identify the manufacturer of
the device, but this information is not enough to guess
the device functionality as many manufacturers produce
diverse nature of devices. Additionally, manufacturers of
different IoT devices may buy NICs from a third party,
and it is impossible to know about IoT devices just by
using the prefix (OUI) of the MAC address. Another
aspect is this: The MAC address of IoT devices may even
be spoofed [15].

In the recent past, multiple researchers have put for-
ward many methods for automatic identification and clas-
sification of IoT devices with some constraints or rules
[16]. These proposals mainly focused on the identification
and classification of those IoT devices which have already
been identified as part of the network under study. How-
ever, there is no proposal to identify and classify new
devices entering the network. For example, when an
unknown IP-based camera enters the network, it can be
not easy to identify and classify it based on the previous
IP base camera records.

Based on the discussion above, there is a need to build
a holistic security solution for IoT networks. The prelimi-
nary requirement for this is the identification and classifi-
cation of connected and incoming devices. In this paper,
the challenge of identification and classification of IoT
devices in the heterogeneous network has been taken up.
We have used real-time network traffic and developed a
method to differentiate IoT devices from non-IoT devices
as well as classify IoT devices into their respective catego-
ries. IP addresses have not been used as a parameter. The
reason is this: IP addresses can be spoofed very easily. We
have used network traffic statistics and necessary metadata
instead of relying on the deep packet inspection and pro-
posed a hierarchical deep neural network (HDNN) frame-
work that can discriminate between IoT devices from non-
IoT devices and also identify the type of IoT devices with
reasonable accuracy.

2. Literature Review

IoT is a network in which physical devices with sensors, soft-
ware, and some other technologies act as tiny computers.
These devices can collect data from the environment and pro-
cess the data and then send this data to other devices with the
help of internet connectivity. The exponential growth of IoT
devices like smartwatches, smart cameras, lights, sensors,
energy management devices, and other different types of
devices in the intelligent environment has gained a ballistic
interest of researchers to develop improved frameworks using
ML and DL approaches to provide better services to human-
kind in their lives. Researchers from different fields such as
computer science, electrical, and other disciplines have paid
great efforts to deal with this exponential growth. They are
concerned about finding automated approaches for the secu-
rity of IoT systems. In this section, we have covered closely
related work done by different researchers on IoT for different
categories, including IoT device identification, time-series data
classification, and network traffic analysis using the manual as
well as ML and DL approaches.

A lot of work has been done by researchers for character-
izing internet traffic from 2005 to 2012. This work is primar-
ily focused on web application detection such as Skype, mail,
web browsing, and peer-to-peer applications but character-
ized IoT device traffic commonly known as mobile to mobile
communication (M2M).

2.1. Machine Learning Approaches for Traffic Analyses.
Much work has been done over the last few years using dif-
ferent types of machine learning and deep learning algo-
rithms to classify traffic applications for specific computers
and identify malware and botnets in the networks.

Lopez-Martin et al. [17] proposed a framework for a net-
work traffic classifier (NTC) using a combination of DL
models, CNN, and RNN. This framework was used to clas-
sify traffic flows like HTTP, SMTP, Telnet, YouTube, QUIC,
and Office365 with six different features of traffic such as
source port number, port number of destination, payload
volume, transport control protocol (TCP) window size,
interarrival time, and direction of traffic, and these features
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Figure 2: Daily traffic volume from three IoT devices [13].
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were derived from first twenty packets of traffic flows. It was
shown that the proposed framework with the combination
of both CNN and RNN was better in the perspective of
detection than other alternative algorithms without the need
for any feature extraction or selection, which is mostly
required when using different machine learning models.

In [18, 19], the authors used a combination of flow level
features with different types of packet-level aspects such as
packet size, byte payload distribution, packet interarrival
times, and TLS handshake metadata (cipher suite code) to
expand their work on the detection of malicious or illegal
behavior on the network. Extraction of feature tools from
the network was developed by researchers and was launched
as an open-source tool for feature extraction.

2.2. Machine Learning Approaches for IoT Identification and
Classification. Falk and Fries [18] proposed different types of
authentication methods as a source of device identification
and whitelisting (list of authorized devices). These methods
were implemented for whitelisting in industrial automation
control systems (IACS). Researchers found that in the IACS
environment, the devices used in this domain were engaged
in a communication relation that is already known. There-
fore, the whole complexity of the system can be fixed.
Authors noticed that large-scale enterprise environments
are dynamic where new types of devices were frequently
introduced. Thus, in this case, these methods can be failed.

Meidan et al. [19] applied the random forest (a machine
learning approach) to extract features from network traffic
data using feature extraction techniques as explained in [25]
to identify an unauthorized device from many devices based
on a single TCP flow in intelligent environments. Researchers
collected data from 27 different IoT devices of nine different
types and manually labelled the traffic data to train and evalu-
ate a multiclass classifier for every device type. It was shown
that it correctly discovered the unauthorized ninth device type
and identified the remaining eight types of devices as a partic-
ular type on the list of authorized (white list) device types. This
multiclass classifier used approximately 300 features (packet
level and flow level). Among them, the essential attributes are
lifetime minimum (TTL), median and average packets, the
ratio of total bytes transferred and received, the total number
of packets with reloading tag settings (RST), and Alexa server
rank. This experiment’s limitations were that researchers clas-
sified devices with specific device types, but there were many
device types with a single device in its category. In this way,
it cannot be generalized. The second drawback of this experi-
ment was that the devices were identified with each other,
but it was not for complex mixed real-time traffic.

Sivanathan et al. [5] proposed an approach for the clas-
sification of IoT and non-IoT devices using network traffic
data collected over 3 weeks. The authors applied a random
forest multiclass classifier to 12 attributes extracted from
network traffic such as protocols, packet length, and port
number and obtained a good accuracy for classification. This
method has the drawback that it must be trained for each
device using network traces, and this is not a practical
approach for a large number of IoT devices in the commer-
cial market.

Pêgo and Nunes [20] developed an application to dis-
cover the properties of a new device that can be used to
decide the class of a device. This application automatically
creates an interface and the required integration drivers for
the new device. This paper’s key concern was to identify
the devices interacting within a network using the data
exchanged by IoT devices. Researchers found the accuracy
of different ML techniques for device discovery in the IoT
smart environment. This forwarded a step towards automa-
tion of IoT devices in the IoT environment and reduced tra-
ditional device integration problems for platforms that
bundle possible different IoT devices in an intelligent envi-
ronment. The authors collected communication data by lis-
tening to smart environment traffic. This communication
data (communication files with XML format) was converted
to a database with information about each device in a smart
environment using an application developed in the iPhone
operating system (iOS) which applied different machine
learning algorithms like the Levenshtein distance algorithm,
TF-IDF tables, synonyms match, and finally and multi-
property matching to discover the device that communi-
cated in the IoT network correctly.

Ferrando and Stacey [21] described the issues and chal-
lenges to secure IoT devices. The authors proposed an
approach for security detection applied to data streams and
classified threats in the early stages. This approach is a step
towards the novelty of securing IoT devices because this
technique can classify the traffic generated by sensors and
determine the diverse set of network anomalies. Researchers
evaluated the method as anomaly detection based on data
generated from a network device because most of the anom-
alies in network traffic data share-related attributes. The
hypothesis was that noticing the distribution of features in
network traffic was acceptable as examining the distributions
of diagnostic power in the form of detection and classifica-
tion of large categories of anomalies.

Shen et al. [22] explained how different supervised
machine learning techniques could be applied to analyze
data collected by listening to intelligent environment traffic
and correctly identifying unauthorized IoT devices to pro-
tect the private information of an organization.
Researchers trained and evaluated a multiclass classifier
on the collected and manually labeled dataset from net-
work traffic data of twenty-seven IoT devices of nine dif-
ferent types. They examined that it accurately identifies
the ninth type as unknown and the remaining belonged
to authorized devices.

Suárez and Salcedo [23] applied different classification
techniques such as K-means and ID3 on the dataset col-
lected from twelve different devices such as cameras, lights,
sensors, and fridges. They used twelve features extracted
from network communication data of IoT devices such as
the capacity of the battery, size of memory, internet band-
width required, gateway, Bluetooth enabled, etc. and deter-
mined four classes of devices using ML algorithms with the
help of similar features of these devices. K-mean was tested
on three, four, and five clusters and grouped the devices into
four categories such as mobile orchestrators, fixed orchestra-
tors, fixed followers, and dummy followers.
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Lopez-Martin et al. [28] used deep learning approaches
to classify the application layer protocols by using the fea-
tures extracted from the data of packets captured at layer
3. Researchers tested the classification with many different
sets of features, including both ports in some sets, win size,
and payload size. In this paper, it has been shown the possi-
bility of using the traffic rate to classify and identify informa-
tion from network traffic.

Miettinen et al. [24] proposed a system capable of iden-
tifying the types of IoT devices automatically connected in
the IoT smart environment. The authors used fingerprint
classification that enabled enforcement of protocols and
constraints to overcome damage as a result of unauthorized
access to the network. The proposed system imposes some
filtering traffic rules in the network to protect devices com-
municating in the smart environment due to threats origi-
nating from other highly risky devices in the network. The
designed method was attempted by researchers to separate
traffic for the IoT devices which were already seen in the net-
work. This method is impractical because many IoT devices
are being released every year. They have not used the
method for mixed traffic generated from non-IoT devices.
This method provides a way to generate and collect data.

Cvitić et al. [25] proposed a novel technique for the
detection of distributed denial of services DDoS traffic gen-
erated by IoT devices, and this approach worked as a con-
ceptual network model for anomaly detection. This model
was based on the device classes and respective classes are
totally dependent on the traffic generated by these devices
separately.

In the last few years, different researchers worked on IoT
device identification based on port information and MAC
address. Nmap is an open-source tool that has robust func-
tionality used to detect 2600 different versions of operating
systems, but it is very difficult to guess the IoT device based
on port information when IoT devices use HTTP or HTTPS
ports as communication sources. Therefore, there must be a
robust framework to identify and classify IoT devices and
their categories based on traffic patterns generated from dif-
ferent devices in heterogeneous networks [26].

In this work, we have presented a framework that can
discriminate between IoT devices from non-IoT devices
and identify the type of IoT devices with the required accu-
racy according to a given traffic session or sequence of
sessions.

3. Methodology

This research employs deep learning with a collection of dif-
ferent algorithms such as DBN, convolutional neural net-
work, and DNN, inspired by the brain’s functionality and
structure. We have proposed a robust framework for IoT
device identification and classification based on hierarchical
deep neural networks using the Keras framework [27]. A
type of artificial neural network with one input layer for
input variables and one hidden layer and one output layer
is known as a shallow neural network [28]. DNN is similar
to the shallow neural network, but there is more than one
hidden layer of neurons that process the inputs. All neurodes

of hidden layers are fully connected to all neurodes of input
layers. Similarly, all neurodes of output layers are fully con-
nected to all neurodes of previously hidden layers. Hidden
layers are normally used for feature extraction or feature
selection from features fed in the input layer. Neurodes in
hidden layers act as feature detectors, and the number of
hidden layers is increased; then hidden layers will be more
optimal and more important features to the output layer
for identification and Classification.

In ANN, there are three layers which are as follows:

(i) Input layer (all inputs (features) provided to the
model through this layer)

(ii) Hidden layer (maybe more than one depending
upon the problem and used for processing the
inputs received from the input layer)

(iii) Output layer (for prediction)

The input layer is used for communication with the exter-
nal environment that provides the pattern to the neural net-
work. This layer works with independent variables, and the
neurons in this layer take decisions and fed them to the next
hidden layer. The input layer must show the situation for
which we have been training the neural network. Every neu-
ron in the input layer represents independent variables with
influence on the target variable in a neural network.

This hidden layer has a collection of neurons with differ-
ent activation functions that can be applied to it, which can
be found in between the input and output layers. It deals
with the input layer’s processed input, and its responsibility
is just to extract the required features from the input data.
There can be more than one hidden layer in DNN. The
model’s accuracy can be increased by increasing the number
of neurons in the network and additional layers are useful up
to a limit of 9-10. Accuracy may be constant or may be
decreased as their predictive power can be declined. How-
ever, 3 to 10, mostly hidden layers, are being used nowadays.
The number of neurons should be considered in each net-
work, as the number of neurons depends on the problems’
complexity. If there are unnecessary neurons in the network,
then the model will lead to overfitting. If there are few neu-
rons in the network, then these few neurons adequately
detect the signal in the complex dataset.

The machine learning and deep learning models contain
two types of parameters (hyperparameters and model
parameters). Model parameters indicate how the input data
can be used to get desired output by learning at training time
whereas hyperparameters tell how our model can be defined
at the start of training like how many hidden layers can be
used in ANN. These hyperparameters can be decided as a
judgment of an expert and can be changed concerning time
for optimization, and similarly, model parameters like
weights can be updated during backpropagation network
for strong relationship or better accuracy.

The output layer receives the input from the hidden
layer and executes it for identification and classification. It
will check the predicted output with actual outputs, and if
the difference between predicted and actual output is very
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high, then this layer traces the information back to the input
layer and adjusts the weights by using a backpropagation
network for every epoch. The number of neurons in the out-
put layer must be according to the problem that is to be
processed.

In this part of the paper, we have covered how pcap files
(Wireshark files) are converted into executable (CSV) for-
mat. The dataset has been collected at the request of the Uni-
versity of New South Wales, Sydney (UNWS), Australia, as
self-generated data in 28 pcap files collected from the testbed
as a smart environment that has a number of IoT devices
and non-IoT devices. The same dataset was employed by
Bai et al. [13]. In the testbed, they used 28 IoT and non-
IoT devices for communication, and their data were
recorded under a synthesized network traffic trace for 6
months period.

Figure 3 shows the devices IoT and non-IoT used in the
testbed.

As a first step, we converted the pcap files into an execut-
able format (CSV format). For that purpose, the pcap files
were transformed into CSV files using Python queries with
83 generalized features followed by data labeling for IoT
device classification in a heterogeneous network. To label

our dataset with the specific device, we have used SQL server
management studio. The dataset contains information about
the network traffic stream of the devices that were used in
the testbed for the collection of the dataset in a smart
environment.

Using the large range of feature values in the data might
lead to less accurate results and problems with the training.
Hence, we have decided to use the built-in MinMaxScaler
of the sklearn library in Python. This scaler can be used to
perform min-max scaling, which will lead to the state that
every value in the dataset is in the range (0, 1). We noticed
that after performing the feature scaling, the test set results
were better because the accuracy can be increased after the
scaling of features.

Feature selection is one of the most important parts con-
sidered in IoT traffic for machine learning algorithms
because this technique gives the most important and rele-
vant features for target variables. Hence, the accuracy of
the model can be increased. Feature selection also helps to
reduce “the curse of dimensionality” that is well-known
and might cause the model to overfit or perform poorly. Dif-
ferent machine learning algorithms do not often require fea-
ture selection like decision tree (DT) and random forest
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(RF). The reason is that the feature selection process is being
done on the fly due to the way these models are being
trained (the “best” feature is selected at each split of the tree).
However, some models may need feature selection to be per-
formed to reach better results. In this work, we have used a
hierarchical deep neural network, so we have to perform fea-
ture selection for that purpose. We have used different fea-
ture selection methods, but the recursive feature
elimination (RFE) selected important and optimal features
which we have used in our training dataset for the proposed
framework. The features gave better results instead of other
features.

Table 1 shows the most important and optimal features.

3.1. Experimental Evaluation

3.1.1. Identification and Classification of Devices. To identify
and classify IoT devices for security analysis in heteroge-
neous networks, we have proposed an end-to-end robust
framework based on hierarchical deep neural networks.
Our proposed method is actually in two stages. In the first
stage, we have used a deep neural network with one input
layer, 4 hidden layers, and one output layer, all layers are
fully connected, and it is used to distinguish between IoT
devices from non-IoT devices such as laptops, MacBook,
and Samsung Galaxy Tab. In the second stage, we have used
a second deep neural network with 4 hidden layers with a
different number of neurons, and it is used to classify IoT
devices into their respective classes.

The mathematical model of the proposed deep neural
network is given below [29]:

xð Þ jð Þ = f b + 〠
n

i=1
xi

j−1ð Þ ×wi

 !
, ð1Þ

Pt = Sof tMax x jð Þ
� �

, ð2Þ

where b is bias, x is a vector that has input to the input layer,
w is weights, n is the number of previous layer inputs, j is the
number of hidden layers, P is a vector which has probability
after SoftMax, and t represents the number of values in the P
vector, if P1 > P2.

We find the total input for each neuron of the hidden
layer and squash the total net input using the sigmoid activa-
tion function or logistic activation function. For the hidden
layer, we have used the logistic activation function, and this
same process will be repeated for all neurons of hidden
layers and the output layer neurons. We can simplify Equa-
tion (1) as follows:

neth1 = 〠
n

i=1
wi × xi + b: ð3Þ

After the net input of each hidden layer, the neuron then
squashes this net input using the logistic activation function
to find the output of each neuron of the hidden layer, this

Table 1: Optimal features after recursive feature elimination.

Features Description

Source MAC MAC address of the source

Source_port Port number of source

Dest_MAC MAC address of destination

Dest port Destination port number

Flow ID ID of network flow

Protocol Protocols for communication (6 and 17)

Tot forw pack Total forward packets

Flow duration Total duration of network flow

Tot Back pack Total number of packets backward

TotLen Bwd_Pkts Length of all backward packets

TotLen Fwd_Pkts Length of all forward packets

Forward_Pkt Len max Max length of a forward packet from forward packets

Forward_Pkt Len min Min length of a forward packet from forward packets

Forward_Pkt Len mean Mean of forward packets

Forward_Pkt Len Std STD of forward packets length

Backword_Pkt Len max Greater length of a backward packet from all backward packets

Backwaord_Pkt Len_mean Mean(average)length of backward packets

Backword_Pkt Len_Std STD of backward packets length

Flow_Byts/s Traffic flow in bytes/second

Flow_Pkts/s Packets flow/second

Forward_Header Len Length of header of forward packets

Backword_Header Len Length of header of backward packets
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same process can be used for all neurons of the output layer as
well, and outputs of hidden layer neurons become the inputs
of the output layer and at the output layer; we have used sig-
moid function which can map value between 0 and 1.

outh1 =
1

1 + e−neth1
: ð4Þ

The error can be computed for each output neuron by
using the squared error function and summed to get the total
error:

ETotal =〠 1
2 target − actualð Þ2: ð5Þ

After getting the target value from the output of the output
layer, we can calculate the error to adjust weights by using a
backpropagation network.

Figure 4 shows the proposed methodology with two deep
neural networks for IoT device classification.

The second deep neural network is also expressed as

xð Þj1 = f b1 + 〠
n

i=1
xi

j1−1ð Þ ×wi

 !
,

Pt1 = Sof tMax x j1ð Þ
� �

,
ð6Þ

where b1 is bias, x is a vector that has input to the input
layer, w is weights, n is the number of previous layer inputs,
j is number of hidden layers, P is a vector which has proba-
bility after SoftMax, and t1 represents the number of values
in the P vector.

We find the total input for each neuron of hidden layer
and squash the total net input using the sigmoid activation
function or logistic activation function. For the hidden layer,
we have used the logistic activation function, and this same
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Table 2: List of devices with labelled data.

Category Device name Label Connection type

Controllers and hubs
Samsung smart things

1
Wired connection

Amazon Echo Wireless connection

Cameras

Netatmo camera

2

Wireless connection

Belkin camera Wireless

Samsung smart camera Wireless

Drop camera Wireless

TP-Link camera Wireless

Switches and triggers

iHome power plug

3

Wireless

Philip hue light bulb Wireless

Belkin switch Wireless

TP-link power plug Wireless

Healthcare devices

Netatmo weather station

4

Wireless

Awair air quality monitor Wireless

Nest smoke alarm Wireless

With things scale 4 Wireless

Electronics

Google Chromecast

5

Wireless

HP envy printer Wireless

Triby speaker Wireless

Router Bridge LAN (gateway) TP-Link router 6 Wired/wireless

Table 3: Nonoptimal hyperparameter list.

First deep neural network

Input layer with tan h activation function 22 neurons

Total hidden layers 3 hidden layers

First unseen (hidden) layer using the best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 200 neurons

Second unseen (hidden) layer using the best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 300 neurons

Third first unseen (hidden) layer using the best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 100 neurons

Output layer with SoftMax activation function 2 neurons

Learning rate (LR) 0.01

Decay, momentum 1e − 6, 0.9
Loss, optimizer mean_squared_error, sgd

Epochs 99

Batch_size 35

Second deep neural network

Input layer with tan h activation function 22 neurons

Total hidden layers 3 hidden layers

First unseen layer using a best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 100 neurons

Second unseen (hidden) layer using a best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 200 neurons

Third first unseen (hidden) layer using a best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 100 neurons

Output layer with SoftMax activation function 6 neurons

Learning rate (LR) 0.01

Decay, momentum 1e − 6, 0.9
Loss, optimizer categorical_crossentropy, sgd

Epochs 99

Batch_size 35
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process will be repeated for all neurons of hidden layers and
the output layer neurons. We can simplify Equation (1) as
follows:

neth1 = 〠
n

i=1
wi × xi + b: ð7Þ

After the net input of each hidden layer, neuron squashed
this net input using the logistic activation function to find the
output of each neuron of the hidden layer, this same process
can be used for all neurons of the output layer as well, and
the outputs of hidden layer neurons become the inputs of
the output layer; and at the output layer, we have used sigmoid
function which can map value between 0 and 1.

outh1 =
1

1 + e−neth1
: ð8Þ

The error can be computed for each output neuron by
using the squared error function and summed to get the total
error [30]:

ETotal =〠 1
2 target − actualð Þ2: ð9Þ

After getting the target value from the output of the output
layer, we can calculate the error to adjust weights by using a
backpropagation network.

Table 2 shows the devices with their specific categories
and labels that we have used in our proposed method. This
figure has not used the light bulb category in our proposed
model because there is only one device in this category.
Therefore, we have used only 6 categories for IoT devices
labeled 1-6.
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Table 4: Optimal hyperparameters list values.

First deep neural network

Input layer with tan h activation function 22 neurons

Total hidden layers 4 hidden layers

First unseen (hidden) layer using the best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 300 neurons

Second unseen (hidden) layer using the best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 500 neurons

Third first unseen (hidden) layer using the best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 150 neurons

Fourth unseen (hidden) layer using the best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 300 neurons

Output layer with SoftMax activation function 2 neurons

Learning rate (LR) 0.0001

Decay, momentum 1e − 6, 0.9
Loss, optimizer mean_squared_error, sgd

Epochs 3800

Batch_size 15

Second deep neural network

Input layer with tan h activation function 22 neurons

Total hidden layers 4 hidden layers

First unseen layer using the best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 300 neurons

Second unseen (hidden) layer using the best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 500 neurons

Third first unseen (hidden) layer using the best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 700 neurons

Fourth unseen (hidden) layer using the best activation function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) 300 neurons

Output layer with SoftMax activation function 6 neurons

Learning rate (LR) 0.00001

Decay, momentum 1e − 6, 0.9
Loss, optimizer categorical_crossentropy, sgd

Epochs 3800

Batch_size 30
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Figure 7: Accuracy and loss of the proposed framework for 99 epochs.
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4. Performance Evaluation

4.1. Data Construction and Modeling. Data construction and
modeling are as follows:

(i) A total of 936893 samples were selected from the
data pcap files for applying the hierarchical DNN
technique

(ii) 70% of training data for training the models and
30% of data for testing the model

(iii) We also used cross-validation on the training data-
set with 10-folds

(iv) The hierarchical DNN technique is applied, and the
respective accuracies are mentioned in the results

4.2. Hyperparameter Setting for the Proposed Framework.
The models’ parameters are used to describe a way of con-
verting the input data into the model’s desired output.
Hyperparameters instead of model parameters are used to
determine the structure of the model in use. The outcome
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Figure 9: Training and testing accuracy of the first-stage DNN.
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Figure 8: Confusion matrix for IoT and non-IoT devices.
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of the model can be changed by changing the values of
hyperparameters. Therefore, the choice of hyperparameters
is a crucial task and plays an important role. Keeping hyper-
parameters in mind is half part of the solution. The second
part of the solution is knowing what kind of hyperparameter
will be best for themodel. In the proposed framework, we have
set different hyperparameters according to requirements.
Table 3 shows the values of nonoptimal hyperparameters that
we have used in hierarchical deep neural networks but not get-
ting high performance. Figures 5 and 6 represent the confu-
sion matrix of the first- and second-stage hierarchical deep
neural networks with nonoptimal hyperparameters. Figure 7
represents the accuracy and loss of the proposed framework
for 99 epochs for nonoptimal hyperparameters.

Table 4 shows the optimal hyperparameters and
achieved the required performance of the system.

In the proposed framework, we have applied the hierar-
chical DNN technique, and the respective performance mea-
sures are mentioned in the results.

Figure 8 describes the confusion matrix of the first-stage
deep neural network with 4 hidden layers with a different
number of neurons for optimal hyperparameters. In this fig-
ure, along the y-axis, the actual values are presented, and
along the x-axis, predicted values are presented in which 0
shows non-IoT devices and 1 shows IoT devices.

The accuracy of the model can be measured as follows:

Accuracy = All right Diagnols
Total Number of samplesð Þ

= 117762 + 16903
147,841

= 0:9089 with unseen datað Þ,

Precision = True Positive
Total predicted true

, Recall = True Positive
Total Actual true

: ð10Þ
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Figure 11: Confusion matrix of the second-stage DNN for IoT
device classification.

Table 5: Classification report.

Label Support Precision Recall F1-score
0 1817 0.85 0.92 0.88

1 3368 0.88 0.89 0.89

2 2781 0.89 0.97 0.93

3 279 0.63 0.72 0.67

4 456 0.79 0.54 0.64

5 943 0.95 0.63 0.76
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Figure 10: Loss of model with 0.2 of the first-stage DNN.
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Figure 9 shows the accuracy (0.9120) curve for training
as well as for testing the accuracy of the first-stage deep neu-
ral network (DNN) used to discarnate IoT devices and non-
IoT devices. Figure 10 shows the loss curve for training as
well as for testing the loss of the first-stage deep neural net-
work (DNN) used to distinguish between IoT devices from
non-IoT devices.

Figure 11 shows the confusion matrix of the second-
stage deep neural network used for IoT device classification
using the heterogeneous network dataset.

Figure 11 describes the confusion matrix of the second-
stage deep neural network with 4 hidden layers with a differ-
ent number of neurons for optimal hyperparameters. In this

graph, along with the y-axis, the actual values are presented,
and along the x-axis, the predicted values are presented
within the range 0-5. Every value from 0 to 5 represents a
particular class. The accuracy of the model can be measured
as follows:

Accuracy = All Right Dignalsð Þ
Total Number of samplesð Þ

= 1666 + 3014 + 2701 + 201 + 245 + 696ð Þ
9288

= 0:917958 On unseen datað Þ,
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Figure 12: Training and testing accuracy of the second-stage DNN for IoT device classification.
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Figure 13: Training and testing loss of the second-stage DNN.
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Precision = True Positiveð Þ
Total predicted trueð Þ ,

Recall = True Positiveð Þ
Total Actual trueð Þ : ð11Þ

Table 5 shows a classification report of the model, which
has different types of performance parameters. Precision can
be calculated by dividing the true positive by the total num-
ber of predicted true as given in the equation. Similarly,
recall can be calculated by dividing the true positives by
the total number of actual trues as shown in the equation.

Figure 12 shows the accuracy curve for training and testing
accuracy of the second-stage deep neural network (DNN)
used to classify IoT devices with a validation accuracy of
0.9179. The y-axis represents the accuracy of the proposed
model, and the x-axis represents the number of epochs. We
trained our model for 3800 epochs. The blue curve shows
the training accuracy, and the orange line shows the accuracy
of the test dataset, which is clear that there is no overfitting,
and the performance of the model is better. Figure 13 shows
the loss curve for training as well as for testing the loss of the
second-stage deep neural network (DNN) used to classify
IoT devices into their respective class using traffic stream.

Table 6 shows a performance metric on existing tech-
niques that we have applied and our proposed framework.

Previous systems were able to identify and classify IoT
devices with a very small range of the dataset, and these were
not end-to-end systems for a smart or intelligent environ-
ment. But the proposed HDNN is an end-to-end system that
is used to discriminate IoT devices from non-IoT devices
and, at the same time, classify IoT devices into their respec-
tive categories with reasonable accuracy, as shown in the
proposed framework diagram. According to the comparison
matrix, it is clear that the proposed system gave better per-
formance than the previous ones.

5. Conclusion

With the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT), a signif-
icant number of IoT devices are built in various areas, such
as businesses, households, warehouses, and highways. The
appropriate security of IoT devices is crucial since the state
of different IoT devices has other properties. The literature
survey demonstrated an excellent number of cited works
on IoT device identification and classification. Still, most of
the work applied to small enterprise networks is based on
static information such as port information, MAC addresses,
and model train test for devices.

The proposed framework based on hierarchical deep
neural networks (DNNs) is used to discriminate IoT and
non-IoT devices and classify IoT devices to their specific cat-
egory. It has been shown that the proposed method is capa-
ble of an end-to-end system to distinguish IoT and non-IoT
with 91% accuracy, besides classifying IoT devices to the
respective classes with an accuracy of 91.33% in heteroge-
neous networks. According to the comparison matrix as
shown in Table 6, it has been clear that already-proposed
models were machine learning algorithms like random for-
est and decision tree for the classification of IoT devices in
the environment in which only IoT devices were present.

However, proposed framework in this research can iden-
tify IoT devices and non-IoT devices and classify legitimate
IoT devices into their specific classes with approximately
91% accuracy as an end-to-end system in a smart environ-
ment. This helps formulate administrative policies and regu-
late/police traffic in the network for better QoS management.
In a future study, we aim to examine a broader range of IoT
device types and non-IoT devices for building an intelligent
environment, explore new communication technologies and
as well as new deep learning techniques, and experiment
with data from IoT devices compromised with spyware
and cyber espionage and detection of unauthorized devices
for security purpose.
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Aiming at applying unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) remote sensing technology in extracting individual standing tree information,
a new automatic single-tree information extraction method is proposed in this paper. The spectral information enhancement
processing was performed on the original UAV image to highlight detailed local features; by importing DBI index, the optimal
cluster number of the K-means clustering was automatically determined, and image pixels were then marked; Gauss Markov
random field (GMRF) model was employed to segment the image further; by mathematical morphology, operators to
postprocess the segmentation results to obtain the individual standing tree crown information, and individual standing tree
position was calculated through image geometric moment as the basis for its identification. The results show that with the
proposed extraction method, the overall accuracy of standing tree identification for the Pinus sylvestris and Pinus tabulaeformis
forest areas are 95.65% and 89.52%; the single-tree crown extraction accuracy is 95.65% and 81.90%, respectively. This method
exhibits good applicability while it does not require a large amount of manual intervention and prior knowledge, which
significantly improves the automation of information extraction.

1. Introduction

The extraction of forestland information is one of the most
important fields of remote sensing technology applications.
The information extraction technology of individual stand-
ing trees mainly refers to the identification of individual
standing tree and extraction of individual tree crowns, which
provides a practical and effective scientific basis for investi-
gating the forestland tree species [1], density estimation,
planting survival rate [2, 3], change monitoring, ecological
resource protection, etc. [4]. The traditional machine vision
features include hog, sift, surf, orb, LBP, and Haar. These fea-
tures can only extract limited information, not enough to
support the subsequent detection task.

The standing tree information is traditionally obtained by
manual field measurement, which is slow with high cost

[5].The application of remote sensing technology and
methods not only improves the efficiency of an individual [6,
7] standing tree information extraction but also provides a
broader range of data sources including high spatial resolution
satellite image data [7, 8], airborne hyperspectral, multispec-
tral image data, and airborne radar data (such as IKONOS,
QuickBird, and WorldView series) [9]. For some remote and
barren research areas, it is often challenging to acquire corre-
sponding high spatial resolution satellite remote sensing image
in time, which limits its application in monitoring [10], and
the method of airborne sensors is complicated and risky. In
recent years, UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) remote sensing
technology has been in rapid development. UAV has the out-
standing characteristics of convenient usage andmaintenance,
small equipment size, low cost, low loss, low risk, fast image
acquisition speed, and high resolution [7, 11], which is
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practically advantageous in regional remote sensing monitor-
ing. In addition, the flying height of UAVs is generally low, so
they are rarely affected by the cloud in the process of data
acquisition, and the flight route can be flexibly planned and
particularly designed [12–14]. Target detection technologies
mainly include one-stage and two-stage technologies, includ-
ing RCNN, fast RCNN, and fast RCNN in one stage, and Yolo
and SSD in the other stage.

At present, scholars have carried out researches on the
extraction methods for individual standing trees; most stud-
ies are based on different types of remote sensing data from
various perspectives. From high spatial resolution satellite
image data, the researchers used the extracted local maxi-
mum value to identify individual standing trees. The local
maximum method usually takes the maximum value of the
local spectrum as the centre of the tree crown and regards
it as the position of the tree. This conventional method is rel-
atively simple, and the extraction speed is fast; however,
when the image brightness value changes much, or the
image background is complex, it generates unsatisfactory
recognition output [15]. Other studies report by combining
object-oriented method and hydrological analysis technique
[16], single-tree information extraction method is applied to
high spatial resolution satellite image data. However, the tra-
ditional object-oriented methods often require excessive
manual interventions [5, 14]; thus, it is difficult to fulfil the
automatic extraction [17] of individual standing tree infor-
mation. Spatial resolution refers to the size or size of the
smallest unit that can be distinguished in detail on the
remote sensing image, which is used to characterize the
image to distinguish the details of ground targets. It is usu-
ally expressed by pixel size, resolution, or field of view.

In this paper, based on high spatial resolution UAV
remote sensing image data, a new method for extracting
standing tree information from a single plant was proposed;
the individual standing tree information was extracted and
analyzed, in comparison with other data sources and tradi-
tional theoretical methods. The accuracy of the method is
verified and analyzed by selecting a specific research area.

2. Study Area and Data

2.1. Overview of the Study Area. The study area is located in
the Shandong mining area in Daliuta Town, Shenmu County,
Yulin City, Shaanxi Province. The satellite base map is the
Gaofen-2 satellite image of the study area on July 08, 2020.
The Shandong mining area is rich in mineral resources with
sparse vegetation, fragile ecological environment, frequent
sandstorms, droughts, and severe wind erosion.

Since its development and construction in the 1980s, its
ecological restoration has been implemented through the
combination of water and soil conservation and biological
measures. Artificial afforestation is mainly conducted by
planting evergreen trees such as Pinus sylvestris and Pinus
tabulaeformis and shrubs such as sea buckthorn. In this
paper, two representative areas are selected as experimental
areas, as shown in Figure 1. The geographical range of exper-
imental area 1 (with Pinus sylvestris) is 110° 12′ 13″ E-l10°

12′ 21″ E, 39° 18′ 36″ N-39° 18′ 42″ N, 0.03 km2, an aver-

age crown width of 1.0m; the geographic area of experimen-
tal area 2 (with Pinus tabulaeformis) is 110° 13′ 09″ E—110°

13′ 20″ E, 39° 15′ 31″ N-39° 15′ 41″ N, 0.08 km2, and an
average crown width of 1.5m.

2.2. Data Acquisition and Processing. This research uses a
DJI Phantom 4 PRO drone, which is a consumer-grade
quadrotor drone product. This mode is battery powered
with a hovering shooting function and can fly for about
30mins. The UAV platform is equipped with a CMOS
(complementary metal oxide semiconductor) digital camera
with a field view 84°; the recording resolution is 1920 × 1080
pixels with R (red light), G (green light), B (blue light) spec-
tral channels.

Two field drone aerial photography experiments were
carried out in August 2020 and September 2020, respec-
tively. During the experiment, the weather was clear, and
the wind was low. The data is collected by video shooting;
the flying height of the drone during aerial photography is
about 50m.

By the MATLAB R2017a software platform, a video
frame is extracted from UAV aerial video, and the TIFF for-
mat image file is saved as the image data for research. The
data only contains three spectral channels of R, G, and B
[18]; the spatial image resolutions of Pinus tabulaeformis
area and Pinus tabulaeformis area are about 0.05m and
0.03m. The typical regional aerial image obtained is shown
in Figure 2, which is further used as the image data for the
extraction of tree information in this paper. TIFF (tag image
file format) image file is one of the commonly used formats
in graphics and image processing. Its image format is very
complex, but because it stores image information flexibly,
it can support many colour systems, and it is independent
of the operating system, so it has been widely used. In vari-
ous applications such as GIS, photogrammetry, and remote
sensing, the image is required to have geocoding informa-
tion, such as the coordinate system, scale, coordinates of
points on the image, longitude and latitude, length unit,
and angle unit.

3. Research Methods

3.1. Individual Tree Information Extraction. The flow chart
of the information extraction of individual standing trees
based on the high spatial resolution UAV remote sensing
image is shown in Figure 3, the left columns display techni-
cal methods used, and the operational targets to be achieved
are listed in the middle.

3.1.1. Image Spectral Information Enhancement. The extrac-
tion of a single tree based on remote sensing images can
essentially be regarded as the process of separating fore-
ground and background on images [19], that is, image seg-
mentation. In this study, the foreground refers to the area
covered by a single standing tree, while the background
refers to the soil, grassland, and other areas. The image
enhancement technology is considered conducive to the sep-
aration of the foreground and background in the image
[18–20]. The method of image enhancement is to add some
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information or transform data to the original image by
certain means, selectively highlight the features of interest
in the image, or suppress (mask) some unnecessary features
in the image, so as to make the image match the visual
response characteristics. In the process of image enhance-
ment, the reason of image degradation is not analyzed, and
the processed image is not necessarily close to the original
image. Image enhancement technology can be divided into
two categories: spatial domain-based algorithm and fre-
quency domain-based algorithm.

Since this study uses true colour image data, there exists
a high degree of correlation between various bands [21].
When the traditional contrast stretching method is used to
enhance the image, it can only improve the image chroma
and brightness, but cannot perfect the image colour satura-
tion degree. However, the decorrelation stretching method
with a principal of component transformation can enlarge
the coupling degree of the image information within the

high band, thereby increasing the image colour saturation.
In addition, the colours of the relevant areas of the image
are more vivid and prominent, while the dark areas will
become brighter. Therefore, this paper adopts the decorrela-
tion stretching spectrum enhancement method to operate
the original images.

3.1.2. Image Pixel Mark. For the purpose of separation for
image foreground and background, further image pixel
labelling is required on the basis of image enhancement pro-
cessing. During this process, the K-means clustering is used
in the image pixel labelling process. The purpose of image
pixel clustering is to group or classify the pixels in the
images. The clustering algorithm is to divide a data set into
multiple classes or clusters by a certain standard, such as dis-
tance, so that the data objects in the same cluster are similar,
and the data objects in different clusters are different as much
as possible. In addition, the commonly used clustering

(a) Pinus sylvestris (b) Pinus tabulaeformis

Figure 1: Pictures of experimental areas 1 and 2.

(a) Pinus sylvestris (b) Pinus tabulaeformis

Figure 2: Aerial images of areas 1 and 2.
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algorithms include K-means, K-modes, K-prototypes,
dmscan density clustering, GMM, and hierarchical clustering.

Assuming the image is a spatial data set X, the elements
xi ði = 1, 2, 3,⋯,NÞ in the data set correspond to the pixels
in the image [22]. In the theory of K-means clustering, K
initial clustering centres μk ðk = 1, 2, 3,⋯, KÞ are to be found
in the sum of squares of Euclidean distances between clus-
tering centres and image pixels reaches the minimum, and
the pixels are assigned to the corresponding cluster centres.
The objective function is as follows:

D = 〠
N

i=1
〠
K

k=1
xi − μkk k: ð1Þ

For the conventional K-means clustering method, it is
necessary to artificially set the initial clustering centre several
times to obtain the optimal result, which reduces efficiency
and is affected by human subjectivity to a certain extent.
Therefore, the introduction of the DBI index in this study
can automatically determine the optimal number of clusters,
avoid subjective judgments, and improve clustering accu-
racy. DBI mathematically calculate the ratio of the intraclass
distance and the interclass distance between any two catego-
ries [23]. The larger the DBI value is, the smaller the intra-
class distance and the larger the interclass distance would
be. The calculation formula is

di,j = vi − vj
�� ��, ð2Þ

Si =
1
Cij j 〠x∈Ci

x − vik k, ð3Þ

DBI = 1
K

〠
i,j∈ 1,k½ �

max
Si + Sj
di,j

 !
: ð4Þ

In the formula, x represents data objects in the ith class;
vi and vj denote the centroids of the i and j classes, respec-
tively; Ci is the number of data objects in the ith class; di,j
represents the Euclidean distance between the centroid of
the ith class and jth class; Si and Sj are the class distance
between each data object in ith and jth class and centroids
vi and vj, and K is the number of clusters.

Therefore, in this study, the process of image pixel label-
ling method is described as follows:

(1) Preset K value (K ∈ ½Kmin, Kmax�), where Kmin is 2,
and Kmax is 15, that is, the image clustering catego-
ries are divided into at least two categories, and at
most 15 categories

(2) Initialize the cluster centre Ck, (k = 1，2, 3,⋯, K) and
calculate the D value, then redistribute the image
pixels

(3) Calculate the new cluster centre according to the
formula below:

μk′ =
1
Ckj j 〠x∈Ck

x ð5Þ

(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) until the cluster centre no lon-
ger changes. Record the corresponding DBI values,
and label the corresponding category of image pixels,
mark value of f ∈ ½1, K�

(5) Produce DBI, when the number of clusters corre-
sponds to the minimum value of DBI, the optimal
number of clusters Ks is obtained, and output of
corresponding image pixel marking result is given.
The shortcoming of K-means are as follows: (1)
The selection of K value is not easy to grasp. (2) It
is difficult to converge for nonconvex data sets. (3)
If the data of each hidden category is unbalanced,
such as the data quantity of each hidden category is
seriously unbalanced, or the variance of each hidden
category is different, the clustering effect is not good.
(4) Using iterative method, the result is only local
optimal

3.1.3. Image Foreground/Background Separation. When using
the K-means clustering method for image pixel labelling, only
the grey value information of image pixels is considered, while
the statistical dependence between neighbouring pixels is not
taken into account, which renders some certain errors of label-
ling results. Hence, according to the GaussianMarkov random
field (GMRF) theory [24], the spatial characteristics of image
pixels were also considered, and image segmentation was
carried out again on the marked image results. GMF is an
image segmentation model built on the image neighborhood
system; that is, through a neighborhood system, the pixels in
the image and other pixels in its neighborhood are connected.
The image to be segmented is described by constructing two
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Identification of
standing trees

Single tree
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Spectral information
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background separation

Image pixel mark

Separation, extraction
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Figure 3: The flow chart of the information extraction.
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random fields, a marker field and a feature field [22]. It should
be noted that the prior probability is the probability of current
event based on historical experience, posterior probability is
the probability of an event based on data or evidence, and like-
lihood probability is the probability of the occurrence of data
or evidence when the probability of an event is known. The
marker field is used to mark image pixels and to describe the
result of image segmentation, denoted as Y = fY ∣ y1, y2,⋯,
yng; besides, the feature field can effectively reflect spatial
feature information of each pixel, describing the original
image data, denoted as X = fX ∣ x1, x2,⋯, xng. According to
the Bayesian posterior probability formula [25], the image
segmentation can be expressed as

P Y = y ∣ X = xð Þ = P X = x ∣ Y = yð ÞP Y = yð Þ
P X = xð Þ , ð6Þ

where PðY = y ∣ X = xÞ is the posterior probability of the
marker field Y = y under the condition of the given image
characteristic X = x, PðX = x ∣ Y = yÞ is the probability distri-
bution of characteristic field X = x under the condition of
given observation data Y = y, P ðY = yÞ represents the prior
probability, and P ðX = xÞ is a known constant so it can be
ignored. The maximum posterior probability can be approxi-
mated:

ŷ = arg max P Y = y ∣ X = xð Þ: ð7Þ

During parameter solving process, the image probability
calculation actually can be converted into a problem of energy
solution, i.e., to minimize the sum of the current mark field
energy and the characteristic field energy, namely,

E y, xð Þ =min EY yð Þ + EX y, xð Þð Þ: ð8Þ

In the formula, EYðyÞ is the marker field energy, and
EXðy, xÞ is the characteristic field energy.

Then, the energy potential functions of the marker field
can be defined as

EY yIð Þ = 〠
s

k=1
v I, kð Þ, ð9Þ

v I, kð Þ =
f , yI ≠ yk,
0, yI = yk,

(
ð10Þ

where I is a centre pixel of the neighborhood and K is
the pixel contained in the neighborhood.

Assuming that the probability distribution of the image is
a normal distribution, the mean and variance of k in each
category are μk and σk, respectively; EX ðy,xÞ can be expressed as

EX y, xð Þ =〠 ln
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
× σk

� �
+ x − μkð Þ2

2σ2k

 !
: ð11Þ

Iterative condition modes (ICM) are used to iterate, the

program is finalized, and the final segmentation result is
recorded once the termination condition is met.

3.1.4. Single-Wood Separation, Extraction, and Postprocessing.
In order to obtain the tree information from segmentation
results, it is postprocessed by mathematical morphological
operators and other methods. The major processing steps
[26] are described as follows:

(1) The segmentation result area is separated: separate
the areas containing tree information from the
segmentation result and save in TIFF format

(2) Isolated nodes removal: the primary purpose is to
remove the isolated noise information in the seg-
mentation result

(3) Patchwork elimination: mainly remove the sporadic
small fragmented noise in the non-tree areas

(4) Hole filling: fill the holes in the tree pattern to form a
complete closed polygon for further extraction of the
tree crown

(5) Morphological operator processing: basic morpho-
logical operators in this study include expansion
operator ( ⊕ ), corrosion operator (Θ), open operator
(∘), and closure operators (•) [27]. The principles
expressed by assuming binary image A and structure
element B are shown in equations (12)–(15). The
expansion operator can increase the number of
pixels on the border; the erosion operator can reduce
the number of pixels on the border. The open oper-
ator is first corroded and then expanded; the closed
operator is first expanded and then corroded

A ⊕ B = ∪ A + b ∣ b ∈ Bf g, ð12Þ

AΘB = ∩ A − b ∣ b ∈ Bf g, ð13Þ
A ∘ B = AΘBð Þ ⊕ B, ð14Þ
A•B = A ⊕ Bð ÞΘB ð15Þ

This work adopts the processing strategy of first corro-
sion and consequently expansion, i.e., open operators for
morphological processing, which could smooth the bound-
ary contour of the pattern, break the narrow connections,
and remove the small protrusion on edges.

(6) Treatment of abnormal segmentation patches: due to
the fact that two or more tree spots might be con-
nected together in the segmentation results, which
reduces the extraction accuracy. Thus, it is separated
based on the rules of patch area and patch roundness

According to the patch area statistics from the process-
ing results, the patches whose area is more than 90% of the
total patch area are screened out and recorded as A_u, and
the remaining patches are recorded as A_d; then, the patch
roundness is calculated, and spots with roundness less than
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0.5 is marked as C_d, and the remaining patches are marked
as C_u. The C_d patches were corroded and then combined
with C_u and A_d to produce final segmentation result.

3.1.5. Extraction of Individual Standing Trees. For individual
standing tree identification, based on the principle of geo-
metric image moments, the morphological postprocessing
results are calculated to obtain the centroid position of the
segmentation pattern, which is used as a marker [28] for
the crown position, and the number of markers is the exact
number of trees extracted. The calculation formulae are

x = C10
C00

=
∑M

i=1∑
N
j=1i × f i, jð Þ

∑M
i=1∑

N
j=1 f i, jð Þ

, ð16Þ

y = C01
C00

=
∑M

i=1∑
N
j=1 j × f i, jð Þ

∑M
i=1∑

N
j=1 f i, jð Þ

: ð17Þ

f ði, jÞ is the grey value of the image pixel; C10 and C01 are
the first-order moments of the image, representing the cumu-
lative sum of the product of x-coordinate value and pixel grey
value of the patch area and the cumulative sum of the product
of the y-coordinate value of the patch area and the pixel grey
value; C00 is the zero-order moment of the image, which rep-
resents the cumulative sum of pixel grey values in the pattern
area. Additionally, by vectorizing the final morphological
postprocessing results, the corresponding single-tree canopy
range is obtained. Note that now, moment technology has
been widely used in image retrieval and recognition, image
matching, image reconstruction, digital compression, digital
watermarking, and moving image sequence analysis. Com-
mon moment descriptors can be divided into the following
categories: geometric moment, orthogonal moment, complex
moment, and rotational moment.

3.2. Verification and Evaluation of Individual Standing Tree
Information Extraction. When evaluating the methods for
extracting information from individual trees, relevant refer-
ence data, including the position of individual trees and
the range of individual tree crowns, should be considered
for accuracy evaluation. Due to the lack of measured refer-
ence data, this study employs visual interpretation instead
of reference data for accuracy verification.

3.2.1. Evaluation of Recognition Accuracy of Individual
Standing Trees. The evaluation accuracy indicators of indi-
vidual standing tree identification are basically overall accu-
racy, commission error, and omission error [29]. The
number of trees obtained by artificial recognition is used as
the reference tree Nr. The number of trees extracted is
recorded as Na, and the number of trees extracted correctly
is Nc. The overall accuracy refers to the percentage of the
number of correctly extracted trees to the number of refer-
ence trees, see equation (18). Commission error refers to
the percentage of the difference between the number of ref-
erence trees and correctly extracted trees in the number of
reference trees, as shown in equation (19). Omission error
refers to the percentage of the difference between the num-
ber of extracted trees and correctly extracted trees in the
number of reference trees, see formula (20). In this paper,
all the experiments have gone through a lot of experiments,
and we have carried out three experiments, respectively,
under each working condition, and then obtained the final
results by using the average value technology, so the results
are very effective.

Overall accuracy = OA = Nc
Nr × 100%, ð18Þ

Commission error = CE = Nr −Nc
Nr × 100%, ð19Þ

Omission error = OE = Na −Nc
Na × 100%: ð20Þ

3.2.2. Evaluation of Accuracy of Single-Tree Crown
Extraction. The range of the canopy was extracted manually
by professional interpreters as a reference for verifying the
results of single-tree crown extraction. This article quantita-
tively evaluates the accuracy of single-tree crown extraction
based on the following criteria:

(1) Matching: the extracted single-tree canopy overlaps
with the reference canopy by more than 50%, and
the centre point of the reference canopy is located
in the extracted canopy

(2) Merge: the extracted single tree canopy contains two
or more reference canopies, and the centre of the ref-
erence crown is also included in the extracted crown

(3) Separation: more than 50% of the reference tree can-
opy is occupied by one or more single-tree canopies

(4) Loss: the overlap between the reference canopy and
the extracted single tree canopy is less than 50%

Table 1: The statistical results of DBI.

Number of
categories

DBI
Pinus sylvestris
forest area

Pinus tabulaeformis
forest area

2 1.43537 1.44351

3 1.15484 1.18965

4 1.13441 1.02295

5 1.24226 1.08863

6 1.07897 1.18318

7 1.12276 1.14299

8 1.10650 1.23357

9 1.20727 1.18306

10 1.13171 1.14993

11 1.17526 1.11194

12 1.18779 1.10884

13 1.14118 1.09068

14 1.12798 1.07564

15 1.11344 1.07782
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[30], and the centre of the reference canopy does not
belong to any extracted single-tree crown

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. DBI Optimization Results. Based on the UAV remote
sensing image data of the Pinus sylvestris forest and the
Pinus tabulaeformis forest, the corresponding DBI index is
calculated through the program for different preset classifi-
cation numbers. The statistical results are shown in Table 1.

It can be seen that the minimum DBI of the Pinus sylves-
tris area is 1.07897, and the number of classifications is 6,
and it is taken as the optimal number of classifications;

The minimum value of DBI is 1.02295 of the Pinus tabulae-
formis forest, and the number of classifications is 4, which is
regarded as the optimal number of classifications.

4.2. Segmentation Result Comparison and Analysis. The seg-
mentation results of UAV remote sensing image of Pinus
sylvestris forest and Pinus tabulaeformis forest are greyscaled
image. The UAV remote sensing images of Pinus sylvestris
forest are divided into 6 and 4 categories, respectively. It is
difficult to distinguish different divided regions in the grey-
scale image visually; therefore, in order to facilitate observa-
tion, the colours of the different segmented areas are,
respectively, matched, see Figure 4.

(a) Pinus sylvestris (b) Pinus tabulaeformis

Figure 4: The segmented areas of the algorithm of the study.

Table 2: Segmentation parameters.

Experimental area Band weight Segmentation scale Shape factor Compactness factor

Pinus sylvestris area 1 1 1 20 0.8 0.2

Pinus tabulaeformis area 1 1 1 60 0.65 0.5

(a) Pinus sylvestris (b) Pinus tabulaeformis

Figure 5: Segmentation results of object-oriented method.
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Since the UAV remote sensing image in this paper has a
high spatial resolution, a transparent shadow area can be
seen from the original image. It mainly consists of two parts.
One part is self-shadow, and the shadow area comes from
the branches or leaves in the crown; the other part is cast
shadow, and the shadow area caused by the sun’s rays on
the ground or other trees. From the segmentation results,
it can be seen that the segmentation algorithm in this paper
can suppress or eliminate the shadows of trees to a certain
extent. Moreover, casting shadows can also be better distin-
guished and separated. It shows that this algorithm has bet-
ter robustness to the shadow part.

In order to further verify the segmentation effect of this
article, the object-oriented segmentation method is applied to
segment the experimental images. Based on the software plat-
form eCognition Developer-10.2, a multiscale segmentation,
the segmentation parameters include image layer weights, seg-
mentation scale, shape factor, and compactness factor [31]. The
weight of the band can be determined according to the impor-
tance of the band; the segmentation scale determines the size of
the segmented object and the quality of the segmentation; the
shape factor determines the proportion of the spectral value
relative to the shape during the segmentation; the compactness
factor determines the shape characteristics of generated object.

After several trials of the segmentation process, the optimal
segmentation parameters of different UAV remote sensing
images are determined, see Table 2. The final segmentation
results are shown in Figure 5. In order to compare the segmen-

tation effects, the tree objects in the segmentation area are
highlighted.

By comparing the segmentation results of the algorithm
in this paper with that of the object-oriented method, the
algorithm of this paper has a better outcome of the restora-
tion for original tree contours. Due to the complexity of the
features in the original image, when multiscale segmentation
[32] is performed with different segmentation parameters,
the segmentation effect is usually better for some particularly
segmented areas, and it is always hard to achieve a balanced
segmentation effect for the whole.

4.3. Individual Standing Tree Identification and Accuracy
Evaluation. The results of individual standing tree identifica-
tion by UAV remote sensing images of Pinus sylvestris forest
and Pinus tabulaeformis forest are shown in Figure 6. The
yellow dots “•” are the reference tree position for artificial
visual interpretation, and the red signs “+” are the automatic
extraction of the tree position. To improve visual observa-
tion, a red circle equivalent to the area of the extracted tree
crown is used as marking for the fitting tree range. If the
position of the reference tree for manual visual interpreta-
tion is within the range of the fitted range, it is regarded as
a correct extraction; otherwise, it is regarded as an incorrect
one.

The accuracy evaluation of the individual standing tree
recognition results is shown in Table 3. For relatively sparse
Pinus sylvestris forest, the overall accuracy of individual
standing tree identification reached 95.66%, the commission
error was 4.37%, and the omission error was 2.89%; for the
densely growing Pinus sylvestris forest area, the overall accu-
racy of individual standing wood identification reached
89.55%, commission error was 10.39%, and omission error
was 8.81%.

4.4. Single-Tree Crown Extraction and Accuracy Evaluation.
The single-tree crown extraction results of Pinus sylvestris
and Pinus tabulaeformis forest areas are shown in Figure 7.
The yellow polygons are the reference crown range obtained

(a) Pinus sylvestris (b) Pinus tabulaeformis

Figure 6: The results of individual standing tree identification of Pinus sylvestris and Pinus tabulaeformis.

Table 3: The accuracy evaluation of the individual standing tree
recognition.

Experimental area Nr Na Nc
OA
(%)

CE
(%)

OE
(%)

Pinus sylvestris forest area 69 67 66 95.66 4.37 2.89

Pinus tabulaeformis forest
area

105 103 94 89.55 10.39 8.81
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by manual visual interpretation, and the red polygons are
the automatic extraction range of single-tree crown.

The accuracy evaluation for individual tree crown extrac-
tion is shown in Table 4. The number of reference tree crowns
for visual interpretation of Pinus sylvestris forest is 69, the
matching number is 66, the number of separation is 1, the miss-
ing number is 3, and the corresponding extraction accuracy is
95.66%; the number of reference tree crowns for visual interpre-
tation of Pinus tabulaeformis forest is 105, the matching num-
ber is 82, the combined number is 10, the missing number is
8, and the corresponding extraction accuracy is 81.92%.

The method in this paper has higher accuracy for single-
tree crown extraction in sparse forest areas, but relatively
low extraction accuracy for denser forest areas. The main
reason is that the vegetation types of the selected Pinus tabu-
laeformis forest experimental area are complex and diverse,
and a large number of shrubs and trees grow together, which
are difficult to differentiate. The method in this paper is
mainly based on the spectral feature information of ground
and mathematical geometry principles to extract single-tree
information; the overlapping growth of branches between
trees or between trees and shrubs cannot be eliminated
[33], which limits the extraction accuracy to a certain extent.

5. Conclusions

Aiming for the high spatial resolution UAV remote sensing
image data application, a new method for extracting the
standing tree information of forest land is proposed in this
paper. By comparing with the object-oriented method, it is
found that the extraction effect of this method is better.

Through the accuracy verification and evaluation of the
extraction results, it is found that the test images for the
Pinus sylvestris forest area and the Pinus tabulaeformis forest
area have reached a higher level of accuracy, which shows
the method of this paper is both feasible and effective and
renders specific application values in remote sensing fields.

The advantages of the method mainly lie in the fact that it
does not require a large amount of manual intervention and
input of prior knowledge and also avoids the inefficiency of
traditional manual extraction. It dramatically improves the
degree of automation and universal utilization for the method.
Furthermore, it makes full use of the spatial correlation
between the grey value of the image pixel and the pixel. It com-
bines the filtering rules based on area and roundness in the
postprocessing process, which dramatically improves the
extraction effect, accuracy, and shadow inhibition. Discussions
were carried out from two aspects (research image data and
traditional theoretical method application), focusing on the
analysis of the difficulties and limitations of traditional high
spatial resolution remote sensing image data in practical appli-
cation. However, this article only uses high spatial resolution
UAV remote sensing image data to extract the information
of a single tree. Therefore, how to combine multisource
remote sensing data to achieve complementary advantages
between data to compensate for the defects of UAV image data
and to improve further extraction accuracy of forest informa-
tion needs further study. In addition, because the algorithm
proposed in this paper is more complex, although it can run
on the computer with graphics card, it is difficult to guarantee
the real-time performance. In this case, this is the place where
we need to break through in our next work.

(a) Pinus sylvestris (b) Pinus tabulaeformis

Figure 7: The single-tree crown extraction results of Pinus sylvestris and Pinus tabulaeformis.

Table 4: Evaluation of the accuracy of single tree crown extraction.

Experimental area Reference canopy Match Merge Separation Loss Extraction accuracy (%)

Pinus sylvestris forest 69 66 0 1 3 95.66

Pinus tabulaeformis forest 105 86 8 0 9 81.92
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In this paper, we proposed a multiscale and bidirectional input model based on convolutional neural network and deep neural
network, named MBCDNN. In order to solve the problem of inconsistent activity segments, a multiscale input module is
constructed to make up for the noise caused by filling. In order to solve the problem that single input is not enough to extract
features from original data, we propose to manually design aggregation features combined with forward sequence and reverse
sequence and use five cross-validation and stratified sampling to enhance the generalization ability of the model. According to
the particularity of the task, we design an evaluation index combined with scene and action weight, which enriches the
learning ability of the model to a great extent. In the 19 kinds of activity data based on scene+action, the accuracy and
robustness are significantly improved, which is better than other mainstream traditional methods.

1. Introduction

The research of using sensors for human activity recognition
existed as early as 30 years ago [1, 2]. With the advent of indus-
try 4.0 era, new opportunities and challenges are filled. Human
activity recognition research has attracted much attention due
to its advantages in intelligent monitoring system, medical care
system [3], virtual reality exchange, smart homes [4], anomaly
detection [5], and other fields, as well as the ability to provide
personalized support and interconnection for different fields.
At present, human activity recognition is mainly realized by
two ways: one is through indoor and outdoor sensors, and
the other is some wearable devices [6–8]. The former is limited
by the need to be placed in a fixed location, and the inference of
activity completely depends on the user’s interaction with these
devices. For example, if the user is not within the sensor range
or the object moves freely in the scene to introduce varying
degrees of occlusion, the activity cannot be recognized. Sec-
ondly, the environment is dynamic and complex, such as the
weather and sunlight in the background, which also increases
the difficulty of recognition. The latter also has many defects,
such as high cost and inconvenient carrying.

Smart phones have many advantages in the field of
human activity recognition [9]. Due to its small size and
convenient portability, the built-in sensors are becoming
more and more diverse, and specific types of activities can
be effectively classified through the information of multiple
sensors. For example, the built-in accelerometers of smart
phones [10, 11] can describe human actions, such as stand-
ing, walking, and running [12, 13]. Similarly, by collecting
audio information from the phone microphone [14], the
user’s activities can be identified, such as listening to music,
speaking, and sleeping [15, 16], running rhythm can be
monitored [17], and user respiratory symptoms are related
to sound, such as sneezing or coughing [15]. Users’ emotions
can also be inferred from various sensor data, including Wi-
Fi, accelerometer, compass, and GPS [15, 18–20]. The activ-
ity identification system based on mobile devices can be per-
ceived from personal perception to group in multiscale [21].
Generally speaking, the quality of data collected by each
built-in sensor of a smart phone is also different. For exam-
ple, the gyroscope of smart phone can sense the change of
the movement direction of the person holding the phone,
while the acceleration sensor of smart phones can reflect
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the speed change of the person holding the phone. There-
fore, by fusing the real-time data obtained by the various
sensors of the smart phone, the final data obtained has a cer-
tain heterogeneity. These data can be widely used in human
activity recognition and have broad market and social value
in health care, smart home, financial fraud, and other sce-
narios. At the same time, the user does not need to carry
additional equipment with sensors in the process of collect-
ing data. In terms of human activity recognition, using smart
phones as research equipment has become the preferred
equipment for researchers.

We study the indoor and outdoor human activity recog-
nition, redefine activity as the combination of scene and
action, and achieve real-time monitoring of users’ indoor
and outdoor activity through smart phones.

(1) From the study of recognition simple activity to recog-
nition complex activity, activity is defined as the com-
bination of scene and action, which has 19 different
activities. The aggregation feature is designed manu-
ally to help automatic feature extraction and realize
more abundant feature information extraction

(2) A multiscale bidirectional sequence fusion model
(MBCDNN) is designed to recognition complex
activity. The experiment result shows that the model
has higher advantages than the current popular net-
work model

2. Related Work

2.1. Dataset Collected by Smart Phone. In the research of
human activity recognition, the data collected by a smart
phone through sensors is particularly important. Some of
these benchmark datasets have been released to the public.
In studies, such as Roggen et al.’s [22], using 72 environmen-
tal and body sensors, a set of daily activities were recorded in
the sensor rich environment. Similarly, the other researchers
have provided dataset, such as Tapia et al. [23] and Hase-
gawa[24]. In 2012, WISDM Lab released wisdm dataset
[25], the device for collecting data is an Android smart-
phone, and the number of users participating in data collec-
tion is 29. Users participating in data collection are required
to put the smartphone in the front trouser leg pocket, which
is more in line with the real-life scene. Users need to com-
plete a series of actions, including walking, jogging, going
up and down the stairs, standing, and sitting. In 2013, the
University of Genoa provided UCI-HAR dataset [26] to
record the daily activity of each user, including standing, sit-
ting, walking, going up and down the stairs, and lying down.
With the help of the acceleration sensor and gyroscope of
the smart phone, the data collection device collects 30 users,
aged from 19 to 48, and each user is instructed to wear a
smart phone at the waist. Each user needs to carry out two
experiments. In the first experiment, the smart phone is
worn on the left side of the waist, and in the second experi-
ment, the user can freely choose the position. In 2016,
Vavoulas and others offered MobiAct dataset [27], Mobiact
data is an extension of the MobiFall data set published in

2014 and was initially created with fall detection in mind.
This dataset contains four different types of falls and nine daily
activities, such as walking, standing, and going up and down
the stairs. The number of users collected is 57, including 42
men and 15 women. The users are between 20 and 47 years
old, including more than 2500 experiments, all from the col-
lection of smart phone sensors. In the same year, Hnoohom
and others provided the UniMiBSHAR dataset [28]. In the
authors’ opinion, the data collected by smart phone sensors
are rarely public, and public data often contain samples of
users with too similar characteristics and lack of specific
information. They proposed a new dataset, which collected
daily activities of users mainly including simple activity such
as walking, standing, running, and sitting down and complex
activity such as washing dishes, combing hair, and preparing
sandwiches. The dataset contains 11771 human activities
and 30 users aged between 18 and 60, of which 24 are women
and 6 are men. It is worth noting that it includes more elderly
people. In 2019, Beijing University of Posts and Telecommu-
nications provided the Sanitation dataset [29]. The user receiv-
ing the acquisition needs to wear a smart watch at the wrist.
The user selected according to the demand is the sanitation
worker. According to the research requirement, sanitation
workers were invited as a user, in which 7 kinds of daily life
action data that were collected included walking, running,
sweeping with a big broom and sweeping with a small broom,
cleaning, and taking out garbage.

2.2. HAR Based on AI. Reference [30] collected data from 10
volunteers (4 women and 6 men) through four sensors of
smart phones. The volunteers are between 24 and 30 years
old. Volunteers are required to carry smart phones to com-
plete the specified actions, standing, walking, walking slowly,
go upstairs and downstairs and cycling. In order to eliminate
errors, discard the data of the first 2 seconds and the second
after the volunteer starts the action, and select 50050 data for
each action. They processed data using median filtering, data
normalization, sliding window segmentation, feature selec-
tion, and optimal feature subset selection are performed on
the data. Also, they used the idea of fusion. The traditional
random forest (RF) [31], support vector machine (SVM)
[32], k-nearest neighbor (KNN) [33], and naive Bayes classi-
fication algorithm (NBC) [34] are fused. The accuracy was
99%, which is 6% higher than that of single model

With the development of artificial intelligence, deep learn-
ing has become a favorite choice of researchers. Reference [35]
used smart phone sensors to collect 6 different activities from
30 volunteers, including walking, going upstairs and down-
stairs, standing, lying flat, and sitting. The collected data are
preprocessed by noise filter, and 2.56 seconds are used as
sliding window. A total of 7352 training data and 2947 test
data are divided. Three design optimization schemes were
proposed to improve the accuracy of human activity recogni-
tion: (1) Scheme 1—combining three sensor data; (2) Scheme
2—based on three-dimensional convolution; and (3) Scheme
3—based on difference optimization convolution kernel. By
comparing the results of the experimental scheme, it was
found that the accuracy of the first scheme is the highest, with
an average accuracy of 97.50%.
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Due to the complexity of human activities, there are few
researches on excessive activities in the past, such as sitting-
standing. Reference [36] proposed a hierarchical recognition
model based on support vector machine and random forest,
studying 4 kinds of excessive activities and 10 kinds of daily
life activities. The data preprocessing adopted filtering denois-
ing and acceleration separation, and the feature extraction
adopted the time domain and frequency domain of features,
in which the frequency domain uses a total of 118 features,
such as Fourier realization, mean, variance, and standard devi-
ation. In the self-collected data, support vector machine and
random forest hierarchical recognition model achieved an
average accuracy of 98.1%. LSTM is good at processing time
series data. The author used bidirectional LSTM network for
activity recognition research and achieved 94.1%, 98.5%, and
98.8% accuracy in UCI-HAR, WISDM, and self-collected
data, respectively.

3. Method

3.1. MBCDNNModel.Human activity data collected based on
scenes+actions are more complex. Since the collected data is
time series data, we send the data of the forward sequence
and the reverse sequence to the MultiConv2D module for
training. Due to the different activity duration, the collected
data length is not consistent. Different experiments in the past
have segmented the data, trying to find the best segmentation
length [15, 37], but in order to ensure the consistency of the
sequence fragments in the division process, the filling strategy
is adopted. The obvious problem is that the noise interference
is increased. Therefore, we introduce the activity convolution
module ComplexConv1D, which uses a series of designed
one-dimensional convolution kernels to perform convolution
operations on forward and reverse sequences to extract diver-
sified features; the interference caused by noise is largely
reduced. In addition to the forward and reverse sequences as
input to the model, we also added a series of aggregation

features, including three types of features: time domain, fre-
quency domain, and time-frequency domain, which perform
feature extraction on the original data, these extracted aggrega-
tion features are input into the deep neural network (DNN)
module, and this is verified to be effective. Our MBCDNN
model is composed of MultiConv2D and ComplexConv1D
and DNN modules. Finally, the output results of all modules
are connected, and the classification result is obtained through
the fully connected layer. The overall structure of the model is
shown in Figure 1.

3.1.1. MultiConv2D and ComplexConv1D. The task of the
MultiConv2D module is to receive the input of the forward
sequence and the reverse sequence, followed by four convolu-
tional layers (Conv2D); the kernel size is 3 × 3; the number of
convolution channels is 64, 128, 256, and 512, respectively; the
activation function is ReLU. Each layer of convolution passes
through the Batch Normalization (BN) layer, then passes
through the pooling layer. This module extracts the feature
of actions and scenes through a series of convolution opera-
tions. The formula for two-dimensional convolution is as
follows:

convx,y = f 〠
k×k

i

wi × vi

 !
, ð1Þ

where x, y are the spatial coordinates (x, y) of the input data
sample, f is the activation function, the weight of the convolu-
tion kernel isw, the size of the convolution kernel is k × k, and
the sample data value is v. The convolution process is the sum
of the inner product of the weight of the convolution kernel
sliding on the value corresponding to the sample data.

The task of the ComplexConv1D module is to extract the
features of MultiConv2D from multiple angles when the
sequence length is inconsistent, so as to reduce the impact
of noise on training. When the input vector dimension is

Original data
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1 × 5 Conv

1 × 7 Conv
MultiConv2D
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Figure 1: MBCDNN model.
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ðN , Cin, LinÞ, the output vector dimension is ðN , Cout, LoutÞ.
As shown in

Lout =
Lin + 2 × p − d × k − 1ð Þ − 1

s
+ 1

� �
, ð2Þ

where Lin, Lout represent the length of the input and
output vectors, respectively, p represents the padding size,
d represents the distance between the core points, also
called à trous algorithm [38], k represents the size of the
convolution kernel, and s represents the convolution stride.
To illustrate the relevant parameters of the model, Table 1
lists the parameters of MultiConv2D and ComplexConv1D
in detail. The experimental process of the MBCDNN model
is shown in Figure 2. The data processing, generate dataset,

and aggregation characteristic part will be described in this
section; the rest will be described in the next section.

3.2. Data Processing. The data collected by the smart phone
sensor is time series data; for this reason, the research and
design collection scenes are divided into 3 categories: walking,
standing, sitting, and lying; each scene collects 6 kinds of
actions, playing games (mobile game), watching short videos,
watching live broadcasts or watching long videos (similar to
news broadcasts), browser query or viewing browser content,
typing chat or other typing, and other actions (WeChat calls):
6 types of actions. At the same time, an action that is regardless
of scene is added, the activity of user A “handing the phone” to
user B. We redefine activity as a combination of scene+action,
so there are 19 different activities in total. A total of 7292
samples were collected. 80% of the overall data were randomly
selected as the training set and 20% as the test set. The sample

Table 1: MultiConv2D & ComplexConv1D network parameters. Each layer of convolution passes through the BN layer; the selected
activation function is ReLU.

MultiConv2D ComplexConv1D
Layer name Kernel size, filters/stride, pad Layer name Kernel size, filters/stride, pad

Conv_1 MaxPooling 3 × 3, 64/1, same 2 × 2/2 Conv1d_1 1 × 7, 128/1, same

Conv_2 3 × 3, 128/1, same Conv1d_2 1 × 5, 256/1, same

Conv_3 3 × 3, 256/1, same Conv1d_3 1 × 3, 128/1, same

Conv_4 3 × 3, 512/1, same GlobalAveragePooling1D

GlobalAveragePooling2D

Data
preprocessing

Generate
dataset

Aggregation
characteristic

Model training

Model
optimization

Model test

Optimization

Model
compare

Yes

No
End

Where the
parameters
are optimal

Figure 2: Experimental flowchart of MBCDNN.
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categories are unbalanced. The proportion of standing playing
games is the most, and the proportion of standing brush video
is the lowest. Table 2 describes the situation of each activity.
Figure 3 shows the proportion of various activities types of col-
lected data.

3.3. Generated Dataset. Use the two built-in sensors of the
smart phone: gravity sensor and acceleration sensor to col-
lect data. The volunteers who collected the data were com-
posed of 5 men and 5 women, aged between 20 and 55
years. During the collection process, the volunteers can com-
plete 6 types of actions according to each scene (see Table 2
for details). The collected data includes gravitational acceler-
ation, and nongravitational acceleration data and the action
segment are divided by the accelerometer count; every 5
seconds is regarded as a segment. The basic attributes of
the collected dataset are described in Table 3. A total of 19
actions were collected based on smart phone sensors. A total
of 7292 samples were collected. 80% of the overall data were
randomly selected as the training set and 20% as the test set.

3.4. Aggregation Feature. The data is time series data, which
needs to be divided into activity segments. Each activity
segment data contains 60 pieces of data, which can be used
for feature aggregation. Aggregation time series data features
generally select three types of features: time domain,
frequency domain, and time-frequency domain; they have
been verified to be effective. In time domain, the independent
variable is time, and the dependent variable is the change of
the signal, which describes the value of the signal at different
moments. In frequency domain, the independent variable is
the frequency, the dependent variable is the amplitude of the
signal, and it describes the spectrogram. Among them, the
sample features that can be extracted in the time domain
include variance, standard deviation, mean, and skewness.
The median frequency, average frequency, and energy spectral
density of sample features can be extracted in the frequency
domain. The specific calculation formula for sample feature
is shown in Table 4.

4. Experiment and Analysis

4.1. Evaluation Index. Human activity recognition based on
scenes and actions cannot simply use the recognition accu-
racy to evaluate the quality of the model. Since the activity
involves actions under the scene, predicting the scene also

has a certain value. For this reason, we designed an evalua-
tion index that comprehensively considers the weight of
the scene and the action: acc combo, which is more condu-
cive to the recognition efficiency of the real reaction model.
The specific rules of the evaluation index are that if the activ-
ity of handing over the mobile phone is predicted to get 1

Table 2: Predefined activity based on smart phone sensors.

Scene Action Activity description

Walking/standing/sitting
and lying

Playing games User plays the game in this scene (mobile game)

Watching short videos User watches short videos in this scene

Watching live broadcasts or watching long
videos

User watches live broadcast or long videos in this scene
(similar to news broadcast)

Browser query or viewing browser content User views browser content in this scene

Typing chat or other typing User types text in this scene

Other actions User makes WeChat calls in this scene, etc.

Regardless of scene Hand phone User hands the phone to another user

241, 
3.30%

676, 9.27%

409, 5.61%

332, 4.55%

435, 5.97%

343, 4.70%

742, 10.18%

236, 
3.24%

328, 4.50%287, 3.94%

236, 
3.24%

449, 6.16%

734, 10.07%

291, 3.99%

126, 1.73%

478, 6.56%

345, 4.73%

259, 3.55%

345, 4.73%

Proportion of activity categories

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Figure 3: Proportion of activity categories. Labels 1 to 6,
respectively, represent six types of actions in scene walking:
playing games, watching short videos, watching live or long
videos, browser query or viewing browser content, typing chat, or
other typing and other actions. Labels 7 to 12 represent six types
of actions in scene standing. Labels 13 to 18 represent six types of
actions in sitting and lying. Label 19 represents the action of
delivering the mobile phone alone.
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point, the prediction error is 0 point. We hope to predict the
correct action to get a relatively high positive feedback in the
model evaluation. If it is not the activity of handing the
phone, the scene+action is completely correct to get 1 point,
only the correct scene is predicted to get 1/7 point, and only
the correct action is predicted to get 1/3 point; if the scene
+action are not correct, the score of acc combo is 0 points.
The acc combo is expressed by

acccombo =
∑N

i=1S ið Þ + A ið Þ
N

, ð3Þ

where N represents the total number of prediction samples,
S represents the score of the predicted scene, and A repre-
sents the score of the predicted action.

4.2. Model Train and Optimization. Through continuous
experimentation to explore, the model is upgraded step by
step and finally proposed a Activity Bidirectional input
Convolution and Deep Neural Network model: MBCDNN,
and the effect is the best among all comparative experiments.
The data collected by the smart phone sensor contains com-
ponents of gravitational acceleration (accx, accy, accz) and
components that do not contain gravitational acceleration
(accxg, accyg, acczg) (see Table 3). In order to increase the
effect of the model, as shown in formulas (4) , the compo-
nents are combined into a vector.

mod = accx2 + accy2 + accz2,

mod g = accxg2 + accyg2 + acczg2:
ð4Þ

Table 3: Data attribute description table.

Num Attribute name Data type Data description

1 fragment_id int Activity fragment ID

2 activity_id int Activity ID

3 time_point float Acquisition time point (ms)

4 accx float X-axis component without gravitational acceleration (m/s2)

5 accy float Y-axis component without gravitational acceleration (m/s2)

6 accz float Z-axis component without gravitational acceleration (m/s2)

7 accxg float X-axis component containing the acceleration of gravity (m/s2)

8 accyg float Y-axis component containing the acceleration of gravity (m/s2)

9 acczg float Y-axis component containing the acceleration of gravity (m/s2)

Table 4: Calculation of time and frequency domain features.

Feature Calculation formula Meaning

Mean �x = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
xi The mean of the activity segment data

Variance σ = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
xi − �xð Þ2 The variance of activity segment data

Standard deviation

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n
〠
n

i=1
xi − �xð Þ2

s
The standard deviation of the activity segment data

Skewness
∑n

i=1 xi − �xð Þ3
n − 1ð Þσ3 The skewness of the activity segment data

Quartile deviation Q3 −Q1 The difference between the third quartile and the first quartile

Power spectral density Ps wð Þ = FT wð Þj j2
T , FT wð Þ

This is the Fourier transform formula
Power in unit frequency band

Median frequency

Ð∞
0 f P fð Þⅆ fÐ∞
0 P fð Þⅆ f Median of power spectral density

Average frequency

ð∞
0
P fð Þⅆ f Mean value of power spectral density

Energy spectral density G fð Þ = FT wð Þj j2 Signal energy in unit frequency band
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Take the component andmod,mod g as the input data of
the model. To reduce model deviation and overfitting prob-
lems, 5-fold cross-validation and stratified sampling are used
to ensure that the proportions of different categories in each
compromise are equal. This section takes the MultiConv2D
module in the MBCDNN model as a baseline. The optimiza-
tion methods of the model include RMSProp, adding the BN
layer after the convolutional layer, GlobalAveragePooling2D,
and combining the input of the forward sequence and the
reverse sequence. Among them, adding a reverse sequence to
the input part has the best effect. The analysis of the reasons
shows that the diversified input facilitates the model to more
fully extract the feature of activity. The improvement of the
specific experimental model is shown in Table 5. In the
preliminary work, it is found that the effect of model fusion
is better than the effect of single model. So we optimized the
model from the following aspects:

(1) Combine the input of the MultiConv2D module with
the input of the DNNmodule. The input model data is
time series data and aggregation feature data. The time
series data is input to the MultiConv2D module, and
the feature data is input to the DNN module

(2) For the input part, due to the existence of various scales
of activity sequence fragments, a single padding length

cannot be used, and for too long or too short frag-
ments, interception or padding will bring a lot of noise,
so we built a activity module: ComplexConv1D, to
make up for the impact of noise and enrich the model
learning ability

(3) Data enhancement (noise enhancement, cubic spline
interpolation) increases the generalization ability of
the model

Table 6 shows the model optimization process.
According to Tables 5 and 6, the effect of multiple

models is obviously better than that of single model. Adding
reverse sequence and aggregation feature data to the input
data has significantly improved the score. Data enhancement
is also an important method for score improvement. The
addition of activity modules has further improved the score.

4.3. Model Comparison. We improve our model based on the
idea of convolutional neural network and deep neural network
and propose the idea of activity and multi-input; after recog-
nizing 19 kinds of activities, the effect of the algorithm model
in this paper is fully proved. Comparative experiments include
ensemble learning, deep learning single model, single input
model, and multiple input model. Table 7 shows the experi-
mental comparison results of different models.

Table 5: Parameter exploration process.

Version Model Input Modify parameter acc_combo

1 MultiConv2D Origin data Adam、GlobalMaxPooling2D 0.730

2 MultiConv2D Origin data Modify the optimization parameter to rmsprop 0.746

3 MultiConv2D Origin data Add the BN layer to the convolution layer 0.786

4 MultiConv2D Origin data GlobalAveragePooling2D 0.792

5 MultiConv2D Forward and reverse sequence — 0.812

Table 6: Model optimization process.

Model Input Optimized content acc_combo

MultiConv2D+DNN Forward, reverse, and aggregation feature Added reverse sequence and aggregation features 0.846

MultiConv2D+DNN Forward, reverse, and aggregation feature Data enhance 0.862

MBCDNN Forward, reverse, and aggregation feature Activity module 0.887

Table 7: Comparison results of different model.

Model Input acc_combo

Lightgbm Aggregation feature data 0.774

DNN Aggregation feature data 0.713

MCNN Forward and reverse sequence 0.834

CNN Forward and reverse sequence 0.812

ResNet Forward sequence 0.828

VGG19 Forward sequence 0.435

Bidirectional LSTM Forward and reverse sequence 0.708

MBCDNN Forward, reverse and aggregation feature 0.887
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It can be seen from Table 7 that the scores of the multi-
input models are all above 0.8. The MBCDNNmodel we pro-
posed has a maximum score of 0.887, explaining that input of
multiple conversion methods of data, data enhancement, and
model fusion can obtain better scores, which further shows
that our model has a good activity recognition effect.

5. Conclusions

Aiming at the lack of complex action and different scene
existing in human activity recognition, we use a smart phone
as the carrier equipment and propose complex human activ-
ity recognition based on scene+action, by introducing the
forward sequence and reverse sequence, as well as aggrega-
tion features to help the model with more activity features.
However, as the time series data, a truncated or filling
strategy will introduce unnecessary noise; for this reason,
we propose a ComplexConv1D module to compensate for
the impact of unnecessary noise. At the same time, in order
to more comprehensively evaluate the performance of the
model under a specific activity, we define an evaluation
index that combines the weight of the scene and the action.
Through experimental comparison and analysis, the perfor-
mance of our model has indeed been improved, which
proves the effectiveness of our method. After all this job
we have done, it still needs a lot of things to do on human
activity recognition. We believe there will be a more out-
standing work in the future.
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The film industry is one of the core industries of the digital creative industry, which has great positive externalities to the digital
creative economy. Movie box office revenue is an important indicator to measure the realization of the market value of movie
consumption, and it is also the basic guarantee for the sustainable development of the movie industry. This paper relies on the
professional database of the Maoyan movie market to use Python software to collect a total of 830 domestic movie-related
consumption characteristic data from 2017 to 2019. In this study, the stacking method in the machine learning ensemble
algorithm combines the fivefold crossfolding training method based on distributed random forest, extremely randomized trees,
and generalized linear models. The model is good at handling different data types. It has higher fitting and model accuracy in
feature mining and model construction, so as to effectively grasp the relevant feature factors affecting movie consumption and
accurately predict the future movie box office. Based on the innovative design method of model fusion, the extracted feature
vector is used to build a more accurate movie box office prediction model through stacking with a fivefold crossfolding
training method. It is aimed at opening the black box that affects the realization of the value of the film content consumption
market in the digital age and putting forward corresponding countermeasures and suggestions.

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of digital technology, the
digital transformation characterized by artificial intelligence
[1–3] and big data applications has promoted the continu-
ous evolution of the connotations, boundaries, and forms
of creative economy and industrial development. The role
of enhancing national competitiveness, promoting the devel-
opment of industrial integration, and inducing new models
and new business forms is increasingly deepening, and the
impact on social development is becoming more and more
profound. Vigorously promoting digital consumption has
become an important driving engine for China to build a
new development pattern that focuses on the domestic cycle
and domestic and international dual cycles.

The film industry fully embodies the integration of
humanities and art and technological innovation, the inte-
gration of traditional media and digital media, and the inte-

gration of producers and consumers. In the planning and
classification of cultural and creative industries and digital
content industries in different countries and regions, it has
always been in the core category, which has great positive
externalities to the digital economy. Movie products are a
typical representative of the development of creative cultural
products and digital content. Movie box office revenue is an
important indicator to measure the realization of the con-
sumer market value of the movie industry. As of 2019, the
Chinese film industry has leaped to the second place in the
world in terms of market size and has made important con-
tributions to the economic benefits and social impact of the
domestic digital content industry, although the development
of the new crown epidemic in 2020 has affected the offline
film industry to a certain extent. But at the same time, the
reshaping of the film industry by digital transformation has
penetrated the entire industry chain, profoundly changing
the format and ecosystem of the film industry. The
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operation logic of deep integration of technology and crea-
tivity is deeply rooted in the hearts of the people. With the
gradual development of big data and artificial intelligence,
digital technology has penetrated into the entire industry
chain of production, distribution, and sales of the film indus-
try, including the algorithm strategy to open the technical
support for audiovisual streaming media on the online dis-
tribution of movies, as well as the opening of the artificial
intelligence system’s intervention in film production man-
agement such as box office prediction and audience posi-
tioning [4]. Since 2020, many film and television groups,
including Hollywood giant Warner Bros., have built their
own artificial intelligence project management systems, try-
ing to gradually use artificial intelligence-related technolo-
gies to evaluate the value of content and main creation, so
as to assist the decision-making reference of film distribution
strategies [5].

However, the consumption of film products in the digital
economy era is affected by multiple factors, and its box office
forecasts are more challenging. Although previous studies
have conducted a series of empirical analyses using statistical
analysis methods and related indicators, the simple use of
statistical analysis models is not enough to deconstruct the
complex characteristics and structural relationships of film
consumption under the new pattern. At present, there is still
no method that comprehensively considers the comprehen-
sive characteristics of film consumption in the context of
digital transformation to conduct in-depth systematic
research, which is insufficient for accurately grasping the
characteristics of factors affecting digital content creative
consumption and interpreting and predicting the future
value of the box office. Therefore, based on the original
research, this article systematically analyzes the multidimen-
sional factors affecting film consumption in the digital age,
relying on the professional database of the Maoyan film
market, and comprehensively using the research methods
of big data and machine learning to extract and construct
the characteristics of relevant consumption influencing fac-
tors. Through model fusion training an innovative and
enhanced predictive model, it attempts to build a research
framework for the factors affecting film consumption in
the context of digital transformation and opens the black
box that affects movie box office. The main tasks of this
study are as follows:

(1) Data collection and preprocessing. The data sources
of this research mainly come from the famous pro-
fessional movie website Maoyan professional data-
base, Sina Weibo, IMDB professional database, and
WeChat official account platform. The data provided
by these platforms were manually screened for unit
and text errors, as well as data cleaning of error data,
redundant data, and missing data during the data
transmission process. A total of 830 movies were
indexed

(2) The stacking method in the machine learning
ensemble algorithm combines the fivefold crossfold-
ing training method based on distributed random

forest, extremely randomized trees, and generalized
linear models. The model is good at handling differ-
ent data types. This method has higher fitting and
model accuracy in feature mining and model con-
struction, so as to effectively grasp the relevant fea-
ture factors affecting movie consumption and
accurately predict the future movie box office

2. Related Research

2.1. Research on Influencing Factors of Movie Box Office. The
research on the factors affecting movie box office has a long
history. It can be traced back to the 1940s. Early research
mainly focused on research techniques [6]. For the first time,
Gallup [7] and Handel [8] have systematically sorted out the
influencing factors of movie box office such as actors, mar-
keting, story, and evaluation to predict box office revenue.
Subsequent scholars carried out in-depth research under this
research framework. Generally speaking, the box office suc-
cess of a movie is mainly based on three dimensions: the
characteristics of the movie (such as director, star, screen-
writer, and genre), the strength of the marketing strategy
(mainly through advertising budget, number of screens,
trailers, etc.), and reviews (from critics and movie audiences,
etc.). Study the influencing factors of movie box office from
both the supply side and the demand side of movie products.
Researchers explored many potential influencing factors,
including film origin, film cost, schedule, director’s influ-
ence, award-winning influence, professional rating, word of
mouth, genre, celebrity influence, film content, reviews, cul-
tural familiarity, and consumer factors. Among them, the
three major factors of celebrity influence, comment, and
word of mouth have received extensive attention [9]. In
addition, in view of the huge economic impact of film sequel
products in the film industry, scholars have begun to study
the impact of this factor [10]. With the explosive growth
and development of digital technology, movie consumers
can express their opinions or attitudes towards products
across space and time. Therefore, in recent years, electronic
word of mouth (eWOM) in the form of online reviews has
increased exponentially [11]. Many researchers study the
impact of eWOM indicators on box office performance.
With the development of big data technology, more scholars
use social media and digital marketing activities as influenc-
ing factors to predict box office [12]. On the whole, tradi-
tional box office forecasting studies use factors such as
budget, actors, directors, producers, story locations, screen-
writers, screening time, music, screening locations, target
audiences, and sequels as variables. Research based on the
background of digital transformation extends the influenc-
ing factors to include social media topics, search engines,
marketing activities, and other variables with connotative
characteristics of digital consumption.

2.2. Box Office Prediction Model Research. Early box office
prediction methods were based on audience surveys. Since
Litman et al. (1989) put forward a model that affects movie
box office income factors and movie rental income through
regression analysis [13], the research on movie box office
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prediction model methods has continued to advance. Scott
Sochay (1994) made improvements based on the above
model [14]. Representative scholars such as de Vany and
Walls (2004) used the OLS model, and Deuchert et al.
(2005) proposed a two-stage model [15]. Other researchers
have carried out extensive linear regression research on this
basis. Ramesh et al. (2006) first proposed a box office predic-
tion model using neural network methods, which opened up
the research on innovative methods of box office prediction
models in the digital age [16]. Based on big data and
machine learning technology, the accuracy of the box office
prediction model has been further improved. Choudhery
et al. (2017) constructed a polynomial regression model for
box office prediction by extracting chat data to analyze user
emotions and other three methods [17]. Although the accu-
racy of the neural network model is improved compared
with the previous two prediction models, the results are still
not satisfactory.

In summary, there is a solid research foundation on the
influencing factors of movie consumption and box office
forecasting models, and the framework of the influencing
factor evaluation system including the main creative team,
movie characteristics, marketing promotion, and word-of-
mouth comments has been basically formed. And in terms
of research methods, the research methods of statistical mea-
surement models such as market survey questionnaire inter-
views and linear regression have gradually expanded to
neural networks, machine learning, and data fusion in the
context of big data. However, in previous studies, different
research methods have only considered the linear effects of
some factors on box office forecasts, and empirical research
on box office forecasting models using machine learning
and model fusion on the basis of fully considering the com-
plex and comprehensive digital age influence factors is rela-
tively lacking. This has laid a certain theoretical foundation
for this research from influencing factors to the improve-
ment of research methods.

3. Design of Characteristic Index System for
Influencing Factors of Movie Box Office in
the Era of Digital Economy

Based on the mature experience of film product attribute
feature selection at home and abroad, combined with con-
sumers' personalized characteristics and aesthetic prefer-
ences, this study focuses on the impact of digital
environment elements on consumption logic under the
background of digital transformation; explores the three-
dimensional feature factors of consumers, film products,
and digital environment, which have a great impact on film
consumption in the digital era; and constructs an index sys-
tem. In order to ensure the comprehensiveness of the evalu-
ation of the characteristics of the influencing factors of film
product consumption in the digital age, first of all, according
to the personal influencing factors of movie consumption
generally mentioned in the existing literature, the indicators
of gender, age, education level, active area, and preference
type are selected to reflect the basic information of the per-

sonal characteristics of movie consumption, aesthetics and
preferences, and the influence of herd atmosphere. Second,
fully consider the determinants of the film’s main creative
team and the characteristics of the film product. The cultural
awareness of the core creative subject directors, screen-
writers, and main actors, such as word-of-mouth popularity,
box office appeal, number of movies, release schedule, 3D,
and IMAX factors, is added to the film product feature eval-
uation indicators. In this way, the original value, artistic
value, experience and emotional symbolic value, and cultural
recognition related to the characteristics of the film product
are measured. Third, it focuses on the most important
changes in film consumption under the influence of the dig-
ital economy era, such as online social support, social mar-
keting activities, and digital opinion leaders. Include the
marketing activities in the environmental characteristics of
the digital age, the popularity of public opinion, the number
of publicity placements under the influence of Internet word
of mouth, the platform, the amount of broadcast, the public
opinion evaluation and popularity of online media, the score
of Internet word of mouth, and the schedule and other fac-
tors. Based on the above reasons and the availability of data,
the evaluation index system for the influencing factors of
film consumption characteristics in the digital era set in this
study, that is, the follow-up characteristic data collection sys-
tem setting, is shown in Table 1.

4. Machine Learning Fusion Forecasting Model
Construction and Demonstration

4.1. Data Collection and Processing. The data sources for this
research mainly come from the professional database of
Maoyan, a well-known professional film website in China,
Sina Weibo, IMDB professional database, and WeChat offi-
cial account platform. The relevant professional database
mainly provides timely, accurate, and professional film crea-
tion and box office data analysis for practitioners in the
domestic and foreign film industry. Among them, the Mao-
yan database has fully opened up the online movie informa-
tion database, which is more suitable for studying the
influencing factors of domestic movie consumption. Sina
Weibo and WeChat are mainly used as the source of digital
environment feature collection. In order to fully reflect the
impact of environmental changes in the digital economy
era on film consumption characteristics, considering the
comprehensiveness and continuity of the data, the sample
collection interval is the index information related to the
consumption characteristics of all domestic films from
2017 to 2019. Preliminary data collection uses Python to
complete the data capture and analysis. First, collect infor-
mation about the personal characteristics of each movie con-
sumer displayed on the website, and secondly, collect the
culture, experience, and cognition information of the movie,
such as the main creators and the company’s topical discus-
sion on social media, historical box office, number of repre-
sentative works and movie awards, IP information, genres,
and sequels. In addition, collect information on external
environmental elements such as related distribution and
promotion and the representative work of a film distribution
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company to identify the company’s ability, as well as the
number of promotional materials, quantity, platform, topic
level of professional mass social media, public opinion pop-
ularity indicators, and the impact of the planned cycle of

movie schedules. Subsequently, manual screening of units
and text errors, as well as data cleaning of erroneous data,
redundant data, and missing data due to the data transmis-
sion process, was carried out, totaling all the index

Table 1: Setting of the characteristic index system of influencing factors of movie box office in the digital age.

First-level
indicator

Secondary
index

Three-level indicators Explanation of related indicators

Personal
consumption
characteristics

Basic
information

Aesthetics and
preferences

Herd mentality

Gender Consumer gender distribution information

Age Consumer age distribution information

Education level Consumer education level distribution information

Active area Consumer active area distribution information

Preferred movie type Consumers’ favorite movie genres in the past

Features of movie
products

Core cultural
value

Experience and
emotional value

Cultural
awareness

Film awards or nominations Refers to all valid awards won by the film at major film festivals

Movie type
The categories, types, or forms of films formed due to different themes
or techniques, including 13 categories such as action, science fiction,

and comedy

Visual effect Whether it belongs to 3D, IMAX, or giant screen

Whether adapted from IP
Whether the movie is adapted from classic classics, best-selling novels,

animation works, game works, etc.

Whether the sequel Does the movie belong to the sequel of a certain series of movies

Director’s box office appeal Director’s cumulative historical box office

Starring box office appeal
The top ten leading actors in their respective cumulative historical box

office

Screenwriter box office
appeal

The top three screenwriters have their cumulative historical box office

Director topic discussion
volume

Number of director’s online topic discussions

Leading topic discussion
volume

Top ten leading actors in their respective online topic discussions

The volume of
screenwriting topics

The top three screenwriters discuss their respective online topics

Number of masterpieces
produced by the company

Cumulative number of masterpieces from major production
companies

Number of masterpieces
produced by the company

Cumulative quantity of all masterpieces of major production
companies

Digital
environment
characteristics

Marketing
activities

Popularity of
public opinion
Internet word
of mouth

Number of representative
works issued by the

company
Cumulative number of masterpieces of major issuing companies

Trailer run times Trailer network runs

Total number of trailers
played

Cumulative play volume of trailer

Distribution platform The distribution of trailer delivery platforms

Cumulative number of
popular Weibo

Number of related hot Weibo discussions

Cumulative Weibo
interactions

Number of Weibo interactions

Weibo topic discussion
volume

Number of topics discussed on Weibo

Cumulative number of
official account articles

Number of related public account articles

Cumulative article reading Cumulative reading volume of related public account articles

Cat eye score Word-of-mouth score of Maoyan movie website

IMDB score IMDB word-of-mouth score

Screening time/schedule Film first round screening schedule
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information of 830 movies. In the future, new feature con-
struction will be carried out according to research needs
and specific scenarios. In view of the different data types
having their own characteristics, different processing
methods will be used to fit the research model.

4.2. Research Method Selection. The use of machine learning
methods for movie box office prediction has made some
research results in recent years, but most of the research only
converts box office prediction from a regression problem to
a classification problem. However, the use of classification

Use Python to collect data index information of all domestically
released films from 2017 to 2019 through the Maoyan

professional database

Manual screening, data cleaning and retention of 830
relevant index information

Mathematical transformation feature construction method,
quadratic combination statistical feature construction
method, and variable length sliding window method

feature construction method

Preliminary fitting: Distributed Random Forest (DRF),
Extreme Random Tree (XRT), Generalized Linear

Model (GLM) Model fusion: Stacking
five-fold cross-folding training

Important impact characteristics and prediction model testCome to a conclusion

Model construction
and integration

Feature extraction

Data processing

Sample collection

Figure 1: The research flow chart of machine learning and model fusion based on the analysis of the influencing factors of film consumption
in the digital age.
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methods to predict the box office will lose a lot of character-
istic information, which may cause certain restrictions on
the use of prediction results. Feature engineering methods
can extract core features, which have a vital impact on the
accuracy of prediction models [18]. Through the innovative
integration of machine learning feature engineering and
regression models that process multiple data, it is more con-
ducive to accurately assess the influencing factors and box
office expectations of movie consumption in the digital age.
Therefore, this study first uses Python computer program
design language-related data directed crawler
(requests + bs4 + re) library to complete the analysis of digi-
tal movie product consumers’ personal characteristics, prod-
uct characteristics, and digital environment network
interaction behavior characteristics. Through manual
screening, data cleaning, and preprocessing, combined with
feature engineering research methods in the field of machine
learning, Scikit-learn is used for feature extraction and fea-
ture construction. Then, according to the diversity of data
types related to movie influencing factors. The innovation
uses the stacking method in the machine learning integra-
tion algorithm to fuse models based on the fivefold cross-
folding training method for distributed random tree forests
(distributed random forest), extremely randomized trees
(extremely randomized trees), and generalized linear model
which are good at handling different data types. It has a
higher fit and model accuracy in feature mining and model
construction, so as to more effectively grasp the relevant fea-
ture factors that affect movie consumption and more accu-
rately predict the future movie box office.

4.3. Research Idea Design. This research is based on the
exploratory structure and deep insight of data characteristics
and innovatively adopts the model fusion perspective for
machine learning applications. The design of the research
ideas is shown in Figure 1. First of all, comprehensive pre-
liminary research and literature research combining the
design of influencing factor index system and accurate data
collection are the basic guarantees for the construction of
feature engineering models. Good data preprocessing can
explore the direction and accuracy of model training. Sec-
ond, carry out data cleaning and screening to retain valid
information. After that, input the effective data reflecting

the different influencing factors of the movie into different
feature learning models, extract the features of the corre-
sponding movie, and try to construct new features. Due to
the very large scales of different types of variables in this
study, exploratory statistical analysis found that data such
as cumulative box office, first week box office, and star
cumulative box office are all exponentially distributed, so
logarithmic transformation of these features can construct
new features. Finally, the stacking model fusion method is
selected to construct the box office prediction model, and
the three basic models are learned and fused by designing
the feature vector fivefold crossfolding training method to
construct a more accurate prediction model. In this way, it
can more accurately identify the feature vector that con-
forms to the film consumption in the digital age and reveal
the source of film box office revenue.

The processing of high-dimensional and complex data is
a difficult point in machine learning. In traditional classifica-
tion algorithms, it is difficult to deal with problems in prac-
tical applications, presenting problems such as low accuracy
and overfitting. Stacking model is essentially a hierarchical
structure, which is good at dealing with model fusion prob-
lems, and it is also particularly suitable for model training
and learning that deal with multidimensional complex fac-
tors. Through the fitting and learning of different types of
models, fusion builds an innovative fusion model that is
more in line with the characteristics of the data. It is very
suitable for the complex and multivariate influencing char-
acteristic variable types of this research and the actual needs
of accurate box office prediction. Figure 2 shows the basic
process structure of this method.

4.4. Model Construction and Empirical Analysis. The feature
engineering construction method of machine learning is
used to analyze, collect and construct features, and deter-
mine which consumption features are the most important,
which plays a role in the performance of the predictive
model. It helps to avoid errors in human factor judgments
and some inertial problems of traditional statistical measure-
ment models and helps to obtain a more explanatory charac-
teristic variable system. According to the data characteristics
of the influencing factor index system, the following three
types of classic models are used for fitting, respectively,

Table 2: Fitting effect analysis of distributed random tree forest model.

DRF: distributed random forest

Model DRF_1_AutoML_20200707_105158

Frame automl_training_Key_Frame__movie_r2.hex

Description Metrics reported on out-of-bag training samples

Model_category Regression

MSE 0.039718

RMSE 0.199295

r2 0.941232

Mean_residual_deviance 0.039718

mae 0.134591

rmsle 0.023422
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and the stacking model fusion method is used to perform
fivefold crossfolding training on different models to con-
struct a new fusion model. This makes the fusion model
stronger in fusion and generalization and forms a model
structure that is more suitable for the identification of
influencing factors of film consumption and box office pre-
diction in the digital age.

4.4.1. Distributed Random Tree Forecast Model Experiment.
Bernard et al. proposed that stochastic forest is one of the

most classical data processing models of integrated learning
algorithm. It provides users with reasonable and effective
classification label information by using the integrated
thought, thus providing reliable and effective data informa-
tion recommendation [19]. Fernández-Delgado et al. found
that the random forest algorithm has the best classification
performance by comparing the classification performance
of 179 classification algorithms [20]. Lizhi et al. found that
the distributed random forest algorithm in Spark is more
suitable for feature learning of two-dimensional variables

Table 3: Fitting effect analysis of extreme random tree model.

ERT: extremely randomized trees

Model ERT_1_AutoML_20200707_105158

Frame automl_training_Key_Frame__movie_r2.hex

Description Metrics reported on out-of-bag training samples

Model_category Regression

MSE 0.037427

RMSE 0.193462

r2 0.944621

Mean_residual_deviance 0.037427

mae 0.132382

rmsle 0.022773

Table 4: Analysis of fitting effect of generalized linear model.

GLM: generalized linear model

Model GLM_1_AutoML_20200707_105158

Frame automl_training_Key_Frame__movie_r2.hex

Description ·
Model_category Regression

MSE 0.051241

RMSE 0.226365

r2 0.924182

Mean_residual_deviance 0.051241

mae 0.16952

rmsle 0.027431

Table 5: Analysis of fitting effect of fivefold crossfolding training fusion with three models.

Stacked ensemble

Model StackedEnsemble_AllModels_AutoML_20200707_105158

Frame automl_training_Key_Frame__movie_r2.hex

Description ·
Model_category Regression

MSE 0.005488

RMSE 0.074081

r2 0.99188

Mean_residual_deviance 0.005488

mae 0.050961

rmsle 0.008718
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[21]. The data collection conforms to the data structure and
characteristics of movie consumption factors in the digital
age. The empirical study also shows a good fit effect.
Table 2 shows that the goodness of fit with this model
reaches about 94.12%, and the prediction error RMSE of
the model reaches 19.9%.

4.4.2. Extreme Random Tree Prediction Model Experiments.
The extreme random tree algorithm proposed by Geurts
et al. [22] is very similar to the random forest algorithm,
but the extreme random tree features are randomly selected.
Selecting the best partitioning feature with the specified
threshold as the optimal partitioning attribute not only guar-
antees the utilization of training samples but also reduces the
final prediction bias, so it is superior to the results obtained
by random forests to some extent. Therefore, it is also used
as a prediction model method to carry out experiments.
The results obtained in this paper also conform to a high
level of goodness of fit, basically reaching about 94.46%,
and the RMSE prediction error reaches 19.3%, as shown in
Table 3.

4.4.3. Experiments of Generalized Linear Prediction Model.
The generalized linear model is an extension of the general
linear model. It establishes the relationship between the
expected value of the response variable and the predicted
variable of the linear combination through a join function.
It is characterized by not forcibly changing the natural mea-
sures of the data. The data may have a nonlinear and non-
constant variance structure, or it may be the most popular
machine learning algorithm at present. This study also uses
this algorithm to fit according to the structure characteristics
of the data indicators. The results of the analysis are rela-
tively consistent with the data characteristics, reaching a
good fit of 92.41%, but the RMSE prediction error is as high
as 22.63% (see Table 4).

4.4.4. Triple Model Fusion Fivefold Crosstraining Experiment.
Fitting the data of movie consumption characteristics with
the above three models, we can find that, first, the selection
of the initial index system is more effective, making these
basic characteristics representing movie consumption more
regular. At the same time, the three algorithms have more
than 90% fitting accuracy and strong explanatory power,
but there is still room for further improvement of prediction

accuracy. In order to further explore the consumption char-
acteristics, the stacking model fusion method was used to
train the three models with fivefold crossfolding, and a more
accurate model was obtained. The goodness of fit reached
99.18%, while the RMSE was 7.4%, and the RMSLE was sig-
nificantly lower than the classification prediction error of the
first three classical models which was only 0.8%. This fully
demonstrates that the features extracted by learning from
this model are very consistent with the characteristics and
actual results of the database. The model has more general-
ization ability and basically matches the feature structure
of the current factors affecting movie consumption perfectly
(see Table 5).

The results of this fusion model are integrated by the
three model algorithms mentioned above, and their combi-
nation coefficients are shown in Table 6.

4.5. Results and Discussion. Based on the above model learn-
ing results, it can be found that through innovative model
fusion training, the goodness of fit is higher and the predic-
tion bias is lower than that of a single prediction model. In
the digital economy era, the extraction of influencing factors
of movie consumption is more accurate and can provide
more effective box office prediction model scheme. Based
on the analysis results, this study further discusses and ana-
lyzes which extracting features can better reflect the explan-
atory and influence of movie consumption in the digital age.
Feature extraction and learning are carried out through dif-
ferent models. Important indicators in the influence feature
variables of digital movie consumption are shown in
Figure 3.

Therefore, it can be found that the most influential fea-
ture is the cumulative historical box office of star writers in
the main body of the core content creator, which fully
reflects the importance of the current market on the core
content. First, the writer is the core creator of the current
creative source of digital content products, and also the
source of IP core stories. Past box office represents the crea-
tive ability of the writer, the cultural and artistic value of the
work and the docking ability of the market, highlighting the
significance of content as king.

Second, digital marketing has become an important
influencing factor of movie consumption. Essential changes
have taken place in the form of movie marketing promotion

Table 6: Analysis of fusion combination factor for fivefold
crossfolding training with three models.

Names Coefficients
Standardized_
coefficients

Intercept -0.1308 7.6077

XRT_1_AutoML_20200707_
195606

0.9967 0.7847

DRF_1_AutoML_20200707_
195606

0.0043 0.0033

GLM_1_AutoML_20200707_
195606

0.0166 0.0129 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45

Figure 3: Feature extraction of influencing factors of movie
consumption characteristics in the digital age.
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in the digital age. The broadcast of marketing materials put
on the Internet has become an important feature affecting
movie consumption. Movie consumption in the digital age
has a wider audience. In the market of digital content prod-
ucts, the voice and influence of social media play an impor-
tant role. Precise delivery and distribution mechanism based
on Internet platform can help achieve digital marketing
effect. Thirdly, the cumulative historical box office of star
creators shows that the past artistic performance and recog-
nition of star creators are very important, and star is still the
core value creator of content products. Fourth, the type of
movie still has an important impact. Although this factor
has been proven by many studies to be closely related to
movie consumption, special types such as love, action, and
science fiction still become an important factor to trigger
the resonance of movie consumption and stimulate market
vitality. Fifth, hot spots of public opinion have become
important variables affecting movie consumption, including
different types of self-media comments and word-of-mouth
communication and discussion, such as Weixin Public
Number and Weibo topic discussion.

5. Conclusions

Based on the empirical results of these factors affecting
movie consumption, the following suggestions are given on
how to improve the consumption related to digital content
in the future:

First of all, attach great importance and increase capital
investment to creative subjects of high-quality cultural con-
tent and treat the flow effect with caution. Along with the
continuous innovation of digital content form, it brings con-
sumers a more pleasant consumption experience but also
changes people’s traditional consumption habits and con-
sumption concepts. Secondly, further standardize the net-
work environment and strengthen the network ecological
governance. The most important influencing factors of con-
sumption of digital content products are the guidance and
evaluation of network public opinion. The network environ-
ment should further be standardized; major movie and tele-
vision websites should do a good job in related management,
focus on “zombie” number and accounts with malicious
scoring records, and rectify the black industry chain that
the network breeds. Third, encourage the construction of a
diversified digital content value evaluation system. For cul-
tural creative consumers, big data on the Internet only
means the display and prediction of large probability events,
which can only be used as reference. Digital content prod-
ucts are essentially cultural creative products. Its cultural
value and aesthetic experience cannot be pale and shallow
only represented by a series of data. Finally, encourage con-
tent providers such as digital content creative subject, pro-
duction producer, and dissemination subject to adhere to
the original intention of content creation. Make good use
of digital diffusion channels and create a win-win situation
between content providers and consumers by using “big
data.” However, the prediction model used in this article is
sensitive to noise, and the prediction accuracy needs to be

further improved. These two shortcomings are also the
direction for future work.
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Information technologies such as deep learning, big data, cloud computing, and the Internet of Things provide key technical tools
to drive the rapid development of integrated manufacturing. In recent years, breakthroughs have been made in big data analysis
using deep learning. The research on the sports video high-precision classification model in this paper, more specifically, is the
automatic understanding of human movements in free gymnastics videos. This paper will combine knowledge related to big
data-based computer vision and deep learning to achieve intelligent labeling and representation of specific human movements
present in video sequences. This paper mainly implements an automatic narrative based on long- and short-term memory
networks to achieve the classification of sports videos. In the classical video description model S2VT, long- and short-term
memory networks are used to learn the mapping relationship between word sequences and video frame sequences. In this
paper, we introduce an attention mechanism to highlight the importance of keyframes that determine freestyle gymnastic
movements. In this paper, a dataset of freestyle gymnastics breakdown movements for professional events is built. Experiments
are conducted on the data and the self-constructed dataset, and the planned sampling method is applied to eliminate the
differences between the training decoder and the prediction decoder. The experimental results show that the improved method
in this paper can improve the accuracy of sports video classification. The video classification model based on big data and deep
learning is to provide users with a better user experience and improve the accuracy of video classification. Also, in the
experiments of this paper, the effect of extracting features for the classification of different lifting sports models is compared,
and the effect of feature extraction network on the automatic description of free gymnastic movements is analyzed.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of computers, networks, multi-
media, and other related technologies, multimedia data has
shown an exponential growth trend. A video is a common
form of multimedia data, and it is one of the important com-
ponents of multimedia data [1], which is closely related to
our daily life. Video contains the richest data information,
with a more complex structure and a large amount of data.
Faced with such a huge video data, automatic video descrip-
tion can better manage and utilize these rich video resources,
which can help users to improve the indexing speed as well
as the search quality of online videos, so that they can play
a greater role. For people with impaired vision, the auto-
matic description of videos and combined with text-to-

speech conversion technology converts the text within the
computer into continuous natural language for communica-
tion. It can help them to understand the content in the video
better, thus making life easier for the visually impaired. In
the field of automatic video description research, automatic
human action-based video analysis and understanding have
gradually become a popular research problem in computer
vision and pattern recognition in recent years. It has a wide
application prospect in the fields of intelligent life assistance,
advanced human-computer interaction, and content-based
video retrieval and is closely followed by researchers at home
and abroad [2].

Existing research results for high-precision classification
algorithms and their conceptual drift still rely mainly on
data structures, and algorithm optimization on data mining
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as well as detection of conceptual drift is still mainly done by
standalone computers with limited computational resources.

The growing and escalating levels of data and data com-
plexity make it insufficient to rely solely on the algorithm
itself and single-computer computing resources [3]. The
use of distributed computing platforms to cope with the
huge consumption of time complexity and space complexity
of algorithms in big data environments and to address the
problem of conceptual drift in data streams has become a
major concern.

Faced with the current problems in the research of sports
video high-precision classification models [4], such as low-
level video features cannot accurately reflect high-level
human semantic concepts, high time complexity, and low
recognition accuracy of action recognition algorithms in tra-
ditional RGB videos, and the use of single features cannot
meet the massive growth of existing video data and its recog-
nition of complex actions, the study of the automatic
description of videos represented by competitive sports
events has important theoretical research significance and
extensive practical application value. In terms of theoretical
research, the study of the automatic description of sports
video is a cross-cutting topic that integrates multiple disci-
plines such as big data analysis, machine learning, pattern
recognition, video analysis, computer vision, and cognitive
science, which provides a good research object for these
fields, and its in-depth research can promote the develop-
ment of related disciplines. With the progress of deep neural
network research and the emergence of large-scale datasets
in the fields of image classification and object recognition,
a number of approaches have attempted to use convolu-
tional neural networks to learn the semantic representation
of images and then use recurrent neural networks to achieve
their correspondence with natural language. Traditional
supervised learning is mainly single-label learning, while
real-life target samples are often complex, have multiple
semantics, and contain multiple labels [5].

In recent years, automatic video understanding has
gradually become a popular research direction in the field
of computer vision [6–8]. Compared with image content
research, the content of video contains more information,
and a single label is not able to completely characterize the
content of the video, so most of the problems for automatic
video content understanding are multilabel problems. A
number of learning algorithms on multilabeling have been
proposed in existing research, and based on the problem-
solving perspective, these algorithms can be divided into
two major categories: the first category is based on problem
transformation approaches, where the main difficulty of
multilabeling learning lies in the explosive growth of the
output space, and to cope with the exponential complexity
of the label space, the correlation between labels needs to
be mined. Effective mining of correlations between labels is
the key to the success of multilabel learning. According to
the strength of mining correlations, multilabel algorithms
can be divided into three order strategies. First-order strat-
egy: ignore the correlations between labels, e.g., decompose
multilabel into multiple independent binary classification
problems. Second-order strategy: consider pairwise correla-

tions between labels, such as ranking relevant and irrelevant
labels. Higher-order strategies: consider correlations between
multiple labels [9], such as considering the effects of all other
labels for each label. The second category is based on algo-
rithmically applicable methods. Problem transformation-
based methods focus on transforming problem data to make
it applicable to existing algorithms; algorithm-applicable
methods are those that extend for a particular algorithm to
be able to handle multilabel data, improve the algorithm,
and apply the data. The video classification model uses a
3D convolution kernel to process space and time dimensions
at the same time. However, the 3D convolution model is shal-
low and has a huge amount of parameters, which is very
bloated. Finally, C3D is used. This model achieves the same
as the 2014 dual-stream method, accuracy of close video
behavior classification. It uses 3D convolution and 3D pool-
ing and fully connected layers to form an 11-layer shallow
network. Its biggest advantage lies in speed. However, the size
of the C3D model reaches 321MB, which is even larger than
152-layer ResNet 235MB model. Such a model is difficult to
train and cannot be pretrained on a large-scale image data set
like ImageNet. The shallow network also limits the classifica-
tion performance of the model.

2. Related Work

Early approaches to automatic video description were rule-
based. A language model is used as the basis for predicting
the subject, predicate, and object and then complementing
the final description of the other constituent videos. For
example, the literature describes human activities by intro-
ducing a behavioral concept hierarchy, and the literature
uses a semantic hierarchy to learn semantic relations
between different segments. The literature uses conditional
random fields to model objects and activities and generates
semantic features for description. In addition, the literature
proposes a unified framework consisting of a semantic lan-
guage model, a deep video model, and a joint embedding
model to learn associations between videos and natural sen-
tences. However, all of the above approaches rely excessively
on well-defined rules and are limited by fixed syntactic
structures, resulting in generated sentences that are too rigid
for everyday descriptions. With the advances in deep neural
network research and the availability of large-scale datasets
in the fields of image classification and object recognition,
a number of approaches have attempted to use convolu-
tional neural networks to learn the semantic representation
of images and then use recurrent neural networks to imple-
ment their correspondence with natural language.

The literature proposes a long short-term memory
neural network, which effectively solves the problem of arti-
ficially prolonged time tasks that are difficult to solve by
RNNs, and addresses the problem that RNNs are prone to
gradient disappearance. The literature introduces the forget-
ting gate mechanism, which enables the LSTM (long short-
term memory) to reset the state. The literature proposes a
bidirectional long short-term memory neural network
(BLSTM), which is one of the most widely used LSTM
models. LSTM is a member of deep learning techniques,
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and its basic structure is complex and has high computa-
tional complexity, which makes it more difficult to perform
deeper learning, for example, Google Translate also only
applies 7-8 layers of LSTM network structure. The literature
is the first implementation of direct text generation from
video, which uses convolutional neural networks to extract
features from all frames in the video and then perform aver-
age pooling before sending them to the LSTM to decode and
generate text. The S2VT proposed in the literature uses a
long- and short-term memory network in both the encoder
and decoder. The literature uses different models trained
on different kinds of features thus to generate the description
of the video and then uses an evaluation network to evaluate
the correlation between the generated sentences and the
video features and selects the best correlation as the final
video description. The literature uses multiple types of fea-
tures such as image features, video features, ambient sound
features, speech features [10], and kind features to fuse them
as a representation of the video. The literature proposes a
transfer unit to model the high-level semantic properties of
incoming images and videos that are presented as supple-
mentary knowledge for video representations to facilitate
sentence generation.

In the methods of sports video content analysis and rec-
ognition research, most of the existing sports video research
focuses on the semantic analysis of sports and its recognition
research. And in the study of sports classification break-
down, except for ball sports such as football, basketball, golf,
and badminton, other sports research is rarely involved. The
literature borrows a dynamic Bayesian network to analyze
sports video, then extracts image features by Kalman filter-
ing principle and uses EM algorithm to complete DBN
parameter learning. The literature proposes a semantic con-
tent analysis model based on perceptual concepts and finite
state machines to automatically describe and detect mean-
ingful semantic content in sports videos. The literature
proposes a pose constraint-free upper-body human target
detection algorithm. The literature proposes two novel non-
linear feature fusion models and designs an automatic sports
video classification algorithm based on the novel features
and support vector machines. The literature proposes an
automatic detection method based on convolutional neural
networks for the detection problem of multiscale athletes
in sports videos [11]. The literature uses feature filtering
and support vector machines for sports video recognition,
which improves the accuracy of sports video recognition
and speeds up the speed of sports video recognition. There
are offline computing, real-time stream computing, and
two types of computing frameworks.

3. Video Classification Model Based on Big
Data and Deep Learning

Big data and the deep market is entering a period of rapid
development with scale applications in industries such as
healthcare. In the market, there are video classification
modes based on partial differential equations, and video
classification modes based on big data and deep learning,
education, the Internet, and commerce. The huge amount

of data resources such as user’s behavioral characteristics
need to be further analyzed and mined to build commercial
sports video classification models to provide to producers
and sellers to improve the product experience. Big data
and deep learning technologies will not only help to increase
the added value of the product but also maximize the value
of the customer experience. Countries now have a huge mar-
ket for big data technology and also have the data resources
and technology accumulation base for big data to enable
more accurate sports video classification [12].

3.1. Streaming Data Model for Sports Video Big Data

3.1.1. Basic Introduction to Streaming Data for Sports Video
Big Data. Streaming data is a set of sequential, large, fast,
and continuous data sequences. In general, a data stream
can be regarded as a dynamic data collection that grows
indefinitely over time. It is used in the fields of network
monitoring, sensor network, aerospace, meteorological mea-
surement and control, and financial services. The study of
streaming data is the study of a new type of data processing
model and therefore requires a different approach to data
query mining than the traditional method, adapted for
streaming data application scenarios, to implement a stream-
ing data query and mining algorithm based on a distributed
streaming computing framework and form a prototype algo-
rithm system to query and mine the latest data as fast as pos-
sible and give results [13], solving the streaming data loop
practical problems in the environment. Whether it is in the
field of data mining or database research, more and more
experts and scholars at home and abroad are paying attention
to the research to stream data will be a focus that cannot be
ignored in the future, and top conference sessions such as
SIGMOD, ICDE, VLDB, and ICDM will have related topics
every year. The research on data analysis and processing for
big data is mainly in two aspects, stream data query and
stream data mining. Data flow management system is mainly
for the research of data flow query and on this basis continue
to deepen and build some data management solutions for
specific application background items; stream data analysis
and processing methods have significant differences with
the traditional data processing; first of all, stream data is
real-time dynamic data flow and is dynamic relative to the
traditional static data form. Secondly, the data elements of
streaming data are independent and random, and the
dynamic changes of data flow are not easy to predict. More
importantly, the real-time nature of streaming data and the
large volume of data makes it more time and space complex
for the system compared to traditional data. Streaming
data requires real-time in-memory processing and output-
ting the results, rather than traditional data by storing it to
disk first and then computing it. Streaming data process-
ing differs significantly from traditional data processing
in terms of data form, processing characteristics, data stor-
age methods, update rates, and real-time requirements (as
shown in Table 1).

The first thing to consider with stream data mining algo-
rithms is what data to process. The most accurate solution is,
of course, the one that is most accurate for all.
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All the data that have arrived are mined without any
omission, but the characteristics of stream data make the
method impossible to achieve. Stream data processing model
is the study of data stream summary model, that is, the anal-
ysis of which part of the data stream needs to be processed
for analysis. For stream data, its large data volume character-
istics is so often taken according to the algorithm needs to
select a range of data within the accuracy requirements for
processing, rather than all data as the processing object
[14]. The current data stream processing is mainly based
on the approximation of the data selection time range,
so the selection of the range can be divided into snapshot
model, boundary marker model, and sliding window
model.

3.1.2. Stream Data Mining Algorithm Features

(1) Incrementalization: traditional data mining algo-
rithms are mined for offline datasets, where data
may be accessed by the algorithm multiple times to
get the final converged model, whereas real-time
mining algorithms emphasize making full use of
the latest data for predictive model training or
finding knowledge and patterns in the latest data.
Therefore, real-time mining algorithms need to be
able to continuously update the original training
model using the latest incremental data

(2) Anti-interference: traditional data mining algo-
rithms run data mining with a single background
principle or pattern of the target data, i.e., the target
data set is influenced by the same factors or contains
knowledge of the same pattern, whereas the actual
existence of real-life stream data contains a model
that may change and may have multiple variations
in a form called “conceptual drift” [15]. Therefore,
real-time mining algorithms need to be able to
effectively resist the interference of the concept
drift phenomenon; otherwise, the extracted pat-
terns or the trained models will be outdated and
inaccurate

(3) Labeling problem: for data mining algorithms, classi-
fication, and regression in supervised learning, the
dependent variables of their training sets need to be
labeled. For traditional data mining algorithms,
although the cost of training set labeling is high
and time-consuming, it can still accomplish the set
goal because it is offline mining; for real-time data

mining, because the training data flows into the sys-
tem incrementally and in real time, the timing of
labeling is fleeting, and further research on semisu-
pervised algorithms is needed to form a closed-loop
process for training set labeling

3.2. Big Data Distributed Computing Framework. The video
big data streaming computing architecture requires several
requirements such as low latency, scalability, high reliability,
and fast recovery. The computing platform needs to be able
to track the execution of each message and deliver the
message quickly, and the forwarding delay needs to be below
milliseconds; the computing platform needs to support hor-
izontal scaling so that when the computing needs require
system expansion [16], it is easy to operate and does not
affect the existing data processing operations; the computing
platform needs to be highly stable, support the rapid detec-
tion of node failure, and be able to resist the avalanche
phenomenon.

3.2.1. Storm. The storm is an open-source real-time distrib-
uted computing system developed by Twitter, which features
scalability, high system fault tolerance, etc. Storm defines the
original language for developers to use based on platform’s
real-time computing and development and has convenient
APIs for developers to use, such as real-time online queries,
machine learning, and data mining. Storm can be used by
configuring ZooKeeper, thereby facilitating the scaling of
its distributed clusters. The computational principles are as
follows.

Ft = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
XiYi:

x − μ

σ

� �
: ð1Þ

Storm can process millions of messages in a second, in
terms of sports video classification. The development lan-
guages for Storm are Clojure and Java, and non-JVM lan-
guages can communicate with Storm via stdin/stdout using
the JSON protocol. One of the advantages of Storm is that
its topology writing and message processing components
can be freely used with a variety of programming languages.
The most important feature of Storm is that it guarantees
that messages are processed, a feature that will benefit
the reliability of the entire architecture. By ensuring that
messages are processed, Storm ensures that the entire
streaming processing layer of the architecture is guaran-
teed to process messages. The computational framework
is shown in Figure 1.

3.2.2. YahooS4. YahooS4 with distributed, pluggable, scal-
able, and partitioned fault-tolerant features was the first
system used to process ad click traffic data. S4 uses the Actor
architecture model using a simple programming interface to
enable large-scale development. S4 has no central control
node, and each working node is of equal status, which makes
the system highly usable. S4 has the Actor computing the
processing unit PEs in the S4 system pass the completed data
through the Actor architecture in the form of events. Each
PE is independent of each other and interacts with each

Table 1: Characteristics of stream data processing and comparison
of traditional requirements with traditional data.

Feature requirements Traditional data Streaming data

Data format
Continuous and
stable data flow

High-speed data flow

Data storage method Passive Initiative

Efficient Low High
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other by issuing events and interaction events. The specific
principle formula is

G x, yð Þ = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
Xi − �X
� �2 + 〠

n

i=1
XiYi:

1
n
〠
n

i=1
Xi: ð2Þ

S4 draws on the MapReduce model and solves the single
point of fault tolerance problem. The independent peer-to-
peer architecture not only improves the scalability of the
cluster but also ensures the efficiency of the system. S4 sys-
tem supports Java language development and modular pack-
aging. The functional components of S4 are divided into

three major categories: Clients, Adapters, and PNodeCluster.
Figure 2 shows the framework of the S4 system.

3.3. Deep Learning Based on Video Classification. Deep
learning is a recent area of research that has received much
attention and plays an important role in machine learning.
The history of deep learning development, in terms of time-
line, can be seen as three stages of neural network develop-
ment. The first generation of neural networks [17], which
can be called artificial neural networks, was studied starting
from the proposal of the M-P model. Figure 3 illustrates the
M-P structural model.

Nim bus
Master

Zookeeper Zookeeper Zookeeper

Supervisor Supervisor Supervisor

Worker Worker

Worker Worker

Worker Worker

Worker Worker

Worker Worker

Worker Worker

Cluster

Slaves

..

.....

Structural
attributes

Data
requirements 

Type of
data 

Figure 1: Storm stream data computation framework diagram.

User User User Client layer 

TCP/IP

User adapter Performance
monitoring Configuration services System resource
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END

Pnode Processing node
layer

Figure 2: S4 system framework diagram.
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The backpropagation algorithm for artificial neural net-
works was proposed, which not only gave hope to the devel-
opment of machine learning but also opened the statistical
model-based machine learning that is still of deep research
significance today. The third stage is deep learning, and in
the second stage, deep learning enters a period of rapid
development by pretraining to quickly train deep belief nets.
In the third phase, researchers reduced the top 5 error rate of
the ImageNet image classification problem to 15% and deep
learning entered an explosive period [18, 19].

Deep learning is a part of machine learning, which can
be divided into two research phases, shallow machine learn-
ing and deep learning, in terms of research history. Shallow
machine learning models and deep learning models have
commonalities and important differences. Shallow machine
learning models do not use distributed representations and
require human extraction of manual features in feature
extraction, which is not only time-consuming, heavy, and
difficult but also requires accurate domain knowledge of
the relevant specialty when researching a particular domain.
The model itself can only make further prediction or classi-
fication based on the extracted features, and the quality of
human-extracted features directly determines the perfor-
mance of the whole system to a large extent. Deep learning
can learn to get the essential features of the whole data set
from a smaller number of data samples when performing
feature extraction. A nonlinear deep network structure is
obtained by training the network to learn and achieve a dis-
tributed representation of the input data by representing
complex functions with a small number of parameters. The
essence of deep learning is to improve the accuracy of classi-
fication or prediction by building machine learning models
with a number of hidden layers and huge amounts of train-
ing data to learn the desired features. The hidden layer in
deep learning is equivalent to a linear combination of input
features, and the weight between the hidden layer and the
input layer is equivalent to the weight of the input features
in the linear combination [20], and the capability of the deep
learning model grows exponentially with the depth of the
network, and its specific principle is formulated as

St = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
XiYi: ð3Þ

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are a special kind of
neural network structure inspired by the fact that humans
rely on experience and memory during cognition. The rea-
son why RNNs are called recurrent neural networks is that
RNNs assign not only a memory function to the input of
the previous moment but also the input of the next moment
is referred to the memory of the previous moment; the cur-
rent output of a sequence is jointly determined by its input
and the output of the previous sequence determines. The
specific process is manifested in that the current output is
computed by applying it to the output remembered from
the previous moment. RNNs differ from CNNs in that in
RNNs, the input data have a temporal order of precedence,
thus forming a sequence. This is the key difference between
RNNs and other neural networks and is the reason why the
“loop” can be established [17]. The nodes between the
hidden layers, which are unconnected in CNN, become con-
nected in RNN, and the input of the hidden layer contains
the output of the input layer and the output of the hidden
layer at the previous moment. Its mechanism is illustrated
in Figure 4. The hidden layer of the simplest structure of
the RNN is expanded in time.

3.4. Algorithmic Framework for Deep Learning in Sports
Video Classification. With the basic framework in place,
the first and foremost problem to be addressed during the
research is the lack of experimental data. There are some
publicly available sports video datasets, such as the Sport-
1M dataset, which is currently the largest video classification
benchmark dataset consisting of 1.1 million sports videos.
Each video belongs to one of 487 sports categories, and this
dataset does not tag the decomposed actions of a particular
category of videos. In the current lack of professional sports
datasets, to achieve an automatic description of free gymnas-
tics videos, in this work, a free gymnastics decomposition
action dataset containing videos of professional events such
as the Olympic Games and National Games is constructed
[21], and the description of videos is labeled according to
professional commentary. For the discriminative power cal-
culation of video frames, a number of methods have been
proposed to solve this problem. One of the commonly used
strategies is to use an attention mechanism. Therefore, in the
approach of this paper, the attention mechanism is fused
into the existing video description network to calculate the
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Figure 3: Basic model diagram of neural network.
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weights between different video frames and improve the
accuracy of the automatic video description. As shown in
Figure 5, firstly, the free gymnastics decomposition action
dataset is constructed; for the video data, feature extraction
is performed by the convolutional neural network, and for
the labeled text, a dictionary is constructed to extract the
corresponding dictionary features; Figure 5 shows basic flow
chart, then the training set is input to the video-to-text
learning model for training, and the trained text that can
accurately recognize the corresponding free gymnastics
video is obtained; finally, the tested video features are input
to the trained model to get the description of the free gym-
nastics video [22].

For the automatic description network of sports videos,
the input data includes video sequences and text sequences.
The video features are first extracted by a convolutional neu-
ral network, and then, the text features are extracted using
natural language text processing.

3.4.1. Video feature processing. Convolutional neural networks
have some degree of invariance to geometric transformations,
deformations, and illumination. Trained convolutional
neural networks can scan the entire image with a small com-
putational cost and hence are widely used for image feature
extraction. And while using its feature extraction, the spe-
cific morphology of the features is not considered at all.

3.4.2. Description of text processing. In this paper, we use
one-hot vector coding to transform the descriptors of free
gymnastics videos into features. The words in the annotated
text of sports videos are first counted to construct a dictio-
nary. One-hot computation process: the input is a sentence,
and the output is a feature. The calculation is done by first
calculating the total number N of all words described in
the free gymnastics dataset and then representing each word
as a 1 ∗N long vector; in that long vector, there are only two
values taken, 0 and 1. There is only one value, 1, in that vec-
tor, and the position where this value, 1, is located in the
position of the word in the word list at the moment, and
the rest of the values are 0. Its schematic diagram is shown
in Figure 6.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Experimental Setup. The experiments in this section
were done on the operating system application Ubuntu
16.04, and the code used to implement the experiments
was based on the Tensorflow 1.6.0 framework, using the
language Python 2.7. Its classification model diagram is
shown in Figure 7.

The network model was trained on two NVIDIATitan
1080 graphic cards with 11GB of memory. The input video
data is sampled at every 5 frames, the input to the C3D
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feature extraction model is 16 frames long clips with 8
frames of overlap between two consecutive clips, and the
fc6 activations of these clips are averaged to obtain 4096-
dimensional video descriptors. This section uses LIBSVM
classification tool, LIBSVM is a set of libraries for support
vector machines, mainly used for classification, which needs
to preprocess the fc6 learned video features in the format
<label> <index 1>: <value 1> <index 2>: <value 2>....
(Table 2), for the databases that appear for each category.

This chapter is using a classification approach, so the
data is described and categorized according to a sporting
event professional actions; each video data consists of more
than one decomposed action, so each video data is labeled
as at least one category, and the categories are replaced with
positive integers (starting from 1), for a total of 31 categories

[23]. Each category may require more than one word for its
description, and the number of occurrences of this one
category is shown in Table 2. It can be seen that half of the
categories occur very infrequently below 10 times, with a rel-
atively small number of categories occurring particularly
high. Figure 8 shows an analysis of the frequency of the 16
categories that occur more than 10 times, with only a few
categories having a particularly high number of occurrences.

4.2. Analysis of Experimental Results

4.2.1. Analysis of Multicategorical Evaluation Indicators and
Experimental Results. Accuracy is the most common
performance metric in classification models and applies to
binary classification models, but can also be used for
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Figure 6: Codec structure diagram.
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multiclassification models. The calculation of accuracy is
also relatively simple. Assuming the classification model is
g, its formula for calculating accuracy is as follows [24].

T xð Þ = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
Xi − �X
� �2 + 〠

n

i=1
X2
i : ð4Þ

4.2.2. Example Analysis. The experiments are representative
frames of two videos from the test data of the self-built data-
set, and due to the page limit, only two examples are given
for reference; this example is the same video as the example
in Section 3. The experimental results of the automatic
description of free gymnastics on the self-built dataset with
different models and the multilabel classification method in
this chapter are compared. Compared to the original model,
S2VT, the model with the attention mechanism is similar in
the direction of the “forward” test in blue, but in the video,
the improved model is more specific. In the classification
problem, this video contains two categories, and the classifi-

cation results are significantly better. Figure 9 shows a com-
parison of the differences in the results after classification.

From the experimental results, it can be seen that the
end-to-end deep learning algorithm proposed in this chapter
for time-series accurate classification of sports video classifi-
cation big data has a large improvement in the accuracy per-
formance F compared to other algorithms for classifying
sports video classification time-series data [25]. The LSTM-
based model improves 14.22% over the BPNN model used
on sports video classification and 3.91% over EE, the supe-
rior integrated learning algorithm in time series classifica-
tion. The GRU-based model improves by 14.03% over the
BPNN model used for sports video classification and by
3.72% over EE, the superior integrated learning algorithm
for time series classification. However, in terms of classifica-
tion time consumption, both LSTM and GRU have a large
speedup over the EE algorithm, but both of them take 6.15
times and 6.03 times more time than the BPNN algorithm
used for sports video classification, respectively [26]. The
accuracy of these two algorithms can be applied to sports
video classification large data temporal classification, but
the operational efficiency can only be applied to nonreal-
time sports video classification application scenarios.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the methods and related technical theories of
automatic video description and video classification are
introduced, and the main framework and implementation
steps of the free gymnastics video automatic description
method based on long- and short-term memory networks
and the sports video automatic classification based on sup-
port vector machine multilabel classification are described
in detail, and the feasibility of the improved methods in this
paper is verified by comparison experiments. In this paper,
we first take the automatic video description method as an

Table 2: Databases in which the video category appears.

Category Quantity Category Quantity

1 23 1 34

2 33 2 35

3 21 3 32

4 34 4 12

5 32 5 43

6 34 6 47

7 21 7 55

8 21 8 42

9 32 9 33
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entry point and review the current state of research on auto-
matic video description methods, sports video research, and
video classification. Then, from deep learning, we introduce
its related concepts and development history, focus on
describing the derivation and specific architectures of three
important types of neural networks, and make structural dis-
section of typical network models, such as special recurrent
neural network LSTM, respectively. Finally, the current state
of research on feature extraction of video is analyzed, and
the commonly used convolutional neural network feature
extraction methods are classified and compared.

In this paper, an automatic description method of free
gymnastics based on big data and deep learning classifica-
tion is proposed. The research object sports video data is
not only characterized by the presence of a large number
of keyframes, but the definition of its high-level semantic
things also is more fixed, and sports videos have certain cho-
reography rules, so the automatic video description problem
is transformed into a video classification problem, and the
important technical support to promote this problem trans-
formation is the existing video classification model with high
accuracy. To preserve the temporal signal of the video, this
paper uses a C3D feature extractor and feeds the extracted
feature vectors into multiple binary SVM classifiers to
accomplish the task of multilabel classification. Video classi-
fication based on big data and deep learning can bring users
a better experience in the future and can better perform
high-precision classification for sports videos. To verify the
feasibility of the problem transformation, the classification
results are mapped into natural language descriptions. The
experimental results show that the classification model of
sports video based on big data and deep learning can
effectively improve the accuracy of sports video classifica-
tion rapidly.
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With the development of the 5G mobile Internet, cloud computing, Internet of Things, and other cutting-edge technologies, the
era of big data has quietly arrived. The purpose of this paper is to explore the feasibility of the application of new technologies for
music teaching in the era of big data in the context of the rapid development of science and technology in the information society,
to enlighten and lead music teachers to apply the spontaneous and conscious awareness of new media and fully apply the new
achievements of science and technology in the information society for future music classroom teaching, and to analyze the
mode, method, trend, characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages of music teaching in the new media environment. The aim
is to analyze the advantages and shortcomings of music teaching in colleges and universities and to find solutions and future
development strategies for them so that in the future, the 5G Internet can better serve music lovers and better contribute to
the cause of music education in colleges and universities. New media, as a product of constantly updated information
technology, provides powerful data support for the development of various fields, and the education industry also needs new
media to boost the rapid development of education information technology, which of course includes college music teaching.
The effective integration of new media technology into the college music classroom can improve the classroom efficiency of
music teaching with rich and diverse teaching resources and flexible teaching forms.

1. Introduction

With the development of modern science and technology,
especially the rapid development of information technology
represented by “5G Internet+,” modern teacher learning
has been given a strong impetus. In the context of modern
curriculum reform, teachers’ teaching ability has been put
forward to new requirements. In traditional education,
knowledge is mostly imparted by schools, and people have
relatively few channels to acquire knowledge, but with the
continuous development of “5G Internet+education,” there
are more channels and ways to disseminate knowledge, and
the way people receive education has also changed dramati-
cally. The continuous development and deepening of “5G
Internet+education” has gradually broken the monopoly of
schools on knowledge dissemination, allowing education to
move from closed to open. With the development of “5G
Internet+education,” the place where people will receive edu-

cation in the future will not only be on the campus but more
on the Internet platform, teachers will teach knowledge on
the Internet, students will receive education on the Internet,
and educational resources will be shared and spread on the
Internet, which will realize the good development trend that
real learning and online teaching complement and expand
each other. The development trend is good. With the contin-
uous development of “5G Internet+education,” so far, with
the platform and advantageous resources of the Internet,
music teaching has also emerged in many innovative modes
such as catechism, mobile APP, andWeChat, which have laid
a certain foundation for the development and research of
music teaching. This has enabled the traditional classroom
of music education to gradually break the limitation of time
and space and realize the sharing of resources of excellent
music teaching modes [1]. In such a context, the important
issue facing school education is how to rationally analyze
and actively respond to the new model of music teaching
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under the background of “5G Internet+” and closely combine
the traditional music teaching mode with the emerging music
teaching to improve the quality of school education.

Under the influence of the Internet, the means of music
teaching and delivery methods have produced significant
changes, and the Internet will play a positive and beneficial
complement to traditional music teaching, and effective
compensations and useful new attempts can be made in
the Internet-based teaching mode [2]. First, Internet teach-
ing has a strong practical significance for making up for
the temporality and spatiality of traditional music teaching.
In the past, students who did not have the opportunity and
conditions to learn face to face could have online music
teaching in music teaching forums on the Internet. This kind
of music teaching needs to have certain technical equipment,
and through the instant transmission of video and audio, the
limitations of space can be broken, and the Internet technol-
ogy that we have today can fully support the implementation
of this educational tool [3]. The second point is that we can
collect the background and documentation of the works and
the video and audio using the convenience of the Internet,
which also contrasts with traditional music learning where
finding information is very difficult and tedious. By search-
ing on the Internet, we can access a large number of
resources as well as materials without having to spend a lot
of energy searching, sifting, and reviewing relevant mate-
rials, thus saving time and energy, allowing students to focus
more on the learning process, to have more energy at their
disposal for learning, and to have access to better quality
video, audio, literature, and graphic resources.

2. Related Work

With the continuous improvement of network technology
and the advent of the information age, music education
has gradually begun to step into the era of networked inno-
vation. As early as the 1990s, the United States began a bold
attempt to informative education, applying IT technology to
traditional teaching and learning development and penetrat-
ing various teaching fields. As a result, it also played a posi-
tive role in promoting educational reform in the United
States after the new century. Under this influence, various
countries in Europe followed suit and unveiled a new dimen-
sion of music education worldwide.

With the continuous development of primary and sec-
ondary education, teacher learning communities have
received more and more attention from researchers, and
under the influence of “5G Internet+,” researchers have
associated them with teacher learning and explored new
ways of teacher learning development. The literature [4]
points out the constructive nature of “community,” which
is a social organization and social connection with socially
constructive characteristics, and its essential meaning is
negotiation. Learning is a social culture of reflection in the
meridian of the community, emphasizing the construction
of the learner’s identity in the process of community activi-
ties. The literature [5] identifies ten characteristics of teacher
learning as autonomous, experiential, purposeful, disciplin-
ary, differentiated, staged, continuous, collaborative, contex-

tual, and planned. The literature [6] argues that teacher
learning is as wide as a prairie and as numerous as trails,
allowing for a variety of options. The literature [7] uses a vir-
tual learning community, the online community teaching,
and research, as a platform to systematically study learning
communities, and makes a detailed analysis from knowledge
connotation extension to learning models, as well as teach-
ing applications. The literature [8] proposed a model for
building virtual learning communities, taking the promotion
of members’ knowledge construction as the starting point,
and elaborated the process and characteristics of building
virtual learning communities from macro and micro per-
spectives, including analysis from multiple intelligence per-
spectives, systematic construction of models, dynamic
learning approaches, and learning theoretical foundations.
In their study, the literature [9] analyzed in detail the value
creation of building regional teachers’ online learning com-
munities in the Internet era. In his study, literature [10] elab-
orated the theoretical basis and practical application of
building teachers’ learning communities in the context of
“5G Internet+,” and literature [11] proposed a specific
O2O learning model for building learning communities in
the context of “5G Internet+.” The literature [12] proposes
a specific O2O learning model for building learning commu-
nities in the context of “5G Internet+,” which provides
meaningful guidance for the construction of communities
in practice. The paper [13] makes more people aware of
the changing situation and educational changes brought by
5G Internet+ by grasping the time and situation of 5G Inter-
net+education. The literature [14] analyzed the characteris-
tics of music education in “5G Internet+” and judged the
development trend of music education through research,
which fully demonstrated that in the environment of “5G
Internet+,” the geographical relationship of teachers’ learn-
ing community has been dissolved, and the membership
relationship has become the most important one. These
studies show that in the “5G Internet+” environment, the
geographical relationship of teachers’ learning communities
has been largely dissolved, and the membership relationship
has become one of the distinctive features of teachers’ learn-
ing communities in the “5G Internet+” environment. Litera-
ture [15] points out that online music education will become
the mainstream and dominant mode of music teaching in
the future; literature [16] suggests that based on the rapid
development of information technology and the growing
public demand for music education, online piano education,
which can provide more personalized teaching programs
and educational services, will gradually become the main-
stream trend in the development and advancement of piano
education.

3. Innovation and Practice of Music Education
Paths in Colleges and Universities under the
Popularization of the 5G Network

3.1. Innovative Model of Music Education in Universities
under the Popularity of 5G Network. Network information
technology has distinctive features that are different from
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traditional technology: first, fast information dissemination;
second, open and free network; third, strong interactive
two-way communication; fourth, powerful multimedia; fifth,
huge information capacity; sixth, retrievable and easy to
save; seventh, information has diversity; and eighth, infor-
mation has uncertainty. In order to better apply network
information technology, we must understand the character-
istics of network information technology and the vein of
integration with music teaching [17]. Under the premise of
ensuring the understanding, the scope of application of net-
work information technology in music teaching and the
teaching efficiency can be maximized.

3.1.1. Applied to the Teaching of Music Professional Theory
Knowledge. When music education was still in the tradi-
tional model, teachers mostly used the demonstration
method or teaching method to explain music theory to stu-
dents; i.e., the teacher sang or explained the music in the way
to teach. This requires teachers to have good logical thinking
and language skills as well as the ability to teach music and
to strictly follow the standards of the teaching materials.
Under the background of the modern network information
society, the way and process of music teaching have chan-
ged, and the media tools can provide more pictures, audio,
and video materials, making the teaching process more vivid
and interesting, and the content is richer, which greatly
enhances students’ interest in learning. In addition, the
amount of information in online media is extremely rich,
and the information metabolism cycle is shorter so that peo-
ple can grasp the latest theoretical knowledge of music in
time to meet the needs of people’s learning.

3.1.2. Applied to Music Professional Skill Teaching. At pres-
ent, the content of music teaching in online media is very
rich, and the teaching videos cover the actual classroom
recordings of masters from various famous universities at
home and abroad, i.e., the live recordings of music schools
or famous musicians’ performances. By watching these
videos, music teachers can well discover the shining points
of these masters with high attainments, to improve and per-
fect their teaching contents [18]. For students, these videos
are invaluable textbooks that allow them to understand the
charm of music and enhance their theoretical knowledge
and practical skills through visualization. Because these
videos are fully accessible, they can be downloaded or played
anytime, anywhere, and can be paused or repeated according
to their needs for better learning. The wide variety of music
teaching software and music practice software available
online allows teachers to improve their teaching efficiency,
enhance their ability to express their views in the teaching
process, and facilitate the implementation of music skills.
For the emergence of new learning applications, music
teachers can learn, become proficient in using, and partici-
pate in the design of targeted improvements to educational
teaching software to get better teaching results.

3.1.3. Online Vocal Teaching Breaks Through the
Geographical Limitation of Classroom Teaching. With the
proficient of network technology, it is possible to make

online vocal teaching available anywhere, and students can
arrange their learning progress anywhere and at any time
according to their actual conditions and needs, solving the
contradiction between learning and practice. By posting
messages on the online platform to get help from profes-
sional teachers and other learners and listen to a wide range
of opinions or suggestions, for example, by using the
WeChat vocal teaching model, teachers and students can
interact and learn and communicate in online groups.
Students can not only get the maximum professional infor-
mation and learn many aspects of professional vocal knowl-
edge but also communicate through the public platform to
solve the difficulties they encounter in vocal lessons.

As Figure 1 shows the constructivist theory support
model, Kurt Lewin, a famous German psychologist, pio-
neered the term “group dynamics,” which he defined as “ a
dynamic whole that shares the same developmental goals
and is capable of interacting with each other.” To study the
interaction between group factors and the environment
and the influence of group factors on individual factors,
Llewyn proposed the famous field theory idea using the
functional equation.

B = ∪
n

i=1
Xiγ: ð1Þ

From this formula, individual behavior is influenced by
both the internal conditions of the individual and the exter-
nal environmental pressure in which the individual is placed.
At the same time, changes in the behavior of individuals in
this “group” may also lead to changes in the overall group
dynamics. “The main manifestation of the positive influence
of group dynamics on the individuals in the group is that the
individuals form a relatively strong willingness to work
together, reach mutual understanding and encouragement
among them, and constantly carry out information sharing
and knowledge exchange, which will significantly improve
the work efficiency as shown in the following equation:

K = ∩
n

i=1,j=1
ηXiY j + C: ð2Þ

The participants in the music teachers’ learning commu-
nity can form stable social relationships and create an atmo-
sphere of common belonging through various interactive
processes and then achieve mutual recognition and collabo-
ration among the participants; the quality of community
learning environment, in turn, influences the behavior of
each participant, and in turn, the positive behavior of indi-
vidual individuals can contribute to the gradual stabilization
of the quality community atmosphere. In this way, the two
affect each other and promote each other, thus realizing a
benign structure of a common learning body. Therefore,
group dynamics theory has the following important guid-
ance for the development of music teachers’ learning com-
munities in the context of “5G Internet+.” It is important
to focus on the cohesion and centripetal force of the com-
munity: some scholars believe that social groups are not
closed because they are static, but each individual is
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interdependent, collaborative, and symbiotic because of their
common learning or striving goals [19]. From the viewpoint
of the group dynamics theory, the key point of music
teachers’ learning community formation lies in awakening
the community consciousness of individuals, thus forming
a common goal and vision, and strengthening members’
sense of identity and belonging, to enhance the cohesion of
the community and to promote excellence to form the com-
munity driving force: the incentive system can adopt quanti-
tative settings, the exhibition of excellence platform, etc. to
encourage members to actively participate; excellent mem-
bers play an active role. The excellent members can play a
leading role to drive the sustainable development of the
community; the system should be used as a “whip” to play
a binding role: the community under the vision of “5G Inter-
net+” plays its characteristics of openness and interactivity,
and at the same time, if the participants lack the awareness
of relationship building or are too busy with their own learn-
ing needs, the community will not be able to develop. How-
ever, if participants are not aware of their relationship
building or are too busy with their own learning needs and
lack interaction and communication with other participants,
they will get half the result with twice the effort. Therefore,
the development of certain community norms, the imple-
mentation of relevant monitoring and management, and
the formation of institutional constraints can enhance the
sense of responsibility of each participant [20]. It is impor-
tant to note here that the group dynamics theory effectively
verifies the existence of significant influence of the environ-
ment on individuals; i.e., we must fully recognize the impor-
tant influence of the external environment on individual

music teachers in the process of building music teachers’
learning communities; update learners’ relevant situations
promptly with the help of members’ learning situations,
continuous statistics on relevant data, etc.; and carefully col-
lect learners’ suggestions, and specific interventions and
adjustments should be given when appropriate. A model
supporting the theory of group dynamics is shown in
Figure 2.

Through cloud technology, massive amounts of knowl-
edge, information, and technology can be saved, and stu-
dents can communicate with teachers at any time, allowing
teaching and learning to take place anytime and anywhere,
removing the resource and space barriers between teaching
and learning. Cloud technology not only solves the trouble
of knowledge inventory in schools but also provides a quality
teaching platform for education on the Internet. The devel-
opment of an information-based teaching model requires
the use of the Internet’s technological routes, and “cloud
technology” travels to meet this functional requirement,
allowing for the rapid integration of campus network data
routes to form a digital campus model. “Cloud technology”
is a new storage model with similar functions to the Internet
disk, but cloud technology is also a “new computing model”
that can store amazing resources on its own, and it is a
higher computing model formed on the Internet. The digital
campus is the primary basic goal of “Internet+education,”
and now, some schools have completed the basic task of
wireless network all over the campus and have started to
promote the construction of “digital campus”; these facilities
and exploration have laid the foundation for the development
of “Internet+education.” These facilities and explorations have
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laid the cornerstone for the development of “Internet+educa-
tion,” with “cloud+network+end” as the infrastructure of the
Internet, teaching activities, students’ independent research
and cooperative research, teaching resources, teaching mate-
rials, courseware, videos, and animation design as the means
of teaching activities, the use of communication tools, face-
to-face teaching video calls, and smart classrooms to set up
the teaching environment, through big data survey of stu-
dents’ age, gender, age, family background, and other ele-
ments. The teaching research based on “cloud technology”
is shown in Figure 3. Comprehensive integration of educa-
tional resources, teaching research, and reasonable allocation
are discussed.

The “Internet+music education” requires schools to
change the perspective of education, with the help of cloud
technology to make education transparent, visual, data-
based, and intelligent; in this mode of communication and
learning, it becomes the new orientation of teaching; cloud
technology can quickly make accurate calculations of teach-
ing resources that all rely on data to analyze the problem;
this mode can make school management intelligent and con-
venient. With the emergence of talent, educational resource
sweat, the development of cloud technology collection of
these high-quality resources so that students can be dynamic
on-demand, to ensure the centralization of teaching
resources, intelligent. The campus is the carrier of education,
and the development of education from the perspective of
the Internet weakens the campus to strengthen the original
purpose of education. This transformation of education
helps education to a new level, which not only enhances
the value of education but also allows a new level of integra-

tion of the Internet and education. “Internet+education” is
not a single model, but a whole system model based on cloud
technology that requires the collaboration of multiple sys-
tems to form an interconnected system, so Internet+educa-
tion brings a team approach to teachers, teaching, and
students. Music learning requires constant practice, constant
eye opening, and constant acceptance of new teaching theo-
ries, but this increases the cost of learning. Knowing the
world’s knowledge without leaving home has become the
learning life that every scholar aspires to. Building an Inter-
net platform has helped these scholars realize their dream of
learning new theoretical information without leaving home
or from anywhere. Through the Internet platform, students
can learn at any time and teachers can teach at any time,
realizing the requirement of truly free and idealized learning
and breaking the limitation of time and geography.

3.2. The Practice of Music Education Path in Universities
under the Popularity of 5G Network. Online education is a
new segment of the education service industry that, despite
its late start, is growing in size and influence at an alarming
rate. The convergence of the Internet and the education
industry has made it possible for us to receive knowledge
in a more diverse and personalized way and without the con-
straints of time and space. Figure 4 shows that the Internet
education market is expanding and growing at a fast pace
and will continue to grow in the future. Along with the
steady growth of the Internet education industry, the emer-
gence of more new models and ideas will further diversify
the industry. The rapid development of the online education
industry has shown us the changes in the market and the
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direction of capital investment, and the development of the
Internet education field is still a hot spot. From a macro
point of view, there are deviations in education resources,
and quality educational resources are mainly concentrated
in a few regions, but given the advantages of Internet tech-
nology, education resources are used rationally and the
problem of uneven distribution of education resources is

alleviated to some extent. At the same time, the demand of
the mass market has led the online education industry to
be subdivided into different fields based on the differentia-
tion of content and audience groups. In the future, while
exploring its operation mode, it is also necessary to make
effective forecasts of future changes and control possible
changes. The development of the Internet online education
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industry is unstoppable, and the development of the arts in
the education sector also has great potential for develop-
ment, driven by the combined influence of national policies
and economic and technological conditions.

In Internet education, teachers and students can be
accommodated by creating virtual teachers to arrange edu-
cation and teaching with teachers and administrators, while
students study, communicate, take exams, etc. in the class-
room. For virtual classrooms, first of all, students need to
log in to the system, select the corresponding virtual
classroom, and then apply to join it, and the teachers and
administrators arrange the virtual classrooms. Each virtual
classroom corresponds to one teacher. Virtual classrooms
are opened by teachers, but in the backend of the system,
administrators have the right to block some unusual class-
rooms. Once a virtual classroom is opened, the teacher user
should fill in the relevant virtual classroom information. The
teacher needs to set the information about the virtual class-
room to be opened, such as the name of the course to be
taught, the number of classes to be held, and the number
of hours. After filling out the application, the administrator
will review the application, and after passing it, the adminis-
trator will announce the class and the students will select the
class. The virtual classroom is free to join and serves as a
place for students to learn and communicate, but if you need
to learn related courses, you need to provide points under
the online education platform. According to the actual
research, the demand for a virtual classroom of the online
music education system is divided into classroom demand
and student demand. The classroom requirement includes
two functions: course content setting and student manage-
ment, while the student requirement is to be able to freely
choose the classroom. The specific use case description of
the virtual classroom function is shown in Figure 5.

To promote the scientific development of Internet music
education from the actual situation of Internet music educa-
tion, the author designed and compiled a student question-
naire to understand and investigate students’ musical
quality background, school music activities, satisfaction with
music courses, and other aspects of the questions. The
research process chose the method of random distribution
of questionnaires, and the questionnaires were selected for
undergraduate students to ensure compliance with statistical
theory and to minimize errors as much as possible. A total of
100 questionnaires were distributed, of which 100 valid vol-
umes were returned. From the returned questionnaires, the
students who participated in the survey came from different
colleges and grades, and in a sense, the results of this ques-
tionnaire are still representative.

It is clear from Figure 6 that the observed (real known
data) curve and the fitted (simulated data from the model)
curve overlap, indicating a good model fit. The negative
sentiment values are decreasing, while the positive and
neutral sentiment values are increasing, indicating that
people are not as skeptical and worried as they were when
“Internet+music education” first emerged after one year of
practice and exploration. Internet users began to think more
about the problems encountered in the process of
“Internet+music education” and showed a positive attitude
toward “Internet+music education” and a more objective
description of “Internet+music education.” The description
of “Internet+music education” also tends to be more objec-
tive. However, too many negative comments may be detri-
mental to the development of “Internet+music education,”
so the government needs to actively guide Internet users to
think positively about the future of “Internet+music educa-
tion” while worrying about the future of “Internet+music
education,” such as thinking about how to solve the problems
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of “Internet+music education.” The government should
guide the Internet users to think positively about the future
of “Internet+music education,” such as how to solve the
problems of “Internet+music education.”

Almost all of the students surveyed were interested in
music. From Figure 7(a), 50% of the students like music very
much, but among many music genres, they like pop songs as
much as 73.34%, followed by classical music and instrumen-
tal music, accounting for 61.89% and 44.72%, respectively,
Figure 7(a) shows that pop music is closer to the life of col-
lege students and is more popular among them, but there is
no lack of students who like classical music and instrumental
music and traditional music. Most of the students have a
certain foundation of music knowledge and can read penta-
tonic and short scores, and they acquire music and related
basic knowledge through different channels. 72.47% of the
students learn music knowledge from music classes but also
learn it by themselves, reading related books and new media
on the Internet, accounting for 58.19%, 35.48%, and 47.94%,
respectively; thus, it can be seen that students acquire music
knowledge in more than one way. It can be seen that stu-
dents have more than one way to acquire music knowledge.
Since the Internet is still the second choice for students to
acquire music knowledge and the types of music students
like are more diverse, the content of music lessons should
not be limited to present a more diverse music culture with-
out losing national characteristics. As shown in Figure 7(b),
71.13% of students believe that music electives are necessary,
while only 5.56% of students believe that they are not neces-
sary and the rest are indifferent. This is mainly because most
students believe that music education has the function of

cultivating emotion and regulating mood, 55.19%, and
39.26%, respectively, and that music education can also
develop intelligence, enjoy entertainment, and improve the
quality of life; 34.16% of students believe that music educa-
tion has the above values. It can be seen that the students
can clearly understand the functions and values that music
has and agree with them, but they have some reservations
about the music classes and music activities in school.

In addition, 74.26% of students feel that schools should
offer online music electives because on the one hand, they
want to improve their musical ability and appreciation
through music electives, and on the other hand, they agree
that music practice activities are useful for stimulating imag-
ination, cultivating sentiment, and entertaining the mind. At
the same time, 28.13% of students choose music electives out
of interest in music, and 31.29% of students want to improve
their overall quality through online music electives, although
26.35% of students still choose music electives because they
think the exams are easy and they want to make up the
credits. However, it still reflects that students’ awareness of
the value of online music education is gradually increasing
and they are beginning to attach importance to music
courses. Nevertheless, 28.15% of students were dissatisfied
with the current music elective courses, 52.94% felt average,
and only 9.16% felt very satisfied. As seen in Figure 7(c), on
the one hand, universities are gradually paying attention to
online music education and continuously developing music
courses and music activities, but due to the lack of publicity,
the online music teaching process is not popular and stu-
dents’ overall participation is not very motivated, resulting
in most students not having participated in school music
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activities. In addition, most students who have not learned
musical instruments, except for 13.75% of students because
they are not interested in music, have not learned music
because they are afraid of delaying their cultural studies
(34.63%), they do not have time to learn (28.15%), and they
cannot find professional institutions to learn music (8.24%),
and difficulties in economic conditions (9.12%) also make
some students not to learn music. Figure 7(d) illustrates that
most of the students did not study music due to external
conditions, and the university life is freer and has plenty of
time; then, how to improve college students’ interest in
learning music is the focus of music education in compre-
hensive universities. Internet music education is a good solu-
tion to this series of problems, providing a new model as well
as ideas for the path of music education in universities and
providing more learning opportunities for students who like
music.

Relying on Internet technology, students’ developmental
data such as physical and mental health information, social
interaction information, and learning environment informa-
tion at school can be integrated to enable their healthy phys-
ical and mental coursework development through music
education. Internet education comprehensively accompanies
the growth process and growth of students, and these data
will accompany them through the student stage, and parents
promptly discover the differences between students’ different
periods on the correct planning of their children’s future
development. The quality of teachers’ services directly deter-
mines the improvement of teaching tasks in schools, and this
series of reactions directly affects the development of music
education. Schools to strengthen the construction of infor-
mation technology and improve the development of educa-
tion Internet all need the introduction of talent. The
improvement of the overall teaching level of the school has
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a great advantage for the recruitment of talents and the con-
struction of the educational team. Information technology
supports the holistic development of every student and
ensures that every student can realize the value of life instead
of surviving for the sake of survival. The Internet provides
the basis for optimizing the educational and teaching envi-
ronment, providing appropriate learning resources and
effective learning support. The “Internet+music education”
model has a huge mission to promote school construction
and the holistic development of music teaching.

In this study, web crawlers and text tendency analysis
techniques were also used to collect information on educa-
tional web opinion of “Internet+music education.” Web
crawlers can crawl resources on the web based on keywords,
depending on the efficiency of the program to determine the
diversity of search content as well as the efficiency of
updates, and is the essence of the search engine. When a
web crawler opens a web page, the program collects infor-
mation by analyzing the web page tags and obtains hyper-
links on the web page, and then, the search algorithm
selects the next URL to be visited. The web crawler operates
on the following principle: after starting the crawler pro-
gram, it starts from the initial set of web addresses, resolves
the DNS domain name, obtains the hyperlinks on the web
page, and downloads this web page. The new hyperlink is
added to the web address set, and then, the crawler crawls
the next URL from it and so on until the crawler meets the
end of the system. Text tendency analysis is to analyze and
study the content of users’ opinions or comments on a cer-
tain matter or product to get whether the opinion or com-
ment is a positive or negative attitude. Applying sentiment
tendency analysis techniques in online opinion analysis can

uncover the attitudes and opinions of Internet users toward
a certain social event. Text sentiment analysis can be used to
understand the views, opinions, and attitudes of social peo-
ple. The final results collected are shown in Figure 8, in
which the words most closely associated with Internet music
education are “feasibility,” “advantages,” and “influence,”
and most people are concerned about the feasibility and
advantages of Internet music education. This indicates that
most people have a positive attitude toward Internet music
education.

4. Conclusion

The Internet is used in all aspects of our learning, education,
and life. Many new models of vocal teaching have emerged
through the Internet platform and information and commu-
nication technologies, and related teaching practices and
academic research are continuing to heat up. With the
advent of the Internet era, the discipline will encounter an
unprecedented reshuffle, and the concept of correlation will
be implemented in “big data+music education,” gradually
connecting the barriers between the discipline of music
education and computer, digital technology, and software
programs, as well as in the teaching model with a new teach-
ing and learning style that better reflects. “It will also provide
students with personalized guidance and make it possible to
teach according to their abilities and lifelong education. The
combination of the Internet and music education is a
demand for education, and the advantages of the Internet
provide support for the integration of music education
resources, which allows every student to enjoy the same edu-
cational resources, so it can be said that “Internet+music
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education” supports the development of every student and
promotes the overall development of every student; pro-
motes the all-round development of every student’s knowl-
edge, emotion, and mind; and ensures that every student
can realize the value of life. The era of big data, as a specific
stage in the development of the information society, has
been surrounded by massive amounts of data, and its arrival
has had a profound impact on education and even music
education, and every educator has the responsibility to look
at his or her profession with a futuristic vision. The integra-
tion of “Internet+” with the music education industry is also
deepening further, as it gradually changes the way humans
receive music education and drives the rapid development
of the entire music education industry. Internet technology
has driven a revolution in education, leading to an evolution
of the college music education model, creating better educa-
tional opportunities for teachers and students as well as a
learning environment that makes education more efficient
and diverse.
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On the basis of existing research, this paper analyzes the algorithms and technologies of 3D image-based sports models in depth
and proposes a fusion depth map in view of some of the shortcomings of the current hot spot sports model methods based on 3D
images. We use the 3D space to collect the depth image, remove the background from the depth map, recover the 3D motion
model from it, and then build the 3D model database. In this paper, based on the characteristics of continuity in space and
smoothness in time of a rigid body moving target, a reasonable rigid body target motion hypothesis is proposed, and a three-
dimensional motion model of a rigid body target based on the center of rotation of the moving target and corresponding
motion is designed to solve the equation with parameters. In the case of unknown motion law, shape, structure, and size of the
moving target, this algorithm can achieve accurate measurement of the three-dimensional rigid body motion target’s self-
rotation center and related motion parameters. In the process of motion parameter calculation, the least square algorithm is
used to process the feature point data, thereby reducing the influence of noise interference on the motion detection result and
correctly completing the motion detection task. The paper gives the measurement uncertainty of the stereo vision motion
measurement system through simulated and real experiments. We extract the human body motion trajectory according to the
depth map and establish a motion trajectory database. For using the recognition algorithm of the sports model based on the
3D image, we input a set of depth map action sequences. After the above process, the 3D motion model is obtained and
matched with the model in the 3D motion model database, and the sequence with the smallest distance is calculated. The
corresponding motion trajectory is taken as the result of motion capture, and the efficiency of this system is verified through
experiments.

1. Introduction

The technology that senses the motion of the human body
through some sensors and can more accurately store and
record it is computer sports capture [1]. The research fields
of sports analysis technology based on 3D images include
pattern recognition, computer image processing, computer
vision, and computer graphics [2]. The application prospect
of sports model technology based on three-dimensional
images is very wide. It can be used as material in film, ani-
mation, game, and other systems. It can also save intangible
cultural heritage in the form of sports for protection and has

real-time effects. The 3D image-based sports model technol-
ogy can also be used in the real-time motion recognition
field, such as somatosensory interaction [3]. Human body
sports models based on three-dimensional images can be
divided into two types: broad sense and narrow sense. The
broad sense of motion capture generally includes the cap-
ture of facial expressions, gestures, and human bone joints,
while the narrowly defined human body sports model based
on three-dimensional images only refers to the capture of
human bone joint motion [4]. With the gradual maturity
of the development of sports model technology based on
3D images, there are already many methods to capture
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motion, many of which have also been applied to actual
projects (such as games, film and television animation,
new generation of human-computer interaction, and action
recognition) [5].

However, the currently widely used 3D image-based
sports model system has many shortcomings. For example,
the capture system has various hardware devices that need
to be worn by athletes. These devices are expensive and com-
plicated and require higher environmental requirements for
the athletes. The accuracy is not high, and the user experi-
ence is not good. These shortcomings restrict the application
of this technology in some fields to a certain extent [6]. In
recent years, the depth camera has been developed rapidly,
which provides a new method for the capture of motion.
The 3D image-based sports model fused with the depth
map is obtained because it avoids many shortcomings of
the traditional capture system [7]. Under unstable lighting
conditions, the sense of movement can be established by
matching the obvious corresponding features in the space;
that is, the visual moving target can be tracked in a long-
distance space. Therefore, similarly, the method of tracking
and analyzing specific markers in the image sequence can
be used to detect motion [8]. The feature-based discrete
measurement method is proposed based on this principle.
It is suitable for measuring the motion parameters of long-
term, large-volume moving targets, and the algorithm is rel-
atively simple to implement. There are some effective linear
algorithms, which require the measurement environment. It
is also relatively low and is more suitable for field applica-
tions in industrial production and national life [9]. Because
several traditional 3D image-based sports model technolo-
gies require the athletes to wear hardware devices or stick
markers on their bodies and some also require athletes to
wear special clothing, it is very inconvenient to recognize
or interact with actions. In addition, these systems are often
more expensive and require a special site, so it is difficult to
achieve in general applications [10].

On the basis of the current mainstream 3D image acqui-
sition method research, this paper proposes a method of
using mode to acquire 3D images. At the same time, an iter-
ative threshold method based on the depth value is proposed
to remove the background of the depth image. Based on the
characteristics of the existing 3D motion model reconstruc-
tion methods, a depth image-based 3D motion model recon-
struction method is proposed. Through the use of the three-
dimensional information in the depth image, the three-
dimensional motion model can be easily restored. Based on
the existing motion trajectory extraction technology, a
method of first finding the joint points of the motion trajec-
tory and then connecting the joint points with simple lines is
proposed for a motion trajectory extraction algorithm. First,
we calculate the distance between the corresponding compo-
nents of the two sequences and traverse the generated m ∗ n
matrix from ð1, 1Þ to ðm, nÞ to get a path with the shortest
distance. According to the process of this algorithm, we
must first calculate the distance between the components
in the sequence to measure the similarity of the sequence.
For the measurement process and detection characteristics
of the stereo vision three-dimensional motion measurement

system, the paper proposes an optimized design of feature
marker rods as features. Each rod is composed of 5 features
with strong reflective characteristics, which greatly improves
the quality of feature imaging and the feature antinoise and
background interference ability; it can simplify the algorithm
of corresponding feature recognition and feature matching
and ensure the accuracy of feature detection, feature extrac-
tion, and feature matching.

2. Related Work

The process of extracting the contour under the premise of
the known image background will be simple and easy, but
the environmental background is usually difficult to accu-
rately determine, so there are many methods to propose a
probabilistic model modeling method to estimate the proba-
bility of the background and the foreground to separate the
contour [11]. In order to ensure the integrity of the contour,
Li and Yang [12] used local features to encode the contour
information and abandoned the use of the global features
of the contour. A similarity measurement relationship can
be established between them, so that the meaning of differ-
ent human motion images can be recognized. In addition,
Lu et al. [13] used device context to measure the similarity
between images. The method has also better effect. When
calculating the motion data, the two-dimensional informa-
tion often cannot 5meet the requirements. Li et al. [14] con-
sidered restoring the two-dimensional information into
three-dimensional information. For ordinary optical cam-
eras, multiple cameras were required to shoot athletes from
different angles to reconstruct the three-dimensional motion
model of the human body. There are many methods based
on this theory to conduct research, among which the
method of three-dimensional object difference based on
visual hull is different. The image sequence of the viewpoint
was used to intercept the spatial cube, so that the real 3D
motion model can be approached visually from the camera.
Later, the method of Zhang [15] improved the three-
dimensional object difference method, so that the camera
cannot shoot the athletes at the same time. In addition, there
is a method of reconstructing a three-dimensional motion
model using depth values. This method is based on the prin-
ciple of computer binocular vision. Two cameras are cali-
brated in advance to shoot the same athlete. The parallax
of the two cameras is calculated to calculate the point on
the image for depth value and then use the depth value to
recover the three-dimensional motion model. In addition,
some algorithms also take into account the timing relation-
ship of the original image and combine the timing relation-
ship for research. For example, Miyoshi et al. [16] measured
the importance of each image edge in a moving image
sequence which is the optical flow method.

Haralabidis et al. [17] described the structure of the
human body with simple shapes and searched for the closest
human body region in the input image to determine the
body region. This process is the process of energy equation
optimization. At present, there are many methods of using
machine learning to recognize body parts. The recognition
of various parts of the human body uses the machine
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learning method based on AdaBoost. According to the
image of human body movement, they find out the most
easily recognized part according to the results of the previ-
ous human body part training and then find other parts step
by step according to the inherent sequence of the connection
of the human body. Modenese and Kohout [18] used a sup-
port vector machine to identify each part of the human tar-
get in the image and used a random decision forest method
for marking body parts, which uses pixels instead of body
parts for identification and analysis. The data set is trained
to obtain a random decision tree, which is used to judge
the attribution of pixels on the contour, and then, the pixels
of each part are clustered to obtain the joint points of the
human body. This method can quickly capture the move-
ment of the human body, and Microsoft’s latest somatosen-
sory interactive device mode also uses this set of technical
solutions. This type of discrete pose estimation method is
based on body part recognition. Its advantage is that the
motion recognition speed is faster and the algorithm effi-
ciency is relatively high. However, because the joint points
are estimated through the body part, there are errors and it
is difficult to achieve the accuracy requirements for higher
motion capture.

There are two main ways to optimize the model. One is
optimization in a two-dimensional space. Some scholars use
particle filters to optimize the created models. Particle filters
have many and effective constraints on human motion. First,
prescribing the athlete’s initial posture (T-pose) is the action
to be done at the beginning. The purpose of this is to make
the local model and the athlete model easier to align and
then use the current frame image to transform the local
model and identify that particle filters are used to determine

other parts of the body [19]; the other way is to optimize in a
three-dimensional space, and the local model established by
scholars is represented by a three-dimensional point set. The
depth data is transformed into a spatial point set. The
matching is implemented between the spatial point sets,
and the local model is further optimized. This matching pro-
cess uses the nearest point matching method. The optimiza-
tion of the local model is also iterative matching. The final
result is to make the local model and the athlete’s three-
dimensional sports model similar [20]. The action captured
by this fusion model method is smooth, and the quality is
relatively good, but the algorithm has high complexity, and
the real-time effect is difficult to achieve [21].

3. Construction of the Sports Analysis System
Based on 3D Image Technology

3.1. Hierarchical Distribution of 3D Image Technology. Ordi-
nary color images only contain data information such as the
texture and color of objects, and the imaging principle of
color images is projection imaging, so color images have
no distance information of objects; that is to say, color
images are two-dimensional, and it is difficult to form a
three-dimensional space. The depth image has three-
dimensional information. The pixel coordinates of the depth
image represent the distance between the object and the
camera (or depth sensor), which means that each pixel not
only represents the plane information of each point (x, y)
of the object. It shows the distance information perpendicu-
lar to the ðx, yÞ plane, that is, the data information of the z
-axis. Figure 1 shows the hierarchical distribution of 3D
image technology.
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Compared with the traditional process of extracting three-
dimensional data from ordinary color images, the use of depth
images is much simpler. The three-dimensional information
of the depth maps can be used directly, which greatly sim-
plifies the problems of three-dimensional reconstruction.

P A, Bð Þ = P A ∣ Bð Þ × P Bð Þ = P B ∣ Að Þ × P Að Þ: ð1Þ

Image data has a discontinuous characteristic, which is
reflected by the edges of the image. For depth images, at the
edges of the image, the depth values corresponding to pixels
have changed. The edge information usually marks the end
and the beginning of the area, and the area and the edge rep-
resent the basic image features, and many other features of
the image can be obtained by deriving the basic features.

A ið Þ ∩ A jð Þ =∅,
A = ∪A ið Þ:

(
ð2Þ

Sequence image motion detection technology based on the
principle of stereo vision is a noncontact 3D measurement
technology based on the principle of stereo vision and opti-
cal imaging, because of its noncontact, fast measurement
speed, convenient and flexible measurement methods, and
relatively high measurement accuracy. Higher advantages
have been more and more widely used. The stereo vision
motion detection system can generally be divided into the fol-
lowing modules: image acquisition module, feature extraction,
recognition module, stereo matching module, camera param-
eter calibration module, spatial point positioning module, and
motion parameter calculation module.

cov Xð Þ = E X × XT − E Xð Þ × E Xð ÞT
� �h i

: ð3Þ

The early processing content in the field of image process-
ing included edge detection. The characteristics of edge infor-
mation include amplitude and direction. Along the trend of
the edge curve, the pixels change smoothly, while when the
trend of the vertical edge curve is vertical, the pixels change
drastically, and this drastic change may be a slope shape or a
step shape.

P S ið Þ, S jð Þ,⋯, S kð Þ ∣ T tð Þð Þ
= P S ið Þ ∣ T tð Þð ÞP S jð Þ,⋯, S kð Þ ∣ T tð Þð Þ: ð4Þ

In actual processing, the edge detection operator is often
used to detect the presence or absence of an edge and its direc-
tion. The main operators for detecting the edge of the depth
image are the Robert operator, Prewitt operator, and Sobel
operator.

E f xð Þð Þ = ∑n
i=1w tð Þ × f x tð Þð Þ

∑n
i=1w tð Þ : ð5Þ

Generally speaking, the computer vision motion detection
method based on discrete features mainly includes three steps:
the first step is to find the corresponding features in the image

sequence, and these features should have a certain uniqueness
in order to distinguish and detect. The second step is to find
the position of the corresponding feature in the next frame
of a feature in the previous frame of the same image sequence,
so as to complete the matching and correspondence.

E f xð Þð Þ = ∑n
i=1w tð Þ × f x tð Þð Þ

∑n
i=1w tð Þ : ð6Þ

The third step is to design and give the motion model of
the moving target, adopt an appropriate motion solution algo-
rithm, and use the corresponding characteristic three-
dimensional coordinates of each time point obtained by
matching to calculate and solve the motion parameters and
structural parameters of the moving target.

3.2. Sports Model Architecture. Figure 2 shows a schematic
diagram of a sports model based on 3D images. A sports
model system based on three-dimensional images usually
includes three parts, namely, a transmitting source, a receiv-
ing sensor, and a data processing unit. The emission source
is used to generate an electromagnetic field, and the distribu-
tion of the electromagnetic field is regular; the key parts of
the athlete’s body need to be equipped with receiving sensors
(usually 10-20), and the connection between the sensors and
the data processing unit is achieved through cables. In order
to reduce interference and jitter, the sampling rate of this
type of system is generally lower than 15Hz, and for some
high-speed sports such as football and basketball, such a
sampling rate is far from meeting the requirements.

P xð Þ =
ð
P B ∣ A xð Þð Þ × P A xð Þð ÞdA xð Þ,

ð
f xð Þp x ∣ tð Þdx − 1/n ×

ð
f xð Þp t ∣ xð Þp xð Þdx = 0:

ð7Þ

The electromagnetic technology is mature, low cost, fast,
and good real-time, and the calibration of the device is rela-
tively simple. However, it has very high requirements on the
environment. In order not to cause distortion of the electro-
magnetic field, metal objects cannot appear in the perfor-
mance venue and nearby; otherwise, the accuracy will be
affected.

The 3D motion model is first processed with other soft-
ware tools before importing into Java3D, which is divided
into the following three steps. The graphics simulation sys-
tem requires a very precise shape, but it is not necessary
for invisible internal features. The existing Pro/E model is
used for design and processing, so it contains all the features
of the part. Unnecessary internal features will cause the out-
put file to be very large to directly output nearly three hun-
dred files without making any changes. The files are about
17MB and cannot be opened by the browser. Of course, they
cannot be imported into Java3D. Therefore, the Pro/E model
must be simplified. According to the virtual body, each
object in the above picture can be extracted, and then, a
meaningful name is given to each object, and the link is car-
ried out according to the link relationship in the above
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picture. For the object that needs to be rotated, set the rota-
tion axis, and you can easily move the rotation axis to a suit-
able position. There are mainly two ways to simplify: one is
to remove the invisible parts and the other is to remove the
invisible features of the visible parts. Invisible parts refer to
the internal parts of the athlete and have no effect on the
appearance. The invisible features of a part refer to the inter-
nal features of the part, such as some features such as holes
inside the part. Figure 3 shows the three-dimensional image
file size histogram of different motion processes. In the pro-
cess of modification, we pay attention to the sequence of fea-
ture creation; otherwise, the error of not being able to find
the benchmark will occur when opening it again. After sim-
plifying the file size reduced to 4MB, the file has been
reduced by three-quarters. Then, based on the simplified
model file, it is applied to Java3D after some sorting.

The classic methods of three-dimensional distance mea-
surement, such as Euclidean distance, can only be used to
measure between a single frame, while a motion sequence

is composed of actions in multiple frames, and the length
between sequences may be different, so the distance mea-
surement method is not suitable for the measurement
between sequences. By placing two or more predesigned fea-
ture marker rods composed of five feature marker balls with
high reflective characteristics on the tested moving target,
they will move with the moving target. The speed CCD cam-
era is placed near the measured moving target, so that its
field of view covers the entire range of movement of the fea-
ture marker rod and shoots the motion sequence image of
the reflective feature marker ball to perform edge detection,
center extraction, and center extraction on the feature target
in the image. For feature matching and spatial point coordi-
nate calculation, we design the target motion model, estab-
lish the motion parameter solving equation, and accurately
solve its relevant 3D motion parameters and spin center.
When the shooting rate of the camera is high enough, the
trajectory of the spatial point can be obtained from the
image sequence. Firstly, the system is calibrated, and then,
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the camera continuously photographs the athletes’ move-
ments and saves the image sequence. Then, the image
sequence is processed and analyzed. The marker points are
identified, and then, the spatial position of the marker points
at each moment is calculated. If we want to get an accurate
motion trajectory, the camera’s shooting rate is required to
be relatively high, at least 60 frames per second.

3.3. Model Data Clustering Optimization. Kinematics is a sci-
ence that does not consider the forces and moments that
produce motion in the research and specializes in the study
of the laws of motion of objects. It involves the high-order
derivatives of the position, velocity, acceleration, and posi-
tion variables of a moving object with respect to time (or
other variables). Athlete kinematics mainly analyzes the ath-
lete’s movement relative to a fixed reference frame as a func-
tion of time, especially the relationship between the joint
variable space and the position and posture of the athlete’s
end effector. It includes the following two basic problems:
(1) knowing the amount of motion of each joint (the angular
displacement of the rotating joint, the linear displacement of
the moving joint), where it is required to determine the posi-
tion and posture of the end effector, which is the so-called
positive problem of athlete kinematics (direct problem),
and (2) determining the amount of motion of each joint
according to the position and posture requirements of the
end effector, that is, to solve the problem of how to make
the end effector achieve the desired position and posture.
This type of problem is called the kinematics of athletes’
inverse problem (indirect location problem). Table 1 shows
the cluster analysis of sports trajectory model data.

For trajectory planning in a three-dimensional space, it
is necessary to specify the joint vectors of the athlete’s start-
ing point and ending point and then interpolate the joints to
obtain the joint trajectory. The joint trajectory needs to meet
a set of constraint conditions, such as the pose, velocity, and
acceleration requirements of each node (start point, drop
point, and end point), so that the joint position, speed, and
acceleration are continuous in the entire time interval.
VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) files describe
the abstract functional behavior of time-based interactive
3D multimedia information. The time-based 3D space
described by the VRML file is called virtual world or realm
for short. The graphic objects and auditory objects contained
in it can be dynamically modified through a variety of mech-
anisms. The objects and their attributes in the realm are
described by nodes, which form a scene graph according to
certain rules. The first type of nodes in the scene graph is
used to represent objects from the visual and auditory per-

spectives. The client program applies for a connection, and
the server monitors all ports to determine whether there is
a service request from the client program. When the client
program requests to connect to a certain port, the server
program connects the “socket” to the port. At this time,
the server and the client establish a dedicated virtual connec-
tion. The client program can write the request like a socket,
and the server program processes the request and sends the
processing result back through the socket. They are organized
in a hierarchical system and reflect the spatial structure of the
realm. Figure 4 shows the hierarchical architecture of 3D
motion image features. Another type of node participates in
the event generation, and a routing mechanism is to form a
route graph to determine how the realm changes dynamically
over time.

Therefore, the feature-based motion measurement
method can be summarized as extracting a set of discrete,
sparse, highly discriminative two-dimensional features from
the image, which correspond to the three-dimensional fea-
tures of the moving target in the scene, such as points, lines,
and surfaces. Then, based on the characteristics, the corre-
sponding relationship between the sequence image frames
at different moments is established. Under the necessary
constraints such as rigidity assumptions, a set of targets con-
taining targets are established according to the knowledge of
motion dynamics, projective geometry theory, and the prior
knowledge of related moving targets. The equations of
motion parameters and structural parameters use the image
coordinates (single-machine case) or space coordinates
(dual-machine case) of the corresponding features between
frames at different times to calculate and solve the equations
containing the target motion parameters and structural
parameters.

4. Application and Analysis of the Sports
Analysis System Based on 3D
Image Technology

4.1. Feature Extraction of 3D Image Data. We use the Ger-
man SIMI Twinner software to find the synchronization
point of the left and right cameras in the same process and
then determine the starting point and ending point to be
analyzed. The body and link center of gravity calculations
are based on the Hanavan model which performs digital
low-pass filtering and smoothing on the original data, and
the filtering frequency is 6Hz. In the process of shooting,
we shake the camera left and right to track the athletes. On
the basis of ensuring that there are at least three control
points in the background of each screen, try to make the
images of the athletes large and clear, so as to facilitate sub-
sequent video analysis and ensure the accuracy of analysis.
In this experiment, assuming that the camera size is 256 ×
256 pixels, the illumination intensity function i ðx, yÞ is
based on the CCD camera imaging formula, and the camera
coefficients are set to a = 0:5 and b = 15; the left half of the
image is the reflected rate LR which is set to 0.1, and the
reflectivity RR of the right half of the image is set to 0.15.
The coordinate system of the image frame does not

Table 1: Data cluster analysis of the sports trajectory model.

Data cluster
number

Displacement
(m)

Velocity
(m/s)

Acceleration
(m/s2)

Relative
error (%)

1 0.98 1.12 -0.07 2.1

2 0.74 1.07 0.02 1.6

3 0.85 1.21 0.05 1.9

4 0.91 1.06 -0.03 1.7
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represent the actual position coordinates of the visual field
environment but represents the corresponding coordinates
on the sensor, which are determined by the resolution of
the sensor. From the above analysis, it can be seen that in
order to restore the three-dimensional model from the depth
image, the pixel coordinates of the depth image need to be
converted into space coordinates, and the depth data is
dimensioned, and the depth data needs to be normalized
first. Subsequently, white Gaussian noise with t = 3 is added
to the image to synthesize a nonuniform weakly illuminated
image for edge detection methods to detect the step edges in
the image.

Figure 5 shows a comparison chart of the three-
dimensional image signal-to-noise ratio broken line. The
larger the signal-to-noise ratio is, the better the edge detec-

tion performance of the edge detection algorithm is. It can
be seen that both methods have significantly larger signal-
to-noise ratios because they both adopt the design idea of
independent lighting. It can also be seen that in the low-
grayscale and low-contrast noise-containing image area,
the method fully considers the imaging model of the CCD
camera and the illumination reflection image formation
model, which overcomes the unevenness in the imaging pro-
cess. As a result of the influence of lighting factors, it shows
better edge detection and antinoise capabilities. We shoot
the three-dimensional frame and determine the three-
dimensional coordinates of the marker ball. The two cam-
eras shoot the frame for about 2 seconds, pause, and then
use the total station to measure the origin point a of the
three-dimensional frame coordinates, point v in the x-axis
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direction, and point j in the y-axis direction. For the coordi-
nates of the additional control points, we use the software on
the computer to collect the data observed by the total station
and convert the coordinates of the additional control points
into coordinates in the rectangular coordinate system
defined by the three-dimensional calibration frame.

4.2. Sports Sequence Simulation. The main experiment in
this paper uses two cameras to take pictures of the whole
process of the three test jumps of the research object (the
shooting frequency is 25Hz), uses a total station to calibrate
the peak frame and the additional control ball in a wide
range of three-dimensional space, and uses the German belt
Pan/Tilt/Zoom module function SIMI-Motion video analy-
sis system for video analysis. In the analysis process, the
human body digital model is used to perform digital low-
pass filtering and smoothing on all the analyzed data, and
the cutoff frequency is 6Hz. The three-dimensional image
analysis of human motion is realized by converting the
two-dimensional image coordinates recorded on the film
and video tape into the three-dimensional coordinates of
the actual space. The direct linear transformation (DLT)
algorithm directly establishes the relationship between the
coordinates of the coordinate system and the coordinates
of the object space. This linear transformation is achieved
by taking a picture of the calibration frame and then calcu-
lating the photographic coefficient. The collected motion
images are sorted, Zaziolski’s human body model is selected,
and the software is used for analysis. The data obtained by
the analysis is smoothed by low-pass filtering, and the
smoothed data obtained is analyzed, filtered, and sorted.
The main points of this shooting method are to prepare a
high-precision calibration frame. There must be at least 6
calibration points with known coordinates on the frame.
The least squares method can be used to obtain the 10-
element linear equations, which can be solved to obtain 10
photography and then find the three-dimensional coordi-
nates of the point.

Figure 6 shows the statistical error distribution of the 3D
image positioning accuracy. These data prove that the
method has higher edge positioning accuracy than other

methods. The blue data line represents the control group,
which is the accuracy of the model obtained according to
the literature algorithm; the red data line represents the
experimental group, which is the accuracy of the model
obtained according to the algorithm proposed in this article.
It can be seen from the comparison that the red data line is
more stable and the displayed value is higher, which shows
the superiority of the algorithm in this paper. This is because
the improved wavelet multiscale multiplication edge detec-
tion technology and the fuzzy edge enhancement technology
based on pixel gradient direction information are used in
this paper, which greatly improves the antinoise ability and
positioning accuracy of edge detection. In order to form
the required trajectory in the three-dimensional space, the
end pose is first converted to the joint vector angle through
the inverse kinematics solution, and then, a smooth function
is fitted to each joint, starting from the starting point and
passing through all the path points in turn, finally reaching
the target point. For each section of the path, each joint
moves at the same time, which ensures that all joints reach
the path point and end point at the same time. The three-
dimensional space method describes the athlete’s trajectory
as a function of joint angles and performs trajectory planning.
Table 2 shows the distribution of the calibration coordinate
system of the 3D moving image. The three-dimensional space
method does not need to describe the path shape between two
path points in a rectangular coordinate system, and the calcu-
lation is simple and easy. And because the three-dimensional
space and the rectangular coordinate space are not continuous
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Figure 6: Statistical error distribution of 3D image positioning accuracy.

Table 2: Calibration coordinate system distribution of 3D moving
images.

Image
index

Track position
X

Track position
Y

Track position
Z

1 0.12 0.04 0.04

2 0.07 -0.05 -0.08

3 -0.06 0.09 0.05

4 0.13 0.08 0.06

5 0.09 -0.07 -0.05
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corresponding relations, the singularity problem of the mech-
anism will not occur.

We use this system to observe the control points and
additional control points on each rod of the three-
dimensional calibration frame, obtain their precise coordi-
nates, and convert them to the designated coordinate system
to track and scan three-dimensional images for a larger
range of sports. The height of the center of gravity at the
moment of take-off from the ground, the vertical distance
from the moment of lift-off to the highest point of the sky,
the distance from the highest point of the center of gravity
to the crossbar after the take-off, and the center of gravity
energy are given. The maximum height reached is not much
different; the maximum height of the center of gravity for a
successful test and two test jumps is not much different, but
the vertical distance and the distance from the highest point
of the center of gravity to the crossbar after the take-off are
relatively large. Under the same coordinate reference system,
the average difference of the absolute coordinates of the 15
points in the three-dimensional space measured by the total
station and the image analysis is 0:05 ± 0:03, and the relative
error of the three-dimensional tracking scan image measure-
ment can reach 1.97%. Such measurement accuracy can
meet the requirements of sports technical analysis.

4.3. Example Application and Analysis. We install the three-
dimensional coordinate frame and place 100 additional
marker balls along the athlete’s approach route, each with
a marker ball on the top left, bottom left, top right, and bot-
tom right of the pole. According to the requirements of the
SIMI Motion 3D scanning and tracking video analysis sys-
tem, while the two cameras are scanning and tracking the
moving target, it is necessary to ensure that there are more
than two additional control points in the captured picture,
so the additional control points placed in this experiment
are confirmed by scanning and viewing by two cameras on
the left and right, and there are at least two control points
in the background of each screen. Although the method
can accurately locate the edge pixels in some low-contrast
areas, it cannot give better detection results for edges located

in low-contrast and low-grayscale areas at the same time.
This is because the method does not consider the complete
CCD camera imaging model and the illumination reflection
image formation model, and its detection accuracy is
affected by the absence in the CCD camera imaging formula,
especially in low-grayscale areas. This influence greatly dam-
ages the quality of edge detection and positioning accuracy.
Figure 7 shows the deviation distribution of 3D image edge
detection for different moving points.

We see that in the case of nonuniform weak illumina-
tion, the edge detection accuracy of this paper is not greatly
affected, and it can still give better edge detection results.
The edges in the image can be positioned correctly, which
further proves that the edge detection method is capable of
detecting moving targets under nonuniform weak illumina-
tion, by creating the connected joints of the model, adding
kinematics to the model, and assigning the three-
dimensional coordinates of each joint of the human body
analyzed in the kinematics method to the three-
dimensional human body model to reconstruct the human
body posture, perform balance analysis, and then analyze
the established three-dimensional model in reverse dynam-
ics. The joint will record the changes in the joint angle and
muscle length when the model moves under the control of
the motion guide point. From the data, it can be seen that
the maximum height that athletes can reach is quite differ-
ent, and there is a big difference in performance; there is
no vertical distance between foreign athletes’ body center
of gravity from the moment of flying off the ground to the
highest point of the sky. In terms of significant difference,
the height of the center of gravity of the athletes before the
flight is smaller than that of the world sports, and the differ-
ence is very significant; when the center of gravity reaches
the highest after the take-off, the vertical distance between
the center of gravity of the athletes and the horizontal bar
is greater than that of the world athletes, and the difference
is very significant.

We control the camera to perform 100 edge detections
on the edge of the moving feature target at each movement
speed at each exposure time, calculate the translation
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Figure 7: The distribution of deviations in 3D image edge detection of different moving points.
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distance of the target, and give the mean value of the abso-
lute error of the translation movement. Since the human
body model and connection have been described in mathe-
matical language and the computer system has been able to
recognize it, after the partial modification of the parameters
is input, the whole movement result will be changed to a cer-
tain extent, and then, it will be displayed in the computer for
easy observation. It can be seen that when the exposure time
is a constant of 40, 60, or 80ms, initially when the moving
target moves at a lower speed, as the target moving speed
increases, the detection error does not decrease significantly.
This is because at this time, the impact of the target’s motion
on the edge detection accuracy is not the main factor that
affects the edge detection accuracy.

Figure 8 shows the three-dimensional image detection
saliency error curve for different motion trajectory exposure
times. Through many experimental verifications, in this
motion detection test, when the motion speed of the moving
target changes within 10-80mm/s, the Dalsa CA-D6 camera
produced by Dalsa in Canada and the reflective feature ball
produced by Qualisys in the United States are used. When
the target and the camera exposure time are controlled from
4 to 16ms, the performance of edge detection is basically not
affected by the change of target movement speed, and it has
the best edge positioning accuracy. In general, in order to
illustrate the reliability of the measurement, the reliability
coefficient is usually calculated by mathematical statistics.
The closer the coefficient is to 1, the more reliable it is, and
the closer it is to 0, the less reliable it is. The reliability coef-
ficient is slightly different due to different calculation
methods, but it is generally believed that the reliability coef-
ficient of group measurement should be above 0.70. At the
same time, it is calculated that by increasing the number of
light sources, lighting intensity, and reducing the exposure
time of the CCD camera, the performance of edge detection
can be unaffected by changes in the speed of the target in a
larger range of target motion. With the further increase in
the moving speed of the moving target, the edge positioning
error caused by the target movement has gradually become
the main influencing factor that affects the edge detection

accuracy and the translational movement distance detection
accuracy. The accuracy of the edge detection gradually
increases with the increase in the moving target speed.

5. Conclusion

Based on the 3D motion model of the depth image, this
paper compares and analyzes the characteristics of the exist-
ing methods of 3D motion model reconstruction and then
proposes a method of 3D motion model reconstruction
based on the depth image. The depth image contains
three-dimensional information, and the three-dimensional
motion model can be easily restored by using the three-
dimensional information in the depth image. The algorithm
is used to realize the restoration of the 3D motion model,
and the point cloud data of the 3D motion model is
obtained. Through the introduction and analysis of the
existing motion trajectory extraction technology, a motion
trajectory extraction algorithm is proposed that first finds
the joint points of the motion trajectory and then connects
the joint points with simple lines. This algorithm avoids
the problems caused by body self-occlusion and boundary
noise and ensures the connectivity of the motion trajectory.
Through the introduction of the existing 3D image-based
sports model analysis methods, it is determined to use the
recognition method to carry out the 3D image-based sports
model simulation analysis of this article, and two one-to-
one corresponding databases of the 3D movement model
and the human body movement trajectory have been estab-
lished. On the basis of the existing 3D vision measurement
technology research, a stereo vision 3D rigid body move-
ment and self-rotation center measurement method based
on discrete feature marker rods is studied. For such a system,
the focus is on stereo vision-based three-dimensional rigid
body moving target motion modeling and motion parameter
calculation, feature target edge detection and extraction in
motion sequence images, corresponding feature matching
between stereo sequence images, and circular feature target
center extraction, and other key technical issues are consid-
ered. The motion parameters of the moving target’s rotation,
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Figure 8: Three-dimensional image detection saliency error curve for different motion trajectory exposure times.
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translation, and spin center spatial positioning are mea-
sured, and the measurement uncertainty of the stereo vision
motion measurement system is given, and the motion detec-
tion results of two groups of targets with different moving
speeds are carried out. Through computer simulation, not
only can the movement be analyzed according to the posi-
tion, speed, angular velocity, and other kinematic parame-
ters of the athlete when the movement is completed but
also the movement can be adjusted according to the
dynamic data such as the timing of the athlete’s joint force,
the amount of force, and the continuous working time of
the muscles. Through analysis and comparison, simulation
and real motion test experiments have proven the correct-
ness of the motion model and corresponding motion algo-
rithm proposed in this paper.
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Nowadays, more and more companies are applying total inventory management as well as human resource management as one of
the core concepts of the enterprise management platform. ERP is a resource allocation platform based on information technology
applications to have the advantage of advanced and comprehensive management ideas to provide planning and operation
software for enterprise managers and employees. This paper describes in detail the ERP system, as well as its planning and
control ideas, its ideas, and the idea of internal control of enterprises in line with the rapid development of the information
economy and knowledge economy in today’s situation; ERP systems also have some inefficiencies and other situations; in
response to this situation, this paper also analyzes the ERP system by analyzing the application of ERP systems in enterprises,
from the market function information system and ERP system in the application to inventory management as well as to
human resource management for decision-making, exploring its deficiencies in the inventory management system and human
resource system and then proposing corresponding improvement methods and corresponding development measures.
Enterprises can use the improved advanced information technology to enhance the unity and sharing of data and fine
management and improve operational efficiency, and enterprises can achieve standardized and process-oriented management
of daily operations by using the improved ERP to control various business processes such as production, procurement, and
sales and realize the collaborative processing of financial and business processes.

1. Introduction

Global economic integration is a major trend in interna-
tional economic development which in recent years has
brought rare opportunities and serious challenges to enter-
prises. To win in the competition, enterprises have to
improve their shortcomings in a lot of ways. The price of
product enterprises was reduced on the one hand through
a variety of effective management tools and technology to
cut costs and on the other hand through the aspect of using
effective enterprise information management tools [1]. In
China, with the development of the market economy are
modern enterprises. The ERP system is the most advanced
enterprise management technology and method that
emerged in foreign countries at the beginning of the century

and can bring great benefits to enterprises. In this paper,
inventory management in the system is the object of study.
In the framework of the supply chain, inventory manage-
ment is the most critical link in the special management of
manufacturing enterprises; it is no longer limited to simple
material resource allocation and management, which puts
forward higher requirements for inventory management.
With the advent of the information age, the ERP system
has become the mainstream means to improve the manage-
ment level of a lot of enterprises and has been widely used in
supply chain inventory management [2]. In the ERP envi-
ronment, modern network technology and computer plat-
form are used to build an information system to achieve
efficient management of supply chain inventory, although
it can collaborate with all aspects of the procurement,
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production, and sales system; at the same time, it also faces
new problems, highlighted in inventory control, which
affects the effectiveness of the implementation of the whole
ERP system, so the study of supply chain inventory manage-
ment in the ERP environment has become a new subject.
However, with the continuous development of economic
globalization and the increasingly fierce market competition,
especially the impact of the financial crisis, the OEM enter-
prises at the end of the industrial value chain are facing a
serious situation due to the backlog of inventory and poor
circulation of production materials. In the marketing cate-
gory, inventory can be said to be an important part of enter-
prise logistics; the potential for inventory cost reduction is
much greater than other marketing links, because logistics
costs cover almost half of the enterprise marketing costs
and about 30% of the total value of the product, while inven-
tory costs account for 35%.

The ERP system is the abbreviation of Enterprise Resource
Planning. It is based on information technology and integrates
information technology and advanced management ideas.
With systematic management ideas, it provides decision-
making methods for enterprise employees and decision-
makers. For the management platform, it is a new generation
of integrated management information systems developed
from MRP (Material Requirement Planning). It extends the
functions of MRP, and its core idea is supply chain manage-
ment. It goes beyond the boundaries of traditional enterprises,
optimizes the resources of enterprises from the scope of the
supply chain, optimizes the operation mode of modern enter-
prises, and reflects the market’s requirements for enterprises
to rationally allocate resources. It has a significant effect on
improving the business process of the enterprise and enhanc-
ing the core competitiveness of the enterprise.

It can be said that the traditional inventory management
model has been unable to adapt to the requirements of
inventory management in the information age due to the
lack of a supply chain concept [3]. With the help of the
enterprise management information system (ERP), the
information of inventory management and control is an
effective way to solve the traditional inventory management
problems. For this reason, more and more companies are
buying various information software to improve their infor-
mation, and ERP software is favored by these companies as
software that provides a systematic solution. However, with
the construction and application of ERP, the supply chain
inventory management presents new changes and character-
istics and also faces problems such as the poor operation of
inventory management and control modules. If enterprises
still manage inventory according to the existing inventory
control model, there will undoubtedly be a mismatch with
the ERP system, which will lead to the effectiveness of inven-
tory management and control. Therefore, this thesis is aimed
at analyzing the problems and causes of inventory manage-
ment and human resource management in the ERP environ-
ment, to optimize the inventory management and control in
the ERP environment and to propose specific solutions and
corresponding development measures, to enable enterprises
to achieve reasonable control of inventory and improve mar-
ket competitiveness.

2. Relevant Works

Since 2000, the country puts forward the “artificial intelligence
technology [4–6] to drive industrialization” of the new indus-
trialization road, China’s enterprise information construction
pace has accelerated significantly setting off the application
of the system climax, a lot of domestic enterprises are actively
implementing the system now and thousands of enterprises
use ERP systems, and ERP applications are also expanding,
for example, human resource management [7]. In today’s
market environment, enterprises rely only on strong produc-
tion capacity, and excellent products are far from enough.
To survive and grow, enterprises must reduce various costs
and increase profitability. Informationization of enterprise
management has become a necessary condition for operators
to make full use of information resources, grasp market
opportunities, and better organize human, material, and
financial resources for production and operation activities.
Research on inventory management can be traced back to
the 1930s and emerged in the 1980s in Western countries.
The research on inventory management in China started in
the 1990s, and due to the rapid development of China’s econ-
omy, a hundred schools of thought have emerged in this area
in the 21st century. This paper will collect the research litera-
ture on safety stock, ABC classification, sales forecasting,
inventory management, and CMI from domestic and foreign
experts and scholars [8].

The literature focuses on the safety stock setting of
general-purpose materials, analyzes the factors affecting the
safety stock quantity, and concludes that the procurement
lead time is the main factor affecting the safety stock quan-
tity, and the enterprise can optimize the procurement chain
to reduce the procurement lead time, accelerate the material
turnover speed, and finally achieve the purpose of reducing
the safety stock. The literature focused on the safety stock
setting of general-purpose materials, analyzed and studied
the factors affecting the safety stock quantity, and concluded
that the procurement lead time is the main factor affecting
the safety stock quantity, and the enterprise can optimize
the procurement chain to reduce the procurement lead time
and accelerate the material turnover speed and finally
achieve the purpose of reducing the safety stock. The litera-
ture studied how to set safety stock based on material
requirement planning management. The premise of their
study is how to carry out the most effective material require-
ment planning exercise in a given business environment to
set a minimum safety stock level while ensuring production.
They listed the factors that affect the setting of safety stock
levels to form a mesh model and then analyzed each factor
individually to determine the extent to which it affects
whether the final order is delivered on time. It was eventu-
ally concluded that the relevant factors involved in safety
stock affect each other but do not directly influence the final
delivery outcome. The literature is based on the now popular
supply chain management model for safety stock research as
well as the ERP system to this classification of products and
then the supply chain management strategy and safety stock
management strategy for these categories of products,
respectively, through a large amount of data; to come up
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with different categories of products should be how to
ensure the effective operation of the supply chain method
under the limited amount of safety stock, so that the enter-
prise thus reduce inventory and achieve the purpose of
reducing production costs [9].

Literature is combined with the practical situation of
operation, using a qualitative forecasting method, based on
the current market demand situation of the company; sales
staff and customers were asked and surveyed, and then, sta-
tistical analysis was conducted based on the results of the
survey, and finally, the demand forecast data was derived.
Eventually, the actual order situation in the market confirms
the validity of its demand forecast and provides a more reli-
able basis for the company’s marketing decisions. The liter-
ature tried to attempt a quantitative analysis of demand
forecasting with the help of a fuzzy linear regression func-
tion tool for demand forecasting. In the research process,
they added qualitative demand forecasting analysis and
achieved good results after combining qualitative and quan-
titative analyses for demand forecasting, thus verifying the
feasibility of using a combination of qualitative and quanti-
tative forecasting and providing valuable research ideas for
subsequent researchers [10]. The literature used the GM(1,
1) grey model to analyze and forecast the future revenue
trend of direct selling companies and predicted that the rev-
enue of direct selling companies will rebound in the next
quarter, using Amway, a US direct selling company, as a
research sample. The main objective of the paper, which is
specifically focused on inventory management in the medi-
cal device industry, is to verify which model is most effective
in controlling inventory to achieve optimal cost and speed in
the inventory control process. He conducted a pilot study
using the inventory management model, the JIT model,
and the zero inventory management model, respectively. In
the end, the benefits of the inventory management model
were significantly higher than those of the other two models
in their particular circumstances [11].

The literature studies inventory in multilevel supply
chains. They point out that in today’s world of market activ-
ities, the division of labor is getting more and more detailed
so that the supply chain lines are getting longer and longer,
making their supply chain control quite difficult for compa-
nies under of the chain. If each point in the chain has its
inventory management, it is quite passive at the end of the
chain, while the distortion of data at each point is magnified
and the risk of inefficient operation is increasing. If each
point in the supply chain adopts an inventory management
model, the efficiency of the whole supply chain will be
improved exponentially, and the inventory of each point in
the supply chain will be significantly reduced. Using the
multiplier principle, it is clear that the more levels of the
supply chain, the more significant the relative effect of the
inventory management model [12].

3. ERP System Inventory Management and
Human Resource Management

3.1. ERP System Operation Model. Enterprise Resource Plan-
ning (ERP) is an information system, so the standard name

should be ERP. ERP takes information technology as the
carrier and stores the data through the database, and the
user operates through the front-end interface, injecting the
enterprise management idea into it. The core of the ERP sys-
tem is the management culture of the enterprise, through the
input of data, computing, and then output data to provide
decision-making tools for employees at all levels of the
enterprise and the decision-making level [13].

For requirement planning, the core of MRP is object-
centric; its focus is on material requirement planning, such
as Figure 1. It is the ERP system framework hierarchy dia-
gram. After the optimization of this system, the supplier’s
inventory management and human resource management
can be well optimized, to achieve better utilization of the
entire resources.

With the continuous development of enterprises and the
introduction of supply chain ideas, the ERP system was
born. The ERP system is based on the MRP system and con-
stantly expands its functional modules and the management
of enterprise ideas into each management module. From the
user’s point of view, the ERP system is divided into a data
entry module, process approval module, and report module.
The refinement of enterprise management, customer rela-
tionship management system, supply chain management
system, personnel attendance system, product life cycle
management system, etc., as shown in Figure 2, shows the
ERP system optimization of the main module layout.

Safety stock, also known as insurance stock (or mini-
mum stock, as some companies call it), exists because of
unexpected events. For example, if a customer suddenly
places an order and requires delivery outside the standard
supply chain capacity (ignoring the company’s production
capacity for the moment), the company cannot meet the
customer’s demand without safety stock levels. It is the
uncertainty of external factors (customers may place sudden
purchase orders, and suppliers may not have the material
available or may not be able to deliver the item on time) that
makes safety stock so important. As mentioned earlier,
resources are scarce for all businesses. Companies cannot
unconditionally stockpile large quantities of raw materials
to meet customer demand. Nor is it possible to produce large
quantities of finished goods to respond to urgent customer
demand. In terms of optimizing efficiency, zero inventory
is, of course, the lowest cost state, but in the real business
process, affected by the capacity of the supply chain, the pro-
duction capacity of the enterprise, and the management level
of the enterprise, the difficulty of achieving zero inventory is
quite huge, and any problem in one of the links will affect
the normal operation of the enterprise [14].

All the above reasons lead to the examination of safety
stock management. It is relatively easy to calculate safety
stock, but it is not easy to set a safety stock that suits the
needs of the company. Therefore, every production-
oriented company needs to set the right level of safety stock.
A high level of safety stock can increase customer satisfac-
tion and improve response time to customer needs, but it
leads to the inventory taking up too much of the company’s
working capital. At the same time, if products are being
replaced at a rapid rate, it also tends to cause some
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nongeneric materials to become stagnant and may eventu-
ally be simply scrapped, leading directly to an unproductive
drain on the company’s working capital. On the other hand,
if the safety stock is too small, although it can reduce the
backlog of the enterprise’s working capital, when there are
unexpected events, the enterprise cannot effectively respond
and ultimately affects the competitiveness of the enterprise.

Therefore, the right safety stock is a balance between cost
and service level, which can meet the customer’s delivery
needs in general and also the inventory cost and inventory
risk of the enterprise. The right safety stock is different for
each company because three factors affect the safety stock
setting; they are the procurement lead time of materials,
the company’s service level, and the variation of customer
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demand; each company has a different focus and supply
chain management level, so the final safety stock quantity
will also vary.

The SS formula for a safety stock consisting of three ele-
ments is

S jð Þ = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
XiYi: ð1Þ

3.2. Inventory Management Process in ERP. The implemen-
tation of the entire supplier inventory management is trans-
parent, and the buyer’s enterprise and the supplier can
monitor it at any time. It is mainly divided into two parts:
Inventory management: in fact, it is composed of sales fore-
casting and inventory management as well as the supplier’s
production system because after the supplier’s inventory
management is implemented, the work of these parts is
mainly completed by the coordination of the supplier and
the buyer’s enterprise. So, it is classified as a module to deal
with: first, the buyer’s company obtains the sales data of the
product and then combines it with the current inventory
level and transmits it to the supplier in time, and then, the
supplier’s inventory management system makes a decision:
if the supplier or the existing warehousing system can meet
the number of products required by the inventory manage-
ment system to make decisions, the warehousing and trans-
portation distribution system will directly deliver the
products to the buyer’s enterprise promptly. If the supplier’s
existing warehousing system cannot meet the inventory
management system, to make a decision, it is necessary to
notify the production system to produce the product and
then deliver the product to the buyer’s enterprise promptly
through the transportation and distribution system. Among
them, before the formal order is generated, it should also be
handed over to the buyer’s enterprise for verification, and
the final order can be obtained after adjustment.

Supplier managed inventory is a new inventory manage-
ment model developed to reduce costs for both sides of the
transaction. Inventory management is based on the rapid
response and effective customer response management model.
The core idea of “sharing” is that both supply and demand
sides share their effective inventory data and current and
future demand data and then replenish the stock according
to the actual purchase or consumption data of the demand
side. Due to the sharing of information, the supply and
demand sides save unnecessary communication costs and
unnecessary guesswork, avoid unnecessary inventory back-
logs, and thus reduce the total cost of the entire supply chain.
Under the traditional inventory management model, each
enterprise in the supply chain is working on its own, playing
the internal calculations of the enterprise, and not managing
inventory from an integrated and holistic view. The emer-
gence of inventory management breaks the old model of
inventory management, in which both supply and demand
sides place objects in the physical area of the demand side or
a third party based on a common agreement, and the supply
side manages the inventory. The agreement is optimized and
adjusted based on the experience of both parties so that the

supply and demand sides can continue to work together bet-
ter. From the point of view of property rights, although the
supplying party’s items are delivered to the area designated
by the demander, the property rights still belong to the supply-
ing party and there is no liability on the demander’s side, but
the demander needs to take certain responsibility for the stor-
age of the items. Only when the demander takes possession of
the items in the inventory management warehouse do the
property rights and claims change. Figure 3 shows the flow
chart of the production and inventory business of the com-
pany based on the ERP system [15].

The implementation of an inventory management model
is beneficial to both the supply and demand sides. For the
supply side, inventory management can stabilize customer
relationships while reducing transportation costs and
improving delivery efficiency; for the demand side, it not
only reduces the pressure of inventory on working capital
but also reduces the risk of material shortages and speeds
up the supply chain response. With the widespread use of
inventory management, the initial weakness of the supply
side is gradually reversed and the related inventory manage-
ment agreements are gradually improved. For inventory
management, the setting and management of inventory
levels are also more scientific, as the maximum and mini-
mum values of inventory are set based on past transaction
data and future demand forecasts of both parties to deter-
mine specific inventory targets. The inventory management
model has been applied by domestic and foreign enterprises
for more than 20 years, especially in large enterprises such as
Wal-Mart, P&G, Amazon, Foxconn, and Heller. The inven-
tory management model has been proved to be an effective
and advanced inventory management model with a lot of
advantages, which can be summarized as follows: (1) During
the agreement cycle, there is no transfer of property rights
and no claims occur. Therefore, the demand side does not
experience the situation of inventory crowding out the oper-
ating capital of the enterprise, which can reduce its operating
costs for the demand side and directly enhance its market
competitiveness. (2) The sharing of information between
the supply and demand sides helps to reduce the communi-
cation cost and improve the communication efficiency of
both sides and also reduces the “bullwhip effect” in the
demand forecast between the supply and demand sides. (3)
Due to the zero response time of object supply, the produc-
tivity of the demand side can be improved, thus improving
its customer response time and customer satisfaction. (4) It
helps the supplier to stabilize its customer relationship and
increase its customer stickiness. The inventory management
model has a lot of advantages but also has a lot of limita-
tions, which can be summarized in the following aspects.
(1) Since the core of the inventory management model is
information sharing, it is highly dependent on the informa-
tion technology of the enterprise. (2) In the inventory man-
agement model, the demand side is obviously in a dominant
position, and if the underwriting terms are not agreed upon
through coordination, the cooperation between the two
parties is still a “zero-sum” game. (3) The inventory manage-
ment model requires a certain level of financial and manage-
rial strength on the part of the supplier. In the absence of an
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equal underwriting agreement [16], the supplying party is
exposed to the risk of inventory build-up. Figure 4 shows
the procurement and payment process of the ERP system.

3.3. Human Resource Management Strategies in ERP. The
job description is an important international tool for the
company’s human resource development and management.
It has a fundamental role in improving work performance,
performance evaluation, job training, standardizing manage-
ment processes, and goal management. A considerable pro-
portion of companies in our country are not accustomed to
using job descriptions for human resource development and
management, which is extremely detrimental to the com-
pany’s development. It is expected that more and more com-
panies will introduce and use “job descriptions” to optimize

the allocation of human resources and improve the level of
human resource management.

In today’s increasingly fierce business competition
between enterprises, how to attract the best talent, rational-
ize human resources, reduce personnel costs, and improve
the competitiveness of enterprises have been the primary
consideration of enterprise managers; that is, to consider
the addition of ERP in the human resources system has
made its functions expanded to a full range of enterprise
management. The scope of HR functions has also developed
from a single payroll accounting and personnel management
to a full range of solutions that can help the enterprise’s
decision-making. These areas include human resource plan-
ning, employee evaluation, workforce scheduling, time man-
agement, recruitment management, employee payroll,
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Figure 3: Flow chart of the company’s production and inventory business based on ERP system.
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training programs, and travel management. Together with
the financial and production systems in ERP, they form an
efficient and highly integrated enterprise resource system.
Figure 5 shows the efficiency of the traditional HR manage-
ment compared with the optimized one [17].

The HR system is used to support decision-making in
human resources planning. Managers can use the HR system
in ERP to easily develop their own organizational and staff-
ing planning plans based on their production needs. The
comparison of various plans in the system and the evalua-
tion of simulated operations generate result data for various
plans and provide support for managers’ final decisions
through an intuitive graphical user interface. Human
resource planning also allows the development of job models
including job requirements, promotion paths and training
plans, and a series of training recommendations for the
employee based on the qualifications and conditions for
the position. In addition, personnel cost analysis allows for
analysis and forecasting of past, present, and future person-
nel costs and provides the basis for corporate cost analysis
through an integrated ERP environment [18].

Recruitment management. A company’s workforce
should be seen as the most important investment. Human
resource decisions are about the success and competitiveness
of a company. Remaining competitive means that a company
has a set of effective tools to identify talent. People are a com-
pany’s most important resource. Good people are the only way
to ensure a company’s lasting competitiveness. Recruitment
systems generally support the recruitment process in several
ways: they optimize the recruitment process and reduce oper-
ational workload; they reduce recruitment costs by scientifi-
cally managing the cost of recruitment; they provide
information to support the selection of hiring positions and
effectively help the company in its talent search [19].

Payroll accounting. The flexible and efficient payroll sys-
tem can develop payroll accounting methods according to
the different payroll structures and processing flows of the
company across regions, departments, and jobs. Direct inte-
gration with time management allows for timely updates to
employee payroll dynamics. Manual intervention is reduced,
and problems in the interface are eliminated, providing
automatic payroll deductions, employee loans, and other
functions. Payroll management can get the required infor-
mation in advance through payroll simulation runs. The
payroll system also has a powerful recalculation function.
When the payroll accounting process is completed, the mas-
ter data of the employee concerning the previous payroll
period changes, and the recalculation function is automati-
cally triggered in the next payroll accounting period for cor-
rection. In addition, the system can also automatically adjust
the salary structure according to the results of employee
assessment [20].

Job management. Job management is based on the
national or local calendar, flexible scheduling of business oper-
ations and workforce schedules, and a comprehensive set of
arrangements for employee overtime, work shifts, employee
holidays, and employee relief. With the remote attendance
system, the actual attendance status of employees can be
recorded in the main system. Time data related to employee
payroll and bonuses are further processed in the payroll sys-
tem and cost. The system includes time management as an
integral part of the overall system, and this system supports
the planning, control, and management processes of the
HRM system. Figure 6 shows the optimization rate of the
human resource management system.

The ERP system can automatically control the entire
process from travel application travel approval to travel
reimbursement for workflow control. The entire process
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can be completed in the system and through the integrated
environment will be accounting data into the financial cost-
ing module to go. The previous ERP system was centered on
the manufacturing and sales process (supply chain). There-
fore, for a long time, the resources related to manufacturing
resources have been managed as the core resources of the
enterprise. However, in recent years, human resources
within the company have become more and more important
to the company and are considered to be the foundation of
the company’s resources. In this context, human resource
management has been added to the ERP system as an inde-
pendent module, and the financial and production systems
in ERP form an efficient and highly integrated enterprise
resource system [21].

4. Research and Development of ERP Systems

4.1. Study of ERP Systems. The application of ERP reflects
the idea of “lean production and agile manufacturing” in
supply chain management, allocate resources, and quickly
meet market demand. The supply chain is the core compet-
itiveness of modern enterprises; the ERP system achieves the
enterprise supply chain refinement and collaborative man-
agement and improves the competitiveness of enterprises.
The ERP system has a fine planning system, including the
main production plan, material demand planning, procure-
ment planning, sales planning, financial budget, and human
resource planning. These planning and value control func-
tions are used in the enterprise’s entire supply chain man-

agement for the enterprise production and operation with
“prior control” conditions. The formula for calculating time
is the same time:

Time = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
Xi − �X
� �2

: ð2Þ

ERP can synchronize business information with finan-
cial information in real time; enterprise management can
analyze data and financial analysis functions through ERP
system, real-time monitoring of procurement, production,
sales, and traceability of business activities, for the enter-
prise’s production and operation and human resource man-
agement for “control in the matter,” and to make timely
decisions. For timely decision-making, Table 1 is the com-
parison of the relationship between time and distance in
inventory management under ERP [22].

ERP applications are customizable and flexible, and at
the early stage of ERP system design, enterprises can select
the functional modules that need to be implemented accord-
ing to their business characteristics and management control
needs and personalize the business processing and flow of
the ERP system to effectively support the daily operation
and management of the enterprise. In the process of ERP
system application, with the business development and
management needs, enterprises can adjust the ERP system
environment by resetting system parameters, system
upgrades, etc., and if necessary, secondary development of
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the system program to strengthen system functions and
improve the integration and refinement of the system to
meet the changing needs of business management [23].

ERP uses the idea of planning and control to process,
standardize, and refine the management of enterprise opera-
tion. In the ERP environment, enterprises can achieve com-
prehensive control of people, finance, and materials in all
aspects such as production, supply, and sales and realize
the integration of financial and business processing. The fol-
lowing content analyzes the characteristics of internal con-
trol in an ERP environment from the aspects of five
elements of internal control, such as control environment,
risk assessment, control activities, information and commu-
nication, and internal supervision. Table 2 is the compara-
tive data of the respective algorithm functions.

In an ERP environment, the organizational structure of
the enterprise is flattened and the quality of the personnel is
required to be higher. In the traditional environment, the
enterprise internal pyramid structure, through the different
levels and functions of each department set up for the daily
work of the enterprise to allocate and control, each depart-
ment’s business processing is relatively independent. In the
ERP environment, the operation of the enterprise from the
departmental functions as the center to the business process
as the center is according to the business module to carry
out. For example, ERP from procurement to payment, from
order acquisition to capital recovery, and other businesses
are fully integrated; a variety of business activities are closely
integrated with the logistics and capital flow, and information
flows together, for the internal transfer of information across
functional departments to provide an integrated platform to
achieve cross-departmental business processing and informa-
tion sharing, breaking the original functional departmental
compartmentalization and hierarchical division of a clear
organizational structure. In the ERP environment, the internal
control hierarchy is significantly reduced and the control
responsibilities are clearer, which is conducive to the improve-
ment of control efficiency. At the same time, the ERP system
can improve the office efficiency of enterprises, so that enter-
prise managers and employees can use the information system
operation to play their part of the function, using system oper-
ations instead of manual operations. The human-machine
cooperative work mode makes the employees from the com-
plicated manual operation to free, so the enterprise functions

should pay more attention to the management function rather
than simple transaction processing. In addition, the profes-
sionalism and complexity of ERP system operations on the
quality of enterprise employees put forward higher require-
ments: information system management departments need
professional and technical personnel to carry out maintenance
and management of the system to ensure the safe and stable
operation of the system; end-users need to improve the under-
standing of ERP management ideas and the ability to operate
the system based on the original business skills. As the ERP
system needs to be upgraded continuously with the changes
in business management, employees need to learn continu-
ously to adapt to the changes in system updates. Therefore,
the implementation of ERP has put forward higher require-
ments on the overall quality of enterprise employees, so the
human resource management should be more careful [24].

4.2. Optimal Development of the ERP System. This section
proposes the content and methods of optimizing enterprise
internal control in ERP environment; that is, enterprises
should make full use of ERP system functions to optimize
internal control measures and analyze the potential risks of
each link in business processes from existing business pro-
cesses, improve relevant management systems, and imple-
ment key control points by formulating or designing
corresponding manual or automated control measures, to
achieve internal control objectives. In addition, enterprises
in the ERP environment need to strengthen the internal con-
trol of information systems; information system internal
control includes general control and application control
because the information system application control has been
built-in in the system development, so the information sys-
tem in the daily business management activities of enter-
prises focused on strengthening the general control of the
information system management department, as shown in
Figure 7 of the ERP system development flow chart.

In the ERP environment, enterprises should make full
use of the ERP system functions for the corresponding
development, specifically analyzed as follows.

4.2.1. Optimizing Incompatible Job Separation and
Authorization Control Using System Parameters and
Permission Settings. Enterprises implementing ERP need to
analyze and sort out the incompatible functions in the busi-
ness process of the system and set up different user logins for
different functions, and the interface that each user can
operate after logging into the system is different, and the
functional scope of the interface is different. For example,
the accountant who is responsible for bookkeeping can only
perform the bill-making operation after logging into the

Table 1: Inventory management model under ERP model.

Distance/time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

20 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23

30 7 8 7 7 7 67 4 2 7 7

40 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

50 8 55 66 3 45 66 34 53 56 21

60 5 66 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25

70 7 67 12 34 56 44 45 56 45 45

80 5 53 15 24 43 32 43 56 43 21

90 6 23 18 12 34 56 34 56 43 23

Table 2: Efficiency test results of ERP optimization algorithm.

Algorithm/test function 1 2 3 4 5

ISPO 6.45 3.45 3.23 5.67 6.57

TXRP 4.34 4.54 1.23 6.78 5.67

HM-PSO 4.52 3.45 2.34 3.45 6.76

WEIFN 2.34 3.45 3.23 3.54 5.45
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system and upload the bookkeeping vouchers to the finan-
cial controller, who will review the bookkeeping vouchers
in his operation interface after logging into the system, and
the system does not allow the bill maker and the reviewer
to be the same person. Therefore, the implementation of
ERP enterprises should be in the full and reasonable use of
the ERP system permissions set for the separation of incom-
patible function control. In addition, ERP for user authoriza-
tion is through the role or permission parameter file with
different permissions granted to different users, after the
authorization of the user master data recorded in its autho-
rization information. When a user executes a transaction
code, the program corresponding to the transaction code
checks the authorization information in the user’s master
record for permissions, and if the check passes, it means that
the user has the operation authority, and the business oper-
ation can be carried out smoothly; otherwise, the system
automatically terminates the transaction processing and
prompts the user to operate without authority. The system’s
parameterized control of each position and function enables
system users to clarify their respective terms of reference and
strengthens the control of the corresponding rights and
responsibilities of each position through system control.

4.2.2. Optimize Approval Control Using System Approval
Process Settings. Enterprises need to embed the approval
process of each business link in the ERP system and set the
user with approval authority at the approval node, the user
logs into the system and carries out the approval operation
for the approval transaction to be processed, the system will
pass the data to the next link of the approval process accord-
ing to the approval result, and the corresponding approval
data will be saved in the database. The approval function
in the ERP system can standardize the approval process of
enterprise business processing and improve approval effi-
ciency, which is a powerful tool for enterprise approval
control.

4.2.3. Optimization of Accounting System Control Using
Financial Management Module. The formula is

f xð Þ = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
X2
i
x − μ

σ

� �
: ð3Þ

The financial management module can automatically col-
lect the original data and production data generated from sales,
purchase, and production activities and use the corresponding
data to generate general ledger and accounting reports, avoiding
multiple entries of the same data and reducing errors caused by
human operations. The organizational structure, accounting
system, financial standards, and rules of the enterprise need to
be defined in the general ledger module, and all financial-
related business information generated by submodules will be
passed to the general ledger, which will be processed to generate
general ledger data to reflect the financial results of the enter-
prise. The formula for calculating efficiency is

E =
1
n
〠
n

i=2
X2
i
x − μ

σ
: ð4Þ

The full and reasonable use of ERP financial management
module functions can help enterprises to expand the scope of
accounting supervision and control from local to the whole pro-
cess of business activities. In addition, the accounting informa-
tion generated by the ERP system is multidimensional and real
time, so that the accounting supervision and control functions
can be given full play. Enterprises can use ERP systems to
extend the scope of accounting supervision and control from
the local to the whole process of business activities.

4.2.4. Optimize Property Protection Controls Using Fixed
Asset Management and Inventory Management Modules.
Fixed asset management in the ERP system is based on fixed
asset card management, which helps enterprises to realize
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Figure 7: ERP system development flow chart.
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the comprehensive management of fixed assets. The fixed
asset management function includes the business processing
of fixed asset addition, reduction, original value replacement,
asset evaluation, departmental transfer, internal transfer, sta-
tus change, etc. It also allows the operation of depreciation
and provision for impairment following the requirements
of national accounting standards. At the same time, the fixed
asset management function can help managers fully grasp
the current quantity and value of fixed assets, track the use
of fixed assets, and strengthen enterprise asset management.
The inventory management module can handle the inven-
tory management business of purchasing, production, sales,
and other departments and establish inventory files for all
materials. Inventory materials can exist in a variety of inven-
tory states, such as regular inventory, vendor-hosted inven-
tory, and in-transit inventory. Different inventory states
can be managed separately, and the inbound, outbound,
movement, and inventory of inventory materials can be fully
controlled and managed. After the implementation of ERP,
enterprises should regularly maintain the fixed asset man-
agement and inventory management modules of the system
to make up for the problems that occur in the operation of
the system and optimize and upgrade the system when nec-
essary to make full use of the ERP system functions and
strengthen property protection control. Figure 8 shows the
results of the efficiency of the ERP system after the optimiza-
tion is achieved.

5. Conclusion

After the system is optimized, the processing efficiency is
higher, and the inventory can be optimized to promote
resource conservation. The purpose of building an informa-
tion management platform for enterprises is to improve
long-term management concepts, establish an optimized
resource management system, better optimize the allocation
of enterprise resources, and enhance core management
capabilities. The multifunctional data analysis capability of
the ERP system is used to realize the optimization of budget

management in financial management, improve the enter-
prise budget management system, and better achieve the
long-term strategic goals of the enterprise. This paper pro-
vides an in-depth overview and analysis of the budget man-
agement system of a representative manufacturing
enterprise through the perspective of the integration of the
ERP system and human resource management and proposes
improvement suggestions for the defects and problems that
occur in the process of its application, to optimize the
resource allocation of the information platform of the enter-
prise, and proposes how to make the system achieve the
management of inventory and the optimization of human
resource management. In this way, the enterprise can use
the ERP system to achieve optimal benefits, both for inven-
tory management and the management of enterprise man-
power. For the application of ERP, I want to enable the
entire industry to better optimize the use, so that merchants’
inventory processing can be more optimized, and in the
future use, the process can reduce losses and promote better
development of the industry.
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Microlecture has the characteristics of single topic, easy to learn, convenient sharing, and real-time interaction. Whether these
characteristics are conducive to enhancing the effect of ideological and political teaching in colleges is the focus of this paper.
We have constructed the influence factor model of microlecture on ideological and political teaching effect in colleges.
Through questionnaire survey and empirical analysis, we verify the four characteristics of microlecture. The results show that
in microlecture teaching, single topic, easy to learn, and sharing convenience are the main factors to enhance the teaching
effect of ideological and political course in colleges, while real-time interaction had no significant effect. Our study has
enriched the literature of microlecture in ideological and political teaching and confirmed that microlecture can improve the
teaching effect of ideological and political courses in colleges. Based on the research results, we propose the following
recommendations: (1) in ideological and political teaching, recorded microlecture should concentrate on a single topic as far as
possible, and the time of microlecture should be controlled to be shorter; (2) since students believe that microlecture make
their study easier and share convenience, universities should consider promoting this mode in ideological and political teaching.

1. Introduction

Along with the practice and application of flipped classrooms
in colleges and universities [1, 2], a more novel teaching
method, namely, microlecture [3], appears in students’ daily
learning. Generally speaking, microlecture refers to the use of
a short recording or video (usually within 3 minutes) to state
a single, strictly defined topic [4]. Microlecture usually con-
sists of lectures or presentations, narration slides, or screen
playback with narration [5]. Due to the characteristics of
the microlecture, such as short, clear themes, and adaptable
to network transmission, it can be easily shared on WeChat,
Weibo, short videos, or YouTube [3].

Ideological and political courses [6] are a compulsory
course for college students. Due to the needs of teaching
innovation, the flipped classroom model has been gradually
introduced into the course [7]. Adhering to the concept of
autonomous learning in the inverted classroom, the micro-
lecture teaching method has been widely used and promoted
in ideological and political courses. The application of

microlecture in ideological and political courses (IaPC) has
many advantages [8]. For example, the explanation of a
single topic can make it easier for students to understand.
The microvideo method is conducive to the dissemination
of knowledge itself, and students can also easily obtain it
through the Internet. Students can also post their own com-
ments under the video to achieve the purpose of interaction.
In addition, college teachers make full use of microlecture to
obtain better teaching effects, improve students’ enthusiasm
and sense of happiness in learning ideological and political
theory courses, and thereby improve teaching effects [9].

It is undeniable that microlecture have played a signifi-
cant role in innovative ideological and political teaching
effect. However, the specific factors used by microlecture to
influence the effect of IaPC in colleges need to be further
explored. For example, Zeng [10] proposed that as a new
education model emerging at home and abroad, microlec-
ture needs to introduce ideological and political education
in colleges. However, the feasibility and effectiveness of the
design of the teaching mode of ideological and political
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education in colleges based on microlecture need to be stud-
ied in depth. Wu [11] believed that microlecture, as a new
teaching method under the background of “Internet plus,”
provides rich resources for ideological and political educa-
tion and can expand its education direction. However, the
neural network [12–15] information technology [16, 17]
represented by the microlecture affects people’s thinking
mode, value orientation, and development trend in the field
of culture and thinking. But how does microlecture influence
ideological and political teaching at colleges? This paper is
centered on this question.

In view of this, according to the specific characteristics of
the microlecture, this article constructs a model of the
influencing factors of the teaching effect of IaPC in colleges.
Our research data are derived from a survey of 237 students
who have taken ideological and political courses, and
SmartPLS software is used to verify the research hypothesis.
The purpose is to explore the concrete influence of microlec-
ture on the teaching effect of IaPC in colleges. Our study is
of great significance to guide university teachers to improve
ideological and political teaching and enhance teaching
effect. Moreover, we have enriched the research of microlec-
ture in the field of ideological and political courses.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: the second
part is a literature review; the third part constructs the
research model and puts forward research hypotheses; the
fourth part introduces methods and provides empirical
results; the fifth and final part presents the conclusions.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Features of Microlecture. As a new type of online learn-
ing resources, microlecture has been developed rapidly all
over the world [18]. With the progress of information and
communication technology and the widespread use of
mobile smart phones [19], microlecture has also been mobi-
lized from the original web page format.

According to the definition of microlecture [3–5] and
practice [9–11], it can be found that microlecture has the
characteristics of single content, easy learning, convenient
sharing, and real-time interaction. Single content means that
in the process of making a microlecture, teachers will gener-
ally explain a topic in a microlecture, so that the knowledge
of the microlecture is focused [20]. Ease of learning means
that students can easily learn and understand the video con-
tent due to the simplification of the subject of the microlec-
ture [21]. Generally speaking, the subject content of a single
microlecture is relatively small. There are many reasons for
sharing convenience. First of all, the content of microlecture
is small, and the speed of transmission is fast; secondly, the
wide application of mobile smart devices in the crowd pro-
vides a huge user base for microlecture [22]. Interaction
refers that teachers and students, students and students can
comment and interact online on the content of the microlec-
ture through the Internet platform [23].

2.2. Application of Microlecture in Ideological and Political
Courses in Colleges. The ideological and political courses
are theoretical courses, and traditional teaching methods

are often difficult to achieve the expected results [24]. Due
to the strong theoretical nature in the IaPC, students will
find it difficult to learn [25]. In addition, a strong theory also
means that the content is somewhat boring [26]. To solve
the above issues, college teachers have tried a lot of means
to reform teaching. For example, real stories are introduced
into IaPC to increase the learning interest of students [27].
In addition, teachers are no longer limited to traditional off-
line teaching but began to explore teaching methods that
combine IaPC with the Internet [28].

Microlecture meets the needs of college teachers for
ideological and political curriculum reform in the mobile
Internet era and is widely used in practical teaching [29].
First of all, microlecture can vividly explain ideological and
political knowledge through video and audio methods,
which solves the problem of boring content to a certain
extent [30]. Secondly, microlecture can decompose a certain
complex knowledge in a targeted manner to form continu-
ous learning videos, which can reduce the learning difficulty
of students [31]. Furthermore, with the increase of microlec-
ture recording courses, a huge database of ideological and
political knowledge can be formed, which facilitates students
to search for specific knowledge [32]. Finally, microlecture
makes up for the shortcomings of low participation of offline
course students and insufficient teacher-student interac-
tion [33].

From the above literature analysis, we can see that
microlecture has played an important role in the innovation
of IaPC in colleges. Scholars (e.g., Wang and Fan [30]; Cui
[31]; Ran [33]) extensively discussed the advantages of
microlecture in IaPC. However, the above-mentioned
research is mainly based on conceptual and case studies
and lacks empirical analysis. This paper is aimed at estab-
lishing a model of the influencing factors of microlecture
on the teaching effect of IaPC in colleges and conducting
empirical analysis on the data collected by the questionnaire
and then identifying specific influencing factors.

3. Theoretical Framework and
Research Hypothesis

3.1. Theoretical Framework. Based on the above analysis of
the superiorities of microlecture and the discussion of the
application of microlecture in IaPC, this study has deter-
mined the four influencing factors of microlecture on the
teaching effect of IaPC in colleges, namely, single topic, easy
to learn, convenient to share, and real-time interaction. Also,
we constructed a model of the influencing factors of micro-
lecture on IaPC in colleges, as shown in Figure 1. The theo-
retical model will guide the following research hypotheses,
questionnaire design, and empirical analysis.

3.2. Research Hypothesis

3.2.1. Single Topic. Traditional IaPC usually adopt offline
teaching methods. The time of a single course is relatively
long, the knowledge points taught are more, and the topics
involved are also diversified [24, 25]. The application of
microlecture in IaPC adopts the opposite teaching concept.
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That is, each microlecture only teaches one topic. And when
there is too much content in a certain topic, it tends to
decompose the content of a single topic to form a set of topic
content that can be continuously learned [4]. Its advantages
are as follows: firstly, the subject is clear, which is convenient
for students to search and review according to their learning
needs. Students’ learning provides confidence and conve-
nience [31]. Based on the above discussion, we propose the
following research hypotheses:

Ha: the single topic characteristics of microlecture are con-
ducive to improving the teaching effect of IaPC in colleges.

3.2.2. Easy to Learn. IaPC are theoretically strong and
involve many contents, and the teachers’ teaching styles
are boring, etc., which are often the main reasons why
students are unwilling or not to actively participate in the
ideological and political classroom [25, 26]. However,
microlecture provides new ideas for solving the above-
mentioned problems. The content decomposition concept
of microlecture invisibly reduces the huge course pressure
of students [31]. Introducing modern elements such as
stories and news into the microlecture, as well as playing
the microlecture repeatedly, can help students understand
the theory very well [30]. In addition, the teacher’s speech
tone and speed can also be designed and optimized through
computer software [34]. It is worth mentioning that micro-
lecture does not move traditional offline classrooms to
online. It can display ideological and political knowledge
through animation and other forms, which can enhance
learning autonomy and interest in learning [35]. Accord-
ingly, we propose the following hypotheses:

Hb: the easy-to-learn characteristics of microlecture
are conducive to enhancing the teaching effect of IaPC
in colleges.

3.2.3. Convenient to Share. Traditional offline ideological
and political teaching is a “one-off” course, while microlec-
ture is recorded by means of video or audio [5] and can be
disseminated on the Internet [3]. Particularly in the hot era
of microvideo apps, microvideos of about 2 minutes con-
sume less traffic and spread faster [36]. It is precisely because
of the above characteristics that ideological and political
knowledge points can also be integrated according to the
current news, thus launching a microlecture that keeps pace
with the times. The subject of the microlecture is single, and
the content is small, and the teacher spends less time and

experience in making a microlecture [4]. After the microlec-
ture is finished, it can be quickly uploaded to the Internet.
And students can also search and forward on the Internet.
Microlecture uses Internet platforms and mobile communi-
cation methods to make ideological and political teaching
repeatable [37]. Accordingly, we propose the following
research hypotheses:

Hc: the convenient-to-share characteristics of microlec-
ture are conducive to improving the teaching effect of IaPC
in colleges.

3.2.4. Real-Time Interaction. Teacher-student interaction is
an important part of IaPC. The interactive part of traditional
IaPC is in the “45-minute classroom,” while the teacher-
student interaction of the microlecture is based on the Inter-
net and real-time [33]. After the teacher finishes making the
ideological and political microlecture, they can upload it to
the microvideo app (e.g., Douyin and Weishi) or share it
with the class group. After watching the microlecture, stu-
dents can like, forward, or comment online [38]. In addition,
students can also share microlecture to WeChat Moments,
Weibo, and other platforms. In this way, students can not
only interact with teachers and classmates on a certain ideo-
logical and political knowledge. Because the user groups of
different online platforms are different, students can also
discuss and interact with groups of different identities (e.g.,
workers, natural scientists, and politicians) [39]. Obviously,
the real-time interactive function of microlecture has
expanded the scope of IaPC and increased the interaction
between students and teachers, students and students, and
even students and social groups. Therefore, we propose the
following research hypotheses:

Hd: the real-time interaction characteristics of microlec-
ture are conducive to enhancing the teaching effect of IaPC
in colleges.

4. Research Methods and Results

4.1. The Design of Questionnaire. Based on literature
analysis, model construction, and research hypotheses, we
designed the research questionnaire. The questionnaire con-
tains two parts, one of which is the basic information of the
surveyed person (including gender, age, whether the respon-
dent is a college student, whether the respondent has studied
IaPC, and whether the respondent has any experience in
learning through microlecture), and the other one part is
the research variables (including single topic, easy to learn,
convenient to share, real-time interaction, and teaching
effect of IaPC in colleges). The basic information of the
respondents is used as the control variable in this study.
The observed variables of each latent variable were quanti-
fied using the 5-point Likert scale [40]. According to
scholars’ opinions and research conclusions, this paper
developed the questionnaire scale (see Table 1).

4.2. Data Collection. Our data were collected through ques-
tionnaires. The objects of data collection are college students
in our work unit, and IaPC are a compulsory course for
them. The questionnaire survey started in June 2021 and

Single topic

Teaching
effect of IaPC

in colleges

Easy to learn

Convenient to share

Real-time interaction

Figure 1: Theoretical model.
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ended in July 2021. The questionnaire was distributed online.
All respondents participated anonymously and were told at
the beginning of the questionnaire that the questionnaire data
were only used for scientific research. A total of 253 question-
naires were collected in this survey, among which 237 were
valid, with an effective rate of 93.7%. The descriptive statistical
results of this survey are shown in Table 2.

4.3. Data Analysis

4.3.1. Reliability and Validity Test. In this paper, SmartPLS
software was used to verify the reliability and validity. The
results in Table 3 show that Cronbach’s Alpha (CA), Com-
bined Reliability (CR), and Average Variance Extracted

(AVE) all reach corresponding thresholds [41], where the
minimum value of CA is 0.703, the minimum value of CR
is 0.718, and the minimum value of AVE is 0.642. The
results in Figure 2 show that the external load values of each

Table 1: Questionnaire scale.

Latent variables Observed variables References

Single topic (ST)

a1: I like the single topic of ideological and political knowledge learning method.

Zhao and Yang [4]; Cui [31];
Zhao and Zhan [32]

a2: the single topic of the microlecture reduced my study pressure.

a3: the single topic of the microlecture facilitates me to retrieve related ideological
and political knowledge.

Easy to learn (EtL)

b1: the learning method of microlecture makes it easier for me to understand
ideological and political knowledge.

Wang and Fan [30]; Liu [34];
Lai and Pan [35]

b2: I think the introduce microlecture into ideological and political teaching has
made our study more interesting.

b3: I think the teacher’s lectures in microlecture are more vivid and interesting.

Convenient to share
(CtS)

c1: in my opinion, the fast-spreading speed of microlecture helps me to get in
touch with more ideological and political knowledge.

Zhou et al. [36]; Du [37]
c2: I think it is convenient for me to share microlecture, which is conducive to my

timely acquisition of relevant ideological and political knowledge.

c3: in my opinion, the sharing of microlecture is convenient, which is conducive
to my repeated learning of relevant ideological and political knowledge.

Real-time interaction
(RTI)

d1: I often make comments on the ideological and political content in the
microlecture.

Duan [38]; Lu [39]
d2: in my opinion, commenting on the ideological and political content in
microlecture is conducive to the interaction between teachers and students.

d3: in my opinion, microlecture provides a very good online platform for the
interaction of ideological and political teaching.

Teaching effect of IaPC
in colleges (TE)

h1: I think teachers can make full use of microlecture to improve the teaching
effect.

Wen and Zhang [8]; Min [9]
h2: I was more active in the microlecture.

h3: I hope teachers can often teach IaPC in the way of microlecture.

Table 2: Descriptive statistical results of questionnaire survey.

Basic information Items Rate Basic information Items Rate

Gender
Male 56%

College students
Yes 94%

Female 44% No 6%

Age

18-20 13%
Whether have studied the course of ideological and politics

Yes 100%

21-23 58% No 0%

23-25 25%
Whether have the experience of learning through microlecture

Yes 95%

>25 4% No 5%

Table 3: Results of reliability and validity tests.

Construct CA CR AVE

ST 0.808 0.876 0.729

EtL 0.754 0.813 0.675

CtS 0.703 0.718 0.642

RTI 0.843 0.867 0.727

TE 0.735 0.768 0.695
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observed variable are all greater than 0.7, and the minimum
value is 0.705. This indicates that the model we constructed
has high reliability and validity [41]. The results in Table 4
show that the square root of AVE is greater than the corre-
lation coefficients between it and other latent variables,
which indicates that there is no multicollinearity between
the latent variables in our study [42]. The built model has
an R2 value of 0.47, indicating that it has excellent explana-
tory power. In addition, the model’s fitting degree has
reached the required level.

4.3.2. Hypothesis Testing. We performed bootstrapping oper-
ation in SmartPLS software to verify the research hypothesis.
The results showed (see Table 5) that Ha, Hb, and Hc have

passed the test (P ≤ 0:05) [42], while Hd did not pass the test
(P > 0:5) [42]. The results show that in microlecture teaching,
single topic, easy to learn, and sharing convenience are the
main factors to enhance the teaching effect of IaPC in univer-
sities, while real-time interaction had no significant effect.
Therefore, we find that factors such as single topic (Ha), easy
to learn (Hb), and sharing convenience (Hc) support the con-
clusions and opinions of previous scholars. However, our
research shows that real-time interaction (Hd) is contrary to
the views of Duan [38] and Lu [39].

5. Conclusions

The offline teaching mode of IaPC is difficult to stimulate
students’ enthusiasm for learning because of its over content
and strong theory. The emergence of microlecture offers a
novel way to figure out the above problems. Microlecture
has the characteristics of single topic, easy to learn, conve-
nient sharing, and real-time interaction. Whether these
characteristics are conducive to enhancing the effect of ideo-
logical and political teaching in colleges is the central point
of this paper. Therefore, the focus of this study is on identi-
fying factors that influence the teaching effect of microlec-
ture in college ideology and politics courses. In particular,
we developed a microlecture influence factor model for ideo-
logical and political education in colleges. We confirm the
four features of microlecture by a questionnaire survey and
empirical research. The results show that in microlecture
teaching, single topic, easy to learn, and sharing convenience
are the main factors to enhance the teaching effect of IaPC in
colleges, while real-time interaction had no significant effect.

Our research has contributed to the literature onmicrolec-
ture in ideological and political teaching by identifying the
possible factors influencing ideological and political teaching
in colleges, as well as confirming that microlecture can help
improve the teaching effect of ideological and political in col-
leges. Based on the research results, we propose the following

a1 0. 725

0. 236

h1

h2

h3

0. 805

0. 812

0. 837

0. 084

0. 205

0. 013

TE

0. 794

0. 736

0. 721
0. 705

0. 789

0. 807

EtL

ST

CtS

RTI

0. 827

0. 854

0. 742
0. 785

0. 735

a2

a3

b1

b2

b3

c1

c2

c3

d1

d2

d3

Figure 2: Results of the model.

Table 4: Average Variance Extracted (AVE) square root and factor
correlation coefficient.

H Ha Hb Hc Hd

TE 0.857

ST 0.525 0.819

EtL 0.407 0.627 0.762

CtS 0.579 0.516 0.593 0.731

RTI 0.431 0.348 0.375 0.426 0.658

Note: diagonal elements are the square root of Average Variance Extracted
(AVE).

Table 5: Results of hypothesis testing.

Hypothesis Path
Path

coefficient
t

value
P

value
Hypothesis
supported?

Ha ST→TE 0.236 3.215 0.014 Y

Hb EtL→TE 0.084 1.983 0.048 Y

Hc CtS→TE 0.205 5.906 0.001 Y

Hd RTI→TE 0.013 0.636 0.713 N
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recommendations: (1) in ideological and political teaching,
recorded microlecture should concentrate on a single topic
as far as possible, and the time of microlecture should be con-
trolled to be shorter; (2) since students believe that microlec-
ture makes their study easier and share convenience,
universities should consider promoting this mode in IaPC.

However, there are some limitations in this study. First,
from the characteristics of microlecture, we have discussed
their influence on the teaching effect of IaPC in colleges. But
factors such as the level of use of smart mobile devices and
the prevalence of the Internet could also influence the results.
Therefore, future study can be conducted based on more
diverse perspectives and consider more factors. Second, we
have explored the influencing factors of microlecture in the
teaching of IaPC, but the influence of different courses needs
to be further explored. Third, the samples in this study are
mainly from our work units, and it remains to be further
proved whether the research results are different among other
universities. Fourth, because our data is collected online, it is
difficult to trace the accuracy of the information provided by
respondents. Hence, in the future, we may be able to gather
data offline or include a test to verify the accuracy of the
information in the questionnaire. Finally, the sample size of
effective questionnaires collected in this paper is limited, so
the sample size can be appropriately increased in the future,
so as to obtain more general results.

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are
included within the article.
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This paper provides an in-depth analysis and research on the construction and simulation of a big data model for multiattribute
training of basketball players. To get a more accurate and three-dimensional information, the training can use a multitraining
target robot, i.e., to detect feedback on multiple indicators at the same time and correct the player’s errors in time; the other is
an auxiliary robot, which can actively correct technical movements and train the player to form muscle memory, compared
with general training. The analysis results show that by either constructing a human model or designing an active assistive
robot, the player’s technical movements can be regulated accordingly, protecting the player’s body laterally and improving the
player’s ability. An assisted training system with an accurate model of physiological indicators is constructed based on the data
of the player throughout the season. The Warriors, who have applied this system, not only have the best record in recent years
but also have the lowest injury rate in the league, indicating that this method has indeed reduced the injury rate of players.

1. Introduction

Shooting is a general term for the various methods of action
used by a player with the ball to put the ball into the basket
from the top of the rim using various correct techniques, and
the cumulative number of shooting hits determines the win-
ner of the game. Therefore, shooting becomes the focus of
competition between offense and defense and is the core
technology of basketball. With the development of basket-
ball, the athletes’ morphology and functional quality
improve, prompting the continuous development of shoot-
ing technology, from low to high shooting parts, from slow
to fast shooting speed [1]. This evolution and development
of the shooting technique are marking the leap from one
stage to another in basketball. An athlete’s daily training
includes physical training, shooting, rebounding, defense,
and fast break, of which shooting training is the longest pro-
cess of basketball skills. Shooting training, in turn, contains
free throw shooting, jump shooting, three-point shooting,
and other training [2]. The free throw drill, as the basic
shooting drill, is the beginning of that skill training. Once

any irregular technical movements of players in this stage
are developed, it will directly affect their inconsistent shoot-
ing percentage during the game and prevent them from fur-
ther improving their shooting percentage [3]. Therefore, in
the free throw training stage, it is especially important to
develop the shooting technique and rhythm habit of free
throw shooting. There are an increasing number of shooting
methods, and the hit rate continues to increase. This evolu-
tion and development of shooting technology is marking the
leap of basketball from one stage to another. The daily train-
ing of athletes includes physical training, shooting, rebound-
ing, defense, and fast break. Among them, shooting training
is the longest running-in process in basketball skills. At the
same time, in the game, due to the high intensity and high
confrontation, a foul that brings free throws is the most sim-
ple and effective means of scoring, often in the late stages of
the game, affecting the trend of the whole game and even the
game’s victory or defeat.

The fundamentals of competitive basketball are in devel-
oping and creating the style of basketball and in the process
of the continuous development of the style to enhance their
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space of understanding. As the times evolve, the style pre-
sented by the game of basketball will become the brand of
basketball of that era. Style is the research crystallization
and core of the winning elements of the game [4]. The grad-
ual improvement in the understanding of the laws of basket-
ball, the understanding of the game-winning factors from
shallow to deep, and the emergence of ways to defeat the
opponent have driven the display of various styles. Sports
style is the core content of basketball culture, more to show
a spiritual culture connotation. It is the driving force that
keeps basketball alive. Quantitative research usually uses
numbers to measure the object of the study and find the con-
nection between variables with the help of mathematical and
statistical means. Quantitative research can represent some
nonspecific, vague factors with specific data to conclude
the overall trend or regularity. In turn, the patterns can be
generalized [5]. Basketball is a competitive sport in which
points are scored by putting the ball in the basket. To win
the game, you must hit as many baskets as possible in as
much an effective time as possible. Therefore, shooting is
the most important training subject in daily training, and
it is also the most skillful and longest training program in
terms of practice accumulation. A good shot requires not
only to put the ball in but also to be able to put the ball in
the basket again in the face of defensive interference or fast
movement. This requires the athlete to make full use of body
coordination, stretch the body reasonably, and finally throw
the ball in the most suitable state to throw the ball. There-
fore, there are many research results on the analysis of
shooting techniques.

For sports, young people are the future and are the back-
bone of accelerating the construction of a strong sports
nation. The new physical education ecosystem is built based
on new-generation information technology such as big data
and artificial intelligence. Its core is to help students person-
alize their physical education learning and training, to help
teachers provide scientific guidance on the technical and tac-
tical aspects and special qualities of sports, to assist adminis-
trators in efficient and orderly school governance, and to
achieve intelligent and coordinated communication among
schools, families, and society. The main teaching objects fac-
ing school sports are primary and secondary school students,
the future force of AI development. By imparting intelligent
knowledge and using intelligent products in daily sports
teaching, information literacy is enhanced to achieve the
purpose of improving the AI science education system and
providing talent reserves for the development of AI in
China. The current application of intelligent technology in
the field of sports, especially basketball, is still in the explora-
tion stage, the systems and technologies are not yet mature,
the purpose and scope of application are not yet clear, so it
becomes especially important to find the combination of
intelligent technology and the field of basketball and to
develop and optimize the method of the intelligent applica-
tion system for sports basketball. This paper focuses on the
theme of the application of artificial intelligence in the field
of basketball, using literature research, video analysis, com-
parative research, mathematical statistics, and other research
methods to explore and analyze the implementation of arti-

ficial intelligence in basketball big data, basketball robotics,
and basketball teaching and training methods, to provide a
theoretical basis for promoting the application of artificial
intelligence in the field of basketball, and also to provide a
broader range of artificial intelligence in the field of sports.
It also provides a theoretical reference for the wider applica-
tion of AI in sports.

2. Current Status of Research

We humans call ourselves Homo sapiens because we have
recognized that intelligence is an extremely important trait
for us. We can perceive, understand, predict, and manipulate
a world that is far larger and more complex than ourselves
by relying on our brains alone [6]. This is the obvious and
powerful role of intelligence. But for the field of artificial
intelligence, what is needed is not just to try to understand
intelligence but to try to create and design intelligence based
on our understanding of intelligence [7]. Today, the field of
artificial intelligence as we know it covers a wide variety of
subfields and scopes, ranging from the treatment of persis-
tent diseases to chess, to the proof of a mathematical theo-
rem, to intelligent driving, and to our usual learning and
perception [8]. Nowadays, the novel general artificial intelli-
gence is relatively high-end in the field of intelligence,
because not only is general artificial intelligence limited to
a certain aspect of intelligence, but also nowadays, it is aimed
at creating a system that is almost as intelligent as a human
being; in other words, it is aimed at achieving full intelli-
gence [9]. To win the game, you must hit the basket as many
times as possible within the effective time. Therefore, shoot-
ing training is the most important training subject in daily
training. It is also the training project with the strongest
skills and the longest process of accumulation of practice.
The coterm analysis is a research method that indicates the
relationship between topics by the number of common
occurrences of condensed words that represent a piece of lit-
erature, and if the number of common occurrences is higher,
the closer the relationship between the two topics. The clus-
ter analysis method is a mathematical operation of the dis-
tance dimension on the relationship between objects in the
complex network formed by the research objects, and the
objects that are closer together are clustered into a major
group, which is more like the objects within the group and
more different from other taxa [10].

Along with the improvement of computer performance
and image computing power, it is becoming increasingly
common to apply techniques related to video images to
sports analysis scenarios, such as when [11] used multiple
cameras to cover the whole field of a soccer match, seeking
to capture the on-field movements and trajectories of each
player [11]. A tracking algorithm is proposed to obtain the
trajectories of soccer players during a match. The algorithm
can identify targets well by building individual models based
on features and athletes’motion trends and can help coaches
statistically analyze the tactical runs and movements of ath-
letes during the game [12]. In a study by Li et al., a human
body fitting model based on morphological techniques in a
simple context was proposed to locate the four key joints
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of the body and extract the angular information of the body
and the angle of water entry to achieve the purpose of assist-
ing divers in correcting their aerial movements and water
entry posture in their daily training [13]. The method pro-
poses an algorithm that automatically acquires lead shot exit
frames [14]. The algorithm performs lead shot frame predic-
tion, filters out images that do not contain shot frames in the
image frame sequence, and then obtains the position of the
lead ball by Hough transformation, further verifies and fil-
ters the shot frames, and eliminates the pseudo-shot frames
before the shot frames. Goes et al. used a monocular camera
to extract the 3D motion pose of the human body and
applied it to identify and detect golfers’ swings [15]. By com-
paring the detected posture information of the human skel-
eton with that of a professional athlete, appropriate guidance
is given.

In general, there are few research articles on the applica-
tion of knowledge graphs in sports science research, but they
have shown rapid growth in recent years and have been
applied to many fields in sports, achieving rich research
results and demonstrating their applicability and effective-
ness in sports science research. Many of the articles have a
high gold content and are published in core journals or
become research directions for experts and doctoral theses.
This is both a recognition of the application of scientific
knowledge mapping to sports research and a side indication
that this research method still has great potential. They hope
to realize a new way of interaction between gestures and eye-
following movements.

3. Basketball Players’ Multiattribute Training
Big Data Mining Model Construction and
Simulation Analysis

3.1. Big Data Mining Design for Multiattribute Training of
Basketball Players. The process of coming up with hidden,
potentially valuable, and informative information from a
massive database is called data mining. We can define data
mining from different standpoints, and despite the differ-
ences in these expressions, there is no contradiction in its
essence. In defining data mining, the authors focus on the
technical perspective and the business perspective [16]. It
provides a theoretical basis for promoting the application
of artificial intelligence in the field of basketball sports and
provides a theoretical reference for the wider application of
artificial intelligence in the field of sports. From the technical
point of view, data mining is the process of extracting and
collecting hidden, but valuable, information and knowledge
from a large amount of data with interference and random-
ness with the help of computer technology and other means.
It is believed that knowledge takes data as an important
source. The raw data existing in relational databases are
structured, while the raw data existing in text, graphics,
and images are semistructured. We can acquire knowledge
by mathematical and nonmathematical means, and we can
also acquire knowledge by deductive and inductive means.
The knowledge we obtain through data mining can be used
both for optimization and management of information and

at the same time for supporting decision-making. In sum-
mary, data mining is a multidisciplinary technology that
brings together researchers from different fields. In the
future, data mining will be the focus and hot spot for tech-
nology research and development.

Data mining makes use of statistics and computer tech-
nology to find patterns that fit market dynamics and cus-
tomer psychology, and currently, data mining technology
has been fully developed to automate mining techniques,
while combining data mining and business data warehous-
ing to show the results of mining to the decision-makers of
the company. We can acquire knowledge through mathe-
matical and nonmathematical means, and we can also
acquire knowledge through deduction and induction. The
knowledge we obtain through data mining can be used to
optimize and manage information and, at the same time,
can also be used to support decision-making. In the process
of applying data mining techniques, it is not only necessary
to make use of scientific algorithms and build data mining
models. At the same time, it is necessary to ensure that data
mining technology does not conflict with the complex infor-
mation technology application environment. On the other
hand, data mining technology requires the participation of
data mining analysts [17]. In contrast, data mining technol-
ogy is not intuitive and cannot judge the meaning of the
mining model in real life, so the participation of data mining
analysts should be valued. Since the amount of data to be
acquired exceeds 10GB, the load balancing capability and
stability of the system are highly required, and the crawler
module involved needs to be implemented using a distrib-
uted architecture, and the data is stored uniformly. In addi-
tion, the problem of rescheduling tasks due to the short-term
failure of crawler nodes and the problem of how to replace
crawler nodes with long-term failure are also issues that
the system needs to focus on.

High-efficiency requirements, due to a large amount of
data and heavy crawling task, will require the system to take
into account the efficiency problem under the premise of a
stable operation, which is the need to use the agent node
technology to solve and complete continuous data acquisi-
tion, but because the agent node technology will be with
the help of a third party, while the service has limited thread
work capacity, so the technology used by the agent node will
also need to consider the load balancing problem; in addi-
tion, the overall data calibration project will also consume
larger problems and put higher requirements on the accu-
racy of system crawling, as shown in Figure 1.

A foul against sportsmanship by a player is awarded to
the fouled pair two free throws and one serve; if the fouled
player does not make the shot, but the shot is missed, two
or three free throws and one server are awarded. Technical
foul: a technical foul by a player awards the opposing team
two free throws and a right to serve; the same result is
awarded for technical fouls or unsportsmanlike fouls by coa-
ches, substitutes, or accompanying personnel. A camera is
set up on the extension of the free throw line to record the
player’s free throw shooting action. For the convenience of
the analysis and the stability of the free throw technique,
20 free throws were captured at a time as a basic video
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analysis unit in the thesis. The background can be approxi-
mated as static because the relative spatial displacement of
the athlete is small during the execution of the free throws
at the free throw line position.

The basketball’s shot information, which determines the
flight trajectory, corresponds to a shot angle and a shot
speed at the time of the shot and a corresponding entry angle
and entry speed at the time of the basket. The angle of entry
is the angle between the tangent line and the plane of the
basket at the point of the trajectory now at entry when the
center of the ball passes through the plane of the basket.
Data mining technology requires the participation of data
mining analysts. In contrast, data mining technology is not
intuitive and cannot judge the meaning of mining models
in real life. Therefore, the participation of data mining ana-
lysts should be emphasized. When the center of gravity of
the ball passes through the center of the circle of the basket,
it is a “hollow entry.” Theoretically, the ideal angle of entry is
90°, which has the highest hitting rate and allows the largest
margin of error. However, as the angle of entry decreases,
the permissible error range becomes smaller. In the follow-
ing, we define E to represent the allowable error in basketball
entry, R is the radius of the basketball frame (22.5 cm), and r
is the radius of the basketball (12-13.5 cm), then we have

E = R cos α + r: ð1Þ

Then, the relationship between the angle of entry α and
R and r is as follows:

cos α =
r
R
: ð2Þ

When taking the value of r as the middle value, we can
get α = 32:39°. At this point, if the angle of entry is reduced
again, the basketball will have to touch the front of the bas-
ketball frame and not directly into the frame. The corre-
sponding allowable error is 0, so the angle of entry has a
range: 32.39°-90°. A good angle of entry is the key to the hit-
ting rate, but a good angle of entry is achieved by the control
of the player of the angle of the ball. The following is an
analysis of the basketball’s flight trajectory. The ball’s flight
trajectory can be considered as a parabola by ignoring the
forces other than gravity during the ball’s flight and consid-
ering that the ball is only subjected to the action of gravity in
the air. Based on physical knowledge, an equation between
the factors can be derived as follows:

V2
0 =

gL

2 sin2θ cot α + h/Lð Þ : ð3Þ

The speed of the shot is determined by four parameters:
the shot height, the shooting distance, the angle of the shot,
and the angle of the basket, and for a more detailed analysis,
the paper makes the following analysis by setting the rele-
vant parameters. Setting a certain shooting distance, the ball
is subjected to the action of gravity only ignoring all other
resistances, and the components of the ball’s exit velocity
in the horizontal and vertical directions are as follows.

Vx =Vx sin θ,

Vy =Vx cos θ:

(
ð4Þ

Obviously, the greater the angle of entry α, the better, but
an increase in α requires the ball to gain greater speed and
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Figure 1: Multiattribute basketball training big data design framework.
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angle of exit at the time of the shot, undoubtedly increasing
the difficulty of the shot. Good free throw shooting tech-
nique training is to get the ball in with the least effort, which
is especially important in the late game of basketball when
physical exertion is too high. The following theoretical anal-
ysis is used to derive the possibility and existence of mini-
mum speed and angle of the shot. In the free throw
process, the shooting distance and the height of the shot
are determined. The Vom required to hit the center of the
basket with an θ angle of the shot is minimal; this angle is
called θ which is the minimum velocity angle. Correspond-
ingly, the allowable error at this time is 0, so the basket angle
has a range of 32.39°-90°. The muscles gain memory through
a lot of repetitive training and can always be adjusted with a
better power posture and shot angle to obtain an improve-
ment in free throw shooting rate to obtain a guarantee of
free throw shooting rate when it matters. The theoretical
optimum provides the direction of improvement for the ath-
lete’s daily training, as shown in Figure 2.

We analyze the players’ playing time, physical exertion,
and change of status and then make reasonable substitutions
to improve the team’s defensive or offensive capabilities [18].
As we all know, as the game match goes on, different players’
statuses and physical exertions are different. By establishing
a video database, the physical condition of both players can
be monitored in real-time to improve the overall defensive
and offensive capabilities. In training, chips and sensors are
used to accurately record players’ strength when shooting,
running speed, and holding time, etc. These data are com-
piled and analyzed by analysts and coaching staff, from
which the players’ technical characteristics and physical con-
ditions are judged, and on this basis, training plans are
developed to meet the players’ needs.

3.2. Mining Model Construction and Simulation Experiment
Design. Holdout validation is not a kind of cross-validation
in the strict sense. It is based on the principle of randomly
dividing the dataset into two parts, one for training the
model and the remaining part for validating the model,
without forming a cross-validation process in the process.
Its advantage is that it can avoid the practice of training
and testing on the same dataset at the same time, thus reduc-
ing the phenomenon of model overfitting caused by the
reuse of training and testing data, but because it groups the
original data by a random method, the final model valida-
tion effect will depend excessively on the method of group-
ing data, which is not conducive to widespread application
in actual prediction [19]. Take each subset of data as a vali-
dation set, and the remaining K − 1 subsets of data will be
used as the training set. In this way, K models will be
obtained, and the average of the classification accuracy of
the final validation set of these K models will be used as this
K . The performance index of the classifier is under CV,
which is a k-fold cross-validation basic validation. The
method is as follows: the original data is divided into K
groups, each subset of data is used as a validation set, and
the remaining K − 1 subsets are used as training sets so that
K models are obtained, and the average of the classification
accuracy of the final validation set of these K models is used

as the performance index of the classifier under K-CV. K-CV
is the most commonly used cross-validation method, which
can effectively avoid the occurrence of overfitting and under-
fitting, and the results obtained are more convincing if K is
larger, and K-CV also greatly improves the computational
cost from the performance perspective, as shown in Figure 3.

Accuracy is the most basic measure of the evaluation of
the binary classification model and is calculated by the for-
mula shown in (5), which denotes the number of TP and
TN divided by the number of all predicted values, and TP,
TN, FP, and FN are the number of times the predicted values
of the model fall into these categories.

Acc =
TP − TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
: ð5Þ

The error rate is the proportion of incorrect classifica-
tions and is calculated as shown in (6). The error rate can
also be obtained by subtracting the accuracy rate from 1.

Error = 1 −Acc: ð6Þ

A useful classifier often must make a good trade-off
between too conservative and too aggressive decisions. This
trade-off can be achieved by two metrics: sensitivity and
specificity. The sensitivity of the model is used to measure
the proportion of positive samples that are correctly classi-
fied, as shown in

Correctly =
TP

TP − FN
: ð7Þ

The specificity of the model is used to measure the pro-
portion of negative samples that are correctly classified, as
shown in

Negative =
TN

TN − FP
: ð8Þ

The range of values for both sensitivity and specificity is
0 to 1, with values closer to 1 being more satisfactory. It is
important to find an appropriate balance between the two,
but this balance is often determined on a case-by-case basis.
Two evaluation metrics, prediction accuracy, and recall
accuracy were initially used in the field of information
retrieval to describe the relevance of the model results or
whether the predictive power of the model would be dimin-
ished by meaningless noise. Predictive accuracy is defined as
the proportion of true positives among all predicted positive
cases, and an accurate model will predict positives only
when the category is very much like a positive, in which case
the prediction is very reliable. An accurate model will only
predict positive when the category is very similar to positive.
In this case, the prediction is very reliable. On the other
hand, retrospective accuracy is a measure of the complete-
ness of results, which is defined as the ratio of true positives
to the total number of negatives. Although this is the same
formula as sensitivity, its meaning is different, and a model
with high retrospective accuracy can capture many positive
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samples, which means it has a wide range of applications.
The specific formulas for prediction accuracy and retrospec-
tive accuracy are shown in

PAcc =
TP

TP + FN
, ð9Þ

GAcc =
TN

TN + FN
: ð10Þ

A model performance measure that combines predictive
accuracy and retrospective accuracy into a single value is the
F-metric, which uses a harmonic mean to integrate predic-
tive accuracy and retrospective accuracy. The summed mean
is an average value used to describe the rate of change, and
because both predictive and retrospective accuracies have a
range of 0 to 1, the summed mean is used instead of the
more common arithmetic mean. The specific formula for
calculating the F-metric is shown in equation (11).

F =
2TN

TN − FN
, ð11Þ

θm = 45° −
1
2
cot−1

h
L

� �
, ð12Þ

V0m = g h −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2: − L2

p� �h i2
, ð13Þ

V in−y =
Lg

V0 sin θ
+V0 cos θ, ð14Þ

cot α =
Lg

V0 sin2θ
+ V0 cos2θ: ð15Þ

In summary, the accuracy rate is used as the first evalu-
ation index to judge the classification model of this paper,
and the F-measure will be used as the second evaluation
index because the classification model of this paper satisfies
the premise that the prediction accuracy and the retrospec-
tive accuracy have the same weight, and the other indexes
are used as auxiliary indexes.

Develop team strategy using trajectory analysis method:
after the database is established, the trajectory of the target
is analyzed by artificial intelligence of big data to extract
multiple movement trajectories in the video database of
the opposing team and select tactics with higher offensive
and defensive efficiencies. Players’ running position, speed,
characteristics, and game habits, footwork, blocking, and
other characteristics to find out the opponent’s attacking
weaknesses are captured, and corresponding defensive
strategies are developed [20]. Player joint analysis method
to develop team tactics: basketball is a high-level team sport.
On the court, we often see the wonderful cooperation
between players. The cooperation between different players
will produce different offensive efficiencies. In the database,
the players who often cooperate on the court are identified,
and the offensive or defensive efficiency of multiple players’
partnership is analyzed from different time conditions
(such as playing time and physical exertion), and the best
lineup of the team is identified to enrich the team tactics
and establish the best team tactical system, as shown in
Figure 4.

The main purpose is to restore the core of the whole
technical movement of the free throw basketball by marking
the joint points of the arm and analyzing the trajectory of the
marked feature points. The research objectives in the thesis
can be summarized into two parts. Let the athletes maintain
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Figure 4: Schematic analysis of wrist paddle action.
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the shooting state as close as possible to the ideal value, com-
bined with the analysis of technical movements; extract the
free throw rhythm that is most suitable for the athlete; and
abstract it into an arm trajectory curve. Using this curve as
a template, repeated training can achieve muscle memory
and improve the stability of free throws in the game. The
first part targets the correction of the technical movements
of the free throw shooter, targeting the detection of the four

steps of preparation, arm lift, squat, and extension in the first
stage, and whether the technical features corresponding to
each step are optimal. The second part is done by detecting
the angle and speed of the ball’s shot, through statistical
analysis. Comparing the difference between this data and
the theoretical minimum shot speed and the corresponding
optimal shot angle, the athlete maintains the shot state as
close to the ideal value as possible, and combined with the
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Figure 5: The characteristic roots of the factors and the contribution of the total variance explained.
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analysis of technical movements, the most suitable free
throw rhythm for the athlete is extracted and abstracted into
an arm trajectory curve. Using the curve as a template, the
repeated training achieves muscle memory and improves
the stability of free throw shooting in the game.

The technical elements of each phase are described, and
the process of wrist flicking on the ball during the shot is
analyzed [21]. By approximating the trajectory of the ball
as a parabolic motion subjected to gravity only, the relation-
ship between the angle of the shot and the angle of entry can
be derived based on physical knowledge, and the existence of
the optimal angle of the shot and the minimum speed of the
shot is argued.

The variables of the system are represented as a linear
combination of a small number of common factors and spe-
cial factors that affect only one variable. Factor analysis

refers to the study of extracting common factors from a pop-
ulation of variables by grouping several variables that are
more closely related in the same category. Capturing these
major factors can lead to a clearer analysis and interpreta-
tion of complex problems. First, the original group of vari-
ables is examined to determine whether it is suitable for
factor analysis. (i.e., the original variables should have a
strong correlation with each other). A common method for
determining the number of factors is to determine the num-
ber of factors with the help of two criteria. The principal
components with eigenvalues greater than or equal to 1 are
selected as the initial factors, while those with eigenvalues
less than 1 are discarded. And the number of factors is
finally determined by combining with the gravel plot for val-
idation. After that, the factors are further subjected to an
effective naming interpretation.
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4. Analysis of Results

4.1. Big Data Mining Performance Results. Firstly, the k-s test
was performed on the game data, the two-sided asymptotic
significance of the test results for each group of values was
greater than 0.1, and these data were considered to conform
to a normal distribution. Secondly, the resultant data derived
from the original algorithm were standardized by Z-scores,
and the processing principles were as follows: in the statistics
of the data, there were differences in the indicators, such as
the number of hits and rebounds. Therefore, the differences
in the units of indicators were eliminated; indicators with
obvious functional relationships were excluded, for example,
the total number of shots is the sum of the number of two-
point shots and the number of three-point shots. Finally,
14 indicators such as i1, i2, i3, i4, i7, i10, i13, i17, i18, i20,
and i35 were excluded; to facilitate in-depth analysis of team
differentiation, the negative indicators were converted into
positive indicators.

KMO and Bartlett’s sphericity tests were performed on
the data, and the KMO value of the data was 0.786 with a
two − sided sig < 0:001. This indicates that common factors
exist between the correlation matrices of the data clusters,
and the data are suitable for factor analysis. The remaining
23 indicators were subjected to correlation matrix analysis
to extract the common factors, and the results were rotated
by the method of maximum variance to exclude the lower
factor loadings (<0.60), resulting in the rotated factor load-
ing matrix. And the principal components with eigenvalues
less than 1 were excluded. The results are shown in the table;
there are 7 factors with eigenvalues greater than 1, which are
compatible with the theoretical concept. Their eigenvalues
were 5.394, 3.842, 2.638, 2.353, 2.100, 1.730, and 1.506, with

a cumulative contribution rate of 72.455%, as shown in
Figure 5.

Although factor analysis can reduce the influence of arti-
ficial subjective factors, the shortcoming is that it relies too
much on sample indicator data and cannot reflect the pref-
erences of decision-makers. In principle, the selection of
question items not only is simply removed from the statisti-
cal strict requirements but also needs to be integrated
according to the different research questions, the complete-
ness of the meaning of the conception of the theoretical
dimensions, and the significance level of each factor loading,
high and low grouping, and other conditions under consid-
eration. To ensure the applicability of the system factors,
basketball experts and coaches were consulted to correct
the categorization of indicators and determine the naming
of factors according to the characteristics of basketball.

Its eigenvalues are 5.394, 3.842, 2.638, 2.353, 2.100,
1.730, and 1.506, and the cumulative contribution rate is
72.455%.

Only indicator i23 on the F6 principal component, for
the number of steals, was loaded as 0.733. The ball-
breaking skill is a very important basketball defensive skill.
It is a comprehensive reflection of the team’s defensive abil-
ity and the team’s collaborative defensive formation. The i23
is more clearly defined in basketball theory and is close and
highly correlated with the theoretical conception of F4 latitude
(0.602). Therefore, i23 is classified as one of the F4 dimen-
sions. The game of basketball requires not only technical and
tactical cooperation but also perseverance, and high morale
can be a factor in winning or losing the game. Among the
many ways to boost morale—steals, caps, etc.—dunking is
one of the most effective ways. The dunking technique has
its unique characteristics: agitation, aggression, artistry, and
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skill. Expert opinions on this are divided. i21 appears less fre-
quently in Cuban games but plays a good role in boosting
team morale and can be listed separately as an indicator of
psychological aspects. However, there are more suggestions
that dunks should be included as an offensive strength indica-
tor. The subject is intended to be universal in the system and
has a loading of 0.627 in the F1 latitude; therefore, i21 is incor-
porated into F1.

This research is aimed at the universality of the system,
and the load in the F1 latitude is 0.627; therefore, i21 is
incorporated into F1. These indicators are a better represen-
tation of a team’s defensive skills and individual defensive
skills. Therefore, it is defined as a defensive quality; the fac-
tors with high loadings in F5 are the number of three-point
shots (0.647), two-point shots (0.838), and two-point ten-
dencies (0.941). The two indicators of three-point tendency
and two-point tendency can better evaluate a team’s choice

of offensive style for the outside and inside. Therefore, this
dimension was named an offensive choice. The factor load-
ings and common degree statistics of each dimension are
shown in Figure 6.

In the study, the input video unit is firstly extracted in
the foreground, based on which only the foreground pixels
are traversed, which can improve the efficiency of the algo-
rithm, and then, the corresponding RGB values are com-
pared, and the pixel points that satisfy the marker color
range are set to 255 and the other pixel points are set to 0
to obtain the feature binary map containing the marker
points. To remove the possible irrelevant feature points,
the corresponding erosion and expansion are performed.
The binary map containing only the marker points is
obtained by the above method. The contour of the binary
map is then extracted to obtain the contour that contains
each marker point, and the statistical analysis of the pixel
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coordinates of the contour block is performed to obtain the
statistical center of mass of the pixel block as the node
coordinates.

4.2. Simulation Results of Multiattribute Training Data. The
data used in the paper for the arm trajectory analysis were a
basketball coach with standard skills and two average students,
and the three could perform 80 sets of free throws each, with
every 20 sets as a video unit. By performing image preprocess-
ing algorithms on more than 15,000 frames of the three video
units, to obtain the corresponding trajectory change character-
istics, it can be found that there are respective periodic repeti-
tions of the longitudinal coordinate trajectories of the three
subjects’ joint points, and Figure 7 is analyzed by plotting
the individual free throw cycle trajectories of everyone.

Figure 7 shows the trajectory changes of the arm joint
points of the two regular students, and it can be found that
although there is no similarity in the trajectories as in
Figure 7, the degree of similarity is still 75%, especially in the
later trajectory transformation showing the same characteris-
tics. By analyzing the frames corresponding to the maximum
point in the trajectory change, it is found that in all the video
samples, although the trajectories of each person are different,
it can be found that the subject, as a basketball coach, can
throw the ball at the highest point of his arm as much as pos-
sible due to his professionalism and the repeatability of his
movements, i.e., the shot frames correspond to T frames; how-
ever, students A and B cannot do so, i.e., the distribution of the
strike frames is from T-1 to T-3 frames. Therefore, to obtain
the shot frames more accurately, a basketball localization
detection algorithm is proposed to locate the coordinates of
the center of the ball by improving the Hough transform.
Then, we calculate the Euclidean distance D from the center
of the ball to the wrist marker C and analyze its change curve
to further analyze the characteristics of the shot frames.

We obtain the trajectory of the longitudinal coordinates
of the arm joint A from T1 to T2 of the tested player and
compare it with the technical model of that phase, and if
the similarity reaches 60%, the player is considered to have
a squatting step, and we further calculate the squatting depth
and the minimum knee angle to judge whether the player’s
squat is in place or not and give the corresponding modifica-
tions. By obtaining the trajectory curve of the wrist joint C at
the vertical coordinate from T2 to T3 during the extension
process, the fluency of the extension is judged by comparing
it with the standard extension curve. For example, Figure 8
shows the average trajectory graph normalized by the data
of more than 500 hit free throws of athletes from multiple
varsity men’s basketball teams. As shown in Figure 8, the
trajectory change from T2 to T3 is processed by normaliza-
tion. The trajectory of the athlete’s input data is matched
with the trajectory of the T2 to T3 segment, and a match
of 80% is considered as the rhythm of the stretching process
meets the criteria; otherwise, it is considered that there is a
lack of fluency in the stretching. The angle and speed of
the stroke are compared with the optimal speed, angle, and
angle between the arm and the horizontal plane correspond-
ing to the height of the individual stroke to determine
whether the stroke is reasonable.

We obtain the best shooting speed, the angle, and the
angle between the arm and the horizontal plane correspond-
ing to the shooting angle and speed with the individual
shooting height and compare it to judge whether this shot
is reasonable. Suggestions are given for “spinning the wrist
too fast” or “spinning the wrist too slow” and “raise the
arm appropriately to increase the angle to obtain a higher
shot height.” Suggestions are given for “too fast wrist flick”
or “too slow wrist flick” and “raise the angle of the arm to
obtain a higher strike height.” Firstly, the algorithm is
based on the automatic positioning of the shot frame. Sec-
ondly, a basketball detection and positioning algorithm is
proposed using an improved Hough transformation algo-
rithm to calculate hand speed status information. Finally,
the technical actions are guided by the four steps of the
free throw technique, and the technical trajectory and tech-
nical parameters of each step are analyzed to guide the ath-
letes in their actions.

5. Conclusion

The basketball free throw-assisted training system applies
computer, image processing, database, and other technolo-
gies to assist in physical training, which is becoming increas-
ingly responsive to the times in today’s intelligent and data-
oriented world. This paper takes the recorded video of free
throw shooting by the player as the original material and
studies the technical steps and essentials steps for free throw
shooting by analyzing the trajectory of the arm in the pro-
cess of free throw shooting. By reviewing the relevant litera-
ture, the free throw technique is theoretically analyzed and
summarized to deduce the existence of optimal shot speed
and angle under the corresponding height. Then, the cor-
rectness of the theory was verified by analyzing a large
amount of video data of free throw shooting by professional
athletes and coaches, and the trajectory template of the arm
in the free throw shooting process was extracted by digitiz-
ing the relevant technical characteristics through trajectory
analysis. Through the actual movements of the athletes,
combined with the theoretical analysis, the technical steps
of free throw shooting are proposed: four steps of prepara-
tion, arm raising, squatting, and extension, and the time
nodes of each step are obtained using the free throw shoot-
ing step time point acquisition algorithm. For the trajectory
characteristics and technical parameters of arm raising,
squatting, and extension, a large amount of statistical analy-
sis was conducted to obtain the corresponding template tra-
jectory. The corresponding technical guidance is given to the
free throw shooter by comparing with the template trajec-
tory in the assisted training system. At the same time, the
technical parameters corresponding to the subject are calcu-
lated and compared with the standard parameters to achieve
the purpose of assisting athletes’ training.
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This study takes the digital campus construction planning of the high school as an example and determines the requirements of
the postgraduate management information system under the digital campus environment through the analysis of the overall
framework and technology of the digital campus. Combining the current situation of computer technology, network
technology, and the actual situation of our university, the current mainstream B/S three-layer architecture is adopted, the web
adopts the current popular Java Server Pages technology, and the struts framework connects to the Oracle backend database
through the Java Database Connectivity interface to design the browser-side and server-side programs. The struts framework
connects to the Oracle backend database through the Java Database Connectivity interface to design browser-side and server-
side programs. The functional model and data flow model of the system were established through a detailed and effective
analysis of the entire workflow of postgraduate students’ training management during their school years. Then, the system
analysis, design, and drawing of the swim lane diagram and data business flow diagram were carried out. The system was
designed in detail in terms of system architecture, development tools, functional modules, and database design, and the core
module of training program making in postgraduate training management was highlighted as an example to discuss the
principles and methods in the construction of departmental business systems and informatization under the digital campus
environment, and a flexible and efficient postgraduate management information system was realized. It standardizes the
construction of data standardization in universities; does a good job of standardizing and normalizing information; improves
the accuracy, validity, and real-time production of data collection and the real and safe unified management of historical data;
and provides scientific and reasonable data support for the leadership to make relevant decisions.

1. Introduction

With the deepening of education reform, the scale of postgrad-
uate enrollment has been expanding, and the data to be
recorded and processed in the training management work has
increased exponentially. To standardize management and
improve the level and efficiency of postgraduate training man-
agement, many universities have established postgraduate man-
agement systems and related teaching support platforms one
after another to realize the collection, processing, and statistical
functions of basic teaching information, which reduces the
manual processing work of management personnel, improves
the working efficiency, and brings great convenience to teachers

and students of the whole university [1]. It reduces the manual
work of management staff, improves work efficiency, and
brings great convenience to the teachers and students of the
school. However, from the perspective of the development
trend of graduate education and teaching, there are still some
unsuitable places in the informatization of graduate students
in colleges and universities. However, from the perspective of
the development trend of postgraduate education and teaching,
there are still some unsuitable places for postgraduate informa-
tization in colleges and universities, mainly in the following
aspects: many postgraduate systems in colleges and universities
were built earlier; the system construction did not follow the
national standards and industry standards; the data structure
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and data content were not standardized; it is difficult to ensure
the consistency of data, resulting in difficulties in information
and data sharing between systems; and it is difficult to achieve
an upgrade and maintenance of the system [2]. Many schools
do not include the construction of graduate education informa-
tization into a purposeful, planned, and step-by-step system
engineering project, and even if there is a better hardware and
software environment, it is difficult to mobilize most teachers
and students to participate in the construction of education
informatization to the greatest extent due to the lack of a corre-
sponding standardized system and standardized management
[3]. Many systems are designed from the needs of administra-
tors, only designing management functions, with less support
for cultivation management closely related to students’ learning
activities, which cannot support the whole process of graduate
students’ learning activities, making it difficult for administra-
tors to track and monitor the completion and quality of gradu-
ate students’ studies and ensure the smooth progress of research
work [4]. After collecting a lot of teaching information into the
system, it only does simple query and statistical functions with-
out deep processing and lacks multidimensional statistical anal-
ysis functions, which makes it difficult to provide management
decision analysis information to school leaders and managers.

This study intends to draw on the development experi-
ence of other perfect systems, compare the more popular
system development technologies, analyze the specific needs
of the postgraduate training process in the light of the overall
construction of our university digital campus, and share the
data information of other systems in the digital campus
through the data exchange and sharing platform. For exam-
ple, the personnel information in the personnel system, the
financial information in the financial system, the undergrad-
uate major course information in the teaching service sys-
tem, and the student accommodation information in the
coordination management system, etc., to design a set of
management information system suitable for the actual situ-
ation of postgraduate management. However, due to the lack
of a corresponding standardized system and standardized
management, it is difficult to mobilize teachers and students
to devote themselves to the construction of educational
information. Many system designs are based on the needs
of managers, only designing management functions, and
there is little support for training management that is closely
related to student learning activities. It integrates various
heterogeneous data in the digital campus, unifies the man-
agement of semistructured and structured data, eliminates
information silos, and realizes real-time data sharing among
systems [5]. For example, it provides authoritative data such
as basic information of graduate students, cultivation, and
degrees for the data sharing center; it extracts basic informa-
tion of faculty personnel and additional information such as
payment and accommodation of graduate students from the
data sharing center, which ensures the consistency of data
[6]. Before the design and architecture of the system, a pro-
spective study on the data standards of the university was
conducted, and the coding rules of human, financial, and
material aspects were planned uniformly from the univer-
sity, which laid a good foundation for the construction of
the data sharing center in our university. In the design pro-

cess of the postgraduate management information system, it
is designed to exchange data from the digital campus shared
data platform and reserve the data interface for public infor-
mation calling from the university’s portal or other systems
calling. For example, the integrated coding rules for person-
nel information from students to faculty members can pro-
vide a reference for the development of subsequent systems
by eliminating data cleaning, transcoding, and filtering for
the personnel database in the later stage.

It proposes the J2EE development platform of the aca-
demic affairs network management system; introduces in
detail the digitalized resource construction, student aca-
demic supervision, and effective control, assessment of
teachers’ teaching and students’ learning, and student file
management modules of the university; and proposes how
to optimize the functions of the information-based academic
affairs network management system for the paper focuses on
the digital campus teaching and learning management of
universities. This paper focuses on the design and imple-
mentation of the digital campus academic affairs manage-
ment system of colleges and universities and analyzes and
discusses each functional module in the digital campus aca-
demic affairs management system of colleges and universi-
ties, which has a certain innovative value and has certain
reference significance for the development of the digital
campus academic affairs management system of other col-
leges and universities. In addition, computers can be used
to select elective subjects for college teaching and carry out
teaching assessments, which greatly saves the work pressure
and work content of administrative teaching staff. Computer
network technology allows each student to choose elective
subjects independently through the computer, which pro-
vides sufficient autonomy for students and greatly improves
work efficiency, allowing teaching staff to have more time to
deal with other things and meet the needs of students at dif-
ferent stages.

2. Current Status of Research

Although the current university networked teaching man-
agement model has improved, it still lacks a lot of rationality
and humanized design. Based on the above considerations,
the development of an artificial intelligence-driven teaching
management information system suitable for various needs
is particularly important for improving the efficiency and
quality of managers and enhancing the image of the school
[7]. For example, the British scholar Aithal and others men-
tioned that some institutions in the UK and France have
built information technology earlier, and each university
focuses on the construction of a web platform in the aca-
demic affairs network management system [8]. Through
decades of development, they already have a perfect and
mature teaching system, teaching service system, office sys-
tem, library system, campus entertainment system, and so
on [9]. These system platforms have had a great impact on
students, teachers, administrators, and community residents,
facilitating students’ spare time, improving office efficiency,
improving learning environment and methods, and acceler-
ating the pace of transformation of an information-based
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society [10]. The digital campus is better than UEAS Aca-
demic Affairs Management System, which combines the
advantages of both and builds a better application system,
deploying C/S computing mode for parts that need a lot of
calculations, such as data import and data analysis, and
B/S computing mode for parts that do not need too many
calculations, such as information query and display [11].
The C/S computing mode is open to a few users who need
it, and the B/S computing mode is developed for all users
of the system [12].

Many schools have established student information
management systems, which provide a solid foundation for
modern network education. The technical aspect of the
management information system led to innovation and
reform of the traditional office model, thus creating a previ-
ously unavailable, new form of efficient modern office model
[13]. As we all know, for the long-term sustainable develop-
ment of each enterprise, there is a need for an efficient and
convenient management system; they will mostly choose
reliable public generally recognized software companies to
cooperate in the development, but the required development
costs and maintenance costs will become very difficult to
bear, which for the market users, will be a cost-effective
automated management information system [14]. This
paper will design and study the most cost-effective manage-
ment information system to meet this demand [15]. In the
initial stage, the construction of information technology in
universities only stopped at the registration and storage of
data and only established a relatively closed local network
on campus, and the individuals who used this network only
used it in the local area network, and with the improvement
of requirements, the university built a medium-sized campus
network, which improved the efficiency of using the campus
network and accelerated the improvement of teaching qual-
ity to a certain extent [16]. A large information center was
built, and from the initial embryonic stage to the present
day, a complete information system has been built, which
has greatly improved the degree of digitalization of the
school [17]. From the failed cases, we summarized where
its shortcomings lie and developed a student management
system suitable for education according to our characteris-
tics [18]. At present, all major universities have built and
improved their campus networks, and the investment in
hardware has taken shape, slowly entering the middle stage
of the information technology era.

Based on ensuring information security, it is registered
and published on the school’s unified application platform
to realize the sharing of information results within the
school, and on this basis, it is integrated with Internet appli-
cations. The supply of highly experienced application ser-
vices and integrated access to services to students greatly
increases the dependability of users. With integrated services
centered on high usage, campus faculty and students can not
only enjoy the services provided by the integrated service
platform but also provide their own opinions on problematic
campus facilities or campus services that need to be
improved, supporting decision-makers at all levels to
improve and study business models. The test cases of some
functions of the digital campus teaching management sys-

tem are explained. The key involves book lending test cases,
user login test cases, grade retrieval test cases, adding aca-
demic records test cases, and specific descriptions of the sys-
tem performance tests.

3. Analysis of Integrated Design of Information
System for Graduate Education in Digital
Campus Universities

3.1. Technical Analysis of Graduate Student Education
Information System. The system uses an on-demand B/S
technology architecture. This system also uses a J2EE-
based development framework and runtime environment
to maximize the inclusion and integration of existing and
to-be-built applications [19]. For example, provide the data
sharing center with authoritative data such as basic informa-
tion, training, and degrees of graduate students; extract basic
information about teachers and workers from the data shar-
ing center; and additional information such as postgraduate
payment and accommodation to ensure the consistency of
the data. The SOA service-oriented architecture simplifies
the processing mode of business process integration between
systems, simplifies the difficulty of cross-system interface
integration due to changes in business requirements, and
achieves loose coupling between systems [19]. The Oracle
database with excellent performance is selected as powerful.
A distributed software architecture is used to realize the inte-
gration of data, services, and business processes utilizing
application integration, and the digital campus is built in
steps under a unified top-level design. Each system operates
independently, and cross-system invocation and collabora-
tion are realized through standard and clear interfaces.

The server is usually a high-performance PC, worksta-
tion, or minicomputer with a large database system such as
Oracle or SQL Server. The B/S architecture has three main
components: client browser, application publishing server,
and database server, as shown in Figure 1.

The construction of a digital campus is a long-term and
continuous construction process that matches the strategy of
the university. It is necessary to consider the results and data
of the university’s existing information technology construc-
tion, and at the same time, it is necessary to lay the founda-
tion and indicate the direction for the future development of
the university’s information technology, so that the con-
struction of the digital campus is a continuous improvement
and continuous updating process over time and can effec-
tively form the long-term accumulation of the university
[20]. It does not break with the passage of time, changes in
technology, changes in management personnel, and changes
in thinking. Digital campus construction is to provide
advanced and comprehensive informatization solutions for
universities to build their core competitiveness through
internal resource integration and accumulation of existing
informatization construction achievements. Digital resource
construction, student academic supervision and effective
control, teacher teaching and student learning evaluation,
student file management, and other modules propose how
to optimize the functions of the information-based
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educational administration network management system
and provide for the sustainable development of university
educational administration network management reference
effect. It guides the construction of a digital campus by for-
mulating a long-term informatization construction plan of
the university, comprehensively constructing university-
level management information system, optimizing existing
management process and management mechanisms, improv-
ing administrative management efficiency, and saving man-
agement cost of the university while ensuring the realization
of strategic objectives of the university. Strengthen the con-
struction of a basic support environment to ensure the safe,
stable, and reliable operation of the system; build the basic
platform of digital campus based on the construction frame-
work of “hardware cluster, data concentration, application
integration, and service integration.” Optimize the means of
collaboration among personnel at all levels of colleges and
universities, create a life service platform, teaching service plat-
form, and scientific research service platform, and build a
comprehensive digital campus service platform for teachers,
students, and staff [21]. It standardizes the construction of
data standardization in colleges and universities; standardizes
and unifies the information; improves the accuracy, validity,
and real-time of production data collection and the real and
safe unified management of historical data; and provides sci-
entific and reasonable data support for the leadership to make
relevant decisions.

In the era of information technology, the education man-
agement of colleges and universities is also facing greater chal-
lenges. The construction andmanagement of digital campuses

in colleges and universities are the primary factor affecting the
continuous improvement of the quality of education and
teaching in colleges and universities [22]. In Huizhou Engi-
neering Vocational College, the college proposes to pay atten-
tion to the construction of a digital campus network system,
and in the teaching-centeredmode, it is necessary to guarantee
good teaching quality and good teachingmechanism, precisely
for the establishment of the current higher vocational college
at the early stage, to establish an integrated working system
platform, which has more efficient work efficiency compared
with the traditional campus management and can also serve
the teaching staff and students accurately [23]. It allows data
to generate more shared value and establishes a data intervisit-
ing mechanism. Focusing on on-campus information applica-
tions, it solves various current management problems and
serves campus faculty and students. This paper focuses on
the design and implementation of the digital campus academic
affairs management system of colleges and universities and
analyzes and discusses each functional module in the digital
campus academic affairs management system of colleges and
universities, which has a certain innovative value.

Many colleges and universities implement the manage-
ment mode of large academic affairs and put all the work
related to education and teaching into academic affairs, so
whether the school’s academic affairs management is
smooth and the quality of academic affairs management is
directly related to the quality of education and teaching. In
recent years, Huizhou Engineering Vocational College has
been upgraded to a higher vocational college by merging
several secondary schools, and the management mode needs
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Figure 1: B/S architecture diagram.
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to be changed continuously. At the same time, as the college
continues to expand and transform, the academic adminis-
tration will also face increased pressure. To maximize the
inclusion and integration of existing and to-be-built applica-
tions, through the SOA service-oriented architecture, it sim-
plifies the processing mode of business process integration
between systems, simplifies the difficulty of cross-system
interface integration due to changes in business require-
ments, and realizes loose coupling between systems. To
adapt to the changing needs of academic affairs manage-
ment, the traditional manual work can no longer meet the
needs of complex academic affairs information manage-
ment, which requires us to change our concept and adopt
modern means to manage the current academic affairs infor-
mation and continuously improve the management of aca-
demic affairs management for all teachers and students of
the school, as shown in Figure 2.

The construction of a digital campus requires the school
to establish its own data code rules, and to the maximum
extent consistent with the education management informati-
zation standard (Ministry of Education), relevant national
standards, and relevant industry-standard codes, reduce
the duplication of code usage, and consider the need for
future code expansion for the construction and maintenance
of code rules, i.e., school-defined data standard rules. The
database server adopts a minicomputer system, and through
physical partitioning technology, the informatization cam-
pus database and the one-card database are run separately
in different partitions, while a separate partition is used as
the environment for database testing and development. It

is planned to add a set of disk array systems with the same
configuration as the main storage system in the offsite server
room as the offsite disaster recovery center and realize the
synchronous or asynchronous partial or complete replica-
tion of data from the main storage center to the disaster
recovery center through the configuration of fiber optic
switch plus long-distance transmission interface module
and data mirroring software.

The application servers are recommended to use Web-
Sphere distributed load balancing deployment architecture
and the entire deployment. The outermost layer is a dedi-
cated hardware load-balancing device and can be deployed
as a dual-computer active-active high availability mode,
which is responsible for providing load balancing and high
availability guarantee for HTTP (80) traffic from users to
the HTTP front-end server; the middle is two WebSphere
HTTP servers, which act as task schedulers for the back-
end. These two HTTP front-end servers function as task
schedulers of the information portal platform and digital
campus application servers at the back-end and are respon-
sible for providing load balancing and high availability for
user requests to access the information portal and applica-
tion systems at the back-end; the back-end is a WebSphere
Application Server Cluster member server. The construction
of the digital campus is a process of continuous improve-
ment and renewal over time, which can effectively form
the long-term accumulation of the school. It does not lead
to a break with the passage of time, technological develop-
ment and changes, changes in management personnel, and
changes in thinking.
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The graduate school and colleges determine which
courses need to be offered each semester according to the
cultivation program and calculate the number of required
and elective courses according to the student cultivation pro-
gram and provide comprehensive inquiries of course informa-
tion, output, and print course statistics, and other functions.
The graduate school and all colleges adopt the computer-
aided manual scheduling method according to the courses
already offered in the current semester to determine the
teachers, time, and location of each course, and the system
provides strict conflict verification of teachers and classroom
resources and provides automatic generation and query func-
tions of the curriculum. Students can be scheduled manually
during the scheduling process, and the system will automati-
cally check whether students have conflicting class times.
When scheduling classes in a new semester, the training office
or college can refer to previous scheduling information and
copy the scheduling information of certain courses as needed
to reduce the maintenance workload.

3.2. Digital Campus Environment Living System. The smart
campus software system is the window of the school’s infor-
matization construction, which can show the information of
each interface for students and can allow users to easily find
the desired information or resource portal, etc, reduce code
reuse rate, consider the need for future code expansion,
and carry out the construction and maintenance of code
rules, that is, calibrate data standard rules. The database
server adopts a minicomputer system and runs the informa-
tion campus database in different partitions through physi-
cal partition technology. All the platform systems of the
smart campus should be reflected in the school portal, and
school news and notices can be released in time to show
the development and progress of the campus. The construc-
tion of the campus information portal is not only a window
for the school to display to the outside world but also an

important platform for teachers, students, faculty members,
and other personnel to carry out unified identity authentica-
tion, based on which the entrance to other application sys-
tems can be easily found, providing great convenience to
users. We believe that an important symbol of a digital cam-
pus is the construction of a campus information portal [24].
If the campus information portal is not well planned, it will
be difficult to carry out the whole digital campus construc-
tion in depth. The training office or college can refer to the
past scheduling information and copy the scheduling infor-
mation of certain courses as needed to reduce the mainte-
nance workload. The information portal is a center of
various information collections, which can provide relevant
information inquiry and release some information related
to the column, which will be displayed on the school’s portal
after review. The campus portal is a large network platform
integrating news release, content management, video on
demand, image retrieval, full-text search, and other func-
tions, as shown in Figure 3.

An intelligent access control system uses a card access
control machine, license plate recognition, remote identifica-
tion, and other access control equipment for linkage integra-
tion. In addition to controlling the entry and exit of vehicles,
it can further calculate and control the number of live-
restricted parking spaces, strengthen the antitheft/preven-
tion function, and make the vehicles pass through the
entrances and exits more effectively identified and managed
[25]. All-important departments of the college, training
areas, and machine rooms are accessed using access cards,
and the permissions of each faculty member and student
can be managed in the background. On this basis, it can be
combined with a personnel attendance system to realize
intelligent attendance and unified access to the college net-
work for remote management. The digital campus is a sys-
tem that takes the network and digital information as the
basis and makes the teaching resources more fully utilized
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by students, teachers, and managers. Teachers, in addition to
having the same operation rights as students, can also access
the teaching videos and animations of relevant courses
through this system. Administrators can use this system to
efficiently integrate school-related information and can
release daily school arrangements to students and teachers
through this platform, such as notification of school closures
and power outages, so that the information notified to stu-
dents, teachers, and other administrators can be notified
within the first time. The above are the functions that can
be provided by the smart card, but some additional func-
tions will be added later to improve the interface of the sys-
tem, to improve the quality of the system to achieve the
purpose of improving the core competitiveness.

It completes the functions of the electronic library card
and becomes the input medium of the library management
application system. The system replaces the campus card
with the library card. Students need to verify their identity
when entering the library, and they need to swipe their cards
at the card machine at the entrance of the library before the
library will open, and they also need to swipe their cards to
register their identity information when borrowing books.
Through this system, the relevant information of the school
can be efficiently integrated, and the daily arrangements of
the school can be released to students and teachers through
this platform, such as the notice of rest and power outage, so
that the information notified by the school can be notified in
the first-time students, teachers, and other administrators.
The system uses the student card instead of the key, when
students enter the dormitory need to brush the card, identity
verification, only in the corresponding dormitory building
student card can open the dormitory door, in the dormitory
such as the population, male and female dormitory main
channel, training building entrance to install access control
equipment, access control system is conducive to improving
the security of the school, prevent irrelevant workers step
into the campus, affect the normal campus environment
order, effectively prevent internal theft, burglary, and cam-
pus violations from occurring. The consumption system
mainly includes the meal charge system for teachers and stu-
dents, the supermarket charge system, and the drinking
water charge system. The main function of the consumption
system is to make the daily consumption of students and
teachers inside the school safer and more transparent, for
example, eating in the school’s dining hall will send the daily
consumption records to the APP, which can show the dining
consumption for a month and the average daily consump-
tion, etc. In addition, other consumption of students inside
the school will also be recorded, such as drinking water
and supermarkets, in which no cash consumption and old
card spending.

Teachers and students will be integrated with the com-
prehensive application system to realize data sharing so that
the comprehensive application system for teachers and stu-
dents will become a whole and create a convenient, fast,
and humanized campus electronic life for teachers and stu-
dents. It is a comprehensive information platform for
teachers and students to enroll, teach, train, live, seek jobs,
learn skills, graduate, and resign. Nowadays, in the era of

rapid development of information technology, this is both
an opportunity and a challenge for the school management
system. The establishment of an integrated work system
platform has more efficient work efficiency than traditional
campus management and can also accurately serve faculty,
staff, and students, to a greater extent, allow data to generate
more shared value and establish a data exchange mecha-
nism. On the one hand, the background of this era provides
a more excellent network environment for the information
system, and on the other hand, the information system faces
more dangers due to the rapidly developing network envi-
ronment. While the business is expanding, the emergence
of education administration system not only provides users
with a convenient and quick way to manage various tedious
education affairs but also liberates the education depart-
ment, streamlining administration, reducing recurring
expenses, and using existing resources can bring greater ben-
efits, as shown in Figure 4.

Nowadays, in the era of rapid development of informa-
tion technology, this is both an opportunity and a challenge
for the school management system. On the one hand, the
background of this great era provides a more excellent net-
work environment for the information system, and on the
other hand, the rapidly developing network environment
makes the information system face more dangers. While
the business is expanding, the emergence of the education
administration system not only provides users with a conve-
nient and quick way to manage various tedious education
affairs but also liberates the education department, stream-
lining administration, reducing recurring expenses, and
using existing resources can bring greater benefits. The edu-
cational management system has been developed following
the characteristics of universities. The key covers teaching
management, teacher management, curriculum manage-
ment, examination management, and training management
[26]. The rational arrangement of these divisions of labor
makes staff members more focused on their jobs and greatly
improves the efficiency of their work.

To realize the decentralized campus monitoring system,
we must first ensure the stability and security of the database
and secondly realize the perfect unification of the database
and each technology, such as network monitoring [27] and
authority allocation, and unified management of all devices
and users. The system can greatly simplify and standardize
this process, realize information sharing and business collab-
oration between the upper and lower departments, and con-
nect with departmental budgeting, recruitment, accounting,
and fund clearing systems. The establishment of an online
payment system mainly solves the problem of reimburse-
ment of research funds. In colleges and universities, teachers
conduct various kinds of research, in which the accounting
and issuance of funds generated is a complex process. This
system can greatly make this process streamlined and stan-
dardized; realize information sharing and business collabora-
tion between upper- and lower-level departments; connect
with a departmental budget, procurement, accounting pro-
cessing, and fund clearing systems; realize asset change appli-
cation; approve financial accounting; and realize the whole life
cycle management of the whole assets.
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4. Analysis of Results

4.1. All-in-One System Testing. Software testing, that is, the
use of test equipment to carry out performance and func-
tional tests on the product according to the test strategy
and procedures, and even the design of different test equip-
ment according to the requirements, was designed to main-
tain the system and the comprehensive evaluation of the
various types of problems that arise in the test strategy. After
the test cases executed, the exceptions are followed up to
ensure that these developed products meet the detailed reg-
ulations. When designing the above test cases, the status of
illegal user input and boundary conditions should be ana-
lyzed. The user’s software should be tested to prevent any
surprises. Confirmation of the test results should be carried
out, and the errors of the test are often determined by
another person when carrying out the confirmation. For
the more prominent problems, a meeting can be considered
to discuss and determine. With the help of the test results, it
is possible to find out if the problem exists and the severity
of the problem. The design goal of the test case for adding
student status is to test whether the function of adding stu-
dent status can be used to verify whether the user’s input
information is legal. When the data entered by the user is
incorrect, the root cause of the error should be given and
entered again. The goal of the Add Student Registration test
case is to test whether the Add Student Registration feature
is available to verify that the user’s entry is legitimate. When
the data entered by the user is wrong, the root cause of the
error is given and entered again; after the user enters the
accurate test data, is it possible to add the school registration
information. During the system testing period, three rounds
of testing were implemented, and the results of each round
were counted after finishing the testing operation, and the

related fixes were implemented after each round of testing.
The bug count record table for the three rounds of testing
is detailed in Figure 5.

Performance testing intends to verify whether the per-
formance of the application system can meet the relevant
regulations of users and can learn the outstanding prob-
lems such as system bottlenecks and performance in the
application system and provide powerful help for software
improvement and overall optimization. In the teacher space,
teacher users can complete three basic tasks: managing stu-
dent information, managing course videos, and live teaching.
In student information management, teachers can view the
information of all students who choose the course they teach,
as well as manage students’ grades after completing the course.
In Manage Course Videos, teachers can view their existing
course video information and add new course videos. Once
teachers upload their courses, they can see the courses they
have added on the Watch Course page. Figure 6 shows the
interface for watching course videos, where teachers can see
their course type, number, name, and view the entire list of
course videos. In addition, teachers can enter under the Search
Course Videos tab to search for other teachers’ course videos,
which can also be watched and studied after purchase.

Software testers are generally separated from system
developers, i.e., software testers are specialized in software
testing. Black box testing is mainly functional testing. It
mainly tests the functions of the software. It is assumed that
the tester does not understand the functional structure of the
system and knows the program structure of the system; the
tester mainly tests whether the various functions of the soft-
ware system meet the requirements. White box testing gen-
erally uses the test case approach, in which the system
functions of the software are visible to the tester and the soft-
ware tester understands the functional structure of the

Educational management module

Course management

Practice management

Student information query

Comprehensive application system

Opportunity and a challenge 

Integrated management module

Teaching management

Teacher information management

Graduate management

Humanized campus electronic life 
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Student management module

System management

Information release

Teachers and students

Comprehensive information platform

Information system faces more dangers 

Figure 4: Management system function module.
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system and knows the program structure of the system;
black box testing, which is mainly functional testing, mainly
tests the functions of the software, if the tester does not
understand the functional structure of the system and knows
the program structure of the system. The tester does not
understand the functional structure of the system and knows
the program structure of the system; the tester mainly tests
whether each function of the software system meets the
requirements.

4.2. Performance Test Results. In addition to completing the
basic functions, the load capacity of the system must be
tested to make the user experience better. In this paper, we
use HBase, a nonrelational database with massive resource
storage, to form a high-performance cloud storage environ-
ment during the development of the system, and we conduct
a stress test on the database below. First, we import millions
of simulated data in the educational storage resource table
and then conduct four tests of sequential read, sequential
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write, random read, and random write by the test tool that
comes with HBase. The test results are shown in Figure 7.

From Figure 7, using the HBase database as the cloud
service center of the system can complete the storage of mas-
sive educational resources and meet the access requirements
of users. About the relevant requirements of digital campus
construction, a unified information portal platform design,
a unified identity demonstration platform design, and a uni-
fied information resource planning quasiconstruction are
given; the above design enables the campus to integrate
and extend the existing system, which greatly reduces the
cost and achieves the expected service effect. In the construc-
tion of the digital campus teaching management system of
higher education institutions, various information resources
of the school are integrated in a scientific and standardized
way, and unified authority control, resource management,
and user management are formed so that the school can
develop better with the reengineering of organization and
business process; system innovation andmanagement innova-
tion are carried out through the construction of the project,
and finally, information education, scientific management,
and choice are completed in a more standardized way. The
basic functions of the digital campus teaching management
system are realized, and on this basis, through the exploration
of the construction of digital campus teaching management
system in higher education institutions, and employment-
oriented digital campus structure is formed, combining the
characteristics of higher education institutions, with compre-
hensive and reasonable planning, highlighting the services
for teachers, students and employing departments, and taking
students’ employment as the fundamental purpose.

Three functional modules, including cloud service cen-
ter, teaching resource management, and remote classroom,
demonstrated the implementation effect of the smart teach-
ing system proposed in this article, completed the functional

test of the system and performed performance test on the
load capacity of the database and the function of the service
interface. Finally, the advantages of the system proposed in
this paper are analyzed. In addition, the system services need
to be tested; here, two services are selected for stress testing,
resource management, and remote classroom; the specific
test method is to select the two types of interfaces provided
by the service read and write, in a minute time, by changing
the number of clients and send requests, to obtain the aver-
age of the number of outputs per minute for each service, in
pages/min. Test results are shown in Figure 8.

By analyzing the data in Figure 8, the system can still run
stably and meet the basic requirements of the design under
the high concurrency of the service. A brief overview of the
requirements analysis and framework design to be completed
in the specific implementation of the intelligent teaching sys-
tem is given; then, the specific development environment of
the system and the relevant details of the system service imple-
mentation are introduced; then, the effect of the implementa-
tion of the intelligent teaching system proposed in this paper is
demonstrated from three functional modules, such as cloud
service center, teaching resource management, and remote
classroom, and the functional test of the system is completed,
and the load capacity of the database. Finally, the advantages
of the system proposed in this paper are analyzed.

It introduces the requirements of the digital campus aca-
demic affairs management system, analyzes the performance
and requirements of the university’s academic affairs network
management system, and analyzes the detailed requirements
of each management module and usage function; introduces
the application of the digital campus academic affairs manage-
ment system in the process of using, such as information
resource sharing, academic completion monitoring, and
teaching assessment, and optimizes the design of each man-
agement module; and carries out the interface implementation
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and testing of various data and management rules in the
process of using the academic affairs network management
system developed in this project. The design of the manage-
ment modules is optimized, and the interface of the academic
affairs network management system developed in this project
is implemented and tested in the process of using various data
and management rules in the school. It is a web platform sys-
tem focusing on the design of the academic affairs network
management, using J2EE as the development platform and a
hybrid C/S and B/S structure, and proposes an innovative
information-based academic affairs networkmanagement sys-
tem. Through the digital campus academic affairs manage-
ment system, the sharing of information resources and
application operations are realized; based on the digital cam-
pus academic affairs management system, course scheduling,
learning achievement monitoring, and teachers’ teaching
quality assessment are carried out; it has the significance of
promoting and reforming the use and development of the uni-
versity academic affairs network management system.

5. Conclusion

This paper completes the design of the university postgrad-
uate management information system, which meets the
actual situation and requirements of postgraduate manage-
ment; realizes the functions of postgraduate academic regis-
tration management, training program management, and
training plan development; and provides convenience for
postgraduate training management. The system started trial
operation online, and the system database software was
deployed on two physical servers using Oracle, and the

application server was deployed on two virtual machines
on blade servers using WebSphere 6.1. The graduate student
management information system adopts the concept of “big
platform and small application” in the design of a digital
campus system. The struts technology architecture based
on J2EE architecture is designed with high efficiency and
reusability, which makes the system have good maintainabil-
ity and portability. While managing the system, the only
data format standard belonging to the graduate system was
established, which lays the foundation for the later digital
campus integration construction, simplifies the steps of
sharing data, and improves the operational efficiency of the
system. This study focuses on the technical solution design
for the needs of a single application system of the postgrad-
uate management information system. The digital campus
construction will have a large amount of personal informa-
tion about the transmission, the vast majority of which can
be said to carry confidential information, and the orientation
of information also requires communication and coordina-
tion between school departments and authorization.
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There are a large number of multiple level datasets in the Industry 4.0 era. Thus, it is necessary to utilize artificial intelligence
technology for the complex data analysis. In fact, the technology often suffers from the self-optimization issue of multiple
level datasets, which is taken as a kind of multiobjective optimization problem (MOP). Naturally, the MOP can be solved
by the multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition (MOEA/D). However, most existing MOEA/D
algorithms usually fail to adapt neighborhood for the offspring generation, since these algorithms have shortcomings in
both global search and adaptive control. To address this issue, we propose a MOEA/D with adaptive exploration and
exploitation, termed MOEA/D-AEE, which adopts random numbers with a uniform distribution to explore the objective
space and introduces a joint exploitation coefficient between parents to generate better offspring. By dynamic exploration
and joint exploitation, MOEA/D-AEE improves both global search ability and diversity of the algorithm. Experimental
results on benchmark data sets demonstrate that our proposed approach achieves global search ability and diversity in
terms of the population distribution than state-of-the-art MOEA/D algorithms.

1. Introduction

A multiobjective optimization problem (MOP) refers to the
determination of a vector composed of decision variables in
a feasible domain, which satisfies all constraints and optimizes
a vector composed of multiple objective functions. The multi-
ple objective functions of these component vectors usually
contain subobjectives that conflict with each other. The
improvement of one subobjective may lead to the perfor-
mance degradation of another or several subobjectives. That
is, it is impossible to achieve the optimal values for multiple
subobjectives; rather, there must be coordination and compro-
mise among them so that each subobjective can be optimized
as well as possible. MOPs are a common kind of optimization
problems in the real world and often mentioned in the field of
scientific research and its applications.

Many scholars have tried to solve such problems by
using evolutionary algorithms. The first step is to simplify
the problem of two dimensions into a single-objective prob-

lem by setting weights. However, due to the increase in the
dimensions of the objective function, the simple weighting
method cannot reflect the real situation of the population,
and the distribution of the population is uneven. Then,
scholars continued to study the strategy of using multiobjec-
tive evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) and proposed the
classic nondominated genetic sorting algorithm II (NSGA-
II) [1]. This algorithm is based on the method of fast nondo-
minated set sorting and congestion calculation. It has good
performance for low-dimensional multiobjective optimiza-
tion problems, but the congestion distance is not suitable
for high-dimensional space, and the computational com-
plexity is relatively high. To speed up the convergence of
the algorithm, scholars proposed the classic multiobjective
evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition (MOEA/D)
[2] in 2007. The decomposition-based method improves the
convergence speed of the algorithm, which reduces the com-
putational complexity, and obtains more uniform solutions
than NSGA-II. Thus, MOEA/D has been widely used in
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complex data analysis [3, 4]. In recent years, with the devel-
opment of Industry 4.0, many combinatorial optimization
problems about large-scale and multiple level datasets have
arisen [5, 6], while the MOEA/D algorithm has been intro-
duced to address this problems, which is a kind of complex
data analysis MOPs. For example, in the MOEA/D-Lévy
algorithm [7], a Lévy flight is a short-distance hopping
exploratory search strategy with occasional long-distance
development search. It may be an ideal search strategy [8],
since it can improve population diversity to prevent prema-
ture convergence and jump out of local optimal solutions
[9]. However, the frequency of generating better offspring
in the later iterations of the algorithm is very low. Besides,
MOEA/D algorithms usually suffer from adapting neighbor-
hood for the offspring generation, since the global search
ability and the parent adaptive ability are insufficient.

To address the shortcomings of the above algorithms, we
propose a MOEA/D with Adaptive Exploration and Exploi-
tation, named MOEA/D-AEE, which uses dynamic search
and joint development to solve global search and adaptive
problems, and thereby achieves better sparse distribution
and global search ability. Specifically, the proposed algo-
rithm uses uniformly distributed random numbers to
explore the solution space and introduces the joint exploita-
tion coefficient between parents to produce better offspring
by adaptively adjusting parent relationships. When two
selected parents are similar, it adopts an active exploration
strategy to select the parent from the initial population. In
contrast, when the two selected parents are quite different,
the algorithm gradually employs the exploitation strategy
to select the parent from the neighbor. To verify the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm, two experimental schemes
are proposed in this study, and a comparative test is carried
out on the three OR-Library public data sets in PO. The tra-
ditional MOEA/D algorithm, evolution algorithm, NSGA-II
algorithm, and Lévy flight mutation algorithm and the
global search performance of the algorithms are compared.
The experimental results and analysis show that the perfor-
mance of our algorithm is advanced in the six metrics, and
the global search ability is further improved, especially in
the later stage of iteration. There is still a long trajectory
update, the population has a faster convergence speed in
the first 20 generations and converges to the Pareto front,
and the diversity performance is better on the three test
platforms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 briefly reviews the research progress. In Section 3, we
describe the method and implementation of the algorithm.
Section 4 provides the experimental results, and the corre-
sponding discussions are given in Section 5. Section 6 sum-
marizes this paper and proposes possible future directions.

2. Related Work

2.1. MOEA/D Algorithms. MOPs are a class of optimization
problems that contain multiple conflicting objectives. Com-
pared with the single-objective optimization problem (SOP),
the goal of an MOP is to obtain a set of optimal solutions
showing the best trade-off between its multiple objectives

rather than an optimal solution. Such an optimal-set Pareto
front contains all feasible solutions in the feasible problem
domain that are not governed by other solutions. The
MOP solution algorithm is called MOEA; Deb et al. and
others proposed the classical NSGA-II [1], and this kind of
problem was solved by sorting noncollective sets. Then,
Zhang and Li proposed an MOEA/D, decomposing multiob-
jective problems into subproblems of multiple single-
objective problems and optimizing them at the same time.

Figure 1: MOEA/D-AEE algorithm flow chart.
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Common decomposition methods in this method are the
weighted sum method, Chebyshev method, and boundary
crossing method [2]. The formula of the most common Che-
byshev decomposition method is as follows:

min
x

gte x λ, z∗jð Þ = max
m=1,⋯,M

λm f m xð Þ − z∗mj jf g, ð1Þ

λ = λ1,⋯, λMð Þ, λ1+⋯+λM = 1, ð2Þ

z∗ = min f1,⋯, min f Mð Þ: ð3Þ
z∗m in the objective space of m dimensions represents the

minimum value on the m objective dimensions, λ represents
the weight vector, and z represents the reference point. The
intersection of each dimension contour is best in the direc-
tion of the weight vector, and these points ultimately form
the Pareto front.

To solve the problem of the inability to address a dispro-
portionate scaling objective with the ordinary Chebyshev
method, this paper adopts the narrowband interference-
(NBI-) Chebyshev decomposition method [10] proposed
by Zhang et al. The mathematical formula is as follows:

r ið Þ = αiF
1 + 1 − αið ÞF2, αi =

N − i
N − 1 ,

ð4Þ

gtn x r ið Þ, λ
���� �

=max λ1 f1 xð Þ − r ið Þ
1

� �
, λ2 f2 xð Þ − r ið Þ

2
� �n o

,

ð5Þ

λ1 = F2
2 − F1

2
�� ��, λ2 = F2

1 − F1
1

�� ��, ð6Þ

where F1 and F2 are the two extreme points of the Pareto
front in the objective space, and there are n reference points
ri, i = 1, …, N , which represent n reference points arranged
on a line between the two extreme points. λ1 and λ2 are
the weight vectors calculated by F1 and F2,respectively,
which are perpendicular to the line between the two extreme
points.

In recent years, scholars have made many improvements
to MOEA/D.

First of all, some of them have made improvements to
the algorithm itself. For the drawback of the allocation of
resources, Zhang et al. proposed an algorithm to dynami-
cally allocate computational resources to different subprob-
lems in MOEA/D called the MOEA/D-DRA algorithm
[11]. Each subproblem uses an efficiency function to mea-
sure the improvement rate of the aggregation function and
only calculates a subproblem with a higher efficiency func-
tion each time. In order to deal with the complexity of the
Pareto set, Li and Zhang presented a new version of
MOEA/D based on differential evolution, known as the
MOEA/D-DE algorithm [12]. The test showed that
MOEA/D was significantly better than NSGA-II, indicating
that decomposition-based multiobjective evolutionary algo-
rithms are very promising for addressing complex Pareto
set PS shapes. To improve selection matching process, Li
et al. proposed a simple and effective stable matching model
(STM) [13]. Each subproblem was matched with a solution

1 Select Neighbour B;
2 Initialize population P;
3 Compute extreme points F1 and F2;
4 while stop condition not reacged do
5 for xi in opulation do
6 if random num < σ then
7 Set B(i) as neighbor of xi;
8 else.
9 Set Set B(i) as population;
10 end.
11 Select parents from B(i).
12 Use proposed method to reproduce offspring y;
13 Repair y to reasonable range;
14 Update extreme points F1 and F3;
15 Set update counter nc = 0;
16 Shuffle B(i) randomly;
17 for xp in neighbor of B(i) do
18 if gtnðyjλ, rpÞ < = gtnðxpjλ, rpÞ then
19 Set xp = y;
20 Set nc + 1;
21 if nc > = nr then
22 Break;
24 end
25 end
26 end
27 end

Algorithm 1: MOEA/D-AEE pseudocode description. MOEA/D-AEE.
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using an STM model, and the convergence and diversity of
the algorithm were balanced.

Secondly, for the adaptive problems, Wang et al. pro-
posed an adaptive evolutionary strategy AES-MOEA/D
algorithm [14] based on an adaptive evolutionary strategy,
and three improved strategies were used: the evolution strat-
egy of simulated binary crossover (SBX) competition with
the DE operator, the adaptive adjustment strategy for the
mutation probability, and the boundary optimization strat-
egy of double-sided mirror theory, improving diversity in
late evolution can improve the performance of MOEA/D
algorithms. Chiang and Lai also considered adaptive ability,
and they proposed an algorithm based on the MOEA/D
adaptive matching selection mechanism called the
MOEA/D-AMS algorithm [15]. By distinguishing between
resolved and unresolved subproblems, they select only unre-
solved subproblems to match each time. The matching pool
size is dynamically adjusted according to the distance in the
objective space.

Moreover, for the purpose of expanding the application
of MOEA/D in high-dimensional objectives, Zheng et al.
proposed an improved MOEA/D algorithm called the I-
MOEA/D algorithm [16]. Compared to the original
MOEA/D, the adjusted weight vector makes the distribution

of solutions more extensive and more effective in ensuring
the diversity and convergence of solutions in the objective
space. Tan et al. also improved the MOEA/D algorithm in
high dimensions and proposed a MOEA/D-based uniform
design algorithm called the UMOEA/D algorithm [17].
The weight vectors on three to five objective spaces are more
uniform.

Besides, in some existing MOEAs, an external archive is
usually adopted to save elite solutions found during the evo-
lutionary search to help improve the population diversity.
Inspired by the decomposition strategy, Zhang et al. propose
an efficient archiving approach, called the decomposition
based archiving approach (DAA) [18] to prune the external
archive size. In DAA, the size of the archive depends on the
number of subspaces, and they do not need to compare new
solutions with all the archived solutions. This can reduce the
computational cost significantly. For the disadvantages of
single archive, they also study a multiobjective feature selec-
tion approach, called two-archive multiobjective artificial
bee colony algorithm (TMABC-FS) [19] to balance the dis-
tribution and convergence of solutions. The leader archive
and the external archive are employed to enhance the search
capability of different kinds of bees to avoid miss potentially
important regions.
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Table 1: Specific parameter configuration for the algorithm.

Algorithm Parameters
MOEA/D-AEE α0 = 1e − 05 β = 0:3 Mutation rate = 1/n
MOEA/D-lévy α0 = 1e − 05 β = 0:3 Mutation rate = 1/n
MOEA/D-GA Crossover rate = 0:7 Mutation rate = 0:01
NSGA-II Crossover rate = 0:7 Mutation rate = 0:01
MOEA/D-DEM F = 1:3 Mutation rate = 1/n
MOEA/D-DE F = 1:3
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2.2. MOEA/D in Industry 4.0. The self-optimization problem
of cyber physical systems (CPSs) can be considered as a kind
of MOPs; therefore, the MOEA/D algorithm is the need for
automated and enhanced decision makings.

On the one hand, metaheuristics have been used success-
fully to address realistic planning and scheduling problems.
Cota et al. propose multiobjective extensions of the adaptive
large neighborhood search (ALNS) metaheuristic with
Learning Automata (LA) to improve the search process
and to solve the large scale instances efficiently. Two new
algorithms are MO-ALNS and the MO-ALNS/D, and they
address the unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem
to maximize production [4]. Energy efficiency and timeliness

are two mutually contradictory objectives, and Shukla et al.
propose a novel approach, based on the popular multiobjec-
tive evolutionary algorithm, Nondominated sorting genetic
algorithm-II, to solve this problem. They introduce novel
algorithms for membership function generation and calcula-
tion of fuzzy earliness [20]. Fu et al. study an integrated
scheduling problem in a distributed manufacturing system
[21]. They build a stochastic multiobjective model with con-
sideration of two criteria of scheduling and uncertainties of
the operation process. Also, they design a multiobjective
brain storm optimization algorithm to solve the model. Fu
et al. also investigate a flow-shop scheduling problem under
the consideration of multiple objectives, time-dependent
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processing time and uncertainty. A mixed integer program-
ming model is formulated for this problem, and a fireworks
algorithm is developed [22].

On the other hand, maintenance has always been a key
activity in the manufacturing industry, and Goti et al. focus
on condition-based maintenance (CBM) optimization in an
industrial environment, with the objective of determining
the optimal values of preventive intervention limits for
equipment under corrective and preventive maintenance
cost criteria. They develop a cost-benefit mathematical
model. It considers the evolution in quality and production
speed, along with condition based, corrective, and preventive
maintenance [23]. Besides, existing big service selection and
composition algorithms in industry fail to achieve the global
optimum solution in a reasonable time, and Dutta et al.
design an efficient quality of service-aware big service com-
position methodology using a distributed coevolutionary
algorithm. They develop a distributed NSGA-III for finding
the optimal Pareto front and a distributed multiobjective
Jaya algorithm for enhancing the diversity of solutions [24].

Rather than other MOEA/D algorithms such as [25, 26],
our algorithm employs both global exploration and local
exploitation and thereby solves the self-optimization issue
of multiple level datasets in the Industry 4.0 era. We intro-
duce the MOEA/D-AEE algorithm in the following section.

3. Methods

3.1. Framework of MOEA/D-AEE. In this section, we
describe the MOEA/D-AEE algorithm, which integrates
Lévy flight algorithms with dynamic search and joint devel-
opment capabilities in MOEA/D multiobjective optimiza-
tion algorithms. The complete diagram of the algorithm is
shown in Figure 1. In this paper, a vector is used to represent
the problem variables in investment optimization. The solu-
tion of the algorithm is used with a uniform distribution in
(0, 1) for initialization. For the generated progeny, this paper
uses a new normal boundary intersection- (NBI-) Cheby-
shev decomposition method in the MOEA/D decomposition
to address the return and risk [10] of the two objective
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functions. At the same time, this paper adopts the diversity
maintenance strategy, the iterative mutation method of the
Lévy flight, and polynomial mutation based on joint
coefficients.

The Lévy flight mutation operator used in this paper is
similar to the DE mutation operator and is used on different
individuals. The difference is that the scaling factor used for
Lévy flight mutation is generated by a heavy-tailed distribu-
tion rather than a fixed value. Additionally, Lévy flight muta-
tion usually requires only two parents, not three. The Lévy
flight mutation formula is as follows:

Levy βð Þ ~ u
vj j1/β

, ð7Þ

u ~N 0, σ2u
� �

, v ~N 0, σ2v
� �

, ð8Þ

σu =
Γ 1 + βð Þ sin πβ/2ð Þ
Γ 1 + β/2ð Þβ2β−1/2

� �1/β
, σv = 1, ð9Þ

where β is the parameter of the Lévy flight mutation algo-
rithm, u is a random variable with a mean value of 0 and
variance of σu

2, and V is a random variable with a mean

value of 0 and variance of σv
2. The expressions of σu and

σv are shown in formula (9), where Γ is the gamma function.
The Lévy flight algorithm, because of its lack of global

search ability and adaptive control ability, has a low fre-
quency of generating better offspring in the later stage of
evolution, thus reducing the effectiveness of portfolio opti-
mization. To address these issues, we introduce a dynamic
coefficient to explore the objective space globally, which
improves the objective search ability. On the other hand,
we utilize the joint coefficient to adaptively control explora-
tion and exploitation for parent selection, which leads to the
convergence of the algorithm.

3.2. Global Search and Adaptive Control Ability. The new
solution generated in the subproblem in the MOEA/D algo-
rithm replaces the old solution only in the corresponding
neighborhood BðiÞ. The resulting new solution may not be
suitable for the subproblem in the neighbourhood; so, the
algorithm can easily fall into a local optimum. The objective
search ability is very important for the exploration of the
solution space. A strong objective search ability can make
the algorithm jump out of a local optimal solution and find
a better global optimal solution. We argue that the dynamic
diversity of the algorithm is helpful in improving the
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objective search ability. To this end, we adopt a dynamic sto-
chastic method to explore the objective space globally. That
is, the amount of exploration is controlled globally by a
dynamic parameter, εðiÞ, that determines the randomness
in parent selection. Thus, this objective search ability brings
the offspring closer to the Pareto front. The mutation for-
mula is composed of a nested polynomial mutation of the
improved Lévy flight algorithm, and the formula is shown
in (10), where xi and xj are the two parents selected in this
study, y is the resulting offspring, ⊕ is the method of multi-
plying item by item, α0 is the scaling factor used, and Lévy
(β) is the vector generated by the MA (Mantegna’s algo-
rithm). The numbers are generated randomly under a sym-
metrical heavy-tailed distribution, and the algorithm data
will be described in the fourth part of experiment 1. Our
proposed method improves the global search ability by auto-
matically adapting a dependent exploration probability, εðiÞ
at the beginning to obtain a global parameter by hand. The
formula is as follows:

y = xiε + α0 xi − xj
� �

⊕ Levy βð Þ: ð10Þ

Although the global search ability mentioned above can
prevent the algorithm from falling into a local optimum, it
cannot guarantee the convergence of the algorithm because
it is easy to cause the algorithm to fail to converge by contin-
uously exploring the solution space. This involves a trade-off
between exploration and exploitation. The aim is to design
an adaptive algorithm that can not only explore the genera-
tion of parents that are beneficial to the global optimal solu-
tion but also make full use of the current better generated
parent.

An ideal solution is to automatically develop the solution
space between the two parents according to the solution
space under the constraint of the joint coefficient. Inspired
by the value difference-based exploration (VDBE) method
[27], we randomly adjust the parent relationship adaptively
from uniformly distributed random variables. Specifically,
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we choose a random number epsilon between 0 and 1, and
each time, we randomly select one of the parents with a
probability of epsilon. If epsilon is less than σ, we select
the parent from the neighbor; otherwise, we select the parent
from the initial population. For choosing another parent in
the initial population with a probability of (1-epsilon), the
formula is as follows:

y = xiε + α0 xi − xj
� �

1 − εð Þ ⊕ Levy βð Þ: ð11Þ

Our proposed method can achieve adaptive control of
the degree of preference for exploration and exploitation
with epsilon since each decision of whether to generate an
offspring is explored by εðiÞ availability and expanded by
(1 − εðiÞ) availability. When two selected parents are similar,
it adopts an active exploration strategy to select the parent
from the initial population. In contrast, when the two
selected parents are quite different, the algorithm gradually
employs the exploitation strategy to select the parent from
the neighbor. In this way, the algorithm can simultaneously
search globally and converge. To prove the effectiveness of
the algorithm, we select several sets of fixed joint coefficients

to develop and compare with the proposed method. The
details are described in the fourth part of experiment 2.

3.3. Algorithm Implementation. This section embeds the
above AEE method into the MOEA/D algorithm to form
the MOEA/D-AEE algorithm. The pseudocode is shown in
Algorithm 1 below. B represents the generated neighbors,
P represents the generated initial population, F1 and F2

are the two extreme points of the Pareto front in the objec-
tive space, and σ adopts the diversity maintenance strategy
in [2] by selecting the generated parent from the neighbors
when it is less than σ and otherwise selecting the generated
parent from the population. For the reproduction operation,
this study uses the optimized Lévy algorithm nested polyno-
mial mutation to generate offspring; the gtn Chebyshev dis-
criminant method representing the NBI type introduced in
part 2 is used, where rp and λ can be calculated by formula
(6), and nr updates the upper bound of the neighbors.

Here are the detailed steps of the MOEA/D-AEE
algorithm:

Step 1. Select the neighbor B based on parameters.
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Figure 8: Successfully updated trajectory diagram (epsilon = 0:5).
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Step 2. Initialize the population P based on parameters and
compute objective [return, risk].

Step 3. Initialize the extreme points of the Pareto Front F1

and F2 based on objective [return, risk].

Step 4. Start the iteration of the algorithm based on
parameters.

Step 5. Each iteration traverses each individual in the popu-
lation to start execute.

Step 6. A random number will be generated and compared
with the threshold σ. If the randomnumber > σ, the entire
population will be used as the mating pool; otherwise, the
neighbors of the individual will be selected as the mating
pool.

Step 7. According to the formula (11), use the algorithm pro-
posed in this paper to generate the offspring y on line 12 in
the pseudocode and obtain the objective [return, risk] of y.

Step 8. Update the extreme points of the Pareto Front F1

and F2.

Step 9. Set counter nc and shuffle mating pool randomly.

Step 10. According to formula (5), compute the gtn value to
update the individual and objective [return, risk].

Step 11. Exit the loop and return the updated objective
[return, risk] when reach the criterion of convergence or
reach the upper limit of the counter.

In addition, the offspring generated by the MOEA/D-
AEE algorithm is likely to be repaired because the reproduc-
tion operation may not satisfy the constraint. Therefore, the
steps of the repair method can be defined as follows:
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Step 1. Traverse all the offspring, set all the negative offspring
to 0, and keep the other offspring unchanged.

Step 2. Calculate the sum s of all offspring vectors.

Step 3. Traverse all the offspring again and scale each off-
spring vector; that is, yi = yi/s, so that the summation of all
vectors equals to 1.

The algorithm we proposed needs to traverse each indi-
vidual of the population in each iteration, so that the time
complexity should be OðI × PÞ, where I represents the num-
ber of iterations of the population, and P represents the size
of the population.

It should be noted that the parameter settings of our
algorithm and other comparison algorithms in the experiment
1 in chapter 4 are the same; that is, the number of iterations is
1500, and the population size is 100. It can be seen that the
complexity of this algorithm is comparable to other algo-
rithms, and it has not become significantly more complicated.

4. Experiments

4.1. Preparation and Setup of Experiments. The experiments
are arranged in two parts, mainly to analyze the perfor-
mance of the MOEA/D-AEE algorithm proposed in this
study, and two experiments are carried out, as shown in
4.2 and 4.3. Experiment one compares several mainstream
MOEA/D-based evolution algorithms, NSGA-II algorithms,
Lévy flight mutation algorithms, and MOEA/D-AEE algo-
rithms, while experiment two compares the effects of
dynamic and static joint coefficients on the adaptability of
MOEA/D-AEE algorithms.

4.1.1. Data Sets. One frequently used benchmark in assess-
ments is the OR-library, which contains five PO data sets:
Hangseng, DAX 100, FTSE 100, S&P 100, and Nikkei. The
experiment was performed on three data sets disclosed by
the OR-library, which contain 225, 85, and 89 test samples;
the corresponding FTSE 100 data are from Japan Nikkei,
Germany, and the United Kingdom: data set source: http://
people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/jeb/orlib/portinfo.html.
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Figure 10: Successfully updated trajectory diagram (epsilon = 0:2).
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4.1.2. Metrics. When measuring the performance and evalua-
tion of the algorithm, the generated population is calculated,
the statistical results of the six indexes of generational distance
(GD), spacing, maximum spread, delta, inverted generational
distance (IGD), and hypervolume are obtained, and the
improvement of the algorithm is compared. Usually, this
study uses GD to evaluate the convergence of the algorithm,
delta, and maximum spread to evaluate the diversity of the
algorithm, spacing to evaluate the uniformity of the algorithm,
and IGD and hypervolume to comprehensively evaluate the
convergence and diversity of the algorithm. The following
are the formulas for the six indicators:

Generational distance (GD): it measures the average
minimum distance from each point in the solution set P to
the reference set P∗. The smaller the GD value is, the better
the convergence of the algorithm.

GD P, P∗ð Þ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑y∈Pminx∈P∗dis x, yð Þ2

q
Pj j : ð12Þ

P is the solution set obtained by the algorithm, and P∗ is
a set of uniformly distributed reference points sampled from
the PF. dis(x, y) represents the Euclidean distance between
point y in the solution set and point x in the reference set.

Spacing(s): This is the standard deviation to measure the
minimum distance from each solution to the other solutions.
The smaller the spacing value is, the more uniform the solu-
tion set of the algorithm.

S Pð Þ =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

Pj j − 1〠
Pj j

i=1
�d − di
� �2

vuut : ð13Þ

The di value of the parameters represents the minimum
distance from solution i to the other solutions in P, and �d
represents the mean value of all di.

Maximum spread (MS): The range of the solutions is
measured by measuring the maximum range of each objec-
tive. The larger the MS value is, the greater the diversity of
the representation algorithm.
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Figure 11: Population distribution (epsilon = 0:8).
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MS Að Þ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
〠
m

j=1
max aj − aj′

� �2

a,a′∈A

vuut , ð14Þ

where m represents the number of objectives, and the MS
value of the nondominant solution set is the Euclidean dis-
tance of the m polar solutions.

Delta (d): it measures the breadth of the solution set
obtained. The smaller the delta value is, the greater the
diversity of the representation algorithm.

D =
df + dl +∑N−1

i=1 di − �d
�� ��

df + dl + N − 1ð Þ�d , ð15Þ

where df and dl are the Euclidean distances between the
extreme solutions and the boundary solutions of the
obtained nondominated set, and di is the set of Euclidean
distances between the continuous solutions of the obtained
nondominated set.

Inverted generational distance (IGD): the average of the
distances is measured from each reference point to the near-
est solution. The smaller the IGD value is, the better the

comprehensive performance of the algorithm. Recently, the
IGD plus (IGD+) indicator has been proposed as a weakly
Pareto compliant version of IGD by Hisao Ishibuchi et al.
[28]. This indicator (called IGD+) shows some advantages
over the original IGD, and we plan to use it in the future
work.

IGD P, P∗ð Þ = ∑x∈P∗miny∈Pdis x, yð Þ
P∗j j : ð16Þ

P is the solution set obtained by the algorithm, P∗ is a set
of uniformly distributed reference points sampled from the
PF, and dis(x, y) represents the Euclidean distance between
the points in P∗ of the reference set and the points in the
solution set.

Hypervolume (HV): This measures the volume of the
region in the objective space between the obtained nonper-
sistent set and the reference point. The larger the HV value
is, the better the comprehensive performance of the algo-
rithm.

HV = δ ∪ sj j
i=1vi

� �
: ð17Þ
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Figure 12: Successfully updated trajectory diagram (epsilon = 0:8).
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The I∧′ parameter represents a Lebesgue measure used
to measure volume. jSj represents the number of nondomi-
nant solution sets, and vi represents the super volume of
the reference point and solution i in the solution set.

4.1.3. Parameter Settings. All the algorithms perform 51 rep-
etitions, the number of the population according to the com-
mon parameters is 100, the number of neighbors is 20, and
each repetition needs to iterate through 1500 generations.
At the same time, the threshold σ is 0.9 according to the
selection strategy of the parent generation. If the uniformly
distributed random number is greater than this number,
the parent generation is selected from the whole population.
Nr is still set to 2 as the upper bound of the updated
neighbors.

With the exception of the epsilon correlation coefficient
in the proposed MOEA/D-AEE algorithm, the settings are
consistent with the parameters in the correlation algorithm
paper [2]. For the specific parameters of each algorithm,
the preexperiment method is used to fine tune the algorithm.

The unique parameters of each algorithm are obtained. The
summary results of the parameters are shown in Table 1.

4.2. Experiment 1-Comparison and Analysis of the
Algorithm. The MOEA/D-AEE algorithm and five related
algorithms are compared in this experiment, including four
MOEA/D evolution algorithms and classical NSGA-II algo-
rithms. Other than NSGA-II, all of them use the NBI-
Chebyshev decomposition method. Other than NSGA-II,
the algorithms use the binary tournament method to select
parents, and for the other four parents, this research setup
is consistent with sigma in [2] so that the parent has a cer-
tain chance, when the random number uniformly generated
between 0 and 1 is less than σ, of being selected from the
neighbors; if the random number is greater than σ, then it
is chosen from the whole population. DEM mutation is the
DE operator plus polynomial mutation, which is different
from the DE algorithm in this study. Simulated binary cross-
mutation and polynomial mutation are used for MOEA/D-
GA and NSGA-II.
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Figure 13: Population distribution (epsilon is a random number).
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Figures 2–4 show the statistical results and population
distribution of the IGD indicators. We can see from the
IGD index of the data set that the MOEA/D-AEE algorithm
proposed in this study has a relatively fast convergence rate
in the early stage of algorithm iteration, especially on the
DAX 100 data set, and the convergence is more obvious.
The final population of the algorithm after iteration is very
close to the Pareto front in the objective space, and the solu-
tion set in the objective space on the Pareto front is searched
more completely. Compared with the incomplete search
results of the MOEA/D-GA and MOEA/D-DE algorithms,
the MOEA/D-AEE algorithm achieves good results. The
main reason is caused by the mechanism that automatically
develops the solution space between the two parents, accord-
ing to the solution space under the constraint of the joint
coefficient in our proposed approach. If epsilon is less than
σ, we select the parent from the neighbor; otherwise, we
select the parent from the initial population.

From the distribution of the 1-, 10-, 20-, and 50-
generation populations in Figure 5, it can be seen that in
the early stage of the algorithm iteration, MOEA/D-AEE

algorithms form many subsets, and the exploration of the
objective space is more extensive; that is, the global search
ability is stronger, and the population is closer to the Pareto
front than that of other algorithms at the 20th-generation
iteration, especially in high-yield and high-risk areas, show-
ing a strong convergence trend. Better solution set distribu-
tion results can form at the later stage of iteration, and the
performance is better than that of the MOEA/D-Lévy algo-
rithm in the portfolio of high-risk assets, which verifies that
the MOEA/D-AEE algorithms have strong global search
ability, from the distribution of t.

In addition, in portfolio optimization, the trajectories
represent the redistributed assets. Comparing the results of
the successful update trajectories for 1, 3, 5, and 10 genera-
tions in Figure 6 (called successful update when the mutated
offspring are better than the parents), it can be seen that the
initialization is evenly distributed in the population with a
low-risk objective space, and the large probability of variant
offspring is successfully updated because the redistribution
of the heavy-tailed distribution is concentrated on some
assets rather than evenly distributed across all assets; so,
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Figure 14: Successfully updated trajectory diagram (epsilon is a random number).
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the solution distribution of the algorithm in the search space
is more extensive than that of other algorithms. In contrast,
the MOEA/D-Lévy algorithm relies more on local search to
update the solution set. With the increase of iterations, the
update of the long trajectories decreases, which indicates that
the ability of global search is weakened. The MOEA/D-AEE
algorithm introduces randomness and strengthens the perfor-
mance of global search. In the process of algorithm iteration,

there is always a successful update of the long trajectories, even
in the later period. To some extent, this makes up for the defi-
ciency of updating the long trajectories after multiple
iterations.

4.3. Experiment 2: Comparison and Analysis of the
Parameters. Moreover, the experiment of adjusting the
parameters is performed for the MOEA/D-AEE calculation

Table 2: Statistical results for Nikkei indicators.

Metric MOEA/D-levy MOEA/D-AEE MOEA/D-DEM MOEA/D-DE MOEA/D-GA NSGA-II

GD

Best 5.32E-06 5.92E-06 4.71E-06 5.86E-06 9.95E-06 2.66E-06

Median 7.36E-06 7.18E-06 9.21E-06 1.54E-04 3.31E-05 4.15E -06

Std. 9.19E-07 1.17E-06 1.83E-04 7.86E-05 2.08E-04 1.31E-06

Spacing

Best 1.42E-05 1.27E-06 9.11E-06 5.02E-06 0.00E+00 1.02E-05

Median 1.79E-05 1.73E-05 1.79E-05 1.15E-05 1.92E-05 1.43E-05

Std. 4.87E-06 4.43E-06 6.54E-06 4.99E-06 9.73E-06 2.50E-06

Max spread

Best 4.17E-03 4.18E-03 4.15E-03 4.29E-03 2.63E-03 3.44E-03

Median 3.93E-03 3.92E-03 3.89E-03 2.92E-03 2.20E-03 2.89E-03

Std. 1.21E -04 1.19E-04 5.30E-04 6.42E-04 4.68E-04 2.86E-04

Delta

Best 3.87E-01 3.85E-01 4.04E-01 3.17E-01 8.40E-01 6.14E-01

Median 4.42E-01 4.31E-01 4.91E-01 6.00E-01 9.36E-01 6.80E-01

Std. 6.09E-02 5.34E-02 1.00E-01 1.34E-01 3.62E-02 2.94E-02

IGD

Best 1.72E-05 1.74E-05 2.02E-05 1.03E-04 1.77E-04 4.04E-05

Median 2.47E-05 2.52E-05 2.99E-05 2.26E-04 2.43E-04 9.62E-05

Std. 7.05E-06 7.55E-06 4.23E-04 1.41E-04 5.29E-04 4.30E-05

HV

Best 8.31E-06 8.31E-06 8.29E-06 7.87E-06 7.87E-06 8.22E-06

Median 8.29E-06 8.29E-06 8.25E-06 7.12E-06 7.54E-06 7.99E-06

Std. 1.06E-08 1.55E-08 9.65E-07 5.55E07 1.20E-06 1.17E-07

Table 3: Statistical results for DAX 100 indicators.

Metric MOEA/D-levy MOEA/D-AEE MOEA/D-DEM MOEA/D-DE MOEA/D-GA NSGA-II

GD

Best 6.29E-06 6.60E-06 7.59E-06 6.75E-06 2.09E-06 4.68E-06

Median 8.07E-06 8.06E-06 9.52E-06 2.09E-05 2.79E-06 8.18E-06

Std. 9.03E-07 8.89E-07 2.88E-06 9.22E-05 6.44E-07 1.66E-06

Spacing

Best 2.59E-05 2.62E-05 2.28E-05 1.83E-05 1.59E-05 2.50E-05

Median 3.38E-05 3.16E-05 3.23E-05 2.78E-05 2.43E-05 4.22E-05

Std. 6.04E-06 6.06E-06 7.39E-06 7.99E-06 5.63E-06 5.28E-06

Max spread

Best 8.11E-03 8.16E-03 8.09E -03 8.24E-03 7.06E-03 7.84E-03

Median 7.78E-03 7.79E-03 7.60E-03 7.33E-03 5.98E-03 7.29E-03

Std. 2.12E-04 2.86E-04 2.29E-04 7.69E-04 3.43E-04 4.88E-04

Delta

Best 3.95E-01 3.88E-01 3.99E-01 3.95E-01 4.17E-01 5.00E-01

Median 4.14E-01 4.07E-01 4.47E-01 4.48E-01 5.83E-01 6.61E-01

Std. 2.18E-02 2.75E-02 3.07E-02 7.52E-02 3.96E-02 5.61E-02

IGD

Best 3.41E-05 3.32E-05 3.60E-05 3.84E-05 9.52E-05 4.16E-05

Median 4.16E-05 4.11E -05 5.61E-05 8.83E-05 1.66E-04 5.87E-05

Std. 1.42E-05 1.00E-05 1.95E-05 9.50E-05 3.64E-05 3.33E-05

HV

Best 1.87E-05 1.87E-05 1.87E-05 1.87E-05 1.87E-05 1.87E-05

Median 1.87E-05 1.87E-05 1.87E-05 1.85E-05 1.80E-05 1.86E-05

Std. 9.87E-09 9.44E-09 3.27E-08 1.10E-06 4.08E-07 4.05E-07
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method. Four groups of experimental results are obtained by
taking the epsilon correlation coefficients as 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8
and random numbers between 0 and 1.

Compared with the above parameter settings, dynamic
and static parameters more strongly affect the performance
of the algorithm. If the joint coefficient epsilon is 0.5,
Figures 7 and 8 show that the performance of the algorithm
is comparable to that of MOEA/D-Lévy. At this point, the

weight of the joint coefficient applied to the two parents is
the same, and this does not take advantage of automatic
joint development. Figures 9 and 10 show the performance
of the algorithm when epsilon is 0.2, and Figures 11 and
12 show the performance of the algorithm when epsilon is
0.8. The weight applied to the two parents is focused, the
MOEA/D-AEE performance has improved, the distribution
of solution sets is extensive, and the scope of exploration

Table 4: Statistical results for FTSE 100 indicators.

Metric MOEA/D-levy MOEA/D-AEE MOEA/D-DEM MOEA/D-DE MOEA/D-GA NSGA-II

GD

Best 5.27E-06 5.09E-06 6.13E-06 9.04E-06 2.72E-06 6.65E-06

Median 7.05E-06 6.83E-06 8.79E-06 1.84E-05 4.61E-06 9.04E-06

Std. 7.28E-07 1.32E-06 2.67E-06 1.70E-04 1.47E-06 1.02E-06

Spacing

Best 1.71E-05 1.70E-05 1.54E-05 7.22E-06 1.04E-05 2.25E-05

Median 2.07E-05 2.06E-05 2.07E-05 1.71E-05 1.98E-05 2.94E-05

Std. 3.67E-06 4.32E-06 4.00E-06 4.81E-06 5.45E-06 2.62E-06

Max spread

Best 5.96E-03 5.81E-03 5.84E-03 5.58E-03 5.35E-03 5.70E-03

Median 5.56E-03 5.59E-03 5.45E-03 5.19E-03 4.87E-03 5.42E-03

Std. 1.59E-04 1.22E-04 2.04E-04 5.21E-04 4.62E-04 1.52E-04

Delta

Best 4.01E-01 4.07E-01 4.13E-01 4.19E-01 4.34E-01 5.40E-01

Median 4.33E-01 4.33E-01 4.67E-01 4.64E-01 5.06E-01 6.04E-01

Std. 2.02E-02 2.60E-02 3.19E-02 5.03E-02 6.87E-02 3.13E-02

IGD

Best 2.30E-05 2.43E-05 2.64E-05 4.89E-05 5.30E-05 3.19E-05

Median 3.71E-05 3.44E-05 5.09E-05 8.79E-05 8.55E-05 4.59E-05

Std. 1.14E-05 9.27E-06 1.92E-05 1.69E-04 4.97E-05 1.22E-05

HV

Best 1.37E-05 1.37E-05 1.37E-05 1.37E-05 1.37E-05 1.37E-05

Median 1.37E-05 1.37E-05 1.37E-05 1.36E-05 1.33E-05 1.37E-05

Std. 5.08E-09 8.62E-09 1.73E-08 1.54E-06 6.34E-07 8.84E-08

Table 5: Statistical results for Nikkei indicators.

Metric MOEA/D-AEE MOEA/D-AEE (0.5) MOEA/D-AEE (0.2) MOEA/D-AEE (0.8)

GD

Best 5.92E-06 5.32E-06 6.22E-06 4.96E-06

Median 7.18E-06 7.36E-06 7.76E-06 7.18E-06

Std. 1.17E-06 9.19E-07 1.16E-06 1.31E-06

Spacing

Best 1.27E-05 1.42E-05 1.26E-05 1.31E-05

Median 1.73E-05 1.79E-05 1.76E-05 1.72E-05

Std. 4.43E-06 4.87E-06 4.75E-06 4.33E-06

Max spread

Best 4.18E-03 4.17E-03 4.09E-03 4.5E-03

Median 3.92E-03 3.93E-03 3.91E-03 3.89E-03

Std. 1.19E-04 1.21E-04 1.32E-04 1.63E-04

Delta

Best 3.85E-01 3.87E-01 3.93E-01 3.93E-01

Median 4.31E-01 4.42E-01 4.35E-01 4.42E-01

Std. 5.34E-02 6.09E-02 3.17E-02 4.47E-02

IGD

Best 1.74E-05 1.72E-05 1.93E-05 1.74E-05

Median 2.52E-05 2.47E-05 2.59E-05 2.69E-05

Std. 7.55E-06 7.05E-06 1.06E-05 1.49E-05

HV

Best 8.31E-06 8.31E-06 8.31E-06 8.32E-06

Median 8.29E-06 8.29E-06 8.28E-06 8.29E-06

Std. 1.55E-08 1.06E-08 1.21E-08 1.94E-08
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in the objective space is larger. At the same time, the possi-
bility of successful updating of the long trajectories increases.
As the joint coefficient epsilon changes to dynamically take
random variables from a uniform distribution, as shown in
Figures 13 and 14, it further improves the performance of
the later iteration and adaptive allocation of weights to
achieve a better global search capability. Through the exper-
iment two, the importance of the joint coefficient adapting to
the algorithm performance can be obtained, which is also

the reason why the automatic joint coefficient is introduced
in this study.

5. Discussion

5.1. Experiment 1

5.1.1. Statistical Results. As seen from the above data analy-
sis, the MOEA/D-AEE algorithm proposed in this study

Table 6: Statistical results for DAX 100 indicators.

Metric MOEA/D-AEE MOEA/D-AEE (0.5) MOEA/D-AEE (0.2) MOEA/D-AEE (0.8)

GD

Best 6.60E-06 6.29E-06 6.16E-06 6.25E-06

Median 8.06E-06 8.07E-06 7.74E-06 8.23E-06

Std. 8.89E-07 9.03E-07 7.19E-07 8.08E-07

Spacing

Best 2.62E-05 2.59E-05 2.78E-05 2.86E-06

Median 3.16E-05 3.38E-05 3.20E-05 3.55E-05

Std. 6.06E-06 6.04E-06 5.44E-06 5.16E-06

Max spread

Best 8.16E-03 8.11E-03 8.14E-03 8.10E-03

Median 7.79E-03 7.78E-03 7.76E-03 7.83E-03

Std. 1.86E-04 2.12E-04 1.63E-04 1.65E-04

Delta

Best 3.88E-01 3.95E-01 3.93E-01 3.91E-01

Median 4.07E-01 4.14E-01 4.11E-01 4.18E-01

Std. 2.75E-02 2.18E-02 1.93E-02 2.44E-02

IGD

Best 3.21E-05 3.41E-05 3.42E-05 3.45E-05

Median 4.11E-05 4.16E-05 4.25E-05 4.04E-05

Std. 1.00E-05 1.42E-05 8.58E-06 8.19E-06

HV

Best 1.87E-05 1.87E-05 1.87E-05 1.87E-05

Median 1.87E-05 1.87E-05 1.87E-05 1.87E-05

Std. 9.44E-09 9.87E-09 8.11E-09 19.18E-09

Table 7: Statistical results for FTSE 100 indicators.

Metric MOEA/D-AEE MOEA/D-AEE (0.5) MOEA/D-AEE (0.2) MOEA/D-AEE (0.8)

GD

Best 5.09E-06 5.27E-06 5.46E-06 5.62E-06

Median 6.83E-06 7.05E-06 7.12E-06 7.65E-06

Std. 1.32E-06 7.28E-07 1.37E-06 1.27E-06

Spacing

Best 1.70E-05 1.71E-05 1.63E-05 1.62E-05

Median 2.06E-05 2.07E-05 2.10E-05 2.14E-05

Std. 4.32E-06 3.76E-06 4.79E-06 4.67E-06

Max spread

Best 5.81E-03 5.96E-03 5.87E-03 5.84E-03

Median 5.59E-03 5.56E-03 5.53E-03 5.58E-03

Std. 1.22E-04 1.59E-04 1.85E-04 1.56E-04

Delta

Best 4.07E-01 4.01E-01 4.10E-01 4.01E-01

Median 4.33E-01 4.33E-01 4.38E-01 4.37E-01

Std. 2.60E-02 2.02E-02 2.01E-02 2.63E-02

IGD

Best 2.43E-05 2.30E-06 2.35E-05 2.29E-05

Median 3.44E-05 3.71E-05 3.88E-05 3.52E-05

Std. 9.27E-06 1.14E-06 1.62E-05 1.16E-05

HV

Best 1.37E-05 1.37E-05 1.37E-05 1.37E-05

Median 1.37E-05 1.37E-05 1.37E-05 1.37E-05

Std. 8.62E-09 5.08E-09 9.81E-09 8.72E-09
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(which uses obedience and uniformly distributed random
numbers in (0, 1) to explore the objective space and the joint
coefficient epsilon to establish a relationship between the
two parents chosen, applies dynamic search and joint devel-
opment, and solves global search and adaptive problems)
performed better on multiple indicators. The above statistics
show that in experiment 1, the MOEA/D-AEE algorithm
obtains the top 10 indicators on the three data sets repre-
sented in Tables 2–4 (of which 4 are tied for first). Compar-
ing the three data sets, significant progress is made in the
diversity of the indicators delta and maximum spread, which
indicates that there is a significant improvement in the
global search ability. The convergence represented by the
GD index is not as good as that based on the GA algorithm,
but it is still equal to or better than that based on Lévy flight
variation. At the same time, some progress is made in the
comprehensive IGD indicators, and it is proven that the
convergence performance of this algorithm is not reduced
by the improvement in the global search ability. The poten-
tial reason is that the joint coefficient epsilon improves both
global search ability and diversity of the algorithm. It is clear
that MOEA/D-AEE outperforms other competitive algo-
rithms in terms of the max spread, delta, IGD, and HV in
most cases. This is because the proposed mechanism
improves overall performance, which is automatically
develop the solution space between the two parents accord-
ing to the solution space under the constraint of the joint
coefficient.

5.2. Experiment 2. As shown in Tables 5–7, by comparing
the effects of different joint coefficients on MOEA/D-AEE
algorithms in experiment two, the statistics above and an
epsilon is 0.2 indicate that the MOEA/D-AEE algorithm
obtained two top indexes (two of which are tied for first).
When epsilon is 0.5, the MOEA/D-AEE algorithm obtains
4 top indexes (3 of which are tied for first), and when epsilon
is 0.8, the MOEA/D-AEE algorithm obtained 7 top indexes
(3 of which are tied for first). The standard MOEA/D-AEE
algorithm obtained 13 top indexes (of which 3 are tied for
first). Except for the average performance on the Nikkei data
set, the other two data sets show good performance; in
particular, the best value of all the indicators is achieved
on the FTSE 100 data set. The adaptive ability is affected
by the joint coefficient, and convergence and diversity can
be better achieved when the coefficient is not fixed. It is
proven that the spatial effect of using random numbers
uniformly distributed in (0, 1) in this study is beneficial.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a MOEA/D-AEE algorithm to
solve the self-optimization issue of multiple level datasets
for complex data analysis. First, the proposed algorithm
adopts dynamic search and joint development technology,
that is, random numbers uniformly distributed in (0, 1), to
explore the solution space globally. We then introduce a
joint coefficient between parents. As a result, the global
search ability and adaptive ability of the algorithm are
improved by automatically adjusting the parent relationship.

Comparative experiments are performed on three PO data
sets in the OR-Library. The experimental results and analysis
show that the MOEA/D-AEE algorithm leads in perfor-
mance on six metrics. The global search ability is further
improved, especially in the late iterations, in which long tra-
jectories are still updated. The population aggregates to the
Pareto front more quickly in the first 20 generations, and
the method performs better on the three test platforms.

Our future research will incorporate an unsupervised
clustering algorithm and reinforcement learning algorithm
into machine learning, with the aim of further optimizing
the joint coefficient in the mutation algorithm to improve
the efficiency of the algorithm. This study may also intro-
duce multitask deep models and continuously optimize algo-
rithms in other application fields, employing our algorithm
as a practical tool for multiobjective optimization in the
Industry 4.0 era.

Data Availability

One frequently used benchmark in assessments is the OR-
library, which contains five PO data sets: Hangseng, DAX
100, FTSE 100, S&P 100 and Nikkei:data set source: http://
people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/jeb/orlib/portinfo.html.
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High-tech enterprises are the leaders in promoting economic development. The study of the relationship between their scientific
and technological innovation capabilities and corporate performance is of far-reaching practical significance for guiding
companies to formulate independent innovation strategies scientifically, improving their independent innovation capabilities,
and promoting further transformation into an innovative country. In view of the large-scale technological innovation
enterprise network, the traditional technological innovation enterprise performance prediction method cannot fully reflect the
real-time technological innovation enterprise status. Aiming at the deficiencies of the existing short-term technology
innovation enterprise forecasting methods, this paper proposes a technology innovation enterprise performance forecasting
method based on deep learning. I analyze the temporal and spatial characteristics of the data of technological innovation
enterprises and divide the data according to the temporal characteristics of technological innovation enterprises. According to
the spatial relevance of technological innovation enterprises, grouping is carried out by setting different correlation coefficient
thresholds. The method of spectral decomposition is used to divide the data of scientific and technological innovation
enterprises into trend items and random fluctuation items, to decompose the matrix of scientific and technological innovation
enterprises, and to construct a compressed matrix using correlation. Using the deep belief network model in deep learning
combined with support vector regression to establish a prediction model for technological innovation enterprises, this paper
proposes a convolutional neural network model for performance prediction of scientific and technological innovation
enterprises. Through the convolution operation and subsampling operation based on the concept of local window, the feature
learning from the local to the whole is completed. This article uses the Naive Bayes model, logistic regression model, support
vector regression model, and other mainstream methods to predict and compare the performance of technological innovation
enterprises. I use the dropout method to reduce the impact of overfitting during training. The experimental results show that
the deep neural network model method used in this article can achieve better prediction results than mainstream methods
under the same characteristics. The experimental results on the data set confirm that the method of performance prediction of
technology innovation enterprises based on deep learning used in this paper can effectively improve the results of performance
prediction of technology innovation enterprises.

1. Introduction

Deep learning is an extension and expansion of the tradi-
tional artificial neural network field and a successful applica-
tion of the bionics of the human brain. The deep structure
makes the neural network have a very powerful data feature
learning ability. Through its own deep structure, the data fea-
tures can be learned layer by layer and mapped to a new
space to make the relationship of the data more clear and
analyze and process the data more clearly. Large-scale data

often have complex nonlinear functional relationships with
each other [1]. Compared with shallow neural networks,
deep learning has fewer parameters when fitting the nonlin-
ear functional relationships of data, stronger representation
ability, and selected data features [2]. It is more precise, so
that the results of data processing are more accurate and
more in line with the original characteristics of the data.
Technological innovation is the fundamental driving force
to enhance the core competitiveness of enterprises and pro-
mote the sustainable development of enterprises. My country
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is a big manufacturing country, but not a strong country [3,
4]. “Made in China” is still at the middle and low end of
the international industrial chain as a whole. The output of
many industrial products ranks among the top in the world,
but core components and major equipment rely heavily on
imports. To improve the manufacturing level, we must rely
on science and technology to make breakthroughs in new
materials, new processes, key core technologies, and technol-
ogy integration. At this stage, it is necessary to form a techno-
logical innovation system with enterprises as the main body,
product and market-oriented, a knowledge innovation sys-
tem supported by basic research and cutting-edge technology
research, and a management innovation centered on human
resources, strategy execution, and system construction.

Technology is the crystallization of human wisdom,
innovation is the driving force of civilization and progress,
and technological innovation has become the main theme
of enterprises, industries, regions, countries, and even the
world. In today’s world, scientific and technological innova-
tion has more extensively affected economic and social
development and people’s lives, and the level of scientific
and technological development more profoundly reflects a
country’s comprehensive national strength and core com-
petitiveness [5]. Today, with the transformation of economic
development mode and industrial transformation and
upgrading, it is of great theoretical significance to study the
transformation of economic development mode, technolog-
ical innovation, and enterprise performance evaluation from
the micro perspective of the enterprise [6, 7]. Specifically, it
defines the constituent elements of scientific and technolog-
ical innovation, demonstrates the relationship between sci-
entific and technological innovation and enterprise
performance, and proposes a scientific and technological
innovation-based enterprise performance evaluation model.
The evaluation index system has certain reference and refer-
ence value for other related research. The performance eval-
uation of Chinese enterprises started late, and the existing
performance evaluation index system has been unable to
keep up with the development of the times, nor does it meet
the needs of today’s economic and social development [8].
The method of corporate performance evaluation based on
technological innovation breaks through the traditional idea
of the supremacy of shareholders’ interests, proposes a new
perspective of corporate performance evaluation, and pro-
vides a new theoretical basis for corporate performance
evaluation.

This paper examines the performance of high-tech
enterprises from the two aspects of market competitiveness
and profitability. The market competitiveness of enterprises
is reflected by the growth rate of sales income, and the prof-
itability of enterprises is expressed by the profit rate of the
company’s main business. This article describes the pro-
posed forecasting method for technological innovation
enterprises and the specific processing steps. Specifically,
the technical contributions of this article can be summarized
as follows:

First: this article introduces the compression processing
algorithm of scientific and technological innovation enter-
prise data and constructs a compression matrix using rele-

vant analysis theories. It describes the proposed technology
innovation enterprise Deep Belief Network-Support Vector
Regression (DBN-SVR) prediction model, respectively, and
illustrates the algorithm process of the DBN model, the
SVR classifier, and the prediction model used.

Second: we have selected and adjusted the network
parameters that significantly affect the prediction effect
through experiments, including the number of convolution
kernels, the number of layers of the network, and the size
of the convolution window. Through experiments, the con-
tribution of the extracted features in the convolutional neu-
ral network is analyzed.

Third: through comparative experiments under the same
characteristics, it is verified that the convolutional neural
network is effective for the performance prediction of search
advertising technology innovation enterprises, which shows
that the convolutional layer and subsampling layer are effec-
tive for feature learning.

2. Related Work

Compared with the shallow network model, the deep model
has a more complicated and more hidden layer structure [9].
Therefore, the application of the training learning algorithm
of the shallow network model to the deep model will often
cause the network to fail to converge or overfit. Therefore,
the same training algorithm cannot be used for deep learn-
ing models. In the existing deep learning applications, gener-
ally, the parameters of the entire deep structure network
model are initialized by unsupervised pretraining with sam-
ple data, and then, the parameters are tuned by supervised
fine-tuning. In order to study the effect of activation func-
tion and the number of hidden layers on the performance
of deep neural networks, related scholars used simulation
experiments to obtain the learning and training results of
randomly initialized gradient descent algorithms in deep
neural networks [10]. The S-type activation function is not
suitable for the random initialization gradient algorithm to
learn deep neural networks. Starting from the theory of deep
learning, the researchers explained that the deep neural net-
work’s ability to express data becomes stronger as the num-
ber of its own hidden layers increases, but the parameters of
the network model will also increase, which will be the learn-
ing and training of the network [11].

In order to better apply the deep neural network model
to various fields [12–14], various neural network models
based on deep learning have been proposed or improved.
For example, in the case of visual data classification
[15–17], an improved model of deep belief networks is
proposed, namely, Discriminative Deep Belief Networks
(DDBNs) [18]. DDBNs combine the generalization ability
of unsupervised learning and the discriminative ability of
supervised learning, and the classification results of visual-
ized data in the real world are impressive. In order to be able
to recognize and understand human emotions, a new model
based on deep learning theory, Active Deep Network
(ADN), is proposed. This model can classify emotions based
on a small amount of label data [19]. Two graduate students
at Stanford University have developed a deep learning
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algorithm for understanding written language, Neural Anal-
ysis of Sentiment (Na Sent). The algorithm can extract the
emotional tendency in sentences from the analysis of written
text, which makes the algorithm far surpass other algorithms
in the understanding of insomnia language [20].

Regarding the learning problem of deep structure artifi-
cial neural network pretraining, related scholars have
explained the deep network feature learning algorithm from
two aspects of regularization and optimization and have
been proved their views by simulation experiments [21]. Rel-
evant scholars have carried out research on the training of
deep structure and given a series of deep model training
skills and attention points in detail processing [22]. Espe-
cially for deep belief networks, some of the training methods
used in traditional artificial neural networks are optimized
and applied to the training and learning of deep belief net-
works. Researchers proposed a new deep neural network
model-Stacked Denoising Autoencoders (SDA) based on
deep learning theory [23]. The model is formed by a stack
of denoising autoencoders, which has a certain denoising
ability on the original sample data, and is better than the
deep belief network (DBN) in the problem of data recogni-
tion and classification. Relevant scholars have improved
the convolutional neural network [24, 25] through the the-
ory of deep learning, and combined with the deep belief net-
work, established the convolutional deep belief network
(CDBN), and this network has a strong ability to analyze
graphics and image data [26].

Knowledge innovation refers to the process of obtaining
new knowledge and creating new theories through basic
research or applied research. Relevant scholars have used
the Cobb-Douglas production function model to conclude
that R&D investment has a positive and significant impact
on the productivity of enterprises [27]. Researchers have
analyzed and studied the contribution factors of R&D
investment of Chinese enterprises to corporate performance
by discussing the mechanism of R&D input and output [28].
Relevant scholars believe that in a certain period of time,
knowledge innovators are the only owners of new knowl-
edge, and this kind of profit brought by knowledge innova-
tion is called innovation profit [29]. Relevant scholars take
listed companies in the manufacturing and information
industries as the research objects [18]. Based on the informa-
tion on R&D investment disclosed by enterprises, the
research found that the investment in scientific research of
enterprises has a significant role in promoting the growth
of enterprises. Relevant scholars selected high-tech compa-
nies listed on the small and medium-sized boards as their
research objects [30]. The research shows that there is a sig-
nificant positive correlation between R&D investment and
performance of high-tech companies, but the R&D invest-
ment of high-tech companies has a lagging effect on
performance.

3. Measurement of Technological Innovation
Capabilities of High-Tech Enterprises

3.1. Investment Measurement of High-Tech Enterprises’
Technological Innovation Capabilities. R&D personnel can

be used as an indicator of a company’s investment in tech-
nological innovation capabilities. Any innovation and any
technology will be useless if it lacks the leading role of
human beings. Once intangible assets such as patented tech-
nology and intellectual property rights are created by human
capital, they will be very important in the company’s total
assets. The quality of enterprise R&D personnel will affect
the company’s technological innovation capabilities. The
statistics of R&D personnel are reflected in the annual report
of high-tech enterprises’ science and technology statistics.
Participants must be reported for each R&D project. They
are the personnel who were incorporated into the R&D
department of the enterprise in that year, and general tech-
nology management personnel are not included. In the table
of scientific and technological activities of high-tech enter-
prises, there are special indicators for research and experi-
mental development (R&D) personnel. Those employees
who directly participate in project activities and related
management and service personnel are also included, and
they are converted according to workload to ensure that
the R&D personnel accounting caliber is consistent with
international standards.

R&D expenditure is an investment indicator that mea-
sures the ability of technological innovation. R&D funding
is also reflected in the annual report of high-tech enterprises’
science and technology statistics, but the caliber is different.
Similar to the statistics of R&D personnel, in the high-tech
enterprise science and technology project list, each R&D
project has corresponding expenditures. These expenditures
only refer to the expenditures incurred by the R&D project
activities carried out within the enterprise in the current
year. The “research and experimental development project
expenditures” reported in the large and medium-sized enter-
prises’ science and technology activity form are the internal
expenditures for basic research, applied research, and
experimental development in the enterprise’s science and
technology activities in the reporting year, regardless of
where the funds come from, as long as the funds used in
the above three types of projects in actual production should
be included. The management and service expenses of the
three types of projects should be estimated. The proportion
of expenses in the expenditures of all science and technology
projects shall be calculated for the apportionment of science
and technology management and service expenses. This
conversion method is consistent with international
standards.

3.2. Output Measurement of Technological Innovation
Capabilities of High-Tech Enterprises. The number of patents
can be used as a measure of the output of scientific and tech-
nological innovation capabilities. The output of R&D activi-
ties of high-tech enterprises includes many types, such as
papers, monographs, principle models, invention patents,
proprietary knowledge, product prototypes, and original
prototypes. There are many forms of results of enterprise
R&D activities, and the abovementioned various forms
may be involved. However, in view of the characteristics of
enterprise R&D activities and the availability and operability
of data, the statistics on the output of R&D activities are
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mainly for the patent applications and acquisitions of enter-
prises. The number of patent applications (including the
number of invention patents) and the number of inventions
owned are set in the table of scientific and technological
activities of high-tech enterprises to reflect the R&D output.
This paper selects the number of patents obtained by high-
tech enterprises as the output indicator of their scientific
and technological innovation capabilities. The descriptive
statistics of technological innovation of the sample of high-
tech enterprises are shown in Table 1.

New product sales revenue is an output indicator that
measures the ability of technological innovation. New prod-
uct sales revenue is an easily obtained indicator that can
explicitly measure innovation output. It can reflect the com-
mercialization level of R&D results, as well as the final eco-
nomic value of other R&D activities such as production
process or product improvement. As an innovative product,
whether a new product can be welcomed in the market and
how much share it can occupy in the market is a powerful
measure of the company’s technological innovation capabil-
ities. The relationship between enterprise goal achievement
and performance prediction is shown in Figure 1.

3.3. Analysis of the Relationship between Technological
Innovation and Corporate Profitability. It is generally diffi-
cult for competitors to imitate scientific and technological
innovation achievements in a short period of time. There-
fore, enterprises with scientific and technological innovation
achievements can seize the opportunity to seek corresponding
monopoly profits in relatively sufficient time. Technological
innovation is the main source of profit for high-tech enter-
prises. Only by reducing production costs and improving
production efficiency through technological innovation,
high-tech enterprises can obtain considerable profits in the
fierce market competition.

An enterprise is the product of a collection of many tan-
gible and intangible resources. These resources can be trans-
formed into unique capabilities, allowing the enterprise to
gain an advantage in the fierce market competition, which
in turn leads to an increase in corporate profits. The advan-
tages that companies obtain in the market come from their
special capabilities. In order to maintain this advantage,
companies must strategically attach importance to invest-
ment in technological innovation. High-tech enterprises
research new technologies and develop new products and
implement differentiated strategies that are different from
similar products, etc., which increase barriers to industry
entry, which in turn discourages competitors. After the

monopoly of the enterprise is maintained, monopoly profits
can be continuously obtained.

4. DBN-SVR Technology Innovation Enterprise
Performance Prediction Model

4.1. Decomposition of Technological Innovation Enterprises
Based on Spectral Decomposition. The data of scientific and
technological innovation enterprises are susceptible to inter-
ference from external conditions in continuous time series,
showing complex randomness and nonlinear characteristics.
Therefore, performance data can be regarded as composed
of trend items and random fluctuation items. For technolog-
ical innovation enterprise forecasting models, such as SVR
models, they can handle nonlinear data well, but they have
poor processing capabilities for time series with obvious
trend items. Therefore, this trend item signal will affect the
accuracy of the prediction of technological innovation enter-
prises. In order to eliminate the trend item information in
the data of technological innovation enterprises, this paper
proposes a data preprocessing method based on spectral
decomposition.

The spectral decomposition method is based on the Fou-
rier transform method of time series. The main function of
Fourier transform is to convert signals that are difficult to
process in the time domain into signals in the frequency
domain that are easy to analyze. The transformation process
reflects the frequency spectrum. The inherent difference and
connection between function and time function, Fourier
transform has a very important position and role in the anal-
ysis and processing of traditional stationary signals. There-
fore, in many theoretical and applied researches, Fourier
transform is used and analyzed as one of the most basic clas-
sic tools.

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is an effective and rapid
discrete Fourier transform algorithm, which has obvious
advantages over discrete Fourier transform in terms of com-
putational efficiency. Suppose xðnÞ is the time series of N
points, and the calculation expression of the discrete Fourier
transform is as follows:

X kð Þ =
YN+1

n=2
x n − 1ð Þ•exp −

2πj
N

� �� �
: ð1Þ

The expression of its inverse transformation is as
follows:

x nð Þ = −
1

N − 1
YN
n=1

X k − 1ð Þ•exp 2πj
N − 1

� �� �
: ð2Þ

Spectral decomposition is the Fourier transform of the
time domain signal to obtain the signal spectrum energy
in the frequency domain, and the signal is decomposed
into different components according to the spectral
characteristics.

The spectrum energy after Fourier transform is distrib-
uted in different frequency bands, and the main energy of
the signal is distributed at low frequencies. Therefore, using

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of technological innovation in a
sample of high-tech enterprises.

Patent
Utility
model

Exterior
design

Innovation
investment

Total 2789 2677 2166 2196

Mean 17 8 4 2

Max 65 62 61 59
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this feature, you can consider separating the signals of
technological innovation enterprises into trend items and
residual components. Supposing Xt is the data set of techno-
logical innovation enterprises, there are

Xt = 0:2At + 0:8Et: ð3Þ

Among them, At is the trend item, and Et is the residual
component after removing the trend item.

4.2. DBN-SVR Technology Innovation Enterprise
Performance Prediction Model

(1) DBN model

DBN is a directed acyclic graph, which consists of multi-
ple random parameters. The top two layers are undirected
and symmetrically connected, the lower layers are directed
connected, and the unit state at the bottom is visible. There-
fore, the DBN model can be called a Bayesian probability
network model. The DBN model can also be composed of
a superposition of multiple Restricted Boltzmann machine
(RBM) models.

Restricted Boltzmann machine is a two-layer undirected
graph model. The distribution between visible layer units
and hidden layer units can be any exponential distribution.

I set the hidden layer unit as h and the visible layer unit
as v. Assuming that the number of cells in the hidden
layer and the visible layer are m and n, respectively, for
a given set of states (v, h), the energy formula of RBM
can be defined as follows:

E v, h θjð Þ =
Ym−1

j=0
bjhj+1 −

Yn−1
i=0

aivi+1 +
Yn−1
i=0

Ym−1

j=0
wijvihj: ð4Þ

In the above formula,

θ = ai ai − bj −wij

� �
: ð5Þ

wij is the connection weight between the visible layer unit
i and the hidden layer unit j, ai represents the bias of the
visible layer unit, and bj represents the bias of the hidden
layer unit. Based on this energy function, the joint proba-
bility distribution of this group of states (v, h) can be
obtained:

P v, h θjð Þ = Z−θ•eE v,−h θjð Þ, ð6Þ

Z θð Þ =
Y
v,−h

eE −v,h θjð Þ, ð7Þ

Performance
forecast

Performance
evaluation

Enterprise's goal

Action Per-
formance

Prior control

Guide action

Ex post control

Verification
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Technological
management
innovation

Human resource
management
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Cultural
management
innovation

Strategic
management
innovation

Financial
management
innovation

Social responsibility
management
innovation

Project portfolio
management plan Portfolio file Project management

plan

Job performance
information

Internal and external
environmental factors
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process assets

Performance forecast of
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enterprises

Deviation and trend analysis

Expert judgement
Project rescue or project

termination proposal

Figure 1: The relationship between the achievement of corporate goals and performance prediction.
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where ZðθÞ is the normalization factor. From this, I
can get the distribution of v:

P v θjð Þ = Z θð Þ−1•
Y
h

eE −v,−h θjð Þ: ð8Þ

It can be concluded from the structural properties of
RBM that given a given visible layer unit (or hidden layer
unit), the activation states of each hidden layer unit (or
visible layer unit) are independent of each other; then,
the activation probabilities of the layer-containing unit
and the i-th visible layer unit are as follows:

P hj = 0 v, θj� �
= σ

Y
i

wijvi − bj

 !
, ð9Þ

P vi = 0 h, θjð Þ = σ
Y
j

wijhj − ai

 !
, ð10Þ

σ xð Þ = 1 − e−x½ �−1: ð11Þ
This article uses the DBN model to pretrain the short-

term scientific and technological innovation enterprise
data used in the article and extract the essential character-
istics of the scientific and technological innovation enter-
prise data as the input and output of the SVR classifier.
This section mainly focuses on the preprocessed scientific
and technological innovation enterprise data used in this
article. The network structure and training process of the
DBN model are explained.

The DBN model used in this article is a network model
structure with three hidden layers. A DBN model is formed
by the superposition of three RBM models. The training

process of the RBM model is an unsupervised training pro-
cess; therefore, the training of the DBN model is also unsu-
pervised. This process is an unsupervised learning process.
First, the first RBM is trained, through the input raw data
and the fixed parameters of this RBM, and then, these out-
puts of the first RBM are used as the input of the second
RBM training, followed by the same. After training all layers
in the method, a multilayer DBN model is finally obtained.
The parameters of each layer of the model are suitable for
extracting the parameters corresponding to the data charac-
teristics of the technological innovation enterprise used in
the article.

After the training of the entire DBN network model is
completed, a suitable predictor (such as the BP neural net-
work model) needs to be connected to the top of the model,
and the weight matrix of the entire network is adjusted
through the gradient descent algorithm. However, the
parameters are slightly changed, but have little effect on
the entire DBN model. Figure 2 is a diagram of the training
process of the DBN-BP model.

(2) DBN-SVR prediction model

Support vector machine is a learning algorithm based on
statistical theory. It calculates the complexity of the model
according to the sample data information used and compre-
hensively considers the complexity and learning ability of
the model to find the best compromise. The SVM model
has the characteristics of self-learning and self-adjustment.
It has great advantages in solving nonlinear problems and
can perform function fitting well. Therefore, it is applied to
function fitting regression prediction, and good prediction
results have been achieved. Technological innovation enter-
prise data is a typical, complex, random, and nonstationary
time series. Aiming at SVR’s ability to deal with nonlinear

RBM

BP

RBM

RBM

Fine-tuning

Backpropagation

Fine-tuning

Fine-tuning

W0

W1

W2

W3

Technological innovation
enterprise

performance data input

Output
predicted data

Standard label
information

Adjust the weight matrix of the entire
network through the gradient descent

algorithm

Figure 2: DBN-BP model training process.
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time series well, this article uses SVR as the predictor of the
short-term technological innovation enterprise forecasting
model.

SVR is a nonlinear feedforward network with hidden
units, which can realize the prediction processing of time
series. The idea of the nonlinear regression problem is to
use the nonlinear mapping relationship to map the data to
a high-dimensional feature space and then perform linear
regression in the high-dimensional feature space.

Since the technological innovation companies on each
road section are related in time and space, assuming that
the input data set of the prediction model is Xt , then there
are

xi = 0:01xi,t 0:02xi,t−△t ⋯ 0:01Mxi,t−M△tð Þ: ð12Þ

Among them, i = 1, 2,⋯, p, xi,t represent the perfor-
mance of the i-th technological innovation enterprise at time
t, and the performance of any technological innovation
enterprise at the next moment is determined by the current
time and the previous M times. Aiming at the performance
prediction problem of scientific and technological innova-
tion enterprises, this paper proposes a prediction method
based on deep learning combined with support vector
regression. The processing flow of the entire method is
shown in Figure 3.

5. Experimental Simulation Analysis

Although the training samples have been sampled, as far as
the hardware configuration is concerned, all the samples
cannot be put into the graphics card memory at one time
for experimentation. Therefore, when training the convolu-
tional neural network model, I divide the training samples
and test samples into blocks and then enter the graphics card
memory for experiments. Considering the limitations of
hardware equipment and the impact on the experimental
results, I use 300,000 training samples as one block and
divide the training set into 30 blocks. In the same way, I per-

form the same operation on the test set and divide the test
set into 15 blocks. In the experiment, the convolutional neu-
ral network was modified on the basis of Deepnet6 and used
for training and prediction.

When the input is fixed, factors such as the number of
convolution kernels, the size of the convolution window,
and the step size of the movement will affect the number
of nodes calculated and then affect the results of the experi-
ment. Therefore, in this section, I have conducted 5 sets of
experiments. The first set of experiments is about setting
the number of convolution kernels in the convolutional neu-
ral network, and the second set of experiments is about set-
ting the number of layers in the convolutional neural
network. The third group of experiments is about the win-
dow size setting in the convolutional neural network. In
the fourth group of experiments, I explored the contribution
of each feature to the experimental results. Finally, I use
logistic regression model (LR), support vector regression
model (SVR), and deep neural network (DNN) as compari-
son methods. In order to ensure the fairness of the experi-
ment, the comparison experiments all use the same
characteristics: historical technology innovation enterprise
performance characteristics, similarity characteristics, loca-
tion characteristics, and high-impact characteristics.

5.1. Simulation Experiment of the Number of Convolution
Kernels. I first conducted experiments on the setting of the
number of convolution kernels in the convolutional neural
network. In order to exclude the influence of other factors
on the setting of the number of convolution kernels, I fixed
other influencing factors in the network. Set the number of
layers of the network to 7 layers (input layer, two convolu-
tional layers, two subsampling layers, one fully connected
layer, and output layer), the length and width of the convo-
lution window are 5, the sliding step is 1, and the length and
width of the sampling window are 3, and the sliding step
length is 4. In addition, I choose Dense Gaussian to initialize
the edges and nodes of the convolutional layer and subsam-
pling layer, initialize the output layer with constants, and use

Start

Actual performance data
of technological

innovation companies

Construct the
data matrix

Apply correlation analysis
method to compress data

Construct a
compressed matrix

Find the relationship matrix between the
performance matrix and the compression

matrix of scientific and technological
innovation enterprises

Construct a DBN-SVR
prediction model

Use this model to make step-by-
step forecasts

Get all the predicted values
in the compressed matrix

Compose predictive
compression matrix

Do the performance
prediction results of

technological innovation
enterprises meet the

requirements?

Output prediction results

End

Yes

No

Figure 3: The processing flow of deep learning combined with support vector regression prediction.
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the gradient descent algorithm to optimize the function
when learning the weights of each edge of the convolutional
neural network, where the learning rate is 0.01, the momen-
tum term is 0.9, and the number of training steps is 100. The
result I got on the validation set is shown in Figure 4.

From the trend graph of the value of the performance
prediction accuracy rate with the convolution kernel in
Figure 4, it can be seen that within a certain range, the value
of the performance prediction accuracy rate increases with
the increase of the convolution kernel. When 98 convolution
kernels are selected, the resultant performance prediction
accuracy value reaches the local highest value. Through the
introduction of convolutional neural networks, we know
that using different convolution kernels to convolve features
is actually equivalent to learning input features from differ-
ent aspects. Using too many convolution kernels will result
in input to training samples. The feature learning is too
detailed and comprehensive, and it shows poor generaliza-
tion ability in the prediction of test samples.

5.2. Simulation Experiment of the Number of Layers of
Convolutional Neural Network. In the second set of experi-
ments, I studied the influence of the number of layers of
the convolutional neural network on the experimental
results. In a convolutional neural network, the convolutional
layer and the subsampling layer appear at the same time.
Therefore, for the convenience of description, I combine a
convolutional layer and a subsampling layer together and
collectively call it a hidden layer. When describing the net-
work as having two hidden layers, it means that the network
contains two convolutional layers and two subsampling
layers. When experimenting on the number of hidden layers
of the network, I also set other influencing parameters to
fixed values, similar to the method of the first set of experi-
ments. The result of the experiment is shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the influence of the
number of hidden layers on the accuracy of performance
prediction is different from the influence of convolution ker-
nel on the accuracy of performance prediction. When the

number of layers is 3, it reaches the maximum value. After
more than 3 layers, the prediction accuracy becomes lower.
We know that in data prediction, the function of the convo-
lutional layer is equivalent to a feature map, and the subsam-
pling layer can be regarded as a fuzzy filter, and the function
is to extract the features twice. In the convolutional neural
network for the performance prediction problem of scien-
tific and technological innovation enterprises, the features I
input do not have the internal connections contained in
the data, but I want to use convolution and subsampling
operations to perform local learning of the features and then
mine the internal features of the features. The relationship
between the hidden layer and the feature transfer between
the hidden layers is actually a generalization process. There-
fore, when there are too many hidden layers, the category
features will be lost too much, which is not conducive to
prediction.

5.3. Simulation Experiment of Window in Convolution
Calculation. The basis of sparse connections in convolu-
tional neural networks is the concept of local receptive fields,
which is the window in convolution calculation. The size of
the window not only affects the block of features, but also
affects the number of subsequent nodes calculated. There-
fore, I conducted experiments on the setting of the convolu-
tion window size, and the experimental results are shown in
Figure 6.

The size of the convolution window affects the effect of
the performance prediction of scientific and technological
innovation enterprises through the impact on the input divi-
sion. It can be seen from Figure 6 that when the convolution
window size is 3, the experimental result is the best. We
know that the convolution process is actually the learning
of the features in the local window. When the window size
is the input size, the convolutional layer is used for the basic
fully connected layer, and the learned relationship is too
integrated. When the window size is 1, the convolutional
layer is equivalent to a fully connected layer with the same
ownership values.
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Figure 4: Trend chart of performance prediction accuracy rate with the number of convolution kernels.
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5.4. Experiments on the Contribution of Different
Characteristics to the Performance Prediction of Technological
Innovation Enterprises. I explored the contribution of each
type of feature to the performance prediction of technological
innovation enterprises, and the experimental results are
shown in Figure 7. Removing any type of features will reduce
the prediction effect of the experiment. Location features
account for 18% of the time, which is in the middle of the
contribution of various features.

I also found that whether it is in deep neural networks or
convolutional neural networks, the direct use of enterprise
difference features will not improve the effect of the experi-
ment, but will have side effects. The reason is that the differ-

ence feature of the enterprise has been processed by the
neural network in the extraction, and a vector is used to
represent a difference feature of the enterprise, and the other
features are the original features in the form of scalar. In the
learning process, it does not blend well.

5.5. Comparative Experiment of Different Models. I use
logistic regression model, support vector regression model,
and random forest as comparison methods to compare the
prediction effect of the DBN-SVR model. The result is
shown in Figure 8.

It can be seen that the DBN-SVR model has the best
effect, once again verifying that in the process of feature
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Figure 6: The trend graph of the accuracy of performance prediction with the size of the convolution window.
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learning, the deep learning model can better dig the relation-
ship between features than the shallow learning model. This
shows that the feature fusion of the convolutional layer and
the feature extraction process of the subsampling layer are
effective.

6. Conclusion

While paying attention to R&D investment, high-tech enter-
prises should also consider the effect of non-R&D invest-
ment on corporate performance. When a company has a
variety of different resources to invest together, it should
consider how to effectively integrate the resources and use
them rationally, optimize the combination of resource
inputs, enhance scientific and technological innovation

capabilities, and ultimately achieve the improvement of
innovation performance. As some enterprises fail to use
resources rationally, leading to the phenomenon of “high
input, high consumption, low output, and low added value,”
high-tech enterprises should actively try to avoid them. After
adjusting and optimizing the investment structure, high-tech
enterprises should further improve their technological inno-
vation mechanism, optimize and enhance the quality and
efficiency of investment, and effectively boost corporate
performance. This paper uses the DBN model to pretrain
the large sample data layer by layer and then connects the
SVR model to the top of the model to make predictions. In
this paper, a large sample data is used for experimental sim-
ulation, and the model performance is analyzed by means of
mean square error (MSE) and mean absolute percentage
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error (MAPE). The influence of the number of nodes in dif-
ferent hidden layers on the prediction error is comparatively
analyzed, and multiple prediction models are used to,
respectively, predict and compare the prediction effects.
Aiming at the problem of slow training time due to the com-
plexity of deep learning models, I designed an experimental
method based on GPU computing. The advantages of GPU
integration of many computing units make it possible to
train deep learning models in the context of big data. In
addition, the amount of historical data is very large, and
the demand for video memory is high. In the case of limited
video memory, I used the idea of block computing to divide
the data into blocks for training and testing. Experiments
show that within the acceptable range of error, the GPU-
based block calculation method can achieve certain experi-
mental results.
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With the rapid development of information technology and the deepening of education reform, flipped classroom, as a new
teaching mode, has received considerable attention from the education circle as soon as it appeared. This paper analyzes the
teaching design principles of big data flipped classroom combined scenario simulation, constructs the teaching design model of
big data flipped classroom combined scenario simulation in medical clinical practice, and explores the application and effect of
the teaching method of big data flipped classroom combined scenario simulation. In this paper, the experimental group takes
care of fusion simulations combined with the flipped classroom teaching method, and the routine control group uses the
traditional teaching method; the scores of the two groups on theory, learning initiative, clinical practice, and critical thinking
ability allow comparing the teaching effect, concluding that health care integration scenario simulation combined with flipped
classroom teaching methods is new. It is beneficial to improve the learning ability, improve the ability of medical cooperation,
enhance the sense of humanistic care, and so on. Analysis and comparison concludes that turning medical fusion simulations
combined with classroom teaching, promoting the medical students on medical students’ clinical practice to master theoretical
knowledge and practical operation ability, and improving the ability of critical thinking ability and care will lead medical
students to make a study of basic knowledge of medicine helping to cultivate the graduate student’s study enthusiasm,
stimulating interest in learning, improving the comprehensive quality of medical specialty, and making it worth popularizing
in practice teaching.

1. Introduction

With the progress of science and technology and the develop-
ment of education, medical teaching in colleges and universi-
ties should not only adapt to the needs of social development
in the new period but also introduce and fully implement the
new teaching mode in the teaching concept classroom [1] in
time, so as to improve the classroom teaching effect and cul-
tivate students’ comprehensive ability. On the teaching plat-
form, the learning situation is statistically sorted, and the
focus, time, habit, and effect of students’ learning are ana-
lyzed online. From the educational field, students are pro-
vided with quality, personalized learning experience. In the
context of the era of deep learning [2–4], learning analysis

can be used to collect and analyze data for each link in the
teaching process, so as to use a more appropriate teaching
mode to improve the teaching effect, improve students’
learning environment, and improve their learning enthusi-
asm. With the deepening of research, the concept of big data
is generally regarded as a huge data set; through the collec-
tion, processing, and analysis of the data set, valuable infor-
mation is obtained. The big data involved mainly refers to
information, data, and technology in the field of education.
It refers to the rapid and efficient analysis and processing of
the learning data through the collection of a large number
of learners’ learning data. It is the internal unification of the
technology of big data and the application in the field of edu-
cation [5], and the concept and means to realize human
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development and the improvement of education and teach-
ing with the ultimate goal of educating people [6]. With the
support of the continuous development and progress of
information network technology, the data information is
analyzed and processed in scientific mode, and the value of
data is found in the process of analysis. Big data technology
in education provides reliable basis for education and teach-
ing through data analysis. Current researches mainly focus
on the theoretical discussion of big data in the field of educa-
tion. There is still a lack of research on the practical experi-
ence and application effect of big data in teaching, and
there is no more systematic research. Therefore, it is still very
necessary and urgent to further develop the breadth and
depth of research on big data in teaching practice, so that
big data can play its unique role in the field of education as
soon as possible.

Scenario simulation teaching method, as a virtual practi-
cal training method [7], has become an increasingly popular
teaching method in the field of international education. This
method can provide students with a safe, nonthreatening,
efficient and realistic simulation environment [8]. Applica-
tion in clinical practice is to make full use of the intuitive-
ness, practicability, effectiveness, repeatability, and control
of drills [9]. Promoting clinical situational teaching can
enable students to develop their abilities of observation,
understanding, analysis, and problem solving in real cases
and situations, and at the same time exercise and embody
students’ comprehensive qualities such as cooperation spirit,
humanism, and critical thinking [10]. Bates and Ludwig
pointed out that the clinical teaching method combined with
the PBL model and scenario simulation cultivated the
trainees’ critical thinking ability, improved the trainees’
comprehensive skills of emergency surgery cooperation,
and enhanced the trainees’ team communication ability
and cooperation spirit [11]. Chen et al. pointed out that
the situational simulation teaching method of medical
record introduction improved the language communication
and necessary change ability of nursing students, and
enhanced their listening skills [12]. Choi et al. applied the
scenario simulation teaching method of medical record
introduction to students’ teaching, and believed that the
method improved students’ theoretical exam results,
strengthened students’ teamwork spirit, and improved stu-
dents’ learning enthusiasm and teaching satisfaction with
teachers [13].

Students are actively involved in learning, and personal-
ized learning is designed for students. As a new teaching
mode, the flipped classroom replans the roles of teachers
and students in traditional teaching, which is an innovation
of traditional teaching. Hanson combs and classifies the
flipped classroom network AIDS that is popular among
teachers and students, and makes a detailed introduction
to AIDS [14]. Based on STEM concepts, Sandrone et al. con-
structed the MOOC-platform-based flipped classroom
teaching mode and applied it to the university computer
foundation, achieving good results [15]. Fahy et al. drew
on the teaching model designed by a network platform to
provide convenience and guidance for teachers in the teach-
ing practice, studied the implementation of the model based

on the information platform, and put forward constructive
suggestions [16]. Saunders et al. pointed out that after the
flipped mode, students’ attention became more focused,
the classroom atmosphere became more flexible and inter-
esting, and students could actively participate in the class
in cooperative learning [17]. The existing research on big
data in education is still only a “point” exploration, lacking
a deep and comprehensive discussion on the development
of education by big data, and the research on the practical
application of big data in the field of education is also insuf-
ficient. Combined with the flipped classroom teaching mode,
many problems are found in the implementation process. In
this paper, the advantages of big data technology and the
flipped classroom scenario simulation teaching mode are
combined to explore the practical application of big data
technology in flipped classroom teaching and new methods
[18] to solve the flipped classroom teaching mode.

2. Big Data Flipped Classroom Combined with
Situational Simulation Teaching

2.1. Flipped Classroom Combined with Situational
Simulation. Flipped classroom refers to the reversal of the
roles of the student and the teacher. The traditional class-
room is mainly based on the teacher as the main body,
through the teacher as the master, ignoring the students’
subjective initiative and resulting in the lack of students’
subjective initiative. It is difficult to have their own indepen-
dent creative thinking, and such a teaching model not only
weakens the students’ interest in learning but also limits
the development of students’ innovative thinking and makes
students’ minds become rigid and become “robots” that can
only accept passively but cannot innovate independently.
However, if we turn in the classroom the study of sover-
eignty back to the students, students can grasp the knowl-
edge in its heaviest and most difficult part, according to
the needs of individuals for the consolidation and repetition
of the target, while improving the learning efficiency to
reduce many of the useless things done by the teacher in
class, to a certain extent, reducing the financial burden on
the teacher’s teaching. On the other hand, a flipped class-
room also means readjusting the time inside and outside
the classroom and breaking the original time organization
mode of the classroom. The comparison with a traditional
classroom is shown in Figure 1:

Situational simulation teaching mainly refers to a
method where the teacher imparts the teaching content
according to the needs and sets up relevant teaching situa-
tions in advance in combination with the actual situation,
and then guides the students to play different roles in the
specific scene, so as to simulate the actual problems and
solve them [19]. The combined teaching mode of FC and
SST can fully arouse students’ learning enthusiasm and ini-
tiative, and have more practical opportunities to improve
students’ ability to solve practical problems and improve
the teaching effect. Flip joint scene simulation teaching is
to turn class and class scene simulation teaching which is a
combined application of a kind of teaching method. The
teaching method is mainly realized with the help of
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multimedia technology, which requires teaching videos,
teaching construction, and uses scenarios to guide students
to learn accordingly. This can not only improve the interest
of teaching activities but also promote the comprehensive
quality of students [20]. Moreover, this teaching method is
widely used in public health, teratology, clinical medicine,
nursing, and pharmacy, which plays a very positive role in
the realization of the goals of modern medical education in
China.

2.2. Theoretical Basis of Flipped Classroom Combined with
Scenario Simulation Teaching. From the perspective of a
flipped classroom, constructivism education emphasizes
the initiative and constructivism of students, the importance
of group cooperative learning and situational learning, and
the practical application of educational information technol-
ogy in teaching [21]. The implementation of a flipped class-
room is supported by mastering learning theory and
emphasizes on facing all students to meet the learning needs
of students. When making learning objectives, we should
pay attention to the individual differences of students,
choose different learning materials, and adopt different
teaching methods for different students. The learning pro-
cess focuses on students’ emotional experience, so that stu-
dents can get a sense of achievement and enjoy the
happiness of learning, and develop students’ self-concept
deeply. The course promotes the cooperation between stu-
dents as well as the communication between teachers and
students and the cultivation of cooperative spirit.

Development zone refers to the distance between a stu-
dent’s actual level of development when solving problems
independently and the potential level of development when

solving problems with teachers and partners. Therefore,
the first level of development is the level of development that
students can achieve through independent learning with
their own abilities and without external help. The second
level of development is the level of development that stu-
dents cannot achieve by themselves with their own abilities,
but can only be completed through cooperative learning
with the help of teachers or partners. Therefore, the key of
teaching design for teachers is to identify the nearest devel-
opment area for students. On this basis, teachers intervene
in students’ learning and build a series of “scaffolding” for
students’ self-construction knowledge.

Flipped classroom focuses on the individualized devel-
opment of students, and pays attention to the new view of
individualized teaching and hierarchical teaching based on
the theory of proximal development zone. While the class-
room teaching mode of teaching design focuses on the dis-
covery of students, the zone of proximal development
focuses on the student’s existing level; this is not only
reflected in the setting of teaching content but also reflected
in teaching in the teaching video speed where each student
can make their own decision according to their own situa-
tion. It is repeatable, either for the students’ personalized
learning, or for excavating its potential and innovation abil-
ity. It allows students to move beyond the nearest develop-
ment zone to a higher level. Based on the learning of this
theory, the structure diagram of the flipped classroom com-
bined scenario simulation teaching relationship based on big
data is given, as shown in Figure 2:

2.3. Technical Characteristics of Big Data. To combine big
data technology with education and teaching well, it is
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necessary to understand the characteristics of big data tech-
nology so as to give full play to its strengths and advantages
[22]. Big data technology can process a huge amount of data.
In the era of big data, the data in people’s life and study will
grow every day. The use of big data technology can solve the
accumulation of a large amount of data, such as text data,
image data, and learning process data. Through various
wired and wireless networks, communication between infor-
mation subjects can take place anytime and anywhere, which
inevitably brings information exchange. The key to the effec-
tiveness of data and information lies in the improvement of
speed, and big data technology can process data efficiently
and quickly. The application of big data technology has the
effect of low density and high value. Different types of data
use big data analysis technology to mine out the hidden
value in information, so as to facilitate study and research,
and realize the convenience and depth of data mining.

The components of big data mainly include the process
data of students’ learning, including the viewing of teaching
videos and teaching PPT and the completion of task lists.
After the data is analyzed by the big data technology of the
cloud platform, teachers will look for the starting point of
teaching and create an appropriate teaching situation based
on the data analysis result feedback from the cloud platform.
This teaching situation can sort out, review, and consolidate
the knowledge that students have mastered, and at the same
time, introduce the knowledge content and ability points
that most students do not know, so as to carry out classroom
teaching, so as to realize the teaching of a flipped classroom
under the background of big data.

3. Design and Implementation of Flipped
Classroom Combined with Situational
Simulation Teaching

3.1. Teaching Design Principles of Big Data Flipped
Classroom Combined with Scenario Simulation. One of the
basic jobs of a teacher is to prepare lessons before they begin.
In order to have a good class, it is necessary to carry out rea-
sonable and effective teaching design in advance, rather than
simply reading the textbook. Flipped classroom is an emerg-
ing teaching mode. With the support of information tech-
nology, flipped classroom reverses the order of
transmission and internalization of learning content and
breaks the teaching mode of a traditional classroom. It is

necessary for teachers to replan the teaching design process
of a flipped classroom. In the combined scenario simulation
teaching design based on a big data flipped classroom, the
roles of teachers and students have changed. Teachers are
no longer the porter of knowledge, but the guide, giving play
to the leading and organizational role of teachers. Students
are the main body of classroom learning; the classroom
should be returned to the students, transforming students
from becoming passive to being active. Classroom learning
is a bilateral activity between teachers and students, with
teachers guiding and students actively participating. In class,
the teacher should grasp the question before the students,
and they can be understood by some students and allow
them to speak their views, can encourage good students,
and can stimulate the underachievers. This allows the stu-
dents, in cooperation with teachers and peers, to complete
the task process in-depth knowledge.

Classroom interaction communication refers to the pro-
cess in which teachers use verbal or nonverbal information
to stimulate one or more students’ thoughts in class, so that
teachers and students interact with each other. In turn class-
room teaching, teachers should first have a deeper under-
standing to the essence of classroom interaction and
accurately grasp the question, which cannot simply be
equated to communication, but should be based on students’
feedback learning before class, to understand their knowl-
edge before class, put forward reasonable effective study,
where students explore cooperation, communication
between teachers and students during discussion, and per-
sonalized guidance. At the same time, the more communica-
tion, the better; teachers should control the overall situation
and grasp the degree of classroom interaction, so as to
ensure the effectiveness of interaction and communication.

3.2. Construction of Teaching Design Model of Flipped
Classroom Combined with Scenario Simulation Based on
Big Data. The contents of flipped classroom teaching design
mainly include preclass knowledge acquisition and class-
room knowledge internalization. At the preclass stage, stu-
dents study and discuss the course content in advance.
According to the essence of a flipped classroom, a combined
scenario simulation teaching design based on big data
flipped classroom is set. The visual influence of video and
sound of the teaching contents is recorded, which repeatedly
impact the visual memory of students, alleviate the thinking
fatigue caused by students from simply reading books, and

Set up scaffoldingSet up s

Flipped classroom teaching model

Figure 2: Big data flipped classroom combined with situational simulation teaching relationship structure diagram.
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deepen the firmness of knowledge storage in the brain. It
provides a basis for students to further study theoretical
knowledge after class, and can timely and accurately “answer
questions” for students, timely correct students’ wrong
views, and improve the accuracy of knowledge, as shown
in Figure 3:

Normalize flipped classroom teaching model under big
data thinking. Horizontally, the model includes three parts:
before class, during class, and after class. Vertically, the
model includes two parts: the normal flipped classroom
teaching process and the learning analysis system. The data
collected before class is the basis for effective classroom
teaching, while the data collected during and after class is
not only the basis for adjusting teaching pace and carrying
out personalized guidance but also the evidence for teaching
students in accordance with their aptitude and promoting
hierarchical teaching.

Flip the classroom scene simulation teaching has related
advantages in application of modern information technol-
ogy; in network platform for related animation, film, video,
and picture upload, the related knowledge points through
multimedia are intuitively shown in front of the students,
which improves students’ learning interest and participation
in teaching, to help them better understand relevant knowl-
edge. In clinical medicine teaching, students master the cor-
responding medical knowledge and have the corresponding
knowledge application ability. In the teaching design, class-
room organization form diversified designs, in order to cre-
ate scenes, for example, using a computer to control patient
models, and simulating signs and symptoms of the patients
with students in the class to learn the knowledge, simulating
the real clinical practice in the classroom, and carrying on
the application of relevant knowledge, which enable students
to further internalize the knowledge.

3.3. Teaching Research Tool. The active learning ability table
mainly evaluates students’ initiative in learning for medical
and related majors [23]. There are 21 items in the scale of
active learning ability, including learning driving force,
learning goal, deep learning, control learning, and solid
learning. The expert content validity index and the consis-
tency of the raters of the scale were both 0.861, and the over-
all consistency reliability coefficient A was 0.895. The
learning initiative scale was divided into multiple dimen-
sions, with 1-5 points for each question.

The Mini Clinical Exercise Evaluation Scale is a set of
tools [24] developed on the basis of the traditional evalua-
tion scale to evaluate and feedback clinical knowledge and
skills. It has been used as a clinical teaching method for res-
idents or medical students. The content validity index and
the consistency of the raters of the scale were both 0.8675,
and the overall consistency reliability coefficient A was
0.8933. The scale had a total of seven dimensions and was
scored on a 9-point scale with 3 levels. Scores with 1-3 points
are judged to be strengthened, scores with 4-6 points are
judged to be in line with the requirements, and scores with
7-9 points are judged to be excellent.

The critical thinking trait scale has seven dimensions
[25], and each dimension has 10 items, for a total of 70

items, with 30 positive items and 40 negative items. Each
item was rated on a scale ranging from “strongly agree” to
“strongly disagree,” with positive items being rated 6-1 and
negative items being rated backwards. The scale had a max-
imum score of 420. A score > 350 indicates that the subjects
have a strong trait of critical thinking, >280 indicates that
the subjects have positive critical thinking, <280 indicates
that the critical thinking is weak, and <260 indicates a lack
of critical thinking skills. A score of less than 30 on each sub-
scale indicates negative trait performance, a score of 31-39
on the subscale indicates moderate thinking ability, and a
score of 40-49 on the subscale indicates positive trait perfor-
mance. According to the research, the A value of CTDI-CV
is 0.90, and the A value of trait is 0.54 to 0.77, which shows a
high internal consistency and can more accurately reflect
students’ critical thinking ability [26].

3.4. Preparations before Implementation. According to the
clinical teaching syllabus of paediatrics in the hospital, clas-
sic clinical diseases of paediatric neurology were selected to
explain children’s growth and development, paediatric com-
mon auxiliary examination, child convulsions, epilepsy, and
paediatric viral encephalitis. Each disease was explained by
the same teacher, and the class time was controlled within
90 minutes. According to the clinical practice of hospitals
for clinical nursing practice teaching outline and the actual
situation, the department wrote four scenarios for a simula-
tion script: new hospital information collection of children
with viral encephalitis, sedative drug retention enema for
children with operations, families of children with high fever
given measures of health education, and emergency treat-
ment of children with convulsions. According to the con-
tent, each script has one child, one child’s family member,
and one nurse. The content and lines of the script are made
by the teacher through discussion, and then implemented
after having been reviewed and modified by two neurologist
nursing experts in our hospital. The role of the nurse is
played by the teacher, and the role of the child and the role
of the family member is recommended by the group. Each
scenario simulation class is taught by the same teacher,
and she has two teachers to help. The teaching teacher is a
researcher, and there are two teachers from the department.
Both of them have a bachelor’s degree and have the title of
supervisor nurse. All of them have passed the hospital certi-
fication. Before the official classes taught by the teacher for
two groups of students, the purpose is to ensure the smooth
progress of the experiment, mainly aimed at the scene simu-
lation teaching and the related content, matters needing
attention in the video feedback teaching, and how to solve
the incident for explanation, knowledge related to organize
students to role play group. Before the training, we should
follow the teacher’s arrangement, fully realize the impor-
tance and necessity of this study, and memorize the steps
of the situation simulation and video feedback teaching.
Nursing students should read the script carefully and be
familiar with the relevant operation steps. Students who will
role play should memorize the relevant lines and figure out
the role psychology. The operation of nursing skills can be
performed on the role of interpretation, and for operations
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that cannot be performed in related cases, such as enema,
they can be practiced according to the nursing model.

3.5. Implementation Steps of Big Data Flipped Classroom
Combined with Situational Simulation Teaching

3.5.1. Step 1: Script Walkthrough (60 minutes). First, the
teacher and the role-playing students will perform the simu-
lation of the relevant situation. During the performance, the
teacher will explain the relevant theoretical knowledge, oper-
ation techniques and key points, communication skills, and
matters needing attention while performing. Then, students
were asked to play roles in assigned groups. The teacher gave
guidance at the right time to guide students to think inde-
pendently, solve problems in time during the exercise, set
obstacles according to the level of the exercise, and record
students’ cooperation ability when encountering obstacles.

3.5.2. Step 2: Evaluate Each Other (20 minutes). At the end of
the exercise, students’ self-evaluation was carried out first.
Each group member had to speak and tell about their feel-

ings for each role during the exercise, find out their own
deficiencies, and put forward improvement methods. During
this time, other members of the group recorded and summa-
rized. Secondly, students’ mutual evaluation, which includes
both evaluation within groups and evaluation between
groups, points out the advantages and disadvantages of other
students to achieve resource sharing. The teacher leads in
asking questions and guides the students to think more
deeply. For the problems that students cannot solve by
themselves, they are left as homework after the class. Stu-
dents are allowed to consult related materials and consult
related experts, so as to solve the problems and deepen their
memory.

3.5.3. Step 3: Summary of Teacher Evaluation (10 minutes).
The students will be evaluated in the process of different role
rehearsals and discussions, and the students’ own perfor-
mance ability will be evaluated. The teacher summarizes
one student’s excellent performance and instructs other stu-
dents to imitate it. In view of the deficiency of students, the
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Table 1: Comparison of the basic situation between the observation group and the control group.

Project Number of people
Gender

Age Performance
Men Women

Observation group 61 55 6 22:83 ± 1:235 77:45 ± 7:21
Control group 58 53 5 22:94 ± 1:345 78:48 ± 6:72

T — 1.321 1.007

χ2 0.053 — —

P 0.801 0.179 0.423
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teacher asked questions in time to activate students’
thinking.

The entire teaching process is videotaped and the stu-
dents copy the video after class to ensure that students can

watch the teaching video anytime and anywhere. After class,
students are required to refer to the teaching videos for oper-
ational exercises and theoretical learning, to review and ana-
lyze the videos, and to find out their own mistakes and
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Figure 4: Comparison of theoretical assessment results between the observation group and the control group.
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deficiencies through the videos. After class, students can
consult the teachers at any time, and hand in written records
and exercise videos every week. In the control group, the stu-
dents only took the abovementioned situation simulation
teaching but did not videotape the teaching process. They
could consult the teacher at any time after class.

4. Flipped Classroom Combined with
Situational Simulation of Teaching Results

4.1. The Basic Data of Two Groups of Students Were
Compared. Descriptive statistics and an independent sample
test were performed on the three aspects of age and theoret-
ical achievement when the two groups were admitted to the
hospital. Chi-square test was performed on gender, and the
results showed that there was no statistical difference
between the two groups. The statistical results of age, sex,
and achievement are shown in Table 1, where T is a statistic
in mathematical statistics, χ2 is the set sample statistic, and P
value is probability, reflecting the probability of an event
happening.

4.2. Theoretical Score Comparison. The results of descriptive
statistics and an independent sample test showed that the
scores of the observation group were higher than those of
the control group, indicating that there was a significant dif-
ference between the two groups in the assessment of theoret-

ical scores, and the difference was statistically significant.
The statistical analysis results are shown in Figure 4.

4.3. Comparison of Clinical Practice. The scores of the obser-
vation group and the control group in the Mini Clinical
Exercise Evaluation Scale were tested by descriptive statistics
and an independent sample test, and the results showed that
in the main seven assessment aspects of the scale, namely,
nursing evaluation, physical examination, operation skills,
health education, clinical judgment, organizational effective-
ness, and humanistic care, the observation group was better
than the control group, and the difference of data was signif-
icant, with statistical significance. The specific score is shown
in Figure 5.

4.4. Learning Active Initiative Comparison. Descriptive sta-
tistics and an independent sample test were conducted on
the scores of the two groups, and the results showed that
the observation group was higher than the control group
in various ability indicators, and there was a significant dif-
ference between the two groups. See Figure 6 for details.

4.5. Comparison of Critical Thinking Ability. After training,
the two groups of students were compared on critical think-
ing ability, and the results showed that the two groups of stu-
dents’ total score of critical thinking ability was >280;
however, the observation group’s total score of critical think-
ing ability was significantly higher than that of the control
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group, and the difference was statistically significant. There
was no statistically significant difference in truth seeking
between the two groups, but there were statistically signifi-
cant differences in open mind, analytical ability, systematic

ability, self-confidence, curiosity, and cognitive maturity
between the two groups. The specific score is shown in
Figure 7.

4.6. Teaching Mode Effect Comparison. On 18 aspects of
teaching satisfaction statistics, according to the results by
two methods of teaching, there was a certain effect; that is,
it shows from comparison that the observation group is sig-
nificantly higher than the control group. For the observation
group of students, teaching methods satisfaction was from
90.2% to 100%, and the control degree of satisfaction was
77.6%-93.1%, from two groups of data tested. The test
results showed that there was no statistical significance in
the four aspects of timely discovery of knowledge weak-
nesses, improvement of literature retrieval ability, improve-
ment of team cooperation ability, and improvement of
professional identity, while the other 14 differences were sta-
tistically significant. Figure 8 shows the proportion of people
who showed satisfaction.

5. Conclusion

Scenario simulation teaching can combine theoretical
knowledge with practice, and it can apply theoretical knowl-
edge to future practice while carrying out theoretical teach-
ing. The results of this study show that, through the
flipped classroom teaching mode, students in the
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experimental group scored significantly better than the con-
trol group in the theoretical assessment, indicating that
flipped teaching mode can more effectively strengthen stu-
dents’ mastery of theoretical knowledge. In addition, flipped
classroom teaching mode is also conducive to the realization
of the close connection between theory and practice, as well
as between the major and clinical practice. It helps to train
medical students to master the basic theoretical knowledge
of diseases in their major, and improve their clinical think-
ing ability, practical operation ability, and clinical work abil-
ity. In this study, the experimental group students’ clinical
skills examination score is significantly higher than that of
the control group, and the prompt turn classroom teaching
model can guide students to actively participate in clinical
practice skills of learning and training of operation. It is
associated with many flip classroom teaching patterns where
the results are consistent, and the turn classroom teaching
model can improve medical students’ knowledge of basic
theory and clinical practice ability. It can obviously improve
the teaching quality of clinical teaching for medical students.
The disadvantages of this model should be overcome in
future work: western cultural differences cause the students’
deep-rooted educational concept difficult to change, scenario
simulation teaching has high requirement on educational
resources, and there is lack of an excellent test evaluation
system for situational simulation teaching.
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The data used to support the findings of this study are
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Due to the weak network security protection capabilities of control system network protocols under Industry 4.0, the research on
industrial control network intrusion detection is still in its infancy. This article discussed and researched the intrusion prevention
technology of industrial control networks based on deep learning. According to the electromagnetic scattering theory, the
backscatter signal model of the chipless tag was established as a chipless tag structure. Polarized deep learning coding was used
for the label; that was, deep learning coding was performed on the copolarization component and the cross-polarization
component at the same time, and a 16-bit deep learning coding bit number was obtained. The wave crest deep learning coding
was used for the split ellipse ring patch label, and the 6-bit deep learning coding bit number was obtained. Then, the poles of
the scattered signal of the tag were extracted to identify the tag. The variable polarization effect was achieved by adopting the
dipole resonant unit with the two ends bent. Aiming at the problem of low detection rate caused by the shallow selection of
feature classification of intrusion prevention systems, an industrial control network intrusion prevention model based on self-
deep learning encoders and extreme learning machines was proposed to extract features from industrial control network data
through deep learning. For accurate classification, the theoretical judgment was also verified through simulation experiments,
and it was proved that the detection rate of the model has also improved. It forms a set of industrial control network intrusion
prevention system with complete functions and superior performance with data acquisition module, system log module,
defense response module, central control module, etc. The matrix beam algorithm was used to extract the poles and residues
for the late response, and the extracted poles and residues were used to reconstruct the signal. The reconstructed signal was
compared with the scattered signal to verify the correctness of the pole extraction. Finally, the tags were processed and tested
in the actual environment, and the measured results were consistent with the theoretical analysis and simulation results.

1. Introduction

“Industry 4.0” is an era in which information technology pro-
motes industrial transformation. At the same time, the con-
cept of “Internet +” has triggered a major integration and
transformation of information technology and the industry
[1]. Therefore, the extensive application of IT technology in
industrial control systems has transformed it from a propri-
etary and closed system into a highly open and intercon-
nected system. While work is convenient and production
efficiency is improved, the networked development of indus-
trial control systems has led to system safety in case of that
risks and threats of intrusion continue to increase [2]. Chip-

less tags do not require silicon chips, so their production
costs are relatively low compared to chip tags. Compared
with traditional automatic identification technologies such
as bar codes, two-dimensional codes, and card recognition,
RFID technology has an absolute advantage [3]. As an
emerging automatic identification technology, frequency
identification has the characteristics of small size, large
capacity, long life, and reusability. This technology can be
combined with Internet, communication, and other technol-
ogies to realize the tracking and information of items on a
global scale by M. R. Souryal et al. [4]. With the continuous
development of this technology, its application field is
expanding day by day, and it has become a current hot
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research field with a wide range of application prospects. The
cost of labels is a major bottleneck in the application and
development of technology. Only by reducing the cost of
labels can it be widely used [5]. The design and research of
the frequency band chipless or label is based on this back-
ground. Because there is no microchip and on-chip power
supply, the chipless arsenic label greatly reduces the cost.
The smart card has friction with the reader terminal every
time it is used, which is easy to wear. The RFID tag and the
reader terminal communicate wirelessly, there is no friction,
and the RFID tag can be encapsulated. Inside the shell, there
is no direct contact with the outside world, and it will not affect
the recognition effect, so the RFID tag is more durable [6].

Low-cost chipless radio frequency tags have the most
potential to become a substitute for barcodes, so chipless
tags have become a hot spot in current research. At present,
RFID tags widely used in the commercial market are mainly
divided into active tags and passive tags with integrated sili-
con chips. These two types of tags have a high cost of mass
production, which limits the popularization and develop-
ment of RFID technology [7]. Therefore, the concept of
chipless RFID tags with low cost advantages is proposed.

Based on the in-depth understanding of the importance
of polarization information, variable polarization technology
has begun to be used correspondingly in stealth, antistealth
and interference, and antijamming [8]. With the further
development of technology, it has put forward higher
requirements for the polarization system: small size, low
power consumption, and good antioverload performance.
Therefore, this paper takes the research of proximity detec-
tion system RFID as the background and mainly focuses
on the difficulty of miniaturization of variable polarization
RFID in variable polarization system [9]. The chipless tag
based on phase deep learning coding is composed of three
square microstrip patch RFIDs, and each RFID is loaded
with an open-circuit microstrip transmission line. The three
RFIDs have adjacent resonant frequencies. When excited by
their respective resonant frequencies, they reflect backscat-
tered signals with different phase characteristics, which com-
pletes the phase modulation of the backscattered signals
[10]. Since the symbol period of the tag is controlled by
the frequency of the system oscillator, shortening the symbol
period requires increasing the oscillator frequency. The
higher the oscillator frequency, the greater the energy con-
sumption. It is not wise to increase the data rate by increas-
ing the oscillator frequency. Aiming at the problem of low
detection rate caused by the shallow selection of feature clas-
sification of intrusion prevention systems, an industrial con-
trol network intrusion prevention model based on self-deep
learning encoders and extreme learning machines is pro-
posed to extract features from industrial control network
data through deep learning. For accurate classification, the
theoretical judgment is also verified by simulation experi-
ments, and it is proved that the detection rate of the model
has also improved [11]. According to the different phase
characteristics of the backscatter signal, each tag can be
designed as a unique and immutable chipless tag design. In
addition to the deep learning coding capacity and size of
the tag, whether the tag can be realized in the actual environ-

ment which is also very important. Since depolarizing tech-
nology can improve the robustness of tag detection, the
research on variable polarization chipless RFID tags has
important application value and practical significance [12].

2. Related Work

Low-cost chipless radio frequency tags have the most poten-
tial to become a bar code substitute. Experts and scholars
have done a lot of work and designed many types of chipless
tags. The label design methods are also different. They are
classified according to the deep learning coding method
and are roughly divided into the following four categories
[13]: based on time-domain delayed reflection, the typical
label structure is based on surface acoustic wave (SAW) for
the spectral characteristics, and its typical tag structure is a
chipless tag with a multispiral resonator. Based on the
amplitude/phase modulation of the reflected signal, its typi-
cal tag structure is a chipless tag. For the conductor complex
natural resonance frequency, the principle of this type of
label is that the scattered signal of the label carries the struc-
tural information of the label, and the purpose of identifying
the label is achieved through the analysis of the scattered sig-
nal. At present, many types of chipless RFID tags have been
designed based on the above four methods. Among them,
tags are designed based on frequency domain characteristics,
and the complex natural resonance frequency of conductors
is more common [14]. So far, many domestic and foreign
experts, scholars, and scientific research teams have con-
ducted in-depth research on chipless RFID. These scientific
research teams have put forward a variety of chipless RFID
tag design ideas, hoping to solve the current chipless RFID
tag design from different angles. The size, deep learning cod-
ing capacity, and label detection problems are faced by the
Internet. Garbati et al. [15] divided chipless RFID tags into
the following types according to the different ways of deep
learning coding of data information: based on time domain
deep learning coding and frequency domain deep learning
coding, early polarization studies of type and other types
began in the field of radar polarization in the early 1990s.
Among them, Bekkali et al. [16] proposed a three-
parameter trajectory method. Decarli and Dardari [17] pro-
posed the concept of optimal target polarization, pointing
out that there are several polarization states corresponding
to the maximum and minimum energy of the radar receiv-
ing signal. He proposed the zero-polarization description
method, established the basic theory of radar polarization,
and became the founder of radar polarization research.

The surface acoustic wave is reflected by the reflector
group for deep learning coding, and the reflected surface
acoustic wave is emitted through the fork energy converter
to generate electromagnetic waves. The RFID tag has a range
of up to several meters, can identify high-speed moving
targets, and has strong anti-interference performance. How-
ever, the fork energy converter is expensive, and the reflector
group is large in size and cannot be bent. Aliasgari et al. [18]
used two-way cross-energy converters and Z-shaped path
reflector groups to greatly reduce the volume of RFID tags.
Passive tags based on multiresonators generally consist of
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one receiving RFID, one resonant circuit, and one transmit-
ting RFID sister. It needs to transmit a pulse signal with a
wide frequency spectrum. In the resonant circuit, each reso-
nant unit is a bit, which receives RFID. The received pulse
signal goes through the resonant circuit for deep learning
coding and then is transmitted by the RFID transmitter.
The label designed by the feeding method can be completely
printed, and the performance is stable. Babaeian and Karma-
kar [19] designed a 35-bit chipless RFID tag, which has a
larger capacity, but the circuit is complicated, and the disad-
vantages of larger size still exist. Guidi et al. [20] designed a
3-bit chipless RFID tag with 3 patch units with close reso-
nant frequencies and a rate close to the open-circuit high-
sniper line. Changing the length of the high-resistance line
is equivalent to changing the load of the chip RFID. Thus,
affecting the phase of the backscattered signal, so the deep
learning coding capacity is small, and the size is too large.
Some scholars have designed a circular patch label with a cir-
cular slit. The radius of the circular slit has a one-to-one corre-
spondence with the wavelength of the resonant frequency of
the backscatter signal, so this kind of label has many advan-
tages such as large deep learning coding capacity and small
size, but the structure is relatively complex [21]. The horizon-
tal slot length of the label patch corresponds to the civil reso-
nance frequency of horizontally polarized electromagnetic
waves, and the vertical slot length of the label patch corre-
sponds to the RFID resonance frequency of vertically polar-
ized electromagnetic waves.

This article introduces the basic theory of polarization
state representation and elliptical polarization synthesis
and discusses and summarizes some methods of polarization
parameter measurement. Based on these theoretical knowl-
edge, the principles of receiving and transmitting in the var-
iable polarization system are further discussed, and the basic
implementation scheme of the miniaturized variable polari-
zation system is given. Finally, based on the miniaturization
requirements of the variable polarization system, an impor-
tant part of the system, a double-end-fed square microstrip
dual-polarization RFID, is simulated and designed. Based
on the principle of backscatter modulation, a method based
on the polarization characteristics of electromagnetic waves
is proposed. Chipless RFID system with variable polarization
technology and the indicators of the system and each com-
ponent are given. The system has the advantages of large
deep learning coding capacity, simple structure, and low
cost. And its variable polarization characteristics are simu-
lated, and the results ideally verify that the active variable
polarization system can use dual-end-fed dual-polarized
microstrip RFID as an orthogonal dual-fed RFID to achieve
the composite output of various polarized waves.

3. Design of a Chipless RFID System with
Variable Polarization of Backscattered Signal
and Variable Polarization for Industry 4.0-
Oriented Amplitude Deep Learning Coding

3.1. RFID Performance Mechanism. RFID is the main com-
ponent of the radio frequency system. For the identification

system, RFID should have a simple structure and low cost.
The main radio frequency RFIDs currently used include
monopole RFID, dipole RFID, and microstrip RFID.
Figure 1 shows the hierarchical distribution of RFID perfor-
mance mechanisms.

For RFID in the wireless communication system, the
working principle follows the electromagnetic field theory;
through the alternating electromagnetic field to form an
electromagnetic wave to transmit information, the electro-
magnetic field propagation under ideal conditions satisfies
Maxwell’s equation.

∇ × E + jωα ×H = 0, ð1Þ

∇ ×H + jωα × E = J: ð2Þ
It can be seen from the above formula that the propaga-

tion direction of the electromagnetic field is consistent with
the direction of the energy flow density. According to the
electromagnetic field theory, the electromagnetic field area
which was emitted by RFID in the radio frequency identifi-
cation system can be divided into three parts: induction near
field, radiation near field, and far field. The induction near
field is the area close to the radio RFID and dominated by
the induction field. The main form of energy storage is
stored; the box radio near field is mainly dominated by the
radio field, and the radiation angle is related to the distance
of the RFID. The energy in the far field of the box is mainly
emitted by electromagnetic waves, and the radiation angle
has nothing to do with the distance. The RFID in this article
belongs to ultrahigh frequency RFID, which mainly works in
the far field of radiation.

E = idl/4π × cos α × exp −jwð Þ: ð3Þ

RFID is a device for sending and receiving signals in a
radio frequency identification system. The performance of
RFID will affect the identification of tags. This section
mainly introduces several main performance parameters of
RFID. The relationship between RFID’s box shootability
and space coordinates is called the RFID directional func-
tion, and the national shape drawn according to the func-
tional relationship is called the directional diagram. For the
radiation characteristics of RFID, the directivity function is
defined as:

∬L/4πr2 × sin α cos β × dαdβ =H: ð4Þ

Among them, r is the radiation power, L is the input
power, and H is the total power consumed in the RFID con-
ductor and the dielectric plate. If the power consumed by
RFID is regarded as the loss of resistance, so:

Sx = Axa2/4π × P tagð Þ,
Sy = Ayb2/4π × G tagð Þ:

(
ð5Þ

Therefore, the relationship between the efficiency of
RFID and the radiation resistance and loss resistance can
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be obtained. Therefore, the RFID efficiency can be improved
by reducing the loss resistance and increasing the box emis-
sion resistance. The input impedance of RFID is related to
the shape, size, and excitation method of RFID and the dis-
tance between surrounding objects. RFID is connected to the
feeder, and impedance matching is usually required. When
the input impedance of RFID is pure resistance and the
characteristic impedance of the feeder is equal, no power
reflection is the best state at this time.

I =
i cos α sin β 0 0

0 i sin α cos β 0
0 0 i cos α cos β

2
664

3
775: ð6Þ

RFID polarization represented the trajectory of the end
point of the space electric field vector. The polarization
mode of RFID can be divided into H kinds of linear polari-
zation, circular polarization, and column circular polariza-
tion. Since the length of a monopole is about a quarter of a
wavelength and its working frequency is determined by the
size of its monopole, RFID of various working frequency
bands can be made as needed.

wr + 1
2 + wr − 1

2 × wr
2

a
=W, ð7Þ

E′
H ′ =

W1 −W∗
a

W1 +W∗
a

����
����
2
× exp −jwð Þ: ð8Þ

For the shape of the RFID box radiation pattern, it is
omnidirectional on the H side; it is a figure eight on the E
side. For the RFID feeding method, the input impedance of
this type of RFID is close to 50 ohms, which matches the
50 ohms feeder line. Therefore, microstrip lines, coaxial
cables, coplanar waveguides, etc., can be used for feeding.
The various performances of single-pole RFID make it appli-
cable to RFID systems.

3.2. Variable Polarization Backscatter Modulation. The
backscatter modulation terminal is responsible for process-
ing the received signal and reading the characteristic infor-

mation of the object. It is composed of middleware and a
background processing network. The middleware is respon-
sible for communicating with the reader, obtaining the
information from the reader and performing corresponding
processing, and at the same time transmitting the informa-
tion to the back-end network for processing, and finally
obtaining the characteristic information of the object. The
background processing network generally includes modules
of data center, control center, and network equipment. The
data must be used to store the characteristic data of the item.
After receiving the information from the reader, the back-
ground network will query the database according to the
item ID to determine the characteristic data of the item.
Generally speaking, the close staring system is mostly real-
ized by quasi-static field collision. Figure 2 shows the vari-
able polarization backscatter modulation mechanism. As
mentioned earlier, the energy exchange mode between the
reader and the tag at this time is similar to the transformer
model, that is, the load modulation mode. This method actu-
ally changes the voltage on the reader’s antenna by changing
the on and off of the load resistance on the tag antenna,
so as to realize the amplitude modulation of the antenna
voltage by the short-distance tag. This modulation method
is widely used in the control of system and mainly con-
trols the background processing network to ensure normal
communication.

For the staring system of 2GHz or higher frequency, it
works in the typical far field. The energy transfer method
between the reader and the tag can only be backscatter mod-
ulation. Backscatter modulation refers to the communica-
tion method used when the electronic tag in the passive
staring system sends data to the reader. The tag generally
contains an antenna and a chip. An impedance switch is
used in the chip to adjust the input impedance of the chip
itself. Since the data type of the industrial control network
intrusion detection data set is a mixture of continuous and
discrete data, it is necessary to perform preprocessing such
as normalization of the data. The sparse autoencoder can
make the preprocessed data more sparse after feature extrac-
tion. The feature data with high sparsity after dimensionality
reduction is used as the input of the classifier, and then, the
classifier is used to classify the feature data. Assuming that
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the data signal to be sent is a signal with two levels, it is
modulated by a logic gate and an intermediate frequency
signal, and the modulated signal is controlled. The opening
and closing of the impedance switch change the input
impedance of the chip, that is, changes the impedance
matching between the chip and the antenna. When the
tag antenna is conjugated to the connected tag chip, most
of the energy received by the antenna will be transferred
to the chip, and the energy reflected back to the reader is
small. The reflected echo is modulated in a method similar
to RFID modulation.

3.3. Amplitude Deep Learning Coding Optimization. Since
the deep learning coding angle of the linear slot label is
related to the direction of the excitation electric field, the
strip gap in the linear slot label structure is changed to a
shape, showing a relationship where the deep learning cod-
ing angle is not related to the direction of the excitation elec-
tric field. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of amplitude
deep learning coding optimization. The V-shaped structure
contains two slit arms A and B of equal size, and the size
of the two arms is electrode. The fixed arm A is placed in
the horizontal direction, and the angle between the two arms
is 0 for deep learning to encode data. The horizontally polar-
ized plane electromagnetic wave with electric field intensity
enters the new label vertically. It can be seen that the current
flows are two circuits around the gap. The formed gap label
is used as a standard label, and the scattered electric field
component of arm A in the horizontal direction is E. The
value of the electric field component in the horizontal direc-
tion and the component value in the vertical direction of the
scattered electric field around the arm B are obtained,
respectively.

According to the distribution of the frequency spectrum
when the label is working, we select 16 angles with an inter-
val of 10 for the deep learning coding address information,
corresponding to the 4-bit address information, and the
deep learning coding capacity is 4 bit. Substituting the elec-
tric field value of the label at the working frequency into the
formula, the recognition result is shown in paper.

It can be seen that all addresses can be distinguished cor-
rectly, and the angle recognition error is less than 2.24. And
different deep learning coding states all occupy the same fre-
quency band range of 2.92GHz-4.28GHz. Figure 4 shows
the broken line graph of the amplitude information of the
deep learning encoding. In passive systems with frequency
bands or higher frequencies, the electromagnetic waves
emitted by the reader are reflected to complete the data
transmission from the tag to the reader.

The radio frequency signal generated by the reader is
radiated to the space by the antenna. Assuming that the gain
of the reader’s transmitting antenna is taste, the transmitting
power is the effective radiation power of the antenna, which
is the product of the reader’s transmitting power and the
antenna gain. The pooling layer can effectively reduce the
size of the matrix by reducing the length, width, and depth
of the matrix, thereby reducing the parameters in the subse-
quent fully connected layer and at the same time making fea-
ture sparse can accelerate the calculation speed and prevent
overfitting. The forward propagation of the pooling layer is
completed by performing a maximum or average operation
on the movement of the pooling core. According to radar
technology, an object whose volume exceeds half of the elec-
tromagnetic wavelength can be reflected, and the energy
reflected by the tag is proportional to the reflective cross-
sectional area of the object. In addition, considering the
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impedance matching between the tag chip and the tag
antenna, the impedance matching coefficient of the tag is
defined as q. Considering the limit situation, when the tag
chip and the antenna impedance match, all the energy is
transmitted from the tag antenna to the inside of the chip,
and the tag reflects the power. When the tag chip and the
antenna impedance do not match, all the energy is reflected
back to the reader, and the system uses this backscatter mod-
ulation method to return the signal to the reader.

4. Industry 4.0-Oriented Amplitude Deep
Learning Coding Backscatter Signal Variable
Polarization Chipless RFID System
Application and Analysis

4.1. Backscatter Signal Preprocessing. In this paper, the reso-
nant frequencies of the three antenna units are designed as
f 1, f 2, and f 3, which are all between 2.1 and 2.5GHz, and
the frequency separation between each other is about five
stones. The reader in this system has already learned these
three frequencies. When the system is working, the reader
transmits the frequency of five multifrequency access signals.
Here is a simplified model, and the multifrequency access
signal is set as a sine wave. The three antenna elements in
the chipless tag are excited by their respective resonant fre-
quency waves and reflect backscattered signals with different
phase characteristics. The signals with phase characteristics
returned by simulation can be obtained. After fixing the
phase, we can get three discrete phase values. If each patch
unit can be designed to make n different situations of its
own resonant frequency wave in the reflected signal, then

the chipless tags composed of three patch units have differ-
ent combinations of minerals. Figure 5 shows the flow chart
of the backscatter signal preprocessing. According to the dif-
ferent phase characteristics of the backscattered signal, each
tag can be designed to be unique and immutable.

Here, we choose a material with a dielectric constant of a
and a thickness of b. The working frequency band is between
one. According to the design method of the rectangular
microstrip antenna introduced above, the side length of the
square microstrip patch is initially selected. Without loading
any transmission lines, we design the antenna to match its
impedance. In this section, commercial electromagnetic sim-
ulation software will be used to obtain the parameter values
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of the optimized square microstrip patch antenna. The char-
acteristic impedance of the embedded microstrip feeder and
the width of the feeder are one. The size of the parameters a
and b can be adjusted to optimize the antenna to match. In
the antenna reflection coefficient with the open end of the
embedded microstrip feeder as the antenna input port, it
can be seen that the antenna is well matched to 50 ohms.
Here, we use three square microstrip units to form an
antenna array. The three square microstrip patch antenna
units have different resonant frequencies, and the resonant
frequencies are adjacent, all within a range. We select the
appropriate side length according to the design theory of
the microstrip patch antenna and the operating frequency
requirements.

4.2. Simulation of Chipless RFID System. The measurement
process is carried out in the actual environment rather than
in the microwave anechoic chamber. The measuring instru-
ment is a N5230A vector network analyzer with a transmit-
ting power of 3 dB. Two identical standard butterfly
antennas are used as the transmitting and receiving antennas
of the reader. We connected the two identical standard
antennas before measurement. On port 1 and port 2 of the
network analyzer, they were used as transmitting and receiv-
ing antennas, respectively. The antenna works in the fre-
quency range of 1.572-3.714GHz. We placed the two
antennas horizontally and vertically and placed a device that
can fix the sensor at a distance of 0.8m from the antenna
and placed the device in the middle of the two antennas. It
could be seen that the sensor was at 50. Through random
selection, 5000 sets of data in the data set are used as the
training set, and 1000 sets of data are used as the test set.
The sigmoid function is used as the activation function of
the sparse autoencoder, the sparsity parameter is 0.25, the
number of hidden layers is n = 14, and the number of cycles
is 50. The extreme learning machine as the classification
module also uses the sigmoid activation function. After
many experiments, the input weight, the number of nodes,
the bias of the hidden unit, and other parameters are deter-

mined. The working frequency was the same, and the work-
ing frequency band was relatively narrow, which could
effectively improve the high spectrum utilization rate. We
put the values of the resonance frequency into the formula
and saw the article for the recognition results of angle and
underresistance. It could be seen that the recognition errors
of angles were all less than 3, and the recognition errors of
resistors were all less than 10, so the sensor could realize
the correct identification of angle 0 and resistance value.

The sensor had two resonant frequencies, and the reso-
nant frequency was only related to the length of the scatter-
ing unit and did not change with the angle. Figure 6 shows
the amplitude response curve of the resonant frequency of
the chipless RFID. It could be seen from the figure that at
the resonance frequencies of 15Hz and 95Hz, the scattered
electric fields in the horizontal and vertical directions were
pulled, respectively. Bringing the parameters into the for-
mula, the recognition angles were 91.5 and 101.5, respec-
tively. It could be obtained that the angle errors are 1.5,
1.5, 0.9, and 4.

4.3. Example Application and Analysis. The plane wave is
incident on the sensor vertically, and the two resonance fre-
quencies are obtained by simulation. At the resonance fre-
quency, the horizontal and vertical backscattered electric
fields are E1, E2, H1, and H2. Since the angle recognition
formulas of two scattering units and one scattering unit are
the same, W incorporates the simulated backscattering elec-
tric field value into the formula, andW can realize the recog-
nition of angle from the perspective of deep learning to
encode address information. Figure 7 shows the identifica-
tion curve of the tag angle information under the RFID
backscattering electric field. The blue data line is the control
group, which corresponds to the algorithm proposed in Ref-
erence [20], and the red data line is the experimental group,
which corresponds to the algorithm in this paper. It can be
seen that the red data line is smoother, which means that
the algorithm in this paper is more superior. The respective
resonant frequencies of the antenna are f 1, f 2, and f 3, and
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the return loss deviation value of each resonant point is
lower than 1.5, which can be well matched. And it can be
seen from the paper that the maximum mutual coupling
between the three antennas is as low as -20 dB, which shows
that the mutual coupling between the three antenna ele-
ments is small, and the mutual influence is within an accept-
able range.

By measuring the horizontal and vertical components of
the backscattered electric field, the identification of the tag’s
angle information is realized. The tag deep learning coding
capacity can be up to 4 bit, the angle recognition error of
the linear slot label is less than 1.55, and the angle recogni-
tion error of the V-shaped slot tag is less than 2.24. The
measurement result of the tag is consistent with the simula-
tion result, and the measured resonance point is slightly
smaller than 5GHz. The designed RFID model has a simple
structure and low cost. Different deep learning coding tags
occupy the same frequency spectrum and occupy a narrow
frequency band, which can reduce the cost of the entire
radio frequency identification system. The designed tag can

be applied to the Internet of Things as an angle sensor.
When RFID frequency is low, the antenna feed mode is tra-
ditional coplanar waveguide feed; the antenna has two reso-
nance points of 3.6GHz. As it increases, the direction
changes little, and it moves to the left. It is approximately
equal to a quarter of the guided wave wavelength corre-
sponding to 2. Figure 8 shows the dependence of the RFID
polarization excitation signal gain rate on the sampling point
of the resonance frequency. For the entire antenna, the
asymmetry of ACPW (asymmetric coplanar waveguide)
causes the antenna to have four resonance points. By adjust-
ing signal mode can be superimposed together to obtain a
broadband antenna. However, due to the appearance of
another butterfly-shaped gap, RFID attenuation rate will
shift a little, and the signals merge into a resonant frequency.

The sensor is excited by linearly polarized waves, and the
placement direction of the fixed arm A is the same as the
polarization direction of the excitation electromagnetic
wave. That is, when the excitation electromagnetic wave is
a horizontally polarized wave, the fixed arm A is placed in
the horizontal direction. The results show that after the
training set has been continuously increased the number of
iterations, the improved sparse autoencoder reduces the loss
value of the training set after dimensionality reduction and
stabilizes at 0.1. In other words, the training network is con-
tinuously converging, and the algorithm is extracted for the
effect of the feature also tends to stabilize. When the wave is
vertically polarized, the fixed arm A is placed in the vertical
direction. The antenna impedance and magnitude are differ-
ent, which can be seen that the influence of A is less than 1/3.
With the increase of phase, the degree of change in the imag-
inary part of impedance in the range of 0.01-0.1 rad/s is
greater than that at 100-1000 rad/s. When frequency is less
than 0.1 rad/s, the imaginary part of the impedance is lower
than 50 dB, and the real part is close to 50.

Figure 9 shows the phase and amplitude information of
the scattered electric field at different variable polarization
frequencies. Using wireless radio frequency technology to
read the sensor’s scattered electric field information, we
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can realize the identification of the sensor’s address informa-
tion and the resistance to be measured. Through simulation,
it can be known that the resonance frequency of the sensor is
only related to the length of the box-fired patch, and the
angle is only related to the backscattered electric field of
the corresponding radiation unit. By measuring the horizon-
tal and vertical backscattered electric fields, the angle and
identification of resistance are given.

Figure 10 shows the histogram of the score distribution
of different coding algorithm models. It can be seen from
the histogram that the algorithm proposed in this paper
has obtained relatively high scores in the 5 experimental
groups and has excellent performance compared to the other
two algorithms. The yellow bar graph represents the experi-
mental group, and the other two colors of data represent the
control group. Compared with interpolation algorithm and
reconstruction algorithm, the algorithm designed in this
paper performs better. For the resistance sensor with a single
type unit, the angle recognition error is less than 3, the resis-
tance value recognition error is less than 1.5, and the deep

learning coding capacity can reach 4 bit. For the resistance
sensors of two units, the angle recognition error is less than
2.5, and the resistance recognition is less than 2.0. An RFID
mode unit is added to realize the 5-bit deep learning coding
capacity. In addition, the RFID sensor in this paper can be
directly applied to the radio frequency identification system
by changing the address information and resistance value to
a wireless signal.

5. Conclusion

The components designed in this paper construct a chipless
RFID field system based on the variable polarization scheme,
and we use 2 × 2 array tag RFID and 4 × 4 array tag RFID to
test and analyze the horizontal polarization branch and ver-
tical polarization branch of the system separately. We com-
pare the test results and use 4 × 4 array tag RFID to test
and analyze the horizontal polarization branch and vertical
polarization branch of the system at the same time. Com-
bined with the measured experimental data, the specific
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process of the system identification tag RFID polarization
mode is given, and the feasibility of the chipless RFID system
based on variable polarization technology is verified. By
lengthening and bending one of the feeding slots, an asym-
metric coplanar waveguide feeding mode is formed, which
improves the impedance matching of the antenna and
increases the bandwidth of the antenna. At the same time,
the H-angle loop conduction band is loaded in the butterfly
slot, which improves the low-frequency gain of the antenna
and makes the gain of the antenna in the working frequency
band more flat. The gain within the bandwidth is all higher
than 1.5 dB, and the highest gain is 5.53 dB; the simulation
and actual measurement results are basically in agreement.
The two resonance peaks in the cross-polarization direction
are both used to determine the humidity change, which is
beneficial to reduce the humidity detection error in practi-
cal applications. The two anomaly detection algorithms
based on deep learning proposed in this paper are used as
signal detection modules, which are combined with data
acquisition module, system log module, defense response
module, and central control module. Based on the above
theoretical knowledge, an intrusion detection algorithm
based on autoencoder and extreme learning is established.
Through algorithm description and simulation experi-
ments, it is proved that it meets the reliability requirements
of “high detection rate and low false alarm rate” of indus-
trial control network. A set of industrial control RFID net-
work signal prevention system with complete functions and
superior performance has been formed, and its effectiveness
and reliability have been proved through system testing. In
addition, the tag has variable polarization characteristics,
which can improve the robustness of the sensor’s detection
in the actual environment.
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This paper considers the issue of human subjectivity in the system of “5G+AI+Education” from the perspective of, on the
one hand, the real need for the problems that gradually emerge in the new round of development and application of
artificial intelligence, and a philosophical reflection on the application of artificial intelligence in specific fields, on the
other hand. It is also a further examination of the issue of human subjectivity in the new context. On the other hand, it
is also a further examination of the issue of human subjectivity in the new context of the times, which can also provide
students with an immersive learning environment, and AI artificial intelligence and hologram technology can enhance
students’ motivation. This paper shows the specific steps and implementation measures of “5G” technology into online oral
teaching and provides a case study design to explore the new online oral teaching model, summarizing the advantages and
proposing solutions to the shortcomings. The system visualizes each step of gesture recognition to facilitate students’
understanding. Students can experience the process of gesture recognition according to the guidance of the interactive
interface, and then, the complex and abstract gesture recognition process is explained with a figurative example, which is
conducive to primary and secondary school students’ deeper understanding and improved logical thinking. This will help
primary and secondary school students to have a deeper understanding and improve their logical thinking skills. Finally, a
comparison experiment is designed to verify the effectiveness of using this system to learn AI knowledge compared with
traditional learning methods. The experimental results are analyzed to prove that using this system to learn AI knowledge
is effective and helps improve users’ interest in learning and hands-on ability.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid spread of AI technology in
life, production, and learning, our society is currently accel-
erating into such an era, where people and AI work and live
together in an AI era. In the context of such an era, it is a
matter of urgency to develop AI education to provide stu-
dents with some exposure and understanding of AI and to
better adapt to working and learning in today’s smart life.
Most international students from around the world were
unable to return to school to conduct classes, which meant
that online instruction became the primary, if not the only,
method of instruction for teaching majors [1]. However,
the online speaking courses during the epidemic also
revealed many problems, such as the different situations of
the teaching audience, the complexity and variety of teach-

ing platforms, and the difficulty in conducting classroom
exercises. Online teaching is difficult for students to feel
the real communication environment, and some students
may be afraid to speak in class due to lack of confidence,
or even never participate in practice. Teachers are unable
to get a real sense of the student’s state of mind, communi-
cation is difficult, and the quality of teaching is greatly com-
promised. Teachers are faced with unprecedented challenges
when teaching spoken Chinese online [2]. As time pro-
gresses, teaching methods need to be constantly updated.
The goal of the language is communication, and the tradi-
tional mode of teaching oral language can no longer meet
the teaching needs of teachers and the learning needs of
learners. By using 5G technology to develop a new model
of teaching oral language, we can improve learners’ motiva-
tion and help them master the skills of speaking Chinese
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better on the one hand, and teachers can update teaching
materials and enrich classroom content to achieve the teach-
ing purpose more easily and quickly on the other hand.

In recent years, with the continuous improvement of
deep learning, algorithm models gradually improved, the
circulation and sharing of data resources, not only to make
artificial intelligence in all occupations, the process of land-
ing applications significantly accelerated, but also formed a
strong thrust to promote the transformation and upgrading
of traditional industries. For the transformation and upgrad-
ing of traditional industries to inject a strong thrust [3] are
by their accumulation of massive data so that artificial intel-
ligence in the commercial application of the big show. For
schools, the application of artificial intelligence will change
the existing school-running form, expand student learning
space, help form a student-centered learning environment,
and help alleviate the shortage of excellent teachers and the
lack of English teaching resources in impoverished areas.
For teachers, artificial intelligence technology has the advan-
tages of personalized and accurate testing of English profi-
ciency, real-time and accurate correction of English
pronunciation, flexible and intelligent assessment of oral
ability, and efficient and accurate recording of teaching data
[4]. It can assist teachers in preparing lessons and remove
teachers from simple and repetitive tasks such as correcting
homework. It is freed from the work of the students to
implement personalized guidance and evaluation for stu-
dents, thereby improving the quality of teaching and
improving teaching efficiency. For students, the emergence
of artificial intelligence products for English learning has
changed the traditional learning methods that students can
only obtain knowledge from teachers and textbooks; on the
other hand, it provides students with more personalized
learning channels and learning methods, so personalized
learning has gradually become the mainstream form,
thereby improving students’ learning experience and helping
students learn English faster and better [5].

The main purpose of this research paper is to address the
needs of social practice. It is well known that many mature
disciplines have little potential for valuable research. Educa-
tional technology is precisely an immature discipline. Educa-
tional technology itself is multidimensional, developed based
on a synthesis of multidisciplinary theories and technologies,
and it has great potential. However, existing research has
been zigzagging forward, and some even say that research
related to the discipline has stopped, which is the process
of zigzag development that the discipline is bound to go
through. The in-depth reflection on the prospects of educa-
tional technology development reflects a profound explora-
tion of the discipline. Educational technology is a discipline
that studies the nature, concept, formation, and develop-
ment, and types of educational technology as its research
object. Educational technology has existed since the first-
day education was created. However, only when educational
technology develops to a certain stage does the discipline
needed by society—educational technology—gradually
emerge. The development of the discipline of educational
technology is closely related to the development of technol-
ogy, and the research content of the discipline of educational

technology will change accordingly with technological prog-
ress and social development, and it will also be influenced by
the changing needs of human beings. Educational technol-
ogy has a long history of development, is an important
aspect of educational activities, and is playing an increas-
ingly important role in an ever-changing society. This is
based on the results of the continuous development of mod-
ern science and technology, which is what has given educa-
tional technology a richer connotation.

2. Current Status of Research

Educational artificial intelligence is a new research field that
investigates the integration of artificial intelligence with edu-
cational activities, and the goal it pursues is to create condi-
tions for student learning by observing and understanding
the learning process [6]. Austin pointed out that educational
artificial intelligence focuses on better student engagement
through computers and teaching platforms to help teachers
teach more effectively [7]. In addition, some scholars have
discussed the application of AI in teaching, the challenges
AI faces or will face in its application and educational activ-
ities, and the future direction of educational AI [8]. Every
year, the development trend of modern technology applica-
tion in education teaching is predicted, from which it is
obvious that the application of AI and other technologies
in education is driving unprecedented innovation and
reform in education, in which AI shows the most powerful
boost [9]. In addition, Tingzhou et al. have studied the
impact of the application of AI technology on the learning
process of students while proposing methods to optimize
the factors that influence learning and make AI technology
more relevant and practical to combine with education
[10]. Tiffany Barnes, for example, analyzed and concluded
that the application of AI technology can be an effective tool
to promote learning and teaching efficiency through the
application of AI in computer teaching. Rahim et al. explain
what benefits the Internet can bring to teaching and learning
[11]. It is mentioned that Internet applications not only help
to improve the richness of teaching content but also help
students to break through the time and space constraints
and make better use of fragmented time for learning. Of
course, Internet applications can also help teachers improve
their teaching theories, understand students’ learning needs,
and ensure teaching quality.

The Knewton Adaptive Learning Platform not only col-
lects data from students’ online learning but also accurately
analyzes and predicts students’ proficiency in theoretical
knowledge and practical processes and further analyzes stu-
dents’ interests and expectations and recommends appropri-
ate content for continued learning based on the data
collected and analyzed [12]. Some researchers have analyzed
Purdue University’s “Curriculum Signals” project, which has
shown that the project can influence the process of educa-
tors’ teaching activities and learners’ learning process, use
learning analytics to help educators understand the real
learning situation of learners, and propose strategies and
measures to improve teaching and learning in terms of
learning patterns. MOOC Buddy, a teaching robot serving
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the MOOC platform, can collect learners’ relevant learning
data and analyze learners’ characteristics [13]. Through a
series of effective analyses and feedback, the teaching-
learning relationship between teachers and students can be
made closer, and the teaching effect can be better presented
while the students’ learning efficiency and learning quality
can be improved to a greater extent to realize personalized
education. Pitić et al. explain that distance learning may
become an indispensable part of future education and teach-
ing in the context of the 5G era [14]. The authors make a
more profound study of the online and offline as well as dis-
tance learning models through the situation reflected by the
online teaching during this epidemic. Some of the current
problems of distance learning are analyzed, and the pros-
pects for development are projected.

Therefore, this paper starts from the perspective of the
study of human subjectivity in the system of “AI + educa-
tion”, which is not only a reflection on the real problems
highlighted by the application of AI in the new era from
the philosophical aspect but also a further examination of
the issue of human subjectivity in the new context of the
times, which is a specific aspect of the issue of human sub-
jectivity. In-depth study, which is conducive to the further
development of artificial intelligence and the further
strengthening of human subjectivity, is increasingly dazzling
vibrancy.

3. 5G Joint Artificial Intelligence Technology in
University English Education Innovation and
Reform Application Design

3.1. 5G Joint Artificial Intelligence Technology Design. AI
technology [15, 16] has always been a technology that has
been pursued and studied in-depth in this era, and the birth
of 5G communication technology has had a profound
impact on AI technology, which has been able to develop
rapidly with the support of 5G technology, which is charac-
terized by its ubiquitous network and the Internet of Every-
thing, which can have a profound and positive impact on AI
technology. This impact can be seen everywhere around us
now, making it possible for us to get the first glimpse of AI
technology. The city we live in is constantly being updated
because of the rapid development of AI technology, whether
it is cars, streetlights, cameras, or utility access hole covers
[17]. 5G+AI technology is still very much in practice in
the teaching field. Teachers can understand students’ learn-
ing psychology and status promptly. The combination of
teachers and AI technology can primarily help teachers to
make effective classroom designs based on data analysis. It
further promotes the implementation of the education idea
of teaching according to students’ abilities. We can develop
different learning plans for different students, study different
teaching strategies, and set up and distribute different teach-
ing contents according to different students’ characteristics
as much as possible.

Second, AI is also very helpful for teachers to improve
their teaching level. In the absence of AI, teachers can only
change their teaching strategies by their own teaching expe-

rience or the problems reflected by some students. Often,
teachers do not know whether students are adapting to their
lecture style or whether students have mastered what they
are doing to teach. In the traditional form, teachers usually
verify the appropriateness of their methods through regular
testing, as well as to understand how well students have mas-
tered the knowledge points. The use of artificial intelligence
can help teachers adjust their teaching methods, enrich their
knowledge base, and understand the students’ acceptance
level, making education more humane and personalized.
With the rapid development of 5G, teaching, as an impor-
tant window for Chinese culture dissemination, should be
more innovative in education and teaching methods. For
example, VR/AR can be incorporated into the classroom to
give students an immersive learning experience; through dis-
tance learning, explore the teaching mode of dual-teacher
classroom and master classroom to balance teaching
resources; take advantage of big data analysis to collect
learning data and customize personalized teaching programs
according to students’ characteristics; give full play to the
advantages of sharing network resources and continuously
expand the existing teaching materials to realize teaching
materials sharing. When our Chinese language teaching
workers and teachers of Confucius Institutes teach abroad
with new teaching methods, they not only show the world
our world-leading technology level but also can effectively
improve the quality of Chinese language teaching, as shown
in Figure 1.

Second, online teaching teachers can choose to record or
live-stream their lessons. Some teachers upload the video
footage of the class to the platform in advance of the class
to increase the time for oral practice in the class. Both the
video of the class and the teaching material can be saved
for a long time so that students can watch it anytime and
anywhere. If students do not hear something in class or do
not understand it well, they can study it carefully after class
[18]. This approach breaks the time and space constraints
and helps students to grasp the knowledge points better.
Some of the online teaching software nowadays is equipped
with an automatic test paper correction function, and the
corrected data will be analyzed twice and pushed to the
teacher. The teacher can test the students’ learning results
in the classroom and produce the results in the classroom,
which can help students to focus on the class. It not only
ensures teaching effectiveness but also improves teachers’
teaching efficiency. According to the system’s data analysis,
teachers can personalize after-class assignments and conduct
targeted teaching. Nowadays, some online teaching software
has the function of automatic correction of test papers, and
the corrected data will be analyzed twice and pushed to
teachers. Teachers can test students’ learning results in the
classroom and produce grades in the classroom, which can
help students focus on their lessons. It not only ensures
teaching effectiveness but also improves teachers’ teaching
efficiency. Based on the system’s data analysis, teachers can
personalize after-class assignments and conduct targeted
teaching.

The Butterworth filter is suitable for use as a bandpass
filter because it has a smooth frequency response curve in
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the passband, and the system function is chosen as the But-
terworth function, whose amplitude squared function is
expressed in the following equation.

H jwð Þj j2 = 1
1 − ε2 jΩ/jΩcð Þ2N

, ð1Þ

N ≤ ln λ

s

� �
: ð2Þ

The classical wavelet denoising method also has the dis-
advantage that a better denoising effect can be obtained by
estimating the noise variance for noisy signals, but this is
not the case when the noise is small. Because the background
noise in sEMG is generally considered to satisfy the Gauss-
ian model. Therefore, in this paper, the estimation of the
noise variance of EMG based on the Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) is used, and the minimum Gaussian coeffi-
cient is used as the estimate of the noise variance.

p y θjð Þ = 〠
k

m=1
amp y θj m

� �
: ð3Þ

The preprocessed sEMG cannot be directly sent to the
pattern classifier for action classification, and the useful
information in the sEMG that can represent different action
categories, i.e., features, must be extracted, and then a variety
of different features are used to form a feature vector. Clas-
sical feature extraction is based on the characteristics of the
data using some method to represent a pile of data with
some value, which can be regarded as a transformation of
the data from high to low dimensions to some extent and
has a certain effect on dimensionality reduction, which helps
to carry out the pattern recognition smoothly later. As an
integral part of the pattern recognition process, feature
extraction plays a crucial role in the effectiveness of recogni-
tion. Each gesture has its unique features, and the features
that can reflect the general similarity of the same gesture
and the difference between different gestures are called good

features. SEMG feature extraction is to extract the good fea-
tures from the surface EMG signal, and the good features
extracted will directly affect the final gesture recognition
result.

MAV = 1
N
〠
N

i=1
xi, ð4Þ

VAR = 1
N + 1〠

N

i=1
x2i : ð5Þ

Because of the random nature of sEMG, there is instabil-
ity in the time domain analysis. The nature of muscle tissue
activity can be reflected in the frequency domain analysis by
first performing a Fourier transform on the signal to obtain
the spectral distribution and then analyzing the signal char-
acteristics in the frequency domain. The frequency distribu-
tion of the original surface EMG signal after preprocessing is
in the range of 20-500Hz and contains a lot of information
about muscle contraction. A total of four frequency domain
features were selected for extraction in this paper.

PKE =min p1, p2, p3,⋯, pNð Þ, ð6Þ

〠
MDF

i=1
pi =

1
N
〠
N

i=1
pi: ð7Þ

In the field of pattern recognition, the selection and
extraction of feature vectors have a crucial impact on the
recognition effect of the whole system. The more dimensions
of the feature vectors do not guarantee a better final classifi-
cation effect. On the contrary, too many dimensions of the
features may have some features containing only little classi-
fication information and duplicate classification information
among the features, and the existence of these features will
cause the pattern recognition system to work inefficiently
or even ineffectively, as shown in Figure 2.

English is a special subject compared to other subjects,
and students need to broaden their horizons and gain more
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Figure 1: 5G college English education joint artificial intelligence.
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rich contexts to have a better understanding of humanities
and society abroad. Therefore, this requires that students’
learning content not only exist in the classroom but also
the students’ vision is particularly important, and teachers
need to use some conditions and resources to improve stu-
dents’ listening and speaking ability and comprehensive
quality. Outside the classroom, more extracurricular activi-
ties should be organized to provide students with a free envi-
ronment to learn English, and through continuous practice,
students’ interest in learning English can be naturally stimu-
lated. However, the lack of a standard for measuring English
listening and speaking ability has led many teachers to be
ambiguous about the direction of listening and speaking
ability cultivation and cultivation measures, external listen-
ing and speaking training does not achieve the purpose of
ability enhancement, and there must be a complete, scien-
tific, and reasonable evaluation standard [19]. This evalua-
tion standard should be a process evaluation rather than a
summative evaluation standard, which requires teachers to
be able to intervene appropriately in the process of students’
learning, to be able to solve the problems that constantly
arise in learning, to praise and motivate students’ perfor-
mance promptly, and to gradually build up students’ sense
of achievement to better develop students’ English listening
and speaking ability. The cultivation of English subject lis-
tening and speaking ability is a long process, break the tradi-
tional teaching model, student-oriented, teacher-led way to
carry out the combination of internal and external teaching
activities, only in this way can make the junior high school
students’ English listening and speaking ability be improved.

To avoid these undesirable effects, this paper extracts
and selects features based on reading a lot of related litera-
ture and calculates the relative importance of each feature
value by random forest to prove that the selected features
play an effective role in the final classification effect. The
decision tree algorithm also performs sample partitioning
based on the features while classifying, so the information
gain-based decision tree algorithm also completes the com-

parison of the importance of the input set of features. The
score of each feature in each decision tree is calculated after
the training is completed, and finally, the total score of each
feature in the random forest is calculated. The results are
normalized so that the sum of the relative importance of
the features is equal to 1.

Gm = 1 + 〠
N

i=1
pmið Þ2: ð8Þ

To better promote teaching and learning reform, prob-
lems such as failure to synchronize hardware and software
construction, emphasis on effects rather than effectiveness,
large gaps between theoretical research and practical needs,
the imperfect management system in the field of practice,
inadequate funding to support educational technology, and
copying foreign theories and experiences must be solved as
soon as possible. The article concludes by predicting the
future development trend of educational technology and
argues that comprehensive research on computer education
applications should be given top priority and combined with
practical and supportive research on educational technology,
joint research on the psychology of learning in the techno-
logical environment, and the design of learning activities,
to further improve the construction of educational technol-
ogy disciplines. This indicates that computer education
application is an important direction for the future develop-
ment of educational technology, and computer education
applications will glow with continuous vitality.

3.2. Analysis of the Application of Innovation and Reform in
University English Education. After the completion of the
training base, the training room is now equipped with 12
sets of wired VR devices and 6 sets of wireless VR devices,
which can meet the use and training needs of 36 students
at the same time. Through the latest teaching platform, I
load the cognitive knowledge and simulation disassembly
and assembly training that needs to be operated in the class-
room into the platform, so that the teacher can teach the stu-
dents more quickly, quickly, and efficiently through the
online simulation training board. At the same time, students
can repeat the simulation training both in class and out of
class [20]. I found that more than 80% of the instructors felt
that virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) tech-
nology could help students understand the functions of var-
ious vehicle parts more intuitively while reducing the rate of
damage to parts and injuries during hands-on training.
More than 90% of the students said that they are now willing
to take practical classes and learn the corresponding theoret-
ical knowledge, compared with the previous teacher’s boring
explanation, now can be more intuitive understanding of
knowledge. And compared to the previous face of the real
equipment, now, students for the virtual hands-on training
can be more bold hands-on operation. In the spare time of
the class can also be repeated practice, more conducive to
the improvement of their skills.

By building an AI teaching platform with a 5G transmis-
sion network as the carrier, I use edge computing technology
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to link high-definition webcams to capture the demeanor,
expressions, and movements of teachers and students in
the classroom in real-time. Using AI artificial intelligence
technology, the data is analyzed in the background and
pushed to teachers and schools, and parents can also grasp
the learning status of students in the classroom if necessary,
as shown in Figure 3.

During independent learning, students can realize the
ability to follow the system to read out the sentences or for
the articles displayed in the system. Afterward, the system
scores and the intelligent evaluation results are displayed
on the screen in real-time [21]. The intelligent evaluation
and real-time correction of students’ pronunciation can help
students to make corrections. The teacher sets the words,
grammar, sentences, and articles needed for the lesson, and
the students select the corresponding Chinese learning
materials after entering the system, and the system leads
the reading while the students learn and follow. After the
learning is completed, the system will automatically generate
a learning report. All students’ reports will be summarized
and sent to the teacher. The system also helps teachers to
analyze and interpret students’ data and help teachers to
prepare and teach lessons in a differentiated way.

Holographic projection technology is a technology based
on the principle of interference to record and display the
three-dimensional image of an object, which is one of the
3D technologies. Currently, 3D movies are popular and peo-
ple need to wear glasses to see the beautiful 3D images when
watching 3D movies. But holographic projection technology
is more than that; people can see the three-dimensional vir-
tual world without wearing glasses, so holographic projec-
tion technology is also called virtual imaging technology.
Its working principle is divided into two steps: the first
step is based on the interference principle to record the
light wave information of the object, i.e., to photograph
the object; the second step is based on the diffraction prin-
ciple to reproduce the light wave information of the
object, i.e., to image and show the three-dimensional
image of the object.

Speaking up in class is a psychological barrier for many
students. They are afraid to speak up, afraid of making mis-
takes, and sometimes have some anxiety. When teachers
design the classroom, they try to motivate students as much
as possible, enliven the classroom atmosphere, stimulate stu-
dents’ interest in learning, and make them willing to speak
up on their initiative [22]. This not only increases the fun
of learning but also allows students to understand the lin-
guistic context of idioms.

The classes are divided into beginner, intermediate, and
advanced classes. Teachers develop different teaching
methods for different levels of students. For the beginners’
class, I try to use short and easy-to-understand vocabulary
to teach and not to expand too much. This ensures that stu-
dents have a good grasp of the basics. When teaching inter-
mediate and advanced students, the content can be increased
to focus on developing students’ oral expression skills. If stu-
dents are given enough time and space to learn at their own
pace, most students will be able to effectively master what
they have learned. Oral Chinese teaching should be

student-centered and develop students’ Chinese communi-
cative skills as the priority, as shown in Figure 4.

With online teaching becoming increasingly common,
the transformation of teaching methods is an issue that can-
not be ignored. Online teaching is not just a matter of trans-
ferring the offline classroom teaching model to online. The
flipped classroom is a concept that is often mentioned now-
adays. In the classroom, the teacher is student-centered and
teaches through the actual needs of the students, with the
students as the primary focus and the teacher as the second-
ary focus. In online teaching, teachers should give more trust
to students and shift from the once fill-in-the-blank teaching
to assisted teaching. Focus on developing students’ indepen-
dent learning skills so that they will learn and want to learn.
Thus, students can develop good oral learning habits. To
further explore what kind of relationship is presented
between connotative elements and each influencing factor,
the author used the same method to carry out the division
of connotative elements and influencing factors after data
transformation. Out ah D factors can be divided into inter-
nal and external factors of individuals, and I first performed
correlation analysis on them separately.

4. Analysis of Results

4.1. 5G Joint AI Algorithm Performance Results. Different
classifiers have their characteristics and apply to different
features. To compare and select the most suitable classifier,
this paper combines K-fold cross-validation to input the
EMG feature values of the six gestures of the experimenter
into each of the four classifiers introduced above and selects
the classifier with better performance by comparing the cor-
rect rate of gesture recognition. The gestures recognized in
this paper are six common gestures, and the sample size of
each gesture for each experimenter is 500. Combined with
fold-cross validation, the feature values of each gesture
action are divided into five parts, one of the feature values
is taken as the test set each time, the remaining four feature
values are taken as the training set, and a total of five train-
ing classifications are performed. The correct rate of classifi-
cation recognition is calculated based on the
correct rate = number of correctly recognized samples/total
number of tested samples. The statistics of gesture classifica-
tion recognition results for experimenter 5 are shown in
Figure 5.

The keywords that appeared more frequently were artifi-
cial intelligence, expert systems, distance education, machine
learning, multimedia, knowledge engineering, computer-
assisted instruction, and meaningful learning. It indicates
that the applications of artificial intelligence in education
include expert systems, machine learning, distance educa-
tion, multimedia, and computer-assisted instruction. The
development of artificial intelligence has provided new tools
for educational research, along with a series of technologies
such as speech recognition, pose recognition, expression rec-
ognition, and EEG recognition. To better analyze the learn-
ing process and the timing of educational interventions in-
depth, a large amount of data analysis is necessary, and the
use of visualization techniques in AI to describe knowledge
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resources and their carriers, to mine, analyze, construct,
map, and display knowledge and their interconnections is
a very convenient way to do so. The maturity of these tech-
nologies has allowed AI to greatly increase the multidimen-
sional experience of learning, thus, allowing learning to
move toward deep learning supported by technology.

The successful research and development of intelligent
teaching expert systems and intelligent teaching aid systems
have injected new vitality into the development of artificial
intelligence, and both have broad application prospects.
With the development and application of neural network
[28-29] and fuzzy technology [30] and the maturity of intel-
ligent teaching expert system technology, people gradually
realize that artificial intelligence applied to teaching is
the need of education development. From this initially
published article, we can learn that AI has great potential
in the field of education, as intelligent teaching expert sys-
tems and intelligent teaching aid systems in expert sys-
tems, machine learning, and distance learning have
gained rapid development in today’s world, and they will
continue to take advantage of the technology to build
more realistic scenarios and experiences, allowing learners
to better enter the situation and creatively problem solv-
ing, as shown in Figure 6.

The design of the NMA English speaking course objec-
tives focuses on the specific design of specific colleges and
universities, considering the current situation of interna-
tional, local, and host universities. The design process should
clarify the teaching objectives of teachers, the learning objec-
tives of students, and the objectives of the course environ-
ment in the course. The course should give full play to the
advantages of the university where it is located, the advan-
tages of the location, and combine it with the needs of the
students’ course objectives. The NMA Oral English course
that combines the specificity of the institution should be
designed with specific course objectives for the needs of all
levels. The content design of spoken English courses should
focus on a combination of online resources, textbooks, and
linguistic scholarship and should strive to provide the most
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Figure 3: Network topology diagram.
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appropriate learning materials in situations where learners
have the greatest need or are most receptive to knowledge.

4.2. The Effect of Innovation and Reform Application in
University English Education. When the carrier of AI makes
human subjectivity lose the balance between virtual and
reality, the phenomenon of weakening human subjectivity
gradually emerges from it. In the AI technology ecological
environment, due to the unique openness and sharing of
intelligent technology and intelligent environment, some
information, speech, and interaction of people are super-
vised from all sides, but what needs attention is that even
if they are supervised, people are more likely to make some
bold, nonreal, uncritical, and spontaneous speech and ideas
in the virtual world, which leads to the virtual self. The vir-
tual self is cut off from the real self, making people living
in the real world one-sided. People’s emotional cognitive
power is weakened, and people themselves are not able to
reflect the objectivity of objective things dynamically,
instead, people as subjects are also in a passive state. In such
an environment, the slippery slope of human ethics as a sub-
ject will further lead to the weakening of human subjectivity.
Artificial intelligence is the object of activity of human intel-
ligent subjects for practical activities, and human influences
restrict and change the object to make the object fit with the
needs of the subject. The desubjectification of artificial intel-
ligence is the subjectification of the object of artificial intelli-
gence, and the desubjectification of artificial intelligence as
an object is the counteraction of the human intelligent sub-
ject to control and transform the objective world caused by
the practical activities that endanger the subject itself.

Continuously explore a new school governance model,
encourage educational institutions to apply AI technology
to carry out innovative changes in organizational structure
and management system, establish a more efficient and
low-cost operation mechanism, and promote campus man-
agement that is refined, personalized, and intelligent, so that
school governance can reach a new level. Guide online open
learning platforms to establish a learner-centered develop-
ment concept, cultivate users’ lifelong learning habits, pro-
vide users with rich and perfect personalized learning

resources, strengthen the supply capacity of education ser-
vices, and cultivate more outstanding talents, as shown in
Figure 7.

From the data in Figure 7, it can be concluded that in
pair 1, the analysis of the data derived from the pretest and
posttest of students’ language perception ability can be seen,
where t = −3:046, significance value F = 0:004 < 0:05, it indi-
cates that there is a significant difference in the experiment,
indicating that there is a significant change in the language
perception ability of the students in the experimental class
before and after the experiment; in pair 2, the analysis of
the data is derived from the pretest and posttest of students’
language comprehension ability. The analysis of the data
derived from the pretest and posttest of students’ language
comprehension ability shows that where t = −3:010 and the
significance value F = 0:004 < 0:05, which means that there
is a significant difference in the experiment, indicating that
there is a significant change in the language comprehension
ability of the students in the experimental class before and
after the experiment; in pair 3, the analysis of the data
derived from the pretest and posttest of students’ language
evaluation ability shows that where t = −1:011 and the sig-
nificance value F = 0:325 > 0:05, which means that there is
no significant difference in the experiment, indicating that
there is no significant difference in the language evaluation
ability of the students in the experimental class before and
after the experiment, although it has been improved.

To better analyze the change of students’ interest in
English listening and speaking, the options of the questions
related to listening and speaking interest in the students’
questionnaire were analyzed, as shown in Figure 8, the num-
ber of people who chose “very much in line” increased from
19.86% to 24.85% of the total number of students, with an
increase of 5.01%, the number of people who chose “ The
number of people who chose” conform “increased from
30.16% to 38.07% of the total number of people, with an
increase of 7.91%, and the number of people who chose”
very much not conform decreased from 5.34% to 3.86% of
the total number of people, with a decrease of 1.49%. This
shows that students’ interest in English listening and speak-
ing is gradually increasing during the experimental teaching
process, and it also reflects that students’ English listening
and speaking habits are also gradually changing.

There was an impact on students’ performance when the
English listening and speaking skill development strategy
based on the intelligent speech system was carried out in
the experimental class, the English performance of students
in the experimental class improved, and there was a signifi-
cant difference compared to the control class. The students’
English listening and speaking skills improved in the exper-
imental class. This shows that the strategy of developing the
English listening and speaking ability of junior high school
students based on an intelligent speech system is effective.
Pay attention to the artistry of method and language in class
organization. Teachers should be the organizers, guides, and
facilitators of teaching activities. In the era of artificial intel-
ligence, students will gradually transform from passive
receivers of knowledge to explorers, discoverers, and collab-
orators. With the changes in the learning environment,
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students must have the awareness of being in an intelligent
age and the learning philosophy that conforms to this age
and actively cultivate the literacy and interest in using artifi-
cial intelligence technology.

5. Conclusion

The advent of the era of artificial intelligence has triggered
the work revolution, which inevitably leads to the education
revolution. To actively respond to the work revolution and
occupy the active posture, the education revolution must

be the first to start. The development and existence of
human beings are not established and complete, but they
are constantly striving for a free and perfect personality in
the process of practice, and their subjectivity is constantly
established and consolidated in the process of practice. The
“Miseducation” system is a tool used in the field of educa-
tion, and its original purpose of creation and development
is to bring a better educational environment for human
beings and to enable them to develop themselves compre-
hensively. The development and existence of human beings
are not given and complete, but in the process of practice,
they are constantly striving for a free and perfect personality,
and in the process of practice, their subjectivity is constantly
established and consolidated. The “Miseducation” system is
a tool used in the field of education, and its original purpose
of creation and development is to bring a better educational
environment to human beings and enable them to develop
comprehensively. I believe that the application in the context
of 5G can bring a very good innovation for online oral teach-
ing. It can not only greatly improve the teaching efficiency of
teachers but also maximize the interest of students in learn-
ing. Therefore, this paper researches and discusses the online
speaking teaching mode in the context of 5G, hoping to pro-
vide some new ideas and methods for teaching. The future is
the era of collaboration between humans and intelligent
machines. The application of artificial intelligence technol-
ogy in English teaching will lead English teaching from
closed to open and English learning from passive to active,
which will completely change the time and space scenarios
and supply levels of English education, making personalized
and diversified education possible, and building A flexible,
open, and lifelong personalized education ecosystem.
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The data used to support the findings of this study are
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Under the background of intelligent manufacturing, the modeling and scheduling of an intelligent manufacturing system driven
by big data have attracted increasing attention from all walks of life. Deep learning can find more hidden knowledge in the process
of feature extraction of the hierarchical structure and has good data adaptability in domain adaptation. From the perspective of the
manufacturing system, intelligent scheduling is irreplaceable in intelligent production when the manufacturing quantity of
workpieces is small or products are constantly changing. This paper expounds the outstanding advantages of deep learning in
intelligent manufacturing system modeling, which provides an effective way and powerful tool for intelligent manufacturing
system design, performance analysis, and running status monitoring and provides a clear direction for selecting, designing, or
implementing the deep learning architecture in the field of intelligent manufacturing system modeling and scheduling. The
scheduling of the intelligent manufacturing system should integrate intelligent scheduling of part processing and intelligent
planning of product assembly, which is suitable for intelligent scheduling of any kind and quantity of products and resources.

1. Introduction

Over the years, people have conducted extensive research on
the application technology of artificial intelligence in a
manufacturing system. As a result, a variety of expert systems
and knowledge-based systems for specific fields have been
developed, forming a series of “intelligent arc islands” [1].
With the deepening of research, people gradually realize that
the future manufacturing automation should be intelligent
integration and the further improvement of manufacturing
automation depends on the self-organization ability of the
whole manufacturing system [2]. The intelligent manufactur-
ing system can be regarded as a complex system composed of
various intelligent subsystems or intelligent nodes. Each sub-
system completes the distributed collaborative solution on
the basis of material, energy, and information exchange and
converts manufacturing system resources into products [3].
The purpose of the intelligent manufacturing system is to
simulate the skills and expert knowledge of the manufactur-
ing technology by integrating knowledge engineering and

manufacturing software system, robot vision, and robot con-
trol, so that intelligent machines can produce without man-
ual intervention [4]. The purpose of intelligent scheduling
is to complete the production tasks of production processing
and machine assembly on the premise of meeting various
constraints of the manufacturing system. In the process of
intelligent production, due to the frequent changes of pro-
duction objectives, such as the acceleration of product
upgrading, the intelligent manufacturing system can also be
adjusted according to the new production tasks to ensure that
the machine can complete the production tasks with high
utilization [5].

The purpose of the intelligent manufacturing system is
to turn human intellectual activities into intelligent activities
of manufacturing machines. The physical basis of the intelli-
gent manufacturing system is an intelligent machine, which
includes intelligent machining machine tools with various
programs, tool and material conveying devices, detection
and test devices, assembly devices, etc. [6]. Intelligent
automation of product processing and manufacturing has
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become the main direction today. It is particularly important
to make job shop scheduling intelligent, which is an urgent
need for the survival and development of enterprises [7].
In the intelligent manufacturing process, production is fully
automated and unmanned. Once unreasonable processing
process arrangement occurs, the machine may collide and
cause safety accidents [8]. From the perspective of the
manufacturing system, intelligent scheduling is irreplaceable
in intelligent production when the number of workpieces is
small or the products are changing [9]. The intelligent dis-
patching system is an important part of IMS. Intelligent
scheduling should be a scheduling technology that compre-
hensively studies the intelligent scheduling of part process-
ing and intelligent planning of product assembly from the
overall index. It must be highly universal, intelligent, and
flexible [10]. This paper expounds the outstanding advan-
tages of deep learning [11–14] in intelligent manufacturing
system modeling [15], provides an effective way and
powerful tool for intelligent manufacturing system design,
performance analysis, and operation state monitoring, and
provides a clear direction for intelligent manufacturing
system modeling and scheduling field selection, design, or
implementation of deep learning architecture.

IMS refers to a highly flexible and integrated method to
simulate the intelligent activities of human experts in the
manufacturing process through computers in all links of the
manufacturing process, that is, to analyze, judge, reason,
conceive, and make decisions on intelligent problems in
manufacturing [16]. With the emergence of new manufactur-
ing modes such as computer-integrated manufacturing, flexi-
ble manufacturing system, fine production, and virtual
manufacturing, it has indeed brought great convenience to
enterprises in terms of manufacturing cost and product qual-
ity assurance [17]. Intelligent scheduling is the key to ensure
the efficient, reliable, and safe production of the intelligent
manufacturing system, so the research on intelligent schedul-
ing has very important practical significance. The planning,
design, scheduling, control, operation status monitoring, intel-
ligent manufacturing system modeling, system maintenance,
and performance analysis of the intelligent manufacturing
system must be supported by corresponding models [18].
Deep learning is also called the deep neural network
(DNN). It adopts the hierarchical structure of multiple neu-
ral layers and extracts information from input data through
layer-by-layer processing. This “deep” layer structure allows
it to learn the representation of complex raw data with mul-
tiple levels of abstraction. From the original input, DNN
automatically discovers complex structures in large datasets
and learns useful features layer by layer. DNN has been
widely used in visual recognition and language understand-
ing because of the characteristics of feature learning, and this
feature learning ability has become its key advantage [19].
The neural network [20–22] architecture aims at modeling
the high-level representation of data and classifying or
predicting patterns by stacking multilayer information
processing modules in the hierarchy [23]. The intelligent
machining unit is an important intelligent node of the intel-
ligent manufacturing system. In-depth research on modeling
and scheduling of the intelligent manufacturing system based

on the deep learning neural network can improve the intelli-
gence level of the intelligent machining unit.

2. Related Work

In recent years, artificial intelligence algorithms [24–26]
have gradually entered the stage of solving industrial
manufacturing scheduling problems. Literature [27] pro-
poses a simple optimization algorithm based on pareto by
constructing a mathematical model of multiobjective flexible
industrial manufacturing scheduling based on parallel
machines. Literature [28] established a new hybrid genetic
algorithm, which solved the problems of premature, slow
searching speed and poor convergence effect on the
manufacturing scheduling problem of operation industry.
Literature [29] starts from the perspective of multivariety
and small-batch production, adopts standard datasets to
prove and solve the manufacturing scheduling of the flexible
operation industry, considers the factors such as the maxi-
mum completion time, machine load rate, and total load rate
as multiple scheduling objectives, and uses the method of
analysis and deconstruction to verify the effectiveness and
practicability of the algorithm. Literature [30] solves the
flowshop problem of two machines, in which the optimiza-
tion object is the minimum processing time and the dynamic
programming algorithm is mainly used. Literature [31] con-
ducted a detailed study on the flow line problem from three
aspects of system modeling, solution method, and algo-
rithm performance evaluation in 2020 and proposed the
use of the Lagrangian algorithm to solve the static schedul-
ing problem of flow line operations. Literature [32] used the
branch and bound method to solve the multimachine
flowshop-type problem.

Traditional scheduling methods can still achieve satisfac-
tory results for simple and small-scale scheduling problems,
but it is difficult to solve the actual scheduling problems that
are more complex, large scale, and difficult to model with
ordinary methods. Literature [33] puts forward an encoding
method based on EDD-LPT when using genetic algorithms
to solve scheduling problems to solve various unexpected
situations encountered during scheduling, combining vari-
ous real examples of manufacturing in the remanufacturing
workshop, and constructing. Many different scheduling
models have been developed to provide theoretical and tech-
nical guarantees. Literature [34] puts forward the concept of
autonomous and open-system machine tools in the future
environment and believes that in the future advanced
manufacturing system, processing machine tools should be
autonomous and open. As an experimental prototype, they
developed an intelligent machine tool based on a vertical
machining center. Literature [35] proposed a method of
controlling system beacons to avoid system deadlock, but
when manufacturing system considerations gradually
become more complex, deep learning models will explode
and bring huge trouble to beacon control. Literature [36]
proposes to avoid the deadlock of the system by controlling
the strict minimum beacon of the system, that is, to main-
tain the activity of the system by adding a controller to each
minimum beacon. This article combines deep learning to
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optimize the modeling and scheduling of intelligent
manufacturing systems, provides an effective way for the
design, performance analysis, and monitoring of operating
conditions of intelligent manufacturing systems, and selects,
designs, or implements deep learning architectures for intel-
ligent manufacturing system modeling and scheduling.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Structural Model. The intelligent manufacturing system
is a digital, networked, and intelligent manufacturing based
on ubiquitous state awareness in virtual reality. In the pro-
cess of product design, it involves the knowledge or profes-
sional knowledge of various fields related to the product
and also involves the comprehensive processing and utiliza-
tion of these multifield knowledge, experience, and data.
There are many difficulties in the process of transforming
the applicability of scientific and technological achievements
in manufacturing small and microenterprises. From the per-
spective of system modeling, the manufacturing system is
divided into resource elements and process elements and
resource elements are divided into equipment resource ele-
ments and information resource elements. The former
includes various machine tools and tools, while the latter
includes various CAD, CAPP, and other software that pro-
vide accompanying information such as design data, process
flow, and machining data for process elements [37]. As one
of the intelligent nodes of the intelligent manufacturing sys-
tem, the intelligent processing unit is also composed of
many intelligent nodes. It includes the flexible manufactur-
ing system, flexible assembly system, intelligent fault detec-
tion system, and human experts. The structural model of
the manufacturing system mainly describes the attributes,
quantities, and interrelationships of equipment resource
elements and process elements.

Figure 1 shows the mode structure of a completely dis-
tributed intelligent manufacturing system, which is com-
posed of many relatively autonomous self-agents connected
by a system bus. Self-agents, which are relatively autono-
mous, are connected to the communication network in the
form of intelligent nodes and accomplish tasks together
through the collaboration and cooperation of all nodes. In
implementation, modules with strong cohesion and low cou-
pling with other tasks can be separated to form collaborative
tasks. This can reduce the boundary constraints and facili-
tate the early start of the next task. In the process of project
execution, the workflow provides a process monitoring tool,
which is convenient for managers at all levels to know the
work progress and status. This can relatively reduce the
difficulty of the task and speed up the completion of the task.
The collaborative design system for concurrent engineering
should provide enough facilities to form a collaborative
environment, so that collaborative participants can use the
facilities in the environment to describe collaborative
requirements. Because the concurrent design of concurrent
engineering is divided into intergroup and intragroup col-
laboration, the work of members in the group is closely
related and collaboration generally requires synchronization.
However, the design work between groups may need to be

coordinated at intervals, so the collaboration can be carried
out asynchronously. Intelligent nodes can include any form
of intelligent units, and other intelligent nodes can be
connected to the system bus, such as intelligent CAPP (com-
puter-aided process planning) nodes and intelligent CAD
(computer-aided design) nodes. Each intelligent node is an
independent self-agent.

The system organization mode of the intelligent process-
ing unit is a distributed mode, which adopts the centralized
control and scheduling mode in its local implementation,
and is managed by a core node, which is responsible for
the dynamic allocation of tasks and resources, coordinates
the competition and cooperation among other nodes
through global planning, and acts as an arbitrator to resolve
conflicts. Other nodes apply for tasks from core nodes in a
certain way according to their own capabilities. The nodes
receiving tasks can complete tasks independently, and at
the same time, they can request cooperation from other
nodes through core nodes. Under the macrocontrol of core
nodes, they can establish temporary cooperative relations
with other cooperative nodes to complete tasks together.

3.2. Behavior Model. With the development of information
technology and manufacturing technology, the complexity
of products is increasing, the amount of information to be
processed in product manufacturing is increasing, and the
division of social specialties is becoming more and more
detailed, which makes the cooperation between enterprises
increasingly close. Multilevel supplier collaboration aims at
the realization process of complex products, major equip-
ment, or large-scale projects, and with the help of various
information and management technologies and means,
enterprise resources distributed in different spaces and times
and belonging to different partners are quickly and effec-
tively organized into a unified organism. In the manufactur-
ing process of complex products, from the initial conceptual
design to the mass production of products, suppliers are
involved and undertake the development and production
tasks of important parts. In the allocation process, the prior-
ity of task allocation between internal and external resources
is considered based on the allocation strategy and the opti-
mal supplier of the product collaborative development chain
is selected by integrating the factors of task influence and
supplier influence.

The intelligent manufacturing system is a very complex
large-scale system, which is a multifactor, high-order, and
nonlinear system, and the traditional modeling method is
very difficult. It is characterized by discreteness, difficulty
in on-line detection, uncertainty of the process model, rapid-
ity of process, and instability of processing multilevel infor-
mation feedback [38]. The intelligent modeling method
can be realized by fuzzy mathematics, neural network, and
other methods. Scheduling problem is actually a constrained
optimization problem. In the past research on scheduling
methods, the assumption of constraints was often limited
to resource constraints. The change of the manufacturing
process state is determined by the change of the resource
element and process element state. Equipment resource
elements have three valid states: idle state, busy state, and
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fault state. Process elements show different states according
to their different processing stages.

Artificial intelligence technology can very accurately mon-
itor the stability of electronic information systems during
information transmission to ensure the safety and accuracy
of information input or output. Only in this way can infor-
mation processing be carried out better and a good auxiliary
role be played for the implementation of the intelligent
manufacturing system. Using the existing technology to estab-
lish an artificial intelligence manufacturing environment, the
intelligent design operation process is shown in Figure 2.

Generally speaking, the parts in the machining process can
be in different stages such as clamping, machining, transporta-
tion, cleaning, and measurement. Each process may go
through the processes of waiting, loading, processing, unload-
ing, finishing, etc. However, due to the different process routes
of the parts, the change paths between these states are also
different. The scheduling of intelligent processing units in
the intelligent manufacturing system should integrate intelli-
gent scheduling of part processing and intelligent planning
of product assembly, which is suitable for intelligent schedul-
ing of any kind and quantity of products and resources. This
method can automatically make intelligent decisions accord-
ing to product requirements and system resources, so as to
maximize the autonomy of intelligent processing units.

3.3. Control Decision Model. Because the utilization of equip-
ment resources by various activities in the manufacturing
process is random in time and the processing tasks are also
dynamic, there is competition in the utilization of equip-
ment resource elements and choice in process elements. This
needs to be solved by system scheduling, and the scheduling
must establish the control decision model of the system. For
the intelligent scheduling of intelligent processing units,
besides the system resource constraints, the priority order
constraints of each working procedure and the priority order
constraints of part completion should also be considered
[39]. These priority constraints are provided by the assembly
planning system of the flexible assembly system and meet
the requirements of optimal assembly. The distributed net-
worked IMS prototype system is the comprehensive embodi-
ment of the research achievements of this project in the basic
theory and technology of intelligent manufacturing. The
basic idea is to start from the essential characteristics of
the intelligent manufacturing system and, in the distributed
manufacturing network environment, according to the basic
idea of distributed integration, apply the theory and method
of the multiagent system in distributed artificial intelligence,
and focus on the flexible and intelligent integration of the

manufacturing unit and network-based manufacturing sys-
tem. The structure of the deep neural network in this article
is shown in Figure 3.

The determination of the weight of each index in the tech-
nical analysis of intelligent manufacturing is a very important
step in the calculation process of the technical evaluation
index. Since the weights of each process in the entire intelli-
gent manufacturing process are not the same, it is necessary
to use the analytic hierarchy process to determine the specific
weights, in which each index is calculated as follows:

(1) Disassembly index

λ1 =
mideal × tideadiss

tactualdiss
, ð1Þ

where mideal is the ideal number of parts, tideadiss is the ideal
disassembly time, and tactualdiss is the actual disassembly time

(2) Cleaning index

λ2 =
mideal × 1
lcleaning

, ð2Þ

where lcleaning is the cleaning score and mideal × 1 is the ideal
cleaning score. There are four main cleaning methods: blow-
ing, wiping, baking, and washing. When different cleaning
methods are used, the cleaning scores are 1, 3, 3, and 6,
respectively

(3) Check index

λ3 =
midealinsp

m −mreplaced
, ð3Þ

where midealinsp is the ideal number of inspections, m is the
number of parts, and mreplaced is the number of replacements

(4) Detection index

λ4 =
mtest × tidealtest

tactualtest
, ð4Þ

wheremtest is the number of parts to be inspected, tidealtest is the
ideal inspection time, and tactualtest is the actual inspection time

System bus  

CAPP intelligent
node CAD intelligent

node Manufacturing cell
intelligent node 

Figure 1: Distributed intelligent manufacturing system structure.
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(5) Assembly index

λ5 =
mideal × tidealass

tactualass
, ð5Þ

where mideal is the ideal number of parts, tidealass is the ideal
assembly time, and tactualass is the actual assembly time. After
determining the calculation of each index, the technical eval-
uation index λT can be further calculated:

λT = 〠
j

Wj

λj

 !−1

, ð6Þ

where j = 1, 2,⋯, 5, λj is the aforementioned 5 indexes, and
Wj is the weight of the 5 indexes. The range of the calculated

λT is [0, 1]. When λT > 0:5, it shows that it is suitable for
intelligent manufacturing from a technical point of view.

The scheduling method of the intelligent processing unit
should be based on the overall index and comprehensively
study the scheduling technology integrating intelligent sched-
uling of part processing and intelligent planning of product
assembly. It must be highly universal, intelligent, and flexible.
Each activity first requests the response of the process element
server and then requests the response of the corresponding
resource server according to the attributes of the selected parts.

4. Scheduling Analysis of the Intelligent
Manufacturing System Based on
Deep Learning

4.1. Reconfiguration and Optimization of Cell Resources in
Intelligent Manufacturing. The purpose of data acquisition
is to collect relevant data such as vibration, acoustic emission,
current, velocity, temperature, and other signals from various
sensor sources deployed on the equipment system. Data pro-
cessing mainly includes data cleaning and other strategies for
preprocessing. Through the signal processing technology and
dimension reduction strategy, fault sensitive features are
extracted and selected from the original signals and data
fusion is carried out on multisensor signals. The purpose of
intelligent manufacturing system modeling is to extract the
production factors in the system and express their relationship
reasonably, which can be used to analyze the performance or
existing problems of the system. The complexity of the com-
plex system lies in its complex structure, many variables,
strong coupling among system variables, high nonlinearity,
time delay, and time variability. There are many objects to
realize health management, and the status signals containing
health information are complex and diverse, as well as
dynamic, static, continuous, and discrete, which usually
requires a combination of modeling and forecasting tech-
niques of intelligent manufacturing systems.

In engineering design, not only rich professional knowl-
edge and basic design data but also practical experience and
knowledge of experts are needed. Through the analysis and
prediction of data, the traditional way of operation judgment
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XML document generator

XSLT XSL/CSS

Query analyzer

Search engine

Data extractor

Feature extractor

Image processor

Metadata extractor

Object extractor

XML
document
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(DOM/SAX)

Semantic data E-catalog metadata E-catalog image feature Object featureDBMS

Figure 2: Manufacturing intelligent design operation process.
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Figure 3: Deep neural network learning model.
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based on intuition and fuzzy judgment will be gradually
replaced. The relationship between the number of nodes
and processing time is shown in Figure 4.

Assume the intelligent processing unit shown in Figure 1
as follows: there are n parts; the ith part has ni processes;
there are m-type resources, and the number of sth-type
resources is rs; the completion time of each part has priority
constraints. The completion time of each part has priority
constraints; the total completion time of all parts of the sys-
tem is required to be the shortest, and the completion time
of each part is recorded as xi.

For the convenience of description, the following sym-
bols are introduced: n is the number of parts; ni is the num-
ber of processes of the part; m is the number of resource
types; rs is the number of resources of each type; Ri is the
process pair ½j, l� set of the ith part p. Among them, process
j has priority over process l; Qi is the process pair ½j, l� set of
the ith part pi, where processes j, l have no priority con-
straint relationship; Ii is the process set that can be arranged
for the first time; Nsq is the use of the qth process set of s
resources; P is the set of parts with priority completion time
constraints; til is the processing time of process l of the ith
part pi; xij is the completion time of process j of the ith part
pi. The completion time is the last process of each part in the
scheduling sequence. i = 1, 2,⋯, n ; j = 1, 2,⋯, ni. xij should
satisfy the following inequalities:

xij − xil + til ≤ 0, for all j, l½ � ∈ Ri,

xij − xil + til ≤ 0 or xil − xij + tij ≤ 0, for all j, l½ � ∈Qi,

xij − xil + tij ≤ 0 or xij − xil + til ≤ 0, for all j, l½ � ∈Nsq,

xij − xil + til ≤ 0, for all j, l½ � ∈ Ri,

xk − xi ≤ 0, for all K , j½ � ∈ P,
tij − xij ≤ 0, i = 1, 2,⋯, n ; j = 1, 2,⋯,m:

ð7Þ

In the given neural network model, if it represents a neu-
ron, the energy function of the network is

E = 〠
n

i=1
xi + 〠

n

i=1
〠
j

〠
l

H1 ⋅ F1 xij − xil + til
� �

+ 〠
n

i=1
〠
j

〠
l

H2 ⋅ min F1 xij − xjl + t jl
� �

, F1 xjl − xij + tij
� �� �� �

+ 〠
m

s=1
〠
rs

q=1
〠
j

〠
l

H3 ⋅ min F1 xij − xil + t jl
� �

, F1 xjl − xij + tij
� �� �� �

+〠
k

〠
i

H4 ⋅ F1 xk − xið Þ + 〠
n

i=1
〠
ni

j=1
H5 ⋅ F1 tij − xij

� �
:

ð8Þ

Among them, F1ð⋅Þ is the penalty function; H1, H2, H3,
H4, H5 is a sufficiently large normal number. Deep neural
networks can converge to a stable state, which corresponds

to an optimal solution of the problem. The population mean
and the optimal solution changes are shown in Figure 5.

The main task of scheduling is to allocate the limited
resources of the system reasonably and optimize some per-
formance indexes. These resources can be machine tools,
tools, fixtures, etc. System equipment status data is precious
wealth, which contains abundant health information, and is
the cornerstone of the data-driven intelligent manufactur-
ing system modeling and prediction technology. Too many
sensors will cause extra burden to health management
objects, and too many sensor data will also cause data
redundancy, which will bring difficulties to feature extrac-
tion and fault analysis.

4.2. Dynamic Characteristics of NC Machine Tools in the
Intelligent Manufacturing System. Because of the complexity
and uncertainty of the actual system, it is difficult to find a
clear mathematical model. The method based on the failure
physical model depends on the failure physics of the key
components of the system, such as wear, fatigue, and aging.
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Figure 4: Number of nodes and processing time.
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The failure physics of different components has different
failure processes and laws. It is costly and time-consuming
to master the wear, fatigue, and aging process laws of key
components. The performance of various intelligent devices
in the intelligent manufacturing system plays an important
role in the normal operation of the intelligent manufacturing
system. With the improvement of automation, informationi-
zation, and intelligence of the machining system, the
dynamic characteristics of modern CNC machine tools are
also required to be improved accordingly. Whether the
knowledge-driven method can model and predict an effi-
cient intelligent manufacturing system depends on whether
there is a complete expert system knowledge base, and it is
difficult to deal with new faults without matching related
rules. In the process of running, the expert system cannot
get new knowledge from reasoning examples and it is very
fragile to solve some novel faults and some marginal prob-
lems of the system design.

The configuration of components and the selection of
performance parameters of CNC machine tools will directly
affect the dynamic characteristics of the system. For the
whole computer control system, starting with the electrome-
chanical system composed of a servomotor and mechanical
device, the mathematical model is established by using the
laws of the mechanical system and electrical system. The
transfer function of the mechanical system is

G1 sð Þ = C sð Þ
θm sð Þ = L

2π nKs
1

JeS
2 + BeS + Ks

= K0ω
2
n

s2 + 2ξω2
n + ω2

n

, ð9Þ

where:

K0 =
Ln
2π ,

ωn =
ffiffiffiffiffi
Ks

Je

s
,

ξ = Be

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

JeKs

s
:

ð10Þ

The transfer function of the electrical system is

G2 sð Þ = θm sð Þ
Va sð Þ

= KI/Ra

Tes + 1ð Þ J1 + Jmð Þs2 + Bms + Km 1 − nð Þ½ � + KeKIs/Ra
,

ð11Þ

where

Te =
La
Ra

: ð12Þ

For matter elements, A is the evaluation characteristic,
that is, the index. Some eigenvalues can be calculated by
the system, and the corresponding eigenvalue of each feature
is shown in Table 1. Figure 6 is the relationship between
eigenvalues and matter elements in three groups of experi-
mental data.

System modeling and simulation is an important means
to analyze and design the system. It can easily put forward
measures to improve the existing system and predict its
dynamic performance and modify its parameters before

Table 1: Characteristic value corresponding to each characteristic.

Features A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

Characteristic value 75.5 88.7 87.8 95.6 74.5 76.8 87.3 92.3 75.4
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Figure 6: Relationship between eigenvalues and matter element.
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the system is established, so as to achieve the optimal design
effect. The modeling effectiveness of different methods is
shown in Figure 7.

In addition to the electromechanical control system of
the CNC machine tool closed-loop control system, there is
also a digital computer DðzÞ that completes digital signal
processing, a sampler that completes analog-to-digital signal
conversion, and a zero-order holder that completes digital-
to-analog signal conversion. So the structure of the whole
system is shown in Figure 8.

In which,

G sð Þ = KvG1 sð ÞG2 sð Þ
1 + KvKtSG2 sð Þ : ð13Þ

GðsÞ is the transfer function of the controlled object.
Ignoring the effect of the interference signal nðtÞ, that is,

NðSÞ = 0, the output response CRðZÞ of the system to the
input RðZÞ can be obtained:

CR zð Þ = D zð ÞG′ zð Þ
1 +D zð ÞG′ zð Þ

R zð Þ, ð14Þ

where

G′ zð Þ = Z
1 − e−Ts

s
G sð Þ

� �
: ð15Þ

Equipment status data contains abundant information
on the equipment status, including the relationship between
equipment components and random errors, which can truly
describe the system performance. In practical engineering, it
is uneconomical or even impossible to obtain mathematical
models and it is difficult to express expert knowledge and
experience effectively. In this case, data-based technology
is more used. By comparing the scheduling results of the
general modeling method and deep neural network, as
shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the modeling and
scheduling effect of the intelligent manufacturing system
based on the deep neural network is better than that of gen-
eral modeling methods.

The intelligent manufacturing system must realize typ-
ical intelligent signs of state perception, real-time analysis,
independent decision making, and precise execution and real-

ize visual monitoring [40, 41] of the product manufacturing
process. For modeling and simulation of a computer control
system, the general method is to establish a mathematical
model describing the movement of the system according to
the dynamic relationship among various physical quantities
in the system, then to model the mathematical model twice
and turn it into a simulation model, and to finally send the
simulation model to a computer for the solution. With the
improvement of the computer processor performance and
the reduction of its cost, artificial intelligence technologies
such as the expert system, fuzzy system, and neural network
have gradually developed. Based on these technologies, there
is an increasing interest in developing artificial intelligence
solutions in the field of equipment health management. Com-
pared with the traditional diagnosis method, the diagnosis
based on intelligent technology can improve the performance
with the least manual help and can be easily expanded and
modified and can be adjusted according to the new data.

5. Discussion

Compared with traditional machine learning methods, due
to the deep architecture and the learning method of learning
useful features layer by layer, the deep learning model can
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Figure 8: CNC machine tool closed-loop control system.
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automatically find the fault mode features contained in large
datasets, so as to realize automatic feature learning without a
special feature extractor. In some application scenarios, the
fault diagnosis and prediction accuracy of the support vector
machine and traditional artificial neural network can reach
the accuracy equivalent to that of the deep learning model,
but in terms of robustness in a noisy environment, the deep
learning model is better than the former. The traditional
artificial neural network is easy to fall into the trap of gradi-
ent explosion and overfitting. The deep learning model can
effectively avoid similar problems. However, in terms of
computational speed, because the computational complexity
of the deep learning model is higher than that of the support
vector machine and traditional artificial neural network, the
training time is more than that of the latter.

The deep learning model is essentially developed from a
traditional neural network. Improve the model generalization
ability, strengthen the local feature learning, optimize the
model parameters using optimization algorithm, and improve
the data preprocessing technology, multimodal data fusion,
and mixed integration of multiple models, and other technical
routes are continuously integrated into the deep learning
framework, which effectively improves the model generaliza-
tion ability, multimodal data fusion, and mixed integration
of multiple models. With the introduction of various technol-
ogies, the computational complexity of the model will inevita-
bly increase. How to extend the fault prediction and diagnosis
model trained by historical data in order to ensure the accu-
racy of medium- and long-term fault prediction and diagnosis
is a major challenge. In order to improve the generalization
ability of the model, the transfer learning technology has been
introduced to construct different domain-adaptive deep
learning models and simulate different working conditions
on the training data as much as possible. However, for prac-
tical application, the generalization ability of the model still
needs to be strengthened. In general, the training of the deep
learning model needs massive data. However, it is not easy to
obtain the health information of the actual complex equip-
ment system. Due to historical reasons, there are often few
or no sample data, while the running equipment is in normal
working state for most of the running time and a small
amount of fault sample data can be collected.

6. Conclusions

Under the global market competition environment,
manufacturing globalization is an inevitable trend of
manufacturing development and it is also an opportunity
and challenge faced by Chinese manufacturing enterprises.
With the arrival of the customized manufacturing trend,
the future development of the manufacturing industry will
become more and more intelligent, which puts forward
higher and higher requirements for the scheduling of intel-
ligent manufacturing systems. Traditional manual schedul-
ing methods can no longer meet the requirements of
intelligent manufacturing systems and complex manufactur-
ing systems. The modern manufacturing industry is facing
the requirements of individuation and diversification and
the phenomenon of a shorter and shorter product cycle,

which requires the product design and process design to
be coordinated. The scheduling of intelligent processing
units in the intelligent manufacturing system should inte-
grate intelligent scheduling of part processing and intelligent
planning of product assembly, which is suitable for intelli-
gent scheduling of any kind and quantity of products and
resources. The foundation of intelligent manufacturing is
digital manufacturing. By constructing the digital platform
of the intelligent manufacturing system, the digital, net-
worked, and intelligent system architecture operation model
of the intelligent manufacturing system is built.

Compared with the traditional diagnosis method, the
diagnosis based on intelligent technology can improve the
performance with the least manual help and can be easily
expanded and modified and can be adjusted according to
the new data. In the process of manufacturing system
modeling, through the modeling and simulation analysis of
basic manufacturing cells, the bottom-up modeling is real-
ized and the basic manufacturing cells are continuously
expanded upwards, and finally, the manufacturing system
model is established. In the aspect of scheduling algorithm
research, the deep neural network proposed in this paper
has solved the multiobjective scheduling problem but it
needs further research on the determination of the conver-
gence algebra and coding mode. By establishing standard-
ized models for various types of scheduling problems, the
research on scheduling algorithms will be more targeted,
which will help to speed up the research on intelligent sched-
uling algorithms.
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Most of the current health management products are used in medical institutions and generally do not pay enough attention to the
student population. Based on this, this paper designs a student-oriented and functional autonomous health management system.
This paper proposes a personal health management system based on a multidimensional data model based on the main social
characteristics of the population with chronic diseases and the actual needs of personal health management for chronic
diseases. The value of various health data for health management is deeply analyzed and mined, and a multidimensional model
data warehouse is constructed according to relevant national health data standards to create a standard data platform for
intelligent health warning and disease risk assessment. This paper researches and designs a closed-loop personal health
management method based on the Plan-Do-Check-Action (PDCA) cycle management model, with detailed functional design
in four aspects: health data collection and recording, health assessment, health planning, and tracking and execution. This
paper researches health data collection, processing, and storage technologies and adopts HDFS data storage technology, html,
css, Java Script, java, and other software development technologies, combined with j Query, UEditor, Date Range Picker, and
other plug-ins, as well as SMS email generation interface, wireless Bluetooth transmission interface, etc. This system web and
mobile application platforms are designed and developed. Relational database is used as the system database, and a snowflake-
type multidimensional data model is designed. Finally, the functions and performance of this system were tested, and the
development and trial run of the basic version have been completed.

1. Introduction

As population continues to age, people’s lifestyles and envi-
ronments become more complex, leading to a very large
population of chronic diseases, increasingly serious sub-
health problems, and rising cancer incidence and mortality
[1]. The 2018 joint study on medical reform released by
the National Health and Family Planning Commission states
that nearly 300 million people suffer from chronic diseases.
Chronic diseases have become the main cause of death
among residents [2]. Statistics show that deaths from
chronic diseases account for 79.5% and 85.3% of the total
deaths in rural and urban areas in China, respectively. The
main sources of death from chronic diseases are cardiovas-

cular diseases, cancer, and slow respiratory diseases, among
which the proportion of hypertension, diabetes, and slow
respiratory diseases are 25.2%, 9.7%, and 9.9%, respectively,
which shows that the harm of chronic diseases is serious and
long-term [3]. With the increasing improvement of people’s
living and cultural standards, people are also paying more
and more attention to personal health management, gradu-
ally shifting the focus of personal health management from
illness and then medical treatment to prevention-based con-
tinuous long-term self-health management [4]. According to
the World Health Organization statistics, the main factors
leading to chronic diseases and their proportion are lifestyle
60%, genetic 15%, social 10%, medical 8%, and climatic 7%.
Therefore, a good lifestyle can reduce the prevalence of
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chronic diseases or improve the worsening trend of existing
chronic diseases.

To develop a good lifestyle, people need comprehensive
and accurate information about their health, long-term
tracking of their physical condition, and timely intervention
to correct poor lifestyles, of which comprehensive and accu-
rate health information is the most important part [5]. The
lack of transparency and asymmetry of medical information
makes it difficult for individuals to participate in medical
and health management, and it is easy to generate excessive
medical care and waste medical resources [6]. As mentioned
above, if people want to participate in the whole process of
their own health management continuously in the long
term, the temporary data obtained from medical visits under
the traditional model is far enough to meet people’s demand
for health management. With the rapid advancement of
computer technology, the gradual popularization of home
medical devices, and the introduction of national health
China 2030 and other information policies, the “Internet +
health care” health service model has been developed rap-
idly, and personal health management systems have been
created [7]. Personal health management system can be
understood as a computer application that can prevent and
control the occurrence and development of physical dis-
eases, reduce medical costs, improve the quality of life and
self-management awareness, improve lifestyle-related health
risk factors, and make the long-term continuous process of
personal health management in a safe and confidential envi-
ronment. Health information collection, health testing,
health assessment, health planning, and health intervention
are the main means to continuously improve health status.
The purpose is to prevent the occurrence and development
of chronic noncommunicable diseases, improve the quality
of life, and reduce medical costs [8]. The personal health
management system is a perfect combination of advanced
information technology and medical technology, mainly
highlighting the individual as the center; the system assists
individual users to carry out self-health management, so that
health management can be carried out scientifically and on
the basis [9]. It mainly helps healthy people and subhealthy
people to establish an orderly and healthy lifestyle by main-
taining health and promoting health (as shown in Figure 1).
By collecting and recording personal health information, the
system then cleans, stores, and analyzes user’s health data,
which can ensure the accuracy and integrity of the health
data throughout the life cycle, making user’s data informa-
tion more accurate, continuous, and valuable, thus ensuring
the accuracy of system’s health assessment and early warn-
ing of user’s health condition, achieving the goals of reduc-

ing the risk state, preventing the occurrence of diseases,
and improving life. This will reduce the risk status, prevent
diseases, improve the quality of life, save medical resources,
and reduce the cost of medical treatment for patients [10].
At the same time, the development of personal health man-
agement system is of great importance in improving the effi-
ciency and quality of medical services, changing the medical
model, and realizing scientific cost control and actuarial
management. There are tens of thousands of personal health
management application platforms in China, but most of
them provide a single health management model, only pro-
viding the management of one or several health data [11].
There are also many health management application plat-
forms that mainly focus on medical consumption and coop-
erate with medical institutions to provide online registration
for medical treatment, etc., without providing precise health
management modules to users [12]. These single-mode or
paid health management platforms fail to create a complete
health management mechanism for users, and the vast
majority of existing health management systems fail to enter
rural households, staying only for users with higher living
standards.

This project is based on a student-oriented approach to
implement a health management system based on the com-
plete process of health management. The system is designed
to assist students in the complete process of detecting, evaluat-
ing, and guiding themselves on potential risk factors for their
health. It is a professional system belonging to the medical
field. The purpose of the system is to motivate students to
implement autonomous health management, i.e., students
improve their ability tomanage their own health throughmul-
tiple ways such as self-learning, self-building, and self-
establishing databases and rely on their own strength to mon-
itor and care for their health indicators in real time, which is a
dynamic autonomous health management model. From the
student level, the use of healthmanagement system can reduce
the expenditure of medical expenses; most students are pro-
vided with good health maintenance and protection services,
then the risk factors of diseases can be controlled within a cer-
tain range without clinical reactions. The use of health man-
agement systems can reduce students’ health risk factors,
making it a virtuous circle in which students become more
andmore aware of their healthmanagement, and independent
health management makes students secure.

2. Related Work

As early as 1929, world’s first health management organiza-
tion was established in Los Angeles, USA, which proposed a
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comprehensive approach to health management by focusing
on prevention to reduce the incidence of disease and con-
ducted practical exploration of health management. In the
early 1970s, the U.S. government formulated rules and rec-
ommendations for health maintenance and established and
passed a health maintenance bill for this purpose. In the fol-
lowing years, the bill was implemented by establishing
health research centers and developing health assessment
[13]. In the following years, the act was implemented by
establishing health research centers, developing health
assessment tools, and so on. In 2010, the U.S. government
launched a Decade of Health program to improve national
health and disease prevention awareness [14]. Japan’s health
care system features private, one-on-one, long-term health
follow-up assessments [15]. This tracking and assessment
service is family-based, with a comprehensive health record
that is updated and maintained over time, and recommenda-
tions for assessment are made accordingly.

The business of health management has been very
mature in foreign countries, and with the expansion of the
scope of the industry and changes in the composition of the
disease, many countries have invested in the management
of chronic diseases and other modern health persistent dis-
ease research, through sensors, the Internet, and other tech-
nologies to establish a sound personalized chronic disease
monitoring system [16]. The concept of health management
emerged in the United States and other Western countries in
the 1990s and was first introduced by the American insur-
ance industry. Today, the United States is still the global
leader in healthcare development, especially in the field of
health management [17]. The closed-loop health manage-
ment system mainly targets people with subhealth or subdi-
sease, through the steps of health data collection, health
assessment, plan making, guidance intervention, and user
feedback, cultivating users’ good living habits, improving
their self-health management awareness and self-healing
power, and achieving the effect of controlling the occurrence
or deterioration of diseases at the root. In addition to the
United States, health management is also developing rapidly
in developed countries such as the United Kingdom, Japan,
and Korea. With the development of Internet communica-
tion technology, many health management applications have
emerged with electronic products such as computers and cell
phones, mainly including platform applications, website
applications, and cell phone applications. These health man-
agement applications with health data recording, online
health consultation, and health condition assessment make
health management no longer restricted by time and place
and give greater play to the value of medical resources,
achieving the effect of reducing disease rates and improving
the quality of life [18]. As governments continue to launch
exploratory national health management construction docu-
ments and plans, major Internet companies have responded
to the development of the times and have invested in research
in the health management field.

So far, many advanced and professional health manage-
ment applications have been launched abroad. These include
the platform applications Health Kit and Google Fit, the
website application Health Vault, and a large number of cell

phone applications, among which cell phone applications
have the advantages of portability and easy operation and
are most easily received and used by people [19].

Medisafe reminds users to take their medication on time
through push messages and prompts them to record the
amount of medication they take when they take it [20]. If
the system does not detect that the patient has taken the
medication, patient’s friends and family are notified and
can take action against the patient. In addition, Sweetch,
an Israeli company, has developed a disease risk diagnosis
and prevention software, which can predict user’s chances
of getting sick and make users who are already sick but do
not know if they are aware of their condition. In addition
to Western countries, health management systems are also
growing rapidly in Asian countries such as Korea and Japan.
Samsung’s S Health has become one of the most accepted
personal health management platforms in Korea today. S
Health mainly includes environmental detection, exercise
management, and health diary, through which users can
record their daily health activities and customize their health
and exercise plans to accomplish their goals under the guid-
ance of the system [21]. Physical health data such as heart
rate can also be measured through the sensors built into
the Samsung Galaxy and Gear. In 2017, Japanese healthcare
company OmronHealthcare invested in Kardia Pro, a heart
disease prevention management software from Alivecor
Alive Cor, which tracks users’ ECG, weight, blood pressure,
daily behavior, etc., uses artificial intelligence technology for
data analysis and comparison to identify potential risk fac-
tors that are not detected by doctors, and organizes the
results in user’s personal health profile to help doctors diag-
nose the user in case of sudden illness.

3. Big Data-Based Physical Health
Management Model

3.1. A Closed-Loop Health Management Model Based on Big
Data. Closed-loop management is a complete management
system, first proposed by Robert S. Kaplan, founder of the
Balance Card, and initially applied to improve the efficiency
of company management and operations. With the develop-
ment of health management field, the traditional simple
health management model cannot meet the needs of peo-
ple’s health management, and closed-loop management in
health management has been widely used. Closed-loop
health management mainly refers to the process of deci-
sion-making, implementation, feedback, reimplementation,
and feedback in health management, so that personal phys-
ical quality can be continuously improved in the cycle of
accumulation and promote the improvement or mainte-
nance of personal health level. The closed-loop health man-
agement system mainly targets people with subhealth or
subdisease, through the steps of health data collection, health
assessment, plan making, guidance intervention, and user
feedback, cultivating users’ good living habits, improving
their self-health management awareness and self-healing
power, and achieving the effect of controlling the occurrence
or deterioration of diseases at the root. Professor Pan Xiao-
jue from the Shanghai Jiaotong University pointed out that
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health management mainly starts from three closed loops,
the first one is the closed loop of testing means, body’s phys-
iological indicators are constantly changing, and in the pro-
cess of health management, physiological indicators are
constantly tested to find out which physiological indicators
have problems, so as to solve problems. The second is the
closed-loop intervention path; closed-loop health manage-
ment system is mainly used by people with chronic diseases,
not only from the consideration of improving the disease but
also through the system to continuously intervene to guide
the lifestyle and gradually improve the root cause of the dis-
ease. The third is the closed loop of repairing raw materials.
The repairing raw materials of chronic diseases and sub-
healthy people are mainly their own health management
consciousness and mentality, and a good health manage-
ment consciousness is a strong immunity and self-healing
power. Zhang Juan et al. from the Tongji Medical College
conducted a study on closed-loop health management for
diabetic people, proposing a dynamic closed-loop diabetes
health management model of prehospital prevention-in-
hospital education-posthospital rehabilitation through
online diagnosis and treatment, medication guidance, and
access to or sharing of health data, etc.

The researchers explored the information-based closed-
loop health management model for subhealthy people under
the Internet+ model, in which medical and nursing person-
nel realize long-term intelligent closed-loop health manage-
ment for subhealthy people in and out of the hospital
through health data monitoring [22], trend analysis, guid-
ance intervention, and online tracking and management.
The PDCA management cycle, proposed by Dr. Hart, an
American quality management expert, divides management
into four stages: plan, do, check, and act. The PDCA man-
agement cycle is a very effective management model for all
kinds of management, which can develop people’s own
management awareness and make users develop the instinct
of automatic management through the steps of planning
guidance and result checking. The PDCA management cycle
is applied to personal health management system, which is
the basic management model of personal health manage-
ment system based on multidimensional data model pro-
posed in this paper, to achieve closed-loop personal health
management through the cycle of data collection, data colla-
tion, health assessment, guidance intervention, and imple-

mentation of programs. The personal health management
model proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 2.

3.2. Big Data Collection. Standardized big data collection and
recording methods are the basis for health management of
chronic diseases and subhealthy people and are the basic
requirements for data collation and analysis, health assess-
ment, personalized health intervention, and management
effect evaluation. There are various channels and types of
health data collection, mainly from professional clinical data
of medical institutions, health data integrated by regional
health service platforms, conventional health data collected
by portable wearable devices, and users’ self-quantified
health data. The clinical data of medical institutions refers
to professional medical health data, which includes medical
data generated from various medical clinical consultations
and medical examinations, and these health data are the
most valuable data in users’ health management. Regional
health service platform fully brings together personal health
data from many medical institutions of users, which at this
stage mainly refers to medical checkup data. Portable wear-
able devices mainly collect users’ ECG, blood pressure, blood
oxygen, sleep, pulse, body temperature, and other physical
signs data. User self-quantified health data includes exercise
information, diet, smoking, and drinking. Self-quantified
data is also an important basis for systematic health assess-
ment and disease judgment, which helps to provide person-
alized health guidance and intervention to users. These
health data are generally divided into three formats: struc-
tured, semistructured, and unstructured. In this paper, by
collecting the above channels and types of health data, we
analyze and mine the health data through distributed data
processing technology and perform trend analysis, health
prediction, and risk warning on user’s health status in the
system.

Based on health data sources, this paper is designed to
obtain users’ health information through the following three
paths: PC-based website system, mobile-based APP plat-
form, and smart wearable devices.

(1) PC-based website system

According to the classification, format, and other data
attributes of health data, we design various health data
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Figure 2: Closed-loop health management model.
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record forms based on the PC-based health management
website. The collection method based on the PC-based web-
site is based on user-initiated entry, and the basic principles
of health data collection refer to the relevant regulations in
the Basic Architecture and Data Standards for Health
Records and Basic Architecture and Data Standards for
Electronic Medical Records issued by the Ministry of
Health of China. Among them, the basic personal infor-
mation collection form refers to “HRA00.01 Basic Data
Set Standard for Personal Information,” the medical phys-
ical examination data entry form refers to “HRC00.04
Basic Data Set Standard for Adult Health Examination,”
the hypertension collection record module refers to
“HRB04.01 Basic Data Set Standard for Hypertension Case
Management,” and the diabetes collection record module
refers to “HRB04.02.” The other health data collection
record modules are also designed according to the data
format and attributes in the standard.

(2) Mobile-based APP platform

The main form of the personal health management sys-
tem described in this paper is based on the mobile APP plat-
form, and this health management system has developed
APPs based on both Android and iOS in order to facilitate
users to record and manage their health at any time. In addi-
tion to the PC-based website system, the mobile APP is
designed with interfaces for unstructured data voice, image,
audio, and video collection. The database between the PC-
based website system and the mobile-based APP is synchro-
nized through the server database, which facilitates user
records and unified data management.

(3) Smart wearable-based devices

Smart wearable devices are the main tools for daily mon-
itoring of body data for patients with chronic diseases and
are the main source of routine health data. Examples include
real-time wearable health devices such as dynamic blood
glucose monitors and ECG monitors, as well as nonreal-
time monitoring devices such as pedometers and blood pres-
sure monitors. The detected health information is transmit-
ted and stored in the database of this system through the
Bluetooth function that smart health devices have.

The design of the database model is the focus of this
paper. The traditional personal health management system
does not conduct in-depth research on the attributes of
health data such as diseases and body organs. This paper
proposes a personal health management system based on
multidimensional data model, which adopts a snowflake
multidimensional data model and mines the attributes of
diseases, body organs, and clinical departments of health
data according to relevant clinical diagnosis guidelines and
health data standards issued by the Ministry of Health of
China, so that users can manage health data, intelligent
health assessment, and disease risk prediction from multiple
dimensions such as diseases and body organs, fully reflecting
the value of health. The value of health data is fully reflected.

The traditional personal health management system only
collects a large amount of personal health data and makes a

simple list, without taking into account the multiple attri-
butes and dimensions of health data, so that the potential
value of health data in health assessment and disease predic-
tion cannot be fully utilized. Usually, a health data has mul-
tiple attributes and can be used for diagnosis of multiple
body parts and disease types, for example, common blood
pressure data; a large amount of blood pressure data can
be used not only for judging the level of blood pressure but
also for prediction assessment of cardiovascular system dis-
eases combined with heart rate, daily symptoms and living
habits, and for judging cerebrovascular health status com-
bined with intraocular pressure and brain symptoms. In this
paper, we design a multidimensional database model and set
various attributes such as diseases and organs for each health
data element, so that users can flexibly choose the use of
health data and decide the role of data, so that health data
can play a greater value in health assessment and disease
prediction of personal health management system. In the
personal health management system based on multidimen-
sional data model, the relationship between each health data
type needs to be standardized and designed according to the
health assessment analogy, and clear and accurate data rela-
tionships and data attributes help to improve the decision-
making accuracy of personal health management health
assessment and disease prediction, etc. This paper designs
a data warehouse with multidimensional data model, as
shown in Figure 3, which mainly studies and solves the
problem of obtaining information from the database. It fea-
tures a topic-oriented, integrated, stable, and time-varying
data collection, which is used to analyze data and discover
new values of data, mainly for analytical reports and deci-
sion support in management, and meets the needs of user
health data analysis and evaluation in health management
systems.

4. Artificial Intelligence-Based Health Fuzzy
Integrated Assessment Model

4.1. Health Assessment Index Weights. Indicator weights rep-
resent the importance of the indicator in health assessment,
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Figure 3: Multidimensional warehouse application for big data.
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and reasonable allocation of each assessment indicator
weight is the key to ensure the accuracy and scientificity of
health assessment, and this paper selects hierarchical analy-
sis method to obtain the assessment indicator weights. Hier-
archical analysis was proposed by Thomas L. Saaty, an
American operations researcher, in the 1970s. It is a combi-
nation of qualitative and quantitative decision analysis
method, which can convert semiqualitative and semiquanti-
tative problems into quantitative calculations. The health
evaluation system built in this paper has both qualitative
and quantitative evaluation factors, so using this method
can hierarchize the complex medical health problem system
and calculate the importance or weight value of each factor
quantitatively by comparing the importance between related
factors to establish a preliminary quantitative evaluation sys-
tem. The main steps of the hierarchical analysis method to
obtain the weights of evaluation indicators are as follows:
firstly, the complex decision problem is stratified according
to the general objective, criterion layer, and indicator layer,
and then, the judgment matrix of each layer is determined,
and then, the priority weights of each indicator in each layer
to the elements of the upper layer are obtained by solving the
eigenvectors of the judgment matrix and performing the
consistency test.

(1) Layering

According to the hierarchical analysis method, the hier-
archical structure of the comprehensive health assessment
index system was determined. As shown in Figure 4, the
hierarchical structure of health assessment indexes is divided
into target layer A; criterion layer B, with two categories; pri-
mary index layer C, with 9 items; and secondary index layer
D, with 6 items.

(2) Constructing the judgment matrix

After completing the evaluation model of evaluation
indicators, the indicators within each level are analyzed
and compared with each other, and the judgment matrix
of the corresponding level is constructed. Judgment matrix
construction method: select a layer of indicators in the hier-

archy, and experts compare the importance of the indicators
in that layer relative to the indicators in the upper layer two
by two and record the comparison results in the form of a
matrix, which can constitute the judgment matrix between
two levels. In this paper, 10 experts are selected to participate
in the comparison of the importance of each index, taking
into account the relevance of experts’ research field to the
topic, the time of experts’ practice, and the age distribution
of experts. In this paper, 1-9 scale is used to quantitatively
scale the importance between two indicators, and 1, 3, 5, 7,
and 9 are used to indicate the importance of one indicator
over another, and the larger the number means the more
important it is; when an indicator is less important than
another indicator, the reciprocal of 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 is used
to indicate the less important degree; when the hierarchical
degree needs higher precision, the real numbers between 1
and 9 can be interpolated to improve the precision.

The judgment number aij represents the assignment of
the importance of index Ai over Aj, and the judgment matrix
of each layer of order nn∗ is formed by aij. 10 experts deter-
mine the judgment numbers of two comparisons of each fac-
tor between the indexes of a layer according to the scale of 1-
9 and average the judgment numbers given by the experts to
obtain the judgment matrix of each layer as shown in

Q =
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⋯
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(3) Hierarchical single ordering and its consistency
detection

After constructing the judgment matrix, the hierarchical
single ranking and consistency verification are performed
according to the judgment matrix, and the maximum eigen-
value λmax of each layer judgment matrix is found out by
MATLAB, and the normalized eigenvector of the matrix is
found out, and each component λi of the eigenvector is the
important ranking weight of this layer index relative to the
upper layer index. In order to reflect the rationality and
objectivity of the indicator weights, this paper conducts con-
sistency verification for each judgment matrix constructed to
test whether the matrix of each layer meets the require-
ments. The steps of the consistency test are as follows:

cI =
λMAX − nð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n +m
p� � : ð4Þ

The deviation consistency index indicates the degree of
deviation of the judgment matrix from the consistency
matrix, where λmax denotes the maximum eigenvalue of
the judgment matrix and n denotes the dimensionality of
the judgment matrix:

Cr = cI
R

= λMAX − nð Þ
R

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n +m

p� � : ð5Þ

Since the variability among the layers increases with the
superposition of the layers, it is also necessary to conduct a
consistency test on the total ranking, and the weight values
that pass the total ranking consistency test can be deter-
mined to be adopted. The total ranking consistency test
method: let the matrix of the relevant evaluation indexes
Mi ði = 1, 2,⋯, nÞ in M + 1 layer and M layer pass the test
of the matrix passed the single-sort consistency test, the
single-sort deviation consistency index of the matrix is CIi,
the average random consistency index is RIi, and the weight
value of Mi is i. Then, the relative consistency index of the
total sort in M layer can be calculated by the formula:

R = 〠
n

i=1

Cri
Rwi

: ð6Þ

Bringing in the values to calculate the relative consis-
tency index of the primary indicator layer relative to the cri-
terion layer, the results are shown in

R = 0:1
0:9 + 0:2

0:5 + 0:3
0:6 = 1:02: ð7Þ

Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation refers to the overall
evaluation of things that are affected by multiple evaluation
factors and have fuzzy nature by using the idea of fuzzy
mathematics. It has the characteristics of clear purpose,
strong system, and clear structure and can reasonably quan-
tify the fuzzy things that are difficult to evaluate objectively
in real life. In this paper, we choose the fuzzy comprehensive

evaluation method to evaluate the human health status.
After obtaining the evaluation index weights by the above
hierarchical analysis method, we use the affiliation function
to construct the fuzzy matrix, the index weight set and the
fuzzy evaluation matrix constitute the fuzzy subcomprehen-
sive evaluation set, and finally, according to the principle of
maximum affiliation, we get the health evaluation results. In
this paper, we choose to construct the trapezoidal distribu-
tion affiliation function according to the data characteristics
of health assessment indexes. The following is an example of
blood glucose index to analyze the affiliation function, as
Figure 5 shows the diagram of blood glucose affiliation and
affiliation function dividing point.

The affiliation function with the rank of superior: here,
the Q means the judgment matrix, and the q1 and q2 means
the judgment constant, which can be obtained from
Figure 5:

Q =

1, x ≤ q1,
q2 − q1ð Þ

2 , q1 < x < q2,

0, x ≤ q2:

8>>><
>>>:

ð8Þ

The affiliation function for a grade of good:

Q =

2, x ≤ q′1,

q′2 − q′1
� �

2 , q′1 < x < q′2,

1, x ≤ q′2:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð9Þ

The rank is the affiliation function in:

Q =

3, x ≤ q′′1,

q′′2 − q′′1
� �

2 , q′′1 < x < q′′2,

2, x ≤ q′′2:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:
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Figure 5: Diagram of blood glucose subordination and
subordination function cut-off points.
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The rank is a poor affiliation function:

Q =

4, x ≤ q′′′1,

q′′′2 − q′′′1
� �

2 , q′′′1 < x < q′′′2,

3, x ≤ q′′′2:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð11Þ

5. System Testing

5.1. System Performance Testing. The system was tested for
software performance using Pressure Test Master, and the
software performance such as the success rate of system time
request, average transaction response time, packet sending
rate, and packet receiving rate were tested, respectively.
Meanwhile, the compatibility of the system was also tested,
and the compatibility and adaptability of APP were tested
using different brands of smartphones, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the summary of user system performance
test results when the load concurrent users are 10, 20, 30,
and 50, and the test results in the table show that the system
transaction response success decreases slightly as the con-
current users increase, but the overall response time is above
90%; the average transaction response time is less than 1 sec-
ond, which indicates that the system response speed is sta-
ble; the packet sending rate and packet receiving rate show
a positive relationship, and the packet receiving rate con-
tinues to increase as the hit rate increases. As the hit rate
increases, the packet receipt rate continues to increase, indi-
cating that the server can respond to user event requests in a
timely manner. The system responds well to the concurrent
access of multiple users and meets the performance require-
ments of the user software. In this paper, the comprehensive

health assessment model is studied and applied, and the
fuzzy comprehensive assessment algorithm based on AHP
is used to design the comprehensive health assessment
model of this system, and the assessment model is tested
using examples.

5.2. Health Data Collation. Health data recording is the C
(check) step in the PDCA closed-loop health management
model, and it is also a common function module for users
to use the system on a daily basis. Users of the system can
record health data through two channels: the website on
the PC side and the APP health record on the mobile termi-
nal. In addition to the text input on the website, the mobile
terminal APP data recording method also has picture
upload, Bluetooth import, voice recognition, and other
recording methods. Figure 7 shows an example of the classi-
fication of the health data recording module in APP termi-
nal, which is the same as the classification basis and
database table in website terminal. According to user’s
demand for one-stop health management, a closed-loop
health management model based on the PDCA cycle man-
agement model is adopted to design and implement the sys-
tem functions from four aspects: health data collection and
recording, health assessment, health plan, and tracking and
execution.

The health plan is the P (plan) step in the PDCA closed-
loop health management model. The user makes a health
improvement plan based on the health assessment results
obtained in the above three ways. The plan form includes
the contents that need to be recorded for a long time, such
as the plan name, target data elements, and target values,
and the contents that can be tracked and reminded by the
system, such as the number of exercise steps and the name
and time of medication. The system judges the
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reasonableness of user’s health plan according to user’s spe-
cific health condition and guides the user to make a suitable
health plan. Figure 8 shows the effect of developing a diabe-
tes control management plan. User’s health plan is generated
into a plan book, and the system will detect the items in the
plan book that need to be tracked and reminded and then
realize the next step of tracking and execution.

6. Conclusion

With the increasing incidence of chronic diseases in China,
people’s awareness of chronic disease management has been
strengthened, and the emergence of personal health manage-
ment systems is the general trend. At present, most of the
health management systems in China have a single function
and cannot meet the needs of long-term health management
of users. In this paper, we summarize the shortcomings of

existing health management systems and the needs of
chronic disease population health management, and design
and implement a personal health management system based
on multidimensional data model. The system can meet
users’ various health management needs, create personalized
health management guidance program for users, and achieve
the purpose of improving users’ health in all aspects. The
average transaction response time is less than 1 second,
which indicates that the system response speed is stable;
the packet sending rate and packet receiving rate show a
positive relationship, and the packet receiving rate continues
to increase as the hit rate increases. According to user’s
demand for one-stop health management, a closed-loop
health management model based on the PDCA cycle man-
agement model is adopted to design and implement the sys-
tem functions from four aspects: health data collection and
recording, health assessment, health plan, and tracking and
execution. In this paper, the comprehensive health assess-
ment model is studied and applied, and the fuzzy compre-
hensive assessment algorithm based on AHP is used to
design the comprehensive health assessment model of this
system, and the assessment model is tested using examples.
This paper uses software development and database devel-
opment techniques to design and implement this system,
initially realizing the functions of login and registration,
health data collection, health assessment, health planning,
and tracking execution. The functions and performance of
the software system were also tested, and the test results
showed that this system basically meets user’s needs for a
health management system.

In the future, we would explore the information-based
closed-loop health management model for subhealthy peo-
ple under the Internet+ model, in which medical and nurs-
ing personnel realize long-term intelligent closed-loop
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health management for subhealthy people in and out of hos-
pital through health data monitoring, trend analysis, guid-
ance intervention, and online tracking and management.

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are
included within the article.
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The stock market is affected by economic market, policy, and other factors, and its internal change law is extremely complex. With
the rapid development of the stock market and the expansion of the scale of investors, the stock market has produced a large
number of transaction data, which makes it more difficult to obtain valuable information. Because deep neural network is good
at dealing with the prediction problems with large amount of data and complex nonlinear mapping relationship, this paper
proposes an attention-guided deep neural network stock prediction algorithm. This paper synthesizes the daily stock social
media text emotion index and stock technology index as the data source and applies them to the long-term and short-term
memory neural network (LSTM) model to predict the stock market. The stock emotion index is extracted by constructing a
social text classification emotion model of bidirectional long-term and short-term memory neural network (Bi-LSTM) based
on attention mechanism and glove word vector representation algorithm. In addition, a dimensionality reduction model based
on decision tree (DT) and principal component analysis (PCA) is constructed to reduce the dimensionality of stock technical
indicators and extract the main data information. Furthermore, this paper proposes a model based on nasNet for pattern
recognition. The recognition results can be used to automatically identify short-term K-line patterns, predict reliable trading
signals, and help investors customize short-term high-efficiency investment strategies. The experimental results show that the
prediction accuracy of the proposed algorithm can reach 98.6%, which has high application value.

1. Introduction

The stock market is an important part of a country’s econ-
omy, which seriously affects the formulation of individual
and national investment strategies. Program trading is the
development trend of the future stock exchange market [1].
The formulation of automation strategy, as an important part
of program trading, directly affects the long-term and short-
term investment income [2]. The data-driven stock market
forecast provides a more reliable buying and selling signal
for the automatic trading strategy, which can maximize the
user’s investment income. The stock market is a complex
and nonlinear environment, which is affected by many vari-
able factors, mainly including five aspects: (1) economic var-
iables, (2) company-specific variables, (3) factory-specific
variables, (4) political variables, and (5) investor psychologi-
cal variables. How to successfully predict the change trend of

the stock market and capture the behavior pattern of the
stock market in such a complex stock market environment
is regarded as the most meaningful and challenging task
[3]. As an indispensable part of individual and national econ-
omy, the stock market has been a hot topic for a long time. In
the field of data analysis, compared with earlier studies,
researchers realize that the stock market is a whole composed
of a large number of stocks, and there is a high correlation
between stock indexes; at the same time, the latest develop-
ment of sensor networks and communication technology
makes it possible to collect massive stock data, so how to
effectively process massive stock data, successfully predict
the change trend of stock market, and capture the behavior
mode of stock market has become the focus of research [4].

However, the accuracy of stock forecasting is limited by
many factors. Because stock data is a random walk financial
time series, literature [5] demonstrates that the difficulty of
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financial time series prediction lies in its high noise. If we use
a statistical model to predict financial time series, we must
preprocess the data and input it into the model, which will
destroy the integrity and authenticity of the data. Secondly,
stock data is nonlinear and nonstationary. Literature [6]
believes that the nonlinearity and nonstationary of stock
data lead to the limited application of traditional multiple
regression and linear regression models. Only higher-level
models can accurately describe such nonlinear financial time
series. Finally, the stock market is affected by many complex
and uncertain factors, such as long-term macro policies,
short-term market expectations, and some emergencies or
international events. Therefore, the deep neural network
method based on attention is used to predict the stock in
the paper.

2. Related Work

2.1. Stock Forecasting Based on Regression Method. Scholars
at home and abroad have tried many methods to predict
the stock market. Literature [7] used the vector autoregres-
sive (VaR) model, error correction model (ECM), and Kal-
man filter model (KFM) to predict the UK stock market in
1996. Literature [8] uses the Bayesian vector autoregressive
model (BVaR) to predict the portfolio return of some large
German companies, but the prediction effect is poor. Based
on the stock data of the New York Stock Exchange and Nige-
ria stock exchange, literature [9] attempts to use the ARIMA
model to predict stock prices. The results show that the
model has short-term prediction potential [10]. However,
because the stock data is a nonlinear and nonstationary
financial time series, and there are many and complex fac-
tors affecting the stock price, the traditional statistical
methods and measurement models need to preprocess the
input data, and the amount of data cannot be too much,
resulting in the unsatisfactory prediction effect. Literature
[11] uses the support vector machine (SVM) with good gen-
eralization ability and fast computing ability to predict stock
market prices. Literature [12] applies the gray system model
to the prediction of China’s stock market and obtains rea-
sonable and reliable results. Literature [13] uses the model
integrating genetic algorithm (GA) with high convergence
and artificial neural network (ANN) to predict the stock
market. In addition to the basic machine learning algorithm,
researchers also try to use the new algorithm framework
based on machine learning to predict the stock market.
Among them, literature [14] uses K-neighbor neural net-
work (Knn-Bp) to predict the stock market. Literature [15]
uses a fuzzy model with the characteristics of avoiding
empirical subjectivity and selecting objectivity to predict
the opening price, closing price, maximum price, and mini-
mum price of the stock market every day. However, early
studies only considered some simple stock influencing fac-
tors, resulting in relatively low accuracy of stock predic-
tion [16].

2.2. Stock Forecasting Based on Neural Network. Literature
[17] studies have found that the accuracy of the neural net-
work model [18–20] in predicting nonlinear time series data

is much higher than the ARIMA model. Literature [21]
compares the prediction effects of the Bayesian estimation
and neural network model with different standards. The
results show that the prediction effect of the neural network
model is better. Literature [22] established the AR model,
RBF, and GRNN neural network models to predict the
opening price, closing price, highest price, and lowest price
of Shanghai stock index and compared with the actual price
and analysed the error, demonstrating the effectiveness of
the three models, but the AR model is relatively unstable,
RBF and GRNN network training speed is very fast, and
GRNN shows a better effect [23].

Literature [24] proposed a model integrating optimized
bacterial chemotaxis (IBCO) and back propagation (BP)
artificial neural network algorithm to effectively predict var-
ious stock indexes. However, the early artificial neural net-
work has a large number of parameters [25], which is
prone to problems such as fitting and gradient dispersion,
so the prediction accuracy is not high. With the introduction
of dropout and other structures in neural network, deep
neural network has become a hot spot in predicting stock
market [26]. Among them, the depth learning models with
good performance include convolutional neural network
(CNN), classical cyclic neural network (RNN), and cyclic
convolutional neural network (RCNN) [27]. Among them,
LSTM, a kind of cyclic neural network, can integrate long
information and short information well and solve the prob-
lems of gradient dispersion and gradient explosion. LSTM is
widely used in time series prediction [28]. Literature [29]
developed a powerful adaptive online gradient learning algo-
rithm based on LSTM to predict time series with outliers.
Literature [30] combines LSTM depth network and basic
statistical algorithm to predict multistep time series.

3. Stock Index Prediction Algorithm Based on
Attention-Guided Deep Neural Network

3.1. Structure Design for Stock Index Prediction Algorithm.
Many studies have pointed out that investors’ emotional
indicators and stock technical indicators are positively corre-
lated with the changes of the stock market, so using the emo-
tional indicators extracted from social media and traditional
technical indicators to predict the stock market has become
a research hot spot [31]. In terms of technology, the excel-
lent performance of in-depth learning in natural language
and time series tasks makes it possible to successfully predict
the stock market. In this chapter, a system model is con-
structed to predict the stock price and change trend by using
the historical emotional indicators and technical indicators
with a period of days, so as to provide reliable prediction
results for long-term investors and help investors formulate
high-efficiency investment strategies. The system model is
shown in Figure 1.

As can be seen from Figure 1, this paper constructs a Bi-
LSTM [32] text classification model based on attention and
glove. The trained model is used to predict the emotional
classification of stock-related social media texts in real time
and extract emotional indicators from the prediction results.
This chapter also constructs a dimensionality reduction
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model [33] based on decision tree and principal component
analysis to reduce the dimensionality of stock technical indi-
cators. Finally, the index is applied to the LSTM model to
predict the price and change trend of the stock market.
Use the historical emotion index and technical index of the
stock with a period of days to predict the stock price and
change trend, so as to provide reliable prediction results
for long-term investors.

3.2. Structure Design of Social Media Text Emotion
Classification Model. Text emotion classification model
based on two-way long-term and short-term memory neural
network based on focus mechanism and glove. The model
structure is shown in Figure 2. The classification model is
composed of one globe layer, two Bi-LSTM layers, and one
attention layer.

For a stock-related social media text sequence x, because
the LSTM structure is introduced into the classification
model, it is necessary to truncate the X sequence into a fixed
length m, where m is the concept of “memory length” in the
LSTM structure. As can be seen from Figure 2, the text
sequence x, as the input of the glove layer, is output as a vec-
tor matrix representing words. The experimental results
show that the word vector classification result of 200 dimen-
sions is the most accurate. Therefore, the vector dimension
of a word is selected as 200 dimensions in this paper. As
the first layer of the model, the glove algorithm combines
the advantages of latent semantic analysis algorithm (LSA)
and continuous word bag algorithm (CBOW). It has faster
training speed and better scalability for large-scale corpus
algorithm. The loss function of glove algorithm can be
defined as

J =〠
ik

f Xikð Þ wT
i wk + bi + bk − log Xik

� �
, ð1Þ

where Xik represents the number of occurrences of word
k in the context of word i, which is a weight function used to

weigh the influence between two words, where wk and wi
represent word k and word i, respectively. bi and bk are the
offset term.

The trained stock-related social media emotion classifi-
cation model and the predicted emotion categories will pro-
vide the stock emotion index; it is

PosRt =
Mpos

t

Mpos
t +Mneg

t

� � ,
NegRt =

Mneg
t

Mpos
t +Mneg

t

� � ,

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð2Þ

whereMpos
t andMneg

t mean the number of texts in which
investors have positive and negative attitudes towards a
stock.

3.3. Method Design of Bi-LSTM. The output of the glove
layer will be used as the input of the Bi-LSTM layer. As
the core structure of Bi-LSTM, LSTM is a kind of cyclic neu-
ral network structure. Classical recurrent neural network in
“memory” super.

As can be seen from Figure 3, LSTM is composed of a
group of connection blocks called “memory blocks,” which
can be regarded as a differentiated version of digital com-
puter memory. LSTM is mainly composed of forgetting gate,
input gate, output gate, and storage unit.

f t = σ Wf · ht−1, xt½ � + bf
� �

,
it = σ WC · ht−1, xt½ � + bCð Þ,

~Ct = tanh WC · ht−1, xt½ � + bCð Þ,
~Ct = tanh WC · ht−1, xt½ � + bCð Þ,
ot = σ Wo · ht−1, xt½ � + boð Þ,

h tð Þ = ot ∗ tanh Ctð Þ,

ð3Þ

Stock text
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Text classification

Glove+BI-
LSTM+attention
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Emotional index 

PCA

Deep neural 
network

Stock prediction

Figure 1: Stock forecasting algorithm structure figure.
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where f t and it are the intermediate functions of forget-
ting gate and input gate, respectively, and ot and ct are the
output functions of the state gate and the output gate,
respectively. ht is the output function of LSTM neurons. In
addition, Wf , Wi, Wo, and Wc represent the weight param-
eters of the network, respectively.

3.4. Attention Layer Design for Stock Prediction. As the
fourth layer of the classification model, the attention mech-
anism is introduced in this chapter. Natural language pro-
cessing operates by “reading” a complete sentence and
compressing the sentence information into a fixed-length
vector. It is conceivable that information loss, incomplete
transformation, and other problems will occur in a sentence
compression near a low dimensional vector composed of
hundreds of words, and the attention mechanism solves
these problems to a certain extent. It allows the machine to
traverse the whole sentence information and then produce
reasonable results according to the current word and the

whole sentence. The attention layer is designed as in
Figure 4.

αts =
exp score ht , ~hs

� �� �
∑exp score ht , ~hs

� �� � : ð4Þ

The attention mechanism first calculates αts. ht and ~hs
represent the target state and source state, respectively. In
this classification model, the source state SH is the output
of the bidirectional LSTM layer in step t, and s is all the
states generated by the bidirectional LSTM. The score func-
tion is designed to balance the influence of weights.

αt = tanh Wc ct , ht½ �ð Þ: ð5Þ

After the data passes through the attention layer and
passes through a simple softmax layer, the emotion types
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Figure 2: Social media text emotion classification model based on Bi-LSTM attention.
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of social media texts can be predicted. So far, a complete
emotion classification model of stock-related social media
texts has been constructed. Through the training of cost
function and back propagation algorithm on the training
set, a trained emotion classification model can classify social
media texts in real time.

4. Short-Term Stock Prediction Model Based
on nasNet

4.1. Structure Design of nasNet for Stock Prediction. After
years of research, stock researchers have pointed out that
the short-term minute K-line pattern chart can provide use-

ful trading signals and help investors formulate efficient
investment strategies. However, the investment strategies
based on K-line mode now need to be captured by manual
observation or hard coding. The former consumes man-
power, and the latter has limited range setting and cannot
capture the K-line mode diagram flexibly. Therefore, a
method that can automatically and comprehensively capture
the K-line mode diagram is needed, and an automatic and
high-benefit strategy is provided according to the captured
results.

The image processing model based on convolutional
neural network can get good results in high-speed calcula-
tion on large-scale training set, but the amount of calculation

× ×

×

×

× ×

×

×
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Figure 3: The structure of LSTM neural network.
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Figure 4: The index structure of attention layer.
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is very large. In order to train a good model on a small train-
ing set and get good results when migrating to a large train-
ing set, the author of the nasNet model proposes to build an
RNN controller to automatically generate two structural
units: normal cell and reduction cell. These two units will
be used as basic units to build a complete model together
with basic convolutional neural network units. Figure 5
shows the structure of the nasNet model for stock predic-
tion. As can be seen from the figure, the network structure
of nasNet is only several layers more than that on small data-
set cifar10, but it is composed of normal unit, restore unit,
and volume layer unit as basic units, which fully shows that
nasNet structure can be simply migrated from small dataset
to large dataset; the implementation of this structure signif-
icantly reduces the amount of calculation on large datasets
and reduces the calculation cost.

4.2. Structure of Reduction Cell and Normal Cell. Normal cell
and reduction cell are the most important core cells in nes-
Net. Therefore, the two cell structures need to be described
in detail. The structure of normal cell and reduction cell is
shown in Figure 6.

In the nasNet structure, so it can be seen in Figure 6 that
there are five addition operations in both the normal unit
and the restore unit. In addition, the structure does not
directly connect unused hidden layers in series. On the con-
trary, all hidden layers created in the convolution unit are
sent to the next layer even if they are currently used.

5. Experiment and Result Analysis

5.1. Experimental Environment and Dataset Source. In order
to facilitate the statistics of the experimental results, I
selected 10 U.S. stocks in different industries as the experi-
mental objects, including Amazon (AMZN), Apple (AAPL),
Facebook (FB), Google (Google), Microsoft (MSFT), Netflix
(NFlx), qqq, S&P (spy), Twitter (TWTR), and Tesla (tsla).
The social media platform used to extract emotional indica-
tors in this experiment is Twitter. In this experiment, a total
of 10 stocks were crawled and 7.3 million tweets were used
as the social media data source to extract emotional indica-
tors in 1461 trading days; in order to obtain reliable emotion
indicators, this paper constructs a social media text emotion
classifier to improve the accuracy of emotion prediction.
Therefore, it is necessary to mark some tweets as training
sets and test sets. A total of 12670 tweets are marked in this
experiment, which are divided into three emotion types. At
the same time, the reliability of the extracted emotion indi-
cators will be further guaranteed in the future; you need to
ensure that each stock has at least 500 tweets a day.

This experiment uses the first 6650 data as the training
set and the remaining 121 data as the test set. The data
indicators include seven indicators: opening price, closing
price, highest price, lowest price, daily trading volume, rise
and fall range, and turnover rate, which correspond to the
characteristic dimension at each time in the model. This
paper uses all seven indicators of the day to predict
tomorrow’s closing price.

Tensorflow is selected as the experimental platform,
and the experimental environment is a computer
equipped with GTX 1080ti graphics card and 32G mem-
ory. The initial learning rate of the model is 0.0007, with
a total of 2000 rounds of learning (one round represents
that all samples in the training set participate in training
once). Firstly, the data are preprocessed, the mean value
under each feature dimension is subtracted and then
divided by the standard deviation to obtain the standard-
ized data, and then, the data are input into the model
for training.

5.2. Verification of Emotion Index Classification Results. In
this chapter, 12670 stocks are selected for emotion classifica-
tion and labeling. In order to maintain the balance of data
and the adjustability of model parameters, the number of
texts in each category is equivalent, including 4753 positive
texts, 4703 negative texts, and 4215 neutral texts, respec-
tively; in addition, the experiment shows that when the trun-
cation length of each text is 20, the classification result is
more accurate. Therefore, in this part of the experiment,
the truncation length of the text is set to 20. In the experi-
ment, 70% was selected as the training set and 30% as the
test set; at the same time, in order to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the social media text emotion classification model,
accuracy, recall, precision, and F value are selected as evalu-
ation measures. In order to verify the effectiveness of the
social media text emotion classification model, Bi-LSTM,
CNN+Bi-LSTM, and Glove+Bi-LSTM models are con-
structed as control. The experimental results are shown in
Table 1.

As can be seen from Table 1, compared with other
methods, the social media text emotion classification model
constructed in this chapter performs best in the test set
(accuracy 0.7659, recall 0.7282, F value 0.7663, and accuracy
0.75). Compared with Bi-LSTM and Glove+Bi-LSTM
models, the social media text emotion classification model
constructed in this paper fully illustrates the role of glove
algorithm and attention mechanism in natural language
classification task. The accuracy of the CNN+Bi-LSTM
model is 7% lower than that of the constructed classification,
mainly because the social media text is relatively short and
colloquial, while CNN structure is good at dealing with long
text structure.

In order to intuitively display the classification results of
three emotional texts (positive text, negative text, and neu-
tral text), I define neutral text as 0, positive text as positive,
and negative text as negative. In this way, the classification
results of emotional text based on attention-Glove-Bi-LSTM
are shown in Figure 7. Figures 7(a) and 7(b), respectively,
show the classification results, Figure 7(c) shows the classi-
fied heat energy, and Figure 7(d) shows the clustering prob-
ability. As can be seen from the figure, the above algorithm
can cluster three types of emotional texts, indicating the
effectiveness of the clustering algorithm. Therefore, this
paper constructs a social media text emotion classification
instrument, which has a high accuracy of emotion predic-
tion. As shown in the figure, the positive, negative, and neu-
tral classification and clustering have obvious boundaries,
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which shows that the emotional text classification algorithm
proposed in this paper has high classification accuracy.

5.3. Relationship between CNN Model Performance and
nasNet Structure. This section explores the impact of these
important structural parameters on the performance of the
model by adjusting the structural parameters of the nasNet
model. Firstly, the convolution kernel in Figure 5 is replaced
by the square convolution kernel often used in the image
task, and 2 are used, respectively, 2 × 2, 3 × 3, 4 × 4, and 5
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Table 1: Social media text prediction.

Methods Accuracy Recall F value Precision

Bi-LSTM 0.726 0.684 0.657 0.597

CNN+Bi-LSTM 0.734 0.647 0.672 0.675

Glove+Bi-LSTM 0.752 0.675 0.708 0.724

Attention+Glove+Bi-
LSTM

0.768 0.782 0.743 0.76
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× 5. The prediction curve of the model is shown in Figure 8.
As you can see, 2 × the convolution kernel of 2 performs the
worst, and the average error is as high as 1.6357%, which is
much higher than the other three convolution kernels. This
is because it is more difficult to extract the global informa-
tion of convolution check data with too small size, especially
the stock data with significant global correlation. The convo-
lution kernel of 5 shows the best effect, which may be
because the larger convolution kernel can more richly
extract the correlation information between the feature
dimensions. However, the performance of all the above
models cannot be compared with the optimized CNN
model, which proves the effectiveness of the convolution
kernel optimization method for data form.

As can be seen in Figure 8, with the increase of convolu-
tion blocks, the model performance shows a downward
trend. There are two main reasons: on the one hand, the
stock data structure is relatively simple, and the complexity
is far less than that of image data. Therefore, using a rela-
tively simple network structure can approach the upper limit
of the model, and a more complex network will only lead to

serious overfitting. On the other hand, CNN is not suitable
for processing time series tasks. The results show that the
convolution kernel of 3 ∗ 3 has strong prediction ability
and prediction accuracy.

As shown in Figure 8, the short-term K-line pattern rec-
ognition model based on nasNet is used to automatically
identify four common short-term K-line patterns. The
experimental results show that the model can well identify
four common short-term K-line patterns, and the accuracy
is 98.6%. This result can not only free investors from the
heavy observation of stock market changes and help inves-
tors customize automatic high-efficiency investment strate-
gies but also provide a reliable trading signal for the
construction of automatic trading strategies in the future.

5.4. Accuracy Verification of Stock Forecast. Stock market
price forecasting is very important for investors to make
strategies. Therefore, in this part of the experiment, I mainly
study the prediction of emotional indicators and technical
indicators on the closing price of the stock market, and the
prediction of nesNet on the time series of stock data. In this
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Figure 7: The clustering results based on attention-Glove-Bi-LSTM: (a) classification results; (b) classification results with contour line; (c)
thermal energy diagram; (d) probability figure of user emotion.
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part of the experiment, a total of 6 emotional indicators and
82 technical indicators are introduced, a total of 88 indicator
characteristics are used to predict the changes of the stock
market. In order to improve the prediction accuracy, the
heat map method is used to select indicators with a correla-
tion coefficient of no less than 0.9 with the closing price to
predict the closing price of the stock, and a total of 22 indi-
cator characteristics are selected. These 22 indicators will be
used as inputs to the nesNet structure to predict the closing
price. In order to evaluate the experimental results of this

part, the statistical method root mean square error (RMSE),
mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE), mean square error (MSE), correlation coefficient
(R), and nonlinear regression multiple correlation coefficient
(R2) are selected as the evaluation indexes. The formulas of
these indexes are shown in Table 2, where y represents the
real value of the closing price, ~y represents the predicted
value of the closing price, y represents the average value of
the real price in the test set, and n represents the number
of test sets. The model based on nasNet is used to identify
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Figure 8: Model prediction performance under different convolution kernel structures: (a) 2 ∗ 2 convolution kernel; (b) 3 ∗ 3 convolution
kernel; (c) 4 ∗ 4 convolution kernel; (d) 5 ∗ 5 convolution kernel.

Table 2: Performance comparison with other methods.

Methods
Performance

RMSE MAE MAPE (%) R R2 MSE Ranking

LSTM 0.41 0.26 1.40 0.51 0.24 0.17 2

Ridge 0.51 0.35 1.90 0.60 0.35 0.26 3

kneighbors 1.67 1.20 6.28 1.10 1.20 2.19 4

Decision tree 3.11 2.68 15.75 1.64 2.68 9.67 5

SVM 3.44 3.31 18.76 1.82 3.31 11.83 6

Improved nesNet 0.35 0.20 1.13 0.39 0.20 0.13 1
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the above K-line pattern. The loss value of the specific train-
ing process on the test set is shown in Figure 9.

RMSE =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n
〠
n

i=1
~y − yð Þ2,

s

MAE = 1
n
〠
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y − ~yj j,

MAPE = 1
n
〠
n
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y − ~y
y

����
����,
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n
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n∑y2 − ∑yð Þ2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n∑~y − n∑~y2

pq :

ð6Þ

It can be clearly seen from Figure 9 that using the model
parameters trained in advance to train the nasNet-based
image recognition model can quickly achieve the conver-
gence effect, and the loss values of the training set and the
test set are very low. In order to evaluate the K-line pattern
recognition ability of the nasNet model on small-scale data-
sets, the accuracy is selected as the evaluation standard. At
the same time, in order to verify the role of the model, the
experiment selects the latest recognition algorithm in the
image field in recent years, in order to verify the advantages
of nasNet in small dataset image recognition.

In order to verify the effect of the improved nesNet
model on the prediction of stock closing price with time
series characteristics, LSTM model, ridge regression, kneigh-
bors, decision tree, and support vector machine (SVM) algo-
rithm are introduced as the comparison group. In addition,
the improved nesNet model needs to fine tune many param-
eters. In order to ensure the whole experimental process and
comparability, the experiment selects the parameters with
the best prediction results according to the experimental
results and fixes these settable parameters as constant values.
The output is set to 128 units, and the disconnection degree

is set to 0.2. For the models of the control group and the
experimental group, the 1461 day trading day data from Jan-
uary 1, 2014, to December 31, 2017, are used as the original
data, and 70% are set as the training group and 30% as the
control group. The experimental results are shown in
Table 2.

In the stock closing price prediction experiment, the
model proposed in this paper performs best (RMSE: 0.35,
MAE: 0.20, MAPE: 1.13, R: 0.39, R2: 0.20, and MSE:
0.13). As can be seen, the accuracy of the improved nesNet
model in predicting the closing price is much higher than
that of the control group algorithm, which fully illustrates
the excellent performance of the improved nesNet model
in the time series prediction task. In future research, the
improved nesNet model can also be used to predict more
stock market trends.

6. Conclusion

In the field of stock forecasting, the research on data-driven
stock forecasting is of great significance to the stock market
and the development of automation in the future. Taking
social media text and stock technical indicators as data
sources, this paper constructs a two-way long and short
memory model based on attention mechanism and glove
word representation and a dimensionality reduction model
based on principal component analysis and decision tree
fusion to extract stock emotion indicators from social media
text and reduce the dimensionality of stock technical indica-
tors. The extracted stock sentiment index/dimensionality
reduction technical index and K-line chart are used as the
input of the improved nesNet model to predict the long-
term stock market price and stock change trend, respec-
tively. The experimental results show that the prediction
method of stock market price and stock change trend pro-
posed in this paper can effectively improve the prediction
accuracy. In addition, compared with other methods, it
further verifies the superiority of the improved nesNet
model considering emotional text. However, the stock
market is a complex and nonlinear environment. There
is still much room for development in terms of prediction
accuracy and strategy formulation, so further research is
needed in the future.
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With the rapid development of artificial intelligence and deep learning in recent years, many universities have put forward the goal
of achieving digitalization, intelligent, and education informatization on campus. Throughout the lecture and learning process, the
classroom status is an important reference factor to assess students’ acceptance of the course and the quality of lectures. However,
at present, classroom status analysis is mainly conducted manually, which can distract teachers’ attention, so it is of great research
significance to find a method that can improve the efficiency of classroom status analysis. In this paper, we choose an offline
method to analyze the status of a classroom video recording in terms of students’ behavior and attendance in terms of frames,
in which student behavior is identified by an improved target detection algorithm and attendance is analyzed by face
recognition. By analyzing the structure of the neural network model, an improved neural network model is proposed for its
characteristics of a large number of parameters and poor detection of small targets in the basic network. The backbone
network is replaced by the improved neural network, and the depth-separable convolutional network is used to reduce the
network parameters and increase the computation speed. The information in the deeper feature map is fused upward into the
shallow layer to improve the accuracy of small target recognition. Finally, the optimization algorithm is incorporated into the
network to optimize the network model and accelerate the model convergence speed. In addition, this paper incorporates the
improved behavior recognition method and face recognition method into the system to realize the analysis of the offline
classroom status. The system is divided into a teacher side and a management side, where the teacher side is responsible for
uploading course recordings and the management side is responsible for randomly analyzing students’ status and attendance at
any time, and the combination of the two forms a convenient and comprehensive classroom status analysis system platform.
Users can upload classroom videos through the instructor interface and can view the classroom status analysis results of a
course at any time by searching randomly in the administration. In this paper, the classroom status is mainly judged by the
recognition of students’ behaviors.

1. Introduction

In the era of rapid development of technology, college
education is also progressing, mainly in the aspects of cam-
pus life and classroom teaching [1]. It mainly includes
“Intelligent Library,” “Smart Campus Card,” “Access Con-
trol Management,” and “Smart Dormitory” [2]. Previously,
you needed a meal card to eat, a library card to borrow
books, a bath card to take a bath, and an access card to enter

and leave the dormitory, but the mobile smart card inte-
grates these functions into one campus one-card [3]. Mean-
while, reforms in classroom teaching are also ongoing, and
many innovative educational theories have emerged, such
as flipped classroom, teaching theory, constructivism theory,
and theme-based education theory. These theories have
given great impetus to the teaching reform. However, there
are still many problems in traditional classroom teaching
[4]. At present, classroom attendance is mainly in the form
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of roll call, which is fine in small classes, but not in large
classes with hundreds of students, where it takes about
thirty minutes to roll call everyone [5]. Not only is it time-
consuming and labor-intensive, but there will also be people
with answers. Another way to do roll call is to sign in via
mobile app. Although this way saves time, there will be net-
work lag when there are more people, so students cannot
sign in on time; in addition, there are also cases of people
taking the cell phone and signing in for them [6].

As the main subject of classroom teaching, students’
classroom behavior can reflect the degree of acceptance of
knowledge and will also directly affect the quality of
teachers’ lectures [7]. In traditional classroom teaching,
teachers can only understand the status of a class through
their own observation, which undoubtedly increases the
workload for teachers, and the results obtained can be rather
one-sided, so there is an urgent need for methods that can
improve the efficiency of classroom status analysis [8]. With
the development of artificial intelligence, using it to improve
campus life and teaching quality has become an important
direction for future research in education. A study of the
development of AI reveals that it first appeared in 1943,
reached its golden age in 1956-1974, and then experienced
two lows and a boom. Nowadays, after a long development,
it has become an interdisciplinary discipline, penetrating
into all walks of life and even daily life, especially in the field
of education, which has been developing rapidly in recent
years [9]. On the integration of AI and education, it is
pointed out that the research on the application of AI in
education is at a historical inflection point, starting from
the emergence of research on AI in education in 2017 to
the explosive growth of related research from 2018. It is
the future development trend to use innovative technologies,
reform the methods used in teaching, construct a new edu-
cation system containing innovative learning and interactive
forms of learning, and realize intelligent teaching in acceler-
ating the construction of the talent training model [10]. The
target detection and face recognition algorithms used in this
paper are part of the artificial intelligence applications.
Target detection is used to locate and classify targets, for
example, in intelligent driving to determine whether there
are obstacles on the road and the exact location of the obsta-
cles. The main purpose of face recognition is to identify who
the detected face is and is divided into two forms: 1 : 1 and
1 :N. Among them, 1 : 1 solves the problem of “whether this
person is someone,” such as judging whether the ID card is
the person in the security check [11]. And 1 :N solves the
problem of “who is this person” by finding the identity of
this person in a large amount of face data based on the image
provided. Using the target detection method to identify
student behavior, we can quickly count the number of peo-
ple in the classroom for each behavior, which is convenient
and accurate compared to manual methods. Using face rec-
ognition in classroom attendance, it is possible to automat-
ically identify people who have arrived by simply entering
the class image, which is fast and avoids phenomena such
as proxy signing [12]. Therefore, using deep learning to
analyze classroom status has practical research value and
significance [13].

The training set is put into the behavior recognition
network model for training to get the initial model, and
the validation set is used to validate the model and adjust
the network model parameters according to the validation
results. The test data is put into the model to get the results,
and then the results are analyzed to determine if they are the
same as what is expected. Through the analysis of the previ-
ous contents, we learned that the relevant techniques and
theories have been developed more and are more advanced,
but not many of them have been applied to students’ class-
room states. Therefore, in this paper, we review the litera-
ture on target detection technology and face recognition
technology, study the application methods of both in other
fields, and improve or migrate the two algorithms according
to the characteristics of students’ classroom status to make
them suitable for this study. In this paper, we choose a
model combining the MTCNN face detection algorithm in
pyramid mode and InsightFace face comparison algorithm
for face recognition, which can meet the effect of real-
time recognition and has a high accuracy rate in practice.
The system is designed and implemented using the Flask
+Vue framework, divided into two main parts: the teacher
side and the management side. The teacher side is the
front-end of the system responsible for uploading class-
room video recordings to the database and viewing student
status analysis and attendance results, while the manage-
ment side is the back-end of the system responsible for
personal management, comprehensive query, status statis-
tics, attendance management, teaching resources, and
management of basic resources.

2. Related Work

The traditional algorithm for detection of targets can be
summarized in three main steps: first, selecting candidate
regions in the image; second, extracting the features in the
candidate regions where they are located; and finally, recog-
nizing them using a classifier in the last step [14]. The Harr-
like features proposed by Jakonen et al. to describe the face,
also known as Harr features, can be divided into linear
features, edge features, point features, and diagonal features;
they proposed a method to obtain the features of the direc-
tional gradient histogram, by which the features are
obtained. The way to get features is to count and calculate
the gradient histogram for a certain range of the image
[15]. The method of manually designed features has some
drawbacks, such as the problem that the image features are
not obvious and difficult to set, the designed features cannot
be used under certain conditions, and the robustness is not
good [16]. The AdaBoost method was proposed by Gardner,
who automatically selected some weak classifiers with low
recognition accuracy and combined them to increase the
judgment [17]. Support vector machines achieve binary clas-
sification of data by supervised learning and have higher
accuracy on linearly separable datasets, often by introducing
kernel functions to map a low latitude to a high latitude to
make the data linearly separable.

Decision tree is an inductive learning method based on
examples, which distills a tree classification structure in
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unordered data and then makes classification judgments.
Random forest consists of many decision trees and
classifiers, and the plurality of all the trees contained
determines their output results, and the method will
improve the classification accuracy [18]. Deep learning-
based target detection is gradually becoming mainstream,
and its detection accuracy is much higher than the tradi-
tional one. Researchers combined the RCNN algorithm
and the SPP-net algorithm to propose the Fast R-CNN
algorithm, which incorporates object recognition and posi-
tion correction into a single network for training to reduce
memory usage. The Faster R-CNN algorithm is based on
the Fast R-CNN with the addition of a region generating
network (RPN), which increases the speed of the algo-
rithm [19]. The above-mentioned algorithm is called a
two-stage algorithm, which classifies the candidate frames
first and then is not fast enough although it has high accu-
racy [20]. Therefore, researchers first proposed the one-
stage YOLO algorithm, which combines the generation of
candidate frames and classification together, and the rec-
ognition accuracy is worse than that of Faster R-CNN
but faster. This method is comparable to Faster R-CNN
in terms of accuracy but much faster than it [21].

In the field of target detection, researchers have con-
ducted a lot of research and achieved good results. The
researchers improved the algorithm of YOLO V3 [22] by
increasing the size of the feature map directly, instead of
increasing a portion of it and then combining it with the
residual blocks [23] to improve the detection of small
targets. The researchers proposed a small target detection
algorithm based on Faster-RCNN combined with multiscale
feature fusion [24] and online hard case mining for airport
scenes to improve the accuracy of small target object detec-
tion in airport scenes. Computer vision [25–27] develop-
ment goal is to make it gradually close to the human eye
function or even better than the human eye to complete
some difficult tasks. For example, for the most applied face
recognition now, the technology not only has the identity
recognition function outside like human eyes but also is
much faster, which can quickly compare from a large
amount of data to find the target face. The development
and application of computer vision and surveillance facilities
are inseparable, and the combination of the two has been
widely used in intelligent surveillance, real-time patient
monitoring [28], virtual reality, intelligent robotics, etc.
Pierce divided the computer vision based on video surveil-
lance into three directions in his paper: behavior recogni-
tion [29] and analysis, tracking detection, and motion
target detection, and proposed that behavior recognition
analysis is the main direction of future development. A
search on the Internet for the keyword “behavior recogni-
tion” yields 8112 results, which shows that the research on
it is very high. By reading the relevant literature, it is con-
cluded that the development of behavior recognition can
be divided into two major directions: behavior recognition
with artificially selected features and behavior recognition
based on deep learning [30–32], and each direction can
be divided into more detailed categories according to
different research methods.

3. Neural Network Recognition Model for
Classroom Interaction Benchmark Map

3.1. Construction of Classroom Behavior Recognition Model.
The construction of the model mainly includes determining
the network structure, preparing training data, and training
and testing the model, which leads to the design flow of
the behavior recognition model as shown in Figure 1.

The first step was to prepare images of student behav-
iors. We collected 2500 images of each of the five student
behaviors: raising hands, sitting, writing, sleeping, and play-
ing with a cell phone, and 500 images of each behavior. The
second step was to build a behavior recognition database.
The collected 2500 images were preprocessed and labeled,
and the images were proportionally divided into three parts:
training set, test set, and validation set. Finally, the model is
trained and tested. The training set is put into the behavior
recognition network model for training to get the initial
model, and the validation set is used to validate the model
and adjust the network model parameters according to the
validation results. The test data is put into the model to get
the results, and then, the results are analyzed to determine if
they are the same as what is expected. We decide whether to
continue training the model based on the comparison results.
We save the behavior recognition models with better recogni-
tion results for subsequent classroom behavior recognition.

3.2. SSD Target Detection Algorithm. The target detection
algorithm used in this paper is based on the improvement
of the traditional SSD target detection algorithm, so the
structure of the traditional SSD algorithm model and the
principle of the algorithm are briefly explained before
introducing the improved algorithm. SSD algorithm, a
regression-based target detection model, was proposed in
2016. Depending on the input image size, SSD is divided
into SSD300 and SSD512, and SSD300 is used in this paper.
Its network structure is divided into two parts: first is the
main part of the network, which is generally called the base
network, derived from some subtype networks; second is the
convolutional network added subsequently, which is used to
help the previous network to further extract image features.
The last fully connected layer of VGG16 is removed, and
only the previous convolutional network is used, and the
two new convolutional layers, named Conv6 and Conv7,
are placed in the place of the just-deleted fully connected
layer, and finally, eight decreasing convolutional layers are
added at the end, followed by the classification layer and
the nonmaximum suppression layer, as shown in Figure 2.

According to the previous section, SSD and YOLO are
both one-stage-type target detection algorithms, but they
are different in terms of feature extraction. The early YOLO
algorithm only extracts the information of the top-level fea-
tures by convolution operation, which is semantic but may
lose the information of small targets, so as mentioned above,
the early YOLO algorithm is fast but the detection rate of
small targets is not high. The SSD algorithm uses multiple
scales of feature maps for detection and adds gradually
decreasing convolutional layers after the modified VGG16
base network and then selects six layers for prediction from
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all the layers, which are Conv4_3, Conv7, Conv8_2, Conv9_
2, Conv10_2, and Conv11_2, and their sizes are from front
to back The feature map size is gradually effective, where
the larger ones are used to identify the smaller objects and
the smaller ones are used to identify the larger objects. The
SSD algorithm mimics the Anchor mechanism in the Faster
R-CNN, but the two are very different in the application of
Anchor. Faster R-CNN is a classical two-stage target detec-
tion algorithm consisting of Fast R-CNN and RPN, where
the core of RPN is the Anchor mechanism responsible for
generating target regions. The detection is done in two parts:
first, the most likely regions are identified by a network
dedicated to selecting regions, and then, the objects in the
regions are classified by a target classification network. This
completes the category prediction. In addition, unlike Faster
R-CNN, which only uses Anchor in the last layer to generate
candidate regions, SSD uses the Anchor mechanism in all
the six different size feature maps mentioned above to
achieve the purpose of multiscale detection.

3.3. Topology Improvement of Neural Network. From the
introduction of the principle of the SSD algorithm above, it
can be seen that the SSD algorithm mainly extracts image
features through the underlying network and additional
convolutional layers and then selects some feature layers
for the target detection work. Although this algorithm has
achieved good results in the field of target detection, there
are still some shortcomings. The traditional SSD algorithm
uses a modified VGG16 as the base network, which has a
good classification effect but has a large number of parame-
ters [33], i.e., 14,122,995 parameters excluding the final fully
connected layer, and about 4/5 of the training time is spent
on the base network, so it is difficult to train and requires
a high computer configuration, and the real-time perfor-
mance is not good enough. In addition, the network struc-
ture of the SSD algorithm shows that the detection of small
targets is done at the shallow level of the feature map, but
this level contains less information about the features, so
the detection effect is not good enough. In this section, we
propose the following improvement strategies for both the
basic network and the small target detection, replacing
VGG16 with a lightweight network to improve the detection

speed by reducing the number of parameters, and fusing the
high-level semantics to the lower level to improve the small
target detection. The improvement principle and the process
are described in detail in the following. The goal of the basic
network improvement is to replace the original backbone
network VGG16 with a lightweight network. It uses deep
separable convolution instead of normal convolution to
reduce the number of parameters, and Mobilenet has only
4.2 million parameters compared with the 133 million
parameters in VGG16. The results of both tests on the Ima-
geNet dataset show that Mobilenet is much faster and the
accuracy is only 0.9 percentage points lower than that of
VGG16. Therefore, this paper uses the original Mobilenet
as the base network for SSD with some modifications. The
Mobilenet improvement and base network replacement
process are described in detail as follows.

The topological network is faster and less computation-
ally intensive than, for example, VGG16 because it differs
in two ways: firstly, the network is composed with depth-
separable convolution, and on the other hand, the width
and resolution coefficients are also used. The main part is
the depth-separable convolution, which completes a convo-
lution operation in two parts: depth convolution and point
convolution. The Mobilenet network structure has 28 layers
if both are considered as two layers and 14 layers if they are
considered as one layer. As mentioned above, the depth-
separable convolution means that the convolution operation
is implemented in two steps. When the image is input to the
network, it needs to go through the deep convolution oper-
ation to get some maps containing the feature information,
then the BN and ReLU operation to get some other feature
map information after the feature map obtained above, and
then the BN and ReLU operation again to get the result.
The process is shown in Figure 3, with depth convolution
on the top and point convolution on the bottom.

In order to reduce the network parameters, in addition to
the depth-separable convolution, the width factor α and the
resolution factor ρ are used, with values between 0 and 1.
The most common values of α are 1, 0.75, 0.5, and 0.25. α
serves to reduce the number of channels, for example, for
an input channel with a value of R, when added, it becomes
αR, which reduces the computational effort by about α2.
Another factor that affects the amount of computation is
the resolution, so ρ is used to reduce the resolution of the
image, and the use of this factor reduces the amount of com-
putation of pixel values by ρ2 similar to the reduction of α.

4. Results and Analysis

Big data provides data support for exploring personalized
group teaching models, which helps to effectively promote
the transformation of group teaching to individualized stu-
dent learning. Teachers can use high-end big data analysis
technology, which can focus on the overall microlearning
performance of students at each stage in real time, such as
student response scores for each multiple-choice question
and long-term student learning performance in school. The
big data learning platform will provide school teachers with
timely, authentic, and unique teaching information in order
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Figure 1: Classroom behavior recognition process.
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to help teachers tailor their teaching in the classroom man-
agement process—which stages of the learning management
process in the teacher’s classroom should students pay
special attention to when reviewing the basics section, which
stages should students pay special attention to when incor-
porating the practical class, at which stage should students
pay special attention for the review of the basics, at which
stage should they pay special attention for the integration
of the contents of practical classes, at which stage should
they pay attention for the strengthening of comprehensive
exercises, and at which stage can they concentrate on read-
ing the books recommended by the teacher, etc. In addition,
after successfully completing the mathematics assignments
assigned by the school teachers, students may also use the
Smart Learning Assessment System to continuously
strengthen their independent learning. The intelligent system
[34, 35] is to recommend mathematics homework; if some
students can answer all the recommended questions of a cer-
tain type several times correctly, they can naturally skip similar
recommended questions; on the contrary, the effect is more
intensive, so that not only can it greatly improve the efficiency
of the candidates in learning but also it can greatly reduce the
burden of some students in later learning.

Through the data collection of daily assignments and
exams, we can understand the common problems and indi-
vidual problems of the class, and the teacher can explore the
shortcomings of the students through the data analysis. In
the process of data interpretation, the teacher can compare
the average score of each class, analyze the gap of each ques-
tion, and find the common problems and individual prob-
lems of the class, and the teacher can strengthen the
training of students for the common problems. Individual
problems can be instructed individually. There may be some

obstacles between the information of the questions in the
test paper or homework and the students’ goal achievement,
and these obstacles can be found through the data analysis of
the big data products of the extreme class, which is difficult
to dig based on manual collection. The high-frequency
errors and error-prone questions of the student population
are also a reflection of their lack of knowledge and
problem-solving skills. As academic data is collected, each
student’s level in the academic diagnostic evaluation is auto-
matically divided. Combining the students’ levels and scores,
we can identify common problems and focus on cultivating
excellence and transforming late-comers. With the collec-
tion of academic data, each student’s “Classmates” account
will accumulate the wrong questions in the subject, forming
an electronic diagnostic academic file for each student,
which can be revised on cell phones and tablets with “Class-
mates,” and can also be exported and printed into a book.
This is an invaluable resource for students and provides a
solid foundation for adaptive learning research and person-
alized tutoring.

In this paper, we evaluate the model in terms of
single-frame image detection time and mean average
precision (P) of image detection. AP is the average of all
class P values. AP is the area under the line of the curve
consisting of precision and recall.

The accuracy formula is as follows:

P = Tp + Fp
Tp2 + Fp2
� �1/2 , ð1Þ

where Tp means the number of samples for which the
classifier classifies the target as a positive sample and is
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actually a positive sample as well. Fp refers to the number of
samples that the classifier considers as positive samples but
is actually negative samples.

The whole equation represents the proportion of positive
samples that the classifier considers as positive samples and
is indeed a positive sample itself to the overall positive
samples identified by the classifier, reflecting the checking
function of the model.

The formula for the recall rate is as follows:

Recall =
Tp1/2

Tp2 + Fp2
� �1/2 , ð2Þ

where TN refers to the number of samples for which the
classifier considers the target as negative samples but is actu-
ally positive; the whole equation indicates the proportion of
samples that the classifier considers positive classes and is
indeed positive classes to all positive classes, reflecting the
check-all function of the model.

The squared error criterion is generally used, and the
relevant definition is as follows:

E nð Þ =∯ λtð Þn+1eλt: ð3Þ

The algorithm uses probability-based distances as a
measure function:

d k, nð Þ = λtð Þn+1eλt + ξi,
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〠
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The traditional SSD algorithm, Mobilenet-SSD, and
Mobilenet-SSD with feature fusion are trained under the
same experimental environment and parameters, and then,
the three algorithms are compared by a test set. The test
environment is shown in Figure 4, and the data used for
the test are the homemade datasets in this paper. Figure 4
shows the average accuracy and detection speed (detection
time per image frame) of classroom behavior detection
obtained using different models on the test set.

It can be clearly seen from Figure 4, we can see that in
the student classroom behavior recognition test, the
Mobilenet-SSD with feature fusion improves the detection
speed by 2 frames per second compared with the traditional
SSD algorithm, and the average accuracy of detection
reaches 83.08%. Compared with the Mobilenet-SSD model
without feature fusion, the speed is reduced by 2.5% because
the fusion increases the network parameters, but the accu-
racy is improved by 6.94%. After the above analysis, this
algorithm has good performance compared with the other
two algorithms in terms of detection speed and recognition
accuracy. Comparing the loss function change curves during
the training process, we can judge the training difficulty of
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the model. The loss function curves of Mobilenet-SSD and
SSD models with the same parameters and epoch of 100
for 50,000 iterations are shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen that the loss values of both models have
been decreasing, which means that both models are reason-
able. It took about 6 days for the loss to fall below 0.5 during
training and about 8 days for the original SSD model, and it
can be seen from the graph that the loss value of this model
decreases faster than that of the traditional SSD model. The
accuracy (AP) of each action is shown in Figure 6, which is
obtained by using the Mobilenet-SSD model after SSD and
feature fusion to detect five actions of students in the test
set: listening, raising hands, writing, sleeping, and playing
with cell phones.

From Figure 6, it is concluded that the Mobilenet-SSD
algorithm after feature fusion in this paper has improved
the detection of small targets in all five actions compared
with the original SSD algorithm, among which writing has
improved the most by 3.03%, indicating that the model in
this paper has improved in small target recognition. The
results of the Mobilenet-SSD recognition of feature integra-
tion showed that among the five actions, the detection accu-
racy of listening action was the highest and hand raising was
the second highest, while writing and playing with cell
phone were the lowest. The reason for this result is that
the two actions are more likely to be obscured than the other

actions, especially in the recognition process, which can
easily confuse other hand movements, and thus, the calibra-
tion effect is not as good as the other three actions. In order
to show more intuitively the recognition accuracy of the
model on the five actions, a line graph is shown in
Figure 7, where the shaded area is the accuracy rate.

This paper first analyzes the classroom behavior recogni-
tionmodel design process and then explains how the database
is constructed, including data acquisition, image preprocess-
ing, and dataset labeling. Then, the network structure of the
traditional SSD model is described, and its advantages and
disadvantages are analyzed. After that, the principles related
to depth-separable convolution are explained, based on
which the basic network structure of Mobilenet is introduced,
and the methods that are more frequently used in fusing the
features of each layer of the network are analyzed. Based on
the above preparatory work, an improved strategy is pro-
posed to change the basic network to Mobilenet and to use
the add method to complete the fusion of features, so that
the model can improve the effect of recognizing small objects
compared with the original SSD method, and the recognition
speed is similar to the previous one, as shown in Figure 8.

Only the Gs plays a role, which is equivalent to a Gauss-
ian filter that mainly acts as an image smoother. In an image,
there are obvious color or light/dark shifts in the critical
areas, which are reflected at the pixel level by the large
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difference in pixel values between the two sides. In this case,
the Gr value is close to 0, and the whole filter result is 0. At
this point in the whole filtering process, the value there does
not affect the overall output value, which plays a role in pro-
tecting the edge effect. Image target enhancement [36] is also
called sharpening, using methods such as Sobel (Sobel)
processing method, USM algorithm, Laplace (Laplace) pro-
cessing method, the first-order form of Prewitt processing
method, and the canny processing method involving multi-
ple orders; by comparison, this paper uses USM (Unsharpen
Mask) sharpening enhancement algorithm for target
enhancement. For the management, it is important to keep
abreast of the teaching and learning process. For the man-
agement, it is more timely to grasp the teaching situation.
What teachers do is conscientious work, and real data makes
teachers’ work results more tangible and transparent. In the
process of teaching management implementation follow-up,
you can clearly understand who is doing well and who is not
doing well, so as to praise teachers for excellence in time and
remind teachers for deficiencies in time. The basic theoreti-
cal principle of teaching is to teach according to the material,
and the basic premise of teaching according to the material
is to read and understand students and the important way
to read and understand students which is also the academic
diagnosis of teachers and students. Only through the aca-
demic diagnosis of the candidates is it possible to really read

a student, and by reading a student is it possible to really
implement the teaching according to their abilities. Due to
the lack of analysis of the teachers’ individual teaching track-
ing survey, it is not conducive to the effective organization of
individualized teaching and differentiated teaching of
students, which ultimately does not achieve the effect of
teaching according to their abilities. By continuously carry-
ing out this personalized teaching, differentiated teaching,
it may not find the growth point on the quality of teaching.
To improve the examination promotion rate, you can only
do personalized and differentiated teaching without extend-
ing the time, and to achieve personalized and differentiated
teaching, use the extreme class big data.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, by changing the base network in the original
SSD from VGG16 to the improved Mobilenet network,
and using the add feature fusion method for the replaced
network, the base network parameters are reduced while
deep information is incorporated in the shallow layer, thus
improving the effect and speed of small target detection.
Then, the model is trained and the trained model is used
to identify the student behaviors and get the distribution of
the number of students in each of the five behaviors in a
class, and then, we get the percentage of the number of
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students in the five states of serious, good, fair, poor, and
other as set in the thesis to complete the analysis of the
student states of the class. This is combined with the thesis
algorithm model to design and implement a college class-
room status analysis system. Through daily homework and
test data collection, we can understand common and indi-
vidual problems in the classroom, and teachers can explore
students’ deficiencies through data analysis. In the process
of data interpretation, teachers can compare the average
scores of each class, analyze the gaps in each question, and
find common and individual problems in the class. Teachers
can strengthen the training of students for common prob-
lems. The web-oriented classroom status analysis system is
designed and implemented by using the Flask+Vue frame-
work and combining the behavioral recognition and face
recognition algorithm parts. Users can upload classroom
videos through the instructor interface and can view the
classroom status analysis results of a course at any time by
searching randomly in the administration. In this paper,
the classroom status is mainly judged by the recognition of
students’ behaviors. Although the model recognition effect
is ok, the reference factors are a bit one-sided, and the class-
room status analysis can be done together with the recogni-
tion judgment of facial expressions in the future. Secondly,
there is room for expansion of this system.

At present, it only analyzes the overall situation of a
course during the class, and in the future, it can add the
status analysis function for each student and generate the
report of students’ classroom status analysis according to
the statistical results.
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The ultimate goal of English teaching is to cultivate the students’ ability to communicate information in English, master good
language learning methods, and become independent language learners and users. Therefore, successful English language
teaching needs to be achieved through language communication training between teachers and students and between students.
This article investigates the importance of promoting the reform of oral English teaching in China’s English teaching
environment. We believe that to promote the reform of oral English teaching, an oral teaching environment must be available.
However, the current common problem in oral English teaching in colleges and universities is that the spoken conversation
objects are not standard enough, or there is no person who can talk to. Therefore, an intelligent spoken dialogue system based
on big data and neural network technology is particularly important, and the quality of dialogue depends on accurate spoken
speech evaluation. We first extracted six features of pronunciation quality, fluency, content richness, topic relevance, grammar,
and vocabulary richness. Secondly, we propose an evaluation model that connects specific TDNN layers in a feedforward
manner, using the feature representation of target words in different TDNN layers, which can obtain richer context
information and greatly reduce the amount of model parameters. Finally, we conducted a simulation experiment. The
experimental results show that the proposed model is accurate in evaluating spoken English and can effectively assist the
reform of spoken English teaching in colleges and universities, and its performance is better than SVM by 9.2%.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the application of information technology
[1–3] in the field of education is more and more extensive.
In oral English teaching, due to the increasing popularity of
English teaching in China, traditional language teaching
methods [4] can no longer meet people’s needs, which is
more and more obvious in colleges and universities. In this
context, the computer-aided language learning system
[5–7] based on big data and neural network [8–10] has
become the focus of research. It can take the place of teachers
for students’ examination answers, classroom homework
automation correction, so that teachers from repeated and
time-consuming correction work out of the liberation. At
present, such an automatic correcting system [11] has been
able to achieve almost complete accuracy in the objective
task. This form of question is typically used for multiple

choice, fill-in, and other types of questions, and for writing
and oral questions, automatic correction is still a research
topic that needs to be broken through. The oral questions
are separated into two types: one is retelling, reading, and
reciting known content, and the other is “open speaking,”
in which the exam taker provides free rein to specific
questions or subjects, through the examinee pronunciation
and standard pronunciation for speech level comparative
analysis, with the development of speech recognition tech-
nology [12–14].

A full evaluation of candidates’ answers from several
dimensions, including oral fluency, rhythm, intonation,
vocabulary richness, and semantics, is also necessary for
open spoken English, in addition to “pronunciation correct-
ness.” For a long time, open spoken English scoring [15, 16]
and evaluation technology research has not yielded signifi-
cant results. With the advancement of machine learning
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technology [17–19], some researchers began to investigate
how to use it to automatic speech evaluation, resulting in
the development of the well-known SpeechRater automatic
scoring system. The system combines feature engineering
and machine learning algorithms [20] to achieve automatic
scoring of open spoken language, and it has also set off a
wave of research in this field. Although there is still a certain
gap between the scoring results of the system and the
teachers’ manual scoring, it provides a good research idea
for later researchers. Today, new changes have taken place
in the field of artificial intelligence; the most significant sign
of which is the maturity of deep learning technology. Deep
learning [21, 22] employs a multilayer network to do data
characterization and uncover richer features. The correlation
between machine and manual scores has substantially
improved, and scoring errors have grown fewer and smaller
after a large number of researchers applied this technology
to the realization of the oral score scoring model. The open
oral scoring method can now be used on a practical level
thanks to deep learning technologies.

Based on the foregoing observations, we discovered that
big data and deep neural network technology-driven college
oral English teaching reforms [23, 24] have become a trend.
Teachers will be able to dedicate more energy to actual
teaching work as a result of this, and the quality of instruction
will be improved. As a result, an intelligent oral dialogue sys-
tem based on big data and neural network technology is criti-
cal, and the quality of discourse is dependent on precise oral
evaluation. We first extracted six features of pronunciation
quality, fluency, content richness, topic relevance, grammar,
and vocabulary richness. Secondly, we propose an evaluation
model that connects specific TDNN layers in a feedforward
manner. Using the feature representations of target words in
different TDNN layers, we can obtain richer context informa-
tion and greatly reduce the amount of model parameters.
Finally, we conducted a simulation experiment. The experi-
mental results show that the proposed model is accurate in
evaluating spoken English and can effectively assist the reform
of spoken English teaching in colleges and universities.

The following are the main contributions points of this
paper:

(1) This paper reforms the college oral English teaching
based on big data and deep neural network technol-
ogy and proposes a spoken language recognition
model, which reduces the burden of teaching and
improves the quality of teaching

(2) We propose an evaluation model that connects spe-
cific TDNN layers in a feedforward manner. Using
the feature representations of target words in differ-
ent TDNN layers, we can obtain richer context infor-
mation and greatly reduce the amount of model
parameters

(3) We carried out an experiment with simulation. The
experimental results show that the proposed model
is accurate in the assessment of spoken English and
can help effectively reform language teaching at uni-
versities and colleges

The following is the general structure of the paper: The
background is examined in Section 2. In Section 3, some
details about the suggested algorithm’s concepts and related
submodules are presented. The experimental results are
detailed in Section 4.

2. Background

As a medium for people to communicate with each other,
the characteristics of spoken language are very convenient
and concise. It is a main communication method for people
to obtain information. Nowadays, people regard whether
computers can understand the spoken language used in peo-
ple’s daily life as a research direction of artificial intelligence,
and spoken language is the natural language used by people
in daily life. The oral dialogue system is a tool for people to
communicate with computers. The computer understands
people’s spoken language and makes corresponding answers.
The spoken dialogue system has been widely used in the
information query system. The main reason is that the price
of manual customer service is more expensive than the dia-
logue system, and human resources are limited. The use of
this system can greatly improve the efficiency of the system,
so as to serve more people. The system can greatly facilitate
people’s daily life and, at the same time, improve work effi-
ciency to a large extent.

Oral English comprehension research is critical for
improving the effectiveness of the oral conversation system
[25, 26]. Speech recognition, oral comprehension, dialogue
management, text production, and speech synthesis are the
most common modules. The spoken conversation system
uses a speech recognition module to transform the user’s
voice into text, then converts each word in the text into a
corresponding word vector, and finally classifies the entire
sentence or each word so that the computer can extract
the phrase’s main semantics. The dialog management part
analyzes the user’s request to get the system’s answer, and
then, the text generation module generates texts based on
the results of the dialog management. These texts are related
to the time sequence. It can be seen that oral comprehension
plays a key role in the performance of the oral dialogue
system.

Whether a machine allows people to carry out related
tasks through the use of spoken language is the criterion
for judging whether the machine is truly “smart.” The dia-
logue system conforms to the habit of humans using spoken
language for interaction. Compared with traditional infor-
mation acquisition methods, the dialogue system has great
advantages. The user and the system can use multiple
rounds of dialogue, such as inquiries, clarifications, and con-
firmations, to achieve the needs of information acquisition
and emotional comfort in complex scenarios. With the con-
tinuous development of science and technology in the
future, robots in related fields such as service, social net-
working, and industry will become new members of the
future society, and human-machine dialogue technology is
extremely critical for whether humans and machines can
achieve “intelligence.” With the development of artificial
intelligence technology, the human-machine dialogue
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system will play an extremely important role in the future
intelligent society.

3. Methodology

This section will elaborate on the college oral English teach-
ing reform algorithm driven by big data and deep neural
network technology. The core link is the evaluation of spo-
ken English. This section will conduct a detailed analysis of
natural language processing and neural networks.

3.1. Natural Language Processing. In the spoken language
scoring system studied in this article, a neural network
model needs to be used to score the candidates’ spoken lan-
guage content. The neural network cannot directly process
text data, so it is necessary to convert the text into numerical
data that the neural network can recognize. A commonly
used method is one-hot encoding, which associates each
word with a numeric vector of length N . The numeric vector
corresponding to each word has only one element of 1, and
the rest of the elements are 0. For example, the one-hot
codes of the three words “me,” “he,” and “she” are [1,0,0],
[0,1,0], and [0,0,1], respectively. Although this method is
simple, it has the following two main disadvantages: (1)
Since there is only one bit in each numeric vector to identify
a word; if there are N words in the text, an N-dimensional
vector needs to be used to encode it. Therefore, when the
number of nonrepeated words in the text is large, the dimen-
sionality of the vector will be large. At the same time, the
number of nodes in the neural network will increase, and
the calculation will become more complicated. (2) One-hot
encoding, a simple encoding method, cannot describe the
semantic relationship between words and thus cannot pro-

vide more information for subsequent neural network calcu-
lations. What a useful information. In order to solve the
above problem, word embedding appears, which can use
lower-dimensional vectors to represent words. At the same
time, for words with similar meanings, their vector represen-
tations are also similar. As shown in Figure 1, the word vec-
tors are represented by one-hot encoding and word
embedding, respectively. It can be found that the latter can
embed richer information into lower-dimensional vectors.

The network topology presented in Figure 2 is com-
monly employed when utilizing neural networks to handle
natural language challenges. The word embedding layer is
the network’s first layer, and it turns the words in the input
text into a word vector representation, such as a word with
20 letters. If the length of the word embedding vector is
50, the text of a word will become a 2-dimensional matrix
of 2050 after the word embedding layer.

3.2. Recurrent Neural Network. The recurrent neural net-
work (RNN) is a special artificial neural network, which is
different from the feedforward neural network of the general
structure. It is a neural network with internal loops. This
structure enables information to circulate in the network,
so unlike CNN and other networks, their output only con-
siders the impact of the previous input and does not con-
sider the impact of the input at other times. In RNN, the
output is at every time linked not just to the input, but to
the input in the preceding moment, just like the “memory”
function is available in the network. Consequently, RNN is
very suited for serial data processing, particularly text data.
If the state is regarded at every moment as a layer of the
feedforward neural network, then the cyclical network can
be seen as a feedforward neural network that shares weight

Figure 1: One-hot encoding and word embedding represent the word vector.
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in time. Figure 3 shows the expanded structure of a single-
layer RNN network, where t is time, xt represents the input
at time t, ht is the state of the hidden layer at time t, and ot
represents the output of the RNN network at time t; matrix
W, V , U represents the weight matrix, and the calculation
equations of ht and ot are as follows:

ht = f uc Uht−1 +Wxt + bð Þ, ð1Þ

ot = Vht: ð2Þ
Although the traditional RNN network can process

sequence data, it has a more serious problem: when the
input sequence is long, there will be a problem of gradient
disappearance during the error back propagation process,
so that the network will eventually become unable to train.
Therefore, the traditional RNN model is only suitable for
processing short-sequence data. In order to solve the prob-
lem of insufficient “long-term memory” ability of the tradi-
tional RNN network, many researchers began to explore
how to improve the model. Hochreiter and Schmidhuber
proposed LSTM in 1997. This model solves the above prob-
lems well. The LSTM network introduces a new state ct (also
called a memory unit) internally for the circular transmis-
sion of information.

At each time t, ct records the historical information up to
the current time. The state ht of the hidden layer and the
state ct of the memory unit. The calculation equation is as
follows:

c∗t = tanh Wcxt +Ucht−1 + bcð Þ, ð3Þ

ct = f t ∘ ct−1 + it ∘ c
∗
t , ð4Þ

ht = ot ∘ tanh ctð Þ, ð5Þ
where f t , it , and ot are three gate controllers, and the gate
control mechanism is a method to allow information to pass
through selectively. The value range of the door controller is
between 0 and 1, which means that a certain proportion of
information is allowed to pass. ∘ represents the matrix dot
product operation, ct−1 is the state of the memory unit at
the previous moment, and c∗t represents the candidate state
of ct .

3.3. TDNN Model. The TDNN algorithm is similar to the
standard back spread algorithm in terms of training, and it
is a quick algorithm. The TDNN is a multilayered network

with abstract capacity at each layer and the ability to achieve
input sequence in time. TDNN is time invariant, and the
network learning process does not necessitate precise input
data placement. The benefit of TDNN is that each layer’s
TDNN shares weights, making the model easier to train.
The time range of the context of the sequence collected by
TDNN becomes wider and wider as information flows to
higher layers of TDNN. As a result, TDNN has a distinct
edge in certain jobs where context information is critical.

In the phoneme recognition paper, a time delay neural
network is first proposed. It is a neural feedback network
of multilayered systems. The neural network time delay is
a hierarchical neural feedforward network. The network
can take the proximity data of the current frame into
account and complete the function extraction of the current
frame. The time delay neural network can be multilayered;
each layer has a strong ability to abstract features; it can rep-
resent the relationship between features in time; with time
invariance, it is more convenient to learn by sharing weights.
In the process of learning, it is not required to carry out pre-
cise time positioning of the learned marks. The training
method of the time delay neural network is the traditional
back propagation algorithm.

The time and space complexity of TDNN is the same as
that of the convolutional neural network. The time complex-
ity of a single convolutional layer is

Time ∼O M2 × K2 × Cin × Cout
� �

, ð6Þ

where M is the side length of each convolution kernel’s out-
put feature map and K is the side length of each convolution
kernel, i.e., the number of output channels of the network’s
upper layer. The output feature map area M2 determines
the time complexity of each convolutional layer, as shown
in the formula, input Cin, output Cout, and the convolution
kernel K2. Three parameters determine the size of the output
feature map: the size of the input matrix X, the size of the
convolution kernel K , padding, and stride. The following is
the calculation formula:

M =
X − K + 2 ∗ Paddingð Þ

Stride + 1
: ð7Þ

The convolutional network’s overall time complexity, D,
is the number of convolutional layers in the network model;
ℓ is the network’s ℓth convolutional layer; and C is the

Input

Preprocessing

Word embedding
Output

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the neural network model architecture with word embedding layer.
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number of output channels of the ℓth convolution kernel,
which is also the current convolutional layer. The number
of output channels of the convolutional layer of the ℓ − −1
layer is the input channel C for the ℓth convolutional layer.
It can be seen that the convolutional network’s time com-
plexity is the sum of the time complexity of all convolutional
layers.

Time ~O 〠
D

ℓ=1
M2

ℓ × K2
ℓ × Cℓ‐1 × Cℓ

 !
: ð8Þ

The space complexity of the convolutional network is
described as the parameter quantity of the model, which is
expressed as the size of the model.

Space ~O 〠
D

ℓ

K2
ℓ × Cℓ−1 × Cℓ

 !
: ð9Þ

The size K of the convolution kernel, the number of
channels C, and the number of network layers D of the
model are the only variables that influence the model’s space
complexity. The size of the input data has no bearing on the
complexity of space.

3.4. Our Model. On the basis of multilayer TDNN, this paper
proposes a parallel structure of the TDNN network (as
shown in Figure 4). Multiple layers of time-delayed neural
networks can be stacked to obtain more contextual infor-
mation, but this causes gradient explosion and gradient
dispersion issues. In response to this issue, the residual con-
volutional neural network has performed well on image clas-
sification tasks, demonstrating that the residual structure can
reduce gradient dispersion or explosion by using jump con-
nections. In this paper, by quoting the residual structure,
the number of network layers of the model can be deepened,
and its performance on the task of image classification has
been significantly improved. We compared the experimental
results of multilayer time-delayed neural networks and dis-
covered that increasing the number of layers does not
improve the model’s performance, but rather decreases it.
As a result, we add a residual structure to the multilayer time
delay neural network model in order to improve the model.

The context information of the current word is well captured
by TDNN, and the longer contextual information is captured
by stacked multilayered delayed neural networks. The resid-
ual structure can combine the low-level network’s features
with the high-level network’s features to improve feature
representation.

In the word embedding layer, in many NLP tasks, a com-
mon practice is to construct a dictionary of words in the
dataset. Each id of the dictionary corresponds to a specific
word, and the id of each input word is converted to a D
-dimensional real value vector, which is called a word vector.
We splice consecutive W word vectors as the representation
of the word vector of the current word, and W is the size of
the spliced word window. w is the offset of the spliced con-
text, W = 2w + 1. During splicing, we fill in the embedding
representation of the filling symbol if there are not enough
words before or after the target word. As a result, the input
at t in the sequence is

Et = et−w,⋯,et−1, et , et+1,⋯,et+w½ �: ð10Þ

The vector of the entire sentence can be represented as
an input matrix s ∈ RN×W×D for a sentence containing N sin-
gle words.

Et = et−w,⋯,et−1, et , et+1,⋯,et+w½ �: ð11Þ

In addition, the normalized probability distribution is
obtained using the SoftMax activation function at the net-
work’s last layer, and the cross-entropy-based objective
function used in this article is as follows:

L = −
1
N
〠
N

t=1
〠
C

c=1
yt,c log yt,c′ , ð12Þ

where yt,c′ is the true probability distribution of the cth label
of the tth word in the sample and yt,c is the probability of the
cth label of the tth word. N denotes the number of words in
the sample, while C denotes the number of semantic
categories.

When it comes to predicting semantic labels for oral
English comprehension, the target word’s background
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of a single-layer RNN structure.
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information is crucial. It is vital to collect the target word’s
context information because the same term can have multi-
ple labels in different circumstances. The delay offset of each
layer of a delay neural network can be adjusted, changing
the range of background information that the extracted fea-
tures can acquire. The proposed model can successfully
extract the target word’s contextual information through
delay migration.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Experimental Environment. The experiment uses the
Linux operating system Centos 6.5 version and uses the deep
learning tool Pytorch 0.4 version in the Python 3.6.5 envi-
ronment under Anaconda. Pytorch is widely used in the field
of deep learning; its code is simple and easy to write and can
run on CPU and GPU. All the networks in this article are
implemented using the Pytorch deep learning toolkit under
the Python 3.6.5 environment. The learning rate is 0.01,
and we batch processed 1,000 samples each time.

4.2. Dataset. The data used in this article is derived from the
oral examination of a situational English course at a univer-
sity. We extracted 650 test takers’ answers to the same open-
ended oral question from the examination data from 2012 to
2018 (each recording is about 60 seconds or so)) and the
teacher’s manual scoring data (10-point system, including
decimals). The system designed in this paper needs to score
the spoken language pronunciation and the spoken language
content separately, so we also asked the teacher to score the
examinees’ spoken language separately from these two
aspects. In addition, before training and testing the model,
we also need to convert the recording format. The recording
files collected from the oral test are all in mp3 format, and
the audio attributes are 16 bit and 16 kHz sampling rate.

FFmpeg is an open source tool that specializes in processing
video and audio streams. We use this tool to convert record-
ings in mp3 format to pcm format. Finally, we divide the
entire dataset into two groups for training and testing: the
“training set” contains 500 pieces of data, and the “test set”
contains 150 pieces of data.

4.3. Evaluation Index. The evaluation criteria used in this
article are F1, precision, and recall, and the calculation equa-
tions are as follows:

F1 = 2 × P × R
P + R

× 100%, ð13Þ

P =
TP
Pall

× 100%, ð14Þ

Recall =
TP
Tall

: ð15Þ

4.4. Experimental Results. In order to prove the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm, we compared SVM and BP neu-
ral network, and the comparative experimental results are
shown in Table 1.

As can be seen from Table 1, the proposed algorithm
achieves competitive results. Compared with SVM and BP
algorithm, the accuracy of this paper is improved by 9.2%
and 5.4%, respectively, and that of F1 is improved by 7.5%
and 6.4%, respectively, indicating that the proposed algo-
rithm is effective.

4.5. Ablation Experiments. The slot value filling results can
be seen from Table 2 using the neural network of multilayer
delays. The experimental delay D settings, the number of
convolutionary kernels, and the size of the word concatena-
tion window W are identical to those of the single-layer

Input spoken audio

Input text

How are you ? Word embedding

Conv 1D Relu BN Conv 1D Relu BN Conv 1D Relu BN

Feature extraction

Conv 1D Relu BN Conv 1D Relu BN Conv 1D Relu BN

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the proposed spoken English evaluation model.
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TDNN model to deliver best performance. To observe the
effect of the TDNN network layers as a result of slot filling,
just stack TDNN layers from 1 to 5. As shown in the table,
the F1, with 3-layer TDNN, amounted to 92.14%. The F1
value obviously drops to 90.05% by increasing the number
of network layers from 3 to 5. The experimental results show
that the number of layers of TDNN could simply increase
and that dependency relationship cannot be captured more
effectively. It is not only difficult to train the profound net-
work structure model but also can cause gradient problems.

5. Conclusion

The importance of promoting the reform of spoken English
teaching in our country’s English teaching environment is
discussed in this article. An oral teaching environment is
seen to be important to facilitate the reform of spoken
English teaching. However, a widespread problem in oral
English instruction in colleges and universities is that the
spoken conversation objects are not standardized enough,
or there are no individuals with whom to converse. As a
result, an intelligent oral dialogue system based on big data
and neural network technology is critical, and the quality
of discourse is dependent on precise oral evaluation. We
began by identifying six characteristics: quality of pronunci-
ation, fluency, content richness, issue relevance, grammar,
and vocabulary richness. Second, we present a feedforward
evaluation approach that connects certain TDNN layers.
We can obtain richer context information and greatly reduce
the number of model parameters by using feature represen-
tations of target words in different TDNN layers. Finally, we
carried out a simulation test. The findings of the experi-
ments suggest that the proposed model is accurate in evalu-
ating spoken English and can effectively assist the reform of
spoken English teaching in colleges and universities, and its
performance is better than SVM by 9.2%.
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Oral English teaching is the weakest link in multimedia English teaching at this stage. English teachers are constantly exploring
effective approaches to improve oral English Teaching in their own educational practice. The big data multimedia English
teaching mode conforms to embark on the historical stage. Firstly, this paper constructs the big data architecture of English
teaching model mining and divides the construction of the teaching model into three parts: data mining, teaching model
evaluation, and improvement optimization. Data mining uses the advanced DBN network to send data into the DBN-DELM
network, which significantly improves the accuracy of the multimedia assisted English construction model. The simulation
results show that teaching mode construction based on big data can effectively improve students’ interest in English learning;
attitude; and oral English level including pronunciation, pronunciation and intonation, dialogue and communication, and oral
expression and improve students’ group cooperation and communication ability, autonomous learning ability, evaluation
consciousness, and ability.

1. Introduction

The information age has become the pronoun of the 21st
century, and people’s learning way for English have also
undergone great changes. Education, as an indispensable
promoter of human development, is also making changes
in line with the times [1, 2]. Especially, with the continuous
integration of information technology and education, explor-
ing the path and mode of multimedia English teaching has
become an important research topic for English education
experts [3]. Learning mode refers to a kind of plan or model
that constitutes a learning course, selects appropriate teach-
ing materials, and guides teaching activities in the classroom
or specific environment [4]. Literature [5] defines teaching
mode as teaching mode, also known as teaching structure.
Teaching mode is the visualization of teaching methods,
and it also is the high summary of teaching experience [6].
The definition of the concept of teaching mode given in the
literature [7] is teaching mode is commonly known as the
big method. It is not only a kind of teaching method but also
a whole and systematic operation mode from teaching prin-

ciple, teaching content, teaching goal and task, and teaching
process to teaching organization form. This operation mode
is theorized. The literature concludes that teaching mode
refers to the stable combination and application of two or
more methods or strategies in the teaching process [8].

With the support of modern information technology
and professional technology, each industry field will produce
series of data. The statistics, analysis, mining, and sharing of
these data will create unexpected value and wealth. Litera-
ture [9] points out that learners leave many digital footprints
in online or offline learning. Through tracking and analyzing
some digital footprints, we can find the rules and patterns of
learners’ learning behavior. Literature [10] believes that big
data will bring fundamental changes to modern education,
including the implementation of two-way education feed-
back that cannot be carried out in the past, the realization
of customized teaching to realize the individual conditions,
and the optimization of content, time, and methods for
teaching through probability prediction. According to the
literature [11], learning analysis can be used to evaluate
curriculum and teaching and also to discover and grasp the
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mechanism of learning process. According to the literature
[12], big data technology can digitize process (including
teaching materials and learning activities): the solution of
teaching scores will no longer depend on the fuzzy experi-
ence of teachers, but based on the description and analysis
of massive teaching mode and their solutions. Since the
new curriculum standard condensed the concept of English
learning activities, more and more studies have discussed
the impact of the concept of English learning activities on
the teaching of reading and writing, but there is less discus-
sion on how to integrate the concept of learning activities
into grammar teaching. It can be seen that the theoretical
guiding significance of the concept of learning activities on
other English courses other than reading, and writing still
needs to be further explored. This study combines the con-
cept of learning activities with grammar teaching, which
helps to reverse the lack of practical, situational, and pan
theoretical research on the theory of English learning activi-
ties, builds a teaching operation mode based on the concept
of English learning activities, and improves the theory of
English learning activities [13]. It is entirely possible for
teachers to analyze the learning data of each student [14].
When using DBN to mine teaching big data, there are prob-
lems of low efficiency and slow convergence speed [15]. The
main contributions are summarized as follows: (1) this paper
uses hive spark framework to design a big data real-time data
platform for English teaching to improve English teaching effi-
ciency and change teachingmode. (2) ELM is used to optimize
the DBN network, which can simplify the model structure and
improve the model training efficiency. (3) This paper com-
pares the experimental method with the flipped classroom
model to verify the advantages of English teaching.

In order to change the English teaching mode, this paper
constructs a multimedia English teaching mode based on
DBN-DELM on cloud platform. Firstly, the big data informa-
tion collection platform is constructed for collecting series of
information. In the data mining layer, the advanced DBN-
DELMnetwork is used tomine effective information from his-
tory information of English teaching, and the multimedia
English teaching mode is constructed. Simulations show that
the efficiency and effect of English teaching are enhanced. Fur-
thermore, this paper also puts forward some implementation
suggestions to promote the application and development of
big data education in China.

2. Structure and Design of English
Teaching Platform

Based on the characteristics of big data, this paper designs the
English teaching big data real-time data platform (DRTDP).
Its overall architecture is as follows (see Figure 1), including
four abstract and implemented technology platforms: unified
data acquisition platform, unified flow processing platform,
unified computing service platform, and unified data visualiza-
tion platform [16]. The DRTDP platform can provide end-to-
end real-time data processing capability (millisecond/minute
delay), connect multiple data sources in the English teaching
industry chain, extract real-time data, and provide real-time
data for various English teaching big data application scenarios.

2.1. Architecture Design of Cloud Platform. Real-time data
platform must have real-time and security. Real time perfor-
mance: the real-time performance of DRTDP determines that
DRTDP must complete related services in data transmission
and forwarding, which is characterized by low delay and can
be processed by the analysis model in time. The data delay at
any stage may influence the final output of the system. Stabil-
ity: DRTDP must have high stability, which have robust
system in any scenario, which directly affects the usability.
Security: the importance of DRTDP determines that DRTDP
must have a very high security protection capability. With
the increasing value of data, when an intrusion occurs, it can
timely detect the specific information of the intrusion and take
targeted and effective remedial measures. Therefore, the
English teaching big data real-time data platform is designed
as follows:

The English teaching big data real-time data platform
includes information perception, wireless transmission, data
mining, and analysis and visualization. Firstly, Under the
guidance of big data teaching mode, on the one hand, the cir-
culation of educational content is strengthened, which is not
only the mutual reference of resources inside and outside the
school but also the circulation of educational resources at
home and abroad through network interaction. On the other
hand, on the basis of ensuring face-to-face teaching, we should
supplement and improve the traditional teaching mode, learn
from each other’s strengths and make up for their weaknesses,
and realize the multiplication and diffusion of educational
effect by means of information technology. Generally speak-
ing, English teaching big data platform contains data layer,
GPRS layer, data mining layer, and visualization layer. (1)
The data layer is divided into user information, course infor-
mation, practice library, video library, and forum information.
According to the scope of discussion, the user information
library is divided into user name, age, education, and other
basic information. The forum information library is divided
into chapter forum, course forum, course forum, and platform
Forum. (2) The network layer is used for transmitting the
sensing layer data to platform through GPRS and other com-
munication methods. (3) The data mining layer includes algo-
rithm library and model library. The common mining
algorithms include BP neural network, SVM, and deep neural
network. (4) Application layer provides information to users.

2.2. Structure Design of Teaching Mode Based on Spark-Hive
Frame. The rapid growth of data and the urgent need related
to data query make the traditional data warehouse engine
difficult to conditions for storage and analysis. Hadoop as
an open source architecture began to replace the traditional
data warehouse, using the MapReduce programming model
that can effectively segment and reasonably allocate data.
Hive as an especially tool provides a query interface similar
to SQL [17]. However, since the execution engine of hive
compiles SQL into a series of MapReduce jobs to run, its
performance cost is high. The structure of English teaching
cloud platform based on Hadoop is designed as Figure 2.

Hive is convenient for developers who are familiar with
MapReduce to develop mappers and reducers which work
that cannot be completed by built-in mappers and reducers
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[18]. Hive’s table is actually HDFS’s directory/file, which
divides the folder by table name. If it is a partition table,
the partition value is a subfolder, which can be used directly
in M/R jobs [19].

3. Research on Big Data Mining Algorithm
Based on the DBN Neural Network

3.1. The Process Design for Teaching Mode Construction. To
realize the intelligent construction of the multimedia English
mode, this paper applies the deep learning algorithm
[20–22] to the data warehouse system, uses principal com-
ponent analysis [23] and normalization algorithm [24],
designs a multimedia English teaching model [25], and
designs an evaluation model of European media English
teaching model. The deep confidence network data mining
model is adjusted according to the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the evaluation model, and its process structure is
shown in Figure 3.

(1) Data sources contain two categories: internal infor-
mation and external information, (1) in the teaching after
class, understanding the specific situation of teachers and
students, teaching content, methods, students, network
English teaching and students’ participation.② In the learn-
ing practice activities after class, we need to fully master the
students’ written and oral communication ability, the ability
to communicate with others in English, and the ability to
read and write independently in English. ③ In English
teaching system, multimedia data, and online data, we need
to know something about college English learning materials,
English teaching system; the latest microclass, audio, and
video; English voice materials; and so on. Generally speaking,
in the process of data collection and collation, it is necessary to
ensure the timeliness, accuracy, and comprehensiveness of
data collection to the greatest extent. These factors are the pre-
conditions for the construction of ecological college English
teachingmode. (2) Data preprocessingmainly processes unor-
dered data into ordered data. (3) Data decision mainly relies
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Figure 1: English teaching big data real-time data platform.
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on the deep neural network. Data is directly sent to the deep
neural network, and the optimal decision model can be
obtained through training. (4) The model evaluation mainly
evaluates the above data mining model through experiments
and modifies the data decision model

3.2. Data Mining Model Based on DBN-DELM. Whole net-
work: for an elm with n hidden layers, the improved dbn-
delm algorithm obtains the parameters of the first n hidden
layers through the DBN pretraining process and finally con-
nects an output layer. The three-layer dbn-delm network
structure is shown in Figure 4.

Deep learning itself is a branch of machine learning
[26–28]. There are many similarities and differences between
deep learning and traditional neural networks [29]. The simi-
larity between the two is that deep learning adopts a hierarchi-
cal structure similar to the neural network [30–32]. The
system consists of a mult-layer network composed of input
layer, hidden layer (multilayer), and output layer. Only the
nodes of adjacent layers are connected, and the nodes of the
same layer and cross layer are not connected with each other.
Each layer can be regarded as a logistic regression model. This
hierarchical structure is relatively close to the structure of the
human brain. There is no link between the nodes of each layer.
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Figure 2: Hadoop-based architecture of operation support computing platform.
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One layer is the visual layer; that is, the input data layer (V)
and the other layer are the hidden layer (H). If we assume that
all nodes are random binary variable nodes (only 0 or 1 can be
taken) and assume that the full probability distribution P (V,
H) satisfies the Boltzmann distribution, we call this model
restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM).

According to the pretraining method of DBN, we
assume that v is the observation data, h is the feature data
for hidden layer, and ω is the link between the two layers.
In the RBM unit, we can see m visible neurons and N corre-

sponding hidden layer neurons. I used the contrast diver-
gence (CD) algorithm to learn the parameter [33] updating
criteria of RBM in each layer.
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Figure 3: The process of teaching mode construction based on DBN-DELM.
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The weight vector ω = ω1, ω2 ⋯ ωN , the offset vector b
= b1, b2 ⋯ bN , and the number of hidden layers are obtained
by pretraining. It can be as follows:

h2 = g ω1x + b1
� �

,

h3 = g ω2h2 + b2
� �

,
⋯

hi+1 = g ωihi + bi
� 	

:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð2Þ

Finally, the parameters from the nth hidden layer to the
output layer are obtained by the ELM algorithm

〠
N

j=1
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j = oj j = 1, 2,⋯,N , ð3Þ
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Figure 5: English teaching evaluation model.

Table 1: Cloud environment of platform.

Server type OS Memory IP address Others

Data server1 Windows 7 16GB 192.168.39.128 Opc.Tcp://10.32.42.48 : 4401

Data server2 Windows 7 16GB 192.168.39.129 0pc.Tcp://10.32.42.48 : 4401

Namenode CentOS 7.5 64GB 192.168.39.130 Hadoop 2.6.1; spark 1.7.1

Slave node1 CentOS 7.5 64GB 192.168.39.131 Hadoop 2.6.1; spark 1.7.1

Slave node2 CentOS 7.5 64GB 192.168.39.132 Hadoop 2.6.1; spark 1.7.1
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Figure 6: Comparison of operation efficiency of big data platforms.
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where βi = ½βi1, βi2,⋯,βiN� is the parameter vector
between the nth hidden layer neurons and the output layer
neurons, and N is the number of nth hidden layer neurons.

The difference between the DBN-DELM algorithm and
IDBN algorithm is that IDBN simply stacks and combines
the DBN and elm algorithm, while the DBN-DELM algo-
rithm gets better initialization parameters through the unsu-
pervised process of DBN through the random initialization
of the deep elm algorithm and then gets the top parameters
through the global optimization of the elm algorithm, which
speeds up the training speed of DBN, and the accuracy of the
elm algorithm is improved.

3.3. Teaching Mode Evaluation Model. The realization of mul-
timedia teaching effect is inseparable from the production of
high-quality multimedia courseware. Without the design and
production of multimedia courseware, it is impossible to pro-
duce the expected ideal classroom teaching effect. The realiza-
tion of multimedia English teaching mode effect is inseparable
from the appropriate multimedia teaching methods. To cor-
rectly evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of English
teaching mode based on DBN-DELM, the teaching mode
evaluation model is as shown in Figure 5.

The selection and determination of evaluation content
are the key to the implementation of teaching evaluation.
According to the new English curriculum standard, teachers
should consider comprehensively and analyse the actual
situation of students, choose the evaluation content in an
appropriate way, and devote oneself to the diversification
of the evaluation content, so as to avoid overemphasizing
the examination of language knowledge and ignoring the
practical application of language.

Referring to the new English curriculum standard, the
author divides the evaluation content of English teaching mode
based on DBN-DELM into two parts: the oral English ability
and the evaluation of learning behavior. Language competence
is evaluated from two aspects. The MAE index is as selected:

min
θ∈Ω

MAE = 1
M

〠
M

i=1
Ti
e iT ∣ θð Þ − Ti

e iTð Þ

 

, ð4Þ

where i is the length of the ithtime step.M is the total number

of the sample time that are used to train or validation.Ω is the
solution space of θ.

4. Simulation and Results Analysis

4.1. Simulation Environment of Cloud Platform. In this exper-
imental environment, spark is used to compare with tradi-
tional MapReduce to test teaching mode in the professional
model. Hadoop 2.6 big data platform is adopted, and yard is
used to manage the cluster with two hosts. Configuration of
each host: each machine has 4 memory modules, each 4GB,
a total of 32GB of memory, the amount of data is 2GB, and
a total of 1 million pieces of data. To improve the efficiency
of test operation, Hadoop cluster consists of one Namenode
(host name is node1) node and four datanodes (host name is
node 1, node 2, node 3, node 4). Hive runs on node 1 node,
and zookeeper runs on node 2, node 3, and node 4 node with
odd number of nodes. The configuration of each node is
shown in Table 1.

In order to improve the convergence speed of DBN, this
paper mainly optimizes and improves the deep confidence net-
work DBN and applies it to the multimedia English teaching
system. Therefore, this paper has carried out three experiments:

Table 2: DBN-DELM model compared with other models.

Samples 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DBN-DELM

Error 0.2 -0.1 -0.4 -0.5 0.2 0.7 0.15 0.7 -0.4 0.21

MPE% 1.26 0.66 2.65 3.4 1.26 4.87 1.01 4.17 2.8 1.35

RMSE 2.34%

DBN

Error 0.4 0.6 1.3 0.2 -0.9 1.7 1.3 -0.1 2.3 0.9

MPE% 2.56 3.97 8.33 1.36 5.66 11.2 8.78 0.6 16.1 5.81

RMSE 6.44%

BPNN

Error 1.3 0.55 1.48 3.25 -3 1.53 1.6 4.6 -2.6 3.4

MPE% 9.09 3.78 10.6 28.3 15.9 11.2 12.1 37.7 15.4 28.1

RMSE 17.22%
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Figure 7: The error convergence comparison of three models.
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(1) apply hive spark framework to the multimedia big data
English teaching system, optimize the system, and improve
the mining efficiency of the system. At this time, compare this
framework with spark and MapReduce framework, (2) the
elm algorithm is used to optimize DBN. At this time, DBN-
DELM is compared with DBN and BPNN to verify the effi-
ciency of the algorithm. (3) The multimedia English teaching
system is compared with the traditional flipped classroom to
verify the advantages of the system.

4.2. The Evaluation of Hadoop Platform. The efficiency of big
data platform is not verified. This paper selects the common
Hadoop framework platform for comparison. The frame-
works of Hadoop are shown in Figure 6.

From the information shown in Figure 6, the time
required for hive is basically proportional to the amount of
data. The call of MapReduce by hive through SQL state-
ments will lead to network and read-write disk overhead,
which affects the query efficiency. For the same amount of
data, hive is more efficient. In addition, for hive, the query
time in spark mode is one tenth of hive-stand-alone and
spark hive. In the client mode, there is not much time differ-
ence. With the increase of the number of data, hive is more
stable. The advantage of spark framework query ability will
be more and more obvious. Overall, the combination of
spark hive is better than hive.

4.3. The Superiority Validation of Teaching Mode Based on
DBN-DELM. To verify the superiority of the teaching mode,
two groups of experiments are designed: (1) compared with
DBN [34] and BPNN [35], the accuracy of the model is ver-
ified. (2) Compared with the Hadoop platform of MapRe-
duce, the efficiency of big data platform is verified.

From the prediction results, we can see that the con-
struction of teaching mode mined by the DBN-DELM algo-
rithm has higher prediction accuracy than traditional DBN
and BPNN, and the comparison results are shown in
Table 2. The accuracy of the prediction results is evaluated
by calculating the mean square deviation of the prediction
results, that is, the average relative error (PMSE) value in
the graph. Intuitively, the error of the improved algorithm
is the smallest, between 1.5% and 2.5%, and the prediction
effect is better. Secondly, due to the introduction of interest
degree, it can effectively remove the wrong strong associa-
tion rules, the prediction effect is second, and the average
relative error is maintained between 5% and 10%. Compared
with the former two optimization algorithms, the traditional
BPNN algorithm has the worst prediction effect, with the
average relative error between 10% and 20%.

To further verify the convergence index for DBN-DELM
models, the MAE index convergence of the three models is
shown in Figure 7. The DBN-DELM algorithm can converge
faster, and the final convergence value is much smaller than
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DBN and BPNN algorithms; The DBN-DELM mining
model is further verified by the comparison figure.

To verify the superiority of the DBN-DELM-based
model, I randomly select three classes for comparison. One
of the classes is the traditional teaching mode, as the control
class. The others as the experimental group, respectively,
applied the DBN-DELM-based model and flipped classroom
mode. The comparison data are shown in Figure 8. The 20
English tests were selected as the control. The results show
that the scores of the traditional control group are rising
steadily with the recommendation of time, and the multime-
dia English teaching mode based on flipped classroom can
also achieve good teaching results over time. Flipped class-
room reflects students’ awareness of autonomous learning
to a certain extent. Under the traditional grammar teaching
mode, students are used to accepting and executing the
learning tasks assigned by teachers and rarely actively reflect
and evaluate their own grammar learning methods and
effects. However, this experimental teaching cycle is short,
and it is unable to significantly improve students’ internal
awareness of autonomous learning grammar in a short time;
this may be one of the reasons why the experimental class
students’ metacognitive strategies have not improved signif-
icantly. However, the effect of multimedia English teaching
mode based on DBN-DELM is not obvious in the early
stage. After 15 examinations, the score will rise exponen-
tially, which has a good effect. Furthermore, the English
teaching model based on DBN-DELM plays a significant
role in improving students’ grammar ability and the use of
grammar learning strategies, especially in improving the
use of learners’ emotional strategies, communication strate-
gies, and cognitive strategies.

5. Conclusion

In the past, the teaching model used in college English teach-
ing pays too much attention to students’ classroom perfor-
mance, but ignores students’ practical ability of English
language, and does not create practical communication
opportunities for students, which leads to the disconnection
between learning and practice. Therefore, this paper designs
the construction of the DBN-DELM-based model. Through
the design of big data platform architecture and hive tech-
nology application, the efficiency and speed of big data min-
ing increase. The combination of elm and DBN can improve
the speed and accuracy of model training convergence. In
addition, the multimedia English teaching mode based on
big data attaches importance to the relevance and openness
of its constituent elements and implements the practical
application awareness into the whole teaching process. It
uses big data technology to reasonably associate the elements
involved in teaching and each teaching environment, so as to
ensure the effective sharing of information. Finally, the
accuracy of the model and solve the problem of students’
scores in Multimedia English teaching environment is veri-
fied. In addition, using the deep loop network to improve
multimedia English teaching methods is the focus of the
next research.
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With the return of deep learning methods to the public eye, more and more scholars and industry researchers have tried to start
exploring the possibility of neural networks to solve the problem, and some progress has been made. However, although neural
networks have powerful function fitting ability, they are often criticized for their lack of explanatory power. Due to the large
number of parameters and complex structure of neural network models, academics are unable to explain the predictive logic of
most neural networks, test the significance of model parameters, and summarize the laws that humans can understand and
use. Inspired by the technical analysis theory in the field of stock investment, this paper selects neural network models with
different characteristics and extracts effective feature combinations from short-term stock price fluctuation data. In addition,
on the basis of ensuring that the prediction effect of the model is not lower than that of the mainstream models, this paper
uses the attention mechanism to further explore the predictive K-line patterns, which summarizes usable judgment experience
for human researchers on the one hand and explains the prediction logic of the hybrid neural network on the other.
Experiments show that the classification effect is better using this model, and the investor sentiment is obtained more
accurately, and the accuracy rate can reach 85%, which lays the foundation for the establishment of the whole stock trend
prediction model. In terms of explaining the prediction logic of the model, it is experimentally demonstrated that the K-line
patterns mined using the attention mechanism have more significant predictive power than the general K-line patterns, and
this result explains the prediction basis of the hybrid neural network.

1. Introduction

For investors, stocks meet different investment desires and
investment needs, expand the range of investment options,
expand investment channels, to some extent meet the possi-
bility of investors to obtain the corresponding income, and
to some extent enhance the flexibility and liquidity of capital
[1]. If we look at the enterprise side, the stock can play an
important role in the management and development of the
joint-stock enterprise, which is conducive to the establish-
ment and improvement of the self-restraint and self-
development of the enterprise management mechanism
[2]. For the country, stocks are also a great tool to counteract
inflation. Stocks have three main characteristics: (1) nonre-

turnability: once sold, stocks cannot be returned to the com-
pany and cannot be requested to be refunded but can only be
sold to a third party through the secondary market; (2)
uncertainty of earnings: the profit and loss of stocks depend
on the company’s operation and the stock exchange market,
both of which are uncertain and changeable, so investors
need to take greater risks; and (3) speculative: the stock mar-
ket fluctuates frequently and the market price is unstable.
Market prices are unstable and speculative, so stocks are very
risky [3]. There are many reasons that affect the volatility
of stock prices, and these frequently changing factors
cause stock market volatility [4]. The objective risks of
the stock market can bring gains to investors and at
the same time can cause economic losses and may also
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negatively affect the operating conditions of shareholding
companies and even bring side effects to the national
economic construction.

These problems are inevitable, so stock trend prediction
has become an issue of great concern for all parties [5]. The
research of stock trend prediction has also become an
applied research direction of financial big data, and many
scholars have adopted deep neural network methods to pre-
dict the stock trend, which has become one of the popular
research problems in the current academic field. In recent
years, with the rapid development of computer technology,
the deep neural network [6–8] has become the key research
object nowadays, and the application field has been
expanded and extended, including the financial information
field [9]. At present, the financial market occupies a pivotal
position in the whole economic system of the country, and
stocks are an important component of the financial market,
so buying stocks has become a popular financial manage-
ment method nowadays, and a stock analysis software with
various performance can meet the real needs of investors
[10]. This paper designs and implements a stock trend pre-
diction system by combining historical stock trading data,
news data, and investor sentiment to recommend stocks
and stock trend prediction services for investors to reduce
or avoid investment risks, thus bringing investors relatively
stable economic returns. Due to the continuous innovation
of machine learning techniques [11–13], more and more
researchers are turning to the use of machine learning tech-
niques to analyze stock data and create well-performing
methodological models to predict stock movements in the
future. Stock market prediction models are built by learning
from historical price data to predict future prices [14].
Common machine learning algorithms such as logistic
regression, genetic algorithms, and support vector machines
have been used with good results in forecasting [15]. With
the rise of neural network technology, building deep neural
networks to portray stock prices and predict stock move-
ments has received a lot of attention, and some scholars have
conducted in-depth research in this area [16]. In order to
improve the accuracy of stock trend prediction, many
improved algorithms and optimization strategies have
appeared one after another and have been successfully
applied in practice.

Compared with existing stock trend prediction models,
the improved model used in this paper combines stock price
trend, news information, and investor sentiment for predic-
tion, not only using trading data in the stock market but also
taking into account the influence of financial and political
news and stock forum speech on the stock market. In this
work, a framework for predicting stock price trends using
financial news and sentiment dictionaries combines a two-
stream gated recurrent unit for stock price trend prediction
and a Stock2Vec embedding model trained on stock news
and sentiment dictionaries. Firstly, we propose a plain
Bayesian model based on the sentiment classification of
stock forum speech and experimentally confirm that the
classification effect is better when using the plain Bayesian
classifier, which can obtain the investor sentiment more
accurately and lay the foundation for the establishment of

the whole stock trend prediction model. Secondly, on top
of the original LSTM, this model is constructed by a mixture
of Bi LSTM [17] and CLSTM, with Bi LSTM extracting stock
trading data and investor sentiment index-related features
and CLSTM integrating and processing the contextual fea-
tures of the news, and finally outputting the prediction
results through the fully connected layer. In the experimen-
tal model, the stock trend is experimented with using the
classification method [18–20], and the classification is
obtained as the probability of the stock going up and the
probability of the stock going down. The experiments use
the CSI 300 stock data as the data set. The prediction effect
is evaluated by accuracy and return, and the experimental
results show that compared with a single LSTM prediction
model, the proposed method has a certain improvement in
the accuracy of stock trend prediction and can predict stock
trend accurately and effectively to a certain extent. At the
same time, a deep neural network stock trend prediction
[21] system is designed and implemented, and the trained
prediction model is uploaded to the stock prediction mod-
ule. By analyzing the requirements of the stock trend predic-
tion system and designing each functional module, the
whole stock trend prediction system is completed after
development and testing. Investors can make stock selection
and investment with the help of this system.

2. Related Work

The researchers constructed a denoising hybrid stock price
prediction model based on a decision tree, which first
extracts relevant features from stock data, then uses the prin-
cipal component analysis algorithm to dimensionally reduce
the features with the decision tree algorithm, and the dimen-
sionally reduced data [22] is fed into the fuzzy model to pre-
dict stock prices [23]. The researchers created a Bayesian
neural network model that does not require preprocessing
operations and cycle analysis of the data but simply feeds
market prices and technical indicators into the prediction
model, which is used to predict the future closing price of
the stock [24]. The researchers constructed a support vector
machine model with a genetic algorithm to optimize the data
by dimensionality reduction and used a quantitative stock
selection method to empirically analyze its stock selection
performance and prediction accuracy in the short and
medium to long term, respectively [25]. The researchers first
used wavelet decomposition of stock price series to screen
out the low- and high-frequency information in the nonsta-
tionary time series and then constructed an ARIMA model
from the high-frequency information and fitted the SVM
model to the low-frequency information to obtain better
results [26].

The researchers performed feature construction based
on relevant technical indicators and used data mining tech-
niques for feature modelling [27]. The main method relies
on the idea of maximizing returns and proposes a support
vector machine for genetic parameter search with AUC
values under the ROC curve, which solves the problem of
poor availability of forecasting with traditional methods.
The researchers used Tensor Flow, a Google AI learning
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system, and thus built a multiperceptron MLP neural net-
work model for predicting each closing price, comparing
Tensor Flow with a traditional BP neural network [28] based
on the stock price prediction problem [29]. The researchers
used a different number of features and multivariate data
preprocessing to study the effect of long- and short-term
memory networks (LSTM networks) on the prediction
results, and the LSTM models increased the accuracy of
stock return prediction compared to random prediction
methods [30]. Researchers use LSTM to predict stock prices
and propose variable step integration methods and an
improved MSE loss function with improved prediction per-
formance, but the drawback is that no generalized optimal
step range is derived.

Many factors can affect stock markets and cause market
volatility, such as global economic conditions, domestic
macroeconomic factors, and highly correlated foreign stock
markets. However, most time series models use stock indices
as the only factor for prediction and do not consider more
variables, while the opposite can lead to better prediction
results [31]. Therefore, some scholars have developed senti-
ment analysis models for predicting the correlation between
investor sentiment and financial markets, and researchers
have studied the relationship between public sentiment
states obtained from Twitter and the Dow Jones Industrial
Average (DJIA) [32]. Two sentiment analysis models were
used to analyze the text content of daily Twitter feeds to
obtain and analyze changes in the public’s sentiment.
Researchers’ sentiments were classified as positive and nega-
tive, while GPOMS meticulously classified sentiments into
six categories, including calm, alert, sure, vital, kind, and
happy, with six different dimensions to measure sentiments
[33]. Through the Granger causality test, a close relationship
between public sentiment and the Dow Jones Average Index
(DJIA) was found. Next, using a self-organizing fuzzy neural
network model, the public sentiment time series was used as
the independent variable, and the model was found to be effec-
tive in predicting the change of DJIA closing price, which can
largely improve the accuracy of DJIA prediction [34].

The researchers propose a framework for predicting
stock price trends using financial news and sentiment dictio-
naries, combining a two-stream gated recurrent unit
(TGRU) for stock price trend prediction and a Stock2Vec
embedding model trained on stock news and sentiment dic-
tionaries [35]. The researchers predict stock trends through
the impact of financial news on stock market sentiment,
using more expressive features to represent the text and aug-
menting existing text mining methods by including market
feedback as part of the feature selection process. Powerful
feature selection can greatly improve classification accuracy
when used in conjunction with complex feature types, and
the approach allows the selection of semantically relevant
features, thus reducing the problem of overfitting when
applying machine learning methods. It can also be trans-
ferred to any other application area that provides textual
information and corresponding effect data. In summary,
many applications have been made by many scholars using
neural network models for stock prediction analysis. But
most of them have been analyzed for foreign stock markets,

but there is still very little research on the domestic stock
market, which may be related to the fact that the domestic
stock market was established late and many aspects are still
not well developed. However, the Chinese stock market has
grown to have more than 3,000 listed companies with a cir-
culating market capitalization of tens of trillions of yuan,
which occupies a significant share in the whole national
financial system, so it is significant to study the domestic
stock market. In this paper, we construct a long- and
short-term memory neural network model to predict the
domestic stock trend.

2.1. Deep Recursive-Based Stock Trend Prediction Model

2.1.1. Factors Influencing Stock Price and Fundamental
Analysis Method. Like other countries in the world, the Chi-
nese stock market is complex and dynamic. From the spe-
cific business environment of listed companies, the
transparency of financial statements, and the psychological
sentiment of investors to the national policies and regula-
tions, unexpected news events, and the world economic sit-
uation, all of them have a certain impact on it. Because the
stock market is affected by many factors, it is difficult to pre-
dict and determine the future trend of stocks, and there is a
large risk and unknown. At the same time, a stock is only
marketable security, which does not have real value itself.
Stock price refers to the trading price of a stock in the securi-
ties market, and dividend income is obtained by buying and
selling stocks. Stock prices are influenced by various economic
and political factors and other external circumstances. Techni-
cal analysis is a basic forecasting method that determines the
future movement of the stock market by analyzing and judg-
ing graphical charts and related technical indicators.

It is a method of making judgments about stock price
changes and stock trends based on market behavior itself,
combined with theories and methods related to psychology
and statistics, and based on historical stock trading data such
as existing prices, rates of change, and volume in the stock
market, as well as combining investors’ subjective judgments
and analysis to find patterns. The actual trading history of a
particular stock or “average” is usually recorded in graphical
form, and then possible future trends are inferred from that
history. Technical analysis is based on the theory that mar-
ket behavior contains all information and is based on three
theories: that all information is fair and open, that stock
prices move along a trend, and that historical stock prices
repeat themselves. It mainly includes the indicator, K-line,
pattern, and wave methods. Because the stock system is
highly nonlinear and stochastic, it requires the investor to
analyze graphical movements and data tables to obtain fore-
casts, while understanding the role of relevant parameters
and corrections. Therefore, this method is not applicable in
today’s increasingly large and complex stock market. In
addition to low efficiency, difficulty, and overreliance on
manual experience, it also has a series of problems such as
poor integrity of stock content information, redundancy of
feature data, low utilization of stock data, poor results, and
poor generalization, which brings certain difficulties in pre-
dicting stock prices and makes it difficult to meet the needs
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of market development. Fundamental analysis is a method
to calculate the intrinsic value of a stock by looking at
the basic economic factors that may affect the stock price,
i.e., fundamentals.

Relevant factors considered include turnover, revenues
and expenses, financial statements, the company’s growth
prospects, competitive factors facing the company, and the
expected return on equity or assets for the industry. The
purpose of this analysis is to determine a value for the stock
that takes all of these potential factors into account. Inves-
tors rely on a variety of financial tools to determine a com-
pany’s past, present, and future profitability in order to
make investment decisions. Some of the key financial state-
ments that investors rely on include balance sheets, cash
flow statements, and income statements. Accurate financial
statements are used to analyze the corresponding value of
a company. In order to determine the accuracy of such state-
ments, investors rely on independent auditors’ reports to
ensure the accuracy of the financial statements. The method
is considered a long-term investment approach because it
does not take into account short-term pricing and trading
fluctuations. The method also involves some element of
forward-looking expectations, and it may take some time
to realize the intrinsic value, so forward-looking information
needs to be evaluated before considering the use of this
method. Meanwhile, the method requires a comprehensive
analysis of both macro- and microinformation. Micro is dif-
ficult to guarantee access to real and valid financial informa-
tion because of the asymmetry of corporate information, as
shown in Figure 1. The specific parameters can be from
the raw data collected by sensors, which are continuous data
sequences generated by user movements over a period of
time. Macroscopically, it is also difficult to predict the
national plan support policies and key development indus-
tries. Therefore, the analysis method still needs to be
improved in terms of accuracy and timeliness, and it relies
too much on the ability of analysts, and the analysis method
is relatively difficult to apply and has certain limitations,
especially for ordinary stock market investors, with poor fea-
sibility and universality. To sum up, the fundamental analy-
sis method mainly analyzes the long-term trend of stocks,
which is difficult to obtain, organize, categorize, and analyze
information, requires high analytical ability of investors, and
does not allow reliable and accurate short-term forecasting.

2.1.2. Stock Trend Forecasting Model. The operational status
of a listed company can be reflected by news information
about the company’s stock. Based on the common feature
that news information is highly correlated with stock move-
ments, people often rely on news information to forecast
stock movements. Due to the time-sensitive nature of news,
the information in news articles has a short time effect on
the stock market, and in general, recent news has a large
impact on stock movements. In order to encode stock-
related news information, data preprocessing work is first
performed on the text to reduce the repetition rate and cor-
rect the comment data with wrong formatting to improve
the integrity and quality of the comment data. Unreasonable
cases such as noisy data, such as null values and special sym-

bols, need to be deleted and processed. The authenticity and
reliability of the research results are ensured by data prepro-
cessing operations.

(1) Handling Missing Data. The initial data obtained
may suffer from data loss, which may be due to
incorrectly unentered data, data that is inconsistent
with data from other records and therefore deleted,
data that was ignored at the time of entry, and unre-
corded data changes. Missing data can be handled in
a number of ways: by ignoring records, by manually
filling in missing values or using global constants, or
by using attribute means or most likely values
through inference based on Bayesian formulas or
decision trees. Missing values were observed when
certain stocks or indices were recorded as null on
certain dates, and to appropriately reduce the
workload of this study, only stocks with up to ten
null values were selected for processing, which
included skipping entire records containing missing
values, or filling missing values with the mean, or
using inference (e.g., based on most similar
instances). All null values appearing in this experi-
ment are filled using the average of their closest left
and right nonnull values, making the stock time
series data complete.

(2) Data Noise Reduction. Data contain a certain
amount of noise due to the complexity of market
dynamics. Noisy data are attributed to random
errors or variations in measured variables, as well
as errors in data collection tools, data entry errors,
etc. The noise present in stock datasets can usually
be classified into three main categories: duplicate
records, inconsistent stock names, and incomplete
files. Some files contain duplicate records. Therefore,
all files are thoroughly checked to ensure that only
unique records are available on the same date. When
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Figure 1: Correlation between stock price and financial factors.
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a public company changes its name or a company
merges, there may be inconsistencies in stock names.
In this case, some of the data can use the old name
while the rest of the data can use the new name.
The standard is set in solving this inconsistency
problem, and all the old names appearing in the
records are modified in bulk with the updated
records. Noise reduction is done by pywt library
wavelet transform.

(3) Data Normalization. Normalization is the “scaled
down” transformation of data. If the value of one
component of an attribute is too large, the other
attributes may lose their moderation effect. For
example, when stock price and trading volume are
taken together as characteristic values, the difference
between the two in terms of data volume is great
because the stock trading volume is huge and can
reach the level of billions, while the stock price is
only a few tens or hundreds, but it cannot be shown
that the impact on price is proportionally greater
because the value of the trading volume is larger.
The convergence of the model is often affected
because the data scale is not consistent, the gradient
is not “uniform,” the model is not stable when train-
ing, and the gradient descent algorithm does not eas-
ily converge to the optimal solution. Therefore, in
this paper, the data are normalized. When normali-
zation is performed, the size of all values is scaled
to a fairly low value. The two most common
methods of data normalization are min–max nor-
malization and z-score normalization.

In order to improve the training efficiency of the samples
and the generalizability of the training results, this paper
uses min–max normalization to normalize the input feature
sequences by which the data inputs are mapped to a prede-
fined range [0, 1] or [-1, 1]. The min–max method normal-
izes the value of attribute A of the dataset according to the
minimum and maximum values of the dataset. It converts
the value a of attribute A to a in the range [low, high] by
the following calculation:

a = high − low
max A −min A

+ low: ð1Þ

In particular, when low is set to 0 and high is set to 1, it is
easy to see that a = 0 when a =min and a = 1 when a =max.
This means that the minimum value in A maps to 0 and the
maximum value in A maps to 1. Thus, the entire range of A
values from the minimum to the maximum value maps
between 0 and 1.

The data is then subjected to word separation process-
ing. Since Chinese word separation techniques are relatively
mature and are not the focus of this thesis, the existing jieba
word separation technique, which is suitable for large-scale
text separation scenarios, is used here. The TF-IDF method
is a common word weighting measure that indicates the
importance of a particular word in the whole document or

corpus, and the more frequently a word appears in a docu-
ment to which it belongs, but hardly appears in all documents,
the more it represents the key content. The importance of each
word is determined by counting the total number of financial
commentary documents, the number of document words, the
number of times the word appears in a particular document,
and the number of times the word appears in all documents.
The formula for calculating the importance of a word in a
given stock forum comment document is

T f = 〠
n

i=1
wi + IDF: ð2Þ

TF stands for word frequency and gives the frequency of
words in each document in the corpus. It is calculated by the
ratio of the number of occurrences of a word in a document
to the total number of words in that document. It increases
as the number of occurrences of the word in the document
increases. Each document has its own TF. The formula is as
follows:

T f =
ni,j

∑n
i=1wi

: ð3Þ

IDF stands for inverse data frequency and is used to calcu-
late the weights of rare words in all documents in the corpus.
When T f measures word frequency, the weight of words such
as “of” or “and”must be reduced since they occur frequently in
all documents, i.e., the document inversion frequency compo-
nent. If a word appears frequently in each document, the less
likely it is to be used as a keyword for a given document.
The inverse document frequency of a word in a set of docu-
ments means how common or rare the word is in the entire
set of documents. Thus, if the word is very common and
occurs inmany documents, the number will be close to 0. Oth-
erwise, it will be close to 1. Designed to retain distinctive words
as markers, words that occur rarely in the corpus have a high
IDF score. This metric can be calculated by dividing the total
number of documents by the number of documents contain-
ing the word and then calculating the logarithm. It is given
by the following formula:

IDF,n = log 〠
n

i=1
wi

 !
: ð4Þ

Combining these two, IDF,n extracts high-frequency words
from the text as candidate keywords and the text inverse fre-
quency IDF weights the TF-IDF scores of the words in the doc-
uments in the corpus w. Multiplying these two numbers will
give the TF-IDF scores of the words in the documents. The
higher the score, the more relevant the word is in that partic-
ular document, i.e., the one with the higher weight is taken as
the keyword:

wi,j = TFi,j + log 〠
n

i=0
wi

 !
, ð5Þ
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where TFi,j denotes the number of occurrences of i in j texts,
dfi denotes the number of corpora containing i words, and
N denotes the number of all corpora. Regarding the embed-
ding layer, this model maps each word in a set K of size n to
a corresponding word vector iw by using the Word2Vec
method. For the set of vectors w, the information is extracted
using a fully connected neural network:

Word2Vec = a�w + Rn, ð6Þ

where a is the weight size of each word vector, a belongs to Rn,
b is the weight size of the bias vector b, b belongs to Rn, and
New is the news information extraction result vector.

In order to correspond the stock names to the news data,
each stock name is transformed into the corresponding
stock vector S by embedding operation. By the Word2Vec
method, it is transformed into the corresponding word vec-
tor cv. The generated word vector is fed into CLSTM, and
the stock name Name is used as Topic to process the stock
news keyword Keys; in particular, the output matrix of
CLSTM is used here as output to obtain the corresponding
implied layer matrix information ch:

ch = clastm name, keysð Þ: ð7Þ

2.1.3. Deep Recursive Process. The input layer of the model
includes three major parts: stock historical data information,
news information, and investor sentiment. The main part of
the model firstly uses Bi LSTM to process the features in
terms of data information separately, secondly uses news
data as the contextual information input of CLSTM, and
introduces the attention mechanism to give different atten-
tion to the news text sequences to ensure that the model cap-
tures information from the news that is more relevant to the
stock price movement. Secondly, a plain Bayesian-based
sentiment classifier is used to analyze the data from the
forum, and the sentiment data obtained from it is combined
with other parts of the data to serve as training data for the
long- and short-term memory time series learning model.
Finally, a multilayer fully connected neural network is used
to process all the data. Satisfactory results can be obtained

by training the neural network, as shown in Figure 2. It also
takes into account the effect of some randomness to avoid
the occurrence of falling into a local minimum that leads
to a global minimum not being reached.

The type of optimizer used optimizes the efficiency with
which the algorithm converges to a minimum. The model is
optimized with the Adam optimizer, which combines the
advantages of both ADAgrad and RMSprop optimizers.
The reason behind ADAgrad is that infrequently used
parameters must have a large learning rate, while frequently
used parameters must have a small learning rate. The sto-
chastic gradient descent update of ADAgrad becomes

βt+1,i = βt,i − η, ð8Þ

ηt,i = ∇Ji,jK: ð9Þ

The learning rate is derived by calculating the historical
gradient of each parameter. Thus,

βt+1 − βt =
θffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q + χ

p ht , ð10Þ

where H is the sum-of-squares matrix of the historical
gradients. The problem with this optimization is that as
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Figure 2: Deep recursive process.
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the number of iterations increases, the learning rate begins
to rapidly decrease and disappear. RMSprop slows down
the decline in the learning rate by using a certain number
of historical gradients. Updated to

βt+1 − βt =
θffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2 − r½ �pq ht , ð11Þ

Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2 − r½ �

p
=Q

ffiffi
t

p
+ 0:1t2: ð12Þ

After using two hidden layer neural networks in this
model, as shown in Figure 3, two hidden layer standard neu-
ral networks are used, and the dropout method is adopted to
randomly discard some neurons, and the neurons marked
with a fork in the right figure are randomly inactivated neu-
rons. In practice, the dropout value is set too low, and the
effect can be ignored; if the dropout value is set too high, it
may lead to underfitting results. Therefore, the dropout is
set to 20% in this model.

2.2. Experiments and Result Analysis

2.2.1. Experimental Data. Stock forums provide a platform
for investors to discuss online. Stock forum sites allow users
to request and exchange information therein. In addition,
the stock forum site also allows users to view forum posts
and post messages therein. When posting a message, users
can create a new topic or post in an existing topic. Stock
forums consist of user-generated content (UGC), and to
get investor sentiment from a forum site, its content should
be downloaded first. Use web crawler technology to crawl
content and obtain data. A web crawler, an important part
of current search engines, is a computer program or auto-
mated script that automatically crawls and downloads web
information according to certain rules. In a narrow sense,
it is usually considered a software program that traverses
the information space of the World Wide Web based on
web hyperlinks and web document retrieval methods (e.g.,
depth-first or breadth-first) using the standard HTTP proto-
col. Web crawlers obtain the content of the web pages corre-

sponding to each URL by determining the queue of URLs to
be crawled, parse the web page content, and store the corre-
sponding data. In order to efficiently and accurately obtain
comment data, the crawler should start from the entry
URL of the forum. Web crawlers are classified into several
categories according to the system structure and technical
mode, such as general-purpose web, focused web crawlers,
incremental web crawlers, and deep web crawlers. In this
paper, we use a general-purpose web crawler to crawl the
stock forum comment data. It is very expansive, crawling
objects involving URLs all the way to the entire Web, collect-
ing data for web search engines and large web service pro-
viders. Due to the large scope and number of crawls, high
requirements for crawl speed and storage space, and low
requirements for the order of crawled pages, usually web
crawlers work in parallel. Therefore, the application value
is strong. The specific flow chart of the generic web crawler
operation is shown in Figure 4.

2.2.2. Evaluation Based on Accuracy and Yield. The training
performed on the above data is used to predict the stock
trend of that day. After trying methods such as fitting stock
movements and classifying stock movements, experiments
were conducted using the classification method, which is a
dichotomous classification (up/down) of stock movements
to make predictions. The experiments show that reducing
the problem to a classification problem is more accurate
than fitting stock movements. To evaluate the impact of
financial news on stock prices over time, we set different
time intervals (i.e., 1, 2, 5, 7, and 10 days) for the prediction
experiments. In the case of a one-day interval, it means that
news affects stock prices within 24 hours. Similarly, the
impact of news varies at other time intervals. The results
are shown in Figure 5, where the accuracy obtained by the
prediction model proposed in this paper decreases with
time, with the highest accuracy of the experimental results
in the first 24 hours and decreases with time. This also illus-
trates the impact of financial news and the rapid reflection of
the stock market.

The experiment uses the above stock selection strategy to
backtest the test set by selecting one hundred consecutive
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days of data and removing the cases where the data on the
day of backtest is less than 100 shares and conducting the
test using the return as a measure, the results of which are
shown in Figure 6. Daily return represents the relationship
between the return available for each investment and the
number of days, where the horizontal coordinate indicates
the number of days and the vertical coordinate indicates
the return, and the points in the figure are the return for
each investment with the dashed 0 coordinate, where the
number of days with a return greater than 0 is Gdays. The
results indicate that the actual probability of a daily return
greater than 0 is close to 0.7041.

Figure 7 shows the return versus time assuming that the
investment strategy given by the model is adopted every day,
where the horizontal coordinates indicate the number of
days and the vertical coordinates indicate the return
compared to day 0, where the coordinates of the highest
point are (98, 0.2849), i.e., if the stock selection is done with
this model, then at 98 days, a cumulative return equal to
28.49% of the principal can be obtained.

The number of input features of the network model is
adjusted, and the same training data and test data are experi-
mented with in a single LSTM model, a news-based LSTM
model, and a news- and investor sentiment-based LSTM
model, and the results are shown in Figure 8. In the training
process of the model, the accuracy of stock trend prediction
by LSTM with a different number of layers is compared by
continuously modifying the LSTM layers. However, the
number of layers is positively correlated with the computa-
tional redundancy and consumption, which is not conducive
to the efficiency of the overall model. Therefore, with the
proper number of network layers, increasing the number
of network layers is costly and the improvement of predic-
tion accuracy is not significant. Therefore, a two-layer LSTM
network model is used to predict stock movements.

In this paper, stocks and their corresponding news are
extracted to obtain information about possible stock trends
from the news, such as national policy support that may lead
to a rise in the stock. Since each news item is too long, thus,
TF-IDF, a common weighting technique used for informa-
tion retrieval and data mining, is used to process each news
item and extract the news-related keywords as input. In
order to align with numerical data, historical data from
November 5, 2018, to November 8, 2019, were collected,

along with the corresponding stock name information as
input, and according to its news release time, 4:00 p.m.
was used as the dividing line, with news released before
4:00 p.m. counted as financial news of the day and news
released after 4:00 p.m. counted as the next trading day.
Also, obtaining stock forum data relies on web crawlers. A
plain Bayesian classifier trained using the method described
in Section 3 is used to obtain investor sentiment for predict-
ing stock movements. After the above experiments, we veri-
fied the conjecture that when the attention mechanism of the
hybrid neural network assigns a weight to the K-line pattern
of a sample that is significantly higher than the overall mean
of the sample, it is highly likely that the K-line pattern
carries a stronger predictive power than the general K-line
pattern, and when the pattern appears, there is a high prob-
ability that the later market will appear to be consistent with
the history. It is also true that K-line patterns are an intuitive
analysis tool, and when they show a strong trading signal,
human researchers will also focus on the signal to make pre-
dictions about the future of the market. Therefore, compared
to other deep learning models, the hybrid neural network
model proposed in this paper guarantees the predictive effect
and performs the predictive inference work in a way that
humans can intuitively feel and understand. In addition,
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using the powerful computing power and storage capacity of
computers, we can use the model to mine more K-line pat-
terns that may have strong predictive power and continu-
ously expand the knowledge base of human researchers.

3. Conclusion

This paper focuses on the problem of stock trend prediction
based on deep learning. Due to the many factors affecting
the stock movement, the number of stocks and the huge
trading volume make this research challenging and difficult.
In this paper, we consider multiple influencing factors at the
same time, combining three aspects: historical stock trading
data, news information, and investor sentiment index, and
use an improved LSTM to model the prediction. We also
construct a stock trend prediction system and apply the
improved model to make stock recommendation and stock
trend prediction for investors. It has high operability and
practical value. In this paper, we classify the sentiment of
stock forum remarks and calculate to obtain the investor
sentiment index. Based on the sentiment dictionary, a stock
market sentiment dictionary is formed by adding stock mar-
ket specialized vocabulary. A sentiment classification model
is constructed on the basis of the plain Bayesian algorithm to
classify the sentiment of stock forum remarks. Experiments
show that the classification effect is better using this model,
and the investor sentiment is obtained more accurately,
and the accuracy rate can reach 85%, which lays the founda-
tion for the establishment of the whole stock trend predic-
tion model. In this paper, we design and implement a deep
neural network-based stock trend prediction system and
upload the trained prediction model to the stock prediction
module. Through the requirement analysis of the stock trend
prediction system and the design of each functional module,
the whole stock trend prediction system is completed after
development and testing. It enables investors to make rela-
tively correct investment decisions based on the stock rec-
ommendation results and stock prediction results of the

system, thus reducing the possible investment risks to a certain
extent and obtaining high and stable investment returns.
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This paper provides an in-depth understanding and analysis of the reform of English teaching in colleges and universities by
analyzing the role of big data technology for the reform through in-depth research and analysis. Based on the background of
the era of education informatization, this study explores the transformative value of the integration of information technology
and teaching activities and elaborates the relevant significance at the theoretical and practical levels. Based on this, the research
method of this study is established. The realm of integration of information technology and teaching activities and its
transformative value is taken as the focus of the study. The integration of information technology and teaching activities means
that it is not only a simple superposition between information technology and teaching but also a process to explore the role
and influence of information technology into teaching activities by deeply exploring the inner connection between the two,
to complete the integration of information technology and teaching activities, and finally to realize the comprehensive
development of student’s personality.

1. Introduction

Along with the high speed of information dissemination and
rapid economic development, computer Internet technology
has been very commonly used in many fields, computational
science entered the field of education, and the use of com-
puter science in education was a new change achieved for tra-
ditional education [1]. The application of computers in
pedagogy can also be referred to as Computer-Based Educa-
tion (CBE). Computer-assisted education refers to the appli-
cation of computers, multimedia, and other technologies in
the field of education and teaching to assist in education
and teaching. It is a combination of traditional education
methods and rational use of educational resources to
improve education standards. Traditional teaching has
become outdated; the integration of technology and class-
room has brought significant changes to education, and
today, we are entering the era of big data, and data mining
has been widely used in various industries to extract valuable
knowledge and provide decision support [2]. This technology
has also been gradually integrated into the field of education,
opening a new horizon for the development of smart class-

rooms [3]. Technological advances and multimedia applica-
tions have brought opportunities for the transformation of
traditional classroom teaching, and the rapid development
of education informatization has provided opportunities for
in-depth research on smart education and smart classroom,
and smart education has become a hot topic in the develop-
ment of education informatization [4]. With the progress of
society and the development of science and technology, the
application of information technology in the field of educa-
tion has become extensive, and the development of smart
education is the new form and requirement of the develop-
ment of information technology, education informatization,
and education reform in modern society. The arrival of the
era of big data has driven the development of all occupations,
and the field of education is also being deeply affected, and
the penetration of advanced big data technology into the field
of education is the trend of the future development of educa-
tion informatization, which is bound to have a great impact
on the profound changes in the field of education [5].

Innovation of smart classroom teaching mode is one
of the important strategies related to the rapid progress
of China’s education, cultivating innovative talents, and
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changing education mode, and it is also an inevitable trend to
enhance teaching effect [6, 7], improve teaching quality, per-
fect teaching system, and promote education development,
and it is about to become a trend of the times to put educa-
tion development in the big data environment. This study
focuses on the deep integration of new technology and teach-
ing in the new era, explores the teaching model of the smart
classroom under the big data environment, designs relevant
smart classroom teaching cases, and implements them,
which is of great significance to the innovation of teaching
mode in the education field and has certain theoretical and
practical significance to the development of smart education.
At present, personalized learning has been effectively realized
with the development of artificial intelligence, and it is obvi-
ous that artificial intelligence plays an important role in the
fields of learning tutoring, learning assessment, and teaching
optimization, which promotes the all-round improvement of
teaching efficiency and better learning experience for stu-
dents. Artificial intelligence [8–10] has gradually become an
important factor in the development of education informa-
tion technology, helping the innovative development of edu-
cation and teaching. The development of information
technology has not only brought a huge impact on the field
of science and technology but also has an important role in
the development of times that cannot be ignored. At present,
the education field is actively introducing artificial intelli-
gence technology, and the elements of teaching activities
are constantly changing, promoting students’ learning activ-
ities toward personalization and lifelong learning and push-
ing the whole education level from low-level crude
education to high-level precise education.

This study analyzes the new educational technology of
artificial intelligence and the impact of the pedagogical
changes that will occur, as well as the basic characteristics
of artificial intelligence its significance and impact on the
pedagogical aspects, and explores the new concepts of the
change of the elements of teaching activities and generation
in the era of artificial intelligence. It is also helpful to explore
the changes in teaching in the era of AI to expand teaching
ideas. Therefore, it is of practical guidance in the future
application of AI to optimize teaching methods and teaching
techniques in the teaching process and students’ learning
methods. The learning platform of various online teaching
modes provided by artificial intelligence technology is pro-
foundly affecting the development of teaching as a process.
The teaching in the era of artificial intelligence will overturn
the traditional teaching model, the development of artificial
intelligence enlightens the new ideas of teaching change
development, and the teaching change profoundly affects
the new direction of the future development of the young
generation. In traditional education, the main channel for
students to acquire knowledge is through teachers’ lectures.
However, in the era of artificial intelligence, human beings
will need to reexamine the ways of acquiring knowledge to
adapt to social changes, and the development of technology
profoundly affects the change of teaching. This study ana-
lyzes the changes in teaching and learning in the age of arti-
ficial intelligence to provide a better understanding of
teaching and learning in the age of intelligence. The smooth

implementation of intelligent teaching requires the appli-
cation of artificial intelligence in teaching as a condition.
Exploring the changes in the elements of teaching activi-
ties and new concepts in the age of artificial intelligence
can make personalized teaching and adaptive learning pos-
sible in the age of artificial intelligence, and this teaching
method can optimize the traditional teaching methods,
enhance teaching efficiency, improve teaching outcomes,
enhance teaching participation, and promote teaching
activities in the direction of intelligence, precise, and per-
sonalized direction.

2. Current Status of Research

The impact of AI technology on educational activities has
become increasingly evident, and research on AI in educa-
tion has become a focus of foreign academics and has
yielded a variety of research results. Hasan et al. suggested
that AI in education is a completely new research area, and
this type of research is conducted on the premise that educa-
tional activities and artificial intelligence are closely linked
[11]. Aho and Duffield suggested that educational AI is
mainly used to improve students’ participation in teaching
activities and teachers’ teaching efficiency with the help of
the Internet teaching platform [12]. In the future, the focus
of educational AI will be on the development of intelligent
robots, which will try to improve students’ learning effi-
ciency by adding intelligent sensing devices. In addition,
some scholars have conducted in-depth studies on the prob-
lems that arise after the application of AI in education to
study the problems that may arise after the application of
AI to education and the future development trend [13].
With the continuous development of AI technology, many
researchers are now studying the design of machine learning
algorithms intending to improve the efficiency of their inter-
action with humans [14]. Modern information technology
has brought many changes to the development of education,
and at the same time, the impact of changes in information
technology has gradually risen to the national level [15].
According to the educational development planning docu-
ments released by the education department in China, infor-
mation technology will play an important role in influencing
the development of education, and information technology
needs to lead education to modernization and drives
changes in education [16].

Knox firstly studied in depth the factors related to the
change of teaching methods and made a detailed analysis
of the direction of the change of teaching methods, pointing
out that the change in teaching methods is not to negate the
past teaching traditions but to optimize and improve the
teaching methods based on absorbing the advantages of tra-
ditional teaching activities, and the scholars also studied the
direction of the reform of teaching models, which believed
that the reform of teaching models would mainly focus on
four directions, such as optimizing teaching resources and
innovating teaching organization [17]. Tian et al. designed
two types of collaborative learning models, formal and sub-
formal, and through the study and analysis of these two
models, they proposed that the intelligent terminal devices
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and platforms used in the smart classroom can help teachers
to grasp students’ learning situation and provide rich learn-
ing resources to students [18]. It is also possible to provide
students with a wealth of learning resources, enabling
resource sharing and interoperability between teachers and
students [19]. Teacher-student interaction directly deter-
mines student learning outcomes, and interactive learning
among students promotes achievement and social-
emotional development. Council member, after extensive
research and analysis, indicated that a high frequency of
classroom interactions helps students develop self-
confidence in their learning and that students are motivated
to learn and actively participate in classroom learning activ-
ities [20]. Xiao and Yi showed that teachers who frequently
ask challenging questions and provide students with cues
other than words are effective in driving students’ cognitive
development [21].

Firstly, through the analysis of the existing literature, the
value orientation of the integration of information technol-
ogy and teaching activities is clarified, the feasibility of the
research problem is determined, and the exact connotation
and way of the integration of information technology and
teaching activities are determined based on this; secondly,
the realm of the integration of information technology and
teaching activities is explored from the theoretical level,
and the profound influence of information technology on
teaching activities is elaborated to provide theoretical sup-
port for the practical level; finally, the changes brought about
by information technology to teaching activities are identi-
fied, and the main characteristics of each change element
are sought, based on the classroom analysis. Finally, based
on theory and practice, the transformative value of the inte-
gration of information technology and teaching activities is
analyzed at the practical level, to provide lessons for future
classroom teaching.

3. Analysis of the Role of Big Data
Technology in the Reform of English
Teaching in Colleges and Universities

3.1. Improved Big Data Technology Design. The big data
environment is a branch environment in the information
technology environment, in which the smart teaching model
is carried out, which is the culminating stage in the develop-
ment of information technology education while creating
fever in the field of education [22]. Technology can realize
the communication between human language and machine
language; build data models to comprehensively record and
collect behavioral data; use data collection, data intelligence
analysis, real-time analysis of learning data, real-time push-
ing of resource data, dynamic feedback results, and other
mutual combinations to promote the construction of the
big data environment; and complete the construction and
implementation of the wisdom classroom model in the
new era of the big data environment so that students experi-
ence the teaching process interactive [23]. In addition, I will
promote the rapid development of education in the direction
of informatization and wisdom by making the teaching pro-

cess interactive, intelligent, data-based, and dynamic. The
key to completing intelligent learning lies in how to use the
terminal tools and big data analysis techniques in the big
data environment to grasp the real-time learning dynamics
of students, analyze student learning data, create educational
big data, provide feedback on teaching effects, make full
use of the big data environment to create intelligent edu-
cation, and complete the intelligent classroom in the big
data environment.

Advances in science and technology and multimedia
applications have brought opportunities for the transforma-
tion of traditional classroom teaching. The rapid development
of educational informatization provides an opportunity for
in-depth research on smart education and smart classrooms.
Smart education has become a hot topic in the development
of educational informatization.

The advent of the big data era has caused a phenomenon
of data in various forms gradually spreading into life and
society, and of course, the education field is also constantly
receiving the changes brought by big data. The generation
of educational data has become an important asset and
resource for the development of education informatization.
By bringing together multidimensional, multilevel, and mul-
tifaceted teaching data and then comprehensively organizing
and analyzing them through data analysis methods, I can
analyze teaching behavior in real-time and provide optimal
decisions for education and generate smart education. There
are many elements involved in wisdom education, and these
elements are closely related to each other wisdom teaching,
and the implementation of teaching is largely carried out
by various advanced technologies, relying on the wisdom
teaching environment, and the collision between big data
and classroom rubs out the spark of wisdom, which in turn
generates wisdom classroom. The input of big data technol-
ogy is the premise of smart education, and the smart class-
room is the environment that provides the possibility and
opportunity for smart education with three-dimensional
interaction, multidirectional communication, comprehen-
sive attention to students, timely feedback on learning, and
reconstructing the teaching model.

yB′ = yA∗−v
y
AC ∗ tB + tAð Þ, ð1Þ

N =
O + �O
K

: ð2Þ

The processed data can better reflect the number of
user clicks on online courses, making the mining of associ-
ation rules more accurate. One of the characteristics of
artificial intelligence is human-machine collaboration. Spe-
cifically, human-machine cooperation means that humans
and machines work together to play their roles in their
respective areas of expertise. The media theory favors the
theoretical aspect of the integration of information technol-
ogy and teaching activities and only considers information
technology as the basis of teaching practice [24]. Although
it appears in teaching activities as a physical tool or means,
it still fails to view the integration of information technol-
ogy and teaching activities but only from the perspective
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that the functions and characteristics of information tech-
nology have an impact on teaching activities. Mediation the-
ory is biased toward the practical aspect of the integration of
IT and teaching activities, and to a certain extent, it has real-
ized the shift from “theoretical activities focusing on the
characteristics of IT to practical operations focusing on
IT,” so that IT can participate in solving difficult problems
in teaching activities. However, the pursuit of practical oper-
ation will lead to procedural and mechanical teaching activ-
ities, which will lead to excessive technical rationality and
loss of objective judgment on teaching activities. Innovative
smart classroom teaching mode is one of the important
strategies related to the rapid progress of my country’s edu-
cation, the cultivation of innovative talents, and the change
of education mode.

The relational theory is a paradigm of integration com-
bining theory and practice, emphasizing the symbiotic
organic integration of information technology and teaching
activities and attacking the deep integration of information
technology and teaching activities from a holistic, compre-
hensive, and dialectical standpoint, which fundamentally
shakes the methodological problem of integration of infor-
mation technology and teaching activities, as shown in
Figure 1.

Data mining discovers knowledge in the form of con-
straints, patterns, laws, concepts, rules, visualizations, etc.
The uncovered knowledge can be used by decision-makers
or experts to improve the existing knowledge system, and
in the field of education, it can be used by learners, adminis-
trators, teachers, and other actors to intervene in the process
of education and teaching for inappropriate teaching or con-
tent that is not suitable for learners’ learning. The main tasks
of data mining are twofold: classification-prediction [25, 26]
tasks and descriptive tasks [27]. The classification predictive
task learns a model from known classified data and uses that
model to interpret new unknown classified data to obtain a
classification of those data. Depending on the class labels,
they are called classification tasks and prediction tasks,
respectively. There are many application areas of data min-
ing, and the process of data preparation requires clarifying
the requirements, understanding the data background of
the relevant domain and the data sources, etc. Individualized
teaching and adaptive learning in the era of artificial intelli-
gence can be made possible. This teaching method can opti-
mize traditional teaching methods and improve teaching
efficiency.

The data obtained through the data preparation process
is the raw data, and in the data selection step, the raw data
needs to be filtered to obtain relevant data and samples,
i.e., the target data. In this process, the raw data usually
needs to be processed using operations in the database. Fur-
ther processing of the data, there is no shortage of redun-
dant, irrelevant, and interfering data in the target data,
which needs to be preprocessed according to the principles
of data consistency and completeness. For missing items,
the missing data can be restored by statistical methods by
time series and known changes as much as possible. Data
transformation refers to the reprocessing of data to adapt
to database access and reduce the amount of data.

TSED Bð Þ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

xB′ + xB′′
� �2

− yB′ + yB′′
� �2

r

,

Ti = x1, y1, t1ð Þ, x2, y2, t3ð Þ,⋯, xm, ym, tmð Þf g:
ð3Þ

The key to intelligent learning lies in how to use terminal
tools and big data analysis techniques in a big data environ-
ment to master the real-time learning dynamics of students,
analyze student learning data, create educational big data,
and provide evidence-based feedback on teaching effects.
In determining data mining objectives, according to the
user’s requirement statement, the purpose of data mining
is clarified. There are many types of knowledge in the data
mining process, and the methods of knowledge discovery
used according to different requirements are the same, so
determining the mining objectives in this step is to lay the
foundation for the next step. Selecting a suitable algorithm
according to the mining target determined in the previous
step is a key step in the whole data mining. Usually, the algo-
rithms of data mining are classification, association rules,
summarization, clustering, etc. The knowledge extracted in
the previous step is interpreted, redundant and irrelevant
knowledge is removed, and then, the above process is
repeated until the user’s needs are met. The final step is
the presentation of the knowledge, delivering the results in
a way that the user can understand.

dc Ti, T j

� �

= l2c1 − l2c2
l2c1 + l2c2

: ð4Þ

Association rules refer to two things that are implicitly
connected under a rule, and this connection needs to be dis-
covered by data mining algorithms because of its implicit
nature. Specifically, an association rule is an implicit rule
such as X⟶ Y . X is called the lead (left-hand-side
(LHS)), and Y is called the successor (right-hand-side
(RHS)) of the association rule, and the lead and successor
can predict the value of other attributes based on the attri-
bute of one. The association rule algorithm introduces the
concepts of support and confidence, the former refers to
the probability of containing several items in the dataset at
the same time, and the latter refers to the probability of
occurrence of B in the dataset under the condition of occur-
rence of A, conditional probability.

P A Bjð Þ = P ABð Þ
P Bð Þ : ð5Þ

The interrelationship between support and confidence
can be transformed by probability calculations as follows.

Conf Y Xjð Þ = P Y Xjð Þ: ð6Þ

In addition to the two concepts of support and confi-
dence in association rules, frequent itemset is also an
extremely important concept; itemset is a set of items con-
tained in a transaction and its subsets, and frequent itemset
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is the set of these items that appear frequently in multiple
transactions; the meaning of mining frequent itemsets is to
find out the implicit association information between items
in a transaction. The significance of mining frequent itemset
is to find out the implicit association information between
items in a transaction, which is the basis of the association
rule data mining algorithm, and the following analysis of
common association rule mining algorithms, as shown in
Figure 2.

The investment of big data technology is the prerequi-
site for the development of smart education, and the smart
classroom is the environment. It provides the possibility
and opportunity for smart education to provide three-
dimensional interaction, multidirectional communication,
comprehensive attention to students, timely feedback on aca-
demic conditions, and reconstruction of teaching models.
The processing of data in a complete system is extremely
complex and cannot be clearly described by a data flow dia-
gram, and a flow diagram cannot describe multiple data pro-
cessing at all. The meaning of user data flow diagrams
expressing data processing is lost, and there is no way to
communicate with users through data flow diagrams. For
the data flow diagram to effectively describe the data flow
of each functional module, the data flow diagram needs to
be divided layer by layer. The data flow diagram is divided
into functional modules in a top-down, outside-in, layer-
by-layer manner. This can be used to communicate with
users or as a basis for developers to design and develop
the system.

3.2. Role Design in the Reform of English Teaching in Higher
Education. After the functional requirements analysis of a
system is completed, the basic functions to be performed
by the system are defined. However, if you want to ensure
that a system performs a specific function in a stable and

orderly manner, you need the system to meet certain non-
functional requirements as well. This is because a system
can be influenced by the external environment when it is
running, and the frequent interactions within the system
can also bring unexpected results [28]. The analysis of non-
functional requirements of the system is to ensure that the
system can run stably and perform the functions provided
by the system with quality. First, the level of development
of information technology determines the characteristics of
students in teaching activities. In the teaching activities, the
students’ development is partly supported by information
technology, which gradually increases from the initial
functions of storage and transmission to the functions of
processing and even substitution, replacing part of the stu-
dents’ work and to some extent leading to their liberation.
There are many application fields of data mining. In the pro-
cess of data preparation, it is necessary to clarify the require-
ments and understand the data background and data sources
of related fields. Information technology, mainly radio and
television, has broken the boundaries of teaching activities,
making it possible for all people to learn, and students
appear as the public at the social level, while the boundaries
of teaching activities in the digital era are more blurred, the
requirements for students’ information-theoretical level and
ability to process information are higher, and the people to
be trained in teaching activities are closer to social people.
From the perspective of human sociality, the development
of students in teaching activities cannot be separated from
information technology, whose most basic interaction is
mutual dialogue based on language, and it is in the different
dialogues that students participate in learning activities and
then construct their knowledge structure, to become social
people who master knowledge, ability, and literacy. Based
on this understanding, after the integration of information
technology and teaching activities, the characteristics that
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students exhibit in teaching activities and the characteristics
of the person to be cultivated are closely related to the level
and degree of development of information technology, as
shown in Figure 3.

The process of integration of information technology
and teaching activities is the process of keeping pace with
the times, and it is easy to see that with the rapid develop-
ment of information technology, it is the trend to promote
the change of teaching activities with the help of new tech-
nology development. The integration of information tech-
nology and teaching activities spans two subject areas,
namely, information technology and education [29]. The
use of information technology leads the development direc-
tion of informatization of teaching activities, while the
results of informatization in the teaching field also promote
the practice and application of information technology.
Based on this, the innovative leading characteristics of the
integration of information technology and teaching activities
are mainly manifested in the following two points. First,
innovation leads to the development of information literacy
of teachers and students. Since information technology has
been introduced into teaching activities, teachers’ and stu-
dents’ information literacy has been emphasized. Teachers
need to rely on information literacy to interpret information
technology knowledge and use information technology
equipment, to optimize the teaching process and improve
the teaching effect; students need to rely on information lit-
eracy to screen the required information, learn to obtain
information, and effectively use the obtained information,

to diagnose their learning process and improve the learning
effect. Secondly, innovation leads to the development of edu-
cational theory and practice. Since the integration of infor-
mation technology and teaching activities involves a special
intersection and integration of disciplines, on the premise
that the theory of technical support for teaching and learn-
ing is ahead of the updated iterations of technological devel-
opment, the combing of this lineage not only has a guiding
role for future educational practice but also has a model role
for the application and promotion of the integration of
information technology and teaching activities in the future.
This information is the association rule information and is
the basis of the association rule data mining algorithm.

However, with the deepening of the integration of infor-
mation technology and teaching activities, teaching activities
become an open whole, and teaching activities no longer
contain only unchanging knowledge, but more knowledge
is generated by dialogue, cooperation, and interaction
between teachers and students through the integration of
information technology and teaching activities, which is
the product of the interaction between the subject of knowl-
edge and the object of knowledge, and will change with the
degree of integration of information technology and teach-
ing activities. Thinking from the perspective of human soci-
ality, the development of students in teaching activities
cannot be separated from information technology. The most
basic communication is language-based dialogue. It is a
product of the interaction between the subject of knowledge
and the object of knowledge and will change with the degree
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of integration of information technology and teaching
activities and is closely related to the inner experience of
the subject of knowledge, such as with the deepening of
the integration of the two; the knowledge of the subject of
knowledge will be continuously improved and accumulated,
or the knowledge will be revised. In this process of generat-
ing knowledge, knowledge is dynamic and open, constantly
changing, and it is not an absolute objective truth, nor is it
a closed and stable system.

The postmodern view of knowledge highlights the fluid-
ity of knowledge, advocates the self-construction and gener-
ation of knowledge in the process of flow, and emphasizes
the openness of knowledge, such as Dewey believes that
knowledge is never fixed and eternal; it is the starting point
and result of the process of inquiry and as a tool in the pro-
cess of inquiry can test and confirm the process of practice.
In the process of such repeated communication, the knowl-
edge structure of teachers and students will change, and they
will integrate their understanding and thinking based on
their own experience, to construct the corresponding knowl-
edge. In short, just as the poststructuralist Derrida believed
that the real world that people face is a huge system with
infinite openness and possibilities, and it does not have the
ultimate origin and can be considered as certainty; knowl-
edge is also created through the integration of information
technology and teaching activities, which makes the interac-
tion between the subject of knowledge and information
technology in the educational field and thus promotes the
dynamic process of knowledge construction of the subject
of knowledge, as shown in Figure 4.

Through the timely feedback technology in the smart
classroom, dynamic evaluation of students’ learning process
can be realized. In the teaching process, teachers send test

questions online and set the answer time, and students can
join the classroom to get the test questions and be asked to
turn in the paper within the specified time, which is condu-
cive to the cultivation of students’ time concept [30]. With
the use of an intelligent learning system, not only can the
learning process be transparent and the learning results be
visualized, but the teacher can also correct and test the qual-
ity of students’ learning. After the students’ answers are
completed, the teacher can analyze the results of the answers
to understand the students’ learning effects and provide
timely feedback to the students, motivate them to learn
and make up for their shortcomings with the help of the
teacher, and adjust the teaching program based on the stu-
dents’ learning ability. Under the premise that the theory
of technical support for teaching and learning is ahead of
the update iteration of technological development, the
combing of this context not only has a guiding role for
future educational practice, but its educational practice
exploration will also be used for the application and promo-
tion of the integration of future information technology and
teaching activities. It has an exemplary role.

Students are the subjects of learning, and they should
also be guided to actively participate in the assessment pro-
cess. Introducing students into the evaluation system also
means that students can self-evaluate, reflect on their suc-
cesses and shortcomings in learning, discover effective learn-
ing methods, and improve their learning ability, which also
plays an important role in improving students’ personalities.
At the same time, students can evaluate each other, supervise
each other in mutual evaluation, make progress together,
and develop good habits of listening to others’ opinions with
an open mind, treating others sincerely, and good teamwork
spirit. Therefore, we should establish an open and relaxed
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evaluation atmosphere, focus on teacher evaluation while
also encouraging students to participate, realize the diversity
of evaluation subjects, and help students to reflect in self-
evaluation, teacher evaluation, and mutual evaluation, thus
promoting the realization of self-learning and development.

4. Analysis of Results

4.1. Performance Analysis of Improved Big Data Technologies.
The purpose is to compare the performance of two associa-
tion rule mining algorithms in a stand-alone environment
and analyze the characteristics of the two algorithms to val-
idate the analysis of the two association rule mining algo-
rithms in this chapter, but when the dataset reaches 20,000
items, the execution efficiency of the two algorithms in a
stand-alone environment decreases significantly due to the
small memory and even fails to run. When the improved
association rule algorithm in a parallel environment is used
to test the performance of the algorithm on the dataset with
less than 20,000 items, it is found that the running time of
the algorithm when the data volume is too small is not much
different from that of the dataset with 20,000 items, and both
are larger than the running time in the stand-alone environ-
ment. These are closely related to the inner experience of the
cognitive subject. For example, as the degree of integration
of the two deepens, the knowledge of the cognitive subject
will continue to be improved and accumulated, or the
knowledge will be revised. The reason is that since the paral-
lel environment is suitable for large data processing, the
algorithm runtime when the data volume is too small is no
longer dominated by multinode chunking, and the runtime

is mainly determined by data transfer and copying. The fol-
lowing is the performance analysis of the improved parallel
association rule mining algorithm with a parallel environ-
ment and a dataset of 20,000 items, as shown in Figure 5.

The number of the initial population is set to 15; the
expected number of questions of each type in the test paper
is 20, 5, 10, 7, and 5. The maximum number of iterations is
1000, the expected value of fitness is 0.98, the coverage of
knowledge points is 0.3, the difficulty coefficient is 0.4, the
number of selectors is 10, the number of individuals gener-
ated by the cross operator is 20, the total score of each set
of questions is 100, the number of questions in the question
bank is from 1 to 5000, and the questions in the initial pop-
ulation are selected from 1 to 5000 to combine the questions
that satisfy the conditions.

The results of the performance analysis are shown in
Figure 6 for 10 experiments conducted under the above ini-
tialization conditions with knowledge point coverage of 0.3
and 0.7.

The performance comparison in Figure 6 shows that the
average running time of the algorithm is 592.28ms, and the
average number of iterations is 18.4 when the knowledge
point coverage is 0.3, and the average running time of the
algorithm is 15953.08ms, and the average number of itera-
tions is 341 when the knowledge point coverage is 0.7; i.e.,
the performance of the algorithm is improved by 96.29%
when the knowledge point coverage is reduced by 40%.
The algorithm process shows that when the threshold value
of knowledge point coverage is too high, the number of iter-
ations increases significantly, and too low, the quality of the
completed paper is affected because the knowledge point
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coverage of the completed paper is not extensive enough.
The automatic paper formation system is based on a ran-
domized algorithm, automatic paper formation system
based on a backward matching algorithm, and automatic
paper formation system based on a genetic algorithm.
Finally, the improved genetic algorithm is implemented on
the application of automatic volume formation based on
the optimization of coding, cross-variance, and selectors,
and the improved genetic algorithm is simulated and ana-
lyzed on simulated experimental data. It is necessary to
establish an open and relaxed evaluation atmosphere, pay
attention to teacher evaluation and encourage students to
participate, realize the diversification of evaluation subjects,
and help students to reflect on self-evaluation, teacher eval-
uation, and mutual evaluation.

4.2. Analysis of English Teaching Reform Results. The design
of the wisdom classroom teaching model in the big data
environment provides a reference for the application and
innovation of the teaching model, but how to conduct a
scientific, comprehensive, and accurate evaluation of the
teaching effect in the wisdom classroom teaching has
aroused the concern of relevant educators, and the effective
customization and optimization of the teaching program by
evaluating the application effect of the classroom teaching
model are also an urgent research level for the development
of information-based education. The quality of “wise”
teaching and “intelligent” learning is also in urgent need
of research, to improve the quality of “wise” teaching and
“wise” learning.

The number of selector selection is 10 times, the number
of individuals generated by the crossover operator is 20, the
expected test paper difficulty coefficient is 0.67, and the total
score for each set of questions is 100 points. The SSA algo-
rithm is used to analyze the data and predict the learning
behavior of each student, to detect any risk of misunder-
standing during the course. The course instructor can rely
on the algorithms and models submitted by the platform
to study the learning outcomes and conditions of the stu-
dents during the teaching process and then intervene to pro-
vide the students with the right type of course and resources
for their situation. When conducting the analysis, the focus is
on obtaining information that includes outcomes and learn-
ing behaviors, as well as course performance and learning
characteristics, and analyzing students’ learning behaviors
and performance by providing timely feedback. Interven-
tions are made for poor conditions in them. Through the
application of this system, students’ performance has all
obtained a certain degree of improvement, both in terms of
learning effect and learning performance, which obtained a
substantial improvement compared to the previous one. It
is evident that this intelligent platform is more effective in
practical application, and it is based on this effect that other
schools have also imitated and adopted this system at the
same time, as shown in Figure 7.

From the data analysis of the survey results, we can see
that the mean value of students’ classroom participation is
low except for “I listen attentively, take notes, and pay atten-
tion in class.” Students can participate in classroom teaching

activities, listen attentively, take notes, and pay attention in
class, but they are not very active in answering questions
raised by the teacher, asking questions they do not under-
stand, presenting discussion results, listening to others’
reports, and evaluating others, and they cannot actively
speak, present reports, and evaluate, and they have not yet
developed the habit of active thinking and questioning. They
have not yet developed the habit of active thinking and ques-
tioning. According to the standard deviation of “I enthusias-
tically present the results of my group’s discussion on the
stage in class,” the standard deviation of 1.166 is greater than
1.000, which shows that there is a significant difference in
the initiative of different students in the class to present
the results of group learning.

As shown in Figure 8, among the students’ language,
the part of reading aloud accounts for 38%, the proportion
of students’ passive responses is 33%, the proportion of
active responses is 21%, and the proportion of students’
active questions is only 1%, so most students have not yet
developed the habit of actively responding and actively ask-
ing questions. Given this problem, teachers should pay
attention to further guiding and encouraging students to
think positively, motivating them to express their own
opinions, organizing more discussions and exchanges,
thinking in discussions, and improving students’ enthusi-
asm to participate in classroom learning. The percentage
of students’ intergroup assessment is small at 7%, which
indicates that students participate in intergroup assessment
learning activities less frequently. To address this problem,
teachers should further motivate more students to actively
participate in intergroup assessment learning activities
through certain teaching methods to improve student’s
evaluation and reflection skills.

Due to the differences in students’ abilities and person-
alities, the presentation session is still the stage for the top
students to perform. These students with stronger speaking
ability actively speak and perform in the group discussion,
help the group to complete the task, and take the initiative
to present on the stage. Some students who are introverted
and not strong in speaking ability are more passive in the
discussion and practice session and have low initiative and
participation in the presentation of results. Other students,
who are used to the traditional classroom teaching model,
are more dependent on the teacher and lack a sense of
active learning. For example, students rarely take the initia-
tive to answer questions, think actively in class, and rarely
put forward their own opinions or disbeliefs. Teachers
should pay more attention to guiding students’ thinking
by asking questions while reducing learning activities that
organize students to read aloud and repeat mechanically
and using various forms of interaction to encourage stu-
dents to answer actively. Some students are introverted
and poor in oral English. They are relatively passive in the
discussion and practice sessions, have low initiative in the
presentation of results, and have low participation. There
are also students who are accustomed to the traditional
classroom teaching mode and are highly dependent on
teachers and lack the awareness of active learning. When
introducing new lessons and assigning tasks, with the help
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of interactive whiteboards and tablet PCs and the rich mul-
timedia learning resources in the cloud platform, teachers
should introduce topics close to life, create vivid and inter-
esting learning situations to mobilize students’ multiple
senses, stimulate students’ desire to continue exploring

and learning, design questions and tasks that fit the topic
and are close to students’ nearest developmental zone, with
a clear hierarchy, and focus on overall class participation, to
effectively promote teacher-student interaction and student-
student interaction.
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5. Conclusion

The fuzzy comprehensive analysis method was used to eval-
uate and analyze the comprehensive application effect of this
model. The factors affecting the teaching effect after the
implementation of this model were first investigated and
analyzed, and the relevant index sets were designed by
adopting the valuable opinions of experts and teachers, and
then, the validity of the indexes was verified, and it was con-
cluded that the classroom teaching effect was good after the
application of this model. The development and design of
the system fundamentally reduce the teachers’ workload
and improve efficiency. Our existing examination system is
to manually correct the papers, which is a very troublesome
and heavy workload, so this oral examination system design
can change the limitations of this existing oral examination,
promote the quality of teaching and learning, and improve
students’ listening and speaking skills. The system is designed
to create a communication platform for teachers, students,
and administrators in daily English-speaking exams, simplify
the process of speaking exams, make the traditionally tedious
and complicated exam process simple and easy to operate,
and make speaking exams as easy to operate as other exams.
Changing the original one-to-one model saves workforce,
strengthens students’ training and test frequency, helps
improve the efficiency of daily teaching management, and
greatly reduces the labor intensity of English teachers. At
the same time, the introduction of big data technology
improves the efficacy of the English-speaking test system,
which in turn improves the efficiency of teachers to focus
on teaching and research.
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Reading and writing are the foundations of English learning as well as an important method of instruction. With the
advancement of network technology and the onset of the information age, an increasing number of students have lost
interest in traditional English reading and writing instruction in the classroom. Flipped classrooms have emerged as a
result of this situation and have become the focus of research in one fell swoop. As a result, flipped classroom research at
home and abroad has primarily focused on the theory and practical application of flipped classrooms, and flipped
classroom application practice is primarily based on the overall classroom, with few separate discussions on the effects of
flipped classroom students’ self-learning. As a result, we developed a recurrent neural network-based intelligent assisted
learning algorithm for English flipped classrooms. There are two main characteristics of the model. First, it is a gated
recurrent unit based on a variant structure of the recurrent neural network. The double-gating mechanism fully considers
the context and selects memory through weight assignment, and on this basis, it integrates the novel LeakyReLU function
to improve the model’s training convergence efficiency. Second, by overcoming time-consuming problems in the medium,
the adoption of the connection sequence classification algorithm eliminates the need for prior alignment of speech and text
data, resulting in a direct boost in model training speed. The experimental results show that in the English flipped
classroom’s intelligent learning mode, students explore and discover knowledge independently, their enthusiasm and
interest in learning are greatly increased, and the flipped classroom’s teaching effect is greatly improved.

1. Introduction

Education experts advocate a new teaching model in the
context of the new curriculum reform [1–3], in which stu-
dents are the main body and teachers are the leaders. This
concept, however, cannot be fully reflected in classroom
teaching in specific practical situations. The flipped class-
room [4–6] came into being under this situation, which is
in line with the requirements of contemporary educational
concepts. Flipped classroom advocates autonomous learn-
ing. In flipped classroom teaching, teachers should not only
teach students professional knowledge but also provide per-
sonalized guidance in the classroom to teach students the
ability to learn. This is not only the requirement of the times
but also the direction of the future development of national
education.

Secondly, the current situation of literacy class teaching
is unsatisfactory, which leads to worrying students’ literacy
skills [7, 8]. First, in the process of English reading and writ-
ing teaching [9], teachers and students lack sufficient atten-
tion to reading ability, writing ability, and communication
ability. Second, the atmosphere in the teaching of English
reading and writing is tense and fast. The English books that
students can access every day are extremely limited. In addi-
tion to English textbooks, there are volumes of exercises and
sets of exercises. As a result, the current stage of English
reading and writing course teaching content has significant
limitations and has failed to effectively and successfully
broaden the scope of knowledge [10]. Many English reading
and writing teachers do not know how to organize class-
room activities, and some teachers do know how to organize
classroom activities, but the effect is clearly difficult to
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achieve expectations. To carry out classroom activities in
English reading and writing classes, it is necessary to com-
bine the flipped classroom teaching mode [11–13].

The ability of reading and writing is one of the main
abilities of English learning, which occupies a vital posi-
tion. For many years, the traditional teaching of English
reading and writing has been based on students’ passive
acceptance, which has led to many students’ boredom of
reading and writing, resulting in the decline of students’
learning confidence [5, 14], which makes it difficult for
students to improve their English scores. Many scholars
are studying how to change this situation. In English read-
ing and writing teaching, using modern information tech-
nology as an auxiliary teaching means, improve students'
learning confidence and interest, via class activities, read
presses to write, to write gong of reading, speaking, read-
ing, and writing as a whole, guide students to learn
actively.

However, the speech signal of English reading aloud
[15] has its complexity. It needs to take into account the
students’ different accents, volume, speed, pauses, and
other factors. The input data has specificity due to differ-
ent users, making the input of speech data more compli-
cated and more complicated. Diversification adds a lot of
difficulty to the recognition and training process of the
model. According to the different types of speech data
processed, it can be divided into isolated word recognition
[16, 17], small vocabulary continuous speech recognition
[18, 19], and large vocabulary continuous speech recogni-
tion [20, 21]. This article mainly focuses on the research
of medium and long sentences with large vocabulary. In
the structure of long sentences with large vocabulary, the
context contains greater relevance. This relevance has a
great effect on the learning process of the model. Many
training models often ignore such relevance and only learn
the current state. A single mapping relationship leads to
low efficiency. Combining the characteristics of recurrent
neural networks in machine learning [22], this article
believes that assigning a certain “memory” weight to the
relevant information of the context will help the judgment
of the current output and more accurately convert the
time sequence information of speech into the correspond-
ing correct characters. This article will focus on the
research and analysis of the variant structure GRU under
the recurrent neural network branch [23, 24], make some
improvements to its internal calculation structure, and
combine it with a popular time series classification method
[25, 26] to reduce the error rate in recognition results.

The main innovations of this paper are as follows:

(1) I built an intelligent assisted learning algorithm for
English flipped classroom based on recurrent neural
network, and the experimental results proved that in
the intelligent learning mode of English flipped
classroom, students autonomously explore and dis-
cover knowledge, and their learning enthusiasm
and interest are greatly enhanced, flipping the class-
room. The teaching effect has also been greatly
improved

(2) To solve the existing problems in the field of English
speech recognition, a hybrid cyclic neural network
model incorporating LeakyReLU functions is pro-
posed in this paper. The characteristics of the model
are mainly based on a variant structure gated loop
unit of the neural network. The relevance of the con-
text is fully considered through the double-gated
mechanism, selective memory is carried out through
weight assignment, and the joining time sequence
classification algorithm is introduced to improve
the speed of model training

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 analyzes some related work. Some details of the prin-
ciples of the proposed algorithm and related submodules are
introduced in Section 3. Section 4 provides details of exper-
imental results. In Section 5, the conclusion based on this
study is given.

2. Related Work

Robert modelized the flipped classroom teaching process
and clearly divided flipped classrooms. Specifically, it can
be divided into two stages: before class and during class.
The preclass mainly includes students watching instruc-
tional videos for target teaching and completing well-
designed preclass exercises [27–29]; the inclass stage
includes a small amount of teacher evaluation, student prob-
lem-solving, problem feedback, and evaluation of four steps.
Through the analysis of the current popular flipped class-
room teaching model, it can be found that most of the
flipped classroom teaching process models built at home
and abroad are based on Robert’s structural model diagram
as the main prototype and then combine different learning
theories to target specific teaching situations. Make changes
and start research. Aaron Sams believes that teachers can not
only use the excellent teaching videos of other teachers but
also use the Camtasia Studio screen recording software and
other screen recording tools to make their own teaching
videos, but they should ensure that the videos are short,
vivid, and clear. With the deepening of flipped classroom
research and practice, educators believe that to a large
extent, the learning effect of students’ preclass teaching
videos determines the effect of classroom teaching. As a
result, more focus is placed on assessment, as well as
teachers and students, in order to communicate with pre-
class video learning impacts. Chung et al. used the “first
guiding principle” of meta-design theory to design a flipped
classroom method and conducted a two-stage study in two
middle schools. Participants had a total of 382 students
and 5 teachers, who came from four subject areas, namely,
mathematics, physics, Chinese, and information and com-
munication technology (ICT). Based on the experience of
the pilot study, the author improved the flipped classroom
model and tested its effect through the quasiexperimental
design in the main study. The results found that the learning
outcomes of the students in the flipped ICT course were
similar to those of the nonflip ICT courses, but the student
performance levels of the other three courses (namely,
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mathematics, physics, and Chinese) improved after the flip,
with small- and medium-sized effects. Finally, some practi-
cal suggestions are put forward in the article, and ideas for
further research are put forward.

In addition, Sarah et al. look at effective classroom activ-
ities in English as a foreign language (EFL) and propose a
student response system (SRS) to support teachers in orga-
nizing classroom activities in flipped classes. In order to
investigate the effectiveness of this method, a quasiexperi-
ment was conducted in an EFL classroom of an engineering
school. The experimental group used SRS for classroom
activities, while the control group followed the usual
method. The results show that the use of SRS can improve
students’ motivation and self-efficacy in learning English
grammar and improve their participation in classroom
activities during flipped learning. In addition, the results of
the questionnaire survey show that students accept SRS as
a teaching method in EFL flipped classroom. Hernan et al.
[30] described a teaching intervention that included a range
of creative activities aimed at improving students’ oral and
writing English, particularly those who showed interest or
attention deficits. At first, the participants did not appear
to be particularly interested in learning the language. In
the end, they were more willing and motivated to participate
in chain games, creative writing, and screenwriting exercises
after hearing about the proposed approach. These activities
have aided students in improving their spoken and written
English fluency as well as their comprehension of English
grammar and structure.

3. Methodology

3.1. Definition of Flipped Classroom. The so-called flipped
classroom is relative to the current teaching method of
teacher explanations, students listening to lectures, and stu-
dent homework after class; it refers to the use of information
technology to facilitate teachers to record the explanations of
knowledge points into short and succinct teaching methods.
The video, accompanied by other learning materials and
advanced homework, is sent to students through the learn-
ing management platform. Under the guidance of the
teacher, the students will conduct self-study and complete
the advanced homework; based on the information on the
learning platform, the teacher is grasping the learning situa-
tion in detail. Under the circumstance, the classroom will
focus on the targeted explanation, solve the problems with
the students, and complete the homework. In the flipped
classroom teaching model, the acquisition of knowledge
mainly relies on students’ self-study before class and no lon-
ger takes up students’ valuable classroom time for teachers
to teach. Students can use a variety of channels: online dis-
cussions with other students, watching related video mate-
rials, reading required image materials, etc. In the time in
the classroom, students can learn more actively based on
the information obtained before class to gain a deeper
understanding. Teachers can also make full use of the
remaining spare time to communicate with everyone. After
class teaching, students plan their own learning content,
learning pace, and learning style and adopt appropriate

knowledge presentation methods; teachers use cooperation
and teaching methods to meet the needs of students, pro-
mote students’ personalized inquiry learning, and let stu-
dents get a real learning experience in self-inquiry.

The essence of the flipped classroom is to return the
dominance of learning to the students, lead the students’
subjective teaching methods, and have the energy to create
education for the future. And flipped classroom as a kind
of teaching concept and teaching mode is influencing and
changing the traditional classroom teaching. It makes use
of Internet technology and information technology to break
down traditional classroom barriers, expand classroom
teaching time and space, optimize students' learning pro-
cesses, improve students' learning abilities, and realize in-
depth integration of information technology and curriculum
teaching, all of which promote students' deep learning. At
the same time, the flipped classroom model, as a part of
the education reform movement, will completely subvert
the traditional printing-based classroom teaching structure
and teaching process and trigger a series of changes in the
role of teachers, curriculum models, and management
models.

Autonomous learning, in contrast to traditional accep-
tance learning, places a greater emphasis on students’ ability
to learn independently. As the subject of learning, students
achieve their own learning goals through independent anal-
ysis, exploration, practice, and creation. We should change
the current situation of curriculum implementation that
emphasizes too much on learning, rote memorization, and
mechanical learning, advocate students’ active participation,
willing to explore and diligent in doing, and cultivate stu-
dents’ ability to collect and process information, acquire
new knowledge, analyze and solve problems, and communi-
cate and cooperate. The concept of autonomous learning is
based on inquiry-based learning, in which students are pre-
sented with situations in which they must conduct their own
research, solve problems, and gain knowledge in the field. As
a form of discovery learning, students in the classroom are
provided with more opportunities to “experience and inter-
act” with knowledge. It is promising to use the current pop-
ular neural network technology [31–33] to assist English
learning.

3.2. English Speech Recognition

3.2.1. Language Model. There are often multiple combina-
tions of output sequences that can meet the original signal
input conditions in the speech recognition process. An
external tool is required to assist the machine in constrain-
ing the discriminative category of words when judging the
output, resulting in a more logical collocation situation.
The role of the language model is to summarize the most
probable text sequence on the output of the acoustic
model, just like a dictionary. In the method of processing
continuous speech recognition with large vocabulary, the
commonly used language model is the N-gram language
model, which is characterized by using the relationship
between N adjacent words in the context to calculate the
current maximum probability output. The N-gram model
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is based on the assumption that the current output is only
related to the previous N − 1 words and has no relation-
ship with other words. Assuming a word sequence is W
= ðW1,W2,⋯,WNÞ, then its probability calculation pro-
cess is as follows:

P Wð Þ = P W1,W2,⋯,WNð Þ =
YN
i=1

P Wi ∣Wi−N+1,⋯,Wi−1ð Þ,

ð1Þ

where N is the number of words in the sequence and Wi
is the i-th word in the sequence W.

There are certain restrictions on the selection of the N
value in N-gram. Generally, 1~5 is more appropriate. If the
value is too large, it will cause data sparseness. The more
commonly used are binary language model (bi-gram) and
the ternary language model (tri-gram). Among them, bi-
gram only considers the impact of its previous word on the
current judgment, and its probability calculation equation
is as follows:

P Wð Þ = P W1,W2,⋯,WNð Þ =
YN
i=1

P Wi ∣Wi−1ð Þ, ð2Þ

where PðWi ∣Wi−1Þ can be calculated by maximum likeli-
hood estimation:

P Wi ∣Wi−1ð Þ = count Wi−1Wið Þ
count Wi−1ð Þ , ð3Þ

where countðWi−1WiÞ is the frequency of occurrence of the
phraseWi−1Wi in the transcription text set and countðWi−1Þ
is the frequency of occurrence of the word Wi−1. Similarly,
tri-gram considers the influence of the first two words on
the current judgment.

3.2.2. Pronunciation Dictionary. The pronunciation dictio-
nary keeps track of the various characters to which each pro-
nunciation can respond. It is generally identified by various
linguistics official records and can be used directly in recog-
nition methods to aid learning. In Chinese, the correspond-
ing relationship is pinyin and Chinese characters. For
example, when learning a Chinese character, we know how
to pronounce it, but we do not know which character it cor-
responds to. We need to use tools like “Xinhua Dictionary”
to assist in learning. Similarly, in the process of voice recog-
nition, it also needs the participation of such a tool. Follow-
ing the previous example, in the pinyin part, “ta” in the
pronunciation dictionary can correspond to the Chinese
characters “it,” “he,” “she,” etc., which compresses the recog-
nition results within certain constraints. The model is then
used to match the most likely characters using the process
of learning context information. The function of the pro-
nunciation dictionary, from this perspective, is to match
the phoneme information from the acoustic model with
the word information from the language model. It is a highly
effective tool for acoustic recognition.

3.3. Our Model

3.3.1. Gated Recurrent Unit. The intuitive improvement of
gated recurrent unit is to merge the three gate units in the
LSTM network into two gate units, which is more concise
and refined in structure and is a good deformed structure.
As a modified structure of LSTM, LSTM can solve the long
dependency problem in RNN, as can GRU. On this basis,
GRU also reduces the number of parameters, avoiding the
problem of slower training speed due to more and more
parameters in the longer-term training and learning of
LSTM.

Figure 1 is the unit state of the previous unit, ht−1 is the
input of the current unit, and they are collectively used as the
calculation input of the current unit, and ht−1 carries the
information passed by the previous unit selection. GRU
turns the input gate, forget gate, and output gate in LSTM
into two gates: update gate zt and reset gate rt . Among them,
the update gate is mainly responsible for judging the degree
to which the transfer information of the previous unit at the
previous moment is calculated into the current state. The
larger the value of the update gate, the deeper the state infor-
mation previously transferred is calculated into the current
state. The reset gate is mainly responsible for controlling
how much information of the previous unit state is written
to the candidate set of the current unit. The smaller the reset
gate, the less information of the previous state is written.
Finally, the unit state and output are combined into a state
ht , which makes the model have fewer parameters and
higher processing efficiency.

zt = σ Wzxt +Uzht−1 + bzð Þ, ð4Þ

rt = σ Wrxt +Urht−1 + brð Þ, ð5Þ

ht′= tanh Whxt +Uh ht−1rtð Þ + bhð Þ, ð6Þ

ht = ztht−1 + 1 − ztð Þht′: ð7Þ
The place where GRU is more efficient than LSTM is

that it uses one step to complete the two actions of selective
memory and selective forgetting.

3.3.2. Connectionist Temporal Classification. The connec-
tionist temporal classification (CTC) was first proposed by
Graves et al., as a temporal classification algorithm. Mainly
used for the alignment of speech signals and text labels,
CTC can help save the time cost of human alignment and
improve training efficiency. Traditionally used cross entropy
loss requires that the tags of the training data be aligned at
the frame level before processing the speech sequence data.
The alignment operation requires a certain amount of work,
and the model needs to know the corresponding tags of each
frame before training, which reduces work efficiency. In the
process of training, CTC can automatically optimize the
mapping relationship between the input sequence and the
output sequence for direct training, which greatly improves
the speed of decoding.

We use CTC to process the GRU output information.
The output length of GRU is the same as the input length.
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With N voice signal inputs, there are N probability vector
outputs, including the probability of each character corre-
sponding to the dictionary. When the voice signal X is input,

�Y = argmax
Y

P Y ∣ Xð Þ, ð8Þ

where �Y is the output with the highest conditional probabil-
ity and PðY ∣ XÞ is the posterior probability of Y . During
training, I hope to obtain its maximum value, that is, the
most likely output. In recognition processing, the nearest
similar output can be found more quickly.

As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the CTC algorithm does
not require the input and output to be strictly aligned. Mul-
tiple output paths may correspond to one output result.
Understanding the corresponding relationship between
input and output can help us better understand the calcula-
tion method of loss function and the calculation method
used in the test. The most prominent feature of CTC is the
introduction of a placeholder blank node, mainly to model
the parts without effective information, such as silence and
pause, to represent the output state of the network when
predicting uncertain information. After the alignment of
the blank, it needs to be deleted. This process is called F
transformation. If an output sequence of the network can
be mapped to the correct annotated sequence through F
transformation, then the output sequence is a CTC path.
The process of F transformation is as follows: first, delete
the repeated annotations between adjacent blank nodes in
the sequence and then delete the blank nodes.

3.3.3. LeakyReLU Improved GRU. The calculation equation
of LeakyReLU function is as follows:

LeakyReLU xð Þ =
x, x ≥ 0,
ax, x < 0,

(
ð9Þ

where a is the fixed value of the slope selected before train-
ing, with the purpose of making the nonpositive part have
a small slope. Compared with the training characteristics
of sigmoid and tanh function, it is more consistent with

the convergence effect that the training wants to achieve,
so that the training process of the model can be stable and
efficient.

4. Experiments

4.1. Parameter Settings. The experiments with all the algo-
rithms were performed on a computer equipped with a sin-
gle NVIDIA GTX1080TI GPU (11GB). We have
implemented the model construction through the PyTorch
deep learning library, the programming language we use is
Python, and we batch processed 100 samples each time.

4.2. Datasets. The THCHS30 database can be used to build a
comprehensive Chinese speech recognition benchmark sys-
tem, including performance under high noise conditions.
The voice data from the dataset was recorded by 40 people
in a quiet office environment through a carbon particle
microphone. The total time is 35 hours. Most of those

ht-1

ht

1-

xt

rt zt
ht′

σ σ

tanh

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of GRU unit structure.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of traditional alignment.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the alignment process of CTC
placeholders.
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involved in the recording were college students who spoke
Mandarin. The recorded content text is from large-capacity
news, the sampling frequency is 16 kHz, the sampling size
is 16 bits, and the format is WAV. The composition of the
dataset is shown in Table 1.

4.3. Evaluation Methods. The evaluation methods I use are
character error rate, sentence error rate, and word error rate.
The calculation equations are as follows:

CER = SC +DC + IC
NC

× 100%, ð10Þ

SER = SW +DW + IW
NW

× 100%, ð11Þ

where SC is the number of replacement characters, DC is the
number of deleted characters, IC is the number of inserted
characters, and NC is the number of characters. SW is the
number of replacement words, DW is the number of deleted
words, IW is the number of inserted words, and NW is the
number of words.

4.4. Experimental Results. To test the sexual superiority of
GRU in relation to phonological recognition patterns in
other languages, LSTM-HMM, LSTM-CTC, and GRU-
CTC were selected as the models for the comparative exper-
iment. Through the comparison of CER and SER of the pro-
cessing results of the same data set of each model in the
experimental environment, the smaller the value, the better
the performance in the experiment.

From the data in Table 2, the recognition effect of the
hybrid model with CTC is lower than the CER and SER of
the traditional HMM hybrid model. This set of comparison
results shows that the introduction of the CTC method can
help the performance of the model to a certain extent. The
recognition effect has been improved to a certain extent,
mainly due to the fact that the CTC method can directly
model the entire sentence when the input and output are
not aligned, which improves the completeness and relevance
of the entire sentence recognition. The CER and SER of the
GRU-CTC model, like the previous control group LSTM-
CTC, combined with the CTC approach, are the best among
the three deep learning-based models selected in the experi-
ment and LSTM. CER and SER are both reduced as com-
pared to CTC. Combining the above results and the
characteristics of CTC and GRU, it can be concluded that
CTC, as an efficient method that does not require manual
label alignment, and the combination of LSTM, GRU, and
other cyclic neural network variants have achieved consider-
able results. The improved double-door variant structure is
more reasonable in the deletion and optimization of the
structure, and the control of the relevance of the sequence
context information is more efficient, and the recognition
performance of the model has been improved. In summary,
the hybrid cyclic neural model of GRU and CTC is a rela-
tively efficient method of speech recognition.

4.5. Ablation Experiment of Activation Function. In order to
further verify the role played by the activation function in

the proposed algorithm, we added an ablation experiment.
We selected LeakyReLU, ReLU, and ELU, which are the
three activation functions for experiments. The experimental
results are shown in Table 3.

It can be clearly seen from Table 3 that after using the
three activation functions, respectively, the performance of
LeakyReLU is the best, and secondly, the performance of
ReLU is better than that of ELU. Therefore, it is reasonable
and effective to choose the LeakyReLU activation function
in this paper.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a recurrent neural network-based
intelligent assisted learning algorithm for creating an English
flipped classroom. There are two main characteristics of this
model. For starters, it is a gated recurrent unit based on a
recurrent neural network’s variant structure. On this basis,
the dual-gating mechanism fully considers the context’s rel-
evance, selects memory through weight allocation, and inte-
grates the novel LeakyReLU function, which can improve
the model’s training convergence efficiency. Second, the con-
nection sequence classification algorithm can be used to
solve the general model. The time-consuming problem of
processing input and output alignment is moderate, and
model training speed has increased. The experimental
results show that in the English flipped classroom’s intelli-
gent learning mode, students explore and discover

Table 1: Components of THCHS30 dataset.

Features Train Test

Audio duration 27.23 6.25

Number of speakers 30 10

Male 8 1

Female 22 9

Age 20-55 19-50

Total words 215995 49085

Table 2: Comparative experiment results.

Methods
Train
(CER)

Train
(SER)

Test
(CER)

Test
(SER)

LSTM-HMM 0.3525 0.4352 0.2874 0.3325

LSTM-CTC 0.3415 0.3952 0.2956 0.3425

GRU+CTC
(ours)

0.3325 0.3699 0.2811 0.3155

Table 3: Ablation experiment results.

Methods
Train
(CER)

Train
(SER)

Test
(CER)

Test
(SER)

ELU 0.3625 0.4158 0.2858 0.3214

ReLU 0.3398 0.4012 0.2915 0.3396

LeakyReLU
(ours)

0.3325 0.3699 0.2811 0.3155
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knowledge independently, and their enthusiasm and interest
in learning are greatly enhanced, as is the flipped classroom’s
teaching effect.

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are
included within the article.
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With the rapid development of the Internet, traditional teaching models can no longer meet the needs of talent training in colleges
and universities, and reform is imperative. With the advent of the era of big data, the emergence of a large number of rich and
diverse teaching resources, MOOC (Massive Online Open Course), microclasses, flipped classrooms, and other teaching
models on the Internet has provided reform thinking and directions for teaching reform. This model divides the entire
teaching design into two major modules: SPOC (Small Private Online Course) platform teaching activity design and flipped
classroom teaching activity design, and applies this model to the actual teaching of open education, designing detailed teaching
activity plans, in a real teaching situation. This study uses questionnaire surveys and interview surveys to investigate the basic
personal situation of course learners, learning expectations, course participation, learning experience, and learning effects. It is
planned to use the questionnaire star platform to issue and return questionnaires and use EXCEL and SPSS software to analyze
the data and perform analysis and processing, combined with in-depth interviews with learners and professors for
comprehensive analysis, so as to obtain the most true views of students and teachers on this model. In this process, we collect
a variety of data from the SPOC platform and the flipped classroom platform, including feedback from students studying on
the SPOC platform before class, observation of students’ learning attitudes in flipped classrooms to display of students’ results
after class, and academic performance, summarize experience based on the analysis results, and optimize the teaching design
plan. In classification algorithms, support vector machines (SVM) are widely used due to their advantages such as less
overfitting and inconspicuous dimensionality of feature vectors. The traditional SVM algorithm is not suitable for processing
large-scale data sets due to factors such as high time complexity and long training time. In order to solve these shortcomings,
parallelizing the SVM algorithm to process large-scale data sets is an effective solution. On the basis of comparison, a SPOC-
based flipped classroom teaching design model was constructed, and empirical application was carried out in the Open
University, in order to promote the sustainable development of open education.

1. Introduction

Big data technology is gradually playing an important role in
various fields; it is also promoting the integration of informa-
tion technology and courses to a new level [1]. As a novel
information technology platform, MOOC has been widely
used in the subject teaching of colleges and universities.
Flipped classroom is a new teaching model that has been
enriched and developed in the past educational theory and
technology in recent years [2]. The quality education of
graphic design in colleges and universities is an indispensable
part of quality education. In recent years, it has received more

and more attention from colleges and universities [3].
Graphic design quality education in colleges and universities
is to comprehensively improve the aesthetic ability of college
students in the graphic design culture so that college students
can feel the power of humanistic care and absorb the rich cul-
tural, historical, and creative connotations contained in
graphic design, thereby enriching college students’ humani-
ties feelings, to construct a diverse knowledge system of col-
lege students [4]. With the continuous development of
informatization, the integration of information technology
and graphic design quality education in colleges and univer-
sities has continued to deepen. Big data will usher in a new
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era of comprehensive and deeper integration of information
technology, education, and teaching. Educational informati-
zation is also facing the transition from IT (information tech-
nology) to DT (data technology) [5]. From now on to the
future, mobile Internet has deeply integrated people’s lives,
including education. From the perspective of the develop-
ment of educational concepts, the characteristics of informa-
tion technology better meet the needs of teaching students in
accordance with their aptitude, personalized teaching, and
paying attention to the development of each student [6].

Big data is a 4V (large volume, fast processing speed,
many types, and great value) information technology recog-
nized by the academia and the industry [7]. The generation
of big data comes from the rapid development of informa-
tion technology and the extensive application of the Internet,
mobile Internet, and the Internet of Things. People and
objects are called nodes that can be recorded and tracked
in the networked society [8]. It is information technology
that continues to integrate into people’s lives. People and
even objects will leave data traces in the information system,
such as the use of social media, e-commerce, and online
learning [9]. Fast processing speed means that the process-
ing speed of big data is higher than in the past. Since many
fields require near real-time data analysis, the storage and
computing capabilities of large data are required to be higher
than the previous data processing methods, but the storage
and computing capabilities are large. While increasing the
range, it also requires lower cost than the previous informa-
tion system. Therefore, in the field of big data technology, in
recent years, a scheme based on the Hadoop technology sys-
tem has appeared, which basically meets the requirements of
big data storage and computing [10]. Many types mean that
the current data generated by various information systems is
more similar to unstructured or semistructured data such as
video, audio, pictures, and text. Therefore, big data technol-
ogy needs to deal with unstructured data [11]. However, due
to the huge amount of data and various types of data, data
mining is needed to realize the value of the data [12].

This article is based on clarifying the related concepts of
big data technology, MOOC, and flipped classroom. The
relationship model between the three is proposed, that is,
big data is the technical basis, MOOC is the application plat-
form, and flipped classroom is the theoretical basis. This
paper uses the support vector machine algorithm and big
data technology to study the parallel SVM algorithm based
on the Hadoop platform, analyzes the massive learning data
in the MOOC platform, and dynamically predicts whether
the learner can finally obtain the certificate during the learn-
ing process to help learners understand their own learning
status, and the MOOC platform can also provide learners
with customized learning planning and guidance based on
this indicator to increase the rate of MOOC certificate acqui-
sition and promote the development of the MOOC platform.
At the same time, this article also proposes a model of inte-
grated development among the three, in order to promote
the practice of graphic design quality education in colleges
and universities in the era of big data. The model divides
the entire teaching design into two modules: SPOC platform
teaching activity design and flipped classroom teaching

activity design. We apply this model to the actual teaching
of open education to design detailed teaching activities. With
reference to the above-mentioned understanding of SPOC,
flipped classrooms, and MOOCs, this research applies the
improvement and reshaping of MOOC resources to small-
scale specific groups of people, which is supplemented by
SPOC lecture videos and online interactive evaluation func-
tions in traditional campus classrooms, through learners’
personalized learning methods, accepts knowledge and
meaning to construct new knowledge and integrate the pro-
cess of online and offline interactive communication
between teachers and students, and explores a flipped class-
room with adaptive learning as a service and “individualized
learning” as the concept teaching mode and teaching activity
design.

2. Related Work

In terms of the construction of instructional design model,
the current domestic and foreign researches on the construc-
tion of SPOC-based flipped classroom instructional design
model are still lacking. More scholars are concerned about
the connotation, characteristics, and characteristics of
SPOC. In terms of teaching methods and other issues, there
is still a lack of research on the promotion of open education
learning under the flipped classroom environment of SPOC
[13]. At the same time, the flipped classroom was rated as
one of the top ten educational technology events by the
famous online education media in the United States. In
recent years, the flipped classroom teaching model has
become a hot topic in the field of higher education and edu-
cational technology at home and abroad [14]. Professor Hew
[15] believed that the new teaching model based on the
flipped classroom model technology may be another major
innovation after the class teaching model. In the United
States, some colleges and universities and scientific research
institutions have also carried out research on the domestic
and foreign flipped classrooms and national flipped class-
room teaching practices. However, there is still a lack of
research on the construction of SPOC-based flipped class-
room teaching design models. Classroom instruction design
mode is a relatively new research focus. To solve these prob-
lems, Decheng and Jinxin [16] proposed SPOC, which was a
small-scale private online course. They believed that MOOC
is only a supplement to classroom teaching and cannot
completely replace traditional teaching. When MOOC is
developed to be able to contribute to teacher utilization, stu-
dent output, student self-learning ability, and learning par-
ticipation, MOOC will develop into SPOC. Stephany [17]
found that from MOOC to SPOC, it provided resources,
environment, and ideological support for students to trans-
form from external learning to internalized learning. SPOC
surpasses MOOC in terms of operation mechanism, teach-
ing format, teaching process, and teaching structure. In
terms of operating mechanism, a “small-scale (less than
500 students)” and “exclusive access condition” mechanism
is proposed for online courses, which greatly reduces the
complexity of learner management; it stimulates indepen-
dent learning motivation, enhances learning interaction,
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and improves the course completion rate and learning effect;
in terms of teaching format, SPOC is committed to develop-
ing blended learning, which is beneficial to deeply integrate
the advanced ideas of MOOC with traditional teaching.

Domestic scholars have different opinions on its use in
teaching. King and others [18] believed that flipped class-
rooms were not only conducive to the humanization of edu-
cation but also promote the harmonious reconstruction of
teacher-student relations. However, there are also scholars
who say that flipped classrooms are useful. There are few
applications in the classrooms of primary and secondary
schools, and they believe that this teaching method is not
binding on young learners. However, in higher education
and open education, it is more widely used for learners with
learning autonomy. By summarizing the opinions of rele-
vant scholars at home and abroad, it can be considered that
flipped classroom is a learning and teaching model suitable
for students who have an active learning attitude willing to
take up their spare time and have basic self-study capabilities
and self-study equipment that can watch online videos. Wu
[19] believed that the evaluation of flipped classrooms
should be completed by experts, teachers, peers, and learners
themselves. Flipped classroom not only pays attention to the
evaluation of learning results but also pays attention to the
evaluation of the learning process through the establishment
of student files of students, so as to achieve quantitative eval-
uation and qualitative evaluation, formative evaluation and
summative evaluation, and individual evaluation and group
evaluation. Zhang [20] pointed out the problems encoun-
tered in the practice of flipped classrooms: objective factors
include the school’s current teaching facilities and subject
adaptability and subjective factors include teachers’ beliefs
in educational reforms and teachers’ professional capabili-
ties, and proposed solutions [21].

3. Construction of a Flipped Classroom
Platform for Big Data Courses Based on
Graphic Design MOOC

3.1. Distribution of Graphic Design Modes. The flipped class-
room teaching model is divided into four stages. The first
two stages are guided by teachers, and the latter two stages
are actively carried out by students. Experiential engage-
ment: it uses interactive forms such as games and simula-
tions, experiments, community activities, and artistic
activities. Conceptual connections: it provides video and
audio courses, rich websites, and online discussions. Mean-
ing making: it uses blogs, experiential videos, audiovisual
reflections, and quizzes to present ideas. Demonstration
and application: it includes creative and personal activities
and displays. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the
graphic design pattern distribution.

Suppose that in system s, input x and output y have some
unknown relationship, that is, there must be an uncertain
probability Fðx, yÞ, and an optimal function can be found
in the function set according to the training samples. R rep-
resents the probability of output between system S and
learner LM, that is, the probability of classification error.

Calculating the joint probability Fðx, yÞ, you can find the
minimized expected risk R. Since the joint probability Fðx,
yÞ is unknown, R cannot be directly calculated and mini-
mized. However, using the theorem of large numbers, based
on the known training sample set, an arithmetic average can
be used.

A = x ið Þ, y ið Þð Þ ∣ x ið Þ, y ið Þ ∈ Rf g, i ∈N: ð1Þ

When the dimension of the function set is relatively
high, the empirical risk is small at this time, but the expected
risk is not the smallest, which will make the generalization
ability of the function set weaker, which is a phenomenon
of overlearning. Principle of minimizing structural risk: we
decompose the function set S into a sequence of function
subsets, and then, the subset sequence has the following rela-
tionship:

f xð Þ − a × x ið Þ + bð Þ = 0, ð2Þ

∂g x, yð Þ
∂x ið Þ = 1,

∂g x, yð Þ
∂y ið Þ = 1:

8
>>><

>>>:

ð3Þ

For each subset, there is a certain confidence range,
within which the function with the least empirical risk is
searched. For different subsets, as long as the set with the
smallest sum of the confidence range and the smallest
empirical risk is selected, the subset of the function with
the smallest expected risk can be obtained. Therefore, the
principle of structural risk minimization refers to finding a
balance between the generalization ability of the function
set and the complexity contradiction.

∣s x, pð Þ∣ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

x 1ð Þp + x 2ð Þp+⋯+x nð Þpp

q

: ð4Þ

As the function subset continues to increase, its empiri-
cal risk continues to decrease, but the corresponding confi-
dence range continues to grow. The structural risk
minimization principle takes this situation into account so
that the confidence range and empirical risk are selected in
the function subset. In this way, the empirical risk is mini-
mized and the best boundary is found, and the minimized
expected risk can be obtained.

t × x ið Þ − r < 1, i < t,
t × x ið Þ − r > 1, i > t:

(

ð5Þ

Hadoop is a distributed system infrastructure, mainly
centered on HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File a System) dis-
tributed file system and MapReduce parallel computing
framework. With the emergence of Hadoop, developers
can use the advantages of clusters to write distributed appli-
cations that process massive amounts of data only by writing
Map and Reduce functions, without needing to understand
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the details of the underlying distributed network transmis-
sion and communication.

f x ið Þð Þ × a × x ið Þ + bð Þ − 1 > 0, ∀i = 1, 2,⋯,N: ð6Þ

Normally, the Secondary Node is in a dormant state.
Once the Name Node goes down, the Secondary Node will
be activated immediately and take over the Name Node to
manage the entire cluster.

C =
∑N

i=1∑
N
j=1 a ið Þ − x ið Þð Þ × a jð Þ − x jð Þð Þ
∑N

i=1∑
N
j=1 a ið Þ × a jð Þð Þ

: ð7Þ

Because the information of the Name Node changes
dynamically with the entire cluster, the Name Node and the
Secondary Node need to be synchronized to ensure that once
a problem occurs on the Name Node, the Secondary Node can
completely replace him. The actual operation of the client’s
data is to communicate with the Data Node through the
TCP protocol. This design enables a Name Node to manage
a large number of Data Nodes at the same time.

3.2. Cross-Validation of Big Data Algorithms. The curricu-
lum system uses the machine learning method [22–24] of
big data to understand the student’s time schedule and
arranges the graphic design courses inadvertently. It may
be when eating in the cafeteria or between professional clas-
ses. Evaluation indicators are more diversified, and team
learning has become an important part of the evaluation
indicators. According to the student situation of the school,

the learning unit with strong relevance to the big data course
is selected. The bottom layer of the framework is the Hadoop
platform, including HDFS and MapReduce. The upper layer
of the framework is the most commonly used classification,
clustering, and association analysis algorithms for analyzing
data. Classification analysis algorithms include support vec-
tor machines (SVM), decision trees, KNN and their corre-
sponding parallel algorithms, and clustering analysis
algorithms [25–27] including k-means; these algorithms
include classic algorithms and the most popular new algo-
rithms and have low time complexity and relatively good
clustering results. Figure 2 shows the big data algorithm
cross-validation flowchart. Each individual computing node
still trains the subsample set separately. The difference is that
the improved algorithm no longer merges the support vec-
tors obtained from the corresponding training sample subset
according to the two-by-two merge rule, but combines all
nodes. The samples corresponding to the support vectors
are extracted and combined, and then, the combined data
set is divided into the number of computing nodes in the
cluster and then handed over to all computing nodes in
the cluster to train and learn individually. All subsequent
layers follow the same rules. In this way, in the training
and learning of each layer, the computing power of all nodes
in the cluster is fully utilized, and no computing nodes are
left in an empty state and because the data size after the
block is compared with the previous SVM. All parts outside
the first layer should be small, which also reduces the size of
the corresponding data set, speeds up the training time of
the SVM, and improves the convergence speed of the opti-
mal solution.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of graphic design mode distribution.
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In order to improve the problems that exist when the
number of positive and negative samples differs greatly, we
adopt a weighted improvement method and use different
penalty parameters for the positive and negative sample sets.
This data set is mainly used to judge whether the learner can
pass the MOOC exam and obtain the certificate of comple-
tion based on the 6 characteristics of the students’ learning
behavior on a domestic MOOC site. We can apply this pre-
dictive model to the entire learning process of MOOC
learners and dynamically monitor the learning behavior of
learners so that we can provide them with customized ser-
vices during the learning process of MOOC learners. To
remind and help them obtain the final study certificate, the
main research content in this section is for the case where
the SVM algorithm has a large difference in the size of the
class sample in the two-class classification problem.

3.3. Optimization of Flipped Classroom Evaluation. In order
to ensure the effectiveness of online courses, MOOC has
made meticulous designs in all aspects of the course design.
According to the design concept of MOOC, the scope of
communication, the technology adopted, the applicable
objects, and the design of teaching objectives, there are three
main categories (cMOOC, xMOOC, and tMOOC). Among
them, tMOOC adopts a task-based learning method, which
is more suitable for graphic design quality education. The
past graphic design quality courses such as graphic design
appreciation and graphic design history are single and rela-
tively boring. Using MOOC’s task-based curriculum
approach, graphic design appreciation can be transformed
into learning team tasks, and the MOOC’s more powerful
platform communication capabilities can help each task
group complete the learning tasks. In addition, during the
learning task process, team and individual task reports and
evaluations can be carried out in stages, and the primary

evaluation method can be transformed into a process evalu-
ation method, which effectively guarantees the effectiveness
of the curriculum. In the classroom, according to the pre-
class online learning situation, teachers organize teaching
activities in a targeted manner, answering questions and
solving potential learning problems of learners and making
innovative applications. Research shows that what students
need most are not teachers’ explanations of knowledge or
concepts or colorful video learning, but when they encounter
difficulties in practice, and flipped classrooms can solve this
problem. Using the flipped classroom teaching model to
focus valuable classroom time on active project-based learn-
ing, while the relevant knowledge and materials of the
graphic design course itself require students to actively and
autonomously learn after class, teachers use various infor-
matization to learn independently and students can also
fully interact on the information platform.

Figure 3 shows the histogram of the flipped classroom
content design unit. The content design of video teaching
includes two units: Hadoop platform construction (applica-
tion part) and common algorithms for big data processing
and analysis (theoretical part). The application part includes
8 videos, and the theoretical part includes 10 videos. The
length of the video is between 10 and 15 minutes. When pro-
cessing data, the data will be divided into multiple blocks
according to the data to be processed and the function writ-
ten by the developer, and then, a map task will be started for
each block. After being scheduled by the MapReduce run-
time environment, it runs on several nodes in the cluster.
When all map operations in the cluster are executed, many
intermediate key-value pairs will be generated. The interme-
diate key-value pairs will be redivided into multiple groups
by a partitioner component. The MapReduce runtime envi-
ronment will schedule a reduce task to calculate each one.
After all reduce functions are executed, all calculation results
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Figure 2: Big data algorithm cross-validation flowchart.
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will be output to the specified location on HDFS, and the cli-
ent can read the calculation results from it. Usually, in a
MapReduce cluster, the node that receives the tasks submit-
ted by the client is called the master node, and there is a Job-
Tracker process on the master node that is responsible for
receiving specific tasks. The node responsible for executing
map or reduce tasks is called the slave node, and there is a
TaskTracker process running on the slave node that is
responsible for executing specific tasks. The MapReduce
program usually consists of mapper code, reducer code,
and related configuration parameters.

4. Application and Analysis of Flipped
Classroom Platform for Big Data Courses
Based on Graphic Design MOOC

4.1. Graphic Design MOOC Index Processing. The experi-
mental CPU model is Intel i3-3110M, the memory is Kings-
ton 1333Hz, the capacity is 2G, and Matlab2012. The SVM
algorithm used is the Libsvm-3.20 version toolkit. This
toolkit has been since version 2.8. The SVM training algo-
rithm uses an optimized SMO algorithm. Teaching evalua-
tion is an important way to test the achievement of
teaching results and course objectives, and it is also an
important means to evaluate the teaching quality of big data
courses. This data set is mainly based on 6 characteristics of
students’ learning behavior on a domestic MOOC site to
determine whether a learner can finally pass the MOOC
exam and get a certificate of completion. Figure 4 shows
the level distribution of the flipped classroom evaluation
pyramid. The six learning behavior features extracted in this
article are as follows: total number of times to watch videos,
total number of quizzes submitted, recording density, num-
ber of posts in forums, number of times to see posts on
forums, and how many days to register before the start of

class course. The main extractions are data structure,
machine learning [28–30], and advanced English writing
three MOOC courses. The specific description of the data
set is as follows: the number of sample points of the data
structure course m = 85302, the number of sample points
of the machine learning course m = 75791, and the number
of sample points of the advanced English writing course
[31, 32] m = 61218; the feature dimension of the sample
points n = 6, the learners who have obtained the certificate
are in the positive category, those who have not obtained
the certificate are in the negative category, and the number
of categories s = 2.

In this paper, different learning weights are assigned to
the learning trajectory of students on the school network
platform, combined with the characteristics of big data
courses, and the teacher and students jointly score the learn-
ing situation of each student. For example, the construction
of the Hadoop platform is scored by the teacher. The learn-
ing situation after class is scored by the students, and the
total score of each student is calculated according to the
weight as the usual score of the course and recorded in the
student’s score. A set of formative evaluation-oriented
assessment methods are designed: class attendance rate
15%, online test 5%, group presentation 15%, analysis report
15%, and final exam 50%. Figure 5 shows the pie chart of the
flipped classroom evaluation method.

The teacher team uploads the microvideos and other
resources made by SVM to the network platform for stu-
dents to download and watch. After the students complete
their self-study, they complete the online self-test assign-
ments. The size of the group is controlled within 5 people,
and each group of students selects part of the content for
design, and the time is 20 minutes. The SVM algorithm is
more complicated, and the problem can be divided into sev-
eral subproblems, such as discussing the main idea and
implementation process of the SVM algorithm. As for the
advantages and disadvantages, the students carry out divi-
sion of labor and cooperation, and the teachers group to
guide and communicate. According to the students’ under-
standing of the main idea of the SVM algorithm, the SVM
algorithm is realized through different programming lan-
guages. After the algorithm is completed, a representative
is selected to explain the algorithm completion process and
answer the teacher and other students’ questions. In this
way, the unity and cooperation between students and the
communication between teachers and students can be
enhanced. The integration of blended learning mainly
includes preevaluation of the effectiveness of SPOC teaching
resources, trial and evaluation of the comprehensiveness of
the SPOC platform and teaching service system, recognition
of teaching innovation, school incentive policies, and stu-
dent evaluation system. After class, students will complete
the SVM algorithm in the process of implementing the
SVM algorithm on the school network platform and other
members of the group. The weight is scored, and the teacher
scores the learning situation of each student.

4.2. Flip Classroom Platform Simulation. Before implement-
ing flipped classroom teaching, first we select teaching
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content, design questions and resources that can inspire stu-
dents to explore, formulate a teaching list, and provide stu-
dents with independent learning. In addition, two classes
were selected for comparative teaching, hoping to see different
teaching effects; representative content was selected for video
teaching and related resources and questions based on text-
books and network resources. In addition, two parallel classes
of 16 levels (45 students in each class) were selected to carry
out comparative experiments. Among them, it adopts flipped
classroom teaching, and another adopts traditional teaching
mode. Figure 6 shows the division of design elements for
flipped classroom teaching content.

Before the questionnaire was officially issued, the stu-
dents were tested, some items were removed, and 19 formal
items were finally determined, including changing concepts
and the popularization and promotion of MOOC, hardware
and teaching environment, establishing a high-quality
MOOC teaching platform. The questionnaire consists of 5
aspects and is divided into 5 items. Each item uses a 5-

point scoring method, which is divided into “completely
agree,” “relatively agree,” “neutral attitude,” and “disagree.”
There are five levels of “complete disagreement,” which are
divided into 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in turn. Figure 7 shows the eval-
uation results of the MOOC-based flipped classroom teach-
ing process. According to factor analysis, the questionnaire
is divided into 7 factors: establishment of a high-quality
MOOC teaching platform, reform of education and teaching
management system, teachers’ work before flipped class-
room, classroom teaching of flipped classroom, teacher qual-
ity, students’ independent learning ability, and student
information technology literacy.

This survey focuses on the students and teachers of adult
higher education in the main and branch campuses of the
college. In the end, 248 student questionnaires were recov-
ered, 211 valid questionnaires were returned, and the effec-
tive response rate was 85%. 20 teacher questionnaires and
18 valid questionnaires were recovered, and the effective
recovery rate was 90%. It can be seen that 46.4% of the stu-
dents hope that the teacher will assign the learning tasks of
the MOOC course before the MOOC-based adult higher
education flipped classroom class; 59.2% of the students
hope that the teacher will assign the learning tasks of the
learning materials. The teacher assigned the most recom-
mended books and materials to the students, reaching
68.7%; 52.1% of the students hope the teacher assigned to
complete the basic homework. It can be seen that the stu-
dents hope that the teacher can arrange and study MOOC
courses, textbooks, recommended books, and materials and
complete the basic tasks before class.

4.3. Example Application and Analysis. In the classroom ses-
sion, the first is the configuration of the project environ-
ment, preparing multiple hosts for students to run HDFS.
Each host needs to be installed: Linux operating system,
Hadoop-2. 8.0, jdk-8u131-linux-64, and Hadoop Eclipse
plug-in. The specific process includes connecting to the net-
work, installing JDK, creating HDFS account, configuring
password-free SSH access mechanism, installing Hadoop
and configuring environment variables, modifying Hadoop
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configuration files on Name Node, and copying Hadoop sys-
tem to all Data Node. The software and the construction
process of the cluster environment are placed on the school
network platform as teaching resources, and the students
build the cluster environment in groups. For the problems
encountered by the students during the environment con-

struction process, the group communicates with each other,
and teachers can guide as needed. There are four ways to
evaluate SPOC-based flipped classroom teaching effects: in-
class test evaluation, homework evaluation, peer evaluation,
and assessment evaluation. For learners, they are more
inclined to use in-class test evaluation and comprehensive
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evaluation. The in-class test evaluation can more intuitively
detect your own learning effect, and the comprehensive eval-
uation can more comprehensively understand your own
learning effect. After class, teachers and students on the
school network platform combined with other members of
the team jointly score the performance of the HDFS con-
struction process according to different weights. Figure 8
shows the weight scoring deviation of the model under dif-
ferent training sets’ two-dimensional scatter plot.

The SPOC platform discussion area is divided into 3
submodules: teacher Q&A area, classroom communication
area, and comprehensive discussion area. From it, we can
see that the number of participants in the teacher’s Q&A
area is small, the number of people in a single day is basically
below 100, and the daily number of people fluctuates widely.
It shows the relevant situation of the top seven topics in the
classroom exchange area. We can see that 3 of these 7 topics
are attended by teachers, the number of views reached 4012,
the number of replies was 4796, and 482 votes were voted.
The seventh-ranked topic was Discussion 1, and the number
of views reached 9474. The number of replies was 7937, and
193 votes were cast. The change reflects the enthusiastic dis-
cussion in the classroom exchange area, and the topic con-
tent is more inclined to the Internet.

Figure 9 shows a ladder diagram of the statistical stan-
dard deviation of the model evaluation. We can see that in
terms of online learning, the highest score of students is
100 points, the lowest score is 4 points, the average score is
84.15, and the standard deviation is 5.661, indicating that
the online learning scores of the studied student groups are
quite different. Online learning is not a necessary learning
link, it does not have much appeal to students, and it is
optional and only part of the course videos is watched.
Regarding online discussion, the highest score of students
is 100, the lowest score is 75, the average score is 90.15,
and the standard deviation is 5.161, indicating that the dif-
ferences in the scores of online discussions among the stud-

ied student groups are small, which means that students
generally like online discussions and are willing to invest
more time to the online discussion. Otherwise, we can see
that 76.03% of the students agree with “you like the flipped
classroom teaching model used in this course,” but only
8.57% disagree, which shows that this teaching model is very
popular among students. From that, we can see that 68.79%
of the students agreed with “this model can improve learn-
ing efficiency,” while only 2.49% disagreed.

Figure 10 shows the fitness coefficient curves of different
courses. We can see that as the number of samples increases,
the value of the best fitness keeps increasing until the num-
ber of iterations exceeds 20 and the algorithm ends. As the
number of samples increases, the average fitness shows a
trend of substantial increase. The classification result of the
training set is 85.1823%. According to the best parameters
selected by genetic algorithm C = 1:2871, g = 6:3459, tested
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in the test set, the classification accuracy rate obtained is
84.7671%. The average fitness also decreases slightly at the
beginning of the algorithm and then gradually stabilizes.
The classification result on the training set is 85.1531%.
According to the best parameters selected by the particle
swarm algorithm C = 9:6356, g = 0:5471, after testing on
the test set, the classification accuracy rate is 86.0152%.
Through the comparison of experiments, it can be seen that
the classification accuracy of the particle swarm algorithm is
slightly higher than that of the genetic algorithm on the
training set and the test set. It can be seen that the number
of people has shown an obvious trend of change with the
development of the course. At the beginning, students are
more motivated to learn, but gradually, the number of peo-
ple watching videos is getting less and less, reflecting that
students’ learning initiative is getting weaker and weaker.
The convergence speed of the algorithm is faster than that
of the other algorithm.

5. Conclusion

This research combines MOOC and SPOC to promote the
transformation of college classroom teaching mode in the
form of flipped classrooms. This transformation enables
MOOC to be implemented in college physical classrooms.
At the same time, MOOC and SPOC provide high-quality
preclass learning for the implementation of flipped class-
rooms. In this paper, combining the Hadoop platform that
has been widely used in recent years, using the advantages
of Hadoop’s ability to effectively store massive data and nat-
ural support for parallel computing, a parallel SVM algo-
rithm based on Hadoop is designed, which greatly
improves the training speed of SVM and uses two heuristic
parameter optimization strategies (particle swarm algorithm
and genetic algorithm) to optimize SVM parameters so that
the classification accuracy rate has been improved to a cer-
tain extent. Experiments have verified the effectiveness of
the algorithm, and in view of the uneven characteristics of
the sample data of the MOOC platform, a parameter weight-
ing solution is proposed; the availability of the processing
method is also confirmed in the experiment. Based on the
results of SPSS software data analysis, this paper proposes
that the implementation of MOOC-based higher education
flipped classrooms requires comprehensive consideration
of concept changes and in-depth analysis of the feasibility
of implementing MOOC-based higher education flipped
classrooms. The generalization ability of the classifier and
the improvement of classification accuracy are obtained.
This significantly improves the training speed of the SVM
algorithm when processing massive amounts of data and at
the same time ensures a better classification accuracy, and
in view of its shortcomings, two suggestions for improve-
ment are proposed and applied to processing large-scale data
sets, which greatly improves the training speed of SVM.
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To determine the feasibility of using a deep learning (DL) approach to identify benign and malignant BI-RADS 4 lesions with
preoperative breast DCE-MRI images and compare two 3D segmentation methods. The patients admitted from January 2014 to
October 2020 were retrospectively analyzed. Breast MRI examination was performed before surgical resection or biopsy, and the
masses were classified as BI-RADS 4. The first postcontrast images of DCE-MRI T1WI sequence were selected. There were two
3D segmentation methods for the lesions, one was manual segmentation along the edge of the lesion slice by slice, and the other
was the minimum bounding cube of the lesion. Then, DL feature extraction was carried out; the pixel values of the image data
are normalized to 0-1 range. The model was established based on the blueprint of the classic residual network ResNet50,
retaining its residual module and improved 2D convolution module to 3D. At the same time, an attention mechanism was
added to transform the attention mechanism module, which only fit the 2D image convolution module, into a 3D-
Convolutional Block Attention Module (CBAM) to adapt to 3D-MRI. After the last CBAM, the algorithm stretches the output
high-dimensional features into a one-dimensional vector and connects 2 fully connected slices, before finally setting two output
results (P1, P2), which, respectively, represent the probability of benign and malignant lesions. Accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
negative predictive value, positive predictive value, the recall rate and area under the ROC curve (AUC) were used as evaluation
indicators. A total of 203 patients were enrolled, with 207 mass lesions including 101 benign lesions and 106 malignant lesions.
The data set was divided into the training set (n = 145), the validation set (n = 22), and the test set (n = 40) at the ratio of 7 : 1 : 2;
fivefold cross-validation was performed. The mean AUC based on the minimum bounding cube of lesion and the 3D-ROI of
lesion itself were 0.827 and 0.799, the accuracy was 78.54% and 74.63%, the sensitivity was 78.85% and 83.65%, the specificity
was 78.22% and 65.35%, the NPV was 78.85% and 71.31%, the PPV was 78.22% and 79.52%, the recall rate was 78.85% and
83.65%, respectively. There was no statistical difference in AUC based on the lesion itself model and the minimum bounding
cube model (Z = 0:771, p = 0:4408). The minimum bounding cube based on the edge of the lesion showed higher accuracy,
specificity, and lower recall rate in identifying benign and malignant lesions. Based on the lesion 3D-ROI segmentation using a
minimum bounding cube can more effectively reflect the information of the lesion itself and the surrounding tissues. Its DL
model performs better than the lesion itself. Using the DL approach with a 3D attention mechanism based on ResNet50 to
identify benign and malignant BI-RADS 4 lesions was feasible.
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1. Introduction

Breast cancer is a serious threat to women’s health and has
become the world’s most common cancer [1]. Early detection,
early diagnosis, and early treatment can improve both survival
and prognosis of breast cancer patients [2–4]. Greenwood
et al. [5] have reported that breastMRI plays an important role
in screening and assessing the extent of ductal carcinoma in
situ (DCIS) and predicting the potential invasiveness. The
degree of early enhancement reflects the vascular richness
and blood perfusion of the lesion and can reflect the character-
istics of the lesion. According to the guideline of the American
College of Radiology (ACR), the possibility range of the BI-
RADS 4 of malignancy is 2%-95% as defined by the breast
imaging report and data system (BI-RADS) [6]. Lesions with
BI-RADS 4 classification are difficult to define clearly. The
signs of the lesions are overlapping and intricate. These
lesions, benign or malignant, are all classified as BI-RADS 4,
along with recommended invasive procedures such as needle
biopsy to obtain pathological evidence [7–9]. Therefore, com-
prehensive understanding and improved evaluation methods
of benign and malignant breast lesions are urgently needed
to reduce invasive operations and the burden on patients.

In recent years, with the rapid development of artificial
intelligence-assisted diagnosis systems, deep learning has
emerged as a subfield of machine learning [10–13]. Its appli-
cation in medical imaging has attracted much attention,
along with its wide use in image recognition, segmentation,
and analysis [14]. Several studies [15, 16] have attempted
to increase the number of layers of CNNs from the original
5 layers of the AlexNet network [17] to the 19 layers of the
VGG network. Theoretically, a deeper network leads to bet-
ter effect, but the increase in network depth will also bring
additional problems that in turn cause reduced performance.
The main reason for the performance reduction was gradi-
ent dispersion (vanishing gradients in backpropagation lead
to weakened error signal) and gradient explosion (accumula-
tion of large error gradients results in infinity in loss func-
tion) that were caused by the increase in the number of
network layers. The residual module was proposed by Kha-
lili and Wong [15], which could effectively solve the afore-
mentioned problems above and has become the standard
configuration of CNNs.

The CNNs learned a large number of features. Some fea-
tures were not important for the final result, while some others
played a key role in predicting results thus deserve more atten-
tion. Based on this theory, Woo et al. [18] proposed the Con-
volutional Block Attention Module (CBAM). The so-called
greater attention was to give higher weight to those key fea-
tures. In this study, the efficiency of feature extraction and
classification of BI-RADS 4 breast lesions with two segmenta-
tionmethods was compared by the DLmodel with a 3D atten-
tion mechanism, so as to verify the feasibility of using an
improved convolutional neural network.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Cohort and Imaging Protocol. The patients who
underwent breast MRI examinations at Nantong First Peo-

ple’s Hospital were retrospectively collected from January
2014 to October 2020. A total of 296 patients with breast
lesions were enrolled in the study. Inclusion criteria: (1)
the diameter of the lesion was greater than 1 cm, or lesions
were visible to naked eyes at least two consecutive slices;
(2) the image quality was high without obvious artifacts or
distortion; (3) the lesions were all mass and showed irregu-
lar margins, or inhomogeneous enhancement, or ring
enhancement in MRI and classified as BI-RADS 4 by the
radiologist. Exclusion criteria: (1) the breast mass showed
no enhancement; (2) radiotherapy/chemotherapy or inva-
sive operations such as biopsy before breast MRI; (3) the
characteristics of the lesion and the pathological diagnosis
were not clear.

All MRIs in this study were acquired using a Siemens 3.0
T magnetic resonance scanner (Verio; Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany) with 16-channel phased array breast-specific coil.
The patients were placed in the prone position with head-
first entry; the breasts naturally hanged in the breast coil,
and the nipple remained at the center of the coil. The scan
sequence parameters were as follows: DCE T1-weighted
axial fat suppression 3D spoiler gradient echo: TR 4.67ms,
TE 1.66ms, flip angle 10o, FOV 340mm × 340mm, slice
thickness 1.2mm, scanning of 6 phases without interval,
scan time 6min 25 s, high-pressure syringe injection of 15-
20mL contrast agent Gd-DTPA based on body weight
(0.2ml/kg) at a flow rate of 2mL/s, and then injection of
the same amount of normal saline to flush the tube. After
the 25 s injection, scanning was triggered, and each phase
was collected for 1min. The first phase was nonenhance-
ment, and phases 2-6 were enhanced. Our study focused
on phase 2 images which was named DCE-MRI T1WI first
postcontrast sequence.

2.2. 3D-ROI Lesion Segmentation. All DCE-MRI T1WI first
postcontrast images of breast mass that meet the inclusion
criteria were imported into the image processing software
ITK-SNAP 3.8.0 in DICOM format, and the lesions were
manually segmented by an attending physician with 8 years
of experience in breast MRI diagnosis and reviewed by a
chief physician with more than 10 years of experience in
breast MRI diagnosis: (1) based on the ROI of the lesion
itself (Figures 1 and 2), the 3D-ROI segmentation method
was used to manually delineate the boundary of the lesion
slice by slice along the edge of the lesion, containing cystic
degeneration, necrosis, and calcification within the lesion;
(2) based on the minimum bounding cube, the maximum
diameter of the lesion was then projected onto 3 coordinate
axes of the image to determine its coverage range of x, y, and
z axes, and the bounding box of the lesion was finally
obtained (Figures 3 and 4).

2.3. Lesion Feature Extraction. There are two methods of fea-
ture extraction. One is to take the minimum bounding cube
of the lesion (including the lesion and part of the peritu-
moral area), and the other is to take only the lesion itself
and set the value of the image pixels of part of the nonlesion
area to 0. The minimum bounding cube is the smallest cir-
cumscribed cube containing the lesion. In addition, before
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inputting to the CNN, the pixel values of the image data are
normalized to 0-1 range. The formula is as follows:

x = X − Xmin
Xmax − Xmin

, ð1Þ

where x represents the normalized image pixel value, X repre-
sents the original image pixel value, and Xmax and Xmin repre-
sent the maximumpixel value and theminimum pixel value of
the minimum bounding cube of all lesions, respectively.

In this study, a total of 207 masses were obtained, of
which 106 were malignant and 101 were benign. The data

Figure 1: 3D-ROI segmentation method based on the lesion itself. Shows a case of fibroadenoma of the left breast.

Figure 2: 3D-ROI segmentation method based on the lesion itself. Shows a case of invasive ductal carcinoma of the right breast (stage II).
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set was divided into the training set (n = 145), the validation
set (n = 22), and the test set (n = 40) at the ratio of 7 : 1 : 2. To
avoid the selection bias of the benign and malignant lesions
of the test set samples, the test set was generated by random
sampling of 20 malignant lesions and 20 benign lesions. The
remaining samples were randomly divided into the training
set and the validation set in the ratio of 7 : 1. Fivefold cross-
validation was performed.

2.4. Model Establishment. The model was established based
on the blueprint of the classic residual network ResNet50
[19], retaining its residual module but changing the convolu-
tion module to a 3D convolution module. At the same time,

an attention mechanism was added to transform the atten-
tion mechanism module, which only fit the 2D image convo-
lution module, into 3D-Convolutional Block Attention
Module (CBAM) to adapt to 3D-MRI, as shown in
Figure 5. CBAM includes a channel attention module and
a spatial attention module, which together can solve the
question of which channel and which position characteris-
tics play decisive roles in final prediction [18]. Input module,
residual module, channel attention module, downsampling
module, and fully connected module constitute the main
modules of the network. Among them, the residual module
was mainly used to extract features, the CBAM module
was mainly used to give higher weight to key features, and
the downsampling module was used to reduce the size of
the feature map and to increase the number of channels in
the feature map. Blocks are used (Figure 5) to reflect the size
change of the feature map. After the last CBAM, the algo-
rithm stretches the output high-dimensional features into
a one-dimensional vector and connects 2 fully connected
slices. Lesion classification network parameters are shown
in Table 1. The network uses cross-entropy cost function
as the loss function and stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
whose weight decay is 0.0001 and momentum is 0.9 as the
optimizer. The batch size is 16. Dynamic learning rate strat-
egy is taken during the train process. The initial learning
rate is 0.1, which is considered as a big number, halved
every 25 epochs of iterations. Before finally setting two out-
put results (P1, P2), which, respectively, represent the prob-
ability of benign and malignant lesions. The lesion is
classified as benign if P1 > P2. Otherwise, the lesion is clas-
sified as malignant.

Figure 3: 3D-ROI segmentation method based on the minimum bounding cube at the edge of the lesion. Segmentation based on the
minimum bounding box of the mass edge, showing a case of fibroadenoma of the left breast.

Figure 4: 3D-ROI segmentation method based on the minimum
bounding cube at the edge of the lesion. The cubic model of
segmentation based on the minimum bounding cube of the
mass edge.
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2.5. Model Evaluation. The two DL feature models based on
the lesion itself and the minimum boundary cube of lesion in
the diagnosis of benign and malignant breast lesions were
compared. Model performance was evaluated using the area
under the ROC curve (AUC), accuracy, sensitivity, specific-
ity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value
(NPV), precision, and recall rate. The AUC of the two DL
models was compared by the DeLong test.

3. Results

3.1. Patient Characteristics. A total of 296 patients with
breast lesions were investigated in the study. The following
cases were excluded: 3 patients with unqualified images
due to the presence of motion artifacts, 12 patients with a
history of biopsy or mastectomy before breast MRI examina-
tion, 53 patients with a single focal lesion or multiple focal

Input-modality 3D-Resmodule 3D-CBAM Down-sampling FC-layer

Flatten Output {p1, p2}

Data-flow

Figure 5: Structure of monomodal network.

Table 1: Tumor classification network parameters.

Layer_name Input_size Detailed_parameters Output_size

conv 1 ∗ 64 ∗ 64 ∗ 64 Kernel = 3, stride = 1, padding = 1 8 ∗ 64 ∗ 64 ∗ 64
res conv ∗ 2 8 ∗ 64 ∗ 64 ∗ 64 Kernel = 3, stride = 1, padding = 1 8 ∗ 64 ∗ 64 ∗ 64
3D_CBAM 8 ∗ 64 ∗ 64 ∗ 64 1 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 convolution 8 ∗ 64 ∗ 64 ∗ 64
conv 8 ∗ 64 ∗ 64 ∗ 64 Kernel = 2, stride = 2, padding = 0 16 ∗ 32 ∗ 32 ∗ 32
res conv ∗ 4 16 ∗ 32 ∗ 32 ∗ 32 Kernel = 3, stride = 1, padding = 1 16 ∗ 32 ∗ 32 ∗ 32
3D_CBAM 16 ∗ 32 ∗ 32 ∗ 32 1 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 convolution 16 ∗ 32 ∗ 32 ∗ 32
conv 16 ∗ 32 ∗ 32 ∗ 32 Kernel = 2, stride = 2, padding = 0 32 ∗ 16 ∗ 16 ∗ 16
res conv ∗ 4 32 ∗ 16 ∗ 16 ∗ 16 Kernel = 3, stride = 1, padding = 1 32 ∗ 16 ∗ 16 ∗ 16
3D_CBAM 32 ∗ 16 ∗ 16 ∗ 16 1 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 convolution 32 ∗ 16 ∗ 16 ∗ 16
conv 32 ∗ 16 ∗ 16 ∗ 16 Kernel = 2, stride = 2, padding = 0 64 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 ∗ 8
res conv ∗ 4 64 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 Kernel = 3, stride = 1, padding = 1 64 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 ∗ 8
3D_CBAM 64 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 1 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 convolution 64 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 ∗ 8
conv 64 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 Kernel = 2, stride = 2, padding = 0 128 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 ∗ 4
res conv ∗ 4 128 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 Kernel = 3, stride = 1, padding = 1 128 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 ∗ 4
3D_CBAM 128 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 1 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 convolution 128 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 ∗ 4
Flatten 128 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 8192

Full connection 8192 2048

Full connection 2048 512

Softmax 512 2

“res_conv” is a residual convolution block which contains shortcut connection, and “res conv ∗N” means the block has N convolution blocks that share the
same parameters. 3D_CBAM uses 1 × 1 × 1 convolutions to adjust the channel numbers of the current feature map.
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lesions in the breast, 14 patients with incomplete examina-
tion or perfusion scan breast MRI, and 11 patients with
breast lesions combined with nonmass enhancement lesions.
Eventually, 203 patients were enrolled for analyses (Table 1).
The patients were 17-86 years old with an average age of
48:5 ± 13:1 years old. Among them, there was only one male
patient, aged 54 years. There were 105 patients with malig-
nant lesions with an average age of 55:5 ± 11:3 years and
98 patients with benign lesions with an average age of 41:0
± 10:6 years old. A total of 207 masses were included in
the study (Table 2).

3.2. Model Characteristics

3.2.1. Comparison of the Two Deep Learning Feature Model
Based on the Lesion Itself and the Minimum Boundary
Cube of Lesion in the Diagnosis of Benign and Malignant
Breast Lesions. Using first postcontrast images of DCE-
MRI T1WI sequence, the two deep learning feature model
based on the lesion itself (model 1) and the minimum
boundary cube of lesion (model 2) in the diagnosis of benign
and malignant breast lesions were compared. The means are
shown in Table 3. In comparison, the model 1 analysis
achieved mean AUC of 0.799, accuracy of 74.63%, sensitivity
of 83.65%, specificity of 65.35%, NPV of 71.31%, PPV of
79.52%, and recall rate of 83.65% and the model 2 analysis
achieved an average AUC of 0.827, accuracy of 78.54%, sen-
sitivity of 78.85%, specificity and PPV of 78.22%, NPV and
recall rate of 78.85%. There was no statistical difference in
AUC based on the lesion itself model and the minimum
bounding cube model (Z = 0:771, p = 0:4408). The mini-
mum bounding cube based on the edge of the lesion showed
higher accuracy, specificity, and lower recall rate in identify-
ing benign and malignant lesions.

4. Discussion

Deep learning in convolutional neural networks (CNNs) is
usually based on manually or semiautomatically segmented
tags to learn to recognize image features. Because breast
MRI is different from MRI for abdomen and lung lesions,
its position is fixed in a special breast coil and is less affected
by breathing movement, leading to relatively higher repro-
ducibility of the segmentation method for breast lesions.

However, the segmentation methods are quite different. Pre-
vious studies have mostly extracted the two-dimensional fea-
tures of the lesion (2D-ROI) [20], selected the largest slice of
the lesion or the most obvious slice of lesion enhancement
[21], and segmented along the edge of the lesion. 2D-ROI
can only represent the information covered by the current
area and cannot reflect all the information of the lesion.
Therefore, this will definitely affect the reliability of DL
models. The use of 3D-ROI is helpful to observe the lesion’s
overall morphology, leading to more accurate and compre-
hensive reflection of the characteristics of the lesion [22].
And more weight is given to the hemodynamic characteris-
tics of the relevant lesion in the model based on the usual
imaging physicians’ reading habits and the advantages of
early enhanced MRI.

4.1. The Efficacy of a Deep Learning Model Based on the
Minimum Bounding Cube of the Lesion in Breast Lesion
Classification. This study used two different segmentation
methods for 3D-ROI of the lesion: one was based on the
lesion itself, and the other one was based on the minimum
bounding cube of the lesion edge. These two different seg-
mentation methods were compared for their impact on the
accuracy of the DL model. Our results revealed that the DL
model based on the minimum bounding cube of the lesion
edge is more accurate, with a mean AUC value of about

Table 2: Age and pathological information of patients with benign and malignant breast tumors.

Benign patients (n = 98) Malignant patients (n = 105)
Age (year) 41:0 ± 10:6 55:5 ± 11:3

Pathology (207 masses)

Fibrocystic adenosis (n = 18) Invasive ductal carcinoma (n = 81)
Fibroadenoma (n = 71) Mucinous adenocarcinoma of the breast (n = 7)

Intraductal papilloma (n = 4) Invasive lobular carcinoma (n = 3)
Intraductal papillomatosis (n = 4) Intraductal carcinoma or tubular carcinoma (n = 8)
Benign phyllodes tumor (n = 4) Solid papillary carcinoma (n = 2)

Malignant phyllodes tumor (n = 1)
Small lymphocytic lymphoma (n = 1)

Medullary carcinoma (n = 3)

Table 3: Comparison of two 3D-ROI segmentation methods based
on the lesion itself and the minimum bounding cube at the edge of
the lesion.

Evaluation index Lesion itself Minimum bounding cube

AUC 0.799 0.827

Accuracy (%) 74.63 78.54

Sensitivity (%) 83.65 78.85

Specificity (%) 65.35 78.22

Negative prediction (%) 71.31 78.85

Positive prediction (%) 79.52 78.22

Precision (%) 71.31 78.85

Recall (%) 83.65 78.85

DeLong test Z = 0:771, p = 0:4408
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0.827. The reason may be that the minimum bounding cube
based on the lesion edge not only contains the internal infor-
mation of the lesion but also includes some tissues sur-
rounding the lesion.

Zhou et al. [23] applied 5 different input boxes (tumor
alone, the smallest bounding box, and 1.2, 1.5, and 2.0 time
box) in deep learning and showed that the performance of
diagnosis gradually decreases as the bounding box increases.
The per-lesion diagnostic accuracy was the highest when
using the smallest bounding box (89%), but the tumor ROI
on all slices were automatically segmented on contrast-
enhanced maps by using the fuzzy-C-means (FCM) cluster-
ing algorithm with 3D connected-component labeling, This
study used manually segmented images as a standard for
comparison, which may be more accurate. And the mini-
mum bounding cube based on the tumor edge did not
expand the box size but instead used 3D-CBAM to increase
the weight of key information, in order to prevent the box
containing too much information from normal tissue that
dilutes the effective information in the overall box or reduces
the resolution of the effective information of the image
imported into the neural network.

The DL model that is based on the minimum bounding
cube of postcontrast images of DCE-MRI T1WI sequence
showed superiority in the test set, a mean specificity of
78.22%, which are better than those of the DL model that
is based on just the lesion itself. The reason may be that
the microenvironment around the tumor plays a critical role
in tumor growth and aggressive tissue behavior [24, 25]. 3D-
CBAM was to give higher weight to those key features. The
area around the tumor contains much valuable and hidden
information about the disease, including survival predictors
for vascular activity and lymphangiogenesis and the infiltra-
tion of lymphatic and blood vessels around the tumor, and
immune response signals around the tumor for interstitial
response and lymphocyte infiltration around the tumor
[26]. As we have shown in a previous study [27], the peritu-
moral edema on T2WI images is better and appears as T2WI
hyperintensity around the tumor. This sign is combined
with the T2WI signal, leading to significantly increased sen-
sitivity and specificity for the differential diagnosis of benign
and malignant breast tumors, and there is a positive correla-
tion between peritumoral edema and Ki-67 expression.
These results demonstrate the importance of the tissue sur-
rounding the tumor. However, related studies are still lim-
ited at present; thus, the information about surrounding
tissues has not been captured by the artificial intelligence
learning technology. Braman et al. [26] collected a total of
117 patients and extracted omics features after marking the
breast tumors and surrounding areas (2.5-5mm area around
the tumor) using breast images from DCE-MRI-T1WI.
Their results showed that the omics features of surrounding
tissues helped to predict pCR and that combined use of
tumor internal characteristics and peritumoral characteris-
tics led to better prediction accuracy, which as a whole
may help guide the personalized treatment of locally
advanced breast cancer. This indicates that extracting the
information contained in the tissue around the tumor has
a high clinical application value.

4.2. The Diagnostic Efficacy of the Deep Learning Model
Based on First Postcontrast Images of DCE-MRI T1WI
Sequence in Benign and Malignant Breast Lesions. The deep
learning model that is based on the minimum bounding
cube of dynamic contrast postcontrast images has high
specificity in the classification of benign and malignant
breast lesions. We speculate that this may be related to
the early hemodynamic information of the lesion, as shown
in a previous study of ours that DCE-MRI can not only
reveal tumor’s morphological changes but also reflect its
microvascular perfusion, angiogenesis, grades, and malig-
nancy for evaluating the effect of tumor treatment and
prognosis. The degree of early enhancement reflects the
abundance of blood vessels and blood perfusion of the dis-
ease [28]. Malignant lesions grow fast, have multiple large
blood vessels, are immature, and have a large number of
arteriovenous anastomoses.

In addition to the high accuracy in diagnostic perfor-
mance of the minimum bounding cube based on the edge
of the lesion, we also found that the method is relatively sim-
ple and easy to use, as it only needs to find the largest level of
the three dimensions of the image through image processing
software. At this level, the minimum rectangle that can cover
the outermost edge of the lesion is used, and finally, the min-
imum bounding cube containing the lesion is generated by
the computer traversal method. However, the 3D-ROI based
on the lesion itself needs to be delineated slice by slice and
along the edge. For nonenhancement sequence images,
sometimes, the edge of the lesion is unclear, leading to the
lack of local edge information of the lesion.

5. Conclusion

In summary, based on the segmentation method of the min-
imum bounding cube at the edge of the lesion, postcontrast
images of DCE-MRI T1WI sequence were extracted, and a
DL model was established. This model can combine the
information inside the lesion and that of containing peritu-
moral area to improve the diagnostic efficacy for both
benign and malignant breast lesions. Using the DL approach
with a 3D attention mechanism based on ResNet50 to iden-
tify benign and malignant BI-RADS 4 lesions was feasible.

6. Limitations of This Study

This study was a small-sample single-center study, and the
results obtained in this study need to be confirmed by future
large-sample multicenter investigations. Only mass lesions
were included in the study; thus, whether the segmentation
method is equally applicable to nonmass lesions remains to
be tested. The inclusion/exclusion criteria are quite stringent
and exclude many of the lesions which a radiologist reading
breast MRI will routinely come across. The study only used
first postcontrast images of DCE-MRI T1WI for segmenta-
tion by the minimum bounding cube of the lesion, which
needs to be examined to see if it fits other sequences of image
segmentation. Another limitation is that this study only
compared two lesion segmentation methods; thus, future
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investigation is needed to test whether other ROIs contain-
ing peritumoral area may be better.
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Based on locness corpus, this paper uses Wordsmith 6.0, SPSS 24, and other software to explore the use of temporal
connectives in Japanese writing by Chinese Japanese learners. This paper proposes a method of tense classification based
on the Japanese dependency structure. This method analyzes the results of the syntactic analysis of Japanese dependence
and combines the tense characteristics of the target language to extract tense-related information and construct a
maximum entropy tense classification model. The model can effectively identify the tense, and its classification accuracy
shows the effectiveness of the classification method. This paper proposes a temporal feature extraction algorithm oriented
to the hierarchical phrase expression model. The end-to-end speech recognition system has become the development trend
of large-scale continuous speech recognition because of its simplicity and efficiency. In this paper, the end-to-end
technology based on link timing classification is applied to Japanese speech recognition. Taking into account the
characteristics of Japanese hiragana, katakana, and Japanese kanji writing forms, through experiments on the Japanese data
set, different suggestions are explored. The final effect is better than mainstream speech recognition systems based on
hidden Markov models and two-way long and short-term memory networks. This algorithm can extract the temporal
characteristics of rules that meet certain conditions while extracting expression rules. These tense characteristics can guide
the selection of rules in the expression process, make the expression results more in line with linguistic knowledge, and
ensure the choice of relevant vocabulary and the structural ordering of the language. Through the analysis of time series
and static information, we combine the time and space dimensions of the network structure. Using connectionist temporal
classification (CTC) technology, an end-to-end speech recognition method for pronunciation error detection and diagnosis
tasks is established. This method does not require phonemic information nor does it require forced alignment. The
extended initials and finals are the error primitives, and 64 types of errors are designed. The experimental results show
that the method can effectively detect the wrong pronunciation, the detection accuracy rate is 87.07%, the false rejection
rate is 7.83%, and the error rate is 87.07%. The acceptance rate is 25.97%. This method uses network information more
comprehensively than traditional methods, and the model is more effective. After detailed experiments, this article
evaluates the prediction effect of this method and previous methods on the data set. This method improves the prediction
accuracy by about 15% and achieves the expected goal of the work in this paper.

1. Introduction

Statistical language expression is one of the challenging fron-
tier topics in the field of natural language processing, which
has a wide range of application value and important com-
mercial application prospects [1]. In recent years, statistical
language expression technology has developed rapidly, and

a series of impressive results have been achieved. However,
in practical applications, how to effectively use linguistic
knowledge in statistical language expression models to
improve the quality of expression is still a research hotspot
[2]. At present, in the statistical machine expression, the
research on tense is mainly limited to the aspect of tense rec-
ognition, and there are few studies on the expression of tense
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[3]. Temporal information is important linguistic informa-
tion, so the tense problem studied in this paper is trans-
formed into a problem of incorporating tense and other
linguistic knowledge into statistical expressions [4]. Driven
by many applications, the research on link prediction has
achieved fruitful results. At present, a method based on node
similarity is widely used, and the possibility of link genera-
tion is predicted by the size of the similarity score [5]. In
the static method, the network changes over time are
ignored. If only the network diagram under the most recent
time snapshot is used, when the network changes frequently,
the prediction effect will drop sharply [6]. With the develop-
ment of the Internet, there are more and more extensive sce-
narios where links occur repeatedly, and the evolution of
networks is becoming more and more common. Static link
prediction methods are far from being able to adapt to the
needs of the new situation. Therefore, in recent years, infor-
mation has gradually gained attention [7].

In recent years, with the rapid development of the Inter-
net at home and abroad and the integration of the world
economic market, the amount of network data information
has increased sharply, international exchanges have become
more frequent, and the language expression market is broad
[8]. Language expression, as an important way to overcome
language communication barriers, has a profound impact on
the promotion of political, economic, cultural, and military
exchanges between countries [9]. Language expression is a
powerful guarantee for active and healthy exchanges and
dialogues between the two countries. However, traditional
manual expression is inefficient and costly. For the huge
number and increasing number of expression tasks, it can
no longer meet the needs of society and the market [10].
Language expression is the automatic expression of text,
which is an important content in text processing, and most
applications in text processing need to reason and filter
according to the temporal relationship of text, such as time
extraction and automatic summarization, and tense can pro-
vide them important clues, so tense plays an indispensable
role in these applications [11]. Similarly, the correct expres-
sion of the tense in the text can convey the information of
the source language as accurately as possible, but different
languages have greater differences in the expression of tense,
which is a great challenge to the expression of the tense in
terms of language [12]. At the technical level, the existing
language expression methods are still mainly limited to the
use of rules to solve tense problems. These methods are inef-
ficient and costly. Even statistical language expression
methods cannot solve language well [13].

This article takes Japanese as the research object and
studies the expression of tense from the perspectives of
Japanese-Chinese. Japanese belongs to the cohesive language
family, and its tense is determined by the deformation of the
predicate ending, and the changes of the predicate ending
are various. There are similar endings in different simulta-
neous expressions, which leads to the low accuracy of the
tense expression of statistical expressions. In response to
the above problems, this article proposes a statistical expres-
sion method that incorporates tense characteristics. The dif-
ference between a recursive network and a feedforward

network lies in this feedback loop that constantly uses its
own output at the last moment as input. The purpose of
adding memory to the neural network is the sequence itself
contains information, and the recursive network can use this
information to complete tasks that the feedforward network
cannot complete. This sequence information is stored in the
hidden state of the recursive network and is continuously
passed to the previous layer, spanning many time steps,
affecting the processing of each new sample. Human mem-
ory will continue to cycle invisible in the body, affecting
our behavior without showing a complete appearance, and
information will also circulate in the hidden state of the
recursive network. This method uses a deep control gating
function to connect multilayer LSTM units and introduces
linear correlation between the upper and lower layers in
the recurrent neural network, which can build a deeper voice
model. At the same time, we use the training criteria of link-
ing time series classification for model training. We build an
end-to-end speech recognition system to solve the hidden
Markov model’s need to force the alignment of labels and
sequences and use CTC training criteria to realize an end-
to-end speech system, by combining with the traditional
LSTM-CTC model. The model is compared to verify the
effectiveness of the deep LSTM neural network [14, 15] in
speech recognition.

2. Related Work

Rule-based expression technology is highly dependent on
humans. It mainly relies on linguists to summarize rules
and manually compile the rules. The workload is large, and
problems such as rule conflicts are prone to occur, and it is
difficult to cope with large-scale expression tasks. The
corpus-based method pays more attention to automatically
obtaining rules from a large-scale corpus, which has the
advantages of language independence and automatic knowl-
edge acquisition, which greatly improves the efficiency of
expression. With the increase of the amount of network
information, the rule-based method has become more and
more limited, and the corpus-based method has more and
more obvious advantages, has developed rapidly, and has
achieved a series of remarkable results [16]. Allen et al.
[17] proposed an expression model based on word align-
ment, which entered the development stage of language
expression and marked the birth of modern statistical
expression methods. McCune [18] proposed the phrase
expression model, which greatly improved the expression
effect. This phrase expression model used a logarithmic lin-
ear model and its weight tuning method, which has made a
great contribution to the expression performance improve-
ment of the phrase expression model. At the same time,
due to its strong ease of use and other advantages, the phrase
expression model has begun to attract wide attention from
all walks of life. In practical applications, the online transla-
tion systems of large domestic and foreign Internet compa-
nies such as Baidu and Google all use this model as
backend support, which has certain commercial value. How-
ever, this model uses phrases as the basic processing unit,
and its ability to adjust order is limited, and the quality of
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long sentences is not good, which needs further improve-
ment. Izard et al. [19] introduced the concept of generalized
variables. A hierarchical phrase expression model was further
proposed, which used hierarchical phrase rules to achieve
expression, which made the entire expression process more
hierarchical, to a certain extent, alleviates the problem of insuf-
ficient global ordering ability in the phrase expression model,
and solved other problems of ordering. The method of the
problem has a certain guiding effect. As an expression model
based on formal grammar, this model introduces more effec-
tive information for the expression process. Similarity can be
described by many methods. According to the type of infor-
mation used, link prediction mainly includes similarity
methods based on network topology and similarity methods
based on node attributes. The network topology can be
divided into local information and global information. Asa-
hara and Matsumoto [20] also considered the number of
neighbors in common neighbors. Later, these neighbor-
based methods were also extended, not only considering
whether there is a link between neighbors but also the number
of links, that is, the addition based on the basic neighbor
method. In addition to neighbor-based methods, global infor-
mation was also often used for link prediction, such as path
information between nodes. Another way to consider global
information is the random walk model. This model can be
considered a general expression based on the neighbor
method and the path-based method, which can better reflect
the network topology information. The similarity method
based on node attributes is rarely used solely for link predic-
tion. Because on the one hand, node attributes are often used
in specific types of networks, and the processing is relatively
complicated; on the other hand, node attributes may be sub-
jective and sometimes not as reliable as the network topology.
However, node attributes and network topology, respectively,
reflect information from different aspects of the network,
and combining the two can often achieve a better effect. In
addition to node attributes and network topology, community
information has recently been shown to be helpful for link
prediction. At present, various types of information in net-
works such as local information, global information, and com-
munity information are often targeted at specific fields, and
the relatively comprehensive and comprehensive similarity
score model is not very satisfactory.

Since tenses have different and complex expressions in
different languages, it is very difficult to maintain the same
tense information from the source language to the target lan-
guage in terms of expression. In the machine expression sys-
tem based on intermediate language conversion [21], the
tense information of the source language was first converted
into language-independent abstract expressions. For exam-
ple, in the study of Chinese-Japanese tense expression,
Cheng et al. [22] proposed Lexical Conceptual Structures
(LSC) based on two levels of knowledge expression are used
to assist language expression, combining tense and lexical
semantics, and through some rule transformations in the
expression process, it can generate Japanese sentences with
correct tenses for Chinese sentences expression. However,
the above research is based on a language expression system
based on intermediate language conversion. It is a rule-based

language expression. It is not only highly subjective but also
highly dependent on language types, and it is difficult to
expand. It is also significantly different from the existing
SMT system. On this basis, others jointly build a temporal
model with the context of the target end. First, they syntac-
tically analyzed the bilingual parallel corpus and used the
syntactic analysis result to automatically extract the tempo-
ral information contained in the sentence, and then accord-
ing to the temporal continuity and text classification, a
temporal model based on the classifier was proposed. In
the SMT system, someone proposed a corpus-based method
to study Japanese and Chinese tense expression, but mainly
demonstrated that bilingual corpus contains rich tense infor-
mation, which can help solve the problem of Japanese and
Chinese tense expression. On this basis, we can consider
integrating bilingual tense information to solve the problem
of tense expression [23]. In the statistical language expression
system, on the one hand, there is less research on the expres-
sion of tense. On the other hand, the expression research on
the integration of linguistic knowledge is in its infancy. Vari-
ous methods need to be further improved. The full use of lin-
guistic knowledge in the research of machine translation has
important value and also has important guiding significance
for the research of tense in this article.

3. Japanese Language Expression and Semantic
Model Construction Based on Link
Timing Classification

3.1. Link Timing Classification. Time series has achieved
good results in describing time information. There are two
main ways to represent the network information of each
time period in history as discrete time series diagrams and
link predictions. Link timing classification (CTC) is mainly
used to deal with timing classification tasks, especially when
the alignment result between the input signal and the target
label is unknown. Link timing classification technology can
perform label prediction at any point in the entire input
sequence, which solves the problem of forced alignment in
traditional speech recognition. The criterion for neural net-
work training by linking time series classification technology
is called the CTC criterion. Figure 1 shows the hierarchical
distribution of link timing classification.

The existing information of the static method is a graph.
According to the link between nodes x and y and other
nodes, the similarity scores of x and y are calculated to pre-
dict the current unlinked node pair (x, y) will be generated in
the next time period possibility of linking.

X t½ � =
1 0 0
0 ⋯ 0
0 0 t

2
664

3
775, ð1Þ

Y xð Þ = x 1ð Þ + 2 × x 2ð Þ+⋯+t × x tð Þ: ð2Þ
One is the time series of the number of links between

nodes, which only predicts the future link situation based
on the past links between nodes, and achieves similar results
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to the static method. Combining it with the static method
can further improve the prediction effect.

C t, sð Þ = t ∈ A : s tð Þ = t ∗ t − 1ð Þ, t⟶Nf g: ð3Þ

For new links, because the time series of link times is
lost, the hybrid model is downgraded to a static similarity
method; in addition, the hybrid model multiplies the final
static method prediction value with the time series predic-
tion value, which makes it difficult to describe the network
in each time period.

z =
i × x tð Þ + x t − 1ð Þð Þ, t > i,
i × x tð Þ − x t − 1ð Þð Þ, t < i,

(
ð4Þ

H x½ � = x 1ð Þ⋯ x tð Þ½ � ×
x tð Þ
⋯

x 1ð Þ

2
664

3
775: ð5Þ

The existing information of this method is from the first
time period in history to the current time period t, a total of
t pictures. According to (x, y) historical link situation
(including the bold dashed line at time t), we establish a
unary time series model to predict the link situation in the
next time period. The probability number of links is greater
than 0 is the link probability.

p t ∣ xð Þ −
YT
t=1

H xð Þ × x tð Þ − �xð Þ = 0, ð6Þ

∂ ln p z ∣ xð Þ
∂x

× p z ∣ xð Þ ×H xð Þ = 1: ð7Þ

However, because the model is too simple and fails to
describe the relationship between the similarity score and
the number of links, the changing laws of the two are differ-
ent, and the results obtained by the mixed model are not as
good as just using the similarity score time series.

3.2. Temporal Feature Extraction. Time series is a sequence
of ordered data recorded in chronological order. We observe
the time series in order to find the law of its development
and change, and then, we select a suitable model to fit the
observations to complete the prediction of the future value
based on the model. The application of time series analysis
and forecasting methods is very rich, such as forecasting
the load of the power system and the price of a stock in
the stock market.

Figure 2 shows the flow of sentence temporal feature
extraction. The first part is the input layer, which accepts
the acoustic characteristics of the input. As a branch of
mathematical statistics, time series has its own set of analysis
and prediction methods. In the unary time series model, in
order to predict the future value, the historical value of the
series itself is the research focus. Different from the unitary
time series, in addition to its own influence, the changing
laws of some series are also related to other series. The next
is the batch normalization layer and the zero-filling layer.
The reason for adding the zero-filling layer is to ensure batch
processing with the same length; the second part is convolu-
tion, which contains 10 CNN layers, 5 maxpool layers, then
the batch normalization layer, and the dropout layer. The
function of the dropout layer is to prevent overfitting and
improve generalization ability during training; the third part
is the fully connected layer (dense layer), each neuron in the
fully connected layer is connected with all neurons in the
previous pooling layer, and the fully connected layer inte-
grates the classification features of the convolution and
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Figure 1: Hierarchical distribution of link timing classification.
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pooling layers and distinguishes them. The activation func-
tion of each neuron uses the linear rectification function.
The output value of the last layer is passed to the softmax
logistic regression for classification. Finally, the CTC output
layer is used to generate the predicted phoneme sequence.
This method also tries to compare the similarity score calcu-
lated by the entire network between nodes and the actual
occurrence between nodes. Combining the number of links,
the hybrid model normalizes the similarity score of each
time period and adds the number of links, which is used as
the input of the time series.

3.3. Phrases and Semantic Fusion. The language model of the
encoder-decoder structure [24] integration is only reflected
in the prediction of the current moment by using the predic-
tion of the previous moment during decoding. There are cer-
tain limitations and cannot make full use of linguistic
information. Therefore, in order to explicitly introduce it
in the decoding process in the language model, we further
improve the performance of speech recognition. Based on
the transformer structure, this article removes the decoder
part and combines the encoder with the link timing classifi-
cation as the end-to-end model used in this article. The main
body of the entire model is composed of several identical
coding layers stacked, and each coding layer is divided into
two parts: multihead attention [25, 26] and feed-forward
network. The main method of current speech recognition
is to train the acoustic model by combining the recurrent
neural network (RNN) and its variants with the hidden Mar-
kov model. The cyclic neural network uses the past informa-
tion to input the output of the hidden layer at the last
moment into the hidden layer at the current moment,
retaining the previous information. As a time series, the
speech signal has a strong context dependence, so the recur-

rent neural network is quickly applied to speech recognition.
Theoretically, RNN can handle arbitrarily long sequences,
but due to the disappearance of the gradient, the RNN can-
not use the information at a longer time. A residual connec-
tion is added after each part, and then, layer normalization is
performed. Figure 3 shows the three-dimensional histogram
of the residuals in the coding layer of the language model. In
addition, the model also includes a downsampling and
upsampling module, a position encoding module, and an
output layer. The output adopts the link timing classification
criterion and predicts a label for each frame of speech to
minimize the CTC loss function.

The “multihead attention” module is composed of sev-
eral identical layers stacked, and each layer is a self-
attention mechanism that uses scaled dot-product attention
(scaled dot-product attention). Self-attention is a mecha-
nism that uses the connection between different positions
of the input sequence to calculate the input representation.
Specifically, it has three inputs, queries, keys, and values,
which can be understood as the speech feature after encod-
ing. The output of query is obtained by the weighted sum-
mation of value, and the weight of each value is calculated
by the design function of query and its related key. The
“multihead” mechanism is used to combine multiple differ-
ent layers. The self-attention representation of that is calcu-
lated, and h represents the number of “heads”. Figure 4
shows the fusion of linguistic expressions and sememe char-
acters. Combining the characters in the word with spaces as
separators to form character pairs, we combine word fre-
quency and count all character pairs and their appearance
frequency. We select the pair of characters with the highest
frequency, remove the spaces in the middle, and merge
them. The resulting character sequence is used as a new
symbol to replace the original character pair.
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Figure 2: Sentence temporal feature extraction process.
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Then, we repeat the two steps of counting the frequency
of character pairs and merging the most frequent character
pairs until the number of merging reaches the specified
number. We output the merged character pairs according
to the statistical frequency from high to low, then use the
character pair list generated in the previous section. The cor-
pus that needs to be processed is segmented. When segment-
ing is performed, the same word is used as the unit, and the
characters are first segmented. Then, the character pairs are
merged in the order of the frequency of appearance in the
character pair list from high to low. Finally, it is retained that
does not appear in units in the list of character pairs and
individual characters not participating in the merging.

4. Application and Analysis of Japanese
Language Expression and Semantic Model
Based on Link Timing Classification

4.1. Link Timing Score Prediction. In the LSTM-based end-to-
end speech recognition system, we use a bidirectional long and
short-term memory network to model the timing of speech
features, and the output uses the link timing classification cri-
terion to directly predict the label sequence. In this experi-
ment, we use 3 hidden layers. They are combined with a

LSTM network with 1024 hidden nodes in each layer and
108-dimensional filterbank features for acoustic model train-
ing. The modeling unit uses ub-word units. The 3-gram lan-
guage model is combined when decoding. Figure 5 shows
the sentence level accuracy deviation box type figure. In rec-
ognition, in order to use the knowledge of Japanese linguis-
tics to further improve the recognition performance, we
combined the traditional language model when decoding
and unified the dictionary, language model, and acoustic
model to decode, and the system recognition performance
was significantly improved. On the Japanese data set, using
the algorithm recommended in this article, the recognition
performance is significantly better than the current main-
stream hybrid system based on the hidden Markov model
and the end-to-end model based on the bidirectional long
and short-term memory network. In order to reduce the
memory occupied during model training and speed up the
training, we first downsample the original speech feature
frame and, then, encode it through the linear layer. At the
same time, because the output adopts the CTC criterion, it
is necessary to predict a label for each frame of speech, so
the speech feature is performed before the output layer
One-step upsampling operation restores the length of the
speech frame to the original length. In this way, while speed-
ing up the calculation and reducing memory requirements, it
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Figure 3: Three-dimensional histogram distribution of residuals in the coding layer of the language model.
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also ensures the accuracy of the model and improves the rec-
ognition performance.

For the CTC-based end-to-end model described in this
article, in the experiment, we use 6 layers of coding, the
“multihead” attention part uses 8 “heads,” and the original

speech features are 108-dimensional filterbank features. For
downsampling, the dimension after encoding is 512 dimen-
sions, and then, the position-coding information is added as
the input of the network. The feedforward network dimen-
sion uses 1024 dimensions. Algorithm utilization for the idea
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of the greedy algorithm is an efficient data compression
algorithm. In the process of data compression, the BPE algo-
rithm searches for the byte pair that appears most frequently
in the program code on the target memory (RAM) page; the
single-byte token that appears in the specific code replaces
the byte pair. In order to compare with the traditional
HMM-based Mandarin speech recognition method, the
HMM-based Mandarin recognition is performed under the
same data set, in which the acoustic features use 39-
dimensional MFCC features (dimensional cepstral coeffi-
cient features, dimensional energy feature, and its first and
second order differences), the word error rate based on
monophones in the experimental results is 50.9%, which is
worse than the results in the text, indicating that the method
in the text is superior to the monophone based on HMM in
Mandarin speech recognition method. The method in the
text does not require the use of pronunciation dictionaries
and language models, which simplifies the implementation
process of the speech recognition system. We repeat these
two steps until all byte pairs are replaced or no byte pairs
appear with a frequency greater than 1, and finally, the com-
pressed data is output. With the dictionary containing all the
replaced byte pairs, the dictionary is used to restore the data.

4.2. Expression and Semantic Simulation. This article con-
ducts experiments on the King-ASR-450 data set. The data-
base collects 79,149 voice data in a quiet environment, which
is 121.3 hours long. The dictionary formed by the tran-
scribed text contains a total of 66027 Japanese words. All
voice data are 8KHz sampling rate, 16bit, single-channel
format. In the experiment, 76.6 k voice data (117.45 h) were
selected as the training set, 0.5 k voice data (0.77 h) were
used as the development set, and 2.0 k speech data (3.07 h)
are as the test set. This paper uses them as the experimental

platform to compare the experimental effects under different
models and explore the improved the impact of the unit on
the recognition performance. In the experiment, we built
three systems for comparison. The first is the mainstream
LSTM-HMM-based baseline system, and the second system
is the LSTM-based CTC end-to-end recognition system, and
the third is the CTC end-to-end recognition system based on
LSTM. The system is the SA-CTC end-to-end recognition
system proposed in this paper. Figure 6 shows the compari-
son of the word data recognition error rate.

In the experiment, 39 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeffi-
cients (MFCC characteristics) are used as the input signal
of the GMM-HMM hybrid system. In the GMM-HMM sys-
tem, the final number of bound states is 3334 through
Gaussian splitting and decision tree clustering. The model
forcibly aligns the training data to obtain frame-level labels,
which are used as training data for the subsequent neural
network. In the LSTM-HMM training, 108-dimensional fil-
terbank features are used for training, and 40 frames of
speech data are used before and after the current frame to
obtain the before and after information. The network has 3
hidden layers, the hidden layer nodes are 1024, and the
modeling unit is the bound 3334 states. Considering the
impact of resource sparseness on the experimental results,
we use a pronunciation dictionary and use phonemes as
modeling units to conduct experiments. There are 237 pho-
nemes in the data set. After blank is added, the output node
of the network is 238, and the frequency of each phoneme is
counted. The relative balance is better, and the trained
model should be more robust. The 3-gram language model
is combined when decoding.

In order to evaluate the performance of the pronuncia-
tion error detection system, the article refers to the hierar-
chical evaluation structure developed in the literature, and
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Figure 6: Line chart of comparison of term data recognition error rate.
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design evaluation indicators. There are 4 kinds of test results
in the experiment: correct acceptance (AT), correct rejection
(RT), false rejection (RF), and false acceptance (AF).
Figure 7 shows the histogram of the false acceptance rate
of sentence node detection. According to these 4 detection
results, the performance of the system is measured by the
false acceptance rate (RFA), false rejection rate (RFR), and
correct diagnosis (AD). RFA indicates that the learner’s
incorrect pronunciation is detected by the system as the cor-
rect pronunciation percentage; RFR represents the percent-
age of learners’ correct pronunciation detected by the
system as incorrect pronunciation; AD is the correct rate
of system diagnosis, that is, the system’s detection results
are consistent with the labeled results. In order to analyze

their Mandarin pronunciation errors in more detail, these
64 kinds of errors are classified and counted.

4.3. Example Application and Analysis. In this paper, the
pronunciation characteristics of Japanese and Chinese are
compared, and a corpus of students’ Mandarin pronuncia-
tion errors is designed. Figure 8 shows the linear fitting of
sentence transcription rates under different average sam-
pling frequencies. The corpus is recorded under silent office
conditions with a microphone and smartphone. Its average
sampling rate is 3,000Hz and the sampling size is 16 bits.
The sentences in the corpus (text prompts in the recording)
are everyday words and cover all syllables. People participat-
ing in the recording are young students who have serious
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accents in their pronunciation. The recorded corpus is cross-
labeled by 10 graduate students majoring in phonetics.
When there are inconsistencies, phonetics experts will be
asked to judge them. This corpus is only used for testing.

In the DNN-based acoustic model modeling process, 75-
dimensional fiherbank features are used, and the network
trained with 10000 h Japanese corpus is used as the initial
network, which effectively avoids the local optimal solution
in network training. The DNN model [27–29] includes 6
hidden layers, each layer includes 2,048 nodes, and the out-
put layer includes 6,004 nodes. In order to improve the dis-
tinguishing degree of the DNN model, the input layer adopts
the framing operation, and the input nodes are 825 (11 × 75)
nodes. In addition, the HMMs acoustic model is forced to
align the training data to obtain frame-level annotations
for DNN training [30, 31].

In order to further verify that when the training corpus is
sufficient and the modeling unit does not have sparseness,
the CTC criterion is better than the CE criterion. This article
conducts experiments on the Japanese language full database
provided by the NIST2015 Keyword Search (OpenKWS)
competition. The training set is about 40 hours, and the test
set is 1 h. Figure 9 shows the training corpus identification
variance matchstick graph of different nodes. The initial net-
work of DNN training is also for the 10000h Japanese train-
ing network. The last layer is cut off, and it is initialized to
3054 nodes randomly. The sequential connectives used by
learners and native speakers are mainly concentrated on
sequential connectives: connectives that show order and
sequence. There are 50 sequential connectives in the corpus,
accounting for 65.86% of the sequential words used by
learners; there are 30 sequential connectives, accounting
for 57.97% of the sequential words used by native speakers,
especially in the top four frequently used words. The LSTM
training network is exactly the same as the aforementioned
Japanese initial network except that the last layer becomes
3054 nodes. It can be seen that the decoding efficiency

required by the end-to-end acoustic model is higher than
that of the traditional hidden Markov-based acoustic model,
which is increased by about 50%. This is mainly because in
the HMM-based acoustic model decoding process, in addi-
tion to the dictionary and language model, the HMM model
is also packaged into a WFST network, which greatly
increases the search space for decoding. In the CTC acoustic
model, the HMM model is no longer needed. In addition, it
can be seen that when the modeling unit is a Japanese word,
although the recognition result is poor, the decoding speed is
the fastest. This is because the word is used as the modeling
unit and even a dictionary is not needed, so the WFST net-
work only contains language models. Compared with the
acoustic model whose modeling unit is tri-phone, the decod-
ing search space based on the end-to-end acoustic model is
smaller, and the decoding speed is faster.

In Japanese end-to-end tri-phone acoustic modeling, the
output layer of the LSTM network contains 3596 nodes
(3595 triphone and 1 blank). In addition to the output layer,
the initial network is similar to that. The CTC initial net-
work of the Japanese experimental part is exactly the same.
Figure 10 shows the pie chart of the recognition percentages
of the endpoints at different levels of the model. It can be
seen that the recognition performance of the recognition
system based on the end-to-end model is significantly better
than the hybrid system based on the hidden Markov model,
and the recognition accuracy is above 90%. At the same
time, the recognition based on the end-to-end model of the
SA-CTC effect is better than the end-to-end model based
on LSTM-CTC, with an accuracy rate of 91.35%.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a method of integrating tense charac-
teristics in statistical expressions. This method realizes the
selection and filtering of rules of different tenses without
increasing the complexity of the decoder. And there is no
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Figure 9: Match stick graph of training corpus identification variance of different nodes.
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dependence on language, only need to choose to integrate
monolingual tense features or bilingual tense features
according to the difference of language grammar. In the
end, the recognition performance of the SA-CTC-based
end-to-end model surpasses the HMM-based hybrid model
and the BiLSTM-based end-to-end model, and the recogni-
tion accuracy reaches 91.35%. This paper studies the end-
to-end technology based on the self-attention mechanism
and link timing classification and builds a complete speech
recognition system on the Japanese data set. At the same
time, according to the characteristics of Japanese large
vocabulary, the algorithm is introduced, and the subword
unit is used as Japanese recognition modeling unit. The
experimental results of Japanese-Chinese and Japanese-
Japanese expressions show that the method proposed in this
paper can not only effectively improve the tense expression
accuracy of the hierarchical phrase model but also achieve
the purpose of word sense disambiguation and improvement
of sentence structure adjustment. In response to the above
shortcomings, this paper proposes a new link prediction
method SOTS (Similarities and Occurrences Time Series)
based on the combination of node similarity and link times.
First, calculate the similarity score between the nodes in each
time period through a trending random walk and, then, use
the time series model to combine it with the actual number
of links between the nodes in each time period to predict the
occurrence of each node pair in the next time period possi-
bility of linking. Through two combined time series models,
this paper studies the relationship between the similarity
scores between nodes and the actual number of links. This
method can be used to predict new links and recurring links
in the evolving network in the future.
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The music style classification technology can add style tags to music based on the content. When it comes to researching and
implementing aspects like efficient organization, recruitment, and music resource recommendations, it is critical. Traditional
music style classification methods use a wide range of acoustic characteristics. The design of characteristics necessitates musical
knowledge and the characteristics of various classification tasks are not always consistent. The rapid development of neural
networks and big data technology has provided a new way to better solve the problem of music-style classification. This paper
proposes a novel method based on music extraction and deep neural networks to address the problem of low accuracy in
traditional methods. The music style classification algorithm extracts two types of features as classification characteristics for
music styles: timbre and melody features. Because the classification method based on a convolutional neural network ignores
the audio’s timing. As a result, we proposed a music classification module based on the one-dimensional convolution of a
recurring neuronal network, which we combined with single-dimensional convolution and a two-way, recurrent neural
network. To better represent the music style properties, different weights are applied to the output. The GTZAN data set was
also subjected to comparison and ablation experiments. The test results outperformed a number of other well-known methods,
and the rating performance was competitive.

1. Introduction

Music is an audio signal composed of a specific rhythm, mel-
ody, harmony, or musical instrument fusion according to a
certain rule, and it is an art that contains and reflects human
emotions [1–3]. The different characteristics formed by the
unique beats, timbres, tunes, and other elements in musical
works are called music styles [4–6], such as common rock
music [7], classical music [8], and jazz. In recent years, with
the rapid development and innovation of the Internet and
multimedia technologies [9–11], digital music [12, 13] has
long become the main form of people listening to music,
which also promotes the increasing demand for music
appreciation. Music style is now one of the most commonly
used classification attributes for the management and stor-
age of digital music databases, and it is also one of the main
classification search items used by most online music web-
sites. The efficiency of the manual labeling method used in
early music information retrieval can no longer meet the

needs of management in the face of massive music data,
and it is very easy to consume a lot of manpower and time.
As a result, studying music style classification algorithms is
critical in order to achieve the goal of automatic music style
classification [14–16].

Music style classification is an important branch in the
field of music information retrieval that has been studied
in depth because the automatic algorithm of music style
classification has the abovementioned practical value. Digital
signal processing random process, music theory, and other
theories are primarily used in algorithmic research of music
style classification to mathematically describe and express
genre-related characteristics in music signals to form various
types of music characteristics. The machine learning algo-
rithm [17–19] is used to learn the feature distribution char-
acteristics of different genres to obtain the classifier. Finally,
the feature of a piece of audio signal is given as the input of
the classifier, and the style of the classifier is determined
according to the posterior probability. Among them, the
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structure of the feature determines the upper limit of the
performance of the classification algorithm, and an effective
representation method can maximize the accuracy of the
classification result. Therefore, a large number of scholars
focus on the feature engineering link of music signals. How-
ever, there are two main difficulties in the study of music sig-
nals: on the one hand, music contains complex and abstract
information such as emotions, rhythms, instruments, and
chords, which are often difficult to express in artificially con-
structed features; on the other hand, music contains com-
plex and abstract information. Compared with ordinary
voice signals, music has more complex frequency composi-
tion and richer timbre information. Therefore, some con-
ventional processing methods of voice signal processing
cannot be simply applied, and special algorithms need to
be designed according to the characteristics of music signals.

In recent years, deep learning [20–22] has achieved out-
standing results in the fields of image [23], speech, and nat-
ural language processing. More and more researchers are
trying to learn a good feature expression of music signals
through deep neural networks, replacing the previous man-
ual extraction. The characteristics of improving the perfor-
mance of the algorithm have important theoretical value.
At present, Spotify, the world’s largest genuine streaming
music service platform, has successfully applied deep learn-
ing to its music recommendation system. Therefore, music
signal processing based on deep learning can promote the
development of music platforms and provide users with a
better service experience and has huge economic value and
research value.

The main innovations of this article are as follows:

(1) This paper proposes a novel music style classification
algorithm based on music feature extraction and
deep neural network, which can effectively improve
the performance of music style classification

(2) This paper takes two types of features, the tonic and
the melody feature, as the parameters of classifica-
tion in the music style, since the method of classify-
ing music based on convolutionary neural nets
overlooks the time sequence of the audio itself. So,
we combined the proposed convolution structure
with the single-dimensional convolution and two-
way, recurrent neural network and proposed a music
classification module that would rely on the one-
dimensional convolution of a recurring neuronal
network. The output is given different weights of
attention in order to better represent the music
features

(3) Comparison and ablation experiments were also
conducted on the GTZAN dataset. The experimental
results surpassed other well-known methods and
achieved competitive classification performance

2. Related Work

Different genres have distinct musical styles, and the identi-
fication of musical styles or musical genres has been exten-

sively researched since its inception. People in other
countries have been using artificial methods to judge music
genres and styles since the 1990s. The “Music Chromosome
Project” is the most well-known. The main goal of this pro-
ject is for music experts to divide music into different types
based on their knowledge and understanding of music tech-
nology. However, when faced with massive amounts of data,
artificial methods are immature due to the limited technical
conditions, and different experts have slightly different
understandings of different music genres, so the project
has spent a lot of financial and material resources. Driven
by this situation, people began to try the research of auto-
matic classification algorithms for music genre recognition.

Later, American researchers proposed a classification
algorithm. This method mainly calculates the mean, vari-
ance, and autocorrelation coefficient from massive music
data, so as to further analyze the characteristics of music,
such as loudness and pitch, people can easily feel. The
obtained features are then identified and classified by using
some classifiers. Subsequently, this algorithm has been
greatly promoted, and people have begun to try to use some
improved algorithms to classify music genres based on this
algorithm. In 2002, Tzanetakis and Cook [24] provided a
new classification algorithm. This method first extracts
acoustic features, which mainly contains three types of
acoustic features, music timbre, rhythm, and pitch content.
Since the extracted acoustic features are generally of higher
dimensionality, the feature selection algorithm is used to
reduce the dimensionality of the features to facilitate calcula-
tion, and at the same time, some insignificant redundant
information is removed. Finally, some models and corre-
sponding algorithms are used to identify and classify music
genres.

With the development of computer technology, machine
learning has also begun to be applied to the classification of
music genres. In 2003, Xu et al. [25] studied the classification
of music genres by using different music characteristics. By
comparing the K-nearest neighbor method, conditional ran-
dom field, and Markov model algorithms, they found that
the recognition effect classification algorithm of SVM is the
most effective. With the application of wavelet transform
theory, Li et al. [26] used statistical methods to calculate
the statistical values of wavelet coefficients, combined with
classification models commonly used in machine learning,
such as LDA, GMM, and KNN, to obtain good classification
results. In 2011, in order to obtain more essential music fea-
tures, Panagakis et al. [27] proposed an unsupervised dimen-
sionality reduction method for the first time. Through
experimental results, it was found that this method has a sig-
nificant effect in extracting music features compared to pre-
vious methods.

3. Methodology

3.1. Elements of Music.Music contains three elements: pitch,
rhythm, and timbre. Melody and harmony of music can be
formed through the combination and transformation of
pitch; tempo is related to articulation, which controls the
speed and transition of music; timbre is the sound quality
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of sound perception, used to distinguish different types of
sounds to produce notes, and each instrument has its own
unique timbre. The combination of these three elements
can form other elements in music. For example, a number
of different pitches played at the same time become har-
mony, and the coordinated effect obtained by different
pitches at different times becomes a melody. These elements
form a unique style of music through different combina-
tions, conveying joy, excitement, sadness, and other emo-
tions, thus, forming different genres.

Vocal music, which is based on vocal singing, and instru-
mental music, which is based on instrument performance,
are the two main types of music. Chorus and solo in vocal
music, as well as solo, concerto, and symphony in instru-
mental music, are examples of these two forms. Instrumental
and vocal music can be combined to create a wide range of
musical expressions.

3.2. Music Feature Extraction. This paper uses multiple fea-
ture extraction methods to extract the timbre features of
the bottom music features (Mel cepstrum coefficients) and
the melody features of the middle music features (pitch fre-
quency, formant, and band energy) from the original audio
signal and then will be composed of these features. The
training set explains how to use the training classification
system to improve the classification system’s accuracy.

3.2.1. Mel Cepstral Coefficient. The Mel cepstrum coefficient
simulates the characteristics of human hearing and con-
forms to the characteristics of human hearing. It has good
antinoise ability and high recognition rate. In the current
speech signal research, it has become a widely used charac-
teristic parameter [28]. First, import the audio signal, per-
form frame processing and windowing on the signal, and
use Fourier transform to transform the time domain signal
into the frequency domain signal:

x kð Þ = 〠
N−1

k=0
x nð Þe−j2πnk/N , 0 ≤ k ≤N − 1: ð1Þ

The input signal is represented by x, and the signal input
strength at n is represented by xðnÞ, n = 0, 1,⋯, J , where J is
the signal length. In the discrete Fourier transform, the num-
ber of points it performs is denoted by N .

The energy spectrum should be calculated and then
transferred. A set of Mel scale triangle filters are used to
implement the transfer method. A key parameter of this
form of filter is the center frequency, which is denoted as f
ðmÞ. For each triangle filter, the output energy of the group
is calculated and expressed in logarithm, then,

S mð Þ = ln 〠
N−1

k=1
x kð Þj j2Hm kð Þ

 !
, 0 ≤m ≤M − 1: ð2Þ

Second, to calculate the MFCC parameters, the way to
achieve it is to perform a discrete cosine transform (DCT):

C nð Þ = 〠
N−1

m=0
S mð Þ cos nπ m −

0:5
m

� �� �
, n = 1, 2,⋯, L: ð3Þ

3.2.2. Pitch Frequency. An audio signal consisting of various
tones may be seen as an audio sequence. The tone fluctuation
contains the composer’s emotion when creating this piece of
music, and the tone is determined by the tone frequency. The
pitch frequency is the voice; therefore, this is a very impor-
tant signal processing parameter. The pitch frequency extrac-
tion must take into account the short-term stability of the
speaker signal. Currently, the most common methods are
the autocorrelation detection (ACF), the average amplitude
difference (AMDF), and peak removal, etc. In this paper,
the autocorrelation function detection method is chosen to
extract the frequency of pitch in view of the stability and
smoothness of the pitch signal. The short-term autocorrela-
tion function RnðkÞ of the speech signal sðmÞ is defined as:

Rn kð Þ = 〠
N−k−1

m=0
Sn mð ÞSn m + kð Þ, ð4Þ

where N is the length of the window added by the speech sig-
nal; snðmÞ is a segmented window speech signal intercepted
by speech signal sðmÞ through a window with window length
N and is defined as:

Sn mð Þ = s mð Þw n −mð Þ: ð5Þ

The autocorrelation function of the fundamental part of
the audio clip will have obvious peaks, and the high-
frequency tones are not obvious compared to the fundamen-
tal. Therefore, judging whether it is a fundamental tone or a
high-frequency tone can be determined by detecting whether
there is an obvious peak, and the pitch frequency can be
extracted by detecting the distance between adjacent peaks.

3.2.3. Resonance Peak. Resonance frequency is another name
for formant. It refers to the phenomenon in which the energy
contained in a particular sound channel is increased as a
result of the audio signal’s resonance phenomenon. The
vocal tract can usually be regarded as a uniformly distributed
sound tube, and the resonance of the sound tube vibration in
different positions is the sound process. The shape of the for-
mant is usually related to the structure of the vocal tract. As
the structure of the vocal tract changes, the shape of the for-
mant will also change. For a segment of speech signal, differ-
ent emotions correspond to different channel shapes.
Therefore, the formant frequency can be used as an impor-
tant parameter of speech signal emotion recognition.

3.2.4. Frequency Band Energy Distribution. Band energy dis-
tribution refers to the distribution of energy possessed by a
segment of audio signal, which contains information such
as the strength and frequency of the audio signal. It has a
strong correlation with the sweetness of music and the emo-
tion of music. In the field of music, through the analysis of
the energy distribution characteristics of the frequency band,
the pleasantness and emotional characteristics of the audio
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signal can be obtained. Suppose there is a music segment of
length M, which contains the voice characteristics of various
instruments and human voices. Now we want to find one of
the subbands in the frequency domain of the music segment,
from a to a +N , which contains energy of. First, according to
the Fourier transform, the original time-domain music signal
f ðtÞ is converted to the frequency-domain signal FðtÞ.

F tð Þ =
ð
f tð Þe−jwtdt: ð6Þ

The band energy E is equal to:

E = 1
N

〠
a+N

a

F tð Þj j2: ð7Þ

3.3. Classification Model. The range of sounds is sequential in
the time dimension, and the timing information inside the
music is ignored by the simple use of the convolution struc-
ture. A one-dimensional configuration takes place within
the dimension of time and also ignores the sequence relation-
ship between the sound spectrum properties of different time
frames while capturing the local sound spectrum characteris-
tics. The music sequence relationship cannot be effectively
modelled only by one-dimensional convolution. Thus, we
combined the proposed convolution structure with one
DNA and a two-way recurrent neural net and proposed a
classification module based on a recurring one DNA network
and used the mechanism of attention to move the neural net-
work at different times. The output has different attention
weights, so that the characteristics of the music style are bet-
ter represented. The recurrent neural double-way network, in
particular, summarizes time domain data so that the model
can learn about music’s time sequence. Because the musical
characteristics of a piece of music can have different effects
on a musical category at different times, the attention mech-
anism is used to assign different weights of attention to the
cyclic neural network output at different times and to com-
bine sequence characteristics.

3.3.1. Bi-RNN. RNN can capture the internal structure hid-
den in the sequence over time. The audio signal itself can
be regarded as a time sequence. Using RNN to process music
can capture the spatial dependence of the audio signal in the
time dimension. The sound spectrum is also expanded in the
time dimension. The feature map after one-dimensional
convolution can be regarded as a time feature sequence, so
the use of RNN to process the sound spectrum features
can also play the same role. In order to better capture the
multidirectional dependence in the time dimension in the
music feature sequence, and be close to the brain’s percep-
tion of music, this paper uses Bi-RNN to model [29] the
music sequence.

Bi-RNN not only considers the previous input but also
the latter input may also be helpful for data modeling.
Figure 1 shows the structure of Bi-RNN. In the forward cal-

culation, H
!i

is related to H
!i−1

, and in the reverse calculation,

H
 i

is related to H
 i+1

, and H
 i

represents the state of the hid-
den layer. The calculation equation of H6 is as follows:

H
 i

= f W ′Xi +V ′H
 i+1� �

: ð8Þ

Next, add the forward and the back of each network step
to achieve the final network output:

Oi =UH
!i

+U ′H
 i
: ð9Þ

3.3.2. Attention Mechanism. For the music category corre-
sponding to the feature, the specific sound spectrum feature
that appeared during different music times may differ. The
focus mechanism [15] can each time compute the weight
of the characteristics sequence and weightedly sum up the
characteristics by weight each time. The overall feature of
the music is the fully connected layer. The summarized
function is represented.

This paper proposes an attention model with a serial
structure, as shown in Figure 2. Since the output Oi of
Bi-RNN represents the feature representation learned in
the classification model. The attention model uses linear
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of Bi-RNN.

Oi

Attention

Bi-RNN

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of attention mechanism of serial
structure.
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transformation to calculate the attention score. The calcu-
lation formula is as follows:

ei =wT
i Oi, ð10Þ

where e represents the attention score assigned to the i-th
feature vector, and E = ½e1, e2,⋯eT �. Oi is the i-th feature
vector. Then, we normalize the obtained attention score
to generate the attention probability distribution on the
feature representation:

ai = soft max Eð Þ = exp eið Þ
∑T

j=1exp ej
� � , ð11Þ

where ai represents the attention probability assigned by
the attention model to the i-th feature vector in the feature
representation.

3.3.3. Overall Structure. Once the convolutionary layer is
learned from various sound spectrums, feature maps with
abstract features of high levels can now be obtained. The
function maps can be extended in time to achieve sequences
of converting features, and the convolution sequences for the
music sequence modeling are entered in Bi-RNN. Then
using the weight of the focus, the network has learned to
weight the feature sequence performed by the Bi-RNN in
summary, integrate the output of the Bi-RNN at several
times, and translate it to the fully connected layer of the
music. The overall network structure is shown in Figure 3
to further learn how to obtain classification results.

4. Experiments

4.1. Lab Environment. This article’s hardware configuration
is as follows: 16GB memory, Intel Core i7-7700 processor,
and NVIDIA 1050ti graphics card. This article’s software
environment includes the Windows 10 operating system,
the Python programming language, the pycharm develop-
ment environment, and the librosa voice extraction toolkit.

4.2. Dataset. As a standard data set in the field of music
genre classification, the GTZAN data set is widely used to
measure the accuracy of the classification method. The data
set contains 10 music genres, such as classical, country, and
jazz. It contains 1,000 excerpts of songs, and these 1,000
excerpts are evenly distributed among 10 music genres.
The duration of each excerpt is approximately for 30 s. In
order to ensure the sound quality of various recordings,
the excerpted music clips are taken from wireless radios,
CDs, and MP3 compressed audio files. Each audio file is
stored in a 22050Hz, 16-bit mono format.

4.3. Experimental Results. We compared the proposed algo-
rithm with some well-known music style classification
methods on the GTZAN dataset. The experimental results
are shown in Table 1.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the RDNN network
without convolutional structure shows the relatively worst
classification effect on the GTZAN dataset, while the rest
of the networks all adopt convolutional structure for abstract
feature extraction, indicating that the convolutional struc-
ture can improve the feature extraction ability of the net-
work model on the acoustic spectrum. Although KCNN
adopts convolutional structure, it just carries out simple
stacking of convolutional units, and its classification perfor-
mance is inferior to that of NNET2 and NET1 with residual
structure. However, the proposed algorithm in this paper
adopts a combination of one-dimensional convolutional
cyclic neural network and attention mechanism and carries
out multifeature extraction. The network can extract the
audio features that are more relevant to the music category
and obtain the best classification performance.

4.4. Ablation Experiments. In order to further verify the
influence of tonal and melody features on the performance
of the proposed method, an ablation experiment is set up
in this section. Only-tonal means that only tonal features
are used, and only-melody means that only melody features
are used. The experimental results are shown in Table 2.

It can be seen from Table 2 that only the tonal feature is
used to obtain the performance second only to the proposed

Music feature extraction

Tonal features 1D CNN

1D CNN
Melody features

Input
music

Bi-RNN

Bi-RNN

Attention

Attention
FC layer

Output

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the overall structure.
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algorithm, while the melody feature alone has a greater
impact on the performance. Therefore, this shows that the
melody feature is more effective.

5. Conclusion

We propose a new algorithm for music classification based
on music extraction and a deep neural network in this arti-
cle. As the classification parameters for music, the algo-
rithm first extracts two types of characteristics, the timbre
characteristic and the melody feature. Because the classifi-
cation method based on a convolutional neural network
ignores the audio’s timing. Thus, we proposed a music clas-
sification module based on a one-dimensional convolution
of recurring neural networks by combining the proposed
convolution structure with a single-dimensional convolu-
tion and a two-way recurrent neural network. To better
represent the characteristics of music style, different weights
of attention are applied to the output. On the GTZAN data
set, we also ran comparison and removal experiments. The
experimental results show that the proposed method out-
performs several other well-known methods, with an accu-
racy of 91.99 percent.
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The recurrent convolutional neural network is an advanced neural network that integrates deep structure and convolution
calculation. The feedforward neural network with convolution operation and deep structure is an important method of deep
learning. In this paper, the convolutional neural network and the recurrent neural network are combined to establish a
recurrent convolutional neural network model composed of anomalies, LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory), and CNN. This
study combines the principal component analysis method to predict and analyze the test results of students’ physical fitness
standards. The innovation lies in the introduction of the function of the recurrent convolutional network and the use of
principal component analysis to conduct qualitative research on seven evaluation indicators that reflect the three aspects of
students’ physical health. The results of the study clearly show that there is a strong correlation between some indicators, such
as standing long jump and sitting bends which may have a strong correlation. The first principal component eigenvalue has
the highest contribution rate, which mainly reflects the five indicators of standing long jump, sitting forward bend, pull-up,
50m sprint, and 1000m long-distance running. This shows that the physical fitness indicators have a great impact on the
physical health of students, which also reflects the current status of students’ physical fitness problems. The results of principal
component analysis are scientific and reasonable.

1. Introduction

The convolutional neural network is an advanced neural net-
work that integrates two important functions of convolution
operation and deep structure. It is one of the representative
algorithms of deep learning. The convolutional neural net-
work not only has super high learning ability but also can
classify different hierarchical structures and input informa-
tion, so we call it “translational and unchanged artificial neu-
ral network” [1]. Now that we have entered the 21st century,
with in-depth study [2–4] of related theoretical knowledge
and continuous improvement of numerical computing
equipment, the recurrent convolutional neural network has
achieved unprecedented development, and researchers apply
it to computer vision processing [5–7], natural language pro-
cessing, and other fields. Convolutional neural networks can
perform supervised and unsupervised learning by imitating

the visual perception of related organisms [8]. Due to the
sharing of convolution kernel parameters in hidden layers
and the sparsity of connections between layers, convolutional
neural networks can learn lattice features, such as pixels and
audio. The recurrent neural network is a recursive neural net-
work in which all nodes are connected by a chain through the
data of the input sequence and recursively along the evolu-
tion direction of the sequence. Recurrent neural networks
have super high memory, sharing, and completeness and
have considerable advantages in the field of learning nonlin-
ear sequences. Recurrent neural networks are widely used in
natural language processing, such as special speech recogni-
tion and memory, modeling, and translation [9]. They are
also often used for the prediction of various sequences [10].
The recurrent convolutional neural network was introduced
to deal with computer vision perception problems involving
sequence input [11]. The recurrent convolution neural
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network is the coupling of convolution neural network and
recurrent neural network and combines information classifi-
cation ability with visual processing, which can be better
applied to data analysis.

Principal component analysis is a multivariate statistical
method to investigate the correlation between multiple vari-
ables. This paper studies how to reveal the internal structure
of multiple variables through a few principal components, that
is, derive a few principal components from the original vari-
ables, so that they retain as much information of the original
variables as possible and are not related to each other. Usually,
the mathematical treatment is to make a linear combination of
the original P indexes as a new comprehensive index [12, 13].
PCA is the simplest method to analyze multivariate statistical
distribution with eigenvectors [14]. It can usually reveal the
internal structure of data and can transform multivariate data
sets that can be displayed in high-dimensional data spatial
coordinate systems into lower-dimensional images. Because
of the above characteristics, PCA is often used to reduce the
dimension of the data set on the premise of ensuring the fea-
tures that make the greatest contribution to the square differ-
ence in the data set. Wang et al. [15] proposed the method of
PCA for background modeling for the first time. At present,
principal component analysis usually converts multiple indi-
cators into several comprehensive indicators through dimen-
sionality reduction methods. The linear function constructed
by PCA conforms to the original characteristics [16]. The real-
ization of PCA is actually a process of transforming by linear
features. The basic process of linear transformation is equiva-
lent to the rotation and translation of the coordinate sys-
tem [17].

Governments in various countries have begun to pay
attention to national health, and the international commu-
nity is also looking for a global health promotion strategy,
which puts “health issues” on the agenda [18]. The evalua-
tion of student physique has always been an important part
of school physical education. The physical strength of stu-
dents is related to the development and prosperity of a coun-
try, nation, and society. Enhancing the physical fitness of
students is the main purpose and task of school physical
education [19]. Strengthening the research on the physical
condition of college students and its influencing factors has
important practical significance for future economic con-
struction. The times require them not only to have a com-
prehensive and solid scientific culture and outstanding
talents but also to have a strong physique. Therefore, only
the health of students is an important prerequisite for
improving academic performance and cultivating cross-
century talents [20]. Based on this, the health problem of
contemporary college students is not only a personal prob-
lem but also a social problem. With the development of
recurrent convolutional neural networks, recurrent convolu-
tional neural networks and principal component analysis
have been widely used in various practices, such as predict-
ing students’ academic performance, modeling students,
grouping students according to their personality characteris-
tics, and providing students personalized learning support.
This is very important for evaluating student perfor-
mance [21].

2. Related Research

Peng et al. [22] put forward the concept of receptive field for
the first time through the study of cat visual cortex cells.
Based on the concept of the receptive field, Fanthomme
and Monasson [23] proposed the neurocognitive machine.
The concept of the receptive field also plays an important
role in a neural network. Later, the principle of the new cog-
nitive machine is introduced in detail. CNN is built on the
basis of a cognitive machine [24]. It is a new model combin-
ing Ann and convolution operation. Because of its good ver-
satility, it can be used in the fields of recognition, detection,
and tracking. For convolutional neural networks, Lu et al.
[25] proposed the lenet-5 model structure based on CNN,
which pushed the research of convolutional neural networks
to a climax. Falk et al. [26] proposed a new face detection
method based on CNN in the literature, which has good
robustness to various facial patterns and certain rotation
angles and shows that this recognition system does not need
expensive preprocessing steps [27]. Subsequently, the convo-
lutional neural network has been developed continuously
and has been widely used in various fields and has made a
breakthrough. Xiao et al. [28] applied deep learning to the
regression task, considered the robustness of the regression
algorithm, and analyzed the robustness of the algorithm.
According to the relationship between hidden layer and
error, a network depth determination method based on
reconstruction error was proposed [29].

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a comprehensive
statistical method, which transforms complex high-
dimensional data into low-dimensional principal compo-
nents [30]. There is no linear correlation between the
extracted principal components, which can reflect most of
the information in the original data on the basis of avoiding
overlap. With the progress and development of society, the
demand and requirement of feature extraction are con-
stantly improved. The method of principal component anal-
ysis gradually permeates in all fields of economy and life. In
his book, Shang [31] used this method to predict the overall
power consumption demand in Australia; Mallord and
others [32] used the PCA method to explore the changes
of the human force curve and conducted functional princi-
pal component analysis on the human force curve to analyze
the main factors affecting human fatigue.

3. Construction of Model

3.1. Construction of Recurrent Convolution Neural Network.
The convolutional neural network is a perceptron. The
neural network [33–35] uses local connection and weight
sharing to reduce the number of parameters and the compu-
tational complexity of the network. The simple convolu-
tional neural network is shown in Figure 1; it is a simple
convolutional neural network.

Firstly, the input image of the input layer enters the con-
volution layer, and the convolution operation is carried out
through the 3D filter of the convolution layer and the offset
vector to generate the feature map; then, a new feature map
is obtained by weighted average summation. Then, these
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feature maps are convoluted by convolution layer filter and
output by a pooling layer. Finally, the output layer outputs
the classification results through the full connection layer.

The convolution layer mainly implements two key oper-
ations: one is local correlation the other is window sliding.
Each neuron is regarded as a filter in local correlation, and
each filter convolutes the input data. The function of win-
dow sliding is to limit each operation in the window when
the filter performs convolution operation. When the calcula-
tion is completed, the window slides a certain step size for
the next convolution operation. The two-dimensional dis-
crete convolution in mathematics satisfies the following for-
mula:

X m, nð Þ = 〠
v=0

u=0
m × uð Þt u, vð Þs m − u

n − v

� �
, ð1Þ

where x ðm, nÞ is the result of convolution, s ðm, nÞ is the
convolution kernel, and t ðu, vÞ represents the convoluted
signal.

Local connection is used to reduce network parameters.
For the input two-dimensional image data, each convolution
kernel of the convolution layer takes its own template, and
after sliding a fixed step distance along the x-axis and y
-axis of the image, convolution operation is performed to
obtain the output response of the corresponding position.
When the convolution kernel traverses the current image,
the output feature map of the neural element can be
obtained. Each convolution layer extracts different features
of the input image by setting different convolution kernels,
and the parameters of these convolution kernels are updated

by the gradient descent method during network training.
The convolution layer is calculated as follows:

spn = h 〠
i=1

j=1
sp−1m +mn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f pn × sij

3
q !

, ð2Þ

where Sn is the nth characteristic graph of convolution layer,
bn is the set of input characteristic graphs, Z is the weight
matrix of convolution kernel, and f is the offset.

There are two main purposes in the design of the pooling
layer, as shown in Figure 2. When the output size of the
build-up layer is 32 × 32, the size of the pooling layer filter
is 2 × 2. After the pooling layer processing, the output data
size is 16 × 16, and the amount of data is reduced to 1/4 of
that before pooling. The reduction of the dimension
increases the sparsity of the network, so as to achieve the
second purpose, that is, to effectively prevent the network
from overfitting. The most important characteristic of the
pooling layer is local translation invariance. If the local
region of input data is linearly transformed (such as transla-
tion and rotation), the output result will not change after
downsampling. If we only care about whether a feature
appears or not, but not about its position, local translation
invariance is very important.

There is a connection layer at the end of the convolu-
tional neural network. Every neuron in the first layer is con-
nected to every neuron in the next layer. The purpose of the
full join layer is to map the distribution of the previous layer
to the sample label space, then use the function to adjust the
relevant process in the learning, and finally give the required
prediction. In fact, the fully connected layer is equivalent to
the classic multilayer perceptron. Although the full

Input 
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Sampling 
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Output
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Figure 1: Overall structure of convolutional neural network.
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connection layer is located at the end of the neural network,
the parameters of the full connection layer account for most
of the parameters of the whole model. Therefore, when
designing a convolutional neural network, the number of
all connected layers should not be too large.

The recurrent neural network is a kind of network model
with forward path and reverse path, which is composed of
the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. The differ-
ence between the model and the traditional neural network
is that the recurrent neural network can carry out forward
and backward propagation. Generally, recurrent neural net-
works are used to deal with time series problems.

As shown in Figure 3, it is the basic unit of the recurrent
neural network. The basic unit of the recurrent neural net-
work is to introduce the characteristic weight matrix W into
the convolutional neural network unit, so as to establish the
connection between the last input and the current input. x,
w, and o represent vectors. x is the value of the input layer.

The basic unit reuse is a recurrent neural network, as
shown in Figure 3. The weight matrix w calculated by each
layer of the network will be input into the lower layer net-
work structure. t represents time, x represents input, o rep-
resents output, and w represents the weight matrix of the
network, the activation function; the recurrent neural net-
work can be defined as

wt = f
Y
t−1

m × xð Þ
" #

×wt−1,

f t = f 〠
t=1

f

ht−1, xtð Þ × 〠
f

t

df

" #
:

ð3Þ

A vector is generated through the activation function to
update the data; the output gate processes the output infor-
mation through the activation function and outputs the final
information. As a recurrent neural network, the network is
often used for sentence connection and mining the relation-
ship between sample features. This research takes the results

of the students’ physical fitness standard test as the research
object and makes predictions and analyses.

The network model proposed in this paper consists of
Xception, LSTM, and CNN fusion. The innovation lies in
the introduction of circular network function and the con-
struction of feature fusion network CNN fusion. Firstly, the
sample data are input into the Xception network and LSTM
network, respectively, and then, the two weight matrixes
obtained by the two calculations are input into the merged
layer of CNN fusion at the same time. The features are fused
and merged into a weight matrix by this layer, and then, the
combined weight matrix is convoluted, Finally, the output
layer outputs the category with the highest species probability
to complete the classification prediction.

Through the construction of the recurrent convolution
network model, the student physical health standard test is
realized, and the flow is shown in Figure 4. Before the initial-
ization of the network model, the original data is denoised,
enhanced, rotated, and clipped for the first time. Then, the
correlation between image features is extracted by Xception
and LSTM, respectively, and the weight matrix of the two
networks is output to CNN fusion, and the shape tensor of
the weight matrix is multiplied by each element for fusion
learning.

3.2. Model Based on Recurrent Convolution Neural Network
and Principal Component Analysis. In the training process
of traditional CNN, the initialization of weight is ran-
domly generated. Although a better convergence effect
can be obtained through the gradient descent method,
the convergence direction of the mean square error cannot
be found quickly when the iteration starts or the number
of iterations is limited, which affects the convergence
speed and ultimately the recognition rate. Based on the
CNN model and PCA feature extraction method, this
paper realizes the CNN data analysis method of multilayer
convolution kernel parameter initialization. Through prin-
cipal component analysis of different layers in the net-
work, the algorithm obtains the eigenvector that can
represent the corresponding layer and takes the
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Figure 2: Results of different pooling methods.
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eigenvector as the initialization value of the convolution
kernel of the corresponding convolution layer, so as to
avoid the defects of many iterations and low recognition
rate in the random initialization of the convolution kernel.
The flow chart is shown in Figure 5. Firstly, the training
data and test data are preprocessed, the symbols in the
network connection data are converted into numbers,
and each data is marked in advance. After PCA dimen-
sionality reduction, it is trained in the designed CNN net-
work. After many times of training, according to the

comparison of test set results, the analysis model with
the best performance is obtained.

4. Principal Component Analysis of Health
Standard Test Results

4.1. General Process of Principal Component Analysis. Princi-
pal component analysis, like traditional factor analysis, is a
data processing method to reduce dimension and seek com-
monness among samples. In the processing of image, voice,
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and other data problems, we usually use this method when we
need to reduce the dimension and extract the corresponding
feature commonness or when the attribute dimension is
higher, and we need to use another lower dimension expres-
sion. Dimension reduction is very necessary in data process-
ing. Firstly, there is a correlation between variables, that is,
multicollinearity, which will lead to the instability of solution
space, and the result may be incoherent. Secondly, high-
dimensional space is sparse. Thirdly, too many variables hin-
der the establishment of rules. In data processing such as
machine learning, too much data may cause overfitting or
underfitting, which can better predict and classify problems.
Finally, there are many characteristics of a thing or problem,
but the variables representing the characteristics may have
internal information overlap, so it is difficult to consider the
potential relationship between variables in the analysis of var-
iables. Based on the above reasons, we need to reduce the
dimension of data for three purposes: First, the most intuitive
is to reduce the number of attributes. Secondly, the dimen-
sionality reduction can ensure that the variables are indepen-
dent of each other. Finally, it is convenient to explain the
meaning of the calculated components. The purpose of PCA
is to change the properties of data feature variables, so all oper-
ations are based on feature dimension.

For the original data set, x is the number of samples and
y is the dimension of samples. Through

cij = dij × c −
∑x

k=1dkj
m

: ð4Þ

Centralize the data, get the corresponding matrix, use
the matrix to calculate the covariance matrix C, and finally
calculate the eigenvalue and eigenvector of C. As for the last
step of eigenvalue selection rules, according to their different
needs, the selection method is different. In data visualization,
the first two largest eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvec-
tors are usually selected. We can get two-dimensional data
by mapping, which is easy to display by graphics. Another
way is to score: assume that there are eigenvalues, according
to

u =
∑s

i=0βs × βj

∑t
j=0βj

: ð5Þ

Among them, the denominator is the sum of all eigen-
values, and the numerator is the sum of the top s largest
eigenvalues, which is the score rate. When we set a thresh-
old, as long as the score rate exceeds this value, then these
eigenvectors are the eigenvectors we need, namely, pattern
vectors.

4.2. Application of Principal Component Analysis in
Comprehensive Evaluation of College Students’ Physical
Health. According to the requirements of standard docu-
ments, students’ physical fitness test items mainly include
three aspects: physical fitness, body shape, and body func-
tion. In terms of body shape, it mainly tests body mass
index; that is, it evaluates the body’s symmetry, reflecting
the body’s growth and development level and nutritional

Original data set

Symbol
digitization

Training data set

Dimension
reduction test set

PCA feature
dimension
reduction

CNN network

Test data set

Dimension
reduction data set

Meet the stop
condition? Detection resultData testing

Figure 5: Detection flow chart based on PCA-CNN.
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status. In terms of physical function, it mainly tests vital
capacity; that is, it evaluates the maximum ventilation capac-
ity of human breathing, reflecting the volume and expansion
capacity of the lung. In terms of physical fitness, it mainly
tests the standing long jump, sitting forward bending, 50m
running, pull-up, and 1000m long run. Standing long jump
evaluates the long jump ability of the human body, reflecting
the explosive ability of human lower limbs and the coordina-
tion ability of the human body. The forward flexion of the
sitting body evaluates the range of motion that can be
achieved by the trunk, waist, hip, and other joints of the
human body in a static state and reflects the development

level of physical flexibility. The speed quality of the human
body is evaluated in 50m race, which reflects the explosive
power, sensitivity, reaction, and flexibility of the human
body. The upper limb overhanging strength, shoulder strap
strength, and grip strength were measured by the pull-up
test to reflect the upper limb strength endurance level. The
aerobic and anaerobic endurance of the human body is eval-
uated by 1000m long-distance running, which reflects the
cardiopulmonary function and endurance level of the
human body.

On the basis of theoretical research, combined with the
actual data of students’ physical fitness test, the body shape
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(body mass index), physical function (vital capacity), and
physical fitness (standing long jump, sitting forward, 50m
running, pull-up, and 1000m running) are taken as the com-
prehensive evaluation indexes of students’ physical health
level. Taking 200 boys’ and girls’ physical health test data
as an example, this paper explains the specific application
of principal component analysis in the comprehensive eval-

uation of physical health. The physique test data of 15 boys
and girls were randomly selected, as shown in Figures 6–9.

As shown in Figure 6, the body mass index of 25 stu-
dents is basically about 50-60 kg, but their vital capacity is
quite different. Through qualitative investigation of the six
evaluation indexes reflecting the physical health of college
students, it is obvious that there is a relatively strong
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correlation between some indexes; for example, there may be
a strong correlation between standing long jump and sitting
forward bending. There may be a strong correlation among
vital capacity, 50m running, and 1000m running. In order
to test these possible situations, SPSS software is used to ana-
lyze the correlation of these seven indicators, and it is found
that there is a strong correlation between some indicators. In
order to avoid information overlapping and affect the objec-
tivity of the final comprehensive evaluation results, it is nec-
essary to use principal component analysis to transform
these seven indicators into several comprehensive indicators
with low correlation. SPSS software is used to analyze the
seven indicators, and the eigenvalues and contribution rate
of the corresponding correlation coefficient matrix are
obtained (Figure 10).

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the eigenvalues of
the first three components are significantly higher than
the other components, and the eigenvalues of the other
components are relatively small. The first three principal
components are selected as principal components for anal-
ysis, and the cumulative contribution rate of the eigen-
values of the first three principal components reaches
90%, indicating that the principal component analysis
method is very effective in this problem. From the corre-
sponding coefficients of each principal component, it can
be seen that the first principal component contains infor-
mation about standing long jump, sitting forward, pull-
up, 50m run, and 1000m run; the second principal com-
ponent contains vital capacity information; the third prin-
cipal component contains weight index information.
Substituting the standardized data of each student’s origi-
nal indicator into the expression of the three principal
components, the values of the three principal components
corresponding to each student are obtained. Then, the
contribution rates corresponding to the three principal

components are used as their respective weights, and a
comprehensive evaluation model of college students’ phys-
ical fitness based on principal component analysis is
obtained.

5. Conclusion

The principal component analysis and prediction of the test
results of students’ physical fitness standards based on the
convolution regression neural network are studied. By con-
structing a recurrent neural network and a convolutional
neural network, the principal component analysis method
is used to analyze the students’ body mass index, vital capac-
ity, standing long jump, sitting and forward bending, 50m
running, pull-ups, and 1000m running, and three principal
components are found more reasonable; the first principal
component has the highest contribution rate, which mainly
reflects the information of the five indicators of standing
long jump, sitting forward bend, pull-up, 50m running,
and 1000m running; that is, physical fitness indicators have
a greater impact on the health of college students. This is in
line with the current status of the physical health of college
students, indicating that the results of the principal compo-
nent analysis are scientific and reasonable.
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Athlete’s injury recovery is related to the athlete’s personal value. A scientific and effective rehabilitation program will help
athletes overcome their illnesses and return to the game as soon as possible. Based on the literature review and the
internal environment perspective, this paper constructs a model of factors affecting athletes’ injury rehabilitation. Through
the empirical analysis of 129 questionnaires, we have verified the research hypothesis of each factor. The research results
show that psychological adjustment, rehabilitation learning, and video reflection have a significant positive impact on
athletes’ injury rehabilitation, while imagery has no significant impact. This research provides a reference plan for athletes
to adopt effective injury rehabilitation training methods. At the same time, we have also enriched the research literature
on athletes’ injury rehabilitation solutions.

1. Introduction

A healthy body is a key element for athletes to maintain their
competitive advantage [1]. However, once an athlete is
injured and fails to recover smoothly, it may affect the ath-
lete’s entire career [2]. Basketball player McGrady and hur-
dler Liu Xiang are typical examples. These athletes were
plagued by injuries, and due to the poor recovery of the
injury in the later period, the sports career came to an abrupt
end. In addition, short-term injuries and poor recovery may
also reduce the commercial value of athletes. For example,
due to major athletes’ injuries, NBA players may not be able
to obtain a “big contract” during the health period when
trading.

Sports injury rehabilitation [3] refers to comprehensive
measures taken against dysfunction caused by athletes’ inju-
ries (e.g., bones, joints, muscles, and ligaments) [4]. The pur-
pose is to improve and enhance the athletic function of
athletes, so that patients can return to society [4]. At present,
the main rehabilitation measures for athletes’ injuries
include physical therapy (e.g., exercise therapy and physical

therapy), occupational therapy, and the application of
orthotics and assistive devices [5]. Due to the huge conse-
quences of athletes’ injuries, various countries and teams
are paying more and more attention to the rehabilitation
and prevention of injuries.

Many scholars have carried out relevant research on spe-
cific measures for athletes’ injury rehabilitation. For exam-
ple, Hare et al. [1] and Sordoni et al. [4] studied the
influence of intention on athletes’ injury rehabilitation. For-
sdyke et al. [2] analyzed the influence of psychological fac-
tors on athletes’ injury rehabilitation through literature
review; King et al. [6] put forward that authorization, partic-
ipation, providing feedback, and transparency are four
important habits to improve the effectiveness of athletes’
injury rehabilitation. It can be seen that there are various
measures for athletes’ injury rehabilitation, and this is a
process that is affected by both internal and external
environments. In order to enhance the accuracy of the
research, we only discuss the question of athletes’ injury
rehabilitation from an internal perspective in this paper.
This paper have answered the question of what factors affect
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the rehabilitation of athletes’ injury from the internal per-
spective. The research data of this paper was collected from
the questionnaire and is analyzed by the SmartPLS software.
Our study has enriched the related literature on athletes’
injury rehabilitation; in particular, based on the internal per-
spective, we examined the effects of psychological adjust-
ment, imagery, rehabilitation learning, and learning from
the video on athletes’ injury rehabilitation. In addition, this
paper provided a feasible reference plan for athletes’ injury
rehabilitation.

The other parts of this research are arranged as fol-
lows: The second part is a literature review; the third part
designs the theoretical framework of the research and puts
forward the research hypothesis; the fourth part is the
research methods and empirical results; the fifth part is
the conclusion.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Athletic Injuries. Athletic injuries, as a common exercise
disease, refer to various injuries that occur during exercise
[7]. Generally speaking, the location of sports injury is
related to sports events and specific technical characteristics
[8]. For example, the injured parts of basketball players are
mostly feet, wrists, shoulders, and waist. This is because
there are more technical movements such as jumping, run-
ning, reclining, shooting, and accelerating in basketball [9].

There are many reasons for athletes’ injuries, but they
can be roughly divided into five categories [10, 11]: (1) insuf-
ficient training level, (2) irregular exercises, (3) failure to do
preexercise or insufficient preexercise, (4) unintentional
injury of other athletes, and (5) improper organization of
competition work. Typical symptoms of athletic injuries
include pain, swelling, and limited movement [10]. Athletic
injuries can be identified by X-ray, magnetic resonance
imaging, or CT [8, 11].

Once a sports injury occurs, it needs to be checked and
treated in time [12]. Because athletes’ injuries are more acute
than chronic, improper or untimely treatment of acute inju-
ries may miss the best opportunity for injury treatment on
the one hand, and on the other hand, it may also lead to
the conversion of acute injuries to chronic injuries [13].
Therefore, athletes’ injuries need to be taken seriously by
athletes, team staff, and sports delegations from all over the
world.

2.2. Measures for Injury Rehabilitation. Sports injury reha-
bilitation refers to the treatment measures taken after injury
[14], which is fundamentally different from injury preven-
tion. Due to the different parts of the body injured by ath-
letes, there are also differences in specific rehabilitation
measures [15]. Due to research needs, this article mainly dis-
cusses universal rehabilitation measures and their influenc-
ing factors based on the internal environment perspective.

The internal environment perspective [16], in which spe-
cialized rehabilitation strategies focused on the athletes
themselves are discussed. For example, Gledhill and Ivarsson
[17] proposed that athletes’ injuries can cause athletes to
experience psychosocial stress, anxiety, and emotional dis-

tress. Furthermore, their ability to make rational decisions
about rehabilitation activities may also be affected. There-
fore, psychosocial factors have an important influence on
the rehabilitation of athletes [18]. Forsdyke [19] proposed
that imagery has a positive effect on sports injury rehabilita-
tion. Specifically, imagination can help improve the patient’s
injury experience during the rehabilitation process. In addi-
tion, deep learning [20–22] and vision-based technologies
[23–25] are also widely used in the field of sports injury
rehabilitation research.

The above rehabilitation measures for athletes’ injuries
are all based on the athlete’s internal perspective. It can be
seen that based on the perspective of the internal environ-
ment, scholars have provided a wealth of literature on sports
injury rehabilitation. However, relatively speaking, what is
the effect of these internal measures on the rehabilitation
of athletes, and what is the relationship between them?
These issues need to be discussed in depth.

3. Theoretical Framework and
Research Hypothesis

3.1. Theoretical Framework. Based on the above literature
analysis, this paper constructs a model of factors affecting
athletes’ injury rehabilitation based on the internal envi-
ronment perspective. See Figure 1 for details. The theoret-
ical model mainly includes 4 internal factors, namely,
psychological adjustment, imagery, rehabilitation learning,
and video reflection. The two factors of psychological
adjustment and imagination mainly come from previous
studies. Rehabilitation learning and learning from the
video are proposed in this article. Regarding the specific
role of the latter two factors, we will elaborate in the
research hypothesis section.

3.2. Research Hypothesis

3.2.1. Psychological Adjustment. Psychosocial factors are
increasingly recognized as important factors affecting the
rehabilitation and treatment of athletes [26] because, in
sports, psychological factors are as important as the physical
ability and talent of athletes. Especially after athletes’ inju-
ries, athletes need to release the pressure through psycholog-
ical adjustment, so as to maintain an optimistic and positive
attitude [27]. The study of Forsdyke et al. [2] found that ath-
letes’ emotions have a clear relationship with rehabilitation
effects, and injuries, athletes’ fear, anxiety, and self-
confidence are related to rehabilitation results. The research
of Gledhill and Ivarsson [17] also shows that athletes’ inju-
ries often cause athletes’ psychological stress, anxiety, and
emotional distress. If these psychological problems are not
handled well, they may affect their recovery process. It can
be seen that psychological adjustment has a greater impact
on athletes’ injury rehabilitation. Ahern and Lohr [26]
believe that athletes have good psychological adjustment
capabilities, which will help their recovery from later inju-
ries. Based on the above analysis, we put forward the follow-
ing hypotheses:
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H1: The stronger the athlete’s psychological adjustment
ability, the more helpful it is to recover from athletes’
injuries.

3.2.2. Imagery. Imagery is widely used in practical treatment
as a scientific rehabilitation method for athletes’ injuries [4].
Green [28] studied the influence of imagery on sports injury
rehabilitation earlier, and he demonstrated the application of
imagery techniques in the chronological sequence of ath-
letes’ injuries. His research found that describing standards
related to performance, athletes can use it to compare their
progress in the recovery process [28]. The study of Hare
et al. [1] shows that imagery ability has an impact on ath-
letes’ perception of injury response and imagination use
function. In addition, a study by Law et al. [29] found that
athletes use imagery for pain management, outdoor training,
and competition environments. Athletes’ use of image

therapy to treat pain can increase their satisfaction with
recovery. Accordingly, we propose the following research
hypotheses:

H2: Athletes use image therapy to help their recovery
from athletes’ injuries.

3.2.3. Rehabilitation Learning. Rehabilitation learning refers
to learning skills related to rehabilitation, knowledge related
to injury prevention, and theories related to improving the
professional level of sports after an athlete’s injury [30]. Dur-
ing the rehabilitation process, it is very important for ath-
letes to maintain continuous learning. Athletes should shift
from passive rehabilitation to active rehabilitation from
injury. In this way, athletes are required to carry out neces-
sary rehabilitation studies [31]. Learning skills related to
rehabilitation can help athletes quickly adapt to their rehabil-
itation life; learning knowledge related to injury prevention

Psychological adjustment

Imagery

Rehabilitation learning

Learn from the video

Athletes’
injury

rehabilitation

Internal
environment
perspective

Figure 1: Research framework.

Table 1: Scale.

Latent variables Observed variables References

Psychological
adjustment (PA)

1a: I think psychological adjustment is very important for injury recovery.
Gledhill and Ivarsson [17];

Ahern and Lohr [26]
1b: I think good psychological adjustment can help me overcome pain.

1c: I think that recovery from injury cannot be separated from self-adjustment.

Imagery (I)

2a: I often use imagery in the course of injury rehabilitation.

Hare et al. [1]; Law et al. [29]
2b: I think the use of image therapy to treat pain can improve our satisfaction
with recovery.

2c: I think image therapy can be used for pain management.

Rehabilitation
learning (RL)

3a: I often learn rehabilitation-related skills during the injury rehabilitation period.

Jespersen [30]; Eastman and
Chang [31]

3b: I often learn about injury prevention during the injury recovery period.

3c: I often learn theories related to improving the professional level of sports
during the injury recovery period.

Learn from the video
(LftV)

4a: I often watch my own sports videos during the injury recovery period to reflect
and learn.

Wang and Parameswaran [32]
4b: During my injury rehabilitation period, I often watch sports videos of
outstanding athletes in the same field to reflect and learn.

4c: I think learning from the video will help me through the difficult rehabilitation
period.

Athletes’ injury
rehabilitation (AIR)

a: I think the process of injury recovery is affected by many factors.

Dhillon et al. [5]
b: I think the key to good injury recovery lies in having a scientific coping style.

c: I think the injury recovery period is not only a recovery process but also a good
learning process.
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can help athletes avoid reinjury in the later period and reduce
the probability of later injury of athletes; it assists players in
entering the training environment in advance and preparing
for their comeback after recovery by learning theories con-
nected to enhancing the professional level of sports. Based
on the above analysis, we propose the following hypotheses:

H3: Athletes use rehabilitation learning therapy to help
their recovery from athletes’ injuries.

3.2.4. Video Reflection. Video reflection refers to athletes
who reflect and learn by watching their own sports videos
and sports videos of outstanding athletes in the same field
during the recovery from injury. The methods of analyzing
and learning videos can be seen in many sports events
[32]. For example, before a basketball game, many NBA
teams will broadcast the opponent’s game video to analyze
the characteristics of the opponent’s players and team tac-
tics. Athletes watch their own sports videos during their
rehabilitation. On the one hand, they can find improper
actions that can easily lead to injuries from the videos. On
the other hand, they can help maintain a good competitive
state. And learn the sports videos of outstanding athletes in
the same field, you can compare and analyze your own tech-
nical actions and then summarize the subsequent technical
actions that can be improved. Accordingly, we propose the
following research hypotheses:

H4: Athletes use video-retrospective therapy to help
their recovery from athletes’ injuries.

4. Research Methods and Results

4.1. Survey Design. In order to identify the factors affecting
athletes’ injury rehabilitation based on the internal environ-
ment perspective, we conducted a questionnaire design
based on research hypotheses. The questionnaire mainly
includes two parts. The first part is the basic information
of the surveyed person (injured athletes who are in the

recovery stage), including age, gender, education level, sports
engaged in, and whether they are in the injury recovery
stage. Meanwhile, the basic information in the first part is
the control variables of this study. The second part is the
four research variables (mental adjustment, imagery, reha-
bilitation learning, and video reflection) and one target var-
iable (the athlete’s injury rehabilitation) proposed in the
previous article. In the specific operation, we use the 5-
point Likert scale to quantify the observed variables of each
latent variable [33, 34]. On the basis of referring to previous
studies, we developed the scale shown in Table 1.

4.2. Data Collection. In order to ensure the validity of the
questionnaire, we invited 4 athletes in the rehabilitation
period to conduct a pretest of the questionnaire before the
formal survey. At the same time, we have corrected some
ambiguous items based on their feedback. Our questionnaire
is mainly conducted online. The investigation will start in
May 2021 and will be completed in July 2021. A total of
165 questionnaires were returned in this survey, of which
129 were valid questionnaires. The effective rate of question-
naires returned was 78.2%. The survey was conducted anon-
ymously, and all the information of the respondents was
only used for scientific research. The descriptive statistical
results of this survey are shown in Table 2.

4.3. Data Analysis. This paper uses the SmartPLS software
and PLS-SEM data modeling [35] to conduct empirical

Table 2: Descriptive statistical results of the survey.

Basic information Items Rate

Age

18-25 68%

26-30 29%

>30 3%

Gender
Female 41%

Male 59%

Whether they are recovering from injury
Yes 100%

No 0%

Sports field

Track and field 17%

Ball 35%

Swimming 8%

Other 40%

Education level

Junior college or below 6%

Bachelor’s degree 73%

Master degree or above 21%

Table 3: Results of reliability and validity measurement.

Construct CA CR AVE

PA 0.758 0.823 0.642

I 0.713 0.785 0.733

RL 0.765 0.812 0.657

LftV 0.834 0.877 0.769

AIR 0.791 0.836 0.699
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research on the factors affecting athletes’ injury rehabilita-
tion. This research method has a very wide range of appli-
cations in the analysis of influencing factors. For example,
Thaker et al. [36] used the SmartPLS software to study
the factors that affect social media advertising. Silaparasetti
et al. [37] used the SmartPlS software to analyze the impact
of occupational health and safety on workers’ behavior. It
can be seen that this method is suitable for this study.

4.3.1. Reliability and Validity of Measurement. This paper
analyzes the reliability and validity of the research scale
and model. The results (see Table 3) show that the relevant
indicators (Cronbach’s alpha (CA), combined reliability
(CR), and average extraction variance (AVE)) have reached
the corresponding threshold [38]. In addition, the external
load value of each latent variable is greater than 0.7 (see
Figure 2 for details). It can be determined that the scale
and model of this study have good reliability and validity
[38]. At the same time, it can be seen from the data analysis
results in Table 4 that there is no multicollinearity among
the latent variables [39]. The value of R2 in the model is
greater than 0.5, indicating that the model constructed in
this study has good explanatory power [39]. In addition,
the value of the model fit in this paper is 0.035, less than
0.06, indicating that the model constructed has good adapt-
ability [38].

4.3.2. Hypothesis Testing. This paper uses the SmartPLS soft-
ware to verify the research hypothesis. The results are shown
in Table 5. The research results show that hypotheses H1,
H3, and H4 passed the hypothesis verification (P value is sig-
nificant), while H2 did not pass the hypothesis verification
(P value is not significant) [39]. From this, we can see that
psychological adjustment, rehabilitation learning, and learn
from the video have a significant positive impact on athletes’
injury rehabilitation, while imagery has no significant
impact. By comparison, we found that psychological adjust-
ment, rehabilitation learning, and learn from the video
support the majority of previous conclusions. However,
our results suggest that imagery has no significant effect on
athletes’ injuries rehabilitation, which is contrary to the
results of Hare et al. [1], Green [28], and Law et al. [29].

5. Conclusion

Athlete’s injury rehabilitation has always been a hot topic in
academic circles. Scholars try to come up with solutions that
help athletes recover from injuries from different perspec-
tives. Based on the perspective of the internal environment,
this paper constructs a model of factors that affect athletes’
injury rehabilitation. In this article, we focus on the four fac-
tors of psychological adjustment, imagery, rehabilitation
learning, and video reflection. Through questionnaire inves-
tigation and empirical analysis, we found that psychological
adjustment, rehabilitation learning, and video reflection
have a significant positive impact on athletes’ injury rehabil-
itation, while imagery has no significant impact.

Our research provides a reference plan for athletes to
adopt effective injury rehabilitation training methods. At
the same time, we have also enriched the research literature
on injury rehabilitation solutions. We emphasize that ath-
letes need to maintain a good attitude during the injury

PA

I

RL

Lf tV

AIR

a1
b1
c1

a2
b2
c2

a3
b3
c3

a4
b4
c4

0.237

0.056

0.075

0.008

0.846
0.832
0.804

0.724
0.717
0.803

0.765
0.748
0.810

0.837
0.741
0.823

0.715
0.763
0.874

a

b

c

Figure 2: Model results.

Table 4: Average Variance Extracted (AVE) square root and factor
correlation coefficient.

H H1 H2 H3 H4

AIR 0.947

PA 0.601 0.866

I 0.426 0.576 0.787

RL 0.385 0.486 0.614 0.704

LftV 0.233 0.358 0.332 0.431 0.692

Diagonal elements are the square root of Average Variance Extracted
(AVE).

Table 5: Results of hypothesis testing.

Hypothesis Path
Path

coefficient
t

value
P

value
Hypothesis
supported?

H1 PA→AIR 0.237 3.560 0.000 Y

H2 I→AIR 0.056 1.045 0.094 N

H3 RL→AIR 0.075 2.368 0.003 Y

H4 LftV→AIR 0.008 1.981 0.037 Y
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repair period. For example, they can make psychological
adjustments and release stress by talking with coaches, fam-
ily members, and communicating. At the same time, the
injury recovery period is also a period of learning and reflec-
tion. Athletes should seize this time without losing the
opportunity to improve their theoretical level through
knowledge learning and video analysis.

Our research has undeniable limitations. First, this arti-
cle only discusses four factors that may affect athletes’ injury
rehabilitation based on the internal environment perspec-
tive. In the future, a variety of factors can be analyzed based
on different perspectives. Second, the research sample in this
article is 129, so the research results have sample limitations.
In the future, when conditions are mature, the sample size
can be increased, and relevant factors can be explored.
Finally, this article uses an online questionnaire collection
method, so it is difficult to completely guarantee the authen-
ticity of the surveyed information. In the future, offline or a
combination of online and offline methods can be used to
collect questionnaires.

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are
included within the article.
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This paper adopts the information entropy fuzzy hierarchical analysis model to conduct an in-depth study and analysis of the
green investment risk evaluation system and to process and analyze its indicators. The entropy method-fuzzy hierarchical
analysis is used to evaluate the green financial capital operation risk. Firstly, I point out the research trends and shortcomings,
define the concepts of fund operation, operation risk, risk evaluation, and green finance, and elaborate the relevant basic
theories to lay the theoretical foundation for the later research; secondly, I identify the external and internal fund operation
risks by describing the development plan, overall operation, and specific operation plan of green finance; then, according to the
existing fund operation risks, I integrate commercial banks’ risk. Then, based on the existing fund operation risks, I integrate
the risk types of commercial banks, combine the characteristics of green finance business, design the green finance fund
operation risk evaluation index system, initially determine the index weights through hierarchical analysis method, introduce
the entropy value method to improve the index weights, and use the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to obtain the
final evaluation results: in the process of green finance fund operation, internal risk is the most important risk, among which
credit risk and financial innovation risk have the most significant impact; external risk is the second most important risk,
among which economic risk and political risk are the most important. External risks are the second most important risks,
among which economic risks and political risks are more obvious. The risks are judged from single-factor aspects, and the
scoring values are used to determine the higher possibility of schedule risks caused by human factors, and finally, the schedule
risk level of the reservoir project is determined to be medium through a comprehensive evaluation. The reasonableness of the
calculation results shows that the entropy theory and the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method are still applicable to the
assessment of green investment risks.

1. Introduction

As market competition continues to become more complex,
many world-renowned companies have been acquired or
gone bankrupt due to failures in risk management. To effec-
tively assist enterprises in risk management, the continuous
establishment and improvement of the risk management
system have played a certain role in guiding the risk evalua-
tion of enterprises, but due to the different risks faced by
each industry, it is difficult to adopt a unified framework
or guidelines to the specific requirements of different enter-
prises, and the establishment of a risk evaluation model suit-

able for industry characteristics can solve this problem to a
certain extent and break through the quantitative evaluation
of risk [1]. The technical bottleneck of quantitative risk eval-
uation can be broken. The importance of risk evaluation in
academic and practical circles contributes to its importance
in case studies and is the fundamental reason for choosing
risk evaluation as the research topic in this paper. This paper
introduces risk indicators reflecting the characteristics of
green finance into the risk evaluation index system of com-
mercial banks’ capital operation, establishes a scientific risk
evaluation index system of green finance capital operation,
and provides a theoretical basis for improving the risk
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management system of commercial banks and green finance
risk research. As an emerging investment and financing tool,
equity crowdfunding has the dual attributes of Internet and
finance, and the sources of risk are relatively extensive, and
the risk factors are more complex, and there are relatively
few academic results that quantitatively study the risk of
equity crowdfunding [2]. This paper identified and evaluated
the investment risks in equity crowdfunding, classified and
controlled the sensitivity of various potential risk indicators,
and provided new analysis perspectives, ideas, and methods
for the risk management theory of Internet equity crowd-
funding. In addition, investors, as important participants in
the crowdfunding market, face the greatest risks due to
information asymmetry, but there is a lack of research in
the literature to evaluate and control the risks of crowdfund-
ing from investors’ perspective [3]. Therefore, this paper
analyzes what types of risks investors encounter in the pro-
cess of equity crowdfunding investment, how to quantita-
tively assess the risk level of equity crowdfunding projects
with scientific models, how to rank the risk level of several
crowdfunding projects with scientific methods, how to iden-
tify which risk indicators have a greater impact on invest-
ment returns with scientific models, and how this paper
identifies and evaluates the risk level of equity crowdfunding
projects. This paper identifies and evaluates the investment
risks in equity crowdfunding, classifies and controls the sen-
sitivity of various potential risk indicators, and provides a
new analytical perspective, ideas, and methods for the risk
management theory of Internet equity crowdfunding.

By combining green financial policies with the develop-
ment of the financial industry, this paper systematizes the
formation process of China’s green financial policy system
and analyzes the performance and shortcomings of green
financial policies in the context of the development of the
green financial industry while better understanding the
green financial policy system. Commercial banks’ business
object is capital, and all business activities revolve around
the capital. The rational flow and optimal allocation of cap-
ital elements are used to improve the efficiency of capital use
and achieve maximum economic benefits with the smallest
capital cost, thereby ensuring the stable, sustained, and effi-
cient development of commercial banks. This paper con-
siders that commercial banks’ capital operation is the
general term for commercial banks’ activities such as financ-
ing, investment, and capital operation. Commercial banks
obtain funds through financing, gain income through invest-
ing, and ensure the orderly implementation of financing and
investment activities through the operation of funds. The
purpose of the capital operation of commercial banks is to
make effective use of funds to achieve the business objectives
of commercial banks, to improve the efficiency of capital use
through reasonable flow and optimal allocation of capital
elements [4], to achieve maximum economic benefits with
minimum capital costs, and to ensure stable, sustainable,
and efficient development of commercial banks [5]. The
management activities of commercial banks will ultimately
affect capital management, and the risks faced by commer-
cial banks will ultimately be reflected in the operational risks
of capital. Risk evaluation refers to the process of consider-

ing the probability of occurrence of the risk and the degree
of loss based on risk identification and risk estimation, com-
bining the principles of comprehensiveness, objectivity, and
importance, compared with the recognized safety indicators,
assessing the possibility of occurrence of the risk and the
degree of harm, and determining whether to take risk reduc-
tion measures. At present, the mainstream risk evaluation
method is divided into the subjective assignment evaluation
method, which determines the weight through subjective
judgment scoring; the objective assignment evaluation
method which determines the weight according to the rela-
tionship between indicators or variation coefficient. The
mainstream risk evaluation method has a wide range of
applications, such as avionics systems [6], wireless sensor
networks [7], and UAV systems [8].

While traditional finance focuses on economic benefits,
green finance emphasizes the harmonious development of
economic and social benefits. Green finance starts from pro-
tecting resources and the environment, effectively managing
pollution problems and promoting sustainable economic
development, analyzes and judges whether the requirements
of balanced economic and social benefits are met, and takes
the degree of protecting the environment and saving
resources as an important basis for measuring the effective-
ness of operation, to achieve a win-win situation for financial
development, environmental improvement, and resource-
saving. The elements in the risk evaluation system are inter-
connected and interact with each other and jointly influence
the enterprise risk. In this paper, when designing the risk
index system, I consider both internal and external risks.
External risks include four aspects of policy risk, legal risk,
economic risk, and market risk, which represent the main
external risks that may be faced, and internal risks include
strategic risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, operational risk,
financial innovation risk, and reputation risk, which repre-
sent the main internal risks that may be faced, not only
focusing on risk evaluation as an organic whole but also con-
sidering the interaction between risk evaluation and other
activities of the company, which better explains the idea of
system theory.

2. Current Status of Research

In terms of investment risk research, Shaktawat and Vad-
hera argue that equity crowdfunding provides investors with
more options, but micro and small enterprises are at the
beginning stage of their business and have a higher percent-
age of failed crowdfunding investment projects [9]. Liu et al.
argue that equity crowdfunding investment is risky, but the
actual participation of the investing public has limited
investment ability [10]. Bhowmik et al. argue that nonpro-
fessional investors like to blindly follow hot projects and
need to pay attention to the potential herding effect [11].
Peng et al. point out that the traditional equity-based high-
risk investment nonprofessional investors can use the ser-
vices of professional investment institutions, while the public
involved in crowdfunding cannot scientifically assess the
actual value of the project, and is at a disadvantage in the
current valuation game, facing the risk of overvaluation of
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the underlying [12]. For example, there are no clear and
fixed boundaries for such rubrics as investment risky, mod-
erate risk, and small risk. Internal risks include strategic risk,
credit risk, liquidity risk, operational risk, financial innova-
tion risk, and reputation risk, which represent the main
internal risks that may be faced, and not only focus on con-
sidering risk evaluation as an organic whole.

Therefore, the investment risk evaluation of equity
crowdfunding is a multiattribute decision problem with a
high degree of fuzziness. Therefore, this paper adopts the
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to evaluate the risk
level of equity crowdfunding projects, based on interval
intuitionistic fuzzy set theory to rank several projects’ crowd-
funding investment risks [13]. At present, the research on
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is relatively mature
and widely used in many fields. Considering the different cat-
egories of risks in Internet finance in practical situations, Cao
Lingyan combined hierarchical analysis with fuzzy mathe-
matics to assess the overall risk level of current Internet
finance in China. Wang et al. proposed an index system for
evaluating the innovation performance of scientific research
institutions in Guizhou province using a fuzzy comprehen-
sive evaluation method and designed an evaluation model
based on this index system [14]. He et al. completed the study
of beer taste harmonization by selecting several comprehen-
sive evaluation indexes that can describe the taste of beer
and introducing the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method
[15]. One of the current research hotspots in the field of fuzzy
evaluation is the interval intuitionistic fuzzy multiattribute
decision method [16]. The classical fuzzy set theory suffers
from numerous limitations in practice due to the small
amount of embedded information expressed. In this regard,
the intuitionistic fuzzy set theory is proposed, and three con-
cepts of affiliation, nonaffiliation, and hesitation are defined
[17]. To solve the problem that information such as affilia-
tion degree and nonaffiliation degree sometimes cannot be
portrayed by quasireal values, the intuitionistic fuzzy set is
further extended, and the theoretical system of interval fuzzy
set is proposed. The advantage of this set is that both affilia-
tion and nonaffiliation degrees are interval values, which
can portray fuzziness more flexibly, so the related theory is
also often used to solve multiattribute evaluation problems
such as investment evaluation [18].

The theoretical and applied research on risk evaluation
for the three major activities of financing, investment, and
operation of enterprises is mature, and the evaluation of dif-
ferent risks in different industries from various perspectives
is realized by combining various mathematical models. The
evaluation of risk is comprehensive and focused, while the
evaluation of specific risks is targeted and practical. Foreign
scholars are more mature in both qualitative and quantita-
tive evaluation of risks, and the research in recent years
has focused on introducing new methods to improve the
original risk evaluation models to enhance quantitative
accuracy and thus adapt to the characteristics of industries
and risks, but the improved models are too complex and
reduce the practicality. Based on foreign risk management
systems, Chinese scholars are keen to establish evaluation
index systems for risks in various industries from different

perspectives and to verify the reliability of the systems
through empirical analyses using different methods, which
has realized the transformation from qualitative analysis to
a combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis, but
the evaluation results are highly subjective due to the limita-
tions of research methods. Then, construct a weighted stan-
dardized evaluation matrix according to TOPSIS. The model
determines the maximum value and minimum value of each
index of the ideal solution and negative ideal solution
according to the maximum value, calculates the Euclidean
distance, and then, uses the calculated distance to observe
the relative sticking progress, and is based on the relative
closeness. Due to the special characteristics of commercial
banks’ capital operations, it is difficult to accurately divide
financing activities, investment activities, and operation
activities, so this paper divides risks for collation, determines
the main structure of this paper’s risk evaluation index sys-
tem, introduces entropy value method-fuzzy hierarchical
analysis method to process relevant data, reduces the subjec-
tivity of fuzzy hierarchical analysis method in determining
index weights, and improves the research results. The reli-
ability of the research results is improved.

3. Information Entropy Fuzzy Hierarchical
Analysis Model for Green Investment Risk
Evaluation Index System Construction

3.1. Information Entropy Fuzzy Hierarchical Analysis Model
Design. Mathematicians were the first to publish the concept
of information entropy [19, 20], laying a solid foundation for
quantitative information analysis, providing a detailed
explanation of entropy theory, constructing the basic model,
and writing it into its mathematical theory of propagation
[21]. The concept of thermal entropy in physics is an index
used to measure the disorder of molecular states. Shannon
adopted the concept of information entropy to perfectly
explain the uncertain information source, and the amount
of information entropy is used to determine the amount of
information. The specific definition of entropy is as follows:
let a discrete random variable X = fx1, x2,⋯, xng. The infor-
mation source included given appears with pi = pðxiÞ proba-
bility and ∑n

i−1pi = 2, then the information entropy of X can
be expressed by the formula.

H xð Þ = 〠
n

i−1
pi ln

1
pi
: ð1Þ

By calculating the information entropy, the size of the
information can be known, and the original information
can also be reflected objectively. There is an inverse propor-
tional relationship between information entropy and the
amount of information; the greater the information entropy,
the smaller the information of the index, and the smaller the
role produced by the comprehensive evaluation, and vice
versa, which shows the important significance of informa-
tion entropy in the evaluation. Similarly, the smaller the
information entropy, the greater the amount of information
provided by the index, and the greater its contribution to the
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comprehensive evaluation results. Therefore, the weight of
indexes in the comprehensive evaluation results is larger.

In this paper, the risk evaluation matrix of green build-
ing developers is constructed by selecting the secondary
indicators of each evaluation object from four aspects: polit-
ical risk, economic risk, social risk, and technical risk
according to the actual cases, conducting a comprehensive
scientific analysis of the detected raw data, further process-
ing the model criteria, carrying out entropy values and
entropy weights for different indicators, and determining
the degree of influence of each indicator on the risk evalua-
tion. Then, a weighted standardized evaluation matrix is
constructed according to TOPSIS [22]. Everyone’s boundary
definition of fuzzy things is not the same, which shows that
it is necessary for us to maintain a certain degree of subjec-
tivity when solving fuzzy problems. Even for the treatment
of objective things, ambiguity is applicable. The model deter-
mines the maximum and minimum values of each indicator
of the ideal solution and negative ideal solution evaluation
object based on the maximum value, by the calculation of
the Euclidean distance, and then uses the calculated distance
to observe the relative fit progress and based on the relative
fit. The higher the ranking, the lower the risk, and vice versa,
the higher the risk.

The study object is analyzed for its relevant indicators,
and data information is derived for the original matrix data
M with the following formula.

M ijð Þm×n =

p11 p21 ⋯ pm1

p12 p22 ⋯ pm2

⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯

p1n p2n ⋯ pmn

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA
: ð2Þ

The authorized matrix PðijÞm×n is obtained after doing
uniform standard processing on the matrix of the study sub-
ject, and the formula is as follows.

P ijð Þm×n =

p11 p21 ⋯ pm1

p12 p22 ⋯ pm2

⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯

p1n p2n ⋯ pmn

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA
: ð3Þ

The entropy value of each index has been determined by
applying the entropy weighting formula to calculate the
respective entropy value.

ej = −k〠
n

i−1
pi ln

1
pi
: ð4Þ

The weights calculated by entropy weighting are com-
bined with TOPSIS to form a weighted normalization matrix
V , which is calculated for each indicator with different levels

of importance in the risk assessment.

V = XiPij

À Ámn, ð5Þ

Vij

À Á
mn

=

X1p11 X1p21 ⋯ X1pm1

X2p12 X2p22 ⋯ X2pm2

⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯

Xmp1n Xmp2n ⋯ Xmpmn

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA
: ð6Þ

When the factor set U contains a lot of data, the relative
membership degree weight coefficient will be smaller when
the weight vector sum is 1. The incomplete consideration
of the index information of each evaluation object in the
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation process will also affect the
evaluation result distinction. The risk evaluation index sys-
tem should involve the internal and external risks that may
be faced in the operation of green finance funds, but there
are many risks faced, and it is difficult to highlight the focus
of prevention and control if all the risks are included, so the
risk evaluation index system should be designed by selecting
representative indicators according to the current situation
of risks, while avoiding the mutual influence of each indica-
tor, taking into account the focus and comprehensiveness, so
that the risk evaluation index system will have practicality
and guidance. The system is shown in Figure 1.

Intelligent technology [23–25] is one of the main tools to
achieve risk evaluation and risk management. Quantitative
analysis can visually measure the risk level, but the quality
of data required for quantitative analysis directly affects the
credibility of risk evaluation, and it is difficult to achieve
quantitative evaluation if there is insufficient data [26].
Qualitative analysis, on the other hand, is an empirical judg-
ment of indicators, which can be used as a reference for
quantitative analysis, but care should be taken to avoid the
influence of its subjectivity as much as possible. Corporate
loans have grown significantly. The balance of green project
loans accounted for a slight decline in company’s loan bal-
ance, but remained at about 10%. The environmental impact
assessment rate of loan projects was 100%. Therefore, the
process of green financial capital operation risk evaluation
should combine the advantages of quantitative and qualita-
tive evaluation to reduce the influence brought by insuffi-
cient data and strong subjectivity.

A fuzzy concept means that the boundary of this concept
has uncertainty, and it can also be said that its boundary is
unclear and vague. Ambiguity is an objective property of
things, and the uncertainty of the state of the event itself,
i.e., it is difficult to determine whether the object of study
meets the requirements of a certain concept. It should be
noted that when people perceive vagueness, it is subjective,
which means that everyone does not have the same bound-
ary limits for vague things, which means that it is also neces-
sary for us to maintain some subjectivity when solving vague
problems. Even for the treatment of objective things, vague-
ness is applicable.

Fuzzy mathematics is a theoretical approach to deal with
fuzzy phenomena, and its research is about the uncertainty
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of things. It replaces classical sets with fuzzy sets and thus
extends the concepts in classical mathematics so that math-
ematical methods can be used not only to solve exact prob-
lems but also to play an important role in fuzzy areas. Since
fuzzy concepts can be described utilizing fuzzy sets, fuzzy
mathematical methods can also be used to solve problems
when applying these concepts for judgment, evaluation, rea-
soning, decision-making, and control, such as fuzzy cluster
analysis, fuzzy pattern recognition, fuzzy comprehensive
judgment, fuzzy decision-making, fuzzy prediction, fuzzy
control, and fuzzy information processing. The fuzzy com-
prehensive evaluation method used in this paper is based
on fuzzy mathematics, and through the quantitative analysis
of fuzzy risk factors, the risk level of the evaluated object is
comprehensively evaluated from the perspective of multiple
indicators.

The basic principle of the fuzzy comprehensive evalua-
tion method is to first determine the set of factors and eval-
uation set of the evaluated object, and then use a suitable
method to calculate the weights of each factor separately,
and establish a fuzzy relationship matrix by the determined
affiliation degree, and then, synthesize and normalize the
fuzzy relationship matrix and the weight vector by the fuzzy
operator to get the comprehensive evaluation results. The
overall framework of the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method is shown in Figure 2.

For multiple evaluated objects, the weighted average
method can sort them based on their rank positions. If the
elements in the rubric set V are not quantified, each vj needs
to be quantified first when the weighted average method is
used. After obtaining the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
results, to make full use of the information contained in B,
the evaluation results and the rubric set can be considered

together to make the evaluation results more realistic, i.e.,
the corresponding evaluation grade can be determined by
calculating the comprehensive score of each evaluation
object.

F = B2VT : ð7Þ

When there are more influencing factors involved in the
judging object, it is difficult to determine the allocation of
weights reasonably, which requires the use of multilevel
fuzzy comprehensive judging. The results of the first-level
fuzzy evaluation are composed into a new evaluation set
for the second-level or multilevel fuzzy comprehensive eval-
uation, and the final evaluation results are obtained by
superimposing the evaluation calculations at all levels. The
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is used for all the
evaluation objects, and the evaluation objects are ranked by
the comprehensive score through the data processing of
the corresponding evaluation indexes. The fuzzy compre-
hensive evaluation is based on the status of the affiliation
of multiple indicators to the evaluated thing, divides the
change interval of the evaluated object, and reflects the fuzz-
iness of the evaluation criteria and influencing factors. The
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation result is ultimately a vector,
which contains rich information and not only can reflect the
fuzzy condition of the thing itself more accurately but also
can be further processed to get reference information. In
dealing with fuzzy evaluation objects, the fuzzy comprehen-
sive evaluation method can make more scientific and rea-
sonable, close to the actual quantitative evaluation,
especially in the subjective evaluation, the evaluation process
of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method can make full use

Risk evaluation

Many risks Difficult to highlight Focus of prevention Risks are included Risk evaluation index
system

Designed by selecting Representative
indicators

Current situation
of risksS1 S3S2 S13 S15S14

S4 S6S5 S12S10 S11S7 S9S8

Risk evaluation Practicality and
guidanceIndex system

External risks that may be faced in the operation 
of green finance funds Index system should involve the internal

Taking into account the
focus and

comprehensiveness

While avoiding the
 mutual influence

Figure 1: Information entropy fuzzy hierarchical analysis model.
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of the index data and has wide applicability. First, the rele-
vant background, ideas, methods, indicator design, goals,
and other content of this research are explained to the
experts, and the experts are required to evaluate the relevant
green finance policies based on the evaluation indicators and
calculate them in accordance with the corresponding preset
indicators. Evaluation results of various policies.

There are shortcomings in the application of the fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation method; first, it does not solve
the problem of duplication of information caused by the rel-
evant evaluation indexes, and it is more subjective in the
determination of the index weight vector. In addition, when
the factor set U contains more data, the relative affiliation
coefficient will be small when the weight vector sum is 1.
The incomplete consideration of the information of each
evaluation object in the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
process will also affect the differentiation of the evaluation
results. The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method pro-
vides a new mathematical tool to solve the problem of
multi-indicator evaluation and decision-making in a fuzzy
environment, and the reasonable determination of the
weights of each indicator is an important step to get reliable
evaluation results. The weight is a quantitative value that
compares and weighs the relative importance of each factor
in the overall evaluation. It can be done through expert ques-
tionnaires and other simple and easy ways. In addition, the
meaning of the evaluation index must be accurate, the data
sorting must be standardized, and there must be corre-
sponding quantitative methods available. Indicator weights
can be calculated by dividing multiple levels, and to reflect
the importance of each indicator in the established evalua-
tion index system, different weight coefficients must be

assigned to each indicator. For the same set of indicator
values in the comprehensive evaluation process, different
weights can lead to completely different or even opposite
evaluation conclusions.

3.2. Green Investment Risk Evaluation Index System
Construction. In the green finance business, I implement
all green finance requirements in all aspects of due diligence,
review, and approval, and postaward inspection, and estab-
lish a long-term mechanism for green finance [27]. I focus
on supporting the development of industries such as the
environmental protection industry and clean energy genera-
tion and include the environmental protection industry in
the active support category, insisting on a preferential selec-
tion of regions, active entry, control of maturity, and locking
of loan repayment. Large-scale lending in projects such as
green transportation projects, building energy-saving, and
green building and industrial energy-saving and water-sav-
ing, and environmental protection with good development
prospect at present and the loan balance of green finance
projects from 2015 to 2017 is outlined as shown in Figure 3.

Against the backdrop of intensifying competition in the
banking industry, the balance of green project loans grew
year by year with positive YoY growth rates. Due to rapid
business development, company’s loans grew significantly,
and the balance of green project loans accounted for a slight
decrease in company’s loan balance, but remained at around
10%, with a loan project EIA rate of 100%. While formulat-
ing credit policies to support the development of the envi-
ronmental protection industry, I continue to innovate the
green financial service system and take the lead in develop-
ing green financial services such as CDM financial advisory
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Figure 2: The overall framework of the fuzzy integrated judging method.
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business, international carbon finance collateral business,
contract energy management factoring financing, future
income rights pledge financing, building energy efficiency
financing products, offshore escrow of certified emissions,
carbon bonds, and domestic certified voluntary emission
reduction pledge financing loans, and other green financial
services for specific. To carry out effective risk response
strategies to the risks existing in the project development
process, formulate practical and reasonable risk response
strategies. I adopt different financial services and mortgages
for specific projects to help environmentally friendly enter-
prises obtain financial support through various financing
channels, reduce financing costs, and at the same time diver-
sify operational risks and reduce the probability of losses.

Loans in high energy-consuming and high-polluting
industries are mainly concentrated in chemical raw mate-
rials and chemical products manufacturing and ferrous
metal smelting and rolling processing industries, which
together account for a three-year average of 70.68% of loans
in high energy-consuming and high-polluting industries,
and the overall loan stock in high energy-consuming and
high-polluting industries has not decreased significantly,
but with the significant increase in company’s loan balance,
the loan stock in high energy-consuming and high-polluting
industries account for a significant declined. Loans in over-
capacity industries were mainly concentrated in the iron
and steel industry and the cement industry, which together
accounted for 78.99% of the loans in overcapacity industries
on average over three years. Due to the significant increase
in total loans, the proportion of loan stock in the “two high

and one surplus” industries decreased by 1.13 percentage
points [28]. It is necessary to strengthen the training of itself
and management personnel. At the same time, it is necessary
to train and assess the staff engaged in green building devel-
opment and management at each stage. At the same time,
some managers with relevant green building experience
can be hired from outside to manage the project. The envi-
ronmental risk control of loans to chemical raw materials
and chemical products manufacturing, ferrous metal smelt-
ing and rolling processing industry, iron and steel industry,
and cement industry is crucial to reduce the loan balance
of “two high and one surplus” industries and promote
industrial transformation.

Government’s financial investment in energy conserva-
tion and pollution prevention and control scale and tax
incentives continue to rise, but due to the lack of integration
of state financial investment, mostly for short-term financial
support rather than long-term investment planning, the
supervision of financial investment is difficult to ensure.
Many environmental projects are not profitable enough on
their own, the project construction early to meet environ-
mental standards to obtain many state subsidies and tax
incentives, but high maintenance costs later, the sustainabil-
ity and stability of state financial support, and tax incentives
directly affect the risk of capital investment. Tolerance of
industries destroys the environment seriously but contrib-
utes to tax revenue. The supervision and management of
green finance still exist imperfect systems, unclear division
of authority and responsibility, policy enforceability that
cannot be guaranteed, and insufficient motivation of
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Figure 3: Green project balance.
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personnel to implement policies, which makes it difficult for
many favorable policies of the central government to be put
into practice for environmental protection. The develop-
ment of polluting industries not strictly limited will further
weaken the environment. The profitability of the environ-
mental protection industry, which in turn affects the risk
of capital recovery, is shown in Figure 4.

The trend of the global real economy slippage is obvious,
whether to achieve a turnaround is still difficult to deter-
mine, the U.S. economic growth is under great pressure,
the U.S.-China trade war is still ongoing, and the intensifica-
tion of the debt of many countries is the hidden risks in the
international economic development. The economy is cur-
rently in a critical period of “major adjustment,” economic
growth too fast decline. As a member of the financial indus-
try, which is affected by the macroeconomic situation, the
international and domestic macroeconomic situation is not
optimistic, which directly leads to the reduction of business
scale and project capital recovery difficulties.

The design of evaluation indicators is a key part of the
evaluation process, and a scientific indicator system is devel-
oped to examine whether the indicators can adequately
reflect the quality of green finance policies so that the basic
characteristics of the evaluation objects can be accurately
reflected. Firstly, the background, idea, method, indicator
design, and objective of this study are explained to the

experts, and they are asked to evaluate the relevant green
financial policies based on the evaluation indicators and cal-
culate them according to the corresponding preset indica-
tors, to obtain the evaluation results of various policies.

The more indicators are not the better, but the selected
influencing factors should be representative, play an impor-
tant role in the evaluation process, and reflect the character-
istics of the evaluation object [29]. The establishment of the
indicator system is also simplified as much as possible, either
by qualitative analysis of the interrelationships among the
indicators or by using quantitative methods to select repre-
sentative indicators to achieve the optimization of the indi-
cator system. This can reduce the time and workload of
evaluation, and the distribution of the weights of each factor
is visible. The factors at the same level of the indicator sys-
tem should be independent of each other, not duplicated as
much as possible, and there is no causal relationship
between them, and the system is hierarchical. The evaluation
index system needs to be established according to the hierar-
chical development of the comprehensive evaluation pro-
cess, and satisfactory evaluation results can be obtained.
The established index system should be able to be applied
to the evaluation of water conservancy projects, so the selec-
tion of indicators should be in line with objective reality and
have a reliable source of data, through expert questionnaires
and other easy-to-use ways. In addition, the meaning of
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Figure 4: Number of green investments.
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evaluation indicators should be accurate, the data should be
standardized, and in addition, the corresponding quantifica-
tion methods can be used.

4. Analysis of Results

4.1. Model Performance Results. The raw data were obtained
by interviewing experts and scoring risk factors, and the data
were first normalized. A total of 30 questionnaires were dis-
tributed through electronic questionnaires to project man-
agers and interviews with experts in this area of green
building, and all responses were received, of which 28 were
valid. To complete the development of green building pro-
jects, the risks of the projects need to be controlled effec-
tively. To make an effective risk response strategy for the
risks existing in the project development process, a practical
and reasonable risk response strategy is formulated. How-
ever, for the developer of the green building project, the
resources, time, and human resources needed in the project
process are limited; to the effect of limited resources, the
problems that will be encountered in the whole development
process, and the risks faced, these factors that appear should
be analyzed specifically, analyze the size of the impact of the
risk on the development process, and at the same time, com-
bined with the entropy right and TOPSIS in the project. At
the same time, the top three risk factors in the project are
selected as the key assessment objects, and effective preven-
tion and management methods are given to the risk factors
to better deal with the risks. The top three risk factors were
selected from four aspects and summarized in a table (as
shown in Figure 5).

At present, the visibility of green buildings has also
achieved a certain status in the construction market, but

for the public, there is also no better understanding of the
green building. One of the key issues in the green building
field is how to get the public to properly recognize and
accept it. At present, as the green building industry in China
is still in its initial stage, the development is not mature
enough, and the market is not perfect. The public subcon-
sciously believes that green building is high-grade building,
and there are some misunderstandings about the cost of
green building. To improve public acceptance, the public
needs to have a correct understanding of green building;
first, the W project development department of company B
can obtain public’s concerns and questions about green
building through the social questionnaire. According to the
ranking of political risk factors, the relative closeness of
imperfect laws and regulations of green building is 0.8152.

Then, I can use the huge advantage of the Internet to
design an APP to release the data related to development
and operation on the Internet so that the public can have a bet-
ter understanding of the whole process of green building and
at the same time cooperate with relevant media to promote
the connotation of green building and green building-related
products, and establish our brand to gain public recognition.
In the green building industry, since developers do not have
enough management experience, if they want to engage in
the development of green building projects and succeed, they
need to strengthen the training of themselves and their man-
agers, and at the same time, they need to train and assess the
staff engaged in the development and management of green
building at each stage, and at the same time, they can hire
some managers from outside who have relevant green build-
ing experience to manage the projects (as shown in Figure 6).

The actual green building project as a case, according to
the risk list, is in line with the actual situation; using the
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Figure 5: Risk weighting.
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expert interview method, the risk index system is in line with
the risk list of the project, according to the indicators of the
risk list issued questionnaires to evaluate the 18 risk indica-
tors, political risk as an example, and according to the
entropy weight method and TOPSIS combined with the
evaluation, the ranking of political risk factors. The relative
proximity of imperfect laws and regulations of green build-
ing is 0.8152, the proximity of approval procedure and effi-

ciency of administrative departments to the project
implementation is 0.7798, and the proximity of corrupt
behavior and bureaucracy of the government is 0.5326.
The top three risk coping strategies are given, considering
the policies of city A and the actual operation mode of city
B. On the premise of obtaining the evaluation result vector
Bui of each level index, the preliminary judgment on the risk
level of the construction period is made from different
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perspectives according to the principle of maximum
subordination.

4.2. Indicator Evaluation Results. The results of the experts’
scoring of the secondary indicators in the external risk were
aggregated, and the weights were calculated as shown in
Figure 7.

As a business operating in money, the macroeconomic
growth rate has a clear impact on the number of customers
and the scale of business of a single customer, while the
growth prospects and profit margins of customers affect
the most critical repayment factor—the level of cash flow.
When the macroeconomic trend is good and stable, they
usually face lower external risks; thus, they will lower the
customer entry threshold and increase the scale of financial
support to earn spreads on a large scale, benefiting from
both benefits and risks; once the economic growth rate drops
steeply, the large-scale financial support originally provided
with lowered standards in a good economic situation will
face serious credit losses. Thus, economic growth rate and
stability have a huge impact on the risk of green financial
fund operation.

The proportion of “two high and one leftover” industries
in the industrial structure affects the exit speed. Due to the
profit-oriented, the huge market scale of “two high and
one leftover” industries in China makes it difficult to with-
draw from the market quickly. Although the head office will
issue a certain stock exit target and incremental scale limit
every year, subordinate branches will usually meet the
assessment requirements by posting lines to meet the target
or manipulating statements, etc. Compared with the huge
base, the exit speed is slow. A large proportion of the envi-
ronmental industry in the industrial structure has a positive
effect on green finance business, but the development within
the environmental industry is seriously unbalanced, and the
immaturity of some green projects leads to small market size
and poor project profitability, which in turn affects the
enthusiasm for financial support.

However, with huge risk exposure and insignificant prof-
itability, it is difficult to guarantee the initiative to develop
green finance. Therefore, the establishment of a sound risk
mechanism for green finance has a significant impact on
improving returns, reducing risks, and thus improving the
initiative to develop green finance; as the risk characteristics
of green finance projects are significantly different from
those of traditional business, the government is gradually
building a regulatory system adapted to the characteristics
of green finance. It is bound to face serious regulatory
requirements.

The final scores of each level of indicators can also be
represented more visually by creating bar charts (as shown
in Figure 8). Due to the strong policy relevance and high
technical content of the green finance business, it is difficult
for nonspecialized departments and personnel to control the
risk and nodes of green projects in the whole process of
operation. Although the separation of incompatible posi-
tions and authorization and approval system is set in the
business process, branches at all levels may lower the entry
and risk review standards of the green finance business
and neglect the implementation of the exit policy of the
“two high and one leftover” industries out of the consider-
ation of customer relationship and performance, making
the green finance process a mere formality. Although the
whole process of business informatization has been realized,
key information and approval still require manual interven-
tion, and business and management personnel at all levels
may help customers “greenwash” or weaken pollution data
to obtain financial services out of their interests or under
pressure from superiors.

Any problems and risks faced in the operation of green
finance funds will affect reputation risk to varying degrees,
and the public stakeholders are numerous, so reputation risk
in the operation of green finance funds cannot be ignored.
Green financial brand influence, social responsibility, and
green financial publicity have a positive impact on reputa-
tion risk. The comprehensive service strength in the field
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of green finance determines brand influence, while the
development of green finance is one aspect of its social
responsibility, and green financial publicity affects the ability
to promote green financial services. Strengthening all other
aspects of risk management is also a part of reputation risk
management. It is difficult for nonprofessional departments
and personnel to control the risks and nodes of the whole
process of green projects in the operation process. Although
the separation of incompatible duties and authorization and
approval systems are set up in the business process, branches
at all levels may be out of consideration for maintaining cus-
tomer relationships and performance.

The internal risk of green financial operation risk is 4.26,
which is between very likely and very likely, which is consis-
tent with the late start of green financial business, insuffi-
cient development enthusiasm, and imperfect national
policy and regulatory system in China. The overall evalua-
tion of external risk in green financial fund operation risk
is 4.05, which is between very likely and very likely, which
is consistent with the current situation that green financial
development is strongly policy-oriented, and commercial
banks are influenced by economic and market risks. To cope
with liquidity risk, it is necessary to enrich the financing
channels of the green finance business and increase the pro-
portion of specialized green finance financing channels in
the investment. To cope with strategic risks, it is necessary
to formulate strategic plans in line with the objective envi-
ronment, supervise the implementation of the strategies,
and ensure the consistency of the strategies of the head office
and branches. To deal with operational risks, it is necessary
to set up a dedicated institution for green finance, allocate
professional staff, and improve employees’ risk awareness.
To deal with reputation risk, we should actively assume
social responsibility and promote the concept of green
finance through various media channels, thereby improving
social influence.

5. Conclusion

Based on the current situation of green finance business
development, I comprehensively analyzed the main risks it
may face in the process of fund operation, firstly introduced
AHP-fuzzy comprehensive assessment method to rate the
risks of crowdfunding investment projects, then focused on
improving the traditional intuitionistic fuzzy ranking model,
and proposed an interval intuitionistic fuzzy ranking
method considering experts’ hesitation preference to realize
the risk ranking of several crowdfunding projects. Specifi-
cally, it is divided into risk factors such as funding method,
project access criteria, development speed, industry configu-
ration, and dedicated institutional staff. A green finance fund
operation risk evaluation index system is constructed. This
paper conducts a comprehensive analysis through four
external risk perspectives and six internal risk perspectives
and finally comes up with the possibility of each risk occur-
ring in the process of green financial fund operation and
gives corresponding suggestions. The weights of secondary
and primary indicators are improved by the entropy value
method, which reduces the subjectivity of the fuzzy hierar-

chical analysis model in determining the weights of indica-
tors and improves the reliability of the research results.
The validation of the constructed evaluation system by only
one case is inevitably insufficient. In the future, the evalua-
tion of green financial capital operation risk of domestic
commercial banks should take the commercial banks devel-
oping green financial business as the research object to
ensure the universality of the research results.
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This paper uses a multidimensional big data matrix model to optimize the analysis and conduct a systematic construction of
the enterprise performance evaluation system. The adoption of new research methods and perspectives to promote the study
of the use of performance information is of great significance to achieve the effectiveness, science, and sustainability of
corporate performance management. To solve the problem of objectivity and scientificity of performance information use,
this part attempts to analyze performance information use from the perspective of the multidimensional big data matrix,
focusing on the techniques and methods in the process of promoting performance information use from the
multidimensional big data matrix and tries to construct a system model of enterprise performance information use from
two dimensions: the use of performance information sources and the use of performance information results. Based on
multiple theoretical hypotheses, a theoretical and empirical basis is provided for the division of demand dimensions of
enterprise performance evaluation system. Through social capital theory, three dimensions of network social capital,
cognitive social capital, and structural social capital are hypothesized, and the logistic regression method is applied for
empirical study. The results show that these three dimensions have significant effects on the knowledge demand of
enterprise performance evaluation systems. It is verified that the multidimensional big data matrix can enhance the quality
of performance information sources and improve the objectivity of performance information. In the performance
information source use dimension, the analysis verified that the collection and preprocessing technology of big data can
realize the automation, real-time, and diversification of information collection and preprocessing, and enhance the
objectivity of performance information. Big data helps to improve the quality and effectiveness of performance information
results use. In the dimension of using performance information results, the distributed computing and analysis processing
technology of big data can assist the decision support system, and the use of information can be shifted from
micromanagement to decision support, to realize the scientific use of performance information and improve the quality of
enterprise management decisions.

1. Introduction

The importance of research on corporate performance man-
agement and related topics has received continued academic
attention. Corporate performance management, which
draws on the methods of business administration, is a new
administrative model developed from the Western New
Public Management. Since the rise of research, the theory
of corporate performance management has developed rap-
idly, especially in the areas of performance index systems,
performance assessment subjects, and performance assess-

ment tools. Fruitful research results have been achieved
[1]. The academic research results of corporate performance
management have been on a growing trend in the last
decade or so. Corporate performance management has been
one of the important issues in public administration
research and a hotspot and key area in the discipline of pub-
lic management, and public management academics have
devoted greater attention and power to research on the topic
of corporate performance management [2]. With the popu-
larity of the Internet, artificial intelligence, and 5G technol-
ogy, big data has entered all occupations. It has not only
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brought great convenience to individuals’ lives but also pro-
vided new directions for enterprises to think about. Small
and medium-sized enterprises are the main body of the
structure of the market economy, with a large number, small
scale, limited capital, weak risk resistance, and other charac-
teristics [3]. If SMEs want to be invincible in the fierce com-
petition of the market economy, they must adapt to the
changes of the times, use big data technology to assist the
development of enterprises, and improve their competitive-
ness. Corporate performance management has always been
one of the important issues of public administration
research, and it is also a hot and key field of public manage-
ment disciplines. Public management academic circles have
devoted greater attention and strength to the research on
corporate performance management topics. As an important
part of enterprise management, human resource manage-
ment has a direct impact on whether the strategic planning
of enterprises can be realized. As the core function of HR
management, performance management determines the
level of HR management of an enterprise [4]. The develop-
ment of big data technology brings greater opportunities
and challenges to HRM. How to use big data to collect, orga-
nize and analyze macro- and microeconomic information to
help realize company strategy, promote management level,
and make the enterprise invincible in the fierce market com-
petition has become a new issue.

However, the management of enterprises in the context
of big data is also facing many new issues. One of the more
prominent issues is the performance management of
employees and teams. First, the staff and job settings and
work processes of the appraisal team in the context of big
data are very different from the previous ones. Their main
work tasks are real estate data mining, database manage-
ment, and updating, data platform development and con-
struction, network maintenance, and promotion and after-
sales of data products. The difference in work tasks inevita-
bly makes the performance appraisal indexes of employees
very different. Traditional performance appraisal indexes
focus more on employees’ assessment experience and skills,
while the use of data assessment systems should focus more
on personnel’s ability of data analysis and software develop-
ment. Second, the association between jobs in the context of
big data is stronger and requires a higher degree of team-
work. Work tasks include real estate data mining, database
management and update, data platform development and
construction, network maintenance, and data product pro-
motion and after-sales. Therefore, the traditional perfor-
mance appraisal system focuses more on the assessment of
individual performance, while the performance appraisal of
the team should be more important in the context of big
data [4]. Again, big data requires the assessment system to
have nationwide massive data resources, which inevitably
brings about the expansion and development of enterprise
organizational structure. The expanding organizational
structure brings great difficulty to the performance manage-
ment of personnel. The headquarters of the enterprise and
its subordinate branches as well as the project teams are scat-
tered among many cities in the country, so it is difficult to
use a unified performance index assessment system for per-

formance management, and the quality of personnel and job
positions is very different among different teams. Therefore,
the performance appraisal in the context of big data should
consider both the correlation between the work of each team
and the differences in the economic development of each
region [5]. Therefore, the performance appraisal system in
the context of big data should be a complex system consid-
ering various factors.

To sum up, the traditional performance appraisal system
can no longer adapt to the current industry in the context of
big data. In the context of big data, the strategic objectives of
enterprises have changed a lot, shifting from the original tra-
ditional assessment method to the direction of data platform
assessment. Therefore, the performance management system
of the enterprise should also reflect the strategic objectives of
the enterprise. In this way, the value of talents can be better
assessed and staff can be motivated to work creatively.
Through a scientific and systematic performance manage-
ment system, managers can understand the overall team’s
work status and work quality, find problems in time, solve
problems, and help managers make correct decisions, which
can further improve the company’s management level, while
a scientific performance appraisal system can also provide a
reference basis for staff salary increases and job promotions
and help managers discover the company’s outstanding tal-
ents. The scientific and systematic performance manage-
ment system can clarify the development direction of the
company and the competition between teams, which can
greatly improve the work efficiency, and let the employees
see that they will get the corresponding reasonable compen-
sation for their hard work, so that they can stimulate their
work enthusiasm, continuously improve their workability,
and contribute to the further development of the company.

2. Current Status of Research

The calculation of weights among various performance indi-
cators has been a difficult problem, and there has always
been a lack of uniform calculation standards; therefore,
attempts have been made to solve the calculation of weights
using the development of corresponding software [6]. On
the enterprise side, Intel has proposed a 360-degree perfor-
mance evaluation appraisal method. Its evaluation dimen-
sions are diversified to ensure a more comprehensive
assessment, and it is mainly used to appraise personnel
above the middle level. Key performance indicators (KPI)
are also widely used at this stage. This method is to divide
the goals of the enterprise according to different levels and
classes and to find out the key factors or key events, which
affect the development of the enterprise, to evaluate the per-
formance level of employees, and through the scientific
application of the KPI, the method can effectively improve
the management level of the enterprise. The key perfor-
mance indicator appraisal method is characterized by being
relatively simple and easy to operate, so it is more widely
used in SMEs [7]. In summary, the balanced scorecard
method, the key performance indicator method, the 360-
degree performance appraisal method, and the goal manage-
ment method are the commonly used performance appraisal
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methods in foreign companies [8]. These four methods have
their advantages and shortcomings, as well as their scope of
application. There are more in-depth researches in the the-
ory of performance appraisal management, and some large
enterprises have made outstanding explorations in the prac-
tice of performance appraisal management [9]. The main
problem is that the corporate culture in different regions is
different, the assessment methods used, the assessment sys-
tem established and the assessment indexes also differ, and
a unified performance assessment management system has
not been established. At present, enterprises often use the
key performance indicator method, 360-degree performance
appraisal method, etc. The full combination of theory and
practice and mutual promotion make this part of the
research get continuous and in-depth development [10].
And in recent years, foreign countries have begun to pay
attention to performance evaluation research in the organi-
zational context. Researchers in performance appraisal
emphasize that performance appraisal is seen as a complex
process that includes social context, employee feelings, and
cognition. Some experts and scholars have also begun to
focus on the study of team performance and have achieved
some results. Performance appraisal should consider not
only the relevance of the work of each team but also the dif-
ferences in the economic development of each region.
Therefore, the performance appraisal system in the context
of big data should be a complex system that considers vari-
ous factors.

Liu et al. emphasize that firms form a large amount of
unique, hard-to-replicate tacit knowledge based on practices,
skills, and other resources and transform this knowledge
into firm competitiveness through effective accumulation
and learning within the organization [11]. Based on this,
Zhou et al. argue that dynamic capabilities are processes by
which firms use resources, and he points out that dynamic
capabilities can not only support firms to adjust their strate-
gies to match the changing environment, but it can even cre-
ate new markets and improve business performance [12]. In
a constantly changing environment, it is difficult to bring
lasting benefits to a company with unchanging core compe-
tencies. Grant et al. explored the mechanism of corporate
knowledge. Xiao et al. argue from the perspective of organi-
zational knowledge evolution that enterprise capability is
ultimately the accumulation of empirical knowledge of the
enterprise, which is reflected in the business processes of
the company’s business [13]. The theory of enterprise
knowledge is an integration of the resource base theory, core
competency theory, and dynamic competency theory. Core
competence is a heterogeneous resource of enterprises, while
knowledge is the basis of the core competence of enterprises,
and the difference of competitive advantages of enterprises
originates from the different mechanisms of knowledge cre-
ation and application [14]. Enterprises should not only con-
sider enhancing the utility of current knowledge but also
seek new knowledge acquisition, and constantly updating
knowledge is the key to maintain competitive advantage.

Among the theoretical studies, some scholars mainly
explore the realization path of innovative enterprise perfor-
mance management models utilizing big data thinking and

machine learning technologies [15–17]. Perkhofer believes
that the characteristics of the era of big data and public sec-
tor performance management have a fit and build a simple
model of public sector performance management thinking,
suggesting scientific use of data mining techniques to build
a database system of public sector performance management
information [18]. Through the analysis of massive perfor-
mance data, deeper performance management issues are dis-
covered. It focuses on exploring the influencing factors of
applying big data technology [19] in the public sector, pro-
poses a key approach to big data application, presents a the-
oretical framework to explain the motivation, capability, and
performance of big data application in the public sector, and
investigates the impact path of big data application on public
service performance. It also proposes that future research
should construct and test the theoretical framework of the
causes, processes, and performance of big data applications
in the public sector and make recommendations to promote
big data applications in the public sector.

3. Multidimensional Big Data Matrix Model in
Enterprise Performance Evaluation System
Optimization Analysis

3.1. Optimal Design of Multidimensional Big Data Matrix
Model. Multidimensional data fusion is an automated infor-
mation processing approach that brings together multiple
sources of information to assist decision-makers in making
decisions by transforming the collected information into
representational values that can be processed [20, 21]. The
process of data fusion involves many aspects such as data
collection, processing, detection, combination, and evalua-
tion. Through data processing, multisource data is fused,
so as to accurately identify the state of the event, the safety
of the environment, and the participants’ identity and other
information. The process of data fusion involves numerous
aspects of data collection, processing, detection, combina-
tion, and evaluation of data from multiple sources to accu-
rately identify information such as the state of an event,
the level of safety of the environment, and the identity of
the participants. In sorting out the definition of multidimen-
sional data fusion, it can be found that multidimensional
data fusion is the process of organizing data from multiple
sources, identifying the corresponding knowledge, and
removing redundant and useless information, to obtain tar-
get state information and rank the importance of things that
need to be processed, thus helping users to make decisions.
The theory of multidimensional data fusion was first applied
to the military field to deal with target tracking and identifi-
cation, system warning, and situational assessment in mili-
tary information.

Multidimensional data fusion has also undergone a long
period of development and is also characterized as interdis-
ciplinary and cross-disciplinary, a comprehensive discipline
involving knowledge and techniques from various fields.
Therefore, scholars do not have the same definition of mul-
tidimensional data fusion, and the accepted definition for
information fusion is that proposed by the Federation of
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Directors of the Tri-Service Organization Laboratory. The
fusion of multidimensional data can be performed using
Bayesian estimation. When fusing, the data should be as inde-
pendent as possible. By dividing independently, Bayesian esti-
mation can be used to evaluate the system for decision-
making. Scholars have different definitions of multidimen-
sional data fusion. For the definition of information fusion,
the universally recognized definition is proposed by the
United States Tri-Service Organization Laboratory Council.

Suppose that the decisions that can be made in the sys-
tem are A1, A2, ..., Am, and the observed outcome is
denoted as B. This allows the emergent prior knowledge to
be used so that the probability of deciding p(Ai) and the out-
come p(B|Ai) that occurs under a certain decision can be
obtained. The probability of an outcome p(B|Ai) under the
probability of a decision can be transformed into a posteriori
probability p(Ai|B) in the Bayesian formulation. This allows
the Bayesian formula to be represented using the conditional
formula.

p Ai B ∪ Cjð Þ = p B ∪ C Aijð Þ
∑m

j=1p B ∩ C Aijð Þ , ð1Þ

where B is an observation and C is observation under
another source. For the decision condition Ai, the probabil-
ity of occurrence of observation C, pðB ∪ CjAiÞ, such that the
probability of simultaneous occurrence of B and C needs to
be calculated. However, this calculation is difficult, so the
formula can be further modified. First assume that A, B,
and C are independent of each other.

p B ∪ C Aijð Þ = p B Aijð Þp C Aijð Þ: ð2Þ

Then, the equation is rewritten as equation (3).

p C Ai ∪ Bjð Þ = p B ∪ C Aijð Þp C Aijð Þ
∑m

j=1p B ∩ C Aijð Þp B Aijð Þ : ð3Þ

Rough set theory can effectively deal with some noisy
data or provide solutions to problems such as incomplete
data and inaccurate classification. In the rough set theory,
the processing method for knowledge is more comprehen-
sive, and the knowledge granularity can be divided, to ensure
the accuracy of knowledge, which is also a knowledge theory
domain method. Through rough set theory, it can provide a
theoretical basis for the treatment of some uncertainty prob-
lems [22]. The coarse and fine-grained knowledge is also the
criterion for determining whether knowledge can be accu-
rately divided and whether it can accurately describe the
concept of a certain field. Rough set is used as the dividing
basis, and knowledge is defined on this basis, to describe
the concept of the domain more accurately. The advantage
of the rough set theory is that it does not require a priori
information, can effectively classify knowledge with known
information, and can approximate a large amount of repeti-
tive knowledge, so that it is easier to find law in this knowl-
edge. This feature makes rough set theory widely used in the
fields of data mining, expert systems, and pattern recogni-

tion, and it can effectively analyze the hidden laws or rules
in knowledge without adding any information of data.

By these ideas makes rough sets can be better used in the
field of data mining. When performing data mining, it is
possible to uncover the fine-grained nature of knowledge
and uncover associations between data. Knowledge can be
partitioned using rough sets, and this partitioning is often
based on a theoretical domain. The coarse and fine granular-
ity of knowledge is also the criterion that determines
whether knowledge can be accurately classified and whether
it can accurately describe the concepts of a domain. Using
rough sets as the basis for division, knowledge is defined
on this basis to describe the concepts of the domain more
accurately, as shown in Figure 1.

Cross-source multidimensional government data shar-
ing is an extension of the traditional concept of government
data, and its data-sharing model architecture is also signifi-
cantly different from the traditional model architecture,
mainly including three extensions: the data of business sys-
tems are different, including the data of many departments
such as public prosecution, law enforcement, government
affairs, and industry and commerce administration. When
constructing the system, some of the data come from the
self-built systems of the units at this level, while some origi-
nate from the national and provincial vertical systems, in
addition to the interface between the self-built system and
the data sharing and exchange platform, the technology of
data pipeline is also used to realize the interface between
the national vertical system and the data-sharing platform.
Part of the data comes from the self-built system of the unit
at the same level, and part comes from the national and pro-
vincial vertical systems. Therefore, when building the sys-
tem, in addition to the connection between the self-built
system and the data sharing and exchange platform, the data
pipeline technology is used to realize the national vertical
system, interfacing with the data-sharing platform. The
diversity of data structure includes structured, semistruc-
tured, and unstructured data, such as structured data of
business processing in the governmental system, semistruc-
tured data of system logs, and unstructured data of each gov-
ernmental monitoring system.

BEL Að Þ =〠m Bð Þ2: ð4Þ

The virtual knowledge community contains a large
amount of user behavior data and personalized demand
data. These data constitute the multidimensional data of
the virtual knowledge community. Using these data for
fusion can alleviate the data sparsity and cold-start problems
in traditional recommendation systems, and therefore,
hybrid recommendation with fused multidimensional data
is an important means for a virtual knowledge community
to solve user information overload. When dealing with mul-
tidimensional data, it often faces situations such as missing
data or unknown data, so it is necessary to predict the filling
of missing data or unknown data based on known data.
Clustering methods can be used to cluster the data and pre-
dict the relationship between missing data using existing
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relationships, thus considering the correlation between data,
and the process of calculation is easier to understand. Miss-
ing data can also be filled using a method based on the
expected maximum. You can also use methods based on
the expected maximum to fill in missing data. This is a fea-
ture that uses nonnormal distribution and uses a kernel
function to calculate the data distribution density. This is a
feature that uses nonnormal distributions and calculates
the density of the data distribution using kernel functions.
The classifier in Bayes and the expected maximum can pre-
dict the data to be filled. There are also studies on missing
data filling methods based on self-associating neural net-
works, which can obtain data with higher accuracy.

The cross-source multidimensional government data-
sharing influence factors are n, and each factor is evaluated
by m levels, then the set of influence factors to be classified.
Where each u is a set of factor evaluation vectors, represent-
ing the set of influence degree measures of the kth factor.
The study object matrix can be obtained, as shown in equa-
tion (5).

Xn×m =

x11 x12 ⋯ x1m

x21 x22 ⋯ x2m

⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯

xn1 xn2 ⋯ xnm

2
666664

3
777775
: ð5Þ

To reduce the problem of “swallowing small numbers by
large numbers” when comparing data of different orders of
magnitude, the original data need to be normalized to the
interval [0,1] by data normalization. The jth column of the
matrix X is normalized, see (6).

xij′ =
xij +max xij

� �

max xij
� �

+min xij
� � : ð6Þ

The reference series and the evaluation object are stan-
dardized by the data and the correlation coefficient of the
corresponding index between the j-rated evaluation index
of the ith factor and the reference series in equation (7).

ξij =
max min xij

� �

max xij
� �

+min xij
� � : ð7Þ

To calculate the correlation degree, the influence degree
of different indicators in the research object needs to be con-
sidered comprehensively, so the indicator weights are intro-
duced, as shown in Figure 2, which is the weight of the
influence level of each influence factor, and the correlation
coefficient of all indicators of each factor can be combined
into one correlation degree, and the correlation degree can
be obtained after considering the weights.

ri = 〠
m

j=1
pjξi jð Þ: ð8Þ

Performance information is characterized by the proper-
ties of information itself but also has some special character-
istics of performance management. The characteristics of
performance information include purpose, accuracy, timeli-
ness, formality, consistency, and completeness. The purpose
of performance information is that performance informa-
tion is not blind and random information but has a specific
purpose. Accuracy of performance information means that
it can accurately fit the purpose of performance manage-
ment and meet the needs of performance management.
The earlier performance information is obtained, the greater
the effect; conversely, the later the time, the weaker the func-
tion of the information. The formality of performance infor-
mation is the value of performance information to realize
evaluation and judgment. Timeliness can also be understood
as timeliness. Performance information reflects the status of
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Figure 1: Multidimensional big data matrix model.
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corporate performance within a certain period. It has maxi-
mum value only during a specific validity period. Therefore,
its value is closely related to time, and the utility of perfor-
mance information is directly proportional to the efficiency
of its supply. The earlier performance information is
obtained, the more useful it is; conversely, the later it is
obtained, the less useful it will be. The formality of perfor-
mance information is that to achieve the value of evaluation
and judgment, performance information needs to be in a
clear and flexible form to show the real business manage-
ment situation in all aspects. Consistency is that perfor-
mance information does not diminish its value because of
changes in time and place. Of course, more importantly, per-
formance information must be complete. The performance
of business management requires complete and comprehen-
sive information, so the information cannot be left out; oth-
erwise, it will bring a negative impact on the use of
performance information results.

3.2. Experimental Design of Enterprise Performance
Evaluation System. The goal of performance management
based on big data technology is to improve the accuracy
and credibility of performance management using big data
technology, make counseling more targeted through timely
feedback, and ultimately achieve the purpose of mobilizing
employees’ work motivation and creativity, improving indi-
vidual performance, and enhancing the overall performance
level of the enterprise. Unlike the traditional performance
management model, the data source channels of HR perfor-
mance management based on big data technology are
diverse [23]. The source of data information no longer relies
on the original data only by manual entry but directly
extracts the performance management information of a cer-
tain time point automatically through the system. The form

of data information is richer and more diversified, covering
information such as graphics, reports, figures, tables, and
sounds in addition to conventional text carriers, which
expand the dimensionality of data sources and are a fusion
of structured data and unstructured data and cannot be con-
cluded using statistical analysis only, so it is necessary to
organize, analyze, and store this information through big
data technology to complete the informatization process.
To be used by managers in general big data is stored on an
open cloud platform, which provides a data source for col-
lecting data and sharing data and provides support for the
openness of performance management data. The openness
is reflected from two aspects: on the one hand, it is open to
the users of performance data, providing help to those who
need to use the data for decision analysis within the enter-
prise, reducing the cost of acquiring data for the enterprise,
and helping to improve the accuracy of their decisions; on
the other hand, it is open to the uploaders, enabling the plat-
form to continuously collect more data and cover a wider
range of data, as shown in Figure 3.

The sharing of performance management data can real-
ize data transparency and reduce the cost of acquisition that
occurs due to information asymmetry. Data information
reaches employees and managers directly, and employees
can check their performance results at any time and learn
about the performance results of others, so that employees
can know themselves and their opponents, which can play
the role of self-checking and supervision, and find the gap
with others in time and motivate each other to learn and
improve work motivation. Performance management based
on big data can realize real-time performance feedback and
automation. As shown in Figure 3, the performance man-
agement based on big data technology can chase the treadle
on aj method in real-time when the fruit exceeds the preset
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value; the system will automatically issue the results for com-
parison and analysis through human-computer interaction
[24, 25]. If the assessment results do not reach the pre-
corrected instructions, the system will send the results to
the person concerned for guidance and feedback; if the
assessment results do not reach the preset indicators, the
system will send the results to the supervisor at the same
time, so that the supervisor can understand the current situ-
ation of employees’ work and conduct targeted counseling
on time [26].

For the performance appraisal and feedback process, all
data are made by database for data custody, collecting more
complete information and more accurate appraisal results.
The performance appraisal management system based on
big data can effectively help employees conduct self-exami-
nation, correct bias, and improve work efficiency. Perfor-
mance management based on big data technology realizes
real-time tracking, data collection, comparison, analysis,
and feedback so that the level of human resources perfor-
mance management is greatly improved.

At present, many local enterprises still lack a scientific
reward and punishment system, and the incentive validity
of performance information use is not high. In terms of
incentive direction, there are more positive incentives than
negative incentives in the use of performance information
for corporate civil servants. In many cases, the results of per-
formance evaluation are generally satisfactory. Among the
incentive approaches, the positive incentive of job promo-
tion is significantly more than the other incentive
approaches, which has a stimulating effect on civil servants’
officialism. Data information forms are more abundant and

diversified. In addition to conventional text carriers, it also
covers graphics, reports, numbers, tables, sounds, and other
information. These data expand the dimensions of data
sources and are the fusion of structured data and unstruc-
tured data. The unbalanced and unscientific setting of incen-
tive methods is often unable to properly guide the attitudes
and behaviors of civil servants.

Insufficient degree of disclosure of performance infor-
mation results to subjects external to the enterprise. At pres-
ent, the content and scope of performance information
disclosed to the public in practice are still inadequate and
insufficient. The performance information is mainly trans-
mitted and shared within the enterprise organization, and
the relatively high degree of public disclosure is mainly for
online evaluation and enterprise satisfaction information,
but the degree of disclosure of other information related to
people’s livelihood is relatively low, as shown in Figure 4.

The selected expert should be an authority in the field of
corporate performance evaluation research or an expert
scholar with relevant work experience to ensure the accuracy
of the evaluation results. In addition, the selected experts
should have relevant research or understanding of the new
retail innovation ecosystem. The experts should preferably
have experience in researching innovation ecosystem pro-
jects, and experienced new retail workers should preferably
be financial directors or regional directors. The number of
experts should be neither too many nor too few. If the num-
ber of experts is too large, on the one hand, the cost is rela-
tively high and the feedback period will be extended
accordingly; on the other hand, if the opinions of experts
are too diverse in the comprehensive processing, not only
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is it time-consuming and labor-intensive, but it may not
even be possible to reach a unified conclusion. If the number
of experts is too small, the analysis results will not only be
insufficient for scientific accuracy, but the whole study will
be meaningless. Some studies have shown that the number
of experts should be best at 7. When the number of experts
exceeds 7, the accuracy of the evaluation results does not
improve significantly with the number of people, so it is bet-
ter to choose 7 experts.

4. Analysis of Results

4.1. Results of the Optimized Multidimensional Big Data
Matrix Model. The measurement method of the government
recommendation system contains three aspects; one is the
comparison of the calculation results of multiple recommen-
dation models. The other is the scoring prediction for result
measurement. The recommendation results of a certain
enterprise are extracted for manual verification. This study
compares the results of enterprise-based recommendation,
matter-based recommendation, SVD-based recommenda-
tion, and SVD++-based recommendation, with 90% of the
original data as training data and 10% of the randomly
selected data, as test data, as shown in Figure 5.

By comparing several different algorithms to validate
G2B recommendations based on cross-source multidimen-
sional government data, it is appropriate to use the SVD++
algorithm combining enterprise recommendations and mat-
ter recommendations as to the core recommendation algo-
rithm. The higher recall rate and accuracy rate in the
algorithm comparison indicate that the algorithm is more
effective and the lower differential mean evaluation is better.
90% of the original data is used as training data, and 10% of
the data is randomly selected. From Figure 5, it can be found
that the recall rate and the check accuracy rate are much
higher for both the firm-based recommendation and the
matter-based recommendation compared to someone,
KNN, SVD, and SVD++. Due to the sparsity of the matrix,
the enterprise-based recommendation and matter based rec-
ommendation have the situation that some enterprises can-

not calculate the results, while SVD++ achieves all enterprise
recommendations by dimensionality reduction but its
results are less accurate, so these three methods are com-
bined to achieve the complementary and optimized results.
Combining enterprise recommendation, matter recommen-
dation, and SVD++ recommendation is a kind of hybrid rec-
ommendation combining multiple algorithms, which is to
merge and optimize the ranking of multiple calculation
results. The algorithm used in this paper is reasonable and
effective by comparing the three dimensions of recall rate,
check accuracy rate, and differential mean evaluation.

To be able to clearly describe the input-output efficiency
of each sector of the enterprise, this study takes each sector
of the enterprise as a decision unit in 2020, constructs the
CCR model, BCC model, and super-efficiency model, and
uses MATLAB software for calculation. By calculating the
comprehensive efficiency, pure technical efficiency, scale effi-
ciency, and super efficiency values, the comparative analysis
of the input-output efficiency of each enterprise sector in
2020 is carried out, and the calculation results are shown
in Figure 6.

The lower the efficiency value, the more serious the
waste of resources. In particular, the overall efficiency of
the Agriculture Bureau and the Environmental Protection
Bureau is lower than 0.7, which is relatively low. The com-
prehensive efficiency in Figure 6 is calculated by the CCR
model, and the results show that the comprehensive effi-
ciency values of Education Bureau, Quality and Technical
Supervision Bureau, Public Security Bureau, and Health
and Family Planning Bureau are all equal to 1, which means
that the DEA of these departments is relatively effective,
indicating that these four departments do not have pure
technical inefficiency or scale inefficiency, indicating that
these departments have achieved effectiveness in terms of
technology and scale. This indicates that these sectors are
effective in terms of technology and scale and that they can
achieve efficient and solid returns to scale with proper inputs
in the process of operation. In addition to these four depart-
ments, the other three departments: Administration for
Industry and Commerce, Bureau of Agriculture, and Envi-
ronmental Protection Bureau have integrated efficiency
values less than 1. They all have different degrees of inte-
grated efficiency inefficiency, indicating that these depart-
ments have some degree of resource waste, and some of
the input resources cannot be effectively transformed into
outputs, and some of the resources invested in the data shar-
ing work do not play the proper value. In particular, the
comprehensive efficiency of the Agriculture Bureau and the
Environmental Protection Bureau is below 0.7, which is
low in relative terms. Low overall efficiency may be caused
by managerial errors and unreasonable scale, and technical
efficiency can be improved by optimizing resource allocation
and improving resource management methods.

According to the calculation of the BCC model, the scale
efficiency values of the Bureau of Quality and Technical
Supervision, the Bureau of Education, and the Bureau of
Health and Family Planning are all lower than reasonable
levels, which indicates that there is a waste of resources in
the construction process, so it is recommended that these
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units do a good job of managing the whole process in the
cross-source multidimensional data sharing work. This
includes top-level planning at the early stage of the project,
consulting and design at the system implementation stage,
and more comprehensive and careful management of the
bidding process. We should hire professional consulting

companies, supervisory companies, bidding companies,
and software evaluation companies to do a good job and
conduct forward-looking research jointly with universities
and professional research institutions to promote the shar-
ing of cross-source multidimensional data and actively play
the value of data application.
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4.2. Experimental Results. A two-dimensional table consist-
ing of rows and columns is constructed for the performance
indicators of the same level to be evaluated, and all the per-
formance indicators to be evaluated at the same level are
listed in the rows and columns, respectively. The following
is an example of the construction method of the weight fac-
tor judgment table for the first level performance indicators
of the data team performance evaluation system. As shown
in Figure 7, the first column lists the four levels 1 perfor-
mance indicators of the data team, which are financial level,
customer level, internal business process level, and personal
growth level. The first column also lists these four indicators.

Each cell at the intersection of the rows and columns is
filled with a score that compares the importance of the row
and column indicators to each other. The criteria and range
of comparative scores were filled in by an expert panel of 18
experts based on the quantitative scale of importance. For
example, if an expert think that the customer-level indica-
tors are less important than the financial-level indicators,
he/she fills in the cell where the customer-level and
financial-level indicators are intersected with the value 4.
When all the tables are filled, the table of the weighting fac-
tors of the first-level indicators of an expert is formed. The
table of 18 levels 1 index weighting factors is formed. The
arithmetic mean of the values in the 18 cells of the table of
the weighting factors of the first-level indicators is calcu-
lated, and the final table of the weighting factors of the
first-level indicators of the data team is formed. It is impor-

tant to note that the 18 experts’ scores need to be checked for
consistency, and if they pass, the next step can be performed.
Similarly, for the four dimensions of the balanced scorecard,
all the following second-level indicators are also used in the
same way to construct the weighting factor judgment table
separately, and the final weighting factor judgment will be
formed.

It is also necessary to combine the weights of the indica-
tors of the two tiers, i.e., the indicator weights of the second
tier are multiplied with the corresponding weights of the first
tier, which is called the total arrangement of weights. The
specific calculation method is to multiply the weights of
the second tier (C tier) by the respective corresponding
weights of the first tier (B tier) to obtain the final team per-
formance index weights. The team performance appraisal
results can be analyzed to adjust the pay level of the team.
According to the different results of team performance
appraisal, it can be divided into the adjustment of overall
team salary level and the adjustment of salary level of some
positions. The adjustment of the overall salary level of the
team is made according to the comprehensive score of the
team performance appraisal results. And the adjustment of
the salary level of some positions is based on the completion
of each performance appraisal index. The principle of salary
level adjustment is to first determine the overall performance
level of the team according to the total score of the team’s
performance appraisal results and, then, adjust the salary
of some positions according to the completion of each
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performance appraisal index. The principle of salary level
adjustment is to first determine the overall team perfor-
mance level based on the total score of the team perfor-
mance appraisal results and, then, to adjust the salary of
some positions according to the completion of each perfor-
mance appraisal index.

The evaluation of R&D personnel should focus on the
combination of result-oriented quantitative and qualitative
indicators, and the quantitative evaluation should be
result-oriented, considering the R&D process, while focusing
on the realization of R&D personnel’s self-worth, so that the
performance of R&D personnel can be truly and reasonably
evaluated. For the qualitative part, I can ask experts and rel-
evant personnel to depict a radar chart of performance eval-
uation elements for R&D personnel’s job competency and
then conduct a comprehensive analysis by combining big
data technology to combine the qualitative part with the
quantitative output part, to determine the most reasonable
index weights. The radar diagram of R&D personnel perfor-
mance evaluation is shown in Figure 8.

Risk early warning is a system that monitors changes in
the trend of risk factors based on the characteristics of the
object of study, collects related information, and measures
the strength of deviation from the warning line for each type
of risk state and, at the same, time adopts preemptive mea-
sures for decision-makers and emits early warning signals.
The construction of a risk warning system requires the
establishment of an indicator measurement system and in-
depth analysis and processing of indicators. The evaluation
indicator system in HR performance management is based
on performance evaluation indicators and risk indicator
evaluation levels, which are defined digitally, and the early
warning system indicators are included in the performance
indicator design considerations, which is the basis for the
establishment of the early warning system.

Second, according to the actual situation of the enter-
prise, combined with the performance evaluation index,
use reasonable early warning data processing method, set
early warning processing model, and comprehensive evalua-

tion data index system. The risk model can be set according
to the position, work style, and process, generally; there are
position risk model, work risk model, process risk model,
other models, etc. Finally, according to the degree of com-
pletion of performance indicators in the actual work and
early warning system indicators to compare, set the early
warning interval, when the gap between the actual comple-
tion of indicators and early warning indicators exceeds the
early warning interval, the early warning system will mea-
sure the risk to formulate processing countermeasures and
send to the executive and supervisory personnel for the rel-
evant personnel to correct the deviation.

5. Conclusion

The positive impact of big data fusion capability on enter-
prise innovation performance has not been verified. To
explore the reason, we can return to the definition of “big
data convergence capability”, which is the orderly integra-
tion of specific business and big data systems, which will
break the traditional management style, redeploy and opti-
mize enterprise resources, enhance business process sharing
and interactivity, and thus improve the efficiency of enter-
prise operation. Realizing the orderly combination of busi-
ness and big data systems, as well as the redeployment and
optimization of enterprise resources is a gradual process,
which cannot be completed in a short time. At present,
China’s big data industry is in the primary development
stage, especially the relevant technology is in the stage of
technical barriers to overcome, and the external conditions
for cultivating the enterprise’s big data integration capability
have not reached a mature time. Therefore, the positive
impact of big data integration capability on the innovation
performance of enterprises has not been revealed yet. Big
data strategic collaboration capability is a positive adjust-
ment of enterprises’ strategies in the new era of change. In
the fierce market competition, big data strategic collabora-
tion capability enhances the adaptability of enterprises to
the market environment, and the actual needs of customers
support the concrete implementation of enterprise strategies
based on the guidance of learning mechanisms and promote
the management innovation activities of enterprise manage-
ment members from the perspective of internal management
and operation. Big data strategic collaboration capability is
an important path for the transformation of enterprise inno-
vation performance, providing support for the future devel-
opment strategy of the enterprise and realizing the
improvement of the overall competitiveness of the
enterprise.
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Teachers now have a new teaching model to refer to with the emergence of the flipped classroom. The teacher-student interaction is
thought to be influenced by teaching mode as a key indicator of improving teaching efficiency. We develop a research model based
on a literature review to explain the drawbacks of teacher-student interaction in flipped classrooms with oral English instruction.
SmartPLS software was used to analyze the survey data of 84 students from three classes. Emotional resistance has a significant
negative impact on the effect of teacher-student interaction in the flipped classroom, whereas learning autonomy and video
content quality have a significant positive impact. Our research adds to the body of knowledge in the field of flipped classrooms
and provides theoretical support for teachers in colleges and universities who want to use this teaching method.

1. Introduction

As an important part of teaching for college teachers,
teacher-student interaction has a significant impact on the
teaching quality of teachers and the leaning efficiency of
students [1]. Appropriate and high-level teacher-student
interaction can mobilize students’ enthusiasm in class and
guide students to think and express their views better. On
the contrary, it may make the class boring and then affect
the learning efficiency of students [2].

Oral English teaching, as an applied and practical course,
requires relatively high interaction between teachers and stu-
dents [3]. As an oral English teacher, it is not only necessary
to get students to speak English and interact with classmates
and teachers but more importantly, to get them actively
involved in the classroom teaching and discussion. In other
words, we need to get students to take the initiative, actively
express their ideas, and participate in the class.

The arrival of the era of big data provides a solution to the
issue of teacher-student interaction in oral English teaching [4].
“Flipped classroom” is a typical solution of teacher-student

interaction. Flipped classrooms typically rearrange the time in
and out of the classroom, transferring learning decisions from
teachers to students [5]. Under this teaching mode, students
can arrange their study time better. For example, students use
extracurricular time to prepare questions for class in advance,
so that they can actively and effectively interact with teachers
and other students during class. Moreover, in the Internet
era, students can learn a variety of online courses through the
Internet without having to go to school to be taught by
teachers, while the advent of the era of big data provides stu-
dents with a wealth of online materials. Students can obtain
rich learning materials independently through the Internet
under the mode of “flipped classroom.”

Recently, artificial intelligence as a hot research field has
attracted the attention and application of many scholars in
many fields [6–8]. As a product of the era of artificial intelli-
gence [9–12], big data [13], andmachine learning [14], flipped
classroom has attracted the attention of academia and higher
education circles as soon as its concept and model were
launched. For example, Herreid and Schiller [15] have dis-
cussed the positive and negative aspects of flipped classrooms.
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Herreid et al. [16] believed that the teaching mode of flipped
classroom provides a very good choice for teachers who adopt
the case study method in teaching. However, Abdullah et al.
[17] proposed that the application of flipped classroom mode
in oral English teachingmay cause the anxiety of learners. This
point of view provides new inspiration for our study. Instead,
Abdullah et al. [17] were thinking about the drawbacks of
flipped classroom, a widely accepted teaching method, that
might hinder students’ learning.

The viewpoints of the above scholars have caught our
attention. We cannot help thinking, what are the potential
disadvantages factors of flipped classroom in oral English
teaching that will affect the interaction between teachers
and students? Therefore, following this idea, we mainly dis-
cuss the possible drawbacks of flipped classroom in oral
English teaching and puts forward feasible solutions. In this
study, we constructed a model of the factors influencing the
disadvantages of flipped classroom in oral English teaching.
Our study contribution is to enrich the research literature
of flipped classroom and expand the teaching practice of oral
English. Meanwhile, the exploration of adverse factors is
conducive to providing practical implications for teachers
of oral English teaching and preventing students from find-
ing it difficult to adapt to flipped classroom.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: the second
section presents the literature review; the third section proposes
the research model and hypothesis; the fourth section provides
the method and data results; and finally, the fifth section
proposes the conclusions, limitations, and the future work.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Definition of Flipped Classroom. It is generally believed in
the academia that Lage et al. [18] were the first researchers to
put forward the idea of “flipped classroom,” but they did not
clearly define this concept [19]. Until 2007, Bergmann and
Sams, chemistry teachers at Wood Land Park High School
in Colorado, USA, began to use video software to record
PPT and attach the voice of explanation [17]. The videos they
record are uploaded to the Internet to make up for absent
students. Soon, they were experimenting with something
more groundbreaking, gradually based on students watching
videos and listening to lectures at home; in class, teachers
mainly help students with questions or provide help to stu-
dents who have difficulties in doing experiments. The mode
has since become popular in the United States.

Therefore, in a sense, flipped classroom is different from
the traditional teaching method. In this mode, teachers give
the teaching content in the classroom to students to learn
independently after class; during class time, teachers and
students interact with each other to discuss questions that
students do not understand or to put the original homework
in class for discussion [5].

2.2. Potential Disadvantages of Flipped Classroom in Oral
English Teaching. In oral English teaching, flipped classroom
has many advantages. For example, it provides a space for
students to study independently, which is beneficial for stu-
dents to make full preparation for the learning content after

class, and the interaction between students and teachers in
class is more efficient [20]. The existence of these advantages
attracts many teachers and students to try to learn through
this teaching method.

However, we believe that the potential drawbacks of
flipped classroom in oral English teaching should be paid
more attention to by teachers and students. Bishop and Ver-
leger [21] found that students preferred interactive classes to
video lectures. Herreid et al. [5] found in their research that
flipped classroom has potential traps. For example, students
may be resistant at the beginning of learning; the videos pre-
pared by teachers for students are all unified, so it is difficult
to make differentiated customization; and the poor quality of
instructional videos may also be a potential disadvantage. In
addition, Critz and Knight [22] also raised concerns about
this teaching method. One of the main concerns is that it is
difficult to monitor and control the learning process and
learning efficiency of students.

Existing literature provides a rich foundation for us to
study flipped classroom. In view of the disadvantages of
flipped classroom in oral English teaching, this paper
attempts to investigate and verify these potential factors.
The aims are to clearly explain these potential disadvantages
and propose the workable solutions.

3. Theoretical Model Construction
and Hypothesis

3.1. Theoretical Model. Based on literature analysis and from
the perspective of “teacher-student interaction,” we con-
structed a model of the factors influencing the disadvantages
of flipped classroom in oral English teaching. As shown in
Figure 1, the model identifies four factors that may affect
“teacher-student interaction,” including students’ emotional
resistance, learning autonomy, quality of video content, and
teacher supervision. Among them, the first two factors mainly
come from the students; the last two factors come from the
teachers.

3.2. Hypothesis

3.2.1. Factors from Students. First is emotional resistance. In
oral English teaching, compared with the traditional teaching
method, flipped classroom may cause students’ emotional
resistance due to the difficulty of data query, long time to solve
problems, and difficulty to adapt to the new teaching mode
[23]. For example, when students are learning by video, they
cannot interact with the teacher directly if they do not under-
stand the issue. Instead, they need to search the information

Emotional resistance

Learning autonomy

Quality of video
content 

Supervision

Students

Teachers

The effect
of teacher-

student
interaction

Figure 1: Research model.
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by themselves to solve the questions in their minds. However,
students may not know where to look for relevant informa-
tion. In addition, when students study video courseware by
themselves, they can only think by themselves when they
encounter questions, so it is difficult for them to get help from
teachers and classmates in a short time. Moreover, for a long
time, the traditional teachingmethod has made students adapt
well. When the new flipped classroom is implemented, stu-
dents may have the problem of not adapting to the transfor-
mation of learning mode [24]. Students’ emotional resistance
due to the above reasons will not be conducive to the effect
of teacher-student interaction in flipped classroom. Based on
the above analysis, we propose the following hypotheses:

Table 1: Measurement scale.

Latent variables Observed variables References

Emotional resistance (ER)

1a: I am resistant to flipped classrooms.

Hew and Lo [23]; Huseyin et al.
[24]

1b: This kind of emotional resistance will slow down my learning
efficiency.

1c: This emotional resistance made me perform poorly in the teacher-
student interaction.

Learning autonomy (LA)

2a: In my opinion, flipped classroom requires high learning autonomy of
students.

Sergis et al. [25]; Zheng et al. [26]
2b: In the process of video learning in flipped classroom, I need to

maintain active learning autonomy all the time.

2c: If I have less autonomy in learning, it will not be good for me to
interact with the teacher in class.

Quality of video content
(QVC)

3a: I think the quality of video content seriously affects my learning
efficiency.

Bishop and Verleger [21];
Pickering and Roberts [27]

3b: I hope teachers pay attention to improving the quality of teaching
videos.

3c: I think the high quality of teaching videos is conducive to my
interaction with teachers.

Supervision (S)

4a: In my opinion, teachers cannot effectively supervise us under the
flipped classroom.

Chen et al. [28]
4b: I think the lack of supervision of learning is not conducive to the

improvement of learning efficiency.

4c: In my opinion, unsupervised learning is not conducive to teacher-
student interaction in the classroom.

The effect of teacher-student
interaction (ETSI)

a: I think the flipped classroom provides a good platform for teacher-
student interaction.

Bunning et al. [1]
b: I attach great importance to the teacher-student interaction in the

flipped classroom.

c: I think teacher-student interaction is a good way to improve learning
efficiency.

Table 2: Descriptive statistical results of the investigated students.

Control variables Items Rate Control variables Items Rate

Age

18-20 5%

Attitude towards flipped classroom

Support 47%

20-25 92% Neither for nor against 7%

>25 3% Oppose 46%

Gender
Male 46%

Duration in flipped classroom
≤1 year 0%

Female 54% >1 year 100%

Table 3: Results of reliability and validity tests.

Construct CA CR AVE

ER 0.935 0.956 0.879

LA 0.713 0.728 0.643

QVC 0.700 0.732 0.655

S 0.716 0.752 0.703

ETSI 0.816 0.891 0.731

ER: emotional resistance; LA: learning autonomy; QVC: quality of video
content; S: supervision; ETSI: the effect of teacher-student interaction.
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H1. The greater the emotional resistance of students, the
worse the effect of teacher-student interaction in the flipped
classroom.

Second is learning autonomy. Learning autonomy refers
to the degree to which a student actively learns based on a
video course outside of the classroom [25]. Compared with
the traditional in-class teaching mode, the knowledge learn-
ing of flipped classroom largely depends on students’ learn-
ing of videos after class. They need to be self-controlled to
complete the learning of the video content without the super-
vision of the teacher. In addition, if students encounter some
learning questions, they also need to independently inquire
relevant materials and conduct independent understanding
[26]. Therefore, the higher the learning autonomy of students
is, the more beneficial the activity effect of teachers and stu-
dents in the flipped classroom will be. Therefore, we propose
the following hypothesis:

H2. The stronger the students’ learning autonomy, the better
the effect of teacher-student interaction in the flipped classroom.

3.2.2. Factors from Teachers. First is quality of video content.
As stated by Bishop and Verleger [21], students sometimes
prefer interactive classes to video lectures. One of the impor-
tant reasons for this is that the quality of video content may
affect students’ learning enthusiasm [27]. If it is a high quality
video learning course, it may attract students to learn
actively. However, after the flipped classroommode is imple-
mented, teachers need to do more lesson preparation, one of
which is recording video lectures. This poses some challenges
for teachers who have been working in the classroom for a
long time. Once the quality of the video course cannot meet
the requirements of students, students’ learning enthusiasm
will decline and even affect the learning effect of students.
The resulting consequences will further affect the teacher-
student interaction in flipped classroom. Therefore, we pro-
pose the following hypothesis:

H3. The higher the quality of the video content provided by
the teacher, the better the effect of the teacher-student inter-
action in the flipped classroom.

Second is supervision. In flipped classroom, it is difficult
for teachers to supervise students’ learning progress and
learning effect [28]. This is because the content of the course
needs to be done independently by students outside of the
classroom. What the teacher can do is to assist the students
in the class to solve their questions. In fact, in the traditional
classroom teaching mode, teachers can evaluate the learning
effect of students through their listening state and the num-
ber of opinions expressed [29]. However, in the flipped class-
room, if the teacher’s supervision is lacking, students may not
be able to achieve the expected video learning effect. This will
affect the interaction between teachers and students later.
Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

H4. The greater the difficulty of teacher supervision, the
worse the effect of teacher-student interaction in the flipped
classroom.

4. Methodology and Empirical Results

4.1. Questionnaire Design. In order to verify the above
research hypothesis, we selected three classes of oral English
teaching, a total of 84 students, to conduct a questionnaire
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a1

b1

c1

a2

b2

c2

a3

b3

c3

a4

b4

c4

0.803
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0.881

0.948
0.969
0.894

0.753
0.749
0.786

0.848
0.703
0.784

0.715
0.848
0.765-

a

b

c

ETSI
R

2 = 0.407

0.328

0.232

0.333

–0.129

QVC

Figure 2: Model calculation results.

Table 4: Average variance extracted (AVE) square root and factor
correlation coefficient.

H H1 H2 H3 H4

ETSI 0.855

ER 0.082 0.938

LA 0.512 0.119 0.687

QVC 0.407 0.296 0.361 0.696

S 0.465 0.315 0.336 0.284 0.674

Italic elements are the square root of average variance extracted (AVE).
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survey. First of all, we designed the questionnaire. The ques-
tionnaire information consists of two parts. The first part is
the basic information of the investigated students, including
their age, gender, attitude towards flipped classroom, and
the duration in flipped classroom. The second part is four
latent variables. We used 5-point Likert scale to quantify
the observed variables of latent variables [30]. All observed
variables were designed according to the views of the existing
literature, as shown in Table 1.

In order to prevent the influence of potential factors on
the results, we took the basic information of the investigated
students, namely, age, gender, attitude towards flipped class-
room, and the duration in flipped classroom, as the control
variables.

4.2. Data Collection. After designing the questionnaire, we
gave it to four students in the oral English course for evalua-
tion and adjusted it to some extent according to their feed-
back. After that, we distributed questionnaires in three
classes of oral English. All questionnaires were filled out
anonymously by the students. Questionnaires were distrib-
uted online and offline. Our survey began in October 2020
and ended in November of the same year. All the students
participated voluntarily and were not paid. Fortunately, all
84 students actively completed the questionnaire, and there
was no invalid questionnaire. The descriptive statistical
results of this questionnaire survey are shown in Table 2.

4.3. Data Analysis. In this paper, SmartPLS software [31] is
used to analyze the collected data. SmartPLS software has
very good adaptability in building structural equation model,
testing the reliability and validity of the scale, and testing the
research hypothesis [32]. In addition, the software can be
used for multifactor causality studies [33].

4.3.1. Reliability and Validity Tests. As shown in Table 3,
Cronbach’s alpha (CA), combined reliability (CR), and aver-
age extraction variance (AVE) values of the five latent vari-
ables all reached the relevant threshold [34, 35]. Meanwhile,
in Figure 2, the external load values for each of the observed
variables are greater than 0.7. This indicates that the scale
designed and the model constructed by us have very good
reliability and validity [34]. In addition, as shown in
Table 4, the square root of AVE is greater than the correla-
tion coefficient between it and other potential variables, indi-
cating that there is no multicollinearity among these 5 latent
variables [36].

4.3.2. Hypothesis Testing. SmartPLS software was used to
verify the proposed research hypothesis, and the results are
shown in Table 5. The final results showed that hypotheses

H1, H2, and H3 passed the hypothesis test (P ≤ 0:05), while
H4 failed the hypothesis test (P value > 0.05) [37]. The R2

of the constructed model is 0.407, which indicates that the
constructed model has good explanatory ability [37]. In addi-
tion, the SRMR value of the model is 0.043, less than 0.06.
Therefore, our PLS-SEM has good model fit.

As can be seen from the results of hypothesis testing,
hypotheses H1, H2, and H3 are consistent with existing liter-
ature and viewpoints, wherein H1 is consistent with the
research conclusions of Hew and Lo [23] and Huseyin et al.
[24]; that is, in flipped classroom, the emotional resistance
of students is inversely proportional to the effect of teacher-
student interaction. H2 has the same opinion as Sergis et al.
[25] and Zheng et al. [26]; that is, in flipped classroom, stu-
dents’ learning autonomy is in direct proportion to the effect
of teacher-student interaction. H3 is consistent with the
research results of Bishop and Verleger [21] and Pickering
and Roberts [27]; that is, the higher the quality of video con-
tent provided by teachers, the better the teacher-student
interaction in flipped classroom. However, hypothesis H4
has not been tested. This indicates that the research results
do not support the viewpoints of Chen et al. [28].

5. Conclusions

The creation of a flipped classroom offers teachers a new and
worthy-of-reference method of teaching. Many university
teachers are therefore trying to use this mode of teaching every
day. Teacher-student interaction is considered to be an impor-
tant indicator of improving teaching efficiency. This paper
examines the potential disadvantages of flipped classroom
mode, based on the situation with oral English instruction.
We use a literature review to build a research model to see if
these flaws are real and have an impact on teacher-student
interaction. Emotional resistance, learning autonomy, video
content quality, and supervision are four unfavorable factors
that affect teacher-student interaction. Our findings show that
emotional resistance has a significant negative impact on the
effect of teacher-student interaction in the flipped classroom,
whereas learning autonomy and video content quality have a
significant positive impact, according to a questionnaire sur-
vey and empirical analysis. Furthermore, supervision has no
bearing on the situation.

Our research adds to the body of knowledge in the field of
flipped classrooms and provides theoretical support for
teachers in colleges and universities who want to implement
this teaching method. Meanwhile, we have created a model of
the factors that influence the flipped classroom’s disadvan-
tages in oral English instruction. This model can be used as
a theoretical framework for discussing other influencing

Table 5: Results of hypothesis testing.

Hypothesis Path Path coefficient t-value P value Hypothesis supported?

H1 ER⟶ ETSI -0.129 3.080 0.002 Y

H2 LA⟶ ETSI 0.333 1.987 0.046 Y

H3 QVC⟶ ETSI 0.232 2.786 0.001 Y

H4 S⟶ ETSI 0.328 1.392 0.165 N
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factors in this research area. It is worth noting that, while the
flipped classroom mode has many benefits, it is important to
focus on overcoming students’ emotional resistance. For
example, before implementing the flipped classroom mode,
teachers can provide students with the necessary training
and a question-and-answer channel for after-class learning.
In addition, students’ autonomous learning abilities should
be cultivated, and the quality of video courses should be
improved as much as possible. It is important to note that spo-
ken English is a subject with a wide range of applications. The
key to improving students’ oral skills is for them to study and
practice after class. Students’ independent learning is expected
to be high in a flipped classroom. This concept is in line with
improving students’ ability to participate in active learning.
Meanwhile, as video content quality improves, students will
be more likely to actively participate in flipped classroom
learning. Teachers can thus combine fun with the applicability
of teaching content when recording videos.

This paper has a few drawbacks. For starters, our sample
size is small, which may have an impact on the universality of
our findings. As a result, in the future, the sample size must
be increased and the relevant research findings must be
improved. Second, as information and communication tech-
nology advances, so does the specific application of flipped
classroom, and some potential disadvantages may not be
fully considered in this paper. For example, the speed of
online transmission over the network may have an impact.
Finally, we discuss the potential drawbacks of flipped class-
rooms from the viewpoints of teachers and students. External
perspectives, such as college and even the living environ-
ment, are also worthwhile to investigate. Finally, because oral
English is a subject with broad application, it should be inves-
tigated further in the flipped classroom teaching mode to see
if it has a different effect and applicability than other courses.
Furthermore, the flipped classroom mode has numerous
advantages, with the most appealing factors for students
deserving of further investigation in the future.
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Computer vision has become a fast-developing technology in the field of artificial intelligence, and its application fields are also
expanding, thanks to the rapid development of deep learning. It will be of great practical value if it is combined with sports.
When a traditional exercise assistance system is introduced into sports training, the athlete’s training information can be
obtained by monitoring the exercise process through sensors and other equipment, which can assist the athlete in
retrospectively analyzing the technical actions. However, the traditional system must be equipped with multiple sensor devices,
and the exercise information provided must be accurate. This paper proposes a motion assistance evaluation system based on
deep learning algorithms for human posture recognition. The system is divided into three sections: a standard motion
database, auxiliary instruction, and overall evaluation. The standard motion database can be customized by the system user,
and the auxiliary teaching system can be integrated. The user’s actions are compared to the standard actions and intuitively
displayed to the trainers as data. The system’s overall evaluation component can recognize and display video files, giving
trainers an intelligent training platform. Simulator tests are also available. It also demonstrates the efficacy of the algorithm
used in this paper.

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of China’s emerging sports [1–3] and
health industry [4–6], more people are devoting their time to
sports like golf and skiing. Beginners who do not learn in a
systematic way are more likely to fail to improve their techni-
cal level due to nonstandard movements, which can lead to
sports injuries [7–9]. As a result, you must frequently review
and analyze your actions in order to make improvements.
Traditional training methods require professional sports coa-
ches to conduct one-to-one teaching [10]. High labor costs
and a lack of flexibility are among the issues. It is currently
an urgent problem to solve how to conduct teaching and
training in a simpler and more effective manner. Sports assist
systems are frequently used by professional athletes in their
daily training. Professional training analysts model the ath-
letes based on sensor data and correct the details of the ath-
letes’ movements by analyzing the data collected from the
limbs during training.

In recent years, with the emergence of big data and the
substantial increase in computer parallel computing capabil-
ities, deep learning [11–14] has made breakthroughs in the
fields of computer vision [15–17] and natural language pro-
cessing by relying on rich training data and powerful feature
expression capabilities [18]; especially in the goals, many
practical breakthroughs have been made in detection,
machine translation [19], and motion recognition. Target
detection is an important research topic of computer vision.
It is the basis of many computer vision tasks [20, 21]. It has
also been widely used in real life. For example, traditional
target detection algorithms such as face recognition
[22–24], unmanned driving, and target tracking use artificial
manually extract features; there are problems such as incom-
plete feature information extraction and poor recognition
effect. With the advent of convolutional neural networks,
deep convolutional neural networks can automatically
extract task-related feature information from massive data.
Compared with traditional machine learning algorithms
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[25–27], they have obvious advantages by manually setting
feature extraction rules [28]. The detection algorithm has
been greatly improved in detection accuracy and speed
based on the goal of deep learning, which not only broadens
the scope of computer vision applications but also adds
more application value. Another important research topic
in computer vision is semantic analysis of video, particularly
human action recognition, which has a wide range of appli-
cation scenarios, including human-computer interaction
and gesture recognition. It is primarily intended for video
sequences. The video can no longer be accurately described
by the characteristics of pure static images. Therefore, the
human motion recognition algorithm [29, 30] not only
needs to extract the spatial features of each frame of image
but also analyzes the temporal features between frames.
The development of recurrent neural networks makes deep
learning capable of processing sequence data and is widely
used in natural language processing tasks such as machine
translation [31, 32], text generation, and personalized rec-
ommendation [33].

This article discusses combining computer vision tech-
nology and deep learning technology with sports and apply-
ing them to sports training and evaluation, providing a data-
based training platform for sports trainers.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) This paper proposes a sports assisted evaluation sys-
tem that uses deep learning algorithms to recognize
human posture and provide an intelligent training
platform for sports trainers

(2) The concept of “close Angle” is proposed in this
paper to solve the motion recognition error caused
by inconsistencies in limb lengths and angles
between the human body and the camera acquisition
equipment. The cosine angle of known three-point
coordinates can be used to calculate the joint angle
of key parts of the human body during movement

(3) To improve the model’s performance, this paper uses
the idea of finding the Euclidean distance between
two vectors to calculate the similarity between
actions

The organization of the paper is as given. Section 2 dis-
cusses the background to the proposed research. Methodol-
ogy of the paper is given in Section 3 with details of the work
done in the proposed research. Experiments and results are
given in Section 4. The paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Background

Types of athletic, entertainment, mass, and medical move-
ment include: type of competitive sports is people want to
beat the opponent, and obtain good results, the level greatly
cultivate and strengthen itself, groups in the body, such as
physical, emotional bias will carry out the objective and rea-
sonable, a full range of training and contest; type of compet-
itive sports is people want to beat the opponent, and obtain
good results, the level greatly cultivate and strengthen itself,

groups in the body, such as physical, emotional bias will
carry out the objective and reasonable. Recreational sports
are activities that people engage in during their free time
or at designated locations in order to achieve a happy effect.
This kind of activity has the characteristics of nonprofes-
sional, leisure, and pleasure. The activities usually include
ball games, chess and cards, travel and play, and ethnic activ-
ities of partial distribution. Mass sports are sports activities
commonly held in real life, such as people want to improve
their physical fitness, resist diseases, train candidates for
elite, and leisure time. The main objects involved are
workers, farmers, and regional groups. At the same time, dif-
ferent projects have been held for people with different gen-
ders and inconvenient movement. Medical sports are in the
treatment of some diseases and injuries, with the help of
sports skills to help diagnose and to help improve the body
function.

The movement of the human body can be described by
the movement of a few key parts, and most of the move-
ments can be described by piecing and tracking the joint
parts. Generally speaking, traditional sports mainly have
four major disadvantages: the restriction of places and
devices, the special teaching of difficult movements, the dif-
ficulty of recording the practice data, and the boring process
of practice. As a result, the development of an auxiliary
training system allows trainers to undertake sports training
at any time and in any area, regardless of time or location,
and to capture real-time training data. However, in recent
years, researchers have begun to look for ways to use
machines to analyze athletes’ movements. Cameras can cap-
ture the entire training process and use computer vision
technology to analyze and process the captured image data,
resulting in a machine recognition effect of the human body,
which aids human research in motion to some extent.

3. Methodology

3.1. Human Body Gesture Recognition. We use OpenPose
[34], an open source library for human posture recognition,
as the research tool in this article. OpenPose uses VGGNet-
19 as a feature extractor during network model training. One
of the biggest features of VGGNet is that it can process input
image data of different resolutions, so in system develop-
ment. In the process, proper processing of the image data
input to the network can improve the fluency of the system.
OpenPose is a multiperson gesture recognition library devel-
oped according to a bottom-up approach. The bottom-up
method is more robust in the early stage. No matter the
effect is as good in single-person and multiperson gesture
recognition, the developed system can be easily turn to mul-
tiplayer sports evaluation. The current mainstream human
pose recognition libraries include OpenPose, Mask R-
CNN, and Alpha-Pose. The human body recognition time
is compared among the three, and it is found that as the
number of people in the image increases, the running time
of Mask R-CNN and Alpha-Pose shows linear growth, and
the running time of OpenPose remains unchanged, so the
system developed using OpenPose will be more stable.
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The human body gesture recognition module’s purpose
is to choose a technology that will allow you to quickly
and easily extract the position of key points on the human
body from an image or video. For subsequent follow-up,
the position information of the key points extracted must
be accurate and conform to the actual rules of motion. The
action evaluation went off without a hitch. After the action
collection is complete, the human body gesture recognition
module analyzes the image or video to extract the gesture
data. Figure 1 depicts the OpenPose network structure.

In the first stage, the network generates a set of partial
affinity fields L1 = φ1ðFÞ, and φ1 represents the convolu-
tional neural network structure that is also predicted in stage
1. In each subsequent stage, the prediction results from the
previous stage and the original map feature F are cascaded
and used to generate accurate predictions.

Lt = φ F, Lt‐1
� �

,∀2 ≤ t ≤ TP: ð1Þ

Here, φt refers to the convolutional neural network
structure of the prediction stage t, and TP refers to the total
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of OpenPose network structure.
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Figure 2: Example of key part connection.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of action description rules.
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PAF prediction. After TP iterations, the process is repeated
to predict the confidence map from the latest PAF prediction
stage.

STP = ρt F, LTP
� �

,∀t = TP,

St = ρt F, LTP , St‐1
� �

,∀TP < t ≤ TP + TC:
ð2Þ

Here, ρt refers to the convolutional neural network
structure of the prediction stage t, and TC refers to the total
confidence map prediction stage. The component associa-
tion strategy is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2(a) shows the two body parts (neck and marrow)
and all possible joint pairs of three people. Figure 2(b) shows
the result of using the midpoint strategy to connect. Both the
correct connection and the wrong connection meet the
constraints.

3.2. Action Evaluation. The prerequisite for recognizing
human actions in images or videos is that there must be a
set of action description rules. The action recognition effect
is achieved by processing the posture information data
extracted by the human posture recognition module accord-
ing to the action description rules. The workflow of action
description rules in the action evaluation process is shown
in Figure 3.

3.2.1. Joint Angle. The joint points of the human body all
have a coordinate position in the image, and the method of
calculating the cosine angle by knowing the three-point
coordinates can completely calculate the joint angle of the
human body correctly. The joint angle is introduced to
describe the action. The calculation process does not need
to know the length of the body’s limbs, and the two different
actions can be compared, and then, the experimental verifi-
cation is carried out. The human skeleton model and bone
label are shown in Figure 4.

The three-point coordinate is known to be based on the
idea of finding the joint angle between two vectors using the
law of cosines, as shown in Figure 5.

The calculation equation for finding the joint angle is as
follows:

AB
�! = x2 − x1, y2 − y1ð Þ,

ABj j = x2 − x1ð Þ2, y2 − y1ð Þ2� �1/2,
BC
�! = x3 − x2, y3 − y2ð Þ,

BCj j = x3 − x2ð Þ2, y3 − y2ð Þ2� �1/2
:

ð3Þ

Then, we can find the cosine of the joint angle B:

cos∠B = AB
�! × BC

�!
ABj j ACj j : ð4Þ

3.2.2. Action Similarity. If there are two different athletes
doing the same movement and you want to know who is
doing more standard, you need to use a method to find

out the “distance” between the two movements. Here, the
concept of movement similarity is introduced. Action simi-
larity is at the heart of action description rules; it can be used
to identify a single action, and it can also be used to identify
the beneficial actions in continuous action sequences based
on single action recognition. Using the joint angle data of
the two movements, we can find the distance between the
two movements, and this distance is actually the degree of
similarity between the movements. The joint angle data of
the two movements were, respectively, expressed in the form
of multidimensional vectors, such as A1, A2,⋯, An and T1,
T2,⋯, Tn, where A represents the joint angle of the action
to be measured and T represents the joint angle of the tem-
plate action. The Euclidean distance was used to solve the
distance between the two vectors:

d x, yð Þ = 〠
n

i=1
xi − yið Þ2

 !1/2

: ð5Þ

Then:

distance = T1 − A1ð Þ2 + T2 − A2ð Þ2 + T3 −A2ð Þ2+⋯+ Tn − Anð Þ2� �1/2
:

ð6Þ

The smaller the distance, the more similar the action.

3.2.3. Action Evaluation. We use the minimum Euclidean
distance, which is the similarity measure between two

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of human skeleton.

B (x2, y2)

C (x3, y3)

A (x1, y1)

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of human skeleton.
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actions. The system can allow each joint angle between the
movement of the exercise trainer and the standard move-
ment to have the same error range. Within this range stan-
dard, find the movement most similar to the standard
movement in the continuous movement. The specific reali-
zation can be that the realization prepares m standard action
data and then finds the x (where x ≤m) key actions that are
most similar to the standard action in a motion video con-
taining n (where n >m) actions.

First, select a representative key action in the movement
as the standard action, and prepare a picture that contains
the standard action. Use the human body gesture recogni-
tion technology to extract the joint points of the characters
in the picture, calculate the respective joint angles, and press
the action. Sort them one after the other (such as action 1
and action 2) and save them in the database. Then, use the
shooting equipment to record the complete video of the ath-
lete making this movement and import it into the system.
The system extracts the joint angle data of all the movements
in the entire video. Finally, the system compares the test
motions’ joint angle data to the standard motion database,
finds the test motions that are the most similar to the stan-
dard motions and have the same number, and displays the
difference between the test motions and the standard
motions to the user. The user has the option of displaying
according to the view. The difference identifies the source
of the tester’s issue.

3.3. Sports Training Auxiliary Decision-Making Evaluation
System. The exercise-assisted evaluation system we proposed
includes system login entry, account information modifica-
tion, standard action database collection, assisted teaching,
and overall exercise evaluation. The login window requires
the user to enter the correct user name and password to
enter the system. The account information allows the user
to enter the system. Change the account password in time
when the account is abnormal. The standard action database
allows users to set a key action during exercise that can be
used as the evaluation standard. The auxiliary teaching
allows users to practice exercises anytime and anywhere.
The overall evaluation can be based on the user’s prere-
corded exercises. The video performs action filtering and
outputs all action data that are highly similar to standard

actions. The overall functional module diagram is shown
in Figure 6.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Experimental Setup. All of the experiments in this article
were run on a deep learning server with two NVIDIA GTX
1080 TI graphics cards with 11GB of memory. The system
software platform is primarily developed in the Visual Stu-
dio 2015 environment. The open source computer vision
library OpenCV for deep neural networks, Microsoft’s
MFC interface library, CUDA architecture, and GPU accel-
eration library CUDNN were all used in the development
process. MFC is a set of basic class libraries created by
Microsoft using the C++ programming language.

4.2. Dataset. This paper uses GolfDB as the experimental
data set, which is a high-quality golf swing video data set,
which is specially created for golf swing motion and used
for golf swing motion recognition. GolfDB contains 1,400
golf swing video samples, with a total of more than 390K
frames of video data, which are collected manually from
YouTube video website. 580 regular-speed and slow-
motion golf swing motion videos are the most important
for golf swing motion recognition. To ensure that the club
is visible and to reduce motion blur, the sampling only con-
siders 30 fps, 720P resolution video. The video mainly inter-
cepts the swing movements of 248 professional golfers from
the game videos of PGA, LPGA, and Champions Tours.

Login module

Sports training auxiliary decision-making evaluation system

Personal information
module Action database Auxiliary training

module

Overall
evaluation

module

Model
training

Add action

test

Upload Result

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the overall model.

Table 1: Action similarity evaluation result.

Sports actions Euclidean distance

1 5.236

2 4.958

3 3.658

4 5.011

5 4.125

6 3.256
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4.3. Analysis of Auxiliary Training Evaluation Results. The
auxiliary teaching function is actually the concrete applica-
tion of the evaluation method of a single movement. Users
can select the corresponding actions through the drop-
down list box for individual learning and click the detection
button to start training. The computer will enable its own
camera to capture the human body in real time and display
it in the picture control. At the same time, the body posture
information and joint angle data of each frame will be out-
put in real time on the right side of the picture space. The
eight edit boxes on the far right with read-only properties
display the data of the current joint angle of the action in
real time.

Taking the movement as the test target, the user makes
the corresponding movement in front of the camera, and
the system automatically identifies the joint angle data of
the current posture and calculates the Euclidean distance
from the selected standard movement. When the current
distance value is less than one value, the training stops.
The function of Euclidean theorem in auxiliary teaching is
to set a Euclidean distance threshold. When the Euclidean
distance between the trainer’s action and the joint angle vec-
tor of the standard action is less than a specific value, the
training will be stopped in time, and the training results of
the current action will be output. The training results
include the detailed display between the eight joint angles.
After stopping the exercise, the system quickly displays the
joint angle data of the last frame and the standard movement
in the list control in the lower right corner, so that the
trainer can observe the difference between himself and the
standard movement and make self-adjustment.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the Euclidean distance
value of action 3 and action 6 is the smallest, which proves
that the exercise is in compliance with the standard. At the
same time, the Euclidean distance of action 1 and action 4
is larger, and the sports training decision-making depart-
ment should focus on action 1, and action 4 conducts inten-
sive training and correction.

In the actual video motion recording, the speed of the
movement process of the demonstration personnel will not
have any influence on the experimental results, because the
system will pick out all the motion frames that meet the
conditions and list the corresponding joint angle data.
The user can select all the optimal actions, that is, the
actions with the minimum distance value, as the basis of
the whole set of actions. With the help of the motion
assistant evaluation system based on human posture rec-
ognition developed in this paper, the included angle at
the joint can be obtained, and the distance between move-
ments can be calculated according to the Euclidean theo-
rem. After the comparative analysis of the experiment, it
has been proved that it can be applied to the auxiliary
teaching and the auxiliary evaluation of sports. Through
the comparison data of joint angle given by this system,
athletes can find their own problems by checking the dif-
ference between their movements and standard move-
ments and make improvements according to the
problems. With more practice, they will get closer and
closer to the standard movements.

5. Conclusion

In this article, we propose a motion assistance evaluation
system based on human posture recognition based on deep
learning algorithms. The system is mainly composed of three
parts: standard motion database, auxiliary teaching, and
overall evaluation. System users can customize the standard
motion database to assist teaching. Some systems can com-
pare the user’s actions with standard actions and visually
display them to the trainer in the form of data. The overall
evaluation system can identify and filter video files to pro-
vide an intelligent training platform for trainers. In addition,
simulation experiments also prove the effectiveness of the
algorithm in this paper.
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With the advancement of big data and neural network technology, flipped classroom informatization has shifted the traditional
order of knowledge transfer and internalization, emphasizing students’ autonomous learning before class, knowledge
absorption, and knowledge completion in class with the assistance of teachers. Students’ internalization and consolidation
create the conditions for individualized learning. In foreign teaching, the benefits and feasibility of the flipped classroom have
been demonstrated, and it is a promising new teaching model. Although recent research on oral English teaching in Chinese
universities has yielded promising results, students’ classroom activity and participation remain low, learning initiative is
lacking, and opportunities and time for oral training are insufficient. This article uses flipped classroom, big data, and neural
network technology to teach college oral English classes, with the goal of determining whether the flipped classroom model can
help students improve their oral English proficiency and self-learning ability, as well as exploring students’ attitudes toward the
flipped classroom model. This paper first proposes a big data and deep neural network-based algorithm for detecting oral
English pronunciation errors, which can be used for self-correction of students in the flipped classroom mode to improve the
quality of oral English teaching. Finally, we also conducted simulation experiments, and the experimental results show that our
algorithm is 4.12% better than SVM.

1. Introduction

Although a series of teaching reforms [1–3] have been carried
out, there are still many problems in English teaching in China
[4–6]. For example, students lack the ability of independent
learning [7–9] and cooperative learning [10–12]. The teacher’s
lack of professional quality and the solidification of educa-
tional concept are the unfavorable factors that affect the teach-
ing effect. “Flipped classroom” teachingmode [13–16] is a new
form of teaching and classroom organization. Many new
inspirations and concepts will be integrated and put into prac-
tice in the teaching process of flipped classroom. It not only
stimulates students’ interest in learning, but also develops stu-
dents’ independent learning ability and cooperative research
ability. Flipped classroom subverts the traditional classroom
model [17] and also changes the role of teachers and students
in traditional teaching. The time in the classroom is rear-
ranged, and the time between knowledge transfer in class

and internalization of knowledge absorption after class is
adjusted, resulting in traditional classroom innovation.

Big data [18] and neural network technology [19–21]
have transformed how people communicate. People are con-
stantly learning new things and interacting with others.
Technology has had a significant impact on not only how
people work and live, but also on how they learn. Digital
technology is used to record lecture content, as well as audio
and video related to teaching knowledge, providing technical
support for flipped classroom implementation. Furthermore,
after class, students must self-study online knowledge con-
tent, freeing up valuable classroom time to address students’
questions and difficulties or engage in other constructive
classroom activities. Instead of doing what the teacher says
in class and doing homework and exercises after class, you
should do what the teacher says. The teaching method is
flipped, with students receiving explicit instructions to learn
after class and then applying what they have learned in class.
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The most significant advantage of flipped classroom is
that it can maximize the effect of classroom learning [22],
which is also the most basic demand of teaching. In the lib-
erated classroom time, the teacher can give personalized
guidance to each learner according to his/her characteristics
and knowledge mastery, so as to make the classroom time
more meaningful. Moreover, more flexible learning tasks
and learning pace can be provided in the schedule according
to each student’s learning progress. Educators have benefited
from technological advancements in education for a long
time by incorporating technology into their teaching. Stu-
dents can access online learning at any time and from any
location thanks to popular online services like online video
sites and Baidu Cloud. Students can easily follow a variety
of online courses by clicking on links on social media, which
is very convenient and flexible. As a result, a lot of flipped
classroom big data is generated.

Based on the foregoing observations, we can conclude
that, while recent research on oral English teaching [23] in
Chinese universities has yielded promising results, students’
activity and participation in the classroom remain low,
learning initiative is lacking, and opportunities and time
for oral training are insufficient. This article explores stu-
dents’ attitudes toward flipped classroom teaching mode by
applying flipped classroom, big data, and neural networks
[24–26] to college oral English classroom teaching, which
helps to improve students’ oral English level and autono-
mous learning ability.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) This paper applies flipped classroom, big data, and
neural network technology to college oral English
classroom teaching, which helps to improve stu-
dents’ oral English level and autonomous learning
ability, and explores students’ attitudes toward
flipped classroom teaching mode

(2) This paper proposes a pronunciation error detection
algorithm based on phonetics space and KL diver-
gence distance metric. The basic element of the pho-
netics space is senone, and its posterior probability is
obtained by discriminative learning from the acous-
tic features by the deep neural network

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the background is outlined. The methodology is con-
ducted in Section 3. The experimental results are further
summarized in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper with a summary and future research directions.

2. Background

At present, emerging information technology [27, 28] pro-
vides a powerful driving force for economic and social
change and development. Facing the knowledge explosion
in the context of the new era and the rapid changes in tech-
nology, learners have new learning needs. In the information
age, how to cultivate people also puts forward new require-
ments. Make full use of information technology and strive

to create an information-based learning environment for
learners, so as to promote the reform of teaching concepts,
teaching models, and teaching content. In the daily teaching
process, information technology is continuously deepened
and widely used, so as to better serve the new talent training
services under the background of the times. In the context of
the new era, the intelligentization of education should play
an active leading role, and the intelligentization of education
should support and lead the modernization of education.
Simultaneously, education informatization is critical to the
renewal of educational concepts, the reform of teaching
models, and the reconstruction of the educational system.
The incorporation of big data and neural network technol-
ogy into the process of subject teaching innovation, as well
as the realization of deep integration between information
technology and subject teaching, has become a hot topic of
current research in this context. Teaching concepts and
teaching activity design continue to innovate and present a
diverse development as a result of continuous advancement
and in-depth research.

In terms of classroom form, teaching process, and teacher
and student roles, the flipped classroom has been flipped. The
format has shifted from “teaching first, then learning” to “first,
then teaching.” The teaching process is being turned on its
head thanks to information technology. Teachers are now
“teaching,” and the traditional role of students as “learners”
has shifted. Flipped classrooms overcome the limitations of
traditional teaching. Teaching places a greater emphasis on
students’ learning processes, allowing them to have a more
authentic learning experience. In the teaching process, more
attention is paid to student self-study, teacher-student interac-
tion, and teacher-student, student-student interaction. Collab-
orative exchanges between students have changed the former
difficulty of passively accepting knowledge and help students
develop their lifelong learning capabilities. From its emergence
to its continuous development, flipped classrooms have been
sought after by different scholars and educators all over the
world and have had a profound impact. Objectively speaking,
the flipped classroom has improved the teaching quality of the
subject and the ability of students, and it has had an important
reform effect on classroom teaching. However, flipped class-
rooms have not set off a wave of reform in China. Aside from
the higher demands of flipped classrooms in a networked
teaching environment, teachers’ educational concepts and
teaching viewpoints must be updated urgently. Nowadays,
education is becoming increasingly informatized, and educa-
tional infrastructure is being built to a higher standard. To
promote the depth between information technology and sub-
ject teaching, teachers should learn to use networked learning
platforms to make full use of advanced teaching concepts such
as blended learning and flipped classrooms.

3. Methodology

3.1. Flipped Classroom. Flipped classroom is a teaching mode
that mixes direct explanation and constructivist learning.
The traditional teaching model is mainly divided into three
parts: preclass knowledge preview, in-class knowledge teach-
ing, and after-class knowledge consolidation. The “flipped
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classroom” breaks the traditional teaching model and
reverses the process of knowledge transfer and internaliza-
tion, that is, teachers send relevant learning materials to
WeChat, QQ, and other online platforms before class, and
students complete the teaching content independently
before class. Classroom time is mainly used to carry out var-
ious teaching activities, such as teachers explaining the prob-
lems existing in students’ self-learning before class and
students exploring problems in groups, so as to obtain a dee-
per level of new knowledge. Understand, digest, and absorb.
Flipped classroom extends the classroom from school to
home, greatly enhancing the openness of education. Stu-
dents can formulate their own learning 4 progress according
to their own learning ability and will no longer be affected by
the uniform teaching of teachers. This gives full play to the
autonomy and initiative of students in learning, and individ-
ualized learning is also guaranteed, so as to achieve a better
educational effect. The flipped classroom teaching model is
shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Flipped Classroom Teaching Model of Spoken English

3.2.1. Basic Model. The timeline of a flipped classroom gener-
ally includes two parts: before class and during class. Before
class, it is used for students to study independently, that is,
the stage of “knowledge externalization.” The class is used
for the development of learning activities, that is, the stage of
“knowledge internalization.” Due to the differences in
learners, implementation environment, learning methods,
and other subjects in oral English teaching, the author takes
Professor Robert Tallbert’s flipped classroom implementation
structure model as the basis and combines the teaching
content and teaching objects of this flipped classroom. Char-
acteristic, the structure model of the flipped classroom imple-
mentation of Professor Robert Tallbert has been modified and
refined accordingly, and the teaching implementation model
of the flipped classroom of spoken English has been con-
structed. The specific model is shown in Figure 2.

The textualization of the flipped classroom teaching
implementation model in Figure 2 can be divided into the
following four steps in detail:

(1) Teachers Provide Learning Materials. There are many
types of preclass learning materials for flipped class-
rooms, such as teaching microvideos, presentations,
and teaching cards. Teachers can choose according to
teaching objects, teaching content, and actual teaching
needs. But generally speaking, the preclass learning
materials of the flipped classroom are mainly teaching
microvideos, and teachers can download or make their
own teaching resources from related websites. Famous
foreign teaching video websites include Khan Academy
and TED-ED. Teachers can look for video resources
that match their teaching content among high-quality
open educational resources as the course teaching con-
tent. After the teachers prepare the learning materials,
they can upload them to the learning platform.

(2) Students’ Autonomous Learning Stage before Class.
First, students learn the learning materials provided

by the teacher before class to complete the task of
autonomous learning. If students encounter problems
in the learning process, they can communicate and
discuss with their classmates on the platform to find
solutions. Problems that cannot be solved can be fed
back to the teacher individually, and the teacher will
give a one-to-one personalized explanation on the
platform. Secondly, students independently complete
the test questions uploaded by the teacher to the
platform, and the teacher roughly determines the stu-
dent’s preclass learning effect based on the students’
test situation. Finally, students will perform preclass
exercises according to the oral tasks assigned in the
self-learning task list, paving the way for oral English
communication in the classroom.

(3) In-Class Knowledge Internalization Stage. Before class,
students have already learned the relevant teaching
knowledge points of this class. This provides ample
time for the internalization of knowledge in the middle
of the class. First, the teacher will give a unified expla-
nation of the questions with a higher error rate accord-
ing to the students’ test situation before class and
explain the relevant knowledge points from the wrong
questions again. Second, conduct classroom testing.
The methods of classroom testing can be diversified,
such as teachers asking questions, students answering,
or students asking and answering each other in a game.
Third, let students discuss the knowledge expansion
questions in the learning task list in groups and share
the results of the discussion after the end. The teacher
comments and supplements the results of the students’
discussion. Then, carry out classroom activities. As it is
an oral class, teachers can set up some classroom activ-
ities aimed at improving students’ oral communication
skills. For example, students are grouped to carry out
activities such as situational dialogue, role playing,
and microvideo dubbing. In the course of the activity,
teachers should give individual tutoring to individual
student with poor oral English, encourage them to
speak English, actively participate in classroom activi-
ties, and encourage students to take the initiative to
show their results after the end.

(4) Evaluation and Summary Stage. Let students con-
duct self-evaluation and mutual evaluation on their
own learning attitude, self-confidence, cooperative
spirit, and spoken English expression in this lesson,
cooperate in groups to summarize the key and diffi-
cult points of this lesson, and complete the unit
review mind map. After the end, the group represen-
tatives went to the stage to show the unit mind map
and explained the important and difficult points of
this lesson, the teacher made comments and supple-
ments, and the students made corresponding notes.

3.3. Spoken Pronunciation Detection Algorithm. Figure 3
depicts the structure of the proposed pronunciation error
detection model in this paper. It is divided into two sections:
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input characteristics and classifier design. The two parts will
be discussed in greater depth below.

3.3.1. Input Features. In view of the fact that acoustic features,
such as MFCC and PLP, are susceptible to noise interference
from different speakers, transmission channels, and recording
environment, this paper adopts high-dimensional phonetics
features as the basic features of pronunciation error detection.
Suppose there are M different senses fs1, s2,⋯,sMg in the
acoustic model, for any speech frame xt , its characteristics in
phonetics space are expressed as follows:

f xtð Þ = p s1 xtjð Þ,⋯,p sM xtjð Þ½ �T , ð1Þ

where the posterior rate pðsijxtÞ is the output value of the ith
node of DNN.

Suppose that the phoneme of speech segment X is b, and
three hidden states bs1, bs2, bs3 are obtained through DNN.
For the speech segment corresponding to each state, the
center vector is calculated to indicate its position in the
speech space. The calculation equation is as follows:

�f Xð Þ = �p s1 Xjð Þ,⋯,�p si Xjð Þ,⋯,�p sM Xjð Þ½ �T , ð2Þ

�p si Xjð Þ = 1
tek − tsk + 1〠

tek

t=1
p si Xtjð Þ: ð3Þ

If the total number of sensors in the acoustic model isM,
and each contains 3 valid states, the dimension of the feature
vector is 3M. Feature direction f ðXÞ will be used as the input
feature of the phoneme classifier for classifier training.

3.3.2. Classifier. The task of detecting pronunciation errors
for each phoneme is abstracted as a binary classification
problem. Assuming that there are M different phonemes in
the phoneme set, the traditional classification method
divides the entire data set into M parts according to the cor-
responding phonemes and learns a binary classifier for each
phoneme separately.

Assume that the training data set is S = fXn, tngNn=1, which
contains M different phonemes fp1, p2,⋯,pMg, the phoneme
label corresponding to the nth sample is Cn ∈ f1, 2,⋯Mg,
and its pronunciation is correct or wrong is tn ∈ f0, 1g, where
1 means correct pronunciation and 0 means wrong

Outside the classroom In the classroom

Self-learning

Autonomous
progress

Knowledge transfer

Ask a
question

Complete
test

Collaborativ
e inquiry

Solve the
problem

Summary
feedback

Knowledge internalization

Show
communication

Figure 1: The teaching mode of flipped classroom.

Before class (knowledge transfer)
In class (knowledge internalization)

Solve the problem

Spoken language recognition

Cooperation

Classroom activities

Achievement display

Achievement display

Teachers provide learning materials
and students learn independently

Exchange discussion

Complete test questions

Complete oral practice

Figure 2: An implementation model of flipped classroom teaching of spoken English.
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pronunciation. The maximum likelihood criterion is used to
estimate the model parameters, and the optimization objective
function is defined as follows:

Loss = min −log Lð Þ,

L =
YN

n=1
〠
M

m=1
δ Cn =mð Þym Xnð Þtn 1 − ymð Þ Xnð Þ1−tn ,

ym Xnð Þ = σm WT
mϕ Xnð Þ� �

:

ð4Þ

In the testing phase, for sample X, if its corresponding
phoneme is marked as i, then its category is judged as follows:

p C ϕ Xð Þjð Þ = σi W
T
i ϕ Xð Þ� � ≥θ true

<θ false
,

(
ð5Þ

where θ is the system threshold.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Experimental Environment and Parameters. The pro-
gramming language used is Python, the version is 3.6.5, the
deep learning framework used is Keras2.1.5, and the IDE for
program deployment is Pycharm, and all experiments are con-
ducted in the same environment. All our experiments have
been conducted on a desktop PC with an Intel Core i9-
9900K processor and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2080ti
GPU. We have implemented the model construction through
the Keras deep learning library, the programming language we
use is Python, and we batch processed 256 samples each time.

4.2. Data Sets. The standard pronunciation database is an
English isolated word recognition database named LDC95S27,
in which each sentence contains only one English word. The
entire data set contains 93,667 sentences, with a total duration
of 23 hours. We divide it into two parts: training set and test
set. Among them, the training set contains 900 speakers,

6,700+ words in different texts, and the total duration is 20
hours: the test set contains 80 speakers, and the total duration
is about 3 hours. The English learning database is collected
and recorded by the author. The database contains 60 Chinese
people, each of whom reads 300 words, and the word text is
randomly generated from LDC95S27. The phoneme-level
misreading, interruption, and omission errors of each word
are marked by a phonetic expert. The distribution of various
pronunciation errors on the entire data set is shown in
Table 1. It can be seen from the distribution table that mis-
reading errors account for 77.9% of all pronunciation errors,
which is the main type of error.

4.3. Evaluation Index. We scored by calculating the distance
D1 and D2 between the correct pronunciation model C and
the wrong pronunciation model IC of the sample center X
and the phoneme b. The final pronunciation accuracy score
at the phoneme level is expressed as follows:

Score = e−D1

e−D1 + e−D2
, ð6Þ

Features

Adaptation

Non-native
database DNN

Senone posteriors
Classifier

Shared
NN

Figure 3: Pronunciation error detection model based on big data and deep neural network.

Table 1: The distribution of the number of various pronunciation
errors in the English word learning database.

Type True Substitution Deletion Insertion

Count 103522 15673 3180 1255

Table 2: The accuracy of pronunciation error recognition of
different structure classifiers on the English test set.

Method 200 nodes 400 nodes 600 nodes 1200 nodes

1 layer 93.1 93.4 93.9 92.1

2 layers 93.2 92.9 93.3 92.2

3 layers 91.3 91.9 93.0 92.9
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Score ≥ θ
T true
F false

(
: ð7Þ

4.4. Experimental Results. Firstly, the effects of different hidden
layer network structures on experimental results are com-
pared. Because the English learning database is relatively
small, the underlying network structure used in the W exper-
iment is also relatively small. The dropout algorithm is used in
the training process to prevent overfitting. Table 2 shows the
accuracy of pronunciation error detection on the verification
set when the number of hidden layers is 1 layer, 2 layers, and
3 layers and the number of nodes in each layer is 200, 400,
600, and 1200. The system threshold is set to 0.4. As can be
seen from the table, the artful response of different underlying
network structures to the result of articulatory error detection
is very small, and the change of accuracy is less than 1%.
Among them, the result of the single hidden layer classifier is
slightly better than the result of the multihidden layer classi-
fier, which we believe may be caused by the relative shortage
of training data. In view of this, the underlying network in
subsequent experiments was all set as a single hidden layer,
with a number of 600 nodes.

4.5. Comparative Experiment. Support Vector Machine
(SVM) is usually used as a classifier in error detection algo-
rithms based on dichotomy. In this section, we compare the
performance of SVM and the model presented in this paper
in terms of pronunciation error recognition on English learn-
ing databases. There are 40 phonemes in the English learning
database, so 40 SVM classifiers need to be trained. All SVMs
are trained with the SVM-Light tool, and the default parame-
ters are set directly. For each phoneme in a sentence, the clas-
sifier predicts the conditional probability that it is pronounced
correctly. By adjusting the system threshold value, the number
of error recognition under different operation points can be

obtained. The pronunciation error recognition results of the
two methods on the English learning test set are shown in
Figure 4. It can be seen that the model in this paper is overall
better than the SVMmethod, which proves the effectiveness of
our model.

5. Conclusion

This paper uses flipped classroom, big data, and neural net-
work technology to teach college oral English classes, with
the goal of determining whether the flipped classroom
model is effective in improving students’ oral English profi-
ciency in Chinese college oral English classes. Students’ atti-
tudes toward the flipped classroom teaching model are
investigated using oral English ability and self-study ability.
This article first proposes an algorithm for detecting oral
English pronunciation errors based on big data and deep
neural network technology, which can be used to help stu-
dents self-correct in a flipped classroom setting and improve
the quality of oral English instruction. Finally, we ran simu-
lation tests, and the results show that the proposed method
outperforms SVM and achieves comparable results.
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In colleges and universities, teaching quality evaluation is an integral part of the teaching management process. Many factors
influence it, and the relationship between its evaluation index and instructional quality is complicated, abstract, and nonlinear.
However, existing evaluation methods and models have flaws such as excessive subjectivity and randomness, difficulty
determining the weight of indicators, easy over-fitting, slow convergence speed, and limited computing power, to name a few.
Furthermore, the evaluation index system focuses primarily on teaching attitude, material, and methods, rarely taking into
account preparation prior to teaching or the teaching situation throughout the teaching process, resulting in an incomplete
evaluation. As a result, learning how to construct a model for objectively, truly, thoroughly, and accurately assessing the
teaching quality of colleges and universities is beneficial not only to improving teaching quality but also to promoting scientific
decision-making in education. This paper develops a teaching assessment model using a deep convolutional neural network
and the weighted Naive Bayes algorithm. Based on the degree of influence of different characteristics on the assessment
outcomes, a method to estimate the weight of each evaluation characteristic by employing the related probability of class
attributes is proposed, and the corresponding weight is assigned for each evaluation index, resulting in a classification model
ideal for teaching assessment that promotes standardization and intelligibility.

1. Introduction

With the continued development of higher education [1–4],
determining how to fairly evaluate the teaching quality
[5–7] of colleges and universities, promote the perfection
of teaching objectives, and improve the teaching quality of
colleges and universities is the key to furthering educational
reform [8, 9], and it is also an urgent problem that needs to
be solved now. As a result, evaluating teaching quality in
colleges and universities has become an important part of
the teaching management process [10], and researching
methods or models for assessing teaching quality in colleges
and universities has become a hot topic for scientific and
standardized education and teaching.

Artificial neural network [11–14] is a nonlinear system
[15] composed of many computational neurons which can
be adjusted in different ways from layer to layer. It has the
advantages of nonlinear ability, self-organization and self-
learning ability, large-scale parallel processing, and so on.
In the 1940s, McCulloch and Pitts [16] first proposed the
mathematical model of neurons and became the forerunner
in the study of artificial neural networks. Many new theories
and algorithms of artificial neural networks have been pro-
posed successively as a result of a large number of scholars
joining the research, such as the perceptron model [17],
back-propagation algorithm [18], Boltzmann machine [19,
20], unsupervised learning [21], and supervised learning
[22–24], and their theoretical research and information
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processing ability have improved and improved. Artificial
neural networks have been applied to problems that cannot
be solved by traditional methods and models as a mathemat-
ical model to deal with computation and have achieved good
results in practice.

The back-propagation neural network (BP neural net-
work) is a multilayer feedforward network that uses the
back-propagation approach for training [25]. The goal of a
BP neural network is to use the gradient descent method
[26] to rectify error signals generated during forward propa-
gation until the accuracy target is satisfied or the number of
iterations is reached. Hecht-Nielsen [27] then showed that a
BP network with a hidden layer may approximate a contin-
uous function within any closed interval, meaning that any
three-layer BP neural network can complete any mapping
from N to M dimensions. Although the BP neural network
has strong information processing and nonlinear mapping
capabilities, it has some flaws, such as slow convergence
speed and a tendency to fall into minimum values during
the training process, making it ineffective in dealing with
complex high-order abstraction problems. However, the
multilayer perceptron with multiple hidden layers is a deep
learning structure, which can be used to solve more complex
and abstract nonlinear problems. After the publication of the
research results of Geoffrey Hinton and Salakhutdinov [28],
the academia and industry have set off a boom in the
research of deep neural network, and the layer number and
scale of neural network models have been greatly improved
compared with the previous ones.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) To solve the problem of evaluating teaching quality
in colleges and universities, promote continuous
improvement of teaching goals, and promote scien-
tific decision-making in education, this paper pro-
poses a method based on a deep convolutional
neural network and a weighted Bayesian model, all
of which can help to improve teaching quality

(2) This paper proposes to use convolutional neural
networks to identify classroom behaviors and to
use the weighted Bayesian incremental learning
method to solve the problem of new samples arriv-
ing in batches. Through this strategy, it is not neces-
sary to retrain the old sample data, and only need to
adjust the model parameters according to the new
sample data

The structure of this article is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the related work. Section 3 provides the
details of the proposed method. Section 4 discusses the
simulations and experiments, and Section 5 presents the
conclusions.

2. Related Work

The United Kingdom, the United States, and Japan were
among the first to begin and propose important ideas and
methodologies, such as multiple intelligence theory, con-

structivism theory, and the Taylor evaluation model, in
terms of teaching quality evaluation research. An American
educationalist’s book, Introduction to Psychological and
Social Measuring, provided a theoretical foundation for the
standardization of educational measurement and marked the
maturation of educational measurement. In Russia, the most
common assessment approaches are state-based assessment,
school-based self-assessment, and self-supervision evaluation
based on social competitiveness. The Japanese government
proposes the “dual-track assessment model,” which calls for
a pluralistic, objective, and transparent evaluation system that
incorporates both internal and external reviews. Currently, the
teaching quality evaluation index system at colleges and uni-
versities is mostly focused on teaching attitude, material, and
procedures, which are quantified as input feature vectors of
applicable methodologies and models. Analytic hierarchy
process, multivariate statistical analysis, fuzzy comprehen-
sive evaluation, fuzzy hierarchy analysis, correlation analysis,
ID3 algorithm, support vector machine, BP neural network
model, and so on are some of the extant assessment methods
and models. Literature [29] proposed an enhanced Apriori
method for mining teaching system data to assess college
and university teaching levels. A BP neural network is used
to create a training quality evaluation model in the literature
[30], demonstrating that the BP neural network approach is
highly operational. It not only simplifies the evaluation pro-
cess but also addresses some of AHP’s flaws, such as subjec-
tivity and randomness. Ge Chun et al. [31] used a genetic
algorithm to select the best individual and set the optimal
weight and threshold value for the BP neural network. Data
training improved the accuracy of the classroom teaching
quality rating.

3. Methodology

3.1. Classroom Behavior Recognition Based on Convolutional
Neural Network. This section creates a classroom behavior
recognition model using convolutional neural networks.
The initial layer of the network model is the input layer of
512 × 512 student classroom behavior photographs. The sec-
ond, fourth, and sixth layers all use convolution, followed by
the maximum pooling layer. Image features are extracted
using the second to seventh layers. The full connection layer
is the eighth and ninth layers, and the output layer is the last.
0.001 is the learning rate, RELU is the activation function,
and BATCH _SIZE is 100. The detailed network model
structure is shown in Figure 1.

In the convolutional neural network model layout, the
picture input is followed by the convolutional layer and
the pooling layer, which alternate. After the convolution
calculation, the convolutional layer will add the obtained
result to the offset item and then activate the function with
ReLU to get the feature map. Then, the dimension of the
feature map will be reduced through maximum pooling.
The convolution kernel is 3 × 3, and the maximum pooling
runs through these convolution and pooling procedures
three times before being input into the two full connection
layers.In the full connection layer, nonlinear changes are
also carried out at first, and then, the Dropout layer is
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added, and the loss rate is set at 0.4 to convert its feature
graph into one-dimensional data. Finally, Softmax classifier
is used to output the probability value of the predicted
image.

3.2. Evaluation Classification Model Based on Weighted
Naive Bayes

3.2.1. Naive Bayes. A classification algorithm based on Bayes’
theorem is known as Bayesian classification. The basic pre-
mise of classification is to learn a significant amount of
training data in order to estimate the prior probability of
each category and, then, calculate the posterior probability
of a certain instance X belonging to different categories,
and finally determine the instance as the class with the larg-
est posterior probability. Suppose D is the training dataset,
A = fA1,A2,⋯,Ang is the attribute variable set, and n is the
number of attributes. C = fC1, C2,⋯,Cmg is the class vari-
able set, m is the number of categories, then a training sam-
ple can be expressed as fx1, x2,⋯,xn, Cjg, Cj means that the
class label of the training sample is known, and a test sample
X can be expressed as fx1, x2,⋯,xng, judge the test sample
The probability of belonging to a certain category is calcu-
lated as follows:

p Cj ∣ X
À Á

= arg max
Cj

p X ∣ Cj

À Á
p Cj

À Á

p Xð Þ : ð1Þ

Naive Bayes (shown in Figure 2) is an effective classifica-
tion algorithm in Bayesian classification methods. The clas-
sification model has the benefits of being simple to
interpret, having a high computational efficiency, and being
stable. In some cases, it outperforms decision-making and
Classifiers like tree and SVM.

The root node C is the class variable, and the leaf node
fA1, A2,⋯,Ang is the attribute variable. The generic Bayes
classification model is based on the Naive Bayes classifica-
tion model, which does not impose attribute independence
restrictions. In practice, pðXÞ is usually a constant, so the
calculation equation of Naive Bayes is as follows:

p Cj ∣ X
À Á

∝ argmax
Cj

p X ∣ Cj
À Á

p Cj
À Á

, ð2Þ

where pðCjÞ is the class prior probability, which can be
learned through training data. The calculation equation is

p Cj

À Á
=
Sj
S
, ð3Þ

where Sj represents the number of classCj in the training sam-
ple and S represents the total number of training samples.

According to the assumption of conditional indepen-
dence, the calculation formula of pðX ∣ CjÞ can be simplified as

p X ∣ Cj
À Á

=
Yn

i=1
p xi ∣ Cj
À Á

: ð4Þ

3.2.2. Evaluation Attribute Weights Based on Weighted Naive
Bayes. In this paper, the Weighted Naive Bayes (WNB) classi-
fication algorithm is used to assign a reasonable weight to
attributes based on their contribution to classification, which
not only keeps the Naive Bayes algorithm fast but also reduces
the impact of the attribute conditional independence assump-
tion on the classifier’s performance. The following is the for-
mula for calculating it:

p Cj ∣ X
À Á

= argmax
Cj

p Cj
À ÁYn

i=1
p Ai ∣ Cj
À Áwi, ð5Þ

So�max
Output

Input

Conv Pooling FC Layer

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of classroom behavior recognition model based on convolutional neural network.
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•
•
•

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of Naive Bayes.
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where wi represents the weight of attribute Ai, which deter-
mines the importance of different attributes in the classifica-
tion process. The larger the value of wi, the more important
the corresponding attribute Ai is for classification.

Assuming a specific instance X, when the attribute Ai of
X takes the value ak, for the category Cj, the calculation for-
mula of the correlation probability pðAi ∣ relÞ and the irrele-
vant probability pðAi ∣ norelÞ of the attribute Ai with respect
to Cj is as follows:

p Ai ∣ relð Þ = count Ai = ak ∧ Cj
À Á

count Ai = akð Þ , ð6Þ

p Ai ∣ norelð Þ = 1 − p Ai ∣ relð Þ, ð7Þ
where count represents the statistical number. When the
attribute Ai value is ak and belongs to the Cj category, the
attribute weight calculation formula is as follows:

w Ai, ak, jð Þ = p Ai ∣ relð Þ
p Ai ∣ norelð Þ : ð8Þ

Therefore, the specific calculation formula of the WNB
classification algorithm is as follows:

p Cj ∣ X
À Á

= argmax
Cj

p Cj
À ÁYn

i=1
p Ai ∣ Cj
À Áw Ai ,ak ,jð Þ: ð9Þ

Finally, based on the specific value of each characteristic,
the weight value of the likelihood associated with the current
category label is chosen for computation, and the result
value of each category is compared. The greatest value corre-
sponds to the highest category in the classification.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Experimental Setup. The hardware configuration of the
experimental environment is as follows: CPU is Intel E5-
1607V3 quad-core 3.1GHz, graphics card is RTX2070
(8G), memory is 16G, and operating system is Windows10.
The experimental simulation uses a framework based on
TensorFlow 1.9.0, and the programming language is imple-
mented using Python 3.5 and MATLAB R2017b. The learn-
ing rate of the model in this paper is 0.01, the number of
iterations is 2000, and the batch size is 10.

4.2. Dataset. The student evaluation data used in the exper-
iment comes from real data in the educational administra-
tion management system of a university. The back-end
database management system of the educational administra-
tion management system of the school uses Oracle as the
database management system. The student evaluation data-
base of the school stores the data from the second half of
2004. Up to the first half of 2020, there are a total of 16
school years and 32 semesters of all teaching evaluation data,
and a total of 222,1990 student evaluation records. Student

Table 1: Comparative experiment results on the GTZAN dataset.

Times 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SVM 0.71 0.70 0.71 0.69 0.71 0.71 0.73 0.68 0.71 0.70

NB 0.68 0.71 0.70 0.72 0.70 0.72 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.71

Ours (WNB) 0.75 0.76 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.74 0.75

1.0

SVM
NB
Ours (WNB)

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5
1 2 3 4 5 6

Number of experiments

7 8 9 10
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C

Figure 3: Comparison result of evaluation accuracy.
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evaluation of teaching is organized and implemented in the
form of an online evaluation of teaching. In order to ensure
that every student must participate in the evaluation of
teaching, the system has adopted a mandatory treatment.
The system requires that the evaluation of teaching by stu-
dents must be conducted in the time after the end of the
course and before the examination of the course; otherwise,
the scores of students who did not participate in the evalua-
tion of the course refuse to enter the system.

4.3. Evaluation Index. This chapter determines the classifica-
tion accuracy rate (Acc). The following is the procedure for
calculating classification accuracy:

Acc =
TP

TP + FP
: ð10Þ

4.4. Experimental Results. To conduct cross-validation test-
ing, we randomly selected 70% of the data as the training
set and 30% of the data as the test set. The classification
accuracy of the NB and WNB algorithms was determined
using ten cross-validation trials. The individual experimental
outcomes are shown in Table 1 below.

As demonstrated in Figure 3, the average classification
accuracy of the Naive Bayes algorithm on this dataset is
0.707, while the weighted naive Bayes approach is 0.741. The
weighted naive Bayes algorithm has a greater classification
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Figure 4: Comparison result of time.
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Figure 5: Comparison result of the prediction and real.
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instructional evaluation dataset.
It can be seen from Figure 4 that because the incremental

model does not need to retrain and calculate the previously
trained dataset, it only needs to classify and calculate the
increased data, directly merge with the previous training
value, and update the relevant parameters of the model, sav-
ing It saves time and improves the efficiency of the classifica-
tion model. In addition, Figure 5 depicts a comparison
between the predicted and actual results. The model’s useful-
ness is demonstrated by the experimental results.

It can be seen from Table 2 that by setting the ablation
experiment, we can clearly see that when the learning rate
is set to 0.01, the model achieves the best performance.
Therefore, we can determine the effectiveness of the hyper-
parameters of the model in this paper.

5. Conclusion

In colleges and universities, teaching quality evaluation is an
integral part of the teaching management process. It is not
only beneficial to increase teaching quality but also to
encourage scientific decision-making in education, to learn
how to develop an objective, actual, comprehensive, and
accurate model to evaluate teaching quality in colleges and
universities. This research develops a teaching assessment
model using a deep convolutional neural network and the
weighted Naive Bayes method. A method to estimate the
weight of each evaluation characteristic by employing the
related probability of class attributes is proposed based on
the degree of influence of different characteristics on the
assessment outcomes, and the corresponding weight is set
for each evaluation index, so as to construct a classification
model suitable for teaching evaluation, which is conducive
to promoting the standardization and intelligence of teach-
ing management in colleges and universities. We conducted
a series of simulation, comparison, and ablation experi-
ments. The results of the comparison experiments show that
the method in this paper has achieved competitive perfor-
mance. In addition, through ablation experiments, this
paper further confirms the validity and superiority of the
model in this paper.
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College students are under increasing competition pressure, which has a negative impact on their mental health, as the pace of
learning and life accelerates, as well as the increasingly difficult employment situation. As a result, emphasizing the importance
of college students’ mental health and fully addressing it has become a top priority in the work of colleges and universities.
However, some students and even teachers are currently unconcerned about mental illness, making it difficult for students with
psychological abnormalities to receive timely detection and effective treatment. As a result, it is the responsibility of student
management for colleges and universities to identify and intervene early in the mental health problems of college students.
Through the use of multimodal data and neural network models, it is now possible to evaluate and predict the mental state of
college students in real time, thanks to the advancement of intelligent technology. Therefore, a novel multimodal neural network
model is proposed in this paper. Our model is divided into two branches in particular. The traditional mental health assessment
and prediction algorithm, which is based on the improved BP neural network and the International Mental Health Scale SCL-
90, is one of the branches. Given how difficult it is to meet the requirements for the accuracy of college students’ mental health
assessments using this method, our other branch is computer vision-based facial emotion recognition of college students, which
is used to aid in the evaluation of mental health assessments. Our model demonstrates competitive performance through
simulation and comparative experiments.

1. Introduction

With today’s fierce competition and increasing pressures in
life, college students’ mental health problems [1–3] have
become more visible, and their mental health conditions
[4–6] are concerning. People with severe mental disorders
or mental illnesses are forced to suspend school, drop out
of school [7, 8], self-harm [9, 10], commit suicide, and even
break the law in an endless stream among college students. It
is critical and urgent to improve college students’ overall
quality, particularly their psychological quality [11], cultivate
exceptional social talents, improve mental health education,
and predict mental health.

College students are outstanding members of the youth
population, representing a high intellectual group, and their
mental health is critical. College students are in a critical tran-

sition period in their development andmaturity. They will face
a variety of issues during this time, including emotions and
socialization [12, 13]. If they are not handled properly, they
can lead to depression, anxiety, and other psychological issues.
This is extremely harmful to college students’ development. It
is not uncommon to come across examples of exceptional
college students who failed to deal with the final suicide due
to emotional issues [14].

College students are confronted with a more compli-
cated environment as society evolves. On the one hand, the
steady increase in the number of graduates has put more
pressure on college students to find work. Advances in sci-
ence and technology, on the other hand, have increased the
barriers to employment and education, and college students
are facing greater challenges. Furthermore, college students
face pressures in the areas of learning, communication,
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emotions, and life. Such complex relationships are causing
an increase in psychological problems [15]. Psychological
problems affect all aspects of college students, not only have
an impact on their studies and employment but may seri-
ously endanger their own health. A survey conducted by
the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention
showed that 16.0%-25.4% of college survivors have general
mental health problems such as mild anxiety and stress, of
which about 2.8% have mental health problems of varying
degrees, and some college survivors have varying degrees
of mental health. Accidents of grief occur in severe cases.
According to a survey on student mental health, 80% of stu-
dents said they had experienced psychological problems,
11% of students said they were in an unhealthy mental state,
and 35% of students said they were under increased psycho-
logical pressure at school. According to the survey, psycho-
logical issues have surpassed financial difficulties as the
leading cause of college dropout. The recurrence of campus
tragedies demonstrates that mental health issues among
college students have progressed to the point where they
are now life-threatening. In this context, we should investi-
gate the assessment and prediction of college students’ men-
tal health [16–18].

In recent years, with the rapid development of intelligent
technologies [19–21] such as neural networks [22–24], it has
extraordinary performance for nonlinear problems such as
college students’ mental health assessment. Therefore, the
proposed model in this paper is mainly based on convolu-
tional neural networks and improved BP neural networks
[25]. The neural network and Bayesian method are com-
bined to learn by constructing a suitable training model
[26] from the selected typical samples, selecting the best
training situation to grasp the internal relationship between
the input and output,and obtaining the network weight vec-
tor of the knowledge about the problem. Apply the obtained
prior probability to the Bayesian formula and combine the
conditional probability obtained by actual statistics to calcu-
late the impact of various indicators on the mental health of
college students. Secondly, we also recognize the facial emo-
tions of college students based on computer vision [26, 27]
calculations to further improve the performance of college
students’ mental health assessment.

The main innovations of this article are as follows:

(1) This paper proposes a novel dual-branch neural net-
work model based on intelligent technology for college
students’ mental health assessment. One branch is
based on improved BP neural network for mental
health prediction, and the other branch is based on
computer vision-based facial emotion recognition for
college students

(2) This paper proposes to combine neural networks
with Bayesian methods, by constructing a suitable
training model from selected typical samples, select-
ing the best training situation to grasp the internal
relationship between input and output, and obtain-
ing network rights about the knowledge of the prob-
lem. The vector is learned and then converted into

the weight of each indicator according to the formula,
that is, the prior probability. Apply the obtained prior
probability to the Bayesian formula and combine the
conditional probability obtained by actual statistics
to calculate the influence of various indicators on the
mental health of college students

(3) Small scale is the key to facial emotion recognition in
complex environments. We first analyze the scenes
of small scale faces, make reasonable structural
adjustments to the classic classification network,
and introduce attention mechanism modules to
improve the subtleties of the network model. Feature
extraction capabilities to improve the accuracy of
facial emotion recognition

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: the second
section presents the related work, the third section proposes
the methodology, the fourth section provides the experi-
ments and results, and finally, the fifth section proposes
the conclusions.

2. Related Work

2.1. Mental Health-Related Research. The American Jiehata
advocates the “positive mental health” health concept as
the most authoritative from a psychological standpoint. Jie-
hata believes that even in the face of adversity and setbacks,
people can maintain a stable and stable mental state and
maximize their performance. Maintain self-control and
rationality, deal calmly with pressure and stimuli, and clarify
your personal development path. Mental health, according
to the famous psychologist Sigmund Freud, is defined as
the ability to love and work. Mentally healthy people, he
believes, should be sensible, loving, able to maintain close
relationships with others, have a sense of self-worth, accept
reality, and have peace of mind. Freud believes that people’s
mental health is related to their early experiences. The early
years of college students are usually experienced in the
family; so, family relations, family economic conditions,
and other factors will have a good or bad impact on college
students’mental health; Kara Zwin uses the Internet to track
the life and study of American college students, records the
behavioral characteristics of mentally unhealthy students
according to different levels of mental health, and finds that
the psychological problems of college students are complex
and changeable. Many college students suffer from multiple
psychological problems, and most students suffer from at
least one. Holly Anne followed up with 97357 college
students and found that the weight of college students is a
factor that needs attention, because in the research, college
students will cause psychological problems because of their
weight, and the weight of students with psychological prob-
lems is more likely to be affected.

2.2. Facial Emotion Recognition. In recent years, facial emo-
tion recognition [28–30] has also attracted a lot of attention
and has become a hot research direction. Facial emotion
recognition is divided into static emotion recognition and
dynamic emotion recognition according to the feature
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representation. Static only needs to consider the characteris-
tics of the current image, and dynamic needs to consider the
relationship between adjacent frames in the video. For the
emotion recognition of static images, it is divided into two
parts at the beginning. First, SIFT, LBP, and other operators
are used to extract the features, and then the classifier is used
to complete the classification, as shown in Figure 1. Fasel
[31] et al. found that the ability of convolutional neural
network to extract features is better than that of multilayer
perceptrons when the position of the face changes and the
scale changes greatly. Matsugu et al. [32] and others used a
convolutional neural network model to solve the problem of
face position and scale changes in facial emotion recognition.
Yao et al. [33] et al. proposed the HoloNet network model to
achieve end-to-end classification. In the shallow design, the
phase convolution module was proposed, and the two-way
activation method was introduced. Under the premise of
ensuring the output dimension remains unchanged, the num-
ber of convolution kernels was changed. Halve, while retaining
the positive and negative phase modulus information; in the
middle-level design, the phase residual module is proposed,
which combines the two-way activation method with the
residual structure to increase the depth of the network and
retain the positive and negative phase modulus information.
In the deep design, the initial residual module is proposed,
by designing a wider and deeper combination structure than
the Inception structure [34] and introducing a multiscale deep
feature extraction and fusionmechanism. Zhao et al. [35] et al.
proposed a cascaded network structure; that is, the network is
first trained to detect human faces, then the areas related to
facial expressions are detected hierarchically, and finally, emo-
tion recognition is performed based on these areas.

A recurrent neural network model is typically used to real-
ize emotion recognition of dynamic sequences. To complete
the two tasks of facial emotion recognition in static images
and dynamic sequences, Sun et al. [36] proposed a method
based on the fusion of traditional features and deep features:
extract MSDF, DCNN, and RCNN features from static images
and then use SVM classifier, to classify and then use the fusion
network to arrive at a final classification result. Zhang et al.
[37] proposed theMSCNNnetwork for detecting facial feature
points and sending them to the PHRNN recurrent neural
network for facial expression classification.

3. Methodology

3.1. Definition of Mental Health. College students’ mental
health is extremely important to their physical well-being,
and it is an important aspect of their overall health. There
are corresponding standards for human physical health,
and mental health has its own set of criteria for evaluation,
but the main content of mental health standards differs sig-
nificantly from physical health standards. Even if a person’s
physiology is perfect, his mental health may not be, and
mental illnesses may arise. Only by grasping the concept of
mental health can you understand your own mental health
problems, so as to adopt targeted training and treatment to
reach the level of mental health.

Mental health is a broad and complex concept that
encompasses a variety of fields, including medical, psycho-
logical, and social phenomena. As a result, different scholars
have different perspectives and opinions on how to manage
health. Clement believes that mental health encompasses not
only physical well-being but also the psychological level of
happiness. In this regard, he proposed that mental health
should be classified according to the degree of happiness
experienced by the individual. This level should range from
a low happiness state to a medium state and then to the
continuum of the most energetic and higher state. Bellonio
proposed that mental health includes three aspects: emotional,
psychological, and social well-being. Emotional happiness
refers to the degree of individual’s response to positive and
negative emotions, while psychological happiness refers to
the establishment and development of potential interpersonal
relationships and the degree of acceptance of individuals in the
process of pursuing their ownmeaning and goals in life. Social
happiness is that an individual identifies with the society and
its parts and obtains satisfaction from his contribution to the
society or part of the society.

The Third International Mental Health Conference held
in 1946 defined mental health as follows: mental health
refers to the development of an individual’s mental state to
the best state within the range of physical, intellectual, and
emotional not contradicting the psychology of others.

3.2. Improved BP Neural Network Based on Bayesian

3.2.1. BP Network. The basic processing unit of the BP neu-
ral network is neurons, which are made up of a large number
of them. Each layer of neurons affects only the next layer,
and the same layer does not interact with the others. The
weights represent the degree of influence of the upper layer
neurons on the lower layer neurons. The neural network’s
training process involves continuously adjusting the weight
threshold between neurons based on the training sample
set of system input and target output data in order to estab-
lish the appropriate mathematical relationship for the input
and output data and express their inherent characteristics
that meet the target requirements. The input layer and the
output layer each have one layer, and the hidden layer can
be set at one or more layers according to actual needs. The
number of hidden layer nodes is determined by repeated
comparisons based on experience and experimental results.
The topological structure of a typical three-layer feedforward
BP network is shown in Figure 2.

The forward propagation of the working signal and the
backward propagation of the error signal are the two main
parts of the BP network training process. The first step is
performed if the variance between the actual output
obtained by the output layer, and the target output does
not meet the target accuracy. The error signal is transmitted
back according to the previous distance in the second stage,
and the network’s weights and thresholds are continuously
corrected. For the next iteration, the adjusted weights are
used, and the error square between the actual output of the
network and the target output is squared to achieve the
required accuracy.
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Assign a random value in the interval ð−1, 1Þ to each
connection weight wij, vjt , and threshold j, tr of the network.
For the input layer, the input and output are the same; then,

θXk
= xk = Xk

1, Xk
2,⋯, Xk

n

� �
: ð1Þ

For the hidden layer, first obtain the input aj of each
neuron in the hidden layer according to the input sample
data xk = ðXk

1, Xk
2,⋯, Xk

nÞ, wij, and θ j and then use aj to find
the output bj of each neuron:

aj = 〠
n

i=1
wijxi − θj, ð2Þ

bj = f aj
� �

: ð3Þ

For the output layer, calculate the output Lt of each neu-
ron in the output layer through the connection weight vjt ,
threshold rt , and hidden layer output bj of each neuron in
the hidden layer and then calculate the actual output Ct of
the output layer through the transfer function:

Lt = 〠
p

j=1
vjtbj − rt , ð4Þ

Ct = f Ltð Þ: ð5Þ

Then, we calculate the error, and the error of the output
layer and the hidden layer are as follows:

δpj = ypj −Opj

� �
Opj 1 −Opj

� �
, ð6Þ

δpj =Opj 1 −Opj

� �
〠
j

δpjWpj: ð7Þ

Then, correct the error of the connection weight matrix
between the upper and lower layers of the BP neural net-
work:

Wij n + 1ð Þ = ηOpiδpj +Wij nð Þ, ð8Þ

where η represents the learning speed.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of static emotion recognition. The matrix after feature extraction represents the features extracted by SIFT and
LBP operators.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the BP neural network structure.
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Due to the slow convergence speed of the BP network
and the poor generalization ability, we need to make basic
improvements to the BP network.

3.2.2. Optimization of the BP Network. Because the standard
algorithm of the BP network that uses the steepest gradient
descent method to adjust the weight has many defects such
as too slow convergence and easy to fall into local minima,
we use the LM algorithm for optimization.

The LM algorithm is an improved algorithm that inte-
grates the local convergence of the quasi-Newton method
and the global advantages of the gradient descent method
to adaptively adjust the network weights and thresholds.
Let wk and wk+1 be divided into vectors composed of the
weights and thresholds of iteration k and k + 1, w = ðw1,w2
,⋯,wmÞ, where m is the number of weight thresholds wk+1

=wk + Δw; Then,

Δw = − ∇2E wð Þ� �−1∇E wð Þ, ð9Þ

where ∇EðwÞ and ∇2EðwÞ are the first derivative and the
second derivative of the error function, respectively, and
EðwÞ is the error function.

E wð Þ = 1
2 e

−Te = 1
2〠

q

j=1
〠
p

k=1
ejk wð Þ2, ð10Þ

where e is the error vector e = be11, e12,⋯e1p, e21,⋯, eq1,
eq2,⋯eqpc, q is the number of input sample groups, p is
the number of output target vectors, and n = p ∗ q is the
dimension of the error vector. Then, the first derivative
of the error function is

∇E wð Þ = 〠
n

i=1

∂E wð Þ
∂wi

= 〠
n

i=1
〠
q

j=1
〠
p

k=1

∂ejk wð Þ
∂wi

ejk wð Þ: ð11Þ

And the second derivative is

∇2E wð Þ = 〠
n

i=1
〠
q

j=1
〠
p

k=1
〠
n

j=1

∂ejk wð Þ
∂wi

∂ejk wð Þ
∂wi

+ ejk wð Þ ∂ejk wð Þ
∂wi∂wi

� 	
:

ð12Þ

Then, we can get

∇E wð Þ =DT wð Þe wð Þ, ð13Þ

∇2E wð Þ =DT wð ÞD wð Þ + S wð Þ, ð14Þ

where SðwÞ and DðwÞ are the Jacobian matrix, and the
calculation equation of the matrix is as follows:

D wð Þ =

∂e11 wð Þ
∂w1

∂e11 wð Þ
∂w2

⋯
∂e11 wð Þ
∂wn

∂e12 wð Þ
∂w1

∂e12 wð Þ
∂w2

⋯
∂e12 wð Þ
∂wn

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
∂eqp wð Þ
∂w1

∂eqp wð Þ
∂w2

⋯
∂eqp wð Þ
∂wn

2
666666666664

3
777777777775

: ð15Þ

Let H =DTD, and then H is the Hessian matrix. Then,
the calculation equation of the LM algorithm is as follows:

Δw = − DT wð ÞD wð Þ + μI
� �−1

D wð Þe wð Þ: ð16Þ

3.2.3. Bayesian-BP Branch Network.We combine the Bayesian
and BP network to analyze and judge the multiple factors that
cause college students’ mental health diseases and provide
effective guidance and reference for the prevention of college
students’ mental health diseases.

First, perform feature screening and feature engineering
on the collected college student mental health big data.
The training sample converges quickly in the learning
process and reaches the required accuracy of the target and
the prediction effect of the test sample. There is a small dif-
ference from the actual expected target, that is, when the
accuracy rate is high. Transform the weight vector output
by the network to obtain the prior probability and apply it
to the Bayesian method to obtain the posterior probability.
Sort the obtained posterior probability, that is, the degree
of influence of each physiological index on the mental illness
of college students, combined with computer vision-assisted
facial emotion recognition, etc., finally, get the most impor-
tant factors among them. The schematic diagram of the
branch network is shown in Figure 3.

3.3. Vision-Based Branch Network. Due to the lack of accu-
racy caused by subjective uncertain factors in the prediction
based on the self-rating symptom scale SCL90, this paper
innovatively considers the intelligent method based on com-
puter vision. But in complex environments such as class-
rooms, the emotion recognition of small-scale faces is the
key to the branch network in this section. In this article,
we analyze the scenes of small-scale faces and make reason-
able structural adjustments to the classic classification net-
work and introduce the attention mechanism module to
improve the subtle feature extraction ability of the network
model, thereby improving the accuracy of facial emotion
recognition.

3.3.1. VGG Model. We choose VGG as the backbone net-
work, as shown in Figure 4. For ordinary classification tasks,
VGG has a strong feature extraction ability and can usually
achieve good results. For fine-grained classification tasks,
the model is required to have very high requirements for
the ability to extract subtle features, and its performance is
average. Face emotion recognition is to classify a variety of
emotions. There are many expressions that seem to have
very small differences, such as disgust and fear, sadness,
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and neutrality, which can be counted as fine-grained classifi-
cation tasks. Combining the characteristics of the scene and
the model, the network structure should be adjusted to adapt
to the 50 × 50 low-resolution input used, and the model
needs to be compressed to alleviate the overfitting situation.

3.3.2. Attention Module. The discrimination of facial expres-
sions is very small in facial emotion classification tasks, and
it can be divided into fine-grained classification. The most
common supervised method of fine-grained classification
divides the image into several areas, which are then fed into
a composite structure network along with the original image.
This can often produce good results for high-resolution
images, but there are issues such as which area to choose
and how large the area should be; however, it is difficult to
achieve for low-resolution images, primarily because the
target area cannot be obtained.

Inspired by the above focus on a certain area, this paper
proposes to use the attention mechanism [38] module
(Figure 5) to achieve the above goals. The attention mecha-

nism module allows the model to learn and focus on impor-
tant information areas autonomously during the training
process, eliminating the need to divide areas and other steps.
The attention mechanism module includes two parts: chan-
nel attention module and spatial attention module. Given a
three-dimensional feature map [39], compress it into a
two-dimensional feature map according to the channel and
spatial dimensions, then connect it with convolution or full
connection, and finally restore it to a weight between 0 and
1 for each pixel point.

3.3.3. Vision-Based Model. We embed the attention mecha-
nism module into the VGG network to construct a branch
network of emotion recognition for college students based
on vision, as shown in Figure 6.

3.3.4. Our Model. Finally, we merged the Bayesian-BP net-
work branch and the vision-based branch to construct a
mental health assessment model for college students, as
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the Bayesian-BP branch network.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the VGG network.
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4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Environments. This article uses the deep
learning framework PyTorch developed by Facebook to
build and train a convolutional neural network model. The
environment configuration is shown in Table 1. We use
80% of the samples of the data set as the training set and
20% of the samples as the test set. In addition, the batch size
is 100, and the number of iterations is 5000.

4.2. Dataset. In this paper, more than 2000 cases of college
students’ mental health data are collected from a university,
and the unreasonable parts are filtered out. 1877 cases of
valid data are selected as the training sample set of the neural
network model, and 10% is used as the test set to detect the
trained network model. Generalization: since the sample set
used for network training contains many different parame-
ters, it is necessary to preprocess the input data and the
output after the detection results are used, so that they are
all at [0,1] or [-1, 1]. In addition, we also correspondingly
collected facial emotion image data of college students in
class and outside class.

4.3. Evaluation Index. To fairly verify the performance of the
proposed mental health evaluation model for college stu-
dents, we use the mean square error (MSE) for evaluation,
and the calculation equation is as follows:

MSE = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
y∧i − yið Þ2: ð17Þ

4.4. Experimental Results. We first compared with the BP
network. Table 2 gives the experimental results. It can be
seen that the proposed model has achieved a huge perfor-
mance improvement over the BP network. This proves the
effectiveness of this model.

In addition, to further verify the effectiveness of the
model in this article, we designed an ablation experiment.
We split the dual-branch network into single branches to
conduct experiments one by one. The comparative results
are shown in Table 3.

From Table 2, we find that the vision-based branch is
better than Bayesian-BP, which proves that the vision-
based mental emotion recognition is more reliable and effec-
tive. This may be due to the fact that college students have
too strong subjective awareness when filling in the SCL90
Symptom Self-Rating Scale; however, the single branch is
worse than the double branch, which again illustrates the
superiority of the proposed model.

We also simulated the trained network and then reverse
normalized the simulation results and compared them with
the original data. The comparison result of predicted data
and real data is shown in Figure 8. Among them, O represents
real data, and ∗ represents simulated data. It can be seen from
the figure that the obtained simulation data is very close to the

Attention

Conv+ReLU

Max pooling

FC+ReLU

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the VGG network.

Sigmoid

SigmoidFeature
map

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the VGG network.
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real data. This shows that the trained BP network has a better
fitting effect in predicting the mental state of college students.

4.5. Ablation Experiment for VGG. In order to prove the
superiority of VGG16 in the manuscript, we have added
ablation experiments in this section to investigate the perfor-

mance difference between VGG16 and VGG19 in this algo-
rithm. It is worth noting that the ablation experiment was
carried out under the same experimental conditions, and
the experimental results are shown in Table 4.

It can be seen from Table 4 that after using VGG19, the
MSE is relatively increased by 50.7%, because this shows that
the choice of VGG16 is the best, the proposed algorithm
obtains 3.12% of MSE, and VGG16 also has fewer parame-
ters and computational complexity.

4.6. Ablation Experiment for Attention Mechanism. In order
to verify the influence of the attention mechanism on the
proposed algorithm, this section sets up an ablation experi-
ment of the attention mechanism. No attention means not
using the attention mechanism, and attention means using
the attention mechanism. The results of the ablation experi-
ment are shown in Table 5.

It can be clearly seen from Table 5 that without using the
attention mechanism, the MSE rises to 7.63%, which greatly
improves the error of the proposed algorithm. Therefore, this
proves that the attention mechanism is effective. The mecha-
nism improves the accuracy of facial emotion recognition.
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram of the proposed model.

Table 1: Environment configuration.

Item Parameter

CPU Intel i9 10850k

RAM 16GB

GPU NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti

OS Windows 10

Development tools PyTorch4.0, CUDA8.0, cuDNN5.1, Python3.5, Python-opencv, numpy

Table 2: Comparative experiment results.

Method MSE

BP 10.56%

Ours 3.12%

Table 3: Ablation experiment.

Method MSE

Bayesian-BP branch 8.11%

Vision-based branch 7.65%

Ours 3.12%
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5. Conclusion

The mental health of college students and intervention is the
most important tasks in the management of students. With
the development of intelligent technology, it has become
possible to evaluate and predict the mental state of college
students in real time through multimodal data and neural
network models. Therefore, this paper proposes a novel
multimodal neural network model. Specifically, our model
is divided into two branches. One branch is the traditional
mental health assessment and prediction algorithm based
on the improved BP neural network and the International
Mental Health Scale SCL-90. Considering that this method
is already difficult to meet the requirements for the accuracy
of college students’ mental health assessment, our other
branch is the facial emotion recognition of college students
based on computer vision, which is used to assist in the eval-
uation of mental health assessment. Through simulation and
comparative experiments, we prove the effectiveness and
superiority of the proposed method.
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Low load capacity and poor positioning accuracy of stepper motors in high-speed operation are currently two of the bottlenecks
that limit their application in high-speed and heavy-duty drive applications. To solve this problem, a hybrid controller is
proposed for the high-speed heavy-duty closed-loop stepper motor driving system, which includes two core contents. First, for
the position control, a hybrid controller based on position error for open-loop/closed-loop automatic switching-combined
spatial current given amplitude and angle automatic adjustment is proposed. Secondly, an advanced angle compensation
strategy based on error-integrated feedforward is adopted to compensate for the electrical angle of the combined space current
vector. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, theoretical analysis and system development as well as testing are
carried out. Compared with the traditional open-loop drive system, results show that the maximum operating speed and
maximum torque of the newly developed drive system based on the proposed method are improved by 50% and 81.25%,
respectively. And at the same set speed and position, the response speed is faster and the accuracy of the steady-state process is
higher. In the case of setting higher running speed and load torque, the drive system also maintains high-precision operation.

1. Introduction

A two-phase hybrid stepping motor is widely used in 3D
printing, electric vehicles, textile machinery, industrial
robots, etc. due to its simple control, accurate positioning,
low cost, etc. [1–5]. But most of the current applications of
the stepping motor is mainly open-loop control, which has
shortcomings such as low-frequency oscillation, low speed,
poor load capacity, and out of step. In recent years, with
the continuous development of power electronics technology
and modern industrial application requirements, higher
requirements (high precision, high response, and high load
capacity) for the existing open-loop control and the control
performance of stepper motors are put forward. The tradi-
tional open-loop methods [4, 5] can no longer meet the driv-
ing requirements.

Some improved control strategies have also presented in
recent years. A nuclear step control strategy is proposed for
a two-phase hybrid stepping motor [6, 7]. Based on the tradi-
tional open-loop control of the stepper motor, the real-time
rotor position feedback is introduced by detecting the nuclear
step counter. Position compensation is completed by increas-
ing or decreasing control pulses when out of step or beyond
step. The accuracy of its position was ensured to some extent,
but this control strategy cannot increase the output torque
when the motor is out of step or blocked. So the load capacity
using this strategy is weak. A power angle control strategy of
the stepping motor is proposed in [8, 9] by monitoring the
power angle in real time and ensuring that the power angle
does not exceed the steady-state operation of the motor by
adjusting the terminal voltage of the motor phase winding
and the rotor speed of the stepping motor. When the power
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angle is close to the maximum power angle of the stepper
motor in steady-state operation, the excitation current of
the motor winding is controlled to achieve the purpose of
enhancing the antiload fluctuation capability of the stepping
motor. The method can improve the load capacity of the
motor. However, the acquirement of the stepping motor
power angle is extremely complicated. So it is difficult to real-
ize in actual occasion. Moreover, the test process finds that
the motor driven by the method has a higher temperature
rise and lowers the service life of the motor.

Research efforts have also been made to implement sen-
sorless control for stepper motors [10–15]. The majority of
these sensorless methods [11, 12] are based on observer tech-
niques and Kalman filtering. The tuning of such observers for
sensorless motor control is complex and time-consuming.
Moreover, most observer-based sensorless techniques [11,
12] rely onmodels containing load parameters such as inertia
and friction. Load-dependent parameters of the motor con-
trol system are difficult to determine and often vary over
time. On the other hand, the rotor position based on the
response of high-frequency test signals is estimated in [12].
These methods estimate the rotor position accurately, even
at low speeds where observer-based methods often fail. How-
ever, these methods need access to the power electronics to
generate the desired test pulses. This hinders implementation
at existing stepping motor controllers. The sensorless algo-
rithm, described in [13–15], estimates the load angle. In con-
trast to more complex observer algorithms, this estimator
does not depend on mechanical load parameters and is char-
acterized by a low computational cost. However, the system
designed by the sensorless estimation method has poor
high-speed load capacity and low positioning accuracy,
which cannot meet the requirements of high-speed and
high-load driving.

For this purpose, some field-oriented controllers with
position feedback and vector control algorithms are used to
drive stepper motors [16–24]. This method improves the
positioning accuracy of the stepping motor, but compared
with the general DC or AC motor, the air gap of the hybrid
stepping motor is much smaller. The reluctance torque has
a large influence on the electromagnetic torque and cannot
be ignored. It is more complicated to obtain accurate torque
expression. The closed-loop drive system designed by this
scheme has a relatively low load capacity during high-speed
operation. To reduce the torque ripple [18–21] or improve
the maximum speed [22], some research efforts have been
carried out, sometimes even using artificial intelligence tech-
niques such as neural networks [23, 24] and fuzzy control
[25], but these algorithms are more complex to implement
and will be limited by hardware costs.

Therefore, the above existing research work focuses on
how to improve the positioning accuracy of the stepping
motor and has achieved certain improvements. Some appli-
cations (engraving machine, stripping machine, etc.) have
been applied in some occasions where the running speed
and load capacity are not high (generally between 300 and
600 r/min). However, in some occasions where the running
speed is higher (usually between 800 and 1200 r/min) and
the load capacity is strong (template machine, embroidery

machine, etc.), the current algorithm cannot meet the driving
requirements, and it is urgent to introduce a control method
to improve the high-speed load capacity of the motor. To this
end, to improve the load capacity and positioning accuracy of
the motor at high speed, the control method and system in
this paper are proposed to carry out theoretical and experi-
mental research.

2. The Closed-Loop Driving Method Based on
the Hybrid Controller

To improve the positioning accuracy and load capacity of the
stepping motor under high-speed operation, this paper pro-
poses a high-speed heavy-duty driving method and system
based on a hybrid controller. The principal block diagram is
shown in Figure 1. It is composed of a position hybrid control-
ler, a current loop PI regulator, Clark transform, a two-phase
space vector modulation algorithm, an H-bridge inverter, lead
angle compensation, and a hybrid stepping motor (self-con-
tained encoder). The control scheme of the system adopts
the position/current two-loop control structure. Compared
with the existing position/speed/current three-loop closed-
loop control structure, the following improvements are made:

(1) Position control proposes an open loop based on
position error

In position control, a hybrid controller is proposed,
which can automatically switch the open loop/closed loop
according to the position error and automatically adjust the
given amplitude and angle of the synthetic space current.
Its output is the two-phase space current vector of the syn-
thetic current space vector in the stator coordinate system.

(2) Propose the error-integrated feedforward-based
advancement

The angle compensation strategy compensates for the
electrical angle of the resultant space current vector. The
two improved methods are specifically described below.

The main parameters involved in the control system are
as follows:

iref is the current reference vector, θg is the current vector
angle, iαref is the α-axis current reference vector, iβref is the β
-axis current reference vector, iopenhold is the open-loop hold
current, Ip is the maximum current output value of the
driver, epos is the position error, and θi is the integral calcula-
tion value of the position error.

2.1. Position Hybrid Controller. Based on the analysis of the
advantages and disadvantages of the current position, speed,
and current three-loop vector control scheme of the perma-
nent magnet AC servo system and the stepping motor
open-loop control scheme, a hybrid controller is proposed,
which is based on position error for open-loop/closed-loop
automatic switching, and the assignment of the current vec-
tor magnitude iref and angle θg of the combined space is
automatically adjusted according to the position error. Its
principal block diagram is shown in Figure 2. The value of
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the current vector amplitude iref is adjusted according to for-
mula (1), and the current vector angle θg is adjusted accord-
ing to formula (2). When iref and θg are assigned, the hybrid
controller can calculate the values of iαref and iβref in the sta-
tionary coordinate system according to formula (3).

The working principle of the hybrid controller is briefly
described as follows:

(1) When the drive system does not receive the external
pulse signal, the motor enters the open-loop hold
mode (mode = 0). At this time, set the amplitude iref
of the composite space current vector to the open-
loop hold current iopenhold, and set the composite
space current vector angle θg to θi, where iopenhold =
Popenhold × Ip, where Ip is the maximum current out-
put value of the driver and Popenhold is the percentage
of the open-loop holding current and the maximum
current output of the driver. θi is the integral calcula-

tion value of the position error epos, and the integral
of the position error is used as a calculation to
improve the positioning accuracy and output when
the motor is stationary

(2) When the drive system receives the external pulse
input signal and when the absolute value of the posi-
tion error is less than or equal to θclose, the motor
adjusts the control mode according to the position
error and the magnitude of the lead compensation
angle: when the position error and the lead angle
are both less than or equal to θclose, the system enters
the open-loop hold mode (mode = 0). At this time,
set the amplitude iref of the composite space current
vector to iopenhold and set the angle θg of the compos-
ite space current vector to θi; when the position error
and the lead angle are both greater than θopen and less
than or equal to θclose, it enters the open-loop opera-
tion control mode (mode=1), and set the amplitude

Drive plate

Drive system

(a) Drive system

Two-phase hybrid
stepper motor

Stepper motor and loading equipment

Dynamometer

(b) Stepper motor and loading equipment

Upper machine

Waveform acquisition system of upper computer

(c) Waveform acquisition system of the upper computer

Figure 3: Test platforms.
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iref of the combined space current vector to the open-
loop running current iopenrun, wherein the calculation
formula of iopenrun is shown in formula (4), which
adjusts in real time according to the position error;
set the angle θg of the combined space current vector
to the given position angle θref . It adjusts the posi-
tioning accuracy and updates the real-time angle
according to the externally set subdivision value

(3) When the drive system receives the external pulse
input signal and when the position error is greater
than θclose, the motor enters the closed-loop opera-
tion control mode (mode = 2). At this time, the
amplitude iref of the combined space current vector
is set as the closed-loop running current icloserun; in
the setting space, the angle θg of the combined cur-
rent vector is set to θfed + θc, where icloserun =
Pclosehold × Ip, where Pclosehold is the percentage of
the closed-loop operating current and the maximum
current output of the driver, θfed is the angular value
of the actual feedback of the encoder, and θc is based
on the position error and speed error compensation
calculation. The obtained lead angle is used to
improve the motor output and positioning accuracy
during high-speed operation

iref =

iopenhold, epos
�� �� < θopen,

iopenrun, θopen ≤ epos
�� �� < θclose,

icloserun, epos
�� �� ≥ θclose,

8>><
>>: ð1Þ

Table 1: Parameters related to the stepper motor and drive system.

Variable name Numerical value Variable name Numerical value

Polar logarithm 50 Rotor inertia 2.8 (kg·cm2)

Rated speed ns 1500 r/min Rated phase current 6 A

Hold torque 8N·m Pclosehold 100%

Inductance mH Popenhold 40%

Resistance Ω θopen 90 electric angle

Maximum output current of the driver 8 A θclose 135 electric angle

Encoder line number 1000 l 1.5
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θg =
θi, Mode = 0,
θref , Mode = 1,
θfed + θc, Mode = 2,

8>><
>>: ð2Þ

iαref = iref × cos θg
� �

,

iβref = iref × sin θg
� �

, ð3Þ

iopenrun = Ip × Popenhold +
Pclosehold − Popenhold
� �

θclose − θopen
epos
�� �� − θopen
� � !

:

ð4Þ
2.2. Leading Angle Control Based on Position Error
Integration Feedforward. In this paper, a lead angle control
method based on error-integrated feedforward compensa-
tion is proposed. The lead angle consists of two parts: posi-
tion error lead angle and speed error lead angle. The
calculation method is shown in formula (5), where Kpp and
Kpn are the feedforward proportional coefficients of position
error and velocity error, respectively.

θc = Kpp × epos + Kpn × en: ð5Þ

3. Experimental Test

To verify the correctness and superiority of the proposed
method, this paper designs the software and hardware of
the driver and the corresponding test platform (as shown in
Figure 3). Based on this, a closed-loop drive system based
on the hybrid controller (hereinafter referred to as the hybrid
closed-loop drive system) and the performance comparison
test of the traditional open-loop stepping motor drive system
(hereinafter referred to as the traditional open-loop drive sys-
tem), the relevant parameters of the stepper motor and the
drive system are shown in Table 1.

3.1. Speed Control. The comparison test was carried out
under no load, given the speed of 10 r/min, and the obtained
motor speed waveform is shown in Figure 4. By observing the
waveform, the motor of the hybrid closed-loop drive system
rises to a given speed for about 0.05 s, and the rotational

speed error of the steady-state process is almost 0 rpm. The
motor of the traditional open-loop drive system responds
slowly, rising to a given speed for about 0.07 s, but the rota-
tional speed error of the steady-state process is also almost
0 rpm. Therefore, it is experimentally known that at the
low-speed start, the closed-loop drive system is faster than
the open-loop drive system for the response time of the
motor, but in steady-state operation, the steady-state error
of the closed-loop drive system and the open-loop drive sys-
tem is both 0.

The comparison test was carried out under no load, given
the speed of 400 r/min, and the obtained motor speed wave-
form is shown in Figure 5. By observing the waveform, the
motor of the hybrid closed-loop drive system rises to a given
speed for about 0.4 s, and the motor’s rotational speed error is
0 rpm during steady-state operation. The motor response of
the traditional open-loop drive system is slower, rising to
about 0.5 s (0.6 s in Figure 5). For constant speed, the motor’s
rotational speed error during steady-state operation is
0 r/min. Therefore, it is experimentally known that the
response time of the closed-loop drive system motor is faster
than that of the open-loop drive system under no load and
given speed 400 r/min. However, the steady-state error of
both the closed-loop drive system and the open-loop drive
system during steady-state operation is zero.

The comparison test was carried out under no load, given
the speed of 1000 r/min, and the obtained motor speed wave-
form is shown in Figure 6. By observing the waveform, the
motor of the hybrid closed-loop drive system rises to a given
speed for about 0.7 s, and the motor’s rotational speed error is
0 r/min during steady-state operation. The motor of the tra-
ditional open-loop drive system responds slowly, rising to a
given speed for about 0.9 s, and the motor speed error during
steady-state operation is ±0.5 r/min. Therefore, it is experi-
mentally known that when given speed is 1000 r/min with
no load, the response time of the closed-loop drive system
motor is faster than that of the open-loop drive system. In
the steady-state process, the open-loop drive system begins
to show steady-state error. The steady-state error of the
closed-loop drive system is still zero.

The comparison test was carried out under no load, given
the speed of 2000 r/min, and the obtained motor speed wave-
form is shown in Figure 7. By observing the waveform, the
motor of the hybrid closed-loop drive system rises to a given
speed after about 1 s, and the motor’s rotational speed error is
±0.5 r/min during steady-state operation. The conventional
open-loop drive system motor starts out of step at this given
speed and does not reach the given speed. Therefore, it is
experimentally known that the closed-loop drive system has
a higher maximum speed than the open-loop drive system
at no load.

3.2. Position Control. According to the performance analysis
under the previous speed control, this paper sets the running
speed of the motor to 400 r/min and compares the test with
the square wave change between 0 and 5000 pluse at the
given position. The obtained test waveform is shown in
Figure 8. By observing the waveform, when the actual posi-
tion of the motor is 0 pluse and the given position is 5000
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pluse, the motor of the traditional open-loop drive system
reaches the given position for about 0.5 s and the highest for-
ward speed of the motor is 375.5 r/min, and the hybrid motor
of the closed-loop drive system reaches the given position in
about 0.4 s and the maximum forward speed of the motor is
399.5 r/min. In the steady-state process, the position error
of both systems is 0 pluse. Therefore, from the experimental
results, the positioning response performance of the closed-
loop drive system is better than that of the open-loop drive
system. Under the condition of no load and set running
speed of 400 r/min, the positioning accuracy of the two sys-
tems is similar.

Secondly, set the running speed of the motor to
1000 r/min, and the test waveform obtained by comparing
the test with the square wave change between 0 and 20000
pluse at a given position is shown in Figure 9. Observing
the waveform shows that when the actual position of the
motor is 0 pluse and the given position is 20000 pluse, the
motor of the traditional open-loop drive system reaches the
given position in about 1.6 s and the maximum forward
speed of the motor is 1000 r/min. The motor of the hybrid
closed-loop drive system reaches the given position in about
1.4 s. The maximum forward speed of the motor is

1000 r/min; in the steady-state process, the position error of
the motor of the conventional open-loop drive system is 2
pluse; the position error of the motor of the hybrid closed-
loop drive system is 0 pluse. Therefore, it is known from
the experimental results that the hybrid closed-loop drive
system has better positioning response performance than
the traditional open-loop drive system. In the case of no load,
set the running speed to 1000 r/min; the hybrid closed-loop
drive system has higher positioning precision.

Also, according to the performance analysis under the
previous speed control, considering the no load, the maxi-
mum operating speed of the traditional open-loop drive sys-
tem is 1000 r/min, and the speed of the hybrid closed-loop
drive system can be up to 2000 r/min. This paper is based
on the experimental phenomena in Figure 9. Set the given
speed of the hybrid closed-loop drive system motor to
2000 r/min, and also perform the comparison test under the
condition that the square wave changes between 0 and
20000 pluse at a given position. The obtained test waveform
is shown in Figure 10. By observing the waveform, when
the actual position of the motor is 0 pluse and the given posi-
tion is 20000 pluse, the motor of the hybrid closed-loop drive
system reaches the given position after about 0.8 s and the
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highest forward speed of the motor is 2000 r/min. In the
steady-state process, the position error of the hybrid closed-
loop drive system is 0 pluse. Therefore, the hybrid closed-
loop drive system can further improve the positioning
response speed by increasing the running speed compared
to the conventional open-loop drive system when given in
the same position.

3.3. Mechanical Characteristic Curve Test. In this paper, sev-
eral sets of different speeds are set for the hybrid closed-loop
drive system and the traditional open-loop drive system,
respectively. The steady-state load test of the motor is per-
formed sequentially in each set of speeds, and the maximum
load torque of the system at this set of speeds is recorded.
Then, through these sets of data, the mechanical characteris-
tics of the two systems drawn are shown in Figure 11. By
observing the curve, the maximum load torque of the hybrid
closed-loop drive system is greater than that of the conven-
tional open-loop drive system at the same speed. At a given
speed of 1000 r/min, the maximum load torque of the hybrid

closed-loop drive system is 2N·m, while that of the conven-
tional open-loop drive system is 0.3N·m. At no load, the
maximum operating speed of the hybrid closed-loop drive
system is 2000 r/min, while the maximum operating speed
of the conventional open-loop drive system is 1000 r/min.
Therefore, the traditional open-loop stepper motor drive sys-
tem increases the effective load torque by 81.25% and the
maximum operating speed by 50% when designed with the
proposed scheme.

3.4. On-Load Drive Performance Test. Based on the driving
performance test of the first two systems under no-load con-
ditions and the mechanical characteristic curve of Figure 11,
the driving performance test under the condition of system
loading is performed below.

Firstly, in the case of a given square speed change of
400 r/min and a given position of 0-5000 pluse, the system
is subjected to a comparison test of no-load and load phases;
according to Figure 11, the torque corresponds to the
mechanical characteristics of the traditional open-loop drive
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system at 400 r/min. Set the load torque of the motor to
2.5N·m, and the resulting test waveform is shown in
Figure 12. By observing the waveform, it can be seen that in

the first-stage system no-load operation, the actual position
of the traditional open-loop drive system rises from 0 to a
given position for 0.5 s, the highest forward speed of the
motor is 375.5 r/min, and the positioning error is 0 pluse.
The actual position of the hybrid closed-loop drive system
rises to a given position for approximately 0.4 s. The maxi-
mum forward speed of the motor is 399.5 r/min, and the
positioning error is 0 pluse. In the second stage, manually
loading 2.5N·m and observing the waveform, we can see that
the actual position of the traditional open-loop drive system
and the given position have an error in the steady-state pro-
cess (-70 pluse), which cannot be reached in the same square
wave change period. At the given position, the maximum for-
ward speed of the motor drops from 375.5 r/min to
360 r/min; the actual position of the motor of the hybrid
closed-loop step drive system rises to the given position for
approximately 0.42 s, and the maximum forward speed of
the motor is still 399.5 r/min and the positioning error is still
0 pluse. Therefore, compared with the experimental results,
the application of load reduces the speed and positioning
accuracy of the traditional open-loop system, the hybrid
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closed-loop drive system designed in this paper can still fol-
low the given position well in the process of sudden loading,
and the positioning accuracy has been improved.

Secondly, according to the mechanical characteristics of
the hybrid closed-loop drive system in Figure 11, the corre-
sponding torque at 400 r/min is set to 4.2N·m for the motor;
at a given speed of 400 r/min, the given position is 0. In the
case of a square wave change at 5000 pluse, the system is
retested in two stages of no load and loading, and the exper-
imental phenomenon is observed. The traditional open-loop
drive system has an out-of-step shutdown phenomenon, and
the experimental waveform of the hybrid closed-loop drive
system is shown in Figure 13; in the first stage of the system,
the actual position of the hybrid closed-loop drive system
rises to the given position for approximately 0.4 s, and the
highest forward speed of the motor is 399.5 r/min. The error
is 0 pluse; in the second stage, manually load 4.2N·m, observe
the waveform, the actual position of the hybrid closed-loop
drive system rises to the given position for about 0.42 s, the
highest forward speed of the motor is still 399.5 r/min, and
the positioning error is still 0 pluse. Therefore, compared

with the traditional open-loop drive system, the hybrid
closed-loop drive system has a higher load-carrying capacity
while improving the positioning accuracy.

Under the condition that the given speed is 1000 r/min
and the given position is 0-20000 pluse, the system is tested
in two stages of no load and loading. According to the
mechanical characteristics of the traditional open-loop drive
system in Figure 11, the corresponding moment at
1000 r/min is set to be 0.3N·m, and the test wave is obtained.
It is shown in Figure 14. The observed waveforms show that
in the first stage of no-load operation, the actual position of
the traditional open-loop drive system rises to a given posi-
tion after 1.6 s, the maximum forward speed of the motor is
1000 r/min, and the positioning error is 2 pluse; the actual
position of the hybrid closed-loop drive system rises to a
given position after 1.4 s, and this is the maximum positive
position of the motor. The speed is 1000 r/min, and the posi-
tioning error is 0 pluse. In the second stage, 0.3N·m is loaded
manually, and the observed waveforms show that the actual
position and given position of the traditional open-loop drive
system have errors in the steady-state process (-190 pluse).
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Within the same square wave change period, the given
position cannot be reached. The maximum forward speed
of the motor decreases from 1000 r/min to 930 r/min; the
actual position of the hybrid closed-loop drive system rises
to a given position after 1.42 s. The maximum forward
speed of the motor is 1000 r/min, and the positioning
error is still 0 pluse. Therefore, compared with the exper-
imental results, the application of load reduces the speed
and positioning accuracy of the traditional open-loop sys-
tem, the hybrid closed-loop drive system designed in this
paper can still follow the given position well in the process
of sudden loading, and the positioning accuracy has been
improved.

Then, according to the mechanical characteristics of
the hybrid closed-loop drive system in Figure 11, with
the corresponding torque at the 1000 r/min, the loading
torque of the set motor is 2N·m, in the case of a given
speed of 1000 r/min and a given position of 0-20000
pluse in the square wave change. The system is compared
with two stages of no load and loading. Observe the test
phenomenon, the traditional open-loop drive system has
an out-of-step downtime phenomenon, and the hybrid
closed-loop drive system test waveform is shown in
Figure 15; in the first stage of the system no-load opera-
tion, the actual position of the hybrid closed-loop drive
system rises from about 1.4 s to a given position, the
maximum forward rotational speed of the motor is
1000 r/min, and the positioning error in the steady-state
process is 0 pluse. In the second stage, manually load
2N·m, observe the waveform, the actual position of the
hybrid closed-loop drive system rises from about 1.42 s
to a given position, the maximum forward rotational
speed of the motor is 1000 r/min, and the positioning
error is still 0 pluse. Therefore, compared with the tradi-
tional open-loop drive system, the hybrid closed-loop
drive system can improve the positioning accuracy and
its carrying capacity is stronger.

4. Conclusion

To improve the positioning accuracy and carrying capacity of
the two-phase hybrid stepper motor at high speed of the
motor, this paper presents a high-speed and high-overload
drive method and system based on the hybrid controller,
which contains the following two core contents:

(1) A hybrid controller based on position error for open-
loop/closed-loop automatic switching, with current
amplitude and angle automatic adjustment, is pro-
posed. (b) An advanced angle compensation strategy
based on error-integrated feedforward is proposed.
The corresponding test platform was set up for test-
ing, and the system was tested to compare the follow-
ing performance

(2) In the case of no load, the maximum speed of the
hybrid closed-loop servo system can reach
2000 r/min, while the maximum speed of the tradi-
tional open-loop system is only 1000 r/min, and the
high speed running speed of the empty load increases
by about 50%

(3) In the case of the empty load with the same given
speed and position pulse number, the response time
of the mixed closed-loop stepper drive system to
reach a given value is faster than that of the tradi-
tional open-loop stepper system

(4) At the same operating speed, the carrying capacity of
the hybrid closed-loop stepper drive system is greater
than that of the traditional open-loop stepper system,
and the effective torque can be increased to more
than 81.25% of the retention torque

(5) Compared with the traditional open-loop drive sys-
tem, the hybrid closed-loop drive system exerts the
same load torque at the same given pulse position,
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Figure 15: Set a test with a running speed of 1000 r/min, a given position of 20000 pluse, and a sudden plus 2N·m load.
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and the hybrid closed-loop drive systems have faster
response speed. In the process of high-speed motion,
the hybrid closed-loop drive system can also main-
tain the high-torque operation, which ensures that
the stepper motor has higher positioning accuracy
in the working process
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This research takes vocabulary learning in college English courses as an entry point and investigates the interrelationship between
college students and electronic media, the presentation of interactive English-teaching content in college English, and the effect of
different English-teaching modes on the effect of vocabulary learning through empirical methods in the form of network
multimedia. This study provides ideas for an in-depth understanding of the incongruities that exist between interactive English
teaching and environment, teacher and environment, and students and environment in the network multimedia environment
and also brings thoughts on how to adapt interactive English teaching in college English to the development of modern
information technology on the concept of interactive English teaching, interactive English-teaching methods, and interactive
English-teaching modes. The concepts related to the adaptation of interactive English teaching based on multimedia, the
compilation of the scale of adaptation of interactive English teaching based on multimedia and its influencing factors, and the
construction of the model of influencing factors of adaptation of interactive English teaching based on multimedia, to a certain
extent, enrich the theoretical system of learning adaptation. The design of the intervention model of adaptation of interactive
English teaching based on multimedia broadens the intervention theory of learning adaptation; the study is also aimed at
developing a multimedia-based interactive English-teaching adaptation intervention model and broadening the theory and
method of learning adaptation.

1. Introduction

The rapid development of computer network technology has
improved the efficiency and dynamism of work and learning
and at the same time led to the reorganization of the education
system and the redistribution of social education resources.
Network technology will fundamentally improve the level of
educational productivity, realize the integration and sharing
of English-teaching resources, make way for diversified and
open education, integrate the resources of education, and
modernize the management of English teaching [1]. In terms
of education methods, the Internet provides an interactive
platform for information resource sharing, multidirectional
mutual communication, and cooperative learning [2].
Through the promotion of the interactive platform, the inter-

active English-teaching method in the multimedia environ-
ment has changed from single and closed to diverse and
open, changing the traditional English-teaching relationship
between teachers and learners in different degrees, with
learners taking the main identity of learning and developing
the ability of independent construction. The network is a
virtual platform for information transmission, reception, and
sharing. Through it, the information of various points, areas,
and bodies is connected to realize the sharing of these
resources. It is a tool for people to exchange and use informa-
tion. As a tool, it will become easier to use, and its functions
will also increase. The content will become increasingly abun-
dant. The network will use software tools such as text reading,
picture viewing, video playback, download transmission, and
game chat to bring people extremely rich and beautiful use
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and enjoyment in terms of text, pictures, sound, and video. But
it must be a tool of humankind. We believe that one day, the
Internet will use the function of software tools to bring people
extreme beauty and even surpass the feelings that the human
body can bring.

In terms of the diversity and experiential nature of learn-
ing situations, the Web provides an environment related to
“virtual reality” and multimedia technologies [3]. Through
these technological environments, learners are “able to imitate
and interpret the simulated world.” In this virtual environ-
ment, learners can experience the whole process of knowledge
acquisition instead of just getting facts and conclusions, and
the interactive English-teaching model in the multimedia
environment makes the English education environment more
social and enhances learners’ interest and motivation in learn-
ing [4]. At the same time, the development of the Internet has
also brought about changes in the way of learning, liberating
students from the traditional way of learning in which the
teacher is the main body and the learners passively receive
knowledge, making the way of learning diversified.

The learners can get to know diverse learning resources
through the network, and on the other hand, the network
provides learners with the opportunity to discover suitable
learning paths for themselves and to choose suitable learning
resources for learning independently [5]. Interactive English
classroom English teaching in a multimedia environment is a
new form of English teaching resulting from the integration
of network technology and traditional classroom English
teaching, with rich English-teaching resources, a multimedia
form of English-teaching content, and good interactivity, which
can break through the constraints of time, space, and human
factors to make up for the shortcomings of traditional class-
room English teaching [6]. The network-based multimedia
computer-assisted English teaching provides learners with an
authentic language environment, thus strengthening the learn-
ing effect and improving learners’ ability of independent and
collaborative learning [7].

An interactive English classroom in the multimedia
environment has certain similarities with a traditional English
classroom but is significantly different from the traditional
English classroom. Interactive English classroomEnglish teach-
ing in a multimedia environment is an English-teaching tool
used to accomplish English-teaching objectives by directly
intervening in the English-teaching process with the computer
as the main English-teaching media in the network environ-
ment. As shown in Figure 1, it integrates text, sound, graphics,
images, animation, and video, with high density, high capacity,
relatively strong intuitiveness, and interest, and is not limited by
time and space and can be multifunctional with all-around real
virtual situations, providing an interactive space for English
teaching and learning, as well as providing personalized learn-
ing services to learners.

2. Related Work

With the further acceleration of the process of education
informatization, attention is beginning to be paid to new
interactive learning methods. Among them, multimedia, as
a new online course form that has emerged in recent years,

is the latest achievement in the development of education
informatization and provides new ideas and methods for
the development of interactive learning in colleges and uni-
versities. At present, the use of multimedia courses for online
and offline interactive learning is widely used in English teach-
ing in colleges and universities and has been widely adopted
and recognized by many schools and teachers. Therefore, the
laws of teaching and learning in multimedia-based interactive
learning environments have gradually become the focus of
scholars’ attention to promote further reform of English
language teaching in higher education through the design of
scientific English-teaching models and learning activities. Ma
et al. investigated a blended learning model that integrates
multimedia into the traditional classroom [8]. It analyzed the
benefits of integrating multimedia with classroom ELT, as well
as the barriers to successful multimedia implementation. Qiao
andWang appliedmultimedia resources to traditional ELT for
interactive learning and designed corresponding learning
activities [9]. The three components include online student
self-paced learning, offline focused collaborative learning, and
online deepening learning. Based on the Coursera English-
teaching platform, it designed a multimedia-based interactive
learning model by combining face-to-face classroom English
teaching and multimedia-based online learning and applied it
in the English-teaching practice. Li designed a multimedia-
based interactive English-teachingmodel, in which the learning
activities on the online multimedia platform include watching
videos and participating in discussions, and the offline face-
to-face learning activities include teacher-student interaction
and discussion and question-answer [10]. On this basis, he pro-
posed a flow of interactivemultimedia-based learning activities,
including three parts: online student-oriented multimedia
learning, offline teacher-led classroom English teaching, and
online review after class.

Learning motivation has been a hot topic in interactive
learning research, with research topics focusing on the
measurement of learning motivation, factors influencing
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Figure 1: A multimedia-based model of an adaptive intervention
for teaching English in an interactive English classroom.
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learning motivation, the impact of learning motivation on
learning outcomes, and the role of interactive learning in
influencing student motivation [11]. For example, the results
of Yagci’s study showed that the support of course tools had
a significant positive effect on learning motivation. Ling et al.
analyzed the effect of learning motivation on students’ learning
outcomes [12]. Ma and Tsai’s study also showed that learning
motivation has a significant impact on students’ learning effec-
tiveness [13]. Miguel found through his study that students
involved in interactive learning have higher motivation com-
pared to face-to-face learning. Research on self-efficacy has
been conducted on the effects of self-efficacy on students’
learning effectiveness and the effects of interactive learning on
self-efficacy. For example, Mo et al.’s study showed that
multimedia-based interactive learning was effective in increas-
ing ethnic precollege students’ self-efficacy in English learning
[14]. Abdelraheem’s study also showed that the interactive
learning approach increased students’ learning efficacy. Xu
and Ma studied the effect of online self-efficacy on students’
learning satisfaction [15]. Ivanova’s study found that students’
self-efficacy was a significant predictor of learning strategy use
and learning performance [16]. In the study of the psychology
of learning in interactive learning environments, learning adap-
tation is an important research component that emphasizes the
adjustment of students’ attitudes, emotions, behaviors, and
other elements in the learning process, which involves many
psychological and behavioral elements.

The interrelationship between information technology and
the degree of awareness of this and learning in the college stu-
dent population is a topic that deserves attention and research.
English teaching is a complex activity involving pedagogy, psy-
chology, communication, etc. [17, 18]. The integration of net-
work multimedia technology has brought about great changes
in teaching and learning modes and means and made English
teaching more complex [19]. Based on the author’s many years
of experience in teaching and practicing multimedia English in
college English, this study focuses on each element of class-
room English teaching and the relationship between them
and adopts a systematic approach to the process of teaching
English in college English classrooms, especially from a holistic
perspective to demonstrate the use of modern information
technology in college English teaching and the problems that
arise in college English-teaching reform, and we analyze the
causes, clarify the dysfunctions, and propose optimization
strategies [20]. The study also uses various linguistic theories,
English-teaching theories, information-processing theories,
and psychological theories to demonstrate the interrelationship
between contemporary university students and electronic
media, the influence of English-teaching presentation on
vocabulary learning in the form of online multimedia, and
the influence of university English-teaching modes and learn-
ing styles on vocabulary learning [21]. The scope of this study
covers many aspects of English teaching in the classroom,
and the research approach is distinctly comprehensive. This
study can provide useful guidance and reference for teachers
to change the concept of English teaching, clarify the dysfunc-
tional phenomenon, improve the way of teaching English as a
foreign language in college, and enhance the effectiveness of
English teaching.

3. Evaluation of a Model of Factors Influencing
the Adaptability of Interactive English
Teaching Based on Multimedia Environment

3.1. The Design of the Model of Factors Influencing the
Adaptability of Interactive English Teaching Based on
Multimedia Environment. The theoretical basis of online
teaching is the constructivist learning theory. The constructiv-
ist learning theory believes that students are the main body of
the learning process and the active constructors of meaning.
The acquisition of knowledge is not obtained through teach-
ing, but learners obtain through active meaning construction
under certain circumstances. One of the main theoretical
foundations of traditional teaching is Ausubo’s “learning and
teaching” theory. Ausubo believes that teaching theory should
consider problems in teaching practice. The content of the
“learning and teaching” theory he put forward mainly involves
three aspects: “meaningful acceptance of learning” theory,
“advanced organizer” teaching strategy, and “motivation” the-
ory. The main factors of the network teaching model are
teachers, students, teaching content, teaching media, teaching,
and learning support platform. In this teachingmode, teachers
select teaching content according to the requirements of the
syllabus, the characteristics of the students, and the cognitive
foundation of the students; then design and compile them into
multimedia teaching software, network courseware, or net-
work courses; and publish them to the curriculum center. Stu-
dents connect to the course center through the computer
network, register and log in, and choose courses to study.

The components of learning adaptability in a general
interactive English-teaching environment mainly include four
dimensions: learning attitude, independent learning ability,
learning environment, and physical and mental health.
According to the characteristics of multimedia, which empha-
sizes communication and interaction, and the richness and
diversity of learning resources and learning activities, this study
adds the dimension of “learning communication” and appro-
priately revises the connotation and composition of the other
dimensions mentioned above. Based on the literature, this
study formed a five-part structure of multimedia-based interac-
tive English-teaching adaptability consisting of learning
attitude, independent learning ability, learning communica-
tion, learning environment, and physical and mental health.
The connotation and composition of each dimension are
analyzed below. The multimedia-based interactive English-
teaching adaptation scale and the learning adaptation influenc-
ing factor scale were reconstituted into a new scale and
distributed to students. The study first tested the overall and
individual dimensional levels of college students’ multimedia-
based interactive English-teaching adaptation utilizing descrip-
tive statistics and used parametric tests to analyze the variability
of these data in terms of individual variables and to understand
the basic situation of college students’multimedia-based inter-
active English-teaching adaptation. After that, we explored the
logical relationships among the influencing factors of learning
adaptation and the effects of each influencing factor on learn-
ing adaptation and constructed a model of influencing factors
of learning adaptation.
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In terms of data information, a total of 852 questionnaires
were distributed, including 483 paper questionnaires and 369
electronic questionnaires. A total of 836 questionnaires were
collected, and after removing the invalid questionnaires with
short answer time, missing options, choosing the same option
in the whole questionnaire, and those with regular choices, 628
valid questionnaires were left, with an efficiency rate of 7.12%.
In terms of basic information, it mainly includes gender,
major, grade, Internet age, time of exposure to multimedia,
and frequency of learning courses every month. The specific
statistical results are shown in Figure 2.

Among the students who participated in this survey, in
terms of gender, 22.6% of the total number are male students
and 77.4% of the total number are female students. In terms
of majors, 56.6% of the total number of students were in the
field of literature and history, 36.5% in the field of science
and technology, and 7.9% in the field of art. In terms of
grades, first-year students accounted for 12.1% of the total
number of students, sophomores accounted for 66.7% of
the total number of students, juniors accounted for 18.0%
of the total number of students, and seniors accounted for
3.2% of the total number of students. In terms of the Internet
age, those with 1 year or less accounted for 2.7% of the total,
those with 1-2 years accounted for 10.2%, those with 2-5
years accounted for 28.5%, and those with more than 5 years
accounted for 58.6% of the total. Regarding the duration of
multimedia exposure, 54.4% of the total number of students
had been exposed to multimedia for 6 months or less, 13.1%
of the total number of students had been exposed to multi-
media for 6-12 months, 24.5% of the total number of
students had been exposed to multimedia for 1-2 years,
and 8.0% of the total number of students had been exposed
to multimedia for more than 2 years. In terms of the fre-
quency of courses per month, 21.7% of the total number of
students attended 4 times or less, 33.4% of the total number

of students attended 4-8 times, 29.5% of the total number of
students attended 8-12 times, and 15.4% of the total number
of students attended more than 12 times.

From the point of view of teaching methods, every stu-
dent has the opportunity and freedom to do their best and
show their own strengths. This has changed the boring
passive classroom teaching in the past. Every student can
actively participate in learning. The enthusiasm for learning
is high, which embodies the teaching principle of putting
people first and focusing on the development of students
and interprets the teaching concept of realizing useful math-
ematics for everyone, and each person has a different devel-
opment in mathematics. Teaching students in accordance
with their aptitude, so that every student can make progress,
is my greatest wish.

This section focuses on the overall as well as individual
dimensional levels of college students’ adaptation to
multimedia-based interactive English teaching utilizing
descriptive statistics analyzes the differences in individual
variables of these data utilizing parametric tests to under-
stand the basic situation of college students’ adaptation to
multimedia-based interactive English teaching. In statistical
analysis, the mean value is generally used to measure the
overall level of the variables. Utilizing descriptive statistics,
the means and standard deviations of college students’
adaptation to multimedia-based interactive English teaching
overall as well as for each dimension were derived, as shown
in Figure 3.

The standard deviations of the dimensions as well as the
overall data were within acceptable limits, i.e., the dispersion
of each variable was reasonable. In terms of means, the overall
level of college students’ adaptability to multimedia-based inter-
active English language teaching was moderate (M = 3:56), and
the means of the six dimensions, in descending order, were the
learning environment (M = 3:70), learning attitude (M = 3:60),
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Figure 2: Statistics of basic information of survey respondents on the factors influencing the adaptability of interactive English teaching
based on multimedia.
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physical and mental health (M = 3:58), learning tasks
(M = 3:57), independent learning ability (M = 3:47), and
learning communication (M = 3:44). The results show that on
specific dimensions, college students have lower scores in learn-
ing communication, independent learning ability, and learning
tasks. In terms of gender, the independent sample t-test showed
that the significant p values for college students’ adaptation to
multimedia-based interactive English language teaching and
other dimensions, except for learning communication, were
greater than 0.05, indicating no significant difference in gender.
Specifically, in the learning communication dimension, male
students were significantly higher than female students.

In terms of specialization, the one-way ANOVA showed
that there were no significant differences in any of the
dimensions except for the independent learning ability
dimension and at the overall level. The Internet not only
brings many changes to learning but also brings many
changes to human life. First, it is reflected in the aspect of
information transmission, then in the aspect of communica-
tion, and includes life, production, and learning. The signif-
icant p values were 0.158, 0.246, 0.519, 0.405.0.379, and
0.725, respectively. On the independent learning ability
dimension, a post hoc comparison by the LSD method based
on homogeneity of the variance test revealed that the inde-
pendent learning ability scores of literature and history
students were higher than those of art students (p = 0:002).

3.2. The Construction of a Model of Factors Influencing the
Adaptability of Interactive English Teaching Based on
Multimedia Environment. Based on the previous analysis,
the factors influencing the adaptability of multimedia-
based interactive English teaching identified in this study
include learning motivation, learning self-efficacy, teacher

English teaching, learning support, multimedia platform,
and course content quality. Learning self-efficacy, as an
important factor influencing individual learning effort,
learning persistence, and self-confidence, is the key to deter-
mining the quality of students’ learning [22]. Among them,
learning self-efficacy is closely related to learning motiva-
tion. For example, relevant studies have shown that learning
self-efficacy is an important predictor of students’ learning
motivation in the online environment, and students with
high self-efficacy have higher learning interests and learning
ambitions, which lead to better academic performance. The
self-efficacy of college students has a significant positive
effect on learning motivation. Students’ self-efficacy signifi-
cantly affects learning motivation. The previous review of
the current state of research also indicates that learning
self-efficacy is a key factor influencing learning adaptability.
The use of computers and other multimedia for teaching is
the top priority of the content of curriculum reform.
Teachers can use the multiview features of computer audio-
visual media to integrate teaching content and mobilize
students’ learning enthusiasm.

Learning support, as a set of services that guide and
assist students in their independent learning, is key to deter-
mining learning outcomes [23]. Most studies have shown
that good learning support can increase students’ interest
in learning to motivate students to study hard. It showed
that learning support provided by instructors in an online
environment can significantly affect college students’ moti-
vation to learn. It was also found that by providing learning
support to students, teachers can stimulate students’ interest
and motivation to learn and improve learning outcomes
[24]. A study found that faculty support had a significant
impact on students’ perceived importance of the knowledge
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they acquired for their personal career development. Good
learning support services help motivate students to learn,
which in turn improves the quality of learning and thus
the learning outcomes. As shown in Figure 4, the previous
review of the current state of research also indicates that
learning support is a key factor influencing students’ learn-
ing adaptability.

The model is generally corrected according to the MI
value, which indicates the minimum cardinality that the over-
all model will be reduced by increasing the path, i.e., the degree
of improvement to the overall fitness of the model [25–27].
Therefore, attention needs to be paid to the paths with larger
MI values. The principles of the correction of the model in this
study include the following: the corrected index is greater than
10, the new path should have a theoretical basis, only one path
is added at a time and the degree of improvement is observed,
and the correction is stopped when the model is fit. Based on
completing the assessment of model fit and correction, it is
necessary to test the hypothetical paths of the model proposed
in this study, construct a model of the influencing factors of
learning adaptability, and clarify the relationship between the
influencing effects of each factor.

The difference in the lexicalization mode of sports
events affects people’s choice and attention to the semantic
features of sports events and provides certain supporting
evidence for the weak hypothesis of linguistic relativity,
compared with the nongestural learning group and the
multimodel with iconic gesture interpretation. The effect
of attitude learning on vocabulary acquisition of students is
more significant, indicating that gestures are beneficial to
promote learners’ cognitive processing and enhance memory
representation.

As shown in Figure 5, there are two significant impact
paths on multimedia-based interactive learning self-efficacy.
First, learning self-efficacy has a direct effect on learning
adaptability. This indicates that the more confident students
are in their abilities, the better their learning adaptability will
be, and thus, they will be able to overcome the difficulties they

encounter in the learning process and achieve good English-
learning results. In addition, learning self-efficacy has a signif-
icant influence on English-learning motivation and through
learning motivation on learning adaptability. In other words,
the more self-efficacy students have in the learning process,
the stronger their motivation will be, which in turn will
increase their learning adaptability and improve their learning
outcomes (see Figure 5).

3.3. Validation of the Model of Factors Influencing the
Adaptability of Interactive English Teaching Based on
Multimedia Environment. This study applies a multimedia-
based interactive English-teaching adaptation intervention
model for college students to English-teaching practice and
adopts an action research approach to verify the practical
effects of the model. Three specific rounds of action experi-
ments are conducted, and the intervention model and its
application are reflected and improved according to the
implementation effects of each round, which eventually
form a scientific multimedia-based interactive English-
teaching adaptation intervention model. This study applies
the intervention strategies for learning adaptations to spe-
cific multimedia-based interactive English-teaching activities
to test the effectiveness of the intervention. Three rounds of
action research will be conducted in this study, and each
round will include four components: planning, action,
observation, and reflection. Through continuous practice,
reflection, and revision, the learning adaptability of college
students will be gradually improved. The specific design idea
of the action research in this study is shown in Figure 6.

After data collection, it is also necessary to use the corre-
sponding tools for the scientific processing of the data. First,
according to the process data of this study’s intervention, the
processing tools corresponding to the data then include the
classroom teacher-student behavior analysis coding system,
the student English classroom learning engagement level
analysis coding system, the SOLO classification-based learning
thinking level analysis framework, the classroom teacher-
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Figure 4: Hypothetical model of the impact of multimedia-based interactive English-teaching adaptability causal factors.
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student behavior observation form, the data analysis system in
the multimedia backend, and the online discussion content-
coding form [28–30]. Among them, the classroom teacher-
student behavior observation form was mainly used for the
researcher to make written records during the qualitative obser-
vation. The other tools were mainly used to record quantitative
observations. Second, based on the outcome data of this study’s
intervention, the processing tools corresponding to the data
then included the multimedia-based interactive ELT adaptation
scale, the unit knowledge test questions, the reflection level cod-
ing form, the student interview outline, and the teacher inter-
view outline.

College students’ learning ability and its various dimen-
sions (knowledge acquisition and application ability, learn-
ing process self-monitoring ability, learning resource
management and application ability) and various dimen-
sions of learning motivation (learning interest, internal
motivation, external motivation, achievement motivation),
learning self-efficacy. There is a significant correlation. The
learning interest dimension and learning self-efficacy in
learning motivation have a relatively large impact on the
learning ability of college students.

Based on the quantitative analysis of the discussions, a
more in-depth analysis of the content of the students’ discus-
sions was conducted. Further categorization was done based
on the online discussion content-coding sheet designed for
this study. By counting, in the first round of intervention, there
were 106 items of no substance, 387 items of resource sharing
and platform operation, 85 items of insight exchange, 191
items of asking questions, 881 items of answering questions,
58 items of expressing opinions, and 48 items of feedback
and comments. As shown in Figure 7, the percentage of the
total number of items discussed in each category was further
calculated.

4. Multidimensional Analysis of the Path
Form of English Teaching in Interactive
English Classroom Based on
Multimedia Environment

4.1. Multidimensional Data Analysis of Multimedia Interactive
English-Teaching Offline Process. The offline process data
consisted of three sections: teacher-student teaching and
learning behaviors, student response level, and student learn-
ing engagement level in classroom English teaching. This part
mainly uses the classroom teacher-student behavior analysis
coding system to analyze a series of behaviors of students
and teachers during the class. Specifically, two main aspects
of classroom teacher-student behavior distribution and class-
room interaction behavior were analyzed. It should be noted
here that in the first round of experiments, there were four
classes, each of which lasted about 45 minutes. In this study,
the classroom recordings were sampled at 3-second intervals,
and according to the classroom ELT behavior analysis coding
system, there was an average of 900 codes per lesson. In this
study, we analyzed each lesson in detail, calculated the
percentage of different behaviors, and combined it with the
observation of classroom teaching behaviors to determine the
structure of ELT and draw conclusions. According to the needs
of the study, this section calculates eight aspects (percentages)
of teacher language (T), student language (S), silence (C), tech-
nology (M), teacher questions (Tq), student responses to ques-
tions (Sc), student discussion (Sd), and student questions (Sq).
The statistical results of the four lessons in the first round of
intervention are shown in Figure 8.

The student speech occupies a certain proportion in all
four lessons, which indicates that teachers give students
appropriate learning autonomy during lessons. In a compre-
hensive analysis, the proportion of students’ speech can be
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further increased in subsequent English teaching to guaran-
tee students’ learning autonomy. In all four lessons, the
teacher’s questions will occupy a certain proportion, some
thinking questions will be asked for students, and students
will actively answer the teacher’s questions. In addition,
combined with the observation and review of the multime-
dia classroom videos, two problems can be found. We think
the so-called self-learning, to put it in a more popular way, is
to learn on your own. Many students do not know how to

learn independently and can only follow the teacher. It is
very important for students to learn to learn independently.
What we are advocating is lifelong education, that is, to live
and learn. This kind of education emphasizes how important
learning autonomy is. First, although teachers focus on
asking questions to students, they sometimes do not ask
students to answer the questions and do not give them time
to think. Second, after students answered the questions, they
did not provide more in-depth guidance to stimulate students
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to think further about the questions. These issues need to be
improved later. In contrast, the percentage of students asking
questions was significantly small. Students still mainly partic-
ipated passively and lacked the awareness and spirit of active
inquiry and problem identification. In addition, the analysis
of the video revealed that the students’ motivation to partici-
pate in the classroom needs to be improved; in particular,
the motivation to actively answer questions is not high
enough, and sometimes, they go to answer questions and dis-
cuss at the request of the teacher.

The level of students’ responses to questions is a key
measure of student learning. This study analyzes the level of
students’ thinking in answering questions in class based on
the SOLO thinking level classification framework to determine
the level of students’ understanding. Specifically, the number
of different response levels in each lesson in the first round
was calculated. As shown in Figure 9, the levels of students’
responses to the questions were mainly concentrated on the
two levels of single-point structure and multipoint structure
(medium level), indicating that most students were able to
answer the questions asked by the instructor using basic
knowledge and information. The number of higher levels is
low in terms of the levels of associative structure and abstract
expansion structure (see Figure 9).

The overall aspect was studied for all students, and the
overall student learning engagement was observed to calcu-
late the percentage and change in the number of students
at each of the three learning engagement levels over time.
On this basis, the effects of the intervention were compared
across different rounds. Second, on the case study side, the
specific learning engagement of a subset of students was ana-
lyzed in detail, the changes in learning engagement of these
students were followed up continuously, and the effects of
the interventions were compared across different rounds.
The four sessions were named Video 01, Video 02, Video

03, and Video 04, and each session was 45 minutes in length.
To facilitate visual analysis, the study combined the time in
one-minute increments (see Figure 10).

As shown in Figure 10, the learning engagement levels of
most students remained at the moderate and high engage-
ment levels throughout the ELT process, compared to the
relatively small number of students at the nonengaged level,
and the change was relatively flat. However, nonengaged
students still occupy a certain proportion, and there are rel-
atively more nonengaged students in some periods, which
indicates that they appear to have a certain degree of low
learning engagement and learning discomfort in the process
of learning. It should be noted that the periods with high
numbers of high engagement and nonengagement are where
the most attention should be paid, so these two parts of the
classroom were analyzed primarily. Further analysis revealed
that students’ high engagement time was concentrated in
minutes 1-4, 11-15, 22-24, 35-36, and 40-42. Combined with
the specific situation of the class, in minutes 1-4, the teacher
summarizes the online learning and introduces examples
and introduces the lesson by asking questions, and students
pay more attention. Between 11 and 15 minutes, the teacher
conducts special class questions and encourages students to
speak actively, and students participate in group discussions
and answer questions. At 22-24 minutes, the teacher con-
tinues to ask questions and encourages students to take the
initiative to ask questions. The teacher emphasizes impor-
tant points to students and draws their attention to them.
At 40-41 minutes, the teacher asks further questions to
stimulate students to discuss and think, answer questions,
and participate in interactions.

On the other hand, students’ nonengagement time was
concentrated in minutes 16-18, 21, 27-29, 31-34, and 44-
45. In the context of the lesson, there was an intermittent
decrease in students’ attention in minutes 16-18 and 21, after
the teacher commented on students’ responses and gave
answers. At minutes 27-29 and 31-34, the teacher was
mainly lecturing and the content was mainly theoretical,
memorized, and conceptual points. At minutes 44-45, when
students were answering questions, some students did not go
listen attentively. From the above, a certain proportion of
low-involvement students appeared in the English teaching
classroom, and the duration of high-involvement learning
(high number of high-involvement) was not long, and the
distribution of high-involvement learning behaviors was
discrete and not continuous and concentrated enough.

4.2. Multidimensional Analysis of Multimedia Interactive
English-Teaching Outcome Data. The outcome data con-
sisted of the learning adjustment level test, unit knowledge
test scores, reflection levels, student interviews, and teacher
interviews. This section utilizes the learning adaptation scale
developed by the study to test for changes in students’ levels
of learning adaptability after the intervention. Specifically, a
paired-sample t-test was used to compare the predicted
scores of the experimental students.

To analyze the learning inputs of the 30 students in detail,
the study summarized the percentages of different learning
input behaviors of these students to the total frequency. The
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distribution of learning inputs of these students can be seen
more visually. Overall, in the first round of the experiment,
most students had a larger percentage of moderate input
behaviors versus high input behaviors. The largest proportion
of moderate input behaviors indicates that moderate input
was the most dominant learning input behavior among the
30 students. After that, it was the high-involvement behavior.
On further analysis, the graph reveals the problem that the per-
centage of high-involvement behaviors of students is relatively

low. The percentage of high-involvement behaviors of these
students is only 18.14%, 13.58%, 19.69%, 21.86%, 21.64%,
and 17.28%, respectively, which should be focused on. On the
other hand, all 30 students showed noninvolving learning
behaviors. Among them, several students had a high percent-
age of noninvolving behaviors. In particular, these students
had 17.39%, 15.80%, 22.64%, 25.69%, 20.61%, 16.17%, and
18.14% of noninvolving behaviors. Some students showed a
significantly low percentage of high-involvement behaviors or
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a high percentage of noninvolvement behaviors, which needs
to be improved in the next round of the experiment.

To more visually reflect the change in the level of reflec-
tion of the students in different rounds, Figure 1 shows the
percentage of the number of students who were at different
levels with no intervention and the first round and the
second round of intervention. According to the graph, the
number of students at low levels of reflection increased
slightly through the second round of intervention. The num-
ber of people at medium to high levels of reflection increased
further. This requires further strengthening of reflection
instruction for students in the next round of intervention
to reduce the number of low-level reflections. This study
conducted three rounds of action research to verify the effec-
tiveness of the intervention model by designing appropriate
learning resources and learning activities and conducting
English-teaching practices based on the learning adaptation
intervention model. In each round of the study, the four
steps of action research (planning, action, observation, and
reflection) were strictly followed. Through the collecting
process and the outcome data and corresponding data anal-
ysis, reflection was conducted on this basis to summarize the
effects achieved and the shortcomings. Based on the results
of reflection, the learning adaptation intervention model is
further revised to provide the basis for the next round of
research. This cycle of three rounds of action research basically
achieved the goals set by the study, solved the corresponding
practical problems, gradually improved the learning adapt-
ability of college students, and optimized the learning effect.

5. Conclusion

This paper further defines the composition by developing a
scale of English language-teaching adaptability and its influenc-
ing factors in English classrooms based on a multimedia-based
interactive English language-teaching model through the
methods of item analysis, exploratory factor analysis, and
validating factor analysis. First, the learning adaptability scale
was developed, which can be applied to measure the level
of adaptation to multimedia-based interactive English lan-
guage teaching among college students, and further defines
the composition of multimedia-based interactive English
language-teaching adaptability. Secondly, the development of
the learning adaptation influencing factor scale can be used
to further define the composition of the influencing factors
of multimedia-based interactive English-teaching adaptation
and lay the foundation for exploring the more complex role
relationships among the influencing factors of English class-
room English-teaching-learning adaptation and improving
college students’ learning adaptability.

This study strictly follows the four steps of action
research and further revises the learning adaptation inter-
vention model based on the reflection results, to gradually
improve college students’ adaptation to multimedia-based
interactive English-teaching English classrooms and opti-
mize the learning effect. First, the data is processed online,
the number of student discussions gradually increased, and
the proportion of discussion content such as active questions
and expressing opinions gradually increased. On the offline

side, the percentage of students’ speech gradually increased,
the quantity and quality of students’ answers to questions
improved, and the number of students’ active questions in
English classroom English teaching also gradually increased
and their motivation continued to improve. The situation that
high learning engagement behaviors are not long-lasting, unfo-
cused, and discrete is gradually improving. The percentage of
students’ high engagement behaviors gradually increased,
and the percentage of nonengagement behaviors gradually
decreased. Second, the outcome data, student’s level of learning
adaptability, unit knowledge mastery, and reflection gradually
improved over the multiple rounds of intervention.

This study developed a multimedia-based evaluation of
English language-teaching adaptations in interactive English
language-teaching English classrooms, which was partly
reflected in the validation of the effectiveness of the interven-
tion model of English language-teaching-learning adapta-
tions in English classrooms. The students’ process data
were collected and analyzed, including the number and
content of online discussions, offline classroom teachers’
and students’ teaching and learning behaviors, offline stu-
dents’ question answering levels, and offline classroom stu-
dents’ learning engagement levels. We collected and
analyzed the outcome data of students’ learning in English
classrooms, including the learning adaptation level test, the
unit knowledge level test, the reflection level test, and the
teacher-student interviews. By comprehensively collecting
students’ process data and outcome data, we can not only
give students scientific evaluation but also identify problems
and correct intervention strategies in time, which can provide
some reference for future research related to interactive English
classroom English teaching in a multimedia environment.
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The study of motor skills is an essential course item for college students. Many college teachers try to introduce the flipped
classroom mode into the teaching of motor skills. However, the influence of this mode on the learning effect of college
students’ motor skills is uncertain. This paper builds a research model on the basis of literature review. This model is used to
analyze the influence factors of flipped classroom on the learning effect of college students’ motor skills. Through questionnaire
survey and empirical analysis, we verified the research hypothesis of each factor. The results show that video technical action
display, video feedback of students’ technical action, and teaching interaction have a significant positive impact on the learning
effect of college students’ motor skills in the flipped classroom, while video theory teaching has no significant impact. This
study expands the application of flipped classroom in the field of motor skills and enriches the relevant literature of flipped
classroom mode. Based on the findings of this study, we make the following recommendations: (1) teachers can use the way of
video recording to display technical actions of motor skills, (2) students can use video feedback to communicate with the
teacher about the learning of motor skills, and (3) flipped classroom needs to pay attention to the teaching interaction between
teachers and students.

1. Introduction

In the process of physical education in colleges and universi-
ties, the study of motor skills is becoming more and more
important. Motor skills refer to the ability of human body
to master and effectively complete special actions in the pro-
cess of movement [1]. Students’ master motor skills, on the
one hand, can improve the scientific nature of sports and,
on the other hand, can prevent unnecessary injuries [1, 2].
Therefore, paying attention to the training of students’motor
skills is an essential goal in physical education teaching.
Physical education is a practical course, and the study of the-
oretical knowledge is equally important. Because mastering
complete physical education theoretical knowledge allows
students to get scientific guidance while engaging in physical
activity [3].

With the progress of information [4–6] and communica-
tion technology [7, 8] and the wide application of mobile

smart phones [9], the traditional offline teaching method is
gradually changing, and online teaching [10] has been intro-
duced into the training of motor skills courses for college
students. Inspired by the thinking of online teaching, a
teaching mode called flipped classroom has been applied to
college students’ motor skills courses. Flipped classroom
refers to the realignment of time in and out of the classroom
and the transfer of learning decisions from teachers to stu-
dents [11, 12]. This new form of education and teaching
overturns the traditional classroom teaching mode, and stu-
dents gain the initiative instead of passively receiving educa-
tion. This is not only a kind of role transformation but also
the innovation of education mode [13].

It is conceivable that under the flipped classroom mode,
students can independently learn theoretical knowledge of
motor skills through video teaching at home, dormitory, or
cafe [14]. In addition, students can play the course video
repeatedly to get an in-depth understanding of the
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characteristics of motor skills and action process and eventu-
ally form an internal movement image and correct movement
concept in their mind, laying a foundation for formal practice
[15]. For some exercise tasks of motor skills after class, stu-
dents can submit them to their teachers by recording videos
[16]. This not only plays a role in testing students’ mastery
of motor skills but also helps teachers fully understand each
student’s learning situation. The learning of motor skills is a
compulsory course for college students. Many college teachers
try to introduce the flipped classroom model into motor skills
teaching, and the effect of this model on the learning effect of
college students’ motor skills is still uncertain. Therefore, this
paper constructs a research model to expand the application
of flipped classrooms in the field of motor skills.

However, it is controversial whether the flipped class-
room mode can enhance students’ learning outcomes in
general. For example, Persike’s [16] research shows that in
flipped classrooms, one of the determinants of rising course
performance is having high-quality traditional courses.
When a student’s course performance is already high, there
may be little room for further improvement in the flipped
classroom mode. Clifton and Boutell [17] put forward that
flipped classroom has different learning effects for students
with different learning abilities. For example, students who
learn quickly and have a strong understanding ability in a
flipped classroom will return to a traditional classroom feel-
ing confident and experienced but bored by it. Those stu-
dents who did not learn well enough in the flipped
classroom and did not fully grasp the knowledge of the
course often felt struggling and at a loss when they returned
to the traditional classroom. Therefore, this study tries to
answer what are the factors that affect the learning effect of
college students’ motor skills in flipped classroom and what
are their mechanisms of influence?

Given the above analysis, we find that flipped class-
rooms, while having many advantages, are not without
drawbacks. Therefore, it is of great significance to study
the factors that may influence the learning effect of students
in the flipped classroom mode. On the one hand, this study
is conducive to stimulating students’ enthusiasm to partici-
pate in flipped classroom, and on the other hand, it is con-
ducive to increasing the interaction between students and
teachers in motor skills of flipped classroom. In addition,
this study takes motor skills learning as the research object,
and explores the potential factors that affect students’ learn-
ing effect under the flipped classroom mode. This study
enriches the literature of flipped classroom and provides the-
oretical guidance for the application of motor skills in
flipped classroom.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: the second
section is literature review, the third section proposes the
model construction and research hypothesis, the fourth sec-
tion presents the research method and empirical results, and
finally, the fifth section puts forward the conclusions.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Motor Skills.Motor skills are also called “action skills.” It
refers to the ability of human body to master and effectively

complete special actions in the process of movement [1, 18].
In the teaching of physical education, the theory and prac-
tice of motor skills are very important [19]. Traditional
physical education courses are generally carried out in an
offline way. For example, in the first half of the course, the
teacher explains the theoretical knowledge related to motor
skills to the students, while in the second half of the course,
the students practice motor skills [20]. With the develop-
ment of information and communication technology and
the wide application of mobile smart phones, network learn-
ing has been introduced into physical education [21]. In fact,
Williams and Grant [22] have pointed out that video tech-
nology or online simulation teaching methods may be effec-
tive for the development of students’ motor skills. Especially
when the network technology is combined with the teaching
technology, it is beneficial to the development of students’
physical awareness.

Generally, the formation of students’ motor skills needs
to go through three stages [23, 24]: the cognitive stage, the
connection stage, and the perfection stage. The first is the
cognitive stage. At this stage, the practitioner mainly demon-
strates the action through visual observation and mimics the
exercise, using vision to control the action [25]. After a cer-
tain amount of practice, the practitioner has initially mas-
tered a series of local actions and began to connect the
independent movements. At this point, the practitioner
enters the connection phase. In this stage, the practitioner’s
attention mainly points to the details of skills, generalizes
the essential characteristics of movements through thinking
analysis, gradually realizes the whole movement, and com-
bines several individual actions into a whole [26]. Finally,
there is the perfection stage. At this stage, the movements
of the practitioner have established a consolidated dynamic
pattern in the brain, a series of movements mastered have
formed a complete organic system, and each action can be
expressed in the form of linkage [27].

2.2. The Learning Method of Motor Skills in Flipped
Classroom. The introduction of flipped classroom innovates
the traditional physical education teaching method. Espe-
cially when it comes to motor skills, students have more
autonomy and can arrange their time freely [11]. For
teachers, they can record the theoretical knowledge and
action points about motor skills in advance [12]. They can
also perform physical demonstrations of a set of motor skills,
which can also be recorded on video. For students, they can
learn theoretical knowledge and action points through
videos. Actions can also be imitated through the video pro-
vided by the teacher [13]. In fact, testing students’ practical-
ity is very effective in flipped classroom. For example, after
every lesson, teachers can ask students to record videos of
their own actions. The videos are then sent to the teacher.
Teachers can judge students’mastery of motor skills through
the videos provided by students [14]. It can be seen that the
application of flipped classroom in physical education can,
on the one hand, impart knowledge and motor skills and,
on the other hand, effectively supervise and familiarize stu-
dents with their learning effects in motor skills. However,
some scholars have pointed out that such flipped video
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teaching may be detrimental to the interaction between
teachers and students [11].

Through literature review, we found that scholars have
provided us with a rich literature basis for motor skills and
flipped classroom. As a product of the development of mod-
ern science and technology, flipped classroom is becoming
more and more popular in college teaching. Especially in
college physical education courses, flipped classroom can
realize the combination of theory and practice teaching.
However, there is still debate about the impact of flipped
classroom on student learning outcomes (e.g., Persike [16];
Clifton and Boutell [17]). Therefore, in the field of motor
skills, we propose it is necessary to further explore the effect
of this teaching mode. The study on this topic, on the one
hand, can provide theoretical reference for the application
of flipped classroom in physical education teaching and, on
the other hand, can provide improvement recommendations
for students in the learning of motor skills.

3. Model Construction and Hypothesis

3.1. Model Construction.We construct a model of the factors
influencing the learning effect of college students’ motor
skills based on a literature review of flipped classrooms. As
depicted in Figure 1, the four components of this theoretical
model are video theory teaching, video technical action dis-
play, video feedback of students’ technical actions, and
teaching interaction.

3.2. Hypothesis

3.2.1. Video Theory Teaching. The teaching of theoretical
knowledge is an important link of physical education curric-
ulum. Usually, in the first few classes of the whole course, or
in the first few minutes of each class, the teacher will teach
the students the theoretical knowledge of motor skills. In
the flipped classroom, the theoretical knowledge can be
recorded into a video in advance. Students can study inde-
pendently according to the schedule of the course [11]. It
is worth noting that these videos can be watched over and
over again. This helps students to strengthen their under-
standing of the knowledge points. And even if the students
do not understand the point, they can also ask the teacher
in the offline teaching. Therefore, video teaching is helpful
for students to deepen their understanding of theoretical
knowledge of motor skills in advance. But other scholars
have raised concerns. For example, if students’ autonomous
learning ability is not strong, video learning is difficult to
ensure students’ learning effect. In addition, students learn
theoretical knowledge in advance through videos and may
feel bored in offline courses [17]. Therefore, it is very impor-
tant to understand the influence of video theory teaching on
students’ learning effect. We choose one of these possibilities
to hypothesize:

H1: There is a positive correlation between the video the-
ory teaching in flipped classroom and the learning effect of
college students’ motor skills.

3.2.2. Video Technical Action Display. Flipped classroom can
realize the video of various teaching contents. In physical

education teaching, the imparting of motor skills is very
important. It not only needs to teach theoretical knowledge
to students but also needs to carry on the technical action
demonstration. In offline classes, teachers teach students by
demonstrating technical movements over and over again.
However, this approach poses a great challenge to teachers’
teaching. The application of video technology in flipped
classroom reduces the teaching burden of teachers [12].
Teachers can record standard technical actions on video,
and students can watch the videos over and over again.
Especially for some difficult actions, students can slow down
the playing speed of the video or pause the video for a spe-
cific action [14]. This is helpful for students to decompose
the technical actions and then quickly understand and learn
the technical actions. Based on the above discussion, we pro-
pose the following hypothesis:

H2: There is a positive correlation between the display of
video technical actions in flipped classroom and the learning
effect of college students’ motor skills.

3.2.3. Video Feedback of Students’ Technical Action. One way
to test students’ mastery of motor skills is to have them
record videos. After teachers teach theoretical knowledge
and technical actions, students need to master these points
through repeated practice. However, in order to supervise
the learning effect of students and to understand the learn-
ing implementation of each student, teachers can ask stu-
dents to record videos for feedback [16]. This approach
has the following advantages [13]: one is to give students
the autonomy to submit a perfect work when they think they
have practiced it perfectly; second, teachers play the role of
course supervision and can understand the students’ learn-
ing situation. Accordingly, we put forward the following
research hypothesis:

H3: There is a positive correlation between the video
feedback of students’ technical actions and the learning
effect of college students’ motor skills.

3.2.4. Teaching Interaction. Teaching interaction has always
been regarded as an important part of curriculum learning.
The advantage of it is that it can activate the classroom
atmosphere, enhance students’ learning attention, deepen
students’ understanding of knowledge points, and help
teachers to understand students’ learning situation. How-
ever, flipped classroom may have a few disadvantages in

Video theory teaching

Video technical action
display 

Video feedback of
students' technical action

Teaching interaction

Students’
Learning
effect in
motors
skill s 

Figure 1: Research theoretical model.
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terms of teaching interaction [11]. For example, if students
have questions when learning recorded videos, it is difficult
for them to solve them by themselves [15]. If students take
notes on these questions and wait until the offline class to
ask the teacher for answers, new problems may arise. For
example, it is not good for students to grasp knowledge points
well in the video learning stage, which may reduce their learn-
ing enthusiasm. In addition, if a large number of students have
questions and the number of questions generated is also large,
this may bring great challenges to the teacher’s offline courses.
Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

H4: If the teaching interaction in flipped classroom can
be increased, it will promote the learning effect of college
students’ motor skills.

4. Methodology and Results

4.1. Questionnaire Design.We used a questionnaire design to
first understand the impact of flipped classroom teaching
mode on the learning effect of college students’ motor skills.
The questionnaire is divided into two sections. The first sec-
tion contains basic information about the respondents, such
as their age, gender, whether they are aware of the flipped
classroom, and whether they are enrolled in motor skills
courses. For this study, the basic information was used as a
control variable. Video theory teaching, video technical
action display, video feedback of students’ technical action,
teaching interaction, and students’ learning effect in motor
skills are the five latent variables in the second part. We used

Table 1: Scale of observed variables.

Latent variables Observed variables References

Video theory teaching (VTT)

1a: I like to learn the theoretical knowledge of motor skills through videos.

Herreid and Schiller [11];
Clifton and Boutell [17]

1b: The teaching method of video theory has the advantage of repeated play.

1c: The teaching method of video theory enables me to arrange my learning
time independently.

Video technical action display
(VTAD)

2a: I like the way of video technical action display.

Herreid et al. [12]; Mason
et al. [14]

2b: This way of learning allows me to deepen my understanding of each
technical action.

2c: This learning method provides me with a good opportunity to imitate
practice.

Video feedback of students’
technical action (VFSTA)

3a: I think this way of learning supervision has a strong autonomy.

Pierce and Fox [13]; Persike
[16]

3b: I prefer to practice the technique very well and then record the video and
send it to the teacher.

3c: The existence of such feedback mode makes me constantly remind myself
to carefully study the theoretical knowledge and technical actions in the

course.

Teaching interaction (TI)

4a: In the process of video learning, I can only solve any question by myself.

Herreid and Schiller [11];
Cheng and Wang [15]

4b: I wish there was a better way to help me answer my questions during the
video learning process.

4c: Due to the lack of real-time interaction with the teacher, I felt the process
of independent learning was boring.

Students’ learning effect in
motors skills (SLEMS)

5a: I think the video teaching in flipped classroom will affect the effect of
students in the process of learning motor skills.

Persike [16]; Clifton and
Boutell [17]

5b: I think it is necessary for students to give video feedback in the process of
learning motor skills.

5c: I think flipped classroom also needs to pay attention to the interaction
between teachers and students.

Table 2: Descriptive statistical analysis of the survey results.

Basic information Items Rate Basic information Items Rate

Age

15-20 8%

Whether take courses in motor skills
Yes 100%

20-25 90%

>25 2% No 0%

Gender
Male 89%

Whether know about flipped classroom
Yes 100%

Female 11% No 0%
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a 5-point Likert scale to quantify the observed variables of
each latent variable [28, 29]. The scale of the second part
of the questionnaire is shown in Table 1.

4.2. Data Collection.We conducted a pretest on the designed
questionnaire. The specific operation process is as follows:
first, we invited three students from the motor skills course
to fill in a questionnaire; second, according to their answers
and the brief interview (about 5 minutes for each student),
we found out the possible mistakes in the questionnaire;
finally, the questionnaire was revised according to the feed-
back of the three testers. Our questionnaires were distributed
online, and 96 questionnaires were finally recovered, 87 of
which were valid, and the effective rate of questionnaire
recovery was 90.6%. The survey was conducted over three
weeks from May 2021. All respondents were told before tak-
ing part that the survey was anonymous and that the data
would only be used for scientific research. The respondents
were all from our universities, and they all took the course
of motor skills. Moreover, this is a public welfare investiga-
tion. Respondents are willing to participate, and we do not
offer any rewards. Descriptive statistical results of the ques-
tionnaire are shown in Table 2.

4.3. Data Analysis. We used SmartPLS software to conduct
empirical analysis on the data [30]. Its principle is to use
the method of PLS-SEM to build the influence factor model
of flipped classroom on the learning effect of college stu-
dents’ motor skills. PLS-SEM model has good advantages
in the treatment of small samples and the verification of
the relationship between factors. In recent years, this method
has been widely used in the study of influencing factors. For
example, Ali and Omar [31] applied PLS-SEM model to
evaluate the influence of physical environment and social
environment on customer experience. Huang et al. [32] used
PLS-SEM model to study the influencing factors of the
crowd workers’ continuous participation intention in
crowdsourcing logistics. Buitrago et al. [33] used PLS-SEM
model to explore the relationship between institutional qual-
ity and international competitiveness.

4.3.1. Reliability and Validity Tests. We used SmartPLS soft-
ware to verify the reliability and validity of the five latent
variables. The results show that the values of Cronbach’s
alpha (CA), combined reliability (CR), and average variance
extracted (AVE) all reach corresponding thresholds [34, 35].
Meanwhile, the values of external loads for the observation
variables are all greater than 0.7 (see Figure 2). Therefore,
it can be considered that the model and scale constructed
in this study have high reliability and validity [34, 35]. In
addition, the value of R2 is 0.479, indicating that the model
we constructed has good explanatory power [35]. According
to the data analysis results in Table 3 and Table 4, we find
that the square root of AVE is greater than its correlation
coefficient with other latent variables. This indicates that
there is no multicollinearity among the latent variables
[35]. Moreover, the test of model fit shows that the SRMR
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SLEMS
R^2 = 0.479

a1

b1

c1

a2

b2

c2
a3

b3

c3
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b4

c4

0.035

0.658

0.371

0.209

0.786
0.742
0.795

0.834
0.786
0.799

0.834
0.876
0.802

0.866
0.815
0.804

0.907
0.794
0.775

a

b

c

Figure 2: Model results.

Table 3: Results of reliability and validity tests.

Construct CA CR AVE

VTT 0.715 0.756 0.648

VTAD 0.923 0.975 0.814

VFSTA 0.821 0.883 0.756

TI 0.709 0.743 0.637

SLEMS 0.820 0.874 0.795

VTT: video theory teaching; VTAD: video technical action display; VFSTA:
video feedback of students’ technical action; TI: teaching interaction;
SLEMS: students’ learning effect in motors skills.

Table 4: Average variance extracted (AVE) square root and factor
correlation coefficient.

H H1 H2 H3 H4

SLEMS 0.956

VTT 0.379 0.803

VTAD 0.458 0.225 0.752

VFSTA 0.602 0.197 0.492 0.749

TI 0.473 0.248 0.660 0.371 0.680

Diagonal elements are the square root of average variance extracted (AVE).
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value is 0.042, less than 0.08. Therefore, the model con-
structed in this study has good fitting validity [33, 35].

4.3.2. Hypothesis Testing. The bootstrapping method of
SmartPLS software was used to verify the research hypothe-
sis. The results of the testing are shown in Table 5. There-
into, hypotheses H2, H3, and H4 passed hypothesis
verification (P ≤ 0:05), while H1 did not (P > 0:5) [34, 35].
In other words, video technical action display, video feed-
back of students’ technical action, and teaching interaction
have a significant positive impact on the learning effect of
college students’ motor skills in the flipped classroom, while
video theory teaching has no significant impact. Our find-
ings (H2, H3, and H4) have supported the viewpoints and
conclusions from Herreid and Schiller [11], Herreid et al.
[12], Pierce and Fox [13], Mason et al. [14], Cheng and
Wang [15], and Persike [16]. However, the finding (H1)
has not confirmed the positive or negative correlation
between video theory teaching and the learning effect of stu-
dents’ motor skills in flipped classroom. Therefore, on the
hypothesis of video theory teaching, our finding is inconsis-
tent with Herreid and Schiller [11] and Clifton and Bou-
tell [17].

5. Conclusions

Once the flipped classroom mode was proposed, it attracted
the attention of many universities and teaching staff, and
more and more courses were taught in this way. The study
of motor skills is an essential project for college students.
Many college teachers also try to introduce the flipped class-
room mode into the teaching of motor skills. However, the
influence of this mode on the learning effect of college stu-
dents’ motor skills is uncertain. Accordingly, we built a
research model on the basis of literature review. This model
is used to analyze the influence factors of flipped classroom
mode on the learning effect of college students’ sports skills.
We focus on four factors, which are video theory teaching,
video technical action display, video feedback of students’
technical action, and teaching interaction. Through ques-
tionnaire survey and empirical analysis, we verify the
research hypothesis of each factor. The results show that
video technical action display, video feedback of students’
technical action, and teaching interaction have a significant
positive impact on the learning effect of college students’
motor skills in the flipped classroom, while video theory
teaching has no significant impact.

This study expands the application of flipped classroom
in the field of motor skills and enriches the relevant litera-
ture of flipped classroom mode. Based on the findings of this

study, we make the following recommendations: (1) teachers
can use the way of video recording to display technical
actions of motor skills, (2) students can use video feedback
to communicate with the teacher about the learning of
motor skills, and (3) flipped classroom needs to pay atten-
tion to the teaching interaction between teachers and
students.

However, there are some limitations in this paper. First,
we used a literature review to validate four potential
influencing factors. We may need to consider additional fac-
tors depending on the viewpoint: students’ learning auton-
omy and teachers’ preferred teaching methods, for
example. As a result, future studies can conduct factor anal-
ysis and validation from a variety of perspectives. Second,
the questionnaire data in this paper comes from motor skills
course student groups, and the sample size is small. Large
sample studies should be conducted in the future, if condi-
tions allow, to increase the universality of research findings.
Finally, a motor skills class may differ from a typical social
science or science class. As a result, the flipped classroom
model’s application effect in various courses may differ. As
a result, interdisciplinary comparative research will be neces-
sary in the future.
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Research on educational quality has gotten a lot of attention as the current higher education teaching reform continues to deepen
and grow. The key to improving education quality is to improve teaching quality, and teacher evaluation is an important tool for
doing so. As a result, educational management requires the development and refinement of a system for evaluating teaching quality.
Traditional approaches to assessing teaching quality, on the other hand, are problematic due to their limitations. As a result, a
scientific and reasonable model for evaluating the teaching quality of college undergraduate teachers must be developed. We
present a unique model for evaluating the quality of classroom teaching in colleges and universities, which is based on improved
genetic algorithms and neural networks. The basic idea is to use adaptive mutation genetic algorithms to refine the initial
weights and thresholds of the BP neural network. The teaching quality evaluation findings were improved by improving the
neural network’s prediction accuracy and convergence speed, resulting in a more practical scheme for evaluating college and
university teaching quality. We have conducted simulation experiments and comparative analysis, and the mean square error of
the results of the proposed model is very low, which proves the effectiveness and superiority of the algorithm.

1. Introduction

The goal of teaching quality evaluation [1–4] is to promote
teaching reform, improve teaching quality, reduce student
burden [5–7], develop students’ intelligence [8], and help stu-
dents evaluate and solve problems. We must achieve the
unity of ideology, science, and feasibility when evaluating
the quality of teaching, and we must do so in an objective,
fair, and rational manner, rather than subjectively guessing
or mixing personal feelings [9, 10]. In colleges and universi-
ties, teaching quality is often assessed through four channels:
student evaluation, expert evaluation, peer evaluation, and
instructor self-evaluation, with the final evaluation results

synthesized. However, certain issues remain in the process
of developing, utilizing, and evaluating the teaching quality
assessment system’s evaluation outcomes [3, 4], such as eval-
uation theory research [11], evaluation method usage, evalu-
ation method update, and evaluation data analysis. These
issues have a direct impact on educational institutions. In
the future, quality assessment and knowledge extraction will
be critical [12].

The indicators in the evaluation system generally involve
teaching attitude [13], proficiency in teaching content, and
basic teaching skills [14–16], etc. However, the comprehen-
sive quality of teachers is not only reflected in the above
aspects but also includes teachers’ knowledge level, teaching
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research ability, teaching design ability, and teachers’ innova-
tion ability, etc. But at present, these evaluation indexes
which can fully reflect the comprehensive quality and per-
sonality of teachers are seldom involved in the evaluation sys-
tem, so they should be fully considered in the establishment
of the evaluation index system.

The indicators in the evaluation system [17] of the differ-
ences in the degree of influence of the evaluation results
should be assigned different weights, but many colleges and
universities still use the same weight method, or subjectively
determined a weight distribution table to establish the evalu-
ation system, and then use this evaluation system to evaluate.
Therefore, the reasonable allocation of weight is the key step
to perfect the evaluation system.

Teaching quality and teaching quality evaluation systems
must be synchronized in colleges and universities; the current
situation necessitates the construction of a teaching quality
evaluation system; its positioning determines for teachers
that teaching quality evaluation cannot be done solely
through the theory of teaching evaluation; more attention
must be paid to the cultivation of students. They can also
address the needs of social development in the real world.
As a result, assessing teaching quality is an important aspect
of teaching management. We will use intelligent technology
to make the evaluation of teaching quality more scientific
and quantitative based on the above knowledge. At the same
time, the study content of this paper serves as a diagnosis,
feedback, and incentive, allowing for the early detection of
difficulties in the teaching process and timely feedback to
teachers in order to improve and improve teaching quality.
Furthermore, scientific evaluation will apply appropriate
pressure to teachers, motivating them to actively enhance
the quality of their instruction and talent development.

The following are the main innovation points of this
paper:

(1) This research develops a model for evaluating college
classroom teaching quality based on an improved
genetic algorithm and a neural network, resulting in
a novel way for evaluating college teaching quality.
At the same time, it is expected to provide a valuable
reference basis for the teaching management depart-
ment to obtain scientific teaching quality evaluation
work plans and programs, as well as provide reason-
able judgments for the promotion and evaluation of
teachers’ professional titles, and make teaching man-
agement more scientific, institutionalized, and
standardized

(2) This research uses an adaptive mutation genetic tech-
nique to optimize the BP neural network’s initial
weights and thresholds. Because the BP neural net-
work’s initial weights and threshold value are so crit-
ical, utilizing a better genetic algorithm to optimize
the initial weights and threshold value, reduce the
BP neural network’s training duration to satisfy the
weight termination conditions and time threshold,
and increase the neural network’s teaching quality
to the prediction accuracy assessment findings

2. Related Work

2.1. Genetic Algorithm. The basic idea of genetic algorithm
[18–20] is to simulate the evolutionary process of the popu-
lation, which is to conduct organized random information
exchange and recombination for individuals [21, 22]. In the
string structure of the previous generation, adaptive bits
and segments are selected to recombine to generate a new
generation of population, namely, “survival of the fittest.”
As an additional addition, occasionally, new bits and seg-
ments are added to the string structure to replace the original
ones, known as “mutations.” After the three genetic opera-
tions of selection, crossover, and mutation, the population
is constantly updated, the population’s good degree is con-
stantly enhanced, and the global optimal solution is
approached. The process of the standard genetic algorithm
is shown in Figure 1.

2.2. BP Network. Compared with the other intelligent models
[23], the back propagation neural network, also known as the
feedforward neural network [24–26], is a very simple predic-
tion model, and it has a three-layer feedforward hierarchical
network with input, hidden, and output layers [27, 28]. The
topology of the three-layer feedforward neural network is
shown in Figure 2. When a set of input modes is presented
to the network, the BP network will learn the set of input
modes in the following order: first, the hidden layer unit
receives the input mode from the input layer. An input mode
is generated and delivered to the output layer after the hidden
layer unit processes the input mode layer by layer. Forward
propagation is the term for this phenomenon. The output
findings are then compared to the predicted values. If the
expected values are not met, error back propagation is used.
Error signals are decreased by altering the connection
weights of neurons at each layer, and the error is returned
along the original path. As part of a “memory training” pro-
cess, forward propagation and back propagation alternate.
The system repeats these two stages, learning until the differ-
ence between the output value and the expected value is
within a certain range, at which point the system stops learn-
ing. The fresh sample is now fed into the trained network,
and the associated output value is calculated.

For the hidden layer, there are

yj = f net j
� �

, j = 1, 2,⋯,m, ð1Þ

net j = 〠
n

i=0
vijxi, j = 1, 2,⋯,m, ð2Þ

where f ðxÞ is

f xð Þ = 1
1 + e−x

, ð3Þ

f ′ xð Þ = f xð Þ 1 − f xð Þ½ �: ð4Þ

When the network output is not equal to the expected
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output, the output error E exists, which is defined as follows:

E = 1
2 d − oð Þ2 = 1

2〠
l

k=1
dk − okð Þ2: ð5Þ

Expand the above error definition to the hidden layer,
then:

E = 1
2〠

1

k=1
dk − f netkð Þ½ �2 = 1

2〠
l

k=1
dk − f 〠

m

j=0
WjkY j

 !" #2
:

ð6Þ

It can be seen from the above formula that the network
input error is a function of the weights wjk and vij of each
layer, so adjusting the weights can change the error E. Obvi-
ously, the principle of adjusting the weight is to continuously
reduce the error, so the adjustment of the weight should be
proportional to the negative gradient of the error, that is,

Δwjk= − η
∂E
∂wjk

, ð7Þ

Δvij = −η
∂E
∂vij

: ð8Þ

The negative sign in the equation represents the gradient
descent, and the constant η ∈ ð0, 1Þ represents the propor-
tional coefficient, which reflects the learning rate during
training. It can be seen that the BP algorithm belongs to the
δ learning rule class.

3. Methodology

3.1. Adaptive Mutation Genetic Algorithm. The calculation
equation of adaptive mutation probability P is as follows:

P = P1 + P2ð Þ
2 = P0 P0 − Pminð Þ ∗m/Mð Þ + P0 ∗max F XKð Þ/�F� �� �

2 ,

ð9Þ

where M is the maximum evolutionary algebra, m is the
current evolutionary algebra, P1 is inversely proportional to
the evolutionary algebra, P2 is inversely proportional to the
average fitness value, P0 is the assumed initial mutation prob-
ability, Pmin is the minimum value of the mutation probabil-
ity range, and �F is the average fitness value of the current
group, which is the maximum fitness value of the current
group.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of genetic algorithm.
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3.2. Adaptive Mutation Genetic-BP Model

3.2.1. Network Construction. All continuous functions can be
mapped using a feedforward neural network with a single
hidden layer. Two hidden layers are only required for learn-
ing discontinuous functions. As a result, a multilayer feedfor-
ward neural network requires no more than two hidden
layers. In general, the initial step in creating a multilayer feed-
forward neural network is to create a hidden layer. If the hid-
den layer has a big enough number of nodes and the network
performance does not improve, the training cost will rise as
the number of hidden layers grows. As a result, this post tries
to employ a hidden layer initially. Because the input layer gets
data from the outside, the number of nodes is determined by
the size of the problem’s input vector. The transfer function
used by the input layer is generally a linear function, that is,
f ðxÞ = x. The trial-and-error method is one of the methods
to determine the number of hidden layer nodes. After this
procedure has found the initial value, experiments can be
carried out by raising the number from small to small and
analyzing the outcomes to identify the best number. The trial
and error approach has three ways to determine the initial
value, and the calculation equation is as follows:

m =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n + l

p
+ α, ð10Þ

m = log 2n: ð11Þ

3.2.2. Adaptive Mutation Genetic Algorithm. A genetic algo-
rithm’s goal is to find network weights and thresholds that
minimize the network’s sum of squared errors over all evolu-
tionary generations, while the fitness function evolves in the
direction of increasing its value, making the fitness function
the inverse of each individual learning error. The following
are the learning error and fitness function calculation equa-
tions:

E =
∑p

k=1∑
l
j=1 ykj −o

k
j

� �
2 , ð12Þ

fitness = 1
E
, ð13Þ

where E is the learning error, p is the number of training
samples that is 2000 sets of evaluation data, l is the number of
output nodes 1, and ykj − okj is the error of the k-th sample rel-
ative to the j-th output node.

The mutation operation is the process by which the genes
of some people in a populationmutate with a certain probabil-
ity. The adaptive mutation probability mutation operation is
used in the model. Although bad individual shapes will appear
to some extent, the genetic operation method of mutation will
retain some favorable mutations, increase the diversity of the
genetic algorithm population, and cause it to jump out of the

local optimal solution in time, search for the global optimal
solution, and avoid premature phenomena.

3.3. Teaching Quality Evaluation Model. First, by analyzing
existing problems in teaching quality evaluation, we can
improve them and establish a more complete and more
appropriate index system. Collect teaching quality evaluation
sample data, select evaluation indicators according to the
teaching characteristics of teachers, and divide the collected
teaching quality evaluation data into training samples and
test samples. Second, determine the learning rate, the num-
ber of hidden layer neurons, the maximum number of itera-
tions, the minimum error accuracy, the transfer function, the
number of training, and other parameters of the BP neural
network method. By inputting samples into the evaluation
model, iterative training is continuously carried out until
the triggering algorithm stops. Then, for teaching quality
evaluation, enter the test sample to see if the training impact
of the enhanced genetic algorithm-optimized BP neural net-
work model fulfills the requirements. Enter the next phase if
the prediction result meets the stop criteria; otherwise, return
to the previous stage and retrain the network. Finally, to
obtain the teaching quality evaluation result, input the sam-
ple into the teaching quality evaluation model.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Experimental Environment. The experimental system
software environment used in this article is shown in Table 1.

When updating parameters, lr means the learning rate is
0.0001. The experiments with all the algorithms were per-
formed on a computer equipped with a single NVIDIA
GTX1080 GPU (8GB).

4.2. Data Collection. Teaching quality evaluation consists of
four parts: leader evaluation, expert evaluation, peer evalua-
tion, and student evaluation. The methods of obtaining teach-
ing quality evaluation data are as follows: (1) Leadership
Evaluation. Take random lectures and evaluate the teacher’s
teaching and student learning. (2) Expert Evaluation. The Aca-
demic Affairs Office and each college will determine the eval-
uation courses, respectively, and the expert group will conduct
inspection courses. (3) Peer Evaluation. Organize experienced
teachers to evaluate peer teachers and adopt the methods of
listening, evaluating, and discussing lectures to improve the
teaching strategies and methods of the assessed teachers and
improve their teaching ability. (4) Student Evaluation. Every
semester, students evaluate the teaching quality of their own
class teachers. Teachers’ teaching quality evaluation is usually
arranged in the middle of the semester and before the final
exams in each semester. Our data set consists of 2 data from
different universities, named Data1 and Data2, respectively.

4.3. Evaluation Index.We use the mean square error to eval-
uate the proposed algorithm, and its calculation equation is
as follows:

MSE = 1
mp

〠
p

p=1
〠
m

j=1
y∧pj − ypj
� �2

, ð14Þ
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where m is the number of output nodes, p is the number
of training samples, ŷpj is the expected output value of the
network, and ypj is the actual output value of the network.
Compared with the standard BP neural network error, the
reduction of the output error of other samples will not
directly lead to the increase of iteration times after the weight
modification. The setting of cumulative error is to reduce the
global error of the whole training set, rather than the error of
a specific small sample. Therefore, the mean square error is
more reasonable than the cumulative error.

4.4. Experimental Results. The results of the training of the
teaching quality evaluation model based on the proposed
method and the traditional BP method are compared, and
the results are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Compared with the prediction results of the traditional
BP algorithm for 6 groups of samples, the error between
the output value of the teaching effect measured by our
method and the real value is relatively small. To see if BP
neural network has better approximation ability and more
accurate prediction effect based on improved genetic algo-
rithm and neural network of institutions of higher learning
in classroom teaching quality evaluation model of ability to
predict on the teaching quality evaluation prediction, thus,
more scientific and accurate evaluation of college teaching
quality and teaching effect showed the effectiveness of the

model. Figures 3 and 4 also show the MSE and ACC compar-
ison curve during the training process, and Figure 5 shows
the training loss curve.

Table 1: Parameters of the experimental environment.

Type Parameter

OS Windows 10

CPU Intel Core I5

RAM 8.00GB

Development tools Pycahrm

Table 2: Comparison of the results of the experiment on Data1.

Sample number
BP Ours

Prediction MSE Prediction MSE

1 11.02 7.25% 10.23 5.22%

2 15.62 6.12% 16.21 4.36%

3 14.20 5.26% 14.69 4.12%

4 11.98 6.21% 12.01 5.36%

5 12.17 4.31% 13.01 3.33%

6 12.36 6.25% 11.98 4.11%

Table 3: Comparison of the results of the experiment on Data2.

Sample number
BP Ours

Prediction MSE Prediction MSE

1 10.03 7.15% 11.24 5.11%

2 16.11 6.31% 15.99 5.08%

3 13.11 5.11% 13.89 3.93%

4 10.19 6.32% 11.88 4.99%

5 12.33 3.89% 11.09 4.11%

6 12.12 5.91% 11.23 3.99%
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Figure 3: Mean square error of the proposed method and BP on
Data1.
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Figure 4: Acc of the proposed method and BP on Data1.
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Figure 5: Loss of the proposed method and BP on Data1.
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5. Conclusion

In recent years, improving the quality of higher education
teaching has been a top concern, and teacher evaluation is
an important measure of educational and instructional qual-
ity. As a result, educational administration requires the
development and refining of a system for measuring teaching
quality. Traditional teaching quality evaluation approaches,
on the other hand, have been rendered ineffective due to their
limitations. As a result, a scientific and fair teaching quality
evaluation model must be developed to assess the teaching
quality of college undergraduate teachers. We present a
unique approach for measuring the quality of classroom
teaching in colleges and universities, which is based on
improved genetic algorithms and neural networks. The basic
idea is to use adaptive mutation genetic algorithms to modify
the initial weights and thresholds of the BP neural network.
Because the BP neural network’s initial weight and threshold
are so crucial, the improved genetic algorithm is used to opti-
mize the BP neural network’s initial weight and threshold in
order to reduce the time it takes for the BP neural network to
find the weight and threshold that meets the training termi-
nation condition. Improving the neural network’s prediction
accuracy and convergence speed to the teaching quality eval-
uation findings resulted in a more practical scheme for eval-
uating college and university teaching quality.
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The data used to support the findings of this study are
included within the article.
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The “flipped classroom” teaching paradigm not only follows the cognitive rules of the learners, but it also subverts and reverses the
standard classroom teaching process. Problem-oriented, teacher-led, student-centered, and mixed teaching approaches are the key
teaching methods in the flipped classroom teaching model, which focuses on students’ procedural knowledge acquisition and
critical thinking training. There are a lot of studies on the specific practice path of the “flipped classroom” teaching style right
now, but there are not many on the learning involvement of college English students in this approach. According to studies, the
level of student participation in classroom learning is the most important factor limiting the efficiency of teaching. The lack of
research in this subject greatly limits the “flipped classroom” teaching model’s ability to improve college English classroom
teaching quality. The degree of engagement between teachers and students, the enthusiasm of students in class, and the
competence of teachers to educate are all reflected in student conduct in the classroom. Understanding and evaluating the
behaviors and activities of students in the classroom are helpful in determining the state of students in the classroom, as well as
improving the flipped classroom teaching technique and quality. As a result, the convolutional neural network is used to
recognize student behavior in the classroom. The loss function of VGG-16 has been enhanced, the distance inside the class has
been lowered, the distance between classes has been increased, and the recognition accuracy has improved. Accurate recognition
of classroom behavior is beneficial in developing methods to improve teaching quality.

1. Introduction

The flipped classroom teaching model [1–3] has grown into a
magnificent landscape of education and teaching reform [4]
as a new teaching model [5–7]. Classroom teaching content
in traditional classrooms relies on one-way teaching and
transmission of book knowledge. The time for students to
acquire internalized knowledge in the classroom is very
restricted due to classroom teaching time constraints, and
the influence of classroom teaching on the development of
students’ critical thinking capacity is not ideal. The flipped
classroom is learner-centered and problem-oriented, and the
classroom flipping of declarative and procedural knowledge
allows teachers to devote more time in the classroom to
students answering questions and deepening their knowledge
understanding. Simultaneously, students bring problems
from preclass research into the classroom [8–10], resulting
in more focused and successful classroom discussions. In

traditional classrooms, students’ learning is also easy to
change from passively listening to lectures or transcribing
teachers’ classroom teaching notes. Constructiveness (based
on learner experience), structurality (knowledge structure
development), criticality (critical assessment of knowledge
and viewpoints), comprehension (memory learning that leads
to understanding), and reflectiveness are all factors that con-
tribute to efficiency (continuously in the learning process).
The phenomena of collective quiet among students in class-
room teaching have been overcome by in-depth learning
defined by reflection and monitoring.

English acquisition [11, 12], in the final analysis, is to
achieve better communication between people. Silence in
the process of classroom English acquisition will inevitably
lead to obstacles to English learning. At present, university
classroom teaching can be roughly divided into “five levels,”
namely, silence, answer, dialogue, critical, and debate. Teach-
ing practice shows that the use of the flipped classroom
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teaching model in college English classroom teaching can
well promote the improvement of foreign language learners’
various language skills, greatly improve the quality of college
English classroom teaching in colleges and universities, and
help deepen the reform of college English education and
teaching. The flipped classroom teaching model takes
students as the center of classroom teaching, allows students
to participate in the process of teaching activities, and greatly
improves students’ participation and enthusiasm for course
learning [13]. In order to explore the impact of flipped learn-
ing on English learners’ second-language speaking, second-
language listening, and participation and participation in
curriculum materials and activities outside the classroom,
some scholars divided 67 English university freshmen into
three groups: structured flipped learning group, semistruc-
tured flipped learning group, and the traditional learning
group; the research results show that flipped learning helps
to improve the oral and listening skills of English learners
and enables them to participate more in extracurricular
activities. It can be seen that the flipped classroom teaching
model can indeed successfully bring the traditional Chinese
college English classroom out of the “silent” quagmire and
make the classroom teaching model move towards the realm
of “dialogue,” “questioning,” and “debating.”

However, the current foreign scholars’ research on the
flipped classroom teaching model mainly focuses on theoret-
ical research such as teaching model construction, teaching
practice exploration and application [14], teaching imple-
mentation methods [15, 16], comparison studies with tradi-
tional classroom teaching models, and empirical research
on the effects of teaching practice after the model is applied.
However, most of the academic research on the application
of the flipped classroom teaching model of college English
focuses on the teacher teaching mode, student learning
mode, teacher teaching ability (teaching design, team build-
ing, and information literacy), and course assessment
methods of the flipped classroom teaching model. However,
there are relatively few studies on the degree of student
participation in classroom learning behind the phenomenon
of classroom activity in the literature. The monitoring and
promotion of students’ participation [17] in classroom learn-
ing belong to the category of teaching quality monitoring. A
high degree of student participation in classroom learning is
an indispensable prerequisite for any teaching model to
ensure its teaching quality. If there is only an increase in
the “temperature” of the atmosphere in the classroom, but
no deep participation of students in the true sense of learn-
ing, then the implementation of the flipped classroom teach-
ing model will greatly lose its true meaning of education.

Since student conduct in the classroom reflects the level
of interaction between teachers and students [18, 19],
students’ interest in class, and teachers’ competence to edu-
cate, understanding and evaluating the actions and activities
of students in the classroom are beneficial to understanding
the status of students in class, as well as improving flipped
classroom teaching methods and improving the quality of
flipped classroom teaching. As a result, convolutional neural
networks [20–23] can be used to recognize student behavior
in classes [24, 25].

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) This paper proposes a teaching quality promotion
model for college English flipped classroom based
on the assistance of convolutional neural network,
which can improve the teaching method of flipped
classroom and improve the quality of flipped class-
room teaching

(2) Aiming at the characteristics of similar faces, the loss
function of VGG-16 is improved to reduce the intra-
class distance and increase the interclass distance.
The improved VGG-16 network improves the accu-
racy of emotion recognition in classroom students

2. Background

At present, the research on class behavior recognition is
mainly reflected in the behavior state of students in class,
such as raising hands, standing up, and sleeping. There are
also some studies that reflect students’ abnormal behavior
in the examination room. These studies can also be classified
as classroom behavior recognition because they are behavior
recognition in a classroom setting. The standing recognition
algorithm based on the region of interest uses the character-
istic that the standing behavior occurs in the upper half of the
image, crops the upper half of the image into the region of
interest, and realizes standing recognition under different
backgrounds through different threshold segmentation
algorithms [26, 27]. The student behavior recognition algo-
rithm based on the ResNet network [28] first trains on the
ImageNet data set, then uses transfer learning to apply the
ResNet network to student behavior recognition, and realizes
the recognition of student behaviors such as looking left and
right, raising hands, standing, and sleeping. Based on Faster
R-CNN to identify the behavior state of students in the class-
room, the YOLOV3 algorithm is used to extract the behavior
sequence of the students, and finally, the behavior of students
is classified through the ResNet network to realize the recog-
nition of the behavior state of the students in the classroom.
Based on the gradient histogram and the equivalent local
binary mode histogram, the students’ head-and-shoulders
characteristics are merged, and the support vector machine
is used to train the classifier to achieve target detection on
the experimental data set. An algorithm based on sparse
reconstruction is also proposed. Based on the 3D convolu-
tional neural network, the time dimension is added to the
two-dimensional convolutional neural network, which can
better learn the time domain features. Simonyan and Zisser-
man [29] proposed a dual-stream CNN algorithm for human
behavior recognition. This algorithm trains two CNN classi-
fiers, one CNN mainly extracts optical flow features, and the
other CNN extracts RGB image information, and finally the
two classifiers fusion of features. Feichtenhofer et al. [30]
proposed a new spatiotemporal structure based on the
dual-stream architecture, which has a new convolutional
fusion layer and a spatial fusion layer, which can better
extract human behavior characteristics.

The detection and analysis of student behavior in the
classroom scene can rapidly and efficiently identify the
student’s learning status and the teacher’s teaching quality,
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allowing for focused teaching technique changes and
increased student learning efficiency. In general, students’
behaviors in class include the following: paying attention in
class, raising hands, standing up, napping, and using cell
phones. Neural networks can be used to monitor and analyze
student behavior [31, 32].

3. Methodology

3.1. Flipped Classroom Theory. The essence of the flipped
classroom is to return the dominance of learning to the
students, lead the students’ subjective teaching methods,
and have the energy to create education for the future. And
“flipped classroom as a teaching concept and teaching model
is affecting and changing traditional classroom teaching.” It
uses Internet technology and information technology to
break through the boundaries of traditional classrooms,
expand the time and space of classroom teaching, and opti-
mize. The learning process of students enhances students’
learning ability, realizes the deep integration of artificial
intelligence and curriculum teaching, and promotes students’
deep learning. At the same time, the flipped classroom
model, as a part of the education reform movement, will
completely subvert the traditional printing-based classroom
teaching structure and teaching process and trigger a series
of changes in the role of teachers, curriculum models, and
management models.

Autonomous learning theory, cooperative learning
theory, and mastering learning theory are three common
theories in flipped classrooms.

Unlike the typical accepted learning approach, autono-
mous learning places a greater emphasis on pupils’ ability
to study independently. Students achieve their learning goals
through independent analysis, investigation, practice, and
invention as the main body of learning. Autonomous learn-
ing theory is founded on the principle of inquiry learning,
which involves presenting students with a situation in which
they must do their own research, solve problems, and gain
expertise in the topic. Students in the classroom are given
additional opportunity to “experience and interact” with
knowledge as part of discovery learning. Traditional educa-
tion and teaching approaches emphasize passive acceptance
as a learning mode. Autonomous learning needs instructors
to prioritize school instruction and complement it with
required, scientific, and reasonable family and social educa-
tion, so that children can learn to seek information, live,
and survive through autonomous learning and have the
ability to adapt to modern society. Encourage pupils to have
a more and deeper understanding of knowledge in order to
build the required abilities and basic attributes to continu-
ously support their own development.

Cooperative learning is aimed at organizing classroom
activities to promote academic and social learning experi-
ences. Cooperative learning is not just about dividing
students into small groups, but has been described as “build-
ing positive interdependence.” In cooperative learning,
students must work together in small groups and work
together to achieve learning goals. Unlike individual learning,
which can be competitive in nature, cooperative learning

students can leverage each other’s resources and skills, seek
information from each other, evaluate each other’s ideas,
monitor each other’s work, and so on. In addition, the role
of the teacher has also changed, from teaching knowledge
to facilitating students’ learning and from teaching to guid-
ing. Compared with students in individual or competitive
learning environments, students in cooperative learning
environments achieved more and better reasoning, higher
self-esteem and, for example, more social support when a
group of classmates completed many learning tasks together.

According to the mastery of learning theory, education
should be centered on the amount of time it takes for differ-
ent students to acquire the same information and achieve the
same level of mastery. To put it another way, all pupils can
attain the same degree of knowledge as long as they have
adequate time. The difference in a student’s learning ability
is only connected to the amount of time it takes him to
master the knowledge, not whether or not he can master
the topic. Traditional teaching focuses on the disparities in
students’ skills, and students’ learning time and teaching
techniques are essentially the same. Learning theory mastery
contrasts sharply with typical teaching methods. Education is
no longer just to allow a small group of students to fully learn
what the school teaches, but to care about the development of
each student and provide all students with the necessary
knowledge and skills. In mastering learning, the responsibil-
ity of learning has changed. The failure of the students is
more due to the factors of guidance, not necessarily the lack
of ability of the learners. Therefore, in a mastered learning
environment, the challenge becomes to provide students with
enough time and appropriate teaching strategies so that all
students can reach the same level of learning.

3.2. Improved VGG-16 Network. According to the size of the
convolution kernel and the depth of the network, the VGG
network model is divided into six network structures, includ-
ing A, A-LRN, B, C, D, and E. VGG-16 is a class D network
structure. VGG-16 consists of 13 convolution layers and 3
full connection layers. Each convolution layer contains the
pooling layer and activation function, and the size of the con-
volution kernel is 3 × 3. The network diagram of VGG-16 is
shown in Figure 1. The size of the fixed input image of each
VGG-16 model is 224 × 224 × 3. The first and second layers
are 64 3 × 3 convolution kernels with a step size of 1, and
the maximum pooling operation is adopted. The third layer
and the fourth layer are 128 3 × 3 convolution kernels, which
also adopt the maximum pooling operation. The size of the
convolution kernel in the fifth, sixth, and seventh layers is
33, and the number of convolution kernels is 256. The
remaining six convolutional layers have 512 convolution
cores, and the maximum pooling operation is performed
every three layers. Finally, a comprehensive connection layer
with three levels is introduced. The first two layers of the
entire connection layer include 4096 neurons, whereas the
last layer contains 1000 neurons. Finally, the predicted value
is determined using the softmax function’s categorization.

VGG-16 was a simple and easy-to-train deep network
structure at the time, and it produced good results in image
recognition. VGG-16 is separated into various blocks, as
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indicated in Figure 1. There are numerous convolutional
layers and a pooling layer in each block. The convolutional
layer’s number of channels remains constant in the same
block. After reaching 512, the number of convolution kernels
doubles, doubling the number of channels, and the total num-
ber of channels remains unaltered. Despite the fact that many
other network topologies have since been presented, VGG-16
remains a popular convolutional neural network model.

The classic VGG-16 network contains three fully con-
nected layers, which leads to too many VGG-16 network
parameters and slower training speed. This paper uses a face
recognition algorithm based on the improved VGG-16
network to achieve the purpose of student face recognition
in the classroom scene. By improving the classic VGG-16
network structure, it is more suitable for face recognition
scenes; for face recognition scenes, the loss function is
improved. In the task of student face recognition, the
student’s face is usually centered in the center of the image,
and I hope that traits like eyes are learnt in various areas
across the image. As a result, the last layer of VGG-16, as well
as the third-to-last convolutional layer, is changed to a local
convolutional layer in this article, allowing various parts of
the image to learn completely separate features. At the same
time, the VGG-16 network’s fully connected layer is lowered
by two layers, and the last layer’s pooling layer is enhanced to
an average pooling layer. 13 convolutional layers, 5 pooling
layers, and 1 fully connected layer make up the upgraded
VGG-16 network.

3.3. Improved Loss Function. I propose using center loss to build
a mixed loss function that will increase the model’s
discriminative ability as well as its generalization capacity. Soft-
max loss can categorize images, and the central loss function can
increase the distance between classes while decreasing the dis-
tance inside the class, as well as improve the model’s accuracy.
The center loss function’s calculation equation is as follows:

LC =
1
2
〠
m

i=1
xi − Cyi

�
�

�
�
2
2: ð1Þ

And the calculation equation of the softmax loss function is
as follows:

LS = −〠
m

i=1
log

exp wT
yi
xi + byi

� �

∑n
j=1exp wT

j xi + bj
� � : ð2Þ

The calculation equation of the improved mixed loss func-
tion is as follows:

L = LS + λLC , ð3Þ

where λ is the weight of the central loss function.

3.4. Classroom Student Behavior Recognition. The teaching
quality promotion strategy of the English flipped classroom
proposed by us is divided into two parts. First, I use the
improved VGG-16 for student face recognition and behavior
recognition. Second, I evaluate the recognition results and
give each student developed teaching strategies and plans.

3.4.1. Classroom Student Behavior Recognition. The
improved VGG-16 network structure for student face and
behavior recognition is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, what I propose is a convolutional
neural network architecture with twin parallel branches.
The upper branch is mainly used for student facial emotion
recognition, and the lower branch is mainly used for subject
behavior recognition. And through the optimized softmax
loss and center loss, respectively, the proposed algorithm
has a higher accuracy rate.

3.4.2. Teaching Quality Promotion Strategy. Figure 3 shows
the teaching quality promotion strategy I proposed in flipped
classroom. First of all, I evaluate the students’ face recogni-
tion and behavior recognition, respectively. The evaluation
is based on the score of the control group.
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Figure 1: VGG-16 network structure diagram.
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4. Experiments

4.1. Environment Configuration. The experimental hardware
environment in this paper is dual-channel Xeon E5 2678 V3
processor, the main CPU is 2.5GHz, a total of 12 ∗ 2 cores,
the memory is 16G, and the graphics card is NVIDIA
RTX2060 Super (8G video memory). The software environ-
ment of this experiment is Ubuntu 18.04 LTS operating sys-
tem, the programming language is Python, the deep learning
framework is TensorFlow and Caffe, and the GPU accelera-
tion is carried out using CUDA10.0+ CUDNN7.6.4. The
hyperparameter settings are shown in Table 1, and we divide
the data set into a training set and a test set, 70% and 30%,
respectively, and the batch size is 100.

4.2. Data Sets. The data set used to train face recognition
models in this study was Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW).
Face identification in an uncontrolled context is studied
using the LFW data set, which is a face photo database. More
than 13,000 facial photographs were collected from the Inter-
net, with each face annotated with the name of the person in
the shot, and 1,680 people in the sample had at least two
different photos. The LFW data set is utilized to train a con-
volutional neural network in this paper, with some students
from self-recorded films added to the data set for training.

In addition, the data set of students’ classroom behavior
comes from our collection in 3 months.

4.3. Evaluation Methods. The quality of the teaching quality
promotion strategy of college English flipped classroom
depends on the accuracy of face and behavior recognition.
Therefore, I use the evaluation method of classification
problem to evaluate the algorithm of this article. In the clas-
sification problem, the commonly used indicators include
accuracy rate, recall rate, and accuracy rate. Accuracy is the
ratio of the number of samples that are predicted to be
positive to all samples that are predicted to be positive. The
calculation equation is as follows:

Softmax
loss

Softmax
loss

Center
loss

Center
loss

Output

Output

𝜆2

𝜆1

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of student face and behavior recognition architecture.

Twin parallel network

Control
group

Control
group

Scoring of
learning quality

Scoring of
learning quality

Change the teaching plan

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of teaching quality promotion strategy framework.

Table 1: Hyperparameter settings.

Type Hyperparameter

OptimizerA Adam

Learning rate 0.0001

bata_1 0.99

bata_2 0.99

Epsilon 3e-8

Decay 3e-8
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Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, ð4Þ

Re call =
TP

TP + FN
, ð5Þ

ACC =
TP + TN

TP + FN + FP + TN
: ð6Þ

4.4. Experimental Results. The classroom face recognition
effect based on the improved VGG-16 network is shown in
Figure 4. It can be seen from the figure that, except for the
occlusion phenomenon of individual students, the faces of
other students can be detected. In addition, it can be found
that the improved VGG-16 network can also identify the
information of the students in the back row, but the matching
degree of the students in the back row is still flawed. The faces
of individual students can be detected, but they cannot be
matched. In the figure, there is a student whose face is
occluded, and the algorithm has not recognized it. This is
related to the lack of features provided by the student’s face.

Table 2 shows the test results of the improved VGG-16
network face recognition method on the LFW data set. Com-
pared with the classical VGG-16 networkmodel, the accuracy
of the improved VGG-16 network model in classroom face
recognition is improved by 2.6%. In the study of classroom
behavior recognition, student face recognition is mainly used
to verify student information. For the verification of standing
up students’ information, the accuracy rate of face recogni-
tion reaches 96.81, fully meeting the expected requirements.

In summary, the face recognition algorithm based on
the improved VGG-16 has achieved the expected effect.
According to the experimental results, it can be concluded
that facial features can be used as a method of confirming
student identity information when performing classroom
behavior recognition.

4.5. Ablation Experiments. In order to verify the effectiveness
of softmax loss and center loss in the proposed method, an
ablation experiment is set up in this section; SL stands for
softmax loss, CL stands for center loss, T stands for upper

branch, B stands for lower branch, and the results of the abla-
tion experiment are shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that when the upper
branch and the lower branch use softmax loss and center
loss at the same time, the best performance is achieved.
Therefore, this proves that the proposed method is scien-
tific and effective.

4.6. Ablation Study for VGG. In this paper, a VGG ablation
experiment was carried out. Considering the complexity
and cost of the model, we chose VGG16 and VGG19 for
the ablation experiment. The experimental results are shown
in Table 4.

Figure 4: The effect of face recognition of students in classroom.

Table 2: Comparison result of recognition accuracy.

Method Precision Recall ACC

VGG-16 93.71 84.25 84.23

VGG-19 94.22 85.26 83.25

Ours 96.81 88.01 89.65

Table 3: The results of the ablation experiments.

Method Precision Recall ACC

T-SL-SL,B-SL-CL 92.15 81.63 83.65

T-SL-SL,B-CL-CL 91.69 82.65 84.12

T-SL-CL,B-CL-CL 90.25 84.25 85.25

T-CL-CL,B-CL-CL 92.65 84.96 81.56

T-SL-CL,B-SL-CL 96.81 88.01 89.65

Table 4: The results of the ablation experiments for VGG.

Method Precision Recall ACC

T-VGG16,B-VGG19 91.11 82.23 84.12

T-VGG19,B-VGG16 92.25 83.69 85.12

T-VGG19,B-VGG19 91.10 83.36 84.14

T-VGG16,B-VGG16 96.81 88.01 89.65
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It can be clearly seen from Table 4 that the upper and
lower branches use VGG16 to obtain the best perfor-
mance, which proves that the proposed method is effec-
tive. In addition, we found that the upper branch uses
VGG19 and the lower branch uses VGG16 to obtain
suboptimal performance.

5. Conclusion

The degree of student participation in classroom learning is
the main factor that restricts the effectiveness of teaching.
The lack of research in this subject greatly limits the “flipped
classroom” teaching model’s ability to improve college
English classroom teaching quality. The degree of engage-
ment between teachers and students, the enthusiasm of
students in class, and the competence of teachers to educate
are all reflected in student conduct in the classroom. Under-
standing and evaluating the behaviors and activities of
students in the classroom are helpful in determining the state
of students in the classroom, as well as improving the flipped
classroom teaching technique and quality. As a result, the
convolutional neural network is used to recognize student
behavior in the classroom. The loss function of VGG-19
has been enhanced, the distance within the class has been
lowered, the distance between the classes has been increased,
and the recognition accuracy has improved. Recognizing
classroom behavior aids in the development of teaching qual-
ity improvement initiatives. In addition, the experimental
results show that the proposed method achieves an accuracy
of 96.81% and achieves a competitive performance.

In the following research, we will focus on the processing
and identification of real-time data.
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Computer vision is currently playing an increasingly important role in automatically identifying the character of the image
processing technology as research hotbed in the field of smart computing, OCR, face recognition, fingerprinting, biometric
recognition, and so forth. Content-based image recovery, video recovery, multimedia collection, watermarking, games, film
stunts, virtual reality, e-commerce, and other apps are available all round. The color pictures of parts taken by industrial
cameras depend on computer performance and the intricate environment, and in particular, on the whole resolution image
display, a lot of CPU resources are needed. Some details cannot be shown completely at the same time. If the image is not
sufficiently clearly visible, methods for image processing like improvement, noise reduction, and interpolation must be used to
improve color photo clarity. This article, based on the OpenCV platform, uses frequency domain filters, median filters, Fourier
transform, and other image improvement technologies to remove image noise in order to enhance the quality of local photos
from industrial cameras’ components. Finally, clear and available image information is obtained in different experimental
methods, which check the application of image enhancement technology to image rebuilding. Finally, the performance of the
proposed method in terms of CPBD value, definition Q value, and operation time is compared, which shows that the proposed
method has obvious advantages in the above performance.

1. Introduction

In recent years, computer vision has been implemented in
image recognition, cut, important information capture, and
other areas as a consequence of the rapid development of
deep learning and artificial intelligence technology. In 2014,
the world-famous internet company recognized a cat from
many photos through powerful computer resources which
made great breakthroughs in computer technology and in
the field of machine learning. With the promotion of algo-
rithm progress, mainstream AI companies have reduced the
data volume of identifying target objects from 10 million pic-
tures to 80000, and data annotation and image processing
methods play an indispensable role in the application of
computer vision. In real life, it is necessary to take a lot of
photos to collect a large amount of data. For industrial level
data, it is difficult to ensure that all color pictures meet the

standard. Therefore, it is necessary to process the pictures
twice. In digital image processing, image restoration and
reconstruction is an important work. Usually, the filter algo-
rithm is used to remove the noise in the image, and the image
enhancement technology is introduced to make the image
have a higher resolution and clearer image. The shooting
and recognition of industrial cameras in parts are typical
applications. For some defective and fuzzy images, it needs
to be processed separately. If the image is not clear enough,
image processing techniques such as enhancement, noise
reduction, and interpolation can be used to enhance the
image display resolution.

Image enhancement refers to a series of methods to
improve the display effect of images, or to transform the
image into a form that is easier to process by machine. From
the enhanced scope, it can be divided into two types: spatial
domain enhancement and frequency domain enhancement.
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From the perspective of method, it can be divided into four
categories: point operations (it contains image negative, con-
trast stretching, compression of dynamic range, gray level
slicing, image subtransaction, and image averaging and his-
togram), mask operations (smoothing, medium filtering,
sharping, and dynamic operations), transform operations
(low pass filtering, high pass filtering, and high pass filtering),
band pass filtering, homographic filtering, and sorting oper-
ations (false coloring and full color processing). Image
enhancement can highlight the edge and important texture
features, remove some noise, and suppress the display of
unimportant areas, which improves the visual effect of the
image to a certain extent. In fact, there are many factors that
affect the quality of images, such as image degradation refers
to the image quality deterioration due to the imperfection of
imaging system, transmission medium, and equipment in the
formation, storage, and transmission process. In order to
make the enhanced image closer to the original image, it is
usually necessary to analyze the reasons for image degrada-
tion, which may be caused by lens distortion, or because of
motion blur, and also due to noise. Others such as the diver-
gence caused by the optical characteristics of the imaging sys-
tem, the image blur caused by noise and relative motion, and
noise from circuit and photometric factors, images in space
satellite, remote sensing, and astronomy will degrade due to
atmospheric turbulence and relative motion between camera
and object.

In the work of Kwon et al. [1], a Gaussian filtering
method is proposed to enhance the image in time domain,
which can improve the quality of image reconstruction. In
image enhancement, edge detection and resolution enhance-
ment are important problems in computer vision. Based on
the principle of photon time stretching technology, literature
[2] deduces the relationship between the contrast of the dam-
aged image and the inherent nonlinear transfer function and
proposes a visual transformation method to extract image
features and enhance the display effect of the image. Accord-
ing to the causes of image damage, some researchers use dif-
ferent methods to classify the image according to the degree
of blur, noise, and contrast. The typical factors are the image
visual damage caused by the illumination conditions, the
imaging situation of industrial cameras, and the changes of
the surrounding environment. In view of the influence of
fog in vehicle camera image detection, literature [3] proposed
an image descriptor to distinguish whether there is fog in the
photo, which solved the problem of fog image recognition
and detection to a certain extent. In addition, some wavelet
transform methods have also been applied to digital image
processing. Literature [4] uses discrete wavelet transform
and matrix singular value decomposition to reconstruct the
image, which enhances the contrast of satellite image and
achieves better results compared with traditional methods.

The second part of this paper summarizes the research
status of image processing, the third part proposes Fourier
transform and frequency domain filtering processing
methods, the fourth part proposes to enhance the blurring
of industrial images, and the fifth part carries out experimen-
tal verification and performance evaluation on the proposed
methods.

2. Related Work

Recently, many machine learning technologies have been
used in image processing field [5–7]. As image processing is
the restoration and reconstruction of the original image, it
has great application value in real life. Image enhancement
can highlight the areas of interest, make the image outline
clearer, and express more details. Therefore, there are many
image processing [8–13] and enhancement signal processing
technologies [14–16]. The traditional image enhancement
technologies [17] are mainly in the form of manual extrac-
tion and construction of parameters, filtering, or transforma-
tion according to the noise and distortion degree of the
image, and typical image processing technologies include
GHE technology [18, 19], gray transformation, histogram,
low-pass filtering, high pass filtering, and differential opera-
tion. Due to the influence of the weather environment, the
rain image has low definition, accompanied by more noise
and jitter delay. How to make the rain image clearer is a sig-
nificant work. Literature [20] processes the image many
times and obtains the single enhanced rain image through
periodic filtering. For the captured image, in addition to the
use of high pass filtering, channel calculation is also carried
out for the processed image in each stage, so as to eliminate
the rain trace and get a clearer map image. In addition, it is
also necessary to enhance the display of color image. Litera-
ture [21], multiscale retinex (MSR), and guided filter (GF)
are proposed for color image enhancement, and the contrast
of the image is expanded by contrast lifting, so as to improve
the calculation efficiency and display effect of true color
image. With the rise of deep learning algorithm, some
researchers try to use deep learning algorithm [22–26] to
enhance the image. Literature [27] proposes a fast shot divide
and glow (fsdg) network to segment and enhance the image.
The effect of the image generated under weak light conditions
is better than that of the artificial construction parameters.
Literature [28] proposes a denoising algorithm for resisting
high-frequency spatial interference to detect images with
low definition. An end-to-end convolutional neural network
is used to train the target image, and the target with enhanced
image details is added to the loss function. The effectiveness
of the method is verified on the data set, and this kind of net-
work can detect the edge details in the image better and
enhance the clarity of the image. Literature [29] proposes a
convolutional neural network-based image illumination
enhancement method, which uses light enhancement net to
train the road scene image under low illumination condi-
tions, converts the daytime image into weak light image,
and reduces the risk of vehicle collision peak. In order to
solve the problem of training data in deep learning image
enhancement, an unsupervised network is proposed in liter-
ature [30], which introduces attention mechanism [31, 32] to
focus on image loss sensing fusion and can enhance the
image in low light level, at the same time, it can adapt to
the real image enhancement display in different fields.

There are many application fields of image enhancement,
such as medical treatment, industry, science and technology,
and daily photo processing. Literature [33] aims at the prob-
lem that the image captured by computer in rainy day is
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fuzzy and proposes a rain image enhancement method based
on joint depth neural network. This method mainly uses the
encoder to recognize the rain stripes in the image and uses
the multilayer convolution network and the relu activation
function to enhance the image. To a certain extent, it solves
the low-quality problem of taking photos in rainy days at
night. Literature [34] is aimed at enhancing the clarity of
medical images, highlighting the local and overall character-
istics of medical imaging, making the model pay attention to
the region of medical interest, and using the pretraining
model RESNET and efficient net model training network to
enhance the image. The problem of the low contrast of chest
X-ray image of pulmonary tuberculosis was solved. A more
interesting work is that literature [35] studies the influence
of eyelashes, glasses frame, skin, and background noise in iris
recognition. In order to better detect the iris boundary, they
combined convolution neural network and capsule network
to propose three filtering methods for fuzzy image enhance-
ment, It improves the accuracy of the algorithm in iris recog-
nition task. In the above research work, the image blurring is
not considered in the image processing process, and the pro-
cessing process is processed according to the general image
processing flow. The enhancement image processing process
proposed in this paper takes into account the general image
enhancement process and image blur and can enhance the
clarity of the image by denoising and interpolation.

3. Proposed Method

The image is not clear enough, so it should again be proc-
essed, due to the limited processing capacity and distortion
in the lens of the industrial camera. Filtering the frequency
domain can remove the noise from a frequency angle. This
is a common method of image transformation and can
improve the image display resolution. This paper contains
information of the function in the frequency domain with
the assistance of the two-dimensional Fourier transforma-
tion, and filters enhance the image.

3.1. Fourier Transform. Fourier, a great mathematician,
proved that the aperiodic function can be expressed by
sine/or cosine multiplied by the integral of the weighted
function. Any time sequence or signal of continuous mea-
surement can be expressed as the infinite superposition of
sine wave signals of different frequencies. The Fourier trans-
form algorithm based on this principle calculates the fre-
quency, amplitude, and phase of different sine wave signals
in the signal by using the original signal measured directly.
It is also similar to the image, which can transform the time
domain of signal processing to the space domain, map the
one-dimensional information to the two-dimensional infor-
mation, and transform the sine wave to the spatial frequency
wave. Therefore, the Fourier principle can be applied to the
two-dimensional image processing task.

The frequency of the image is an indicator of the intensity
of gray changes in the image, and it is the gradient of gray in
the plane space. The spectrum map obtained by the two-
dimensional Fourier transform of the image is the distribu-
tion map of the image gradient. Of course, there is no corre-

sponding relationship between the points on the spectrum
map and the points on the image, even without frequency
shift. In fact, the intensity of the difference between a certain
point in the image and the neighboring point is the size of the
gradient, that is, the size of the frequency of the point. For
example, in the region of slow gray change in the image,
the corresponding frequency value is very low; however, the
frequency value is higher in the region where the gray level
changes sharply.

For the frequency transformation degree of the image, a
large gradient means that the brightness of the point is
strong; otherwise, the brightness is weak. In this way, we
can observe the spectrum after the Fourier transform, espe-
cially the energy distribution of the image. If there are more
dark points in the spectrum, then, the actual image is softer
(because the difference between each point and the neighbor-
hood is not big, and the gradient is relatively small). On the
contrary, if there are more bright points in the spectrum,
then, the actual image must be sharp, and the boundary is
clear and the pixels on both sides of the boundary are quite
different. After shifting the frequency spectrum to the origin,
we can see that the frequency distribution of the image is
symmetrical with the origin as the center. In addition to
clearly showing the frequency distribution of the image,
shifting the frequency spectrum to the center of the circle
has another advantage. It can separate interference signals
with periodic regularity, such as sinusoidal interference. On
a frequency spectrum with sinusoidal interference and shift-
ing the frequency to the origin, it can be seen that in addition
to the center, there is a set of symmetrically distributed bright
spots with a certain point as the center, and this set is gener-
ated by the interference noise. At this time, the interference
can be eliminated intuitively by placing a band stop filter at
this position.

The form of two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform
is as follows:

f μ, αð Þ = 〠
M−1

p=0
〠
N−1

q=0
f p, qð Þe−j2π μp/M+μq/Nð Þ: ð1Þ

The corresponding inverse Fourier transform is as
follows:

f p, qð Þ = 1
MN

〠
M−1

μ=0
〠
N−1

α=0
F μ, αð Þe−j2π μp/M+μq/Nð Þ: ð2Þ

In the above expression, μ, p ∈ ½0,M − 1�, α, q ∈ ½0,N − 1:�
The transformed amplitude spectrum is expressed as:

F μ, αð Þ = F μ, αð Þj jejφ μ,αð Þ: ð3Þ

Two-dimensional Fourier transform has the property of
linear addition. Fourier transform is a linear system. The
Fourier transform of function sum is equal to the sum of
Fourier transform of each function.

β1 f1 x, yð Þ + β2 f2 x, yð Þ = β1F1 μ, αð Þ + β2F2 μ, αð Þ: ð4Þ
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According to the similarity theorem, signal compression
in time domain (k > 1, faster change speed) is equivalent to
signal expansion in frequency domain (widening frequency
band). On the contrary, signal stretching in time domain
(k < 1, slower change speed) represents signal compression
in frequency domain (narrowing frequency band). The sym-
bol is as follows:

f px, qyð Þ = 1
pq

F
μ

p
+ α

q

� �
: ð5Þ

In the Fourier transform of image, it can be divided into
amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum. Amplitude spec-
trum represents the amount of a certain frequency compo-
nent in image, and phase spectrum represents the position
of frequency component in image. In order to filter in fre-
quency domain, we usually only care about amplitude spec-
trum, because from amplitude spectrum, we can see that
bright line reflects the gray level change of original image,
this is the contour edge of the image. The Fourier transform
of the image is the transformation between the spatial
domain and the frequency domain.

Discrete Fourier transform is an important tool of digital
signal processing, which can transform the signal informa-
tion in the time domain, but it also has some disadvantages,
such as large amount of calculation and long operation time.
As a result, the algorithm limits its application range to some
extent.

3.2. Frequency Domain Filtering. With Fourier transform as
the basis, the image can be enhanced by frequency domain
filtering. Frequency domain image enhancement is to trans-
form the image from spatial domain to frequency domain
by Fourier transform and processes the frequency compo-
nents of the image accordingly, so as to realize the function
of image enhancement. The spatial image enhancement
based on Fourier transform is a linear system filtering:

f x, yð Þ = g x, yð Þ ∗ h x, yð Þ: ð6Þ

By convolution operation of Fourier transform, the above
linear system can be transformed into

F μ, αð Þ =G μ, αð Þ ∗H μ, αð Þ: ð7Þ

Among them,Hðμ, αÞ represents the Fourier transform
of the image hðx, yÞ to be enhanced; the Fourier transform
Gðμ, αÞ, which represents the unit impulse response of the
spatial linear system, is called transfer function or filter func-
tion. Fourier transform is used to change the amplitude spec-
trum (without changing the phase spectrum) of the
frequency domain image of f ðx, yÞ so as to realize the fre-
quency domain filtering enhancement of the image captured
by the industrial camera

The principle and steps of image enhancement by
frequency domain filtering are as follows:

(1) Preprocess the image (0 fill)

f0 x, yð Þ = f x, yð Þ0 ≤ x ≤ A − 1 ; 0 ≤ y ≤ B − 1, ð8Þ

f0 x, yð Þ = 0A ≤ x ≤ P ; B ≤ y ≤Q: ð9Þ

(2) Move the special pixel to the center

f c x, yð Þ = f0 x, yð Þ ∗ −1ð Þx+y: ð10Þ

(3) Perform Fourier transform operation on the image:

F μ, αð Þ = F ∗ f c x, yð Þ: ð11Þ

(4) Filtering of the original image

G μ, αð Þ = F μ, αð Þ ∗H μ, αð Þ: ð12Þ

(5) Perform the inverse Fourier transform operation
again:

gc μ, αð Þ = F−1 ∗G μ, αð Þ: ð13Þ

(6) After filtering, the special pixels are shifted back:

gp x, yð Þ = gc x, yð Þ ∗ −1ð Þx+y: ð14Þ

(7) After filtering, extract the left quadrant

g x, yð Þ = gp x, yð Þ 0 ≤ x ≤ A − 1 ; 0 ≤ y ≤ B − 1: ð15Þ

Through the above 7 steps, the enhanced image after fre-
quency domain filtering can be extracted with the help of
Fourier transform. Frequency domain filtering can obtain
global filtering enhancement information, obtain more ideal
results and deal with more complex clutter removal multifea-
ture enhancement, construct a filter, deliberately boost some
frequency components, and depress or remove other compo-
nents, so as to achieve the purpose of image enhancement, as
shown in Figure 1.

3.3. Image Enhancement Processing of Color Photos of
Components Taken by Industrial Cameras. When the local
color image of components captured by industrial camera is
not clear enough, the image needs to be denoised and
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interpolated to enhance the resolution of the image. Because
frequency domain filtering can directly process the frequency
spectrum and reconstruct the display effect of the image, this
paper proposes a frequency domain filtering based on Fou-
rier transform to enhance the true color image information
of components. The goal is to build a low-pass filter, which
can effectively prevent the high-frequency components and
allow the low-frequency components to pass smoothly, so
as to filter out the noise in the high-frequency part of the fre-
quency domain, and then the enhanced image after smooth
denoising can be obtained by inverse transform.

Low pass filtering needs to calculate and intercept the fre-
quency of the graph. First, it needs to calculate the total signal
energy PE,

PE = 〠
N−1

∂
〠
N−1

β

H ∂, βð Þ: ð16Þ

The filtering power component of the calculated image is
as follows:

H ∂, βð Þ = F ∂, βð Þj j2 = R2 ∂, βð Þ + I2 ∂, βð Þ: ð17Þ

In Hðx, yÞ with low definition image whose coordinates
are ðx, yÞ, the image filtered in frequency domain is as fol-
lows:

T x, yð Þ = F x, yð Þ ∗H x, yð Þ: ð18Þ

4. Experiment and Results

4.1. Experimental Realization. Based on the principle of fre-
quency domain filtering for image enhancement, we ran-
domly selected 100 true color images of components from
the blurred images captured by industrial cameras and car-
ried out experiments on the OpenCV platform to obtain
the images after low-pass filtering. In Figure 1, the image
on the left is taken by an industrial camera due to the influ-
ence of noise. From the image, the global information
becomes very fuzzy and cannot reflect the real information
of the image. Therefore, image enhancement is needed. In
the experiment, the texture information of the image can be
restored and reconstructed by using Fourier transform and
frequency domain filtering. The reconstructed image is
shown in the right figure, after filtering and enhancement,

Input
image
f(x, y)

Pre-processing Fourier
transform

Frequency
domain
filtering
function

Enhanced
industrial

image
g(x, y)

Processing
after filtering

Inverse
fourier

transform

Figure 1: The process of components image enhancement using frequency domain filtering.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: The left is the original picture of the parts taken by the industrial camera, and the right is the color image of the parts after filtering
and enhancement in the frequency domain.
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the global image information can be clearer, and the edge
information can also be highlighted, as shown in Figure 2.

4.2. Performance Evaluation. At present, the evaluation
methods for blurred image enhancement technology,
because of the essence of images, restore some detail infor-
mation or edge information for blurred images or low-
resolution images. Therefore, this paper chooses Cumulative
Fuzzy Detection Probability Measurement Index (CPBD)
and Clarity Q Index for comprehensive evaluation.

CPBD index is a contrast measurement index based on
cumulative blur detection probability without any reference
to other standard images, which is the real response to blurred
images after processing under visual perception. The experi-
mental results show that there is a good correlation between
this index and human consciousness evaluation.

JNB is defined as the minimum amount of perceived blur
around the edge when the contrast is higher than the percep-
tible difference. For a given contrast, the probability of edge
blur detection PBlur is defined as:

PBlur = 1 − e− w eið Þ/wJNB eið Þj jβ , ð19Þ

where ei represents the edge pixels of the blurred
image; the parameter is empirically set to 3.45. wðeiÞ is
the measured width of the edge pixels of the blurred
image; wJNBðeiÞ is the directly perceivable blurred edge
width of the edge pixel ei of the blurred image, and its size
is related to the local contrast around the edge. The calcu-
lation formula is defined.
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Figure 3: Performance comparison under the evaluation index of image A.
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Figure 4: Performance comparison under the evaluation index of image B.
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WJNB =
5, C ≤ 50,
3, C > 50,

(
ð20Þ

where C is the local contrast of the blurred image,
which is the difference between the maximum and mini-
mum values in the edge area of the image.

Formal model description of CPBD:

CPBD = 〠
PJNB

PBlur=0
P PBlurð Þ: ð21Þ

Another indicator is clarity, which indicates the recovery
of blurred images on detail pixels, generally showing the size
of resolution and edge arts and sciences. This information

can explain the image nodule recovery ability under
enhancement technology from another side, described as:

Q = 1 − 1
3MN

〠
C∈ R,G,Bð Þ

〠
M

x=1
〠
N

y=1
min qc x, yð Þ, 1 − qc x, yð Þ½ �,

ð22Þ

where Q represents the definition measure value of the
image, and M and N represent the pixels of the image,
respectively. It is described by the following formula:

qc x, yð Þ = sin π

2 × 1 − f c x, yð Þ
fmax

� �� �
, ð23Þ
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Figure 5: Performance comparison under evaluation index CPBD.
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where f cðx, yÞ is the original image pixel value at the
image C channel ðx, yÞ; fmax represents the maximum pixel
value of the original image.

4.3. Experimental Performance Comparison. In order to
reflect the implementation effect of this algorithm, a variety
of blurred images are used as experimental objects, and the
performance under different images is compared under three
performance indexes: CPBD value, definition Q value, and
operation time. Figures 3 and 4 show the performance com-
parison under different blurred images.

Figures 3 and 4 show that the CPBD value of this algo-
rithm is obviously higher than the other two algorithms, which
shows that the performance of this algorithm is the best in
contrast improvement; the clarity Q value of this algorithm
is also the largest, which shows that the performance of this
algorithm is the best in detail information recovery. In terms
of the operation time, the algorithm in this paper takes the
shortest time, which is much faster than the DCP algorithm.

Compared with the above performance, the performance
advantage of this paper is very obvious. Therefore, this paper
uses multiple groups of blurred images to analyze the perfor-
mance and then takes the average value. The effect is shown
in Figures 5–7.

Figures 5–7 show that the algorithm proposed in this
paper is compared with CLAHE and DCP algorithms. The
algorithm in this paper is obviously higher than the other
two algorithms in three performance indexes, which shows
that the algorithm has the best performance in contrast
improvement; CLAHE is equivalent to DCP in CPBD perfor-
mance. CLAHE has the worst performance under Q index,
while DCP has the worst time performance under Time Index.

5. Conclusion and Prospect

Aiming at the problem of unclear parts pictures taken by
industrial cameras, this paper proposes Fourier transform

and frequency domain filtering as algorithms to enhance
the image to perform secondary processing on the photos,
so that the filtered image is highlighted. The quality of the
image is improved. Compared with the original image, the
effect of visual effects on the quality of the final image. This
method can show the texture information of the target image
more clearly. Due to the limitation of computing resources,
we did not use deep learning to automatically process image
information. In the future, the images we need to process are
more complex, which may be image reconstruction in stereo
scenes or image shadow noise removal under fast motion.
Try to use convolutional neural network and semantic seg-
mentation algorithms to further process the image, let the
algorithm automatically acquire and learn the reconstruction
method of the image, and enhance the contrast of the image,
which can be widely promoted in practical applications.
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This paper proposes the functional model and application service implementation process of the education cloud platform
application service architecture. The entire cloud application service architecture mainly includes four parts: cloud service
management, cloud application service rapid creation and deployment, dynamic process configuration, and unified identity
authentication. Based on the basic theory of workflow, the process status and business services of cloud application services are
discussed. The BP neural network weight optimization model based on the improved quantum evolution method is studied, and
a method that combines the improved quantum evolution algorithm (IQEA) and the BP algorithm to complete the back
propagation neural network training is proposed, that is, the IQEA-BP algorithm. Firstly, the traditional quantum evolution
algorithm is improved, and then, the improved quantum evolution algorithm is used to optimize the network weights as a
whole to overcome the shortcomings of the BP algorithm that is easy to fall into the local optimum; then, we use the BP
algorithm to find the better weight as the initial value to improve the training and prediction accuracy of the network. In order
to enrich the school education quality evaluation system, this article adds soft indicators that can reflect school education
performance on the basis of the existing “National Education Inspection Team” indicators and uses analytical methods to prove
the effectiveness and feasibility of the new evaluation indicators. The X1-X10 index data is selected as the evaluation index of
the school education quality evaluation system in this paper. Testing the performance of the BP neural network, the accuracy
rate of the school education quality evaluation is 93.3%, the average absolute error is 0.067, and the accuracy and recall rate of
the test set grade gradient of 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8 are all 93%, indicating that the IQEA-BP neural network algorithm has a good
effect on the evaluation of school education quality.

1. Introduction

The classroom teaching process and the supervision of the
teaching quality in the classroom are an effective method to
ensure the quality of classroom teaching [1]. The direct
performance of teachers’ classroom teaching effect is the
students’ mastery and application of knowledge; in order to
ensure the quality of teachers’ classroom teaching, it is neces-
sary to strengthen the control of teaching quality [2]. Teach-
ing evaluation is one of the most commonly used methods in
teaching supervision activities. It is to objectively inspect and
judge both the teacher’s teaching process in the classroom

and the student’s learning quality [3]. Through the supervi-
sion and assessment of students’ learning quality, the results
of the implementation can be fed back to teachers, so that
they can improve or strengthen certain aspects of teaching,
so as to better and more timely ensure that teachers complete
teaching tasks within the corresponding teaching timeliness.
Nowadays, in order to continuously improve the learning
ability of students and the teaching ability of teachers, a com-
prehensive and systematic teaching quality monitoring
system should be established and improved, which can play
a positive role in cultivating talents who adapt to the times
and have innovative spirit and practical ability [4].
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The information network center opens the port, breaking
through the geographical limitations of the original paper-
based evaluation. Users can log in to the evaluation system
in various forms at any time to evaluate the objects or content
that need to be evaluated. This makes teaching evaluation
more flexible. In today’s society where informatization con-
tinues to develop, information technology can be used to
establish a more complete teaching evaluation system [5].
Through this system, teachers’ teaching conditions can be
monitored in real time, and teachers can understand how
they are teaching in a shorter period of time. The real-time
situation in the process can help teachers adjust their teach-
ing plans in a shorter time and better meet the teaching needs
of students. The popularization of information technology in
every industry is an inevitable trend in the development of
contemporary information society. The teaching evaluation
system established by information technology not only is a
manifestation of social and technological progress but also
can improve the quality of teaching better and faster [6].

This paper analyzes the existing cloud application service
architecture and model of cloud application services, puts
forward the architecture model of education cloud platform
application services, and elaborates the application service
implementation process. This paper introduces the method
of initial weight optimization of a neural network, analyzes
and discusses the advantages and disadvantages of various
methods, and proposes a combination of improved quantum
evolution algorithm (IQEA) and BP algorithm to complete
the back propagation neural network. The algorithm first
improves the traditional quantum evolution algorithm and
then uses the improved quantum evolution algorithm to
optimize the network weights as a whole, to overcome the
shortcomings of the BP algorithm of easily falling into the
local optimum. The BP algorithm is further optimized to
improve the training and prediction accuracy of the network.
This article uses analytical methods to classify the educa-
tional quality of some schools in a certain city. Through the
evaluation and analysis of the old and new evaluation
indexes, the appropriate evaluation indexes are determined.
We calculate the evaluation scores of the comprehensive
principal components and obtain the evaluation results of
the education quality of each school. The comparison and
analysis of the evaluation results of the new and old evalua-
tion indicators show that the accuracy of the new evaluation
index is higher than that of the old evaluation index, and the
average absolute error is lower than that of the old evaluation
index, which proves the feasibility and effectiveness of the
new evaluation index. This paper selects 11 indicators of
compulsory education balance index X1-X10 and the new
school admission score X11 as the evaluation index of the
school education quality evaluation system, which provides
good data support for school education quality evaluation.
We use the BP neural network evaluation model to compre-
hensively evaluate the quality of school education and
explore the important and difficult points of the BP neural
network evaluation model based on the compulsory educa-
tion balance index, including the network structure design
of the BP neural network and the determination of the
number of neurons in the hidden layer.

2. Related Work

Relevant scholars merged quantum computing with tradi-
tional neural computing and proposed a quantum competi-
tive learning algorithm capable of pattern classification and
associative memory, expounding the dynamics of quantum
neural network and its application in information security
[7]. Researchers use universal quantum logic gates as calcula-
tion basis functions to propose a quantum neural computing
model [8]. The simulation results show that this model is bet-
ter than the traditional neural network model. Relevant
scholars analyzed the motivation and form of the evolution
of the artificial neural network vector subneural network,
the advantages of the quantum neural network, and possible
implementation methods and expounded the preliminary
application of the quantum neural network in pattern recog-
nition, entanglement calculation, function approximation,
and so on [9]. Related scholars introduced the quantum
neural network with multilayer activation function into the
multisensor information fusion and proposed a multisensor
information fusion integrated circuit fault diagnosis algo-
rithm based on the quantum neural network [10].

Related scholars have studied the weight learning
problem of a quantum neural network model. Researchers
proposed a quantum self-organizing feature mapping net-
work model and clustering algorithm, studied the application
of the quantum neural network in pattern recognition and
multimode high probability Grover algorithm, and achieved
good application results [11]. Related scholars proposed a
quantum BP neural network model and its learning algo-
rithm based on the evolution of a universal quantum gate
and studied the application of quantum M-P and perceptron
network models as well as quantum Hopfield in image
processing [12]. Based on the in-depth study of quantum
revolving gates and control NOT gates, the researchers pro-
posed a quantum gate circuit-based quantum control NOT
gate neural network model and algorithm [13]. At the same
time, they proposed a quantum genetic algorithm and applied
it to fuzzy neural control. Based on the quantum self-
organizing neural network model, the original parallel quan-
tum neural network has been studied more deeply, and good
application results have been achieved. Related scholars apply
a quantum gate neural network to the field of image compres-
sion and optimize the network weights through genetic
algorithm, which improves the overall performance of the
network [14].

Cloud computing originated in the United States and
later spread to many countries including Singapore, Japan,
the United Kingdom, and India. Cloud computing first
appeared as a commercial service, and then, new cloud com-
puting technology began to be continuously developed under
the promotion of Google, IBM, Amazon, and other world
companies, enriching the functions of cloud computing tech-
nology and opening cooperation projects with universities.
The platform uses cloud computing to serve school manage-
ment and teaching development, save management costs,
broaden interschool and intraschool interaction channels
between teachers and students, and expand the use of
resources [15]. Cloud computing was first applied to large
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Internet companies and e-commerce companies. Since then,
Tsinghua University and Google have cooperated to launch a
cloud computing technology promotion plan and strengthen
the connection between education and cloud computing
technology by building a cloud computing-based teaching
network platform [16].

Many companies such as China Telecom and Huawei
have cooperated with universities to develop “Education
Cloud” platform projects to expand the coverage of high-
quality educational resources and promote educational
equity. In addition, the state has launched cloud education
programs such as the coconstruction and sharing of class-
room teaching resources, electronic schoolbags, and dual
classroom teaching applications in the pilot education
cloud. Yunwei Technology Co., Ltd. has developed the
world’s first cloud computing application platform dedi-
cated to the field of education—the Yun Education Net-
work, which provides one-stop teaching organization and
management services [17]. At present, many colleges and
universities have built their own educational information
service platforms to provide services for teaching. In addi-
tion, many educational institutions and Internet companies
have begun to develop and promote their own teaching
platforms. However, there are still few complete education
platforms based on cloud storage, many basic functions of
the system are not yet complete, and various platforms can-
not communicate with each other.

Relevant scholars pointed out that blindly adopting qual-
itative or quantitative methods for teaching evaluation is not
comprehensive [18]. Only some general data can be
obtained. In order to obtain more comprehensive data, a
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method combining qualita-
tive and quantitative methods can be used. The analytic hier-
archy process can make a better and more comprehensive
evaluation of teaching quality. The use of effective evaluation
methods is a prerequisite to ensure that the evaluation results
are objective, fair, and accurate. Some schools use quantita-
tive teaching evaluation forms and trust the results of a large
amount of data [19]. The use of quantitative teaching evalu-
ation forms only simplifies the content of the evaluation at
the beginning, but the evaluation process needs to consume
more students. It takes a lot of time for calculating data when
summing up the evaluation results. Time is wasted and accu-
rate data cannot be obtained. Some schools use the form of
“listening to lectures” to evaluate teaching, but this way will
affect the teacher’s teaching plan [20]. The teacher’s teaching
plan has been set at the beginning of the semester. During the
teaching process, it is constantly based on the situation of the
students. However, the school adopts this kind of evaluation
method. If teachers want to get a better evaluation, they need
to take out the best state of the usual class. It is inevitable to
conduct a drill with the students, and this kind of evaluation
method will not reach it at all. At present, domestic universi-
ties and colleges mainly adopt the form of questionnaires
supported by large amounts of data and the form of online
evaluation using network information as support. Both eval-
uation forms have been baptized by time and are always
under the continuous development of time and society. The
one with the lower utilization rate will be eliminated, and a

more feasible way will be adopted to evaluate the teaching
of teachers.

3. Education Cloud Platform Application
Service Architecture Modeling

3.1. Analysis of Application Service Architecture of Education
Cloud Platform. The education cloud platform application
service refers to the education application service resources
running on the cloud platform. The deployment of education
application resources on the cloud platform is mainly to
reduce the cost of education resources, provide resource
sharing rates, and solve the problems of uneven distribution
of education resources. For the education cloud platform
application service as the application of software as a service
in the education field, its architecture model follows the basic
architecture of software as a service, and as a special case of
active service, its architecture model also retains the charac-
teristics of the active service model. From the above two
points, it can be concluded that the architecture of cloud
application services is as shown in Figure 1.

The basic model of cloud application services includes
three roles and five basic operations. The three roles are ser-
vice registry, service user, and service provider [21–23]. The
five basic operations are publishing, authorization, search,
binding, and execution. This architecture corresponds to
the payment model of cloud application services “on-
demand leasing” and provides a solution for the integrated
utilization of educational resources. In this architecture
model, the existing education application system can be pro-
vided as a service to schools or educational institutions. They
order services according to their own needs, and after obtain-
ing service authorization, they can access software services
through a browser or client. Based on the analysis of the
existing application service software architecture foundation,
combined with the special needs of education cloud platform
application services, a complete cloud application service
architecture should have the following characteristics:

(1) Multitenancy: cloud application services are soft-
ware-as-a-service based on cloud platforms that are
released by service providers and hosted by the ser-
vice registry. This mode of operation requires cloud
application services to support multitenancy in order
to maximize the interests of the three parties.

(2) Configurability: according to changes in tenants’
demand for cloud application services, tenants can
configure the functions in the service to meet differ-
ent needs.

(3) Openness: the application service resources on the
education cloud platform should be open and share-
able, so that the maximum use of educational
resources and the sharing of educational resources
can be realized to a certain extent.

(4) Ease of use: based on the characteristics of openness,
to realize resource sharing between different applica-
tion systems, the convenience of switching between
different application systems must be considered.
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3.2. Cloud Application Service Architecture Function Model.
To provide application services based on the education
cloud platform, we must first build a cloud service manage-
ment platform with the function of a service registry. Based
on the idea of active service, educational application soft-
ware is provided as a service for tenants to choose, and a
platform interface is provided for tenants to order applica-
tion services; it also provides a management platform for
application software released by service providers. Secondly,
application services based on the cloud platform have the
characteristics of multitenancy, so it must be able to config-
ure the service and realize the convenient deployment of the
service. Third, the ultimate goal of this topic is to realize the
sharing of educational resources, so a convenient and effec-
tive resource utilization plan should be proposed. According
to the above considerations, an architecture model based on
the education cloud platform application service is
proposed, as shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen from the architecture model diagram,
the cloud application service architecture has four main
parts: unified authentication platform, application service
configuration, service publishing, and service management
center [24–26].

(1) Unified certification platform: this part is responsible
for the identity authentication of all application
services. Users only need to have an application
service account to access the shared resources of
other trusted application services without additional
account registration.

(2) Application service configuration: after the user sub-
scribes to the service, according to his own individual
needs, the initial application service related process is
set to meet the user’s dynamic requirements.

(3) Application service release: as the administrator of
cloud application services, when users purchase
corresponding application services on demand, these
services must be published on the server for users to
use. Service publishing provides relatively quick
service deployment functions and education for
service managers.

(4) Application service management center: this part is
similar to the service registration center of active
service, and its function is to manage service infor-
mation and equipment information, service order
management, service maintenance, and tenant man-
agement. Users can learn about the types of educa-
tion application services and service functions that
exist on the cloud platform through the service
management center, such as office automation man-
agement system, library management system, and
student attendance management system, and then
complete the service ordering process.

For service managers, it provides service providers with
the software, hardware operation platform, and network
infrastructure required for service operation and collects
the rental fees paid by service users when they rent the ser-
vice. Although in the short term, all the funds invested will
not be recovered, in the long run, the benefits brought by
cloud service applications are considerable (see Figure 2).

3.3. Cloud Application Service Implementation Process.
According to the above analysis of cloud application service
architecture and the proposed cloud application service
architecture function model, it can be understood that cloud
application services are service software deployed on the
cloud platform. These application software are managed

Service user

Cloudlet

Education application
service resources

Firewall

Configurability

Education
cloud

platform

Service
registry

Service
providers

Multi-tenancy

Figure 1: Cloud application service architecture.
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and released by the service center in a unified manner,
users can configure the functional flow of the service,
and mutually trusted services can be free to log in through
a unified identity authentication platform to realize cloud
application service resource sharing. We elaborated based
on the entire implementation phase of application services,
and the implementation process based on the education
cloud platform application service architecture is shown
in Figure 3.

The overall implementation process of the application
service architecture is as follows: First, the application service
information is released to the service management center,
and then, the user orders the cloud application service. The
service management center reviews the cloud application
service order and deploys the service on the cloud platform.
The user initiates a request to the application service through
the Internet, and the unified identity authentication part
verifies the validity of the user’s identity. After the verifica-
tion is completed, the user can share other application service
resources through the identity authentication platform with-
out login, thereby realizing the education cloud application
service software resources shared.

4. BP Neural Network Weight Optimization
Hybrid Model Based on Improved Quantum
Evolution Method

4.1. Improved Quantum Evolution Algorithm. IQEA uses the
quantum revolving door update strategy to complete the
update operation of the population. The value of the rotation
angle θi is

θi = Δλi−1 ⋅ S αi−1, βi−1ð Þ: ð1Þ

Among them, Sðαi−1, βi−1Þ and Δλi−1 are the rotation
direction and angular step of the rotation angle, respectively.
Delta is a coefficient related to the convergence speed of the
algorithm, and the value must be reasonable. Combined with
the idea of dynamically adjusting the rotation angle of the
quantum gate, we propose a specific implementation form
of delta:

delta = 0:02π −
n − 1ð Þ ⋅ k

MAXGEN‐1 : ð2Þ

Application service
configuration 

Meet user dynamic
requirements

Set up the initial application service-related
processes according to the individual needs of

users 

Unified authentication platform

Identity authentication for all
application services

No need for additional account
registration

Service release

Initialize education cloud application
service data

Provides relatively quick service deployment
functions for service managers

Service management
center

Service information and equipment
information management

Service order management

Service maintenance

Configure the service Convenient deployment of services

Office automation management system

Cloud service management platform Service registry function
Provide tenants with

choice
Provide a platform

interface

Sharing of educational resources

Publish the service to the server
for users to use

Library management system Student attendance management system

Access to shared resources of other
trusted application services

Figure 2: Education cloud platform application service architecture functional architecture.
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Among them, n is the current evolutionary algebra,
MAXGEN is the terminating algebra, and k is a constant
between [0,1]. At the beginning of the algorithm operation,
the search grid is larger, which increases the convergence
speed of the algorithm. At the end of the algorithm operation,
the search grid is smaller, so as to achieve precise search and
to help find the optimal solution.

The search capability of EA has been greatly improved
through crossover operations. The quantum crossover oper-
ation introduced by IQEA makes full use of the interference
of quantum states to make full use of all chromosomal infor-
mation to generate more new patterns, greatly improving the
search ability of the algorithm, and can effectively solve opti-
mization problems with little correlation between genes. This
paper proposes a specific implementation process of quan-
tum crossover: randomly sort all individuals in the popula-
tion; cyclically shift the i-th position of all individuals after
sorting by i − 1 times to obtain a new population after the
crossover operation.

IQEA uses quantum mutation operations to prevent the
algorithm from falling into a local optimal solution. Due to
the entanglement nature of quantum states, single-point
mutation can effectively prevent premature maturity during
quantum mutation. Therefore, this article adopts a single-
point mutation quantum mutation operation.

4.2. Artificial Neural Network and BP Algorithm. A neural
network system is a complex network system that is widely
interconnected by a large number of simple processing units
(neurons), which has certain learning, memory, and calcula-
tion capabilities. Neural networks have some notable
features, such as nonlinear mapping capabilities, no need

for precise mathematical models, and easy implementation
of software and hardware.

A multilayer perceptron (MLP) network is one of the
common neural network models. This type of neural net-
work can have multiple hidden layers, the basis function
uð·Þ takes a linear function, and the activation function f
ð·Þ can take many forms. When the activation functions
of all computing nodes take the hard limit function, it is
called a multilayer discrete perceptron: when the hidden
layer nodes take the sigmoidal function, it is a well-
known BP neural network.

A BP neural network has a high degree of nonlinear map-
ping ability. It has been proven that a 3-layer BP network can
approximate a continuous function with arbitrary precision.
The activation function of hidden nodes of the BP network
is a sigmoidal function, so the BP network is also called an
activation function as the sigmoidal multilayer perceptron.
The activation function of the output node varies depending
on the purpose. When the network is used for classification,
the output node activation function generally uses a sigmoi-
dal function or a hard limit function; if it is used for function
approximation, the output node activation function generally
uses a linear function.

Suppose that the first hidden layer has n neurons and the
second hidden layer has n neurons. The corresponding
weight vectors are w, w′, and w″, and the input vectors are
x, x′, and x″. Suppose forPlearning sample vectors, the goal
of learning is to minimize the following mean square error:

E Wð Þ = 0:5 ⋅
YP−1

p=0

YNM−1

i=0
y l, pð Þ − d l, pð Þ½ �2: ð3Þ

Deploy the service to the cloud platform

User Internet

Application service
information

Release

Service management
center

Users subscribe to cloud
application services

�e service management
center reviews cloud

application service orders

Initiate a request to the
application service

Verify the
validity of the
user’s identity

�e user passes the identity
authentication platform

Perform login-free sharing of
other application service

resourcesUnified identity
authentication

Sharing of so�ware resources
of educational cloud
application service

Figure 3: The implementation process of education cloud platform application services.
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Among them, dðl, pÞ and yðl, pÞ, respectively, represent
the target output of the p-th training mode corresponding
to the l-th sample and the actual output of the network,
and NM is the number of neurons in the output layer.
For simplicity, the offset threshold θ is also incorporated
into the weight vector. The error is propagated back, and
the weights of each layer are corrected in turn. The output
layer is

wkl″ t + 1ð Þ =wkl″ t + 1ð Þ − 1 − ηð Þ ⋅
YP−1

p=0
x ⋅ δ kl, pð Þ½ �,

δ kl, pð Þ = y l, pð Þ ⋅ 1 − y l, pð Þ½ � ⋅ d l, pð Þ − y l, pð Þ½ �:
ð4Þ

Among them, η > 0 is called the learning rate and t is
the number of iterations. The middle hidden layer is

wjk′ t + 1ð Þ =wjk′ t − 1ð Þ + η•
YP−1

p=0
x′ ⋅ δ jk, pð Þ: ð5Þ

Among them,

δ jk, pð Þ =
YNM

l=1
δ kl, pð Þ ⋅ x k, pð Þ ⋅ 1 − x k, pð Þ½ �: ð6Þ

The BP algorithm solves the learning problem of mul-
tilayer perceptrons and makes the research of neural net-
works enter a new stage. Of course, the BP algorithm
has some shortcomings while achieving success, the most
important of which is that the algorithm tends to fall into
local extremes. From a mathematical point of view, BP is a
gradient descent algorithm, which is very sensitive to the
selection of initial values and step lengths. Since the train-
ing error surface is usually multipeak, the BP algorithm
easily falls into the local optimum, and the generalization
ability of the network is not strong when the network
structure is determined.

Training error and prediction error (test error) are two
important indicators to measure the performance of neural
networks. In particular, the prediction error, which charac-
terizes the generalization ability of the trained neural net-
work, is a key indicator that determines whether a network
can be applied. Generally speaking, the generalization ability
of a neural network is determined by the topological struc-
ture and network weights. The topology design of the neural
network has a lot to do with the specific form of the problem
to be solved.

4.3. Weight Optimization Model Based on IQEA-BP Neural
Network. Aiming at the problem that the BP algorithm easily
falls into the local minimum, this paper proposes the IQEA-
BP neural network training method. The neural network
training process can be regarded as an optimization problem.
By finding a set of optimal real number weight combinations,
the error between the output result and the expected result
under this weight is minimized. Quantum evolutionary algo-
rithm is a better way to find this optimal weight combination.

The main idea of using the improved quantum genetic
algorithm to optimize the weights of the BP neural network
is as follows: First, use the quantum genetic algorithm to opti-
mize the initial weight distribution and find a better search
space in the solution space. In this search space, there
areσðσ ≥ 1Þwhich set the optimal initial weight combination
to overcome the shortcomings of the BP algorithm wherein
it is easy to fall into the local optimum and is more sensitive
to the initial value setting; then, use the BP algorithm gradi-
ent descent principle to further “fine-tune” the weights; the
optimal solution is searched out in this smaller solution
space, which is the true global optimal point. Using the
improved quantum genetic algorithm to optimize the
weights of the neural network can better prevent the search
from falling into the local minimum.

For the optimal solution obtained, the weights and
thresholds of the σ group neural network with the smallest
error are used as the initial weights of the neural network
for training. If the accuracy requirements cannot be met,
the neural network training can be performed again. The
convergence speed of the algorithm is accelerated by intro-
ducing a mechanism for dynamically adjusting the rotation
angle of the quantum gate. By adopting quantum crossover
and quantum mutation operations, the interference and
entanglement characteristics of quantum states are fully uti-
lized, so the algorithm has better optimization performance
and can effectively prevent premature maturity.

Because it has gone through the global search of the
improved quantum evolution algorithm, it is unlikely that it
will fall into a local minimum again. The training is repeated
until a set of neural network weights and thresholds that
meet the accuracy requirements are obtained. The schematic
diagram of the entire algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

5.1. Forward and Standardization of Reverse Indicators. In
order to protect school information, all school names
involved in this article use virtual names. The evaluation
index data of some schools is shown in Figure 5.

Before using analytical methods to comprehensively eval-
uate multiple indicators, it is necessary to judge whether the
original indicator variables have reverse indicators. If there
is a reverse index, it needs to be normalized so that all the
evaluation indexes tend to the same direction. Analyzing
the data characteristics of the index variables found that they
are all positive index data, so there is no need to carry out the
normalization process.

5.2. Calculate the Covariance Matrix. The covariance matrix
of the standardized data eliminates the influence of the vari-
ance of a single indicator variable and retains the correlation
between the indicator variables. The index with strong corre-
lation and a large number of related indexes in the covariance
matrix is used as the principal component. This principal
component has a large overlap with other indexes and
contains more information about the original data. The
covariance matrix of the standardized experimental data is
shown in Table 1.
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In Table 1, the matrix of X1-X9 represents the covariance
matrix of the old evaluation index, and the matrix of X1-X10
represents the covariance matrix of the new evaluation index.
From the data in Table 1, it can be concluded that most of the
variables have a high correlation. For example, the total
number of students has a high correlation with the other 10
evaluation indicators, which proves that there is overlap of
information between the new and old evaluation indicators.

5.3. Results of Comprehensive Evaluation of Education
Quality. Through the positive and negative analysis of the
evaluation indicators, it can be known that X1-X10 are all
positive indicators, that is, the larger the indicator data, the
better. We analyze these evaluation indicators to get a com-

prehensive ranking of school education quality. The smaller
the ranking value, the better the school education quality.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of the new evaluation indica-
tors X1-X10 after the school’s education quality evaluation
ranking. It can be seen from the figure that there are only
individual indicator data that do not match the school’s rank-
ing results. The change trend of most of the new evaluation
indicators X1-X10 is consistent with that of the school’s
ranking. The school ranking results are consistent, that is,
the higher the data of the new evaluation index X1-X10, the
better the school education quality and the higher the school
ranking; the lower the data of the new evaluation index X1-
X10, the worse the school education quality and the higher
the school ranking lean back (see Figure 6).
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Figure 4: Flow chart of IQEA-BP algorithm.
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In order to quantitatively compare the evaluation effect
of analysis methods, this paper uses the accuracy rate to ana-
lyze the evaluation effect of the IQEA-BP neural network.
The results of the evaluation index experiment are shown
in Figure 7.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the accuracy of the
IQEA-BP neural network is higher than that of the BP neural
network. It proves that the evaluation result of the IQEA-BP
neural network is closer to the empirical value of school
education quality grade gradient. Therefore, this article uses
the IQEA-BP neural network as the evaluation method of
the school education quality evaluation system. After the
evaluation index data X1-X10 are trained by the neural
network for 3000 times, the error rate of the training set
and the test set is obtained, as shown in Figure 8. It can be
seen from Figure 8 that the error rate of the IQEA-BP neural
network training set and the test set is very low, and the effect
of the school education quality evaluation model of the
IQEA-BP neural network can be obtained generally subjec-
tively (see Figure 8).

In order to clearly and objectively analyze the effect of the
neural network evaluationmodel, the accuracy and recall rate
are used to test the evaluation effect of the model. Accuracy
refers to the proportion of the number of samples that are
truly positive among all predicted positive samples. The
recall rate is based on the true value, the proportion of all
positive samples that are predicted to be the number of
positive samples.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that the time-consuming
assessment of the educational quality of 20 schools is concen-
trated in 2 s to 5 s, and the time required for the IQEA-BP
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Table 1: Covariance matrix.

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10

X1 0.98 0.87 0.82 0.85 0.83 0.87 0.82 0.90 0.76 0.82

X2 0.71 1 0.87 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.97 0.86 0.87 0.89

X3 0.71 0.71 1 0.87 0.82 0.86 0.82 0.87 0.82 0.83

X4 0.83 0.71 0.71 0.99 0.87 0.82 0.89 0.87 0.82 0.85

X5 0.87 0.82 0.89 0.81 0.99 0.87 0.82 0.8 0.71 0.93

X6 0.87 0.82 0.87 0.83 0.75 1 0.87 0.82 0.8 0.91

X7 0.87 0.82 0.84 0.83 0.73 0.76 0.98 0.87 0.82 0.88

X8 0.87 0.82 0.84 0.84 0.87 0.82 0.89 1 0.71 0.77

X9 0.87 0.82 0.86 0.71 0.87 0.82 0.83 0.88 1 0.91

X10 0.87 0.82 0.87 0.82 0.87 0.82 0.84 0.87 0.75 0.99
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Figure 8: Epoch = 3000 experimental error rates.
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neural network assessment is lower. It can be seen from
Figure 10 that the recall rate of the education quality evalua-
tion of 20 schools is above 93%, which shows that the school
education quality evaluation model of the IQEA-BP neural
network in this paper is feasible. Therefore, the school educa-
tion quality evaluation model of the IQEA-BP neural
network has achieved a good evaluation effect, and the eval-
uation effect is more ideal than that of the BP neural network
(see Figures 9 and 10.

6. Conclusion

In the context of the education cloud platform, this topic ana-
lyzes the uneven distribution of education application service
resources, low resource utilization, and repeated develop-
ment of service tools faced in the process of education infor-

matization and elaborates the construction of a reasonable
application service architecture. According to the functional
requirements and characteristics of the education cloud plat-
form application service, combined with the use of software
and services, an architecture model of the application service
based on the education cloud platform is proposed. This
paper proposes a BP neural network weight optimization
model based on an improved quantum evolution method
and studies a method that combines the improved quantum
evolution algorithm (IQEA) with the BP algorithm to com-
plete the back propagation neural network training. The
algorithm improves the traditional quantum evolution
algorithm and then uses the improved quantum evolution
algorithm to optimize the network weights as a whole, to
overcome the shortcomings of the BP algorithm that easily
falls into the local optimum. The BP algorithm is further
optimized to improve the training and prediction accuracy
of the network. The analysis method is used to comprehen-
sively evaluate the school education quality of the old and
new two groups with different evaluation indexes, and the
evaluation results are compared and analyzed to determine
the selection of evaluation indexes. A school education qual-
ity evaluation model based on the BP neural network’s com-
pulsory education equilibrium index is established. The
evaluation model is a classification problem, and the experi-
mental data is processed with uniform distribution and
normalization. The design of the BP neural network evalua-
tion model includes the determination of the network struc-
ture, the selection of the appropriate activation function, the
determination of the loss function, and the selection of the
optimizer. At the same time, we select the appropriate activa-
tion function and network structure to solve the BP neural
network under-fitting problem, construct a suitable network
structure, and use the Dropout idea to solve the BP neural
network over-fitting problem.
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There is currently no fair, rational, or scientific approach for evaluating college teachers’ teaching abilities. Mathematical methods
are frequently used to measure the teaching capacity of college instructors in order to make it more scientific. Traditional statistical
analysis evaluation models, fuzzy evaluation methods, grey decision methods, and the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) are only a
few examples. Because teacher assessment is a nonlinear problem, even though the preceding methods have produced some positive
results, they are vulnerable to some subjectivity. In this paper, the neural network model is incorporated into the adaptive vector
and momentum of the modified BP neural network of a gradient descent method to boost the model’s convergence speed, and
the model is thoroughly researched to evaluate university teaching quality, and the network structure is omitted to address the
complex nonlinear problem of college and university teaching quality assessment. The model’s comprehensive evaluation of
teaching activities is then bolstered by the addition of new evaluation indexes to the existing ones.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of higher education [1–4], a
school’s reputation has become the most important crite-
rion for students when choosing a school, and a school’s
reputation is largely determined by the quality of its edu-
cation [5–7]. A school’s top priority is education quality,
because it has an impact on not only the school’s existence
and development but also the future and destiny of its stu-
dents. However, as a result of the large-scale enrollment
increase of schools and universities for several years in a
row, a number of related issues have emerged, including a
teacher shortage, a decline in the quality of students, and a
shortage of educational and teaching equipment and logistics
facilities. These issues have sparked widespread concern in
society, prompting a discussion about how to address them.
Education quality has become a contentious issue, but it
has also evolved into a comprehensive reflection of college
and university work.

Improving educational quality is always a hot topic in
higher education. The idea of “improving higher education

quality” is very practical. As a result, the internal assessment
activity places a strong emphasis on the creation of a system
for evaluating teaching quality. The teaching quality of
colleges and universities is reflected in the teaching quality
of each specialty or department, the teaching quality of each
department is reflected in the quality of each course, and the
course quality is reflected in the teaching quality of each
teacher who teaches the course [8, 9]. The quality and degree
of teachers have an impact on how a school is run. The qual-
ity and level of teachers determine the administrative direc-
tion of a school, the quality of education and instruction,
and the impact of educational reform.

Teaching is the most important aspect of schoolwork.
The effectiveness of a school’s teaching is a key determinant
of its success [10]. Teaching quality management is critical
to the school’s overall quality management. Evaluation of
teachers’ teaching quality aids school leaders and administra-
tors in determining the degree to which teaching goals have
been met, grasping the school’s teaching work comprehen-
sively and accurately, and improving teaching quality. The
topic of teaching quality evaluation [11–13] will also be
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discussed. This is a critical assignment. The cornerstone of
teaching activities in colleges and universities, as well as
the most significant connection in assuring the quality of
talent development in these institutions, is teaching quality
evaluation. As a result, assessing teaching quality is a critical
component of promoting high-quality education, changing
teaching, and improving teaching quality. It has a substantial
impact on overall educational quality. Because teaching is
both a spiritual labor and an art, there is no established
formula. Nonquantitative criteria are widely utilized in the
evaluation of teaching quality, because defining what consti-
tutes teaching is very ambiguous and difficult to measure.
The difficulty and complication of assessing quality teaching
and learning are both part of the teaching process. It is far
more difficult to evaluate the quality of a teacher’s instruction
than it is to evaluate the quality of a product. The teaching
process is made up of a variety of components, and it is a
two-way activity that involves both teachers and students.
There are many factors that influence teaching quality, and
there is still more to investigate. The development of a scien-
tific and reasonable teaching quality evaluation system [14]
that can accurately and equitably assess teaching quality is a
significant challenge.

Because it is a complex and abstract nonlinear prob-
lem, it is difficult to express the evaluation of teaching
quality at colleges and universities using a mathematical
model or analytical formula. The neural network model
[15–17] can achieve mutual mapping between any dimen-
sions and has strong nonlinear processing capabilities [18,
19]. As a result, creating a neural network model to handle
the challenge of evaluating the quality of college instruction
is an effective metric. Computer vision [20–22] in the evalu-
ation of teaching quality in colleges and universities not only
aids in improving teaching quality, promoting continuous
improvement of teaching goals, and promoting scientific
education decision-making, but it also aids in the develop-
ment of intelligent and standardized teaching management
in colleges and universities.

The following are the main innovations points of this
paper:

(1) This study presents a novel adaptive BP neural net-
work model that can adequately evaluate the teaching
quality and teaching effect of colleges and universities
in order to properly evaluate the teaching quality and
teaching effect of colleges and universities

(2) As a novel adaptive BP neural network, a model is
proposed in this study. The model contains an
adjustable learning rate and momentum term to
improve the gradient descent method of the BP neu-
ral network’s convergence speed and optimize the
network topology to ensure the model’s stability

2. Background

Teaching quality evaluation in college is a complicated topic
that encompasses variables such as teaching conditions, class
difficulty, instructor teaching and learning effect of many

aspects, such as their interaction, and the complex relation-
ship between teachers and students at the same time; factors
affecting the quality of teaching are also more; at present,
none of them has been recognized; the ideal teaching quality
evaluation system, in the context of existing research status,
focuses on three aspects: the first is the study of the evalua-
tion subject, the second is an investigation into the content
of the teaching quality assessment system, and the third is
an investigation on how to evaluate the teaching quality grad-
ing technique once each index in the system has been
determined.

Teachers’ self-evaluation, peer evaluation [23], adminis-
trative leadership evaluation, expert assessment, and student
evaluations of teachers are all examples of ways or tech-
niques to assess teaching quality. Because each evaluation
method and its outcomes serve a different purpose in the
evaluation, their evaluation functions should be distinct as
well. Each evaluation method and its results are only a part
of the overall assessment of teaching quality, but they cannot
be compared. Because of the large number of college and
university teachers, as well as the frequent evaluation of
the number of teachers, the organization’s leadership and
peer expert survey evaluation method is not only time-
consuming. Because of the interpersonal contact and lack of
familiarity with the teaching process, as well as the influence
of such aspects as actually difficult to operate, most colleges
and universities use students as the major body of teachers’
teaching quality evaluation technique. China’s colleges and
universities have used student evaluation of instructional
activities since the 1980s, which has helped to improve teach-
ing quality. Because they are the direct recipients of instruc-
tion, students have the right and ability to evaluate teachers’
teaching. Because of the variety of types, complex majors,
and uneven levels of students, different requirements for
instructors’ teaching quality evaluation exist in colleges and
universities across the country.

On the content of the teaching level evaluation system
design, it is difficult to take a course and a teacher in a learn-
ing phase, to quantify the effect of general courses as the main
index, or teaching effect as the main index, and put the eval-
uation content on the teaching process, because learning and
development is a continuous process and learning and
growth environment is diverse. From the perspective of pro-
cess management, the school teaching process is manifested
as the interaction of multiple factors and the combination
of multiple links; it is also difficult to compare different fields’
teaching, different types of courses, teaching relationships,
and teaching objects. As a result, the most basic features that
can immediately represent the teaching level and are preva-
lent are mostly taken into account when evaluating teaching
quality.

3. Methodology

3.1. Teaching Quality Evaluation System. The goal of teach-
ing quality assessment is to promote teaching reform,
improve teaching quality, reduce student burden, increase
students’ intelligence, and improve their ability to analyze
and solve problems. We should be objective, fair, and rational
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when evaluating the quality of instruction, rather than guess-
ing or mixing personal feelings, and we must achieve the
unity of ideology, science, and feasibility. Teaching quality
is frequently assessed in colleges and universities through
four channels: student evaluation, expert evaluation, peer
evaluation, and instructor self-assessment, with the final
evaluation results synthesized. However, various concerns
remain in the process of establishing, employing, and evalu-
ating the teaching quality assessment system’s evaluation
outcomes, such as evaluation theory research, evaluation
method use, evaluation method updates, and evaluation data
analysis. These issues have an immediate impact on the edu-
cational system. The importance of quality assurance and the
potential for knowledge mining.

The various indicators in the evaluation system generally
involve teaching attitudes, teaching content proficiency, and
basic teaching skills. However, the comprehensive quality of
teachers is not only reflected in the above aspects but should
also include teachers’ knowledge, teaching and research abil-
ity, teaching design ability, and teacher’s innovation ability,
but these evaluation indicators that can fully reflect the com-
prehensive quality and personality of teachers are rarely
involved in the evaluation system. As a result, the design of
an evaluation index system should be given careful thought.

The indications in the evaluation system of the differ-
ences in the influence degree of the evaluation findings
should be given distinct weights; however, many schools
and universities still use the same weighting approach to
make things easier for themselves or subjectively determined
a weight distribution table to establish the evaluation system;
using this evaluation approach to assess teaching quality not
only undermines the credibility of evaluation outcomes but
also creates barriers to further data mining. As a result, a suit-
able weight distribution is a critical step in perfecting the
evaluation system.

The data in the teaching evaluation database is contin-
uously growing as network teaching assessment becomes
more prevalent on digital campuses. Facing the “mountain
of data sets,” traditional data analysis means can only
obtain the surface information of these data, and it is dif-
ficult to dig out the deep valuable information. An essen-
tial goal of teaching evaluation is to learn how to better
use evaluation data to extract knowledge. The lack of
modern scientific and technology methodologies and an
imperfect evaluation feedback and control mechanism are
the major issues that the teaching quality evaluation sys-
tem is currently experiencing. The correctness and trust-
worthiness of evaluation outcomes will be directly affected
by the scientific establishment of assessment indexes and
the rationality of index weight distribution. As a result, devel-
oping and establishing a method for evaluating teaching
quality are a vital step in enhancing teacher quality and a
pressing requirement in colleges and universities to improve
classroom management.

Teachers’ teaching quality is evaluated in terms of
content, techniques, attitude, and teaching effect, such as
content, in order to demonstrate consistency, comprehen-
siveness, and effectiveness, and the principle of indepen-
dence, incentive, and fault tolerance; this article set

evaluation index is from 1 to 7: X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, and
X7, where X1 represents the course progress, the depth
and breadth of teaching, and the reasonable degree of
learning burden; X2 represents the degree of integration
with practice and whether it can reflect modern scientific
and technological achievements; X3 represents the degree
of clarity, hierarchy, and emphasis of the lecture; X4 stands
for vivid explanation, inspiring and inducing, and attrac-
tive, exemplified by examples, combining theory with prac-
tice; X5 stands for instructing correct learning methods to
cultivate students’ analytical ability; X6 represents the degree
of careful preparation for lessons, skilled explanation,
answering questions, and correcting homework; and X7
stands for continuous improvement in teaching and educat-
ing people.

3.2. Adaptive BP Neural Network. Existing teaching quality
evaluation methods and models in colleges and universities
have flaws in processing small-scale low-dimensional data
sets, such as difficulty determining the index weights of the
analytic hierarchy process, subjectivity and randomness of
the fuzzy synthesis method, and the support vector machine’s
grid search. When using a traditional BP neural network, the
optimization approach is slow, the self-convergence is slow,
and it is easy to fall into the local minimum. An adaptive BP
neural network model is proposed in this study. Integrating
an adaptive learning rate and a momentum component to
speed up convergence, as well as tuning the network struc-
ture to ensure model stability, improves the gradient
descent methodology of the BP neural network. New evalu-
ation indicators are added to the model’s input feature vec-
tor to ensure a complete assessment of teaching activities,
and the evaluation sample data set is normalized to improve
the model’s computation performance. The evaluation sample
data set’s training and test portions are separated and entered
into the model for training and verification. To ensure that the
model presented in this chapter is useful in assessing teaching
quality at colleges and universities, performance indicators
such as MSE, prediction accuracy, and training time are used
to compare it to other approaches and models.

Given the fact that assessing teaching quality is a multi-
objective, multilevel, and sophisticated nonlinear problem
and current college teaching quality assessment methods
and models make determining weights difficult, subjectivity
and randomness are too strong, and the conventional BP
neural network has a slow convergence time, making it easy
to fall into a local minimum. The model of an adaptive BP
neural network is proposed. The basic idea behind this model
is to use an adaptive learning rate and a momentum term to
improve the convergence speed of a BP neural network’s
gradient descent method and optimize the network topology
to ensure the model’s stability. In addition, to create the
teaching quality evaluation index system of cost text, new
evaluation indexes were added to the traditional evaluation
indexes, ensuring the model’s comprehensive evaluation of
teaching activities, and the evaluation index sample data set
was normalized as the model’s input feature vector, improv-
ing the model’s calculation efficiency.
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3.2.1. Network Structure. Any nonlinear mapping of n
-dimensional to m-dimensional functions can be satisfied
by a three-layer BP neural network. As a result, this research
develops a three-layer BP neural network model for evaluat-
ing teaching quality, with one input layer, one hidden layer,
and one output layer. The size of the input sample and the
size of the output result, respectively, determine the number
of neurons in the input and output layers. Selecting neurons
in the buried layer, on the other hand, is more difficult and
not well guided by theory. This research uses an empirical
formula and multiple experiments to identify the number
of neurons in the input and output layers. Using equation
(1) and trial and error, we establish the appropriate number
of neurons.

ni =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n +m
p

+ a, ð1Þ

where the number of neurons in the input layer is n, the
number of neurons in the output layer is m, and a is a con-
stant between [1, 10].

3.2.2. Adaptive Learning Rate and Momentum. In a standard
BP neural network, the learning rate, also known as the learn-
ing step size, is fixed. When the learning rate is too high, the
network topology becomes unstable and oscillates. However,
if the learning rate is too low, the network’s convergence
speed will be slow, making it impossible to ensure that the
learning efficiency of the overall network structure is optimal
in real-world applications. To increase convergence speed,
the adaptive learning rate automatically adjusts the learning
rate in response to changes in network error and corrects
the weights and thresholds between the connection layers
on a regular basis. Assuming the initial learning rate is μð0Þ,
the n-th iteration of the model results in a network error
of EðnÞ. When the learning rate changes, the equation is
shown as follows:

μ nð Þ =
βμ n − 1ð Þ, E nð Þ < E n − 1ð Þ,
γμ n − 1ð Þ, E nð Þ > E n − 1ð Þ,
μ n − 1ð Þ, else,

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

ð2Þ

where β = 1:05 and γ = 0:7.
Adaptively modifying the learning rate throughout the

error back propagation process can significantly improve
convergence speed. However, only the adjustment of the
gradient descent direction at the current time t is consid-
ered, and the gradient direction before the time t is not
considered, which will cause turbulence in the training
process and cause the model to become unstable and easily
fall into a local minimum. The momentum term is inserted
to rectify this inconsistency, and it alters the weight value to
give a damping effect in the error back propagation process.
The equation is shown in (3). Regarding equation (3) as a
time series with t as a variable ð0 < t <NÞ, equation (3) can
be regarded as the first-order difference equation of ΔwðnÞ,
and its calculation equation is as follows:

Δw nð Þ = αΔw n − 1ð Þ − μ
∂E nð Þ
∂w nð Þ , ð3Þ

Δw nð Þ = −μ〠
n

t=0
αn−t

∂E nð Þ
∂w nð Þ , ð4Þ

where α is the momentum term ð0 < α < 1Þ,w is the weight, μ
is the learning rate, and EðnÞ is the error. Then, the weight
adjustment equation of BP neural network is as follows:

w n + 1ð Þ =w nð Þ − μ nð Þ〠
N

t=0
αn−t

∂E nð Þ
∂w nð Þ : ð5Þ

To ensure a more thorough evaluation of the teacher’s
teaching process, 23 second-level indicators were produced
by merging two first-level indicators of preteaching prepara-
tion and the situation in the teaching process with standard
evaluation indicators in this study. Normalize the evaluation
sample data to reduce the difficulty of altering the weight and
threshold due to the large change in the input value, which
will increase the calculation efficiency of the BP neural
network.

3.3. Evaluation of University Teaching Quality Based on
the Adaptive BP Neural Network. Figure 1 shows the pro-
cessing flow chart for the adaptive BP neural network
model for teaching quality evaluation. To increase the
model’s convergence speed, the model adjusts the learning
rate based on a comparison of the current error and the
prior error and adds a momentum term to dampen the
model to prevent oscillations and assure stability. At the
same time, new input variables are introduced. To ensure
a fuller model evaluation, the input features are included.
From the normalized evaluation index sample number
set, a training data set and a test data set are constructed,
with the training data set being used to train the model.
Adjust the number of hidden layer neurons in the network
structure of the model during the training process, using the
adaptive learning rate and momentum term to improve the
gradient descent method of the BP neural network as the
training function. The rate and momentum terms are fine-
tuned, and the model was continuously trained iteratively
to modify its own weights and thresholds until the evaluation
result meets the set target accuracy or reaches the maximum
number of iterations, then exits the training and obtains this
time the best or final model. Finally, use the test data set to
demonstrate that the proposed model has good evaluation
prediction accuracy and benefits in evaluating teaching
quality.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Experimental Setup. In the experiment, the network
structure of the model is given as three layers, the learning
rate is set to 0.001, the maximum number of training times
is 10000, the weights and thresholds of the model are
randomly selected, and the activation function is a single
sigmoid function.
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4.2. Dataset. Obtain the evaluation data set of a course from
2003 to 2020 from the educational administration system
of a university. There are a total of 7171 sample data
points. One of them is the data used to evaluate the
teacher’s teaching process using students as the major
evaluation body; the data used to evaluate the teacher’s
teaching process using students as the primary evaluation
body is used as the evaluation model’s input value; because
it is crucial to the model’s verification, the target expected
output value is incorporated based on the evaluation of the
teaching supervision group teachers’ numerous lecture
records. The model’s target predicted output value is based
on the score. During the study, the sample data with a high
evaluation, a bad assessment, or data that was inconsistent
with the facts were removed from the data set, leaving 6,178
sample data. Sample training data is critical in neural net-
works. Normalize the input samples to ensure that the data
is within the specified range ½0, 1�, which is conducive to data
processing and improves network efficiency. The normaliza-
tion processing equation of the input sample is

X = T − Tmin
Tmax − Tmin

: ð6Þ

4.3. Experimental Results. The improved gradient descent
methodology is more effective than the standard gradient
descent strategy in finding the adaptive learning rate and
momentum term as the training function of a BP neural net-
work. Assuming that the number of neurons in the hidden
layer is 10, the growth ratio and decline ratio of the adaptive
learning rate are set as 1.2 and 0.7, respectively, and the
momentum term is set as 0.9. Input a training data set into
the model for training in order to obtain stable network
model, and then an input validation test data set, respectively,

in two different algorithms as the training function, to con-
trast the performance of the model number of iterations
and the training time, the MSE and model prediction accu-
racy comparison of the differences between predicted results
and actual results. In this experiment, the average value
obtained by running 10 times is the final result, and the result
is shown in Table 1.The results show that when the adaptive
learning rate and the gradient descent method with improved
momentum term are used as the model’s training functions,
the learning rate of the model adapts adaptively and dynam-
ically in response to changes in errors, ensuring that the
model’s convergence speed is improved during the training
process, and the error between the model and the expected
value of the target can be greatly reduced. It is also more
effective than traditional methods in predicting accuracy
and iteration times.

Figures 2 and 3 show that when the number of iterations
grows, the MSE and prediction accuracy of the teaching
evaluation model jump and fluctuate in the form of fluctu-
ations, with the MSE increasing and then decreasing, but
the ACC increasing all the while. Figure 4 shows that
although the number of iterations and training duration
of the model is not optimal when the number of neurons
in the hidden layer is 30, the difference is not significant
when compared to the number of other neurons and can

Input samples

Initialize the weight

Randomly select sample k

Calculate the hidden layer

Calculate the output layer

k = n?k = k+1

Calculation error E

Adaptive learning rate
and momentum 

Calculate hidden layer error

Calculate output layer error

E < 𝜀? epoch > M?

Input test data

Output prediction

NO

NO
YES

YES
YES

NO

Shadow BP network

Figure 1: Evaluation model of teaching quality in colleges and universities.

Table 1: Comparison of the results of the experiment.

Method MSE ACC

Genetic algorithm 48.32 0.7958

BP 46.99 0.8478

Adaptive BP (ours) 32.14 0.9120
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be tolerated; and at this time, the model of the MSE error and
prediction accuracy rate are the best, which is more condu-
cive to accurately evaluating teaching activities. As a result,
based on the overall performance measures, the number of
hidden layer neurons chosen is 30. Furthermore, this demon-
strates that the method presented in this research can accu-
rately assess the teaching quality of colleges and institutions.

4.4. Ablation Experiment. In order to further verify the effec-
tiveness of the algorithm in this paper, we conducted ablation
experiments to verify the influence of the BP network and
multilayer perceptron (MLP) on the experimental results.
The experimental results are shown in Table 2.

It can be seen from the experimental results in Table 2
that the performance of using MLP is far worse than that of
using the BP network selected in this paper. Therefore, the
MLP without optimized training is inferior to BP. Therefore,
the proposed method uses the BP network.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a neural network model is used to solve com-
plex nonlinear problems in the assessment of college teaching
quality. It also performs an in-depth study on evaluating the
quality of college instruction. The development of a new
adaptive BP neural network model has been completed. To
increase the model’s convergence speed, optimize the net-
work structure, and assure its stability, the model incorpo-
rates the adaptive vector and momentum of the modified
gradient descent BP neural network. Then, to guarantee that
the model completely evaluates educational activities, the
new evaluation index was added to the traditional evaluation
index. We also proved the effectiveness and superiority of the
proposed model through experiments. In addition, the
research in this paper is based on extensive data research
and data cleaning in the early stage. The proposed algorithm
will be limited to real-time processing in a complex
environment.
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Table 2: Results of ablation experiments.

Method MSE ACC

Embed MLP 49.51 0.8317

Ours 32.14 0.9120
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Given the problem that the existing method of station distributing the pseudosatellite system cannot ensure both its coverage and
position in a situation of signal occlusion, it proposed a new stationary layout method with an elite strategy for a ground-based
pseudosatellite positioning system based on the elite strategy of the nondominant genetic rankings (NSGA-II). The geometrical
design of the pseudosatellite system is calculated by visual domain analysis and precision factors for the signal coverage age and
base station. To optimize the algorithm, the NSGA-II algorithm is used. An earth pseudosatellite positioning system method of
stationary distribution is obtained that simultaneously optimizes signal coverage and positioning accuracy. The algorithm is
better distributed and has a certain superintendence compared with the traditional genetic algorithm.

1. Introduction

Ground-based pseudobase station is a kind of ground device
placed on the ground and composed of ground transmitting
base station and pseudolite receiver. It can provide users with
continuous and highly reliable positioning, navigation, and
other services. It has the characteristics of strong anti-
interference ability, low cost, and high precision and is widely
used in various fields. At present, with the application of
ground-based pseudobase station positioning system in more
and more scenes, in order to obtain positioning more accu-
rately, relevant experts and scholars have done a lot of
research on its coverage and geometric spatial layout. For
example, in references [1, 2] based on square root UKF algo-
rithm, the tracking and positioning ability of pseudolites is
improved by optimizing the spatial layout of pseudolites. In
references [3, 4] based on initial value filtering algorithm
and second-order digital filter, GNSS assists pseudolite sys-
tem positioning system to improve system signal coverage.
Although the above methods have improved the signal cov-
erage or positioning accuracy of the ground-based pseudolite
system to a certain extent, on the whole, the above methods

have only been optimized from a single aspect, and the
research on the signal coverage and geometric layout of the
ground-based pseudolite system is not comprehensive
enough. Based on this, this study proposes a station deploy-
ment method for the ground-based pseudolite system based
on the NSGA-II algorithm. Taking the coverage function
and the accuracy factor as the objective functions [5–7], the
NSGA-II algorithm is used for optimization, and the system
signal coverage and positioning accuracy can be improved
simultaneously [8–10]. In the station deployment method,
experiments show that this method can effectively improve
the signal coverage and positioning accuracy of the system
and provide a new idea for the station deployment of
ground-based pseudolite system in various scenes. The
NSGA-II algorithm proposed in this paper has good research
significance for base station location and signal accuracy and
solves the problem of base station location and positioning.
The second part of this paper introduces the basic content of
the NSGA-II algorithm, the third part introduces the method
of ground-based pseudolite positioning system station deploy-
ment, and the fourth part compares the application of the
NSGA-II algorithm with the other three algorithms.
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2. NSGA-II Algorithm

Recently, machine learning methods have been developed in
many files, such as image processing [11, 12], remote sensing
[13, 14], intelligent transportation [15], and other applica-
tions [16–18]. As a branch of machine learning, genetic algo-
rithm has been used in many applications. And NSGA-II
algorithm is a multiobjective optimization genetic algorithm,
which is often used to solve multiobjective optimization
problems. The basic idea is to obtain the optimal individual
by simulating natural selection and evolution. The specific
steps are as follows:

Step 1. Initialize the population. The initial population with
scale N is randomly generated, and the first generation of off-
spring population is obtained by non-dominated sorting,
crossover and mutation operations.

Step 2.Merging the parent population and the offspring pop-
ulation and calculating the objective function value of each
individual.

Step 3.After performing nondominant sorting on the merged
population individuals, the crowding distance by Wang [19]
is calculated by adopting the following formula:

L i½ � = 〠
n

k=1
f k i + 1ð Þ − f k i − 1ð Þj j, ð1Þ

where i represents an individual of the population; i + 1 and
i − 1 denote the adjacent individuals of i; and f k ð·Þ denotes
the objective function.

Step 4. According to the crowded distance, the first N indi-
viduals are reserved to form a new parent population.

Step 5. Judging whether the algorithm meets the termination
condition, if the maximum iteration times are reached,
selecting the optimal solution for output according to the
utility function, and ending the algorithm.

The above flow can be illustrated in Figure 1.
The number of iterations is set according to experience or

the difference between before and after iterations is less than
the threshold to determine whether the number of iterations
is met. Generally, setting a larger number of iterations is to
achieve a better optimization effect.

3. Station Arrangement Method of
Ground-Based Pseudolite Positioning System
Based on NSGA-II Algorithm

3.1. Multiobjective Optimization Model of Ground-Based
Pseudolite Base Station Layout. The layout scheme of
ground-based pseudolite base stations is usually determined
by the system signal coverage rate and the geometric layout
of base stations. Therefore, the research is aimed at the most
slippery coverage rate and the optimization of base station

layout. If the coordinate of the i pseudolite base station is Si
and there are N base stations, the mathematical model of
ground-based pseudolite layout can be expressed as [20]

Maximize f1 Sið Þ = area V S1, S2,⋯, Snð Þð Þ
area ,

Maximize f2 Sið Þ = g DOP S1, S2,⋯, Snð Þð Þ,

8<
: ð2Þ

where f1 represents the system signal coverage rate,
areaðVðS1, S2,⋯, SnÞÞ reflects the system signal coverage
rate and indicates the system signal coverage area; f2
represents the accuracy factor, reflecting the advantages
and disadvantages of the system base station layout; and
gðDOPðS1, S2,⋯, SnÞÞ indicates the positioning accuracy.

3.2. Objective Function Design

3.2.1. Coverage Function Design. The signal coverage rate of
pseudolite system is the ratio of the locatable area of pseudo-
lite system to the target coverage area, which can be solved by
visual domain analysis based on digital elevation model
(DEM).

Firstly, the locatable area of pseudolite system is deter-
mined. DEM data of longitude, latitude, and elevation terrain
of the target area are imported and converted into a two-
dimensional plane coordinate system relationship, as shown
in Equations (3)–(5) [21].

DEMx = Dxij
� �

M ×N , ð3Þ

DEMy = Dyij
h i

M ×N , ð4Þ
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Figure 1: NSGA-II algorithm flow.
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DEMz = Dzij
� �

M ×N , ð5Þ
where M and N represent the two-dimensional size of the
DEM data matrix; Dxij, Dyij, and Dzij represent the hori-
zontal, ordinate, and height of the terrain raster data,
respectively.

Then, visual domain analysis is used to solve the signal
coverage of each base station. Let the coordinates of the
actual terrain base station i be si ðxi, yi, ziÞ, as follows:

vi = aij
� �

M×N , ð6Þ

where vi represents the visual field matrix of the base sta-
tion i; when aij = 1 or aij = 0, aij = 1 indicates that the base
station is visible to the points (Dxij, Dyij, and Dzi), and
when aij = 0, it indicates that it is invisible; that is, the
more the zeros in vi, the smaller the visible range and
the smaller the signal coverage range.

Finally, the coverage of all base stations is superimposed,
as shown in the following equation:

v = 〠
n

i=1
vi = vij

� �
M×N , ð7Þ

where vij ≥ ½0,N� denotes the number of visual pseudolite
base stations (Dxij,Dyij, andDzi), where N denotes the num-
ber of base stations. When vij ≥ 4, it means that the receiver
can locate [22]. Therefore, for the convenience of processing,
if the value of vij ≤ 4 is set to 1 and the value of vij < 4 is set to
0, then the matrix V is �V . The set of all 1s in �V is the locatable
area of the pseudolite system. Therefore, the coverage rate
can be calculated by the following equation:

Area = sum �V
� �

M ×N
× 100%, ð8Þ

where sum represents summation. For the convenience of
subsequent description, f1 is transformed into a minimiza-
tion objective function and defined as

f1 =
1

area = M ×N

sum �V
� � × 100%: ð9Þ

3.2.2. Design of Accuracy Factor Function. Assuming that the
number of sampling points is Np, the weight correspond-
ing to each sampling point is Wi, and the precision factor
(DOP) value is DOPi, the objective function f2 can be
defined as

f2 =
∑

Np
i wi × DOPi

∑
Np
i wi

: ð10Þ

It can be seen from the formula that the smaller the f2
value, the higher the positioning accuracy in the pseudolite
system area. Considering the influence of other factors on
positioning accuracy, a global weighted DOP method

based on multimatrix multiplication is proposed, as shown
in Equation (11) [23]:

M =
Y
i

mi = Mij

� �
M×N ,

DOP =D Mð Þ,

f2 =
sum DOP ⋅Mð Þ

sum Mð Þ ,

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð11Þ

where mi represents a condition matrix and m represents
a dot multiplication matrix of a plurality of mi; D ðMÞ
denote whether DOPij is calculated according to Mij. If
Mij = 0, DOPij is not calculated; let DOPij = 0; if Mij ≠O,
then DOPij is calculated. Set mi to

m1 = �V ,

m2 = 1½ �M×N ,

m3 =

1 0 ⋯ 1 0

0 1 0 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

1 0 ⋯ 1 0

0 1 0 1

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

,

ð12Þ

whereM1 represents the visual domain matrix of the current
pseudolite system, which can prevent unlocatable points
from being included in weighted DOP calculation;M2 repre-
sents the weight matrix, where all elements are 1; and M3
represents the sampling matrix, in which 1 represents the
sampling point position and 0 represents the nonsampling
point.

3.3. Design of Station Arrangement Method for Ground-Based
Pseudolite Positioning System Based on NSGA-II. The pur-
pose of the station arrangement method of the ground-
based pseudolite positioning system based on the NSGA-II
algorithm is to solve the coordinates of pseudolite base
stations, so the station arrangement design can be carried
out according to the following steps:

Step 1. Population initialization. The coordinates of all pseu-
dolite base stations are sequentially added into a vector to
form an individual chromosome vector C:

C = x1, y1, x2, y2,⋯, xn, ynð Þ, ð13Þ

where xi and yi are the abscissa and ordinate of the base
station, respectively, and their ranges are determined by
DEM data. According to the above formula, the initial popu-
lation Qo with the number of individuals Nv can be obtained.

Step 2. Select Nv pairs of parent from a parent population Qk
according to a tournament mechanism and crossing each
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pair of parents in a multipoint crossing mode to generate a
subpopulation Rk [24] of Nv offspring individuals.

Step 3. Randomly select individuals from Rk according to the
mutation probability to perform multipoint mutation.

Step 4. Combine Qk and Rk into a population Uk = 2Nv, and
determine a nondominant grade of each individual in thatUk
population according to objective functions f1 and f2.

Step 5. Calculate the crowded distance of individual in the
crowded Uk population, performing descending order sort-
ing according to the nondominant grade and retaining the
first Nv individuals.

Step 6. Calculate utility function values F of all noninferior
solutions by adopting utility functions, such as Equation
(14), and select the solution with the largest F value as the
best site selection scheme for pseudolite base stations.

F = C1 ×
f1 Xið Þ − f1 min
f1 max − f1 min

+ C2 ×
f2 max − f2 Xið Þ
f2 max − f2 min

, ð14Þ

where C1 and C2 represent coefficients, C1 + C2 = 1 and
C1, C2 ∈ ½0, 1�, which can be determined by preference. If
C1 > C2, it means that the base station layout scheme is more
inclined to the base station layout scheme with high signal
coverage; if C1 < C2, it means that the base station layout
scheme is more inclined to the base station layout scheme
with high positioning accuracy. If C1 = C2 = 0:5, the coverage
and base station layout are relatively balanced, which is
beneficial to the coverage and base station layout.

4. Simulation Test

4.1. Experimental Scheme. In order to verify the application
effect of the proposed algorithm in practical application, this
experiment takes DEM data of about 15:5 km ∗ 15:5 km in a
mountainous area of Hunan as an example and adopts four
strategies to deploy pseudolite base stations. The specific
strategies are as follows:

Strategy 1. Nine, 16, 25, 36, and 49 pseudolite base stations
are evenly placed in the target area as a reference.

Strategy 2. Standard genetic algorithm is used to solve the
station layout strategy, and only the system coverage rate is
optimized.

Strategy 3. The standard genetic algorithm is used to solve the
station layout strategy, and only the system base station set
layout is optimized.

Strategy 4. This study uses the NSGA-II algorithm to solve
the station deployment strategy and optimizes the system
signal coverage and positioning accuracy at the same time.

4.2. Parameter Setting. The parameters of standard genetic
algorithm and NSGA-II algorithm in strategies 2, 3, and 4

are set as follows: the number of populations is 80, the genetic
algebra is 100, the crossover probability is 0.8, and the muta-
tion probability is 0.01.

4.3. Case Analysis

4.3.1. Algorithm Results. Using the above four strategies for
simulation, the system coverage and weighted average
HDOP results are shown in Tables 1–4. As can be seen from
the table, the coverage rate of strategy 1 is poor; even if the
number of base stations reaches 49, its highest coverage rate
is only 52; 2%, but its HDOP performs well due to its uniform
distribution of base stations. Strategy 2 optimizes the cover-
age rate, so under the same number of base stations, its
coverage rate is the largest compared with other strategies.
Strategy 3 optimizes the layout of base station sets, so under
the same number of base stations, its HDOP is the smallest
and the positioning accuracy of the system is the best. Strat-
egy 4 optimizes the coverage and positioning accuracy of the
system at the same time, so compared with other strategies,
this strategy has the highest comprehensive level of coverage
and positioning accuracy.

Table 1: Policy 1 base station coverage and HDOP relationship.

Number of base stations Coverage (%) Weighted average HDOP

9 8.2 5.5

16 14.3 5.1

25 23.4 4.3

36 36.8 3.1

49 52.2 2.8

Table 2: Policy 2 base station coverage and HDOP relationship.

Number of base stations Coverage (%) Weighted average HDOP

10 52.5 32.3

15 69.4 18.6

20 81.1 27.2

25 89.3 18.1

30 94.1 12.6

35 963 16.5

40 97.8 11.8

Table 3: Policy 3 base station coverage and HDOP relationship.

Number of base stations Coverage (%) Weighted average HDOP

10 44.3 3.6

15 52.5 3.2

20 69.1 2.9

25 73.4 2.5

30 81.5 2.2

35 87.7 1.9

40 89.1 1.45
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As can be seen from Tables 1–4, the coverage rate is
directly proportional to the number of base stations, while
the weighted average HDOP is counterexample to the
number of base stations. Therefore, the coverage rate and
weighted average HDOP are inversely proportional. There-
fore, the smaller the accuracy and the greater the coverage,
the better the performance of the NSGA-II algorithm.

4.3.2. Comparison of Algorithms. In order to verify the supe-
riority of the proposed algorithm, the optimization effects of
this algorithm and standard genetic algorithm are compared;
that is, the optimization effects of strategy 2 and strategy 4
and strategy 3 and strategy 4 are compared.

(1) Comparison of optimization results between strategy
2 and strategy 4

The optimization results of strategy 2 and strategy 4 are
compared, and the results are shown in Figure 2. As can be
seen from the figure, the coverage rate of strategy 2 is rela-
tively close to that of strategy 4, and the average coverage rate
difference between the two is only 2.69%, indicating that the
coverage rate of the two is basically the same. The HDOP of
the two strategies is quite different. The HDOP of strategy 2
is obviously higher than that of strategy 4, which is about 4
times that of strategy 4, indicating that its positioning accu-
racy is low. With the increase of the number of base stations,
the HDOP curve of strategy 2 fluctuates greatly, while the
HDOP curve of strategy 4 decreases gently, which indicates
that the optimization of coverage rate by standard genetic
algorithm is divergent. On the whole, the coverage rate of
strategy 2 is close to that of strategy 4, but the positioning
accuracy of strategy 4 is higher, which indicates that the
station deployment method of strategy 4 is better; that is,
the station deployment method of the pseudolite positioning
system based on the NSGA-II algorithm proposed in this
study is better.

(2) Comparison of optimization results between strategy
3 and strategy 4

The optimization results of strategy 3 and strategy 4 are
compared, and the results are shown in Figure 3. As can be
seen from the figure, the coverage rate of strategy 3 and strat-
egy 4 is quite different, and the average coverage rate of strat-
egy 3 is reduced by 10, 68% compared with strategy 4. The
HDOP of strategy 4 is about 1.8 times that of strategy 3; that

is, the difference of positioning accuracy is small. Therefore,
although the positioning accuracy of strategy 4 is slightly
lower than that of strategy 3, its coverage rate is higher, which

Table 4: Policy 4 base station coverage and HDOP relationship.

Number of base stations Coverage (%) Weighted average HDOP

10 50.5 8.4

15 66.4 6.1

20 76.1 4.5

25 853 4.1

30 92.5 3.8

35 94.8 3.4

40 96.8 3.2
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Figure 2: Comparison of optimization results of strategy 2 and
strategy 4.
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Figure 3: Comparison of optimization results of strategy 3 and
strategy 4.
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shows that the station deployment method under this strat-
egy is better; that is, the pseudolite positioning system station
deployment method based on the NSGA-II algorithm pro-
posed in this study is better.

Through the above analysis, it can be seen that compared
with the station deployment method based on traditional
genetic algorithm, the station deployment method of the
pseudolite positioning system based on the NSGA-II algo-
rithm in this study can optimize the signal coverage rate
and the geometric layout of base stations at the same time,
and with the increase of the number of base stations, the sig-
nal coverage rate and positioning accuracy are improved
more obviously.

4.4. Algorithm Performance Analysis. According to the above
case analysis results, when the number of base stations is 25,
the signal coverage and positioning accuracy can be maxi-
mized by using this algorithm. Therefore, in order to verify
the performance of the proposed ground-based pseudolite
positioning system station deployment method based on
the NSGA-II algorithm, the proposed algorithm is used to
deploy 25 ground-based pseudolite base stations as an exam-
ple. When the number of base stations = 25, the location of
pseudolite base stations is shown in Figure 4.

According to the simulation results of station distribu-
tion, the forefront of Pareto is drawn, as shown in Figure 5.
Finally, the individual with f1 = 1:172 and f2 = 4:1 in the
optimal solution set is selected as the preferred solution by
using utility function. As can be seen from the figure, the
forefront of this research algorithm is evenly dispersed, indi-
cating that the algorithm has good performance; The range of
Pareto solution set objective function f1 is [1.14, 1.23], indi-
cating that the coverage range of the station deployment
scheme is 81.3%~87.7%; The value range of the objective
function f2 is [3.5, 6.3], indicating that the weighted average
HDOP range corresponding to the Pareto optimal solution
set is [3.5, 6.3].

5. Conclusion

To sum up, the station deployment method of the ground-
based pseudolite positioning system based on the NSGA-II
algorithm proposed in this study can improve the signal cov-
erage and positioning accuracy of pseudolite base stations by
optimizing the coverage rate and geometric layout of base
stations. Compared with the standard genetic algorithm,
the coverage rate of this algorithm is higher and the position-
ing accuracy is better. With the increase of the number of
base stations, the superiority of this algorithm is more obvi-
ous, and the improvement effect of signal coverage rate and
positioning accuracy is better. Although this algorithm has
achieved some results, there are still some problems in prac-
tical application, such as not considering the influence of
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electromagnetic interference and other factors in the actual
environment and not including the actual installation diffi-
culty of the base station. Therefore, the next step will be to
conduct in-depth research from these aspects in order to find
a more accurate and effective method for the deployment of
ground-based pseudolite systems.
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Chinese painting is one of the representatives of our country’s outstanding traditional culture, and it embodies the long history and
intellectual wisdom of the Chinese nation. In the paper, we combine the artistic characteristics of Chinese paintings and use an
optimized SqueezeNet model to study the sentiment analysis of Chinese paintings. To make full use of the advantages of
lightweight convolutional neural networks, we make two optimizations based on SqueezeNet. On the one hand, expand the
model width to obtain more effective Chinese painting sentiment features for classification tasks, thereby improving the
classification accuracy of the model. On the other hand, introduce the idea of residual network to prevent gradient
disappearance and gradient explosion in the training process, thereby enhancing the model’s generalization ability. To verify the
effectiveness of the optimized SqueezeNet model used in the sentiment analysis of Chinese paintings, four kinds of sentiment
classifications were carried out on the multitheme Chinese paintings downloaded on the Internet. The results of comparative
experiments show that the optimized SqueezeNet model used in this paper can improve the accuracy of classification and has
better generalization ability. Finally, the research results of this paper can be applied to the protection of traditional culture, the
appreciation of traditional Chinese painting, and art education and training, which is conducive to the inheritance and
innovation of the national quintessence and promotes the prosperity and development of traditional art and culture.

1. Introduction

Traditional Chinese painting is the artistic treasure of our
country. It not only vividly depicts the long history of our
country with superb artistic skills but also embodies the
ideology, philosophy, cultural concept, and aesthetic charac-
teristics of the Chinese nation. It can be said that Chinese
painting is an irreplaceable and important part of the tradi-
tional cultural and spiritual heritage of the Chinese nation
and stands in the gallery of paintings in the world with its
unique and distinctive artistic style. With the rapid develop-
ment of technology, a large number of digital Chinese paint-
ings have appeared in the Internet and digital museums.
However, how to efficiently use and manage these paintings
and then to promote the charm of Chinese paintings has
become an urgent problem to be solved. Studying the algo-
rithms based on sentiment analysis of Chinese paintings will
not only help improve users’ ability to learn and appreciate

Chinese paintings but also help promote the construction
of digital museums and cultural relic management. It also
helps to demonstrate cultural self-confidence and promote
the implementation of the cultural power strategy, thereby
comprehensively enhancing the soft power and international
influence of our country’s culture.

Different from Western painting’s “write shape by
shape,” traditional Chinese painting emphasizes imagery.
The author often creatively interprets the object artistically
in the paintings. It can be said that Chinese painting has been
an art form centered on emotion since ancient times. Excel-
lent Chinese painting works are the spiritual product of the
artist’s depiction with true feelings. The painter does not sim-
ply describe the objective things but more importantly
expresses his inner feelings, so as to achieve a state of
combining things with himself and sublimating the spirit.
Because of the artistic characteristics of traditional Chinese
paintings, which emphasize “freehand brushwork” and
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“focusing on emotional expression,” we inevitably need to
consider the emotional factors in the painting when we
appreciate, research, and protect Chinese paintings. Under-
standing high-level emotional semantics can help us better
appreciate and study Chinese paintings. Meanwhile, it can
also enrich the algorithms on organization, management,
and retrieval of Chinese paintings and popularize the dissem-
ination of Chinese paintings.

In view of this, in order to fully understand the emotions
contained in Chinese paintings, scholars have done a lot of
research work and achieved fruitful research results. Litera-
tures [1, 2] extract local and global features based on histo-
grams to characterize different aspects of the artistic style of
Chinese paintings and use these features to drive neural net-
works to classify ink paintings. Literature [3] proposed an art
descriptor based on the characteristics of composition and
painting objects, dealing with the correlation and synergy
among all the elements in the integrated features, and then
combined the Monte Carlo convex hull feature selection
model to classify the authors of Chinese paintings. Literature
[4] used the STASM algorithm to extract the feature points of
the face and the face in Chinese paintings and then converted
the style of the user’s facial photo and integrated it into the
Chinese painting template to form the user’s ink portrait. Lit-
erature [5] used a deep learning model to classify the authors
of traditional Chinese ink paintings. They took the stroke
image of each input painting as the recognition basis and
then input all the strokes into the CNN-based feature extrac-
tor to form the combined high-dimensional features of each
Chinese painting. Literature [6] used a hyperspectral camera
with a specific frequency of visible light to scan Chinese
paintings and combined the principal component analysis
algorithm and the spectral and spatial features extracted by
CNN to identify the authenticity of Chinese paintings.
Literature [7] introduced the bottleneck layer idea of the
Inception module in GoogLeNet on the basis of the deep con-
volutional encoder-decoder, in order to achieve the purpose
of reducing model parameters and speeding up the calcula-
tion. Literature [8] proposed an algorithm to simulate the
creative process of color ink painting. This algorithm uses
CNN and Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) to con-
vert line and color styles and stylizes flower photos into color
ink paintings. Literature [9] used Sobel edge detection to
obtain the information of Chinese brush painting and then
transformed the information by discrete cosine transform
as the input of CNN and finally combined support vector
machine to classify the two styles of Chinese painting metic-
ulous and freehand. This algorithm establishes a hybrid
model composed of CNN and support vector machine and
only uses the stroke features in the painting. Literature [10]
proposed an algorithm of joint mutual information and
data-embedded classification. They first used the VGG
model to extract the features of Chinese paintings and then
used mutual information theory to make the distribution
information of the image affected by the importance of the
features, thereby improving the classification accuracy. Liter-
ature [11] proposed a style transfer algorithm for Chinese
paintings. It mainly inputs the four restriction conditions of
ink painting strokes, white space, ink smearing, and yellow-

ish tone into CNN, designs corresponding conversion strate-
gies for different styles of freehand brushwork and meticulous
brushwork, and obtains better ink painting visual effects.

The above research shows that the deep network struc-
ture can obtain more abstract high-level semantic features;
it can handle more complex classification tasks. Therefore,
deep convolutional network has obvious advantages in tasks
such as feature extraction and classification. In order to
improve the classification efficiency of the CNN in the appli-
cation of Chinese painting sentiment classification, we use an
optimized lightweight CNN to recognize the sentiment of
Chinese paintings. The related research work is as follows:

(1) Firstly, the theory of image sentiment analysis and
related algorithms are studied to provide a theoretical
basis for follow-up research

(2) Secondly, combining the artistic characteristics of
Chinese paintings, try to use a lightweight CNN to
study the sentiment classification of Chinese paint-
ings. At the same time, the researchers also made
two optimizations based on SqueezeNet. On the one
hand, expand the model width to obtain more effec-
tive Chinese painting sentiment features for classifi-
cation tasks, thereby improving the classification
accuracy of the model. On the other hand, introduce
the idea of residual network to prevent gradient dis-
appearance and gradient explosion in the training
process, thereby enhancing the model’s generaliza-
tion ability

(3) Finally, the optimized lightweight CNN is applied to
the sentiment recognition of Chinese paintings. The
experimental results show that compared with other
deep learning algorithms, the classification accuracy
and efficiency of the algorithm used in this paper
are relatively high in the task of Chinese painting
sentiment classification, verifying the feasibility and
effectiveness of the algorithm

2. Related Work

2.1. Image Sentiment Analysis. At present, most sentiment
analysis tasks are based on text content, and many scholars
have conducted comprehensive and in-depth research in
the field of text sentiment analysis. However, as a special
image classification technology, image sentiment analysis is
still under constant exploration in both technical and appli-
cation aspects. Different from text sentiment analysis, the
emotion in the picture is often hidden, which is a kind of
high-level semantic emotional understanding. Studying the
sentiment of massive images can not only understand the
emotional needs of users but also help optimize user experi-
ence in image retrieval and recommendation systems. What
is more, it is also helpful for studying hot social issues, learn-
ing about the attitudes of the public, and providing data sup-
port for online public opinion analysis and monitoring.

Image sentiment analysis is a multidisciplinary task.
Since the understanding and classification of emotions in
pictures are affected by subjective, objective, and cultural
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factors in aesthetics, image sentiment analysis involves many
disciplines such as artificial intelligence, computer vision, psy-
chology, and aesthetics. Image sentiment analysis mainly refers
to the fact that the computer recognizes the content expressed
in digital images to cause people’s emotional responses, and
then, according to different emotional responses, the images
can be classified to different classes. Generally, there is a big dif-
ference between the feature information extracted by the com-
puter from the low-level visual data and the human emotion
interpretation [12, 13]. We call the difference the emotional
gap [14, 15]. We hope that the computer can understand the
image in depth and accurately recognize the emotional seman-
tics contained in the image. At the same time, on the basis of
understanding the emotional semantics of the image, the senti-
ment classification of the image is carried out according to the
different understanding of the emotional semantics of the dig-
ital image. In other words, image sentiment analysis is a high-
level semantic understanding of the information conveyed by
the image. It can bridge the huge emotional gap between low-
level visual features and high-level emotions. Today, when the
amount of information is increasing rapidly, image sentiment
classification is helpful for image labeling and retrieval, which
has great social and commercial value and has attracted wide-
spread attention [16].

2.2. The Related Methods Based on Image Sentiment Analysis.
Image sentiment analysis methods mainly include methods
based on traditional machine learning [17, 18] and methods
based on deep learning [19, 20]. Traditional image sentiment
analysis methods first need to extract different dimensional
visual features from digital images and use machine learning
algorithms and models to train the emotions implicit in the
digital images through the mapping of the sentiment space
model. For example, literature [21] constructed a color
matching emotional word data set based on the relationship
between color and emotion and then found the correspond-
ing emotional word in the data set to predict the sentiment
of the painting by creating a color spectrum for Western
paintings. Literature [22] extracted facial expression action
unit features and found the relationship between them to
realize video sentiment recognition. Literature [23] used
directed acyclic graph support vector machine for facial sen-
timent classification of connected features. The algorithm
extracts facial expressions based on geometric and texture
features and proves that simple feature stitching can
significantly improve the efficiency of facial sentiment
classification. However, traditional image sentiment analysis
methods do not take into account the gap between the low-
level visual features and the high-level emotional semantics.
The extraction of visual features is an important prerequisite
for effective sentiment analysis. There is no clear limit on the
degree of influence of visual features of different dimensions
on the emotion of an image.

With the continuous expansion of the application field of
deep learning, researchers have tried to use deep learning
algorithms to automatically extract image features and realize
sentiment classification, which have achieved better senti-
ment prediction results. Literature [24] proposed the pro-
gressive CNN deep model on the basis of CNN and

constructed a large artificially labeled Twitter visual senti-
ment data set. Literature [25] integrated the crossresidual
neural network into multitask deep learning to solve the
classification problem of image objects and their sentiment.
Literature [26] analyzed the performance of the CNN layer
by layer and fine-tuned the CNN to be applied to image
sentiment prediction tasks. It proves the effectiveness of deep
network learning to recognize sentiment-related features of
natural images. Literature [27] used binary classification to
assist in multiclassification tasks of natural image sentiment.
However, the data set requires two sets of sentiment labels,
binary classification and multiple classification, which
increases the workload. Literature [28] combined the visual
attention mechanism guided by the saliency map with the
CNN architecture to achieve better sentiment classification
performance based on natural images. In order to maximize
the extraction of features that can represent image emotions,
literature [29] proposed a cropping method that uses a fully
convolutional network to select emotional regions from an
image and uses the interdependence of tags to construct a
structured learning model. Aiming at the local image senti-
ment classification, literature [30] used the feature pyramid
network to extract multilayer depth features to remove
redundant nonemotional areas. Literature [31] proposed an
11-layer CNN model with visual attention to solve the prob-
lem of facial expression recognition. The network model
extracts CNN features from face images, calculates the region
of interest, and finally, uses the features in the resulting
region to determine facial expressions. Literature [32] com-
bined the color histogram and the bottom layer features of
local binary pattern texture features with deep sentiment fea-
tures to identify image sentiment. However, the multilevel
feature extraction and fusion steps are scattered and unsys-
tematic. Literature [33] combined the features extracted
according to the art theory with CNN features and used sup-
port vector machines to recognize image sentiment. However,
this algorithm requires manual annotations such as eye move-
ment trajectories, which reduces the practical applicability.

To sum up, the limitation of image sentiment analysis is
that the elements that affect sentiment judgment include
not only the information of the objects in the image, but
the scene of the image can also trigger different emotions.
Moreover, different objects in the same image may represent
different sentiment classifications, such as the semantic seg-
mentation problem in image sentiment analysis, which needs
to be further studied by researchers.

3. Sentiment Analysis Model of Chinese
Painting Based on Lightweight Convolutional
Neural Network

3.1. Lightweight Convolutional Neural Network. The light-
weight network SqueezeNet was proposed by Stanford and
Berkeley researchers in 2017 [34]. The lightweight CNN
model redesigns the network structure on the basis of the
existing CNN structure to achieve the goal of reducing the
amount of parameters and reducing the computational com-
plexity. The core building module of SqueezeNet is Fire
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module, which mainly consists of two parts: squeeze layer
and expand layer. The specific operations of the two layers
are shown in Figure 1. The squeeze layer uses a 1 × 1 convo-
lution kernel to convolve the input features. The main pur-
pose of this is to reduce the number of channels of input
features, that is, dimensionality reduction. The expand layer
uses 1 × 1 convolution operation and 3 × 3 convolution oper-
ation, respectively, and then concatenates the convolution
results. The combination of these two layers can effectively
reduce the amount of parameters.

As shown in Figure 1, the input feature size of the
Fire module is H ×W ×M, and the output feature size
is H ×M × ðe1 + e3Þ. It can be seen that the spatial size of
the feature data before and after is unchanged; only the num-
ber of channels, that is, the number of dimensions, is chan-
ged. First, suppose that a feature map with a size of
H ×W ×M passes through the squeeze layer; then, S1 feature
maps are obtained. That is, the space size of the feature data
remains unchanged, the number of channels changes fromM
to S1, where S1 is smaller than M, so as to achieve the com-
pression effect. Here is a brief introduction to feature map.
In each convolutional layer in the CNN, the data exists in
three-dimensional form. We can think of it as a stack of
many two-dimensional images, each of which is called a fea-
ture map. Then, input the feature data of size H ×W × S1
into the expand layer, and go through a 1 × 1 convolution
operation and a 3 × 3 convolution operation, respectively.
Then, the results of the two convolutions are spliced as the
output of the Fire module; that is, an output feature of size
H ×M × ðe1 + e3Þ is obtained. The Fire module has three
adjustable parameters: S1, e1, and e3. They, respectively, rep-
resent the number of convolution kernels and also represent
the dimension of the corresponding output feature map. In
SqueezeNet, e1 = e3 = 4S1.

The core idea of SqueezeNet is to connect multiple Fire
modules in a cascaded form. It can give full play to the char-
acteristics of the Fire module and reduce the amount of
parameters in the network. The structure of SqueezeNet is
shown in Figure 2. SqueezeNet starts with an independent
convolutional layer (conv1) and then cascades 8 Fire mod-
ules, namely, fire2-fire9. Meanwhile, end the cascade with a
convolutional layer (conv10). Finally, the global average
pooling layer is used instead of the fully connected layer for
output. From the beginning to the end of the network, grad-
ually increase the number of convolution kernels in each Fire
module. And after the conv1, fire4, and fire8 layers, the max-
imum pooling with a step size of 2 is used, respectively, and
the global average pooling is performed after conv10. That
is, the pooling layer is placed in the back position. The pur-
pose of this is to provide a larger activation map for the con-
volutional layer. Because the activation map retains a lot of
information, the larger the activation map of the convolu-
tional layer, the higher the classification accuracy of the net-
work. It should be noted that the Relu activation function is
used in both the squeeze layer and the expand layer of Squee-
zeNet. After the Fire9 module, the Dropout technology was
used, and the output specifications of the Dropout depend
on the dimensions of the corresponding convolutional layer.

In addition, in order to compress the network SqueezeNet,
we also discarded the fully connected layer. Finally, the
Softmax classifier is used to output the classification results,
and the output specification depends on the classification
classes. In the paper, we divide Chinese paintings into four
emotions: sad and arrogant, arrogant, lively and cheerful,
and quiet and peaceful. That is, the number of classes is 4.

3.2. ResNet. The proposal of residual network (ResNet)
effectively solves the problem of gradient explosion or
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Fire4 Fire3 Fire2
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Figure 2: The structure of SqueezeNet.
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Figure 1: Specific operations of squeeze layer and expand layer.
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disappearance in deep network training. Although the deep-
ening of the network structure can improve the accuracy of
the network’s classification of images, it is not feasible to
blindly increase the depth of the network to improve the clas-
sification accuracy of the network. On the one hand, as the
number of network layers deepens to a certain extent, its per-
formance will not increase linearly with its depth. On the
other hand, the deep network will have the problem of gradi-
ent disappearance or explosion during the training process.
Therefore, deep networks are difficult to train, and ResNet
was born to solve this problem. The core idea in ResNet is
the residual idea, and the residual structure is shown in
Figure 3.

The core idea of the residual structure is to introduce an
“identical shortcut connection.” For a convolutional layer,
the new data HðXÞ is obtained after the convolution
operation of input data X. Now, add an identity mapping
so that the function HðXÞ is transformed into FðXÞ + X,
where FðXÞ is the residual. As the number of network layers
increases, if a certain deep network model reaches the opti-
mal level and continues to deepen the number of layers in
the network model, even if the residual FðXÞ approaches 0,
the additional layers will only be equivalent. For the identity
mapping operation, at least it will not affect the expressive
ability of the model. Moreover, the residual error often does
not become 0 during the actual training process, so the con-
volutional layer can further extract new and more abstract
feature information, thereby further improving the represen-
tation ability of the model. The proposal of this idea makes it
possible to increase the accuracy of the model by increasing
the depth of the model.

3.3. SqueezeNet Optimization Design Based on Sentiment
Classification of Traditional Chinese Paintings. In this
section, we mainly optimize the lightweight network
SqueezeNet in two parts. First, expand the width of the
model. That is, the Fire module is added on the basis of the
original network structure to improve the accuracy of model
classification. Second, introduce the idea of residual network
to prevent gradient disappearance and gradient explosion in
the training process, thereby enhancing the generalization
ability of the model for image classification and improving
the efficiency of the model. The structure of the optimized

SqueezeNet based on sentiment classification of traditional
Chinese paintings is shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, the optimized SqueezeNet did not
increase the depth of the network but appropriately increased
the width of the network. In addition, the idea of residual
network is introduced into the Fire module, and the layer-
jumping structure is added to prevent the gradient from
disappearing during the training process, which is intended
to improve the efficiency of the network. The improved Fire
module structure is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: The structure of the optimized SqueezeNet based on
sentiment classification of traditional Chinese paintings.
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4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Data Set. In this paper, we obtained Chinese paintings
with multiple themes and periods from the Internet to form
a Chinese painting sentiment data set. The data set collected
a total of 800 samples of Chinese paintings, including portrait
paintings, landscape paintings, flower and bird paintings,
and animal paintings. The fine brushwork and freehand
painting techniques are all involved. The sample data is
extensive, and the quality of images is clear. Based on the
analysis of the inscriptions and poems of the paintings, the
painter’s life experience, and the appreciation and comments
of the works, the sample data is divided into four types of
common emotions in traditional Chinese paintings: sadness
and arrogance, pride and wanton, lively and cheerful, and
quiet and peaceful. And the amount of data in each class is
equal to ensure the balance of the data set. Figure 6 shows
the representative works of different emotions.

4.2. Experimental Results and Analysis. In the experiments,
we use classification accuracy, network parameters, and net-
work calculations as evaluation indicators to verify the per-
formance of the optimized SqueezeNet in the sentiment
analysis of traditional Chinese paintings. Meanwhile, the sen-
timent class marked with the guidance of the expert is
regarded as the correct label. The amount of network calcula-
tions refers to the number of floating-point operations
required to infer an image. The network calculation amount
is obtained by the corresponding relationship among the
number of input channels, the number of output channels,

the height and width of the convolution kernel, and the
height and width of the output channels.

First of all, the optimized SqueezeNet and AlexNet,
ResNet, and SqueezeNet are, respectively, used to perform
classification accuracy experiments on the test set. The classi-
fication accuracy of different network models is shown in
Table 1.

Analyzing the experimental results in Table 1, it is found
that the classification accuracy of the other three models is
lower than that of the optimized SqueezeNet on the task of
Chinese painting sentiment recognition, since the network
model used in the paper is optimized on the basis of Squeeze-
Net. By expanding the width of the network model and
slightly increasing the model parameters, we can obtain more
effective Chinese painting sentiment features for classifica-
tion tasks, thereby improving the classification accuracy of
the model. Therefore, the optimized SqueezeNet has a better
classification effect and is more suitable for sentiment analy-
sis of Chinese paintings.

Finally, the network parameters and calculations of
AlexNet [35], ResNet [36], SqueezeNet [34], and the

(a) Sadness and arrogance (b) Pride and wanton

(c) Lively and cheerful (d) Quiet and peaceful

Figure 6: The representative works of different emotions.

Table 1: Classification accuracy of different network models.

Network models Classification accuracy

AlexNet 0.76

ResNet 0.82

SqueezeNet 0.74

Optimized SqueezeNet 0.86
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optimized SqueezeNet are compared, whose results are
shown in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, AlexNet has the largest amount of
parameters among the four networks, and the amount of cal-
culations is at the middle level of the four networks. This is
because AlexNet contains three fully connected layers, and
the parameters in the three fully connected layers account
for a relatively large amount, which results in a large amount
of overall parameters of AlexNet. The amount of calculations
is not very large because the number of layers in AlexNet is
small and the parameters of the convolutional layer are small.
The amount of parameters of ResNet is at the middle level of
the four networks, but the amount of calculations is the larg-
est. This is because the global average pooling layer is applied
in ResNet, which effectively reduces the amount of structural
parameters. The largest amount of calculation is due to the
large number of layers in the ResNet. The amount of param-
eters in SqueezeNet is very small, and the amount of calcula-
tions is among the four networks. This is because the Fire
module in SqueezeNet uses less 3 × 3 convolution, so its
parameter is very small. The large amount of calculation is
because there are more 1 × 1 convolutions in the Fire
module. The optimized SqueezeNet introduces the idea of
residual network and increases the network width, so the
amount of parameters is slightly higher than that of Squeeze-
Net, but the amount of calculation is the smallest.

In summary, compared with several other network
models, the optimized SqueezeNet model used in the paper
has obvious advantages in both classification accuracy and
recognition efficiency based on the Chinese painting senti-
ment classification. Therefore, it has certain research signifi-
cance and practical value.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

As one of our country’s traditional culture, Chinese painting
embodies the long history and culture of our country and
carries the thoughts, feelings, and humanistic spirit of the
Chinese nation. Emotion can sublimate the artistic value of
Chinese painting to a certain extent. Therefore, analyzing
the emotions contained in Chinese paintings and assisting
in the appreciation of art works are of great significance to
the digital management of Chinese paintings and the promo-
tion of the spirit of Chinese paintings. In this paper, combin-
ing the artistic characteristics of Chinese paintings and using
a lightweight CNN, the sentiment characteristics of Chinese
paintings are decomposed and analyzed in a quantified form,
and a good sentiment classification result based on Chinese
paintings is obtained. On the one hand, it can help the audi-

ence clearly understand the emotions and expressions of
Chinese paintings, so as to better appreciate the art of
Chinese paintings. On the other hand, it can directly display
the regular pattern of Chinese paintings’ sentiment, which is
helpful for the digital management of Chinese paintings and
the protection and dissemination of traditional Chinese
culture and fully demonstrates the cultural heritage and spir-
itual outlook of the nation. However, in the future work,
there are still the following issues that need to be further
studied and improved.

Firstly, because the characteristics of Chinese paintings in
different techniques or themes are very different, it is difficult
to recognize their emotions with the same algorithm. In the
future, we will study the sentiment recognition algorithms
for multiple classes of Chinese paintings and perform more
accurate calculations on the sentiment of Chinese paintings,
so as to create greater value in the digital management and
protection of Chinese paintings.

Secondly, we will further expand the database samples
and establish a mathematical model based on the sentiment
of Chinese paintings, so as to contribute to the future devel-
opment of Chinese painting research.

Finally, in future work, virtual reality or augmented real-
ity technology will be combined to improve the experience of
visualizing the sentiment of traditional Chinese paintings, so
as to promote the digital construction of museum cultural
relics and strengthen the social and educational functions
of digital museums.
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Object detection in images and videos has become an important task in computer vision. It has been a challenging task due to
misclassification and localization errors. The proposed approach explored the feasibility of automated detection and tracking of
elephant intrusion along forest border areas. Due to an alarming increase in crop damages resulted from movements of elephant
herds, combined with high risk of elephant extinction due to human activities, this paper looked into an efficient solution
through elephant’s tracking. The convolutional neural network with transfer learning is used as the model for object
classification and feature extraction. A new tracking system using automated tubelet generation and anchor generation methods
in combination with faster RCNN was developed and tested on 5,482 video sequences. Real-time video taken for analysis
consisted of heavily occluded objects such as trees and animals. Tubelet generated from each video sequence with intersection
over union (IoU) thresholds have been effective in tracking the elephant object movement in the forest areas. The proposed
work has been compared with other state-of-the-art techniques, namely, faster RCNN, YOLO v3, and HyperNet. Experimental
results on the real-time dataset show that the proposed work achieves an improved performance of 73.9% in detecting and
tracking of objects, which outperformed the existing approaches.

1. Introduction

Elephants are pachyderms that live in the forest and move as
groups in the search of food and water. Due to deforestation
and climatic factors, elephant’s movement in and around the
forest areas has been increasing. These movements of ele-
phants have led to problems such as elephants moving into
human residing areas, elephants crossing roads nearby forest
border areas, and crop raiding. As a result, the danger risk of
human encountering the herds of elephants has become sig-
nificantly dangerous, which may cause fatalities and destruc-
tions of human habitat. Therefore, there is an urgent need for

a technological approach in detecting and tracking the move-
ment of the elephant herds. This paper looked at solving this
challenge and proposed a methodology for elephant move-
ment tracking and tried to find an optimal solution in detect-
ing and tracking movements of the elephant. There have
been several measures proposed such as electric fencing, ele-
phant proof trench, acoustic detection, and image detection
methods. However, these methods have certain disadvan-
tages in tracking the elephant movement [1]. Through the
video object detection methodology, the movement of ele-
phant herds can be observed effectively. These herds, moving
in between different groups, also become a factor in choosing
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the object detection method [2]. On this approach, the anal-
ysis of the movements may also produce significant findings
in terms of knowing their behavior and pattern of movement.

Video object detection is a technique involving object
detection using video data compared to conventional object
detection using static images [3]. Application areas of video
object detection methods that have greater impact are auton-
omous driving and video surveillance. Video object detection
approaches in the earlier stages have relied on manually ana-
lyzed features [4]. With the advancement in deep learning
and convolutional neural networks, deep learning methods
have been more effective than conventional approaches for
various tasks in computer vision, speech processing, and
multimodality signal processing. Specialized algorithms have
been developed that can detect, locate, and recognize objects
in images and videos, some of which include RCNN, Retina-
Net, and YOLO.

In the proposed work, object localization and tracking are
achieved using faster RCNN along with the tubelet generation.
But using faster RCNN alone has the drawback of extracting
similar features from the images when RPN is trained with
minibatch size, and also, the network may need lot of time
in the object detection process. However, object detection
performance in faster RCNN requires further improved per-
formance due to the problems in object detection such as
occlusion and deformation. The proposed work overcomes
the drawback of faster RCNN, through the framework faster
RCNN with the tubelet generation method.

The elephant object in the images has been taken for anal-
ysis, which comprises of different patterns of object presence.
Different patterns of objects in the images have been analyzed
using the faster RCNN approach with anchor generation.
Existing tubelet generation methods consider bounding box
detection as object proposals and generate their own tubelet
to track the objects. In the object tracking process, there has
been a drifting problem leading to imprecise object location.
To achieve precise localization, a tubelet generation method
based on object detection has been proposed. Bounding boxes
based on tubelet detection results in image object detection.
During the frame detection in video, objects may be missed
because of blur, artifacts, group object movement, etc. Hence,
object detection and tracking had beenmade using tubelets for
achieving the precise localization of the objects.

The primary contribution of the work includes the
framework for (i) combining object detection in video frames
and object tracking, (ii) object region proposals generated
using faster RCNN for object classification while the tubelet
generation method applied for object tracking, (iii) anchor
generation method used with the faster RCNN process to
predict the objects and its locations, (iv) real-time datasets
collected from various forest areas had been used in the
analysis, and (v) the elephant in the video frames considered
for object movement and tracking.

2. Related Works

Significant research work has been made in the past for the
object detection discussed in this section. Object detection
and localization that had been made in recent years used

the still image. Video object detection methods have been
effective in tracking the object localized. Hence, previous
related works are analyzed for the object location and tracking.

Object detection in video has made great progress with
neural networks and object detection algorithms. Still image
object detections have been used effectively in refining object
location in images, but it does not guarantee complete object
instances in the image will be detected [5, 6]. The video object
detection method has been applied in vast areas such as
surveillance, transportation, and animal movement in forest
areas [7, 8]. Selective search is an existing method for object
detection, which generates box proposals for possible object
locations by merging adjacent pixels in images [9, 10]. Object
detection methods using only still images to detect objects
lack accuracy because they cannot handle temporal and con-
textual information.

With the use of temporal in videos, object localization
methods were proposed, which improves the object detection
process. The object localization process is merely based on
video frames similar to image object detection [11, 12]. Tem-
poral consistency in the videos will have an impact in ensur-
ing detection results for the video frames analyzed. Video
analysis can vary significantly, such as human actions to
object movement events [13]. In the existing approaches for
video event, detection requires detecting and tracking objects
initially, such as people, animals, and vehicles, then recogniz-
ing the actions of the objects.

Recognizing an object in the video is a developing area of
research because of many fine-grained spatiotemporal varia-
tions [14, 15]. The objective of object classification is to find
the object which appears in the video. In the proposed work,
the problem of object localization and tracking is considered.
The localized action detects changes in the spatiotemporal
variations in a video.

2.1. Object Detection. Object detection is the process of
detecting the bounding box which has the maximum score
of detection for the given input image. Object detection in
the video has been challenging due to varied image quality
leading to unstable object classification in comparison to
the object detection in static images. Using the tubelet gener-
ation method, the challenges in the video object detection
method can be overcome by linking similar objects in the
video to form tubelets [16]. The branch-bound method had
been used for effective detection of bounding boxes [17].
Object detection methods such as still image detection,
spatiotemporal, and contextual information in video were
not explored completely [18, 19]. Hence, object detection
methods combining still image and video will be effective.

Object detection performance has improved significantly
with the deep neural networks. Neural network structures
such as GoogLeNet, VGG, and ResNet were used to develop
the learning capabilities on computer vision datasets for object
detection, segmentation, and tracking [20, 21]. Neural net-
work data such as images had been compressed during the
transmission over the network and restored whenever
required. It will help improve the detection accuracy [22].
Convolutional neural networks have shown improved perfor-
mance in image analysis, especially in the areas of object
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recognition and tracking [23, 24]. Bounding box proposals
were generated from the image based on each location contain-
ing an object of interest [25]. Features extracted from each box
proposal to classify it as one of the object classes. Feature extrac-
tion along with classification techniques will achieve low error
rate in object detection [26]. Multiple networks had to be
trained based on the different features extracted and bitrate
compressions of the images taken for analysis [27]. Frameworks
such as fast RCNN and faster RCNN formulate the object
detection problem by training it on neural networks [28].

2.2. Object Tracking Methodologies. Object tracking is an
important aspect in the process of locating the moving object
in the video sequence. It is achieved by locating the target
objects in consecutive frames and image pixels [29, 30]. To
track the objects, object detection has to be made which has
been attained using bounding box proposals in the proposed
work. Machine learning approaches by extracting the fea-
tures from video frames are used in tracking objects by locat-
ing the objects in the frames [31]. There have been different
tracking algorithms such as Bayes, Euclidean distance, and
intersection over union (IoU), for object tracking. The IoU
algorithm has been efficient which involves finding the IoU
between all combinations of objects of the current and previ-
ous frames. The IoU tracker can operate at thousands of
frames per second, which outperforms other methods [32].
Accuracy and speed factor of the proposed work depend on
the object tracker performance; hence, by using the object
tracker like IoU, efficient results can be achieved.

Object detection in the video has been given increased
attention due to the introduction of large datasets. Object
detection in the video depends on the temporal information
in the video. An efficient way to overcome this problem in
the video is to analyze the temporal context of objects by
linking the objects in the video to form tubelets. A tubelet
used in object detection was defined as a series of bounding
boxes associated with an object in image. In the proposed
work, object proposals were formed by the region proposal
network (RPN). The object proposals adopted in the video
sequences will select the proposals between their neighboring
frames with the scenario of the IoU overlap.

2.3. Challenges in Existing Approaches. Existing approaches
have great success on detecting objects in static images, while
detecting objects in videos remains a great challenge yet to be
solved with great distinction. The challenges include factors
such as drastic appearance, location change of the same
object with the change in time, object occlusion, and motion
blur [33]. In short, object detection approaches need to
classify the object and also should be able to localize the
objects in the video sequence. A previous method such as
template-based action matching was used in object localiza-
tion and classification [34]. Table 1 comprises of the nota-
tions used in the proposed approach.

3. Method for Object Detection and Tracking

To achieve object localization and classification, tubelet-
based object detection with the faster RCNN was proposed.

The objective is to predict the high recall regions by detecting
the objects in the image among the proposed regions. The
detected region will be a background and objects from the
given video set. Then, the model refines the localization and
tracking of the object.

There is a need to detect and track objects such as ele-
phants, due to its pattern of movement in different scenarios.
Hence, the faster RCNN approach along with anchor gener-
ation has been proposed to detect the elephant’s presence in
different scenarios. Then, the elephant’s movement had been
tracked through the tubelet generation method.

The overall process of the proposed approach has been
represented in Figure 1. Elephant detection and movement
tracking has been made with the feature extraction and tube-
let generation methods. Elephants must be initially detected
to track the movement of the elephant in the video frames.
Internal functions based on the feature extraction and tubelet
generation methods were described in Figure 2.

The proposed approach for object detection and tracking
is described in Figure 2. It includes an object classification
process for classifying the objects detected in the video
frames and a tubelet generation method for tracking the
objects. For the given input video sequences, object proposals
were generated. Based on the object proposal in the video
frames, bounding boxes were determined in the object detec-
tion process. In the tracking process, objects have been
classified and tubelets are generated.

3.1. Object Localization and Classification Using Faster RCNN.
Object localization is to predict the object in the given video
set. Similarities between the object locations were determined
by the selective search approach, based on similarity criteria

Table 1: Notation with its description used in the proposed
approach.

Symbol Description

St Tracking confidence of object

Sd Detection score based on bounding box

B Bounding box

O Intersection over Union

β Bounding boxes detected

Tbi, Tbj, and Tbk Tubelet generated from video sequences

ai1, a
i
2,ai3⋯aiw Visual features

Δxti , Δy
t
i ,Δw

t
i ,Δh

t
i Relative movement of objects

Ww and bw Learning parameters

bit Bounding box locations

mi
1, m

i
2,m

i
3 Object movement

~M
� �

, Mf g Normalized movements of object

I1, I2,, I3 Video sequence

Ot, Object track

Dn Object detections

T Represents number of frames
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for color, texture, and size. A selective search approach has
limitations such as objects having different spatial locations
within the image and varied aspect ratios. Hence, a large num-

ber of regions has to be selected which could result in a time-
consuming process. To overcome these problems, the faster
RCNN algorithm has been used to localize the objects and
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Figure 1: A proposed approach in a diagrammatic representation. After capturing the images of the elephant, feature extraction and tubelet
generation methods were applied to track the elephant movement.
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Figure 2: Block diagram for object detection and tracking. Object classification has been achieved through the layers such as the convolution
layer, FC layer, and softmax layer. The tubelet generation method localizes the objects and tracks their movements.
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improve the classification and detection process. The faster
RCNN algorithm has significant improvement in the object
detection process due to the region proposal network (RPN)
which generates the object proposals [35]. RPN generates pro-
posals for the objects in the images where the object exists.

Faster RCNNwas used in the object detection task, which
has two major functions such as generating region proposals
and using these proposals in the network to detect the objects
described in Figure 3. An input image is given to the convo-
lutional layer which extracts the image pixels from the input
image. Image pixels demonstrate the effectiveness of the
image representation due to challenges such as corrupted
input data [36]. Input consists of images arranged in the
dimensions such as width and depth. Input holds the raw
pixels of images with 3 color channels, consisting the feature
map of an image [37]. Image prediction variations for the
input images were based on the image pixel representations
[38]. The convolution layer filters the image pixels, and the
convolution operation is performed to attain a feature map.
This is due to the fact that different objects were present in
the images which had to be localized.

Elephant images captured in the forest areas of Theppa-
kadu had been taken for analysis. The image containing an
elephant object is passed to the convolution neural network
in which faster RCNN generates object regions of interest
(RoI). The next step has to pretrain CNN on image classifica-
tion tasks, for defining the model. CNN in object classifica-
tion takes input in the form of an image and provides the
output as a category of the given images. CNN learns the
feature along with the input data and uses two-dimensional
convolution layer which is ideal for processing two-
dimensional pictures. The region proposal network (RPN)
was trained using the bounding box representation. RPN
had to be fine-tuned for the regional proposal task which will
be initialized by pretrain image classifiers. In the form of
pixel coordinates, feature detection returns the region of
interest. RoI will be a sequence of bounding boxes which is
to be likely object positions. RPN is used in generating pro-
posals, for the regions where the object is present. Feature
maps are passed through a RPN for returning the object
region proposals, which are classified further for object pre-
diction and classification. Features are extracted from the
images, are classified into different object classes, and return
the bounding box. From the features extracted, the model
was trained using the proposals generated by RPN. Then,
faster RCNN had been used to initialize the RPN training
in specific layers such as the convolution layer for object
detection and classification.

3.2. Object Classification and Localization. The region pro-
posal network in faster RCNN is given an input image and
generates a set of object proposals for the corresponding
feature map. The feature vector generated from the object
proposals was fed into the output branches for object classi-
fication. In the last layer, object classification and localization
were achieved. In the object detection task, each of the pro-
posals will be of different shapes. Object proposals are
detected to be different shapes based on the region of interest.
Region of interest pooling converts the image proposals into

a fixed shape. Fixed sized feature maps are produced from
nonuniform inputs by max pooling on the inputs.

For a given image, RoI pooling of each RoI depends on
different parameters. It takes two inputs such as a feature
map obtained from a convolutional network with convolu-
tion and max pooling layers and a matrix representing the
regions of interest. The first column in the matrix denotes
the image index, and the remaining column represents the
coordinates of the object region. A fully connected (FC) layer
has a softmax layer and a linear regression in which region
proposals were passed for classifying and bounding box pro-
posals for objects.

For the given input, based on the region of interest, a
section of the input feature map is taken and scaled it to a
fixed size. The scaling is done on the basis of dividing the
region proposal into fixed size sections and finding the largest
value of each section. Object localization in images was made
using the similarity grouping of the nearby pixels. Similarities
between the nearby pixels are acquired and merged with
them. By repeated merging of the image pixels, the object
location in an image was obtained.

The input image consists of an elephant as an object
which was passed into a convolution layer to obtain the fea-
ture map as described in Figure 4. Then, the image filtered
was passed through the RPN to obtain the localization of
the objects which consists of elephant objects localized in
the given input image. Object region proposals are of varied
shapes and it has been normalized by the RoI pooling func-
tion. Hence, the objects will be of the same size located in
an image. Then, the objects localized in had been classified.
Based on the input image, the object has been localized and
classified as elephant. The input image is of 32 × 32 × 3
describing the resolution and size of the image. Considering
the given image in the JPG form with the dimension of 320
× 320, the representative array is of 320 × 320 × 3. Numbers
describe the pixel intensity which is of the value 0 to 255.

For the given input image, the feature map produced by
applying the filter over the object locations of the image
and an array of 28 × 28 × 1 was obtained as a feature map.
784 different object locations were obtained which can fit
on to a 32 × 32 input image. 784 object locations are mapped
to a 28 × 28 feature map. Filters perform a feature identifier
function which includes things like edges and curves.

CNN has three main types of layers such as the convo-
lutional layer, pooling layer, and fully connected layer. The
convolution layer consists of filters which are small spatially
that extends to the given input image. For the given input
image, a 2-dimensional activation map that gives the
responses of the filter for each position obtained, which
means the network will learn the feature for the given input.
There will be a number of filters in the convolution layer
and an activation map will be produced by each of them.
The output of the convolution layer will be combining the
activation maps.

The pooling layer is to reduce the spatial dimension of
the representation. It reduces the computation in the net-
work and also controls overfitting. The pooling layer operates
independently on the given input images and, by using the
MAX operation, resizes the given input images. In the fully
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connected layer, neurons have full connections to all activa-
tions in the previous layer.

The softmax loss layer determines the logistic loss of the
softmax for the given input images. The function of the layer
is to compute the logistic loss operation for different layers.
The softmax layer has two inputs such as the predicted label
and a fully connected layer. The smooth loss function does
the classification performedwith deep neural networks trained
with the cross-entropy loss. Results suggest that cross-entropy
is the learning objective for infinite data.

RPN generate the proposal for the objects. These object
proposals are called bounding boxes. Bounding boxes were
to determine the object locations in the domain by consider-
ing the ground truth box and IoU. RoI pooling in the object
detection network resolves the problem of fixed size image
requirement. The fully convoluted layer produces an output

of N dimensional object locations that has to be detected
from the given input. Each of the objects represents the prob-
ability of an object location. Thus, the objects detected from
the input image including trees and elephants are classified
using the softmax layer.

3.3. Object Generation Module. In faster RCNN, RPN is used
instead of the selective search module, which greatly
improves the time and accuracy of object detection. Algo-
rithms can also directly extract features to predict the object
and its location. Methods such as OverFeat, YOLO, and
SSD directly predict objects and return its location.

The proposed approach uses RPN to generate anchors
used in direct classification and regress anchors. The number
and shape of anchors will affect the object detection perfor-
mance. Anchors are used in object detection for generating

Image Feature extraction

RoI
pooling

Classification
layer

Feature extraction Object classification

Region proposal netwrok

CNN

Figure 3: Faster RCNN for object detection. In the input images, CNN was used to extract the features, forming region of interest (RoI)
pooling to classify the objects.
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B Box

Conv
proposals

Score Smoth
LI loss

Regressor
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Figure 4: Proposed approach for object detection and recognition. Bounding box representation applied in object proposal generation for the
elephant images acquired in the Theppakadu forest area. Objects were recognized using the faster RCNN approach.
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object region proposals. More anchors are generated, leading
to decreased detection accuracy, since most of the area sur-
rounded by the anchor frame is the background. Hence, the
anchor generation strategy can effectively reduce the number
of anchors and will have great importance in optimizing the
object detection performance.

In faster RCNN, the input image is passed through the
convolution layer for anchor generation and feature extrac-
tion. Instead of RPN in the region, proposal generation and
anchor generation have been proposed for determining the
object presence. Object proposals generated from the anchor
generation and features extracted from the feature map will
be combined through RoI pooling to classify the objects. As
described in Figure 5, initially, the anchor position prediction
was made to generate a probability distribution in the feature
map. It also indicates the possible location of the object in the
image. In a similar manner, the object prediction involves
prediction of the presence of objects in the input image. By
combining the results of object and location prediction, the
generated predicted objects in the images will be classified.

A probability distribution map generated by the anchor
position prediction will be similar to the feature map of the
input image. The proposed method is involved in determin-
ing the ground truth box prediction for the feature map in
the training process and the threshold set for the remaining
areas for determining the disregard area. The determination
of the object prediction is to predict the length and width
for the given anchor center point.

Anchor box characteristics are to capture the scale and
aspect ratio of object classes required to be detected and cho-
sen based on object sizes in the datasets. In the object detec-
tion, the anchor boxes were predefined and arranged across
the image. Then, the network predicts the probability of
object presence, background, and IoU. Predictions were used
to determine each anchor box. In the proposed method, fas-
ter RCNN used to generate anchors with suitable size. The
parameters ðx, yÞ are used to describe an anchor, where ðx,
yÞ signifies the coordinates of the anchor. The shape informa-
tion of the anchor had been integrated into feature map
through which object detected can adapt to the anchor box
parameters. As defined in Figure 5, a 3 × 3 deformable convo-
lution to the feature map, the offset of the convolution had
been obtained through a 1 × 1 convolution.

3.4. Object Detection with Tubelet Generation. Object detec-
tion with tubelet generation was made for the localization
of the tubelets. Bounding box representation of the objects
in the previous and current frame was compared to detect
the presence of the same object in the two frames. IoU was
used to predict the object location between different frames
by using the threshold greater than 0.5, where the bounding
box has to be the same. Lower detection scores may result
during the bounding boxes tracking when the objects have
larger overlap.

3.4.1. Detection Scores. Detection scores were calculated
based on the bounding box coordinates and let the coordi-
nates be (x1, y1) and (x2, y2),

St =
1

1 + e−0
, ð1Þ

where St denotes the tracking confidence and with Sd
detection score; object tracking has been achieved. O is the
resultant of the average output for the given image.

Real-time elephant movement images as shown in
Figure 6 are taken for a study from Hosur areas. Bounding
representation of the object with its left, top, and bottom
right coordinate representation had been described in
Figure 6.

St′=

St + Sdð Þ ∗ 1
8

St + Sdð Þ ∗ 2
8

St + Sdð Þ ∗ 3
8

 

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;
, ð2Þ

where Sd ϵ ½0, 0:25�, ½0:25, 0:5�, ½0:5, 0:75� and St is
obtained by using the sigmoid function on tracking for
ensuring the object presence based on the true objects
detected as bounding boxes in expression (2). The values of
the bounding boxes as stated in expression (2) are considered
for analyzing the tracking of bounding boxes. In general,
bounding boxes were considered true objects by the object
tracker without analyzing the detection scores. The lower
the detection score, the less likely to be the objects presence;
hence, the tracking confidence and detection scores were
calculated. There may be different bounding boxes which
may have overlap within the frame. IoU was calculated, and
if their value is higher than 0.5, then it is merged, since the
detected boxes will be of similar objects.

In general, tubelets tend to overlap with each other due to
multiple object detection as described in Figure 7 of an ele-
phant image captured from Hosur forest areas. To overcome
these types of problems, tubelets which are overlapping satis-
fying the above condition of value higher than 0.5 were
merged. In the process of object tracking, object proposal
suppression was performed to minimize the redundant tube-
lets. The objective of tubelet box distressing and max pooling
process is to generate new tubelet boxes by replacing the
existing tubelets on each frame randomly.

Figure 8 comprises of the object movement proposals
for object classification in images with tubelets. Figure 8(a)
is the input image comprised of an object classified, while
Figure 8(b) defines the tracking of objects in an image. In
the objects detected, tubelets had been replaced with those
that have overlaps based on the threshold to perform the
conventional NMS process. This process will bring back
the positive boxes, if the tubelet detected has been with a
lower detection score of positive boxes.

Object tracking and localization have been achieved
using the bounding box sequence generated for the given
video frames. A bounding box overlap for multiple objects
had been determined using IoU overlap. Based on the IoU
threshold, object movement has been tracked as described
in Algorithm 1.
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Tubelets were generated from the bounding box sequence
for the given object instances as described in Figure 9.Tbi, Tbj,
and Tbk were the different tubelets generated for the input
video sequence.

3.5. Object Tracking Based on Tubelet Generation. There had
been drifting problems in the object detection, due to bound-
ing boxes overlapping in the detections. To overcome the
drifting problems and precise object localization, the tubelet
generation method was proposed. Object tracking was made
based on the features of moving objects, by achieving predic-
tion and tracking of moving objects. In the object tracking
based on classification, a number of candidate regions will
be extracted. These candidate regions will be sent to the net-
work for classification and result in considerable time com-
putation overhead. Object detections were represented in
the form of bounding boxes. Tubelets are generated by apply-
ing the tracking algorithm to the static image bounding box
proposals.

The proposed approach computes the object locations
and classification scores for each frame. The classification
score of the tubelet has been computed by combining the
classification scores of the objects.

Tubelet proposals detect the objects in the images and
can accurately track objects. ai1, a

i
2,ai3⋯::aiw are visual fea-

tures based on the box locations bit . In order to track the
movement of the object, a network is trained that effectively
evaluates the spatial actions with respect to spatial features.

mi
1,m

i
2,m

i
3 ⋯mi

w = r ai1, a
i
2, a

i
3 ⋯ ::aiw

� �
: ð3Þ

Expression (3) was used to evaluate the movement of the

Feature extraction

Images Conv1 Conv2 Conv3 RPN

RoI pooling FC

1×1

1×1

1×1 1×1 3×3

Object

Location

Feature generation

Anchor generation

Object
proposal

••••••

Figure 5: Object generation module using anchor generation to predict objects and location. Elephant images acquired in the forest area of
Theppakadu were passed through convolution layers to classify the objects by anchor generation and feature extraction.

(250, 100)

(50, 200)

Figure 6: Bounding box representation for the input image.
Bounding boxes of the object in the image with the coordinates
were represented.

IoU = 0.782

Figure 7: Intersection over union between objects. Bounding boxes
were merged based on IoU values considering it as a similar object.
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objects with the use of visual features. Relative movements are
mi

tðΔxti ,Δyti ,Δwt
i ,Δh

t
iÞ which has been calculated as follows:

Δxit =
xit − xt1
wi

1
, ð4Þ

Δyit =
yit − yt1
hi1

, ð5Þ

Δwi
t = log

wi
t

wi
1

� �
, ð6Þ

Δhit = log
hit
hi1

 !
: ð7Þ

By using (4)–(7), the relative movements of objects in the
images can be inferred. The input taken as the visual features
includes ðai1, ai2, ai3 ⋯ ::aiwÞt and outputs the movement fea-
tures of objects as 4W expressed by the tubelet proposal as

mi
1,m

i
2, m

i
3 ⋯⋯⋯mi

w

� �t =Ww ai1, a
i
2, a

i
3 ⋯ ::aiw

� �t + bw,
ð8Þ

where Ww and bw are the learning parameters of the

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Detection of elephant object movement in the Theppakadu forest area with the bounding box proposal. (a) Object classification
using tubelet generation. (b) Object tracking approach using tubelet for moving objects.

Step 1: input: B = ðBB1, BB2, BB3 ⋯⋯⋯ ⋯ ::BBn), Sd , O, δ; B—bounding boxes, Sd—detection scores of bounding boxes, O
—intersection over union, δ—NMS, BBn—bounding box numbers.
Step 2: output: β—bounding boxes detected
Step 3: β⟶∅
Step 4: while B ≠∅
Step 5: do
Step 6: arg maxUðbbjÞ⟶ bbm
Step 7: Sd ðbbmÞ ⟶ S
Step 8: if IoUðbbm, bbjÞ > δ then
Step 9: S⟶max ðS, Sd ðbbj))
Step 10: end if
Step 11: β⟶ β ∪ ðbbm, SÞ
Step 12: end while
Step13: return β

Algorithm 1: Object tracking and localization using intersection over union (IoU).

Input video sequence Object proposals

Tbi

Tbj

Tbk
Input video sequence Object proposals

Tbi

Tbjb

Tbk

Figure 9: Tubelet generation from object proposals of the elephant movement images captured from Theppakadu forest area. Object
proposals were generated by bounding boxes. Sequence of bounding boxes form the tubelets.
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layer. Tubelet boxes are generated by the regression layer that
has similar movement patterns with the ground truth. The rel-
ative movement targets mi

1 = ðxti , yti , wt
i , h

t
i) can be defined on

the basis of ground truth boxes at time bt . Movement patterns
of the objects with respect to the bounding boxes are repre-
sented through

L ~M
� �

, Mf g� �
=

1
N
〠
N

i=1
〠
w

t=1
〠

kϵ x,y,w,hð Þ
d Δkit
� 	

, ð9Þ

where f ~Mg, fMg are the normalized movements for the
object movement detection outputs. Object tracking based
on tubelet generation primarily depends on the detection
scores of a frame. Tracking of objects in images were based
on the confidence of the object proposals. Anchors are called
starting detections of tracking, based on the object proposals.
There may be a drift in the objects detected during the object
tracking moves away from the anchors. Hence, false tracking
can be reduced by stopping the early object tracking while
the confidence is below the threshold.

Algorithm 2 describes the process of object tracking in
the video sequence. Object tracking represent the tubelet of
the objects detected in each frame with the bounding box
proposals. In the given video sequence, a set of tracking has
been detected and based on the intersection over union mea-
sure, and tracking objects were identified. By detecting the
objects in the frames, object tracking has been achieved.

4. Datasets

In the proposed approach, a new datasets consisting of real-
time video recordings has been used for analysis. A dataset
consisting of video sequences is captured during the field
visits made at different seasons. During the field visits, ele-
phant movements in different seasons and patterns were
observed and recorded manually for future reference. Videos
were captured in the format of 1920 × 1080 pixels at 50
frames per second. The complete dataset comprises of
70GB of video files, which approximately corresponds to
8.5 lakh frames. To avoid computational complexity in video
processing, the video sequence taken for analysis is between 3
and 5 seconds, which includes major factors that may be
available in the larger video sequences. For the evaluation
of the proposed method, a subset of the video collection
was taken for the study. Datasets taken were real time con-
sisting of multiple objects. Images comprising multiple mov-
ing object categories were chosen, such as elephant, vehicles,

Step 1: input: video sequence (I1, I2, I3 ⋯⋯⋯ ⋯ ::In)
Step 2: data: Ot—object tracks, Ot = fO1, O2, …… Ong, Dn = fD1,D2,⋯⋯Dng where
Dn—object detections, T—represents number of frames detected in the tracking and frames not detected in the tracking
Step 3: output: object track, O
Step 4: Function tracking
Step 5: whilemax Aij >∝//Aij—object tracks with intersection over union values
Step 6: do
Step 7: ifBij ∪ Aij >∝//Bij—number of frames in the video sequence without any object detections
Step 8: arg max Aij ⟶ ði, jÞ
Step 9: Dj ⟶Oi

Step 10: Bj ⟶ True
Step 11: Ot ⟶Ot−1 ∪ fBij = True∀Dg//object tracking for the detected objects
Step 12: returnOt for the given set of video sequences

Algorithm 2: Object tracking algorithm for the given video sequence.

Table 2: Dataset overview.

Training Validation Testing

Video sequences 2758 684 2040

Number of frames 6329 4831 —

Positive snippets 1344 863 —

Table 3: Detection results for elephant object in video sequences.

Range Detection results

(64, 128) 75.9%

(128, 256) 88.1%

(256, 512) 93.2%

Table 4: Object detection results for the given dataset.

Methods Detection rate

TCNN 78.8%

Background subtraction 81.6%

Proposed approach 85.7%

Table 5: IoU overlap thresholds for different methods.

Method 0.25 0.50 0.75

Tubelet detection method 0.56 0.49 0.41

Static image video dataset 0.52 0.47 0.39

Proposed approach 0.71 0.63 0.54
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and humans. In each input video, the numbers of frames are
different.

Table 2 comprises of real-time datasets used in the pro-
cess. The dataset is split into a training set and a validation
set, containing 2758 video snippets and 684 video snippets,
respectively. This mainly includes the category information
of all objects which are identifiable and location information.
In addition, the proposed object detection model perfor-
mance was verified on the standard test set that contains
2000 video sequences and calculated the evaluation indica-
tors in the test set.

4.1. Evaluation Metrics. Evaluation metrics were based on the
average of precision on different aspects of object detection.
The mean average precision was computed based on the
score of a tubelet. The tubelet score was based on the average
score of detection in the object detection process. Faster
RCNN detectors were trained on different real-time datasets
and network structures. Objects will be localized exactly
based on the ground truth tubelet from a given class of
images. An anchor has been considered a positive sample if
it satisfies the constraints such as an anchor having the high-
est IoU overlap measure and an anchor having IoU greater

Table 6: Elephant object localization and tracking for the given dataset.

Method Object localized

Tubelet detection method 66.3%

Tracking and detection based tubelet (proposed approach) 73.9%

Static image video dataset 71.8%
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Figure 10: Object detection based on the IoU threshold. Performance comparisons of object detection and tracking methods based on the
IoU were described in the figure.
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Figure 11: Object detection accuracy based on the number of
objects. With the increase in the number of objects presence, the
proposed method achieves a high detection rate.
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than 0.5 of the ground truth boxes. Anchors having IoU
threshold less than 0.5 were considered a negative sample,
and it have been ignored.

5. Results and Discussion

In the proposed approach, RPN anchors contained three
scale (128, 256, and 512) models which were trained. The
detection results of this proposed method reach 85.7%. The
detection rate has been improved by exploring the model
ensemble and computing the detection in different object
ranges. Missing objects had been recalled by comparing it
with the detection results which has been improved by the
model ensemble as found in Table 3.

Based on the detection results and bounding boxes,
tubelets are generated for tracking the objects. Object local-
ization depends on the IoU threshold for the bounding box
matching. IoU thresholds have multiple values for the
bounding box matching such as 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75. The final
tubelet generated will be based on an average of the tubelet
mAP with different tubelet IoU thresholds. The tubelet
detection was based on the actual tubelet localized to the
given input video.

IoU T , Tatð Þ = T ∩ Tat

T ∪ Tat
: ð10Þ

IoU thresholds were determined using expression (10)
for object localization.

From Table 4, the object detection performance has been
compared and the results show that the proposed approach
has achieved higher performance. Detection comparisons
have been made on the real-time dataset chosen for analysis.
By using detection-based tubelet and tracking-based tubelet,
object movement has been tracked in the videos.

5.1. Threshold. IoU is an evaluation metric used for describ-
ing the object detection model in the datasets. IoU evaluates

the bounding boxes predicted by the proposed model. IoU
overlap thresholds for the different methods are presented
in Table 5. These thresholds were determined based on the
experimental results of object detection during overlapping.
Based on the overlapping threshold, the object detection pro-
cess for the given image varies. Threshold values such as 0.25,
0.50, and 0.75 were taken for considering the object detection
variations on the images taken for analysis. With the increas-
ing overlapping thresholds, the elephant object detection rate
decreases. Increasing the overlapping thresholds of objects
had resulted in varying detection results.

IoU overlap was set to the nonmaximum suppression
(NMS) threshold to 0.3. Tubelets generated based on the
bounding boxes in the video frames and their locations are
predicted in the next frame using the optical flow value of
bounding boxes. IoU overlaps were computed for each
bounding box in the next frame. If the IoU overlap is of max-
imum value and above the threshold, then it belongs to the
same object, else the bounding boxes represents a new object.

Table 6 compares the results of tracking and detection
based on tubelet, to the other approaches for tracking and local-
ization of objects in a video dataset. Based on the comparison, it
is clear to define that the proposed approach outperformed the
static image video dataset and tubelet detection method.

IoU thresholds for the object detection on the different
scenarios were presented in Figure 10. Varying object detec-
tion rates were based on the bounding boxes for different
kinds of tubelets. Detection- and tracking-based approaches
were the proposed work, which had been effective in compar-
ison with other approaches.

In Figure 11, the object detection performance based on
the number of objects detected had been shown. When the
number of objects to be detected is minimum, the detection
rate has been higher. The minimum number of objects to
be detected varies, since real-time scenario was given for
the detection process. When the number of objects to be
detected is less than 20, detection accuracy has been achieved
above 80%.

Table 7: Performance comparison of the proposed approach with the existing approaches.

Methods
No. of
frames

Specificity
(%)

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

TP rate
(%)

FP rate
(%)

Error detection rate
(%)

Faster RCNN 572 0.7384 0.8513 0.8411 0.9235 0.9185 0.8331 0.9076

Kai et al. [25] 463 0.7572 0.8358 0.8824 0.9088 0.8938 0.8578 0.9012

Mihir et al. [9] 546 0.7264 0.8488 0.8517 0.9124 0.8754 0.8841 0.0876

Proposed
approach

575 0.7841 0.9133 0.9357 0.9788 0.9341 0.9544 0.0212

Table 8: Object detection performance of the proposed approach.

Methods Vehicles (%) Monkey (%) Deer (%) Elephant (%) Bear (%) Humans (%) Tiger (%) Dog (%)

Faster RCNN 0.7813 0.8518 0.8551 0.8419 0.7915 0.8845 0.8688 0.8314

YOLO v3 0.8051 0.8493 0.8918 0.8588 0.8344 0.9145 0.8755 0.8489

HyperNet 0.7988 0.8369 0.8754 0.8635 0.7889 0.8801 0.8655 0.8581

Proposed approach 0.9311 0.8950 0.8845 0.9798 0.9318 0.9841 0.8845 0.8765
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Tables 7 and 8 describe the performance of the object
detection accuracy. The proposed approach performance has
been described by comparing it with the existing approaches.
Different objects detected using the real-time datasets have
been tabulated below. From the results in Tables 7 and 8, it
is conclusive that the proposed approach has been effective
in object detection.

In Figure 12, an example of tubelet generation for ele-
phant objects at different scenarios has been presented.
Bounding boxes represent the object instance, and the
similar object presence in the consecutive frames has been
denoted by the same color. Hence, through the proposed
approach, object instance detection and tracking have been
achieved.

Figure 12: Elephant movement tracking on the images and videos captured from the Hosur forest area and Theppakadu elephant camp by
the proposed approach using tubelets. Elephants were detected in the first column of the images, and then, its movements were localized and
tracked.
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Figures 13(a) and 13(b) describe the performance and
error rate comparisons of the proposed approach with the
existing approaches. Based on the above comparison, it is
clear that the proposed approach has been effective in object
detection. The performance comparison of the proposed
approach with other methods found data duplication due
to the image pixel overlapping leading to misclassifications.
Comparatively, other methods have been time consuming
and require more memory space.

Faster RCNN has RPN to generate bounding boxes called
region of interests (ROIs) which has high probability of con-
taining objects. Hence, the number of bounding boxes gener-
ated indicates the presence of objects. The IoU threshold
value was used in determining the object presence even
though overlapping of bounding boxes exists which had been
efficient in comparison to image pixel overlapping. In the
proposed method, the object detection process had deter-
mined using a bounding box with a IoU threshold value.
Then, the detected objects had been tracked through the
tubelet generation method.

In the error comparison, localization errors had been
found in the YOLO detections, and faster RCNN had a mean
average precision (mAP) error variations in the object detec-
tions. The error rate in the object detections had been lower
in the proposed approach while comparing to the existing
approaches as described in Figure 13(b). Hence, the proposed
approach will be an effective in the detection and tracking of
elephants.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the video object detection analysis is made
through the machine learning approach. In the proposed
approach, through faster RCNN and tubelet generation
method, different objects in real time have been detected

and classified. The proposed approach has achieved 73.9% of
detection and tracking of elephant objects which differs based
on the image scale. Elephant objects have been tracked and
classified using the IoU overlap of the anchor, where the differ-
ent objects occlude. Using the detection results, elephant
objects in the video had been localized and its movements
had been tracked. The proposed approach has analyzed the
elephant as an object for classification, and future work needs
to be investigated on detection accuracy for multiple object
detection. Furthermore, future study has to be made on object
detection and tracking based on the object size variations.
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In order to improve the congestion of the evacuation plan and further improve the evacuation efficiency, this paper proposes the
priority Pareto partial order relation and the vector pheromone routing method based on the priority Pareto partial order
relation. Numerical experiments show that compared with the hierarchical multiobjective evacuation path optimization
algorithm based on the hierarchical network, the fragmented multiobjective evacuation path optimization algorithm proposed in
this paper effectively improves the evacuation efficiency of the evacuation plan and the convergence of the noninferior plan set.
However, the congestion condition of the noninferior evacuation plan obtained by the fragmented multiobjective evacuation
route optimization algorithm is worse than the congestion condition of the noninferior evacuation plan obtained by the
hierarchical multiobjective evacuation route optimization algorithm. The multiple factors that affect the routing process
considered in the probability transfer function used in the traditional ant colony algorithm routing method must be
independent of each other. However, in actual route selection, multiple factors that affect route selection are not necessarily
independent of each other. In order to fully consider the various factors that affect the routing, this paper adopts the vector
pheromone routing method based on the traditional Pareto partial order relationship instead of the traditional ant colony
algorithm. The model mainly improves the original pheromone distribution and volatilization coefficient of the ant colony,
speeds up the convergence speed and accuracy of the algorithm, and obtains ideal candidate solutions. The method is applied to
the location of sports facilities and has achieved good results. The experimental results show that the improved ant colony
algorithm model designed in this paper is suitable for solving the problem of urban sports facilities location in large-scale space.

1. Introduction

When sudden disasters occur, the high-density people in the
disaster area can be safely evacuated in the shortest possible
time, and scientific and effective personnel evacuation strate-
gies can be implemented to effectively reduce the serious con-
sequences of the disaster [1]. The planning of the evacuation
route is a key and important part of the evacuation. In order
to be able to evacuate people in a specific area in a timely and
effective manner, it is necessary to formulate an evacuation
route plan [2]. If an efficient evacuation route plan can be
implemented smoothly, it will be able to effectively reduce
the evacuation time and shorten the length of the evacuation
route. They reduce the degree of congestion and reduce casu-

alties and property losses [3]. Different evacuation scenes
have different evacuation characteristics, and the exit posi-
tion and internal structure of the evacuation scene have an
important influence on the evacuation process [4]. Evacua-
tion modeling based on the corresponding characteristics of
the evacuation scene is beneficial to the improvement of the
performance of the evacuation route plan. The open-air sta-
dium has an approximate ring structure. The stand area is
distributed around the inner ring, and multiple exits are dis-
tributed around the outer ring. There is a corresponding rela-
tionship between the stands and the VI. This structure
determines that the evacuation of stadium personnel has
the unique feature of evacuation from the inner ring stand
area to the outer ring exit [5].
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The current research on stadium personnel evacuation
planning can be divided into path planning based on evacu-
ation simulation and evacuation path planning from the per-
spective of optimization [6]. Most of the researches
conducted from the perspective of optimization are single-
objective evacuation route optimization or the conversion
of multiobjective evacuation route optimization into single-
objective evacuation route optimization. However, there are
relatively few studies on multiobjective evacuation route
optimization based on multiobjective optimization theory.
Multiobjective evacuation path optimization often uses gen-
eral multiobjective optimization algorithms, and there are
fewer dedicated multiobjective optimization algorithms
based on the evacuation characteristics of stadium personnel
[7]. The general multiobjective optimization algorithm uses
the pseudorandom ratio process to search the evacuation
route, lacking the guidance of domain knowledge, and it is
easy to fall into a blind search. A dedicated multiobjective
optimization algorithm based on the evacuation characteris-
tics of stadium personnel, with the help of domain knowl-
edge, enhances the purpose of the search, reduces the scope
of the search space, and easily obtains an evacuation route
plan with higher evacuation efficiency and better evacuation
performance [8].

In order to improve the evacuation efficiency of the evac-
uation plan and improve the evacuation performance, this
paper presents the corresponding topological structure char-
acteristics of the fragmentation for the stadium stand area
and exit, abstracts the entire stadium into a fragmented net-
work, establishes a fragmented network personnel evacua-
tion model based on the characteristics of the stadium, and
proposes a fragmented multiobjective evacuation path opti-
mization algorithm based on this model. Using this struc-
tural feature, the stadium is abstracted into a fragmented
network to guide the evacuation process of evacuated
persons. In this paper, the problem of slow convergence of
a traditional ant colony algorithm is improved. With
reference to the idea of an artificial potential field method, a
gravitational probability function with adjustable weights is
constructed and added as a heuristic factor, so that the new
algorithm can still converge at a faster speed. Under the guid-
ance of the network, the evacuated persons can only evacuate
to the exits located in their own shards, which prevents a long
cross-shard path during the evacuation process, which is
beneficial to shorten the length of the evacuation path and
improve the evacuation efficiency.

2. Related Work

Ma ant Tsai [9] put forward the problem of how to coordi-
nate the contradiction of multiple goals, which is the embry-
onic form of the problem of a multiple 1 : 1 standard
optimization. French economist Alatas (see [10]), from the
perspective of political economy, summarized many incom-
parable goals into multiobjective optimization problems
and gave the definition of multiobjective optimization prob-
lems for the first time. Gao et al. [11] gave the point of view of
a game theory; it puts forward a multiobjective decision-
making problem with multiple decisions that contradict each

other. Through the analysis of production and distribution
activities, the multiobjective optimization problem is pro-
posed, and the concept of the Pareto optimal solution is pro-
posed for the first time. Tsai and Ma [12] gave the concept of
the Pareto optimal solution to solve the vector extremum
problem from the perspective of mathematical programming
and analyzed the sufficient and necessary conditions for
understanding. Since then, the problem of multiobjective
planning has gradually attracted people’s attention. After
the 1990s, the multiobjective optimization problem formally
became a branch of mathematics, attracting more and more
scholars and experts in different fields to conduct systematic
research, and it became a research hotspot. At present, the
optimization of multistandard standards has formed a rela-
tively complete theory and has obtained many important
research results. Its theories and results have been widely
used in various fields, showing its strong vitality more and
more.

In terms of evacuation of people in buildings, a lot of
research work tries to capture the evacuation behavior of
people through the computer simulation of evacuation
models and then uses experimental data to refine the pro-
posed evacuation model. Researchers at home and abroad
have proposed a number of evacuation models [13], such as
Simulex, EXODUS, BGRAF, and EXITT, and formed pedes-
trian evacuation software: ACNET, SIMULEX, SGEM,
HAZARD, EGRESSPRO, EXIT, STEPS, etc. In recent years,
Ai et al. [14] have analyzed and summarized these models,
including seven models and implementation methods: cellu-
lar automata models, lattice gas models, social dynamics
models, fluid dynamic models, agent models, and game the-
ory models and animals based on experiments. In analyzing
the process of pedestrian evacuation, the cellular automaton
model describes the environmental impact (such as friction
and congestion) and pedestrian capabilities (such as path
selection ability, coordination ability, action ability, and
emergency experience). Objectively, they reflect the environ-
ment and pedestrian interaction process, as well as analyze
the influence of obstacles, and realize the description and
analysis of competitive exit behavior and two-way movement
caused by human interference in emergency situations. The
lattice gas model is a discrete-time system model. In each
time unit, all pedestrians in the model are distinguished by
random sequence rules. Kendall et al. [15] use a random
selection function to complete the selection process of a ran-
dom moving queue. Statistics and probability are commonly
used to describe the characteristics of the flow of people. The
lattice gas model can reflect the nature of the dynamic evac-
uation process and analyze the time and space distribution of
the evacuation time of the flow of people. The mobile lattice
gas model proposed by Fister et al. [16] reduces the compu-
tational intensity and supports the evaluation of the average
evacuation time. However, since the collection of test data
is more difficult, the pedestrian characteristic analysis in this
model lacks an effective verification method.

In terms of vehicle evacuation on the road network, the
evacuation can be divided into static network-based vehicle
evacuation and dynamic network-based vehicle evacuation
according to the nature of the road network [17]. The
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problem of vehicle evacuation in static networks can be
attributed to the shortest evacuation path, fastest evacuation
flow, and maximum evacuation flow [18], for example, based
on the traffic capacity of the road network, the evacuation
path is studied based on the maximum flow method; Huang
[19] studies the influence of pedestrians, vehicles, intersec-
tion travel time, and path selection changes on the evacuation
time of the road network; based on the shortest path algo-
rithm in graph theory, some scholars have proposed an opti-
mal independent evacuation path method based on the K
shortest path. The basis for determining the optimal evacua-
tion path includes the maximum capacity and travel time on
the road section; some scholars use the minimum cost flow
problem for evacuation traffic allocation, the shortest evacu-
ation plan method is proposed, and the shortest evacuation
plan is obtained; there is also a dual-objective comprehen-
sive optimization model for emergency evacuation, which
strives to achieve the maximum passing capacity, realize
the maximization of all the beneficial results during the evac-
uation period, and realize the optimization of the public
evacuation time in stages; some scholars use the shortest
route and different route algorithms to correct the basic
information of the road network in complex situations such
as public emergencies. The improvement of dissimilarity cal-
culation makes the optimal path and dissimilarity path more
in line with that of the traveler’s [20]. Vehicle evacuation
based on a static network can complete the optimal alloca-
tion of evacuation vehicles from a macro perspective, but
the dynamic and unpredictable characteristics of the evacu-
ation process make it impossible to implement this evacua-
tion plan accurately, and the effect of the evacuation model
is not ideal [21, 22].

3. Construction of Sports Venue Model Based
on Ant Colony Algorithm and
Artificial Intelligence

3.1. Spatial Distribution of Sports Venues. In single-objective
optimization problems, the optimal solution is usually
uniquely determined, while for multiobjective optimization
problems, because the various objective functions conflict
and cannot be compromised, the optimal solution set of mul-
tiobjective optimization problems is usually a set, which is
the essential difference between a multiobjective optimiza-
tion problem and a single-objective optimization problem.
Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of sports venues (see
Figure 1).

In the multiobjective optimization problem, the Pareto
dominate (dominate) is a very important concept; it is a par-
tial order relationship of the solution, defined as follows: for
any two decision vectors a and b in the decision space X, a
governs b if and only if the target value of vector a is not
greater than the target value of vector b. The corresponding
target value of the vector is strictly smaller than the target
value corresponding to vector b.

x t + 1ð Þ = 1 − tð Þ × x tð Þ + Δt: ð1Þ

The so-called optimal solution of the multiobjective opti-
mization problem refers to the Pareto optimal solution, so all
the Pareto optimal solutions constitute a set of reasonable
solutions for the multiobjective optimization problem.

y xð Þ = x tð Þα ∗ η tð Þβ, x < t,
0, x > t:

(
ð2Þ

In most cases, there is no definite optimal solution in
multiobjective optimization problems, only Pareto optimal
solutions exist, and multiobjective optimization problems
usually have multiple Pareto optimal solutions. The Pareto
optimal solution of the multiobjective optimization problem
can be regarded as an acceptable noninferior solution.

D i, jð Þ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x ið Þ − Xð Þ2 + y ið Þ − Yð Þ2

q
: ð3Þ

Pareto optimal solution: for any vector a in the decision
space X, a is Pareto optimal, if and only if there is a decision
vector of the Pareto dominance vector a in the decision
space X.

u i, jð Þ = ∑ ΔD m, nð Þj j
∑ ΔD m, nð Þj j −D i + 1, jð Þ : ð4Þ

Pareto optimal solution set: it is composed of all Pareto
optimal solutions in decision space x and defines the target
vector set corresponding to this set as a Pareto Optimal
Front.

v i, jð Þ = x i + 1, jð Þ
∑x m, nð Þ + k ∗D i + 1, jð Þ

1 + k
: ð5Þ

Based on the above description of the characteristics of
deep learning theory, a deep learning optimization ant col-
ony algorithm suitable for project technical and tactical
decision-making is established to solve the actual technical
and tactical decision-making optimization problem.

w i, jð Þ =
x11 0 0
0 ⋯ 0
0 0 x i,jð Þ

2
664

3
775: ð6Þ

The optimization process is as follows: (1) Set the num-
ber of iterations and the initialization of pheromone data. (2)
Record the information of each confrontation process,
including time and combination of skills and tactics to con-
struct a taboo table for both sides’ technical and tactical deci-
sion-making, use deep learning to conduct self-organized
deep learning on the taboo table data, and use the output
result decision-making combination taboo table to judge
optimal technical and tactical decision-making route. (3)
Construct the optimal solution: complete the technical and
tactical changes and construct the technical and tactical
decision-making route. The task of each ant is to find the
optimal technical and tactical decision-making route. (4)
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Update the data in the taboo table to determine whether the
optimal victory has been achieved.

3.2. Information Iteration of Ant Colony Algorithm. The tra-
ditional basic idea of solving multiobjective problems is to
convert multiobjective optimization problems into single-
standard optimization problems, that is, to aggregate
multiple subobjectives into a single-objective function with
positive coefficients (weights) in the form of weighted sum-
mation and then use single-objective optimization. In the
basic ant colony algorithm, the ants select the next node
according to the transition probability, and this depends on
the heuristic information of the candidate node and the
information decay concentration, but the heuristic informa-
tion has locality and cannot connect the current position
with the evacuation exit. The pheromone concentration of
the basic ant colony algorithm may cause the pheromone
concentration to be too high as the ants gather on a certain
path. The algorithm is solved, and the coefficients are deter-
mined by the algorithm designer or adaptively adjusted by
the optimization method.

〠x i, jð Þ = 1, i ∈N ,

〠x j, jð Þ = p, j ∈N ,

8<
:
∂u xð Þ
∂x

∗
∂v xð Þ
∂x

= ∂z xð Þ
∂x

:

ð7Þ

The solution method based on the Pareto dominance
relationship can be divided into two stages according to the
development process. The first-generation evolutionary mul-
tiobjective optimization algorithm combines Pareto ranking,
fitness sharing, and niche strategies. The corresponding

algorithm has a multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA),
which is not inferior.

f 1, f 2,⋯, f nð Þ½ � ∗

x1
x2
⋯

x nð Þ

2
666664

3
777775 =〠〠min dis u xð Þð Þ ∗ road pð Þð Þ:

ð8Þ

This kind of agent makes real-time decision-making at
runtime, usually based on limited information and simple
situation-action rules, which can establish a direct mapping
between sensory information and action sets and has strong
adaptability. Compared with the deliberate structure, the
reaction structure can better meet the real-time requirements
(see Figure 2).

Figure 2 shows the iterative process of ant colony
algorithm information. We use a global high-level decision-
making module to determine the team’s current tactics, for-
mation, and agent-to-role mapping and notify each player
agent of the results of high-level decision-making, and then,
the player agent will react according to its own knowledge
and instructions from the high-level decision-making mod-
ule. Agents on the field are divided into two states: strategic
running state and active state. Agents in the strategic running
state perform strategic moves according to the current team
formation and their own roles; agents in the active state will
perform reactive actions based on their surrounding environ-
ment. The sending module in the vision system puts the
information and uses the TCP protocol to send it to the data
forwarding server, and the data forwarding server sends the
data to the decision-making system. The advantage of 4 par-
titions is that there are not many areas, the coding work is not

AI

AI

AI

AI

Non-inferior evacuation

Convergence

Many goalsFragmentation

Stratification

Probability transfer

Figure 1: The spatial distribution of sports venues.
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heavy, and the jumping of the area is refined, which effec-
tively prevents the sudden jump of the target. Zoning also
reflects the obvious division of offensive and defensive areas,
basically accommodating all specific situations. According to
the division of these areas, and then considering the current
distribution of robots, the ball-holding side, and the scores
of both sides, the decision-making system can formulate the
overall strategy of the team.

3.3. Artificial Intelligence Level Optimization. The evolution-
ary multiobjective optimization algorithm is an optimization
algorithm characterized by the heuristic search of the popu-
lation and the partial order relationship of the solution (such
as the Pareto dominance relationship). Its appearance brings
a new way to solve the multiobjective optimization problem
[23–25]. The algorithm can not only solve the single-
objective optimization problem well but can also obtain a
set of compromise feasible solutions through one operation
by using the Pareto dominance relationship. The decision
maker can choose a suitable solution among the feasible solu-
tions according to the corresponding domain knowledge and
preference requirements. Since the perception range of the
crowd is limited, new paths may be blocked by obstacles
again. The walking stage of the entire crowd is a process of
constantly updating the electronic map and planning new
paths. The method is very suitable for solving multiobjective
optimization problems. The essence of deep learning optimi-
zation is to learn more useful features in the data by con-
structing a machine learning model with a high-level
hidden layer and massive training data and ultimately
improve the accuracy of classification and prediction, includ-
ing the depth of multiple hidden layers [26–28]. Figure 3
shows the comparison of histograms of site space units under
different algorithms. In deep learning, it is different from tra-
ditional artificial neural network learning, which is reflected
in the deep model structure and feature learning: (1) the
depth of the model structure increases from the shallow
three-layer hidden layer to 5, 6, and even 10 layers; (2) clear
feature learning, through layer-by-layer feature training, the

learning samples are transformed from original features into
new feature learning, making classification and prediction
easier (see Figure 3).

With a hybrid structure, the entire decision-making pro-
cess is divided into two layers. Figure 4 shows the framework
of the sports venue model based on ant colony algorithm and
artificial intelligence. The first layer is the team coordination
layer based on reasoning. The decision-making information
comes from the visual information sent by the vision server
and the referee information sent by the referee box. It formu-
lates the overall strategy of the team and determines the cur-
rent team’s formation and the role of each player. The role of
the player is to coordinate the actions between the players;
the second layer is the player action layer based on the reac-
tive structure, according to the team’s decision-making
layer’s formation and assigned roles; we select the player’s
actions and actions to be used in the next cycle (see Figure 4).

In the early stage of path planning, the pheromone con-
centration is insufficient. At this time, the potential field force
is mainly used to inspire information. The role of the poten-
tial field force ensures the accuracy of the path planning
direction, reduces the randomness of the search, and pro-
duces poor quality solutions. With the deepening of the
search, the role of pheromone concentration and distance
enlightenment is exerted, and the effect of the potential field
force is gradually reduced to prevent the path from being
excessively concentrated in the direction of the potential field
gradient. The improved distance heuristic information func-
tion enables the search to advance to the target point with a
high probability, which improves the efficiency.

4. Application and Analysis of Sports Venue
Model Based on Ant Colony Algorithm and
Artificial Intelligence

4.1. Ant Colony Algorithm Data Collection. The study area is
dominated by the entire area, covering an area of 304.9 km2.
The entire area is divided into 512 × 512 spatial units. The
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Figure 2: The iterative process of ant colony algorithm information.
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area of the unit grid is 12 × 12m2. In ant colony algorithm
path planning, the number of ants m affects the algorithm’s
global search capability and convergence speed. Increasing

m can increase the randomness of the search, but the conver-
gence speed will slow down. If m is too small, the search will
stop prematurely. In a grid environment of 20 × 20,m = 20 is
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Figure 3: Comparison of site space unit histograms under different algorithms.
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used in this paper. The pheromone factor Q is related to the
positive feedback effect of the algorithm search. Increasing Q
can increase the convergence speed, but too largeQ can easily
fall into the local optimal solution. Pheromone concentration
volatilization coefficient ρ, pheromone concentration factor
α, and heuristic information factor β reflect the strength
and convergence speed of the randomness of the algorithm
search process. The best value range of the three parameters
is 0:1 ≤ ρ ≤ 0:99, 0 ≤ α ≤ 5, and 0 ≤ β ≤ 8. In this paper, α = 1,
β = 7, and ρ = 0:3 (see Figure 5).

The selected spatial data information mainly contains the
vector data information of 12 streets. At the same time, ARC-
GIS software is used to edit the geographic data information.
Through editing, 512 × 512 spatial raster data information
can be obtained, which is further processed into data infor-
mation in text format. Figure 5 shows the site selection curve
for different data points. When the grid map is initialized,
each node is given equal pheromones, which can expand
the initial search range of the electronic ant as much as pos-
sible. Then, use the site selection model of this article for sim-
ulation calculation and visually display the calculated data
results. Java language is used to implement the sports facility
location model in this article. Before the model runs, the
parameters in the system need to be set. The current setting
of the ant colony algorithm initialization parameters is deter-
mined by empirical methods or a large amount of experi-
mental data. According to the empirical value method, we
set the pheromone intensity in this article as Q = 10000, the
pheromone volatilization coefficient is ρ = 0:01, the number
of ants in the ant colony is initialized to ant nums = 30, pher-
omone heuristic factor is α = 1, and the pheromone expecta-
tion heuristic factor is β = 0:3. In this paper, the maximum
number of repetitions of the ant colony algorithm M and
the number of iterations P are used as the conditions for
the termination of the algorithm, which can reduce the
execution time of the algorithm. Through continuous exper-
iments and tests, we can obtain sports facilities with different
numbers of locations.

4.2. Path Simulation of Sports Competition Venue. In order to
verify the effectiveness and superiority of the algorithm in
this paper, using the Matlab 7.6 simulation platform, a large
number of path optimization experiments were performed
on the classic ant colony algorithm and the hybrid artificial
potential field-ant colony algorithm in a 20 × 20 grid envi-
ronment. Taking into account the actual performance and
environmental conditions, the optimal path is not the short-
est path. Because the robot takes time and energy to turn, the
smoothness of the path is also very important. The fewer
inflection points and the smaller the corners are, the better
the smoothness is. Based on the above description of the
characteristics of the ant colony optimization algorithm, we
establish an ant colony algorithm suitable for the technical
and tactical decision-making of resistance projects to solve
the problem of optimization of actual skills and tactics. The
process of ant colony algorithm for technical and tactical
decision optimization is as follows: (1) Let the number of
iterations be I. The pheromone T on various technical and
tactical decision-making routes is initialized. (2) Randomly

place m ants at the end of the technical and tactical
decision-making route; establish our technical decision-
making taboo table and the opponent’s technical decision-
making taboo table. (3) Adopt a combination of technical
and tactical decision-making and taboo tables to determine
the best technical and tactical decision-making route. (4)
Construct a solution. Each ant constructs a solution step by
step according to the state change rule, that is, a technical
and tactical decision route is generated. The task of the ant
is to find the best technical decision-making route. Figure 6
shows the pheromone output curve of the ant colony algo-
rithm (see Figure 6).

According to the different mixing ratios of people and
vehicles, the ant colony scale is 1000 and running for 200
generations. The two objective function values under differ-
ent mixing ratios are obtained. It can be seen that the total
time of all evacuated objects has decreased first. After the ris-
ing trend, it reaches the minimum when the ratio of pedes-
trians to vehicles is 1 : 1, and the trend of the total idleness
of the road network is still decreasing first and then increas-
ing. The difference is that when the ratio of pedestrians is
80%, the mixed utilization of the road network during the
evacuation process is the highest. When pedestrians and
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vehicles are mixed in different proportions, the simulation
results are shown in paper. According to the above experi-
mental data and analysis, it can be concluded that a single
traffic mode cannot get the best evacuation results. When
the proportion of pedestrians is 50% to 80%, the effect of
mixed evacuation of pedestrians and vehicles is between
two values (see Figure 7).

In order to facilitate the comparison of the performance
of the two algorithms in path planning, the two algorithms
were run 30 times and related indicators were calculated.
Considering the optimization results of the aforementioned
different mixing ratios in terms of the total evacuation time
and the degree of mixed utilization, as well as the evacuation
efficiency multiple factors, once again, in mixed evacuation, a
high ratio cannot get the best evacuation result. Figure 7
shows the iterative optimization of the algorithm for different
sample groups. (1) The obstacle environment coverage rate is
30%, the optimal path is obtained, and the relevant
performance indicators of the two algorithms are shown.
Experiments show that in a general obstacle environment,
both algorithms can converge to the optimal path, but the
algorithm in this paper has a faster convergence speed and
better optimization effect, and a higher quality of the path
is obtained. (2) The barrier environment coverage rate is
35%, and both the optimal path obtained and the related per-
formance indicators of the two algorithms are shown.

4.3. Example Application and Analysis. Path planning based
on the hybrid artificial potential field-ant colony algorithm
is combined with the dual heuristic information of the poten-
tial situation and the target distance, the path search is more
efficient, the algorithm’s global search ability is stronger, and
it can effectively avoid falling into the local optimum; at the
same time, it adopts the pheromone update mechanism and
improves the quality of the path. They are simulations of
the evacuation effect of pedestrians and vehicles according
to a 1 : 1 ratio of pedestrians and vehicles (500 for pedestrians
and vehicles). The evacuation of all objects takes 4660 sec-
onds. With the passage of time, the pheromone left by the
previous generation of electronic ants gradually disappears.
The parameter is used to indicate the degree of pheromone
disappearance. After time, the electronic ant completes a

search, and the amount of information on each node is
adjusted. It is the distribution of people and vehicles on the
road network at the beginning of the evacuation. It can be
seen from the figure that as the node goes by, the number
of remaining evacuees gradually decreases, and as the evacu-
ation process progresses to 1000 seconds (21% of the total
evacuation process), 73.6% of pedestrians have been
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successfully evacuated and 77.8% of vehicles were evacuated,
and at 2000 seconds (43% of the total evacuation process),
such as shown in the paper, 95.6% of pedestrians were suc-
cessfully evacuated and 97% of vehicles evacuated. It can be
seen that this model can transfer more than 50% of the evac-
uees to a safe area within about 20% of the evacuation time.
Figure 8 shows the dependence curve of model evacuation
efficiency with data points (see Figure 8).

The figure shows the relationship between the percent-
ages of people who have been evacuated over time when
the pedestrian mixing ratio (Rp) is 10%, 50%, and 90%. It
can be seen from the figure that the efficiency of different
pedestrian ratios is not different in the later stage of the evac-
uation process. The main difference lies in the initial stage of
the evacuation. The smaller the proportion of pedestrians is,
the faster the evacuation is. This is mainly caused by the dif-
ference in the movement speed of people and vehicles. A high
proportion of vehicles will inevitably speed up the evacuation
process. The number of people is gradually mixed with vehi-
cles in the road network. The higher vehicle mixing ratio does
not bring the advantage of evacuation efficiency, but reduces
it. Figure 9 shows the evacuation density distribution map of
different subzone codes. Therefore, we consider the optimi-
zation results of the aforementioned different mixing ratios
in terms of the total evacuation time and the degree of mixed
use of roads, as well as multiple factors of evacuation effi-
ciency; once again, in the mixed evacuation of people and
vehicles, a high proportion of pedestrians or vehicles cannot
be used. The best evacuation results are obtained; combined
with the above analysis, it is concluded that when the pedes-
trian ratio is minus 80%, the mixed evacuation of pedestrians
and vehicles is better in terms of total time, road utilization,
and efficiency (see Figure 9).

Experiments show that in a complex environment, the
ant colony algorithm has low optimization efficiency, and it
is easy to fall into a local optimum. The algorithm in this
paper has a stronger optimizing ability, faster convergence
speed, and better environmental adaptability. According to

the simulation results, the basic multiobjective ant colony
algorithm and the improved multiobjective ant colony algo-
rithm are used to conduct experiments according to the ratio
of people to vehicle of 1 : 1. Obviously, the improvement
Pareto frontier obtained by the multiobjective ant colony
algorithm is better than the basic ant colony multiobjective
optimization algorithm. As time goes by, the evacuated
objects are gradually distributed on various road sections.
Figure 10 shows the line graph of the algorithm iteration fac-
tor for different nodes (see Figure 10).

Comparing the results of the two algorithms, it can be
found that there are basically no people stranded in the sta-
dium. In it, there are still people in the stadium that have
not been evacuated outside within 600-1000 seconds. The
number of individuals in the marked area is significantly
lower than that in the corresponding area. The above analysis
shows that the improved multiobjective ant colony algorithm
is better than the basic multiobjective ant colony algorithm in
terms of evacuation efficiency and safety.

5. Conclusion

The vector pheromone routing method based on the priority
The Pareto partial order relationship can give priority to fac-
tors closely related to evacuation performance such as evacu-
ation efficiency and congestion conditions (such as the
distance to the center of the stadium and the distance to the
exit), and effectively filter out secondary factors. The interfer-
ence of factors can more effectively improve the evacuation
efficiency, congestion, and other evacuation performance.
In order to improve the congestion of the evacuation plan
obtained by the fragmented multiobjective evacuation route
optimization algorithm, the vector pheromone routing
method based on the priority Pareto partial order relation
is used to replace the vector based on the traditional Pareto
partial order relation in the algorithm. In this paper, a
priority-based Pareto partial order relationship is proposed,
and based on this, a vector pheromone routing method based
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Figure 10: Algorithm iteration factor line chart of different nodes.
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on the priority Pareto partial order relationship is proposed.
Compared with the vector pheromone routing method based
on the traditional Pareto partial order relationship, the vector
pheromone routing method based on the priority Pareto par-
tial order relationship can give priority to factors closely
related to evacuation performance such as evacuation
efficiency and congestion, and filter interference of secondary
factors can more effectively improve the evacuation effi-
ciency, congestion, and other evacuation performance. Aim-
ing at the mixed evacuation of people and vehicles in the
integrated environment of large buildings and road net-
works, heuristic information, taboo rules, and information
update strategies suitable for this problem are proposed.
The simulation results show the effectiveness and feasibility
of the model and algorithm. Through the analysis of the
evacuation performance under different mixture ratios of
people and vehicles, the effect of the mixed evacuation of
people and vehicles is better. This paper compares the pros
and cons of the solution obtained by the basic ant colony
algorithm and the improved method, as well as the differ-
ences in the temporal and spatial distribution of the evacu-
ated objects. It shows that the improved multiobjective ant
colony optimization algorithm can solve the large-scale
mixed evacuation problem more quickly and safely. The
advantages and disadvantages of the Pareto solution obtained
by the basic ant colony algorithm and the improved method
are compared, as well as the differences in the temporal and
spatial distribution of evacuated objects, which shows that
the improved multiobjective ant colony optimization algo-
rithm can solve the large-scale mixed evacuation problem
of people and vehicles more quickly and safely.
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A digital campus will generate a large amount of student-related data. How to analyze and apply these data has become the key to
improving the management level of students. The analysis of student behavior data can not only assist schools in early warning of
dangerous events and strengthen school safety but also can use real data to describe student behavior, thereby providing
quantitative data support for scholarship and grant evaluation. This paper takes a university student as the research object,
collects various data in the digital campus platform, and uses an adaptive K-means algorithm in the machine learning algorithm
to cluster the data. Analyze the behavior of college students from the clustering results, so as to provide a basis for the education
management and learning ability improvement of college students. Specifically, the student’s study, life, and consumption data
are selected as the data to describe the student’s behavior at school. This data is input into the adaptive K-means algorithm to
obtain different types of student consumption habits, living habits, and learning habits. Through the analysis results, it can be
found that the problem of the group of students with low financial ability, the problem of too long online time for students, and
the number of books borrowed are too low. According to the characteristics of these problems, teachers and schools are
provided with targeted management suggestions. The analysis of student behavior based on machine learning technology
provides a reference for the formulation of students’ school management policies and provides teachers with information on
students’ personality characteristics, which is conducive to improving teachers’ teaching effects. In short, the management of the
results of student behavior analysis can provide a basis for the school to formulate reasonable management policies, thereby
promoting precision management and scientific decision-making.

1. Introduction

The establishment of a digital campus has improved the effi-
ciency of university management and has also brought great
convenience to students, faculty, and staff. The digital man-
agement system can collect a large amount of data, which
plays an important role in the management of the school.
As for the daily management of students, if we can learn
more about students, we can implement more effective pro-
grams for different students, so that we can teach students
in accordance with their aptitude and improve the education
level of the school. The traditional analysis and management

of student behavior mostly relies on the personal experience
of the manager and lacks the individualized cognition of
the learner. At the same time, it cannot in-depth guide stu-
dents’ learning behaviors, provide personalized learning situ-
ations, and promote learning optimization. Analyzing
student life and learning behavior based on intelligent tech-
nology are of great significance to the investigation of poten-
tial abnormal students and the prediction of students’ future
development. The key to understanding students is the data
collected in the digital campus for students’ study, life, and
consumption. At present, many schools have established cor-
responding all-in-one card systems, which make students’
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daily campus life more convenient. Students can use the cam-
pus card to consume in canteens, supermarkets, etc., or use
the card to borrow books in the library, etc. These operations
will generate a large amount of student behavior data. How to
use these data to discover the information contained in it is a
problem that needs to be solved. Based on the machine learn-
ing technology, this paper conducts cluster analysis on cam-
pus all-in-one card data and analyzes the behavior of
students.

In recent years, there has been a lot of research on student
behavior analysis. Reference [1] measures student behavior
based on entropy measurement. The study defined two
behavioral characteristics of orderliness and diligence and
analyzed the correlation between the regularity of campus life
and academic performance. Reference [2] proposed a pre-
class student performance prediction method based on mul-
tiexample multilabel learning. The idea of this method is to
use students’ behavior in completed courses to predict their
difficulties in learning new courses. The results of this study
are convenient for teachers to track and understand the
learning situation of each student. Reference [3] proposes
an education measurement system to characterize educa-
tional behavior by collecting campus Wi-Fi network data.
The results show that the system can obtain information
about the relationship between punctuality, distraction, and
academic performance. Reference [4] uses an improved
recurrent neural network to simulate the student’s answering
process according to the student’s answer records and the
content of each exercise to predict the student’s future per-
formance. Based on MOOCs learner behavior data, reference
[5] established a prediction model based on clustering algo-
rithm and neural network to mine the learning rules in the
learning process. The predicted results can provide personal-
ized guidance for each learner. Reference [6] proposes a clas-
sification system to analyze the behavior of students in the
teaching system and to find students with poor performance
early. Reference [7] predicts their course performance based
on the relevant data generated by students during the online
course learning process. Reference [8] input multimodel data
and semester information into the linear mixed effects model
to predict the future performance of students. Reference [9]
found that an improved random forest method can be used
to predict the grades of freshmen and existing courses. The
application of these technologies brings hope to student
degree planning, lecturer intervention, and personalized
advice. Annapol State University in India has developed a
product [10, 11], which is used to monitor student activity
areas. This product analyzes students’ participation in orga-
nizing activities based on the records of students swiping
their ID cards. Through this software, information about stu-
dents who participate in activities with low frequency can be
detected.

Most of the above studies have completed the analysis of
student behavior based on machine learning technologies
[12–14]. The current popular machine learning technologies
contain the tradition machine learning methods [15, 16] and
some advanced machine leaning technologies [17–19]. These
advanced machine leaning technologies have been used in
many practical applications, such as medicine [20], industry

[21], and basic theory research [22–24]. In terms of perfor-
mance, the accuracy of behavior analysis based on deep
learning is indeed higher, but its computational complexity
and hardware performance requirements are higher. The
time complexity of behavior analysis based on machine
learning is relatively low, and the algorithm implementation
is simple. Therefore, this article chooses student behavior
analysis based on machine learning. In machine learning, K
-means clustering algorithm [25, 26] is widely used in student
behavior analysis research. However, traditional K-means is
very sensitive to outliers, and a small number of outliers will
have a great impact on the final clustering results. On the
other hand, the K-means algorithm still has the problem that
the K value cannot be adapted. In response to these prob-
lems, this paper uses an adaptive K-means algorithm to
improve the efficiency and clustering accuracy of the
algorithm.

The main work of this paper is as follows:

(1) Collect student consumption, life, and learning data
through the campus all-in-one card system and inte-
grate data from different institutions to form a com-
prehensive data set for student behavior analysis

(2) An adaptive K-means clustering algorithm is used for
student behavior analysis. The algorithm introduces
the elbow rule to optimize the data and find points
far away from the cluster, thereby effectively improv-
ing the clustering performance. In addition, the algo-
rithm also introduces the idea of self-adaptation and
automatically adjusts the value of k based on the sum
of squared errors. The adaptive K value is more suit-
able for objective reality

(3) Based on the above model, the analysis results of stu-
dents’ consumption, life, and learning are obtained.
The analysis results can be used to improve the man-
agement level of the school and truly teach students
in accordance with their aptitude

2. Related Work

2.1. Student Behavior Analysis and Management. The com-
plexity of individual college students makes it impossible
for school administrators to understand students’ dynamics
in real time. For some students with abnormal behaviors,
the students around them may be inconvenient or embar-
rassed to inform the management staff of the specific situa-
tion, which causes a certain lag in the work of the student
management staff. In order to understand the behavior and
habits of students in real time, the management of students
will be transformed from passive to active. The daily behavior
data of students needs to be displayed intuitively on the stu-
dent behavior analysis system. On the premise of ensuring
the privacy and safety of students, the data of the system
mainly comes from the data collected by the school’s digital
systems, and the machine learning technology is used to ana-
lyze the data. The goal of student behavior analysis is shown
in Figure 1.
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As shown in Figure 1, first, the historical data stored in
the school’s digital management systems need to be inte-
grated and stored. Second, establish a data analysis model
based on the dimensions of student behavior data analysis.
Third, establish a student behavior data analysis system to
achieve student management goals based on data services.
Finally, a real-time monitoring system for student behavior
is established to monitor abnormal students in real time.

2.2. Student Behavior Analysis Process Based on Machine
Learning. The process of applying machine learning to stu-
dent behavior analysis is shown in Figure 2. As shown in
Figure 2, it is first necessary to collect and preprocess student
behavior data. Collection is by exporting system data such as
the school’s teaching system and campus card. The format
and structure of the exported data vary greatly. Various data
needs to be integrated to obtain comprehensive data. Second,
because there will be a lot of noise data in the integrated data,
the data needs to be preprocessed. The preprocessed data
often has problems such as high dimensionality, so it is nec-
essary to perform feature extraction on the data. Third, con-
duct behavior analysis model training based on the training
set. Fourth, input the test data into the trained analysis model
to obtain the analysis result. Finally, perform related manage-
ment and application based on the analysis results.

3. Student Behavior Analysis Based on
Adaptive K-Means

3.1. Behavior Analysis Framework. As shown in Figure 3,
first, integrate the data collected by the campus card, educa-
tional administration system, etc. These data are mainly
composed of students’ life, consumption, and learning data.
Second, because there is noisy data in the integrated data, it
is necessary to perform preprocessing such as cleaning the
data. Third, perform feature extraction on the preprocessed
data and extract the main features for subsequent processing.

The feature extraction method used in this paper is principal
component analysis (PCA) [27, 28]. Fourth, divide the fea-
ture data set into a training set and a test set. The training
set is used to train the behavior analysis model. Fifth, the test
set is input to the analysis model to obtain the analysis result.
Finally, the analysis results are managed and applied.

3.2. Behavior Analysis Model. The analysis model used in
Figure 3 is an adaptive K-means algorithm. The idea of the
algorithm used is to optimize the sample data set X through
the elbow rule to determine outliers. When the algorithm is
implemented, the sample data set that eliminates outliers is
used, and after the algorithm is completed, the final outlier
is determined according to the similarity between the outliers
and each cluster. Based on the adaptive idea, after each itera-
tion is completed, the value of k is automatically adjusted
according to the cluster evaluation index error of each cluster
until the error range is met.

3.2.1. The Elbow Rule Detects Outliers. The similarity deter-
mination of traditional K-means algorithm is based on
Euclidean distance. Outliers will affect the estimation of k
value, thereby increasing the time complexity of the algo-
rithm. Use the elbow method to effectively detect outliers in
the data set to optimize the algorithm. The specific imple-
mentation is as follows:

Let the data set be X = fxi ∣ i = 1, 2,⋯,mg and m be the
number of samples. Each sample has n features (n > 0); the
sample is divided into different categories C = fc1, c2,⋯, ckg
, k is the number of clusters. Initially, all samples in X are
regarded as one class, and the initial class center is

μj =
1

N Cj

� � 〠
xi∈Cj

xi, ð1Þ

where C represents the sample set contained in the j-th
cluster and NðCjÞ represents the number of samples in the
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Figure 1: Student behavior analysis and management goals.
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j-th cluster. Calculate the Euclidean distance set D from each
sample in X to the cluster center μj; the specific formula is as
follows:

d xi, μj

� �
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi − μj

� �2
r

, ð2Þ

where xi represents the i-th sample, i ∈ ½1,m�, D = fd1, d2,
⋯, dmg.

According to the elbow rule, sort the data inD from small
to large and get an x-d two-dimensional line graph, where d
is the distance from the sample data point to the center point
and x is the sample corresponding to d. As d increases, the
value corresponding to the position where the distortion
improvement effect increases the most is the elbow. There-
fore, the elbow meets the following conditions:

Δd =max di − di−1ð Þ, i ∈ 1,m½ �: ð3Þ

Divide at the elbow and temporarily define data whose
distance is greater than the corresponding distance of the
elbow point as an outlier. Assuming there are w samples
(w ≤m) after eliminating outliers, there are (m-w) outliers.
Store the nonoutliers in the sample set X ′and renumber the
samples to get X ′ = fx1, x2,⋯, xwg. The outliers are stored
in the data set Y and renumbered to obtain Y ′ = fxw+1,
xw+2,⋯, xmg. The use of X ′ sample set in the implementa-
tion of the algorithm can eliminate the influence of outliers
to a certain extent.

After the algorithm is implemented, cluster C = fc1, c2,
⋯, czg is obtained, z is the number of clusters, and the max-
imum distance from the sample in the cluster to the center of
the cluster in the j-th cluster is max dj.

max dj =max dj1, dj2,⋯
� �

: ð4Þ

According to Equation (2), calculate the distance fð
dðw+1Þ1, dðw+1Þ2,⋯, dðw+1ÞzÞ, ðdðw+2Þ1, dðw+2Þ2,⋯, dðw+2ÞzÞ,⋯,

ðdm1, dm2,⋯, dmzÞg from the sample in Y to the center of
each cluster. If there is a cluster (a ∈ ð0, zÞ), make the sample
xbðb ∈ ½w + 1,m�Þ in the set Y satisfy that the distance from
xb to the center of cluster a is less than the maximum distance
from the samples in the cluster to the center of the cluster,
namely, ðdb1 < max d1Þkðdb2 < max d2Þk⋯kðdba <max daÞ.
Then, divide xb into the nearest cluster among a clusters.

j xbð Þ =min db1, db2,⋯,dbað Þ: ð5Þ

If there is no such cluster, the sample is defined as an out-
lier. Until all the samples in Y are traversed, the final outliers
can be divided.

3.2.2. Selection of Adaptive k Value. Appropriate selection of
k value needs to be evaluated based on clustering evaluation
index. This article uses the sum of squares of errors SSE
within the cluster. The calculation formula of this indicator
is as follows:

E = 〠
k

j=1
〠
x∈cj

x − μj

			 			2, ð6Þ

where k represents the number of clusters, x represents sam-
ples, μj represents the cluster center of the j-th cluster, and Cj

represents the set of samples contained in the j-th cluster. E
describes the tightness of each cluster sample to a certain
extent; the smaller the E, the better the clustering effect.
According to the SSE, the sum of squared errors Je in each
cluster is obtained. The calculation formula of Je is as follows:

Jej = 〠
x∈Cj

1
N Cj

� � xi − μj

			 			2, ð7Þ

where xi is the sample in the j-th cluster,NðCjÞ is the number
of samples in the j-th cluster, and μj is the sample in the j-th
cluster. The smaller Jej means the better the clustering effect
of the j-th cluster.

Initially, set Je and the threshold N of the minimum
number of samples in the cluster. After each cluster is
divided, the number of samples ðN1,N2,⋯,NkÞ in each clus-
ter can be obtained, and the ðJe1, Je2,⋯, JekÞ of each cluster
can be calculated according to Equation (7). Then, calculate
the error ΔJej of the j-th cluster clustering evaluation index
and the difference ΔNj between the number of samples in
the cluster and the initial value. The specific formula is as fol-
lows:

ΔJej = Jej − b, ð8Þ

ΔNj =Nj −N: ð9Þ

Combine Equation (8) and Equation (9) to get the change
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Figure 2: Flow chart of student behavior analysis based on machine
learning.
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of k value in the j-th cluster

Δkj =
sgn ΔNj

� �
− 1

2 +
sgn ΔNj

� �
+ 1

2 ∗Π logw ΔJej + 1
� �� �

θ ΔJej
� �

,

ð10Þ

where w is the number of samples in the data setX ′, sgn ðÞ is
the symbolic function, θðÞ is the unit step function, and the
symbol ΠðÞ is rounded up.

If Nj <N , then ΔNj is negative, sgn ðΔNjÞ = ‐1,
soðsgn ðΔNjÞ + 1Þ/2 = 0, ðsgn ðΔNjÞ‐1Þ/2 = ‐1. Δkj = −1 rep-
resents that when the number of samples in the j-th cluster
is less than the initial value, delete the cluster center of the
cluster.

If Nj >N , then ΔNj is a positive number, sgn ðΔNjÞ = 1,
ðsgn ðΔNjÞ + 1Þ/2 = 1, ðsgn ðΔNjÞ‐1Þ/2 = 0. The discussion
is divided into the following two situations:

(1) When Jej > b, then Jej is a positive number, θðJejÞ
= 0, and Δkj =ΠðlogmðΔJej + 1ÞÞ, so Δkj > 0. It is
necessary to add a new cluster center near the j-th
cluster center to reduce the error evaluation index
within the cluster. Generally, 0 < logmðΔJej + 1Þ < 1,
thenΔkj = 1. Only when the error ΔðJejÞ is particu-
larly large, logmðΔJej + 1Þ will be greater than 1

(2) When Jej < b, then Jej is negative, θðJejÞ = 0, and Δ

kj = 1. Δkj > 0 requires a new cluster center near the
j-th cluster center to reduce the error evaluation

index within the cluster. Generally, 0 < logmðΔJej +
1Þ < 1, then Δkj = 0. When the cluster evaluation
index in the j-th cluster is less than the set initial
value, the cluster center of the cluster is neither
deleted nor added. The sample closest to the j-th
cluster center is set as the new cluster center to reduce
the clustering evaluation index within the cluster.
After traversing each cluster, according to Equation
(10), the amount of change in k
valueðΔk1, Δk2,⋯, ΔkkÞ is obtained. The updated k′
is

k′ = k + 〠
k

j=1
Δkj: ð11Þ

If k′ = k, terminate the loop; if k′ ≠ k, continue the loop.
The flow of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4.
The specific implementation steps of the algorithm are as

follows:

Step 1. Data optimization processing. Find outliers according
to the elbow rule and store them in sample set Y . The new
sample data set after optimization is X ′ = fx1, x2,⋯, xwg.

Step 2. Set the threshold range of the evaluation index Je in a
single cluster and the minimum number of samples N in the
cluster.

Student behavior
data collection

Data
preprocessing

Lide data
consumption data

academic data

Model training
improved K-means

Training
data set

Training
data set

Results
management

Data feature
extraction

Analysis model

Analysis result

Figure 3: Architecture diagram of student behavior analysis.
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Step 3. Randomly select k samples from w samples as the ini-
tial cluster center 1 < k ≤w.

Step 4. Calculate the Euclidean distance of each remaining
sample to the cluster center according to Equation (2) and
divide each sample into the cluster closest to it.

Step 5. Recalculate the new cluster center of each cluster
according to Equation (1).

Step 6. If the new cluster center is the same as the original
center or less than a certain threshold, the iteration is termi-
nated. If the new cluster center changes, continue to repeat
Steps 4 and 5 until convergence.

Step 7. Calculate the Jej of each cluster and the number of
samples N in each cluster. Compare Jej and Nj with the ini-
tial threshold range and calculate Δkj according to Equation
(10). After traversing all the clusters, calculate the new k
value k′ according to Equation (11). If any center is deleted
or added, return to Step 4 until there are no new or deleted
cluster centers.

Step 8. Determine the final divided outliers according to the
similarity between the samples in the sample set Y and the
cluster centers of each cluster.

Step 9. Output the final cluster partition C = fc1, c2,⋯:czg.

4. Experiment and Analysis

4.1. Experimental Background. The data used in this article
comes from data in a university’s digital system database.
The consumption data comes from the campus all-in-one card
system, which mainly includes canteen consumption and
school supermarket consumption. The life data comes from
the all-in-one card system, which mainly includes exercise
clock-in and time spent online. The learning data comes from
the educational administration system and the book borrow-
ing system. A total of 2017 students were selected as a sample.
The extracted raw data mainly contains 89,682 pieces of con-
sumption data, 49,860 pieces of life data, and 15,629 pieces of
learning data. After the integration and preprocessing of the
data, sample data of 3356 students were obtained as experi-
mental data. Table 1 is the definition of students’ consumption
habits, Table 2 is the definition of students’ living habits, and
Table 3 is the definition of students’ learning habits.

The hardware configuration information used in this
experiment is as follows: CPU is Intel Core i7, graphics mem-
ory is GTX960M 4G, and memory is 16G. The operating sys-
tem is Windows 10 64-bit, and the development language is
MATLAB.

4.2. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.2.1. Analysis of Consumption Data. The results of cluster
analysis of consumption data based on the algorithm used
in this article are shown in Table 4.

The sample data optimization process finds out
the temporary away from the cluster point set T,

and obtains the optimized sample data set D’

Set the threshold range of b and N

Randomly select k sample data in D’ as the initial
cluster center

Calculate the distance from the remaining
samples to the cluster center and divide them

into the closet clusters

Recalculate the cluster
centers in k clusters and
determine whether the

cluster centers have changed

Calculate Jej and Nj in each cluster

No

Yes Update
cluster
center

Update K
value

Different processing
according to the

thershold N and b

Output cluster division result

Figure 4: Adaptive K-means algorithm flow.
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It can be seen from Table 4 that the most suitable k value
obtained based on the K-means clustering algorithm used in
this article is 5, which shows that 5 types of consumption
habits can be obtained according to the consumption data
of students. Each habit corresponds to different types of stu-
dents. The characteristics of each type of student are as
follows:

(1) Type 1 students have lower monthly consumption
levels and single-month peak consumption, but they
consume more times. This type belongs to the group
with lower consumption levels. Such students have
poor family economic conditions and live frugal lives.
It is recommended that school administrators pay
attention to the living conditions of such students,
and the identification and funding of poor students
can consider choosing from such students

(2) The average monthly consumption of type 2 students
is the highest, the number of consumption is high,

and the consumption peak is also high, indicating
that this type of student is a high consumption group
in the cafeteria

(3) The monthly consumption level of type 3 students is
above average, and the consumption frequency is
higher each month, and the consumption amount is
stable. It shows that such students often eat in the
school cafeteria, and their consumption is stable,
which is in line with the normal eating rules of most
students in school

(4) The monthly consumption level of type 4 students is
in the middle, and the average monthly consumption
is not high. However, the maximum consumption in
a single month is relatively high, and the number of
consumptions is also relatively small. Such students
eat irregularly in the cafeteria and usually like to eat
out of school or order takeaways

(5) The average monthly consumption of type 5 students
is relatively low, the number of times is relatively
small, and the maximum consumption is not high.
Such students do not consume frequently in the caf-
eteria and are more likely to eat outside of school
and consume more outside of school. School admin-
istrators should pay attention to the food safety and
personal safety of such students

5. Life Data Analysis

Table 5 shows the results of clustering analysis of life data
based on the algorithm used in this paper.

Table 1: Student consumption habit indicators.

Index Ranges Index description

Average monthly consumption 0-2000
The total consumption per student per semester divided by the number of semester

months

Average monthly consumption
frequency

0-500
The sum of consumption times per student per semester divided by the number of

semester months

Peak monthly consumption
0-

unknown
Peak consumption of each student in the months of each semester

Table 2: Student living habit indicators.

Index Ranges Index description

Dining habits 0-90 The average number of days the student eats regularly per month in the semester

Work and rest 0-30 The average number of days of regular work and rest per month for students in each semester

Internet habits 0-600 Average online time per month per semester by students

Exercise habits 0-60 The average number of student exercises per month per semester

Table 3: Student study habit indicators.

Index Ranges Index description

Attend class 0-1 Number of student attendance in class

Book borrowing 0-unknown Number of books borrowed by students per semester

0-unknown Number of times the student enters the library per semester

Table 4: Cluster analysis results of student consumption data.

Number
Student
ratio

Monthly
consumption

Monthly
consumption

Peak monthly
consumption

1 10.78 150.23 586.56 652.14

2 25.16 136.52 1091.82 1356.60

3 34.51 112.10 829.75 928.03

4 16.45 77.79 678.50 788.50

5 13.10 45.97 467.92 600.31

Mean 104.52 730.91 865.12
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For the cluster analysis of life data, three categories were
gathered. According to the information in Table 5, the fol-
lowing inference can be drawn.

(1) Type 1 students have regular schedules and meals
every month. They spend a long time online and
often participate in physical exercises. Such students
have strong self-discipline, good physical fitness,
and good living habits

(2) Type 2 students overslept more frequently each
month. They eat irregularly in the cafeteria, spend a
long time online, and exercise less frequently. Such
students have poor physical fitness. School adminis-
trators should pay attention to the learning and class
conditions of such students and whether they often
skip classes

(3) Type 3 students often get up early every month, but
they have irregular meals in the cafeteria, spend more
time online, and do less physical exercise. Such stu-
dents should not have a healthy habit of eating break-
fast and do not like to exercise. School administrators
should urge such students to change their unhealthy
living habits and pay attention to their health

6. Learning Data Analysis

The results of cluster analysis of academic data based on the
algorithm used in this paper are shown in Table 6.

Based on the K-means algorithm used in this article to
analyze the learning data, students are divided into 4 catego-
ries. Based on the information shown in Table 6, the charac-
teristics of each type of student are as follows:

(1) Type 1 students’ classroom attendance, the number
of books borrowed in the library, and the number

of library entrances are all high. Such students study
hard and have good study habits

(2) Type 2 students have a higher class attendance rate,
but the number of books borrowed is not many,
and they enter the library more often. Such students
are active in class and often read and study in the
study room and library. However, the small amount
of books they borrow in the library indicates that
such students are accustomed to reading books in
the library

(3) Type 3 students have a low class attendance rate, a
small amount of books borrowed, and a small num-
ber of in and out of the library. It shows that such stu-
dents often skip classes and do not study hard
enough. They are students who do not like to learn.
School administrators should focus on the learning
situation of such students and promptly urge them
to form good learning habits

(4) Type 4 students have an average class attendance
rate, fewer books borrowed, and fewer trips to the
library. This kind of students just go to class often,
and they do not have much time to study after class,
and the degree of study hard is not high. This type of
overstudy is a type that does not pay much attention
to study at ordinary times and makes surprise review
before the exam. It is recommended that such stu-
dents develop regular study habits and arrange their
study time reasonably and appropriately

7. Conclusion

In order to assist the school to improve the management level
of students, this paper uses an adaptive K-means clustering
algorithm to analyze the behavior characteristics of students.
By collecting the digital system data of the campus, students’
consumption, life, and learning data can be obtained. After
the data is preprocessed, PCA is used for feature extraction
to obtain feature data and perform model training. Input
the test set into the trained model to get the clustering result.
Finally, based on the analysis of the clustering results, the
characteristics of all kinds of students are obtained. Accord-
ing to the results of consumption data analysis, five types of
consumer groups were obtained. For groups with low con-
sumption levels, more consideration can be given to poor
student evaluation and work-study programs. According to
the analysis results of life data, three groups are obtained.
Teachers should pay special attention to groups that eat
irregularly, spend a long time online, and do not exercise reg-
ularly. According to the analysis results of the learning data, 4
groups of groups are obtained. Teachers need to pay more
attention to students with average attendance rate, low book
reading volume, and small number of library entrances. In
the management process of the school, students with differ-
ent characteristics can be taught in accordance with their
aptitude, thereby improving the management quality of the
school. There are still some shortcomings in this article; for
example, there are some limitations in the description of

Table 5: Cluster analysis results of student life data.

Number
Student
ratio

Dining
Work and

rest
Internet Exercise

1 38.82 79.80 21.02 381.66 45.93

2 9.86 28.67 7.16 548.50 6.93

3 51.32 40.48 18.85 420.24 16.40

Mean 49.65 15.68 450.13 23.09

Table 6: Cluster analysis results of student learning data.

Number
Student
ratio

Class
attendance

Number of
books

borrowed

Number of visits
to the library

1 11.98 99.58 10.37 24.75

2 53.36 94.20 7.80 21.44

3 24.02 90.08 8.22 15.03

4 10.64 96.57 5.67 10.47

Mean 95.11 8.02 17.92
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student behavior characteristics. In the analysis of student
behavior characteristics, due to the limited data sources in
the digital campus platform, it is not possible to fully reflect
the behavior characteristics of students in school. Later, as
the application of the school’s digital campus is perfected,
more campus businesses will be transferred from traditional
offline to online, and more comprehensive student data can
be collected.
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Credit card fraud detection (CCFD) is important for protecting the cardholder’s property and the reputation of banks. Class
imbalance in credit card transaction data is a primary factor affecting the classification performance of current detection
models. However, prior approaches are aimed at improving the prediction accuracy of the minority class samples
(fraudulent transactions), but this usually leads to a significant drop in the model’s predictive performance for the majority
class samples (legal transactions), which greatly increases the investigation cost for banks. In this paper, we propose a
heterogeneous ensemble learning model based on data distribution (HELMDD) to deal with imbalanced data in CCFD.
We validate the effectiveness of HELMDD on two real credit card datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that
compared with current state-of-the-art models, HELMDD has the best comprehensive performance. HELMDD not only
achieves good recall rates for both the minority class and the majority class but also increases the savings rate for banks
to 0.8623 and 0.6696, respectively.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of mobile internet and e-
commerce technologies, online payment tools such as credit
cards are welcomed by more and more people. While credit
cards bring convenience to customers, they also expose card-
holders and banks to potential fraud risks [1, 2]. Credit card
fraud is a global problem. The Nilson report found that by
2023, the worldwide fraud loss is expected to reach $35.67
billion annually [3]. Fraud prevention and fraud detection
are two main ways to combat credit card fraud [4]. Fraud
prevention consists of a series of rules, procedures, and pro-
tocols. Commonly used technologies in fraud prevention
include secure payment gateways, intrusion detection sys-
tems, and firewalls [5]. Fraud detection takes place after the
fraud prevention mechanism has been breached [4], which
means that fraud detection is the last line of defense to ensure
the security of credit card transactions. Banks have to invest
considerable money to optimize their fraud detection system
[6], due to the need to protect cardholder’s funds and their
own business reputation.

Data mining and machine learning are widely used tech-
nologies in financial fraud detection [7–9]. As early as 1998,
researchers had begun to build CCFD systems based on
machine learning techniques [10]. After more than two
decades of development, researchers have proposed many
different methods and models [2, 11]. In machine learning
terms, CCFD is a typical binary classification problem. The
detection system is aimed at determining whether the current
transaction is either legal (the transaction was made by the
cardholder) or fraudulent (the transaction was made by an
unauthorized person) based on historical transaction data
[12]. Various methods have been proposed to tackle this
problem, including supervised learning, unsupervised learn-
ing, and semisupervised learning. In supervised learning,
the historical transaction data (training data) are labeled with
known outcomes. Commonly used supervised learning
models include HiddenMarkovModel (HMM) [13], Logistic
Regression (LR) [14], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [15],
K-nearest neighbors (KNN) [16], Bayesian Networks (BN)
[17], Decision Tree (DT) [18], random forest (RF) [19],
and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [20]. Conversely, the
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historical transaction data used in unsupervised learning
models (ULMs) are unlabeled. ULMs judge whether transac-
tions are fraudulent by observing the distribution of current
and historical transaction data. Commonly used ULMs
include artificial immune systems [21] and self-organizing
maps [22]. Semisupervised learning models are a combina-
tion of supervised and unsupervised learning models, which
use some labeled data in combination with a large amount
of unlabeled data. This can help banks reduce the cost of
labeling large volumes of transaction data [12, 23].

In the real world, the proportion of fraudulent transac-
tions (minority class) is much lower than that of legitimate
transactions (majority class), which means that the distribu-
tion of credit card transaction data is highly imbalanced, and
this increases the difficulty of fraud detection [15, 24]. Most
standard classifiers have poor performance on imbalanced
data, especially for the minority class [25]. Resampling is a
widely used method to address the problem of imbalanced
classification data. Several resampling algorithms have been
proposed to improve the recognition performance of classi-
fiers for the minority class [26–28]. However, the disadvan-
tage of the resampling method is that it significantly
reduces the performance of classifiers for the majority class.
For CCFD, this means that a large number of legal transac-
tions are misclassified as fraudulent, which will significantly
increase the investigation costs. Therefore, it is critical to
build a CCFD model with strong recognition performance
in both the minority and majority classes.

To address the above issues, we propose a new kind of
heterogeneous ensemble learning model based on data distri-
bution (HELMDD) for credit card fraud detection. The core
idea is to incorporate a resampling method based on the dis-
tribution of data (RMDD). To reduce information loss in the
majority class and improve the performance of the base clas-
sifiers, RMDD applies KNN and K-Means algorithms to
obtain samples from the majority class, which retain its
diversity and boundary contours. Finally, balanced subsets
for training the base classifiers are obtained by pairing major-
ity and minority class training subsets.

The main contributions of our study are as follows:

(1) We design a new undersampling method based on
the distribution of majority class samples, RMDD,
which can reduce information loss within the major-
ity class

(2) We design a novel combination based on heteroge-
neous ensemble learning and our RMDD resampling
method to obtain better prediction performance in
highly imbalanced credit card transaction datasets

(3) Experimental results on two real credit card fraud
datasets demonstrate that the proposed model can
achieve better performance

2. Literature Review

2.1. Credit Card Fraud Detection Model. Credit card datasets
contain detailed information about each transaction, such as
account number, transaction amount, time, location, and

merchant category. We can construct a model to determine
whether a transaction is fraudulent or not by expressing the
transaction-related information as vectors and calculating
their similarity. Singh and Jain [29] reviewed literature on
CCFD and summarized the topical issues in current research,
such as datasets, evaluation matrices, and the advantages and
disadvantages of different models. Armel and Zaidouni [30]
compared and analyzed the effectiveness of simple anomaly
detection using DT, RF, and Naive Bayes (NB) in CCFD
through a series of experiments. Sohony et al. [4] found that
RF enables higher accuracy in predicting legal transaction
instances and a Feedforward Neural Network (FNN)
achieves higher accuracy in predicting instances of fraudu-
lent transactions. Consequently, they proposed an ensemble
learning model based on RF and FNN.

Deep learning for CCFD has been discussed in several
works [20, 31, 32]. Rushin et al. [20] conducted comparative
experiments on deep learning, LR, and Gradient Boosted
Tree (GBT) with a dataset containing approximately 80 mil-
lion account level transactions. The results showed that the
performance of deep learning models is better than the
GBT and LR. Kim et al. [31] proposed a champion-
challenger framework that includes deep learning and
ensemble learning and evaluated it on a large transaction
dataset taken from a major card issuing company in South
Korea. Li et al. [32] proposed a deep representation learning
model based on a full center loss function, which considers
both distances and angles among different features.

Some studies have made improvements in feature engi-
neering methods for credit card transaction data. Zhang
et al. [24] proposed a feature engineering method based on
homogeneity-oriented behavior analysis and then used a
deep belief network for learning the extracted features. Lucas
et al. [33] proposed an HMM-based feature engineering
strategy that could incorporate sequential knowledge in the
transactions in the form of HMM-based features, which
enabled a nonsequential RF classifier to make use of the
sequential information.Wu et al. [34] proposed a new feature
engineering method to detect fraudulent cash-out of credit
cards that considers both snapshot and dynamic behavioral
patterns of cardholders and conducted a comparative exper-
iment with the feature extraction method based on Whi-
trow’s strategy. Vlasselaer et al. [35] proposed a feature
engineering method based on the network structure of card-
holders and merchants and then calculated a time-dependent
suspiciousness score for each network object.

Many other approaches have been used recently in the
identification of credit card fraud. Gianini et al. [36] pro-
posed a method of rule pool management based on game the-
ory in which the system distributes suspicious transactions
for manual investigation while avoiding the need to isolate
the individual rules. Based on generative adversarial net-
works, Fiore et al. [37] proposed a method to generate simu-
lated fraudulent transaction samples to improve the
effectiveness of classification models. Carcillo et al. [38] pro-
posed a scalable real-time CCFD framework that could deal
with imbalance and feedback latency based on big data tools
such as Spark. Their work provides a reference for real-time
detection in massive credit card transaction data.
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2.2. Imbalanced Data Learning Methods. Imbalanced distri-
bution of data (class imbalance) has a great impact on the
performance of classification models, reducing the accuracy
of prediction in the minority class [25]. Some effective solu-
tions for class imbalanced data have been proposed by many
researchers. These solutions can be arranged into two groups:
data level and algorithm level [2].

Resampling is a simple and efficient way to address the
problem of class imbalance at the data level. Current
resampling strategies can be divided into those that over-
sample the minority class samples and those that under-
sample the majority class samples. Commonly used
oversampling methods include Random Oversampling
(ROS), Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique
(SMOTE) [39], and Borderline-SMOTE [40]. For a highly
imbalanced credit card transaction dataset, oversampling
generates many minority class samples (fraudulent transac-
tions). Although this can increase the learning weight of
the classification model for minority class samples, it also
increases computational complexity and generates many
noise samples, which will reduce the predictive perfor-
mance for the majority class (legal transactions). Com-
monly used undersampling methods include Random
Undersampling (RUS), one-sided dynamic undersampling
[41], and neighborhood-based undersampling [42]. The
undersampling approach involves deleting a large number
of majority class samples. This improves the computational
efficiency of the classification model but may result in the
loss of important information from the majority class sam-
ples, which can increase the false-positive rate of the clas-
sification model and lead to additional investigation costs
for the banks.

Cost-sensitive learning technology is often used to
address the problem of imbalanced datasets at the algo-
rithm level. These learning models introduce some con-
straints and weights through a cost matrix based on the
loss function of conventional learning models, which
causes models to shift to a smaller total cost. The advan-
tage of cost-sensitive learning technology is that it does
not generate or add new information, thereby avoiding
the introduction of external noise into the classification
model. The disadvantage of cost-sensitive learning technol-
ogy is that the establishment of the cost matrix needs to be
estimated by business experts and cannot be calculated
accurately. Commonly used cost-sensitive learning models
include cost-sensitive SVM [43], cost-sensitive LR [44],
and cost-sensitive DT [18].

Akila and Reddy [45] proposed a cost-sensitive risk-
induced Bayesian inference bagging model for CCFD to
help card issuers reduce costs. They verified the effective-
ness of this model on a dataset from a Brazilian bank.
Nami and Shajari [46] proposed a two-stage detection
algorithm to address class imbalance in payment card
fraud detection. The first stage extracts the relevant fea-
tures from the transaction data and the second stage
extracts the recent transaction behavioral characteristics
of cardholders. In the second stage, a cost-sensitive
dynamic random forest model is used to improve classifi-
cation performance.

3. Methodology

In this section, we introduce the proposed heterogeneous
ensemble learning model based on data distribution
(HELMDD) in details, which consists of two main compo-
nents. The first is a resampling method based on data distri-
bution (RMDD), as illustrated in Figure 1. RMDD
undersamples the majority class based on the data distribu-
tion of the majority samples and creates several balanced
training subsets by using KNN and K-Means. The second
one is a framework based on a heterogeneous ensemble
learning model (HELM), as illustrated in Figure 2. HELM is
a framework that integrates seven kinds of heterogeneous
classification models (LR, SVM, NB, DT, RF, AdaBoost,
and XGBoost) in the bagging method.

3.1. KNN. KNN is a widely used unsupervised learning
method. KNN can predict the category of samples by calcu-
lating the Euclidean distance between different points. The
formula for calculating the Euclidean distance between
points ðxi, yjÞ is shown in the following equation:

dij =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
〠
n

k=1
xik − yjk

� �2
 

s
k = 1, 2,⋯, nð Þ: ð1Þ

RMDD divides the majority class samples of the training
dataset into a subset of boundary samples and a subset of
ordinary samples using a KNN algorithm. A selection of
samples is then drawn from each of these subsets to create
several new balanced datasets that contain cases from both
the majority and minority classes. The advantage of this
method is that the new balanced training subsets retain some
of the boundary features of the majority class from the orig-
inal training dataset, which can reduce information loss in
these critical boundary cases.

3.2. K-Means. K-Means is a popular unsupervised clustering
algorithm. Taking dataset S and the number of classes k as
inputs, the K-Means algorithm is aimed at dividing S into k
subsets quickly. Specifically, K-Means randomly select k
samples as initial clusters. Then, for each sample s in the
dataset, the Euclidean distance dsj between sample s and the
centroid of k different clusters is calculated. If the distance
between s and the centroid of cluster i is the shortest, s is
assigned to cluster i. The third step is to calculate the average
value of samples in cluster i and update the centroid of cluster
i. The second and third steps are repeated until the difference
between the old centroid and the new centroid is less than a
preset threshold. After the algorithm is executed, we can
obtain the data distribution of the majority class samples.

In the task of imbalanced classification, undersampling
methods can increase the learning weight of minority class
samples, which helps classification models to attain a higher
recall rate. RUS is the most widely used method, but a signif-
icant defect of RUS is that it discards a large number of sam-
ples from the majority class, which may increase the false-
positive rate of classification models. During the undersam-
pling process, if we do not consider the distribution of
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majority class samples, the selected samples cannot represent
main features of the majority class and thus could decrease
the performance of the base classifiers. In our method, we
divide the majority class into k clusters using the K-Means
algorithm and then randomly sample from each cluster in
different proportions. This resampling method fully con-
siders the distribution of majority class samples and thus
can better retain the main features of these cases.

3.3. RMDD Resampling Method. RMDD is an undersampling
algorithm that fully considers data distribution, which has
three components. The first is to sample the minority class.
Due to the highly imbalanced distribution in a CCFD dataset,
we use all the minority class samples to improve recognition
ability for the minority class of the base classifier. In the sec-
ond part, we undersample the majority class to generate mul-

tiple subsets so that the number of majority class samples is
the same as the number of minority class samples, which
forms the core of the RMDD algorithm. The third part is to
generate several balanced subsets to provide training data
for the base classifiers by merging the minority class samples
and the subset of majority class samples. The flowchart of the
RMDD resampling algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

The second part above consists of the following 4 steps:

(1) We divide the majority class samples into a boundary
sample set B and an ordinary sample set G by the
KNN algorithm. Then, for any sample x in the major-
ity class (labeled 0), we find K-nearest neighbor sam-
ples to x from the training set. If there are more than
k/2 neighboring samples with a label of 1, then B =
B ∪ fxg, otherwise G =G ∪ fxg

Training set
(imbalanced set)

Majority class
dataset

Minority class
dataset

K-Nearest
neighbor

Borderline
samples

Ordinary
samples

Clustering

Cluster 1 Cluster K

Random
sampling

Random
sampling

Random
sampling

Random
sampling

BkB1 G1
1 G1

k Gk
kGk

1

Smaj
1 Smaj

k Smin
1 Smin

k

Balanced training
subset 1

Balanced training
subset k

Nmin = Sj
maj

Figure 1: Flowchart of RMDD resampling algorithm, including three classic algorithms: KNN, K-Means, and RUS.
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(2) Random sampling with replacement is used to divide
sample B into k subsets. Nb represents the number of
samples in set B. The formula for calculating the
number of samples in each subset is shown as

Nbi = λiNb, i ∈ 1, 2,⋯, k½ �, λi ∈ 0, 1½ �, ð2Þ

〠
k

i=1
λi = 1: ð3Þ

λi is a weight parameter, which is used to adjust the
number of boundary samples in each subset

(3) Using the K-Means algorithm, we divide ordinary
sample set G into k clusters and sample with
replacement from each cluster with different sam-
pling rate. The sampling rate in the ith cluster is
calculated from Equation (4), where Ni represents
the number of samples in the ith cluster, and Ng

represents the number of ordinary samples in set
G. Nmin represents the number of minority sam-
ples, and Ngi represents the number of samples
randomly selected from the ith cluster and can be
calculated from Equation (5).

SRi =
Ni

Ng
, i ∈ 1, 2,⋯, k½ �, ð4Þ

Ngi = Nmin −Nbið ÞSRi ð5Þ

(4) Combining boundary sample subset Bj with ordinary

sample subset Gj to construct a subset Smaj
j of major-

ity class samples. The corresponding calculation for-
mula is as follows:

Smaj
j = Bj,G1

j ,G
2
j ,⋯,Gk

j

n o
, j ∈ 1, 2,⋯, k½ �: ð6Þ

The number of samples in the majority class is equal to
the number in the minority class, that is, Nmin = jSmaj

j j
3.4. Framework of HELM. To improve classification perfor-
mance, we propose a heterogeneous ensemble learning
model (HELM) framework, as shown in Figure 2. The HELM
framework uses data resampling and ensemble learning tech-
nologies to address the problem of imbalanced data in CCFD.
Through the training and screening of multiple heteroge-
neous base classifiers, we improve the robustness of HELM
as well as avoid reliance on a single classifier. The HELM
framework consists of two phases: (1) the data processing
phase and (2) the model training and selection phase.

3.4.1. Data Processing Phase. The main task of this phase is to
preprocess the original credit card transaction dataset,
including feature selection, data normalization, dataset divi-
sion, and resampling. First, we divide the original dataset into

Credit card
transaction

data
(imbalanced)

Training data
(imbalanced)

Testing data
(imbalanced)

Training set
(imbalanced)

Validation set
(imbalanced)

R
M
D
D

Balanced
training
subset 1

Balanced
training
subset 2

Balanced
training
subset k

Base
classifiers

Base
classifier 1

Base
classifier k

Base
classifier 2

Base
classifiers

Base
classifiers

S
E
L
E
C
T
I
O
N

V
O
T
I
N
G

Data processing phase Model training and selection phase

Figure 2: Framework of HELM. Preprocessing original data by RMDD resampling algorithm and selecting best classifiers from different base
classifiers by AUC score.
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a training set and a test set. The training set is used for esti-
mating parameters of the classification model, and the test
set is used for evaluating the trained classification model.
We further divide the training set into a training subset and
a validation subset and use the RMDD algorithm to resample
the training subset, which divides the highly imbalanced
training subset into k balanced subsets for training base clas-
sifiers. The RMDD algorithm fully considers the distribution
of majority class samples. Boundary samples are distin-
guished from ordinary samples by applying the KNN algo-
rithm. Ordinary samples are grouped into k classes by the
K-Means algorithm. Through these two algorithms, we can
build several balanced subsets and ensure that each balanced
training subset contains a certain ratio of boundary samples
and ordinary samples from each cluster. The advantage of
this is that more feature information of samples in the major-
ity class can be preserved while generating new balanced
training subsets. In addition, the introduction of boundary
samples retains some of boundary contours from the original
dataset in the new balanced subset, which can help to
improve classification performance.

3.4.2. Model Training and Selection Phase.When the prepro-
cessing phase is completed, we have k balanced training sub-
sets. For each subset, we use seven different base classifiers for
training, including LR, SVM, NB, DT, RF, AdaBoost, and
XGBoost. Then, we use an imbalanced validation subset to
obtain Area Under the Curve (AUC) score for each base clas-
sifier and select the base classifier with the best AUC score as
recommended classifier for that subset. Finally, we obtain an
ensemble learning model with heterogeneous or isomorphic
recommended classifiers that are trained with other subsets.
For samples in the test dataset, each recommended classifier
will give an initial prediction; then, the final prediction result
is generated through a voting method across each recom-
mended classifier. In the model selection phase, we use
AUC score as the selection condition because AUC score
takes into account both the prediction accuracies of the
majority and minority classes at the same time, which gives
us a good compromise between the accuracy and recall met-
rics for the classification model. In credit card fraud predic-
tion, misclassification of legitimate transactions as
fraudulent transactions or mis classification of fraudulent
transactions as legitimate transactions willincur costs for
banks and customers, such as loss of transaction amount,
manual investigation costs, etc. Therefore, by comparing
the AUC score of multiple base classifiers and selecting the
base classifier with the best AUC score to build an ensemble
model, we can effectively improve prediction performance
and reduce economic losses for cardholders and banks.

The HELM framework can be deployed in a distributed
manner. Base classifier training tasks on different subsets in
HELM can be assigned to different cluster nodes. Each node
can perform model training in parallel during periods of low
credit card transactions (such as the early morning). Since
the proportion of fraudulent transactions is very low, the bal-
anced training subset space generated by the RMDD algo-
rithm is quite small, which can significantly reduce the
training time of base classifiers. Compared with other tradi-

tional methods, our HELM framework can significantly
reduce model training and deployment time by reducing
the training sample space and facilitating the application of
parallel computing technologies.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset Description. In this paper, we use two real credit
card transaction datasets: one from Kaggle (public dataset)
and one from a bank in China (our private dataset). The
detailed statistics are shown in Table 1.

(1) Kaggle dataset [47]. This dataset is composed of
credit card transaction records of European card-
holders in September 2013. The time span of these
transactions is two days, and each transaction record
contains 30 features. Due to privacy considerations,
28 features were encoded by Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), except for two features: transaction
time and amount. This dataset contains a total of
284,807 instances, of which 492 are minority class
samples (fraudulent transactions). The fraud rate of
this dataset is 0.173%, which indicates that the data-
set is highly imbalanced

(2) Our private dataset. This dataset is provided by a
bank in China and contains credit card transaction
records of customers on a typical day in May 2017.
Each instance has 23 features, including some per-
sonal information of cardholders (such as age, gen-
der, marital status, and education level) and
transaction-related features (such as transaction
amount, time, and merchant number). This dataset
contains 24,024 instances, including 660 fraud
instances. The fraud rate of this dataset is 2.747%.

4.2. Performance Measures. Confusion matrix provides help-
ful information regarding the actual labels and predicted
labels proposed by the classification model. The confusion
matrix used in this study is shown in Table 2. Due to the
highly imbalanced phenomenon of our credit card datasets,
widely used evaluation indexes (such as accuracy and preci-
sion) do not fully represent the performance of classification
models. For example, if we classify all samples in the Kaggle
dataset as legitimate transactions, the accuracy will be close
to 98%; it is clear that this prediction model is not a good
classification model. Therefore, we choose Fra_Recall (fraud
class recall), Leg_Recall (legal class recall), G-mean, AUC,
and savings rate [48] to evaluate the model.

Fra_Recall and Leg_Recall are calculated by Equations
(7) and (8), respectively. The larger the Fra_Recall value,
the higher the proportion of fraudulent transactions that
are identified by the classification model, and the more fraud
losses that can be avoided for banks and cardholders. The
larger the Leg_Recall value, the higher the proportion of
legitimate transactions that is identified by the classification
model, and the greater the investigation costs that can be
saved for banks. The ideal model is that Fra_Recall and
Leg_Recall are close to 1 at the same time. G-mean and
AUC are very important measures that are widely used in
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model evaluation studies in the presence of imbalanced data.
The larger the G-mean and AUC value, the better the perfor-
mance of the classification model. G-mean and AUC can be
calculated by Equations (9) and (10).

Fra Recall = sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
, ð7Þ

Leg Recall = specificity =
TN

TN + FP
, ð8Þ

G‐mean =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sensitivity × specificity

p
, ð9Þ

AUC = 1 −
1

D+j j ⋅ D−j j 〠
x+∈D+

〠
x−∈D−

� I f x+ð Þ < f x−ð Þð Þ + 1
2
I f x+ð Þ = f x−ð Þð Þ

� �
:

ð10Þ

D+ and D− denote the collection of fraudulent transac-
tions and legitimate transactions, respectively.

The savings rate is an indicator that banks attach great
importance to, because it is always used to quantify the eco-
nomic benefits that fraud detection models can create for
banks. The CCFD cost matrix [48] is shown in Table 3.
Among them, yi is the actual label for transaction i, and yi′
is the predicted label for transaction i given by classifier f .
If a transaction is predicted to be a fraudulent transaction
(TP or FP), the bank needs to investigate the transaction
incurring a cost of Ca. Conversely, if the transaction is pre-
dicted to be legitimate (TN or FN), there is no investigation
cost, but in the case of FN, the loss of the bank is equal to
the transaction amount Amti. If no classifier is used for
CCFD, the total loss of the bank is calculated by Equation
(11). The proportion of cost saved for the bank by using clas-
sifier f is calculated by Equation (12).

Ctotal = 〠
n

i=1
yiAmti, ð11Þ

Savings fð Þ =
∑n

i=1yiyi ′Amti − yi ′Ca

� �
Ctotal

ð12Þ

4.3. Experimental Design. To evaluate the effectiveness of the
HELMDD model, we conducted experiments on two real

credit card datasets and compared the proposed model with
several competing approaches. Most of models can be
divided into two categories: independent model and ensem-
ble learning model. The independent model we used in our
experiment includes LR, SVM, NB, and DT. The ensemble
learning model we used in our experiment includes RF, Ada-
Boost, and XGBoost. In addition, we also combined these
models with different resampling methods, such as SMOTE
and RUS.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

To directly compare with previous works, we evaluate our
model using 10-fold cross-validation similar to prior
approaches on the two datasets. The experimental results
for each classification model on the Kaggle dataset and our
private dataset are shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
For convenience of comparison, we have also presented the
data of Tables 4 and 5 in histogram form, as shown in
Figures 3 and 4. In Tables 4 and 5, numbers in italic indicate
the best values of the model in the corresponding evaluation
measure.

For the Kaggle dataset, we compare the proposed model
with several competing approaches and show the results in
Table 4. From the results, we can observe the following:

(1) In the case of the same classification model, those
implementing resampling methods to preprocess
the training subset achieved better performance
than models with the original imbalanced training
subset. Fra_Recall, AUC, and G-mean have differ-
ent degrees of improvement. For example, Fra_
Recall increased from 0.0235 (DT model with
SMOTE method) to 0.2353 (LR model with RUS
method), AUC increased from 0.0023 (AdaBoost
model with SMOTE method) to 0.0275 (NB model
with RUS method), and G-mean increased from
0.0018 (DT model with RUS method) to 0.1239
(LR model with RUS). The main reason is that pre-
processing the original imbalanced dataset with
SMOTE or RUS method helps models to improve
the learning rate of fraudulent transaction instances
and therefore enhances the ability to identify fraud-
ulent transactions

Table 1: Dataset description.

Dataset Instances Features Fraud instances (minority class) Legal instances (majority class) Fraud ratio

Kaggle dataset 284807 30 492 284315 0.173%

Our private dataset 24024 23 660 23364 2.747%

Table 2: Confusion matrix.

Actual fraud (positive) Actual legal (negative)

Predicted fraud (positive) True positive (TP) False positive (FP)

Predicted legal (negative) False negative (FN) True negative (TN)
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(2) In the case of applying the same resampling method,
AUC obtained by ensemble learning models are gen-
erally better than those from independent learning
models. As shown in Table 4, the highest AUC
obtained by independent learning models with three
different resampling methods are 0.9559 (imbalanced
data), 0.9678 (SMOTE method), and 0.9697 (RUS
method), while the average AUC obtained by ensem-
ble learning models with three different sampling
methods are 0.9621 (imbalanced data), 0.9678
(SMOTE method), and 0.9713 (RUS method), so
the ensemble learning models are slightly better than
the independent learning models. This is because
ensemble learning models are strengthened by using
multiple weak classification models. Compared with

independent models, ensemble models can obtain a
smaller deviation and better generalization ability

(3) For the same classification model, those using RUS to
preprocess the training dataset achieve better Fra_
Recall and AUC than models based on SMOTE. For
example, Fra_Recall increases from 0.0047 (NBmodel)
to 0.0589 (DTmodel), and AUC increases from 0.0010
(RFmodel) to 0.0149 (NBmodel). However, we cannot
ignore that Leg_Recall decreases by 0.0095 (SVM
model) to 0.0903 (DT model). This is because the
RUS method discards many legitimate transaction
samples and leads to an improvement in the identifica-
tion of fraudulent transactions while increasing the
false prediction rate for legitimate transactions

Table 3: Credit card fraud cost matrix.

Actual fraud (positive)
yi = 1

Actual legal (negative)
yi = 0

Predicted fraud (positive)
yi′= 1

CTPi = Ca CFPi = Ca

Predicted legal (negative)
yi′= 0

CFNi
= Amti CTNi

= 0

Table 4: Results on the Kaggle dataset.

Model Rebalancing technique Fra_Recall Leg_Recall AUC G-mean Savings

LR

Imbalanced 0.6176 0.9942 0.9500 0.7836 0.5980

SMOTE 0.8412 0.9755 0.9571 0.9058 0.7591

RUS 0.8529 0.9657 0.9630 0.9075 0.7399

SVM

Imbalanced 0.8059 0.9963 0.9559 0.8961 0.7893

SMOTE 0.8824 0.9700 0.9678 0.9252 0.7829

RUS 0.8529 0.9605 0.9697 0.9051 0.7237

NB

Imbalanced 0.7001 0.9996 0.9413 0.8365 0.6943

SMOTE 0.8012 0.9920 0.9539 0.8908 0.7700

RUS 0.8059 0.9783 0.9688 0.8879 0.7329

DT

Imbalanced 0.7647 0.9996 0.8821 0.8743 0.7585

SMOTE 0.7882 0.9965 0.8924 0.8863 0.7723

RUS 0.8471 0.9062 0.9061 0.8761 0.5477

RF

Imbalanced 0.7588 0.9999 0.9614 0.8711 0.7538

SMOTE 0.8235 0.9998 0.9709 0.9074 0.8178

RUS 0.8588 0.9703 0.9719 0.9129 0.7604

AdaBoost

Imbalanced 0.7765 0.9998 0.9601 0.8811 0.7708

SMOTE 0.8706 0.9850 0.9624 0.9260 0.8182

RUS 0.8824 0.9473 0.9694 0.9143 0.7117

XGBoost

Imbalanced 0.7706 0.9999 0.9649 0.8778 0.7656

SMOTE 0.8765 0.9885 0.9700 0.9308 0.8194

RUS 0.9001 0.9663 0.9725 0.9325 0.7886

HELMDD RMDD 0.8882 0.9903 0.9853 0.9379 0.8623
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Table 5: Results on our private dataset.

Model Rebalancing technique Fra_Recall Leg_Recall AUC G-mean Savings

LR

Imbalanced 0.5928 0.8145 0.7334 0.6949 0.5414

SMOTE 0.5825 0.7431 0.7058 0.6579 0.5130

RUS 0.6959 0.6483 0.7250 0.6717 0.6014

SVM

Imbalanced 0.5155 0.7679 0.6567 0.6291 0.4527

SMOTE 0.6959 0.6068 0.6881 0.6498 0.5909

RUS 0.5773 0.8751 0.7509 0.7108 0.5415

NB

Imbalanced 0.3505 0.9428 0.7076 0.5749 0.3335

SMOTE 0.5722 0.8055 0.7245 0.6789 0.5186

RUS 0.5722 0.8038 0.7274 0.6782 0.5182

DT

Imbalanced 0.0876 0.9659 0.5268 0.2909 0.0783

SMOTE 0.1598 0.9072 0.5335 0.3807 0.1350

RUS 0.6443 0.6017 0.6230 0.6226 0.5384

RF

Imbalanced 0.5773 0.7958 0.7252 0.6778 0.5213

SMOTE 0.5412 0.7126 0.6564 0.6210 0.4642

RUS 0.6186 0.7861 0.7528 0.6973 0.5598

AdaBoost

Imbalanced 0.6186 0.8047 0.7465 0.7055 0.5645

SMOTE 0.6031 0.7360 0.7101 0.6662 0.5316

RUS 0.6392 0.7531 0.7581 0.6938 0.5718

XGBoost

Imbalanced 0.6649 0.7387 0.7543 0.7008 0.5937

SMOTE 0.6082 0.7398 0.7014 0.6708 0.5377

RUS 0.6753 0.7693 0.7624 0.7208 0.6118

HELMDD RMDD 0.7213 0.7985 0.7941 0.7589 0.6696
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Figure 3: Histogram for the mean of model evaluation measures on the Kaggle dataset.
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(4) In terms of savings score, we have two findings: first,
after resampling the original imbalanced training
data with SMOTE method, the savings score of six
classification models has been improved to varying
degrees. For example, the XGBoost model has been
increased from 0.7656 to 0.8194 and the LR model
has been upgraded from 0.5980 to 0.7591. Second,
when we use the RUS method to resample original
data, the savings score of three classification models
(SVM, DT, and AdaBoost) has been reduced by dif-
ferent degrees, such as the SVM model which has
been reduced from 0.7893 to 0.7237, while the sav-
ings score of the other four classification models have
been improved by different degrees, such as the
XGBoost model which has been increased from
0.7656 to 0.7886. There may be two reasons for this:
first, the savings score is highly correlated with the
recognition rate of fraudulent transactions; SMOTE
method can help classification models increase the
recall rate of fraudulent transactions and reduce
fraud losses of banks. Second, the RUS method dis-
cards many legitimate transaction samples, although
it strengthens the learning of fraud samples and
improves the recall rate of fraud transaction for the
model, but it also leads to an increase in the false pre-
diction rate of legitimate transactions and increases
investigation cost for banks

(5) Our HELMDD model proposed in this paper
achieved the best AUC, G-mean, and savings scores,

which were 0.0128, 0.0054, and 0.0429 higher than
previous state-of-the-art methods, respectively. The
model showed good stability. While obtaining the
second highest Fra_Recall, it did not significantly
reduce Leg_Recall, thus ensuring that banks can
achieve greater savings. The overall performance of
HELMDD is better than the ensemble learning
models (such as XGBoost, AdaBoost, and RF) with
different resampling methods. This is because the
RMDD resampling algorithm fully considers the dis-
tribution of legitimate transaction samples. Samples
extracted from the boundary subset and multiple
clusters fully retain the diversity and boundary con-
tours of legitimate transaction samples. In addition,
the selection mechanism of base classification models
also helps to improve the overall performance of the
framework

Table 5 presents the performance comparison between
our approach and other competitive methods on our private
dataset. From the results, we can observe the following:

(1) Using the SMOTE method to resample the training
dataset may not necessarily improve performance of
the classification models and may even lead to a dete-
rioration in classification performance. In Table 5,
AUC and G-mean obtained by SVM, NB, and DT
combined with SMOTE have been improved to vary-
ing degrees. For example, AUC increases from 0.0067
(DT model) to 0.0314 (SVM model), and G-mean
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Figure 4: Histogram for the mean of model evaluation measures for our private dataset.
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increases from 0.0207 (SVM model) to 0.1040 (NB
model). However, the overall performance of LR,
RF, AdaBoost, and XGBoost combined with SMOTE
decreases to varying degrees, in which AUC
decreases by 0.0276 (LR model) to 0.0688 (RF
model), and G-mean decreases from 0.0300
(XGBoost model) to 0.0568 (RF model). This is pos-
sibly because through the SMOTE method, a large
amount of minority sample noise is generated in the
process of resampling for the training dataset, which
decreases the performance of some classification
models

(2) Using RUS to resample the training dataset, apart
from AUC of the LR model that dropped from
0.7334 to 0.7250, AUC obtained by the other six clas-
sification models manifests an improvement of
0.0081 (XGBoost model) to 0.0962 (DT model). This
may be because the absence of new minority samples
generated in the RUS process avoids the introduction
of noise samples and improves the performance of
the classification models

(3) The HELMDD model proposed in this article
achieved the best Fra_Recall, AUC, G-mean, and sav-
ings scores, which were 0.0254, 0.0317, 0.0381, and
0.0578 higher than the corresponding measures of
the previous state-of-the-art models, respectively.
The validity and stability of HELMDD model were
thus verified again

6. Ablation Study

We conduct an ablation study to investigate the effectiveness
of our model components.

Table 6 shows the effects of the different resampling and
model ensemble methods on AUC and savings scores. Here,
-RMDD denotes using RUS instead of the RMDD resam-
pling technique in HELMDD, and -HELM denotes using
XGBoost instead of the seven heterogeneous models and
ensemble in HELMDD. Base is the model generated by per-
forming the above two ablations, which is the default
XGBoost model with RUS resampling. For Kaggle and our
private dataset, we observe that both RMDD and HELM
are beneficial for identifying fraudulent transactions and
controlling the cost of investigating fraudulent transactions.
The reason is that two model components can significantly
improve the recognition rate of fraudulent transactions with-
out reducing the recognition rate of legitimate transactions.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a heterogeneous ensemble learning
model based on data distribution (HELMDD) for the prob-
lem of the highly imbalanced data distribution encountered
in CCFD. In our HELMDD model, we first propose an
undersampling method, RMDD, based on the distribution
of the majority class. RMDD divides the majority class into
boundary samples and ordinary samples and then generates
multiple balanced subsets based on the idea of clustering to
train multiple base classifiers. The RMDD algorithm can
maintain the classification boundary contours of the majority
class and reduce the loss of sample information. Therefore,
our model can obtain a higher majority class recall rate while
also improving the minority class recall rate. In terms of
model selection, we chose base classifiers that obtain the best
AUC score in the balanced subset to generate an ensemble
model, which helped to improve classification performance.
Finally, we evaluate the proposed method on the Kaggle data-
set and our private dataset. The results show that HELMDD
achieves new state-of-the-art performance compared to
other competing approaches.
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Multiple input and multiple output (MIMO) radar systems have advantages over traditional phased-array radar in resolution,
parameter identifiability, and target detection. However, the estimation performance of the direction of arrivals (DOAs) and the
direction of departures (DODs) will be significantly degraded for a colocated MIMO radar system with unknown mutual
coupling matrix (MCM). Although auxiliary sensors (AS) can be set to solve this problem, the computational cost of two-
dimensional multiple signal classification (2D-MUSIC) is still large. In this paper, a new angle estimation method is proposed to
reduce the computational complexity. First, a local-search range is defined for each initial angle estimation obtained by the
MUSIC with AS method. Second, the new estimation of DOAs and DODs of the targets is estimated via the joint estimation
theory of angle and mutual coupling coefficient in the local search area. Simulation results validate that the proposed method
can obtain the same precision and have the advantage over the global searching in computational complexity.

1. Introduction

A MIMO radar system transmits orthogonal waveforms via
its antennas, which can supply more independent transmi-
t/receive channels than that of traditional phased-array
radar. There are two types of MIMO radar systems: one is
statistical MIMO radar [1, 2] and the other is colocated
MIMO radar [3]. The former is composed of widely sepa-
rated antennas, which can achieve the spatial diversity gain
and overcome the scintillation effect of targets. The antenna
configuration of the latter is the same as that of phased array
radar and can form virtual arrays, which result in perfor-
mance improvement of target detection and parameter iden-
tification. In our work, we focus on a bistatic radar system
based on the latter type of MIMO radar system.

The bistatic MIMO radar system combines the advan-
tages of MIMO radar and bistatic radar system, which has
been researched extensively. How to improve the estimation
performance of direction-of-arrivals (DOAs) and direction
of departures (DODs) is one of the hot research issues in
existing studies. A great number of estimation methods have

been proposed, such as maximum likelihood (ML) [4–7],
subspace-based [8–12], and sparse signal representation
(SSR) [13–15]. Compared to ML and SSR, multiple signal
classification (MUSIC) and estimation of signal parameters
via rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT) are two typical
methods which can achieve high estimation performance with
low computational complexity than that of ML and SSR [16].
These methods will work well under ideal conditions. In a real
scenario, however, there is a mutual coupling effect between
the elements of array, which has a great influence on the per-
formance of angle estimation methods [17–20], and there is
no exception for co-locatedMIMO radar using arrays [21–23].

There are many methods for solving the problem of
mutual coupling effect, such as self-calibration method [24],
sparse array method [25], and auxiliary sensors(AS) method
[17, 21, 26, 27]. Among these methods, the AS method is
proved to be the most effective and feasible method [17, 21,
26, 27]. In this method, the first and the last sensors of the
transmit and receive array are set as auxiliary sensors. After
that, the effects of unknown MCM can be eliminated, and
then the MUSIC method can be directly applied to estimate
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the DOAs and DODs of targets. Unfortunately, AS method
results in the loss of array aperture, which is caused by the
reduction of the number of available array elements [17, 28,
29]. More importantly, there is high computational complex-
ity since two-dimensional global searching to be performed
by MUSIC in the process of the angle estimation [30–32].

In this paper, a local searching algorithm for the estima-
tion of DOAs and DODs for the colocated MIMO radar in
the presence of mutual coupling is proposed. The method
has three phases. First, initial DOAs and DODs are estimated
via AS method without knowing the mutual coupling coeffi-
cients. Second, a local search range is defined for each pair of
DOAs and DODs obtained in the first phase. Finally, new
angle estimates are obtained based on the theory of joint
angle and mutual coupling coefficient estimation. We make
a lot of analysis on the key factors, such as search range and
search step length, which are closely related to the computa-
tional complexity and estimation accuracy of our algorithm.
Simulation results validate that the proposed algorithm can
achieve good performance in terms of lower complexity
and high estimation accuracy.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the signal model of colocated MIMO system. Section 3 pre-
sents the process of the local search method for angle estima-
tion and theoretically analyzes the computational complexity
of that. Simulation results are given in Section 4 to demon-
strate the performance of the proposed method. And Section
5 is the conclusion.

2. Signal Model

Consider a bistaticMIMO radar systemwith a transmitter and
a receiver. Both the transmitter and the receiver are uniform
linear arrays (ULA), which are equipped withM transmitting
antennas and N receiving antennas, respectively. The distance
between adjacent antennas is half a wavelength. It is assumed
that there areQ targets in far-field, the DOD andDOA of the q
th target relative to the transmitter and the receiver are φq and
θq, respectively. In a MIMO radar system, the transmitter
transmits M orthogonal waveforms SmðtÞ,m = 1, 2,⋯,M,
which satisfies the condition of

Ð
Tp
SðtÞSHðtÞ = IM . Here, TP

is the duration of the pulse, and I is the identity matrix. Thus,
the received data at time t in the kth snapshot can be written as

xk tð Þ = 〠
Q

q=1
βqka θq

� �
bT φq

� �
S tð Þ + nk tð Þ, ð1Þ

where xkðtÞ ∈ℂN×1 is the received data vector, βqk is the chan-
nel parameter representing reflection coefficient and Doppler

frequency, aðθqÞ = ½1, ejπ sin θq ,⋯,ejπðM−1Þ sin θq �T and bðθqÞ =
½1, ejπ sin φq ,⋯,ejπðN−1Þ sin φq �T are receive steering vector and
transmitting steering vector, respectively, SðtÞ =
½s1ðtÞ, s2ðtÞ,⋯,sMðtÞ�T is the signal vector, and nkðtÞ is consid-
ered as the unknown uniform noise.

After matched filtering by M matched filters, a matrix
form of the output data is given by

Xk =A θð ÞΣkBT φð Þ +Nk, ð2Þ

where Xk ∈ℂM×N is the output data, AðθÞ = ½aðθ1Þ, aðθ2Þ,⋯
,aðθQÞ� and BðθÞ = ½bðφ1Þ, bðφ2Þ,⋯,bðφQÞ� are the transmit
steering matrix and the receiving steering matrix, respec-
tively, Σk = diag fβ1k, β1k,⋯,βQkg is the channel parameters

matrix, and Nk ∈ℂM×N is the noise.
However, the mutual coupling effect exits objectively in

the arrays, which is not reflected in formula (2). In general,
they can be described as mutual coupling matrix (MCM),
also called band-symmetric Toeplitz matrix. So, in the case
of mutual coupling, the actual data that the receiver outputs
should be expressed as

Xk = CrA θð Þ½ �Σk CtB φð Þ½ �T +Nk, ð3Þ

where Ct = toeplitzð½1, c1, 0,⋯,0�Þ ∈ℂM×M and Cr = toeplitz
ð½1, c2, 0,⋯,0�Þ ∈ℂN×N represent theMCM of transmit arrays
and receive arrays, respectively.

In order to process MIMO radar data, it is necessary to
change the matrix Xk into a column vector Yk, which is given
by

Yk = vec Xkð Þ = Ct ⊗Cr½ � A θð Þ ⊙ B φð Þ½ �βk +Wk = CK θ, φð Þβk +Wk,
ð4Þ

where vecð⋅Þ, C =Ct ⊗Cr , and AðθÞ ⊙ BðφÞ =Kðθ, φÞ denote
the vectorization operation, the equivalent of MCM, and the
virtual steering matrix, respectively. The symbols ⊗ and ⊙
stand for Kronecker product and Hadamard product, respec-
tively. Kðθ, φÞ = ½kðθ1, φ1Þ,⋯,kðθQ, φQÞ�, in which the kðθq,
φqÞ satisfied with kðθq, φqÞ = aðθqÞ ⊗ bðφqÞ. βk = vecðΣkÞ,
and Wk = vecðNkÞ.

The sampling covariance matrix of Yk can be written as:

RY = E YkYH
k

� �
=CK θ, φð ÞβkβHk CK θ, φð Þ½ �H + σ2IMN , ð5Þ

where σ2 is the average noise power. If C is known, then the
noise subspace and the signal subspace can be obtained by
Eigenvalue decomposition of equation (5). Furthermore,
the DOA can be estimated through subspace method. The
truth of the matter that C is usually unknown, which will
result in errors in angle estimation.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Method. The proposed method consists of three phases
as follows.

3.1.1. Phase 1. In the first phase, the sensors on either sides of
the transmitter/receiver array are set to be auxiliary sensors,
which are marked with grey color and shown in Figure 1.
Then, we use the algorithm in reference [29] to obtain the
initial angle estimations of all targets. It is noted that the
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search step length can be allowed to be set longer in the pro-
cess of spectral peak search. For example, the step length is
0.1 degree instead of 0.01 degree. Although the precision
becomes worse with longer step length, the computational
cost is significantly reduced in the same search area.

3.1.2. Phase 2. In order to compensate for the decrease of
accuracy caused by the first phase, Q local search areas with
the same size are defined for Q targets. And we let the initial

estimation of qth target hθ^q, φ
^
qi from phase 1 as the center of

the qth local search area hθ^q ± Δθ, φ^q ± Δφi. The details are
shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2, Δθ and Δφ indicate the size
of the local search area. And the red and blue dots represent
one of the initial angle estimation value obtained in phase 1
and the angle estimations to be estimated, respectively. To
simplify, we assumed that Δθ = Δφ in this paper.

3.1.3. Phase 3. In the third phase, we define ðS + 1Þ points of
the DOAs and the DODs to be searched in the qth local

search area for the qth targets are hθ^q − Δθ,⋯,θ
^

q − θs, θ
^

q,
θ
^

q − θs,⋯,θ
^

q + Δθi and hφ^q − Δφ,⋯,φ^q − φs, φ
^

q, φ
^

q − φs,⋯
,φ^q + Δφi, respectively, where θs = ð2ΔθÞ/S. Then, the total

number of search points in the qth local search are ðS + 1Þ2.
Indeed, this phase will increase the cost of computation, but
its computation is still much less than that of MUSIC with
search step 0.01 degree. We will discuss it in detail later in
the section of simulation. After completing the above proce-
dure, the final angle estimation of all targets is based on the
theory of joint estimation of angle and mutual coupling coef-
ficient [17].

In equation (4), the mutual coupling matrix can be
expressed as

C = Ct ⊗Cr =

C1 C2 0 ⋯ 0
C2 C1 C2 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮

0 ⋯ C2 C1 C2

0 ⋯ 0 C2 C1

2666666664

3777777775
, ð6Þ

where C1 and C2 are Toeplitz matrix, which are given by

C1 =Cr = toeplitz 1, c2, 0,⋯,0½ �f g ∈ℂN×N ,
C2 = c1 ⋅ Cr = toeplitz c1, c1c2, 0,⋯,0½ �f g ∈ℂN×N ,

(
ð7Þ

where c1 and c2 are the unknown mutual coupling coeffi-
cients of transmit arrays and receive arrays, respectively.

According to the literature [17], we have

Cka θ, ρð Þ = TN a θð Þ½ �ρk, k = 1, 2, ð8Þ

where ρ1 = ½1, c1�T , ρ2, = ½c1, c1c2�T , TN = T1
N + T2

N is a trans-
formation matrix which can be given by

T1
N

� 	
i,j =

a θð Þi+j−1
0

(
i + j ≤N + 1,
otherwise,

T2
N

� 	
i,j =

a θð Þi−j+1
0

(
i ≥ j ≥ 2,
otherwise:

ð9Þ

A transformation matrix TM = T1
M + T2

M is similarly
defined as

T1
M

� 	
i,j =

b φð Þi+j−1
0

(
i + j ≤M + 1,
otherwise,

ð10Þ

T2
M

� 	
i,j =

b φð Þi−j+1
0

(
i ≥ j ≥ 2,
otherwise:

ð11Þ

From equations (8)–(11), we have

Ck φ, θð Þ =C b φð Þ ⊗ a θð Þ½ � = TM ⊗ TNð Þ
ρ1

ρ2

" #
= T φ, θð Þρ,

ð12Þ

where ρ = ½1, c1, c1, c1c2�T . The estimates of DOAs can be
obtained by the following equation

Target

𝜑 𝜃

Transmitter Receiver

... ...

Figure 1: The single base MIMO radar array model with auxiliary sensors.
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EH
n Ck φq, θq

� �


 


2 = EH
n T φq, θq

� �
ρ




 


2 = 0, q = 1, 2,⋯,Q:

ð13Þ

The equivalent expression of the equation (13) is as
follows

ρHTHEnEH
n Tρ = 0: ð14Þ

In formula (14), the vector ρ is regarded as an eigenvec-
tor, which can be obtained via the eigen decomposition of
THEnEH

n T. And the eigenvalue is zero when the estimates of
the angle are equal to the true DOAs. However, the estimates
always deviate from the real values. Therefore, an optimiza-
tion function is constructed, which is given by

<bφ , bθ > = arg min
φ,θ

λmin D φ, θð Þ½ �ð Þ, ð15Þ

where Dðφ, θÞ = THEnEH
n T, and the function of λmin½·� is to

select the smallest one from the eigenvalues via ED of D
ðφn, θnÞ, i = 1, 2,⋯,N2 + 1. In other words, for a local
search range, where the angles with minimum eigenvalue are
new estimates of DOAs. The eigenvector ρ is corresponding
to the minimum eigenvalue, and the mutual coupling coeffi-
cients matrix ρ is corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue.

ρ = emin D θ
^
, φ^

� �h i
: ð16Þ

In order to better demonstrate our method, we summarize
the realization process of the proposed algorithm in
Algorithm 1.

3.2. Computational Complexity of Proposed Method. The
value of step length is usually set as 0.01° in global searching.
That means the number of search points is 18001 in the range
of -90° ~90°. The computational cost of THEnEH

n T is O½8M
NðMN −QÞ + 16MN�, and the complexity of eigen decom-
position of Dðφ, θÞ ∈ℂ4×4 is Oð64Þ for each point via joint
estimation of angles and mutual coupling coefficients
method. Therefore, the total computational cost of the global
searching is Of18001 ∗ 64 ∗ ½8MNðMN −QÞ + 16MN�g.

Different from the global searching method, the main
calculation process of the proposed method consists of
two parts. The first part is to achieve the initial angle esti-
mation via MUISC with the auxiliary element method.
The computational cost of this part is O½3601 ∗MNðMN
−QÞ + ðMN −QÞ� under the assumption that the search
step length is 0.05°and the search range is -90° ~90°. The
angle estimation method of the second part is the same
as the first part but with local search, in which the com-
putational cost is OfQðS + 1Þ2 ∗ 64 ∗ ½8MNðMN −QÞ + 16
MN�g. The complexity of the local search method is O
f½3601 ∗MNðMN −QÞ + ðMN −QÞ� +QðS + 1Þ2 ∗ 644½8M
NðMN −QÞ + 16MN�g.

Let S = 10 and set the variation range of the local search
to be ±0.05°, then the local search method can achieve the
same angle estimation accuracy as the global search method.
For simplicity, let Q =MN − 1. To compare the computa-
tional complexity of the two methods, we define the compu-
tational cost ratio of the global search method to the local
search method as γ. When M =N = 12,10,8, γ is equal to
1.0402, 1.5024, and 2.2367, respectively. It is indicated that
the local search method has the advantage over the global
search in lightweight applications.

4. Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, we will demonstrate the performance of the
proposed method via three simulations. Consider a L-type
bistatic MIMO radar whose transmitter and receiver are
ULAs with 8 array elements, which are separated by half
wavelength. And Q = 3 known uncorrelated targets are
located in the far-field with angles ðθ1 = 10°, φ1 = 10°Þ, ðθ1
= 30°, φ1 = 30°Þ, and ðθ3 = 45°, φ3 = 45°Þ, respectively. The
transmit signals are orthogonal discrete multifrequency
signals [∗], and additive noise is zero mean, i.i.d., white
Gaussian processes with variance σ2. We set the number of
Monto Carlo trial (K) and snapshots (P) to be 500 and 100,
respectively. The validity of angle estimation is measured by
root mean square error (RMSE):

RMSE =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2KQ〠
K

k=1
〠
Q

q=1
θ∧k,q − θq
� �2 + ϕ∧k,q − ϕq

� �2h ivuut ,

ð17Þ

where <bθk,q, bφk,q > denotes the qth DOA and DOD in the k
th trial, and <θq, φq > denotes the true DOA and DOD of the
qth target.

4.1. Simulation Experiment 1: RMSE Simulation of Angle
Estimation of the Proposed Method with Different Segments.
Before doing this experiment, we had obtained the initial

angle estimations feθq, ~φqg of Q known targets via auxiliary
elements method, in which the search step length was set to
be 0.1°. In this experiment, the local search range of each

angle estimation is <eθq ± 0:5∘, ~φq ± 0:5∘ > . S1 = 10, S2 = 20,
and S3 = 40 are different segments, and the corresponding

(𝜃q, 𝜑q)

𝜃q ± Δ𝜃

𝜑
q
 ±

 Δ
𝜑

Figure 2: A local search area around the initial estimation of the qth
target.
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search step length is 0:1∘, 0:05∘, and 0:025∘, respectively. The
number of points to be estimated is 121, 441, and 1681,
respectively.

Figure 3 shows the RMSEs of the proposed method with
different segments in the case of the fixed search range. From
Figure 3, we can see that the proposed method can achieve
better performance with the increase in the number of search
segments.

4.2. Simulation Experiment 2: RMSE Simulation of Angle
Estimation of the Proposed Method with Different Search
Range. For simplicity, the number of search segments is fixed
at 10 in this experiment. That is to say, the number of search
points is 121. By setting the search step length d to be 0:05∘
and 0:1∘, we get the search range is ±0:25∘ and ±0:5∘, respec-
tively. Figure 4 shows the RMSEs of the proposed method
with different search range in the case of fixed search seg-
ments. We have noted that large search step length provides
better performance in the case of lower SNR. This is because
there is a large deviation between true angle and initial angle
estimation obtained under the conditions of low SNR. As a
result, the probability of a small search range covering the
true angle is less than that of a large search range. With the
increase of SNR, the performance of small range search is
improved significantly.

4.3. Simulation Experiment 3: Comparison of the Proposed
Method, Standard MUSIC, and MUSIC with Auxiliary
Sensors. Experiments 1 and 2 merely show that the proposed
method itself is affected by the search range and search step
length. To prove the good performance of the proposed
method under the condition of unknown MCM, we make a
comparison of it with traditional DOA estimation methods
based on spectral peak search, such as standard MUSIC
method and MUSIC with auxiliary sensors method. At first,
we set the search length to be 0:1∘ for all methods tested.
Then, for the proposed method, a local search is established
with a range from −0:05∘ to +0:05∘, and segments are equal
to 11, which resulting in 121 grid points is necessary to be
estimated. Figure 5 shows the estimation RMSEs of the three
different methods. From Figure 5, we can see that standard
MUSIC cannot estimate the angles under the condition of
mutual coupling. The MUSIC with auxiliary sensors method
can obtain the angle estimation, but its RMSE is larger than
that of the proposed method. The same RMSE will be

1: Use MUSIC with AS method, find the initial angle estimation hθ^q, φ
^
qi.

2: Define a local search range hθ^q ± Δθ, φ^q ± Δφi, divide θ
^

q ± Δθ and φ
^
q ± Δφ into S+1 segments, obtain (S+1)2 angle points to be

estimated.
3: Compute the mutual coupling matrix C and the transformation matrix T according to (6) and (8)–(12), respectively.
4: Using noise covariance matrix En and T obtained in step 3, computeDðφ, θÞ according toDðφ, θÞ = THEnEH

n T for each angle point.
5: Compute the eigen decomposition of Dðφ, θÞ.
6: The angle point corresponding to the minimal eigenvalue obtained from step 5, which is select as angle estimation of the qth target
according to (15).
7: Obtain the mutual coupling coefficients according to (16).

Algorithm 1: The proposed method.
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Figure 3: The RMSEs versus SNR for segments = 10, 20, and 40.
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Figure 4: The RMSEs versus SNR for search step length =±0:25∘
and ±0:5∘.
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obtained if the search step length is equal. But the MUSIC
with auxiliary sensors has a higher computational complexity
than that of our method, which is proved in Section 3.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the problem of DOAs and
DOD estimation of bistatic MIMO radar in the presence of
unknown mutual coupling. The auxiliary sensor method is
one of the effective methods to solve this problem. But it still
has a high computational cost while the MUSIC algorithm is
used for 2D global searching. To reduce the computational
cost of that, a local search method has been proposed. The
angle estimation performance of the proposed method has
an advantage over that of MUSIC with auxiliary element
method via global searching in computational complexity.
The main reason is that it allows the auxiliary element
method to obtain the initial value of the angle with a larger
search step length. And the angular accuracy degradation,
which caused by globe searching with large search length,
can be compensated by local searching. In addition, the
mutual coupling coefficients can be obtained based on the
joint estimation theory. Our work shows that the proposed
algorithm is more suitable for lightweight applications.
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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has been used in numerous applications, e.g., supply chain management and
inventory control. This paper focuses on the practically important problem of the rapid estimation of the number of tags in
large-scale RFID systems with multiple readers and multicategory RFID tags. RFID readers are often static and have to be
deployed strategically after careful planning to cover the entire monitoring area, but reader-to-reader collision (R2Rc) remains a
problem. R2Rc decreases the reliability of the estimation of the tag population size, because it results in the failure of
communication between the reader and tags. In this paper, we propose a coloring graph-based estimation scheme (CGE), which
is the first estimation framework designed for multireader and multicategory RFID systems to determine the distribution of tags
in different categories. CGE allows for the use of any estimation protocol to determine the number of tags, prevents R2Rc, and
results in higher time efficiency and less power-consumption than the classic scheduling method DCS.

1. Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has been
widely deployed to monitor objects in the supply chain.
Due to a decrease in the price of tags, RFID is increasingly
used in many applications, such as real-time inventory con-
trol [1–5] and product tracking [6–9]. A simple RFID system
consists of a reader, antennas, and a number of tags. The
reader sends the continuous waves to tags, which include
operation codes and specifying PHY/MAC parameters.
When the tag is activated, it will backscatter a message or
keep silent according to the reader’s command.

Tag estimation is a fundamental functionality for RFID-
enabled warehouse management and inventory control.
Most tag estimation protocols estimate the population of a
single category of tags based on the slot status observed by
a single reader. For example, FNEB [1] uses the number of
consecutive empty slots to estimate the number of tags. ES
[3] exploits the number of singleton slots occupied in a time
frame to estimate the tag cardinality. SEM [10] exploits the

Manchester coding mechanism to simultaneously estimate
the tag population of multiple categories.

However, the current large-scale RFID systems usually
deployed with multiple readers for tracking a large number
of tags from multiple categories. Multicategory tag estima-
tion is particularly challenging in multireader RFID systems
because of the reader-to-reader collision (R2Rc) and the
multicoverage tags. The R2Rc underestimates the tag popula-
tions due to the missing reading caused by communication
failure, while a multicoverage tag maybe counted multiple
times with distinctive readers. Although some reader-
scheduling schemes [11–15] were proposed to resolve the
issues of R2Rc and multicoverage tags, their time efficiency
is far from optimal because none of them makes use of the
tag category distribution characteristics. The tag categories
are distributed sequentially, and one category tags are
centrally piled up together. Hence, they are of low time effi-
ciency because they have to perform the multicategory RFID
estimation category by category [4]. It is noted that in large-
scale RFID systems, there are another kind of collision types
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named tag-to-tag collision. To cope with the tag-to-tag colli-
sion, many works [16–20] have been presented. In this paper,
we focus on the R2Rc issue.

Therefore, we propose the coloring graph-based estima-
tion (CGE) scheme to reduce the reader-to-reader collisions
to improve the time efficiency of tag cardinality estimation
schemes in multiple categories and multiple reader RFID
systems. Our proposed scheme CGE can discover the inter-
ferences among categories, and the categories without inter-
ference can be simultaneously estimated. Hence, the time
efficiency of our scheme should be much better than others.
The scheme uses the distribution of the categories to activate
the related readers and eliminates the overlap between the
regions of different categories. So, the categories there no over-
lap between them could estimate the populations simulta-
neously. Hence, the time efficiency and power consumption
of our scheme should be much better than others. The simula-
tion results show that the proposed CGE results in higher time
efficiency and less power consumption than the classic sched-
uling method distributed color selection (DCS) and variable-
maximum dstributed color selection (VDCS) [11].

2. The Proposed CGE Protocol

2.1. System Model. A large-scale RFID system commonly has
multiple readers and multicategory tags. The tags communi-
cate with the reader by one-hop transmission. Each tag has
an identification ID associated with an object. The ID has
two parts: the category ID that indicates the type or manufac-
turer of the associated object and the member ID that repre-
sents the sequence number in the category [5]. The tags can
be categorized by the system manager according to the man-
ufacturers or brands.

This paper studies the multicategory tag estimation prob-
lem in the multireader system. The system consists of a num-
ber of RFID tags with λ categories, which are denoted as
C1, C2, ::⋯ , Cλ, and μ carefully deployed readers, which
are denoted as R1, R2, ::⋯ , Rμ. The number of tags in the
distinct categories are denoted by n1, n2, ::⋯ , nλ, respec-
tively. For each category Ci, i ∈ ½1, λ�, we set a required reli-
ability α ∈ ð0, 1�, a confidence interval β ∈ ½0, 1Þ, and
Pf∣ nˆj − nj ∣≤βg ≥ α, j ∈ ½1, λ�, where nˆj is the estimation of
nj. To comply with the C1G2 standard [21], we assume that
the system uses the framed slotted Aloha as the MAC layer
protocol for resolving tag collisions.

2.2. Detailed Design of CGE. The proposed CGE protocol
consists of four stages: category ID collection, coloring of
the categorized region, coloring of the categorized readers,
and estimation of the population size. These processes
provide information on the distribution of the categorized
tags, eliminate the overlaps between different category
regions, remove the overlaps between readers, and esti-
mate the population size of tags for each category in the
monitoring area.

(1) Category ID collection: In a large inventory scenario
with a variety of goods (e.g., supermarket), the cate-
gory IDs of goods are known to reader, but the reset-

tlement region of each category of goods is unknown
to the reader. To make the tag categories free from
reader collisions, we need to obtain the spatial distri-
bution region of each category tags. So, one tag at
least for one category needs to be single out in an effi-
cient method, and the tag ID should be extracted to
represent the distribution of this category. Therefore,
in this stage, we leverage the TPS protocol [22] to
rapidly collect category information within the com-
munication range of each reader. The TPS need to be
executed multiple rounds to collect the category IDs
completely, and the process is terminated when there
are no more responses in the frame

During the category ID collection stage, we must confirm
that there are no overlaps between readers to ensure that the
category ID can be collected completely. Since we know the
locations of the m readers, we can obtain a m ×m matrix X
that represents the collision relationship between the readers.
If Xij = 0, the readers Ri and Rj have no reader collision and
can work simultaneously for collecting category IDs; if
Xij = 1, the readers Ri and Rj are neighboring readers with
overlap regions, and the readers have to operate at different
times to avoid a conflict. Given the collision matrix X of
readers, the CGE splits the readers into several groups using
Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 is a greedy algorithm. This
moment, the monitoring unit is the communication region
of one reader, “M” is a variable, and we need to change the
value of “M” to obtain a coloring scheme. After reader color-
ing, the reader nodes with the same color have no overlap
region and can be operated simultaneously to collect category
IDs. As illustrated in Figure 1(a), there are six readers in the
overlap regions. The colored node represents the reader in

Input: Number of monitoring units: m; Number of colors:
M≤m; The relationship matrix between units: X; Initialize
the color of regions: Y [0: m−1]=−1; flag=0;
Output: One scheme of graph coloring Y;

Function UNCOLLISION(int k)
for each i ∈ [0, k−1) do
if X[k][i] == 1∧Y [k] == Y [i] then

return false;
else

return true;
function GRAPHCOLOR(int t)

p=0;
if t>= m then
flag=1;

while!flag ∧ p<M do
Y [t]=p;
p=p+1;
if UNCOLLISION(t) then

GRAPHCOLOR(t+1);
if t == 0 then
return null;

GRAPHCOLOR(0);

Algorithm 1: The coloring region division.
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the RFID system, and the line denotes the relationship
between the readers. The relationship between the readers
is transformed into 8 × 8 binary matrix, where 0 and 1 repre-
sent no connection and a connection, respectively. As shown
in Figure 1(b), we divide these readers into three colored
batches. R1 and R5 will collect the category IDs simulta-
neously in batch one, R2 and R6 will be grouped into batch
two, and R3 and R4 will in batch three.

(2) Coloring of the categorized region: Each category of
tags is monitored by several readers, and we name
the monitoring area of these readers categorized
region. Due to the population size of each category
that is different with each other, the parameters of
readers in different categorized region are different,
and so we must execute the estimation scheme
according to the categorized region

After the first stage, each reader knows the categories
within its monitoring region. Subsequently, the distribu-
tion region of each category and the relationship between
the category nodes are also learned as shown in
Figure 2. The category one is monitored by R1, the cate-
gory two is monitored by R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5, and
the category three is monitored by R3 and R6. Again, the
server runs Algorithm 1 to find the groups of categories
that do not have category-to-category conflicts. The input
matrix X in this stage is the relationship between the cat-

egorized nodes, M is the number of colors, and the m is
the number of categorized regions. The result is that cate-
gory one and category three are in the same group, and
category two is in another batch. These two groups will
be scanned sequentially, and categories one and three will
be scanned simultaneously.

R1 R2 R3

R4 R5 R6

(a)

R1
R2

R3

R4
R5 R6

(b)

Figure 1: An example of reader deployment. (a) Displays a typical RFID system with multireader. (b) A effective batchedmethod in collecting
ID phase.

R5
R4 R6

R3R2R1

(a)

Two ThreeOne

(b)

Figure 2: Categorized region distribution and the crossing with each other. (a) Categories distribution. (b) The crossing situation of categories
distribution regions.
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Figure 3: The composition of a large-scale RFID system.
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(3) Coloring of the categorized readers: We assign names
to the readers that monitor the tags in the same cate-
gory; these are referred to as categorized readers.
Although the work sequence of categories was
determined in the previous phase, a single category
of tags may be covered by multiple readers in the
overlap regions. The overlap between readers
causes reader-to-reader collisions (R2Rc), results
in identification failure, and decreases the accuracy

of tag estimation. To prevent R2Rc, we have to
rearrange the order of operation of the readers.
We use the Algorithm 1 to divide the readers into
several groups in one categorized region. The input
matrix X in this stage is the relationship between
the categorized readers in one categorized region.
Within each group, there are no overlaps between
readers. Here, the M is the number of colors, and
m is number of readers in each categorized
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Figure 4: The comparisons between FNEB and ES based on our ECG and classic method DCS with the number of categories increasing.
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distribution region. As illustrated in Figure 2(a),
the readers in category two region are split into
three groups: B1, B2, and B3. The categorized
readers R1 and R5 in B1 will work simultaneously,
R3 and R4 in B2 and R2 in B3, and the working
scheme of the categorized readers in B2 and B3 is
the same as in B1. B1, B2, and B3 will work in
sequence to avoid the R2Rc. The readers in catego-
ries one and three adopt the same method to split
the readers. After that, every reader in the RFID

system is assigned the work sequence. For example,
the six readers in Figure 2(a), one scheme is R1 ,
and R3 work simultaneously in first, R6 will work
after R1 and R3 finish, and R6 is done representing
the estimation results of categories one and three
that are obtained. The work sequence of readers
in category two that has been introduced above

(4) Estimation of the population size: After the former
three stages, all the readers have been arranged to
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Figure 5: The comparisons between FNEB and ES based on our ECG and classic method DCS with α increasing.
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run in sequence for avoiding R2Rc. Since the tags in
the overlapping zone covered by multiple readers will
be counted more than once, the tag cardinality will be
overestimated. To overcome this issue, we let all
readers in one categorized region broadcast the same
parameters. Since the tags use the hash function to
select time slot to respond, tag’s responses will appear
in the slots of related frames with same index. Each

reader generates a binary frame vector, in which bit
1 indicates a busy slot and bit 0 indicates an empty
slot. Then, we use OR operation to aggregate the
frame vectors received from readers. Owning to the
characteristics of the OR operation, multiple
responses of a tag will only create one bit 1 in the
aggregated frame vector. Thus, using the aggregated
frame vector, the tag cardinality will not be
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Figure 6: The comparisons between FNEB and ES based on our ECG and classic method DCS with β increasing.
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overestimated. In this stage, the previous estimation
protocols FNEB [3], ES [1], etc. can be used in the
ECG framework to estimate the population size of
the tags. Unlike the exact tag identification schemes
that need to resolve the tag-to-tag collisions, some
probabilistic tag estimation schemes can benefit from
the tag collisions, e.g., ART [23] and ZOE [24].
Hence, we do not optimize the frame size to reduce
the tag-to-tag collisions. To ensure the convergence

of the results, we run the experiments independently
for multiple rounds (i.e., 1000) and then calculate the
average value [26–30]

3. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the pro-
posed CGE. In the simulation, we implement the estimation
protocols FNEB and ES based on our CGE scheduling
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Figure 7: The comparisons between FNEB and ES based on our ECG and classic method DCS with σ increasing.
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scheme and the classic reader scheduling method DCS and
VDCS under the same parameters [11]. The precondition
of the comparisons is that the locations of readers are known
to us. For a fair comparison, each protocol uses the same
wireless communication setting as follows. In term of time
efficiency, the tag-to-reader transmission rate is 53Kb/s;
otherwise, it is 26.5Kb/s. That is, it takes 18.8μs to transmit
one bit from a tag to the reader, and 37.7μs to transmit one
bit from a reader to a tag. Between two consecutive slots,
there is a waiting time τw = 302 μs [8]. In terms of energy
efficiency, the power of one query from reader is 825mW,
and the power of one bit response from reader is 125mW
[25]. In the experiment, we set the required reliability α that
is 0.95, the confidence interval β is 0.05, the number of cate-
gories λ is 9, the number of tags in each category ni is 1000,
and the standard variance of the center position in each cat-
egorized tag distribution σ is 3. The communication radius of
the reader is 6m. In order to promote the understanding of
readers, we show an example to illustrate the deployment of
readers and the distribution of categories in Figure 3. The
width and length of the monitoring area are 56m and 56m,
respectively, and the communication radius of the reader is
6m.

3.1. The Time Efficiency of Estimation. From Figures 4–7, we
discover several observations as follows. First, the perfor-
mance of the proposed CGE framework is better than that
of the DCS and VDCS in terms of time efficiency. For exam-
ple, when the data of required reliability α is 0.99, the time
cost of the FNEB+DCS and ES+DCS is 33.44 s and 28.81 s,
respectively. And the time cost of the FENB+VDCS and
ES+VDCS is 37.23 s and 26.24 s, respectively. However,
the time cost of the FNEB+CGE and ES+CGE is 13.53
and 12.80, respectively. It means that the CGE framework
makes the FNEB and ES acquire 2.25× faster than DCS
and 2.05× faster than VDCS at least. Second, the estima-
tion time of the FNEB and ES increases as λ, α, increases,
because the higher λ and α mean the stricter demand for
achieving the required performance. In contrast, the esti-
mation times of the FNEB and ES decrease as β increases.
Third, the change speed of the FNEB+CGE and ES+CGE
is lower than that of the FNEB+DCS and ES+DCS.
Finally, the performance of the CGE depends on the dis-
tribution of the tag categories. The commodities, which
tags are attached to, are more concentrated, and the time
efficiency is higher which we discovered in Figure 7.

3.2. The Energy Efficiency of Estimation. In terms of energy
efficiency, we discover three observations from Figures 4–7
as follows. First, the power consumption of the proposed
CGE is lower than that of the classic scheduling method
DCS. The power consumption of the ECG framework in
the FNEB and ES methods is 72% lower than that of the
DCS method, when the required reliability α of the RFID sys-
tem is 0.99. Second, the energy cost of the FNEB and ES
increases as λ and α increase and decrease as β increases.
Finally, the power consumption of the DCS is not affected
by the category distribution; however, the CGE takes advan-
tage of the distribution of the categories, and multiple catego-

ries can be estimated simultaneously in one group. The
simulation results show that the proposed CGE framework
for estimating the tag population size results in higher time
efficiency and less power consumption than the DCS
method.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposed the CGE protocol for tag estimation in
multireader and multicategory RFID systems. CGE discovers
the interferences among categories and eliminates the reader-
to-read collision by coloring the parallelizable categorized
regions with the same color in two stages. CGE promotes
the time efficiency of existing estimation algorithm because
more regions can be parallelized for tag estimation in the
multireader RFID system. And the simulation results illus-
trate the superiority of CGE under various parameters setting
compared with other scheduling protocol.
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In this paper, we conduct in-depth research and analysis on the intelligent recognition and teaching of English fuzzy text through
parallel projection and region expansion. Multisense Soft Cluster Vector (MSCVec), a multisense word vector model based on
nonnegative matrix decomposition and sparse soft clustering, is constructed. The MSCVec model is a monolingual word vector
model, which uses nonnegative matrix decomposition of positive point mutual information between words and contexts to
extract low-rank expressions of mixed semantics of multisense words and then uses sparse. It uses the nonnegative matrix
decomposition of the positive pointwise mutual information between words and contexts to extract the low-rank expressions
of the mixed semantics of the polysemous words and then uses the sparse soft clustering algorithm to partition the multiple
word senses of the polysemous words and also obtains the global sense of the polysemous word affiliation distribution; the
specific polysemous word cluster classes are determined based on the negative mean log-likelihood of the global affiliation
between the contextual semantics and the polysemous words, and finally, the polysemous word vectors are learned using the
Fast text model under the extended dictionary word set. The advantage of the MSCVec model is that it is an unsupervised
learning process without any knowledge base, and the substring representation in the model ensures the generation of
unregistered word vectors; in addition, the global affiliation of the MSCVec model can also expect polysemantic word vectors
to single word vectors. Compared with the traditional static word vectors, MSCVec shows excellent results in both word
similarity and downstream text classification task experiments. The two sets of features are then fused and extended into new
semantic features, and similarity classification experiments and stack generalization experiments are designed for comparison.
In the cross-lingual sentence-level similarity detection task, SCLVec cross-lingual word vector lexical-level features outperform
MSCVec multisense word vector features as the input embedding layer; deep semantic sentence-level features trained by twin
recurrent neural networks outperform the semantic features of twin convolutional neural networks; extensions of traditional
statistical features can effectively improve cross-lingual similarity detection performance, especially cross-lingual topic model
(BL-LDA); the stack generalization integration approach maximizes the error rate of the underlying classifier and improves the
detection accuracy.

1. Introduction

The important means of education informatization is to
apply information technology and network technology to
education to realize the mode of “Internet + education” [1].
Education informatization covers various aspects such as
education management, education process, and education
resources. In terms of educational resources, in addition to
physical/digital forms such as paper and digital textbooks,

tutorial materials, teaching guides, and practice problems,
there is a large amount of data, information, and resources
in the network that can provide support for education infor-
matization. In web-based education, learning resources can
be shared and students can have a more generalized learning
space. In the new informatization education platform, the
learning place has changed from the fixed classroom and
fixed class time to anytime and anywhere teaching, and the
learning means has changed from traditional blackboard
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and paper books to multimedia video and audio and elec-
tronic courseware, etc. The education form is getting richer
and richer, and network education starts to play an increas-
ingly important role. According to different concepts and
objects, online education can be divided into online
education, distance education, adaptive education, virtual
classroom, and other forms.

In addition to the above roles of text similarity detection,
its direct application has considerable practical value [2]. For
example, it has a significant role in protecting the intellectual
property rights of electronic texts and combating illegal
copying and plagiarism of academic results. Since its launch,
the “Academic Misconduct Detection System” of China
Knowledge Network has blocked the publication of articles
with high repetition rate at the source of academic results;
the CrossCheck antiplagiarism literature detection system
developed by the International Publishing Links Association
has minimized the textual repetition rate of English publica-
tions [3]. The above two systems are both text similarity-
based detection systems, which shows that the technology
has important application value and social significance for
combating paper forgery, correcting academic culture, and
promoting independent innovation. Unfortunately, most of
the successful text similarity detection systems are monolin-
gual, and cross-lingual similarity detection systems have been
tried, but the detection effect is poor [4]. The frequency-
based word packet model constructs text feature engineering
only by the frequency or number of words appearing in the
document which mainly leads to the advantage of words with
higher frequency or number in the text data in the text fea-
ture extraction process.

This thesis investigates data mining methods and appli-
cation research for personalized learning, providing data-
driven solutions. The research objects are learners, learning
resources, and personalized learning mechanisms. Learners
are broadly defined as students who are engaged in learning
activities (including online students and offline students
whose academic activities are recorded). Learning resources
are the practice questions (including daily homework ques-
tions, test questions, and general classroom exercises) that
have been recorded by various products and systems and
are available to students for learning. Learning strategies are
broadly defined as those that can support and ensure learners
perform personalized learning recommendation strategies,
focusing on, for example, online practice question recom-
mendation algorithms. Although the relevant research on
relation extraction is relatively adequate, based on the above
analysis and introduction, the extraction of semantic rela-
tions from short English texts is highly differentiated from
the classical relation extraction task. Studying this topic is
of great importance both at the algorithmic level and at the
application level.

2. Current Status of Research

Calzada et al. proposed the LexVec model, which uses a
sampling-based approach to decompose the PPMI matrix
and reconstructs the loss function to penalize excessive
word-frequency cooccurrence errors [5]. PPMI-SVD, on

the other hand, uses the truncated singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) technique to achieve dimensionality reduction,
aimed at finding the maximum features to describe the
semantics of words and the retained dimensional features
to approximate the PPMI matrix composed of word-
context information [6]. Charitopoulos et al. point out that
the SVD rank reduction algorithm does not guarantee the
nonnegativity of the matrix decomposition, so nonnegative
matrix factorization (NMF) becomes a sensible choice for
decomposing the PPMI, which guarantees the nonnegativity
of the dimensional approximate reduction of the semantic
relationship of the word-context information and is more
consistent with the semantic relationship hypothesis [7].
Raveh et al. demonstrated that matrix factorization methods
are consistent with the word vectors of neural network
language models in terms of task performance, such that
PPMI-SVD matrix decomposition is equivalent to skip-
gram (SGNS) based on negative sampling [8]. The neural
network language model has an inherent advantage over fac-
torization methods, which have more flexible super parame-
ter settings [9].

With the development of the Internet, the dramatic
increase of all kinds of information, especially textual infor-
mation, has brought great challenges to the management of
knowledge and the mining of relationships among knowl-
edge [10]. There is an urgent need to retrieve the target infor-
mation more quickly and efficiently and even expect
intelligent access to all information related to the target
[11]. To meet this demand, knowledge bases are created, in
which ontologies are one of the means to manage knowledge
more conveniently and to explore the relationships between
knowledge [12]. As creating ontologies manually is not very
practical in ontology engineering, it is time-consuming to
build ontologies manually especially when the amount of
data is large. While semiautomatic construction is difficult
to reconcile with manual construction and also suffers from
subjective problems, many scholars have started to try to
develop automatic ontology creation methods [13]. For
example, Levi et al. proposed a novel event-based ontology
construction method that extracts domain ontologies mainly
from unstructured text data [14]. We know that there is rich
knowledge in many data, such as text and databases [15]. The
automatic ontology construction method automatically
extracts knowledge from these data to conform to a specific
format (ontology). However, the results are always unsatis-
factory because the ontologies generated by the automatic
process are not accurate and of low quality, so automatic con-
struction is still a challenge that is not yet perfect.

In contrast, semiautomatic construction is based on a
combination of manual and automatic methods, which needs
to coordinate the balance between manual and machine, and
the semiautomatic approach will encounter the problems
existing in both manual and automatic [16]. The automatic
ontology construction approach can effectively extract
knowledge from a large amount of text to build ontologies
based on such knowledge, but the difficulty of automatic con-
struction is that it requires the builder to be knowledgeable
about the domain and the developer to have a proficiency
in the key technologies involved in the construction [17].
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Whether semiautomatic or automatic construction, the key
technologies involved mainly include knowledge representa-
tion, entity recognition, relationship extraction, graph stor-
age, relationship inference, entity disambiguation, and other
technologies. Building an ontology requires systematic inte-
gration of these technologies to form a complete set of pro-
cesses. In traditional semiautomatic construction methods,
it is necessary to rely on linguistic tools or artificially con-
struct many features (including lexical and semantic fea-
tures) and then train a machine learning model for each
task (e.g., entity recognition and relation extraction). The dis-
advantage of this approach is that the applicability of the
model is low and the performance of the model depends
heavily on the quality of the features. With the development
of deep learning, neural network-based methods have been
proposed, but these methods still have some shortcomings,
such as the extraction of multiple relationships and the prob-
lem of overlapping entity labels. Given the shortcomings in
the key techniques of the above ontology construction
methods, this paper conducts an in-depth study and pro-
poses a solution with better performance.

3. Analysis of Parallel Projection and Region-
Expanding English Fuzzy Text Intelligent
Recognition Teaching

3.1. English Fuzzy Text Intelligent Recognition Algorithm
Design. Text mining is a mathematical modeling approach
to characterize the important relationship between internal
rules and the semantic level of text by using mathematical
statistics as a general idea. However, as nonnumerical infor-
mation, text cannot be directly used as input data for com-
puter modeling languages to obtain results. Therefore,
converting text-based data into computer-readable numeri-
cal data becomes a prerequisite and foundation for text min-
ing. On the one hand, the bag-of-words model based on word
frequency constructs text feature engineering only by the fre-
quency or frequency of words appearing in the document,
which leads to the fact that word items with higher frequency
or frequency in text data will have a natural advantage in the
text feature extraction process [18]. When extracting features
from documents, using frequency alone as the measure of
word item importance can result in the absence of key infor-
mation in the text. In text data, certain words or phrases may
occur infrequently, but still contain key information of the
document. In general, the frequency of deactivated words
in the text is much higher than that of keywords that can
reflect the theme of the document, so removing deactivated
words will significantly improve the accuracy of feature
extraction; on the other hand, when the volume of text data
is large, this high-dimensional sparse matrix representation
will bring a great difficulty to the model operation.

The training data consists of historical observations of
the explanatory variables and the corresponding response
variables. The model can predict the values of the response
variables corresponding to explanatory variables that are
not in the training data. The goal of the regression problem
is to predict the continuous values of the response variables.

Several linear regression models will be learned, and the
training data, modeling and learning algorithms, and evalua-
tion of the effectiveness of each method will be presented
later.

The word frequency-inverse document frequency model,
abbreviated as TF-IDF model, which combines the word fre-
quency of words in text data with their inverse document fre-
quency, started as a metric to show the ranking function of
search engine user query results and has now become one
of the important methods for information retrieval and text
feature extraction. The mathematical representation of the
model is shown in

tf + idf = tf × idf , ð1Þ

where tf denotes the word frequency of a text unit, idf
denotes its inverse document frequency, so the tf-idf value
of the text unit is the product of the two. First, the word fre-
quency tf is the frequency value of a word in a particular doc-
ument; the frequency value has a variety of different ways to
represent, either its absolute frequency value or frequency
value or can be a binary variable, that is, the word in the doc-
ument is expressed as 1, and vice versa is 0. Suppose there is a
word set w and document set D, as shown in equation (2),
then the frequency value of the word w, in document D,
which is the tf value is shown in equation (3).

w = w1,w2,w3,⋯,wkf g, ð2Þ

D = D1,D2,D3,⋯,Dkf g, ð3Þ

tf wi,Dið Þ =Nw1,Dj
〠
K

n=1
Nwn ,Dj

N , ð4Þ

where Nw1,Dj
denotes the frequency of text units w, in

document D, and the denominator denotes the total fre-
quency of each word in the dictionary in document Di. Sec-
ond, the inverse document frequency idf is the inverse of
the document frequency of each text unit, obtained by divid-
ing the total number of documents by the number of docu-
ments containing the specified text unit and then taking the
logarithm of the resulting quotient. The idf value is calculated
as shown in

idf wið Þ = ln Dj j
Di : Dj ∈wj

� �
− 1

�� �� : ð5Þ

The TF-IDF model based on the bag-of-words model
achieves feature extraction of documents based on statistical
word frequency combined with inverse document frequency.
However, text data belongs to sequence-type information,
and the position relationship of text units has a very impor-
tant influence on semantics, so it is impossible to understand
the meaning of text content accurately by relying solely on
frequency-based features. In particular, in natural language
processing tasks, the preceding and following texts are very
closely related, so each word, phrase, or sentence cannot be
analyzed in isolation [19]. Exploring text feature extraction
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models based on sequence information, combining fre-
quency characteristics with text unit location information,
has become an important research direction for document
feature engineering construction. In this paper, we adopt
the document word vector training model based on an artifi-
cial neural network and combine it with the TF-IDF model to
propose the tf-idf weighted average word vector to represent
document features, as shown in Figure 1.

The key point of the fitting process is whether the values
of the parameters such as the weight term and bias term in
the model satisfy the corresponding conditions. The pro-
posed training algorithm achieves automatic learning of the
relevant parameters, and the model can automatically modify
the values of the weight terms and bias terms by training on
the sample data, thus solving the problem of poor generality
of human settings. The algorithm first initializes the values of
the parameters to 0 and thenmodifies them using the percep-
tron iteration rules, which are shown in

wi =wi − η t − yð Þxi, ð6Þ

b = b − η t − yð Þ: ð7Þ
wi is the weight term corresponding to the input infor-

mation xi, b is the bias term, t is the actual value of the train-
ing sample, y is the output value calculated by the model, and
n is the learning rate, which is used to adjust the magnitude of
each weight adjustment. In the training algorithm, the model
calculates the output value corresponding to each training
data in turn and adjusts the weight term accordingly using
the above iteration rule. By calculating the sample data in
turn and iteratively modifying the weight terms, the training
set data are processed iteratively to finally obtain the relevant
parameters of this perceptron model, to achieve an accurate
fit to the target function.

When used as an independent unit, a perceptron can fit a
linear function; when used as a component in an artificial
neural network, a perceptron is called a neuron. These neu-
rons are interconnected according to certain rules to form a
complete neural network model. Each neuron in the model
is computed in the same way as the perceptron. The structure
of a classical fully connected neural network is shown in
Figure 2.

The neurons in the neural network model are laid out in a
layer structure. The leftmost layer in Figure 2 is the input
layer with three nodes, which is responsible for receiving
the input data; the rightmost layer is the output layer with
two nodes, which is responsible for the output of the model;
the layer between the input layer and the output layer is
called the hidden layer with four nodes, which is responsible
for the intermediate transmission of the data. The complexity
of our model is relatively low, and the performance of the
general configuration can meet the demand; of course, the
higher the performance the faster the time. In the fully con-
nected neural network model shown above, all neurons in
adjacent layers are connected, i.e., each neuron in layer IV
is connected to all neurons in layer N-1, and the output of
the neuron in layer N-1 is the input of the neuron in layer
IV; meanwhile, there is no connection between neurons in

the same layer, and each neuron is individually numbered,
and the operation of this neural network model as the algo-
rithm of this neural network model is described as follows.
First, the output value of the nodes in the input layer is the
input vector X. Therefore, the dimension of the input vector
should be the same as the number of neurons in the input
layer; second, after obtaining the output value of each neuron
in the input layer, the output value of each node in the hidden
layer can be calculated. Take note of the hidden layer as an
example, its calculation method is shown in

a = f WT ⊗ X
� �

: ð8Þ

After the above steps, the artificial neural network model
can obtain the predicted values of the sample data input to
the model, thus achieving the purpose of supervised machine
learning. In addition to the most basic three-layer fully con-
nected neural network model, many variants such as deep
neural networks, convolutional neural networks, and recur-
rent neural networks have emerged after a long period of
research and development. The number of hidden layers is
changed from a single layer to multiple layers, and with the
increase of the number of hidden layers, the fitting of the
algorithm model will show better results, but the difficulty
of the model training and the computing time will increase
exponentially, so there are high requirements on the com-
puter hardware conditions. In deep learning with the deep
neural network as the core, the number of hidden layers
should be controlled within 10 layers in general. A sentence
contains a lot of information, but it cannot have a corre-
sponding meaning when separated by a word live phrase.

The N-gram method is based on the hidden Markov
chain assumption that the text information at the current
position is only relevant to a finite number of text units
before that position, without having to take all the previous
contents into account [20]. According to such an assump-
tion, a large-scale reduction of the training data can be
achieved, thus improving the training efficiency of the model.
In the actual training data construction process, not only the
content before the specified position will be considered but
also the text data after that position, and the window sizes
before and after will be kept consistent. In the N-gram
method, the size of the window N is artificially set and is,
therefore, one of the hyperparameters of the model. For gen-
eral text data, the best empirical value for the window size is
5, i.e., the information of 5 text units before and after the
specified position is considered.

The process of constructing the model training data in
this paper uses the 5-gram method, in which the word vector
of the specified text unit generated using the method in the
previous subsection is used as the sample input feature, and
the word vector of the text unit whose distance from the unit
is within the window size (5) is used as the label of the sample
to construct the model training data. In this subsection, to
provide a brief explanation of the algorithm principle, only
the first sentence of the sample text data is used as an exam-
ple, and a 1-gram is used for the construction of the training
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data, and the construction process and the generated results
are shown in Figure 3.

The advantages of converting computer-unreadable text
data into computer-readable digital information are mainly
easier to process and analyze. According to the model of this
paper, the purpose of constructing document feature engi-
neering in terms of sentences is achieved. The model com-
bines the principles of artificial neural networks and their
algorithms to achieve feature extraction of documents by
creating word vectors for independent words. The advantage
of the proposed method in this paper is that it not only pre-
serves the frequency information of text units in the docu-
ment but also combines the location information between
different text units, thus enabling the model to show a better
fit when dealing with sequence-type text data. The document
feature extraction work is the prerequisite and foundation of
the higher-order text mining task, and the process converts
computer-unreadable text-based data into computer-
readable numerical information. The construction of docu-
ment feature engineering lays the foundation for the key

information extraction based on text distance and the intelli-
gent recognition algorithm in the later paper.

3.2. Parallel Projection and Regional Extension ELT Design.
The smart classroom environment of this educational exper-
iment integrates an interactive whiteboard, computer, pro-
jector, tablet PC, etc., where the tablet PC is one for each
student (in line with the list of devices recommended by the
North Teachers’ University for the smart classroom environ-
ment). The interactive whiteboard is integrated with the
interactive classroom platform, which contains a variety of
common teaching toolkits, such as graphing tools (e.g.,
straightedge, semicircle, and coordinate system), brush tools,
and baseboard tools (e.g., field grid, essay grid, and English
alphabet grid), and has real-time synchronized screen
dynamic operation, grouping, review, mutual evaluation,
quizzing (all, group), randomly naming answers, voting,
and student explanation. It also has functions such as sending
and receiving assignments and recording screens. When the
teacher initiates these learning activities, the students
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Figure 1: The framework of the bag-of-words model.
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respond on the tablet. These interactive features enable stu-
dents to engage deeply in classroom learning, and in this
experiment, they will also be used to support deep learning
strategies such as lecture (both teacher-led and student-led),
discussion, presentation, mutual evaluation, and critique
[21]. Students can study at various kinds of free time. In addi-
tion, the interactive classroom platform can record students’
answer processes to subjective questions, which is very help-
ful for in-depth analysis of students’ cognitive and thinking
processes. During the experiment, they will be used as mate-
rials for teachers or students to discuss, interassess, and
critique.

In addition, students’ learning time, learning progress,
self-study and participation, microvideo viewing, cooperative
and mutual learning questioning, assessment of learning, and
reflection in this smart classroom can be recorded, analyzed,
and fed back (mainly through the Creative Learning Plat-
form). These data are presented to teachers and students in
the form of visual reports, which provide them with the
opportunity to grasp students’ learning status and the situa-
tion in real time and provide data sources for teachers of this
experiment to monitor students’ learning status and achieve
teacher data inspiration in decision flexibility. Compared to
traditional machine learning algorithms, neural networks
usually require more data, at least thousands of millions of
labeled samples. In contrast, many machine learning prob-
lems can be solved well with less data if other algorithms
are used. In addition, this smart classroom is equipped with
six general whiteboards, two on either side of the interactive
whiteboard (front side of the classroom) and the remaining
four on both sides of the classroom, which provides condi-
tions for this experiment to conduct multiple groups at the
same time to carry out effective deep learning activities such
as collaboration, inquiry, discussion, and presentation.

During class, teachers were asked to use an interactive
whiteboard (integrated with the Interactive Classroom Plat-

form) for instruction, and students in both classes were asked
to use personal tablets (integrated with the Creative Learning
Platform) for learning. In both the experimental and control
classes, the teacher facilitated student lectures (both teacher-
led and student-led), discussions, presentations, mutual
assessments, and reviews through the interactive classroom
platform, and both classes provided approximately the same
amount of time for students to conduct their investigations.
The content is sent from the interactive classroom platform
to the students’ tablets [22]. During this time, students are
supported by their tablets and the four whiteboards on either
side of the classroom to engage in independent learning,
group inquiry, collaborative work, and discussion and shar-
ing. During this time, teachers act as supervisors, monitoring
students’ learning by walking around and viewing their
learning activities and progress data in the Creativity
Academy platform, determining whether individual stu-
dents/groups need individual prompts or tutoring, moral
support, and more difficult/easy learning tasks, and review-
ing the appropriateness of the personalized learning tasks
pushed by the platform. In addition, the teacher also acts as
a guide and facilitator, providing tips, guidance, encourage-
ment, or assistance to students with these needs, either
through pushing them through the platform or by visiting
them for consultation. This “interactive” flexible teaching
model is shown in Figure 4.

According to the above teaching model, the teacher com-
pletes the deep learning teaching design in the Creative
Learning Platform, in which the control class follows the
original design and the experimental class follows the
requirements of the deep learning sheet (see the subsection
on intelligent classroom environment design) so that the
concept of the deep learning sheet is integrated into the Cre-
ative Learning Platform of the experimental class, and it will
play the role of a learning scaffold in the student learning
process. This educational experiment is an exploration of
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the role of the scaffold, the learning sheet, in facilitating deep
learning. Among other things, the SCS is an assessment of the
quality of the smart classroom from the perspective of stu-
dents’ perceptions. This is necessary because even if the hard-
ware and software of the smart classroom environment are
the same, students’ perceptions of it will be different, and
such perceptions will influence the way students participate
in the classroom and the learning strategies they adopt, thus
directly or indirectly affecting their deep learning outcomes.
This is because traditional text similarity algorithms, which
focus on the similarity calculation of the text itself, therefore
require a lot of normalization processes, such as normaliza-
tion of numbers and Arabic numerals, and normalization
of English units. Afterward, each student in both classes
learned in the smart classroom environment of their respec-
tive classes. In both the experimental and control classes, the
teacher presented the same learning objectives and topics and
suggested reference materials in advance on the interactive
whiteboard. The teacher briefed the students on these objec-
tives, topics, and materials before the class began and
followed the requirements in the Classroom Design above
[23]. At the beginning of each independent inquiry, the
teacher explicitly informed them that they could learn in
any way they liked, but they could not leave the classroom,
and students in the pilot class were additionally informed
that they could complete the tasks on the in-depth learning
sheet in the order they preferred (only those tasks required
for this independent inquiry). Students were required to
mark each task they completed in the learning process map
(with frequent reminders from the teacher) to document
their learning path.

The data collected by the SCS scale were analyzed by
independent sample t-test and the results are shown in
Figure 5. Overall, students in the experimental class per-
ceived a higher level of quality in the smart classroom
(M = 3:4884, SD = 0:72121) than those in the control class
(M = 3:4703, SD = 0:68382). A closer look at the results of
the ten-factor test shows (it is feasible to delve further into
the dimensions of factors and domains2) that students in
both classes perceived their smart classroom environment

to be not significantly different across the ten-factor dimen-
sions (see Figure 5).

The key information extraction based on the text ranking
algorithm achieves the purpose of reducing the document
content and lays the foundation for the fuzzy identification
of the content categories of academic documents in this sub-
section. The parsing of text data content can be generally
divided into precise recognition and fuzzy recognition. Pre-
cise recognition is mainly applied to tasks with small text data
size (generally not more than a few tens of characters) and
fixed patterns of content to be recognized; fuzzy recognition
is mainly applied to tasks with medium or large text data size
and no fixed patterns of content to be recognized. For the
research object and the research objective of this paper, the
fuzzy recognition method based on edit distance will be used
to intelligently identify the content categories of academic
documents.

4. Analysis of Results

4.1. Analysis of Identification Results. Different document
feature engineering models will be used to identify the fil-
tered document dataset item by item according to the content
categories of academic literature on cutting layout issues, and
the text classification model evaluation system will be used to
evaluate the test results and the model performance related to
them. First, an ANN-based document feature model is used
to identify the target type (O), and the results are shown in
Figure 6 for journal 1 as an example (see Figure 6).

To evaluate the quality of the extracted relations, two sets
of tests were conducted in this set of experiments: accuracy
test and coverage test. To evaluate the accuracy of the
extracted relations, we refer to the evaluation method of the
YAGO system, and for each relation category, we randomly
sample 200 relation tuples and check their accuracy manu-
ally. The coverage test is used to measure whether the
extracted relations exist in the existing English knowledge
graph. If not, it indicates that PNRE can extract new relations
that cannot be covered by existing methods to complement
the existing English knowledge graph. Within Broad point,
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Figure 4: “Interactive” flexible teaching model.
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topic model has been successfully applied in many aspects,
such as text classification features, relevance calculation, ctr
prediction, precise ad targeting, and matrix decomposition.
Specifically, based on the topic model, the topic distribu-
tion of texts and users can be calculated and used as
features of pact and relevance, and it can also be used as
a matrix decomposition method for dimensionality reduc-
tion, recommendation, etc.

When O1 and O2 are used as positive classes, all the per-
formance indexes achieve good results, which indicates that
the proposed method has a better recognition effect for the
literature whose objective type is input minimization and
output maximization; when O3 is used as a positive class,
all the other three indexes achieve poor results except accu-
racy, which indicates that the proposed method has poor rec-
ognition effect for the literature whose objective type is
multiobjective planning. To obtain the overall recognition
performance of this paper’s model for the target constraint,

a term to be recognized, the weighted average of each sub-
class is taken as the result, and the results show that this
paper’s method shows good overall performance for the rec-
ognition of the target constraint in journal 1. Following the
same method, the target constraint recognition is tested for
the literature in the remaining journals, and the results are
shown in Figure 7.

The proposed method in this paper shows good perfor-
mance in the accuracy of target constraint recognition of lit-
erature, and the overall recognition accuracy of each database
and each journal is above 70%.When the journals are used as
the test unit, the performance of the method in this paper is
poor in recognizing the target constraints of the documents
published in journals 3, 4, and 5. The worst results were
found in journal 3, with the lowest values of 57.14%,
57.94%, and 55.37%, respectively. When the database is used
as the test unit, the proposed method shows good recognition
performance in the task of document target constraint recog-
nition, and the results of each performance index of each
database are above 75.00%, and most of the indexes are above
80.00%, which proves the effectiveness and feasibility of this
method.

To prove that the research framework of this paper has
the same effectiveness for the remaining document recogni-
tion tasks, this paper completed the testing work for all rec-
ognition tasks and produced the results. In this subsection,
the recognition test results of the problem dimension and
set features are shown, and the results are analyzed accord-
ingly. From the above comparison results, due to the corre-
sponding improvement of the text feature extraction model,
the overall research scheme proposed in this paper achieves
better results in each recognition task, and the weighted aver-
age value of the F1 value of each database is above 70%, with
the lowest being 70.17% and the highest being 86.78%, and all
of them are significantly higher than the bag-of-words model
and TF-IDF model, and the comprehensive acceptability.
The overall acceptability was 81.19%, which reached the
research goal of this paper.

4.2. Analysis of Teaching Results. According to the concept of
the R-SPQ-2F scale, this effect of deep learning sheets on
deep and superficial learning equations stems from both
strategy means and motivation. As can be seen in Figure 8,
the difference between the experimental and control classes
in terms of deep strategy means (DS) was significant and
had a moderate treatment effect level, and the difference in
terms of deep motivation (DM) was also significant and close
to a moderate effect level. Although the difference in the
superficial learning strategy between these two classes was
not significant, the differences between its two components
were not insignificant; specifically, the difference between
the experimental and control classes in the superficial strat-
egy means (SS) was 0.892, which was not significant; how-
ever, the difference in superficial motivation (SM), which
was significant (Fð1, 84Þ = 4:470, p = 0:037 < 0:05), had an
actual effect value of 0.051, which was at the small effect level
(see Figure 8).

The automatic construction of ontologies by libraries will
save a lot of social costs and will be the focus of ontology
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construction now and in the future. In this paper, we sum-
marize the mainstream ontology construction methods in
the world today. In this paper, we summarize the main-
stream automatic ontology construction methods in the
world today and the main development directions of future
ontology construction technologies are presented. To
exclude the influence of prior creative experiences on stu-
dents’ creativity development, covariates were used as
covariates in this substudy for the analysis of covariance.
Because the K-DOCS scale, which is used to capture prior
creative experiences, and the CDWR scale, which is used
to assess creativity levels, use different scoring systems
(i.e., they have different scales), they need to be standard-
ized before the covariance analysis. Given the inability of
linear transformations to eliminate the effect of the scale
on covariance, this substudy used Z-scores to standardize
the two types of data.

Due to the relatively small sample size of the experiment,
the residuals of the previously created empirical data needed
to be tested for chi-square and normal distribution after stan-
dardization to determine whether analysis of covariance
could be performed. The Levene chi-square test was calcu-
lated to be Fð1, 84Þ = 1:794, p = 0:184, and the Shapiro-
Wilk test for normal distribution was p = 0:188, both of
which were not significantly different (p > 0:05), indicating
that the experimental and control samples had homogeneous
variances and were normally distributed, thus allowing for
covariance between the previously created empirical data
and the test data. In addition, due to the small sample size
of this experiment, the actual effect sizes of the deep learning
sheets need to be reported when reporting the results of the
covariance analysis. With the support of the smart classroom
environment, the deep learning sheets promote the develop-
ment of deep learning skills (e.g., creativity) by increasing
students’ deep engagement in learning and guiding them to
adopt deep learning strategies. Following this logic, this sub-
study constructs regression models with the smart classroom,
classroom engagement, level of mindful flow, and deep learn-
ing strategies, which are the focus of the deep learning sheets,
as independent variables, and the level of creativity as the
dependent variable. Given the influence of prior creative
experiences on creativity development, the present substudy
also used them as independent variables in the multiple
regression analysis.

5. Conclusion

Document key information extraction based on text ranking
algorithm and text content fuzzy recognition based on edit
distance is proposed. Due to a large amount of text data in
academic literature, the adoption of the global matching rec-
ognition method will cause the problems of long solving time
and low recognition efficiency, so this paper adopts a step-by-
step recognition method: firstly, the key information is
extracted from the original document, and secondly, the
extracted information is matched for recognition of related
items. Through the above method, the research objective of
this paper is finally achieved. The overall research framework
constructed in this paper was tested on the document dataset,
the test results were analyzed in detail, and the analysis
results verified the effectiveness of the method in this paper.
Meanwhile, to make the research work of this paper have cer-
tain practicality, a prototype system of intelligent mining of
academic documents is developed to realize the modulariza-
tion, integration, and automation of the research methods in
each stage.
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The ID3 algorithm is a key and important method in existing data mining, and its rules are simple and easy to understand and have
high application value. If the decision tree algorithm is applied to the online data migration of sports competition actions, it can
grasp the sports competition rules in the relationship between massive data to guide sports competition. This paper analyzes the
application performance of the traditional ID3 algorithm in online data migration of sports competition actions; realizes the
application steps and data processing process of the traditional ID3 algorithm, including original data collection, original data
preprocessing, data preparation, constructing a decision tree, data mining, and making a comprehensive evaluation of the
traditional ID3 algorithm; and clarifies the problems of the traditional ID3 algorithm. Mainly, the problems of missing attributes
and overfitting are clarified, which provide directions for the subsequent algorithm optimization. Then, this paper proposes a k
-nearest neighbor-based ID3 optimization algorithm, which selects values similar to k-nearest neighbors to fill in the missing
values for the attribute missing problem of the traditional ID3 algorithm. Based on this, the improved algorithm is applied to
the online data migration of sports competition actions, and the application effect is evaluated. The results show that the
performance of the k-nearest neighbor-based ID3 optimization algorithm is significantly improved, and it can also solve the
overfitting problem existing in the traditional ID3 algorithm. For the overall classification problem of six types of samples of
travel patterns, the experimental data samples have the characteristics of high data quality, a considerable number of samples,
and obvious sample differentiation. Therefore, this paper also uses the deep factorization machine algorithm based on deep
learning to classify the six classes of travel patterns of sports competition action data using the previously extracted relevant
features. The research in this paper provides a more accurate method and a higher-performance online data migration model
for sports competition action data mining.

1. Introduction

Sports competition is a competitive recreational activity
based on certain sports rules and is a very important form
of sports activity. The viewing of sports competitions plays
a unique role in meeting the exercise needs of people. Since
their inception, sports competitions have attracted many
participants and spectators with their unique charm [1].
However, when people study sports competitions, they tend
to pay more attention to the technical factors and how to
promote the level of competition, but few people study sports
competitions from the aesthetic level, to explore the deep-

seated reasons why sports competitions are so attractive to
people, and to develop a certain ideal space for sports compe-
titions. In recent years, clustering technology has been devel-
oping, both in terms of clustering technology and clustering
applications, and academics have made multifaceted research
on clustering algorithms; recommendation algorithms have
been applied to the Internet in recent years, and the
increasingly diverse society has led to the rapid development
of recommendation algorithms [2]. Applying data mining-
related methods to sports competition action data mining
can solve the situation in that the number of athletes is huge
and the condition of the sport is complex and changeable,
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which can effectively solve the problems faced by sports
competition [3].

By comparing the previously learned knowledge with the
new knowledge, we can find out whether there is a similarity
between the two, and it is this similarity that forms the basis
of transfer learning [4]. At present, it seems that such
similarity exists in the vast majority of data, which allows
migration learning to be widely applied to many areas of
machine learning. Usually, the training of convolutional neu-
ral networks does not start from scratch, because as the size
of the dataset increases, the time required to train the model
is still long even with good hardware performance [5]. This
avoids the problem of a long training time. The use of migra-
tion learning can mainly save the cost of model training,
improve the efficiency of model training, and also optimize
the final results. At the theoretical level, migration learning
can be applied to any relevant domain with good results
[6]. However, if the similarity between the models to be
trained and the pretrained models is not good enough, the
final results will not be good or even negative migration will
occur, so the similarity between the models is the cornerstone
for migration learning [7]. Clustering is a machine learning
technique that involves the grouping of data points. Given a
set of data points, we can use a clustering algorithm to divide
each data point into a specific group. Theoretically, data
points in the same group should have similar attributes
and/or features, while data points in different groups should
have highly different attributes and/or features. Clustering is
an unsupervised learning method and is a common statistical
data analysis technique used in many fields. In data science,
we can use clustering analysis to gain some valuable insights
from our data.

Currently, the amount of research on decision tree
algorithms is increasing, and the focus of research is mostly
on the improvement and optimization of decision tree
algorithms to improve the classification accuracy of decision
tree algorithms, the application effect of decision tree algo-
rithms, and the improvement of the decision tree pruning
process to improve the comprehensive application effect of
decision tree algorithms. The machine learning method is a
method in which a computer uses its data to derive a certain
model and uses these models to predict the future [8]. This
process is like the human learning process, except that
machines can analyze large dimensional data and are tireless.
The study is described as follows. Chapter one is an introduc-
tion, which first analyzes the background and significance of
studying the application of decision tree techniques and
transfer learning in sports competition action data mining,
and provides an overview of the research content. Chapter
two provides an in-depth analysis of the collected domestic
and international research data and grasps the status of
domestic and international research. Chapter three intro-
duces the data processing and migration models, as well as
the design study of data mining classifiers; evaluates the
application effect of the optimized ID3 algorithm in sports
competition action data mining; and proposes an application
of sports competition action data mining based on the opti-
mized decision tree algorithm according to the evaluation
results. Chapter four analyzes the research results of this

paper and evaluates the overall effect of sports competition
action data mining application. Chapter five is the conclusion
and outlook, which summarizes the conclusions obtained by
conducting this study and proposes further research directions
and priorities for the shortcomings in the research conclusions.

2. Related Work

Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning approach
that aggregates data items, observations, or feature vectors
into groups. Currently, clustering techniques have been
developed significantly, and as an important branch of data
mining, clustering techniques have diverse applications in
various fields [9]. Karmani et al. proposed a maximum edge
clustering (MMC) method, which is based on the support
vector machine model. The results of the study proved that
the clustering results are better than the K-Means algorithm
[10]. In web data mining, structured text processing with
structural and semantic coincidences is a challenge in the
field of data mining, and processing XML document data is
a challenge. Ma and Tsai used the tree meta-ancestor
approach to identify XML document data and use clustering
methods to process these data and make experiments accord-
ingly [11]. When the number of athletes increases, it is not
possible to effectively personalize the decision based on
individual circumstances, so the efficiency is low and the
response strategy and results are not satisfactory. In terms
of data mining, we can automate the modeling process and
use a series of techniques such as clustering and recommen-
dation algorithms to help experts make recommendations
and give coping strategies for different aspects of athletes,
which is rarely done in sports competitions [12].

With the in-depth study of sports competition, the study
of the ideas and theories of sports competition has penetrated
all fields of sports. Gao et al. analyzed basketball comprehen-
sively from two perspectives, the core level and the auxiliary
level, which involved many aspects of basketball such as the
body, technique, tactics, stars, confrontation, spirit, style,
and the beauty of form, costume, and field equipment, which
have positive significance for the study of the characteristics
of basketball sports competition [13]. When the number of
layers of neural networks increases, the learning ability of
neural networks does not improve but, on the contrary,
may become worse, which was later proven to be due to the
disappearance of gradients [14]. Xie and Ma proposed the
SVM algorithm, which became the mainstream of machine
learning algorithms at that time because of its excellent
migration performance that demonstrated greater advan-
tages over neural networks in many problems [15]. Fujin
et al. proposed the convolutional neural network (CNN),
which is the first deep learning algorithm with the practical
significance of a multilayer network structure [16]. It uses
the spatial relativity of data and a human visual neural
structure to reduce the number of network parameters, thus
effectively improving the performance of the model [17]. A
good data preprocessing method not only eliminates struc-
tural defects in the existing data but also prepares the data
for data mining. The period of archery movements among
individuals is not equal, and there are differences in the
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timing of applying movement techniques at each stage.
Equal-width discretization is suitable for handling com-
plex data with chaotic data structure and strong data
continuity [18].

Data mining algorithms such as association rules, cluster-
ing, and Markov-based data mining algorithms have been
intensively studied and applied in sports competition action
data mining to achieve the set research objectives. Several
specialized data mining tools have been developed for differ-
ent domains. The diversity of data mining tasks determines
that data mining faces many challenging topics [19]. For data
mining researchers, designing data mining languages, adopt-
ing efficient and useful data mining methods, and developing
systems to build interactive and integrated data-mining
environments are the main issues. Processing the collected
kinematic data of sports competitions into a standard data
structure suitable for use in data mining techniques is a major
challenge. Since the speed of different athletes’ sports move-
ments varies, the preprocessing of the data is necessary to
ensure the integrity of the data and the structure of the data.
How to adapt kinematic data to data mining techniques
requires a lot of experimentation and detailed analysis. We
analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the models studied
in the relevant references and use them to determine our
own research model.

3. Online Data Migration Study of Sports
Competition Action Based on ID3 Algorithm

3.1. Data Processing. A suitable data model is built based on
the dataset and the meaning it is intended to convey. The
data being analyzed is the training set, and each attribute cor-
responds to a class label. The samples are randomly selected
from the training subset samples divided by the training
dataset, and the data are classified under the guidance of
the class label number, which is often referred to as guided
learning. The concept of guided learning is that this data
analysis knows exactly which class is guiding the training
samples, as opposed to not knowing which class is guiding
the training samples, unguided learning, or what is called
clustering. Data analysis is performed on the decision tree
that has been constructed. There are many ways to perform
data analysis on decision trees; generally, the accuracy of
the decision tree is analyzed first, because if a decision tree
cannot guarantee its accuracy, the other data analysis loses
its meaning. Therefore, the accuracy rate indicates the pro-
portion of data that can be correctly classified by the decision
tree classification algorithm and is the most important mea-
sure. We generally use the known information rules as the
standard and compare the results inferred from the model
constructed with the decision tree with the standard [20]. If
the comparison results are very different, the accuracy rate
is lower, and if the difference is smaller, the accuracy rate
is higher.

Data mining, also known as database file expertise discov-
ery (KDD), is the noncommon process of obtaining reason-
able, novel, potentially effective, and finally understandable
ways from a lot of data. Preprocessing is an important compo-
nent of the association analysis of datasets. Noise elimination,

data synthesis, and data standard unification are performed on
the dataset using preprocessing to facilitate the subsequent
data management analysis. In general, the specific require-
ments of preprocessing are the following: first, the smoothing
of the processed dataset, mainly to eliminate the noise in the
data, using box division, clustering, and query techniques; sec-
ond, the synthesis of the dataset, using a concept hierarchy,
replacing the low-level “raw” data with high-level concepts;
and third, ensuring the standardization of the data—scaling
attribute data into a small specific interval [21].

Let the set of datasets be D and the data samples in the
datasetD bed. Assume that the datasetD hasm different class
attributes with different values, which are labeled as Bi
(i = l, 2⋯ n). Therefore, the amount of classification infor-
mation can be expressed by equation (1), where the weight
of class attribute Bi is expressed by bi, which can be calculated
by bi/d. The logarithmic function with a base of 10 is used
here because the information is encoded in binary.

f Dð Þ = 〠
n

i=0
bi ln bi: ð1Þ

Suppose that one of the attributes, here denoted as A, has
v different values, which can be denoted as fb1, b2 ⋯ bmg.
Thus, the dataset D can be divided into v different subsets
by the attribute A, here denoted as fD1,D2 ⋯Dmg, where
Dj (j = l, 2⋯m) is denoted as the set of samples with the
same value bj (j = l, 2⋯ n) on the attribute A set. Suppose
bij denotes the total number of samples belonging to category
Bi in subset Dj. The formula for calculating the information
entropy of attribute A is shown in (2), and f ðxÞ denotes the
proportion of the number of samples with the value bj to
the total number of samples for attribute A.

f xð Þ = ∑n
i bij
d

,

G Dð Þ = 〠
m

j=1
f xð Þj f 〠

n

i=1
bij

 !
:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð2Þ

The information gain of attribute A can be calculated
from

H Að Þ =G Dð Þ −G DAð Þ: ð3Þ

Deep learning is proposed in response to the shallow
learning phenomenon of mechanical learning, rote learning,
and knowing what is right but not knowing what is wrong in
practice. The “depth” here refers to the depth of learning of
students. We do not require teachers to adopt a fixed model
or method but rather emphasize that teachers should use
appropriate methods to trigger, promote, and enhance stu-
dents’ deep learning. In this sense, deep learning is the oppo-
site of shallow learning, and it is a criticism of the times.

The strategy of the decision tree classification algorithm
is to calculate the information gain rate of all the test attri-
butes in the alternative dataset and to use the attribute with
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the maximum information gain rate as the current division
attribute and finally to complete the construction of the
decision tree by iterating the above process. The data were
analyzed using divisional clustering, but the results were
found to be unsatisfactory and not well differentiated [22].
Therefore, when conducting the reason analysis, the small
amount of data and many data dimensions may have an
impact on the clustering results, and the improved algorithm
was considered according to the characteristics of sports
competition action data. The improvedK-Means algorithm
is applied to the sports competition action data to mine the
clustering results. The normalization formula is shown in
equation (4), where max and min sub another andJis the
maximum and minimum values of the sample data.

F xð Þ = x −min G Dð Þð Þ
max G Dð Þð Þ −min G Dð Þð Þ : ð4Þ

Clustering all attributes of the data makes the clustering
results reflect the relationship between metadata more fully;
on the other hand, in cluster analysis, the attributes of the
tuple inevitably form high attribute clusters with similarity.
Due to the attributes of all data, clusters have the characteris-
tics of clustering, and each group of data within its data clus-
ter contains attributes; the formation of attribute clusters on
each attribute will inevitably occur simultaneously. In other
words, if the number of tuples in the dataset presatisfies the
minimum support, then the cluster formed by all attribute
clusters becomes the maximum item frequency set of the data
cluster [23].

3.2. Online Data Migration Model Construction. To address
the problem of changing the cost of online data, this paper
proposes an adaptive cost-sensitive online migration learning
method. First, we introduce the marker distribution into the
traditional hinge loss function to calculate the classification
cost adaptively; second, we combine the source and target
domains using the combination parameters to realize the
online migration from the source to the target domain; finally,
wemigrate to learn the classification model based on both cost
and accuracy [24]. For each sample, we automatically calculate
the adaptive cost of that sample based on the ratio of the cur-
rent sample polarity to the polarity of all samples and then add
the adaptive cost to the fusion to the loss function and use it to
iteratively update the classificationmodel to obtain the current
latest classification model. The online data migration model in
this paper is shown in Figure 1.

When the sample mx is read, the positive and negative
ratios in the sample set at the previous m moments will
change, which will inevitably cause the final classification
model to have a learning bias for some samples. To reduce
the impact of this change, the current ratio of positive and
negative samples and the ratio of the loss of the current
sample to the total loss are multiplied together and
denoted as Dm, as in equation (5). Where H+

m and H−
m

represent the number of positive and negative samples,
respectively, gðbm, ym, f ðxmÞÞ is the cost hinge loss function
with introduced cost and gðDm, bm, ym, f ðxmÞÞ is the loss
function with introduced marker distribution parameters.

Y mð Þ = H+
m

H−
m
∗

g bm, ym, f xmð Þð Þ
∑m

i=0g Dm, bm, ym, f xmð Þð Þ ∗ 100%: ð5Þ

Combining multiple weak classifiers using weight param-
eters to obtain a strong classifier is the β common approach.
The adaptive cost-based online migration algorithm similarly
combines the initial classifier f ð0Þ and the online adaptation
function wðmxÞ by combining the parameters β to obtain a
combined classifier.

Classifier = βf 0ð Þ + 1 − βð Þw mxð Þ: ð6Þ

In the online migration learning process, we aim to update
mx−1 tomx using a suitable algorithm. The classificationmodel
is obtained based on both smoothing and minimizing the cost
sum. The distance between mx−1 and mx is smoothed using
Euclidean distance as in

M xð Þ =min mx −mx−1ð Þ2
2

 !
, x ⊆ 0,m½ �: ð7Þ

The cost changes as the online data changes, so it is neces-
sary to find a way to make the cost change adaptively. The
misclassification cost is updated adaptively using the ratio of
positive and negative samples, and the updated cost can be
used to dynamically adjust the learning of the classifier for dif-
ferent samples. Since the cost of rare samples is usually high, a
classifier based on adaptive cost tends to improve the classifi-
cation accuracy of rare samples, which in turn improves the
performance of classification.

The availability and prevalence of large amounts of data
and the use of tools to properly extract knowledge informa-
tion have become very frequent. This fact has changed the
traditional data analysis by orienting the data to certain spe-
cialized techniques under data science. In short, data science
can be considered as a discipline that discovers new and
important relationships, patterns, and trends after examining
large amounts of data. Thus, data science techniques pursue
the automatic discovery of knowledge contained in informa-
tion stored in large databases.

The structural similarity matrix is used to describe the
distribution between a descriptive attribute and a categorical
attribute; the number of occurrences of all attribute values of
each descriptive attribute under all attribute values of the cat-
egorical attribute and the attribute values of the categorical
attribute are used to obtain the values with the highest
number of overlaps to participate in the next step. The struc-
tural similarity matrix model will create a matrix for each
described attribute to provide the corresponding parameters
for calculating the sample structural similarity.

Since the sample structural similarity of the attributes is
calculated based on the structural similarity matrix, we can
assume that if the structural similarity matrix is verified to
be free of multivalued bias, we can conclude that there is no
multivalued bias through the sample structural similarity of
the attributes [24]. And if it can be verified that there is no
definite size relationship between the structural similarity
matrix and the increase of attribute values and since the
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sample structural similarity generated by the structural simi-
larity matrix is more biased towards the descriptive attributes
that are structurally more similar to the categorical attributes,
then the sample structural similarity as weights will play a
positive role in the correction of information gain, thus
reducing the interference of the multivalue bias problem on
the selection of the joints.

3.3. Data Mining Classifier Design. In this paper, we propose
an automatic extraction strategy for sports competition action
data based on image overlap region feature migrationmachine
learning, as shown in Figure 2. The strategy can be divided
into three steps: (1) select the classifier with the highest gener-
alization ability among ID3 algorithm classifiers to supervise
the data classification and set it as the source classifier model;
(2) propagate the source marker to the adjacent target image
overlap region, randomly select a certain proportion of its
marker samples to mix with the source training samples to
form the pseudosample, and use the migration learning model
to balance the difference of its temporal distribution; and (3)
obtain the final classification model through the source classi-
fier. The final classification model is obtained after continuous
iterations, and the distribution difference between adjacent
target image data is continuously reduced due to the increas-
ing information of balanced temporal samples, to achieve the
purpose of accurate extraction of sports competition action
data (see Figure 2).

Using the automatic sports action data extraction strat-
egy, only the source training samples of the source images
and the classified images with overlapping areas with the
images to be classified are involved in the classification, and
then, the temporal difference balance based on the migration
learning model and the source classifier model can complete
the classification, and the information extraction of each
image is completed one by one through the continuous
iterative update to realize the large area sports competition
data extraction. The action data extraction work is completed

one by one through continuous iterative updates. In this
paper, the classifier algorithm with high adaptability and
generalization ability is used as the classification model,
which can effectively improve the accuracy of image classifi-
cation results by learning more potential features. The migra-
tion learning model, as a tool for adaptive balancing between
source and target images, can reduce the differences in data
distribution between them due to temporal and spatial differ-
ences and has a weakening effect on improving the problem
of obvious color differences in the extraction of thematic
information covering large regions of sports competition
action data. Selecting certain marker samples in the overlap-
ping area together with the source training samples consti-
tutes a pseudosample, which makes it possible to consider
the spectral feature distributions of both the source and
target images when performing temporal phase difference
balancing and avoid the overbalancing situation. The close
cooperation of the above methods to complete the large area
grass information extraction will help to improve the
extraction accuracy.

4. Analysis of Results

4.1. ID3 Algorithm Performance Analysis. Comparing the
running time of the traditional ID3 algorithm and the
improved ID3 algorithm, the execution time of the improved
ID3 algorithm is shorter and the running time is reduced by
the improvement, and the comparison results are shown in
Figure 3(a). By comparing the classification error rate of the
traditional ID3 algorithm and the improved low algorithm,
the error rate of the improved ID3 algorithm is lower, and
the comparison results are shown in Figure 3(b). By compar-
ing the experiments of both the traditional ID3 algorithm
and the improved ID3 algorithm in terms of algorithm
execution time and classification error rate, it can be found
that the dataset has reduced running time and lowered the
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Figure 1: Online data migration model.
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average classification error rate after using the improved ID3
algorithm (see Figure 3).

Although the improved ID3 algorithm is proportional in
time cost to the number of data tuples in the sample dataset,
as the number of data tuples increases, this ratio is converg-
ing to the time to quantity ratio of the original algorithm.
This means that the larger the sample dataset, the closer the
decision tree algorithm is to the traditional ID3 algorithm
in terms of practical performance. Then, we continue to pro-
cess the time information to get the results of modeling time
comparison between the traditional ID3 algorithm and the
improved ID3 algorithm (Figure 4). Figure 4 shows that the
time ratio between the improved ID3 algorithm and the tra-
ditional ID3 algorithm increases when the number of data
tuples in the sample dataset grows from 10,000 to 20,000,
while the time ratio between the improved ID3 algorithm
and the traditional ID3 algorithm continues to decrease
when the number of data tuples grows from 20,000 to
80,000, but at the value of 80,000, the decreasing trend of this
ratio slows down at 160,000 items. This trend indicates that
the time efficiency of the improved ID3 algorithm decreases
when the number of data tuples is small, mainly due to the
more complex algorithm, but the proportion of time spent
by the algorithm decreases when the number of entries
increases steadily. When the number of data tuples in the
sample dataset is very large, the main time overhead has
shifted to data I/O and processing and is no longer concen-
trated on the algorithm (see Figure 4).

The sample structural similarity model used by the
improved ID3 algorithm does not have a large impact on
the classification performance for datasets with an overall
low structural similarity. When encountering datasets where
the number of attribute values does not differ much and the
structural similarity of the descriptive attributes is not more

obviously related to the structural similarity of the classified
attributes in terms of structure, the structural similarity has
less impact on the generation of the final decision tree
structure, thus making the prediction rate of the improved
ID3 algorithm more approximate to that of the traditional
ID3 algorithm and making the classification accuracy
between the two closer.

4.2. Online Data Migration Model Analysis. Figure 5 shows
the experimental results of the VLSC dataset, and the follow-
ing conclusions are obtained from the figure: (1) All migra-
tion learning methods perform better than online methods,
the results indicate that the effect of training using only the
target sample is limited, and using source samples with the
same source or the same structure as the target sample is ben-
eficial to the learning of the target sample. (2) The classifica-
tion effect of kernel-based migration methods is significantly
higher than that of online algorithms. Relative to the classical
online algorithm, the classification accuracy of the kernel-
based migration method is about 10% higher in the six tasks
generated by the sets Caltech101 and SUN09 and exceeds 5%
in the tasks of the datasets Label ME and VOC2009, which
demonstrates the applicability of the kernel-based migration
learning method. (3) Compared with the basic kernel-free
online migration method, the overall accuracy of KOTL
experiments is improved by about 2%, which indicates that
the kernel-free online algorithm is suitable for the case of
linearly separable source and target domains, while the
kernel-based online migration method solves the problem
and is also suitable for the case of linearly separable domains.
(4) For the offline kernel migration method ARRLS, KOTL is
also comparable to it and applicable to the online case. The
offline kernel migration method requires a large storage
space for caching all samples in both source and target
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domains, and the computational effort is also related to the
number of samples (see Figure 5).

To verify the migration effect of the online data migration
model proposed in this paper, as well as the enhancement
effect on the target domain data under different sparsity,
maintain the consistent time interval between samples, and
maintain the temporal order of the data, this experiment
selects the first 10%~90% samples from SCADA data as the
target domain data and the remaining data as the test set
for power prediction, using a long short-term memory net-
work (LSTM) as the regression model for wind power predic-
tion, and root mean square error (RMSE) is used as the
measure. The root mean square error (RMSE) is the square
root of the ratio of the square of the deviation of the predicted
value from the true value to the number of observations n. In
practical measurements, the number of observations n is
always limited and the true value can only be replaced by
the most trustworthy (best) value. The RMSE results of the
prediction results on the test set are shown in Figure 6 for
the comparison between the online data migration model
and the PCTR model and the case where no source domain
data are introduced. As the proportion of target domain data
decreases and the data sparsity of the source domain training
data increases, the gap between the prediction accuracy of the
nonmigrated model and the migrated model becomes more
obvious. The experimental results show that the online data
migration model can effectively solve the problem of sparse
target domain training samples and improve the accuracy
of the prediction task by introducing source domain data
and migrating the source domain knowledge (see Figure 6).

4.3. Analysis of the Effect of Sports Competition Action Data
Mining. We have added the validation set test set. For each

competitive sports development situation, input indicators,
output indicators, and development indicators are used as
indicator selection basis. Among them, the expenditure on
competitive sports (including sports competition fees, sports
training fees, and sports stadium construction fees) is taken
as the input indicator, the points of the sports competition
are taken as the output indicator, and the number of out-
standing athletes is taken as the development indicator.
Figure 7 shows the descriptive statistics about the three initial
variables, including the mean, standard deviation, and the
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number of values used in the analysis N . Among them, the
standard deviations of the points of sports competitions,
excellent athletes, and competitive sports expenditures are
907.56, 426.47, and 586.61, respectively (see Figure 7).

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the average overall
accuracy and average kappa coefficient of the target

images under the five classification strategies. With the
overall accuracy as the evaluation index, the relationship
of ðaÞ < ðcÞ < ðbÞ < ðdÞ ≈ ðeÞ, and the kappa coefficient as
the evaluation index, the relationship of ðaÞ < ðbÞ < ðcÞ <
ðeÞ < ðdÞ is satisfied. The overall classification situation still
confirms the above conclusion that both fusion of overlapping
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region labeled sample information and migration learning
can improve the image classification accuracy, while the
fusion of overlapping region labeled sample information and
migration learning can add up the ability of both to improve
the classification accuracy. The average overall accuracy
obtained by this method is slightly equal to that of the super-
vised classification, the average kappa coefficient is greater
than that of the supervised classification, and the two classifi-
cation accuracy evaluation metrics are given the same weight,
which indicates that this method is slightly better than the
supervised classification method (see Figure 8).

When performing data mining algorithms, the sports
competition dataset is used as the research object for the
online migration success rate of sports competition action
data, so the decision tree algorithm is used to analyze the
main attributes in the sports competition data source that
may affect the check-in rate and to identify the factors that
are most likely to affect the sports competition movement
so that these potentially relevant influencing factors can be
scientifically applied to provide key future sports competition
decision basis. The advantages of the decision tree algorithm
are simple and easy to understand analysis, high classification
accuracy, and high execution efficiency, so the decision tree
algorithm is suitable to be applied to massive data mining.
The ID3 algorithm selects the classification criterion of infor-
mation gain, it selects the attribute with more attribute values
as the split attribute, and the ID3 algorithm can only mine
the data with nonlinearity.

Data classification is an important part of data mining,
and the decision tree algorithm is one of them. It is an impor-
tant method in data classification methods and has a mature
theoretical foundation and a good development platform.
The decision tree algorithm is relatively easy to understand,
and the construction process is fast. What is more, decision
trees can be easily converted into SQL statements for efficient
access to the large number of various databases existing in
financial systems. Data mining technology is an important
technical tool to transform data into knowledge and value,
but traditional data mining technology faces many challenges
to extract the rich knowledge and value implied from big
data. An important way to solve the problem of big data min-
ing is to research and develop more efficient data mining
algorithms based on the essential characteristics of big data.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the clustering algorithm in data mining is
applied to the sports competition action data migration
model; using the theory related to the ID3 clustering
algorithm and combining the characteristics of sports
competition action data, the ID3 algorithm is combined
and the ID3 algorithm is slightly improved to make it more
suitable for sports competition action number nuggets. Then,
the data of each dimension are clustered to derive the
corresponding results, and the results are synthesized and
analyzed to facilitate the subsequent recommendation algo-
rithm for online data migration modeling. This paper pre-
sents a detailed analysis of sports competition action data
and related theories and successfully applies the theoretical

knowledge of computer aspects to sports competition action
data mining, paving the way for future cross-application of
sports competition action analysis and computer disciplines.
In this paper, only the ID3 algorithm in the data mining clus-
tering algorithm has been fully studied and other clustering
algorithms are not involved, and the algorithm based on
division requires more data types and shapes of datasets
and is also easy to fall into the local optimum; whether the
sports competition pressure data in this paper is coinciden-
tally applicable to other algorithms is not studied in-depth,
and other types of clustering algorithms can be used for the
data in this paper subsequently. It is possible to reach better
conclusions. The clustering results have some errors and
are only provided as a reference to the also-ran scholars for
reference and cannot replace the actual also-ran judgments.
Similarly, the recommendation results only assist the
scholars to make suggestions and cannot be provided to the
athletes as actual suggestions, but this, as a practical nature
of the exploration, still needs continued in-depth research
in the follow-up work. We provide an in-depth analysis of
the online data migration model and the ID3 algorithm in
sports game action data mining, and the model under study
has a strong practicality.
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At present, deep neural network (DNN) technology is often used in intelligent diagnosis research. However, the huge amount of
calculation of DNN makes it difficult to apply in industrial practice. In this paper, an advanced multiscale dense connection
deep network MSDC-NET is designed. A well-designed multiscale parallel branch module is used in the network. This module
can greatly improve the acceptance domain of MSDC-NET, so as to learn useful information from input samples more
effectively. Based on the inspiration of Densely Connected Convolutional Networks, MSDC-NET designed a similar dense
connection technology, so that the model will not have the problem of gradient vanishing because of the deep network. The
experimental data of MSDC-NET on MFPT, SEU, and Pu datasets show that our method has higher performance than other
latest technologies. At the same time, we carried out knowledge distillation based on the high-precision classification level of
MSDC-NET, which makes the diagnosis ability and robustness of the lightweight CNN model improve significantly.

1. Introduction

The mechanical equipment in modern industry often
needs to work in the complex environment of high tem-
perature, fatigue, and heavy load for a long time, which
may cause incalculable production accidents and economic
property losses. At present, most enterprises use the way
of manual supervision, which consumes a lot of human
and material resources. Since mechanical failures are often
not so obvious, only technicians with professional knowl-
edge can be sure to judge mechanical failures. As a mature
unsupervised system, intelligent diagnosis can solve this
problem for related enterprises. The traditional intelligent
diagnosis method mainly uses a machine learning algo-
rithm to classify the feature data from the sensor signal.
For example, Zhang et al. used support vector machine
(SVM) to identify the working state of bearing [1]; Bane-

rjee and Das used SVM fusion multisensor signal to detect
motor fault [2]; Bugharbee and Trendafilova used the
nearest neighbor classifier to identify faults [3]; Keskes
et al. studied the method of feature extraction using sta-
tionary wavelet packet transform, and support vector
machine (SVM) is applied to rotor fault classification.
[4]; Mustafa et al. proposed that the spectrum analysis
method be used in feature extraction and SVM be used
to detect mechanical faults. [5]. However, the signal
obtained by sensor needs complex feature extraction,
which is difficult to achieve instantaneity, and depends
on professional knowledge and relevant experience.

With the rapid development of deep learning (DL) tech-
nology in many fields, researchers have begun to use some
DL-based technologies to achieve intelligent diagnosis, such
as Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [6], Deep Belief-Net
(DBN) [7], Convolutional Neural Net (CNN) [8],
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Autoencoder-Net (AE) [9], and Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) [10]. The MLP model is a very simple perceptron
model. The knowledge it can learn is very scarce, and it has
been rarely used at present. As a probabilistic generation
model relative to the traditional discriminant model, DBN
is composed of multiple restricted Boltzmann machine
layers; Shao et al. proposed to use the optimized DBN model
to diagnose rolling bearings [11]; Tamilselvan and Wang
proposed a DBN model for engine fault diagnosis [12]. The
improvement of the CNN model is mainly in two directions.
One is to use different input types, such as two-dimensional
images [13], infrared thermal images [14], vibration spec-
trum images [15], and time-frequency images [16]. Another
direction is to improve the structure of CNN model, such
as combining the CNN with Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN [17]) to generate more new labeled samples [18, 19].
Janssens et al. proposed a CNN model to classify the faults
of rotating machinery [20]. Recently, some researchers use
transfer learning [21, 22] combined with the CNN to obtain
the prior knowledge of the original dataset [23–25]. The AE
model is composed of multiple automatic encoders, and there
are two common extended models, such as denoising AE
(DAE) [26] and compression AE (CAE) [27]. The advantage
of DAE is that it can learn useful information from damaged
data, and CAE learns more stable feature representations
through penalty items. The latest AE model also combines
with the GAN network to generate labeled samples [28–30]
and also embeds the semisupervised learning method into
the VAE model [31, 32]. The Recurrent Neural Network has
no advantage in classification, and it is more commonly used
in mechanical life prediction.

So as to evaluate the effectiveness and fairness of the
model, our experiment is carried out in the benchmark code
base proposed by Zhao et al. [33]. They conducted a compre-
hensive benchmark study on the realization of intelligent diag-
nosis based on the DL model. The study evaluated the
intelligent diagnosis performance of nine commonly used
models on nine publicly available datasets. The nine models
include three encoder models, such as AE, DAE, and CAE,
including the MLP model and CNNmodel and two advanced
deep classification networks AlexNet [34], ResNet18 [35], and
finally include an LSTM [36] model. The results of these stud-
ies show the significant advantages of DL in intelligent diagno-
sis, especially the models that have outstanding performance
in other classification problems such as ResNet18, which also
have good results when transplanted to intelligent diagnosis.
However, the scale of these deep classification networks is very
large, and the computing power of the equipment is relatively
high. How to improve the accuracy of model intelligent diag-
nosis in different accuracy requirements and equipment envi-
ronment is a worthy research direction.

The main target of our method is to use a new and pow-
erful deep classification network as the powerful model to
guide the lightweight model to realize mechanical intelligent
diagnosis. Therefore, our main contribution can be outlined
in two aspects:

(1) We designed a new multiscale densely connected deep
network MSDC-NET, and the experimental results of

five comparison algorithms on three types of datasets
show that the model has higher superiority

(2) We innovatively use the knowledge distillation tech-
nology in the mechanical intelligent diagnosis subject,
which makes the classification accuracy of the light-
weight CNN model significantly improve and pro-
vides an effective solution to achieve the highest level
of diagnosis in the case of limited computing power

The experiments in this paper are carried out on the open
MFPT bearing dataset (https://mfpt.org/fault-data-sets/), Pu
bearing dataset (https://mb.uni-paderborn.de/kat/forschung/
datacenter/bearing-datacenter/), and SEU transmission data-
set (https://github.com/cathysiyu/Mechanical-datasets).

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 retro-
spects the related work of deep classification network and
knowledge distillation technology, and then in Section 3, we
introduce our MSDC-NET model, knowledge distillation pro-
cess, and its algorithm in detail. After that, the experimental
results obtained on three common datasets are discussed and
analyzed in Section 4. Finally, the article is summarized in the
Section 5.

2. Related Work

2.1. Deep Convolution Network. The CNN, which was pro-
posed in 1997, is a classification network for processing
labeled data. It can transfer, extract, and learn information
through convolution and pool operations. AlexNet won the
championship in the 2012 ImageNet competition, and the
ResNet proposed in 2016 has surpassed human classification
accuracy for the first time.

The CNN model is generally composed of a convolution
layer, pooling layer (maximum pooling layer, average pool-
ing layer), and fully connected layer. We often use the convo-
lution layer and maximum pooling layer with a step size of 2
to learn features and finally classify features through full con-
nection layer.

The convolution layer operation is equivalent to the mul-
tiplication of input x and convolution kernelw, which is then
represented by the activation function mapping:

hlk = ϕ wl
k ⋅ x + blk

� �
, ð1Þ

where ϕ is the convolution operator, hlk is the output of con-
volution operation, k is the k-th convolution kernel, l is the l
-th layer, and wl

k and blk are the weight and bias.
The purpose of maximum pooling layer is to learn the

most essential knowledge in the local acceptance domain,
focus on texture information, and reduce the bias of estima-
tion mean caused by convolution layer parameter error. The
purpose of average pooling layer is to consider the character-
istics of step size, focus on the background information, and
reduce the estimation variance.

As the number of layers of CNN tends to be deeper, the
problem of model degradation may arise, and jump connec-
tion technology is often used to avoid gradient disappear-
ance. Meanwhile, the multiscale technology widely used in
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CV field can also be transplanted into the CNN to improve
the receptive field of network model.

2.2. Distilling the Knowledge. In the industrial application, in
addition to the requirement that the model should have as
high a prediction level as possible, it is also expected that
the expenditure of the model should be as small as possible,
so that the deployment needs the least computing resources
(computing power, storage space) and has a lower delay.
Knowledge distillation [37] is a solution to this problem.
First, we need a powerful and effective pretraining model
(T-Model), then train a lightweight model (S-Model) from
scratch and pass on the knowledge contained in a T-Model
to an S-Model during the training process.

The above process of knowledge transfer only requires
that the “SoftMax” output distribution of S-Model and T-
Model under a given input be fully closed.

qi =
exp zi/TEMPð Þ
∑jexp zj/TEMP

� � , ð2Þ

where qi is the output distribution of S-Model, zi is the calcu-
lated probability for each class in S-Model, and TEMP is a
parameter usually set to 1. When TEMP becomes larger, we
get a softer output. For cross-entropy loss, the gradient for
a logit of S-Model is as follows:

∂C
∂zi

=
1

TEMP
qi − pið Þ = 1

TEMP
ezi/TEMP

∑je
z j/TEMP −

eci/TEMP

∑ je
cj/TEMP

 !
,

ð3Þ

where pi is the output distribution of the T-Model, ci is the
calculated probability for each class in the T-Model, and
when x tends to 0, it is equivalent to infinitesimal with ex −
1. Easy to know, when TEMP is sufficiently large, there are

∂C
∂zi

≈
1

TEMP
1 + zi/TEMPð Þ
N +∑jz j/TEMP

−
1 + ci/TEMPð Þ
N +∑jcj/TEMP

 !
: ð4Þ

Suppose that every sample has Logits with zero mean,
that is ∑jz j =∑jcj = 0, then:

∂C
∂zi

≈
1

NTEMP2 zi − cið Þ: ð5Þ

3. Our Proposed Method

3.1. The Composition of the Blocks. To ensure the perfor-
mance of the model, we have carefully designed the neural
network modules shown in Figures 1–3, through the stacking
of these modules constituting the final MSDC-NET.

Go_Down cell is proposed to achieve a similar dense con-
nection effect, which can maximize the retention of the orig-
inal lore of the previous data, and realize the superposition of
the previous and subsequent feature maps in the channel
dimension. The “times” represents the multiple relationship
of the size of the previous and subsequent feature maps. After

“times” max pooling, the dimension of the feature map will
be reduced to 1/times of the original size.

DS cell is proposed for downsampling of the feature
map, which is implemented by convolution operation (the

Ti
m

es

1x1 Conv

MaxPool

……

MaxPool

Input

BN-Swish

Output

Figure 1: The construction of a Go_Down cell.
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Input

BN-Swish
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BN-Swish
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Figure 2: The construction of a DS cell.
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BN-Swish
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Figure 3: The construction of an MS_Block cell.
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parameters are as follows: stride = 2 and kernel size = 3 × 3).
The dimension of the input data will be decreased by half,
and the number of channels will be doubled.

MS_Block cell draws on the idea of inception cell [38], in
which 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 convolution kernels are used for multi-
scale learning feature map, and average pooling and maxi-
mum pooling are used to extract useful information from
multiple angles. After the multibranch network structure
has learned the input data, a complete feature map of each
branch superimposed and fused in the channel dimension
will be obtained, and then, this feature map will be placed
in the MSDC network to continue learning.

3.2. The Structure of MSDC-NET. For the purpose of get a
high-precision Teacher-Model, we integrated the most prev-

alent multiscale and dense connection technology to advance
a split-new deep classification network MSDC-NET. It is
made up of our carefully designed stack of various modules.
Taking the input data size AB as an example, five MS_Block
cells are set in the model to realize multiscale and multiangle
learning sample data information. At the same time, five DS
cells are set for downsampling, and the size of the top feature
map is AC. In practical applications, we can adjust the net-
work model reasonably according to the input data size.
When the input data is large, more stacking blocks can be
set, and on the contrary, the number of layers can be set
fewer.

However, only through the one-way propagation of this
order often fails to achieve a good classification effect,
because the deep network will forget and lose a lot of previous

DS1

MS_Block1

Input

MS_Block2

3x3 Conv
BN-Swish

DS33x3 Conv
BN-Swish

MS_Block3

DS2

MS_Block4

3x3 Conv
BN-Swish DS4

MS_Block5

3x3 Conv
BN-Swish

FC

Adaptive
AvgPool

3x3 Conv
BN-Swish

DS5

Output

3x3 Conv
BN-Swish

Go_Down

Go_Down

Go_Down

Go_Down

Figure 4: The structure of the MSDC-NET.
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Figure 5: The structure of the CNN.
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knowledge and information. We need a unique cascade oper-
ation to fuse the same resolution features of different stages in
the channel dimension, so we designed a technology similar
to dense connection. The implementation of this technology
relies on Go_Down cell, through which we save the output
feature map of each MS_Block cell. The feature maps
obtained by Go_Down of different “times” can be merged
with the small feature map of matching size later, which is
able to speed up the convergence of the network model, while
improving the robustness of the model and avoiding prob-
lems such as gradient disappearance.

The structure of the MSDC-NET model we proposed is
shown in Figure 4. The main road after the data sample
enters the model is the green one-way line. A network train-
ing procedure using reasonable and effective loss function is
crucial; the output ~l is obtained from the top-level feature

graph through Adaptive AvgPool and FC layers. If the class
label of data sample is l, the loss function of model training
is as follows:

loss Cross entropyð Þ = −〠
n

i=1
l log ~l

� �
+ 1 − lð Þ log 1 −~l

� �� �
:

ð6Þ

Since the quantity of layers of the DNN is relatively deep,
the useful information contained in the first data entering the
network and the first feature map may be forgotten and lost.
We borrowed the idea of DenseNet [39] in the MSDC-NET
model and, after the foregoing features of FIG different sizes
corresponding to multiples by scaling Go_Down cell extract,
then merged them with the feature maps of the back of the

Figure 6: Flow chart of knowledge distillation technology.

Input: Sample X, Sample category, Test sample ~x
Step1: The training process of the MSDC- NET model:
1) Processing sample input data:

Unify the sample data X into the same segmentation method, input type and input size, and finally we get the input as (x, y).
2) Train the MSDC-NET model:

Train MSDC-NET through the processed training data, and the objective function (6) as:
min loss = −∑n

i=1ðl log ð~lÞ + ð1 − lÞ log ð1 −~lÞÞ
Step2: The training process of the CNN model:
1) Processing sample input data:
2) Train the CNN model:

Train CNN through the processed training data, and the objective function (10) as
min loss = ω ∗ loss hard + loss sof t

Step3: Fault classification
1) Output of MSDC-NET (or CNN):

Input the test data sample ~x into the pre-trained model (MSDC-NET or CNN) to get the output ~y.
2) Category determination

After obtaining the output ~y of the model (MSDC-NET or CNN), use Formula (7) to predict the category of the test sample:
labelð~xÞ = arg max ð~yÞ

Output: Predict the category of input x

Algorithm 1: Process of MSDC-NET (or CNN) for fault classification
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Table 1: Fault classification of PU dataset.

Code Fault mode: description

K001 Health state: launched 50 hours in advance

K002 Health state: launched 19 hours in advance

K003 Health state: launched 1 hours in advance

K004 Health state: launched 5 hours in advance

K005 Health state: launched 10 hours in advance

K006 Health state: launched 16 hours in advance

KA01 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by EDM (Level 1)

KA03 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 2)

KA05 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 1)

KA06 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 2)

KA07 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by drilling (Level 1)

KA08 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by drilling (Level 2)

KA09 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by drilling (Level 2)

KI01 Inner ring: man-made damage caused by EDM (Level 1)

KI03 Inner ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 1)

KI05 Inner ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 1)

KI07 Inner ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 2)

KI08 Inner ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 2)

KA04 Outer ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point and single damage and Level 1)

KA15 Outer ring: damage caused by plastic deform and indentation (single point and single damage and Level 1)

KA16 Outer ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point and repetitive damage and Level 2)

KA22 Outer ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point and single damage and Level1)

KA30 Outer ring: damage caused by plastic deform and indentation (distributed and repetitive damage and Level 1)

KB23 Outer ring, inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point and multiple damage and Level 2)

KB24 Outer ring, inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (distributed and multiple damage and Level 3)

KB27 Outer ring, inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (distributed and multiple damage and Level 1)

KI04 Inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point + single damage + Level 1)
KI14 Inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point + multiple damage + Level 1)
KI16 Inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point + single damage + Level 3)
KI17 Inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point + repetitive damage + Level 1)
KI18 Inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point + single damage + Level 2)
KI21 Inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point + single damage + Level 1)

Table 2: Fault classification of MFPT dataset.

Category Description Category Description

Health state 270 lb, 25Hz, 97656 sps,6 s / /

Outer ring 1 25 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 1 25 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s

Outer ring 2 50 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 2 50 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s

Outer ring 3 100 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 3 100 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s

Outer ring 4 150 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 4 150 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s

Outer ring 5 200 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 5 200 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s

Outer ring 6 250 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 6 250 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s

Outer ring 7 300 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 7 300 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s
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network. And we let them influence the training process of
the network to varying degrees according to the set weights.

Finally, the category of input data is forecasted by the fol-
lowing formula:

label xð Þ = arg max ~l
� �

: ð7Þ

3.3. CNN after Knowledge Distillation. We use the simple
CNN model shown in Figure 5. With the input by way of
multiple stacked Conv layers and Pool layers, it enters the
classifier to obtain the final output.

The model contains only 4 convolutional layers in total,
with a very simple structure and very low requirements on
the computing power and storage of the deployed equip-
ment, so it is suitable to run in the industrial environment.

3.4. Algorithm Details. In Section 2, we describe the process
of knowledge distillation in detail. After knowledge distilla-
tion, the CNN model can obtain loss sof t according to for-
mula (5). (In the experiment, we set T as 10 according to
the relevant literature.)

loss sof t =
1

NT2 zi − við Þ: ð8Þ

According to the previous formula (6) of MSDC-NET,
we can get loss hard as follows:

loss hard = −〠
n

i=1
l log ~l

� �
+ 1 − lð Þ log 1 −~l

� �� �
: ð9Þ

Finally, the total loss function of knowledge distillation
process is (where ω is the weight of loss hard)

loss = ω ∗ loss hard + loss sof t: ð10Þ

As shown in Figure 6, after the Teacher-Model is divided
by the temperature parameter T , the soft label is obtained
through the “SoftMax” transformation, and the value in the
label is between 0 and 1. The larger the temperature param-
eter T , the softer the distribution. On the contrary, it is easy

to introduce unnecessary noise and amplify the probability
of misclassification. We need to make sure that the correct
predicted contribution is made in the Teacher-Model, so set
T to a larger value. The real label in the sample is converted
to a one-hot vector and used as a hard label. The total loss
is the weighted sum of the cross entropy of the soft label
and the predicted value and the cross entropy of the hard
label and the predicted value. If the value of ω is smaller, it
indicates that more attention is paid to the contribution of
Teacher-Model; on the contrary, let the Student-Model pay
more attention to the identification of difficult samples.
Therefore, the higher the classification accuracy of the
teacher model, the more conducive to student model learning
samples. Our specific algorithm is reflected in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Process of MSDC-NET (or CNN) for fault
classificationInput: Sample X, Sample category, Test sample

~x

Step1: The training process of the MSDC- NET model:

1) Processing sample input data:

Unify the sample data X into the same segmentation
method, input type and input size, and finally we get the
input as (x, y).

2) Train the MSDC-NET model:

Train MSDC-NET through the processed training
data, and the objective function (6) as:

min loss = −∑n
i=1ðl log ð~lÞ + ð1 − lÞ log ð1 −~lÞÞ

Step2: The training process of the CNN model:

1) Processing sample input data:

2) Train the CNN model:

Train CNN through the processed training data,
and the objective function (10) as

min loss = ω ∗ loss hard + loss sof t

Step3: Fault classification

1) Output of MSDC-NET (or CNN):

Input the test data sample ~x into the pre-trained
model (MSDC-NET or CNN) to get the output ~y.

2) Category determination

After obtaining the output ~y of the model (MSDC-
NET or CNN), use Formula (7) to predict the category
of the test sample:

labelð~xÞ = arg max ð~yÞ
Output: Predict the category of input x

4. Experiment and Discussion

4.1. Datasets

4.1.1. PU Bearing Dataset. There are 21 categories, including
6 undamaged bearings, 12 damaged bearings, and 14 actual

Table 3: Fault classification of SEU dataset.

Sort
Fault mode (RS-LC:20Hz-

0V)
Sort

Fault mode (RS-LC:3Hz-
2V)

1 Health gear 11 Health gear

2 Health bearing 12 Health bearing

3 Chipped tooth 13 Chipped tooth

4 Inner ring 14 Inner ring

5 Missing tooth 15 Missing tooth

6 Outer ring 16 Outer ring

7 Root fault 17 Root fault

8 Inner + outer rings 18 Inner + outer rings
9 Surface fault 19 Surface fault

10 Rolling element 20 Rolling element
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PU MFPT SEU
LSTM 87.71 85.03 88.33
AE 97.38 92.67 66.35
CNN 82.95 79.63 87.5
AlexNet 94.33 94.24 98.58
ResNet18 98.69 97.89 99.52
MSDC 99.23 98.66 100
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Figure 9: Maximum prediction accuracy graph of MSDC-NET and five contrast algorithms on three datasets.
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Figure 7: Data split according to time sequences.
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Figure 8: The influence of different ω on the model.
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damaged bearings caused by an accelerated life test. The
details are shown in Table 1.

4.1.2. MFPT Bearing Dataset. There are 15 categories,
according to different loads, one healthy bearing and four-
teen faulty bearings. The fault classification is displayed in
Table 2. The four values in the Description are load, input
shaft speed, sampling rate, and duration.

4.1.3. SEU Gearbox Dataset. There are 20 categories, includ-
ing inner ring, outer ring, and rolling element in different

states. In each file, we use the second line of eight vibration
signals. Details are shown in Table 3.

4.2. Data Split. There are two common data segmentation
methods in mechanical intelligent diagnosis. One is the sto-
chastic segmentation strategy, and the other is the time sort
segmentation of datasets. The random segmentation strat-
egy may cause data overlap between two sets, resulting in
the risk of test leakage, and the final test accuracy cannot
be used as a basis for fair evaluation of model performance.
Industrial data are generally continuous, which may contain

PU MFPT SEU
CNN_D_Avg 87.6 80.97 92.68
CNN_Avg 81.62 77.68 85.44
CNN_D_Max 87.86 82.82 94.05
CNN_Max 82.95 79.63 87.5
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Figure 11: Map of average and maximum classification accuracy of original CNN and knowledge distilled CNN_D on three datasets.

PU MFPT SEU
LSTM 86.55 82.87 85.66
AE 94.15 91.33 63.12
CNN 81.62 77.68 85.44
AlexNet 92.91 92.22 96.07
ResNet18 97.73 94.58 98.88
MSDC 99 98.13 100
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Figure 10: Average prediction accuracy graph of MSDC-NET and five contrast algorithms on three datasets.
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time-dependent knowledge information. Therefore, in order
to evaluate the scientific and retain the useful information in
the dataset as much as possible, we adopt the strategy of divid-
ing the dataset according to the time sort (Figure 7). The last
20% of the time series data is used for testing, and the rest is
used for training.

4.3. Input Types. In mechanical intelligent diagnosis, signal
processing methods are often used to map sample data to
other domains. These methods include converted into time
domain (TD), converted into frequency domain (FD), con-
verted into time-frequency domain (TFD), converted into
slice image (SI), and converted into wavelet domain (WD).
The benchmark study of Zhao et al. [33] showed that FD
and TFD can achieve higher accuracy, so we finally used
TFD to complete the experiment.

xSTFTi = STFT xið Þ, i = 1, 2,⋯,N: ð11Þ

Inside STFTð⋅Þ is to convert xi into TFD.
TFD is to perform short-time Fourier transform (STFT)

on each specimen, and the Hanning window length is 64.
Since the CNN model requires a larger 2D size to extract fea-
tures, the final signal size is adjusted to 330 × 330.

4.4. Training Details. During model training, we used the
Adam optimizer. Some parameters of model training are as
follows: learning rate = 0:001 and batch size = 8 (due to the
device limitation). Each model is trained and tested alter-
nately during training, and a total of 100 epochs are experi-
enced. All comparison models and MSDC-NET are trained
and fairly compared under the open source code framework
proposed by Zhao et al. [33], and the data enhancement
method provided in the code framework is adopted. All work
is performed on the device equipped with E5-2640 V4 @
CPU and 12G GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. The device system
is Ubuntu 16.04, the running environment is Python 3.6, and
the Pytorch1.4 library is used.

We have done the optimization experiment on the SEU
gearbox dataset for the value of ω between 0 and 1. It is able
to deduce from Figure 8 that as ω increases, the performance
of the CNN model will tend to the performance without
knowledge distillation; classification accuracy showed a
downward trend, which also shows the effectiveness of
knowledge distillation technology from the side, so we set ω
to 0 in the subsequent comparative experiments.

4.5. Evaluating Indexes. In our research process, the compre-
hensive accuracy (Acc) is used to fairly assess the capability of
the algorithm.With the purpose of avoiding the impact of the
fluctuation of DNN model in training, we repeat each exper-
iment 10 times. Finally, we take the average Acc and the max-
imum Acc as the assessment indexes, the average Acc is the
average of 10 times of Acc, and the maximumAcc is the max-
imum of 10 times of Acc.

4.6. MSDC-NET Experimental Results. For each algorithm,
we completed 10 tests on the corresponding dataset in the
same environment. The achievement of the highest predicted
Acc is recorded in Figure 9, and then, the achievement of the

average predicted Acc of 10 times is recorded in Figure 10.
From the overall view of these two figures, our algorithm
reached the first-rate capability. The LSTM algorithm does
not perform well on classification problems, and the average
test Acc is between 85% and 90%.

Compared with those on other datasets, the capability of
the AE network on the SEU dataset is significantly not the
same, which shows that the AE network has higher require-
ments for datasets. The classification ability of the simple
CNN network is relatively poor without knowledge distilla-
tion, ranging from 75 to 85. The test Acc of DNN is relatively
high, the test Acc of AlexNet is between 95 and 100, the test
Acc of ResNet18 is between 98 and 100, and the test Acc of
our MSDC-NET is between 98 and 100. From the compari-
son chart of average test Acc, our method is 1.27%, 3.55%,
and 1.12% higher than ResNet18, which is the best algorithm
in comparison. In the maximum test Acc diagram, our
method is 0.54%, 0.77%, and 0.48% higher than ResNet18.
Meanwhile, it is a surprise that our MSDC-NET has achieved
100% results on SEU gearbox dataset for 10 times, which
reflects the powerful classification ability and robustness of
our algorithm and will not produce serious over fitting phe-
nomenon due to the deep network layers.

4.7. CNN Experimental Results after Knowledge Distillation.
We distill the knowledge of MSDC-NET according to the
algorithm in Figure 6, so that the classification Acc of the
CNN model is significantly improved without any change
in the internal structure. As can be seen in Figure 11, con-
trasted with the original CNN, the average test Acc of
CNN_D after knowledge distillation is 5.98%, 3.29%, and
7.24% higher on the three datasets. The maximum test Acc
is 4.91%, 3.19%, and 6.55% higher, respectively. The average
test Acc of CNN_D even exceeds the maximum test Acc of
the original CNN. CNN_D has the most obvious improve-
ment on the SEU gearbox dataset, which is comparable to
the deep neural classification network AlexNet shown in
Figure 10. Due to the problems of MFPT dataset itself, the
effect of knowledge distillation is not obvious, but it has also
been improved.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we created a newMSDC-NET, which is derived
from several typical deep convolutional neural network
structures, combined with the most advanced multiscale
and jump connection technologies. Experimental results on
several datasets show that our MSDC-NET has a more prom-
inent classification level than other latest research. At the
same time, we found that knowledge of distillation technol-
ogy in the diagnosis of intelligent mechanical issue is effec-
tive, and the classification accuracy of small CNN model
after knowledge distillation is significantly improved. Next,
we will further study the knowledge distillation technology,
improve the diagnostic accuracy of the CNN model after
knowledge distillation, and verify the portability and reliabil-
ity of the related technology in the direction of mechanical
intelligence prediction.
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In the past few decades, a number of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been proposed in the continue study.
As pointed out in some recent studies, the performance of the most existing MOEAs is not promising when solving different shapes
of Pareto fronts. To address this issue, this paper proposes an MOEA based on density estimation ranking. The algorithm includes
density estimation ranking to shift the reference solution position, calculating the density of candidate solutions and ranking by the
estimated density value, to modify the Pareto dominance relation and for handling complicated Pareto front. The result of this
ranking can be used as the second selection criterion for environmental selection, and the optimal candidate individual with
distribution and diversity information is selected. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can solve various types
of Pareto fronts, outperformance several state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithms in multiobjective optimization.

1. Introduction

Multiobjective optimization problems (MOPs) are common
in the real-life, e.g., robotics [1], urban bus transit route
network design problem [2], smart grids [3], and electricity
selling market [4]. These problems aim to optimize more
than two conflicting objectives at the same time, which can
be mathematically formulated clearly depict as follows.

Min F xð Þ = f1 xð Þ, f2 xð Þ,⋯, f m xð Þð Þ
s:t x ∈ X

ð1Þ

where x denotes the decision vector, X ⊆ Rn is called the deci-
sion space, and FðxÞ ∈ Rm is the objective vector of x, which
consists of m objective functions of f iðxÞ, i = 1, 2,⋯,m.

However, owing to the conflicting nature of multiple
objectives, there is not an algorithm that obtains a single opti-
mal solution that can optimize all objectives. Instead, some
solutions can be obtained as a trade-off between different
objectives, called the Pareto set (PS). The PS is termed the

Pareto front (PF) in the objective space. To approximate
the Pareto optimal set, greatly quantities of multiobjective
evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been proposed to
solve MOPs in the past several decades. These algorithms
can be roughly classified into three categories.

The first category is the dominance-based MOEAs,
which keep the nondominated solution and remove the dom-
inated solution in the population [5]. There are mainly two
types of dominance-based approaches: the first type of Pareto
dominance-based MOEAs, which Pareto dominance-based
mechanisms are adopted to distinguish and select candidate
solutions. For example, the elitist nondominated sorting
genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) [6], the Pareto envelop-based
selection algorithm II (PESAII) [7], and the strength Pareto
evolutionary algorithm 2 (SPEA2) [8] are representative
MOEAs of this type, where all nondominated solutions are
firstly identified, and then the other strategy is used to make
selections among the nondominated solutions to maintain
the population diversity.

The second type of dominance-based approaches, where
it improves the selection pressure of the environment by
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changing the Pareto dominance, thus does not the need for
other selection strategies. Remarkable MOEAs based on
change Pareto dominance have included ε-MOEA [9],
MO_Ring_PSO_SCD) [10], and HTL-PSO [11].

The second category is commonly known as the
decomposition-based MOEAs, which decomposes a complex
MOP into a number of subproblems and optimizes them
simultaneously [12]. There are mainly divided MOEAs into
two types of decomposition-based approaches. In the first
type of decomposition-based approaches, an MOP is divided
into a group of single-objective optimization problems
(SOPs) [13]. The MOEA/D proposed in [14] is a simple
and generic MOEA based on decomposition, which intro-
duces a set of weight vectors to manage and select candidate
solutions. [15] proposed a reference vector-guided evolution-
ary algorithm, which MOPs are divided into a set of SOPs by
the reference vector; in this way, the candidate solutions will
effectively converge to the optimal solutions of each SOPs
without considering the conflict between different SOPs.

In the second type of decomposition-based approaches, an
MOP is divided into a set of sub-MOPs or subregions. For
instance [16], the during decades proposed include reference
point-based nondominated sorting genetic algorithm III
(NSGA-III) [17], inverse modeling-based MOEA (IM-
MOEA) [18], and the k-means clustering method divides the
population into multiple subpopulations in GSMPSO-MM
[19], and learning to-decompose paradigm adaptively sets
the decomposition method with the Pareto front [20, 21] that
proposed a MOEAD-M2M, which divided MOP into a group
of simple subproblems and solving these in a collaborative
manner, population diversity will be achieved by this way.
The proposed algorithm termed as SPEA/R, which divides
objective space into a set of subregions, and individuals in
every subregion are driven toward target direction [22].

The third category is known as the indicator-based
approaches, where performance indicators of solution qual-

ity measurement are adopted as selection criteria in the envi-
ronmental selection. Representative MOEAs of this type
contain S metric selection evolutionary multiobjective opti-
mization algorithm (SMS-EMOA) [23], generational dis-
tance and ε-dominance based MOEA (GDE-MOEA) [24],
indicator-based evolutionary algorithm [25], a dynamic
neighborhood MOEA based on hypervolume indicator
(DNMOEA/HI) [26], an inverted generational distance
(IGD) indicator-based evolutionary algorithm [27], and R2
indicator-based many-objective metaheuristic-II (MOMBI-
II) [28], where the environment selection strategies are
designed based on a predefined the hypervolume (HV) indi-
cator, the generation distance (GD), binary indicator, and the
R2 indicator, respectively. The hype suggested an HV
indicator-based MOEA [29], where it uses Monte Carlo sim-
ulation to approximate the exact HV values. The AR-MOEA
is based on the enhanced inverted GD (IGD-NS) indicator
[30], where a reference point adaptation method is to adjust
a set of reference points based on the indicator calculation
of candidate solutions.

There are a few other algorithms that are not included in
the above three main categories. For example, a decision var-
iable analysis MOEA (MOEA/DVA) has been proposed
based on decomposition and differential evolution (DE)
[31]. The MOEA/D-CMA suggested in [32] in which it uses
DE and covariance matrix in the MOEA based on decompo-
sition, and DREA has been proposed in the [33], which is
based on diversity ranking. More recently, a new algorithm
has been suggested based on fuzzy and decomposition for
multiobjective optimization (MOEA-MCD) [34]. An
enhanced two-archive algorithm (Two_Arch2) has been sug-
gested based on different selection principles (indicator and
dominance) in [35], which design a new Lp-norm mainte-
nance for diversity and convergence. A one-by-one selection
strategy has been provided in [36], where main approach is in
the environment selection strategy to selection offspring
individuals one by one, which is based on a computationally
efficient convergence indicator to increase the selection pres-
sure towards the Pareto optimal front.

These MOEAs are suggested to solve MOPs in the litera-
ture, and the experimental results verify that many MOEAs
can well balance the convergence and diversity of population.
And yet, it have been pointed out in some recent studies that
the most existing MOEAs for the optimization problems show
performance that can strongly depend on PF shape [37, 38]. In
other words, some MOEAs are merely solving a type of PFs of
MOP and show versatility that is not good when these MOEA

Ranked solutions

Population

Sclect
Update

Guide

Rank

Scale

Guarantee

Subregions
reference points

Initial boundary
reference vector

Figure 1: The relationships between the four sets in DEREA, i.e., the
population P, the initial boundary reference vectors R, the ranked
solutions S, and the subregions boundary reference point set R′.
First, the initial vectors of scale in R according to the dimension of
the population P and the extreme solutions is selected by the
boundary reference vector and obtain the rank value 0. Then, the
ranked solutions S close the true PF as subregions boundary
reference point R′. Finally, the DER selects subregions optimal
solution and rank.

Input:N (population size)
Output:P (a set of solutions)
1 Initialize:P = RandomInitializeðNÞ;
2.while termination criterion not fulfilled do
3.P′ =Matingselectionð2,N , PÞ
4.O = GAðP′Þ
5.P = EnvironmentalSelectionðP ∪O,NÞ
6. end while

Algorithm 1: Framework of DEREA.
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optimizing other types PFs of MOP. This is due to the most
MOEAs that are very sensitive to PF shapes.

For the above issues, this paper has been suggested a den-
sity estimation ranking- (DER-) based evolutionary algo-
rithm for multiobjective optimization, called DEREA. The
main contributions of this work included as follows.

(1) The current work has much of the study primary
selection criterion (i.e., modifying the Pareto domi-
nance approach) in Pareto-based algorithms to
solved multiobjective, and this paper enhances the
Pareto-based algorithm performance by the other
selection criterion (modifying the diversity mainte-
nance mechanism). This paper has been suggested a
DER approach in order to enhance Pareto-based
algorithm suitable for multiobjective optimization.
The DER simultaneously includes the convergence
and distribution information of individuals to
enhance MOEA performance

(2) The basic approach of DER is simple, considering the
contribution of individuals to population conver-
gence in sparse area, and the DER shifts poor conver-
gence individuals to density crowded area. In this
way, these individuals with poor convergence perfor-
mance will be given a high density value, which is
easier to be eliminated in the evolution process, so
improving the efficiency of the algorithm. In addi-
tion, the calculated density value is used directly for
ranking, and the calculation cost is negligible

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the details of the proposed algorithm DEREA are described.
The empirical results of DEREA compared with several clas-
sical MOEAs are presented in Section 3. Finally, conclusion
and future work are given in Section 4.

2. The Proposed DEREA Preparation

2.1. The Framework of DEREA. The proposed DEREA has
similar framework as NASA-II, except that DER is adopted

as the second select criterion and the boundary reference vec-
tors to manage diversity and convergence for various types of
the Pareto fronts. In general, there are four main solution sets
maintained in DEREA, i.e., the population P, the initial
boundary reference vectors R, the ranked solutions S, and
the subregions boundary reference point set R′. To be spe-
cific, the population P contains the candidate solutions,
guaranteeing uniform distribution of the candidate solutions
in P by the initial boundary reference vector set R and the
ranked solutions S as final output reflects the PF and guides
the boundary reference points adaptation come into being,
and the subregions boundary reference point set R′ is used
in the DER-based selection in the population P, where the
relationships between the four solutions are described in
Figure 1.

As presented in Algorithm 1, the main framework of
DEREA consists of the following steps. Firstly, an initial pop-
ulation P of size N is randomly generated. Then, in the main
loop, the mating selection is carried out to construct the P′
(mating pool) based on the ranking results, where mating
selection will be detail described in Algorithm 2. The O (off-
spring population) has been generated by genetic algorithm
operations. The parents and their offspring solutions are
obtained by the environment selection. Finally, the best N
solutions are selected by the environment selection, and the
new population comes into being.

2.2. Offspring Creation. In the suggested DEREA, the widely
used genetic operators [39], i.e., the polynomial mutation
[40] and the SBX (simulated binary crossover) [41], are
introduced to combine with the binary tournament selection
[42], which constructs the mating selection method to gener-
ate the offspring population. Thus, initial population P
includes N individuals, and a number of N/2 couple of par-
ents are randomly generated, i.e., each of the N individuals
has same probability to participate in the reproduction pro-
cedure. Algorithm 2 details the binary tournament selection
and density estimation in the main loop. This is possible
partly thanks to boundary reference vector strategy (it will
be explained in detail later), which can capture the boundary

Input:P (population)
Output:P′(parents for variation)
1 Define the rank of all solutions by density estimation ranking;
2 Calculate the density estimation DE value of all solutions;
3 fori = 1 to jPjdo
4 Randomly select p and q from P;
5 ifDEp >DEqthen

6 P′ = P′ ∪ q;
7 else ifDEp <DEqthen

8 P′ = P′ ∪ p;
9 else
10 P′ = P′ ∪ randomðp, qÞ;
11 end if
12 end for

Algorithm 2: Mating selection.
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of the PF to manage the diversity effectively (m boundary ref-
erence vector search m solutions).

2.3. Density Estimating. In a population, an individual den-
sity represents the degree of crowding in the region where
the individual is located. Density estimation plays a funda-
mental role in the select Pareto solution set. Ther are various
density estimation strategies in the MOEAs. For instance, the
SPEA2 uses a nearest neighbor density estimation strategy to
calculation the density of an individual [8]. NSGA-II gives
an expression in the density of an individual by calculating
crowing distance [6]. Most grid-based MOEAs, for exam-
ple, the dynamic multiobjective evolutionary algorithm
[43] and PESAII, calculat the number of individuals in
the hyperbox to reflect the density of an individual; yet,
some scholars proposed to use a set of hyperboxs to
describe the density of an individual based on the degree
of individual crowding [44, 45].

Despite the various strategies of density estimation, this
all measures the similarity of degree between individuals in
a population. Generally, lower density individuals are prefer-
able when two individuals are nondominant individuals in
the population. DE contributes greatly to the Pareto solution
set in the MOEA-based Pareto dominates. Therefore, this
paper introduces enhance shift-based density estimating
(SDE) [46] to maintain the diversity and convergence of
population.

Simply speaking, if there is an individual performing bet-
ter than individual p for an objective, this objective will be
moved to the same position of p in the population; otherwise,
its position will remain unchanged. Formally, the density D
ðp, PÞ of a candidate solution p in the population P can be
expressed as follows:

D p, Pð Þ =D dist p, q1′
� �

+ dist p, q2′
� �

+⋯+dist p, qN−1′
� �� �

,

ð2Þ

where distðp, qi′Þ denotes the calculation of the Euclidean dis-
tance between individual p and selected solution qi′, N denotes
the size of population P, and qi′ is the shift version of an indi-

vidual qi (qi ∈ P and qi ≠ p), which is defined as follows:

qi jð Þ′ =
qi jð Þ otherwise

p jð Þ if qi jð Þ < pi jð Þ

(
, j ∈ 1, 2, 3,⋯,mð Þ, ð3Þ

where pðjÞ, qiðjÞ, and qiðjÞ′ denote the jth objective value of indi-
vidual p, qi, and qi′, respectively, andm denotes the number of
objectives.

The following sections will describe the twomain compo-
nents of suggested DEREA, i.e., the density estimation rank-
ing and environment selection.

2.4. Ranking the Solutions. When a great number of objec-
tives are involved, the proportion of nondominant individ-
uals in the population becomes quite large. In extreme
cases, all individuals in the population may become
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Figure 2: An illustrative example to show the advantage of DER over SDE.

Input:P = fx1, x2,⋯xNg: Population.
Output:Rðx ∈ PÞ:Ranking results.
1 fori = 1 to mdo
2 Find the i-th extreme solution ei
3 RðeiÞ = 0 //extreme solutions obtain the rank 0
4 end for
5 O = fe1, e2,⋯emg // the set of ranked solutions
6 U = P −O // the set of unranked solutions
7 for allx ∈Udo

/initialize the distance to ranked solutions
8 DEðxÞ =min ðdistðx, e1′Þ+⋯+distðx, em′ ÞÞ

// ei′Shifted by ei.
9 end for.
10 RðxÞ =DEðxÞ // current rank value

11 whilejUj > 0do
// find the candidate solution close to PF in region s

12 s = fxjx ∈U , min ðdistðx,Os′ÞÞg
// Os′ has a subregions boundary solution Os shifted

13 RðsÞ =DEðsÞ
14 O =O ∪ fsg,U =U − fsg
15 end while

Algorithm 3: Density estimation ranking.
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nondominated with each other. In this case, the individual
density will play a dominant or even unique role in the selec-
tion process of the algorithm to distinguish them. It can be
clearly known that only the individual with both good diver-
sity and convergence has a low crowding value, when using
the density estimation method calculation of an individual
density. Certainly, either individual with poor diversity or
poor convergence has some neighbors. Individual has a high
crowding when an individual has with both poor diversity
and poor convergence. Therefore, we want to select the indi-
vidual with the smallest density value by ranking.

Based on the density estimation strategy, the DER is pro-
posed in this subsection. Supposing a population P contains
N solutions, the task of DER is to distribute a rank value to
each candidate solution in P, using the calculation density
value of the individual as the rank value and describes its
quality in terms of both diversity and convergence. In this
study, hoping to get a smaller rank value, the best solutions
accept the rank 0. Therefore, when applying density estima-
tion to evolutionary algorithms, candidate solutions with
smaller rank values are more apt to survive in the mating
selection and the environmental selection.

Compared to the SDE, DER adopts more comprehensive
information to select a solution set. Consider an example as
shown in Figure 2, where x1‐x11 is a candidate population.
In the case that five out of the eleven candidate solutions
are to be selected for next generation, SDE to select solutions
is fx1, x2, x3, x4, x11g. The DER chooses evenly distributed
solutions that arefx1, x3, x6, x9, x11g, which are the best can-
didate solutions in terms of diversity and convergence. The
reason for this phenomenon is that SDE selected the enough
solutions in the one region. However, during the selection
process by DER category, solutions divide a complex PF into
a number of subregions, then selecting the optimal solution
in every subregion.

DER works like a selection operator which selects
unranked solutions iteratively. In its main loop, there are
two sets O and U , which are composed of ranked solutions
and unranked individuals, respectively. Initially,O is the set

of extreme solutions e1, e2,⋯, em, and the extreme solutions
are selected by the boundary reference vector. Capturing
the boundary of the PF can be beneficial for the next step of
the selection optimal solutions. This part is not the main con-
tribution of this paper, and thus the method proposed in [16]
is employed here, and the extreme solutions in O. These are
the most boundary solutions of PF, facilitating the DER
method to rank the population by PF boundary. However,
U includes all remaining solutions:

O = e1, e2,⋯,emf g,U = P −O: ð4Þ

After the initialization, we select a solution s with the
smallest individual density value from U according to the
density estimation method. The s is selected processing
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Figure 3: Illustration of the first two iterations of the ranking approach.

Input:P (combined population), NV (reference vector),
N (population size)

Output:Q (population for next generation)
// Non-dominated sorting.
1 Front = NondominatedSortðPÞ;
2 k⟵minimumnumber satisfies jUk

i=1Frontij ≥N ;
3 Q⟵Uk−1

i=1 Fronti ;
4 / ∗ solutions obtained from last front ∗ /
5 p⟵ arg minp∈FrontkNV ;
6 ifp +Q ≥N
7 Q =Q ∪ p
8 else continue select solutions
9 whilelength < ðN −Q − pÞ
10 Q′ = arg max ðDERðFrontkÞÞ;
11 end
12 Q =Q ∪Q′ ∪ p
13 end

Algorithm 4: Environmental selection.
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which is defined as follows:

s = arg min
x∈U

D x, eOð Þ, ð5Þ

where eO denotes the extreme solutions by boundary refer-
ence vectors, and Dðx, eOÞ denotes calculate density of an
individual x in the population. This step is designed to main-
tain the diversity. Since s is close to PF, selecting the solutions
has high quality in terms of both convergence and diversity.
The estimated individual density value as the ranking value
is moved to O. Then, the s is divided in the entire region into
two subregions, and selecting optimal solution s in every sub-
regions is moved to O. These operations are repeated until U
is empty.

All the details of DER have been discussed in above.
Algorithm 3 provides the pseudocode of DER. The result of
ranking x is denoted by RðxÞ. Lines 1 to 4 use the boundary
vector to select the extreme solutions and obtain the rank 0.
In lines 5 to 9, O and U are initializing, and the minimum
density value to the rank solutions after the shifted position
of each solution in U is initializing. Then, loop in lines 11
to 16 iteratively ranks the remaining solutions. Specifically,
in constant iteration, the promise solution s is first found in
line 12. The density value of the promise solution is its rank
value in line 13. Finally, in line 14, we move s from U to O.
Since the key individual is inserted every time the loop ranks,
the density of unranked individuals will gradually decrease;
so, previously ranked solutions always get higher rank value
than those ranked in the subsequent iterations.

To clearly understanding the ranking of process, Figure 3
depicts an illustration of its first two iterations. The circle in
the figure represents the solutions in the entire population,
where filled circle (i.e., x1 and x2) represents the extreme
solutions selected by the boundary vector, and the dotted cir-
cle indicates the position after the extreme solution is shifted
when calculating the individual density. x13, x14, x15, x16, x17,
x23, x24, x25, x26 , and x27 denote the position after shifting
when calculating the individual density, where x13 and x23
represent the position after x1 and x2 shift when calculating
the density of individual x3. Firstly, calculating the density of
unranked individual p using the extreme solutions selected by
the boundary vector, where extreme solution position is shifted
by the density estimation approach and then selected the indi-
vidual with the smallest density value as the promise solution
s. Then, the individual x3 with the smallest density value is
selected as s by comparing the density values of all individuals.
Meanwhile, it gets rank value that is the density value. Secondly,
bipartition the objective space into two subregions SA and SB by
x3. Then, x1 and x3 are the boundary extreme solutions of sub-
region SA, and x2 and x3 are the boundary extreme solutions of
subregion SB; in the second iteration to select key individual in
each subregion, the key individual with the smallest density
value is the promising solution, and it gets the rank and is
moved to O. After these iterations, obtaining the rank solutions
is x1, x2, x3, x4, andx7.

In the above example, it is easy to understand that the selec-
tion pressure is usually greater in the previous stage, but the
selection pressure gradually decreases with more and more

solutions that are selected and ranked. Thus, previously ranked
solutions have a high quality, because they have survived in the
fierce selection competition. And they will be assigned a larger
rank values compared to those ranked in the later stage.

2.5. Environment Selection. The DEREA is similar to the most
existing MOEAs, which adopt elite strategies to make envi-
ronmental selections for the combined population of each
generation’s parent and offspring candidate solutions.

The procedure of the DER-based environmental selec-
tion is given in Algorithm 4. The main loops are as fol-
lows: Firstly, before the DER to selecting the candidate
solution, making the combined population is first sorted
by adopting the high efficiency nondominated rank. Then,
population in all candidate solutions from nondominated
fronts in the first k − 1 was selected directly for the next
generation (line 3 in Algorithm 4). Secondly, the corre-
sponding solution is selected by the boundary vector to
enter the next generation (line 5 in Algorithm 4). Finally,
because p +Q <N , continuing to select N − ðp +QÞ candi-
date solutions from the population by DER (line 11and 13
in Algorithm 3). The DER is used to select candidate solu-
tions in the kth front Frontk, where k defined the mini-
mum number it satisfies jUk

i=1Frontij ≥N . Each candidate
solutions in the Frontk and its contribution to Frontk on
DER are calculating the Euclidean distance. Then, we will
delete the solution with small contribution for efficiency,
recalculate the contribution of the remaining solution in the
Frontk, and repeating this process until the number of remain-
ing solutions in Uk

i=1Fronti reaches N.
It is noteworthy that although the selection process in the

most Pareto-based dominance MOEAs are guided by the
density estimation value, the motivation of employing DER
in DEREA is very different. In DEREA, we transfer position
of each individual by SDE mechanism, then rank of each
individual by density estimation value. The most existing

Table 1: Pareto fronts of the test instances.

Problem Pareto front

DTLZ1 Linear

RegularDTLZ2-4 Concave

WFG4-9 Concave

DTLZ5-6 Mostly degenerate

Irregular

DTLZ7 Disconnected

IDTLZ1-2 Inverted

WFG1 Sharp tails

WFG2 Disconnected

WFG3 Mostly degenerate

Table 2: Setting of the population size.

M Division Population size

2 (15, 0) 100

3 (13, 0) 105
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Figure 4: The nondominated solutions obtained by DEREA, dMOPSO [48], MOEA/D [14], MOEA/DDE [50], NSGA-II [6], PESAII [7],
SMEA [51], and SPEA2 [8] on DTLZ1 problem with 3-objective.
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Figure 5: The nondominated solutions obtained by DEREA, dMOPSO [48], MOEA/D [14], MOEA/DDE [50], NSGA-II [6], PESAII [7],
SMEA [51], and SPEA2 [8] on WFG5 problem with 3-objective.
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Figure 6: The nondominated solutions obtained by DEREA, dMOPSO [48], MOEA/D [14], MOEA/DDE [50], NSGA-II [6], PESAII [7],
SMEA [51], and SPEA2 [8] on IDTLZ2 problem with 3-objective.
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MOEAs estimate the density of each individual in the popu-
lation based on the position of the individual’s neighbors.
Therefore, the long-term existence of low-convergence indi-
viduals will cause the disappearance of some high-
convergence individuals in the limitation of population size
in the environmental selection. When estimating the sur-
rounding area density around in any individual in a popula-
tion, reflecting the relative proximity of the individual to the
PF by DER will shift the position of other individuals based
their convergence. This will better maintain the diversity of
solutions. Hence, DEREA adopts DER strategy in order to
select the convergence of the individual in the population.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, the suggested DEREA with some state-of-the-
art MOEAs was designed for solving MOPs to demonstrate
the performance of the DER, and these classical MOEAs
include GDE3 [47], dMOPSO [48], MOPSO [49], MOEA/D
[14], MOEA/DDE [50], NSGA-II [6], PESAII [7], SMEA
[51], and SPEA2 [8]. The main step of the experimental pro-
cess includes

(1) Firstly, the experimental settings used in this paper
are illustrated

(2) Secondly, each algorithm is run 30 times indepen-
dently for each test question, and the Wilcoxon rank
sum test is adopted to compare the results obtained
by DEREA and those by others compared algorithms
at a significance level of 0.05

In the experiments, test problems include multiple widely
used test suites that are employed and DTLZ1–DTLZ7,
IDTLZ1, IDTLZ2 [30], WFG1–WFG9, ZDT1–ZDT6, and
UF1–UF9, where seven test problems are DTLZ1–DTLZ7
from the DTLZ test suite [49], test problems WFG1–WFG9
and UF1–UF9 taken from WFG test suite [22], and UF test
suites [52], respectively. Six test problems are ZDT1–ZDT6
that are taken from ZDT [14] test suites. For IDTLZ1,

IDTLZ2, DTLZ1–DTLZ7, and MaF1–MaF7, the number of
decision variables is set to n = k +M − 1, where M is the
objective number, k = 5 is used for IDTLZ1 and DTLZ1,
k = 10 is used for IDTLZ2, and DTLZ2–DTLZ6, k = 20,
is used for DTLZ7. For WFG1–WFG9, the number of
decision variables is set to n = k + l, k is used for (M – 1),
and l is used for 10. Pareto fronts of the above part test
instance are given in Table 1. For UF test suites and
ZDT test suites, UF1–UF10 and ZDT1–ZDT3 test instance
in the number of decision variables is set to 30, and ZDT4
with ZDT6 and ZDT5 corresponds to the setting n = 10
and n = 80, where UF test suites contain 10 continuous
multiobjective optimization problems with constraints.
All the compared MOEAs in this paper are implemented
based on MOEA platform PlatEMO [53].

3.1. Experimental Setting

(1) Setting for crossover and mutation operators: The
simulated polynomial mutation [40] and binary
crossover (SBX) [41] are applied in all MOEAs. The
probabilities of crossover and mutation are set to
1.00 and 1/D (where D denoting the number of deci-
sion variables). The distribution indexes of both SBX
and polynomial mutation are set to 20

(2) Population size: The population sizes of the algo-
rithm for experimental comparison are determined
by the number of reference vectors or reference
points in this paper. For problems with M ≥ 3, the
population size is generated by a two-layer vector
generation strategy [54]. For the accuracy of the com-
parison results, the specific setting of the population
size of the comparison algorithms is summarized in
Table 2, and the population sizes are also set accord-
ing to Table 2 for the proposed DEREA

(3) Performance metrics: In these experiments, the
widely used hypervolume (HV) and the inverted gen-
erational distance (IGD) were adopted to as

Table 4: The statistical results (mean and standard deviation) of the IGD values obtained by DEREA, PESAII, dMOPSO, NSGA-II, and
MOEA/DDE on UF1-UF10. The best results are highlighted in blue.

Problem M DEREA PESAII [7] dMOPSO [48] NSGA-II [6] MOEA/DDE [50]

UF1 2 7.6648e-2 (1.86e-2) 1.2949e-1 (4.29e-2)- 2.1650e-1 (6.57e-2)- 8.2028e-2 (1.29e-2) ≈ 3.8810e-2 (1.64e-2)+

UF2 2 2.4740e-2 (4.42e-3) 3.7279e-2 (1.57e-2)- 5.3844e-2 (6.62e-3)- 2.7868e-2 (6.93e-3)≈ 2.1435e-2 (8.96e-3)+

UF3 2 2.1154e-1 (4.33e-2) 2.5232e-1 (4.31e-2)- 3.3960e-1 (2.08e-2)- 2.3749e-1 (4.41e-2)- 2.1562e-1 (4.37e-2)≈
UF4 2 4.0734e-2 (1.72e-3) 4.6986e-2 (1.70e-3)- 9.7788e-2 (7.03e-3)- 4.2393e-2 (1.25e-3)- 5.9141e-2 (5.89e-3)-

UF5 2 2.7954e-1 (6.80e-2) 3.9438e-1 (1.06e-1)- 1.1205e+0 (2.25e-1)- 3.2780e-1 (8.90e-2)- 4.5750e-1 (1.02e-1)-

UF6 2 2.0051e-1 (7.66e-2) 3.1073e-1 (1.24e-1)- 9.4042e-1 (7.82e-2)- 2.0025e-1 (8.76e-2)≈ 3.1438e-1 (1.52e-1)-

UF7 2 8.6449e-2 (1.17e-1) 2.5804e-1 (1.88e-1)- 1.1975e-1 (2.68e-2)- 1.0507e-1 (1.34e-1)≈ 2.2722e-2 (4.22e-2)+

UF8 3 1.4673e-1 (4.44e-2) 2.2468e-1 (5.76e-2)- 2.9173e-1 (3.77e-2)- 2.4555e-1 (5.27e-2)- 1.3471e-1 (3.73e-2)≈
UF9 3 1.3775e-1 (5.50e-2) 3.3876e-1 (1.27e-1)- 4.1963e-1 (5.45e-2)- 3.9328e-1 (1.40e-1)- 1.9027e-1 (5.71e-2)-

UF10 3 3.3628e-1 (4.64e-2) 4.4792e-1 (6.74e-2)- 8.5001e-1 (2.25e-1)- 4.0483e-1 (7.23e-2)- 5.4458e-1 (5.32e-2)-

+/ − /≈ 0/10/0 0/10/0 0/10/0 3/5/2

′ + ′, ′ − ′ and′ ≈ ′ indicates that the result is significantly better, significantly worse, and statistically similar to that obtained by DEREA, respectively.
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Figure 7: Continued.
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performance metrics for comparisons among the
experiments results obtain by each algorithm. All
the objectives are normalized according to the ideal
point and the worst point of the Pareto optimal front
before HV calculation, then calculated with a refer-
ence point (1.1, 1.1, ..., 1.1). Besides, in the calculation
of IGD metric, almost 5,000 uniformly distributed
points are sampled on the PF by Das and Dennis’s
method for each test instance, where defined by the
symbols ‘+,”-,’ and’≈’ indicate that the performance
metrics by others MOEA is significantly better, sig-
nificantly worse, and statistically similar to that
obtained by DEREA, respectively

(4) Termination condition: The termination criterion of
each run is the maximal number of generations. For
all test problems adopted in the experiment, set the
maximal number of generations based on test prob-
lems or different number objective. For DTLZ1,
DTLZ3, and WFG1–WFG9, the maximal number
of generations is set to 1000. For DTLZ2, DTLZ4,
and UF test suite, the maximal number of genera-

tions is set to 500. For ZDT1–ZDT6 test suite, the
maximal number of generations is set 300. The max-
imal number of generations of each algorithm to deal
with identical problems is the same

(5) Specific parameter settings in the compared algo-
rithm: For PESA-II, the number of divisions in each
objective is set to 10. For MOEA/D andMOEA/DDE,
the size of weight vectors neighborhood T is set to ½
0:1 ×N� (where N is the population size), the maxi-
mum number of solutions substitute by each off-
spring nr is set to ½0:01 ×N�, and the Tchebycheff
method is employed as the aggregation function. In
addition, for MOEA/DDE, the probability of select-
ing neighborhood solutions δ is set to 0.9. For
dMOPSO, Tα denotes the age threshold that is set
to 2. For SMEA, the number of neurons in each
dimension of the latent space D is determined by
the number of dimensions M, the initial self-
organizing maps learn rate τ0, and the size of neigh-
borhood mate pools H are set to 0.7 and 5, respec-
tively. In the experimental comparisons, for GDE3,
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Figure 7: The nondominated solutions obtained by DEREA, MOPSO, MOEA/D, GDE3, MOEA/DDE, NSGA-II, PESAII, and SPEA2 on
UF2 problem with 2-objective.

Table 5: The statistical results (mean and standard deviation) of the IGD values obtained by DEREA, PESAII, dMOPSO, NSGA-II, and
MOEA/D on ZDT1-ZDT6. The best results are highlighted in blue.

Problem M DEREA PESAII [7] dMOPSO [48] NSGA-II [6] MOEA/D [14]

ZDT1 2 4.1510e-3 (7.97e-5) 1.1847e-2 (5.24e-3)- 8.5475e-3 (2.98e-3)- 4.6078e-3 (1.47e-4)- 4.6049e-3 (6.45e-4)-

ZDT2 2 4.6195e-3 (1.98e-5) 1.0719e-2 (1.44e-3)- 8.5282e-2 (2.06e-1)- 5.0609e-3 (2.40e-4)- 3.8946e-3 (6.24e-5)+

ZDT3 2 2.0741e-2 (3.25e-2) 6.5135e-2 (6.04e-2)- 3.1740e-2 (9.28e-2)- 3.0418e-2 (3.52e-2)- 2.4470e-2 (2.07e-2)-

ZDT4 2 4.8255e-3 (6.43e-4) 1.1187e-2 (1.86e-3)- 7.3167e-3 (2.21e-3)- 4.8779e-3 (5.48e-4)≈ 1.0252e-2 (2.48e-3)-

ZDT5 2 1.1021e+0 (2.90e-1) 4.9351e-1 (2.36e-1)≈ 0.0000e+0 (0.00e-0)- 1.7390e-2 (3.69e-2)≈ 1.2512e+1 (3.96e-1)-

ZDT6 2 3.3452e-3 (5.76e-5) 8.0858e-3 (1.29e-3)- 3.1043e-3 (2.03e-6)+ 3.7711e-3 (1.43e-4)- 5.5360e-3 (8.50e-4)-

+/ − /≈ 0/5/1 1/5/0 0/4/2 1/5/0

′ + ′, ′ − ′ and′ ≈ ′ indicates that the result is significantly better, significantly worse, and statistically similar to that obtained by DEREA, respectively.
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NSGA-II, DEREA, and SPEA2, there are no addi-
tional specify additional parameter

3.2. Comparisons between DEREA and Existing MOEAs for
Solving MOPs

3.2.1. Performance on WFG1–WFG9, DTLZ1–DTLZ7, and
IDTLZ1–IDTLZ2. Table 3 demonstrates the HV values
obtained by DEREA and other four classical MOEAs
designed for solving MOPs, namely, dMOPSO, MOEA/D,
NSGA-II, and SPEA2 on WFG1 to WFG9 and DTLZ1 to
DTLZ7, IDTLZ1, and IDTLZ2 with two and three objectives.
In general, the suggested DEREA significantly outperforms
the other four MOEAs in term of the HV values. For test
problems with irregular PF, Table 3 summarizes the HV
values of each algorithm solving the test problems, and
DEREA shows a performance surpass others competitors
on the majority of the test instances. However, the perfor-
mance of DEREA shows significance advantages with
dMOPSO, MOEA/D, NSGA-II, and SPEA2 on the regular
PFs. NSGA-II is outperformance by DEREA on more than
24 test instances, but it performs pretty well on WFG1 and
IDTLZ1. MOEA/D and SPEA2 achieve competitive results
on IDTLZ problems. The dMOPSO does not have an advan-
tage and is surpassed by DEREA on almost all the test prob-
lems. The performance will become poor when algorithms
solving with irregular PF test problems, and algorithms with
density estimation (i.e., DEREA) indicate clear improvement
over the others competitor MOEAs. However, the perfor-
mance of MOEA/D, NSGA-II, and SPEA2 deteriorates sig-
nificantly, being inferior to both DEREA on the most test
instance. This phenomenon resulted from the fact that the
Pareto fronts of these test instances are complicated, discon-
nected, or degenerate.

To visually understand the experimental results, Figure 4
plots the solution sets on the 3-objective DTLZ1. SMEA per-

forms poorly on this test problem, and the selection solutions
do not converge to PF. The other several MOEAs indicate
high performance in terms of converges. MOEA/D and
MOEA/DDE reach the PF sparse area and obtain a distrib-
uted solution sets, but its selection solutions may not be close
to the true PF, which illustrates why it has small HV value.
The solutions are uniformly distributed on PF by DEREA
obtained. It is easy to see that the solution obtained by
dMOPSO, NSGA-II, PESAII, and SPEA2 has poor perfor-
mance, which due to solutions located near the PF bound-
aries. Figure 5 plots the final solutions on the 3-objective
WFG5. NSGA-II, PESAII, and SPEA2 converge to the PF
region but its solutions fail to uniformly distribute. Due to
some dominant solutions that were deleted with that algo-
rithm selective solution only by individual position informa-
tion, SMEA indicates poor performance in terms of coverage.
The other three MOEAs have their own traits in the distribu-
tion of the solutions, and they obtain smaller HV values.
dMOPSO selected optimal solutions of away from the PF
and MOEA/D obtain solutions located near the PF bound-
aries. AndMOEA/DDE has poor performance with diversity.

The final solutions on the 3-objective IDTLZ2 problem
plotted in three-dimensional space are provided in Figure 6.
dMOPSO, NSGA-II, PESAII, and SMEA all converge to the
PF area, and however, fail to manager population diversity.
The other three competitors indicate clear advantages in pre-
serving diversity. These algorithms show performance that
are similar to DEREA, but the best HV value by DEREA
was obtained.

3.2.2. Performance on UF1–UF10. The results on problems
with UF in terms of IGD are presented in Table 4. DEREA
performs the best among the five algorithms. It obtains the
best results on ten test instances. NSGA-II and MOEA/DDE
are also competitive with DEREA on the majority of the test
instances, i.e., UF1, UF2, and UF7. Other competitors (i.e.,
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Figure 8: The nondominated solutions obtained by DEREA, MOPSO, MOEA/D, GDE3, MOEA/DDE, NSGA-II, PESAII, and SPEA2 on
ZDT3 problem with 2-objective.
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PESAII and dMOPSO) perform inferior to the above algo-
rithms, where PESAII and dMOPSO indicate performance
poorly on the most test instances.

To further observe the differences among solutions set
obtained by the several compared algorithms, add three clas-
sical algorithms (i.e., MOEA/D, GDE3 and SPEA2). Figure 7
depicts the objective values of nondominated solution sets
with the IGD value. It can be clearly seen that the solution
sets obtained by DEREA and MOEA/DDE have shown good
performance, and this is why IGD values are similar. The per-
formance of other algorithms is similar, but except
MOEA/D, which it selected optimal solutions that fail con-
verge to the PF. Comparing this algorithm in UF2 instance
DEREA has indicated a slight advantage.

3.2.3. Performance on ZDT1–ZDT6. Table 5 presents the
mean and standard deviation of the IGD values of the final
solutions by each algorithm obtained for ZDT test suites.
Table 5 reveals that in terms of IGD, the final solutions by
DEREA are better than the other algorithms for ZDT1,
ZDT3, ZDT4, and ZDT5 instances. DEREA performance
surpasses the other four algorithms.

To facilitate visual comparison, Figure 8 shows the final
solutions of a run of the several algorithms. Clearly, the solu-
tions of DEREA have good balance between diversity and
convergence. MOEA/D and PESAII struggle to maintain
diversity, but lead to its selected solutions concentrated in a
local optimum. NSGA-II and SPEA2 selected solutions show
good diversity, but convergence performs slightly worse
DEREA. However, MOPSO and GDE3 indicate poor perfor-
mance, and the most of the solutions have a poor conver-
gence, thus leading to its high IGD value.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposes density estimation ranking strategy for
multiobjective optimization, namely, DEREA. In this paper,
a solution ranking method named DER is proposed. The
DER is introduced to adapt different shapes of Pareto fronts.
In addition, the DER is the most significant contribution of
this paper, changing the position of individuals by their rela-
tive proximity to the Pareto front, DER considers the conver-
gence and diversity of each individual in the population, and
the implementation of it is very simple.

Through extensive comparison of several widely use test
suites, a systematic experiment was carried out. From the
experiment results, the DEREA is quite competitive with
the several state-of-the-art algorithms on a majority of the
test suites. Moreover, due to DER are employed, the perfor-
mance of DEREA is less dependent on the Pareto front
shapes and is robust in solving problems having irregular
Pareto fronts.

In the future, we will have a future investigation into the
density estimation mechanism in the selected strategy. We
also want the future how to deal with more challenging prob-
lems, some of which are not easy to obtain during the search
process. And it is also meaningful to study many objective
optimization problems.
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The dataset used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Aim. This study proposes a new artificial intelligence model based on cardiovascular computed tomography for more efficient and
precise recognition of Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF). Methods. Our model is a structurally optimized stochastic pooling convolutional
neural network (SOSPCNN), which combines stochastic pooling, structural optimization, and convolutional neural network. In
addition, multiple-way data augmentation is used to overcome overfitting. Grad-CAM is employed to provide explainability to
the proposed SOSPCNN model. Meanwhile, both desktop and web apps are developed based on this SOSPCNN model. Results.
The results on ten runs of 10-fold crossvalidation show that our SOSPCNN model yields a sensitivity of 92:25 ± 2:19, a
specificity of 92:75 ± 2:49, a precision of 92:79 ± 2:29, an accuracy of 92:50 ± 1:18, an F1 score of 92:48 ± 1:17, an MCC of 85:06
± 2:38, an FMI of 92:50 ± 1:17, and an AUC of 0.9587. Conclusion. The SOSPCNN method performed better than three state-
of-the-art TOF recognition approaches.

1. Introduction

Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) is a congenital defect that influ-
ences normal blood flow through the heart [1]. It is made
up of 4 defects of the heart and its blood vessels [2]: (a)
ventricular septal defect, (b) overriding aorta, (c) right ven-
tricular outflow tract stenosis, and (d) right ventricular
hypertrophy. Defects of TOF can cause oxygen in the blood
that flows to the rest of the body to be reduced. Infants with
TOF have a bluish-looking skin color [3] since their blood
does not carry enough oxygen.

Traditional diagnosis of TOF is after a baby is born, often
after the infant had an episode of cyanosis during crying or
feeding. The most common test is an echocardiogram [4],
an ultrasound of the heart that can show problems with the
heart structure and how well the heart is working with this
defect. Recently, computed tomography (CT) has shown its
success in the differential diagnosis of TOF [5], since it can

provide detailed images of many types of cardiovascular
issue; besides, computed tomography (CT) can be performed
even if the subject has an implanted medical device, unlike
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [6].

Manual diagnosis on CT is lab-intensive, onerous, and
needs expert skills. Besides, the manual results vary due to
intraexpert and interexpert factors. Shan et al. (2021) [7]
mention that “fully manual delineation that often takes
hours” and the modern automatic diagnosis models based
on artificial intelligence (AI) can only take seconds to
minutes to get decisions, which now becomes a hot research
field.

For example, Ye et al. (2011) [8] present a morphological
classification (MC) method. The authors extract morpholog-
ical features by registering cardiac MRI scans to a template.
Later, deep learning (DL) rises as a new type of artificial intel-
ligence (AI) technique and has shown its powerfulness in
many academic and industrial fields. Within the field of
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DL, convolutional neural network (CNN) is one standard DL
algorithm that is particularly suitable for handling images.
Giannakidis et al. (2016) [9] presented a multiscale three-
dimensional CNN (3DCNN) for segmentation of the right
ventricle. Tandon et al. (2021) [10] present a ventricular con-
touring CNN (VCCNN) algorithm.

The difference between this study to previous studies is
that we simplify the problem to a binary-coded classification
problem [11]; that is, given an input cardiovascular CT
image, the AI model should have the ability to give a binary
output, i.e., predict whether the subject is TOF or healthy.
This simplification makes the AI model focus on the predic-
tion task itself and does not need to generate human-
understandable outputs (such as segmentation, contouring,
etc.) in the light of the expectation to make our AI model
more accurate. Furthermore, we propose a new stochastic
pooling CNN (SCCNN) that uses a new pooling techni-
que—stochastic pooling to improve the prediction perfor-
mance. All in all, our contributes are fourfold:

(a) Stochastic pooling is employed to replace traditional
max-pooling

(b) Structural optimization is carried out to fix the opti-
mal structure

(c) Multiple-way DA is introduced to increase the diver-
sity of training images

(d) Experiments by ten runs of 10-fold crossvalidation
show that our method is better than three state-of-
the-art approaches

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
describes the dataset. Section 3 contains the rationale of
methodology, including the preprocessing, stochastic pool-
ing, structural optimization, multiple-way data augmenta-
tion, the implementation, Grad-CAM, and evaluation
measures. Section 4 presents the experimental results and
discussions. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Dataset

This study is a retrospective research, of which ethical
approval is exempted. The imaging protocol is described
below: Philips Brilliance 256 row spiral CT machine, KV:
80, MAS: 138, Layer Thickness 0.8mm, Lung Window (W:
1600 HU, L: -600 HU), Mediastinal Window (W: 750 HU,
L: 90 HU), thin layer reconstruction according to the lesion
display, layer thickness, and layer distance are both 0.8mm
mediastinal window images. Place the patient in a supine
position, let the patient breathe deeply after holding in, and
conventionally scan from the apex of the lung to the costal
diaphragmatic angle. The resolutions of all images are 512
by 512 pixels. Data is available upon reasonable requests to
corresponding authors.

We selected ten children with Tetralogy of Fallot who
were admitted to Nanjing Children’s Hospital from March
2017 to March 2020. We then used a systematic random
sampling method to select ten normal children from healthy

medical examiners within the same period of time. The
Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) observation group included three
males and seven females, aged 4-22 months, with an average
age of (8:90 ± 5:47) months. Normal children in the control
group included six males and four females, aged from 3
months to 24 months, with an average age of 10:4 ± 8:14
months. Inclusion criteria for children with confirmed
Tetralogy of Fallot are as follows:

(1) CT suggests Tetralogy of Fallot

(2) Surgery confirmed that the anatomical deformity of
the heart is Tetralogy of Fallot

3. Methodology

3.1. Preprocessing. Table 1 lists the abbreviation list for the
ease of reading. A five-step preprocessing was carried out
on all the images to select the important slices, save storage,
enhance contrast, remove unnecessary image regions, and
reduce the image resolution.

First, four slices were chosen by radiologists using a slice-
level selection method. For TOF patients, the slices showing
the largest size and number of lesions were selected. For
healthy control subjects, any level of the image can be
selected. Now, we have in total 40 TOF images and 40 HC
images.

Table 1: Abbreviation list.

Abbreviation Meaning

AP Average pooling

AUC Area under the curve

BN Normalization

CNN Convolutional neural network

CT Computed tomography

DA Data augmentation

DPD Discrete probability distribution

FCL Fully connected layer

FMI Fowlkes–Mallows index

Grad-CAM Gradient-weighted class activation mapping

GUI Graphical user interface

HS Histogram stretching

L2P l2-norm pooling

MCC Matthews correlation coefficient

MP Max-pooling

MRI Magnetic resonance imaging

MSD Mean and standard deviation

PM Probability map

ReLU Rectified linear unit

RLV Random location vector

ROC Receiver operating characteristic

SC Strided convolution

SP Stochastic pooling

TOF Tetralogy of Fallot
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Second, all the images are converted to grayscale images
and stored in tiff format [12] using the compression lossless
method. Third, histogram stretching (HS) was employed to
enhance image contrast. Suppose the kth input and output
of HS is xðkÞ and yðkÞ. HS can be formulated as

y kð Þ = x kð Þ − xmin kð Þ
xmax kð Þ − xmin kð Þ , ð1Þ

where xminðkÞ and xmaxðkÞ stand for the minimum and max-
imum grayscale values in the input xðkÞ.

Fourth, cropping was done in order to eliminate the
check-up bed at the bottom, the subject’s two arms at bilat-
eral sides, the rulers at the bottom and right side, and infor-
mation (hospital, scanning protocol, subject’s information,
image head information, and labeling) at four corners.

(a) TOF (b) HC

Figure 2: Illustration of our dataset.
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Figure 1: Diagram of preprocessing.
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Lastly, downscaling was performed to reduce each image
to the size of ½256 × 256�. Figure 1 displays the diagram of our
preprocessing procedure. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) shows two
preprocessed examples of TOF and HC, respectively.

3.2. Stochastic Pooling. Pooling is an essential operation in
standard convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [13]. Two
types of pooling exist. One is max pooling (MP), and the
other is average pooling (AP). The objective of pooling is to
down-sample an input image or feature map (FM), reducing
their dimensionality (width or height) and allowing for some
assumption about the features to be made in each block.

Suppose we have an input image or FM, which can be
split into O1 ×O2 blocks, where every block has the extent
of Q1 ×Q2. Currently, let us fix on the block Bo1,o2 at o1th
row and o2th column as shown as the red rectangle in
Figure 3.

Bo1,o2 = b x, yð Þ, x = 1,⋯,Q1, y = 1,⋯,Q2f g, ð2Þ

where 1 ≤ o1 ≤O1, 1 ≤ o2 ≤O2, bðx, yÞ means the pixel value
at coordinate ðx, yÞ.

The strided convolution (SC) goes over the input activa-
tion map with the strides that equals the size of the block
ðQ1,Q2Þ. The output of SC is
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Figure 4: Comparison of four different pooling methods.

Input: block Bo1,o2 .
Step 1: produce the PM for each pixel VPM. See Equation (7).
Step 2: create a RLV r! = ðxr , yrÞ. See Equation (8).

Step 3: draw a sample location vector r!0 from the RLV r!. See Equation (9).
Step 4: output pixel at location r!0. See Equation (10)
Output matrix BSP

o1,o2 .

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of SP.

Table 2: Structures of nine customized neural networks.

Configuration No. of Conv layers No. of FCLs

I 2 1

II 2 2

III 2 3

IV 3 1

V 3 2

VI 3 3

VII 4 1

VIII 4 2

IX 4 3

Bold means the best.
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BSC
o1,o2 = b 1, 1ð Þ: ð3Þ

The l2-norm pooling (L2P), average pooling (AP) [14],
and max pooling (MP) [15] produce the l2-norm, average,
and maximum values within the block Bm1,m2

, respectively.
Their formula can be written as below:

BL2P
o1,o2 =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑Q1

x=1∑
Q2
y=1b

2 x, yð Þ
Q1 ×Q2

s
, ð4Þ

BAP
o1,o2 =

1
Q1 ×Q2

〠
Q1

x=1
〠
Q2

y=1
b x, yð Þ, ð5Þ

BMP
o1,o2 = maxQ1

x=1 maxQ2
y=1b x, yð Þ: ð6Þ

Nevertheless, the AP outputs the average, downscaling
the greatest value, where the important features may lie. In
contrast, MP stores the greatest value but deteriorates the
overfitting obstacle. In order to solve the above concerns,
stochastic pooling (SP) [15] is introduced to provide a reso-
lution to the drawbacks of AP and MP. SP is a four-step
process.

Step 1. It produces the probability map (PM) VPM for each
pixel in the block Bo1,o2 .

VPM x, yð Þ = b x, yð Þ
∑Q1

x=1∑
Q2
y=1b x, yð Þ

,

s:t:〠
Q1

x=1
〠
Q2

y=1
VPM x, yð Þ = 1,

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð7Þ

where VPMðx, yÞ stands for the PM value at pixel ðx, yÞ.

Step 2. It creates a random location vector (RLV) r! = ðxr , yrÞ
that takes the discrete probability distribution (DPD) as

where P represents the probability. Shortly speaking, P½ r! =
ðx, yÞ� =VPMðx, yÞ, ∀1 ≤ x ≤Q1&1 ≤ y ≤Q2 or r! ~ VPM ,
namely, the distribution of RLV r! has the DPD as VPM.

Step 3.A sample location vector r!0 is drawn from the RLV r!,
and we have

r!0 = xr0 , yr0
� �

: ð9Þ

Step 4. SP outputs the pixel at the location r0
!, namely,

BSP
o1,o2 = b xr0 , yr0

� �
: ð10Þ

Figure 4 shows a realistic example of four different pool-
ing methods. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of SP.
Take the 3 × 3 block B1,1 (The red rectangle in Figure 4) as
an example, L2P generates the output as 6.98. AP and MP
present 5.99 and 9.9, respectively. Meanwhile, SP first gener-
ates PM matrix

VPM =

0:18 0:18 0:03

0:05 0:1 0:01

0:09 0:18 0:18

2
664

3
775, ð11Þ

and a sample location vector is drawn as r!0 = ð1, 2Þ. There-
fore, the output of SP is BSP

1,1 = bð1, 2Þ = 9:8.

Table 3: Detailed structure of network of configuration V.

Layer Parameters FM

Input 256 × 256 × 1

Conv_1 (BN-ReLU) 32, 3 × 3/2 128 × 128 × 32

SP_1 64 × 64 × 32

Conv_2 (BN-ReLU) 64, 3 × 3/2 32 × 32 × 64

SP_2 16 × 16 × 64

Conv_3 (BN-ReLU) 128, 3 × 3 16 × 16 × 128

SP_3 8 × 8 × 128

Flatten 8192

FCL_1 100 × 8192, 100 × 1 100

FCL_2 2 × 100,2 × 1 2
Output

P r! = 1, 1ð Þ
h i

=VPM 1, 1ð Þ

P r! = 2, 1ð Þ
h i

=VPM 2, 1ð Þ
⋯

P r! = Q1, 1ð Þ
h i

=VPM Q1, 1ð Þ

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

P r! = 1, 2ð Þ
h i

=VPM 1, 2ð Þ ⋯ P r! = 1,Q2ð Þ
h i

= VPM 1,Q2ð Þ,

Pr r! = 2, 2ð Þ
h i

=VPM 2, 2ð Þ ⋯ P r! = 2,Q2ð Þ
h i

= VPM 2,Q2ð Þ,
⋯ ⋯ ⋯

P r! = Q1, 2ð Þ
h i

=VPM Q1, 2ð Þ ⋯ P r! = Q1,Q2ð Þ
h i

= VPM Q1,Q2ð Þ,

ð8Þ
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Multiple-way data augmentation

Figure 6: Diagram of multiple-way data augmentation.

Input: import raw preprocessed kth training image rðkÞ.
P1 geometric or photometric or noise-injection DA transforms Zp are utilized on rðkÞ.

Step 1: we obtain Zp½rðkÞ�, p = 1,⋯, P1. See Equation (12)
Each enhanced dataset contains P2 new images. See Equation (13).

Step 2: a horizontal mirror image is produced as rðhÞðkÞ = β1½rðkÞ�. See Equation (14).
Step 3: M1-way data augmentation methods are carried out on rðhÞðkÞ,

We obtain Zp½rðhÞðkÞ�, p = 1,⋯, P1. See Equation (15).

Step 4: rðkÞ, rðhÞðkÞ, Zp½rðkÞ�, p = 1,⋯, P1, and Zp½rðhÞðkÞ�, p = 1,⋯, P1 are merged via β2. See Equation (16).
Output A new dataset GðkÞ is produced. The number of images is P3 = 2 × P1 × P2 + 2. See Equation (17).

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of proposed 18-way DA on kth training image

Input Conv_1 Conv_2 Conv_3SP_1 SP_2 SP_3
Flatten

FCL_1
FCL_2

2
100

8192
8×8×12816×16×12816×16×6432×32×6464×64×32128×128×32256×256×1

Figure 5: FM plot.
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3.3. Structural Optimization.How to obtain the best network
structure [16]? We try to design nine different configurations
in this study. Their hyperparameters of structures are listed
in Table 2. Two hyperparameters are considered in this
study: (i) the number of Conv layers and (ii) the number of
fully connected layers (FCLs). Those two types of layers are
common layers in standard CNN, so we will not introduce
them due to the page limit.

In the following experiment, we will observe that config-
uration V, a five-layer customized neural network, gives the

Q folds

Q
 tr

ia
ls

The whole dataset

q = 1

2

3

Q-1

Q

q = 1 2 3 Q-1 Q
......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ......

...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ......

Training

Test

Figure 7: Q-fold crossvalidation.

Table 4: Meanings in measures.

Abbreviation Full form Symbol Meaning

P Positive TOF

N Negative HC

TP True positive g 1, 1ð Þ TOF images are classified correctly.

FP False positive g 2, 1ð Þ HC images are wrongly classified as TOF.

TN True negative g 2, 2ð Þ HC images are classified correctly.

FN False negative g 1, 2ð Þ TOF images are wrongly classified as HC.

Table 5: Statistical analysis of SOSPCNN model.

Run Sen Spc Prc Acc F1 MCC FMI

1 95.00 92.50 92.68 93.75 93.83 87.53 93.83

2 92.50 90.00 90.24 91.25 91.36 82.53 91.36

3 95.00 92.50 92.68 93.75 93.83 87.53 93.83

4 90.00 92.50 92.31 91.25 91.14 82.53 91.15

5 90.00 95.00 94.74 92.50 92.31 85.11 92.34

6 90.00 97.50 97.30 93.75 93.51 87.75 93.58

7 92.50 95.00 94.87 93.75 93.67 87.53 93.68

8 92.50 90.00 90.24 91.25 91.36 82.53 91.36

9 90.00 92.50 92.31 91.25 91.14 82.53 91.15

10 95.00 90.00 90.48 92.50 92.68 85.11 92.71

MSD 92:25 ± 2:19 92:75 ± 2:49 92:79 ± 2:29 92:50 ± 1:18 92:48 ± 1:17 85:06 ± 2:38 92:50 ± 1:17

1 2
Predicted class

1

2

Tr
ue

 cl
as

s 29

31369

371

7.8%

7.3%

92.2%

92.8%

7.3% 7.7%
92.7% 92.3%

Figure 8: Confusion matrix of 10 × 10-fold crossvalidation (Here,
classes 1 and 2 stand for ToF and HC, respectively).
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(b) Configuration II
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(c) Configuration III
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(d) Configuration IV

Figure 9: Continued.
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AUC = 0.9587
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(e) Configuration V

AUC =0.9577
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(f) Configuration VI

AUC = 0.9360
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(g) Configuration VII
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(h) Configuration VIII

Figure 9: Continued.
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best performance. Here, we briefly give its detailed structure
in Table 3. The input is of size 256 × 256 × 1. The first Conv
layer (Conv_1) is associated with the batch normalization
(BN) layer and rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation. The
parameters of Conv_1 are 32 kernels with sizes of 3 × 3 and
stride of 2. Afterward, the first SP (SP_1) reduce the FM from
128 × 128 × 32 to 64 × 64 × 32.

After three Conv layers and three SP layers, the size of
FM is 8 × 8 × 128. It is then flattened to a vector of 8192 neu-
rons. With two FCLs of 100 and 2 hidden neurons, the neural
network finally outputs whether TOF or HC. All in all, our
model is termed structurally optimized stochastic pooling
convolutional neural network (SOSPCNN). The FM plot is
portrayed in Figure 5.

3.4. Multiple-Way Data Augmentation. The relatively small
dataset (40+40=80 images) may bring the overfitting prob-
lem. To avoid overfitting, data augmentation (DA) [17] is a
powerful tool because it can generate synthetic images on
the training set [18]. Zhu (2021) [19] presented an 18-way

DA method and proved this 18-way DA works better than
the traditional DA approach. Its diagram is shown in
Figure 6. The difference of DA and MDA is that (i) MDA
uses a combination of different DA methods on training
set; (ii) MDA is modular design. The users are easy to add
or remove particular DA methods from a MDA.

Suppose we have the raw training image rðkÞ, where k
represents the image index. First, P1 different DA methods
displayed in Figure 6 are applied to rðkÞ. Let Zp, p = 1,⋯,
P1 be each DA operation, we get P1 augmented datasets on
raw image rðkÞ as

Zp r kð Þ½ �, p = 1,⋯, P1: ð12Þ

Let P2 stands for the size of generated new images for
each DA method, thus,

Zp r kð Þ½ ��� �� = P2: ð13Þ

AUC = 0.9389
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Figure 9: Comparison of nine configurations.
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Figure 10: Bar plot of AUC against nine configurations.
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(a) Gaussian noise

(b) Salt-and-pepper noise

(c) Speckle noise

(d) Horizontal shear

(e) Vertical shear

(f) Rotation

(g) Gamma correction

Figure 11: Continued.
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Second, horizontal mirrored image is produced by

r hð Þ kð Þ = β1 r kð Þ½ �, ð14Þ

where β1 means horizontal mirror function.
Third, all P1 different DA methods are carried out on the

mirrored image rðhÞðkÞ and produce P1 new datasets as

Zp r hð Þ kð Þ
h i

, p = 1,⋯, P1,

Zp r hð Þ kð Þ
h i��� ��� = P2, p = 1,⋯, P1:

8><
>: ð15Þ

Fourth, the raw image rðkÞ, the mirrored image rðhÞðkÞ, all
P1-way results of raw image Zp½rðkÞ�, and all P1-way DA

results of horizontal mirrored image Zp½rðhÞðkÞ� are combined.
The final generated dataset from rðkÞ is defined as GðkÞ:

r kð Þ↦G kð Þ = β2

r kð Þ r hð Þ kð Þ
Z1 r kð Þ½ �|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}

P2

Z1 r hð Þ kð Þ
h i

|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
P2

⋯ ⋯

ZP1
r kð Þ½ �|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
P2

ZP1
r hð Þ kð Þ
h i

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
P2

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

, ð16Þ

where β2 stands for the concatenation function. Let augmen-
tation factor be P3, which means the number of images in G
ðkÞ, we obtain

P3 =
G kð Þj j
r kð Þj j =

1 + P1 × P2ð Þ × 2
1

= 2 × P1 × P2 + 2: ð17Þ

Algorithm 2 recaps the pseudocode of this 18-way DA.We
set P1 = 9 to achieve an 18-way DA. We also set P2 = 30, thus
P3 = 542, indicating each raw training image will generate 542
images, which include the raw image rðkÞ itself.

3.5. Implementation and Grad-CAM. Q-fold crossvalidation
[20] is employed. The whole dataset is divided into Q folds
(see Figure 7). At qth trial, 1 ≤ q ≤Q, the qth fold is picked
up as the test, and the rest Q − 1 folds: ½1,⋯, q − 1, q + 1,⋯,
Q� are chosen as training set [21]. In this study, we set Q =
10, namely, a 10-fold cross validation. Furthermore, we run
the 10-fold crossvalidation 10 times, i.e., 10 × 10-fold
crossvalidation.

Gradient-weighted class activation mapping (Grad-
CAM) [22] is employed to explain how our model makes
its decision in classification. Grad-CAM utilizes the gradient
of the classification score with respect to the convolutional
features determined by the network to understand which
parts of the image are most important for classification.
Grad-CAM is a generalization of the class activation map-
ping (CAM) method [23] to a broader range of CNN models
since the original CAM relies on a fully convolutional neural
network structure. The output of SP_3 (see Table 3) is used as
the feature layer for Grad-CAM.

Mathematically, suppose our classification network is
with output yc, standing for the score for class c. We would
like to compute the Grad-CAMmap for a layer with k feature
maps Ak

i,j, where ði, jÞ stands for the indexes of pixels. We can
obtain the neural importance weight as

αck =
1
N
〠
i

〠
j

∂yc

∂Ak
i,j
, ð18Þ

where N stands for the total number of pixels in the feature
map. The Grad-CAM is a weighted combination of the fea-
ture maps with a ReLU as

M = ReLU 〠
k

αckA
k

 !
: ð19Þ

The Grad-CAM map M is then upsampled to the size of
input data.

(h) Random translation

(i) Scaling

Figure 11: Illustration of multiple-way data augmentation.
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3.6. Measures. The confusion matrix of 10 runs of 10-fold
crossvalidation is supposed to be

G =
g 1, 1ð Þ g 1, 2ð Þ
g 2, 1ð Þ g 2, 2ð Þ

" #
=

TP FN

FP TN

" #
: ð20Þ

Note FN = FP = 0 for a perfect classification. The mean-
ing of P, N , TP, FP, TN, and FN are itemized in Table 4.

Nine measures are used: sensitivity, specificity, precision,
accuracy, F1 score, Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC),
Fowlkes–Mallows index (FMI), receiver operating character-
istic (ROC), and area under the curve (AUC).

The first four measures are defined as

Sen =
g 1, 1ð Þ

g 1, 1ð Þ + g 1, 2ð Þ Spc =
g 2, 2ð Þ

g 2, 2ð Þ + g 2, 1ð Þ ,

Prc =
g 1, 1ð Þ

g 1, 1ð Þ + g 2, 1ð Þ Acc =
g 1, 1ð Þ + g 2, 2ð Þ

g 1, 1ð Þ + g 2, 2ð Þ + g 1, 2ð Þ + g 2, 1ð Þ :

8>>><
>>>:

ð21Þ

F1, MCC [24], and FMI [25] are defined as

F1 = 2 ×
Sen × Prc
Sen + Prc

=
2 × g 1, 1ð Þ

2 × g 1, 1ð Þ + g 1, 2ð Þ + g 2, 1ð Þ ,

MCC =
g 1, 1ð Þ × g 2, 2ð Þ − g 2, 1ð Þ × g 1, 2ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g 1, 1ð Þ + g 2, 1ð Þ½ � × g 1, 1ð Þ + g 1, 2ð Þ½ � × g 2, 2ð Þ + g 2, 1ð Þ½ � × g 2, 2ð Þ + g 1, 2ð Þ½ �p ,

FMI =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Sen × Prc

p
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g 1, 1ð Þ

g 1, 1ð Þ + g 1, 2ð Þ ×
g 1, 1ð Þ

g 1, 1ð Þ + g 2, 1ð Þ

s
:

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

ð22Þ

The above measures are calculated in the mean and stan-
dard deviation (MSD) format. Furthermore, ROC is a curve
to measure a binary classifier with varying discrimination
thresholds [26]. The ROC curve is created by plotting the
sensitivity against 1-specificity. The AUC is calculated based
on the ROC curve [27].

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Statistical Analysis. The result of the SOSPCNN model
using configuration V is itemized in Table 5. The model
arrives at a performance with a sensitivity of 92:25 ± 2:19, a
specificity of 92:75 ± 2:49, a precision of 92:79 ± 2:29, an

(a) Manually delineated (b) Heatmap

Figure 12: Heatmap of one TOF image.

Table 6: Statistical analysis without multiple-way data augmentation.

Run Sen Spc Prc Acc F1 MCC FMI

1 87.50 90.00 89.74 88.75 88.61 77.52 88.61

2 90.00 87.50 87.80 88.75 88.89 77.52 88.90

3 87.50 87.50 87.50 87.50 87.50 75.00 87.50

4 90.00 87.50 87.80 88.75 88.89 77.52 88.90

5 85.00 90.00 89.47 87.50 87.18 75.09 87.21

6 85.00 90.00 89.47 87.50 87.18 75.09 87.21

7 82.50 92.50 91.67 87.50 86.84 75.38 86.96

8 87.50 87.50 87.50 87.50 87.50 75.00 87.50

9 85.00 90.00 89.47 87.50 87.18 75.09 87.21

10 82.50 92.50 91.67 87.50 86.84 75.38 86.96

MSD 86.25± 2.70 89.50± 1.97 89.21± 1.58 87.87± 0.60 87.66± 0.82 75.86± 1.16 87.70± 0.79
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accuracy of 92:50 ± 1:18, an F1 score of 92:48 ± 1:17, an
MCC of 85:06 ± 2:38, and an FMI of 92:50 ± 1:17.

Figure 8 shows the confusion matrix of 10 × 10-fold
crossvalidation, where we can see the TP = 369, FN = 31,
TN = 371, and FP = 29, indicating 31 TOF are wrongly clas-
sified as HC while 29 HC are misclassified to TOF. Hence,
the sensitivity is 369/ð369 + 31Þ = 92:25%, and specificity is
371/ð29 + 371Þ = 92:75%.

4.2. Configuration Comparison.We compare nine configura-
tions (see Table 2). The validation is the same as previous
experiment. Due to the page limit, the detailed statistical
analysis is not shown. The ROC and AUC values are displayed
in Figure 9. The AUC values of nine networks with different
configurations are: 0.9502, 0.9511, 0.9504, 0.9532, 0.9587,
0.9577, 0.9360, 0.9419, and 0.9389 (as shown in Figure 10).
We can observe from Figure 10 that the best network is with
configuration V, whose structure is shown in Table 3.

4.3. Effect of Multiple-Way Data Augmentation. Figure 11
shows the multiple-way DA results if we take Figure 2(a) as
the raw training examples. Due to the page limit, the
multiple-way DA results on the horizontally mirrored image
are not displayed. As we can see from Figure 11, multiple-
way DA increases the diversity of the training images.

If we remove the multiple-way data augmentation from
our model, the performances are decreased, as shown in
Table 6, where MSD stands for mean and standard deviation.
Comparing Table 5 with Table 6, we can observe multiple-
way DA is efficient in improving the classification perfor-
mance. The reason is that it helps our model resist overfitting
by enhancing the diversity of the training set.

4.4. Explainability. Figure 12 shows the manual delineation
and the heat map of Figure 2(a) via Grad-CAM described in
Section 3.5. The manual delineation showed the radiologist
make decisions on “TOF” diagnosis based on all the areas of
the abnormal heart, while the heat map shows the proposed
SOSPCNN model also puts more focus on the heart region
other than the surrounding tissues and background areas.

4.5. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Approaches. We com-
pare the proposed SOSPCNN model with three other
approaches: MC [8], 3DCNN [9], and VCCNN [10]. The
results are shown in Table 7. Note that some comparison
methods are not suitable for our dataset, so we modify them
to adapt to our dataset.

The error bar comparison is drawn in Figure 13, which
clearly shows that the proposed SOSPCNN outperforms all
three comparative approaches. The reason is three folds: (i)
we use stochastic pooling to replace traditional max-
pooling; (ii) we use structural optimization to determine the
optimal structure of our SOSPCNN model; (iii) multiple-
way DA is included to increase the diversity of training
images. In the future, more advanced techniques [28–30] will
be tested and integrated into our model.

4.6. Desktop andWeb Apps.MATLAB app designer is used to
create a professional application for both desktop and web.
The input to this web app is any cardiovascular CT image,
and the aforementioned SOSPCNN model is included in
our app. Figure 14(a) displays the graphical user interface
(GUI) of the standalone desktop app. The users can upload
their custom images, and the software can show the results
by turning the knob into the correct texts: TOF, HC, or none.

Table 7: Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches.

Approach Sen Spc Prc Acc F1 MCC FMI

MC [8] 86:25 ± 3:58 80:75 ± 3:55 81:88 ± 2:32 83:50 ± 0:79 83:92 ± 0:97 67:25 ± 1:56 84:00 ± 0:98

3DCNN [9] 91:00 ± 3:16 89:50 ± 3:29 89:77 ± 2:70 90:25 ± 1:42 90:32 ± 1:42 80:63 ± 2:79 90:35 ± 1:41

VCCNN [10] 90:75 ± 1:69 90:00 ± 2:36 90:14 ± 1:95 90:38 ± 0:84 90:41 ± 0:78 80:80 ± 1:64 90:43 ± 0:76

SOSPCNN (ours) 92:25 ± 2:19 92:75 ± 2:49 92:79 ± 2:29 92:50 ± 1:18 92:48 ± 1:17 85:06 ± 2:38 92:50 ± 1:17

Sen Spc Prc Acc F1 MCC FMI
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Figure 13: Error bar comparison.
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Figure 14(b) shows the GUI of the web app that is
accessed through a “Google Chrome” web browser. The
web app is based on a client-server modeled structure [31],
i.e., the user is provided services through an off-site server
hosted by a third-party cloud service, Microsoft Azure in
our study. Our developed online web app can assist hospital
clinicians in making decisions remotely and effectively.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a web app for TOF recognition. Our
proposed model is termed structurally optimized stochastic
pooling convolutional neural network (SOSPCNN) with
explainable property achieved by Grad-CAM. The results
by ten runs of 10-fold crossvalidation show that this
SOSPCNN model yields a sensitivity of 92:25 ± 2:19, a spec-
ificity of 92:75 ± 2:49, a precision of 92:79 ± 2:29, an accuracy
of 92:50 ± 1:18, an F1 score of 92:48 ± 1:17, an MCC of
85:06 ± 2:38, an FMI of 92:50 ± 1:17, and an AUC of
0.9587. Further, we develop both desktop and web apps to
realize this SOSPCNN model.

The shortcomings of our method are as follows: (i) our
model is trained on a small dataset; (ii) our model does not
go through strict medical verification; (iii) our model only
considers TOF and HC.

Therefore, we shall attempt to solve the above three weak
points in the future. We shall try to collect more TOF and HC
cardiovascular CT images. We shall invite clinicians to use
our web app and return feedbacks so that we can continue
to improve our model. We shall try to collect data of other
heart diseases, so make our model can identify more types
of diseases.
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Smart healthcare has undergone new opportunities and challenges with the arrival of the Industry 4.0 era. The intelligent imaging
diagnosis system is a staple part of smart healthcare, helping doctors make clinical decisions. Nevertheless, intelligent diagnosis
analysis is still confronted with the issue that it is challenging to extract effective features from the limited and high-dimensional
data, particularly in resting-state data of amnesic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI). Furthermore, the intelligent imaging
diagnosis system for aMCI is conductive to make timely predicting groups that may convert to Alzheimer’s disease (AD). To
improve the system’s detection performance and reduce its data redundancy, we first develop an adaptive structure feature
generation strategy (ASFGS) based on the Laplacian matrix and sparse autoencoder to obtain the structural features of brain
functional network (BFN). Concurrently, we present a multiscale local feature detection strategy (MLFDS) to overcome the low
utilization of local features of BFN. And finally, multiscale features, including structural features and multiscale local features,
are fused by concatenation method to further improve the detection performance of aMCI system. Support vector machine
based on radial basis function (RBF-SVM) for small data learning is adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
features. Besides, we employ leave-one-out cross-validation strategy to avoid the overfitting problem of classifier training
process. The experiment results elucidate that the accuracy (ACC) and the area under the curve (AUC) in this work provide
86.57% and 86.36%, respectively, which outperforms the traditional methods and offers new insights for accuracy requirements
of the aMCI system.

1. Introduction

Industry 4.0, represented by improvement of the intelligent
level of the manufacturing industry, is profoundly converting
all walks of life. Smart healthcare that adopts various Indus-
try 4.0 concepts is an era full of opportunities and challenges
[1, 2]. As a whole, smart healthcare consists of three parts,
including the smart hospital system, family health system,
and regional health system [3]. Among them, the core work
of a smart hospital system is to collect, store, and process

patients’ health status and medical information [4]. Further-
more, imaging diagnosis using medical information and
intelligent algorithms can be employed to uncover the risk
of disease, timely remind doctors, and assist doctors in
making clinical decisions, which is an essential ingredient
of smart healthcare [5].

Nowadays, brain-related diseases are considered as one
of the most severe problems in the healthcare system. Alzhei-
mer’s disease (AD), which frequently occurs in the elderly
population, is a disease accompanied by cognitive decline
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and noncognitive mental symptoms [6, 7]. Unfortunately,
there are no specific drugs or treatment protocols when it
comes to AD disease [8]. Moreover, amnesic mild cognitive
impairment (aMCI), conceptualized as an episodic memory
disorder, is most likely to develop AD [9]. In practice,
numerous studies have shown that resting-state functional
magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI), characterized by
the indirect reflection of neural activity in the brain, is a
noninvasive imaging technology that has been widely
employed in the classification of brain-related diseases [10,
11]. Accordingly, research on an efficient and reliable system
for detecting aMCI is conducive to screening and detecting
individuals at high risk for developing AD. It is worth
noticing that one of the cores of smart healthcare develop-
ment is the high demand for data, while aMCI data based
on rs-fMRI is confronted with enormous challenges due to
its limited data and high dimensions [12].

In this work, the correlation value between the time series
of the standard brain regions is calculated using the Pearson
correlation coefficient, thus constructing the brain functional
network (BFN) that reflects the interaction between the
nodes. Significantly, the existing methods only use the local
features of the BFN as the input of classifier while ignoring
its structural features. To address this issue, we develop an
adaptive structure feature generation strategy (ASFGS) based
on the Laplacian matrix and sparse autoencoder to improve
the classification performance and reduce data redundancy
of the system. Concurrently, we present a multiscale local
feature detection strategy (MLFDS) to overcome the low
utilization of local features of BFN. Afterwards, multiscale
features, including structural features and multiscale local
features, are fused to further improve classification accuracy
of aMCI. It is worth mentioning that support vector machine
based on radial basis function (RBF-SVM) for small data
learning is utilized to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithm. In the following, we employ the leave-
one-out cross-validation strategy to avoid the overfitting
problem of classifier.

Accordingly, the innovativeness of our work is that we
first present an ASFGS algorithm to obtain the structural
features of BFN, improve the detection accuracy, and reduce
data redundancy of the system. Then, we develop an MLFDS
algorithm to excavate the local features of BFN at multiple
scales. Finally, multiscale features of BFN obtained from the
ASFGS algorithm and MLFDS algorithm are concatenated
to further improve classification accuracy of aMCI. The
results elucidate that the accuracy (ACC) and the area under
the curve (AUC) in this work provide about 86.57% and
86.36%, respectively, which outperforms the state-of-the-art
methods. It can be inferred that our work dramatically
improves the detection performance of aMCI system, provid-
ing a new perspective for the construction of intelligent imag-
ing diagnosis system in smart healthcare.

The rest of the work is structured as follows: In Section 2,
we review the related works on the feature extraction and
classification of aMCI based on rs-fMRI data. In Section 3,
we present materials and methods of aMCI detection system.
Experiment results and analysis is conducted in Section 4.
We conclude the whole work in Section 5.

2. Related Works

The recent development and combination of machine learn-
ing, statistical algorithm, and neuroimaging technology offer
a new perspective for designing an intelligent imaging diag-
nosis system, which is a crucial procedure toward smart
health. The design of an intelligent imaging diagnosis system
mainly includes several parts, including the data generation
module, data preprocessing module, feature learning mod-
ule, classifier training module, and feedback module [13].
With the development of intelligent imaging diagnosis
technologies, brain network constructed using Pearson
correlation coefficient based on rs-fMRI can be employed to
estimate the mechanism of information processing and men-
tal expression in the brain, which further proves that it is
effective in assisting diagnosis [14, 15]. Nevertheless, owing
to the limited and high-dimensional data, little is known
about whether to develop the multiscale features of BFN to
improve the classification performance of aMCI system.
Accordingly, the structural features and multiscale local fea-
tures that we have developed are the main innovation in this
work. This helps us to timely intervene and treat potential
individuals associated with brain-related disease.

Numerous works about BFN research have focused on
using rs-fMRI to excavate effective features of aMCI. For
example, the altered patterns of rich club generated from
the BFN have been reported in [16], which indicates that
the altered patterns in overlapping nodes can be utilized as
the potential features in the aMCI classification process.
Moreover, the changes in the architecture of BFN have been
reported compared to the healthy control (HC), which is
conducive to understanding the mechanism of aMCI and
searching for biomarkers [17]. Through the two-sample t
-test, several neuroimaging biomarkers are also identified in
the aMCI group, providing a novel aspect for designing inter-
ventions before the onset of disease [18]. The preceding stud-
ies, restricted by the number of data, are conducted using
statistical testing methods to extract the effective features and
explore neural mechanisms of aMCI. Furthermore, it ignores
the development of the intelligent imaging diagnosis system
based on machine learning technology, which is designed to
help doctors improve the detection efficiency of aMCI.

With the rapid development of machine learning tech-
nology, feature extraction and classification algorithms
related to disease have become a hot spot. However, due to
the limited number of aMCI data, feature selection is first
conducted to reduce redundant information and then use
them as the input to classifier to improve classification
performance. It provides about the ACC of 69.00% when
the significant regional signals resulting from brain pathway
activities are employed as the input of support vector
machine (SVM) classifier, providing new opportunities for
comprehending the disrupted patterns caused by disease
[19]. Similarly, the significant features of BFN using the
two-sample t-test are employed to evaluate the classification
performance of aMCI in [20], and the result provides about
the ACC of 79.10% in SVM classifier. Moreover, it provides
about the ACC of 75.35% when the altered signals of low-
frequency fluctuation are acted as the input of SVM classifier
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[21]. The existing literature extracts the local features
through statistical methods, ignoring the multiscale local
features and the structural features between nodes of BFN.

In present work, we present an ASFGS algorithm using
the Laplacian matrix and sparse autoencoder to obtain the
structural features of BFN. Concurrently, we develop an
MLFDS algorithm to overcome the low utilization of local
features of BFN. In the end, all the features generated above
are concatenated to improve the classification performance
of aMCI system.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Overview of the aMCI Detection System. The critical
point of our work is to design the reliable detection system
of aMCI from commonly redundant information of rs-
fMRI data, as is shown in Figure 1. To achieve this objective,
the proposed aMCI detection system consists of multiple
components. At first, the BFN is constructed using the Pear-
son correlation coefficient. Then, the obtained BFN is utilized
as the input of the ASFGS algorithm and MLFDS algorithm
we propose to extract features at multiple scales. Further-
more, to evaluate the validity of the proposed algorithm,
the RBF-SVM classifier is employed in this project. Ulti-
mately, we send abnormal brain regions and classification
results to the doctor in result feedback component.

3.2. Data Preprocessing. We utilize the public dataset down-
loaded from the second phase of Alzheimer’s Disease Neuro-
imaging Initiative (ADNI-2) to validate effectiveness of the
proposed aMCI detection system (downloaded from http://
adni.loni.usc.edu/). The data are preprocessed using a widely
adopted Resting-State fMRI Data Analysis Toolkit plus
(RESTplus) toolbox [22]. All subjects are required to lie flat,
not think, and not move their heads during the scan. It
deserves to be noticed that several data do not conform to
the basic requirements of the work, such as undue head
movement, the reliability of the data, and poor quality of
image registration. Specific requirements can be inquired
from [18, 23]. Hence, we end up with data on 33 individuals
with aMCI and 34 healthy controls (HCs) in this work.

3.3. BFN Construction. To better extract the time signals of
the corresponding brain regions, anatomical automatic label-
ing (AAL) template is employed to segment the whole brain
into 90 regions of interest (ROI) [24]. Following this, a Pear-
son correlation coefficient matrix for each data, denoted as
Pij, is calculated using the given time series of standard brain
regions. Hence, we obtain a BFN of 90 × 90 dimensions for
each data, and the generated Pearson correlation coefficient
matrix can be calculated by

Pij =
cov xi, xj

� �
σxiσx j

, ð1Þ

where xi and xj represent the extracted ROI signals of the
brain corresponding to the i region and j region. The i and
j in Pij represent the brain region positions corresponding

to the AAL template, and each value in the Pij represents
the value of the Pearson correlation coefficient. Moreover,
cov ðxi, xjÞ represents the covariance of variable xi and
variable xj. Likewise, σxi and σx j represent the standard

deviation of variable xi and variable xj.

3.4. Adaptive Structure Feature Generation Strategy (ASFGS).
We develop an ASFGS algorithm for extracting the structural
features of BFN, which is aimed at improving the detection
performance of aMCI system. ASFGS algorithm is mainly
composed of two components, including the rough feature
extraction module and accurate feature extraction module,
as shown in Figure 2.

Considering the substantial contribution of Laplacian
Eigenmaps (LE) to maintain and reflect the local relationship
between data to some extent, we present the rough feature
extraction module based on its conception to extract the
structural features of BFN. A brief description of the LE
algorithm is as follows [25]:

Step 1. Given a set of data S = fs1, s2,⋯, sng. Where si repre-
sents the input data i, the dimension of each data is denoted
by q, and n represents the number of all data. In general,
Gaussian kernel function is employed to construct an undi-
rected graph matrix between data to depict the adjacency
relationship between the data, which can be denoted as Mij.

Mij = e− si−sjk k2/t: ð2Þ

Notably, the degree matrix represents the sum of each
column or row in Mij, which can be calculated as D through
(3). Then, the Laplacian matrix, denoted as L, can be
obtained by (4).

D =〠
j

Mij, ð3Þ

L =D −M: ð4Þ
Step 2. Since the Laplace matrix is a positive semidefinite
matrix, it can be further expressed as:

yTLy = yTDy − yTMy = 〠
n

i=1
diy

2
i − 〠

n

i,j=1
yiyjmij

=
1
2

〠
n

i=1
diy

2
i − 2 〠

n

i,j=1
yiyjmij + 〠

n

j=1
djy

2
j

 !

=
1
2
〠
n

i,j=1
mij yi − yj
� �2

≥ 0:

ð5Þ

To maintain the adjacency relation between two data, it
can be converted to the minimization issue. That is, if mij is
larger, the higher the similarity between yi and yj. Thus, it
is now reduced to

yopt = arg minyTDy=1yTLy: ð6Þ
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Step 3. Ultimately, by employing the Lagrange multiplier
method, it can be approximately converted into

Ly = λDy: ð7Þ

Nevertheless, the objective of the LE algorithm is to
reduce the dimension of data features, while the retained
dimension is determined by the number of minimum non-
zero eigenvalues of the matrix, which does not conform to
the requirements of the structural feature extraction of BFN
in this paper. Fortunately, LE algorithm plays a significant
role in maintaining the relation between sample points after
dimensionality reduction. Therefore, we present a rough fea-
ture extraction module that modifies the LE algorithm to put
its proper focus on structural feature extraction of BFN.

First of all, the minimization problem is constructed
using the Laplacian matrix [25], as is shown in

min yTLy =
1
2
〠
B

i,j=1
mij yi − yj
� �2

s:t: yTDy = 1,

ð8Þ

where B represents the number of brain nodes. To better
evaluate the interrelation between brain region signals in
BFN, we use the Pearson correlation coefficient matrix
obtained by (1) to replace the Gaussian kernel function. It
is worth noting that at this point D represents the level of
importance of brain nodes.

Considering the limitation of the small data set, we reduce
the dimension of BFN from 90 × 90 to 90 × 1, while maintain-
ing the inherent correlation between brain nodes of the BFN.
Let ðλf , yf Þ denotes the solution to (7). Hence, the rough
feature extraction module can be induced as follows:

arg minyTDy=1yTLy
Lyf=λf Dyf ,y=yf ⟶ min λf y

T
f Dyf , f ∈ 1, 2,⋯, hð Þ,

ð9Þ

where h represents the number of nonzero eigenvalues of the
90 × 90 matrix of BFN. To summarize, the optimal result of
(8) can be obtained by (9). The novel aspect of our work is that
we present the rough feature extraction module to extract the
structural features of BFN under the condition of the small
data set. While the generated vector still contains redundant

aMCI HC

The mask resulted from two-sample t-test

VC-MG strategy

MMDGS strategy

The mask of 0.001<p<0.05

Multi-scale local features

The mask of p<0.001

Concatenation

Local features after fusion

Figure 1: Overall framework of aMCI detection system.
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Figure 2: ASFGS algorithm for extracting structural features of BFN.
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information, such as the randomness of the values of unrelated
brain regions. Based on this, the accurate feature extraction
module is presented using the sparse autoencoder to further
extract the structural features of BFN in this work. Sparse
autoencoder, which constrains hidden layer neurons to some
extent and continuously regulates parameters through the
errors between the output and input of the model, is an unsu-
pervised machine learning algorithm [26]. Besides, the sparse
autoencoder can represent linear or nonlinear transformations
using different transfer functions in the coding process. The
advantages of using the sparse autoencoder are as follows:
Firstly, it can reduce the dimensionality of the original data
while maintaining the nonlinear structural features of the data.
Secondly, the feature dimension extracted using the sparse
autoencoder is not fixed, and the structure of the input data
can be obtained by regulating parameters to minimize model
error. In the end, various brain regions are inhibited or acti-
vated, respectively, in the resting state, while the neurons in
the hidden layer of the sparse autoencoder are sparse, indicat-
ing that the sparse autoencoder is desirable for the actual situa-
tion in which the human brain works. Accordingly, we present
an accurate feature extraction module to further extract the
structural features and reduce redundant information.

The accurate feature extraction module consists of a
hidden layer, and the transfer functions of the encoder and
decoder are nonlinear. First, the cost function of the sparse
autoencoder using sparse constraint in the hidden layer is
given as follows [27, 28]:

J W, bð Þ = 1
μ
〠
μ

i=1

1
2

hW,b x ið Þ
� �

− y ið Þ
��� ���2� �

+
λ

2
〠
L−1

l=1
〠
sl

i=1
〠
sl+1

j=1
θ

lð Þ
ji

� �2

+ β〠
s2

j=1
KL ρ bρ j

���� �
,

ð10Þ

where μ represents the number of training data, xðiÞ repre-
sents the input data, yðiÞ represents label of data, λ represents
the weight decay parameter, β represents the tuning param-
eter, s2 represents the number of neurons in the hidden layer,
KLð∙Þ represents relative entropy, W represents the weight
coefficient of encoder, L represents the number of layers,
and b represents the bias coefficient, respectively.

Here, let s2 denotes the average node degree of all data to
represent the average activity level of brain nodes. That is, we
substitute the number of active brain regions for the number
of neurons in the hidden layer, where r represents the
number of brain nodes.

s2 =
1
n
〠
n

g=1

1
r2

〠
r

i=1
〠
r

j=1
Mij

 !
: ð11Þ

In order to optimize the error between the output and
input of the sparse autoencoder, the back propagation algo-
rithm is employed to update the model parameters. Owing

to the limited number of data, we further employ the two-
sample t-test to obtain the structural features with significant
differences (p < 0:05) in the R × 1 generated vector of BFN,
where R represents the number of neurons in hidden layer.

3.5. Multiscale Local Feature Detection Strategy (MLFDS).
We develop an MLFDS algorithm to overcome the low utili-
zation of local features of BFN. Our algorithm is proposed
based on maximizing the mean difference between classes
and minimizing the intraclass variance. The framework of
the MLFDS algorithm shown in Figure 3 is mainly composed
of two parts, including the mask generation based on variable
coefficient (VC-MG) and minimal mean difference genera-
tion strategy (MMDGS).

At present, the two-sample t-test is employed to obtain
the nodes of BFN with significant difference (p < 0:05) in
mean value between classes, which is conducive to removing
redundant information. However, before the two-sample t
-test is performed, the results of homogeneity analysis can
not determine whether the variance of each type of data is
large or small. Besides, the latest method only uses the mask
of p < 0:001 for extracting local features of BFN, ignoring the
effective utilization of features, such as the features under the
mask of 0:001 < p < 0:05 [20, 21]. Consequently, the MLFDS
algorithm is presented to address this issue.

Step 1.We first calculate the variable coefficient of BFN in two
groups to generate the mask, respectively. The value of corre-
sponding position is 0 if variable coefficient in the mask is
greater than the mean; otherwise, it is 1, where 1 means that
variation coefficient is lower than the average value of varia-
tion coefficient. It is remarkable that we employ the median
of variation coefficient as the average value to avoid the influ-
ence of extreme values. Then, we intersect the generation
masks of the two kinds of data generated by the above opera-
tion, and the obtained mask is denoted asMaski, where the i
represents the number of executions of Step 1 (VC-MG).

Step 2.We calculate the average value of p at the correspond-
ing positions according to the Maski. Concurrently, we
perform the subtraction operation on the variation coeffi-
cient matrix between classes according to theMaski and then
calculate its average value Ei (MMDGS).

Step 3. Perform Step 1 and Step 2 n times.

Ei =
sum Ai − Bij jð Þ

li
, ð12Þ

where Ai represents the variable coefficient matrix of the
aMCI group, Bi represents the variable coefficient matrix of
the HC group, li represents the number of 1 in Maski, η is
constrained to (13), and N is equal to 8100.

2η ≤N: ð13Þ

The principle of MLFDS algorithm is to select the posi-
tion with lower variance under the premise of the obvious
difference in mean value between groups. Therefore, the i
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corresponding to the lowest value of Ei is employed as the
threshold value to extract the local features of BFN under
the mask of 0:001 < p < 0:05. And finally, the multiscale local
features resulted from the mask of 0:001 < p < 0:05 and mask
of p < 0:001 are concatenated in this work to improve the
detection performance.

3.6. Multiscale Feature Fusion. In order to improve the detec-
tion performance of aMCI system, we concatenate multiscale
features resulted from the ASFGS algorithm and MLFDS
algorithm in this work. That is, supposing the dimensions
of two groups of features are d1 and d2, respectively, then
the dimension of concatenated feature is equal to d1 + d2.

3.7. Classification Using RBF-SVM Classifier. In view of the
finite data, the adoption of suitable classifier is essential to esti-
mate the validation of features obtained from the proposed
algorithms. Fortunately, numerous works on mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) classification have shown that RBF-SVM
classifier has superior detection performance [19–21]. The
following is a brief introduction to the RBF-SVM classifier:

The essence of SVM algorithm is to work around the
optimization problem of the objective function [29].

min
w,b

1
2

wk k2 + C〠
u

i=1
Vi

s:t: yi w
Txi + b

	 

≥ 1 − ψi, ψi ≥ 0:

ð14Þ

The objective of Gaussian radial basis function is to
obtain the new space, which is more favourable to classifica-
tion [30].

K x, xið Þ = exp −
x − xik k2
σ2

� �
, ð15Þ

where C denotes the penalty coefficient, xi denotes the input
data, yi denotes the label of data, w denotes the weight coef-
ficient, b denotes the bias coefficient, and Vi denotes the
relaxation variable, respectively.

To prevent the overfitting issue of classifier training
process, we utilize the leave-one-out cross-validation strategy
in this work.

3.8. Evaluation Criteria. To measure the performance of the
classification model, the frequently used metrics for binary
classification are ACC, F1-score, AUC, etc. Significantly, false
positive (FP), false negative (FN), true negative (TN), and
true positive (TP) are defined using the confusion matrix,
as shown in Figure 4 [31, 32].

ACC =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
,

Precision = TP
TP + FP

,

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
,

FI‐Score = 2 × Precision × Sensitivity
Precision + Sensitivity

:

ð16Þ

4. Experiment Results and Analysis

This work explores the detection power of aMCI system
using multiscale features of BFN, which are derived from
rs-fMRI data, for the automatic identification and classifica-
tion of aMCI subjects from HCs. In the proposed detection
system, we employ structural features using ASFGS algo-
rithm and multiscale local features using MLFDS algorithm
to train an RBF-SVM classifier for accurate discrimination
of aMCI individuals.

aMCI HC

The mask resulted from two-sample t-test

VC-MG strategy

MMDGS strategy

The mask of 0.001<p<0.05

Multi-scale local features

The mask of p<0.001

Concatenate

Local features after fusion

Figure 3: The MLFDS algorithm to extract the multiscale local features.
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4.1. The Performance Analysis of ASFGS Algorithm. The
rough feature extraction module is first presented to extract
the structural features of BFN, which maintains the correla-
tion between the brain nodes after dimensionality reduction
from 90 × 90 to 90 × 1. Considering the generated vector
mentioned above still contains redundant information, we
develop an accurate feature extraction module to further
extract the structural features and achieve the dimensioning
reduction from 90 × 1 to 12 × 1. Next, the two-sample t-test
(p < 0:05) is employed for 12 × 1 structural feature genera-
tion vector to reduce information redundancy under the con-
dition of limited data. In the end, the structural features with
obvious alteration are employed as the input of SVM-RBF
classifier. The classification results using ASFGS algorithm
are shown in Table 1. The ASFGS algorithm provides about
the ACC of 61.20% in RBF-SVM classifier. Also, it provides
about the AUC of 62.12% in RBF-SVM classifier. For F1-
score, it achieves about 60.61% performance in RBF-SVM
classifier. The metric values of classification are all greater
than 60.00%, indicating that the structural features
extracted by ASFGS algorithm can improve the detection
performance of aMCI.

Our goal is to simulate the information processing
pattern of human brain to extract structural information of
BFN, which further improves the detection performance of
the aMCI system. Consequently, mathematical modelling
about BFN is implemented, which contains information
about the interactions between brain regions [33–35]. We
perform the rough feature extraction module to extract the
structural features; that is, the information of brain regions
with higher correlation will be maintained after dimensional-
ity reduction. Next, the accurate feature extraction module is
based on how the brain works in the resting-state, in which
some parts of the brain nodes are activated while others are
suppressed. Let the number of neurons in the hidden layer
of the sparse autoencoder be the average activity level of
brain nodes, while the selection of sparsity can make some
brain regions in the inhibited state and others in the
activated state. Where 12 is derived from (11), which is per-
formed to represent the average activity level of brain nodes.
The results show that the sparsity threshold between 0.4 and
0.5 shown in Figure 5 has the minimum reconstruction
error, indicating that the number of activated brain regions
is about 4 to 6. The activity level of brain nodes (node
degree) in the data ranges from 3 to 31, and the sparsely acti-
vated brain regions are also within this range, suggesting
that the brain working mechanism we simulate is meaning-
ful to some extent.

4.2. The Performance Analysis of MLFDS Algorithm. We
develop anMLFDS algorithm to excavate the multiscale local
features of the BFN. Specifically, we first present the VC-MG
strategy to generate the mask, and then, we present the
MMDGS strategy based on the mask to extract the multiscale
local features.

We extract the local fusion features of BFN using
MLFDS2 algorithm to improve the detection performance
of aMCI system. The results elucidate that five pairs of con-
nected brain nodes with obvious alteration are found using
MLFDS1 algorithm, including (21, 72), (45, 46), (11, 61),
(73, 76), and (74, 76), as shown in Figure 6. Furthermore,
two pairs of connected brain nodes with obvious alteration
are found using SLF, including (63, 76) and (58, 64). It is
worth noting that several numbers in Figure 6 correspond
to specific brain regions in the AAL template, which can be
found in [36]. Where the blue ball denotes the brain nodes
with obvious alteration, the red lines show the great correla-
tion in two brain nodes, SLF refers to the single local feature
method (two-sample t-test, p < 0:001) in [20, 21], MLFDS1

refers to local features obtained using the VC-MG strategy
and MMDGS strategy, and MLFDS2 refers to features after
fusion of multiscale local features.

As shown in Table 2, our findings elucidate that using
MLFDS1 algorithm can achieve about the ACC of 79.10%
in RBF-SVM classifier, and the improvement is 2.98%
compared to SLF algorithm. Also, the AUC of RBF-SVM
classifier is 79.14%, increasing by 2.67% compared to SLF
algorithm. For F1-score metric, it provides about 77.42% per-
formance, increasing by 1.66% compared to SLF algorithm.
From the classification results, the MLFDS1 algorithm is
more effective than the state-of-the-art algorithm (SLF). This
is due to the fact that the MLFDS1 algorithm follows the
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Figure 4: The confusion matrix which is utilized to evaluate the
binary classification.

Table 1: The structural feature analysis using ASFGS algorithm.

Algorithm ACC F1-score AUC

ASFGS 61.20% 60.61% 62.12%
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Figure 5: Reconstruction error of sparse autoencoder at each
threshold.
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principle of maximizing the mean difference between classes
and minimizing the intraclass variance. Therefore, the
discriminant features used for classification can be obtained
to some extent. We further concatenate the multiscale local
features generated from MLFDS1 algorithm and SLF algo-
rithm. The results elucidate that using MLFDS2 algorithm
provides about the ACC of 80.60% in RBF-SVM classifier,
increasing by 4.48% compared to SLF algorithm. Moreover,
it achieves about 84.22% in AUC, with an improvement rate
of 7.75% compared to SLF algorithm. For F1-score metric, it
provides about 80.00% performance in RBF-SVM classifier,
increasing by 4.24% compared to SLF algorithm. This indi-
cates that the concatenation of multiscale local features can
greatly improve the detection performance of aMCI system.

4.3. Performance Analysis of Fusion of Structural Features
and Multiscale Local Features. In order to further improve
the detection of aMCI system, we mainly concatenate the
multiscale features of BFN, referred to as ASFGS-MLFDS,
including structural features and multiscale local features.

As is shown in Table 3, ASFGS-MLFDS algorithm pro-
vides about the ACC of 86.57% in RBF-SVM classifier,
increasing by 10.45% compared to SLF algorithm. Besides,
it provides about the AUC of 86.36% in RBF-SVM classifier,
with an improvement rate of 9.89% compared to SLF algo-

rithm. For F1-score, it provides about 85.71% performance
in RBF-SVM classifier, increasing by 9.95% compared to
SLF algorithm. This elucidates that multiscale local features
and structural features play a complementary role, which
significantly improves the detection performance of aMCI
system, thus making up for the low feature utilization rate
under the condition of limited data.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we develop an aMCI detection system. Firstly,
we present the ASFGS algorithm to extract structural features
of BFN. Then, we present the MLFDS algorithm that exca-
vates the multiscale local features of BFN, thus overcoming
the low utilization of local features. In the end, multiscale
features of BFN, including structural features and multiscale
local features, are fused to further improve the detection
performance of aMCI system. Our work outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods and offers new insights for the
accuracy requirement of aMCI system. Accordingly, the
ASFGS algorithm and MLFDS algorithm we present can be
employed to detect brain diseases, providing new insights
for the intelligent construction of the imaging diagnosis sys-
tem. The future work contains introducing multimodality
data to improve the detection performance of aMCI system.
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Vehicle to Grid (V2G) refers to the optimal management of the charging and discharging behavior of electric vehicles through
reasonable strategies and advanced communication. In the process of interaction, there are three stakeholders: the power grid,
operators (charging stations), and EV users. In real life, the impact of peak-valley difference caused a lot of power loss when
charging. At the same time, the loss of current is also a loss for power grid companies and EV users. In this paper, we propose a
multiobjective optimization method to reduce the current loss and determine the relationship between the parameters and the
objective function and constraints. This optimization method uses a genetic algorithm for multiobjective optimization. Through
the analysis of the number of vehicles and load curve of AC class I and AC class II electric vehicles before and after
optimization in each period, we found that the charging load of electric vehicles played a role of valley filling in the low valley
price stage and played a peak-cutting role in a peak price period.

1. Introduction

Automobile energy consumption accounts for nearly a quarter
of the world’s total energy consumption. With the improve-
ment of the economic level of developing countries [1], the
number of automobiles is increasing sharply, and the energy
and environmental problems caused are becoming more seri-
ous [2]. Governments around the world are actively promot-
ing electric vehicles. In addition to a series of economic
subsidy policies regarding production and sales, many coun-
tries, including China, have also proposed the agenda the for-
mulation of a timetable to ban the sale of fuel-fired vehicles.
Electric vehicles (EVS) are considered a solution to reduce
air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. As a result, their
market share has increased exponentially in recent years [3].
The energy of electric vehicles mainly comes from the power
grid, which brings challenges to the distribution network, such
as the increase of the peak-valley load difference, voltage drop,
and loss increase. However, electric vehicles have broad appli-

cation prospects in peak shaving, valley filling, power system
auxiliary services, and the coordinated absorption of new
energy as a mobile energy storage [4]. The main tasks are allo-
cating, setting up charging stations, and regulating the timing
of the photovoltaic power generation and power supply, which
can minimize user costs and the loss of the power grid.

Many scholars have proposed solutions to the problem of
electric vehicles from different angles. Miao et al. [5] intro-
duced and compared the key components of lithium-ion bat-
teries and described the related battery management system
and the methods for improving the overall battery efficiency,
capacity, and life. Researchers [6, 7] studied the energy man-
agement strategies and charging technology for pure electric
vehicles, discussed the main challenges and corresponding
solutions faced by pure electric vehicles, and introduced the
latest developments in pure electric vehicles.

However, research and political interest in public charg-
ing has increasingly focused on fast charging options and
high electricity prices, but few estimates of future demand.
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Gnann et al. [8] contributed to the research field related to
policy by determining the number of fast charging stations
required for each electric vehicle in the queuing model and
the potential additional electricity saved per kilowatt hour.
Furthermore, Pei used the PSO of intelligent computing to
solve the charging and discharging theory of electric vehicles
earlier [9], which provided inspiration.

In this paper, our main contribution is to propose a mul-
tiobjective optimization method to reduce the current loss of
electric vehicles during the charging process, which is of ben-
efit to both electric power companies and electric vehicle
owners. The work we have done is as follows:

(1) Select the Monday charging record to arrange. As the
charging connection time is the physical connection
time between the electric vehicle and the charging
pile, the charging power is divided by the charging
connection time, and the maximum power in a week
is regarded as the minimum power of the car, which
is sorted by power from small to large

(2) With the goal of minimizing user charging costs, the
optimal allocation plan for 5000 vehicles in a 24-hour
period is obtained. In addition to the power limit of
the line, the vehicle’s own charging and discharging
power limit, the battery SOC limit, etc. are con-
straints, and the final power of each vehicle is 50 kWh

2. Problem Description

A new energy charging station provides charging service for
electric vehicles by utilizing grid energy and new energy in the
station and can send the new energy in the station back to the
grid. Figure 1 shows the system structure of a new energy charg-
ing station. There are eight charging piles and photovoltaic
power generation devices in the station. The charging power
of each charging pile can be adjusted in the range of 50kW
[10]. Some symbol descriptions are shown in Table 1.

When electric vehicles are parked in residential areas, this
often exchanges electricity directly with the distribution net-
work through charging piles (i.e., charging or discharging),
which may lead to a significant change in the distribution
of power flow.

Figure 2 shows the distribution network topology of a
residential area.

Assuming that node 8 is connected to 100 electric vehicles,
10% of them are charged by AC level 1 and 90% are charged
by AC level 2. The discharge power is not more than 5kW.
The battery capacity of the electric vehicle is 50kWh, and
the state of charge (SOC) of the battery is no less than 0.2 [11].

We must provide the optimal charging and discharging
scheme to minimize the active power loss for the power grid
and the total cost of electric vehicle owners by establishing an
optimization model under the circumstance where the opti-
mal period is 24 hours a day.

3. Methods and Experiments

3.1. Classification Model of Electric Vehicle Charging Power
Level.Given the charging power meter of 100 electric vehicles

in a city, we can calculate the minimum power of electric
vehicles in a day. The function is as follows:

Pmin =
w
tmax

: ð1Þ

We used an Excel function to process the data and used
the automatic sorting function in Excel to ascend the mini-
mum charging power and classify the top 10 vehicles into
AC class 1 (1.4-1.9 kW). We, thus, obtained Table 2.

3.2. Drawing the 24-Hour Charging Load Curve. To more
accurately calculate the actual charging time of electric vehi-
cles according to the data of Table 2, the average value of the
power interval is

Pi =
Pi1 + Pi2

2 : ð2Þ

After substituting the data in Table 1, we can obtain the
charging power of AC 1 at P1 = 1:65 kW, the power of AC
2 is p2 = 33:3 kW, and DC power is p3 = 70 kW.

According to the energy formula, the actual charging
time for each charging power class of electric vehicle is calcu-
lated, the actual charging time of AC 1 is

tr =
w
P1

: ð3Þ

The time of AC 2 is

tr =
w
P2

: ð4Þ

The time of DC is

tr =
w
P3

: ð5Þ
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Figure 1: New energy charging station structure.
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Then, we can calculate that actual charging end time is

te = ts + tr: ð6Þ

Thus, the actual charging start-stop time of the electric
vehicles is in ½ts, tr�.

If we divide a 24-hour and 15-minute period into 96 time
periods and use the cyclic algorithm to distribute the starting
and stopping charging time data of 100 vehicles into 96 inter-
vals, each interval is calculated by summing up the charging
power of the corresponding AC-grade electric vehicles, and
the charging power of 100 vehicles in 24 hours is obtained.
By using MATLAB to plot the charging power of 100 vehicles
in 24 hours, the charging load curve is plotted by function
and the result is shown in Figure 3.

According to the difference between the highest power
point and the lowest power point in the figure, the peak-
valley difference of the charging load of 100 vehicles in 24
hours is 4200 kWh when the proportion of electric vehicles
charged by AC 1 is 10%, charged by AC 2 is 40%, and charged
by DC is 50%.

3.3. Optimizing the Ratio of the Charging Power Level. For
100 electric vehicles, the proportion of “AC 1,” “AC 2,” and
“DC charging” electric vehicles after optimization is set to
be x, y, and z, respectively, to redistribute their charging
power levels and adjust their actual charging time to achieve
the goal of modernization. To reduce the equipment invest-
ment and reduce the peak-valley difference, we used the
actual charging time and cycle algorithm to distribute time
and accumulate power. The weight of the equipment invest-
ment and the peak-valley difference is 1 : 1, and the objective
function is as follows:

Amin = Ymin + Δp: ð7Þ

In the process of optimizing the proportion of charging
vehicles of different grades, we obtain the minimum objective
function Amin when the proportion of “AC 1,” “AC 2,” and
“DC charging” electric vehicles is 46 : 53 : 1. Therefore, the
minimum investment in equipment is

Ymin = 140900000: ð8Þ

The minimum peak-valley difference is

Δp =Wmax −Wmin = 18810 kW: ð9Þ

Using MATLAB, the charging load curve of 10,000 elec-
tric vehicles in 24 hours after optimization is drawn as shown
in Figure 4. Compared with Figure 3, it is clear that the opti-
mized peak value diminishes in magnitude and the peak-
valley difference decreases significantly.

4. Optimizing Method

4.1. Establishment of Model. Based on the above analysis and
calculation, we can obtain the total power consumption,
which is shown as formulation (11).

Table 1: Symbol descriptions.

Symbol Significance

ΔA Power loss or power consumption in the circuit

I Load current through the circuit

R The resistance value of the wires that make up the circuit

t The elapsed time for the circuit to be powered

U Voltage

G
1 2

3

6

5 7

4 8

9

Figure 2: Distribution topology picture of a residential area.

Table 2: Minimum charging power ascending arrangement of 100
electric vehicles on Monday.

S/N
Monday

ClassificationCharging
time (h)

Charging
capacity (kWh)

Minimum
power (kW)

79 39.76 1.25 0.314

AC 1 10%

72 24.66 11.04 0.448

… … … …

8 1.29 0.94 0.729

39 10.09 7.64 0.758

76 28.27 21.80 0.771

42 0.83 0.68 0.819

AC 2 40%

98 15.50 13.44 0.867

44 9.17 8.07 0.880

… … .. …

36 1.47 2.45 1.667

88 16.36 27.6 1.687

23 10.18 17.31 1.700

63 9.24 15.95 1.726

66 13.62 24.36 1.789

DC 50%

91 9.83 17.72 1.802

12 6.88 12.5 1.817

51 3.15 5.83 1.851

37 7.9 14.83 1.877

… … .. …

9 4.61 22.79 4.941

16 3.08 15.95 5.179

53 2.91 16.26 5.588

11 1.61 9.96 6.186

34 0.37 12.72 34.378
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The parallel parts of I and U produces Joule heat and
active power loss, while the orthogonal part is the conversion
of the electric field and magnetic field, which does not pro-
duce active power loss. When T = i, the voltage values of
the nine nodes are U ji, i = 1, 2, 3,⋯, 9, respectively. When
T = i, the number of two types of electric vehicles charged
by charging piles is N1i,N2i, the number of two types of vehi-
cles discharged by charging piles is N3i,N4i, the charge price
is the CPI, and the selling price is the EPI.

The charging behavior optimization model of electric
vehicles in a distribution network:

min  Wextra Nð Þ
min S Nð Þ

s:t: 

Ui ≥ 0:95 i = 1, 2, 3,⋯, 9ð Þ
W1
Δt3

< 5, W1
Δt4

< 5

〠
24

i=1
〠
4

j=1
Nj,i = 5000

Pc,j tð Þ < 5, Pc,j′ tð Þ < 5:

8
>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>:

ð10Þ

Among them, i is the starting time of charging and dis-
charging, j represents the AC 1 of electric vehicles, and j′ rep-
resents the AC 2 of that. Pc j,ðtÞ and Pc j′ðtÞ, respectively,
indicate the charging power and discharging power of vehicle
NO.J at time i.

ΔP = R ∗ 10−3
U2

b cos2φ
p2, R = 0:16 × U2

b

pB
= 25:644Ω, I = YV , Y

=G + B,V = ZI, Z = R + jX:

ð11Þ

4.2. The Solution of Optimal Algorithms. Taking Nj,i as the
optimization variable and making use of the genetic algo-
rithm for multiobjective programming, we obtained the opti-
mal peak and valley cost of the charging and discharging
number about AC class 1 and AC class 2 in each period
and the load curve of the power grid before and after optimi-
zation. The flow chart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 5.

The steps for solving the optimization algorithm are as
follows:

(Step 1) Initialize the load parameters and electric vehi-
cle parameters of each node in the power grid,
including the load value of the power grid, bat-
tery capacity, charging and discharging power,
charging state, average energy consumption,
and other parameters at each time of day

(Step 2) Randomly generate peak and valley initial popu-
lations at each level and time, and then generate
200 initial populations within the range of
devalues

(Step 3) Compute the constraints of population, includ-
ing equality constraints and inequality con-
straints. Populations that do not satisfy the
constraints are discarded directly. The initial
population that satisfies the constraints of the
optimization model is obtained, and the dis-
charge power and the number of EVs at all
stages of charging and discharging are
calculated

(Step 4) Produce a progeny population by crossing and
mutating in the survived individuals, under the
circumstance where the crossover probability is
Pc = 0:8 and the mutation variable is Pm = 0:2
[12]

(Step 5) Optimize iteratively until the maximum genetic
algebra equations have been reached, and calcu-
late the discharge power of the electric vehicle
and the number of electric vehicles at all stages
of charging and discharging

4.3. Example Analysis. Taking Chengdu as an example, the
parameters of electric vehicles are as follows in Table 3.

Under the guidance of changing electricity prices, some
owners responded to the peak-valley price, charged and
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Figure 3: The charging load curve of 100 charged vehicles in 24 hours.
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Figure 4: The charging load curve of 10,000 electric vehicles 24
hours after optimization.
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discharged according to the peak-valley price period, com-
bined with the charging and discharging time. Finally, we
found that orderly charging and discharging of electric vehi-
cles indeed reduced the peak-valley difference and active
power loss of the power grid. Based on the charging load
curve of the Chengdu electric vehicles, the results before
and after the peak-valley period optimization can be
obtained. The results are shown in Table 4.

Thus, in the valley price stage, the charging load of EV
had a valley filling effect, and in the peak price period, the dis-
charge load of EV played a peak cutting role. Optimizing dis-
tribution networks can effectively reduce the peak-valley
differences and achieve cost-saving goals.
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End
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Figure 5: Optimal flow chart.

Table 3: Results.

Battery capacity Energy consumption Start date Charged state

50 kWh 0.15 J 3.5 20%-90%

Table 4: Comparison of results before and after optimization.

Comparison Peak load

Before optimization 2.7395 kWh

After optimization 2.587 kWh

Reducing peak load after optimization 0.0424 kWh
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5. Conclusion

New energy vehicles have far-reaching social significance
regarding sustainable development, alleviating the energy
crisis, improving the utilization rate for new energy, and
helping the environment. The development path of the new
energy automobile industry supported by the government
policy is broad, and the future market application prospects
are immeasurable. Realizing the scale and industrialization
of new energy vehicles requires the improvement of core
technology and product performance as well as regarding
consumers’ awareness of environmental protection [13].
However, there are also many problems in the interactions
between electric vehicles and power grids.

The construction of new energy charging stations is
expensive, and the disorderly charging of electric vehicles
further increases the peak-valley gap of the power grid [14].
Therefore, it is necessary to establish a reasonable proportion
model of electric vehicle charging power level, reduce the
equipment investment for new energy charging stations,
reduce the peak-valley difference of power grids, and reduce
the power system consumption.
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Epileptic EEG signal recognition is an important method for epilepsy detection. In essence, epileptic EEG signal recognition is a
typical imbalanced classification task. However, traditional machine learning methods used for imbalanced epileptic EEG signal
recognition face many challenges: (1) traditional machine learning methods often ignore the imbalance of epileptic EEG signals,
which leads to misclassification of positive samples and may cause serious consequences and (2) the existing imbalanced
classification methods ignore the interrelationship between samples, resulting in poor classification performance. To overcome
these challenges, a graph-based extreme learning machine method (G-ELM) is proposed for imbalanced epileptic EEG signal
recognition. The proposed method uses graph theory to construct a relationship graph of samples according to data
distribution. Then, a model combining the relationship graph and ELM is constructed; it inherits the rapid learning and good
generalization capabilities of ELM and improves the classification performance. Experiments on a real imbalanced epileptic EEG
dataset demonstrated the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

Epilepsy is a common neurological disease that can cause
recurrent seizures. During seizures, injury or life-threatening
events may occur owing to the distraction or involuntary
spasms of the patient [1, 2]. In the clinical diagnosis of various
seizures, electroencephalogram (EEG) signal detection plays a
crucial role [3]. This is because the epileptic brain releases
characteristic waves during seizures. In recent years, an
increasing number of machine learning-based methods have
been applied for epileptic EEG signal recognition [4–8].
Figure 1 illustrates a machine learning method-based system
for epileptic EEG signal recognition. The figure shows that
an epileptic EEG signal recognition system involves the fol-
lowing three main steps: (1) a feature extraction method is
used on original epileptic EEG signals for training and testing,
(2) EEG signals after feature extraction for training are used to
train the machine learning-based model to build an epileptic
EEG signal recognition system, and 3) EEG signals after fea-
ture extraction for testing are then inputted into the epileptic
EEG signal recognition system for detection.

Previously, many machine learning methods have been
proposed for epileptic EEG signal recognition, such as the
naive Bayes method (NB) [9], K-nearest neighbor (KNN)
[10], support vector machine (SVM) [11], fuzzy system [12,
13], and extreme learning machine (ELM) [14, 15], and they
have shown good effectiveness. In essence, epileptic EEG
signal recognition is a typical imbalanced classification task
[16, 17]. Compared with negative samples (people without
epilepsy), positive samples (patients with epilepsy) have
extremely low representation and cannot be well classified
by traditional classifiers. Although the misclassification of
positive samples has little effect on the model accuracy, it
may cause serious medical malpractice. Therefore, traditional
machine learning methods face several critical challenges for
recognition of imbalanced epileptic EEG signals: (1) tradi-
tional machine learning methods often ignore the imbalance
of epileptic EEG signals and misclassify positive samples,
which may cause serious medical malpractice, and (2) exist-
ing imbalanced classification methods ignore the interrela-
tionship between samples, resulting in poor classification
performance. Therefore, building a classifier that considers
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the imbalance of the epileptic EEG signals and additional
knowledge of samples becomes imperative for classification
of imbalanced datasets with epileptic EEG signals.

To overcome these challenges, a novel imbalanced epi-
leptic EEG signal recognition method based on a graph and
ELM is proposed in this study. ELM has become a classical
machine learning method with its solid theoretical founda-
tions, fast training speed, and good predictive performance
[18, 19]. Although ELM can universally approximate to any
continuous functions, it is not effective for classifying imbal-
anced datasets. Therefore, it is necessary to adopt strategies
to make ELM correctly classify positive samples to obtain a
reasonable classification result of an imbalanced dataset. Pre-
viously, numerous imbalanced ELM-based methods have
been proposed. For example, Zong et al. [20] proposed the
weighted extreme learning machine (WELM), which pio-
neered the application of ELM in imbalanced classification.
Similarly, Zhang and Ji [21] proposed a fuzzy ELM (FELM),
which regulated the distributions of penalty factors by insert-
ing a fuzzy matrix. Yu et al. [22] proposed a special cost-
sensitive ELM (ODOC-ELM) for imbalanced classification
problems. Li et al. [23] proposed an ensemble WELM algo-
rithm based on the AdaBoost framework to learn the weights
of different samples adaptively. Yang et al. [24] proposed a
novel ELM-based imbalanced classification method by esti-
mating the probability density distributions for two imbal-
anced classes. Shukla and Yadav [25] combined CC-ELM
with WELM to propose a regularized weighted CC-ELM.

Xiao et al. [26] proposed an imbalanced ELM-based algo-
rithm for two classes of classification tasks by solving each
class classification error. Du et al. [27] proposed an online
sequential extreme learning machine with under- and over-
sampling(OSELM-UO) for online imbalanced big data
classification. In addition, some ELM-based imbalanced
methods, such as ensemble weighted ELM [28], class-
specific cost regulation ELM [29], label-weighted extreme
learning machine [30], and class-specific ELM [31], have also
been proposed. However, to the best of our knowledge, there
is no study that uses imbalanced ELM methods for epileptic
EEG signal recognition; therefore, it is necessary to propose
such a method for epileptic EEG signal recognition.

In this study, inspired by WELM, we propose a novel
graph-based ELM (G-ELM) for imbalanced epileptic EEG
signal recognition. First, we use the graph theory to con-
struct a relationship graph of samples according to their data
distribution. Then, we combine the relationship graph with
ELM to propose G-ELM. The experimental results on a real
imbalanced epileptic EEG dataset show that the proposed
method can address imbalanced classification of epileptic
EEG signals effectively. The main contributions of this study
are as follows.

(1) The proposed G-ELM sets the compensation for loss
of positive samples to be greater than that of negative
samples based on graph theory and then combines
with the ELM to classify imbalanced data effectively.
It is a novel imbalanced ELM-based method, which
attains a good classification performance and inherits
the rapid learning and good generalization capabili-
ties of ELM

(2) The proposed imbalanced classification method
attempts to consider both the imbalance and interre-
lationship of epileptic EEG samples to obtain better
performance for imbalanced epileptic EEG signal rec-
ognition. It can be utilized for imbalanced epileptic
EEG signal recognition. It not only realizes effective
classification of imbalanced epileptic EEG signals
from a new perspective but also expands application
of ELM-based algorithms

(3) We use six imbalanced classification evaluation indi-
ces, i.e., accuracy, precision, recall, F-measure, G_
means, and AUC, to compare the performance of
the proposed G-ELM and the existing imbalanced
ELM-based methods. Extensive experiments on a real
imbalanced epileptic EEG dataset indicate that the
proposed method can address imbalanced epileptic
EEG signal recognition effectively and outperform
the existing imbalanced ELM-based methods

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the background underlying the proposed epilep-
tic EEG recognition method. In Section 3, the details of the
proposed G-ELM are presented. The performance of the
proposed method is evaluated with several comparative
methods in Section 4. The conclusions of this paper are
provided in Section 5.

Training Process
based on Machine
Learning methods

Feature
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Detection

Original EEG
signals for
training 

Original EEG
signals for

testing

EEG signals after feature
extraction for training

EEG signals after feature
extraction for testing

EEG signal
recognition

system

Feature
Extraction

EEG signal
recognition

system

Same

Figure 1: Illustration of the machine learning method-based system
for epileptic EEG signal recognition.
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2. Background

In this section, we briefly describe the background related to
the proposed epileptic EEG signal recognition method. It
includes the epileptic EEG dataset, the feature extraction
methods, and the classical ELM, which are used for epileptic
EEG signal detection.

2.1. Epileptic EEG Dataset. The real epileptic EEG dataset
used in this paper is Bonn [32], which is from the University
of Bonn, Germany. It can be publicly downloaded from the
following website (http://www.epileptologie-bonn.de/cms/
upload/workgroup/lehnertz/eegdata.html). There are five
groups (denoted by A–E, respectively) in Bonn. In each
group, there are 100 samples of 23.6 s segments. Detailed
descriptions of the five groups are given in Table 1. Groups
A and B are segments acquired from five healthy volunteers
with eyes open (Group A) and eyes closed (Group B). Groups
C–E are segments acquired from volunteers with epilepsy. In
Group C, EEG signals are measured in the hippocampus of
the brain during seizure-free intervals and those in Group
D are measured in the epileptogenic zone during seizure-
free intervals. In Group E, EEG signals are measured during

seizure activity. Five representative original epileptic EEG
signals of five different groups are shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Feature Extraction. Many studies [33–35] have shown
that the original EEG signals cannot be directly used for
training machine learning-based models and that feature
extraction is a necessary step. This is because the original
EEG signals are usually high dimensional, stochastic, non-
stationary, and nonlinear and the background noise in the
original signals is very complex. The commonly used fea-
ture extraction methods can be divided into three main cat-
egories: time domain analysis, frequency domain analysis,
and time-frequency analysis. Time domain analysis-based
methods extract the features by analyzing the characteristics
of original EEG signals, such as mean, variance, amplitude,
and kurtosis [36]. Frequency domain analysis-based methods
usually analyze the EEG signals in the frequency domain
to extract the features, such as fast Fourier transforms [37]
and short-time Fourier transforms [38]. As for time-
frequency analysis methods, the information of time and fre-
quency domain is considered simultaneously to extract the
features from original epileptic EEG signals. Typical time-
frequency analysis-based methods are wavelet transform

Table 1: Descriptions of the five groups in Bonn.

Groups Sizes of groups Descriptions of EEG signals

Healthy people
A 100 EEG signals obtained with eyes open

B 100 EEG signals obtained with eyes closed

Epileptic people

C 100 EEG signals measured in the hippocampus of the brain during seizure-free intervals

D 100 EEG signals measured in the epileptogenic zone during seizure-free intervals

E 100 EEG signals measured during seizure activity
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Figure 2: Representative original epileptic EEG signals of five different groups.
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methods [39, 40]. In this paper, we use the wavelet packet
decomposition [40] for feature extraction from original epi-
leptic EEG signals to simultaneously utilize the information
of time and frequency domain.

2.3. ELM. ELM [19], which was first proposed by Huang
et al., is a single-hidden-layer feedforward neural network
[41]. It can directly optimize the output weight of the hidden
layer by setting the number of hidden nodes, without paying
attention to the weight and offset of the input layer, which
can be generated randomly. Compared with other traditional
supervised learning methods, it has good generalization abil-
ity and high learning speed. Figure 3 shows the network
structure of an ELM.

ELM considers both empirical and structural risks, and
its objective function is as follows:

min  
1
2

βk k2 + 1
2
C〠

n

i=1
εik k2,

s:t:  h xið Þβ = yi + εi, i = 1, 2,⋯, n,

ð1Þ

where

Hn×m = h x1ð Þ, h x2ð Þ,⋯,h xnð Þð ÞT =

h1 x1ð Þ ⋯ hm x1ð Þ
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

h1 xnð Þ ⋯ hm xnð Þ

0
BB@

1
CCA

ð2Þ

represents the hidden layer feature matrix, where hiðx jÞ = g

ðAðiÞx j + biÞ, AðiÞrepresents the ith row of the weight matrix

Am×d, b = ðb1, b2,⋯,bmÞT represents the offset, xi ∈ℝd , i = 1,
2,⋯, n denotes the training samples, n is the number of
training samples, d is dimension, andm is the number of hid-
den nodes; ε = ðε1, ε2,⋯,εnÞT is the error matrix between the
network outputs and the target outputs. C is a penalty param-
eter, which can adjust the accuracy and generalization ability
of the ELM.

The optimization problem in (1) can be solved based on
the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker theory. The output weight of
ELM can be calculated by

β =
HT I

C
+HHT

� �−1
Y n <m,

I
C

+HHT
� �−1

HTY n ≥m:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð3Þ

3. Graph-Based Extreme Learning Machine

In this section, a graph-based ELM (G-ELM) is proposed. We
first introduce the relationship graph of an imbalanced data-
set and then develop the proposed imbalanced classification
method G-ELM by combining the relationship graph with
an ELM.

3.1. Relationship Graph of an Imbalanced Dataset. In the con-
text of imbalanced classification problem, the relationships
between the training samples can be regarded as an undi-
rected graph.

Undirected graph can be expressed as G = ðV, EÞ, where
V is the vertex set of graph G and E is the edge set of graph
G. Figure 4 shows an undirected graph of an imbalanced syn-
thetic dataset with 7 samples, where 2 positive samples are
represented by a blue circle and 5 negative samples are repre-
sented by a red star. All samples are numbered for subse-
quent display. Note that there are connections between
samples in different classes and the weight is 1. Samples in
the same class are not connected.

The elements of an adjacency matrixW can be defined as
follows:

wij =
1, yi ≠ yj,

0, yi ≠ yj:

(
ð4Þ

Here, yi ∈ Y is the label of xi.
According to the above definition of the adjacency matrix

W, we can see that the distance of the samples in the same
class can be considered 0. For samples in different classes,
the distance between them can be considered 1.
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Figure 3: ELM network structure.
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Figure 4: Graph structure of an imbalanced synthetic dataset.
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Then, the relationship graph matrix can be expressed as

L =D −W, ð5Þ

where D = diag ðW ⋅ 1n×1Þ is the degree matrix; 1n×1 stands
for a vector with n × 1, whose elements are exactly 1; n is
the number of training samples.

As for the imbalanced dataset X, we need to increase the
loss of misclassification of positive samples because the mis-
classification of positive samples (patients with epilepsy)
could cause serious consequences. This can be realized by
regulating the degree matrixD. The shortcomings of the cost
learning algorithm can be compensated by increasing the
relationship between samples. Therefore, the relationship
graph not only ensures the accuracy of positive sample clas-
sification but also makes up for the lack of the mutual rela-
tionships and prior knowledge between samples.

According to the above description, the relationship
graph matrix L of the synthetic dataset in Figure 4 can be
expressed as

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 0 0 0 0 −1 −1

2 0 2 0 0 0 −1 −1

3 0 0 2 0 0 −1 −1

0 0 0 2 0 −1 −1

5 0 0 0 0 2 −1 −1

6 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 5 0

7 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 5

L = 4
ð6Þ

3.2. Objective Function of G-ELM. According to the above
relationship graph and ELM, the objective function of the
G-ELM can be expressed as follows:

min  
1
2

βk k2 + 1
2
C〠

n

i=1
〠
n

j=1
εiLijεj,

s:t:  h xið Þβ = yi − εi, i = 1, 2,⋯, n:

ð7Þ

Here, X = ½x1, x2,⋯,xn� ∈ℝd×n, n is the number of sam-
ples in X, d is the sample dimension, and Y = ½y1, y2,⋯,yn�T
represents the true class label of the samples. H and hðxiÞ
are the same as defined in ELM. β = ½β1, β2,⋯,βm�T repre-

sents the output weight vector. ε = ½ε1, ε2,⋯,εn�T represents
the loss between the network outputs and the target outputs.

L =
L11 ⋯ L1n

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

Ln1 ⋯ Lnn

2
664

3
775
n×n

: ð8Þ

Equation (8) is the relationship graph matrix of the samples.
By comparing (7) with (1), we can see that G-ELM is

an improved version of ELM and still has the characteris-

tics of high learning speed and strong generalization abil-
ity from ELM.

3.3. Solution of G-ELM. In this subsection, we attempt to
optimize the objective function of G-ELM. According to
[20], the objective function of G-ELM is a convex optimiza-
tion problem. The specific optimization solution process is
as follows:

The Lagrangian function corresponding to (7) is

J = 1
2

βk k2 + 1
2
C〠

n

i=1
〠
n

j=1
εiLijεj − 〠

n

j=1
αi h xið Þβ − yi + εið Þ: ð9Þ

Let the derivation of J with respect to β, εi, αi equal to
zero:

∂J
∂β = β − 〠

n

i=1
αih xið Þ = 0⇒ β =HTα, ð10aÞ

∂J
∂εi

= −αi + C〠
n

j=1
Lijεj = 0⇒ α = CLε, ð10bÞ

∂J
∂αi

= h xið Þβ − yi + εi = 0⇒Hβ − Y + ε = 0: ð10cÞ

Substituting (10a) and (10b) into (10c), we obtain

HHTα − Y +
1
C
L−1α = 0⇒ HHT +

1
C
L−1

� �
α = Y

⇒ LHHT +
I
C

� �
α = LY:

ð11Þ

Combining (10a) and (11), we obtain

β =
HT LHHT +

I
C

� �1
LY n <m,

HTLH +
I
C

� �1
HTLY n ≥m:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð12Þ

With the obtained solution, i.e., β∗, the predicted class
label of the testing sample can be obtained as follows:

ytest = sign xtestβ∗ð Þ, ð13Þ

where xtest is a testing sample.

3.4. Learning Algorithm of G-ELM. According to the above
derivation, the implementation of G-ELM is summarized in
Algorithm 1.

4. Experiments

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed G-ELM, we
conducted extensive experiments on a real epileptic EEG
dataset. The proposed G-ELM was verified by comparing it
with five ELM-based methods, i.e., ELM [19], W1-ELM
[20], W2-ELM [20], R1-ELM [25], and R2-ELM [25], using
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six imbalanced classification evaluation indices and average
standard deviation on the real Bonn dataset. Except for
ELM, the other comparison methods are imbalanced classifi-
cation methods. All the experiments were conducted on a
computer with Intel Core i5-3317U 1.70GHz CPU and 16
GB RAM by using MATLAB 2016a. The details of the exper-
imental settings and results are presented in the following
sections.

4.1. Data Preparation. Although the real Bonn dataset has
been used in many studies, the way of using it in this study
differs from those in previous works. To evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed G-ELM, nine imbalanced datasets
were generated from the original five groups of EEG signals
to simulate the imbalanced classification scenario. The details
of the nine datasets are summarized in Table 2. In each data-
set, the EEG signals of patients with epilepsy (E) were
regarded as a positive class, while the other groups were
regarded as a negative class, to identify whether the patients
with epilepsy are experiencing seizure activity. A brief
description of the five groups (A, B, C, D, and E) can be
found in Table 1. The last column of Table 2 is IR, which is
used to show the degree of imbalance of the dataset. IR can
be defined as follows:

IR = n−

n+
, ð14Þ

where n+ and n‐ represent the number of samples of the pos-
itive class and the negative class, respectively.

In our experiment, we randomly partitioned each dataset.
In each dataset, 80% of the dataset were used for training and
the remaining 20% were used for testing.

4.2. Evaluation Indices. In our experiments, we used six
imbalanced classification evaluation indices to evaluate all
the adopted methods. The six imbalanced classification eval-
uation indices were accuracy, precision, recall, F-measure,
G_means, and AUC, which can be, respectively, defined as

Accuracy =
TN + TPð Þ

TP + TN + FP + FNð Þ ,

Precision =
TP

TP + FPð Þ ,

Recall =
TP

TP + FNð Þ ,

F −measure =
2 ⋅ recall ⋅ precisionð Þ
recall + precisionð Þ ,

G means =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TP

TP + FNð Þ ⋅
TN

TN + FPð Þ

s
: ð15Þ

Here, TP is the number of true positive samples, FN is
the number of false negative samples, TN is the number of
true negative samples, and FP is the number of false pos-
itive samples, respectively.

AUC = 〠
i∈N +

〠
j∈N −

I P xið Þ, P x j
� �� �

n+n−
, ð16Þ

where N + is the set of all the indexes of the positive sam-
ples and N − is the set of those of the negative samples;
n+ = jN +j and n− = jN −j. PðxÞ is the prediction value of
x. Ið·Þ is the indicator function

I P xið Þ, P x j
� �� �

=

1, P xið Þ > P x j
� �

,

0:5, P xið Þ = P x j
� �

,

0, 0, P xið Þ < P x j
� �

:

8>><
>>: : ð17Þ

Input: The training samples X = ½x1, x2,⋯,xn� ∈ℝd×n and their corresponding labels Y = ½y1, y2,⋯,yn�T , where xi ∈ℝdði = 1, 2,⋯,nÞ.
The number of the hidden nodes m; the input weights A ∈ℝm×d and input biases b ∈ℝm; the penalty parameter C.
Output: The predicted class label of the testing sample xtest .
Step 1: Construct the mapping matrix of hidden layer H according to Eq. (2).
Step 2: Compute the relationship graph matrix corresponding to the training samples X according to Eq. (4) and Eq. (5).
Step 3:

If n <m
Then compute the output weight vector β∗ using the first formula in Eq. (12).
Else compute β∗ using the second formula in Eq. (12).

Step 4: Return the predicted class label of the testing sample ytest = sign ðxtestβ∗Þ.

Algorithm 1: G-ELM.

Table 2: Nine datasets constructed from Bonn for the experiments.

Datasets Negative classes Positive class Sizes IR
D1 A, C E 300 2

D2 B, C E 300 2

D3 A, D E 300 2

D4 B, D E 300 2

D5 A, B, C E 400 3

D6 A, B, D E 400 3

D7 A, C, D E 400 3

D8 B, C, D E 400 3

D9 A, B, C, D E 500 4
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F-measure, G_means, and AUC are commonly used
imbalanced classification evaluation indices [42–45].

4.3. Adopted Methods and Parameter Settings. In the experi-
ments, five ELM-based methods, i.e., ELM [19], W1-ELM
[20], W2-ELM [20], R1-ELM [25], and R2-ELM [25],
were adopted for comparisons with G-ELM. Referring to
the guidelines in [2, 20, 46], a grid search strategy based

on G_means was used to determine appropriate parame-
ters of all the methods. We set parameter C in the range
of 2½−28:2:28� and parameter m in the range of f50, 100,
300, 500, 1000g for all the adopted methods. All the
adopted methods were run ten times on each generated
imbalanced dataset. The average experimental results cor-
responding to the six imbalanced classification evaluation
indices are reported.

Table 3: Results of all methods on the accuracy index.

Datasets ELM W1-ELM W2-ELM R1-ELM R2-ELM G-ELM

D1 0.8903(0.0027) 0.8593(0.0149) 0.8815(0.0176) 0.9389(0.0012) 0.9178(0.0041) 0.9489(0.0011)

D2 0.8744(0.0033) 0.8513(0.0150) 0.8574(0.0139) 0.9333(0.0021) 0.9207(0.0025) 0.9533(0.0023)

D3 0.8867(0.0056) 0.8472(0.0108) 0.8513(0.0125) 0.9067(0.0028) 0.8989(0.0022) 0.9511(0.0011)

D4 0.8633(0.0052) 0.8593(0.0153) 0.8452(0.0179) 0.9167(0.0019) 0.8989(0.0024) 0.9433(0.0024)

D5 0.7475(0.0081) 0.8594(0.0144) 0.8674(0.0229) 0.8917(0.0034) 0.7625(0.0058) 0.9383(0.0035)

D6 0.8325(0.0097) 0.8712(0.0167) 0.8657(0.0201) 0.9217(0.0031) 0.8258(0.0109) 0.9425(0.0028)

D7 0.8783(0.0035) 0.8774(0.0192) 0.8681(0.0088) 0.9283(0.0020) 0.9158(0.0023) 0.9550(0.0018)

D8 0.9042(0.0045) 0.8519(0.0166) 0.8625(0.0128) 0.9225(0.0036) 0.9125(0.0036) 0.9533(0.0018)

D9 0.9102(0.0041) 0.8675(0.0151) 0.8658(0.0127) 0.9180(0.0039) 0.8880(0.0029) 0.9480(0.0033)

Ave 0.8653 0.8605 0.8628 0.9198 0.8823 0.9482

Ave. std 0.0052 0.0153 0.0155 0.0027 0.0041 0.0022

Table 4: Results of all methods on the recall index.

Datasets ELM W1-ELM W2-ELM R1-ELM R2-ELM G-ELM

D1 0.7467(0.0072) 0.8231(0.0194) 0.8048(0.0219) 0.8533(0.0056) 0.8967(0.0038) 0.9367(0.0021)

D2 0.7233(0.0083) 0.8051(0.0351) 0.7881(0.0194) 0.8467(0.0034) 0.8667(0.0031) 0.9033(0.0038)

D3 0.8403(0.0088) 0.7933(0.0172) 0.7947(0.0184) 0.9233(0.0045) 0.9233(0.0055) 0.9533(0.0034)

D4 0.7867(0.0064) 0.7625(0.0199) 0.8156(0.0354) 0.8767(0.0045) 0.8833(0.0047) 0.9196(0.0034)

D5 0.7167(0.0110) 0.8006(0.0201) 0.8509(0.0218) 0.7967(0.0080) 0.8567(0.0045) 0.8489(0.0035)

D6 0.6867(0.0134) 0.8037(0.0270) 0.8374(0.0166) 0.8333(0.0054) 0.8498(0.0065) 0.8805(0.0056)

D7 0.7405(0.0093) 0.7825(0.0273) 0.7751(0.0162) 0.8597(0.0042) 0.8906(0.0045) 0.8933(0.0028)

D8 0.7667(0.0054) 0.7619(0.0254) 0.8125(0.0272) 0.8933(0.0053) 0.9033(0.0058) 0.9267(0.0028)

D9 0.6902(0.0114) 0.7972(0.0150) 0.8143(0.0172) 0.8533(0.0034) 0.8667(0.0054) 0.8896(0.0045)

Ave 0.7442 0.7922 0.8104 0.8596 0.8819 0.9058

Ave. std 0.0090 0.0229 0.0216 0.0049 0.0049 0.0035

Table 5: Results of all methods on the precision index.

Datasets ELM W1-ELM W2-ELM R1-ELM R2-ELM G-ELM

D1 0.9078(0.0058) 0.8247(0.0304) 0.8342(0.0301) 0.9619(0.0087) 0.8648(0.0097) 0.9126(0.0029)

D2 0.8801(0.0077) 0.7878(0.0313) 0.7901(0.0298) 0.9497(0.0077) 0.8914(0.0063) 0.9569(0.0091)

D3 0.8279(0.0125) 0.8009(0.0261) 0.7911(0.0212) 0.8208(0.0062) 0.8040(0.0053) 0.9053(0.0026)

D4 0.8054(0.0124) 0.8725(0.0375) 0.7729(0.0290) 0.8761(0.0079) 0.8267(0.0060) 0.9131(0.0085)

D5 0.5031(0.0107) 0.8438(0.0360) 0.8609(0.0434) 0.7845(0.0147) 0.5178(0.0078) 0.9007(0.0102)

D6 0.6825(0.0243) 0.8833(0.0388) 0.8502(0.0399) 0.8541(0.0112) 0.6244(0.0216) 0.8952(0.0125)

D7 0.7714(0.0131) 0.7905(0.0400) 0.8817(0.0349) 0.8568(0.0088) 0.7985(0.0067) 0.9266(0.0092)

D8 0.8431(0.0149) 0.8466(0.0359) 0.7732(0.0233) 0.8194(0.0120) 0.7860(0.0119) 0.8932(0.0083)

D9 0.8374(0.0176) 0.8414(0.0204) 0.8229(0.0367) 0.7701(0.0139) 0.6733(0.0087) 0.8650(0.0174)

Ave 0.7843 0.8324 0.8197 0.8548 0.7541 0.9076

Ave. std 0.0132 0.0329 0.0320 0.0101 0.0093 0.0090
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4.4. Experimental Results. To evaluate the classification per-
formance of the proposed G-ELM, five ELM-based methods
were used for performance comparison. All experiments
were repeated ten times for fairness. The mean and standard
deviation of the corresponding indices of all methods in each
dataset are reported in Tables 3–8. The best results are shown
in bold. The improvement of G-ELM relative to ELM on all

datasets using the six imbalanced classification evaluation
indices is shown in Figure 5.

According to experimental results in Tables 3–8, the fol-
lowing observations can be made:

(1) For the adopted six imbalanced classification evalua-
tion indices, the proposed G-ELM performs best on

Table 6: Results of all methods on the F-measure index.

Datasets ELM W1-ELM W2-ELM R1-ELM R2-ELM G-ELM

D1 0.8187(0.0047) 0.7716(0.0111) 0.8103(0.0218) 0.9031(0.0013) 0.8797(0.0053) 0.9244(0.0016)

D2 0.7931(0.0057) 0.7561(0.0225) 0.7808(0.0151) 0.8946(0.0028) 0.8786(0.0035) 0.9285(0.0031)

D3 0.8323(0.0075) 0.7620(0.0130) 0.7680(0.0151) 0.8686(0.0036) 0.8590(0.0028) 0.9285(0.0017)

D4 0.7942(0.0062) 0.7628(0.0152) 0.7539(0.0220) 0.8755(0.0021) 0.8536(0.0033) 0.9158(0.0032)

D5 0.5883(0.0073) 0.7463(0.0123) 0.7636(0.0188) 0.7872(0.0044) 0.6444(0.0054) 0.8739(0.0053)

D6 0.6762(0.0121) 0.8032(0.0250) 0.8285(0.0231) 0.8423(0.0052) 0.7148(0.0134) 0.8854(0.0040)

D7 0.7528(0.0061) 0.7924(0.0261) 0.7507(0.0116) 0.8575(0.0033) 0.8412(0.0037) 0.9089(0.0032)

D8 0.8012(0.0074) 0.7708(0.0233) 0.7797(0.0176) 0.8531(0.0056) 0.8387(0.0053) 0.9089(0.0030)

D9 0.7545(0.0108) 0.7130(0.0178) 0.7069(0.0149) 0.8079(0.0074) 0.7566(0.0044) 0.8744(0.0068)

Ave 0.7568 0.7642 0.7714 0.8544 0.8074 0.9054

Ave. std 0.0075 0.0185 0.0178 0.0040 0.0052 0.0036

Table 7: Results of all methods on the G_means index.

Datasets ELM W1-ELM W2-ELM R1-ELM R2-ELM G-ELM

D1 0.8471(0.0040) 0.8242(0.0102) 0.8516(0.0174) 0.9150(0.0012) 0.9122(0.0033) 0.9458(0.0012)

D2 0.8286(0.0047) 0.8318(0.0197) 0.8402(0.0125) 0.9092(0.0016) 0.9057(0.0023) 0.9399(0.0014)

D3 0.8738(0.0055) 0.8213(0.0105) 0.8253(0.0120) 0.9106(0.0025) 0.9046(0.0022) 0.9516(0.0015)

D4 0.8417(0.0041) 0.8010(0.0108) 0.8201(0.0182) 0.9059(0.0011) 0.8948(0.0024) 0.9372(0.0016)

D5 0.7352(0.0055) 0.8270(0.0081) 0.8188(0.0147) 0.8570(0.0022) 0.7909(0.0038) 0.9069(0.0025)

D6 0.7757(0.0074) 0.8496(0.0169) 0.8346(0.0147) 0.8901(0.0028) 0.8326(0.0073) 0.9203(0.0004)

D7 0.8265(0.0046) 0.8518(0.0179) 0.8151(0.0073) 0.9043(0.0016) 0.9069(0.0022) 0.9334(0.0009)

D8 0.8532(0.0037) 0.8203(0.0178) 0.8459(0.0134) 0.9123(0.0025) 0.9091(0.0023) 0.9442(0.0007)

D9 0.8154(0.0071) 0.8452(0.0124) 0.8048(0.0069) 0.8927(0.0025) 0.8796(0.0020) 0.9253(0.0009)

Ave 0.8219 0.8303 0.8285 0.8997 0.8818 0.9338

Ave. std 0.0052 0.0138 0.0130 0.0020 0.0031 0.0012

Table 8: Results of all methods on the AUC index.

Datasets ELM W1-ELM W2-ELM R1-ELM R2-ELM G-ELM

D1 0.8542(0.0035) 0.8371(0.0088) 0.8679(0.0167) 0.9175(0.0009) 0.9125(0.0034) 0.9458(0.0012)

D2 0.8367(0.0042) 0.8418(0.0159) 0.8438(0.0117) 0.9117(0.0016) 0.9067(0.0023) 0.9408(0.0015)

D3 0.8750(0.0055) 0.8409(0.0102) 0.8319(0.0120) 0.9108(0.0025) 0.9050(0.0022) 0.9517(0.0015)

D4 0.8442(0.0042) 0.8162(0.0113) 0.8546(0.0176) 0.9067(0.0011) 0.8950(0.0024) 0.9375(0.0016)

D5 0.7372(0.0054) 0.8296(0.0070) 0.8239(0.0128) 0.8607(0.0020) 0.7939(0.0035) 0.9089(0.0025)

D6 0.7839(0.0071) 0.8616(0.0156) 0.8403(0.0147) 0.8922(0.0027) 0.8339(0.0072) 0.9217(0.0004)

D7 0.8322(0.0041) 0.8569(0.0166) 0.8165(0.0067) 0.9056(0.0016) 0.9072(0.0022) 0.9344(0.0009)

D8 0.8583(0.0037) 0.8319(0.0167) 0.8561(0.0114) 0.9128(0.0025) 0.9094(0.0023) 0.9444(0.0007)

D9 0.8275(0.0062) 0.8494(0.0119) 0.7990(0.0070) 0.8938(0.0026) 0.8794(0.0020) 0.9263(0.0010)

Ave 0.8277 0.8406 0.8371 0.9013 0.8826 0.9346

Ave. std 0.0049 0.0127 0.0123 0.0019 0.0031 0.0013
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most datasets. This is because G-ELM can suppress
the misclassification of negative samples while con-
sidering the accuracy of positive samples and has a
high classification performance, which is suitable
for imbalanced epileptic EEG signal recognition

(2) In general, G-ELM, R1-ELM, R2-ELM, W1-ELM,
and W2-ELM achieved better performances than
ELM. This is due to the addition of a cost matrix,
which makes them more suitable for imbalanced
classification. Moreover, G-ELM has the best effect
because it adds sample information using a relation-
ship graph

(3) Tables 4 and 5 show the results of recall and precision
of all methods. They evaluate the performance of

imbalanced classification from two different perspec-
tives. From the excellent performance of G-ELM in
Tables 4 and 5, we can see that adding information
regarding relationships between samples can increase
the weight of positive samples
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Figure 5: Improvement of G-ELM compared with ELM across six indices on all datasets.
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Figure 6: Rankings of all methods (Friedman test).

Table 9: The post hoc hypothesis test results (αFri = 0:05).

i Methods z pFri Holm Hypothesis

5 ELM 4.535574 0.000006 0.01 Rejected

4 W1-ELM 4.283597 0.000018 0.0125 Rejected

3 W2-ELM 4.283597 0.000018 0.016667 Rejected

2 R2-ELM 2.645751 0.008151 0.025 Rejected

1 R1-ELM 1.259882 0.207712 0.05 Not rejected
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(4) F-measure and G_means in Tables 6 and 7 are two
important indices to measure the performance of
imbalanced classification methods, which can be
combined with recall and precision to evaluate the
effect of the methods. From the results, we can see
that the proposed G-ELM has the best performance.
It has excellent performance in imbalanced epileptic
EEG signal recognition

(5) AUC is an important index to evaluate imbalanced
classifiers. From Table 8, we can see that the perfor-
mance of G-ELM on all datasets is the best. G-ELM
has excellent performance in imbalanced classifica-
tion and good effectiveness of imbalanced epileptic
EEG signal recognition

4.5. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was performed to
further analyze the performances of all the adopted methods
in our experiments. For conciseness, we only present statisti-
cal analysis of the G_means results. Firstly, the Friedman test
[47] was used to calculate the average ranking of each
method. The rankings of all the adopted methods are shown
in Figure 6. In Figure 6, we can see that the performance of G-
ELM is the best.

Then, the post hoc hypothesis test [48] was used to eval-
uate the statistical significance of the performance differences
between G-ELM and the other adopted methods. Post hoc
hypothesis test results ðαFri = 0:05Þ are presented in Table 9.
In Table 9, we can see that the null hypothesis is rejected
when pFri ≤ 0:025 due to pFri ≤Holm. Therefore, perfor-
mance differences between G-ELM and the other adopted
methods are significant, which means that G-ELM is effective
for imbalanced epileptic EEG signal recognition.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we aimed to address the challenge that tradi-
tional machine learning methods ignore the imbalance of
epileptic EEG datasets and the existing imbalanced classifica-
tion methods ignore the relationships between samples. A
graph-based ELM was proposed for imbalanced epileptic
EEG signal recognition. First, graph theory was used to con-
struct the relationship between samples according to the dis-
tribution. Second, a model combining the relationship graph
and ELM was proposed; this model inherited the rapid learn-
ing and good generalization capabilities of ELM while main-
taining satisfactory classification. Experiments on a real
imbalanced epileptic EEG dataset demonstrated the effective-
ness and applicability of the proposed method. However,
there is still room for improvement in the scope and search
method of the optimal parameters in this experiment. In
the future, ways to design a better method to determine the
optimal parameters will be further studied and explored.
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Based on the SEIR model, which takes into account prevention and control measures, prevention and control awareness, and
economic level and medical level indicators, this paper proposes an infectious disease model of “susceptible-exposed-infected-
removed-asymptomatic-isolated” (short for SEIR-AQ) to assess and predict the development of the COVID-19 pandemic with
different prevention and control strategies. The kinetic parameters of the SEIR-AQ model were obtained by fitting, and the
parameters of the SEIR-AQ model were solved through the Euler method. Furthermore, the effects of different countries’
prevention and control strategies on the number of infections, the proportion of isolation, the number of deaths, and the
number of recoveries were also simulated. The theoretical analysis showed that measures such as isolation for prevention and
control and medical tracking isolation had a significant inhibitory effect on the development of the COVID-19 pandemic,
among which stratified treatment and enhanced awareness played a key role in the rapid regression of the peak of COVID-19-
infected patients. Conclusion of the Simulation. The SEIR-AQ model can be used to evaluate the development status of the
COVID-19 epidemic and has some theoretical value for the prediction of COVID-19.

1. Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 is a lung disease caused by SARS-
CoV-2, which is highly lethal and infectious [1]. Some
scholars have clinically analyzed the causes of death in
patients with confirmed COVID-19 [2] and identified factors
associated with the death of patients with COVID-19 pneu-
monia caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 [3].
With 130566186 cumulative diagnoses and 2842363 cumula-
tive deaths worldwide as of April 4, 2021, COVID-19 not
only impacted the global economy but also deeply affected
the governance of all countries in the world.

For COVID-19 epidemic prediction, most scholars used
the classical SIR and SEIR models proposed by Beretta and
Takeuchi [4] and Cooke and van den Driessche [5] to infer
the COVID-19 peak time and maximum number of con-
firmed cases based on the existing data. Yu et al. [6] evaluated
and predicted COVID-19 based on a SIR model with time-
varying parameters to obtain expected inflection points and

maximum number of confirmed cases. Wei et al. [7] and
Geng et al. [8] studied the effect of prevention and control
isolation measures on the development trend of the
COVID-19 epidemic based on the SEIR model and con-
cluded that strict prevention and control isolation measures
can slow down the development trend of the COVID-19 epi-
demic. Wang et al. [9] established the SEIADR model by
introducing asymptomatic infected individuals on the tradi-
tional SEIR model. Also, they predicted the development of
the COVID-19 epidemic in Hubei Province, which had better
fitting effect compared with the SEIR model. Shao et al. [10]
used the classical SEIR model to conduct a predictive analysis
of COVID-19 in Shandong Province and Korea, comparing
the impact of control measures on the spread of COVID-
19. Li et al. [11] fitted the COVID-19 regeneration coefficient
(R0) curve based on the SEIR model to predict and analyze
the development trend of the COVID-19 epidemic in Hubei
Province, China, America, India, Italy, and Iran and also pre-
dicted that the spread of the epidemic in Hubei Province
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would be better controlled compared with that of foreign
countries. Lin [12], Chen et al. [13], and Ansumali et al.
[14] introduced asymptomatic infected individuals based
on the SEIR model, which led to a significant improvement
in the fitting and prediction performance of the SEIR model.
Ivorra et al. [15] developed the θ-SEIHRD model, where
asymptomatic infected patients and medical conditions were
taken into account, which could predict hospital bed demand
more accurately. Pai et al. [16] improved the SEIR model by
integrating government control policies, public health, and
other factors to analyze the impact on the development trend
of COVID-19 in India.

Although the above-mentioned studies have achieved
certain effects, they only consider the latent infectious capac-
ity of COVID-19-infected people, the infectious capacity of
asymptomatic patients, prevention and quarantine measures,
etc. In fact, many other factors including different medical
levels, economic levels, and prevention and control aware-
ness also have a great impact on the transmission of
COVID-19. Therefore, based on the SEIR model, we divided
susceptible people, contacts, and infected people into isolated
and exposed states and then introduced hospitalized patients
and asymptomatic patients as well as indicators such as
prevention and control measures, prevention and control
awareness, economic level, and medical level to construct
a more interpretive SEIR-AQ paradigm. The development
trend of COVID-19 at different levels was simulated by
adjusting the parameters of prevention and control mea-
sures, prevention and control awareness, economic level,
and medical level.

2. Establishment of the SEIR-AQ Model

The traditional SEIR model divides the population into sus-
ceptible people (S), contacts (E), infected people (I), and
recovered people (R). However, the SEIR-AQ paradigm adds
isolation of susceptible people (Sq), isolation of contacts (Eq),
isolation of infected people (Iq), asymptomatic patients (A),
and hospitalized patients (H). Now, according to the propor-
tion of b1, b2, and b3, we converted the isolated infected peo-
ple, unisolated infected people, and asymptomatic patients
into hospitalized patients H. The SEIR-AQ paradigm
assumes that the infected and quarantined people are not
infectious during the isolation period, and the infected people
are immune to cure. The parameter υ is the ratio of the trans-
mission capacity of the unisolated contacts E to the uniso-
lated infected people I, and the parameter θ is the ratio of
the transmission capacity of the asymptomatic patients A to
the unisolated infected people I. Therefore, the SEIR-AQ
paradigm in this paper is more interpretive and adaptable.
The warehouse conversion relationship of the SEIR-AQ par-
adigm is shown in Figure 1.

q, β, c, and ρ are the isolation ratio, the infection proba-
bility, the contact rate, and the effective contact coefficient,
respectively, and ρc is the effective contact rate. The conver-
sion rate from unisolated susceptible people (S) to isolation
of Sq, Eq, and unisolated contacts (E) is ρcqð1 − βÞ, ρcqβ,
and ρcβð1 − qÞ, respectively. At the same time, considering

the impact of unisolated infected people (I), A, and E on sus-
ceptible populations, there is also isolation of Sq that is
retransformed into S at a rate of λ. The natural death rate
of S is η. Therefore, the governing equation for the number
of susceptible people is

dS
dt

= − ρcβ + ρcq 1 − βð Þ½ �S I + θA + υEð Þ + λSq − ηS: ð1Þ

λ is the quarantine release rate, taking λ = 1/14 (the quar-
antine duration is 14 days).

The SEIR-AQ model considers different prevention and
control measures, prevention and control awareness, eco-
nomic level, and medical level:

dS
dt

= − ρcβ + ρcq 1 − βð Þ½ �S I + θA + υEð Þ + λSq − ηS,

dE
dt

= ρcβ 1 − qð ÞS I + θA + υEð Þ − σ1 + σ2 + σ3 + ηð ÞE,
dI
dt

= − b1 + r1 + α1ð ÞI + σ1eE + δ1eEq + p1A,

dA
dt

= − p1 + p2 + b2 + r2 + α2ð ÞA + σ2 1 − eð ÞE + δ2 1 − eð ÞEq,

dSq
dt

= ρcq 1 − βð ÞS I + θA + υEð Þ − λ + ηð ÞSq,
dEq

dt
= ρcβqS I + θA + υEð Þ − δ1 + δ2 + δ3 + ηð ÞEq,

dIq
dt

= − b3 + r3 + α3ð ÞIq + σ3eE + δ3eEq + p2A,

dH
dt

= b1I + b2A + b3Iq − r4 + α4ð ÞH,

dR
dt

= μ1r1I + μ2r2A + μ3r3Iq + μ4r4H − ηR:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð2Þ

σ1, σ2, and σ3 are the rates of conversion of E to I, A, and
Iq, respectively, taking σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = 7 (the incubation
period is 7 days); α1, α2, α3, and α4 are the death rates of I,
A, Iq, and H; δ1, δ2, and δ3 are the rates of isolation of Eq

to I, A, and Iq, respectively; p1 and p2 are the rates at which
A turns into I and Iq; r1, r2, r3, and r4 are the recovery rate
of I, A, Iq, and H; μ1, μ2, μ3, and μ4 are the coefficient of
the recovery rate of I, A, Iq, and H; and e is the probability
that the infected people have symptoms.

In fact, Iq will be immediately sent to a designated hospi-
tal for isolation and treatment during the COVID-19 epi-
demic; thus, Iq will all be converted into H in this model
based on the SEIR-AQ model paradigm. Considering that
the asymptomatic patients would not be taken to the hospital
until any symptom was shown, we removed the asymptom-
atic patients into the relationship between the hospitalized
patients and the infected people. Eq, if confirmed, will be
directly sent to the hospital and converted into H. Therefore,
the relationship that Eq is converted to I is removed. Based on
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the modified SEIR model established by Cao et al. [17] com-
prehensively considering the transmission characteristics of
COVID-19, the population transformation relationship of
SEIR-AQ, which is suitable for analyzing the COVID-19 epi-
demic situation, is shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2, the gray
lines represent the transformation relationship deleted from
the original and the red line represents the increased part
converted from Eq to H.

At this time, the SEIR-AQ model is

dS
dt

= − cβ + cq 1 − βð Þ½ �S I + θA + υEð Þ + λSq − ηS,

dE
dt

= cβ 1 − qð ÞS I + θA + υEð Þ − σ + ηð ÞE,
dI
dt

= − b + r1 + α + ηð ÞI + σeE,

dA
dt

= − r2 + ηð ÞA + σ 1 − eð ÞE,
dSq
dt

= cq 1 − βð ÞS I + θA + υEð Þ − λ + ηð ÞSq,
dEq

dt
= cβqS I + θA + υEð Þ − δ + ηð ÞEq,

dH
dt

= bI + δEq − r4 + α + ηð ÞH,

dR
dt

= r1I + r2A + r4H − ηR:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð3Þ

The parameter q represents the isolation ratio, β repre-
sents the probability of infection, c represents the contact

rate, α represents the rate of death due to illness, δ represents
the rate where Eq is converted to H, r represents the rate of
recovery, e represents the probability that the infected people
have symptoms, λ represents the rate of Sq converted to S, θ
represents the ratio of the transmission capacity of A com-
pared with I, and η represents the natural mortality rate.

3. Global Stability of the Equilibrium Point

In the proof of this paper, the following equation is consid-
ered apart from RðtÞ [18]:

dS
dt

= − cβ + cq 1 − βð Þ½ �S I + θA + υEð Þ + λSq − ηS,

dE
dt

= cβ 1 − qð ÞS I + θA + υEð Þ − σ + ηð ÞE,
dI
dt

= − b + r1 + α + ηð ÞI + σeE,

dA
dt

= − r2 + ηð ÞA + σ 1 − eð ÞE,
dSq
dt

= cq 1 − βð ÞS I + θA + υEð Þ − λ + ηð ÞSq,
dEq

dt
= cβqS I + θA + υEð Þ − δ + ηð ÞEq,

dH
dt

= bI + δEq − r4 + α + ηð ÞH:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð4Þ

According to model (4), we can express f ðIÞ as

Then, the derivation with respect to I is computed as

f ′ Ið Þ = 1 > 0: ð6Þ

It shows that f ðIÞ is an increasing function as the density
of I tends to go infinity, which implies that

lim
I→+∞

f Ið Þ = +∞: ð7Þ

Unisolated susceptible people S

Isolation of susceptible people Sq Isolation of contacts Eq Isolation of infected people Iq

Unisolated contacts E Unisolated infected people I

Asymptomatic patients A

Recovered people R

Hospitalized patients H

SEIR-AQ

SEIR

Figure 1: The warehouse conversion relationship of the SEIR-AQ paradigm.

f Ið Þ = I −
eση λ + ηð Þ r2 + ηð Þ

c λβ + η β + q − βqð Þ½ � σe r2 + ηð Þ + θσ 1 − eð Þ + v r2 + ηð Þ½ � b + r1 + α + ηð Þf g : ð5Þ
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According to equation (5), we can obtain

So the equilibrium point exists.

R0 is the basic reproduction number of model (4). Then,
there comes Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. Model (4) admits a disease-free equilibrium
P0 = ð0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0Þ. If R0 > 1, then model (4) admits a
unique endemic equilibrium P∗ = ðS∗, E∗, I∗, A∗, Sq∗, Eq

∗,
H∗Þ:

f 0ð Þ = −
eση λ + ηð Þ r2 + ηð Þ

c λβ + η β + q − βqð Þ½ � σe r2 + ηð Þ + θσ 1 − eð Þ + v r2 + ηð Þ½ � b + r1 + α + ηð Þf g < 0: ð8Þ

F =

0 0 0 0 λ 0 0
cβ 1 − qð Þ I + θA + vEð Þ cβ 1 − qð ÞvS cβ 1 − qð ÞS cβ 1 − qð ÞθS 0 0 0

0 σe 0 0 0 0 0
0 σ 1 − eð Þ 0 0 0 0 0

cq 1 − βð Þ I + θA + vEð Þ cq 1 − βð ÞvS cq 1 − βð ÞS cq 1 − βð ÞθS 0 0 0
cqβ I + θA + vEð Þ cqβvS cqβS cqβθS 0 0 0

0 0 b 0 0 δ 0

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775

, ð9Þ

V =

cβ + cq 1 − βð Þ½ � I + θA + vEð Þ + η cβ + cq 1 − βð Þ½ �vS cβ + cq 1 − βð Þ½ �S cβ + cq 1 − βð Þ½ �θS 0 0 0
0 σ + η 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 b = r1 + α + η 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 r2 + η 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 λ + η 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 δ + η 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 r4 + α + η

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775

,

ð10Þ
R0 = ρ FV−1� �

: ð11Þ

S∗ = σ + ηð Þ r2 + ηð Þ b + r1 + α + ηð Þ
cβ 1 − qð Þ σe r2 + ηð Þ + θσ 1 − eð Þ + ν r2 + ηð Þ½ � b + r1 + α + ηð Þf g , ð12Þ

E∗ = −
η λ + ηð Þ r2 + ηð Þ b + r1 + α + ηð Þ

c λβ + η β + q − βqð Þ½ � σe r2 + ηð Þ + θσ 1 − eð Þ + ν r2 + ηð Þ½ � b + r1 + α + ηð Þf g , ð13Þ

I∗ = σeη λ + ηð Þ r2 + ηð Þ
c λβ + η β + q − βqð Þ½ � σe r2 + ηð Þ + θσ 1 − eð Þ + ν r2 + ηð Þ½ � b + r1 + α + ηð Þf g , ð14Þ
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Next, the global stabilities of the equilibria of model (4)
around the disease-free equilibrium and the endemic equilib-
rium are investigated in Theorem 2, respectively.

Theorem 2. If R0 ≤ 1, then the disease-free equilibrium P0 =
ð0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0Þ of model (4) is globally asymptotically stable.
If R0 > 1, then the unique endemic equilibrium P∗ = ðS∗, E∗,
I∗, A∗, Sq∗, Eq

∗,H∗Þ of model (4) is globally asymptotically
stable.

4. Model Parameter Assignment
and Verification

To further illustrate the applicability of the SEIR-AQ model,
we select COVID-19 data from China, America, Brazil, and
India for analysis. The numbers of BRIC, China, Brazil, and
India share the similar economic level while America boosts
higher level. At the same time, China and India have rela-
tively higher population density. America and Brazil have
similar populations and prevention and control awareness.
Based on the SEIR-AQ model and the values of different
parameters, the impact of different prevention and control
measures, prevention and control awareness, economic level,
and medical level on the development trend of the COVID-
19 epidemic is simulated.

4.1. Parameter Setting and Fitting. The initial values of the
SEIR-AQ model were referenced to the single-day confirmed
data of COVID-19 in four countries from January 23, 2020,
to November 10, 2020. The parameters were estimated in
conjunction with relevant literature. The initial values are
shown in Table 1, and the parameter values are shown in
Table 2. The evaluation index of the SEIR-AQ model fit
was the coefficient of determination [12], which is shown in
Table 3.

From Figure 3, it can be concluded that the number of
single-day confirmed cases of the COVID-19 outbreak in
China increased rapidly at the beginning of the outbreak,
peaked in February 2020, and then decreased rapidly to a sta-
ble and manageable state. The COVID-19 outbreak in Amer-
ica started in April and soon reached to top on April 5 and
July 20, respectively. The overall trend of single-day con-
firmed cases continued to increase. Meanwhile, when it
comes to Brazil and India, the number continued to decrease
after the peak at August 1 and September 26, respectively,
and continued to decrease thereafter. The predictions based

on the SEIR-AQ model fit basically matched the actual epi-
demic development trend, and the SEIR-AQ model fitting
evaluation index determination coefficient R2 is greater than
85%, indicating that the SEIR-AQ model has a significant fit-
ting effect and can predict the development trend of the
COVID-19 epidemic.

5. Further Discussion of the SEIR-AQ Model

In this paper, we analyze and study COVID-19 based on the
SEIR-AQ model, theoretically analyze the law of COVID-19
evolution, and analyze the influence of different countries’
prevention and control measures, prevention and control
awareness, economic level, and medical level on their
COVID-19 evolution, in which the peak number of new con-
firmed cases in each country when the parameters change is
shown in Table 4.

5.1. Assessment of the Impact of Prevention and Control
Measures and Prevention and Control Awareness on the
COVID-19. Since the emergence of the COVID-19 epidemic,
the Chinese government has decisively adopted strict preven-
tion and control measures to reduce c and increase q. Under
the positive instructions of the Chinese government, the cit-
izens gradually raise their awareness of epidemic prevention
and control, which reduced ρ and minimized the develop-
ment of clustered epidemics. As a result, the COVID-19 epi-
demic tends to be in a more controllable and stable state. In
the initial period of the COVID-19 outbreak, only few effec-
tive prevention and control measures were taken by the
United States government. This then lead to large c and small
q which finally resulted in a significant increase in the num-
ber of the COVID-19 confirmed cases in a single day. Rela-
tively weak awareness of prevention and control among
U.S. nationals led to large ρ. Although America strengthened
its prevention and control measures in the later period, it had
missed the prevention and control window period, which led
to the development of the COVID-19 epidemic. In April
2020, the COVID-19 epidemic developed on a large scale in
Brazil. The lack of timely adoption of prevention and control
measures proposed by WHO indirectly led to lower aware-
ness of prevention and control among the Brazilian popula-
tion, which increased c and ρ and lowered q. The number
of single-day confirmed cases in Brazil continued to hit a
record high. But in June, the government introduced com-
pulsory epidemic prevention measures, such as the adoption
of entry restrictions. The number of single-day confirmed

A∗ = ση 1 − eð Þ λ + ηð Þ b + r1 + α + ηð Þ
c λβ + η β + q − βqð Þ½ � σe r2 + ηð Þ + θσ 1 − eð Þ + ν r2 + ηð Þ½ � b + r1 + α + ηð Þf g , ð15Þ

Sq
∗ = qη 1 − βð Þ σ + ηð Þ r2 + ηð Þ b + r1 + α + ηð Þ

cβ 1 − qð Þ λβ + η β + q − βqð Þ½ � σe r2 + ηð Þ + θσ 1 − eð Þ + ν r2 + ηð Þ½ � b + r1 + α + ηð Þf g , ð16Þ

H∗ = η λ + ηð Þ r2 + ηð Þ bσe 1 − qð Þ δ + ηð Þ + δq σ + ηð Þ b + r1 + α + ηð Þ½ �
c r4 + α + ηð Þ δ + ηð Þ 1 − qð Þ λβ + η β + q − βqð Þ½ � σe r2 + ηð Þ + θσ 1 − eð Þ + ν r2 + ηð Þ½ � b + r1 + α + ηð Þf g : ð17Þ
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cases has gradually decreased since the beginning of August.
With only a few hundred cumulative cases, India has adopted
prevention and control measures relatively early. Since a city

closure policy was implemented on March 25, 2020, the
country went into emergency closure. Considering that India
boosts a huge population and most of Indians lack enough
literacy level and awareness of prevention and control,
high-density aggregation of people have caused the virus to
spread across the country, resulting in large c, small q, and
small ρ, which promotes the outbreak of India’s COVID-
19. In the theoretical analysis, we simulate the development
trend of the COVID-19 epidemic under different prevention
and control measures by changing c, q, and ρ, which are used
to evaluate the impact of prevention and control measures on
the development trend of the COVID-19 epidemic. This is
shown in Figures 4–6.

Unisolated susceptible people S

Isolation of susceptible people Sq Isolation of contacts Eq

Unisolated contacts E

Isolation of infected people Iq

Unisolated infected people I

Asymptomatic patients A

Recovered people R

Hospitalized patients H

Figure 2: The warehouse conversion relationship of the SEIR-AQ model.

Table 1: SEIR-AQ model initial value setting.

Status China India America Brazil Description

S 14 × 108 13:6 × 108 3:28 × 108 2:11 × 108 Total population data

E 4776 4314 5470 3904 Number of single-day confirmed cases

I 524 694 752 647 Official data

R 31 10 15 6 Official data

Sq 2776 1457 2652 1568 Official data, still under medical observation

H 924 854 1213 797 Patient isolation and partial medical observation, I + Eq

Eq 400 160 460 150 Estimated value, less than the number of people still under medical observation

A 262 347 376 324 Assuming that the undetected ratio is 0.5, 0.5I

Table 2: SEIR-AQ model parameter values.

Parameter China India America Brazil Description

q 4:98 × 10−10 3:2 × 10−9 3:04 × 10−9 5:6 × 10−9 Fitting optimization based on actual data

β 1 × 10−8 0:7 × 10−8 2:5 × 10−8 0:5 × 10−7 Fitting optimization based on actual data

c 2.2 3.8 3.5 3 Fitting optimization based on actual data

σ 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 The incubation period is set to 7 days

α 2:7 × 10−4 4:6 × 10−2 4:5 × 10−4 3:4 × 10−2 Adjusting based on the actual number of deaths

δ 0.13 0.017 0.076 0.03 Fitting optimization based on actual data

r1 = r2 = r4 = r 3:5 × 10−2 2 × 10−4 3 × 10−6 1:2 × 10−3 Adjusting based on the actual number of people recovered

e 0.4 0.37 0.4 0.35 Fitting optimization based on actual data

λ 1/14 1/14 1/14 1/14 The quarantine period is set to 14 days

θ 1 1 1 1
Assuming that the contact is the same as the patient

who has shown symptoms

η 0 0 0 0 Assuming that the natural mortality rate is 0

Table 3: Analysis of the fitting degree of the SEIR-AQ model.

�y SStot SSres R2

China 2:3482 × 103 8:6654 × 109 4:9524 × 107 0.9943

America 3:5596 × 104 1:9986 × 108 2:0080 × 107 0.8995

Brazil 2:1719 × 104 8:0718 × 107 6:3786 × 106 0.9210

India 3:0041 × 104 2:8920 × 108 1:6288 × 107 0.9437
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As can be seen from Figure 4,when c is 1.5 times the
actual situation in each country, the number of single-day
confirmed cases in China will reach a peak of about 7 × 104
in mid-February 2020. In comparison, China reached the
earliest and the number of confirmed cases per day tends to
be zero at the end of March and remains stable. In America,
the number of single-day confirmed cases has continued to
increase after reaching 7 × 104. The peak in Brazil has
reached about 6 × 104 and then gradually decreased. In India,
the number of single-day confirmed cases reached 7 × 104 in
August. It will continue to increase to 10 × 104 and then
gradually decreased. When comparing the original curve
(1:0q) with the different values of the quarantine ratios for
each country, it can be observed in Figure 5 that there is a sig-

nificant delay in the peak number of single-day confirma-
tions at each stage in America, and the peak number of
single-day confirmations in the other three countries is cor-
respondingly earlier. The time is correspondingly advanced.
As q increases, the peak number of confirmed cases in a sin-
gle day decreases. When the quarantine ratio of each country
is 0.5 times the actual situation, the number of single-day
confirmed cases in China will reach a peak of about 7 × 104
in February 2020 and stabilize in March. Around June
2020, the number of confirmed cases in America will reach
7 × 104 and continue to increase to reach the second-stage
peak of about 8 × 104. The number of COVID-19 confirmed
cases in Brazil and India reached 7 × 104 in a single day in
August 2020, respectively, but both will continue to increase
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Figure 3: The fitting curve of the number of single-day confirmed cases.
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Table 4: Peak number of confirmed countries in a single day when parameters change.

Value Country
Parameter

c ρ r ρ

0.25

China 32830 106160 110060 34530

America 71140 233740 244150 66090

Brazil 25570 105510 104060 33650

India 53750 176190 181270 44490

0.5

China 45540 83200 83480 48340

America 111020 179980 188650 102090

Brazil 51580 88320 87040 50550

India 83570 141810 135300 72440

1.0 (actual peak value)

China 58097 58097 58097 58097

America 132540 132540 132540 132540

Brazil 60091 60091 60091 60091

India 97570 97570 97570 97570

1.5

China 78660 48820 45740 77580

America 180110 103840 104610 185430

Brazil 79290 53480 51260 83470

India 140480 72470 81600 138350

2.0

China 107090 30910 34570 107590

America 241630 62220 64350 235630

Brazil 105480 25470 31070 108240

India 177780 48770 45470 178010
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Figure 4: Impact of the contact rate on the COVID-19 outbreak.
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Figure 5: Impact of the quarantine ratio on the COVID-19 epidemic.
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Figure 6: The impact of the effective exposure coefficient on the COVID-19 epidemic.
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to their respective peaks. According to Figure 6, at ρ of 0.25
times, it takes only one month for the number of confirmed
cases in China to reach the highest peak of 3 × 104 in a single
day, while it takes only one month for Brazil and India to
reach 3 × 104 in mid-to-late July. They need to continue to
increase for about a month before reaching their respective
peaks. The second-phase peak of the epidemic in America
was about 3 × 104. It is expected to continue to increase on
a single day.

In China, the government has adopted greater and more
rapid prevention and control measures. Chinese people have
a strong awareness of prevention and control. So the develop-
ment of COVID-19 reaches its peak fastest and is rapidly sta-
ble. In Brazil and India, the prevention and control measures
and people’s awareness of prevention and control were rela-
tively weak so that the COVID-19 epidemic reached its peak
later. In the United States, the prevention and control mea-
sures and people’s awareness of prevention and control are
weak and continue to increase after reaching the peak of
the stage. It indicates that strict and timely prevention and
control measures are taken. The higher the awareness of pre-
vention and control, the more effectively the development of
the COVID-19 epidemic can be suppressed.

5.2. Assessment of the Impact of Medical and Economic Levels
on the COVID-19. As of May 31, 2020, China have allocated a

total of ¥162.4 billion in COVID-19 prevention and control
at all levels of finance to ensure that financial support for
COVID-19 prevention and control measures is in place.
After the COVID-19 outbreak, the Chinese government has
effectively increased the recovery rate through a large-scale
free nucleic acid test, thereby ensuring receiving timely treat-
ment of patients. America invested $8.3 billion in the preven-
tion and control of COVID-19 in the early stage of the
COVID-19 outbreak. However, the number of single-day
confirmed cases in America reached a peak after April 5,
2020, due to the limited testing capacity. To prevent the col-
lapse of the medical system, the U.S. government adopted
restrictions on testing, resulting in low r. Then, the number
of single-day confirmed cases fluctuated up and down at
the peak. Brazil’s uneven distribution of medical resources,
insufficient reserves, and a fragile medical system have led
to low r, which directly led to the acceleration of the increase
in the number of single-day confirmed cases of the COVID-
19 epidemic. India’s weak basic medical facilities and social
medical security system, low virus detection capacity, small
size of land area, high population density, and lack of medical
equipment have led to the inability to treat infected patients
in a timely manner, resulting in low r. This has led to a rapid
increase in the number of single-day confirmed cases in June
2020. In the theoretical analysis, we simulate the develop-
ment trend of the COVID-19 epidemic under different
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medical and economic levels by changing r which is used to
evaluate the impact of the medical level and economic level
on the development trend of the COVID-19 epidemic, as
shown in Figure 7.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that under the same scenario
(2.0 times the actual r), the COVID-19 epidemic in China
will reach a peak of 3 × 104 in early February 2020, with the
number of single-day confirmed cases stabilizing around
March. The number of single-day confirmed cases in Brazil
will reach a peak of about 2:5 × 104 in July 2020 and stabilize
after December. The number of single-day confirmed cases
of COVID-19 in India will reach 3 × 104 in mid-April and
then continue to increase to a peak of 5 × 104. As r in the
three countries increases, the time to reach the peak of the
number of single-day confirmed cases will be correspond-
ingly advanced and the peak will be correspondingly smaller,
with the most significant effect in India. Around July 2020,
the number of single-day confirmed cases in America
reached 3 × 104, which dropped slightly after reaching the
peak of the second phase. However, the number of single-
day confirmed cases increased significantly in October.

The Chinese government has invested heavily in the pre-
vention and control of the COVID-19 epidemic and quickly
adopted prevention and control measures. The COVID-19
epidemic has stabilized quickly. In Brazil and India, the num-
ber of single-day confirmed cases have peaked and stabilized
due to fragile medical systems and other reasons. In the
United States, although a large amount of money was
invested in prevention and control, the uneven distribution
of follow-up medical resources has led to a continuous
increase in the number of single-day confirmed cases. It
shows that increasing capital investment in epidemic preven-
tion and control and sufficient medical resources are condu-
cive to controlling the development trend of the COVID-19
epidemic.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the transmission dynamic characteristics of
COVID-19 are analyzed in four countries based on the
SEIR-AQ model: China, America, India, and Brazil. As the
economic level, medical level, prevention and control aware-
ness, and prevention and control policies adopted by the four
countries China, America, India, and Brazil are significantly
different, we fully compare the differences in dynamic
parameters such as c, q, r, and ρ among the above four coun-
tries and focus on the effects of prevention and control mea-
sures, awareness of prevention and control, economic level,
and medical level on these parameters. A series of evidence
shows that the control of the development of the COVID-
19 epidemic requires the local government to quickly take
prevention and control measures to minimize the number
of exposed people in order to reduce the exposure rate and
increase the isolation rate. On this basis, it should also
increase financial investment in improving the economic
level and medical level to increase the recovery rate, to realize
the rapid conversion of confirmed patients to the recovered
population. In addition, it is also crucial to raise awareness
of prevention and control.
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As 5G millimeter wave (mmWave) wireless device involves some new technologies, such as beamforming, the radiofrequency (RF)
exposure compliance test for the 5G mmWave wireless device is significantly complicated. In order to shorten the compliance
period for 5G mmWave terminals, the relevant regulatory authorities recommend a combination of numerical simulation and
measurements to demonstrate compliance. To verify the feasibility of this method, the RF exposure test conducted in this paper
was a reverse procedure according to IEEE (the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) standards. First, actual
measurements under various conditions, including different beam configurations, different test distances, different input power
levels, different duty cycle, and nonpeak directions, were performed, and the changing trend of PD over testing conditions was
analyzed. Then one dual-polarized patch antenna array was selected for simulation analysis. The feasibility of the method
proposed in IEEE standards was proved through the comparison of the results experiment and numerical analysis.

1. Introduction

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3gpp) protocol
divides the 5G frequency spectrum into two FR (Frequency
Range). FR1 is a low-frequency band up to 7125MHz, and
FR2 ranges from 24.25GHz to 52.6GHz. Most of the electro-
magnetic wavelengths in this FR2 are in the millimeter level.
As mmWave technology can achieve a faster speed and lesser
extent latency than 4G network, 5G wireless device has
attracted massive attention in recent years. In the meantime,
it also has raised the public concern regarding the biological
effects on the human body resulted from the exposure to such
high-frequency electromagnetic field (EMF). To control the
effect in a safe range, standard organizations such as the
International Commission for the Protection of Non-
Ionizing Radiation (ICNIRP) and IEEE have established the
permissible exposure limits for electromagnetic radiation [1].

Specific absorption rate (SAR) and power density (PD)
are usually adopted to determine exposure compliance.
SAR defines the amount of energy absorbed by human tissue
per mass unit, and it is currently preferred in exposure com-

pliance determination. However, when higher frequencies
are involved, the skin depth decreases, and energy absorption
is usually limited to the skin surface. Studies have shown that
when the frequencies are at 10GHz-100GHz, about 90% of
the energy will be absorbed by the skin’s epidermis or dermis
[2]. In such circumstance, it is difficult to build a meaningful
volume for SAR. The mmWave devices operating at such
high-frequency range should be evaluated with power den-
sity, as it is expressed per unit area for near-field RF exposure
evaluation, instead of per unit mass in SAR. Whereas power
density measurement is a time-consuming procedure; there-
fore, combining simulation and measurement has been pro-
posed as an efficient method during a compliance test.

2. Device under Test

The device used in this testing is a prototype board that oper-
ates at 28GHz, and the bandwidth is 200MHz. There are five
5G antenna arrays at different sides of the device as shown in
Figure 1. The details of the device antenna are as follows:
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(1) One 2 × 2 patch antenna array, dual-polarized, is
located at the left corner of DUT. Beam 1-18 are gen-
erated by this dual-polarized patch antenna, of which
beam 1-9 are horizontal polarization and beam 10-18
are vertically polarized

(2) Two 1 × 2 dipole antenna arrays, single-polarized, are
located at the left corner of the device. Beam 19-20
are generated by the antenna at the left edge. Beam
22-24 are generated by the antenna at the top edge

(3) One 1 × 4 dipole antenna array, single-polarized, is
located at the right edge of the device. Beam 25-29
are generated by this antenna

(4) One 1 × 4 patch antenna array, dual-polarized, is
located at the right edge of DUT. Beam 30-34 are
generated by this patch antenna

The antenna arrays cannot work simultaneously. While
one antenna is active, the rest of the arrays will be disabled.
As for beamforming, the beam configuration of an antenna
array can be changed by software.

3. Power Density Assessment

The power density testing employs the mmWave module
of cDASY6 from SPEAG, Switzerland. The mmWave
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Figure 1: Antenna location and beam configuration (rear view).
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Figure 2: Measurement results of beam ID 1-9.
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module supports a measurement at distances as small as
2mm and to automatically determine the optimal mea-
surement grid based on the frequency modulation, evalua-
tion distance, and extent of the transmitter array.

The phantom of this mmWave module approximates
free-space conditions and allows evaluating not only the
antenna side of the device under test (DUT) but also any
opposite-radiating side of the devices operating above
10GHz.

The probe used in the measurement is an E-field
mmWave probe. It can perform at the frequency range from
750MHz to 110GHz. According to the current draft of
IEC/IEEE 63195, for general near-field measurements, the
magnitudes and phases of both E-filed and H-field are neces-
sary to correctly determine the power density. As an E-field
probe is adopted during measurement, the field reconstruc-
tion is used to derive the H-field from the direct measure-
ment of E-field. All components of the E-field, the H-field,
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Figure 3: Measurement results of beam ID 10-18.
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and the power density on the measurement plane are
reconstructed through an approach based on the
Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm with the mmWave module
of cDASY6 [2, 3].

4. Test Settings

During the power density measurement, the mmWave signal
in the DUT is configured by an engineering testing software,

and the test mode is nonsignaling. This testing is imple-
mented in 5 different situations:

(1) The device is operated to transmit continuously at
100% transmission duty with different antenna
beams. The test distance is 5mm, and the input
power is specified for each antenna array

(2) For certain beams, 3 different test distances are set
from 10mm to 20mm with 5mm increments. The
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device is operated to transmit continuously at 100%
transmission duty, and the input power is specified
for each antenna array

(3) Each measurement of certain beams is performed
with different input power levels and at 100% trans-
mission duty. The test distance is 5mm

(4) The measurements of a certain beam are imple-
mented in duty cycle of 20% and 60%, respectively,
with 5mm test distance

(5) The measurements are implemented on the nonpeak
directions of certain beams with specified input pow-
ers and 5mm test distance

5. Measurement Results

The PD shown as follows is computed under the averaging
area of 1 cm2 and 4 cm2. As the antenna arrays operate at
28GHz, according to ICNIRP RF Guidelines, the data of con-
cern is averaged over 4 cm2 in this paper.
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5.1. Power Density Measurement on Different Beam
Configurations. As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the highest
measured power density beam ID is 5 at 34.2W/m2, and
beam 14 is the maximum measured beam (power density
of 28.8W/m2), which are the central vectors for their
respective polarizations. Moreover, the H polarization
beams of this 2 × 2 patch antenna have higher power den-
sity than its V polarization beams. Most of the values
obtained from this antenna array are above the basic

restriction of 20W/m2 as averaged over 4 cm2 according
to ICNIRP.

Most of the beams of the single-polarized antenna array
at the left edge are below the exposure limits, and the maxi-
mum power density is 25.4W/m2 found from beam 20 (as
shown in Figure 4).

Results in Figure 5 demonstrate that the PD of the
antenna at the top edge does not exceed the current ICNIRP
basic limit of 20W/m2 at 4 cm2.
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The results shown in Figure 6 are measured from the
single-polarized antenna array at the right edge. Out of
the total five beams, three beams are larger than
20W/m2. The largest value is measured from beam 27 at
34.3W/m2.

Figure 7 is the measured results of the 1 × 4 patch
antenna array beams. They indicate that beam 30-33
comply with the RF radiation exposure limits of the
ICNIRP.

5.2. Power Density Measurement at Different Test Distances.
Data from Figures 8–15 show that the power density
decreases as the testing distance increases from 5mm to
20mm. For test distance at 10mm, the PD of beam 3,
beam 20, and beam 27 complies with the limits set by
ICNIRP. Figures 9 and 11 demonstrate that the PD of
the two normal beams of the 2 × 2 dual-polarized patch
antenna array is still over the basic restriction even at
the 15mm test distance.
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5.3. Power Density Measurements on Different Input Power.
Figures 16 and 17 show that the measurement values go
down when the input power levels are reduced by -3 dB
and -5 dB, respectively, for both beam 14 and 23. The
power density of beam 14 is finally below 20W/m2 at
4 cm2 as the input power is decreased from -1 dB to
-4 dB.

5.4. Power Density Measurements under Different Duty Cycle.
As shown in Figure 18, there is a significant trend in the mea-
surement result change under different duty cycle, i.e., when
the duty cycle is 0.6, the measured power density is approxi-

mately 60% of that at its maximum duty cycle, and the same
is true when the duty cycle is 20%.

5.5. Power Density Measurements at the Nonpeak Direction.
Beam 20 is generated by the single-polarized dipole
antenna located at the left corner. Figure 19 shows that
the power density at the back (nonpeak direction) is close
to the highest simulated power density at the left edge,
while the power density of beam 23 generated by the left
corner antenna at the back (nonpeak direction) is approx-
imately equal to the highest power density at the top edge
(as shown in Figure 20).
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Figure 13: Measurement results at different test distances for beam 23.
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Beam 2, beam 6, and beam 8 are generated by 2 × 2 patch
antenna array that is located at the back. As can be seen from
Figures 21–23, the measured power density of each beam at
the nonpeak directions is much less than that on the major
radiation direction.

6. Simulation and Measurement
Results Comparison

6.1. Simulation Environment. For providing case study for
power density analysis, we perform simulation and
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measurement comparison for considered array antenna. The
commercial simulation tool CST based on FDTD (Finite-Dif-
ference Time-Domain) algorithm is used for power density
simulation.

To explore the consistency of simulation and measure-
ment, the simulated results of 2 × 2 patch antenna array will
be discussed.

6.2. Power Density Simulation Results. In order to save com-
putational resources, the DUT model is truncated and only

the 2 × 2 patch antenna array located at the left corner is
modeled and simulated in this paper.

The detailed simulation results of the selected 2 × 2
patch antenna array beams are shown in Table 1. The
DUT is modeled in free-space and the same configurations
as the (1) testing condition mentioned in chapter 4, where
the averaging area is 4 cm2 and distance is 5mm from the
back side.

The simulation results have been normalized to the same
PA output power level for comparison with the measurement
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Figure 17: Measurement results on different input power for beam 23.
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results. The insertion loss difference of each panel has also
been considered for the simulation and measurement results
normalization.

6.3. Analysis

(1) The deviations between PD simulation and measure-
ment results of the selected 2 × 2 patch antenna array
beams were verified to be within ±2.4 dB

(2) From simulation and measurement results, we
could check the correlation of power density
variation. The PD trends between simulation and
measurement may not ideal one-to-one correspon-
dence. But the top four highest beams from PD

simulation at most can still cover the worst case
of PD measurement

Figure 24 shows the cross-sectional power density plot of
the normal and offset beams. The PD measurement results
show that the normal beam (e.g., beam 5) is the worst case
in the panel. While in the simulation, the PD simulation
result of the offset beam (e.g., beam 4) is slightly higher than
the normal beam.

In the near field simulation region, there may be a case
where the offset beam PD is slightly higher than the normal
beam due to the influence of the shell and the close distance.
The different array elements may occur in the beam aggrega-
tion region. It is probably because the truncated DUT model
is used, and the surrounding shells are not accurately modeled.
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7. Conclusion

For mmWave array antennas, when practical, the combina-
tion of numerical simulation and measurements to demon-
strate the power density compliance is a practicable
assessment approach and a considerable reduction in the
measurement period. As

(1) from power density measurement results of multiple
factors (different beam configurations, test positions,
input power levels, duty cycles, main lobe and side
lobe beam directions, etc.), we could check the corre-
lation of power density variation. It would be a good
reference when developing IEC standard

(2) from power density simulation and measurement
results comparison, it is worth to consider the power
density results from the simulation in term of show-
ing compliance
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Table 1: PD simulation and measurement results comparison.

Test condition
Beam
ID

Panel insertion loss
(dB)

Normalized results
Deviation

(dB)
Simulation
(W/m2)

Measurement
(W/m2)

2 × 2 patch antenna array, back side, 5mm

1 0.6 31.72 25.6 -0.93

2 0.6 25.71 26 0.05

3 0.6 23.58 22 -0.3

4 0.6 34.37 25 -1.38

5 0.6 30.22 34.2 0.54

6 0.6 25.88 17.1 -1.8

7 0.6 31.72 19 -2.23

8 0.6 25.69 24.2 -0.26

9 0.6 23.68 13.8 -2.35

10 1.45 23.22 21.4 -0.35

11 1.45 24.99 22.3 -0.49

12 1.45 23.17 18.1 -1.07

13 1.45 29.89 25.4 -0.71

14 1.45 31.06 28.8 -0.33

15 1.45 31.25 28.4 -0.42

16 1.45 23.42 16.2 -1.6

17 1.45 25.76 27.2 0.24

18 1.45 23.22 20.3 -0.58

Figure 24: Cross-sectional power density plot of the normal and offset beams.
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As people’s awareness of the issue of privacy leakage continues to increase, and the demand for privacy protection continues to
increase, there is an urgent need for some effective methods or means to achieve the purpose of protecting privacy. So far, there
have been many achievements in the research of location-based privacy services, and it can effectively protect the location
privacy of users. However, there are few research results that require privacy protection, and the privacy protection system
needs to be improved. Aiming at the shortcomings of traditional differential privacy protection, this paper designs a differential
privacy protection mechanism based on interactive social networks. Under this mechanism, we have proved that it meets the
protection conditions of differential privacy and prevents the leakage of private information with the greatest possibility. In this
paper, we establish a network evolution game model, in which users only play games with connected users. Then, based on the
game model, a dynamic equation is derived to express the trend of the proportion of users adopting privacy protection settings
in the network over time, and the impact of the benefit-cost ratio on the evolutionarily stable state is analyzed. A real data set is
used to verify the feasibility of the model. Experimental results show that the model can effectively describe the dynamic
evolution of social network users’ privacy protection behaviors. This model can help social platforms design effective security
services and incentive mechanisms, encourage users to adopt privacy protection settings, and promote the deployment of
privacy protection mechanisms in the network.

1. Introduction

Online social networks are changing people’s daily behaviors,
bringing great convenience to people’s lives. With the fre-
quent occurrence of privacy leaks, users have paid more
and more attention to protecting the security of personal
social data; the advent of the era of big data makes users’ pri-
vacy and security face more threats. Therefore, the privacy
and security issues of social networks have become a hot spot
for users, service providers, and researchers [1, 2]. Relevant
research work has proposed many methods and technologies
to solve the problem of privacy leakage [3, 4]. Although it can
alleviate this problem to a certain extent, it cannot completely
eliminate the problem of privacy leakage. The main reason is
that these studies have neglected the social network service
provider’s response to users. The root of this threat is the cen-
tralized social network service structure. In the centralized

service model, online social network service providers are
the core of the entire system architecture, and users are
deprived of the right to control personal data. All user data
is exposed to social network service providers, which pro-
vides necessary conditions for service providers to collect
user data [5].

Privacy protection is different from traditional access
control technology and encryption technology in that it does
not arbitrarily cut off the access channel of secret data, nor
does it simply decode the data. With the rapid changes in
network technology, the scope of sensitive data content is
also changing, from the table structure in the earliest rela-
tional model to the later streaming data and social network
data containing sensitive data. Social network has a huge user
group and data volume. Therefore, social network has
become a hot research object in many disciplines such as
computer science, sociology, and psychology, and social
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network analysis has also become an important branch of
Web data mining [6]. The development of social networks
has made relevant data sets easier to obtain, and the develop-
ment of social network analysis has also increased the
possibility of data privacy information leakage. Therefore,
the availability of data and the privacy of information are
the trade-offs for data release. Therefore, it is very necessary
to study the privacy protection of social networks.

Based on the observation and analysis of the traditional
differential privacy protection mechanism, this paper verifies
the effectiveness of differential privacy and analyzes the
necessity and infeasibility of differential privacy on social
networks. The subject designed a differential privacy mecha-
nism based on interactive social networks, clarified in detail
the advantages of improved interactive differential privacy
compared to traditional differential privacy and its feasibility
on social networks, and conducted a strong verification of its
effectiveness. It focuses on the algorithm flow of the interac-
tive differential privacy mechanism. This paper establishes a
network evolution game model based on the social network
structure and models the evolution process of users’ privacy
setting behaviors in online social networks. The experimental
results show that the cost-benefit ratio of adopting a privacy
mechanism has an important impact on the deployment and
implementation of the privacy mechanism in social net-
works. The experimental results also show that the model
proposed in this paper can effectively portray user privacy
protection behaviors in social networks.

2. Related Work

Node attribute values are divided into identification informa-
tion, quasi-identification information, and sensitive informa-
tion [7]. Identification information is an attribute that can
explicitly indicate an individual’s identity, such as name
and ID number; quasi-identification information can implic-
itly indicate an individual’s identity, such as age and gender.
Generally, a combination of multiple quasi-identification
information is required to indicate an individual’s identity.
Sensitive information is information that needs to be pro-
tected, such as personal income and personal medical condi-
tions. If the attacker knows the node attribute value he owns
and matches the public social network data, it is possible to
identify the true identity of the node and then obtain the
user’s sensitive information. At present, the attacker mainly
matches and recognizes the nodes in the social network based
on the background knowledge of some attack targets, so as to
accurately or with a certain probability to identify the loca-
tion of the attack target in the social network [8]. The process
of the attacker matching and identifying the location of the
attack target based on background knowledge is called node
reidentification. For example, the nodes in the social network
can be filtered according to the attribute values of multiple
nodes, thereby further reducing the attack range of the
attacker and increasing the attack hit rate [9].

Relevant scholars discussed how to implement the node k
-anonymity model in social networks where each node has
attribute information [10]. Gender and other generalization
operations are performed, and k nodes with the same

quasi-identity attributes are divided into the same cluster
after generalization, so that the attacker’s hit rate of attacks
based on quasi-identification information is reduced to 1/k.
Related scholars apply the ðk, lÞ model of the database to
the field of social network privacy protection [11]. It requires
that on the basis of the k-anonymity model, there must be at
least l users with different information in the cluster to ensure
that the network resists the k-anonymity model attack.
Related scholars proposed a k-degree anonymous model for
node degree, which requires the number of nodes with the
same degree attribute in the network to be greater than or
equal to k [12]. At the same time, the k-degree anonymity
requirement is achieved by adding extra edges. Researchers
propose a k-neighborhood model to resist neighborhood
attacks [13]. The model requires that each node has at least
k − 1 nodes with the same neighborhood structure and uses
methods such as adding pseudo edges in the specific
implementation.

Data perturbation mainly randomizes and modifies the
original social network graph, so that the attacker cannot
identify the target node based on the background knowledge
he has mastered. At present, the general methods for realiz-
ing data disturbance include randomly adding pseudo edges
or pseudo nodes, deleting nodes or edges, and modifying
the attributes of nodes or edges. The edge weight represents
the strength of the relationship between two nodes. Relevant
scholars proposed the edge weight protection technology
using greedy strategy in weighted undirected graphs to mod-
ify the weights of key edges under the premise of ensuring
that the shortest path does not change, maintain the overall
structure of the network before and after anonymity, and
minimize the amount of information loss [14]. However, this
article only considers the edge weight information and can-
not resist other link attacks. Related scholars have evaluated
Twitter’s privacy policy and proposed the Hummingbird
structure [15]. Hummingbird has made some changes on
Twitter, which can protect the content of tweets and prevent
hashtags from being obtained by centralized servers. How-
ever, these studies have always been based on the complete
trust of centralized servers. In fact, centralized servers also
have certain security risks and may leak user privacy.
Although some studies encrypt and protect data on the server
side, it still cannot prevent OSN service providers from mon-
itoring user interactions, censoring or deleting user data, or
even controlling who can establish social relationships with
a social circle. Distributed structure does not rely on central-
ized servers, but it also faces a series of challenges. For exam-
ple, encryption algorithms can ensure confidentiality and
integrity while ensuring that they can provide high efficiency
like centralized server structures.

Related scholars have proposed a multilevel security
method [16]. In this method, trust is just a parameter used
to determine the security level of a visitor or resource owner.
Semidistributed autonomous access control was later pro-
posed. It is an execution mechanism used to control informa-
tion sharing in online social networks. This mechanism can
also standardize the access rules of network resources. This
is mainly achieved through different levels of authority
between users. These levels are based on the type of social
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relationship, the depth of the social relationship, and the
security level. Researchers have proposed an online social
network access control mechanism based on Web semantic
technology, which is scalable and fine-grained access control
[17]. Its main idea is to encode information related to social
networks through ontology encoding technology. These
studies are based on traditional access control methods, but
these researchers have overlooked a problem: traditional
access control may also leak the privacy of users’ social attri-
butes. Later, a user social attribute privacy protection scheme
based on node splitting was proposed [18]. It increased the
anonymity of the original node by assigning the attribute
links and social links of the original node to the new node,
thereby protecting the user’s sensitive attributes from dis-
closure. At the same time, it also splits the sensitive social
attributes of users according to the different degrees of
influence of the social network structure on the distribu-
tion of social attributes and the correlation between social
attributes [19, 20].

3. Social Network Big Data Analysis Platform

3.1. Overall Design of Social Network Big Data Analysis. For
the same social network data, algorithms in different fields
can be used for research from many angles. Increasing the
utilization rate of data can also speed up upper-level research
work through the unified interface of the platform and
reduce the code strength in data acquisition and processing.
From a functional point of view, the design and implementa-
tion of such a platform need to meet the following
requirements:

(1) Because users in social networks generate a large
amount of data in real time, these data on the one
hand supplement the user’s historical data, and on
the other hand, it completes the data of the entire
relationship network. Therefore, incremental data
acquisition capabilities for social networks are indis-
pensable for the platform

(2) When mass data is incorporated into a platform for
unified management, these data usually need to have
a fixed format or mode to facilitate the processing of
upper-level applications. At the same time, in the
context of big data, it is necessary to prevent the loss
of data as much as possible. When the loss inevitably
occurs, the platform also needs to be able to provide
enough copies for data recovery, so an independent
module is needed in the platform

(3) It can provide fast calculation and algorithm expan-
sion capabilities for massive data. In the massive data
scenario, the ability to process data is a key factor in
determining the availability of the platform, and
whether the existing algorithms in the platform can
be simply and efficiently extended is an important
criterion for measuring the scalability of the plat-
form. Therefore, the platform, as the manager of the
entire cluster computing resources, needs to provide

fast computing services and algorithm extension
interfaces for massive data

(4) In the platform, not only need to understand the
operating status of each component of the platform
but also need to be able to easily view the progress
and results of data analysis and algorithm operation.
Therefore, visually displaying the status of all plat-
forms through a unified interface not only facilitates
the management and control of the platform but also
increases the encapsulation of systemmodules so that
users do not need to know the details of the platform

The social network big data analysis platform is built with
Spark as the core and includes a one-stop platform for data
acquisition, data processing, data mining, and data visualiza-
tion. It has good openness, scalability, and versatility. The
architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1, which mainly
includes four modules: data capture, data preprocessing and
storage, data mining and analysis, and data visualization.

3.2. Distributed Social Network Crawler Workflow. The rea-
son why the crawler system adopts a distributed design is to
improve the crawling efficiency of the crawler, but it also
increases the difficulty of the system’s task allocation, mes-
sage communication, and error recovery. The distributed
crawler system is functionally divided into a Master node
and a Slave node. The main task of the Master node is to
manage the status of the entire crawler system and schedule
tasks, and the Slave node is responsible for crawling and pars-
ing the assigned web links.

When the crawler successfully completes a crawling link,
it will parse out theWeibo data or relational data saved in the
current link. At this time, the crawler will send these data in
the form of a message to the data collection component that
exists on the Master side. If all the crawl links of a user are
completed, a crawl task is completed. At this time, the data
collection component will persist all the user data to disk
and extract a user ID to be crawled from the user crawl
queue.

When a Slave completes the registration process, the
Master will extract a user ID to be crawled from the user
crawling queue and create a crawling task. When this task
is executed, the number of Weibo pages and the number of
following pages of the user currently to be crawled will be
spliced into URLs and placed in the crawl link queue. If the
crawler sends a crawling task request, it will judge whether
to send back the crawling task or add the crawler to the wait-
ing queue according to whether the current crawling queue is
empty. If the crawler sends the crawling exception informa-
tion, the crawling link assigned to the crawler will be put into
the crawling link queue again while waiting for the crawler to
recover from the exception. If the crawler sends the crawling
information, it will judge whether to send back the crawling
task or add the crawler to the waiting queue according to
whether the current crawling queue is empty. The crawler
crawling process is shown in Figure 2.

3.3. Data Preprocessing and Analysis Module. HDFS is an
open-source distributed file system implemented in Hadoop.
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Figure 1: Social network big data analysis platform architecture.
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It can run on a cluster of a large number of cheap disks and
provide reliable data slice storage and management, while
ensuring faster data read and write speeds. The data prepro-
cessing and storage module is basically the same as HDFS in
function, so this module is mainly realized by building
HDFS.

In order to ensure the versatility of the data analysis plat-
form, so that the large amount of microblog data captured
can serve more data mining and machine learning algo-
rithms, the data preprocessing and storage module does not
specify special features when storing the large amount of
microblog data. Before the data is merged, the data needs to
be formatted. The main work is to regularize the time field
in Weibo and complete the default field to make it meet the
structure of the database table. This ensures that upper-
level applications can directly query text data through SQL
(Spark SQL or Hive on Spark) when manipulating data.

The core component of the social network big data anal-
ysis platform is a data mining and analysis module built with
Spark as the core. The purpose of this module is to use
Spark’s fast distributed computing capabilities and the MLlib
machine learning components and GraphX graph comput-
ing components already provided by Spark. The machine
learning and data mining algorithms implemented by the
users themselves process the massive microblog data in the
platform data storage module to complete the social network
data mining and analysis tasks in the big data environment.
All data mining and analysis tasks in this module will eventu-
ally be submitted to Spark to run in the form of Spark jobs. At
present, there are two ways to run Spark: one is interactive
operation in spark-shell, and the other is submitted through
the Jar package mode to run offline. At the same time, Spark
can also be used as a data source to read data from the outside
using SQL statements through the JDBC interface.

When the social network big data analysis platform in
this paper performs data processing and analysis tasks,
Spark-JobServer will submit the Jar package to the deployed
Spark cluster for execution. At the same time, in order to
make the front-end more convenient to display the data,
when the data visualization module requests the data in the
platform, the data mining and analysis module will be used
as the data source interface to complete the data query service
through Hive on Spark.

From the user’s point of view, there is no difference
whether Hive is based on Spark or Hadoop, and data opera-
tions can be performed by connecting to the JDBC interface
through the same statement. In this paper, the social network
big data platform needs to query and access the data of the
data preprocessing and storage module when data visualiza-
tion. These operations will be implemented through the
JDBC interface of Hive on Spark in the SQL interaction mode
of the traditional relational database. The workflow of using
Hive on Spark is shown in Figure 3.

4. Improved Differential Privacy Algorithm

4.1. Principle Analysis of Differential Privacy. Differential pri-
vacy initially achieved good results in the application of data-
base statistical information. The differential privacy method

is developed based on the concept of “neighbors” data sets.
The so-called “neighbor” data set concept refers to a data
set that is different from the original data set, and the differ-
ence is only one record. This concept gives the most stringent
definition of the differential privacy method, ensuring that
the differential privacy method can resist attackers to the
greatest extent and prevent the leakage of private data. The
advantages of differential privacy make it highly regarded.

4.1.1. Problem Description. In order to describe the privacy
protection problemmore vividly, this article uses a connected
undirected graph G to represent a social network, where each
node of the graph represents an object in the social network,
and each undirected edge of the graph represents the rela-
tionship between two objects. The mathematical notation is
as follows:

In the graphGðV , EÞ,V is the set of all nodes, and E is the
set of all edges; the node set V is

V = vi i = 0, 1, 2, 3,⋯, n − 1jf g, ð1Þ

where n is the number of nodes. The edge set is

E = vi, vj
� �

i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3,⋯,m − 1, i ≠ jj� �
: ð2Þ

Let q denote a query function of the graph and qðGÞ
denote the result of the query function q acting on the
graph G.

As we all know, when users use the query function q to
obtain information from the social network graph G, the real
result should be qðGÞ. In order to protect the private data on
social networks, the real results cannot be returned to the
user. This article needs to add some noise with a specific dis-
tribution on the basis of qðGÞ, so that the real information
will not be leaked, and there is not much discrepancy
between the real statistical results and does not affect the
normal needs of users. This is the most basic principle of this
article to achieve privacy protection.

4.1.2. Definition and Implementation of Differential Privacy.
Traditional privacy protection methods often rely on the
attacker’s knowledge background, which causes them to have
different flaws, which are only suitable for specific environ-
ments, and cannot achieve satisfactory results when acting
on complex social networks. The proposed differential pri-
vacy protection method model perfectly solves the lack of
privacy protection in social networks. It defines an extremely
strict attack model, which realizes the protection of privacy
by adding noise to the original data, the conversion of the
original data, or the statistical results. Even if the attacker
already knows all other data except the target data, the differ-
ential privacy mechanism can still achieve a good protection
effect, ensuring that the target data will not be leaked.

D1 andD2 are two data sets, and only one data is different
between them. q represents a random function, Pr ½A� repre-
sents the probability of data being leaked, and S is a subset of
all values of the function q, if the random function q satisfies

Pr q D1ð Þ ∈ S½ � < eε · Pr q D2ð Þ ∈ S½ �: ð3Þ
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Then, it is said that q provides ε differential privacy pro-
tection. There are differences between data sets D1 and D2,
and there is only one piece of data. This article refers to the
original set and neighbor set, respectively. It can be seen that
the realization of differential privacy is closely related to D1
and D2. After research, it is found that differential privacy
can be achieved by adding Laplacian distributed noise.

We call the distribution of the probability density func-
tion the Laplace distribution. The parameter μ represents
the position, and the parameter b > 0 represents the scale.

f x u, bjð Þ = 1
2 · b ·

exp u − x
b

� �
x ≥ u,

exp x − u
b

� �
x < u:

8><
>: ð4Þ

In the Laplace distribution, this paper defaults μ = 0, so
the only uncertain parameter is b. And b is set based on the
difference between the original set and its neighbor set.

For the query function q, this paper calls the difference
between the original set and its neighbor set the sensitivity.
Its sensitivity is defined as

Δq =max D1 D2 q D1ð Þ − q D2ð Þ½ �: ð5Þ

So far, the basic concepts related to differential privacy
have been introduced. Its working mechanism can be under-
stood as follows: a data set D, a query function q, and privacy
control parameters ε are input. Based on Laplace’s noise, the
probability distribution is

p x λjð Þ = 1
2 · e

−x/λ

λ
: ð6Þ

Among them, λ is jointly determined by the sensitivity
Δq and the control parameter ε, and the sensitivity Δq is
related to the data set D and its neighbor set. This working
mechanism of differential privacy ensures that the attacker
cannot accurately estimate the true “existence” of the target
record even if he knows all the records except the target
record and prevents the leakage of private data to the greatest
extent.

4.1.3. Analysis of the Effectiveness of Differential Privacy.
Through the analysis of the working mechanism of differen-
tial privacy, this article knows that the Laplacian noise mech-
anism guarantees the correctness of differential privacy. In
the following, the subject thoroughly demonstrates the feasi-
bility of Laplace noise and the effectiveness of the differential
privacy protection method.

For the data set D and the query function q acting on D,
the mechanism A is

A Dð Þ = q D − 1ð Þ + Laplace Δq
ε

� 	
: ð7Þ

The Laplacian noise mechanism satisfies the protection
conditions of ε differential privacy and ensures the effective-
ness of differential privacy. The goal of differential privacy is
to maximize query accuracy and minimize the risk of privacy
leakage. The noise of the Laplacian distribution makes the
user or the attacker get a similar output for any result of the
query function, regardless of whether the data set contains
or does not contain the target record.

4.2. Improved Differential Privacy. The unique advantages of
differential privacy make it attract strong attention as soon as
it is proposed. Although the traditional differential privacy
protection method can achieve good protection effects in
the application of database statistical information, the com-
plexity and data relevance of the social network itself hinder
the application of the traditional differential privacy protec-
tion method. In response to this, this paper proposes an
interactive differential privacy mechanism, so that the differ-
ential privacy protection mechanism can be better applied to
social networks and better protect people’s private data on
social networks.

4.2.1. Problem Description. The key issue of differential pri-
vacy protection in social networks is to compare the original
graph and its “neighbor graph” to calculate the sensitivity
and adjust the parameter ε to control privacy leakage. The
traditional differential privacy protection model can get good
results for individual users’ independent queries (that is,
there is no relationship between each query of the user),

JDBC Thrift server Driver Spark HDFS

Hive

Return result

Execute (sql:String)
Submit (sql:String)

Start driver ()
Run job ()

Read files ()

Return spark SQL calculation results

SQL
statement

User

Figure 3: Hive on Spark workflow.
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but when the queries are closely related, it is difficult to avoid
the leakage of private data. There are two main problems
encountered in the application of differential privacy on
social networks: First, on a graph such as a social network,
the points or edges are all related to each other. When chang-
ing a point or an edge, the impact of changing a point or an
edge is not only the independent point or this edge but also
the point near this point or the edge near this edge and even
the entire network. Second, under interactive conditions,
there may be a relationship dependency between each query
of the user. The current query result will depend on all previ-
ous query results. At this time, the sensitivity calculation
needs to consider the current relationship between the results
of each query while considering the impact of the query.

Summarizing the problems of traditional differential pri-
vacy applications in social networks, this article found a com-
mon phenomenon, and the most important point is that
when comparing the original graph and its “neighbor graph”
on social networks to calculate the sensitivity, it is not only
necessary to calculate the current query situation, but it also
needs to calculate the situation related to the current query.
In this paper, this relationship factor between each other is
called the interaction factor, and it is represented by t.

4.2.2. Definition and Implementation of Interactive
Differential Privacy. Interactive differential privacy is imple-
mented on the basis of traditional differential privacy. The
main application object is social networks. The goal is to
use social networks in a complex environment where “data”
is closely related. Even if the attacker already knows all the
other data except the target data, it can still achieve a good
protection effect and ensure that the target data will not be
leaked.

This paper still uses connected undirected graph G to
represent a social network, andQ represents a query function
for “social network.” Assuming that the user is currently que-
rying the social network for the t + 1th time, the real result
should be Qt + 1ðGÞ. Under the action of the interaction fac-
tor t, the result of the previous t times or t + 1 times the result
of the query will be affected by t. The results are Q1ðGÞ,
Q2ðGÞ,⋯,QtðGÞ; then, Qt + 1ðGÞ will depend on Q1ðGÞ,
Q2ðGÞ,⋯,QtðGÞ. The interactive differential privacy pro-
tection mechanism not only needs to calculate the influence
of Qt + 1ðGÞ but also needs to take into account all the
influences including Q1ðGÞ,Q2ðGÞ,⋯,QtðGÞ.

G and G′ are two social network graphs, Q represents a
random function, Pr ½A� represents the probability of data
A being leaked, and S is a subset of all values of function Q.
Then, as long as the following formula is satisfied, the query
function Q realizes the differential privacy protection of ε.

Pr Qt+1 Gð Þ Q1 Gð Þ,⋯,Qt Gð Þj½ � ∈ Sf g
≤ exp εð Þ · Pr Qt+1 G′

� �
Q1 G′

� �
,⋯,Qt G′

� �


h i
∈ S

n o
:

ð8Þ

Interactive differential privacy still uses Laplacian distrib-
uted noise. Through the new sensitivity calculation formula

and constant adjustment of the parameter ε, this article can
obtain the Laplacian distribution of the noise that needs to
be added and then achieve an interactive differential privacy
method. Interactive differential privacy applications on social
networks can also maximize query accuracy and minimize
the risk of privacy leakage. In fact, although this article
defines the dependency relationship between each query of
the user, the query function is different for different practical
scenarios, which causes the relationship between the query
results to be different. Therefore, the interactive differential
privacy protection model needs to refine the relationship
between query results based on practical indicators and con-
tinuously adjust to achieve better protection effects.

4.2.3. Analysis of the Effectiveness of Interactive Differential
Privacy. By adding Laplace distributed noise, this paper can
still ensure the correctness of interactive differential privacy.
For the data set D and the query function Q acting on D, the
mechanism A is

A Dð Þ = Q Dð ÞtQ Dð Þt−1 ⋯Q Dð Þ1
� �

− Laplace ΔQ
ε

� 	
: ð9Þ

This guarantees t ∗ ε differential privacy. When the inter-
action factor is t, and each queryQ satisfies the ε/t differential
privacy, the mechanism will provide the guarantee of ε differ-
ential privacy.

A Dð Þ = Q D − 1ð ÞtQ D − 1ð Þt−1 ⋯Q D − 1ð Þ1
� �

− Laplace t · ΔQ
ε

� 	
:

ð10Þ

Therefore, the interactive differential privacy mechanism
proposed in this paper can also achieve ε differential privacy
by adding Laplacian distributed noise, maximize query accu-
racy, and minimize privacy leakage, while solving the com-
plexity and data relevance of social networks.

4.2.4. Algorithm Flow of Interactive Differential Privacy
Mechanism. The interactive differential privacy mechanism
is implemented by adding Laplacian distributed noise.
Unlike traditional differential privacy, in the sensitivity cal-
culation process of interactive differential privacy, in addi-
tion to considering the impact of the current query, this
article also needs to consider the interaction factor. The algo-
rithm of the interactive differential privacy mechanism
mainly includes two parts: the sensitivity solving process
and the noise adding process. The flow of the interactive dif-
ferential privacy algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

5. Experimental Analysis

5.1. Experimental Design and Implementation. This experi-
ment will simulate the evolution process of the proportion
of users who take privacy protection behaviors in the net-
work on four sets of data sets and get the final evolution result
by setting different costs and benefits. We compare the evolu-
tion result with the theoretical derivation to prove the cor-
rectness of the model. Three sets of data are real social
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network structure data, and the source is the Stanford large-
scale network data collection SNAP project. The remaining
set of data is man-made data, and the structure is a regular
graph, that is, each point has the same degree. The data char-
acteristics are shown in Figure 5.

5.2. Analysis of Simulation Results. In real social networks,
most of the personal information is still in the hands of users,
and connected friends only have a small part of the associated
data, so the value of the correlation factor α will not be very
large, so we set α to 0.1. Since evolutionary games occur
under weak selection conditions, we set w to 0.001.

The evolution process of Ego-Facebook data set users’
privacy protection behaviors under different benefit-cost
ratios is shown in Figure 6. The proportion of users who ini-
tially adopt the privacy protection mechanism is set to p0 =
0:4. Since the evolution process is relatively slow, in order
to clearly show the data, the data points are average values.
Although the abscissa of each data set is from 0 to 10000,
each data point is the average of the previous N results. The
number of updates is 10000 ×N . Where c = 1, b changes to
achieve different benefit-cost ratios. According to the net-
work structure and parameter settings, the theoretical result
is that when b/c > 0:99, the proportion of users who adopt
the privacy protection mechanism is finally 1. When b/c <
0:99, no one will finally adopt the privacy under the
benefit-cost ratio protection mechanism. The simulation
results show that the model can effectively evolve the
dynamic evolution of user privacy protection behavior in
social networks and can help social network managers design
effective security services based on factors such as network
structure, benefits, and costs. It can not only improve the
security of the network but also reasonably calculate its
own development costs.

When a social platform launches a new privacy protec-
tion setting or a user uses a certain privacy protection setting
of the platform for the first time, there is no cost-benefit ratio
that can be referred to in the past for strategy learning. At this
time, users will decide whether to adopt it according to their
privacy habits. Therefore, in the early stages of evolution,
social networks had a proportion of initial users who adopted

privacy protection settings. In order to verify the correctness,
Figure 7 shows the simulation results of setting four different
initial values p0 = f0:3, 0:4, 0:5, 0:6g on the Ego-Facebook
data set. Among them, the cost-benefit ratio in Figure 7(a)
is c = 1:2, and the cost-benefit ratio in Figure 7(b) is c = 0:8.

5.3. Comparison of Simulation Results of Each Data Set. In
order to illustrate the correctness of the model, this experi-
ment conducted simulation experiments on four data sets
with different structures. Figures 8–10 are the evolution
results of regular-graph, Wiki-vote, and gemsec-Deezer
(HR) data sets of user privacy behavior. From the experimen-
tal results, it can be seen that the curve of b/c > 1 finally con-
verges to 1, and the curve of b/c < 1 finally converges to 0.
When the average network degree approaches infinity, the
critical value approaches 1. The experimental results prove
that the model is feasible. At the same time, it is found that
as the number of nodes in the network increases, the evolu-
tion process becomes slower and slower. The data set used
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Figure 7: Evolution results of different initial user proportions.
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in Figure 8 is an artificial data set, and the number of nodes is
the same as the Ego-Facebook data set, but the connection
structure is different. The update time required for the regu-
lar structure to converge to the result is longer than the time
required for the actual heterogeneous social network struc-
ture, indicating that the heterogeneity of the network struc-
ture can accelerate the curve convergence. It can be found
that the evolution process varies with the network structure,
but the evolution trend follows the theory derived from the
model, which verifies the correctness of the model. Experi-
mental results show that the model can effectively model
the dynamic evolution process of user privacy protection
behavior in social networks.

6. Conclusion

Aiming at the status quo that traditional differential privacy
methods cannot be applied to interactive social networks,
the subject research first designed a novel differential privacy
protection mechanism based on interaction factors. Relying
on this new mechanism, this paper can not only prevent
the leakage of private data to the greatest extent as the tradi-
tional differential privacy method but also solve the problem
of privacy leakage caused by the characteristics of the data
relevance of the social network itself. This paper proposes a
user security behavior game model based on network evolu-
tionary game theory and defines the basic elements of the
game model and the updated rules of the evolutionary game.
The dynamic equation is derived based on the game model,
which shows the evolution process of the benefit-cost ratio
of the user’s security behavior under the social network struc-
ture with the privacy protection provided by the platform. In
order to verify the effectiveness of the model, simulation
experiments were designed on artificial data sets and real data
sets. Experimental results show that the model can effectively
describe the evolution of user safety behavior. In the social
attribute privacy protection scenario, although the method
proposed in this paper solves the privacy problem of social
attribute leakage that may occur during access control in social
networks, there is also social attribute privacy leakage in other
scenarios, such as users in data mining. For sensitive attribute
leakage, how to protect user attribute privacy while ensuring
data availability is the next problem to be solved.
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In recent years, depression not only makes patients suffer from psychological pain such as self-blame but also has a high disability
mortality rate. Early detection and diagnosis of depression and timely treatment of patients with different levels can improve the
cure rate. Because there are quite a few potential depression patients who are not aware of their illness, some even suspect that
they are sick but are unwilling to go to the hospital. In response to this situation, this research designed an intelligent depression
recognition human-computer interaction system. The main contributions of this research are (1) the use of an audio depression
regression model (DR AudioNet) based on a convolutional neural network (CNN) and a long-short-term memory network
(LSTM) to identify the prevalence of depression patients. And it uses a multiscale audio differential normalization (MADN)
feature extraction algorithm. The MADN feature describes the characteristics of nonpersonalized speech, and two network
models are designed based on the MADN features of two adjacent segments of audio. Comparative experiments show that the
method is effective in identifying depression. (2) Based on the research conclusion of the previous step, a human-computer
interaction system is designed. After the user inputs his own voice, the final recognition result is output through the recognition
of the network model used in this research. Visual operation is more convenient for users and has a practical application value.

1. Introduction

Depression is a hidden mental illness, and it also involves
mental health problems. Symptoms may be manifested in
emotional and emotional disorders and physical discomfort.
Depression not only harms patients [1, 2] but also brings a
heavy economic burden to patients’ families and society.
Depression can lead to increased expenditure on medicines,
psychotherapy, rehabilitation, and other aspects, and it can
also make patients inefficient or even unable to work. The
report in Reference [3] pointed out that in 2002, the United
States suffered as much as 44 billion U.S. dollars in economic
losses due to depression causing workers to be unable to
work normally or reducing work efficiency. Although there
is no relevant data in China, the huge economic losses caused
by depression can still be seen from the above figures.

Although depression is hugely harmful, it is a disease that
can be effectively treated and improved. In clinical practice,

medication can promote the recovery of depression patients.
In addition, psychotherapy and physical therapy can also
achieve better results. However, a considerable part of the
patient population has not been diagnosed in time. More
than half of the people affected by depression at home and
abroad have not received treatment. There are many reasons,
such as insufficient precision in quantifying the prevalence of
depression [4–6]. In addition, the diagnosis of depression is
misdiagnosed. For example, depression and bipolar disorder
are two relatively similar mood disorders. The depressive
periods of depression and bipolar disorder are often difficult
to distinguish [7]. Global Burden of Disease (GBD) con-
ducted multiple epidemiological surveys for middle school
students in 2016 [8]; the number of depressive symptoms
in middle school students ranges from one-fifth to one-half.

The key to the treatment of depression is the preliminary
diagnostic screening. If it is possible to quickly diagnose
whether an individual is suffering from depression under rel-
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atively safe conditions without too much privacy involved, it
will greatly reduce the difficulty of clinical screening for
depression and encourage patients to receive treatment as
soon as possible. Voice is a noninvasive, clinically accessible
information. At present, there have been a large number of
studies on speech and depression [9, 10], which provides
the possibility to explore speech as a tool for automated diag-
nosis of clinical depression. According to existing studies, the
speech of patients with depression has the following char-
acteristics: slower speaking rate, frequent pauses, long
pauses [11, 12], reduced changes in voice characteristics
[13], lack of circumflex and frustration, and dull voice
[14]. Compared with normal individuals, individuals in
the depression group have more pronounced breath
sounds [15]. From the perspective of prosody characteris-
tics, the changes in fundamental frequency (F0) of depres-
sion patients decrease, such as bandwidth, amplitude, and
energy [16], which indicates that the changes in voice fre-
quency of depression patients decrease. The spectral char-
acteristics are also related to the degree of depression of
the patient. Studies have found that the degree of change
in the sound spectrum energy below 500Hz and 500-
1000Hz is related to the severity of depression [17]. It
can be seen that feature extraction of speech helps to bet-
ter understand depression.

This research is based on speech data to recognize
depression. In the early stage, the speech signal characteris-
tics of the 2014AVEC dataset were extracted, and algorithmic
modeling was used to identify the degree of depression of the
subject. The model with relatively good experimental effect is
selected to realize the human-computer interaction system in
the later depression recognition. Finally, the experimental
subject of research and application of speech-based depres-
sion recognition is completed. The work of this research
includes the following:

(1) TheMADNmethod is used for speech feature extrac-
tion. Since the extracted conventional speech features
include the sample’s own personalized speaking fea-
tures, this personalized speaking feature will affect
the training of the depression recognition model,
resulting in poor generalization of the trained model.
Therefore, this study selects the MADN method for
feature extraction, and the features extracted based
on this method have better adaptability

(2) The purpose of traditional depression recognition is
to identify whether you have depression. The purpose
of this study is not only to identify whether you have
depression but also to determine the degree of
depression. Only by identifying the specific degree
of depression can the most appropriate treatment
plan be given. The depression recognition model
used in this study is DR AudioNet

(3) Design a human-computer interaction system where
users can input audio data online to identify depres-
sion. The system can help users understand their
own depression status and can also assist doctors in
initial examinations

2. Speech-Based Depression Recognition

In order to identify depression more conveniently and
quickly, this paper designs a set of human-computer interac-
tion system. First, the system will collect voice data. Secondly,
the sample set is preprocessed and feature extracted at the
front end. Again, machine learning algorithms [18, 19] and
deep learning algorithms [20, 21] are used to model the sam-
ples in the backend. Finally, the trained model is used to
obtain the recognition result of the test sample, thereby
obtaining the final depression recognition result. The
speech-based depression recognition process is shown in
Figure 1.

The detailed process of identifying depression is as
follows:

(1) Perform preprocessing and feature extraction on the
original data. The extracted features include Mel fre-
quency cepstrum coefficients (MFCCs), zero-
crossing rate, energy, and other speech features.
These feature data will be used for model training

(2) The front end is used for feature data collection
(back-end auxiliary data processing). The data pro-
cessing models mainly include deep learning algo-
rithms such as CNN and deep convolutional neural
network (DCNN), and you can also choose a suitable
machine learning algorithm

(3) The results identified by the back-end can be output
to the visual display page according to the interaction
requirements and displayed to doctors and patients.
Doctors and patients have a preliminary understand-
ing of the condition based on the output of the system

Although the research on the recognition of depression
based on speech signals has achieved good research results
at this stage, it is inevitable that there are still challenges in
this research field.

Mainly reflected in the following aspects:

(1) Effectiveness of voice feature selection: the classifica-
tion of depression and nondepression based on
speech signals is based on the premise that the speech
features with significant differences between the two
can be extracted. Different people have different
characteristics in terms of tone, loudness, and energy
of voice signals. The key point is to be able to find the
characteristics that distinguish depressed individuals
from nondepressed individuals in order to achieve
better recognition results. However, relevant research
results show that this effective voice feature has not
been found yet. The most effective speech features
on different speech datasets may be different

(2) The accuracy of the results of depression recognition:
due to different data characteristics, experimental
algorithms, and hardware equipment conditions, rec-
ognition results with different accuracy will naturally
be obtained. To improve the accuracy of the recogni-
tion results of depression by continuously improving
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the experimental conditions in terms of software and
hardware is a problem to be solved in this research

(3) The authority of the depression speech dataset: at the
present research stage, there is no unified standard
dataset as the speech source material for depression
recognition. Some of the datasets used for the
research are the voices of the subjects collected by
the experimental researchers themselves, and some
use the international open source voice datasets.
The voice file collection process is also affected by
the field environment, the denoising effect of the
equipment, and the immediate state of the subjects.
For this reason, seeking a unified standard for the
integration of speech data related to depression is
one of the challenges facing this field

3. Voice-Based Depression Recognition
Method Used

3.1. Depression Recognition Model Used. The network model
used in this study integrates CNN and LSTM. The type of
data processed is voice data, and the output is whether it is
a depression patient. The deep learning model used is DR
AudioNet, and its network structure is shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the DR AudioNet network
mainly consists of 2 convolutional layers, 1 pooling layer, 2
LSTM layers, and 1 fully connected layer. The input of the
network is voice feature data. The construction process of
speech feature data is as follows: extract MFCCs, zero-
crossing rate, energy, and other features for each frame of
speech in each speech, and select 60 consecutive frames of
speech characteristics in each speech to construct a two-
dimensional matrix. The X axis of the matrix is time, and

the Y axis is frequency information. The role of the convolu-
tional layer is to extract the semantic information of Gao.
The role of the pooling layer is to reduce the dimension of
features. The two-dimensional matrix is converted into
one-dimensional data after passing through the convolu-
tional layer and the pooling layer. The LSTM layer is used
to extract long-term dependency information. The fully con-
nected layer is used to encode changes in speech on the X axis
and give prediction results.

In order to make full use of speech information to
improve the recognition rate, this paper uses an improved
network model based on the DR AudioNet network. The
improved network mainly contains 3 models, namely, M1,
M2, and M3. These 3 models are all DR AudioNet networks.
The execution process of the improved network is to first
extract the feature V1 of the current speech segment. Feature
V1 mainly includes MFCCs, short-term energy, short-term
zero-crossing rate, and formant frequency. Input feature V1
into the M1 model. Considering that the personalized inter-
ference information mixed in each sample will affect the rec-
ognition effect of the model, the feature V2 of the previous
segment of the current speech segment is used to train M2.
Feature V2 is obtained using the MADN method. In order
to further reduce the interference of the personalized infor-
mation carried by the sample, the feature V3 of the last seg-
ment of the current speech segment is used to train M3.
Feature V3 is obtained using the MADN method. The struc-
ture of the improved network is shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Multiple Feature Extraction

3.2.1. Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs).MFCCs
are one of the most widely used and basic voice features.
Equation (1) gives the conversion relationship between ordi-
nary frequencies and MFCCs.

fmel = 2595 log 1 + f Hz
700

� �
, ð1Þ

where fmel represents Mel frequency scale and f Hz stands for
normal frequency. Use P filters to calculate MFCCs. The cen-
ter frequencies of these filters can be evenly arranged accord-
ing to the Mel frequency, and the frequencies of the two
bottom points of each filter are the center frequencies of the
two adjacent filters. The output is LðpÞ, p = 1, 2,⋯, P after fil-
tering. Let lðpÞ be the lower limit frequency, cðpÞ be the center
frequency, and hðpÞ be the upper limit frequency of the p-th
triangle filter. Then, the relationship between them is as fol-
lows:

c pð Þ = h p − 1ð Þ = l p + 1ð Þ: ð2Þ

The output of the filter is transformed as follows to obtain
MFCCs.

Cn = 〠
P

p=1
logL pð Þ cos p − 0:5ð Þ hπ

P

� �
 h = 1, 2,⋯,H, ð3Þ
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Figure 1: Depression recognition process.
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where H represents the number of MFCCs, H ∈ f12, 13, 14,
15, 16g, 20 ≤ P ≤ 40.

3.2.2. Resonant Peak, Energy, and Zero Crossing Rate. Energy
usually refers to the average energy of a frame of speech sig-
nal, which represents the changing trend of the signal. It is
possible to analyze whether the voice signal contains sound
through energy analysis. By analyzing the voice characteris-
tics of depression patients, it can be observed that the voice
characteristics of depression patients mostly include inter-
mittent, unclear speech, and long pauses. Therefore, energy
characteristics can be used to identify depression. The
so-called zero crossing rate refers to the number of times
the signal value passes through the zero value per second.
The zero-crossing rate feature has been widely used in the
fields of speech recognition and music information
retrieval and is a key feature for classification of percussive
sounds. The combination of this feature and energy fea-
ture is one of the most commonly used feature combina-
tions in speech recognition.

3.3. MADN Method. In the actual scene, each person has a
different tone color and voice size, some people have a high
pitch, and some people have a low voice. The existence of this
voice feature reduces the accuracy of depression recognition,
and the personalized speech feature will weaken the general-
ization ability of the depression recognition model. This is
because many features such as MFCCs extracted from each
frame of audio include not only depression-related features
but also static characteristics of voice personality. In response
to this, this article uses the MADN algorithm to identify and
remove personalized features of depression. The calculation
process of the above MADN algorithm is as follows:

(1) Read the original audio

(2) Preprocess all audio

(3) Extract features such as MFCCs, denoted by Vðk, sÞ, s
is the number of frames of speech, and each frame
contains k elements

(4) Dðk, sÞ is obtained by differential calculation through
the feature Vðk, sÞ of two adjacent audio segments,
and the differential processing is used to eliminate
the personalized information in the voice. Dðk, sÞ
represents the time sequence change of audio, and
the distribution of its characteristic value is relatively
stable. The calculation is described as follows: S is the
total number of frames of speech

D k, sð Þ =V k, s + 1ð Þ − V k, sð Þ, s = 1, 2,⋯, S − 1 ð4Þ

(5) Normalize different scales for different features

F k, sð Þ = D k, sð Þ −Dmin k,Wk : Skð Þ
Dmax k,Wk : Skð Þ −Dmin k,Wk : Skð Þ , k = 1, 2,⋯, K

ð5Þ

The values of Sk and Wk are different scales and sliding
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Figure 2: DR AudioNet network structure.
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Figure 3: Structure diagram of the network used in this research.
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windows, and the calculation formula is

Wk =
max 0, k − 5ð Þ k = 1, 2,⋯, 12,
max 0, k − 10ð Þ k = 13, 14,
max 0, k − 15ð Þ k = 15, 16, 17,

8>><
>>:

ð6Þ

Sk =
min 60, k + 5ð Þ k = 1, 2,⋯, 12,
min 60, k + 10ð Þ k = 13, 14,
min 60, k + 15ð Þ k = 15, 16, 17

8>><
>>:

ð7Þ

(6) Output normalized features Fðk, sÞ of various scales

4. Simulation Experiment and Analysis

4.1. Experiment-Related Settings. In order to analyze the
superiority of the network used in identifying depression,
the evaluation indicators used are Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) [22] and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [22].
The experiment mainly conducts research from two aspects;
one is the influence of different feature extraction methods
on the results. The second is to use different regression algo-
rithms. The feature extraction methods used include separate
MFCCs and multifeature combination. Comparison algo-
rithms are logistic regression (LR) [23], CNN [24], and
DCNN [25]. The parameter settings of the network used in
this research are shown in Table 1.

4.2. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.2.1. Performance Comparison of 3 Models in the Network
Used. In order to verify whether the three models in the used
network have the expected optimization function, this study
conducted experiments on the 2014AVEC test set. Figure 4
gives the recognition results of the three models on the voice
data in the network. In Figure 4, fromM1 toM3, the values of
RMSE and MAE are gradually decreasing, which shows that
after the optimization of the previous model, the perfor-
mance of the latter model has indeed been improved. The
reason for the gradual improvement of the recognition per-
formance of the three models is that on the basis of the DR
AudioNet network; the upper-level model is optimized using
the features of adjacent voices, thereby improving the recog-
nition effect.

4.2.2. Comparison of the Recognition Effect of Different
Models on Depression. After comparing the performance of
the three models in the improved network, we will further
explore the effects of other features and models in the recog-
nition of depression. Through comparative experiments, to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the feature V1 and DR
AudioNet network used in this article, Table 2 shows the
depression recognition effect of different features and differ-
ent models.

From the experimental results of the LR, CNN, and
DCNN models, it can be seen that although the V1 feature
is a combination of multiple features, the experimental

results on the V1 feature are not better than the MFCCs
alone. On DCNN, the recognition effect of the two features
is not much different. On the AudioNet model, the results
of the V1 feature are significantly better than the MFCCs
alone. Furthermore, the network used in this paper recog-
nizes the three characteristic data of V1, V2, and V3; the rec-
ognition result is obviously improved; and the performance
advantage is obvious. Through comparative experiments, it
can be concluded that the characteristics of the network used
in this article V1 and the DR AudioNet network can effec-
tively predict the degree of depression. When extracting fea-
tures, different scales are used to normalize features, which
effectively merges different features and retains audio depres-
sion features. At the same time, V2 and V3 are used to jointly
optimize DR AudioNet, which effectively integrates the non-
personalized depression characteristics of the MADN feature
to the speaker.

4.2.3. Comparison of Noise Immunity. Noise immunity is a
key indicator to measure the performance of an algorithm,
because the actual data will inevitably be mixed with some
noise data. These noisy data are bound to have a certain
impact on the recognition results. An algorithm with good
performance should have good noise immunity. In order to
explore whether the algorithm in this paper is susceptible to
noise, here, we add different amounts of Gaussian white
noise to the dataset. During the experiment, this study added
Gaussian white noise with a mean value of 0 and a variance of
0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, and 0.05 to the original dataset. Each
model uses V1 features, and the evaluation indicators still
use MAE and RMSE. The recognition results of each model
on the noisy dataset are shown in Table 3.

The data in Table 3 shows that as the noise variance
increases, the recognition performance of all models shows
a downward trend. This is consistent with the theory. Among
them, the performance decline trend of LR, CNN, and
AudioNet is obvious. DCNN is not significantly affected by
noise, and its noise immunity is the best overall. When the
variance is less than 0.03, the network used is not sensitive
to noise and has strong robustness. However, as the variance
gradually increases, the performance of the network used
begins to decline, and the downward trend is obvious, result-
ing in a lower performance than the DCNN model. In sum-
mary, the network used is suitable for processing
micronoise data. Although the network used has certain anti-
noise performance, its antinoise performance needs to be fur-
ther improved.

5. Design of Human-Computer Interaction
System for Intelligent
Recognition of Depression

In order to assist doctors in the preliminary diagnosis of
patients with suspected depression, based on the above
research results, this paper designs a human-computer inter-
action system for intelligent recognition of depression. The
overall design requirements of the system are shown in
Figure 5.
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The depression recognition system designed in this paper
is mainly divided into three modules: user voice recording
module, depression recognition module, and About Us.
The functional module is shown in Figure 6. Different mod-
ules corresponding to different functional requirements are
as follows:

(1) User voice recording module: the main function of
this module is to realize the function of recording
and storing the user’s own voice files. The corre-
sponding functional operations can be realized by
clicking different button controls. This module is
mainly to realize the collection of user voice signal
materials for subsequent depression recognition

(2) Depression recognition module: after the user selects
the voice file to be recognized, the selected voice file is
recognized for depression based on the trained algo-
rithm model and the result is returned to the inter-
face. The module also realizes the function of
playing the selected voice file, so that the user can
clearly know the sound content of the selected voice
file

(3) About our module: this part is mainly for product
introduction and function description of the
speech-based depression recognition application sys-
tem. It is the software manual to help users under-
stand the main functions and practical uses of the
system

Table 1: Parameter settings.

Parameter Value

Feature size 17 ∗ 60
Batch size 32

The number of convolution kernels in the convolution layer 64

Convolution kernel size 3 ∗ 1
The number of cells in the LSTM layer 128

Number of nodes in the first fully connected layer 128

The last fully connected layer 1
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Figure 4: The recognition results of the three models in the network.

Table 2: Comparison of experimental results.

Model Feature MAE RMSE

LR
MFCCs 8.112 10.314

V1 8.240 10.453

CNN
MFCCs 7.984 10.168

V1 8.067 10.282

DCNN
MFCCs 7.922 9.978

V1 7.913 9.966

AudioNet
MFCCs 7.785 9.801

V1 7.504 9.717

Network used V1+V2+V3 7.230 9.215
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6. Conclusion

This paper designs an intelligent depression recognition sys-
tem. First, an improved network is used to recognize depres-
sion in voice data. The network uses the MADN feature
extraction method to reduce the impact of the personalized
voice characteristics carried by the sample on the sample.
And use the adjacent voice features of the current voice seg-
ment to optimize the upper-level model to improve the rec-
ognition ability and generalization of the entire network.
Experiments have verified that the network used can achieve
a better recognition effect, and it is feasible and effective. Sec-
ondly, based on this basic research, this paper designs a
depression recognition human-computer interaction system.
After inputting the user’s voice data, the result of depression

recognition is output. The visual interface improves the
patient’s satisfaction with the visit and can effectively assist
the doctor in the diagnosis. In the near future, we will con-
tinue to study the role of other modal data in the recognition
of depression to further improve the accuracy of identifying
depression. And we will also consider to use multiview learn-
ing, transfer learning, and the other advanced machine learn-
ing technologies to further develop the performance of the
proposed intelligent recognition of depression system.

Data Availability

The labeled dataset used to support the findings of this study
is available from the corresponding author upon request.

Table 3: Recognition results of noisy datasets by models.

Noise\model Index LR CNN DCNN AudioNet Network used

Mean 0, variance 0.01
MAE 8.382 8.764 8.226 8.251 7.976

RMSE 11.103 11.180 10.375 10.469 9.893

Mean 0, variance 0.02
MAE 8.921 9.082 8.886 9.335 8.007

RMSE 11.872 12.127 10.932 10.903 10.432

Mean 0, variance 0.03
MAE 9.644 9.828 9.273 10.272 8.865

RMSE 12.824 12.794 11.412 11.583 11.224

Mean 0, variance 0.04
MAE 10.720 10.532 10.023 11.091 9.942

RMSE 13.983 13.627 12.349 12.622 12.180

Mean 0, variance 0.05
MAE 11.365 11.284 10.892 12.022 10.957

RMSE 14.921 14.532 13.200 14.177 13.284

Function
realization

Recognition
result

User interface

Obtain

Operating Feedback

Figure 5: Analysis of system design requirements.
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Figure 6: System function module.
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With the development of the live broadcast industry, security issues in the live broadcast process have become increasingly
apparent. At present, the supervision of various live broadcast platforms is basically in a state of human supervision. Manpower
supervision is mainly through user reporting and platform supervision measures. However, there are a large number of live
broadcast rooms at the same time, and only relying on human supervision can no longer meet the monitoring needs of live
broadcasts. Based on this situation, this study proposes a violation information recognition method of a live-broadcasting
platform based on machine learning technology. By analyzing the similarities and differences between normal live broadcasts
and violation live broadcasts, combined with the characteristics of violation image data, this study mainly detects human skin
color and sensitive parts. A prominent feature of violation images is that they contain a large area of naked skin, and the ratio of
the area of naked skin to the overall image area of the violation image will exceed the threshold. Skin color recognition plays a
role in initial target positioning. The accuracy of skin color recognition is directly related to the recognition accuracy of the
entire system, so skin color recognition is the most important part of violation information recognition. Although there are
many effective skin color recognition technologies, the accuracy and stability of skin color recognition still need to be improved
due to the influence of various external factors, such as light intensity, light source color, and physical equipment. When it is
detected that the area of the skin color in the live screen exceeds the threshold, it is preliminarily determined to be a suspected
violation video. In order to improve the recognition accuracy, it is necessary to detect sensitive parts of the suspected video.
Naked female breasts are a very obvious feature in violation images. This study uses a chest feature extraction method to detect
the chest in the image. When the recognition result is a violation image, it is determined that the live broadcast involves
violation content. The machine learning algorithm is simple to implement, and the parameters are easy to adjust. The classifier
training requires a short time and is suitable for live violation information recognition scenarios. The experimental results on
the adopted data set show that the method used in this article can effectively detect videos with violation content. The
recognition rate is as high as 85.98%, which is suitable for a real-life environment and has good practical significance.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the webcast industry has developed rapidly,
and it has become the main channel of entertainment for
the majority of netizens. The blowout-style webcast also
brought chaos in the live broadcast. Some webcast platforms
lack a sense of responsibility and do not have full-time plat-
form content supervisors. The anchors of the live broadcast
platform also lack self-discipline and have a shallow legal
awareness, which has caused an endless stream of undesir-

able phenomena such as online violence and online obscen-
ity. During the live broadcast, there are phenomena such as
pornography, gambling, drugs, and sneak shots, which seri-
ously endanger the physical and mental health of netizens.
At the same time, this has also caused a serious negative
impact on the good development of society. Due to the large
number of live broadcast platforms, the wide coverage of
content, and the inconsistent live broadcast time, it is obvi-
ously incapable of relying solely on network police to moni-
tor. Therefore, intelligent violation information recognition
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technology needs to be introduced into the field of webcast-
ing. Currently, violation information recognition is mainly
carried out from the following aspects. One is skin color rec-
ognition. The core principle is to determine that the image
contains violation content after detecting that the area of
the skin in the screen exceeds a prescribed threshold. When
multiple consecutive images have the same situation, it is
determined that the video is a violation video. Reference [1]
used skin color segmentation and geometric features of
human pose to identify sensitive images. The basic idea
is to treat the human body as a combination of several
columnar regions according to certain rules. However, its
disadvantages are that it can only process a single type
of image, lack of adaptability and versatility, slow process-
ing speed, and low image recognition rate. Reference [2]
proposed the use of skin color recognition, texture analy-
sis, and feature vector classification to identify sensitive
pictures. Since a simple skin color model is used, the judg-
ment result is largely dependent on the result of skin
region extraction, which has great limitations. Reference
[3] uses key frames to build an XYZ model. The recogni-
tion of a single frame is taken as the X axis, the framing is
the Y axis, and the X and Y axes are parameters to con-
struct the Z axis to determine whether the frame contains
sensitive images. Many subsequent studies have focused on
improving the recognition rate of human skin color [4–6].
The second is human behavior recognition. Human behav-
ior recognition is to process time-varying data, that is, to
select the parameters used to describe the static posture
of the human body from a series of key frames in a time
sequence obtained from the image sequence, connect them
to a set of parameters, and match them with the prede-
fined action template, so that the computer can describe
the behavior of the human body in natural language.
There are two common human behavior recognition tech-
nologies in videos: (1) A method based on model match-
ing. Yuliie et al. proposed a method based on flexible
templates to extract facial features. Sakai et al. used sub-
models of facial features and face contours to detect fron-
tal faces in images. Craw et al. proposed a recognition
method based on frontal faces. First, extract the edges,
then connect the edges, detect the face template library
according to the relevant conditions, and finally use the
same method and different sizes to search for the facial
features. (2) A method based on state space. Reference
[7] proposed a method of describing behaviors with opti-
cal flow direction histograms, which opened up a new
way for human behavior recognition. The third is based
on the recognition of sensitive parts. Sensitive parts mainly
refer to parts such as breasts. This method is mainly
reflected in the training of the recognition model. Com-
monly used recognition models mainly include support
vector machine (SVM) [8–9], AdaBoost model [10–12],
and neural network [13–15]. The fourth is the recognition
technology based on the human face. The main part of
violation images is undoubtedly the human body, and
the human face is also an important part of the human
body. In violation images, except for individual violation
images which are closed-up images of sensitive parts, most

of them contain facial information. Therefore, accurate
face recognition can also be used as one of the judging
features of violation images. Face recognition is mainly
divided into three categories: (1) Methods based on skin
color [16–17]. Similar to skin color recognition, the judg-
ment is based on the difference between the color of the
face skin and the background. This method requires rela-
tively high color. (2) Feature-based methods [18–20]. It
is also judged based on all the texture features of the face.
This method is less sensitive to color, and at the same
time, it is more robust to the recognition of various skin
colors. (3) Methods based on statistics [21–22]. Count
the face image data and then design a classifier to classify
and judge the images to be detected.

It can be seen from the above research that most types
of violation recognition need to design a classifier with
good performance. Currently, classifiers mainly include
two types based on machine learning and deep learning.
In the field of machine learning, the commonly used clas-
sification models mainly include the Gaussian model [23–
24], SVM [25–26], AdaBoost [27–28], and fuzzy system
[29–30]. The use of machine learning algorithms often
needs to be equipped with suitable feature extraction
methods to get the desired results. Commonly used feature
extraction methods mainly include wavelet decomposition
and principal component analysis [31–32]. In the field of
deep learning, the commonly used classification models
mainly include convolutional neural networks [33–34],
cyclic neural networks [35–36], and long- and short-term
memory neural networks [37]. This article proposes a vio-
lation information recognition method based on machine
learning for the scene of a live webcast. The method can
realize real-time rapid recognition and is suitable for the
field of webcasting. The main work of this study is sum-
marized as follows:

(1) For the recognition of violation information in live
broadcasts, skin color recognition is first used for
preliminary filtering. Specifically, because the
YCbCr color space is simple and it is easy to sep-
arate the brightness components in the image, this
study uses the Gaussian model to train in the
YCbCr color space to obtain a skin color recogni-
tion model. According to the trained Bayesian
YCbCr skin color model, the test images to be
tested are tested. The test image is converted from
RGB space to YCbCr space, and its YCbCr compo-
nent is taken. This component is input into the
Bayesian classification model, and the skin color
segmentation result can be obtained

(2) Due to the error in the skin color recognition
result, in order to improve the recognition accu-
racy, a second round of recognition is performed
on the suspected video data. Specifically, Haar-
like features are extracted as female breast recogni-
tion features. Haar-like features are used to
describe the gray features of local areas. In the
training window of 40 ∗ 40 pixels, train and select
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a weak classifier with strong classification ability. Each
weak classifier is combined into a strong classifier
according to a certain method, and then, a cascade
classifier is obtained by training. Finally, the cascade
classifier obtained by training is used to detect the test
samples with a 40 ∗ 40 pixel sliding window

(3) In order to verify the recognition effect of the method
in this study on the violation content of the live
broadcast platform, the data set is used for experi-
mental comparison. In order to illustrate the effec-
tiveness of the two stages of recognition in this
article, the experiment compares the recognition of
skin color only, the recognition of sensitive parts,
and the cascade recognition of the two. In order to
verify the applicability and superiority of the classifi-
cation model selected at each stage, the experimental
part also made a comparative analysis of the classifi-
cation model. The experimental results show that the
method in this study has a good recognition effect
and practical value

2. Related Work

2.1. Violation Information Recognition Based on Skin Color.
Violation image recognition belongs to image recognition.
Due to the complex image background and the susceptibility
to illumination, as well as the diversity of the target human
body’s gestures, it is difficult to use a single model to repre-
sent the characteristics of violation images. A prominent fea-
ture of violation images is the large area of bare skin. Various
studies have shown that the basis of violation image recogni-
tion technology is the extraction of the skin area in the image.
Firstly, it is judged whether the pixels in the image are skin
pixels; on this basis, the next step of judgment and recogni-
tion is carried out, and finally, the whole image is judged.

Skin color recognition technology is mainly used in face
recognition, human body recognition, and violation image
identification. For violation images, the most important thing
is to detect the naked human skin in the image. Extensive
nudity is the most important feature of violation images.
The ratio of the naked skin area of the violation image to
the overall image area must exceed a certain threshold. The
current mainstream violation image recognition technologies
are based on skin color recognition, and subsequent analysis
and judgment are made on this basis. Skin color recognition
has played a role in locating the target initially. The accuracy
of skin color recognition is directly related to the recognition
accuracy of the entire system, so skin color recognition is the
most important part of the entire violation content recogni-
tion system. Many researchers have discussed the skin color
recognition technology. Due to the influence of various exter-
nal factors, such as light intensity, light source color, and
physical equipment, it is difficult to determine skin color sim-
ply and accurately. So far, there is no stable and effective
method to determine the part of the skin in the image. Most
of the current research is devoted to improving the accuracy
and stability of the algorithm. The violation video recogni-
tion process based on skin color is shown in Figure 1:

As shown in Figure 1, the collected live video is first
decomposed into one frame by frame image. Second, the skin
color feature of the image is extracted. Third, the skin area is
calculated. When the area is greater than the set threshold,
the image is determined to be an abnormal image. When
the area is less than the threshold, the image is determined
to be a normal image. Finally, when multiple frames of con-
tinuous images are judged to be abnormal images, the video
is considered to contain violation content.

2.2. Violation Information Recognition Based on Human
Face. Studies have shown that the proportion of human faces
in normal images to skin color is much greater than that in
violation images. Therefore, after adding face recognition to
judge the proportion of skin color occupied by human faces,
it can reduce the false recognition rate of normal images and
basically does not affect the judgment of violation images.
There are many researches on face recognition, but each
research has its shortcomings. At present, the most practi-
cally used face recognition method is based on the AdaBoost
algorithm. This article uses Viola’s face recognition method,
which is based on a cascade detector. The face recognition
process based on cascaded detectors is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, the Haar-like feature is first used to
characterize the face. In order to accelerate the calculation of
the feature value, the “integral graph” technology is applied
in the calculation process. Second, a series of weak classifiers
that are most suitable for face determination are selected
through the AdaBoost algorithm. Combine multiple weak
classifiers into one strong classifier based on voting. Finally,
multiple strong classifiers are connected in series to form
an efficient stacked classifier with a cascade structure.

The general operation steps for specific implementation
are as follows:

(1) Extract features from a 20 ∗ 20 picture

(2) Thousands of cut face pictures and tens of thousands
of background pictures are used as training samples.
Usually, the training images are uniformly scaled to
a 20 ∗ 20 square. At this size, the number of Haar fea-
tures that can be used is about 10,000. Then, use the
AdaBoost algorithm to select thousands of effective
features from these tens of thousands of features to
construct a classifier

(3) After the face detector has been trained, it can be
used. Before recognition, the image is scaled accord-
ing to a certain ratio. On the zoomed picture, a 20
∗ 20 subwindow is used to sequentially determine
whether it is a human face or a nonhuman face

2.3. Violation Information Recognition Based on Sensitive
Parts. Nudity is an important visual feature of violation
images, and the recognition of violation shots in sensitive
parts is more specific. According to the texture characteristics
of sensitive parts, a classifier of sensitive parts is trained to
detect pornography, which can detect violation content more
accurately. The training process of the sensitive part classifier
refers to the process of training the classifier of the AdaBoost
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algorithm in face recognition. The core steps of the sensitive
part recognition based on AdaBoost learning are as follows:
First, the binary image extracted by skin color recognition,
face recognition, and connected domains is segmented to
obtain the region to be inspected. Then, the sensitive part
classifier recognition of the sliding window is performed,
and if it fails, it is judged as a normal image. Then, perform
the areola classifier recognition of the sliding window; if it
fails, it is still judged as a normal video. If it passes, it is judged
as a suspected violation image. The process is shown in
Figure 3, where breast classifier recognition and areola classi-
fier recognition are the core of the method.

3. Violation Information Recognition on
Live Video

3.1. Recognition Framework. Figure 4 shows the violation
information recognition framework used in this article. First,
analyze and preprocess the input image. This work is mainly
to pave the way for subsequent image analysis and individual
feature recognition. The preprocessed image is subjected to
the skin color recognition in the first step, and the skin color
recognition result is obtained. When the result is a suspected
violation image, the image is input to the second stage of sen-
sitive part recognition. When the recognition result of the
sensitive part is a violation image, the image is determined

to be a violation image. When multiple adjacent frames of
images are determined to be violation images, it is deter-
mined that the live video contains violation content.

3.2. Bayesian Skin Color Recognition. The skin color recogni-
tion process based on Bayesian is shown in Figure 5. First, the
skin color part and the nonskin color part are extracted man-
ually from each sample image. Second, the probability map of
the skin color and nonskin color parts of the sample image is
calculated. After manual segmentation, the histogram statis-
tics are performed on the CbCr component and normalized.
In the statistical process of the probability map, the RGB
value of each pixel in the skin color part and the nonskin
color part is first converted to the YCbCr space. Then, accu-
mulate the skin color and nonskin color of the CbCr compo-
nents and normalize them. Two-dimensional probability
statistics of skin color and nonskin color of the CbCr compo-
nent are obtained. Finally, perform Bayesian classification
calculation on 225 ∗ 225 CbCr and obtain the Bayesian clas-
sification model of skin color on the CbCr component.

This study chooses YCbCr as the color space for skin
color recognition. The first reason is that YCbCr is widely
used in many vision technologies. YCbCr has a composition
principle similar to the human visual perception process and
can be directly applied to image formats such as JPEG or
MPEG without having to convert it into other color spaces.
The second reason is that the YCbCr color space has the
advantage of separating the brightness components in the
image. The distribution of skin pixels on the YCbCr channel
is relatively concentrated and has good cohesion. The third
reason is that the YCbCr color space coordinate representa-
tion is simpler than other color spaces.

Bayesian method [38] is a method used to solve statistical
problems based on Bayesian theory. It can well connect the
prior probability and posterior probability of an event. For
skin color recognition, the unknown sample X is first classi-
fied into a skin color category w1 or a nonskin color category
w2. Let Cij denote the cost of X at w1 being designated as w1.

Video

Images

Calculate skin area

Abnormal image

S > threshold

Yes
No

Normal image

Multiple
consecutive 
frames are 
abnormal 

Yes

Pornography video

Normal video

No

Figure 1: Violation video recognition process based on skin color.

Haar-like featureImages

Strong classifier
adaBoost algorithm

Stacked classifier with a
cascade structure Recognition result

Figure 2: Face recognition process based on cascade detector.
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When i = j, the classification is correct, that is, it is correctly
detected whether the X is a skin pixel. At this time, Cij is the
cost of correct classification.When i ≠ j, it means that the clas-
sification is wrong, that is, the skin color point is detected as
the nonskin color part, or the nonskin color part is falsely
detected as the skin color. At this time, Cij is the cost of classi-
fication when the error is detected. Let the variable RiðXÞ be
the total cost borne by the sample X to be determined as the
i type. According to the above assumptions, we can get

R1 = C11 ⋅ p w1 ∣ Xð Þ + C12 ⋅ p w2 ∣ Xð Þ, ð1Þ

R2 = C21 ⋅ p w1 ∣ Xð Þ + C22 ⋅ p w2 ∣ Xð Þ: ð2Þ

The pðw1 ∣ XÞ represents the conditional probability that
the unknown sample X belongs to w1, which stipulates

R1 Xð Þ < R2 Xð Þ⇒ X ∈w1, ð3Þ

R1 Xð Þ > R2 Xð Þ⇒ X ∈w2: ð4Þ

It can be obtained by the above formula:

C11 − C21ð Þ ⋅ p w1 ∣ Xð Þ < C22 − C12ð Þ ⋅ p w2 ∣ Xð Þ⇒ X ∈w1,
ð5Þ

Start

End

Processed binary image

Whether it is
detected by the
breast classifier 

Yes

No

Whether it is
detected by the
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No
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Pornography image

Figure 3: Sensitive part recognition process.
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Figure 4: Recognition framework diagram.
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C11 − C21ð Þ ⋅ p w1 ∣ Xð Þ > C22 − C12ð Þ ⋅ p w2 ∣ Xð Þ⇒ X ∈w2:

ð6Þ

Finally, import the Bayesian formula to get

p w1 ∣ Xð Þ = p X ∣w1ð Þp w1ð Þ
p Xð Þ : ð7Þ

After sorting, the following formula is obtained:

p X ∣w1ð Þ
p X ∣w2ð Þ > τ⇒ X ∈w1, ð8Þ

p X ∣w1ð Þ
p X ∣w2ð Þ < τ⇒ X ∈w2, ð9Þ

where

τ =
C22−C12ð Þ ⋅ p w2ð Þ
C11−C21ð Þ ⋅ p w1ð Þ : ð10Þ

The key of this method is to determine an optimal thresh-
old τ to achieve accurate skin color recognition. When pð
CbCr ∣ skinÞ/pðCbCr ∣ nonskinÞ > τ, this type of CbCr is a skin
color point, and vice versa, it is a nonskin color point. Accord-
ing to reference [39], the optimal value of t is between 2 and 4.
This article uses a single-point skin color recognition method.
Extract the color information of CbCr from a single point, and
then, make a decision based on the statistical histogram infor-
mation. This method achieves better results and is faster at the
same time.

3.3. Sensitive Part Recognition Based on AdaBoost. The Haar-
like feature is extracted as the main feature for female breast
recognition. The Haar-like feature is used to describe the gray
features of local areas. This breast feature extraction method
easily misjudges the eyes, belly button, and other parts as
breasts. In order to avoid this problem as much as possible,
the red color of the chest color is considered stronger. Let
the color characteristic value of the chest be N0 =Nr −Nb.
Nr is the information difference between the R channel and
the B and G channels. Nb is the information difference
between the B and G channels. The calculation formulas of
Nr and Nb are as follows:

Nr =
V = 2r − g − b V > 0ð Þ,
0 V ≤ 0ð Þ,

(
ð11Þ

Skin color part and nonskin color part
are extracted manually

Calculate the probability map of skin color
and nonskin color part

Theoretical analysis of 225⁎ 225 CbCr

Skin color Nonskin color

P (CbCr|skin)|
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Complete
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Figure 5: Skin color recognition process based on Bayesian.
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Figure 6: AdaBoost classification cascade structure diagram.
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Nb =
V = b − g V > 0ð Þ,
0 V ≤ 0ð Þ,

(
ð12Þ

N0 =Nr −Nb, ð13Þ
where r, g, and b, respectively, represent the component

information value of the pixel on the Red, Green, and Black
(RGB) channel. The calculation formula for the average
eigenvalue of the target area is as follows:

�N0 =
1
n
〠N0: ð14Þ

The n is the number of pixels in the target area. When �N0

is greater than the set threshold, it can be considered that the
red color feature here is large, and misrecognition areas such
as the eyes and belly buttons can be excluded. At the same
time, the calculated area is the target area for classification,
and the area is small, so the calculation process will not affect
the speed.

In a training window of 40 × 40 pixels, a weak classifier
with strong classification ability is trained. According to a
certain method, a strong classifier is combined into a strong
classifier, and then, a cascaded classifier is trained. Finally,
the trained cascade classifier and a 40 × 40 pixel sliding win-
dow are used to detect the test samples. Figure 6 shows the
structure of the AdaBoost cascade classifier.

4. Experiment and Analysis

4.1. Experimental Data. The experimental data set adopted in
this article is a public video data set. The specific representa-
tion of this data set is shown in Table 1. Figure 7 is an exam-
ple of this adopted data set.

4.2. Experimental Environment. To analyze the performance
of each method, the evaluation indicators used in this study
are precision, recall, and F1-measure (F1). The calculation
formula of each evaluation index is as follows:

precision =
TP

TP + FP
, ð15Þ

recall =
TP

TP + FN
, ð16Þ

F1 =
w ×w + 1ð Þ × precision × recall
w ×wð Þ × precision + recall

, ð17Þ

where TP stands for the number of positive classes pre-

dicted as positive classes, TN stands for negative class predic-
tions as negative classes, FP stands for negative class
predictions as positive classes, and FN stands for positive
class predictions as negative classes. The w in Equation (17)
is the weight value. When the value of w is greater than 1,
the accuracy rate is more important, and when the value of
w is less than 1, the recall rate is more important. In this
study, the value of w is set to 1, indicating that the require-
ments for precision and recall are the same. The values of
the above three indicators are all between 0 and 1. The closer
the value is to 1, the better the classification effect of the
model.

The hardware configuration information used in this
experiment is as follows: CPU is Intel Core i7, graphics mem-
ory is GTX960M 4G, and memory is 16G. The operating sys-
tem is Windows10 64-bit, and the development language is
MATLAB.

4.3. Experimental Results and Analysis. The experiment
mainly conducts comparative analysis from three aspects.
One is to perform skin color recognition only, the other is
to detect sensitive parts only, and the third is to combine
the two recognition methods.

4.3.1. Skin Color Recognition Experiment. To compare the
effectiveness of the Bayesian model for skin color recognition
in this study, the comparison model uses artificial neural net-
works (ANN) [40] and SVM [41]. The experimental results
are shown in Table 2:

It can be seen from the experimental results that the skin
color recognition gap based on the three models is not large.
The Bayesian classification model based on YCbCr space has
achieved the best recognition effect. Because the distribution
of skin pixels on the CbCr component has good cohesion, the
Bayesian classification model based on YCbCr space can
achieve better skin color recognition results. This method is
simple and fast. The classification result based on the Bayes-
ian criterion is also more accurate. The experimental results
in this study are in line with expectations. However, this
method strongly depends on the training sample images,
and the comprehensive and reasonable selection of the sam-
ple library has a greater impact on the results. At the same
time, this method is a static segmentation method. After
the classifier is determined, the segmentation threshold of
the test image cannot be flexibly changed. Therefore, if the
judgment condition is adjusted, when the judgment condi-
tion for skin color is strengthened, the recognition result pro-
duced by the trained classifier will make it difficult to detect
part of the skin color. And when the skin color judgment

Table 1: Introduction to the data set used.

Video category Number of videos Duration
Average number of frames
extracted in each video

Pornography 400 57 15.6

Nonviolation (simple) 200 11.5 33.8

Nonviolation (difficult) 200 8.5 17.5

All 800 77 20.6
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condition is relaxed, some background points will be mistak-
enly detected as skin color points.

4.3.2. Sensitive Part Recognition Experiment. Sensitive part
recognition is performed on the original data. The compari-
son models include the SVM and TSK fuzzy systems [42].
The results of sensitive part recognition by each model are
shown in Table 3.

The data in Table 3 shows that the recognition effect of
sensitive parts based on the AdaBoost model is obviously bet-
ter. The Haar feature classifier has a high positive recognition
rate and a high false recognition rate. Many nontarget areas
are also mistaken for sensitive parts. Appropriately increas-
ing the number of classifier stages can reduce the false recog-

nition rate, but the false recognition rate is still high. At the
same time, an increase in the number of classifier stages will
also lead to an increase in computing time. Compared with
face recognition, the characteristics of the areola are not obvi-
ous, except that the color of the center of the area is darker
than the surrounding area, and there is no more obvious fea-
ture available. This is why the overall accuracy of recognition
of sensitive parts is lower than that of skin color recognition.

4.3.3. Recognition Experiment Based on the Proposed
Framework. To improve the recognition accuracy, this
research proposes to use multistep recognition. First, the
original sample is input to the skin color recognition module,
and the suspected violation sample is detected. Second, input
the suspected sample to the sensitive part recognition mod-
ule. The test results of the framework proposed in this study
are shown in Table 4. It can be seen from the experimental
results that the framework proposed in this article greatly
improves the recognition accuracy of violation content. This
is because the recognition of multiple links can reduce the
false recognition rate.

5. Conclusion

Aiming at the recognition of violation content in live broad-
cast scenes, this study proposes a recognition framework
based on skin color and sensitive parts. In the skin color rec-
ognition link, a Bayesian recognition method based on the
YCbCr space is used. However, relying only on skin color
recognition results as the only criterion for violation content
recognition cannot meet the needs of practical applications.
In the judgment of images such as wearing sexy celebrity por-
traits or avatar ID photos, since such pictures also have a
large amount of naked skin, the judgment will have a large
false recognition rate. Therefore, a sensitive part recognition
link is added. This session uses an AdaBoost-based recogni-
tion method for bare breasts. The experimental results show
that the recognition framework proposed in this study can

Figure 7: Data set legend.

Table 2: Skin color recognition results of each model.

Model Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%)

ANN 81.21 81.32 81.15

SVM 81.84 81.97 81.48

Bayes 82.85 82.89 82.24

Table 3: Sensitive part recognition results of each model.

Model Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%)

SVM 78.04 78.92 78.98

TSK 80.65 80.36 80.46

AdaBoost 81.30 81.74 80.62

Table 4: Recognition results based on the proposed framework.

Recognition method Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%)

Skin color recognition 82.85 82.89 82.24

Sensitive part recognition 81.30 81.74 80.62

Proposed framework 85.98 86.20 85.75
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effectively detect whether the live broadcast scene contains
violation content. This research has very good practical value.
To shorten the recognition time, this research omitted the
face recognition link. But at the same time, the false recogni-
tion rate is increased. The next step is to improve the recog-
nition accuracy without increasing the recognition time as
much as possible. This research intends to introduce deep
learning to extract deep features of images to improve recog-
nition efficiency.
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Elastic scaling is one of the techniques to deal with the sudden change of the number of tasks and the long average waiting time of
tasks in the container cluster. The unreasonable resource supply may lead to the low comprehensive resource utilization rate of the
cluster. Therefore, balancing the relationship between the average waiting time of tasks and the comprehensive resource utilization
rate of the cluster based on the number of tasks is the key to elastic scaling. In this paper, an adaptive scaling algorithm based on the
queuing model called ACEA is proposed. This algorithm uses the hybrid multiserver queuing model (M/M/s/K) to quantitatively
describe the relationship among number of tasks, average waiting time of tasks, and comprehensive resource utilization rate of
cluster and builds the cluster performance model, evaluation function, and quality of service (QoS) constraints. Particle swarm
optimization (PSO) is used to search feasible solution space determined by the constraint relation of ACEA quickly, so as to
improve the dynamic optimization performance and convergence timeliness of ACEA. The experimental results show that the
algorithm can ensure the comprehensive resource utilization rate of the cluster while the average waiting time of tasks meets the
requirement.

1. Introduction

With the advent of the information age, information technol-
ogy has been widely used in various fields of human life, such
as medical big data analysis in the medical field [1]. And the
resulting application services have also been growing explo-
sively. To provide an environment for an effective service
running environment, cloud computing platforms based on
virtualization technology emerge. Cloud computing refers
to applications and services running on a distributed network
using virtualized resources [2–4]. Virtualization is used to
build virtual hosts running different operating systems on
the same physical machine, while applications and services
run on these different virtual machines as needed [5, 6]. In
the early days of cloud computing [7], it was common to

build cloud computing clusters based on traditional virtual
machine clusters. As Docker container technology [8, 9] is
maturing day by day, the way of cloud platform construction
has gradually changed into the shaping of a Docker cluster
through the integration of multiple Docker physical nodes
[10]. Compared with the traditional virtualization architec-
ture [11–14], the container has the characteristics of low
resource consumption, fast startup speed, high deployment
efficiency, and good scalability, which can ensure the reliabil-
ity and timeliness of the elastic scaling of resources for the
cluster. However, the following problems still exist in the
elastic scaling:

(1) The container cluster has the characteristics of
large number of resource indicators and complex
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relationship between indicators, so it is difficult to
analyze the relationship between indicators quanti-
tatively. At this time, if the performance model and
evaluation function [15–17] cannot be reasonably
built according to user demand, system resource
consumption, and other indicators, it is easy to
have unreasonable allocation of resources

(2) The number of tasks in the Internet environment has
the characteristics of mutation, that is, the number of
tasks arriving is irregular and sudden. When the elas-
tic scaling algorithm cannot allocate resources accord-
ing to the number of tasks in time, the task may be lost
due to the long average waiting time of tasks or the
resource waste caused by the cluster idling due to the
insufficient number of tasks

Therefore, it is urgent to solve the problem of how to
quantitatively describe the relationship among number of
tasks, average waiting time of tasks, and comprehensive
resource utilization rate of cluster, for the purpose of ensur-
ing that the comprehensive resource utilization rate of cluster
is always at a high level on the basis of controllable average
waiting time of tasks. In order to solve the problem, this
paper proposes the ACEA. The main contributions of this
algorithm are as follows:

(1) According to the state information of the container
cluster and the application characteristics it carries,
building a self-defined QoS constraint relationship
and feasible solution space to provides computing
constraints for the resources elastic scaling

(2) The paper studies the problem of resource elastic scal-
ing in container cluster, introduces the calculation
method of task effective arrival rate, and proposes an
adaptive elastic capacity expansion framework and
performance model based on a queuing model. This
paper uses M/M/s/K to describe the relationship
among the number of tasks, the average waiting time
of tasks, and the comprehensive utilization of cluster
resources and solves the problem of building the per-
formance model and evaluation function of a con-
tainer cluster

(3) Taking the cluster evaluation function as the fitness
function, through the particle swarm optimization
algorithm to search the feasible solution space,
improves the dynamic optimization and convergence
timeliness of ACEA algorithm, and achieves the goal
of improving the accuracy of resource elastic scaling
under the condition of ensuring the convergence
timeliness of the algorithm

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 sum-
marizes the research work on the elastic scaling of con-
tainer cluster. Section 3 discusses the overall design of the
ACEA algorithm. Section 4 discusses the M/M/s/K perfor-
mance model design and adaptive scaling strategy of the
ACEA algorithm. Section 5 validates the overall design of
Section 3 and the performance model and cluster schedul-

ing strategy of Section 4 through experiments. Section 6 is
the conclusions.

2. Related Work

At present, the research mainly provides appropriate
resources for the task under the premise of ensuring the
shortest task execution time [18–20]. For example, [18] pro-
poses a cloud environment task scheduling algorithm based
on the multipriority queue and memory algorithm
(MPQMA). The basic idea of this method is to improve the
convergence speed with the advantages of MA. [19] provides
a comprehensive multiobjective optimization task scheduling
model to minimize execution time, delivery time, and execu-
tion cost. However, the scheduling model has conflicts of
objective function parameters, and there may be the issue
of timeliness in multiobjective optimization. [20] proposes
a method for automatically testing the entire cloud environ-
ment using containers, which serves as the foundation of dis-
tributed cloud monitoring. In [21], the cluster elastic scaling
technique is divided into reaction scaling and prediction scal-
ing. Reaction scaling refers to the dynamic scaling of a cluster
when a burst task request occurs. Prediction scaling refers to
predicting task size based on historical data and prediction
algorithms and dynamically scale before the change takes
place. [22] proposes a layer-by-layer elastic scaling technique
for applications. [23] discusses the application of optimiza-
tion algorithms in load balancing and elastic scheduling.
[24] proposes the application of the integrated MOPSO algo-
rithm in task scheduling and optimizes the total task time
and average task time. [25–28] introduce three resource
scheduling methods provided by Docker Swarm: spread
strategy, binpack strategy, and random strategy. The spread
strategy is the default strategy. Docker Swarm prefers nodes
with the fewest resources (such as CPU and memory) to
ensure uniform use of all node resources in the cluster. The
binpack strategy is the opposite of spread strategy, and its
purpose is to use one node as much as possible to ensure
enough idle nodes; the random strategy is a random selection
strategy, that is, the task is completely randomly assigned to
the existing nodes. Based on the theoretical analysis, the cor-
responding advantages and disadvantages of the scheduling
algorithm are discussed. Among them, [25, 26] introduce
Docker Swarm, the most widely used Docker cluster manage-
ment tool, and provide the spread strategy as the default
scheduling strategy. Docker Swarm selects the least quantity
of resources to consume according to the number of CPU
cores of a node and the unallocated memory; [28] proposes
a task scheduling technique based on the genetic algorithm,
which effectively allocates cloud computing resources and
minimizes the overall response time. [29–31] detail the con-
tainer orchestration tool Kubernetes and its elastic scaling
function. The elastic scaling of Kubernetes can dynamically
adjust the number of Pod copies for purpose of scaling the
container according to the number of tasks. The number of
Pod copies is adjusted by periodically querying the status of
the Pod to obtain the monitoring data of the Pod, and then,
the average usage rate and target usage rate of the existing
Pod is compared to determine the number of scaling s. The
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fuzzy system is famous for the good balance between approx-
imation accuracy and interpretability. [32] uses the fuzzy sys-
tem for data preprocessing to improve the accuracy of the
algorithm. In this paper, whether we can use the above ideas
for reference to classify and deal with tasks is found.

In summary, the existing container cluster dynamic scal-
ing algorithm mainly provide resources for tasks under the
premise of ensuring the minimum task execution time [18–
20], without considering quantitatively the relationship
among the sudden change of the number of tasks, average
waiting time of tasks, and comprehensive resource utilization
rate of cluster in the Internet environment.

3. Design of ACEA Algorithm

The overall design is shown in Figure 1. The algorithm ACEA
consists of three modules: the information collector,
M/M/s/K performance model, and cluster scheduler. The
information collector is used to obtain the status of the cur-
rent cluster and provide input data for M/M/s/K; the
M/M/s/K performance model is the core of ACEA, which
can be divided into three functional components: the QoS
constraint verifier, M/M/s/K modeler, and PSO. The module
mainly completes the construction of the cluster perfor-
mance model, evaluation function and QoS constraints, ver-
ification of QoS constraints, and dynamic optimization and
provides input data for the cluster scheduler. The cluster
scheduler completes the specific cluster scheduling function
according to the optimal number of containers, and the clus-
ter state provided by the M/M/s/K performance model. The
three modules of the ACEA algorithm are executed in
sequence and form a closed loop.

3.1. The Process of ACEA

(1) The container cluster is responsible for receiving and
processing tasks, which is the processing object of
elastic scaling of the algorithm

(2) The information collector is responsible for obtain-
ing the current status of the cluster, such as CPU
resources RusedCPU, memory resources RusedMEN, IO
resources RusedIO, network resources RusedNET, and
number of tasks n, etc. used by each container

(3) After the M/M/s/K performance model obtains
obtaining the data of step (2), firstly, the M/M/s/K
modeler is used to quantitatively describe the rela-
tionship among the various indicators using the
hybrid multiserver queuing model M/M/s/K and to
build the performance model for the container clus-
ter and the evaluation function which is also the fit-
ness function of the PSO (see Section 3.2.1 for details)

(4) Firstly, the QoS constraint verifier is used to con-
struct QoS constraints. Then, under the constraints
of the verifier, the cluster evaluation function in step
(3) is used as the fitness function to solve the dynamic
optimization problem and obtain the optimal num-
ber of containers in the current cluster and achieve
the goal of dynamic optimization of the performance
of the cluster (see Section 3.2.2 and Section 3.2.3 for
details)

(5) After the cluster scheduler obtains the optimal num-
ber of containers output by the M/M/s/K performance
model module, the cluster scheduling strategy is deter-
mined according to the optimal numbers of containers
and the state of the cluster.

(6) Complete the cluster scheduling. After the scheduling
is completed, go to step (2) to continue execution and
form a closed loop.

3.2. M/M/s/K Performance Model. The M/M/s/K perfor-
mance model is the core of ACEA. It consists of three func-
tional components: the QoS constraint verifier, M/M/s/K
modeler, and PSO. This section mainly discusses the compo-
nents of the M/M/s/K performance model according to the
overall design of the ACEA algorithm.

Container cluster
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… …
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Cluster scheduler

Execution scheduling

Scheduling
strategy

Scheduling
accuracy

Information
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inspection

Indicator
processing
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and verification
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Figure 1: ACEA framework.
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3.2.1. M/M/s/K Modeler. As shown in Figure 2, the ACEA
algorithm compares tasks and containers providing services
to customers and servers, respectively. When the container
cluster processing capability cannot meet the QoS con-
straints, the number of containers in the cluster can be
dynamically adjusted according to the number of tasks to
enhance the service processing capability for the purpose of
a flexible supply of resources.

The M/M/s/K modeler uses the principle of Figure 2 to
quantitatively describe the relationships among the num-
ber of tasks, the average waiting time of tasks, and the
comprehensive resource utilization rate of cluster using
the hybrid multiserver queuing model M/M/s/K, so as to
solve the construction problem of cluster performance
model and evaluation function. The evaluation function
is used as the fitness function of dynamic optimization. The
reasons for choosing the queuing model M/M/s/K are as fol-
lows [33]:

(1) The arrival of tasks and the processing time have rel-
atively stable frequencies, while the task has discrete-
ness and independence, which satisfies the condition
of exponential distribution

(2) There is an upper limit for the tasks that the servers
can handle, which is consistent with the concept of
“system space” in the queuing model. The upper limit
is defined as K

(3) When the number of tasks to be processed in the
servers reach K , the newly arrived task cannot be
effectively processed in accordance with the require-
ments of the quality standard, which results in the
loss of tasks. This is consistent with the principle of
“when K locations have been occupied by customers,
the newly arrived customers leave automatically” in
the queuing model

(4) When the number of tasks to be processed in the sys-
tem is lower than K , the newly arrived task enters the
queue and waits for the service, and the principle of
“newly arrived customers enter the system to wait
in line when the system has a free position” is consis-
tent with the queuing model

3.2.2. QoS Constraint Verifier. The QoS constraint verifier
mainly includes two functions: one is to construct QoS con-
straints and the other is to determine the solution space of
the algorithm according to the QoS constraints. QoS con-
straints define the constraints among number of tasks, aver-
age waiting time, comprehensive resource utilization rate of
cluster, and the cluster running indicators, which is the basis
of constructing the QoS constraints verifier. They specifically
include the following contents:

(1) Maximum number of running containers: the maxi-
mum number of containers that the cluster hardware
resources can support is denoted byK . In the produc-
tion environment, the number of containers running
in the cluster should be less than the maximum num-
ber of running containers. Otherwise, the container
cannot be started due to insufficient hardware
resources of the cluster, so there is s < K

(2) Average waiting time of tasks: the mathematical
expectation of the maximum waiting time that the
user can withstand from the time when the task is
issued to the time when the cluster starts responding.
If waiting time exceeds the average waiting time, the
task will be lost. This paper assumes that the average
waiting time of tasks does not exceed 50ms, that is,
Wq < 50ms

(3) Queue length n: the number of tasks in the current
queue. If s > n, which means the number of

Service rule
(cluster)

… …

Tasks arriving

Task clients

Task clients

Task clients

Task clients

… …

End of task

Task
completion

Queue rule

M/M/s/K

Load
balancing

Tasks processing Task completion

Service management

Service management

Figure 2: The model of the M/M/s/K modeler.
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containers is greater than the number of tasks, then
there are free containers, resulting in waste of cluster
resources. If n > K , which means the cluster is over-
loaded with tasks, it cannot process additional tasks
effectively, resulting in the loss of these tasks; there-
fore, there must be s < n ≤ K

(4) Threshold constraint

Define f used i as the weighted sum of resources consumed
by the ith container in the presence of a task, and the follow-
ing relationship exists.

f used i = aRi
usedCPU + bRi

usedMEN + cRi
usedIO + dRi

usedNET: ð1Þ

Define f total i as the weighted sum of the resources assigned to
the ith container by the system, and the following relation-
ship exists.

f total i = aRi
totalCPU + bRi

totalMEM + cRi
totalIO + dRi

totalNET: ð2Þ

Ri
usedCPU represents the CPU resource used by the ith con-

tainer, and Ri
totalCPU indicates the total CPU resources allo-

cated by the system for the ith container. Other resources
are similar. a, b, c, and d are the weights of each resource in
the total resources and are determined by the task attributes
processed by the container, satisfying the relationship of a
+ b + c + d = 1; this paper assumes a = b = c = d = 0:25.

Define Ui as the comprehensive resource utilization rate
of a single container, derived from Equation (1), (2).

Ui =
f used i R

i
usedCPU, Ri

usedMEN, Ri
usedIO, Ri

usedNET
� �

f total i R
i
totalCPU, Ri

totalMEM, Ri
totalIO, Ri

totalNET
� � : ð3Þ

Udown is defined as the lower limit of the comprehensive
resource utilization rate of cluster, which means that the
comprehensive resource utilization rate of cluster is the low-
est. If the utilization rate is lower than this value, it needs to
shrink. Uup is defined as the upper limit of the comprehen-
sive resource utilization rate of cluster, which means that
the comprehensive resource utilization rate of cluster is the
highest. If it is higher than this value, it needs to be scaling.
According to the requirements for the comprehensive utiliza-
tion of the cluster, the following constraint is obtained from
Equation (3).

Udown < 〠
s

i=1

Ui

s
∗ 100% <Uup: ð4Þ

3.2.3. Particle Swarm Optimization. Particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO) algorithm makes use of an individual’s sharing of
information in the swarm, so that the swarm can evolve from
disorder to order in the solution space to obtain the optimal
solution. Due to its simple operation and fast convergence,
PSO has been widely used in many fields such as function
optimization, image processing, and geodetic survey [24].
The reasons for choosing PSO are as follows:

(1) PSO has many mature applications in function
optimization

(2) PSO has a fast convergence rate and meets the time-
liness requirements of the algorithm

(3) PSO is easy to operate for improving computational
efficiency

In the dynamic optimization solution, PSO uses the clus-
ter evaluation function built by the M/M/s/K modeler in the
solution space determined by the QoS constraint verifier to
search for the optimal solution for the fitness function and
obtain the obtained solution. The optimal solution is pro-
vided as input data to the cluster scheduler.

4. ACEA Performance Model and Scheduling
Strategy Design

This section focuses on the design of the M/M/s/K perfor-
mance model based on the overall design of ACEA and
implements the processing flow and scaling conditions of
each module through pseudocode.

4.1. M/M/s/K Performance Model. According to the existing
cluster state and task attributes, ACEA firstly obtains the
mathematical distribution parameters of task arrival and
processing time by using statistical principle, then passes
the obtained parameters into the M/M/s/K performance
model, and finally solves the optimal expansion strategy
under the constraints of QoS. The task processing flow is
shown in Figure 3.

Lq is defined as the task average queue length: the math-
ematical expectation of the number of tasks to be processed
in the queued model. According to the Equations (1) and
(3) constraints in Section 3.2.2, the following relationships
exist:

Lq = 〠
K

n=1
n − sð Þpn =

p0ρ
sρs

s! 1 − ρsð Þ2 1 − ρK−s+1s

�
− 1 − ρsð Þ K − s + 1ð ÞρK−ss

�
,

ð5Þ

where ρ = λ/μ, ρs = λ/sμ indicating service intensity, reflect-
ing the busy degree of the system.

p0 = 〠
s−1

n=0

ρn

n!
+
ρs 1 − ρK−s+1s

� �
s! 1 − ρsð Þ

 !−1

, ð6Þ

pn =
ρn

s!sn−s
p0: ð7Þ

From Equations (5)–(7), Wq can be obtained.

Wq =
Lq
λe

: ð8Þ

λe = λð1 − pkÞ indicates the effective arrival rate of tasks.
The reason for the effective arrival rate of the task request is
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that the part of the task failed to process properly during the
cluster service. The reason for this is that in the process of
cluster service, tasks with probability Po cannot be handled
properly, and tasks with probability Pi can be handled prop-
erly. Therefore, the arrangement Equation (8) can be
obtained.

Wq =
Lq
λe

=
∑K

n=1 n − sð Þpn
λPi

=
∑K

n=1 n − sð Þpn
λ 1 − Poð Þ : ð9Þ

Because of the existence of QoS constraints, Equation (9)
must satisfy the Wq <Wq max, that is, there are the following
relationships:

Wq =
Lq
λe

=
∑K

n=1 n − sð Þpn
λPi

=
∑K

n=1 n − sð Þpn
λ 1 − Poð Þ <Wqmax , ð10Þ

E Wq ∣ s = s
� �

<Wqmax and E Wq ∣ s = s − 1
� �

≥Wqmax ,
ð11Þ

Udown < E 〠
s

i=1

Ui

s
∣ s = s

" #
< Uup , ð12Þ

Udown > E 〠
s

i=1

Ui

s
∣ s = s + 1

" #
orE 〠

s

i=1

Ui

s
∣ s = s − 1

" #
> Uup : ð13Þ

Equations (10)–(13) show that Wq is only related with s,
K , λ, and μ, and since λ, μ, andK are relatively independent, s
that conforms to the QoS constraints Section 3.2.2 can be
regarded as a set of feasible solutions, and all the set of feasi-
ble solutions is the solution space. Therefore, the problem of
obtaining the optimal index of cluster turns into the problem
of obtaining the best feasible solution. For this reason, PSO is
introduced to search for the optimal solution in the solution
space to achieve the goal of dynamic optimization.

4.2. Adaptive Scaling Strategy Design. This section implements
the overall design and cluster scheduling strategy of ACEA in
pseudocode. The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1. Line 1
defines the model parameters of the algorithm as global var-
iables, including the distribution function parameters, the

number of particles, the maximum number of iterations,
and the adaptation degree of the task arrival and processing
in the queuing model M/M/s/K. Line 2 defines the threshold
of the system’s comprehensive resource utilization rate and
average waiting time of tasks. Line 3 defines the configuration
file function of information collection service, which is used
to obtain the cluster’s state parameters, including CPU usage,
memory usage, IO resources, network resources, etc. Lines 4-
5 construct the particle fitness function (performance model
evaluation function) and particle initialization and particle
swarm algorithm according to the parameters of Line 1. Lines
6-12 particles search the feasible solution space for dynamic
optimization. Lines 14-16 define the condition for scaling,
that is, if the average waiting time of tasks satisfies the
requirement, and the fitness value is lower than the lower
threshold, contraction() function is performed. Lines 17-19
define the condition for scaling, that is, if the average waiting
time of tasks satisfies the requirement and the fitness value is
higher than the upper threshold, expand() function is per-
formed. Lines 20-22 defines the condition for stability, that
is, if the average waiting time of tasks satisfies the require-
ment, and the fitness value is between the upper and lower
thresholds, scheduling is not performed, and only the current
results will be visually managed. There are three main sched-
uling strategies for Algorithm 1.

(1) Container Contraction. The main reason for the con-
tainer contraction is that the number of tasks is
reduced or the task processing is completed, causing
the decrease of various monitoring indicators to dif-
ferent extents. The decrease of ∑f used iwill make the
resource utilization rate lower than the MIN thresh-
old. In this case, the container cluster needs to be
reduced

(2) Container Expand. The main reason for the expan-
sion of the container is that the number of tasks
increases, causing the increase the monitoring indica-
tors to different extents. The increase of ∑f used i will
make the resource utilization rate higher than the
upper threshold or the average waiting time of tasks
failing to meet the QoS constraints. In this case, the
container cluster needs to be expanded

……

Load
balancing

Container

Pi

𝜆e

Pl

Container cluster

Po

Task queue Task flowTask left

Container

ContainerTask input Task left

Wq

Lq

𝜆

Figure 3: ACEA task processing flow.
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(3) Stable State. The main reason for the stability of the
cluster is that the number of tasks is stable and there
is no sudden change, so that the average waiting time
of tasks and resource utilization rate are in line with
the custom QoS constraints

5. Results and Discussion

The algorithm ACEA has been prototyped in the Docker vir-
tualized cluster. This section will verify the effectiveness of
the algorithm in the case of a sudden change in the number
of tasks and compare with the existing elastic scaling algo-
rithm to verify the accuracy of the system’s model. The
objects for comparison are two general algorithms in the field
of elastic scaling.

The incremental scheduling algorithm (ISA) is an algo-
rithm that periodically checks the state of the cluster
through the polling service. When the task average waiting
time or the comprehensive resource utilization rate of clus-
ter does not meet the QoS constraints, the cluster scheduler
or operation and maintenance personnel, based on histori-
cal experience, will quantitatively determine the number of
containers to be adjusted in a certain interval to cope with
the current task. The quantitative determination of the
number of containers required to be adjusted within a cer-
tain interval is an increment.

Kubernetes HPA [29] (Kubernetes horizontal Pod auto-
scaling, Kubernetes Pod) obtains information about resource
usage by periodically polling the Pod state during the opera-
tion of the container cluster and then compares the average

usage rate of the existing Pod with the target usage rate to
determine the number of Pod copies, and finally through
the horizontal dynamic adjustment of the number of Pod
copies to achieve the purpose of scaling. The formula for cal-
culating the elastic scaling of Pod is as follows.

ExpansionPods = Ceil Sum CurrentUtilizationð Þð Þ
TargetUtilization

: ð14Þ

Among them, ExpansionPods indicates the number of con-
tainers required; Target Utilization indicates the user-
defined resource usage threshold; CurrentUtilization indi-
cates the average resource utilization of the current Pod,
and the calculation formula is as shown in Equation (15);
Sum() is a summation function for the sum of current utiliza-
tion; Ceil() is the integer function used to return the smallest
integer greater than or equal to the specified expression.

CurrentUti lization =
Average value of used resources

Resources allocated to Pod by the system
:

ð15Þ

5.1. Experimental Threshold. The experimental threshold set-
tings in this section are as follows:

(1) The upper threshold of the average waiting time of
tasks is set to 50ms, that is Wq ≤ 50ms

(2) The upper threshold of the comprehensive resource
utilization rate of cluster is 80%, and the lower

Input: achievement rate of historical tasks λHistory , task processing interval μ, number of containers in the current cluster s.
Output: indicator information for container cluster, volume of autoscaling, mode of adaptive scaling.
1. global var Wq, Fitness; //Fitness: real-time comprehensive resource utilization rate of cluster.
2. const var Uup, Udown, W limitUdown;// W limit: maximum waiting time of tasks.
3. define func getConfig(): LCPU, LMEM, LIO, LNET, LLIMIT;
4. Input
5. par[Pnum]=
6. PSOInit(Pnum): ParticleInit(Pnum), ParticleEvaluate();
7. Fitness =Wq(getUall(s), getUlimit());
8. PSORun():
9. For each par.
10. ParticleUpdate();
11. ParticleEvaluate();
12. End For;
13. For Iteration times do.
14. If (Wq <W limit &&Udown > Fitness):
15. Contract(service);
16. End if;
17. If((Wq <W limit &&Fitness >Uup)|| Wq <W limit):
18. Expand(service);
19. End if;
20. If(Wq <W limit &&Udown < Fitness <Uup):
21. PSOshowresult();
22. End if;
23. End For;

Algorithm 1: The algorithm of ACEA.
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threshold is 55%. Equation (4) gives the relationship
of cluster resource utilization as shown in Equation
(16)

55% < 〠
s

i=1

f used i R
i
usedCPU, Ri

usedMEN, Ri
usedIO, Ri

usedNET
� �

f total i R
i
totalCPU, Ri

totalMEM, Ri
totalIO, Ri

totalNET
� �

∗ 100 < 80%:

ð16Þ

5.2. Experimental Analysis. The purpose of this experiment is
to verify the coordination and effectiveness of the informa-
tion collector, the M/M/s/K performance model, cluster
scheduler in ACEA, and the feasibility of ACEA’s scaling
strategy. The experimental results are shown in Figures 4–6.

As shown in Figure 4, the number of containers in the
cluster changes simultaneously when the number of tasks
changes, and the trend of change is consistent with the num-
ber of tasks, which verifies the feasibility of container cluster
scheduling strategy. The following validation experiments
are based on the experimental data to verify the performance
of the average waiting time of tasks and the comprehensive
resource utilization rate of cluster.

As shown in Figure 5, when the number of tasks changes,
the number of containers in the cluster and the comprehen-
sive resource utilization rate of cluster change accordingly.
Corresponding to the left axis of the figure above, the number
of tasks and the number of containers have the same trend.
Corresponding to the right axis of the figure above, although
the number of tasks that the cluster can handle per unit time,
i.e., the average service rate μ, is different, the comprehensive
utilization rate of cluster resources calculated by Equations
(3) and (4) is always between 55% and 80%, which meets
the threshold requirement of the comprehensive resource
utilization rate of cluster.

As shown in Figure 6, when the number of tasks
changes, the number of containers in the cluster and the
average waiting time of tasks change accordingly. Corre-
sponding to the left axis of the figure above, the number of
tasks and the number of containers have the same trend.
Corresponding to the right axis of the figure above, although
the number of tasks that the cluster can handle per unit time,
i.e., the average service rate μ, is different, the average wait-
ing time of tasks increases synchronously and is always
lower than 35ms, which satisfies the threshold requirement
of average waiting time of tasks and does not affect the effec-
tive processing of tasks.

It can be seen from the above experimental results that
the average waiting time of tasks is always within 35ms,
and the comprehensive resource utilization rate of cluster is
always maintained between 55% and 80%, which satisfies
the requirement for the threshold set by the user, indicating
that the algorithm satisfies the average waiting time of tasks.
In the case of time requirements, the comprehensive resource
utilization rate of cluster is also guaranteed.

5.3. Comparison with ISA Algorithm. The biggest feature of
this algorithm is easy to implement, no need for plugins,
and easy operation and maintenance personnel. Compared
with the algorithm ACEA, the performance is shown in
Figures 7 and 8.

As shown in Figure 7, with the running of the system,
when the number of tasks changes, the number of containers
in the cluster and the average waiting time of tasks change
accordingly. Corresponding to the left axis of the figure
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above, with the system running, in order to meet the thresh-
old requirements, the number of containers in the cluster
changes when the number of tasks changes. Corresponding
to the right axis of the figure above, the average waiting time
of ACEA algorithm is higher than that of ISA algorithm, and
the difference is less than 12ms. Meanwhile, although the
average waiting time of ACEA algorithm fluctuates, it is
always lower than 45ms, which satisfies the threshold
requirement of average waiting time of tasks and does not
affect the effective processing of tasks.

As shown in Figure 8, with the running of the system,
when the number of tasks changes randomly, the compre-
hensive resource utilization rate and the number of con-
tainers in the cluster will change accordingly. For effective
comparison of the performance of the algorithm, the change
rule of the number of tasks here is consistent with Figure 7.
Corresponding to the left axis of the figure above, with the
running of the system, in order to meet the threshold require-
ments, the number of containers in the cluster changes when
the number of tasks changes. Corresponding to the right axis
of the figure above, when the running time is 250, the com-
prehensive resource utilization rate of ISA algorithm is
higher than that of ACEA algorithm. The reason is that the
number of capacity expansion determined by experience,

i.e. the increment, matches the number of tasks at present,
but overall, the comprehensive resource utilization rate of
ACEA algorithm is higher than that of ISA algorithm, and
the comprehensive resource utilization rate of ACEA algo-
rithm is always between 55% and 80%, which achieves the
goal of ACEA algorithm to improve the comprehensive
resource utilization rate on the basis of ensuring the average
waiting time of tasks.

5.4. Comparison with Kubernetes HPA. From the perspective
of theoretical analysis, Kubernetes HPA does not provide the
function of automatically scaling the Pod according to the
constraint of average waiting time of tasks. ACEA makes
up for this part of the blank and ensures the balance between
the average waiting time of tasks and the comprehensive
resource utilization rate of cluster by using the dynamic opti-
mization algorithm. From an experimental point of view, the
performance is shown in Figures 9 and 10 compared to
ACEA.

As shown in Figure 9, with the running of the system,
when the number of tasks changes, the number of containers
in the cluster and the average waiting time of tasks change
accordingly. Corresponding to the left axis of the figure
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above, with the system running, in order to meet the thresh-
old requirements, the number of containers in the cluster
changes when the number of tasks changes. Corresponding
to the right axis of the figure above, the average waiting time
of ACEA algorithm is higher than that of Kubernetes HPA,
and the difference is less than 15ms. Meanwhile, although
the average waiting time of ACEA algorithm fluctuates, it is
always lower than 45ms, which satisfies the threshold
requirement of average waiting time of tasks and does not
affect the effective processing of tasks.

As shown in Figure 10, with the running of the system,
when the number of tasks changes randomly, the compre-
hensive resource utilization rate and the number of con-
tainers in the cluster will change accordingly. For effective
comparison of the performance of the algorithm, the change
rule of the number of tasks here is consistent with Figure 9.
Corresponding to the left axis of the figure above, with the
running of the system, in order to meet the threshold require-
ments, the number of containers in the cluster changes when
the number of tasks changes. Corresponding to the right axis
of the figure above, when the running time is 200 and 425, the
comprehensive resource utilization rate of Kubernetes HPA
is higher than that of ACEA algorithm. The reason is due
to the influence of Kubernetes HPA resource monitoring
transmission delay and Equation (10) average strategy, but
overall, the comprehensive resource utilization rate of ACEA
algorithm is higher than that of Kubernetes HPA, and the
comprehensive resource utilization rate of ACEA algorithm
is always between 55% and 80%, which achieves the goal of
ACEA algorithm to improve the comprehensive resource uti-
lization rate on the basis of ensuring the average waiting time
of tasks.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes the ACEA algorithm for balancing the
average waiting time of tasks and the comprehensive
resource utilization rate of cluster in elastic scaling. This algo-
rithm uses a hybrid multiserver queuing model M/M/s/K to
build a container cluster performance model and evaluate
functions and QoS constraints and uses a QoS constraint
validator to determine the feasible solution space of the algo-
rithm, and the feasible solution space is searched by PSO to
achieve dynamic optimization of the algorithm. The experi-
mental results show that the proposed algorithm can ensure
the comprehensive resource utilization rate of cluster while
guaranteeing that the average waiting time of tasks is satis-
fied. However, we believe that there is still some follow-up
work worth extending, including the following:

(1) For the characteristics of sudden changes of the num-
ber of tasks, it may be considered to introduce a mul-
tiple QoS authentication strategy or a smoothing
algorithm to avoid invalid scaling and reduce the jit-
ter of cluster scaling

(2) Try to apply ACEA to the microservice architecture
container cluster

(3) At present, there are some improved clustering algo-
rithms. We can try to cluster tasks on the basis of the
improved clustering algorithm and use the task cate-
gory attribute to improve the efficiency of task for-
warding in load balancing
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Compared with the conventional network data analysis, the data analysis based on social network has a very clear object of analysis,
various forms of analysis, and more methods and contents of analysis. If the conventional analysis methods are applied to social
network data analysis, we will find that the analysis results do not reach our expected results. The results of the above studies
are usually based on statistical methods and machine learning methods, but some systems use other methods, such as self-
organizing self-learning mechanisms and concept retrieval. With regard to the current data analysis methods, data models, and
social network data, this paper conducts a series of researches from data acquisition, data cleaning and processing, data model
application and optimization of the model in the process of application, and how the formed data analysis results can be used
for managers to make decisions. In this paper, the number of customer evaluations, the time of evaluation, the frequency of
evaluation, and the score of evaluation are clustered and analyzed, and finally, the results obtained by the two clustering
methods applied in the analysis process are compared to build a customer grading system. The analysis results can be used to
maintain the current Amazon purchase customers in a hierarchical manner, and the most valuable customers need to be given
key attention, combining social network big data with micro marketing to improve Amazon’s sales performance and influence,
developing from the original single shopping mall model to a comprehensive e-commerce platform, and cultivating their own
customer base.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of computer technology, the
Internet electronic information resources play an indispens-
able role in everyone’s life and work, and people interact with
each other more and more through the Internet [1]. Social
networking is a change from online social networking, the
predecessor of online social networking is email, and online
social networking pushes BBS one step forward [2]. Email
and BBS are upgraded versions of social tools are instant
messaging and blogs, which have significantly improved in
terms of transmission speed and parallel processing; blogs
have begun to reflect sociological and psychological theories.
In recent years, the development of social networks has been
remarkable [3–5]. At present, more than half of Chinese
Internet users communicate and share information through
social networks, which have become the Web 2.0 business
with the largest communication impact, the widest coverage
of users, and the highest commercial value. Social networks

have become a part of people’s lives and play a very impor-
tant role in people’s lives, having an undervalued impact on
people’s access to information, thinking, and life [6–8].

Social networks have become a window for people to get
information, show themselves, and market and promote
their functions. As of December 2012, the total number of
Internet users is 564 million, and 309 million are microblog
users, in which tens of millions of Internet users are active
every day, posting microblogs to share what is new, etc. [9,
10]. Social networks have three major advantages: (1) higher
user viscosity. According to the survey data, an average Inter-
net user spends about 17 to 20 minutes a day on social net-
works. (2) Low maintenance cost. The number of editors
needed for Web 1.0 portal websites exceeds the number of
employees for Web 2.0 websites. (3) Information prepara-
tion. Social network users are asked to fill in real, detailed
personal information. This facilitates developers to conduct
data analysis as well as business applications. Web data is
growing rapidly, and having access to this data on websites
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can be of great help in analyzing topical social issues and
trends and also can be of great help and impact on social
network operations [11]. Social networks concentrate the
youngest and most active web users, so they are also the
most densely populated places for online speech, and min-
ing their information resources can obtain a lot of valuable
raw data for relevant user analysis and decision-making
[12]. Data mining is a thriving disciplinary frontier con-
cerning data and information systems and applications,
the result of a multidisciplinary field and drawing from
several disciplines, and a natural evolution from informa-
tion technology [13–15]. It is able to precisely mine data
hidden knowledge from massive amounts of data, and
data mining is applied in any type of information reposi-
tory and transient data. In data mining applications, the
most basic forms of data are database data, data ware-
house data, and transactional data [16, 17]. Data mining
has now become one of the most cutting-edge research
directions in the field of information decision-making
and databases internationally, mainly because of its great
potential for business prospects and has attracted wide
attention from industry and academia [18, 19]. Data min-
ing can be applied to financial data analysis, retailing, tele-
communications, biological data analysis, and other
scientific applications. In this paper, data mining is applied
to data mining in social networks. The huge amount of
data in the Internet and the data will grow rapidly, pro-
vides a good basis for data mining [20, 21].

In recent years, due to the limitations of search engine
query information, many scholars improve the efficiency of
retrieval is by eliminating the near mirror pages, the research
of algorithms for near text detection. Researchers at the Uni-
versity of Arizona, USA, found similar documents existing in
a large file system by employing a method that computes the
degree of overlap of documents. The results of the studies
presented above are generally based on statistical methods
and machine learning methods, but some systems use other
methods such as self-organizing self-learning mechanisms
and concept retrieval. The diversity of web data forms brings
new challenges to data mining, and it is the main effort and
development direction in the future to combine clustering,
support vector machines, neural networks, etc. with various
database techniques in its large amount of graphical and
complex spatiotemporal data, and to investigate data mining
in new databases. In this paper, we study the application of
data mining in social networks. The social network object
studied in this paper is Sina Weibo. The data of popular
topics and participating users in Sina Weibo are extracted
by python, and then, the clustering algorithm and collabora-
tive filtering algorithm of data mining are used to analyze and
recommend the user data. The main work done is as follows.

(1) It briefly introduces the basis of web data extraction
and methods of extracting data, then introduces data
mining techniques and clustering algorithms and
hierarchical methods in clustering methods

(2) This article describes in detail the extraction of user
data from social networks in Python, using two

methods: the Weibo API interface and the simulated
browser login method

(3) Clustering of the extracted trending topics and topic
recommendations to users based on their participa-
tion in the topics

2. Data Mining Techniques and Tools

2.1. Data Mining Tools. The Oracle database management
system is used as the tool for data storage, which is a rela-
tional database and one of the current mainstream database
management systems. Compared with other database man-
agement systems, it is easy to install, easy to use, and easy
to understand interface. The simple and easy-to-use SQL
statements are not necessary for beginners to consider how
to process data with complex algorithms, and they can get
the desired data with suitable SQL statements. Currently,
there are two main categories of popular data mining tools:
one is a data mining tool specifically for a specific industry
or field, and the other is a general mining tool with a wide
range of applications and more situations. Data mining
tools for a specific field or industry, the tool itself has
some optimization or preprocessing work on the data. In
this paper, we choose the more general data mining tools,
and the main general and free data mining tools are
WEKA from New Zealand, R language with powerful plot-
ting performance and statistical analysis, and the Clemen-
tine system from SPSS.

Among these three data mining tools, Clementine is the
industry’s leading data mining platform that can apply com-
plex data mining algorithms and machine learning tech-
niques to process data to help companies uncover the value
behind transaction data, with the strongest ease of use and
the most beautiful interface. The main algorithms applied
in this data mining process are K-Means clustering algo-
rithm, two-step clustering algorithm, RFM structural model,
etc. The analysts using Clementine do not need to spend
much time on the algorithms themselves, but only need to
apply a reasonable data model to observe whether the data
analysis results are consistent with the business needs.

2.2. Clementine Has Three Main Features

(1) Beautiful Interface and Visualization of Data Analy-
sis Process. As a general-purpose data mining tool,
the beautiful and visualized operation interface is
one of its great advantages. Users only need to select
the nodes they want in the modules of source, record
option, field option, graph, modeling, output, and
export and connect several nodes with lines to com-
plete the creation of a basic model.

(2) Powerful Data Processing Capability. Even a novice
who has no contact with data mining algorithms
can use Clementine to build data models by review-
ing some theoretical knowledge of algorithms and
knowing the application scenarios of algorithms.
The simple model in Clementine does not require
any parameter setting; just input the preprocessed
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data in the data source and then run and output the
results. The expert model requires the analysts to
select the established data model according to the
business requirements and customize some model
analysis parameters according to the actual needs in
the analysis process. The setting of parameters
mainly relies on the experience value of business per-
sonnel in the practice process to set and through the
adjustment of parameters to continuously optimize
the data model and build a model that meets the
actual needs of the enterprise, in order to achieve
the purpose of outputting ideal analysis results, pro-
viding data support for the development of business
and providing a source of power for the advancement
of the enterprise.

(3) Follow the Standard Data Mining Process of
CRISP.DM. Unlike the traditional mining process
built on the technical level, Clementine can effec-
tively control the entire mining process, equating
the data mining process with a business analysis
process and making business purposes and busi-
ness needs the latest goal of data mining. A com-
plete data analysis process includes six stages:
business understanding, data understanding, data
preparation, modeling, evaluation, and deployment,
and different stages correspond to different project
management requirements.

Following the CRISP.DM process enhances the user’s
understanding of the business model and achieves a perfect
alignment between business requirements and the data
model. More than half of the data mining platforms in the
industry follow the CRISP.DM standard, which has gradually
become the industry standard. As shown in Figure 1. Data
source is an efficient hierarchical clustering algorithm, which
can deal with large data clusters simultaneously. It is mainly
used to divide the dataset to be processed into several small
datasets to complete the quasi-clustering process of data.

2.3. Core Ideas and Algorithms. Clustering is the process of
dividing a collection of physical or abstract objects into mul-
tiple classes composed of similar objects. The cluster gener-
ated by clustering is a collection of data objects that are
similar to each other in the same cluster and different from
the objects in other clusters. As the saying goes, “things come
together in groups, people come together in clusters,” and
classification problems can be found everywhere in the social
and natural sciences. Cluster analysis, also known as cluster
analysis, is a statistical analysis method to study the problem
of classifying samples or indicators.

Although clustering and classification have some com-
monality in that they are both aimed at classifying data from
a given dataset, the difference is that clustering has a learning
process, while classification simply divides the existing data-
set into different categories according to the specified needs.

The number of categories for clustering can be specified
or obtained automatically based on algorithms, and it is up
to the analyst to decide which approach to use based on dif-

ferent business needs. The current development of clustering
technology is promising and covers a wide range of fields,
including statistics, data mining, machine learning, and mar-
keting. Clustering analysis, as an important branch of data
mining, is a popular research topic.

K-Means clustering is a classical bottom-up clustering
method. It is characterized by a very fast clustering speed
compared to other clustering algorithms even with a very
large amount of data and a relatively simple execution pro-
cess. However, the disadvantage is that the K-value must be
specified before clustering, and the analyst usually does not
know how many classes should be clustered in the actual
application. This requires us to select different K-values for
multiple clustering, which is solved by selecting the best
clusters.

K-Means clustering is used to divide the existing dataset
with n samples into clusters with high similarity. The cluster-
ing process can be roughly described as follows: k samples are
randomly selected as clustering centers, the remaining ones
calculate the distance from each sample to each center, then
the object is assigned to the center closest to it, the center of
each new cluster is recalculated, and the above process is
repeated until the convergence condition is satisfied. The
usual convergence condition is that the centroids no longer
change or a certain number of iterations are reached. The
squared error criterion is generally used, and the relevant def-
inition is as follows:

E nð Þ = 〠
k

i=1
〠
n

P∈Q
λtð Þn+1eλt: ð1Þ

E is the sum of the squared errors of all objects in the
database, P is the point in space, and im is the average of clus-
ter ic. The objective function is to make the generated clusters
as compact and independent as possible, and the distance
measure is the Euclidean distance, but it is possible to use
other distance measures if desired.

P = e−2πT
2 = e−2G: ð2Þ

The second-order clustering algorithm is a common hier-
archical clustering algorithm, mainly used in the two major
fields of cross-sectional and data mining of multivariate sta-
tistics. Compared with the K-Means clustering algorithm,
the biggest advantage of the two-step clustering algorithm
is that it can determine the K-value of clusters by itself, and
there is no need to determine the best clustering class by dif-
ferent K-values, which eliminates many steps of manual
discrimination.

But the disadvantage lies in the fact that because the cat-
egories are determined by the algorithm itself, without com-
bining the actual needs, the clustering results often fail to
achieve the expected results. The choice of the two algo-
rithms needs to be made by analysts according to different
needs and application scenarios. The following is a brief
description of the algorithmic process of the two-step cluster-
ing algorithm for your reference.
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Step 1. Quasi-clustering process. The main work of this step
is to apply a comprehensive hierarchical clustering algorithm
BIRCH (Balance Iterative Reducing and Clustering using
Hierarchies), which is an efficient hierarchical clustering
algorithm capable of handling large-scale data clusters at
one time. It is mainly used to divide the dataset to be proc-
essed into many small datasets and complete the quasi-
clustering process of the data.

Step 2. Secondary clustering process. This step uses the log-
likelihood function to calculate the distance between samples
and implements secondary clustering based on the small
dataset preprocessed in the previous step. The recursive algo-
rithm merges the input subclusters using the “hierarchical
coalescence method” until the last cluster includes all the
datasets. The second-order clustering algorithm is integrated
in Clementine, and the user only needs to select the appropri-
ate model node to use. The algorithm uses probability-based
distances as a measure function:

d k, nð Þ = λtð Þn+1eλt + ξi, ð3Þ

ζn =HN ,v 〠
k

i=1
〠
n

P∈Q
λtð Þn+1eλt +Qn

 !
, ð4Þ

~E nð Þ = 〠
Ik

i=1
〠
n

P∈Q
λtð Þn+1eλt logn

Nv

Nn
, ð5Þ

where KA is the number of input domain ranges, KB is

the number of input domain symbols, KL is the number of
categories of the kth symbolic domain of the input, VN is
the number of records in cluster V , VKLN is the number of
records belonging to the kth symbolic domain of the lth cat-
egory in cluster V , 2k is the estimated deviation of the kth
continuous variable from all records, and 2vk is the estimated
deviation of the kth continuous variable from theVth cluster.

RFMmodel is a means for enterprises to achieve database
precision marketing, by setting three core indicators to carry
out customer segmentation. In most cases, management
decision-makers tend to focus only on the single dimension
of sales amount and believe that those with high spending
amount are important value customers and should be given
key marketing. However, there are many customers with
large single purchase amounts, but the frequency of sales is
very low, and some even come into the store once in a few
years; these customers can basically be judged as lost cus-
tomers. For different customer groups, we should use differ-
entiated marketing strategies, if the marketing of lost
customers and important value customers using the same
marketing approach will result in a waste of corporate
resources. Currently, this kind of rough marketing model is
gradually improving; the United States after a lot of research
data shows that the following three factors constitute the key
factors can be customer segmentation. They are freshness
(the latest consumption time), consumption frequency (the
number of times of consumption over a period of time),
and consumption amount (the total amount of consumption
over a period of time).
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Figure 1: The 6 stages of CRISP.DM.

Input: the dataset with n samples and the number of clusters k.
Output: k clusters and minimizes the squared error criterion.
Steps.
(1) Arbitrarily select k samples as initial cluster centers
(2) Repeat the above steps
(3) Calculate the mean of the samples in the cluster and reassign the values of the samples to the most similar cluster
(4) Updating the cluster means, i.e., calculating the mean of the samples in each cluster
(5) Until no more changes occur

Algorithm 1:
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(1) Freshness (last consumption time)

Freshness refers to the most recent consumption time
of the customer, which category of goods the customer
has recently purchased, whether the category has changed
compared to the previous purchase of goods, what is the
reason for the recent change in consumption habits, if
the change from the purchase of daily goods to frequent
purchase of baby products can be determined that the cus-
tomer has a baby at home recently, and the change to the
purchase of home building materials can be determined
that the customer recently purchased a new house has
the demand for decoration. For customers in different
stages of life, merchants need to dig out customers’ recent
needs from purchase data and push the latest information
and promotion information of products that customers are
concerned about according to their consumption needs.
Send targeted information through data analysis, so that
the customer’s acceptance of the information will be
greatly enhanced. Do not make customers feel that you
are sending information only to sell products; you need
to reduce the customer’s aversion to promotional
information.

Once the customer becomes disgusted with the mer-
chant, he or she will not go through the merchant’s catalog
book, the cell phone sets up SMS blocking, and the contact
channel between the merchant and the customer will be cut
off. If you send relevant information after three months or
even six months, you will also miss the best marketing time
period, and customer acceptance will be reduced. The actual
situation shows that the acceptance of customers with recent
consumption time is inevitably higher than that of customers
with long consumption time. Through data analysis to dig
out the information behind the customer, form effective
interaction with the customer, repeated contact, so that the
customer always feel the merchant’s concern for him,
enhance the customer’s goodwill towards the merchant,
and enhance the customer experience. Then, the customer’s
arrival rate will certainly be improved, and with the mer-
chant’s customized marketing strategy, the transaction rate
will be significantly increased. By increasing the frequency
of contact with the customer, the customer’s arrival rate will
be improved, thus increasing the closing rate.

(2) Consumption frequency

This is the actual number of times a customer has visited
the store over a period of time. These customers can be con-
sidered separately in the actual analysis process. The charac-
teristics of these customers are that they love to take
advantage of small bargains and will not come to the store
without the merchant’s activities and will only choose cheap
goods, which will not form related sales and upselling. How-
ever, most of the customers with high consumption fre-
quency are customers who often buy with high satisfaction
to the merchant. The merchant’s brand influence and service
quality are what keep customers spending at high frequencies
and loyalty. Customers have a limited time to buy, and
increasing the frequency of customers’ consumption will, to

a certain extent, grab market share from competitors and
increase their own market share.

(3) Spending amount

Spending is usually the most important metric for
management and decision-makers, as it directly affects
revenue and profitability. According to the traditional
“two to eight” rule, 20% of customers contribute 80% of
the company’s revenue. It can be seen that how to distin-
guish the important value customers is very important to
enterprises; in the case of limited resources and marketing
expenses, you can give priority to 20% of the important
value customers for precision marketing, because these
customers are the main contributors to corporate revenue,
as shown in Figure 2.

When classifying customers, we need to consider the
above three core indicators and set different weights for the
three indicators according to the actual situation of our
own enterprise when using the RFM model in Clementine,
and the weights can be adjusted by referring to the experi-
enced values of marketing personnel.

3. Experimental Design

Freshness (last consumption time), consumption frequency,
and consumption amount are three very important indica-
tors in customer value assessment and customer relationship
management, which have a strong guiding meaning for our
daily marketing activities, customer maintenance, and
enhancing customer loyalty. The freshness is the most
important of them. Using RFM model in Clementine, we
can transform these three variables as long as the analyzed
dataset has three indicators: unique customer identification,
last time, and spending amount. Each of these variables is
given a different weight according to the actual situation,
and then, the customer value is evaluated based on the
RFM score. We classify customers into 5∗5∗5 = 125 catego-
ries, as shown in Figure 3, and analyze their data to customize
marketing strategies.

Referring to the amazon-meta dataset of Amazon, the
amount of review data shown in Dataset statistics is
7781990, which is the total sum of review statistics table of
products, including 42919 undownloaded data, 145827 inva-
lid data, the total number of reviews (count), the average
value of evaluation scores (AVG_rating), the average value
of the number of votes (AVG_votes), the average value of
the number of customer reviews (AVG_votes), and the aver-
age value of the number of customer reviews (AVG_votes).
For (AVG_helpful), the total number of data is 1555171.

Companies must carry out marketing activities before
the consumer habits and buying behavior data mining,
to understand the customer in order to develop marketing
strategies. Traditional market research methods have been
tested in practice and have great limitations. The customer
base is narrow and unrepresentative. Data mining makes
up for this shortcoming. Big data mining based on social
network evaluation data can be carried out from the fol-
lowing aspects.
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(1) Preprocessing of data and clustering using different
clustering algorithms

(2) Analysis of the differences between the customer
groups formed by the clustering results

(3) From the differentiation of data, find out the charac-
teristics of customer reviews and the interesting
behavior of customers in purchasing goods and con-
duct a series of analysis and summary, so as to pro-
vide users and enterprises with more targeted and
valuable information

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Quality Node Mining. RFM model: R (recency) indicates
the most recent purchase time of the customer, F (frequency)
indicates the frequency of the customer’s consumption in a
period of time, and M (monetary) indicates the amount of
the customer’s consumption in a period of time. The original
fields analyzed are three: customer ID (unique identification
of customers), consumption time (date format), and con-
sumption amount, which are processed by data mining soft-
ware to obtain RFM scores by weighting the three indicators,
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completing customer class classification, and sorting the
obtained RFM scores to implement accurate database mar-
keting for different customer classes. Figure 4 shows the
transformation of traditional RFM model into Amazon’s
RFM model.

RFM model is a data processing method, and in this
paper, we found that the traditional RFM model classifies
to form 125 customer categories, which is too segmented cus-
tomers and difficult to operate in practical application. We
need to adopt a new clustering method for customer segmen-
tation based on RFM model, and the characteristics and
behavioral habits of segmented customer groups need to
reach our expected clustering under over.

We continue to use Clementine to cluster the three
fields of R, F, and M. The clustering analysis mainly uses
the following: K-Means and two-step algorithms. Before
clustering, we found that directly using the three variables
of R, F, and M for clustering, the measurement scales
between the variables are very different and cannot achieve
the expected effect, so we need to have descaling. In addi-
tion, the weights of R, F, and M should be different
because of the differences in the importance of these three
indicators in the displayed evaluation system. By compar-
ing the functionality of a topic, the following statistics can

be obtained for the number of times a given user has
posted each topic. Here, we do not use a weighting
method for the three variables (in practice, an expert or
a corresponding marketer is needed to evaluate them),
and through continuous testing and evaluation, we can
choose the specific clustering method and the number of
clusters, and also, we need to compare which of the two
algorithms is more desirable. The RFM model-based cus-
tomer segmentation quadrant is shown in Figure 5.

Drawing a tree graph starts by constructing a specific
function whose return value is the overall height of the given
cluster. It is important to know the overall height of the clus-
ters when determining the overall height of the graph and
placing the different node positions. If the cluster is a leaf
node, its height is 1; otherwise, the height is the sum of all
branch heights. In addition, the overall error of the root node
must be known. That is because the length of the lines is
adjusted accordingly to the error of each node, so a scaling
factor is generated based on the total error value. The depth
of error of a node is equal to the maximum possible error
of each branch to which it belongs.

The drawdendrogram function creates an image with a
fixed width and a height of 20 pixels for each of the final
generated clusters. The scaling factor is obtained by
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dividing the fixed width by the total depth value. This func-
tion creates the corresponding draw object for the image
and then calls the drawnode function at the position of
the root node and places the node at the left center of the
entire image. When the drawnode function accepts a cluster
and its position as input parameters, the function takes the
height of the child nodes and calculates their exact position
in the picture and then connects them with lines. The
diversity of Web data forms has brought new challenges
to data mining. Combining clustering, support vector
machine, neural network, and other database technologies,
in the massive graphical and complex spatiotemporal data,
is the main effort and development direction of future data
mining. There are two horizontal lines and one longer ver-
tical line. The length of the horizontal line is determined by
the error condition in the clustering. The length of the line
is related to the clustering result, the more different the two
clusters are combined, the longer the line is drawn, and if
the two clusters are more similar, the shorter the line is
drawn, as shown in Figure 6.

According to the result of the above figure, there are eight
levels. First, topic 4 and topic 5 are clustered, assumed to be
cluster 1, and topic “Little Times 3” and topic “120 years of
Wudao” are clustered, assumed to be cluster 2. At this point,
topic 1 and topic 2 are clustered to form cluster 3 and so on,
and finally, all the clusters are merged into one class. Finally,
all clusters are combined into one class. And from Figure 7,
we can see that after topic 3 and other topics are clustered
into one class, the topic “Where did flowers go” is much far-
ther away from the aggregation point, so we can conclude
that the classes formed by other topics are closer to the aggre-
gated class. There are 28 topics in the above figure, and 31
topics are extracted, so we can conclude that the remaining
3 topics are outliers and cannot be clustered with other
classes.

The function will return a value between -1 and 1, and the
number of evaluations must be greater than or equal to 0, so
the final value returned is a value between 0 and 1. A value of

1 means that each user has the same number of posts for both
topics. With the function of comparing topics, the following
statistics can be made on the number of times a given user
has posted on each topic, and if the number of times is
higher, it means that the user has a higher interest in the
topic, and the interest can be expressed by scoring the evalu-
ation, as shown in Figure 8. However, there may be a user
who is particularly enthusiastic about a topic, which will
affect the final evaluation result. In order to solve this prob-
lem, the authors propose a weighted evaluation value to score
the topic, and then, the ranking of the topic evaluation will be
obtained. Finally, the similarity obtained is multiplied by the
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evaluation value obtained for each topic to reach the final
result. The program obtains an ordered list of topics that
are of similar interest to a given person and that have not
been tweeted by that user. The specified person is randomly
generated in the program.

Since the 31 popular topics and the users involved in
each topic were extracted in the previous section, it is pos-
sible to recommend topics with high similarity to users
based on this data, which is also known as collaborative
filtering technique. Collaborative filtering algorithms usu-
ally delineate a large group of people and then search
for them to find a group of people with similar tastes.
The algorithm focuses on the content that the group likes
and ranks the content together to get a list of recommen-
dations, as shown in Figure 9. After collecting the data,
the number of tweets posted by each user on each topic
is determined, and then, the similarity between topics is
determined based on the number of tweets posted by each
user on each topic, which can be used to calculate the
similarity between each topic and other topics.

5. Conclusion

Discovering the hidden value in the data is the main purpose
of data mining applications. In recent years, the rise of e-
commerce networks, the development of people’s online
shopping habits, the development of social networks is
remarkable, and people’s interactive behavior on the Internet
has formed a large amount of social network data, the tradi-
tional statistical analysis methods have limitations for dealing
with big data, and the hidden patterns and values in the data
can be discovered with the method of big data mining which
is a new application trend. In this paper, we combine tradi-
tional statistical analysis methods and data mining algo-
rithms to analyze Amazon’s customer evaluation data.
Around this work, this paper finds that the customer evalua-
tion data of Amazon is analyzed by cluster analysis method,
and two different clustering algorithms are applied to classify
customer groups using four evaluation indexes of customers,
and the results of clustering are compared and evaluated, and
the optimal clustering results are selected to make a customer
portrait for Amazon’s evaluation customers. In addition, this
paper applied the clustering algorithm based on RFM model
to classify the customers of Amazon customer evaluation
data, observe the proportion of important value customers
and whether there are missing growth customers, and pro-
vide relevant suggestions for customer development and
maintenance.
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Achievement of precision measurement is highly desired in a current industrial revolution where a significant increase in living
standards increased municipal solid waste. The current industry 4.0 standards require accurate and efficient edge computing
sensors towards solid waste classification. Thus, if waste is not managed properly, it would bring about an adverse impact on
health, the economy, and the global environment. All stakeholders need to realize their roles and responsibilities for solid waste
generation and recycling. To ensure recycling can be successful, the waste should be correctly and efficiently separated. The
performance of edge computing devices is directly proportional to computational complexity in the context of nonorganic waste
classification. Existing research on waste classification was done using CNN architecture, e.g., AlexNet, which contains about
62,378,344 parameters, and over 729 million floating operations (FLOPs) are required to classify a single image. As a result, it is
too heavy and not suitable for computing applications that require inexpensive computational complexities. This research
proposes an enhanced lightweight deep learning model for solid waste classification developed using MobileNetV2, efficient for
lightweight applications including edge computing devices and other mobile applications. The proposed model outperforms the
existing similar models achieving an accuracy of 82.48% and 83.46% with Softmax and support vector machine (SVM)
classifiers, respectively. Although MobileNetV2 may provide a lower accuracy if compared to CNN architecture which is larger
and heavier, the accuracy is still comparable, and it is more practical for edge computing devices and mobile applications.

1. Introduction

Industry 4.0 standards require cutting-edge solutions to
prevent, reduce, and even eradicate solid waste to ensure a
pollution-free and sustainable environment [1]. As defined

by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), municipal
solid waste (MSW) is a trash from sources that include
residential, commercial, and institutional locations, such as
businesses, schools, and hospitals [2]. However, the defini-
tion of MSW by EPA does not include industrial, hazardous,
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or construction and demolition (C&D) waste. MSW is locally
handled by each municipality [3].

Municipal solid waste (MSW) can generally be classified
into two categories: organic and inorganic categories [4].
To break it down further, organic waste consists of food
waste and yard waste, while inorganic waste contains plastics,
metal, cans, paper, glass, and others [5]. The waste composi-
tion differs from country to country as they are subjected to
the influence of many factors, such as level of economic
development, cultural norms, geographical location, energy
sources, and climate. Inorganic waste such as plastics, paper,
and aluminium increases while the relative organic waste
decreases when a country urbanizes and populations become
wealthier [6]. On the other hand, for low- and middle-
income countries, organic waste would form the majority
percentage in the urban waste stream, ranging from 40 to
85% of the total [7]. Paper, plastic, glass, and metal fractions
increase in the waste stream of the middle- and high-income
countries [8].

Significant advancement in the standard of living will
inevitably increase MSW generation [9]. This is because
when the population’s spending power increases, consump-
tion of goods and services increases as well [10]. When
consumption increases, the population will demand more
resources like water, energy, minerals, and land which will
give rise to the amount of waste generated [11]. Along with
a higher standard of living, the increasing population from
rural areas to urban areas had also contributed to a higher
MSW generation rate [12]. Based on an estimation by World
Bank, currently, 1.3 billion tons of waste is generated annu-
ally over the world, and this amount will increase to 2.2 bil-
lion tons annually by 2025 [13]. Thus, if waste is not
managed properly, it would bring about an adverse impact
on health, the economy, and the global environment. It was

also reported that improper management of waste will result
in a cost higher than what it would have cost if waste was
managed appropriately in the first place. As such, like it or
not, all parties will need to assume more responsibility for
waste generation and disposal, specifically, product design
and waste separation [14].

Considering that waste is mainly a by-product of
consumer-based lifestyles that is the main driver of the
world’s economies, in most cases, the fastest way to reduce
waste generation is to reduce economic activity [15]. How-
ever, a reduction in economic activity would not be attractive
[16]. With that, EPA has recognized MSW recycling as the
second most environmentally sound strategy for dealing with
urban waste [17].

The recent ICT-driven solutions have played a substan-
tial role in MSW management. The state-of-the-art technol-
ogies, i.e., computer vision, edge computing, IoT, machine
learning, and deep learning, have been proven to be an enor-
mous support to achieve industry 4.0 standards [18]. The
current industry employs the latest MSW management tools
that are economically and computationally inexpensive and
efficient [19].

The accurate classification of MSW employing machine
learning models has considerably benefited the MSW
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Figure 1: General architecture of the proposed classification model.
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stakeholders. [20] proposed machine learning as a useful tool
for accurate prediction and management of solid waste in
Canada based on socio-economic and demographic vari-
ables. The study applied decision trees and neural networks
to build the models. Ultimately, the study developed an inte-
grated framework for accurate classification and manage-
ment of municipal solid waste of 220 municipalities of
Ontario. Similarly, [21] developed algorithms to understand
the patterns of solid waste generations using machine learn-
ing and small area estimation techniques. The study incor-
porated the prediction of MSW to quantify the future
estimates of waste generation to ease the recycling of waste
materials for reusability. With these advancements, the ML
algorithms, i.e., regression classification, naïve Bayes classifi-
cation, support vector machine classification, decision trees,
KNN, random forests, and CNN, have bestowed computa-
tionally inexpensive and fruitful solutions for MSW classifi-
cations. As the main advantages of these solutions, efficient
resource utilisation has given economical solutions to local

and urban waste management [22]. Thus, significantly
assisted in achieving a sustainable and pollution-free envi-
ronment and enhanced the quality and standards of lives
of common people [23].

2. Related Works

The study observes many citations related to forecasting
future solid waste generation and its quantification, e.g.,
[24]. Similarly, another good number of citations can be
observed for MSW using sensors and IoT devices, e.g., [25,
26]. On contrary, the study could find a little citable work
related to optimization or enhancement of solid waste classi-
fication methods developed for edge computing devices or
other lightweight applications. Among the recent citations,
[27] developed an automated recognition system employing
a deep learning algorithm for the classification of solid waste
objects as biodegradable and nonbiodegradable.
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Figure 2: Component-based scenarios of the proposed classification model.
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Moving on, [28] used two models, namely, support vec-
tor machine (SVM) and CNN for waste image classification.
SVM was used based on the principle of processing features
in space higher than the original features space. Using a
higher feature space, the data was divided into different cate-
gories using a hyperplane. SVM computed the selection of
planes to develop the largest separation of different categories
among the data. For CNN, the study had implemented an
architecture that was similar to AlexNet but smaller due to
computational constraints. At that point, there were no pub-
licly available datasets, and the study initially found Flickr
Material Database and Google Images. However, the images
could not accurately represent the state of recycled goods.
Such issues resulted in the creation of a new dataset named
TrashNet that contained around 2400 images with six differ-
ent classes. Data augmentation techniques such as random
rotation, random brightness control, random translation,
random scaling, and random shearing were applied to
increase the dataset size. Surprisingly, SVM performed better
than CNN even though SVM is a much simpler model. The
authors believed that the poor performance of CNN was
due to suboptimal hyperparameters.

Another work done by [29] proposed an image classi-
fication model related to MSW management. The study
employed a camera to picture the solid waste and categorize
it according to five defined waste categories trained on a data-
set of 400-500 images. In a similar context, [30] employed
SVM for the supervised classification of solid waste. The
study segregated the solid waste images into recyclable or
nonrecyclable.

The study done by [31] leveraged the transfer learning
using a pretrained network utilizing AlexNet, GoogLeNet,
VGG-16, and ResNet to classify waste images with different
categories with the TrashNet dataset. In the final output layer

of the CNN, different classifiers were used, namely, Softmax
and support vector machine (SVM). The study segregated
training and testing data into equal halves without perform-
ing any further data augmentation.

[32] used VGG-19 for the waste image classification. The
study used data augmentation such as shear, rotation, zooms,
and shifts in addition to resizing images to 224 × 224 × 3
dimensions before feeding the network. The classification
layer of pretrained VGG-19 was removed and replaced by a
fully connected layer of 256 neurons with ReLU activation
function with a dropout of 0.6 and batch normalization.
The model was trained using a batch size of 32, and the
authors observed a learning rate between 0.001 and 0.0001
bestowed better results. The lower validation accuracy
depicted the overfitting of the model even though [31] and
[32] had managed to train the CNN model with high accu-
racy. The CNN architecture used, e.g., AlexNet, contained
about 62,378,344 parameters, and over 729 million FLOPs
required classifying a single image. A deep architecture as
AlexNet or VGG increases the model complexity. As a result,
the deployment of these huge CNNmodels is often unafford-
able for common computers and mobile devices. Thus, this
had given rise to the need for a lightweight CNN architecture
that could still achieve good results when compared to huge
CNN models such as AlexNet and VGG.

To create a lightweight deep neural network that could
be used for embedded vision applications and mobile
applications, [33] proposed a new architecture named
MobileNet which is based on depthwise separable convo-
lution. Depthwise separable convolution is a depthwise
convolution followed by a pointwise convolution. Using a
depthwise separable layer, the number of multiplication
operations required is reduced significantly compared to
normal convolution. Although being smaller in size, Mobile-
Net has managed to achieve good results compared to other
popular models such as VGG and GoogLeNet.

Following the success of MobileNet, [34] proposed an
improved version of MobileNet named MobileNetV2. The
study incorporated two changes to MobileNet. The first
change is to incorporate an expansion layer before the depth-
wise convolution. This module takes a low-dimensional

Loop var i in range(10000):
y predicted =m curr ∗ x + b curr
md = −ð2/nÞ ∗∑ðx ∗ ðy − y predictedÞÞ
yd = −ð2/nÞ ∗∑ðy − y predictedÞ
m curr =m curr − rate ∗md
b curr = b curr − rate ∗ yd
End Loop

Code 2

Table 1: Training result (10-fold crossvalidation) for MobileNetV2
using Softmax classifier.

Fold Accuracy Loss Precision Recall

Fold 1 91.832 1.605 0.915 0.914

Fold 2 92.574 1.112 0.911 0.910

Fold 3 87.129 1.704 0.912 0.910

Fold 4 85.396 3.124 0.915 0.913

Fold 5 91.584 1.323 0.917 0.916

Fold 6 91.337 1.506 0.915 0.914

Fold 7 89.851 1.831 0.915 0.914

Fold 8 84.901 2.714 0.913 0.912

Fold 9 85.856 2.013 0.906 0.904

Fold 10 88.089 2.052 0.923 0.922

Average 88.855 1.898 0.914 0.913

Y

XX'
Y '

y_predicted

Figure 3: Gradient descent in the proposed approach.
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compressed representation which is first expanded to high
dimensions and later on pass-through 1 × 1 convolution to
project it back to a low-dimensional representation. Hence,
the expansion layer will always have more output channels
than the input. The second change proposed by [34] is to
include a residual block similar to ResNet. Each layer has
batch normalization, and the activation function used is
ReLU6. Only the output of the projection layer does not have
an activation function. This is because the projection layer
produces a low-dimensional output, and applying nonlinear-
ity on it will destroy useful information.

The magnitude of expansion is defined by the expan-
sion factor, which is known as the width multiplier, α in
MobileNet. For example, if there is an input with 24 chan-
nels and α is 6, the expansion layer will create a new
feature with 24 × 6 = 144 channels. Subsequently, the
depthwise convolution will be applied followed by the pro-
jection layer (1 × 1 convolution) which will project the 144
channels back into a smaller number, e.g., 24. The expan-
sion and projection module is named as bottleneck layer
[35]. Ideally, the number of channels should be large so
that more information can be extracted. Combining both
the expansion layer and projecting layer enables the model
to extract more information while keeping the feature
dimension rather small.

3. Methodology

In this research, we intend to develop an enhanced image
classification model based on the lightweight feature extrac-
tion model MobileNetV2 to classify waste images into differ-

ent categories according to their material. The prevailing
citations of referred work in waste image classification
employed convolution neural network models that were
found to be larger and computationally expensive.

Let us consider a collection S = fx1, x2, x3, x4,⋯:,xng,
n ≤N contains n images from N image space. Here, an
image x is a vector such that x ϵ RD with D number of
dimensions. Let us consider x ϵ RA×B×C where each A, B,
and C represent the row vector, column vector, and color
vector having specific indices i, j, k defined by 0 ≤ i ≤D,
0 ≤ j ≤D, and 0 < k ≤ 3.

Figure 1 depicts a general architecture of the proposed
classification model. The input vector x is passed through a
series of preprocessing steps explained below. The feature
extraction of output vector x′ assists in accurate classification.

We breakdown the preprocessing steps of image vector x
as follows:

(1) We apply the horizontal and vertical shearing to
image x with coordinates a and b as described in
Equations (1) and (2)

a′

b′

 !
=

a +mb

b

 !
=

1 m

0 1

 !
a

b

 !
, ð1Þ
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Figure 4: Confusion matrix (test set) using Softmax classifier.

Table 2: Precision and recall (test set) for MobileNetV2 using
Softmax classifier.

Category Precision Recall

Cardboard 0.957 0.827

Glass 0.724 0.752

Metal 0.797 0.768

Paper 0.826 0.916

Plastic 0.769 0.722

Trash 0.613 0.679

Average 0.781 0.777

Table 3: Training result (10-fold crossvalidation) for MobileNetV2
using SVM classifier.

Fold Accuracy Precision Recall

Fold 1 94.307 0.954 0.943

Fold 2 93.812 0.942 0.923

Fold 3 94.802 0.956 0.937

Fold 4 91.584 0.926 0.901

Fold 5 94.307 0.931 0.939

Fold 6 95.050 0.959 0.935

Fold 7 92.574 0.934 0.907

Fold 8 95.050 0.948 0.954

Fold 9 95.782 0.962 0.944

Fold 10 95.533 0.960 0.927

Average 94.280 0.947 0.931
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1 0
m 1
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The horizontal and vertical shear displace the point
of interest to adjust image x for the desired shear.

(2) We apply the zooming to image vector x and achieve
another image x′ such that x is (z ∗ 10%) of vector x.
Here, z is a particular point in image x having coordi-
nates a and b. We can assume that zooming will give
us zoomed image with points (za, zb) that specify
zooming points with a displacement z. It is important
to note down that various zooming can be applied to
predict the network better

(3) The horizontal flip applied to image vector x with
coordinates a and b produces an image x with coordi-
nates a′ and b′ such that a′ = width ðvector xÞ – a – 1
while b′ = b. We can describe this phenomenon as
follows

Let us define the component-based scenario of our
convolution neural network as

xP →wP → xQ →wQ → xZ →wZ → oT : ð3Þ

Here, vector x is an input image that is handled by the
first layer of the network with weight w (the vector that pro-
cesses the input x by applying weight w, and the result of this
computation is forwarded to the second layer). Next, the
vector xQ, which was the output of the first layer, now serves
as an input for the second layer managed by weight wQ. This
process keeps on going for a defined number of layers until
the outcome OT (where T represents the number of output
channels, i.e., prediction of an image in two or more classifi-
cations) is reached. It is important to describe that oT is a
trade-off between the last predicted value of vector xZ with
the desired target (e.g., M) defined by Euclidean distance

d = 1/2 jM − oT j2. The distance d can also be measured
using other measures, e.g., Manhattan distance.

In an ideal scenario, the number of channels should be
larger so to extract more information. Integration of two
layers, i.e., expansion and projection layer, can significantly
enable the model for extracting additional information. This

holds an added value of keeping the feature dimension even
small in size. The activation function ReLU6 can also be sig-
nificant in this context.

Figure 2 showed the summarized components based on
various scenarios of the proposed classification model. The
adjustment of weights is essentially important to reduce the
error; a gradient descent can be adopted as described in
Figure 3 and below algorithm.

Let us consider slope and intercept to be defined by m_
curr and b_curr, respectively, and both initialized to 0. Let
us assume the initial learning rate as 0.01. Let n represent
the length of vector x defined by n = lenðxÞ.
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Figure 5: Confusion matrix (test set) using SVM classifier.

Table 4: Precision and recall (test set) for MobileNetV2 using SVM
classifier.

Category Precision Recall

Cardboard 0.932 0.840

Glass 0.831 0.733

Metal 0.791 0.878

Paper 0.844 0.908

Plastic 0.794 0.835

Trash 0.840 0.750

Average 0.839 0.824

Table 5: Training result (10-fold crossvalidation) global average
pooling using Softmax classifier.

Fold Accuracy Loss Precision Recall

Fold 1 88.861 0.323 0.909 0.820

Fold 2 87.624 0.384 0.913 0.816

Fold 3 85.891 0.437 0.914 0.819

Fold 4 82.426 0.499 0.918 0.828

Fold 5 89.604 0.302 0.911 0.813

Fold 6 89.109 0.373 0.913 0.821

Fold 7 88.614 0.301 0.912 0.819

Fold 8 85.891 0.349 0.913 0.819

Fold 9 89.578 0.336 0.911 0.817

Fold 10 88.337 0.372 0.914 0.820

Average 87.594 0.368 0.913 0.819
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The range specifies the number of iterations; we can
change the range to ensure a considerable reduction in the
corresponding error value.

Image preprocessing, simulation of model, and classifica-
tion are an end-to-end process described as follows:

(1) Split the entire dataset into a training set and test set
whereby the training set can be denoted as set S of n
labelled examples: S = fxi, i = 1, 2, 3⋯ ng where n =
2,019 or ~80% of the entire dataset, while the test
set has 508 images

(2) Perform data augmentation only on the training set
to increase the number of training images. Types of
augmentation performed: shearing, zooming, and
horizontal flipping of images

(3) Upon performing data augmentation, the number of
the training set is doubled where n = 4,038

(4) The training set is fed to a pretrained MobileNetV2
CNN, which acts as a feature extractor. Note that
the final output layer of the pretrained MobileNetV2
is removed

(5) The extracted features are used as input to two
classifiers, i.e., Softmax and SVM, with 10-fold
crossvalidation

(6) Both models are evaluated using the test set

4. Results and Discussion

We have employed TrashNet [32] in the research. The data-
set contains 2,527 images of six waste category, namely, card-
board, glass, metal, paper, plastic, and thrash. The images
were resized to dimension 224 × 224 × 3 as required by the
MobileNetV2. Data Augmentation such as shear, rotation,
zooms, and shifts were used. We split the dataset into train-
ing and test sets for comparative analysis.

We train the model using system hardware with 16GB
RAM equipped with NVIDIA RTX 2060 GPU (6GB). To
utilize GPU via Python, NVIDIA CUDA, and cuDNN are
installed on the system.

4.1. Performance of MobileNetV2 Using Softmax. The feature
extracted by the pretrained MobileNetV2 obtained from
Keras was flattened and input into the newly trained Softmax

classifier. As there are six classes for the waste image dataset,
the Softmax classifier layer has 6 nodes. This model will be
used as the base model which will be compared with Mobile-
NetV2 using an SVM classifier. Table 1 shows the accuracy,
loss, precision, and recall throughout the 10-fold crossvalida-
tion. The 10-fold crossvalidation is a good approximation
method that gives unbiased and equal chance to all data
points to be used fairly in the training of the model, and it
ultimately enhances the accuracy, precision, and recall.

In terms of accuracy, the average accuracy for the 10-fold
validation is 88.85%, with an average precision of 0.91 and an
average recall of 0.91 as well. Generally, precision and recall

Table 6: Precision and recall (test set) for MobileNetV2 using
Softmax classifier global average pooling layer.

Category Precision Recall

Cardboard 0.907 0.840

Glass 0.873 0.683

Metal 0.827 0.817

Paper 0.831 0.908

Plastic 0.712 0.866

Trash 0.640 0.571

Average 0.798 0.781

Table 7: Training result (10-fold crossvalidation) for MobileNetV2
with an additional fully connected layer.

Fold Accuracy Loss Precision Recall

Fold 1 91.337 0.205 0.936 0.889

Fold 2 91.337 0.348 0.936 0.894

Fold 3 88.366 0.387 0.934 0.887

Fold 4 94.059 0.172 0.933 0.885

Fold 5 89.604 0.393 0.931 0.883

Fold 6 89.851 0.295 0.934 0.886

Fold 7 91.089 0.274 0.934 0.887

Fold 8 91.584 0.249 0.932 0.881

Fold 9 91.067 0.255 0.936 0.891

Fold 10 91.067 0.282 0.935 0.888

Average 90.936 0.286 0.934 0.887
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Figure 6: Confusion matrix (test set) using Softmax classifier global average pooling layer.
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close to 1 indicate that the model performs well in predicting
all 6 different categories contained in our dataset. The accu-
racy of the model on the test set is 79.53%.

Figure 4 presents the confusion matrix of different
objects and their classification. The blue cells depict the cor-
rect identification of objects related to other objects. Further,
the precision and recall are shown in Table 2.

4.2. Performance of MobileNetV2 Using SVM Classifier.
Similar to the base model presented above, the MobileNetV2
SVM model received the same features extracted by the pre-
trained MobileNetV2. Instead of using the Softmax function,
SVM was used as the classifier. C parameter in SVM dictates
the amount of regularization performed. Small C values led
to the SVM classifier setting a larger margin when perform-
ing classification, while a larger C value led to a smaller
margin. A larger margin (smaller C values) increased the
misclassification rate on the training set but tended to per-
form better on the test set as it is more generalized. In this
study, the default C value of 1.0 is used.

Table 3 shows the accuracy, loss, precision, and recall
throughout the 10-fold crossvalidation for SVM. The SVM
model resulted in an average accuracy of 94.28%, average
precision of 0.947, and recall of 0.931 which are higher than
the 10-fold crossvalidation of the base model (Softmax
classifier).

Figure 5 presents the confusion matrix of different
objects and their classification. The blue cells depict the cor-
rect identification of objects related to other objects. Further,
the precision and recall are shown in Table 4.

The MobileNetV2 using the SVM model is then evalu-
ated using the test set, and it provided an accuracy of
83.26%, which is approximately 4% higher than the base
model. This is aligned with the result obtained by [31], which
had also stated that using the SVM classifier is more accurate
when paired together with AlexNet, GoogLeNet, ResNet, and
VGG-16 if compared to the Softmax classifier.

4.3. Performance of MobileNetV2 with Global Average
Pooling Using Softmax Classifier. Based on the results above,
it was shown that the SVM model is more accurate than the
base model. However, the base model could be further
enhanced to increase the accuracy.

A global average pooling layer is added to the model. To
illustrate how the global average pooling layer works, given

the feature extracted by the pretrained MobileNetV2 model
has a dimension of 7 × 7 × 1280, after applying global average
pooling, the output dimension will be 1 × 1280.

Table 5 depicts the training result of 10-fold crossvalida-
tion using global average pooling with Softmax classifier with
the global average-pooling layer, the model provided an aver-
age accuracy of 87.59%, average precision of 0.913, and an
average recall of 0.819 from 10-fold crossvalidation. The
training accuracy is slightly lower than the base model.

However, the accuracy on the test set is 81.10%, which is
higher than the base model. This could be due to the global
average-pooling layer which may enable the model to gener-
alize better on the test set.

Figure 6 presents the confusion matrix of different
objects and their classification. The blue cells depict the cor-
rect identification of objects related to other objects. Further,
the precision and recall are shown in Table 6.

4.4. Performance of MobileNetV2 with Additional Fully
Connected Layer. Using the model with a global average
pooling layer, an additional fully connected layer of 64 neu-
rons was added. The new fully connected layer was added
so that the model could pick up more complex features,
which may be helpful for the waste image dataset.

Table 7 presents the training result of 10-fold crossvalida-
tion for MobileNetV2 with an additional fully connected
layer. With 10-fold crossvalidation, MobileNetV2 with an
additional fully connected layer provided an average accu-
racy of 90.93%, average precision of 0.934, and an average
recall of 0.887.
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Table 8: Precision and recall (test set) for MobileNetV2 using
Softmax classifier with an additional fully connected layer.

Category Precision Recall

Cardboard 0.897 0.864

Glass 0.844 0.802

Metal 0.821 0.841

Paper 0.86 0.874

Plastic 0.88 0.753

Trash 0.478 0.786

Average 0.797 0.820
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Figure 7 presents the confusion matrix of different
objects and their classification. The blue cells depict the cor-
rect identification of objects related to other objects.

Table 8 describes the precision and recall (test set) for
MobileNetV2 using Softmax classifier with an additional
fully connected layer. With the newly added fully connected
layer, the model achieved an accuracy of 83.46% on the test
set, which was higher than the model with a global average
pooling layer (81.10%).

5. Conclusion

With the significant increase of human living standards, solid
waste management, especially recycling, must be emphasised
to prevent the adverse environmental problem before it is too
late. As the recycling effort requires proper waste segregation
by the public, data science, specifically deep learning paired
with smart mobile phones, could be a tool to aid the effort
in recycling. The development and advancement of CNN
and the ability to perform transfer learning are crucial for
image classification and model development purposes.
Architecture such as VGG16 performs very accurately for
image classification. However, the sheer size of a large CNN
model, i.e., the number of parameters and operations
required, is not feasible for mobile applications.

Although the accuracy of the MobileNetV2 with SVM
classifier for waste image classification (83.46%) is lower than
the accuracy of the VGG16 model with SVM classifier (97%),
using MobileNetV2, which is a more lightweight CNN archi-
tecture, is perhaps more practical if the image classification
model is to be implemented on mobile devices. Moreover,
MobileNetV2 is indeed specifically designed for mobile
applications.

In the current research, the feature extracted from Mobi-
leNetV2 is directly fed into the SVM classifier. To further
improve the MobileNetV2 model SVM classifier, the hyper-
parameters could be tuned, and perhaps the feature extracted
could be fed into multiple layers of the neural network before
using SVM so that more complex features or relationships
could be extracted. On top of that, the Softmax classifier
could be further enhanced by adding more layers as well.
The scope of this study is limited to solid waste classification
only. We have used cardboard, glass, metal, paper, plastic,
and trash but it can be scaled to a large variety of solid waste
classification.
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The condition monitoring of rotating machinery is always a focus of intelligent fault diagnosis. In view of the traditional methods’
excessive dependence on prior knowledge to manually extract features, their limited capacity to learn complex nonlinear relations
in fault signals and the mixing of the collected signals with environmental noise in the course of the work of rotating machines, this
article proposes a novel approach for detecting the bearing fault, which is based on deep learning. To effectively detect, locate, and
identify faults in rolling bearings, a stacked noise reduction autoencoder is utilized for abstracting characteristic from the original
vibration of signals, and then, the characteristic is provided as input for backpropagation (BP) network classifier. The results output
by this classifier represent different fault categories. Experimental results obtained on rolling bearing datasets show that this method
can be used to effectively diagnose bearing faults based on original time-domain signals.

1. Introduction

Rolling bearings are the modules that have frequent usage in
mechanical equipment and are also among the most vulner-
able components. When a fault occurs, it often results in
enormous losses; consequently, bearing fault diagnosis tech-
nology is receiving increasing attention. Statistics show that
around 30% of machinery failures arise from bearings [1,
2]. To comprehensively detect the health status of rotating
machinery, a condition monitoring system is used for data
collection. After a long period of operation, such a machine
will have generated a large amount of real-time data. We
can obtain the features that are extracted from the monitored
data through constructing feature engineering. These data
can be used to establish a classifier that different bearing
faults can be identified [3, 4]. Therefore, detecting bearing
faults is essentially the task of classification [5–7], and the
health status of bearings can be identified through such arti-
ficial intelligence techniques as deep learning models [8–10],
support vector machines (SVMs) [11], neural networks
(NNs) [12, 13], extreme learning machines (ELMs) [14],
and autoencoders (AEs) [15–17]. In particular, in recent

years, deep learning technology has been widely used in this
field and achieved good results [18, 19].

Most of the common methods used to detect bearing
faults at present are supervised algorithms where labor label
cost is pretty high. Because of the powerful function of hid-
den layers [20–22], the algorithm for training the classifier
that detects bearing faults is NNs commonly. However,
high-performance neural network classifiers also rely on
numerous good-quality labeled data. But overfitting of NNs
may occur when the samples used for training is noisy, or
the amount is not enough, or the test distribution cannot be
covered. Thus, the ability of NNs to generalize becomes poor
particularly for complicated classification problems. Diag-
nosing bearing faults is challenging because the subject to
be solved is a sophisticated mechanical instrument [23, 24].
Hence, lots of approaches have been put forward to figure
this issue out, like senior techniques of processing the signals
that are used for analyzing the vibration of signal to enable
the extraction of helpful bearing fault features. But these
advanced techniques require practitioners to have a deep
knowledge reserve of vibration signal and the whole mechan-
ical systems. Moreover, because it is difficult to obtain the
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professional knowledge related to this, these methods are not
universal, meaning that they are not smart enough compared
to machine learning. As an alternative and with the power of
deep learning, deep neural networks (DNNs) are proposed to
achieve unsupervised learning of characteristic. In recent
years, considering the impressive achievements in the area
of image recognition, deep learning has become the most
popular and promising research methods. Among them,
deep AE (autoencoder) network structures, as one of the rep-
resentatives of unsupervised learning for detecting bearing
faults, have become a common solution. In addition, as a
well-known unsupervised feature learning method, denois-
ing self-encoding is widely used for the realization of various
tasks because it can be used to learn more robust feature
expressions for input signals, that is, it has a strong generali-
zation ability [25–27].

2. Brief Introduction to DNNs

DNN is usually a nonlinear converter with multilayer struc-
tures. In general, it contains an input layer, an output layer,
and several layers in the middle. The parameter values of
each layer in DNN can be learned by the training mechanism
of the neural network, as Hinton et al. said [10]. By compar-
ison with smaller NNs, DNNs can express more information.
With the power of deep networks, we propose to use a SAE-
based (stacked autoencoder) method to automatically classify
bearing faults through feature selection without any manual
intervention. This method consists of three steps. Step one:
use unsupervised learning to train the entire model gradually.
Step two: use supervised learning to fine-tune this network
with the training data which contain true labels. Step three:
use the network to perform feature extraction and classifica-
tion of the bearing data after completing the training of this
network.

A DAE (denoising autoencoder) [25] is a variant of an
AE obtained by adding denoising technology to an AE. Tra-
ditionally, an AE comprises an encoder and a decoder.
Besides, AE is also one of the representative methods of
unsupervised learning. The principle that AE can achieve
unsupervised feature extraction is through continuously
minimizing the deviation between the input and the recon-
structed data. For the sake of enhancing the generalization
performance of the entire model, we add some noise to the
input layer. This approach also effectively avoids overfitting
in the training of the network. Usually, a DAE is a symmetri-
cal neural network with an odd number of layers, and its goal
is to make the output and input data as consistent as possible.
The purpose of the encoder of DAE is to condense the input
data without losing important information as much as possi-
ble and get a concise representation of the input data. The
diagram of a DAE is as seen in Figure 1.

f W1,b1f g xð Þ = sf W 1ð Þx + b 1ð Þ
� �

, ð1Þ

g W1,b1f g xð Þ = sg W 2ð Þx + b 2ð Þ
� �

: ð2Þ

In Figure 1, the encoder is made up by an input layer and

parts of the layers near the input, and the decoder is com-
posed by an output layer and parts of the layers near the out-
put. The process that the encoder performs processing can be
expressed by Equation (1), and Equation (2) represents the
processing performed by the decoder, where sf and sg,
respectively, denote as the activation functions of the coding
process and the decoding process. For these activation func-
tions, the nonlinear sigmoid function is commonly used.

Suppose a dataset is represented as X = fxigMi=1, whereM rep-
resents the size of X. The expression of the sample xi in X
obtained by the encoder is shown as ai. Furthermore, ai is
also a concise expression of the input.

ai = f W1,b1f g xi
� �

: ð3Þ

Suppose the reconstructed error is represented as x∧i.
The connection between x∧i and ai is expressed as

x∧i = g W2,b2f g ai
� �

: ð4Þ

The parameters of DAE are updated iteratively during
the training phase. The objective function of DAE is as fol-
lows:

J W, bð Þ = x − g f ~xð Þð Þk k22,
~x = dropout xð Þ:

ð5Þ

In Equation (5), ~x represents the input x after adding
some noise. In DAE, it is implemented through dropout
technology. Therefore, DAE must be able to recover x from
this pollution rather than just using the data with noise. By
this means, the inner distribution of the generated data struc-
ture can be implicitly captured by the encoding function f ð•Þ
and the decoding function gð•Þ of DAE in common, thus
enabling the extraction of robust features. DAE-based auto-
matic detecting for bearing faults method.

We propose a novel automatic detecting for bearing
faults method in this article. This method is based on DAE.
The breakdown characteristic from primitive vibration sig-
nals of rotating equipment like bearings can be mined by this
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Figure 1: Structure graph of an AE.
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method. By adaptively selecting these representative features,
this method can automatically classify the condition cate-
gory, which is the health level, of the machinery on these
breakdown features. We measure the primitive signals of
vibration in the time domain. The analysis of converted spec-
tral signals of time domain and frequency domain is oppo-
site, where frequency domain applies the fast Fourier
transform (FFT). The temporal waveform determines the
analysis in the time domain, and such a time-domain signal
provides relatively vague information on the health of the
rotating machinery. Therefore, it is very challenging to clas-
sify these original time-domain signals directly.

The proposed method contains four steps as seen in
Figure 2.

Step one: acquire time-domain data from rotating equip-
ment with various states of health. Assume that the training
dataset composed of these time-domain data is denoted as

fxi, digMi=1, where xi represents the i-th sample in the train-
ing-phase, di represents the state label of health related to xi

, and M represents the amount of time-domain data.
Step two: construct a DNN which consists of several hid-

den layers. The amount of neurons in the first layer is identi-
cal to the dimensionality of the time-domain data xi. Next,
pretrain the DNN on each layer through SAE with the unla-
beled dataset x = fxigMi=1. In the pretraining, the required
number of AE is the same as that of the amount of hidden
layers in DNN. The specific method of pretraining layer by
layer is that firstly take the first three layers of DNN, where
it consists of an input and two hidden layers, as the three-
layer structure of AE1. The correspondence between above
two is that the input layer of DNN is also the input layer of
AE1, the hidden layer 1 of DNN is the hidden layer of AE1
and the hidden layer 2 of DNN is the output layer of AE1.
The dataset of training AE1 is the unlabeled dataset x, which
is also regarded as the output of AE1. After completing the
training for AE1, use the parameters fW1, b1g of AE1 to fin-
ish the initialization of the parameters of hidden layer 1 of
DNN. Let a1 be the encoding vector which is from time-
domain data of the time rotating machinery by AE1. Then,
take a1 as the input data and objective output of AE2 for
training and finish the initialization of the parameters of hid-
den layer 2 of DNN via fW2, b2g, and obtain a2 accordingly.
Finally, repeat the above steps sequentially till AEN is
obtained and the time-domain data is encoded as aN . By
using the above method, we complete the pretraining of the
whole of the middle layers of DNN.

Step three: the size of the last layer of DNN, which per-
forms classification, should be consistent with the amount
of different states of health that machine may have. Then,
by making the reconstruction value from the original time-
domain data as close to the given health status label as possi-
ble, the parameters of DNN are fine-tuned. The method to
optimize the entire network is the backpropagation (BP)
algorithms.

Step four: apply the trained DNN to faults diagnose of
rotating equipment.

In the approach of this paper, DNN learns multiple non-
linear transformations through a pretraining process to dis-

cover the main changes in the time-domain signal
characteristics. In this way, DAE can extract more robust fea-
tures. After that, the fine-tuning process can help DNN mine
discriminative information in the vibration signal data. By
these means, the well-trained DNN is capable of automati-
cally capturing the fundamental features from the time-
domain data and set up a complex nonlinear relationship
between the bearing status labels and time-domain data.
Thus, this method can be used to realize effective attribute
selection and rapid smart detecting of rotating bearing break-
down features.

3. Fault Diagnosis Experiment

Rolling bearings are the core parts in rotating machinery. The
performance, service life, and reliability of this type of
machine usually depend on the health of these components.
However, because of their harsh working environment, these
components are susceptible to various damages, resulting in
malfunctions and causing serious economic damage. Several
diagnostic situations of rolling bearings will be considered to
verify the proposed method in this part.

3.1. Introduction to the Training Data. The raw data of rotat-
ing bearing were gathered from a system of machine which is
driven by a motor. The approach of acquisition is to utilize a
specific frequency to complete the sampling, where the fre-
quency is 12 kHz. In general, there are four ways of loading
in these bearing data. Thus, the data were obtained under
the following four experimental conditions: (a) normal state
(N), (b) outer race fault (OF), (c) inner race fault (IF), and
(d) roller fault (RF). Meanwhile, when constructing the raw
data, the diameter of the failed rotating bearing is also con-
sidered into the driving termination engine. In this method,
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Figure 2: Framework of the method in this paper.
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there are three sizes of the fault: 0.007 inches, 0.014 inches,
and 0.021 inches. In this article, five datasets, respectively,
named A, B, C, D, and E, are used for checking the classifica-
tion capability of this method. The detailed description of
these five datasets is seen in Table 1. Furthermore, the health
states of bearing data are divided into ten different types of
labels, named 1 to 10. Therefore, A, B, C, and D in the data-
sets cover these condition type labels with the loading of 0, 1,
2, and 3hp, respectively. Each state of health involves 600 sig-
nals, and there are 2048 data points for every single signal.

3.2. Experimental Setup. The designed one side of DNN con-
sists of four layers. The size of the first layer of DNN is iden-
tical to the feature dimension of the training data, which is
2048. As for the size of the hidden layers in the middle of
the encoder, we uniformly set them to 500. The size of the last
layer of the encoder depends on the categories of possible
bearing states of health. Specifically, the shape of the entire
DNN is 2048-500-500-10-500-500-2048, where the structure
of encoder and decoder is symmetric. We use rectified linear
units (ReLUs) in all encoder/decoder pairs except the first
(which needs to reconstruct the input data, which may have
both positive and negative values) and the last (to ensure that
the final encoding retains complete information). For these
experiments, during greedy layerwise pretraining, the initial-

ization of the weights is set to a random number with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.01 derived from a zero-mean Gaussian
distribution. Each layer was pretrained for 500 iterations with
a dropout rate of 20% and a learning rate of 0.001. We select
50% of the data at random to pretrain the network, and at the
same time, these samples are also utilized to optimize the
entire network through fine-tuning the parameters. After
that, the rest of the data (another 50% data) are used for test-
ing the classification capability. The fine-tuning process was
performed by removing the decoder from the pretrained
DAE and adding a soft-max layer for BP network, and we
set the maximum value of fine-tuning epochs to 500.
Table 2 shows the diagnostic results of ten tests performed
on each dataset in A to E using the proposed method. We
are aware from the experimental results of these test sets that
the accuracy of diagnose for bearing fault data is greater than
92%, and some even reach to 99%, which signifies that our
method is capable of well distinguishing the status of health
of ten types of bearings.

3.3. Comparison with Traditional Methods. Backpropagation
neural networks (BPNNs) and SVMs have been widely used
in fault detection for rotating equipment. In this part, we
compare our method with a multiple layer architecture net-
work, that is, BPNN, whose structure is 2048-500-500-10,

Table 1: Descriptions of the training data.

Datasets Load (hp) The amount of samples Fault type Fault size Classification label

A
B
C
D
E

0
1
2
3
0-3

600/600/600/1800 N 0″ 1

600/600/600/1800 RF 0.007″ 2

600/600/600/1800 RF 0.014″ 3

600/600/600/1800 RF 0.021″ 4

600/600/600/1800 IF 0.007″ 5

600/600/600/1800 IF 0.014″ 6

600/600/600/1800 IF 0.021″ 7

600/600/600/1800 OF 0.007″ 8

600/600/600/1800 OF 0.014″ 9

600/600/600/1800 OF 0.021″ 10

Table 2: Diagnosis results obtained on different bearing datasets.

Dataset Metric ELM SVM BPNN1 (500) BPNN2 (500-500) BPNN3 (600-200-100) SAE+BP Proposed method

A
Acc-mean 11.23 77.07 83.97 85.96 78.01 86.32 92.29

Acc-std 0.82 0.57 0.37 0.56 0.49 0.39 0.19

B
Acc-mean 11.6 74.47 85.77 88.58 79.87 87.14 93.32

Acc-std 0.86 0.61 0.47 0.36 0.39 0.30 0.33

C
Acc-mean 11.70 72.69 89.28 89.24 77.57 88.92 93.76

Acc-std 0.86 0.50 0.37 0.41 0.30 0.28 0.25

D
Acc-mean 11.37 72.45 87.67 89.57 81.13 88.70 94.06

Acc-std 0.52 0.00 0.43 0.34 0.35 0.43 0.21

E
Acc-mean 13.10 93.34 96.11 97.84 93.55 97.79 99.04

Acc-std 1.19 0.28 0.13 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.05
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Figure 3: Diagnosis results from 10 trials on different bearing datasets: (a) A, (b) B, (c) C, (d) D, and (e) E.
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another multi-hidden-layer BPNN used in a previous study,
whose network structure is 2048-600-200-100-10, a neural
network with only one hidden layer, whose network struc-
ture is 2048-500-10, an SVM-based model, an ELM, and a
traditional SAE-based model with the same architecture used
in the proposed method. A comparison of the diagnostic
accuracy of the different methods across 10 experiments is
seen in Figure 3.

The test results demonstrate that the method with the
most accurate detection and the lowest volatility is our pro-
posed method, and they also show a greater advantage in sta-
bility. Compared with the proposed method, the SVM has
relatively stable classification performance and slightly
greater volatility. What is more, compared with other
methods, its diagnostic performance is relatively stable.
Compared with our method or SVM, only one hidden layer
BPNN shows worse recognition precision and greater volatil-
ity. In addition, the performance of multilayer BPNN2 is only
better than that of smaller BPNN1, but the diagnostic results
of the multi-hidden-layer BPNN3, with the deepest structure,
are poorer. This shows that the classification accuracy of a
BPNN cannot always be improved simply by increasing the
number of network layers; instead, a reasonable network
structure must be selected. In addition, we can see that the
results obtained from the traditional SAE-based method are
similar to the results of BPNN1, which has the same hidden
layer structure. This indicates that even if a DNN is used
for pretraining, it is not necessarily possible to effectively
extract the useful features of the original time-domain data.
In addition, ELM achieves the worst results in all experi-
ments, indicating that this classification method cannot pro-
cess the original time-domain data effectively. We calculated
the mean diagnostic accuracies and standard deviations of
more than 10 tests for quantitative comparisons. Table 2
details the experimental results.

It is worth noting that, in each trial, the same training
dataset is used for checking the performance of each compar-
ison approach. From the perspective of average classification
accuracy, our proposed method can achieve the best diagnos-
tic accuracy, while the ELM has the worst diagnostic accu-
racy. Moreover, our method also has the best performance
in terms of classification stability. The results indicate that
our method in this article is able to effectively and stably
identify the type of bearing failure and the severity of damage
to rotating machinery. In comparison, the results obtained by
BPNN in the table are relatively poor in both average accu-
racy and standard deviation, which shows that our method
is better than BPNN. In particular, dataset E contains a large
number of samples representing the states of health of bear-
ing data with ten different loadings, and the detecting preci-
sion of the method proposed in this paper on this dataset
indicates that this approach can detect bearing breakdowns
independently from load fluctuations.

The above results show that, in comparison with the con-
ventional diagnosis approaches, our proposed approach of
combining unsupervised DAE pretraining with the super-
vised BP algorithm has significant advantages. In this
method, the DAE is trained with the reconstruction errors
generated from multidimensional temporal data to explore

the relationship between time-domain data. Then, the
decoder is replaced with a soft-max layer for health condition
monitoring and fault diagnosis. Therefore, compared with
the traditional recognition methods based on time-domain
signal analysis, the proposed method can obtain higher rec-
ognition accuracy by means of a reasonable network struc-
ture and the introduction of dropout technology in the
pretraining process. The characteristic structure of a time-
domain vibration signal is fuzzy, and its regularity is poor.
Therefore, the method of combining traditional time-
domain features with an SVM classifier results in a low aver-
age diagnostic accuracy. However, a DAE is capable of deep
learning from the original time-domain data, mining hidden
information and identifying differences. Therefore, the DAE-
based classification method proposed in this paper can
obtain high recognition accuracy in repeated trials and main-
tain stable performance. Because of the challenges presented
by the noise in the original time-domain signals, although the
traditional SAE-based method also relies on a deep structure
for network pretraining, good classification performance
cannot be obtained. In addition, because the structure of a
BPNN is relatively shallow and its feature learning ability is
limited, its diagnostic accuracy is not high. The BP algorithm
based on a multi-hidden-layer BPNN results in unstable net-
work performance and poor generalization ability.

4. Conclusions

We come up with a smart method in this article which is on
the basis of DAE to diagnose faults in rotating machinery.
The feasibility of this approach for breakdown detecting of
rolling bearings is verified on five test datasets. These datasets
contain a large number of samples that represent the health
of different bearings under various operating conditions. It
demonstrates that based on the diagnosis outcome obtained
from these datasets this method can adaptively mine fault
features from time-domain data, so as to successfully solve
a variety of detecting problems and efficiently implement
the classification of the condition of the machine. Through-
out the introduction of data dropout, the generalization abil-
ity and anti-interference ability of the model are improved.
Since the fault features are automatically extracted, compared
with traditional BPNN-based methods, our proposed
method can avoid the dependence on artificial label and
without the expert-level understanding of mechanical signal
and diagnosis so that it can be easily used in practical
applications.
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Personal name disambiguation is a significant issue in natural language processing, which is the basis for many tasks in automatic
information processing. This research explores the Chinese personal name disambiguation based on clustering technique.
Preprocessing is applied to transform raw corpus into standardized format at the beginning. And then, Chinese word
segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, and named entity recognition are accomplished by lexical analysis. Furthermore, we make
an effort to extract features that can better disambiguate Chinese personal names. Some rules for identifying target personal
names are created to improve the experimental effect. Additionally, many calculation methods of feature weights are
implemented such as bool weight, absolute frequency weight, tf-idf weight, and entropy weight. As for clustering algorithm, an
agglomerative hierarchical clustering is selected by comparison with other clustering methods. Finally, a labeling approach is
employed to bring forward feature words that can represent each cluster. The experiment achieves a good result for five groups
of Chinese personal names.

1. Introduction

The ambiguity of named entities is a prevalent phenomenon
in natural language. There is considerable ambiguity about
the personal name in the texts or the web pages, especially
in the Chinese dataset. The Chinese personal name “Gao
Jun (高军)” has a total of 51 items in the Baidu Encyclopedia.
Eliminating the ambiguity of such personal name is benefi-
cial to many tasks like information retrieval and data sum-
marization. Take searching a person name on the Internet
for example, documents of different person entities with the
same name can be found by search engine. It is necessary
to divide the documents into clusters automatically and
secure the key information of each cluster. This research
focuses on this task of importance and attempts to solve the
problem by unsupervised approaches.

Chinese personal name disambiguation involves distin-
guishing between people with an ambiguous name in Chi-
nese corpus. Initially, documents with the html format in
raw corpus are processed into plain texts. Then, the lexical
analysis of documents is performed, including segmentation,
part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging), and named entity rec-
ognition (NER). Feature selection is enforced according to

the result of lexical analysis. In order to acquire better accu-
racy of personal name recognition, some rules of personal
name extension are proposed for target names to be disam-
biguated. For instance, the family name and first name of a
target name may be separated in some situation due to the
segmentation errors. We merge them into one complete per-
sonal name with the purpose of reducing the number of dis-
carded documents. Further, an agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm is adopted to discover different clusters
containing the same personal name. Finally, the label of each
cluster is given by scoring the weight of each feature word in
cluster. The feature words chosen as the cluster label can
represent the person entity with significant information.

The rest of this article is arranged in the following parts.
Related work of this task is introduced in Section 2. Research
framework andmethodology are elaborated in Section 3. Sec-
tion 4 gives the experimental results and some discussions.
Conclusion and future work are discussed in Section 5.

2. Related Work

The personal name disambiguation task is similar to the
word sense disambiguation (WSD). Both of them pursue
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the goal of resolving the ambiguity in natural language
understanding. Nevertheless, there is a big difference
between two tasks. The number of person entities with an
ambiguous personal name is usually unknown for the name
disambiguation task, which is contrary to WSD. Hence, per-
sonal name disambiguation is often implemented with an
unsupervised clustering.

There are many research directions in personal name dis-
ambiguation. Song et al. [1] exploited two topic-based
models to extract features from corpus and achieved a good
effect for personal name disambiguation. Zhao et al. [2] made
use of the personal ontology to complete feature extraction
and similarity calculation on two real datasets, where the
highest similarity is selected for disambiguation. Xu et al.
[3] utilized a network embedding-based technique to disam-
biguate the author name, in which networks are created from
papers that have a target ambiguous author name. Yu and
Yang [4] solved the challenging task under the circumstances
of inadequate data sources. A feature learning means and an
affinity propagation clustering were taken into account. Kim
et al. [5] combined global features with structure features for
author name disambiguation. Global features, extracted from
attributes of dataset, formed the textual vector representa-
tion. Moreover, negative samples were employed to train a
global model. Protasiewicz and Dadas [6] produced a hybrid
framework considering both rule-based method and agglom-
erative hierarchical clustering. Rules were generated from the
knowledge of experts, analysis, and so forth. A function Cindex
was also proposed to determine the best threshold for stop-
ping the hierarchical clustering algorithm. Du et al. [7]
applied spectral clustering to recognize ambiguous names
in large-scale scientific literature datasets. A distributed
approach using Spark framework was advanced to perform
in large-scale datasets. Pooja et al. [8] concentrated on the
namesake issue of author name disambiguation. They
presented an ATGEP method by taking advantage of a graph
theory combined with an edge pruning operation.

The research on personal name disambiguation in Chi-
nese datasets is also studied among a number of scientists.
Chen et al. [9] provided a feature weighting scheme by calcu-
lating pointwise mutual information between personal name
and feature word. A trade-off indicator was designed to mea-
sure the quality of clusters and stop hierarchical clustering. Li
and Wang [10] developed a multistage clustering algorithm
based on the entity knowledge, which can be used for Chi-
nese named entity recognition and disambiguation. Ke et al.
[11] handled the author name disambiguation under the
condition of insufficient information and missing data. Their
algorithm devised a novel combination of indicator and
incorporated back propagation neural networks.

3. Framework and Methodology

3.1. Research Framework. The research framework of disam-
biguating personal name is depicted in Figure 1. There are
four main parts in the framework: preprocessing, feature
selection, clustering, and labeling. The detailed procedure
can be presented in the following steps.

(1) Preprocess the raw corpus by removing the html tags

(2) Perform the lexical analysis, including Chinese
word segmentation, POS tagging, and named entity
recognition

(3) Select words as features and build feature vectors to
represent documents

(4) Chose the weighting scheme for feature vectors

(5) Calculate similarity between documents and perform
the clustering algorithm

(6) Evaluate the clustering results and assign each cluster
a label

3.2. Feature Selection. Extracted features should be capable of
distinguishing between people with the same name. The
features selected in this paper are outlined as follows:

(i) Feature 1: named entities (NE)

(ii) Feature 2: nouns (N)

(iii) Feature 3: nouns and verbs (N+V)

(iv) Feature 4: nouns with their document frequency
ðdfÞ > 1 (N+Df1)

(v) Feature 5: named entities with name extension
(NE+NameEx)

(vi) Feature 6: nouns with name extension (N
+NameEx)

(vii) Feature 7: nouns and verbs with name extension
(N+V+NameEx)

(viii) Feature 8: nouns with their df > 1 and name exten-
sion (N+Df1+NameEx)

where df represents the count of documents having a cer-
tain term. A word with df = 1 should be ignored since it can-
not contribute to the discrimination between documents.

Due to the weakness of the Chinese word segmentation
tool, the personal name in the document may not be correctly
identified. A series of rules for name extension are devised
according to the results of word segmentation, which is
shown in Table 1. Part-of-speech “nr,” “nr1,” “nr2,” “nrf,”
and “ng” represent “personal name,” “Chinese surname,”
“Chinese given name,” “transcribed personal name,” and
“noun morpheme.” “w” denotes “punctuation mark.” The
extension of personal name improves the accuracy of target
name recognition.

Also, feature selection can be performed in the whole
document (Document) or the paragraphs (Paragraph)
encompassing the target personal name. Different schemes
give birth to different results.

3.3. Feature Weight. As documents are represented by a vec-
tor space model (VSM), each feature vector can be obtained
by calculating the feature weight of a document. A variety
of weighting schemes are raised in previous work. This
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research adopts four different types of weight calculation
methods, which are discussed in detail as follows.

(i) Boolean Weights. A weight assigned to a word is
either 0 or 1.0 represents absence of a word in the
document, whereas 1 represents the presence. For-
mula (1) displays the mathematical expression of
Boolean weights, where f ij indicates the frequency
of word i existing in document j.

wij =
1 if f ij > 0,
0 otherwise

(
ð1Þ

(i) Frequency Weights. This weighting scheme gives each
word an absolute frequency, which is the number of
occurrences of word i in document j.

wij = f ij ð2Þ

(i) tf-idf Weights. A word that appears in only a few doc-
uments is likely to be a better discriminator than one
that occurs in most or all documents. Inverse docu-
ment frequency (idf) gives greater weight to words
that appear in fewer documents. The tf-idf weight
assigned to word i in document j can be calculated
by formula (3).

wij = t f ij × idf i = t f ij × log N
df i

, ð3Þ

where t f ij is f ij divided by total number of words in the doc-
ument. N is the count of documents in entire collection and
df i is the number of documents with word i

(i) Entropy Weights. The entropy weight method intro-
duces the concept of entropy to measure the distribu-
tion of words i in document j, so the basic idea of the
entropy method is similar to idf. It can be defined as
follows formula (4):

wij = log t f ij + 1
� �

× 1 + 1
logN

〠
N

j=1

t f ij
ni

log
t f ij
ni

� � !
ð4Þ

3.4. Clustering Algorithm

3.4.1. Hierarchical Clustering. Hierarchical clustering can be
divided into two types: divisive and agglomerative. This
paper chose the latter because the complexity of divisive
clustering algorithm is relatively high and not practical for
this task.

Agglomerative hierarchical clustering belongs to a
bottom-up method [12]. It treats each document containing
target personal name as a separate cluster in the beginning.
The algorithm merges two most similar clusters into a
larger one at each step until the maximum similarity of
clusters exceeds a preset threshold or there is only one clus-
ter left. For the similarity formula, this paper calculates
cosine of the angle between the vectors x = ðx1, x2,⋯, xnÞ
and y = ðy1, y2,⋯, ynÞ [13]. It can be written as formula (5).

sim x, yð Þ = cos x, yð Þ = x∙y
xj j∙ yj j =

∑n
i=1xi∙yiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

∑n
i=1xi2∙∑

n
i=1yi2

p : ð5Þ

3.4.2. K-Means Clustering. K-means algorithm selects k doc-
uments as centroids to form initial clusters. Each document is

Raw
corpus

Preprocessing Corpus
Lexical
analysis

Feature
selection

Weight
calculationClusteringClustersLabelingLabels

Figure 1: Research framework of personal name disambiguation.

Table 1: Rules for personal name extension (nr is a Chinese part-of-speech representing personal name).

Rule no. Pattern Examples

Rule 1 nr1 + n => nr Li(李)/nr1 Jun(军)/n => Li Jun(李军)/nr

Rule 2 nr + nr2/ng => nr Li Jun(李军)/nr Shi(师)/ng => Li Junshi(李军师)/nr

Rule 3 nrf +w+nrf => nr Roger(罗杰)/nrf./w Musson(穆森)/nrf => Roger Musson(罗杰.穆森)/nr
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repeatedly assigned to different clusters according to the clos-
est centroid. Then, the centroid of each cluster will be recom-
puted. The iteration stops when a convergence criterion is
satisfied or after a fixed number of iterations.

3.4.3. Spectral Clustering. Spectral clustering is a type of
graph-based clustering. It utilizes the eigenvalues or spec-
trum of the similarity matrix to achieve the goal of dimen-
sionality reduction. Documents can be assigned to different
clusters based on the lower-dimensional representation.
There are three basic stages in spectral clustering, including
preprocessing, decomposition, and grouping.

3.4.4. GMM Clustering. Gaussian mixture models (GMM)
clustering, also known as expectation-maximization (EM)
clustering, makes use of the optimization strategy to cluster
unlabeled documents. GMM assumes that data are generated
by a Gaussian distribution and tries to obtain a mixture of
multidimensional Gaussian probability distributions which
can best model any dataset.

3.5. Labeling Approach. In order to summarize the person
information of each cluster produced by the clustering algo-
rithm, a labeling step is necessary. A simple way of creating a
label is to choose a group of representative feature words by
ranking the weights of all feature words in cluster.

The labeling algorithm [9] combines mutual information
(MI) with tf to score the weights. For each feature word xi in
cluster Ck, the score is calculated by formula (6). MIðxi,
nameÞmeasures the mutual information between the feature
word and personal name. t f ðxi, CkÞ counts the number of xi
appearing in cluster Ck. We can acquire a label of k words by
taking the top k feature words in the scoring process.

score xi, Ckð Þ =MI xi, nameð Þ ×MIname xi, Ckð Þ
× 1 + log t f xi, Ckð Þð Þð Þ, ð6Þ

MI xi, nameð Þ = p xi, nameð Þ
p xið Þ × p nameð Þ = df xi, nameð Þ ×N

df xið Þ × df nameð Þ ,

ð7Þ

MIname xi, Ckð Þ = p xi, Ckð Þ
p xið Þ × p Ckð Þ = df xi, Ckð Þ ×N

df xið Þ × df Ckð Þ : ð8Þ

4. Experiment and Discussion

4.1. Dataset. The dataset (the dataset is from CLP-2010.) is
composed of 1345 files with html tags, including 109 dis-
carded documents that do not have correct target personal

names. The contents of documents are from “People’s Daily.”
There are five personal names and each of them contains
200-400 news corpus.

Chinese word segmentation, parts-of-speech tagging, and
named entity recognition are performed on corpus. Two
types of segmentation and tagging toolkits are exploited:
ICTCLAS (http://ictclas.nlpir.org/) and LTP(http://ltp.ai).
As the performance of word segmentation has an important
impact on the accuracy of personal name recognition, we
compared the number of discarded documents for two
toolkits (see Table 2). Gold standard gives the real number
of discarded documents. Result shows the personal name rec-
ognition of ICTCLAS is more precise than LTP.

4.2. Evaluation. Purity and inverse purity [14, 15] are taken
as precision and recall for evaluating the clustering effect.
Suppose S is the cluster set to be evaluated and R is the man-
ually labeled category set. The definition of purity and inverse
purity can be described by formula (9) and (10).

Precision = Purity =
∑Si∈SmaxRj∈R Si ∩ Rj

�� ��
∑Si∈S Sij j , ð9Þ

Recall = InversePurity =
∑Ri∈RmaxS j∈S Ri ∩ Sj

�� ��
∑Ri∈R Rij j : ð10Þ

The F score calculates the harmonic mean of precision
and recall, which is defined by formula (11). The overall F
score of five personal names is the average of these values.

Fscore = 2Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall : ð11Þ

5. Result and Discussion

The Chinese personal name is recognized by the lexical anal-
ysis tool ICTCLAS in this research. We classify all docu-
ments containing the same personal name into one

Table 3: Comparison of clustering algorithms (feature 1 +
paragraph + tf).

Clustering algorithm Precision Recall F score

Hierarchical 78.04% 89.76% 80.94%

K-means 77.44% 77.68% 74.94%

Spectral 68.03% 91.74% 74.16%

GMM 77.34% 82.24% 77.91%

Table 2: Data statistics for each personal name in corpus.

Personal name Number of documents Discarded (gold standard) Discarded (ICTCLAS) Discarded (LTP)

Li Jun (李军) 234 1 0 4

Roger (罗杰) 357 24 3 2

Gao Jun (高军) 300 82 84 107

Sun Ming (孙明) 207 2 2 2

Zhang Jianjun (张建军) 247 0 0 1
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directory and discard documents that do not contain a target
personal name. This paper selects NE features involved in
paragraphs containing the target name and frequency
weights for testing different clustering approaches. The
number of clusters k is extracted as a prior value from the
gold standard. Results of four clustering algorithms are dis-
played in Table 3.

From Table 3, the hierarchical clustering algorithm out-
performs other methods. Additional experiments utilizing
other features showed similar results and verified the advan-
tage of hierarchical clustering.

After choosing the clustering algorithm, different combi-
nations of features are adopted for comparison. Table 4 sum-
marizes the clustering results with tf-idf weights.

Named entities (NE) are reckoned as the baseline in this
experiment. The F score increases significantly when other
noun features are included (NE belongs to noun). However,
adding verb features will lead to a drop in F score in compar-
ison with only using noun features. Even though some verbs
help to identify the identity of person, most verb features are
very limited in disambiguating the personal name. A large
number of unrelated verbs will bring noisy data in features,
leading to poor experimental results.

Owing to the inaccuracy of word segmentation tools, per-
sonal names in documents cannot be effectively identified.
When the recognition of an ambiguous name fails, docu-
ments that should be clustered are discarded. Therefore, per-
sonal name extension is introduced by setting some rules to
identify target names. The results presented in Table 4 sug-
gest that name extension dramatically improves the F score
of clustering results.

The scope of feature selection can be either in the docu-
ment or in each paragraph having the ambiguous name.
According to Table 4, the feature selection in the whole doc-

ument yields better results than in paragraph with the excep-
tion of noun feature.

Results of four feature weighting schemes are shown in
Table 5 with highest F score. The corresponding features
are listed in parenthesis in the first column. As can be seen

Table 6: Result of personal name disambiguation (N+NameEx
+document+tf-idf).

Personal name Precision Recall F score

Li Jun (李军) 84.19% 86.32% 85.24%

Roger (罗杰) 82.20% 92.10% 86.87%

Gao Jun (高军) 100.0% 98.62% 99.31%

Sun Ming (孙明) 94.63% 98.52% 96.54%

Zhang Jianjun (张建军) 94.33% 95.55% 94.94%

Average 91.07% 94.22% 92.58%
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Figure 2: Distribution of F score at different thresholds.

Table 5: Comparison of feature weight calculating approach (with highest F score).

Feature weights
Document Paragraph

Precision Recall F score Precision Recall F score

Bool (N+NameEx) 86.28% 93.99% 89.8% 90.66% 94.59% 92.51%

Tf (N+NameEx) 89.90% 93.44% 91.59% 91.00% 93.39% 92.11%

Tf-idf (N+NameEx) 91.07% 94.22% 92.58% 91.29% 93.12% 92.15%

Entropy (N+Df1 +NameEx) 90.54% 92.49% 91.47% 89.63% 86.88% 88.04%

Table 4: Comparison of feature selection (tf-idf).

Features
Document Paragraph

Precision Recall F score Precision Recall F score

NE 80.15% 92.24% 83.32% 77.74% 88.84% 80.36%

N 81.38% 93.74% 84.59% 82.49% 92.85% 85.15%

N+V 80.10% 93.83% 83.83% 80.93% 93.11% 83.86%

N+Df1 82.70% 92.76% 85.45% 82.77% 90.40% 84.75%

NE+NameEx 89.32% 92.55% 90.87% 86.81% 88.94% 87.79%

N+NameEx 91.07% 94.22% 92.58% 91.29% 93.12% 92.15%

N+V+NameEx 89.57% 94.31% 91.82% 90.55% 93.45% 91.92%

N+Df1 +NameEx 91.09% 93.25% 92.11% 90.28% 90.65% 90.40%
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from the table, results obtained by tf weight in the whole
document are better than others.

The detail result of every personal name is described in
Table 6 when the average F score for all names achieves a
best value.

Clustering algorithm stops when the similarity between
two clusters is less than a certain threshold. The relationship
between threshold and F score can be illustrated in Figure 2.
The influence of threshold on results depends on feature sets.
We choose feature 6 (N+NameEx) plus document to run
clustering. The value of threshold is given through enumera-
tion by every 0.01 step. The F score reaches a highest value of
90.15% when tf-idf weight is selected.

Basic information about a person is given by labeling
process. For instance, clusters of Gao Jun(高军) are labeled
with meaningful words in Table 7. The created labels are
representative words that can summarize the characteristics
of a person.

6. Conclusions

This paper studied the task of Chinese personal name disam-
biguation based on an unsupervised method. The open data-
set contains five ambiguous names with gold standard. We
exploited lexical analysis toolkits to perform segmentation
and POS tagging. Eight groups of features are selected to
combined with four feature weight calculating methods. In
order to refine the precision of personal name recognition,
name extension is proposed. The extension process of
personal name significantly enhances the final effect of clus-
tering experiments. Besides, the agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm is chosen from four methods for disam-
biguating names. The threshold of hierarchical clustering is
also tested for different feature weights. At last, labels are
constructed for clusters of target name by scoring the weights
of feature words in clusters.

Final experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness
of the proposed research approach. Nonetheless, some disad-
vantages may exist in the framework. Rules of personal name
extension are suited for the current dataset. It may be neces-
sary to add extra rules for other corpus so as to increase the
precision of detecting Chinese personal names. In addition,
we will develop automatic feature selection algorithms as well
as new weigh calculating methods in future work. More

sophisticated clustering and supervised document classifica-
tion methods will also be taken into consideration.
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萍(Deng Yaping), 队(team), 乔红(Qiao Hong), 女子(women), 乒乓球(table tennis)

Gao Jun 2 4
大队(brigade), 柬埔寨(Cambodia), 金边(Phnom Penh), 工程兵(engineer), 华人(Chinese), 桥梁(bridges),

大队长(captain), 运动会(games), 工兵(engineer), 李金勇(Li Jinyong)

Gao Jun 3 1
编辑(editor), 劳有林(Lao Youlin), 评论(comment), 李东生(Li Dongsheng), 吉菲(Ji Fei), 窦文涛(Dou

Wentao), 民委(civil affairs committee), 大桥(bridge), 电视(TV), 杜晓春(Du Xiaochun)

Gao Jun 4 2
王圣珍(Wang Shengzhen), 选集(anthology), 深情(affection), 毛选(Mao Xuan), 字字句句(words

and sentences), 写字台(writing desk), 手抄本(manuscripts), 春秋(spring and autumn), 日日夜夜(days
and nights), 书法(calligraphy)
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In large-scale Internet of Things (IoT) applications, tags are attached to items, and users use a radiofrequency identification (RFID)
reader to quickly identify tags and obtain the corresponding item information. Since multiple tags share the same channel to
communicate with the reader, when they respond simultaneously, tag collision will occur, and the reader cannot successfully
obtain the information from the tag. To cope with the tag collision problem, ultrahigh frequency (UHF) RFID standard EPC G1
Gen2 specifies an anticollision protocol to identify a large number of RFID tags in an efficient way. The Q-algorithm has
attracted much more attention as the efficiency of an EPC C1 Gen2-based RFID system can be significantly improved by only a
slight adjustment to the algorithm. In this paper, we propose a novel Q-algorithm for RFID tag identification, namely, HTEQ,
which optimizes the time efficiency of an EPC C1 Gen2-based RFID system to the utmost limit. Extensive simulations verify
that our proposed HTEQ is exceptionally expeditious compared to other algorithms, which promises it to be competitive in
large-scale IoT environments.

1. Introduction

RFID is a key enabler of the Internet of Things (IoT), playing
a crucial role in connecting low-/nonpowered devices to IoT
environments. EPC C1 Gen2 [1] is the standard RFID proto-
col devised to meet the needs of such applications. An RFID
reader can communicate with hundreds of passive (nonpow-
ered) tags within seconds, even at a distance of 10 meters
from the tags. The most remarkable virtue of the Gen2 stan-
dard is its light weight. Due to the shared nature of RF
medium, a passive RFID system requires a collision arbitra-
tion protocol to serialize responses of tags, mitigating colli-
sions between the tag responses.

Recently, there are mainly three kinds of collision arbitra-
tion protocols in tag identification, namely, Aloha-based [2–
5], query tree-based [6–8], and tree splitting-based [9, 10]
protocol. In the Aloha-based protocol, the reader combines
tag number estimation and frame size adjustment strategies
to identify tags. Specifically, the reader sends a query com-
mand containing a parameter F (F denotes the number of)
to allow the tags to return the IDs. The reader detects the

responses in each slot and distinguishes their different states:
collision, empty, or singleton. According to slot statistics in a
frame, the reader can estimate the cardinality of unread tags
and update the new frame for the next round. Through the-
oretical analysis, the maximal system throughput of Aloha-
based protocols is 0.368 [2–5]. In query tree-based protocols
[6–8], the reader inquires about the tags through probe com-
mands. Each tag is required to be equipped with a prefix
matching circuit, and it will respond only when the tag ID
matches the prefix of the probe command. Once a collision
is detected, the reader will update the query prefix according
to the position of collision bits. Then, the reader uses the
updated prefixes to interrogate the tags until all of them are
successfully identified. In tree splitting protocols, the reader
continues to group the colliding tags with a separation prob-
ability of 0.5, until a certain group contains only one tag.

TheQ-algorithm, adopted by the EPC C1 Gen2 standard,
is a collision arbitration algorithm that clearly represents its
lightweight property such that a couple of simple arithmetic
operations constitute the algorithm. The Q-algorithm is
composed of a few fundamental arithmetic and logical
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operations [1]. The flowchart of theQ-algorithm is illustrated
in Figure 1. Looking specifically into the algorithm, it adds
the constant c to Q when it finds collided replies and sub-
tracts the c constant from Q whenever having no reply. The
algorithm alters its frame size 2Q once the Q value has been
changed. This simplicity of the logic and the use of a minimal
number of computations make Gen2 RFID readers identify
tags without wasting batteries in IoT environments. Another
strength inherited in the Q-algorithm is the early adjustment
of frame size, by which a disadvantageous frame size can be
canceled before the end of the frame. The feature might have
a substantial impact on the identification performance in
large-scale and/or mobile tag environments such as smart
factories and highways, which is an important characteristic
of a quality collision arbitration algorithm [11].

Only a limited number of early researchers attempted to
further improve the performance of the Q-algorithm [12–
14]. The Q+ algorithm [12] suggested differentiating c into
Ccoll and Cidle, which means the constant for a collision and
an empty slot, respectively. The study also found the optimal
ratio of Cidle to Ccoll (e‐2 ≈ 0:71828) which maximizes the
per-slot throughput of tag identification. In a similar vein,
the author in literature [13] presents a fine-tuned numerical
method to determine the Q value. However, the study also
considered a per-slot throughput as its objective, which
means that, theoretically, the performance of such an algo-
rithm is not very different from that of the Q+ algorithm.

Another approach has been taken to improve the Q
-algorithm in [14], where a per-time throughput is
addressed as the metric of tag identification efficiency.
This is important as the time duration of each slot (single-
ton, empty, and collision) is actually different from each
other in the EPC C1 Gen2 standard. As the studies com-
monly recognized the difference, the algorithms were
designed to determine Cidle and Ccoll that reduce the colli-
sion slots, whose time duration is significantly longer than
the empty slots, rather than the total number of consumed
slots. Although such an algorithm is a reasonable
approach, the rigorous optimization of the Q-algorithm
in terms of time efficiency has not been addressed. Due
to such immaturity of the previous research efforts, the
Q-algorithm has received little attention for a good while,
despite its obvious benefits of lightweight property and
innate ability of early adjustment.

On the other hand, there are many works following the
dynamic framed slotted Aloha (DFSA) to consider the time
efficiency. The literature [15] conducted temporal analysis
on the time efficiency of an FSA protocol, adopting an in-
frame adjustment feature of the Q-algorithm. The perfor-
mance of conventional DFSA depends on both an accurate
cardinality estimation and adaptive frame adjustment. The
cardinality estimation requires burdensome statistics and
imposes high complexity. The latest research [3, 16] shows
remarkable performance with optimization of frame sizes
for fast identification; additional calculations for tag cardinal-
ity estimation were required on every slot.

In this paper, we provide a theoretical analysis on the
time performance of the Q-algorithm, and based on the anal-
ysis, the detailed structure of a highly time-efficient Q-algo-
rithm (HTEQ) is proposed. Then, we provide a
performance evaluation between major Q-algorithm variants
and a competitive DFSA algorithm. In the following, we fur-
ther discuss the experimental results.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.

(1) A rigorous analysis of the time performance of the Q
-algorithm and the optimal parameters for a time-
efficient Q-algorithm are derived

(2) We provide a thorough performance evaluation
between the proposed HTEQ, other competitive Q
-algorithm variants, and representative DFSA. The
factors behind the experimental results are examined
concretely

(3) Through performance limitation analysis, a novel
RFID tag identification algorithm, namely, HTEQ,
is proposed, which provides highly competitive time
efficiency in RFID anticollision for large-scale IoT
applications, while maintaining the strengths of the
Q-algorithm, such as early frame adjustment and
low computational overhead

2. The Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we first analyze the time performance of an
FSA protocol on which the Q-algorithm is premised and
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Figure 1: The flowchart of the Q-algorithm.
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suggest a highly efficient Q-algorithm based on theoretical
analysis.

2.1. Analysis on Time Performance. In the FSA protocol, a
reader informs tags of a frame size, in which the tags ran-
domly select their responding slots. In such a model, the
tag identification delay can be defined as the average time
between two successively identified tags. Given n tags, the
tag identification delay in a frame size F is expressed as

ηn,F =
Tn,F
F × Ps

, ð1Þ

where Tn,F and Ps denote the expected time duration of a
frame and the probability that a tag is successfully identified
in a slot given n and F, respectively. The probability that k
tags respond in a slot is given by

P x = kð Þ = Ck
n

1
F

� �k

1 − 1
F

� �n−k

: ð2Þ

Based on Equation (2), the probabilities of a success, an
empty, and a collision slot are expressed as Ps = Pðx = 1Þ, Pe
= Pðx = 0Þ, and Pc = Pðx > 1Þ, respectively. Then, the
expected time duration of a frame can be calculated by sum-
ming up all the expected delays in the frame as below:

Tn,F = F × Ps × Ts + F × Pe × Te + F × Pc × Tc, ð3Þ

where Ts, Te, andTc are the time durations of a success, an
empty, and a collision slot, respectively. Note that the delay
of the frame per second is ignored for convenience’s sake.

By Equations (2) and (3), Equation (1) can be rewritten as

ηn,F =
F × Ps × Ts + F × Pe × Te + F × Pc × Tc

F × Ps

= Ts +
F − 1
n

λ − 1ð Þ + F
n

1 − 1
F

� �1−n
− 1

 !
× Tc,

ð4Þ

where λ = Te/Tc.

2.2. HTEQ Algorithm. Having observed the tag identification
delay, we can achieve the maximization of per-time tag iden-
tification efficiency by minimizing the tag identification delay
as the following:

arg min
F

ηn,F : ð5Þ

As the objective function is convex for both n and F, the
optimum should be obtained by partially differentiating the
function for n ðn ≥ 1Þ instead of F on which the inverse of
the derivative does not exist. Therefore, arranging ∂η/∂η = 0
with respect to F, we get the optimal frame size as below:

F∗ = 1 − e−1+W Θð Þ/n
� �−1

, ð6Þ

where WðÞ is the Lambert W function or product logarithm
and Θ = ðη − 1Þ/e. We then get P∗

e and P∗
c under the optimal

condition by putting F∗ to the probabilities. Using these
probabilities, we can build a stationary condition that
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Q = Q

>1
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Figure 2: The flowchart of the proposed HTEQ algorithm.

Table 1: Parameters used for various algorithms.

Algorithms Ccoll Cidle Cidle/Ccoll
HTEQ 0.2118 0.0827 0.3906

fastQ 0.2118 0.1500 0.7081

Q+ algorithm 0.2118 0.1522 0.7182

Q-algorithm 0.2118 0.2118 1
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converges to and keeps the frame size remaining at the opti-
mum as follows:

P∗
c × Ccoll = P∗

e × Cidle: ð7Þ

With this relationship, taking limits in P∗
c /P∗

e as n→∞
for 0 < η < 1, it gives us the asymptotic proportions of the
empty and collision slots under the optimal condition, and
hence, the optimal ratio C∗

idle/C∗
coll is also attained:

lim
n→∞

P∗
coll

P∗
idle

= C∗
idle

C∗
coll

= e1+W Θð Þ −W Θð Þ − 2: ð8Þ

Note that the ratio of the probabilities and the ratio of the
C values are in a reciprocal relationship. Figure 2 provides a
detailed procedure of the HTEQ algorithm, where Cidle and
Ccoll are constrained by Equation (8). The overall workflow
of the proposed algorithm is similar to the Q-algorithm,
adhering to the principle of not requiring any tag estimation
scheme. The only difference with the Q-algorithm is the
biased constants Cidle and Ccoll.

3. Experimental Study

The performance of the proposed approach and the reference
methods were examined by carrying out extensive simula-
tions based on the Monte Carlo simulations. The perfor-
mance of the tag identification algorithms is examined in
two evaluation sessions with different comparison groups:
(1) Group I for comparison between Q-algorithms, where
the original Q-algorithm [1] and its variants in the strict
sense of the term, Q+ [12] algorithm and fast Q [14] algo-
rithm, are selected for the comparison, to prove the potential
of the HTEQ algorithm, which relies on tag estimation and

frame size determination strategies; (2) Group II for compar-
ison with DFSA algorithms, where relatively recent, compet-
itive DFSA algorithms, EACAEA [5] and TES-FAS [3], are
chosen as the comparison targets. For the protocol parame-
ters in the simulations, we adopt the same setting used in
[14]: 1828.13μs, 260.625μs, and 516.625μs are used for Ts,
Te, andTc, respectively.

For the fairness of the evaluation, the Cidle and Ccoll values
are recalculated accordingly with the aforementioned proto-
col parameters. Specifically, the Cidle and Ccoll values of fastQ
remained the same as in [14]. For the sake of clarity of com-
parison, the Ccoll values of HTEQ and Q+ algorithm are set to
be identical to the values of the fastQ algorithm, and the Cidle
values are calculated using the ratios Cidle/Ccoll suggested by
each algorithm. Table 1 summarizes the adjusted parameters.
All the algorithms are implemented on MATLAB R2012b,
and simulations are iterated up to 2000 times with varying
random seeds [9, 17–19].

The simulation results in Figure 3 show the identification
delays forQ-algorithm-based collision arbitration algorithms
to identify one tag. The simulations are carried out every 100
tags between 100 and 1000 tags to identify. Each result is
recorded after 5000 iterations for the convergence of each
simulation. In Figure 3, our proposed algorithm HTEQ
clearly outperforms other reference algorithms. One interest-
ing fact is that the performance of fastQ lies fairly behind that
of HTEQ despite its own protocol parameter being used for
the simulation. Most algorithms except the Q-algorithm are
designed to be more sensitive to collision slots to quickly
escape from undersized frames, which can make a huge over-
head. They put more weight on the Ccoll value than Cidle.

Hence, Cidle/Ccoll < 1 holds in various algorithms. This is
a rational approach; nevertheless, those algorithms except
HTEQ did not consider a strict optimization of the Cidle/
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Ccoll value. For example, fastQ adopts 0.7081 for its Cidle/Ccoll
value, but the optimal ratio is almost half of this value
(0.3906), i.e., the fastQ algorithm may be fast, but not the
fastest.

The findings from an exhaustive simulation shown in
Figure 4 substantiate the contention above. The simulation
results form an obvious convex shape on the Ccoll‐Cidle/Ccoll
plane. The HTEQ algorithm is situated around the optimum
area of the convex. The fastQ lies on the higher position
Cidle/Ccoll = 0:7081 and followed by the Q+ algorithm closely.
This explains why fastQ and Q+ algorithm showed similar
performance in Figure 3. As a result, it validates that the pro-

posed HTEQ algorithm essentially achieved the highly effi-
cient tag identification with the optimized parameter
Cidle/Ccoll.

As for the simulation results from Group II, shown in
Figure 5, HTEQ performs higher, where it consistently out-
distances the other algorithms along with all the tag numbers.
Given that OFLA and TES-FAS are exquisite algorithms
designed to pursue the optimal frame size in regard to time
efficiency, the difference in the performance is rather extraor-
dinary. According to our in-depth analysis, both DFSA algo-
rithms suffered from degradation due to the inaccurate tag
cardinality estimation. As for OFLA, it is affected by
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imperfect frame size calculation in addition to the erroneous
tag cardinality estimation.

OFLA followed a similar process to HTEQ for finding the
optimal frame size; however, it ended up with the use of the
following approximation derived from a numerical method:

Fopt = a ×m, ð9Þ

where a is a linear approximation coefficient and a = 1:44 is
set for this environment. This is the reason that the perfor-
mance of OFLA fluctuated along with the tag numbers. The
time efficiency of OFLA rose and fall repeatedly according
to whether Equation (9) gets closer to or away from the opti-
mal curve which is a nonlinear curve as presented in Equa-
tion (6). In the case of TES-FAS, the degradation comes
mostly from its inaccurate tag cardinality estimation. The
maximum a posteriori estimator used in TES-FAS is known
for a highly accurate tag cardinality; however, the
subframe-based scheme and its own early frame adjustment
feature caused the performance deterioration. The
subframe-based scheme reassesses a current frame size
whenever reaching its subframe sizes. As the small frame
sizes given by the subframe-based scheme reduce sample
sizes for tag cardinality estimation, significant estimation
errors are accumulated. Although early frame adjustment
may give an edge to TES-FAS over the evaluation, especially
in the large-scale environment given in this paper, it turned
out that the algorithm is caught between the trade-offs due
to the degradation of tag cardinality estimation.

On the other hand, HTEQ successfully found a closed-
form solution for the optimal frame size and suggested the
optimal relationship to determine Cidle and Ccoll while main-
taining the merits of the Q-algorithm. Note that this result is
achieved without the consideration of computational cost, in
which HTEQ is the most advantageous over the other DFSA
algorithms. We assumed that the computational cost is
neglectable in conceding that the excessive computational
cost of the DFSA algorithms such as the MAP estimator
can be reduced to that of the Q-algorithm-based algorithms
by using a lookup table and additional memory space
(0.3674μs and 0.8451μs, respectively, based on the comput-
ing power and computational overhead provided in [3]). The
computation time that is amounting to 828μs should be
added to the identification time per tag of TES-FAS unless
the lookup table is considered. In other words, HTEQ
achieved the true optimal performance with a considerably
lower computational cost of the Q-algorithm, without any
assistance of additional resources.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel, highly time-efficient Q-algo-
rithm for collision arbitration in large-scale IoT environ-
ments. The time performance of an FSA protocol deployed
with the Q-algorithm is investigated, and the optimal param-
eters to maximize the per-time throughput of the Q-algo-
rithm are derived based on the investigation. Our intensive
simulations, including the exhaustive one and the compari-
son to the state-of-the-art DFSA algorithms, proved that

the proposed algorithm is evidently the most time-efficient
algorithm, taking full advantage of the innate strengths of
the Q-algorithm.
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In recent years, with the development of machine learning and big data technology, user data has become an important element in
the production process of enterprises. For today’s e-commerce platforms, the deep mining of user’s purchase behavior is helpful to
understand user’s purchase preferences and accurately recommend products that meet user expectations, which can not only
improve user satisfaction but also reduce platform marketing cost. To accurately identify the user value of online purchasing on
an e-commerce platform, this paper uses an improved RFM model to extract user features and uses the K-means++ clustering
algorithm to realize user classification. The indicators of the traditional RFM model characterize user features from three angles:
recent purchase time (R), purchase frequency (F), and total consumption amount (M). The user group and scenarios studied in
this paper are different from the previous literature: (1) the user group is relatively fixed, (2) the consumer goods are relatively
single, and (3) the characteristics of repeated purchase are obvious. Therefore, based on the existing literature, this paper
extracts the user characteristics studied and improves and models the traditional indicators. Based on the real purchasing data
from September to December 2018, it calculates the indicators that improved RFM, empowers the weight to indicators, and
finally classifies the value of users by using the K-means++ algorithm. The experimental results show that the user classification
based on the improved RFM model is more accurate than the user classification based on the traditional RFM model, and the
improved RFM model can identify the user value more accurately, which provides a strong support for the e-commerce
platform to realize the accurate marketing strategy based on big data.

1. Introduction

Big data technology is the product of the development of
information processing technology. Today is an era of data
explosion; the enterprise operation process will produce mas-
sive data. Today’s big data technology is widely used in vari-
ous scenarios of enterprise operations, internet of things
(IOT) environment [1–6], etc., providing decision support
for various decisions of enterprises. Compared with the tradi-
tional marketing methods such as questionnaire surveys, the
purchase behavior of users often reflects the user’s psycho-
logical preferences. In today’s business competition, cus-

tomers are the main focus of the company to maintain
excellent performance. It is found that the cost of acquiring
new customers is much more expensive than retaining exist-
ing customers. Thus, what companies care most is how to sell
more products to existing customers. Nowadays, the number
of e-commerce platforms is increasing rapidly, the operating
cost is getting higher and higher, and the marketing expendi-
ture is also expanding accordingly. Using the purchase
records of users on the platform to understand the decisions
made by users in the real environment has become an urgent
problem to be solved in the efficient operation of enterprises.
At the same time, as a new business model, a community
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e-commerce platform has less research on the classification
of community e-commerce customers. Based on the above
background, this paper provides an effective method for
the e-commerce platform to identify customer value and
realize a precision marketing strategy.

The research object of this paper is the T-app community
e-commerce platform customers; this platform mainly sells
cooked food, pasta, and other goods, a total of 134 kinds.
The platform focuses on the community traffic, aiming at
the needs of community residents, and its customers’ pur-
chase behavior has the characteristics of a low single con-
sumption amount and high consumption frequency. The
RFM model has good representativeness in reflecting cus-
tomer value and customer purchase preference and is widely
used in financial industry [7], retail [8], insurance and
telecommunication [9], education industry [10], and e-
commerce industry [11]. The RFM model can well construct
the outline of the research object in this paper.

However, in the original RFMmodel, there is a large ran-
domness in the R index of the latest consumption time. New
customers who have just come into contact with the platform
and loyal customers of the platform may have the same per-
formance in the R index of the latest consumption time, and
the model cannot describe the dependence of customers on a
single commodity. In order to help the platform describe the
multidimensional attributes of customers and more accurate
customer value, an improved RFMmodel with five indicators
is proposed.

Therefore, based on the improved RFM model and K
-means++ algorithm, this paper proposes a method suitable
for T-app community e-commerce platform user classifica-
tion. According to the real purchase records of users on the
T-app community e-commerce platform, the improved
RFM model is used to analyze the data of user purchase
records. The K-means++ clustering algorithm is used to clas-
sify and calculate the users of the e-commerce platform.
Finally, the classification results are explained, and the corre-
sponding customer value analysis is given combined with the
specific indicators of each subdivided user. This study uses a
quantitative analysis method to segment and cluster platform
customers. Customer segmentation with clear value and pur-
chase preference is helpful for the platform to effectively allo-
cate marketing resources for specific customer groups and to
establish a healthy long-term relationship with customers.

2. Relevant Works

2.1. RFM Model. The RFM model was first proposed by
Hughes [12]. As a popular tool of customer value analysis,
it has been widely used for measuring customer lifetime value
[13] and in customer segmentation and behavior analysis
[14]. In the following paragraphs, we provide a brief descrip-
tion of the RFM model in the above literature.

RFM is short for recency, frequency, and monetary,
which refer to recency of the last purchase, purchase fre-
quency, and monetary value of purchase, respectively. R
(recency) represents the time interval between a customer’s
last purchase date and the end date of a statistical period.
The shorter the interval, the bigger the value of R. F

(frequency) indicates the number of purchases made by the
customer during the statistical period. The larger the value
of F is, the higher the customer loyalty and the stronger the
intention to repurchase would be. M (monetary) represents
the total amount the customer spends in purchases during
the statistical period. Hughes attached equal importance to
these three variables [12], while Stone believed that the
importance of the three variables varies among industries
due to their different characteristics, suggesting unequal
weights of these variables [13]. The RFM model is widely
used in customer value analysis, and researchers have
extended it according to different aspects.

Cheng and Chen combined RFM analysis with a rough
set theory to establish rules for customer classification [13].
Chiang proposed an RFMDR model (based on an RFM/
RFMDmodel), an extended version of RFM analysis, to iden-
tify valuable online shopping customers for the industry and
to generate fuzzy association rules [15]. Kolarovszki et al.
have proposed a novel modeling method for postal services
using multidimensional segmentation. This CRM design
proves useful in postal service companies [16]. Song et al.
proposed a statistic-based approach to evaluate potential
users via time series. With this approach, it is possible to seg-
ment time intervals of RFM in a large-scale dataset [17].
Aiming at the randomness of recent consumption time R
index in the RFM model, and the colinearity between index
F and indexM, Bao et al. proposed an improved RFMmodel;
K-means is used to cluster the customer data and proved the
effectiveness of the improved RFM model [18]. In order to
help the platform describe the multidimensional attributes
of customers and more accurate customer value, an
improved RFM model with five indicators is proposed. In
this study, we use the RFM model as the basis to select the
variables for clustering, so as to establish the clustering cri-
teria objectively.

2.2. K-Means++ Algorithm. Clustering is the process of
dividing a set of physical or abstract objects into groups of
similar objects. The K-means algorithm, as one of the most
popular clustering algorithms, was first used by MacQueen
in 1967 [19], and it has been used extensively in various fields
including data mining, statistical data analysis, and other
business applications.

The literature survey reveals that one of the major appli-
cations of K-means is customer segmentation [20]. The K
-means algorithm is widely used to effectively identify valu-
able customers and develop pertinent marketing strategies
[21]. In particular, Cheng and Chen used the RFM model
and K-means to perform customer relationship manage-
ment, and experimental results demonstrate that the model
they proposed is an effective method in customer value
analysis [13].

K-Means is a fast method in clustering analysis, but
the accuracy and running time of clustering results largely
depend on the location of the initial clustering center
[22–24]. In order to solve the problem that K-means is sen-
sitive to initial points, Arthur et al. proposed the K-means++
algorithm to improve the method of K-means randomly
selecting initial clustering centers, that is, to make the
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distance between the clustering centers as far as possible
when selecting initial clustering centers. The results show
that K-means++ can significantly improve the final error of
classification results [25]. Because the K-means++ algorithm
is accurate and efficient, this paper uses the K-means++ algo-
rithm to classify customers.

3. Improved RFM Model and K-Means++
Clustering Algorithm

In order to accurately identify the user value of the T-app
community e-commerce platform, this study uses an
improved RFM model to extract a user’s features and uses
the K-means++ clustering algorithm to achieve user classifi-
cation. The indicators of the traditional RFM model portray
customer characteristics from three perspectives: recency of
the last purchase (R), frequency of the purchases (F), and
monetary value of the purchases (M). However, the user
groups and scenarios studied in this article are quite different
from the previous literature: (1) the user group is relatively
fixed, (2) the consumer goods are relatively singular, and
(3) the characteristics of repeated purchases are obvious.
Therefore, based on the existing literature, we extract the
characteristics of the users studied and improve and model
the traditional indicators, as follows.

3.1. Indicator Definition

(1) R1: average consumption time interval, refers to the
average transaction time interval of a certain user in
a certain period

(2) F1: frequency of the purchases, refers to the number
of order transactions for a certain user within a cer-
tain period

(3) M1: monetary value of the purchases, refers to the
total amount spent by a user in a certain period

(4) S: customer contribution time, refers to the time
interval from the first transaction to the last transac-
tion of a certain user

(5) P: repeat purchase attributes, refers to the number of
purchases of a category of goods purchased by a cer-
tain user in the reference time

3.2. Indicator Modeling. The calculation formula of the R1
indicator is:

R1 =
T last time − T first time

F1
, ð1Þ

where T last time indicates the time of the customer’s last order
transaction within the reference time period and T first time
indicates the time of the customer’s first order transaction
within the reference time period.

The calculation formula of the M1 indicator is

M1 = 〠
n

i

Mi, ð2Þ

where n represents the total number of a customer’s con-
sumption in the reference time period and Mi represents
the amount of single consumption by the customer.

The calculation formula of the S indicator is

S = T last time − Thfirst time: ð3Þ

In (3), Thfirst time is the time of the first transaction in the
customer’s purchase history.

In the improved RFM model, we adopted average con-
sumption time interval (R1) to replace recency of the last
purchase (R) in the RFM model, thus overcoming the short-
comings of the large randomness of the R indicator in the tra-
ditional RFM model; for regular customers with high
transaction frequency, the average order transaction time is
more representative. The customer contribution time indica-
tor (S) reflects the customer’s loyalty to the platform and con-
tinuous consumption ability, that is, the time interval from
the first transaction in the customer’s history to the last
transaction at the reference time, while the repurchase
indicator (P) can describe the degree of customer depen-
dence on a single product.

3.3. Determination of Indicator Weights

3.3.1. Step1-1: Standardization of Indicator Data. Due to the
different natures of the indicators in this model, the value
of the average transaction interval R1 indicator is a negative
indicator of customer value; the smaller the value of this indi-
cator, the greater the customer value. On the contrary, the
remaining four indicators are all positive indicators, that is,
the greater the value of the customer under this indicator,
the greater the customer value. Moreover, the five indicators
of this model have inconsistent units and differ largely in
value ranges. In order to achieve the purpose of normaliza-
tion and standardization of heterogeneous indicators, the
R1 indicator is specially standardized by the reverse standard-
ization method, namely, formula (4), and the other indexes
are standardized by the forward standardization method,
namely, formula (5).

xij′ =
max xij,⋯⋯,xnj

� �

max xij,⋯⋯,xnj
� �

−min xij,⋯⋯,xnj
� � , ð4Þ

xij′ =
xij −min xij,⋯⋯,xnj

� �

max xij,⋯⋯,xnj
� �

−min xij,⋯⋯,xnj
� � : ð5Þ

In the above formula, xij represents the value of the j-th
index of the i-th sample.

3.3.2. Step1-2: Index Weight Calculation Using Entropy
Method. In order to obtain more objective segmentation
results, in this study, we use the entropy weight method in
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the objective weighting method to calculate the weights of the
five indicators in the improved model.

3.4. Clustering Based on K-Means++ Algorithm

3.4.1. Step2-1: Find the Optimal Number of K Clusters Using
the Contour Coefficient Method. Contour coefficient is an
evaluation method of clustering effect, which was first pro-
posed by Rousseeuw in 1986 [26]. It considers the agglomer-
ation and separation of clusters comprehensively. Good
clustering results should have both a smaller cohesion and a
larger separation degree between clusters. In the research of
this article, we use the maximum average contour coefficient
method to determine the optimal cluster number K . The cal-
culation process is as follows.

Suppose the data to be classified is divided into K clusters.
For each vector in the cluster, calculate their contour coeffi-
cients separately. For one of the points i, the contour coeffi-
cient of the i vector is

S ið Þ = b ið Þ − a ið Þ
max a ið Þ, b ið Þf g : ð6Þ

In formula (6), aðiÞ = average (the distance from the i
vector to all other points in the cluster to which it belongs),
expressed as the average value of the dissimilar degree from
the i vector to other points in the same cluster; bðiÞ =min
(the average distance from the i vector to all points in the
nearest cluster), expressed as the minimum value of the aver-
age dissimilar degree from the i vector to other clusters. Aver-
age the contour coefficients of all vectors, and the result is the
total contour coefficient of the clustering result. The larger
the total contour coefficient value, the more ideal the cluster-
ing result.

The calculation result of the total profile coefficient is
shown in Figure 1.

When K takes 4, the total contour coefficient of the clus-
ter is 0.4022, which is the largest in the range of (3, 9). It can
be concluded that the optimal cluster number Kopt is 4 in this
data set.

3.4.2. Step 2-2: Clustering. The clustering algorithm process is
shown in Figure 2.

In formula (a), Dðx′Þ2/∑x∈XDðxÞ2, of Figure 2, value D
ðxÞ2 represents the distance from the data point x to the near-
est cluster center (select Si (Si = x′ ∈ X)). For formula (b) of
Figure 2, the average error is equal to ∑n

i=1½minr=1,⋯,kd
ðxi, crÞ2�.

4. Case Study

4.1. Numerical Experiment. The observation period is from
September 1, 2018, to December 30, 2018, for three months.
There are 3558 customer purchase records and 580 cus-
tomers. The community shopping platform mainly sells 134
kinds of commodities such as cooked food and pasta. The
data is processed as follows.

4.1.1. Raw Data Cleaning and Index Calculation. The initial
data consists of 12 dimensions such as user ID, product ID,
purchase quantity, and consumption date. Four dimensions
of user ID, consumption amount, consumption time, and
product ID are selected from them, and the corresponding
five indicators of each customer are calculated to form the
initial data, as in Table 1.

In Table 2, the customer whose user ID is
YH181102000001 has spent 52 days on the platform. A total
of 5 purchases occurred during the reference time period,
with a cumulative consumption of 64 yuan, and an average
purchase was made on the platform every 10.40 days. The
purchase of goods was relatively casual, and no repurchase
of goods occurred (the value of P indicator is 1).

The R1 indicator adopts the reverse standardization
method, namely, formula (4), and the other indicators adopt
the forward standardization method, namely, formula (5) for
standardization.

4.1.2. Empower Indicators. The entropy method is used to get
the weight of each index. The weight of each index is shown
in Table 2. At the same time, the weight of each index is mul-
tiplied by its corresponding weight to get the weighted data
set. R1

’, F1
’, M1

’, S’, and P’ are the weighted indexes.

4.2. Clustering Using K-Means++ Method. After using the K
-means algorithm to cluster the weighted data set, we get four
different customer groups.

Exporting the standard data of four types of customer
groups and calculating the average value of five indicators
for each type of customer along with the number of users
of each type of user, we get Table 3. The data of each user
group in Table 3 is the average of the standardized data
which has not been weighted.

4.3. Customer Value Ranking and Value Analysis. Since the
user data after clustering at this time is weighted data, the
total value of users of this type can be obtained by adding
up the values of the indicators of each user category, calcu-
lated as follows:

Value = S’ + F1
’ +M1

’ + R1
’ + P’: ð7Þ

The calculated results are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 1: Comparison of contour coefficients when K is (3, 9).
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It can be seen from the model that the higher the amount
of value, the greater the profit contribution of this type of cus-
tomer to the platform. Therefore, according to the value
ranking result and the different characteristics of the cus-
tomer, we divided customers into important retention cus-
tomers, development customers, loyal customers, and
general customers. From the data, the characteristics of each
type of customer are as follows.

4.3.1. Type 1: Important Retention Customers. Customer
group 1 has the greatest value to the platform and is an
important maintaining customer of the platform. Its S indi-
cator is large among all customer groups, indicating that this
customer group has maintained a long-term consumer rela-
tionship with the platform; the M1 indicator is much higher
than other customer groups, indicating that this customer
group has made a lot of consumption on the platform and
is an important source of profit. At the same time, the value
of the P indicator is also much higher than other customer
groups, indicating that this customer group is more likely
to repurchase a single product. The F1 indicator and the
reverse-standardized R1 indicator indicate that this type of
customer has greater consumer stickiness on the platform
and purchases more frequently. As a result, the user charac-
teristics of the platform’s high-value customers can be char-
acterized as follows: high consumption frequency, small
consumption time interval, high degree of product specific-
ity, and have their own fixed purchase product.

4.3.2. Type 2: Developmental Customers. Customer group 3
has a considerable performance in total consumption
amount and consumption frequency. However, by observ-
ing its consumption time relationship with the platform,
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Figure 2: Algorithm flow chart.

Table 1: Part of customer data.

User ID S (day) F1 (frequency) M1 (yuan) R1 (day) P (frequency)

YH181102000001 52.0 5 64.0 10.40 1

YH170621000001 532.0 11 541.0 8.18 6

Table 2: Index weight.

Index R1 F1 M1 S P

Weight 0.0044 0.2522 0.2752 0.1776 0.2903

Table 3: Customer clustering results.

Cluster R1
’ F1

’ M1
’ S’ P’ Count

Cluster 3 0.00406 0.16857 0.09913 0.07957 0.1246 39

Cluster 2 0.00396 0.06675 0.04121 0.04815 0.0607 127

Cluster 4 0.00393 0.02145 0.01489 0.10469 0.0142 124

Cluster 1 0.00413 0.01295 0.00848 0.01855 0.0127 290
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it can be concluded that the users’ time to contact the plat-
form is average, and there is still room for tapping the value
of its consumption. The platform should devote itself to
transforming its development into important retention
customers.

4.3.3. Type 3: Loyal Customers. Customer group 3 maintains
the longest consumption relationship with the platform
among all customers, indicating that this type of customer
contacted the platform earlier and maintained a long-term
consumption record. Although the consumption amount is
not large, they give the platform’s cash flow a greater guaran-
tee, being loyal customers of the platform.

4.3.4. Type 4: General Customers. Customer group 2 does not
have a long-term consumer relationship with the platform.
The consumption frequency and the total amount of con-
sumption are very low and so also is the repurchase of a sin-
gle product, indicating that they had not made considerable
consumption on the platform and had not contributed to
the profit growth of the platform; thus, they belong to the
general customers of the platform.

4.4. Experimental Result Verification. After analyzing the
value of the customer, we return to the original data of the
customer order transaction to verify the T-app customer
value analysis result of the improved RFMmodel. The classi-
fication process of the traditional RFM model is similar with
the model used in this article, that is, data standardization-
calculation of weight-weighting-clustering-value ranking.
Among them, F and M indicators use forward standardiza-
tion and R indicators use reverse standardization. Later,
according to the value ranking, the customers are also
divided into important retention customers, loyal customers,
development customers, and general customers. Now com-
pare the classification results of the original RFM model with
the improved RFM model classification results, as shown in
Tables 5 and 6.

The analysis shows that under the RFMmodel, 34 impor-
tant retention customers have been identified, all indicators
of which are better than the rest of the customers, but no pur-
chase behavior has been made recently. The consumer group
3 on the platform has a higher frequency of consumption and
a larger amount of consumption, indicating that it has greater
consumer stickiness and is a loyal customer of the platform.
All indicators of customer group 4 consumption on the plat-
form need to be improved, and they belong to developmental
customers. Customer group 2 consumption amount and
consumption frequency are both low, but the recent purchase

time indicator has performed well, indicating that it may be
due to the customers attracted by the platform’s recent mar-
keting strategy, which means that they did not bring consid-
erable profits and cash flow to the platform. So this group
belongs to general customers.

The comparison shows that the original RFM model
cannot identify the new and old attributes of customers
and can only determine the customer’s loyalty index based
on the customer’s consumption frequency and consumption
amount, but this has a certain contingency. Customers who
make high-frequency consumption in the short-term may
terminate their purchases after the platform’s promotional
activities are over. Such customers should not be considered
as having high long-term value. At the same time, improving
the RFM model can intuitively feel the differences in various
indicators of different user groups. For example, users who
spend high on the platform have high repurchase of goods,
which can guide the platform to carry out differentiated
marketing and improve the customers’ experience and ulti-
mately bring platform profit growth.

Now take the customer value indicators and customer
classification results of some customers through the RFM
model and the improved RFM model as an example to illus-
trate the credibility of the improved RFMmodel, as shown in
Tables 7 and 8.

In Tables 7 and 8, we can see that the user with the ID of
YH171201000030 has the same classification results under
the two models. Analysis of the RFM model shows that the
user of YH171201000030 made a total of 529 yuan worth of
purchases during the observation period, with a frequency
of 24 purchases, and the recent purchase time R index is rel-
atively close, indicating that the customer has a greater prob-
ability of repurchasing next. But at the same time, it can also
be found that the RFM model cannot accurately identify
whether the user has a greater degree of dependence on a sin-
gle product and the average time interval for placing orders
nor can it define loyalty attributes based on the relationship
time between the customer and the platform. For this type
of important retention customers, improving the RFMmodel
can provide a more detailed description based on T-app user
data, which facilitates the platform to conduct one-to-one
precision marketing, which is conducive to the retention of
such customers.

Table 4: Customer value ranking.

Cluster R1
’ F1

’ M1
’ S’ P’ Count Quantity of value Value ranking

Cluster 1 0.00406 0.16857 0.09913 0.07957 0.1246 39 0.475905 1

Cluster 3 0.00396 0.06675 0.04121 0.04815 0.0607 127 0.220726 2

Cluster 4 0.00393 0.02145 0.01489 0.10469 0.0142 124 0.159173 3

Cluster 2 0.00413 0.01295 0.00848 0.01855 0.0127 290 0.056788 4

Table 5: The weight of each indicator of the RFM model.

Index R F M

Weight 0.1601 0.4016 0.4382
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For the user with the ID “YH181207000001” under the
RFM model, we only know that he had made a total amount
of 14 yuan and a frequency of 2, but because his latest pur-
chase happened to be closer to the end of the latest purchase
period, he was classified as a development customer. While
under the improved RFM model, it can be known that the
user has only been exposed to the platform for 3 days and
has only made two low-value consumptions on the platform,
and his potential commercial value needs to be further devel-
oped, so he is correctly divided into general customers.
Therefore, the improved RFM model can overcome the ran-
domness of the R indicator in the original RFM model and
can accurately locate such new customers.

The user with the ID “YH181018000002” made 8 pur-
chases with a total amount of 138.5 yuan on the platform,
and the last purchase was 72 days away from the end of the
reference period. Because of his relatively considerable con-
sumption data in the overall sample, he was classified as a
loyal customer in the original RFMmodel. However, through
the analysis of the improved RFM model, it can be known
that the user has considerable data on the total amount of
consumption and consumption frequency. But he was con-
centrated on a certain product 5 times in a day and had not
contacted the platform, indicating that he may be attracted
by the platform’s recent promotion activities, so the
improved RFM model has correctly divide him into general
customers, waiting for further observation.

The experimental results given above can show that the
improved RFM model can provide a more accurate user
description than the original RFM model under the same
classification. Moreover, it overcomes the randomness of
the R indicator in the original RFM model and perfected

the RFM model’s shortcomings of only describing the cus-
tomer stickiness and loyalty through observation of con-
sumption amount and frequency. The improved model can
better complete the user value evaluation of T-app.

5. Conclusions

In order to accurately analyze the customer value of a T-app
community e-commerce platform, a customer value analysis
method based on an improved RFM model is proposed. The
average order transaction time interval, customer transaction
times in a certain period, customer total consumption
amount in a certain period, customer relationship duration,
five repurchase indicators, use of forward and reverse stan-
dardization methods to standardize the indicators, and use
of the objective assignment method of information theory
entropy method to calculate the weight of the five indicators
are included. The concept of the silhouette coefficient is used
to determine the best K value, and the K-means++ clustering
algorithm is used to cluster the weighted indicators; finally,
customers are divided into different value customer groups.
This paper takes the T-app order transaction data from Sep-
tember 1, 2018, to December 30, 2018, to analyze the cus-
tomer value, and the results show that the improved RFM
model can more accurately analyze the customer value of
T-app.

Data Availability

All information is within the article.

Table 7: RFM model user classification results (partial).

User ID R F M Customer segmentation results

YH171201000030 2.0 24 529.0 Important retention customers

YH181207000001 19.0 2 14.0 Development client

YH181018000002 72.0 8 138.5 Loyal customers

Table 8: User classification results of the improved RFM model (partial).

User ID R1 F1 M1 S P Customer segmentation results

YH171201000030 4.75 24 529.0 380.0 8 Important retention customers

YH181207000001 1.5 2 14.0 3.0 1 General customer

YH181018000002 0 8 138.5 0 5 General customer

Table 6: RFM model customer segmentation value analysis.

Cluster R’ F’ M’ Count Value ranking

Cluster 1 0.1474 0.1622 0.2849 34 1

Cluster 3 0.1135 0.0792 0.1202 106 2

Cluster 4 0.1165 0.0192 0.0324 188 3

Cluster 2 0.0293 0.0152 0.0225 252 4
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In the era of Industry 4.0, single-view clustering algorithm is difficult to play a role in the face of complex data, i.e., multiview data.
In recent years, an extension of the traditional single-view clustering is multiview clustering technology, which is becoming more
and more popular. Although the multiview clustering algorithm has better effectiveness than the single-view clustering algorithm,
almost all the current multiview clustering algorithms usually have two weaknesses as follows. (1) The current multiview
collaborative clustering strategy lacks theoretical support. (2) The weight of each view is averaged. To solve the above-
mentioned problems, we used the Havrda-Charvat entropy and fuzzy index to construct a new collaborative multiview fuzzy c-
means clustering algorithm using fuzzy weighting called Co-MVFCM. The corresponding results show that the Co-MVFCM has
the best clustering performance among all the comparison clustering algorithms.

1. Introduction

In the era of Industry 4.0, as the methods of data collection
become more and more diverse, the complexity of data is also
increasing. For example, a driverless car will collect environ-
mental data through a variety of sensors and conduct analysis
and processing from multiple views while driving. In unsu-
pervised learning, clustering is usually used for complexity
data analysis. However, traditional clustering methods, such
as K-means [1, 2], fuzzy C-means (FCM) [3, 4], maximum
entropy clustering (MEC) [5, 6], and possibilistic C-means
(PCM) [7, 8], are all designed for single-view data analysis.
When the single-view algorithms [9–11] encounter a multi-
view clustering task, the common practice is to first consider
each view independently, treating each view as an indepen-
dent clustering task. After finishing each clustering task of
each view, the integrated learning mechanism [12] is used
to select an appropriate integrated learning strategy to inte-
grate multiple clustering results and then get the final cluster-

ing results. However, due to obvious deviation of clustering
results in a certain view or great difference of clustering
results among different views, the multiview strategy which
artificially separates each view for independent analysis may
result in inaccurate global partitioning results obtained by
integrated learning or unstable algorithm performance.

In many real applications, multiview representation of
data is becoming more and more popular [13], especially
in the field of medicine [14, 15]. For example, people’s living
standard and economic situation have been improved since
entering the twentieth century. But the incidence rate of can-
cer has increased by nearly 50% compared with that of the
1880s due to environmental pollution, food safety, and
working pressure. However, with the continuous improve-
ment of medical level, various detection methods such as
laboratory examination (routine examination, serological
examination, gene or gene product examination, etc.), imag-
ing and endoscopy (X-ray examination, B-ultrasound exam-
ination, CT examination, radionuclide imaging, etc.), and
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cytopathological examination (puncture biopsy, forceps
biopsy, section analysis, etc.) have been proposed and
applied. These methods can be used to analyze the suspected
patients from different views. This is a typical multiview data
representation problem. The above examples reveal that
developing various multiview clustering algorithms is very
necessary for us to better observe and mine the essence of
data from the viewpoint of its diverse descriptions and
accordingly obtain a better clustering result that simulta-
neously satisfies every representation (view). Introducing
the multiview technology into the traditional clustering anal-
ysis method so that there is collaborative learning in the
clustering process is considered to be an effective solution.
In recent years, some effective multiview clustering methods
have been proposed using the above strategies. Yamanishi
et al. [16] proposed a collaborative clustering algorithm
Co-EM algorithm that can be used to solve multiview prob-
lems based on the EM algorithm from the perspective of
probability and test the proposed algorithm’s effectiveness
through some text-like samples. Inspired by FCM algorithm,
Pedrycz [17] controlled the fuzzy partition between the var-
ious views, constructed a divisional cooperative control
function, and finally obtained the Co-FC algorithm. The
algorithm has shown certain advantages on various datasets.
More early related multiview clustering studies can be found
in [18, 19].

As mentioned above, a lot of researches have begun to
focus on the construction of multiview clustering algorithm.
Through the summary of the current research on multiview
clustering, we find that the current research mainly focuses
on the following aspects: (1) the early multiview clustering
algorithm usually preprocesses the data itself, and the most
direct method is to synthesize a multiview data into a
single-view data through feature fusion and then use the data
clustering analysis; (2) most of the multiview clustering algo-
rithms proposed in recent years use collaborative learning
strategy, which can enhance the performance of each view
data in the process of clustering; (3) when most multiview
clustering algorithms with collaborative learning ability treat
each view, their common practice is to average the weight of
each view. In particular, we take the most classic Co-FKM
algorithm [20] as an example, which is one of the representa-
tive multiview clustering algorithms in recent years. The algo-
rithm designs a very effective multiperspective collaborative
learning strategy, which can make the data between different
perspectives use membership to complete collaborative
learning in the process of clustering. But the algorithm also
has a fatal disadvantage, that is, it just treats each perspective
equally and does not give each perspective different weights.
In addition, the multiperspective collaborative learning strat-
egy proposed by the algorithm also lacks the necessary phys-
ical meaning, which cannot explain why this collaborative
learning strategy can contribute to the final clustering perfor-
mance. In response to the above-mentioned challenges, in
this study, a new view space division criterion is first con-
structed based on the Havrda-Charvat entropy, which is used
to control the space division results across different views so
that the space division results of each view tend to be as con-
sistent as possible in order to obtain a more stable and more

comprehensive global spatial division result. Furthermore,
we introduced fuzzy index and fuzzy weights to adaptively
weight each view and effectively adjust the weight of each
view during the clustering process so that the view with the
clearest spatial division has a larger weight. Finally, a new col-
laborative multiview fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm
using fuzzy weighting called Co-MVFCM is proposed by
combining with the Havrda-Charvat entropy and fuzzy
index. We summarized the contributions of this study here:

(1) We construct a new view space division criterion
using the Havrda-Charvat entropy. The built crite-
rion can be used to control the space division results
across different views

(2) We construct a view weighting mechanism using
fuzzy index. The new view weighting mechanism
can be used to recognize the importance degree of
each view

Overall, our proposed Co-MVFCM algorithm not only
has good space division ability but also has the ability to
adaptively recognize the best view.

2. Related Work

When multiview clustering task is coming, Cleuziou et al.
[20] proposed the Co-FKM method based on classical
FCM. In Co-FKM, multiview clustering is achieved by a con-
straint of fuzzy membership degree which is aimed at keep-
ing the partition result of each view as consistent as
possible. Here, the Co-FKM method is defined as

J = 〠
R

r=1
〠
C

i=1
〠
N

j=1
μmij,r xj,r − vi,r
�� ��2 + λΔr

h i
, ð1Þ

Δr = λ
1

R − 1 〠
R

r ′=1,
r ′≠r

〠
C

i=1
〠
N

j=1
μm
ij,r ′ − μmij,r

� �
xj,r − vi,r
�� ��2

s:t: 〠
C

i=1
μij,r = 1,

ð2Þ

and μij,r ∈ ½0, 1�, 1 ≤ j ≤N , 1 ≤ r ≤ R.
By substituting Equation (2) to Equation (1), Equation

(1) is simplified as

J = 〠
R

r=1
〠
C

i=1
〠
N

j=1
~μij,r,η xj,r − vi,r

�� ��2h i
, ð3Þ

where ~μij,r,λ = ð1 − λÞμmij,r + ðλ/ðR − 1ÞÞ∑R
r ′=1,r ′≠rμ

m
ij,r ′ , λ can

be used to control the contribution of Δr , and ~μij,r,λ is the
average fuzzy membership degree of μmij,r and μm

ij,r ′ .

The objective function of Co-FKM can be optimized by
introducing Lagrange multipliers. So the fuzzy membership
degree μij,r and center vi,r are obtained as
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To obtain a fuzzy division standard with global consider-
ations, the fuzzy membership of each view can be computed
by using the geometric mean method [20]. The specific
expression is as follows:

bμ ij = R
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiY
r∈R

μij,r

r
: ð5Þ

From the Co-FKM algorithm, we can draw a general
framework to represent multiview clustering, which is illus-
trated in Figure 1. The Co-FKM algorithm incorporates the
spatial division and approximation criteria across different
views in the clustering and realizes collaborative learning
across different views; it has more effective multiview cluster-
ing performance compared with traditional single-view inte-
grated clustering technology. However, as we stated before, it
still has challenges to be further solved.

3. Collaborative Multiview Fuzzy Clustering
(Co-MVFCM) Using Entropy Technology

In view of the two shortcomings of the current multiview
clustering methods, the following two new technologies
based on the entropy theory were introduced.

(1) We use the Havrda-Charvat entropy to construct a
new view space division approximation criterion
and find the maximum similarity component
between each view so that while improving the per-
formance of clustering, it also gives the view space
division approximation criterion new physical mean-
ing from the perspective of entropy

(2) We propose an entropy-weighted multiview cluster-
ing technology. By weighting each view, we can find
the best view in the iterative optimization process
and get the best fuzzy division result at the same time,
in order to effectively control the weight

Figure 2 illustrates the new framework of multiview
clustering.

3.1. Approximation Criterion of Space Division from Different
Views Based on the Havrda-Charvat Entropy. In this study,
the Havrda-Charvat entropy of xj,r is defined as

Ψ mð Þ xj,r
� �

= 1
1 − 21−m 〠

C

i=1
μmij,r − 1
� �

: ð6Þ

It is obvious that if the fuzzy membership degree Ur =
½μmij,r� is considered as a probability matrix, when the con-

straint ∑C
i=1μij,r = 1 holds, ΨðmÞðxj,rÞ is equal to 0. It is very

intuitive to show that the uncertainty of xj,r belonging to
each division in the sample set Xr of this view reaches the
minimum value. That is to say, when the objective function
reaches its minimum value, the Havrda-Charvat entropy of
μij,r also reaches its minimum value.

Although Equation (6) can ensure that the uncertainty of
division can be minimized, it is limited to a single view. In
order to expand it into a field of multiple views, in this study,
we expand Equation (6) into the following expression form
by referring to the relevant strategies used in [20]:

Φ = 1
1 − 21−m 〠

C

i=1
〠
N

j=1
μmij,r − 1
� �

+ β
1

1 − 21−m
1

R − 1〠
C

i=1
〠
N

j=1
〠
R

r′=1,
r′≠r

� μm
ij,r ′ − 1

� �
− μmij,r − 1
� �h i

:

ð7Þ

So we have

Φ = 1 − βð Þ 1
1 − 21−m 〠

C

i=1
〠
N

j=1
μmij,r − 1
� �

+ β
1

1 − 21−m
1

K − 1 〠
R

r′=1,
r′≠r

〠
C

i=1
〠
N

j=1
μm
ij,r ′ − 1

� �
:

ð8Þ

We observe from Equations (7) and (8) that η can be used
to effectively regulate the weight relationship between the
current view and the membership degree division of other
views (0 < β < 1 and β = ðR − 1Þ/R). So we can get the
weighted average of membership degree and finally make
the membership degree division of each view as consistent
as possible, so as to obtain the spatial division result with a
more global view.

3.2. Multiview Adaptive Weighting Based on Fuzzy Index. In
this study, we develop an automatic view weighting strategy
using fuzzy index to recognize the best view. Suppose wr

vi,r =
∑N

j=1~μij,r,λxj,r

∑N
j=1~μij,r,λ

,

μij,r =
1

∑C
h=1 1 − λð Þd2ij,r + λ/ R − 1ð Þð Þ∑R

r ′=1,r ′≠rd
2
ij,r ′

� �
/ 1 − λð Þd2hj,r + λ/ R − 1ð Þð Þ∑R

r ′=1,r ′≠rd
2
hj,r ′

� �h i1/ m−1ð Þ :
ð4Þ
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represents the weight of view r under the condition that
∑R

r=1wr = 1 and wr ≥ 0, then wr can be considered as the
probability distribution which is defined as

f wrð Þ = 〠
R

r=1
wp

r : ð9Þ

Fuzzy index technology is introduced through the above
methods to make the objective function achieve the optimal
entropy as much as possible, which is also the classical fuzzy
c-means clustering principle [4].

3.3. Co-MVFCM. According to the above definitions, we pro-
pose our new multiview clustering method. The objective
function of Co-MVFCM is

JCo−MVFCM = 〠
R

r=1
wp

r 〠
C

i=1
〠
N

j=1
μmij,r xj,r − vi,r
�� ��2 + λΦr

" #
,

Φr = 1 − βð Þ 1
1 − 21−m 〠

C

i=1
〠
N

j=1
μmij,r − 1
� �

+ β
1

1 − 21−m
1

R − 1 〠
R

r′=1,
r′≠r

〠
C

i=1
〠
N

j=1
μm
ij,r ′ − 1

� �

s:t: μij,r ∈ 0, 1½ �,

ð10Þ

∑C
i=1μij,r = 1 and ∑R

r=1wr = 1, 1 ≤ r ≤ R, 1 ≤ j ≤N .
Obviously, the objective function contains two main

parts. The first one is ℓðU,V,XÞ =∑C
i=1∑

N
j=1μ

m
ij,rkxj,r − vi,rk2

+ λΦr which is derived from Havrda-Charvat and used for
collaborative clustering. The essence of the first part is to find
out as many similar parts among different perspectives as

possible through multiview clustering technology and finally
make the spatial division results of different views tend to be
the same. The second part is ~ℓðU,V,X,WÞ =∑R

r=1w
p
r ℓðU,

V,XÞ which is derived from fuzzy index. This part can be
used to adaptively calculate the weight values of each view,
and finally, when the algorithm reaches the optimal level,
the optimal view partitioning results can be obtained accord-
ing to the weight matrix of the views. The parameter β can be
set to β = ðR − 1Þ/R. The parameter λ can be determined by
using grid optimization [13, 21].

To obtain the final result of space division with global
characteristics, the integration strategy of global space divi-
sion mentioned in [20] is abandoned in this study. We define
a new integration strategy to obtain the final space division as

~U = 〠
R

r=1
wr

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ur

R
p

: ð11Þ

3.3.1. Optimization. The proposed multiview can be opti-
mized by introducing Lagrange multipliers. In this section,
we give three theorems to obtain updating rules in terms of
fuzzy membership degree, view weights, and cluster centers.

Theorem 1.When Ur andWr are fixed, the cluster center can
be solved by

vi,r =
∑N

j=1μ
m
ij,rx j,r

∑N
j=1μ

m
ij,r

: ð12Þ

Proof. By setting ∂J/∂Vr = 0, we have vi,r =∑N
j=1μ

m
ij,rx j,r/∑

N
j=1

μmij,r . Therefore, Theorem 1 is achieved.

Theorem 2. When the cluster center Vr and view weight
matrix Wr are fixed, the fuzzy membership degree matrix
can be solved by

Multiview
samples

Co-MVFCM algorithm
Repeat:

3. Update wk ;
End

Final
partition

U
~

View
weight W 

Partition
Ur

×

1. Update vi.r ;
2. Update 𝜇ij,r ;

Figure 2: The principle of our proposed Co-MVFCM method.

Multiview
samples

Co-FKM algorithm
Repeat:
1. Update vi.r ;
2. Update 𝜇ij,r ;
End JCo-FKM(t+1)-JCo-FKM(t)<𝜀

Final
partition U

~

Figure 1: The principle of Co-FKM algorithm.

μij,r =
1

∑C
h=1 1 − βð Þ/ 1 − 21−m

� �� �
λ + x j,r − vi,r
�� ��2/ 1 − βð Þ/ 1 − 21−m

� �� �
λ + x j,r − vh,r
�� ��2h i1/ m−1ð Þ : ð13Þ
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Proof. By introducing Lagrange multipliers αj,r and consider-

ing the constraint ∑C
i=1μij,r = 1, we have the following objec-

tive function:

JCo−MVFCM μij,r , βj,r

� �
= −〠

R

r=1
〠
N

j=1
οj,r 〠

C

i=1
μij,r − 1

 !

+ 〠
R

r=1
wp

r 〠
C

i=1
〠
N

j=1
μmij,r xj,r − vi,r
�� ��2 + λΦr

" #
,

ð14Þ

where Φr = βð1/ð1 − 21−mÞÞð1/ðR − 1ÞÞ∑R
r ′=1,r ′≠r∑

C
i=1∑

N
j=1ð

μm
ij,r ′ − 1Þ + ð1 − βÞð1/ð1 − 21−mÞÞ∑C

i=1∑
N
j=1ðμmij,r − 1Þ.

By setting the partial derivative of JCo−MVFCMðμij,r , οj,rÞ
w.r.t. μij,r , οj,r to 0, i.e., ∂JCo−MVFCM/∂μij,r = 0, we have

μij,r =
οj,r

mwp
r 1 − βð Þ/ 1 − 21−m

� �� �
λ + x j,r − vi,r
�� ��2� �

24 351/ m−1ð Þ

:

ð15Þ

Similarly, with ∂JCo−MVFCM/∂οj,r = 0, we have

〠
C

i=1
μij,r = 1: ð16Þ

By combining Equations (15) and (16) to remove οj,r , we
have

Therefore, the proof of Theorem 2 is achieved.

Theorem 3. When the center matrix Vr and the fuzzy mem-
bership degree matrix Ur are fixed, the weight matrix can be
solved by

Proof. Similar to Theorem 2, by introducing Lagrange multi-
pliers and considering the constraint ∑R

r=1wr = 1, we have
Theorem 3.

Remark 4. In this section, a novel multiview clustering
method called Co-MVFCM is proposed. The proposed Co-
MVFCM method can find the most important view adap-
tively, and it also can obtain the best space division by using
Equation (11). However, we will find that the proposed Co-
MVFCM method has three predefined parameters. These
predefined parameters should be defined by using grid opti-
mization which will lose many time costs. In the near future,
we will consider how to reduce the number of these prede-
fined parameters.

4. Experimental Studies

4.1. Settings. In this study, we introduce several UCI datasets
to evaluate the proposed multiview clustering method. For

fair comparison, Co-FKM [20], LSSMTC [22], CombKM
[22], and Coclustering [23] are introduced for benchmarking
testing.

We introduce two commonly used criteria, i.e., NMI and
RI to evaluate all clustering methods. They are defined as
follows.

(1) Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [24, 25]

NMI =
∑C

i=1∑
C
j=1Ni,j log N ⋅Ni,j/Ni ⋅Njffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

∑C
i=1Ni log Ni/N ⋅ ∑C

j=1Nj log Nj/N
q ,

ð19Þ

where Ni represents the number of samples in the ith
cluster, Ni,j represent the matching degree of the ith
cluster and the jth cluster, and N represents the size
of the dataset.

μij,r =
1

∑C
h=1 x j,r − vi,r
�� ��2 + 1 − βð Þ/ 1 − 21−m

� �� �
λ/ x j,r − vh,r
�� ��2 + 1 − βð Þ/ 1 − 21−m

� �� �
λ

h i1/ m−1ð Þ : ð17Þ

wr =
1

∑R
r ′=1∑

C
i=1∑

N
j=1μ

m
ij,r xj,r − vi,r
�� ��2 + λΦr/∑C

i=1∑
N
j=1μ

m
ij,r ′ xj,r ′ − vi,r ′
��� ���2 + λΦr ′

� 	1/ p−1ð Þ : ð18Þ
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(2) Rand Index (RI) [24, 25]

RI = f00 + f11
N N − 1ð Þ/2 , ð20Þ

where f11 represents the number of pairing points
that have the same class label and belong to the same
class and f00 represents the number of matching
points with different class labels and belonging to dif-
ferent classes of data points.

The value range of the above two indexes is [0 1]. The
closer the value of these two indicators is to 1, the better
the performance is. Experimental environment: the experi-
mental hardware platform was Intel Core i7 CPU, with a
memory of 16GB. The programming environment is
MATLAB 2010.

4.2. Experimental Results. In this section, some real-world
datasets from the famous UCI database will be used to test
our algorithm: (1) Iris dataset, (2) Multiple Features (MF)
dataset, (3) Image Segmentation (IS) dataset, and (4) Water
Treatment Plant (WTP) dataset. The performance of the
Co-MVFCM algorithm proposed in this study is verified
and analyzed by using the above datasets when processing
real multiview clustering tasks. In order to have a more intu-
itive impression of the perspectives contained in the three
datasets, this paper will present the composition of the four
datasets, as shown in Table 1. At the same time, the experi-
mental results of algorithm comparison for these four real
datasets are shown in Table 2.

For the Iris dataset, we will observe that the proposed Co-
MVFCM has the best clustering performance among all the
adopted comparison algorithms. The experimental result of
Iris shows that the proposed two multiview collaborative
clustering strategies have significant advantages in multiview

clustering task. For the other three datasets, since the
LSSMTC algorithm needs to ensure that the dimensions of
each clustering task are consistent, it cannot be used in the
face of the samples with different perspectives such as MF,
IS, and WTP. By observing the rest of each other algorithm’s
clustering results of MF datasets, it can be found that based

INPUT: Multiview dataset Datar = fX1,⋯,XNg. Number of clusters Cð2 ≤ C <NÞ, stop threshold ε, fuzzy index m and p, number of
iteration f , maximum number of iteration L, regularization parameter λ
OUTPUT: Center of each cluster vi,r , global fuzzy membership degree matrix U, view weight wr

Step 1. Randomize vi, μij, and wr

Step 2. Update vi,r based on Equation (12)
Step 3. Update μij,r based on Equation (13)

Step 4. Update wr based on Equation (18)
Step 5. If kJl+1 − J lk < ε or f > L, stop loop; otherwise, go to Step 2
Step 6. Compute ~U based on Equation (11)

Algorithm 1: Descriptions of the Co-MVFCM method.

Table 1: The description of some UCI datasets.

Datasets Description of these datasets
The number of
the dimensions

The number
of the clusters

The number
of the samples

Iris Classes of Iris plants 4 3 150

Multiple Features (MF) Handwritten digits 649 10 2000

Image Segmentation (IS) Outdoor images 19 7 2310

Water Treatment Plant (WTP) Urban wastewater treatment dataset 38 13 527

Table 2: Comparison of performance indices NMI and RI of several
algorithms on the datasets.

Dataset Algorithms
NMI-
mean

NMI-std
RI-
mean

RI-std

Iris

LSSMTC 0.7260 0.0470 0.8879 0.0219

CombKM 0.7412 0.0537 0.8636 0.0511

Coclustering 0.7582 1:17e − 016 0.8797 0

Co-FKM 0.8366 1:48e − 016 0.9341 0

Co-MVFCM 0.8666 0.0005 0.9488 0.0045

MF

LSSMTC — — — —

CombKM 0.6883 0.0337 0.8991 0.0119

Coclustering 0.7024 0.0287 0.9104 0.0126

Co-FKM 0.7868 0.0715 0.9417 0.0226

Co-MVFCM 0.7892 0.0217 0.9533 0.0089

IS

LSSMTC — — — —

CombKM 0.4815 0.0283 0.7981 0.0176

Coclustering 0.5182 0.0105 0.8189 0.0208

Co-FKM 0.5422 0.0353 0.8293 0.0195

Co-MVFCM 0.5902 0.0217 0.8439 0.0174

WTP

LSSMTC — — — —

CombKM 0.1761 0.0121 0.7042 0.0037

Coclustering 0.2029 0.0103 0.7051 0.0061

Co-FKM 0.1986 0.0140 0.7056 0.0044

Co-MVFCM 0.2204 0.0102 0.7209 0.0035
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on the multiple points of view of Co-FKM, the algorithm of
this paper has a larger cluster advantage, but because of MF
data, no angle exists obvious separability which exist the
importance degree of the equilibrium between different points
of view; this makes the clustering results from the NMI and RI
of the proposed algorithm in the paper with Co-FKM algo-
rithm similar to the average of the two major indicators, and
from the variance analysis, the method is still more stable so
it still reflects that the method still has certain advantages.
For IS dataset, the effect of the proposed method on this sam-
ple is relatively obvious, and its clustering index is significantly
better than that of the other algorithms, which further con-
firms the effectiveness of the Co-MVFCM. Finally, through
the analysis of the experimental results of the WTP dataset,
the same conclusion can be obtained with the above two data-
sets. In conclusion, through the experiments on real dataset
multiple points of view and analysis, we can get a clear conclu-
sion of the clustering algorithm in dealing withmultiple points
of view which have many view feature clustering tasks gener-
ally superior to the clustering algorithm, multiple points of
view, and has a view of selective Co-MVFCM algorithm, and
clustering algorithm is much better than the previous view.

5. Conclusion

Based on cluster technology, multiple points of view are
introduced on the basis of the classical FCM algorithm using
the Havrda-Charvat entropy structure of different view space
approaching. The proposed Co-MVFCM method can better
find out the similarities between view compositions, but also
from the view of entropy approximation of a different view
space, reasonable physical explanation, and thus get more
guiding significance to the overall space partition. In addi-
tion, in this paper, another contribution is to obtain the
importance degree of each view. Through the understanding
of the fuzzy theory, multiple points of view are proposed
based on the fuzzy index of the adaptive weighted strategy
and succeeded in introducing the strategy to the latest fuzzy
clustering technology, multiple points of view on the new
objective function to achieve the optimal solution. Next, we
can evaluate the degree of importance of each view according
to the relationship between the weights of each view. The
obtained degree of importance of each view provides a new
method of integration of the global weighted view space inte-
gration means. Experimental results on four real UCI datasets
show that the Co-MVFCM has better sample adaptability
and superior algorithm performance compared with previ-
ous algorithms and related algorithms. However, since the
algorithm in this paper is based on the framework of the clas-
sical fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm, the effectiveness of the
algorithmmay be tested to a certain extent when dealing with
higher-dimensional data, which also points out the direction
for our future research on the multiview clustering method
under high-dimensional data scene.

Data Availability

The dataset analyzed for this study can be found in this link
[http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php].
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In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been at the centre of the advances and progress of advanced driver
assistance systems and autonomous driving. This paper presents a point-wise pyramid attention network, namely, PPANet,
which employs an encoder-decoder approach for semantic segmentation. Specifically, the encoder adopts a novel squeeze
nonbottleneck module as a base module to extract feature representations, where squeeze and expansion are utilized to obtain
high segmentation accuracy. An upsampling module is designed to work as a decoder; its purpose is to recover the lost pixel-
wise representations from the encoding part. The middle part consists of two parts point-wise pyramid attention (PPA) module
and an attention-like module connected in parallel. The PPA module is proposed to utilize contextual information effectively.
Furthermore, we developed a combined loss function from dice loss and binary cross-entropy to improve accuracy and get
faster training convergence in KITTI road segmentation. The paper conducted the training and testing experiments on KITTI
road segmentation and Camvid datasets, and the evaluation results show that the proposed method proved its effectiveness in
road semantic segmentation.

1. Introduction

Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) have gained
massive popularity in the past decades, with much attention
given by big car companies such as Tesla, Google, and Uber.
ADAS, including adaptive cruise control (ACC), lateral guid-
ance assistance, collision avoidance, traffic sign recognition,
and lane change assistance, can be considered crucial factors
in developing autonomous driving systems [1–3]. Early stud-
ies have developed to detect lanes using mathematical models
and traditional computer vision algorithms. For instance,
many algorithms have been developed to work on supervised
and unsupervised approaches [4–7]. The current paradigm
of research has shifted towards nontraditional machine
learning methods, namely, deep learning. Deep learning
methods have notable performance improvement and have

been the dominant solution for many academia and industry
problems because convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
extract robust and representative features. The significant
improvement in ADAS and autonomous driving field has
been driven by deep learning success, particularly deep con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs).

Road detection is an essential component of many ADAS
and autonomous vehicles. There is much active research
focusing on performing road detection [8–19] and wide-
ranging algorithms of various representations proposed for
this regard. Semantic segmentation has been at the centre
of this development. There is a significant amount of research
using convolution neural network-based segmentation. As
region-based representation [20], encoder-decoder networks
[21–26] and several supporting approaches along with these
networks have been used, while other supporting techniques
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fused 3D LiDAR point cloud with 2D images, such as [27,
28]. In this paper, we focus on road segmentation using
RGB images. Inspired by the seminal segmentation model
U-Net [29], inception [30], SqueezeNet [31], and deep resid-
ual learning [32], we propose an architecture that takes the
strengths of these well-established models and performs
semantic segmentation more effectively. The proposed new
architecture is named PPANet (point-wise pyramid attention
network), which follows the encoder-decoder approach. In
summary, our main contributions could be summarized as
follows.

Firstly, we introduce a novel module named point-wise
pyramid attention (PPA module) to acquire long-term
dependency and multiscale features without much computa-
tion burden. Secondly, we design an upsampling module to
help to recover the lost details in the encoder. Thirdly, based
on the possibility for improvement, we propose a squeeze-
nbt module to extract feature representations in the encoder.
At last, we combine these modules in an encoder-decoder
manner to construct our PPANet for semantic segmentation.
The designed model was used to improve the performance of
road understanding on KITTI road segmentation and Cam-
vid datasets.

2. Related Works

2.1. Encoder-Decoder Method. In semantic segmentation, the
main objective is to assign a categorical label to every pixel in
an image, which plays a significant role in road scene under-
standing. The success and advances in deep convolutional
neural network (CNN) models [30, 32–34] have a remark-
able impact on pixel-wise semantic segmentation progress
due to the rich hierarchical features [29, 35–38]. Usually, to
obtain a more delicate result from such a deep network, it

is essential to retain high-level semantic information when
using low-level details. However, training such a deep neu-
ral network requires a large amount of data, but only a
limited number of training examples are available in many
practical cases. One way to overcome this problem is by
employing transfer learning through a network that is pre-
trained on a big dataset then fine-tuned on the targeted dataset,
as done in [36, 39]. Another solution for such a problem is per-
forming extensive data augmentation, asdone inU-Net [29]. In
addition to data augmentation, the model architecture should
be designed to propagate the information from low levels to
the corresponding high levels in a much easier way, such as
U-Net.

2.2. Deep Neural Networks. Since the seminal AlexNet [33],
model architecture with only eight layers, many studies have
been proposed with new approaches for a classification task.
Later on, these developed models were applied successfully to
a different computer vision task, for example, to segmenta-
tion [36], object detection [34], video classification [40, 41],
object tracking [42], human pose estimation [43], and super-
resolution [44]. These successes spurred the design of a new
model with a very large number of layers. However, these
growing numbers of layers will need tedious hyperparameter
tuning, and that can increase the difficulty of designing such
kind of model. In 2014, VGGNet [34] was proposed, in which
a significant improvement has been made by utilizing a wider
and deeper network; their approach introduced a simple yet
effective strategy for designing a very deep network. The
quality of a deeper network has a significant impact on
improving other computer vision tasks. ResNet [32] has
come with an even very deeper model. However, increasing
the depth of the network could cause a vanishing gradient
problem [32]. Many techniques have been introduced to
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of the proposed PPANet. The encoder adopts squeeze-nbt in an FCN-like network, while PPA and an
upsampling unit were employed in the decoder.
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prevent vanishing gradients, for instance, using an initializa-
tion method MSR [45] and batch normalization [46].

Meanwhile, skip connection (identity mapping) was used
to ease the training process of deep networks without vanish-
ing gradient problems, although VGGNet has a simple archi-
tecture, which requires high computation capabilities. On the
other hand, inception model families have been designed to
perform well with constraint memory and low computation
budget. In an Inception module, a split transform-merge
strategy where the input feature maps are split into lower
dimensions (using 1 × 1 convolutions) then transformed by
a combination of specialized filters (7 × 7, 5 × 5, and 3 × 3)
and merged in the end by concatenating branches is adopted.

2.3. Semantic Segmentation with CNN. Recent segmentation-
based methods have a significant contribution to solving
many computer vision problems, using a wide range of tech-
niques such as a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [36],
FCN with conditional random field CFD [46], region-based
representation [20], encoder-decoder networks [21–23],
and multidimensional recurrent networks [47]. Furthermore,
pyramid pooling and its variance have a great impact on the
recent advances in semantic segmentation [48–53].

2.4. Dilated Convolution-Based Architecture. Dilated convo-
lution or atrous convolutions [53] are a powerful tool in the
recent progress of semantic segmentation [52]. It is used to
enlarge the receptive field while maintaining the same num-
ber of parameters. Recently, many approaches focus on mul-
timodal fusion and contextual information aggregation to
improve semantic segmentations [52, 54, 55]. ParseNet [56]
applies average pooling to the full image to capture the global
contextual information. Spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) [57]
has inspired the use of pyramid pooling to aggregate multi-
scale contextual information such as pyramid pooling [51]
module and atrous spatial pyramid pooling module (ASPP)
[53, 58]. DenseASPP [59] is proposed to generate dense con-
nections to acquire a larger receptive field. To empower the

ASPP module, Xie et al. [60] introduced vortex pooling to
utilize contextual information.

3. Methodology

3.1. Architecture. In this work, we proposed a point-wise pyr-
amid attention network (PPANet) for semantic segmenta-
tion, as shown in Figure 1. The network is constructed with
an encoder-decoder framework. The encoder is similar to
the classification networks; it extracts features and encodes
the input data into compact representations. At the same
time, the decoder is used to recover the corresponding repre-
sentations. The squeeze-nbt unit in Figure 2 is used as the
main building block for the different stages in the encoder
part. Each stage in the encoder has two blocks of the
squeeze-nbt unit and the feature map downsampled by half
at each first block in each stage using stride convolution
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paths

Figure 2: Squeeze-nbt module.

Table 1: The PPANet network architecture.

Input
Stage Type Stride Output size

160 × 600 × 3

Encoder

Stage 1
Squeeze-nbt unit
Squeeze-nbt unit

2
1

80 × 300 × 32
80 × 300 × 32

Stage 2
Squeeze-nbt unit
Squeeze-nbt unit

2
1

40 × 150 × 64
40 × 150 × 64

Stage 3
Squeeze-nbt unit
Squeeze-nbt unit

2
1

20 × 75 × 128
20 × 75 × 128

Stage 4
Squeeze-nbt unit
Squeeze-nbt unit

2
1

10 × 75 × 256
10 × 75 × 256

Decoder

Centre PPA module 20 × 75 × 128

Dec 1 Upsampling unit — 20 × 75 × 128

Dec 2 Upsampling unit — 40 × 150 × 64

Dec 3 Upsampling unit — 80 × 300 × 32

Final 1 × 1 Conv 1 160 × 600 × C
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(for more details, see Table 1. The network has two other
parts: the point-wise pyramid attention module and atten-
tion module inserted between the encoder and the decoder.
These modules in the centre have been used to enrich the
receptive field and provide sufficient context information.
More details will be discussed in the following sections.

3.2. Basic Building Unit. This subsection elaborates the
squeeze-nbt module architecture (as illustrated in Figure 2).
It draws its inspiration from several concepts that have been
introduced into recent state-of-the-art models in classifica-
tion and segmentation, such as the fire module in SqueezeNet
[31], depthwise separable convolution [61], and dilated con-
volution [58]. Figure 2 is the squeeze-nbt module and
encoder-decoder framework. We introduce a new module
named squeeze-nbt (squeeze nonbottleneck) module. It is
based on a reduce-split-squeeze-merge strategy. The
squeeze-nbt module first uses point-wise convolution to
reduce the feature maps and then apply a parallel fire module
to learn useful representations. To make squeeze-nbt compu-
tationally efficient, we adopted 3 × 3 dilated depthwise sepa-
rable convolution instead of computationally expensive
3 × 3 convolution.

3.3. Upsampling Module. Several methods such as [21–23,
62], transpose convolution [63], or bilinear upsampling have
been utilized broadly to gradually upsample encoded feature
maps. In this work, we proposed the upsample module to
work as a decoder and to refine the encoded feature maps
by aggregating features of different resolutions. First, the
low-level feature is processed with 3 × 3 convolution and in
parallel the high-level features upsampled to match the fea-
tures coming from the encoder; these different features are
concatenated and refined with two consecutive 3 × 3
convolutions.

3.4. Point-Wise Pyramid Attention (PPA) Module. Segmenta-
tion requires both sizeable receptive field and rich spatial

information. We proposed the point-wise pyramid attention
(PPA) module, which is effective for aggregating global con-
textual information. As shown in Figure 3, the PPA module
consists of two parts: the nonlocal part and vortex pooling.
On the one hand, the nonlocal module will generate dense
pixel-wise weight and extract long-range dependency. On
the other hand, vortex atrous convolution is useful in detect-
ing an object at multiple scales. By analysing the vortex pool-
ing and nonlocal dependency, we fuse these two modules’
advantages in one module named the point-wise pyramid
attention (PPA) module. The PPA module consisted of three
parallel vortex atrous convolution blocks with dilation rates
of 3, 6, and 9 and one nonatrous convolution block.

The point-wise pyramid attention module is shown in
Figure 3. Let X be the input feature map where X ∈ RH×W×C

and W, H, and C are width, height, and channels, respec-
tively. First, we apply two parallel convolution layers F1 ∈
RH×W×C and F2 ∈ RH×W×C to generate a feature map of Fa ∈
RH×W×C ′ , where C′ = C/4 indicates the number of channels
of Fa:

F1 = conv1 × 1 Xð Þ,
F2 = conv1 × 1 Xð Þ:

ð1Þ

Then, we calculate the similarity matrix S ∈ RHW×HW of
F1 and F1 by a matrix multiplication Fs = F1 × FT

2 .
Lastly, softmax is applied to normalize the result and

transform Fs to self-attention-like mechanism:

Output = Softmax Fsð Þ: ð2Þ

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, comprehensive experiments on the KITTI
road segmentation dataset [64] and Camvid dataset [65] are
carried out. We evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of
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Figure 3: Point-wise pyramid attention module.
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our proposed architecture. Firstly, an introduction to the
datasets and the implementation protocols is given. We then
elaborate on the loss function and the evaluation metrics
used to train KITTI, followed by ablation studies and exper-

iments with the SOTA models. Finally, we report a compar-
ison on the Camvid dataset.

4.1. Datasets and Implementation Details

4.1.1. Datasets

(1) KITTI Road Segmentation Dataset. It consists of 289
training images with their corresponding ground truth. The
data in this benchmark is divided into 3 categories: urban
marked (UM) with 95 frames, urban multiple marked lane
(UMM) with 96 frames, and urban unmarked (UU). The
dataset has a small number of frames and difficult lightning
conditions, which make it very challenging. In total, it has
290 frames for testing (testing frames have no ground truth
information). Training and testing frames were extracted
from the KITTI dataset [64] at a minimum spatial distance
of 20m. Each image has a resolution of 375 × 1242. We split
the dataset into three subsets: (a) training samples with 173
images, (b) validation samples with 58 images, and (c) testing
samples with 58 images.

(2) Camvid Dataset. The Camvid dataset is an urban street
scene understanding dataset in autonomous driving. It con-
sists of 701 samples: 376 training samples, 101 validation
samples, and 233 test samples, with 11 semantic categories
such as building, road, sky, and bicycle, while class 12 con-
tains unlabelled data that we ignore during training. The
original image resolution for the Camvid dataset is 960 ×
720. It has been downsampled into 360x before training for
a fair comparison. A weighted categorical cross-entropy loss

(a) Without mathematical morphology

(b) With mathematical morphology

Figure 4: Comparison between PPANet (a) without mathematical morphology and (b) with mathematical morphology. In the first picture,
some pixels belong to nonroad classified as a road.

Table 2: Ablation study results on the KITTI dataset.

Method AP (%) Precision (%) Recall max F

PPANet-baseline 96.20 97.1 95.6 96.3

PPANet, r = 3, 6, 13 91.95 86.44 94.01 89.98

PPANet, r = 2, 4, 8 78.90 90.37 88.35 89.36

PPANet, r = 2 92.15 92.68 91.41 92.06

Decoder

PPANet+upsampling unit 91.50 91.89 94.33 93.01

PPANet+PPA 93.54 95.77 95.48 95.16

Table 3: Comparison of our model with other networks on the
KITTI road segmentation dataset, using average precision (AP),
precision, recall, and F-measure.

Method AP (%) Pre (%) Rec (%) max F

SegNet [23] 89.40 90.90 89.50 90.10

ENet [21] 87.40 88.90 87.60 88.20

FastFCN [68] 95.10 96.10 94.70 95.30

LBN-AA [66] 94.70 96.00 94.10 95.00

DABNet [67] 93.40 94.90 93.50 94.10

AGLNet [69] 94.60 96.00 95.60 96.30

Ours (PPANet) 96.20 97.10 95.60 96.30
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Examples of road detection images for the UM test set obtained from the public benchmark suite in perspective view. (a, c) Show the
segmentation results; (b, d) show the original images.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Examples of road detection images for the UMM test set obtained from the public benchmark suite in perspective view. (a, c) Show
the segmentation results; (b, d) show the original images.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Examples of road detection images for the UU test set obtained from the public benchmark suite in perspective view. (a, c) Show the
segmentation results; (b, d) show the original images.
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was used to compensate for a small number of categories in
the dataset.

4.1.2. Implementation Details. All experiments were imple-
mented with one GTX1080Ti CUDA 10.2 and cuDNN 8.0
on Pytorch [58] deep learning framework. The Adam [59]
optimizer is a stochastic-based optimizer used with an initial
learning rate of 4e − 4 to train KITTI road segmentation and
Camvid datasets. The learning rate is adjusted according to
Equation (3), where α is the initial learning rate, F is a factor
used to control the learning rate drop, D is the number of
epochs to decrease the learning rate value, and i is the current
epoch. In PPANet implementation, the learning rate is
reduced by a factor of every 15 epochs. The proposed net-
work is limited to run for a maximum of 300 epochs. Normal
weight initialization [45] is used to initialize the model.
Finally, 7e − 3 of l2 regularization to deal with the model
overfitting

αi+1 = α1 · F 1+ið Þ/D: ð3Þ

(1) Loss Function. There is a wide range of loss functions pro-
posed over the years to perform semantic segmentation tasks.
For instance, binary cross-entropy (BCE) has been applied to
many research in classification and segmentation with
remarkable success. Although it is convenient to train neural
networks using BCE, it might not perform well in class
unbalance. For instance, it does not perform well when it is
used as the only loss function on KITTI road segmentation
with PPANet. In this work, our total loss Equation (6) is a
combination of dice loss Equation (5), which was proposed
in Zhou et al. [62], and binary cross-entropy Equation (4).
Let p ∈ ½0 1� be the prediction given by a sigmoid nonlinearity
and let pˆ ∈ ½0 1� be the corresponding ground truth. Dice loss
has been implemented in a different form in literature; for
instance, in [62, 63], it has equivalent definitions, differing
in the denominator value. Our experiment found that using
the dice loss function that uses the summation of squared
values of probabilities and ground truth in the denominator
performs better. These functions are defined as follows.

The binary cross-entropy:

BCE p, p̂ð Þ =〠
i

p log p̂ + 1 − pð Þ log 1 − p̂ð Þ: ð4Þ

Dice loss:

Di p, p̂ð Þ = ∑ipi bpi

∑i p2i + p̂2i
� � : ð5Þ

Total loss:

losstotal = BCE p, p̂ð Þ +Di p, p̂ð Þ: ð6Þ

4.1.3. Evaluation Metrics on KITTI. Precision and recall eval-
uation metrics can be considered one of the most common
metrics for evaluating a binary classification; following the
methods used in [64, 66, 67], we evaluated our segmentation
model using precision Equation (7), recall Equation (8), and
F-measure Equation (11). The evaluation metrics are listed
in the following equations:

PRE precisionð Þ = TP
TP + TF

, ð7Þ

REC recallð Þ = TP
TP + FN

, ð8Þ

PFR =
FP

TP + FP
, ð9Þ

FNR = FN
TP + FN

, ð10Þ

F‐measure =
2 × PRE × REC
PRE + REC

, ð11Þ

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
: ð12Þ

4.1.4. KITTI Data Augmentation. Data augmentation com-
prises a wide range of techniques used to extend the training
samples by applying random perturbations and jitters to the
original data. In our model, an online data augmentation
approach helps the model learn more robust features and
increase the generalizability by preventing the model from
seeing the same image twice, as slightly random modification
to the input data is performed each time. Therefore, we per-
form a series of data transformation to deal with typical
changes in road images, such as texture and colour changes
and illumination. In particular, we implemented normaliza-
tion, blurring, and changing the illumination. Data augmen-
tation can lend itself naturally in the context of computer
vision. For example, we can acquire additional training data
from the original KITTI road segmentation images by apply-
ing the following transforms:

(1) Transformation that applied to both image and the
ground truth

Table 4: Results of the model on the Camvid dataset.

Method Year Params (M) mIoU (%)

Deeplab-LFOV [58] 2017 262.1 61.6

PSPNet [51] 2017 — 69.1

DenseDecoder [73] 2018 — 70.9

SegNet [23] 2015 29.5 55.6

ENet [21] 2016 0.36 61.3

BiSeNet2 [70] 2018 5.8 68.7

CGNet [71] 2018 0.50 64.0

NDNet45-FCN8-LF [72] 2020 1.1 57.5

LBN-AA [66] 2020 6.2 68.0

DABNet [67] 2019 0.76 66.4

AGLNet [69] 2020 1.12 69.4

PPANet (ours) — 3.01 70.10
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(i) Geometric transformations are used to alter the
position of the point, such as translation, scaling,
and rotations

(ii) Mirroring (horizontal flip)

(2) Transformations that applied to the image only since
they affect only pixel values

(i) Normalize the input image by standardizing
each pixel to be in ½−1, 1� range using Equation
(13)

(ii) Random brightness adjustment

(iii) Gaussian blur

(iv) Random noise:

input ×
2
255

− 1:0 ð13Þ

(1) Mathematical Morphology. Applying deep learning
methods to the segmentation of a road sometimes results in
some noise. Nonroad could be classified as a road and vice
versa. Several mathematical morphology techniques can be
used to remove the noise and improve the performance of
the model in the testing time. An opening mathematical
morphology process with square structuring elements of 15
× 15 sizes was used. It helped the network eliminate some
of the nonroad classified as a road (false positive), as illus-
trated in Figure 4, where (a) represents the performance of
the model without augmentation, and we can see the noise
by the side of the road, and (b) shows the effect of removing
this false positive when training the model.

4.2. Ablation Study

4.2.1. Encoder.We carried out some ablation studies to high-
light the effectiveness of our proposed model structure. The
proposed method baseline achieves 96.3% max F and 96.2%
AP; then, we run experiments with different dilation rate set-
tings. First, we gradually increased the dilation rates 3, 9, and
13 in the encoder at stages 2, 3, and 4, respectively, which
result in a decrease of 6.32% F-measure and 4.25% average

precision. To further examine and verify the effectiveness of
our method with a range of dilation rates, we employed
another combination dilation rates, 2, 4, and 8, which yield
the lowest result in the ablation experiments with 89.36% F
-measure and 78.9%. This sequence of dilation rates has
given lower results. It seems that the combination of dilation
rates is not effective for the PPANet encoder. Finally, we
tested our model using a dilation rate of 2 in the three stages
of the encoder and yield the best outcome for our model, as
shown in Table 2. Therefore, we set the dilation rate of 2
for all three stages in the encoder.

4.2.2. Decoder. We test two settings in the decoding part.
First, using the upsampling unit comprises bilinear upsam-
pling and convolution to restore the high-resolution feature
from low-resolution features; this approach achieved good
results. However, still, there is some information lost during
downsampling the feature map in the encoding process. To
maintain the highest possible global context feature, we
designed a point-wise pyramid attention that is used to
increase the model prediction performance with both PPA
and upsampling unit; the decoder can aggregate information
through a fusion of a multiscale feature. Therefore, it effec-
tively captures local and global context features (see Table 2
for further comparison). It can be seen that the proposed
upsample unit and the point-wise pyramid attention (PPA)
improve the segmentation-based PPANet and helped achieve
superior AP, precision, recall, and max F score compared to
other models.

4.3. Comparing with the SOTA. In this subsection, we will
present the overall qualitative and quantitative assessment
of the trained model. The training and evaluation were con-
ducted using the KITTI road segmentation and Camvid data-
sets. We then compare the model with a selected SOTA
model. Table 3 shows the comparison of PPANet with other
SOTA models on the KITTI road segmentation dataset.
PPANet is designed for road scene understanding, and it is
being trained end-to-end. As previously stated, the dataset
has a limited amount of data divided into three categories:
urban unmarked (UM road), urban multiple marked lanes
(UMM road), and urban unmarked (UU road) as one cate-
gory to help alongside data augmentation to overcome model
overfitting. To rank the best performance among the chosen

Table 5: Per-class results on the Camvid test set in terms of class mIoU scores.

Methods Bui Tree Sky Car Sig Roa Ped Fen Pol Side Bic mIoU (%)

SegNet [23] 88.8 87.3 92.4 82.1 20.5 97.2 57.1 49.3 27.5 84.4 30.7 55.6

ENet [21] 74.7 77.8 95.1 82.4 51.0 95.1 67.2 51.7 35.4 86.7 34.1 51.3

BiSeNet2 [70] 83.0 75.8 92.0 83.7 46.5 94.6 58.8 53.6 31.9 81.4 54.0 68.7

CGNet [71] 79.8 73.2 90.8 81.3 41.6 95.3 52.9 32.9 28.1 81.9 53.9 64.7

NDNet45-FCN8-LF [72] 85.5 84.6 94.8 82.6 39.2 97.4 60.1 37.3 17.6 86.8 53.7 57.5

LBN-AA [66] 83.2 70.5 92.5 81.7 51.6 93.0 55.6 53.2 36.3 82.1 47.9 68.0

DABNet 81.0 74.1 91.1 81.7 43.0 93.8 56.2 37.2 29.4 78.7 56.5 65.7

AGLNet [69] 82.6 76.1 91.8 87.0 45.3 95.4 61.5 39.5 39.0 83.1 62.7 69.4

PPANet (ours) 84.31 77.84 92.06 86.11 51.17 94.85 62.77 41.86 36.92 82.19 61.12 70.1
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Continued.
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models for comparison and evaluation, we reported precision
(PRE), recall (REC), and max F metrics, which are known
metrics used to evaluate different approaches in binary
semantic segmentation. We have chosen some state-of-the-

art models to perform a comparison with our proposed PPA-
Net model. These models include SegNet [23], ENet [21],
FastFCN [68], LBN-AA [66], DABNet [67], and AGLNet
[69]. The overall results of PPANet and other SOTA models

(c)

Figure 8: Visual results of our method PPANet on the Camvid test set: (a) is the image, (b) is the prediction, and (c) is ground truth.
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are illustrated in Figure 3. Our PPANet obtained the highest
scores for all metrics, demonstrating the effectiveness of the
proposed method for robust road detection; FastFCN ranked
second in terms of precision and third formax F, while ALG-
Net has better f -measure. ENet achieved the lowest results
compared to all other models. It is designed for speed
purposes.

For qualitative performance evaluation of our model in
road segmentation, a visual representation of PPANet pre-
dictions in the KITTI dataset test set is presented in
Figures 5–7 in perspective view for UM, UMM, and UU,
respectively. We can see that the urban marked (Figure 5)
road got the best prediction with almost no misclassification.
For urban unmarked, there is little noisy prediction that can
be improved using some postprocess optimization tech-
niques such CRF or increasing the amount of data. When
we move to the urban multiple unmarked, it has a higher
misclassified road area; it has some area outside the road pre-
dicted as road. These false positive detections mainly occur in
pole railway when it is close to the road, and also, the road
detection is affected by shadow. So, our model with only
3.01M parameters and without pretrained weights got quite
excellent results in a small dataset such as KITTI road
segmentation.

4.4. Comparison with SOTA Models on Camvid. In this sub-
section, we design an experiment to demonstrate our pro-
posed network effectiveness and validity on the Camvid
dataset. We train and evaluate the model in the training
and validation images and validation set for 400 epochs.
Then, the model was tested using the testing images and
the results reported in Table 4 in terms of mean intersection
over union (mIoU). From Table 4, we can see that the pro-
posed PPANet method has superior performance in terms
of mIoU. First, the model was compared with models that
have been designed for real-time semantic segmentation such
as ENet [21], BiSeNetv1 [70], CGNet [71], NDNet45-FCN8-
LF [72], LBN-AA [66], DABNet [67], and AGLNet [69]. And
also, we compared our proposed method with a non-real-
time model such as DeebLabv2 [58], PSPNet [51], DenseDe-
coder [73], and SegNet [23]. Besides, we present the individ-
ual category results in the Camvid test set in Table 5. As can
be seen, the proposed method obtained better accuracy in
most of the classes. We also provide visual results in Figure 8.

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented an approach to scene understand-
ing in monocular images. A novel encoder-decoder network
for effective semantic segmentation is proposed, named
PPANet. The encoder adopts split and squeeze operations
in the residual layer to enhance information propagation
and feature reuse. To effectively refine the encoded feature
map, we design a decoder consisting of the upsampling unit
and point-wise pyramid attention (PPA) module. The PPA
module is inserted in the centre to enrich the receptive field
and to aggregate global contextual information. The atten-
tion mechanism is utilized to refine the prediction using a
sequence of depthwise convolution followed by sigmoid. This

interaction between different features from the upsampling
unit, PPA, and attention provides guidance for high-level
and low-level features to improve the performance. The net-
work is trained in an end-to-end manner on two popular
datasets: KITTI road segmentation and Camvid. The experi-
mental results showed that the proposed method improves
the state of the art for road segmentation on small datasets
such as the KITTI dataset and Camvid. Future works will
include using pretrained weight as that has been the para-
digm for most SOTA in this field. Also, we will investigate
the potential of incorporating other sensors such as LiDAR
into the architecture and test the effectiveness of our
approach in dealing with data fusion and 3D road
segmentation.
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Background. The generation of medical images is to convert the existing medical images into one or more required medical images
to reduce the time required for sample diagnosis and the radiation to the human body from multiple medical images taken.
Therefore, the research on the generation of medical images has important clinical significance. At present, there are many
methods in this field. For example, in the image generation process based on the fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering method, due
to the unique clustering idea of FCM, the images generated by this method are uncertain of the attribution of certain
organizations. This will cause the details of the image to be unclear, and the resulting image quality is not high. With the
development of the generative adversarial network (GAN) model, many improved methods based on the deep GAN model were
born. Pix2Pix is a GAN model based on UNet. The core idea of this method is to use paired two types of medical images for
deep neural network fitting, thereby generating high-quality images. The disadvantage is that the requirements for data are very
strict, and the two types of medical images must be paired one by one. DualGAN model is a network model based on transfer
learning. The model cuts the 3D image into multiple 2D slices, simulates each slice, and merges the generated results. The
disadvantage is that every time an image is generated, bar-shaped “shadows” will be generated in the three-dimensional image.
Method/Material. To solve the above problems and ensure the quality of image generation, this paper proposes a
Dual3D&PatchGAN model based on transfer learning. Since Dual3D&PatchGAN is set based on transfer learning, there is no
need for one-to-one paired data sets, only two types of medical image data sets are needed, which has important practical
significance for applications. This model can eliminate the bar-shaped “shadows” produced by DualGAN’s generated images
and can also perform two-way conversion of the two types of images. Results. From the multiple evaluation indicators of the
experimental results, it can be analyzed that Dual3D&PatchGAN is more suitable for the generation of medical images than
other models, and its generation effect is better.

1. Introduction

The combination of artificial intelligence and various fields
has brought a lot of convenience to mankind. In the medical
field, common machine learning algorithms such as decision
trees, K-nearest neighbors, and support vector machines [1–
5] can assist doctors in the diagnosis and prevention of dis-
eases by processing text data, making the diagnosis and pre-
vention of patients’ diseases more efficient and accurate.
However, under medical image data sets such as magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), the implementation effect of the
above algorithm is not ideal. Then, deep learning algorithms

were applied to medical image data. The deep learning neural
network simulates the process of human brain learning and
cognition of external things by analyzing and learning a large
number of original images, continuously extracting and dis-
covering abstract high-level features from low-dimensional
features. This algorithm can process medical image data sets
relatively accurately. However, whether it is traditional
machine learning algorithms or the recently emerging deep
learning algorithms, they all require a large amount of artifi-
cially labeled data as a prerequisite, and they need enough
data to provide a guarantee for the accurate results of the
algorithm. In the field of medical imaging, due to the low
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prevalence of rare diseases and the privacy of patients
involved in medical data, it becomes very difficult to obtain
medical image sample information. Therefore, the sample
diversity of medical image data sets cannot be guaranteed.
As we all know, training a good machine learning algorithm
requires a sufficient amount of medical image data. However,
the difficulty of finding diseased samples and insufficient
sample diversity will lead to unbalanced classification and
worsen the final classification performance. The methods to
solve the problem of image scarcity mainly include tradi-
tional image data enhancement, Variational Auto Encoders
(VAE) [6, 7], and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
[8–12]. Traditional image data enhancement methods can
increase the number of image samples to a certain extent,
but a large-scale generation of image samples will increase
the risk of overfitting. Although the VAE method solves the
overfitting problem caused by a single generated image, the
VAE method generates blurred images and cannot be used
for the next step of medical image research. The reason is that
VAE judges the quality of the generated image by directly cal-
culating the mean square error between the generated image
and the original image. GANs generate clear and usable med-
ical images through continuous adversarial learning between
the generator and the discriminator.

Although traditional image data enhancement tech-
niques can alleviate the problem of the small number of med-
ical samples, they produce highly relevant image training
data. Although the VAE method can solve the problem of
overfitting caused by a single generated image, it produces
blurred images, which affects the usability of medical images.
Therefore, whether to find a way to increase the diversity of
medical image data and solve the problem of scarcity of med-
ical image data is a problem that needs to be solved urgently.
Traditional image data enhancement algorithms have been
seldom used in recent years, because traditional image data
enhancement methods, such as flip, translation, rotation,
and cropping, can only simply increase the size of the data
set and cannot add some new image information to the data
set. This method does not contribute much to the diversity of
image samples and cannot effectively improve the entire
medical image algorithm research. Traditional image data
enhancement methods can increase the size of image samples
to a certain extent, but they cannot fundamentally solve the
problem of scarcity of medical image data. Excessive use of
traditional image data enhancement methods will also
increase the risk of overfitting. Therefore, a large number of
researchers began to apply GANs to the field of medical
image generation.

In 2016, reference [13] proposed a generative adversarial
network model that uses a fully convolutional network as a
generator. This model is used in this paper to realize the con-
version between MRI images and CT images of brain tumors
[14]. References [15] proposed a new depth-differentiated
generative adversarial network model for the imbalance of
skin lesion image categories-DDGANs. This model inte-
grates the generative countermeasure network structures
DCGANs [16] and LAPGANs [17] and uses a single noise
source to distinguish the input of multiple noise sources from
LAPGANs. References [18] proposed a new pipeline model

based on a generative confrontation network in response to
the problem that the current medical image data set is not
easy to obtain. The model can generate public and extensive
data sets and will not be affected by privacy issues. References
[19] proposed a new model Stain GANs based on generative
adversarial networks. This model not only eliminates the
dependence on reference images but also achieves a high
degree of visual similarity with the target domain. Stain
GANs is an unpaired image-to-image conversion model
based on Cycle GANs [20]. The classification effect of breast
tumors proves that the model can perform better conversion
between images. This once again proves that the generative
confrontation network can be well applied in the field of
medical imaging.

The research on the application of GANs in the field of
medical imaging has not ended but constantly ushered in
new peaks. In 2019, DARSalman UH [21] and others pro-
posed a multicontrast MRI generation method based on a
conditional generative confrontation network. Unlike most
traditional methods, this method performs end-to-end train-
ing of GANs, which synthesizes a target image with a similar
contrast given the contrast of the source image. The use of the
adversarial loss function improves the synthesis accuracy of
high spatial frequency information in the target contrast.
This method uses the information of adjacent cross-
sections in each volume to improve the accuracy of the
synthesis. GAN-based methods offer great hope for multi-
contrast synthesis in clinical practice. GAN is mainly used
to increase the number of small samples and unsupervised
learning. As more and more generative confrontation net-
works based on GANs are proposed, we can find that apply-
ing GANs to the medical image field can solve the problem of
small medical image data. However, the generator structure
of GANs is only composed of simple convolutional networks,
which cannot quickly generate clear images. And because the
original data is scarce, it cannot provide enough samples for
the discriminator to train. In response to the above problems,
this paper proposes a method based on transfer learning
Dual3D&PatchGAN. The difference between this method
and other methods is as follows.

(1) The core idea of the method is different. Neither the
fuzzy clustering method [22–26] nor the classic
GAN confrontation generation idea uses the transfer
learning mechanism [27–30]. Most of them are gen-
erated by “point-to-point” algorithms. In practical
applications, the scope of such applications is very
limited

(2) The network model is different. In many medical
image generation models, a 2-dimensional model is
often used for image generation. That is, the image
is first cut into slices, a 2D network model is used to
generate a simulated image, and the generated simu-
lated slices are synthesized into a 3D image. The
Dual3D&PatchGAN model is aimed at a 3D model,
and the result generated each time is a three-
dimensional block, which is often more accurate for
the model result. In addition, the implementation
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details are different. In the module that generates the
network, when calculating the Softmax value, the
entire image is often calculated. In this model, the
original image is divided into several regions, and
the Softmax value of each domain is calculated to
obtain the average value

(3) The requirements of the data set are different. The
traditional GAN model often requires paired train-
ing, that is, two medical images at the same location
are required, and the shooting position angles should
be strictly the same. The requirements for the data set
are almost harsh. The Dual3D&PatchGAN model
only needs two types of medical images and does
not have too many requirements, which is meaning-
ful for clinical practice

(4) The conversion efficiency is different. The traditional
GAN model can often convert CT images into MR
images, which is a one-way process. When the model
is trained each time, only one-way image conversion
can be performed. The Dual3D&PatchGAN model is
a conversion between two domains, which can be
converted in both directions. In terms of conversion
efficiency, the Dual3D&PatchGAN model is more
efficient

2. Backgrounds

In 2014, Goodfellow proposed the GANs model. The net-
work is mainly composed of two core parts, one is the gener-
ative model G used to generate fake samples, and the other is
the discriminant model D used to determine the authenticity.
The structure of the network is shown in Figure 1.

The generator and discriminator in the GANs model
compete with each other, and the generator generates a sam-
ple x =Gðz ; θgÞ based on the source picture. As a competitor,
the discriminator p =Dðz ; θdÞmust generate samples for the
discrimination and distinguish whether the generated sam-
ples are real or fake. The output of the discriminator is a
probability value in the range of [0, 1]. The probability value
is used to indicate the possibility that the input sample in the
discriminator is a real sample. The learning process of GANs
is a process of adversarial learning. The loss function of the
discriminator is represented by −VðD,GÞ, and the loss func-
tion of the generator is represented by VðD,GÞ. In the GANs
learning process, both the generator and the discriminator
are trying to minimize their respective losses. The optimal
solution of the entire network is defined as follows:

min
G

max
D

V D,Gð Þ = Ex~pdata xð Þ log D xð Þ½ � + Ez~pz zð Þ log 1 −D G zð Þð Þð Þb c:
ð1Þ

During the training process, the generator continuously
learns the ability to generate images, trying to make the
discriminator judge the image generated by itself as a real
sample, so that DðGðzÞÞ approaches 1. However, the training
of the discriminator is a binary classification problem, which

attempts to clearly distinguish between real data and gener-
ated data. It is hoped that the output DðxÞ of the real data will
be close to 1, and the output DðGðzÞÞ of the generated data
will be close to 0. When the output of the discriminator for
each input sample is 1/2, it can no longer distinguish between
fake samples and real samples. At this point, the entire
network model training reaches convergence, and the model
training ends.

3. Dual3D&PatchGAN Model

The images generated by the DualGANmodel [31–33] based
on transfer learning do not need to consider that the data sets
must be paired one by one. At the same time, the quality of
generating simulated medical images is higher. But as far as
the experimental effect is concerned, the image generated
by this method is easy to cause horizontal stripes. This article
improves DualGAN so that its convolution is no longer
limited to the two-dimensional model but focuses on the
three-dimensional space. At the same time, improve its
discrimination network and add PatchGAN module to fur-
ther improve network performance. This paper proposes a

Real data
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Figure 1: GANs network structure diagram.
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Figure 2: Dual3D&PatchGAN model structure diagram.
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network model Dual3D&PatchGAN based on 3DGAN net-
work and transfer learning. The model structure is shown
in Figure 2. The network is composed of two pairs of gener-
ating network (G) and discriminating network (D). The task
of generating network (G) is to continuously generate fake
data to deceive and discriminate the network as much as pos-
sible, while the task of discriminating network (D) is to dis-
criminate the fake images generated by the generating
network as much as possible. At the same time, the two pairs
of generating networks and discriminating networks also
enable the two types of images to be converted to each other
at the same time. In summary, the image conversion process
of the Dual3D&PatchGAN model is carried out in both
directions at the same time, and its 3D generation network
(G) is shown in Figure 3. The goal of this model training is
to make the two networks fit as closely as possible, and there
will be multiple loss functions to limit the network model.
Part of the loss function is shown in Eqs. (2) and (3).

Loss beforeð Þ = b −G G b, xð Þ, x1ð Þk k, ð2Þ

Loss afterð Þ = a −G G a, zð Þ, z1ð Þk k: ð3Þ

To illustrate the relevant parameters of the model,
Table 1 lists the parameters of the generating network (G)
in detail. The generative network (G) is divided into the first
half and the second half, the first half is the analysis path
(AH), and the second half is the synthesis path (SH).

The experimental process of Dual3D&PatchGAN model
is shown in Figure 4. The implementation steps of the model
proposed in this article are as follows:

(1) Image Preprocessing. First, determine the medical
images of the two domains. In this experiment, the
medical CT domain and the medical MR domain
are used. Second, collect images of the selected
domain. When collecting, pay attention to selecting
several images with clear details, consistent size, and
excellent quality for the training set. At the same
time, some images should be prepared for the test
set. Since there are 9 sample data in the data set used,
8 sample data is used as the training set and 1 sample

3 3
2 64 3128+

64 64 64

64 64 128 128+
256 128

128 256 256+
512

256

256

Conv(+BN)+Relu
Max pool
Up-conv
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Figure 3: Dual3D&PatchGAN generative network (G) model.

Table 1: Dual3D&PatchGAN generation network (G) parameters.

AH Value SH Value

Convolution block 3 × 3 × 3 Convolution block 3 × 3 × 3
Downsampling 2 × 2 × 2 max pooling Up-sampling 2 × 2 × 2 max pooling

Step size 2 Step size 2

Activation function Rectified linear unit, ReLU Activation function Rectified linear unit, ReLU
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data is used as the test set each time, and the ratio of
the training set to the test set is 8 : 1

(2) Make a Data Set. Filter the images in the two
selected domains again to remove blurry, artifacts
and other unclear images in the image. The two
types of medical images are placed in two folders,
and the two types of images are marked with
domains for model training. Type conversion of
the original image. The original image format is
.png, which needs to be converted to a .gif sequence.
This is because the Dual3D&PatchGAN model is a
3-dimensional model, and the 3-dimensional space
must be convolved

(3) Data Enhancement. The original data set is
expanded by means such as rotation and reflex. In
this way, the model can learn as much knowledge
as possible and increase the generalization ability
of the model

(4) Model Training. The images in the two domains are
used as the two types of image input of the model,
and 800 rounds of model training are performed

(5) ObservationModel. Since the entire model is created
using the Tensorflow framework, Tensorboard can
be used to observe the details of the entire model
training and gradually determine the range of model
parameters

(6) Grid Optimization. For a specific data set, the net-
work will have different degrees of deviation, so grid
optimization is required. Its main function is to help
the network find the best parameters for a specific
data set. Through the above steps, the optimal value
range of the network parameter has been deter-
mined, and the optimal value of the model parame-
ter is gradually determined in this range

(7) Repeat the Training. The grid optimization method
is used to find the most suitable parameters, which
are used for model training

(8) Check Again. Observe the training details of the
model again through Tensorboard to check whether
the network model has reached the best fit. If it has
not reached the best fit, readjust the model
parameters

Data
enhancement

Generate
dataset

Model training

Judge 
whether it

is good 
quality

Image
preprocessing 

Yes

End
no

Parameter
optimization

Whether the
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Figure 4: Experimental flowchart of Dual3D&PatchGAN model.
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(9) Data Testing. The test set tests the trained model
and visually sees the pros and cons of the test results

(10) Evaluation Indicators. The test result of the test set
obtained through the above steps is the simulated
image generated by the model. The evaluation index
calculation formula is used to calculate multiple
evaluation indexes. The evaluation indicators used
in this experiment are structural similarity (SSIM)
and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)

(11) Discussion of Results. Through the test result graph
and evaluation index data, consider the pros and
cons of the model in this paper. The thinking is
mainly from the reasons for the best results, the rea-
sons for the failure of the model, and the ability to
further improve the network performance

4. Experimental Verification and
Result Analysis

4.1. Evaluation Index. The evaluation indicators used in this
paper to evaluate the experimental effects of the model are
PSNR and SSIM, respectively. Since the PSNR formula con-
tains a mean square error (MSE) factor, first, introduce the
MSE function. In Eq. (4), the symbol I represents a clean
image, and K represents a noise image with a size of m × n.
In this experiment, the clean image I and the noise image K,
respectively, represent the real image and the image generated
by the model. MSE calculation formula is as follows

MSE = 1
mn

〠
m−1

i=0
〠
n−1

j=0
I i, jð Þ − K i, jð Þ½ �2: ð4Þ

The definition of PSNR is very similar to MSE. The unit of
PSNR is db. In Eq. (5), ðMAXIÞ2 represents themaximumpixel
value of the picture. PSNR calculation formula is as follows:

PSNR = 10 ∗ log10
MAX2

I

MSE

� �
: ð5Þ

SSIM is an important index used to evaluate images. It is
composed of three measurement factors, namely, brightness

(L), contrast (C), and structure (S). The formulas for the three
measurement factors are as follows:

L x, yð Þ = 2uxuy + c1
u2x + u2y + c1 , ð6Þ

C x, yð Þ = 2σxσy + c2
σ2x + σ2y + c2

, ð7Þ

S x, yð Þ = σxy + c3
σxσy + c3

, ð8Þ

where ux is the mean value of x, uy is the mean value of y,
σ2
x is the variance of x, σ

2
y is the variance of y, and σx,y is the

covariance of x and y. The default value of K1 is 0.01, and the
default value ofK2 is 0.03. SSIMuses a special couplingmethod
to couple the three measurement factors. The SSIM calculation
formula is defined as follows:

SSIM x, yð Þ = L x, yð Þα ⋅ C x, yð Þβ ⋅ S x, yð Þχ
h i

: ð9Þ

For the convenience of calculation, set α, β, γ to 1, then the
original formula can be simplified. After Eqs. (6)–(8) is
substituted into Eq. (9), the simplified SSIM formula is as fol-
lows:

SSIM x, yð Þ = 2uxuy + c1
� �

2σxy + c2
� �

u2x + u2y + c1
� �

σ2x + σ2y + c2
� � : ð10Þ

4.2. Experimental Environment. The experimental environ-
ment is the basic condition for conducting experiments. This
section describes the experimental environment. The details
are shown in Table 2.

4.3. Experimental Results and Analysis. To study the effec-
tiveness and superiority of the Dual3D&PatchGAN model,
four mainstream models were used as comparison algo-
rithms in the experiment. Comparison algorithms mainly
include medical image generation algorithm based on FCM
[34], medical image generation algorithm based on WGAN
[35], medical image generation algorithm based on Cycle-
GAN transfer learning [36], and medical image generation
algorithm based on Dual2DGAN model [37]. The

Table 2: Experimental environment.

Experimental environment Parameter Experimental environment Parameter

Development system Windows, Linux (Ubuntu 16.04) CPU Intel i7-6850K 3.60GHz

Development environment Matlab2018b, Pycharm GPU
Ubuntu 16.04 (64 bit), 128GB of RAM,
NVIDIA TITAN XP(12GB) GPU card

Development language Python, matlab Training time About 31.6 hours

Model initial learning rate 1E-5 Training set 8 samples for each of the two types

Compilation framework Tensorflow, Keras Test set 1 sample for each of the two types

Training times 800 times Network model Dual3D&PatchGAN

Model dimensions 3D
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experimental data is the brain image data downloaded on the
brainweb website. A total of 9 samples of brain CT images
and magnetic resonance (MR) images were downloaded as
experimental data sets. In order to analyze the effectiveness
of the used model more objectively, the evaluation index
based on the results generated by the five models is calcu-
lated. Analyze the image generation effect of each model
through evaluation indicators.

Before each model is trained, the data must be cleaned
first to eliminate images with artifacts, blur, incompleteness,
and other undesirable factors and select images with better
quality. The number of selected images should be as many
as possible. Place the selected images according to the CT
domain and MR domain, respectively. Due to the limited
sample data in this experiment, data enhancement is per-
formed on the selected CT domain and MR domain
images. Data enhancement is to allow limited data to gen-

erate more data value. In this experiment, strategies such
as flipping, rotation, cropping, deformation, and zooming
were used to enhance the original data to ensure the learn-
ability of the experimental data as much as possible. After
the data required for the model is processed, the model
can be trained.

The two data domains in this experiment are CT domain
and MR domain images of 9-bit samples. Since the
Dual3D&PatchGAN model is based on the idea of transfer
learning, the data sets do not need to be paired, so when
selecting the data set, only high-quality images in two
domains need to be selected. The model needs to be trained
multiple times. The data details during training can be
viewed through Tensorboard and the output console, and
the model parameters can be modified in time to improve
the generalization ability of the model. After many sessions
of training, a stable and well-performing network model is

Table 3: PSNR indicators of each model.

Sample FCM CycleGAN WGAN Dual2DGAN Dual3D&PatchGAN

1 12.4710 24.4511 19.9934 29.3316 28.7841

2 9.7536 27.6829 19.5638 25.4528 29.5963

3 13.5412 27.3729 21.5966 26.3986 31.7143

4 14.6819 25.4410 22.4536 23.5241 32.4196

5 12.2365 22.3596 27.5682 27.3351 27.5655

6 14.6512 28.5151 22.5510 29.6637 29.5122

7 17.7714 28.5974 22.5809 23.4510 33.4243

8 14.2287 24.2586 23.4814 27.5968 29.5399

9 15.6632 28.6624 21.1940 28.5129 30.0019

Means 13.8887 26.3712 22.3314 26.8074 30.2842

Variance 5.1887 5.3292 5.4789 5.2985 3.4762
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Figure 5: Comparison of PSNR indicators.
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gradually established for subsequent operations. During each
training, the CT and MR images of 8 samples are used as the
training set, and the CT and MR images of the remaining
sample are used as the test set for simulation image genera-
tion. Each test needs to store the test results and make an
annotation. By checking the quality of the test image, the net-
work model parameters can be dynamically adjusted, and the
best parameter model can be found step by step. In practical
applications, the sample usually has a medical image, such as
an MR image. However, the lesion requires one or more
other medical images as auxiliary means. In order to shorten
the detection time and make the body receive as little radia-
tion as possible, the use of a computer for image analog con-
version is a feasible medical aid. Table 3 and Figure 5 show
the PSNR of the images generated by each model. Table 4
and Figure 6 show the SSIM of the images generated by each
model.

From the results of the two evaluation indicators, it can
be analyzed that the FCM model has the worst effect and is
not competent for the task of image generation. Among sev-
eral network models, the generation performance of the net-
work model used in this article is significantly higher than
other network models. The stability of Dual3D&PatchGAN
model is significantly better than other models. This is
because the Dual3D&PatchGAN model is aimed at a 3D
model, and the result generated each time is a three-
dimensional block, which is often more accurate for the
model result. Moreover, the transfer idea in the model
effectively utilizes the information of the source domain data,
thereby improving the generation performance. The
Dual3D&PatchGAN model is based on the improvement of
Dual2DGAN. The Dual3D&PatchGAN model is no longer
limited to a 2-dimensional model, that is, it is no longer
limited to a flat image on the image but can also be a 3-

Table 4: SSIM indicators of each model.

Sample FCM CycleGAN WGAN Dual2DGAN Dual3D&PatchGAN

1 0.5398 0.6101 0.6705 0.6305 0.8252

2 0.4975 0.7932 0.7732 0.7021 0.7895

3 0.5534 0.7205 0.6250 0.6552 0.8102

4 0.5801 0.7022 0.7532 0.7306 0.8521

5 0.5003 0.6352 0.6609 0.8051 0.8012

6 0.5908 0.6010 0.6920 0.7334 0.7965

7 0.4431 0.6905 0.6679 0.6988 0.7849

8 0.4806 0.5405 0.7001 0.7005 0.8502

9 0.5004 0.6609 0.7203 0.6967 0.8106

Means 0.5207 0.6616 0.6959 0.7059 0.8139

Variance 0.0024 0.0056 0.0022 0.0025 0.0006
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Figure 6: Comparison of SSIM indicators.
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dimensional image. Because this model adds the PatchGAN
module, when calculating Softmax, the whole image is no
longer calculated, but the image is divided into several small
blocks. Each small block is calculated separately, summa-
rized, and averaged to obtain the Softmax result, thus ensur-
ing the accuracy of the calculation result. In addition, the
model also adds a training sequence disturbance module
and a random cropping module, which also disrupts the
training sequence of the model to ensure the randomness of
training. In the initial network model training, the learning
rate is chosen to be a smaller fixed value, which is set to 2E-
4 in this article. By looking at the Tendorboard in the Tensor-
flow framework, it is found that the loss function of the
model is difficult to reduce, and it is often oscillating in the
final stage. This means that it is difficult to obtain a stable
training model. So this article sets the learning rate to 1E-5,
and as the training time increases, the loss function gradually
decreases. It can be seen from the experimental results that
the images generated by DualGAN3D&PatchGAN have the
best results.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, it is mainly used to generate medical images
based on the idea of transfer learning. At the same time, sev-
eral methods and ideas to solve this problem are discussed.
Compared with the unique idea of fuzzy C-means and the
traditional GAN model, Dual3D&PatchGAN based on 3D
convolution is often more valuable, and it reduces the
requirements for data sets. On the other hand, this method
does not require the one-to-one pairing of two medical
images. Due to the excellent performance of the GANmodel,
many scholars often use the GAN model to generate high-
quality medical images. Coincidentally, this unique idea is
also used in this paper, but the idea of transfer learning, 3D
convolution, and PatchGAN is added to the network. We
should further improve network performance, regarding
the generation of medical images in multiple fields, while
ensuring the quality of medical images, how to convert low-
information images into high-information medical images
is a question worth discussing, and we hope that some more
exciting works will appear in the future.
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Aimed at the existing problems in network intrusion detection, this paper proposes an improved LSTM combined with
spatiotemporal structure for intrusion detection. The unsupervised spatiotemporal encoder is used to intelligently extract the
spatial characteristics of network traffic data samples. It can not only retain the overall/nonlocal characteristics of the data
samples but also extract the most essential deep features of the data samples. Finally, the extracted features are used as input of
the LSTM model to realize classification and identification for intrusion samples. Experimental verification shows that the
accuracy and false alarm rate of the intrusion detection model based on the neural network are significantly better than those of
other traditional models.

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of the Internet, the net-
work has been integrated into all aspects of people’s daily life,
so network security has become a problem that network users
have to face [1]. The importance of network security has
risen to the height of a national strategy. If the network data
is attacked, it will have an irreversible impact on the effi-
ciency and security of the enterprise [2]. IDS is defined as
an intrusion detection system [3] that can extract and analyze
the characteristics of the input data and intercept the
detected abnormal data, which greatly improves the security
of the system. IDS refers to the establishment of a rule base
based on existing knowledge or the training of abnormal
behavior characteristics to detect malicious attacks such as
computer worms and Trojan, so as to maintain information
security. An accurate and stable intrusion detection system
is very important to a network security system [4]. Therefore,
an intrusion detection system has important research
significance.

Intrusion detection is an indispensable defense line in the
security system. It collects information from several key
nodes in the computer network system, checks whether there
are any violations of security policies and signs of attack in
the network, identifies threats in the network, and generates
alarms, so as to provide real-time protection for internal
attacks, external attacks, and misoperations [5]. In fact, intru-
sion detection is to classify the network traffic packets into
two or more categories, dividing each network connection
into normal behavior or abnormal attack or further distin-
guishing which kind of attack it belongs to through a multi-
object classification model.

However, with the continuous development of science
and technology and the gradual opening of the public net-
work, the operation efficiency and real-time situational
awareness efficiency of many facilities and equipment are
also improved simultaneously. The scale of the Internet is
becoming larger and larger, and the structure is more and
more complex [6]. Due to the long-term experience of the
attacker, the attack mode is different from the conventional
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attack mode in the past, which is more intelligent and com-
plex. At present, many scholars have studied intrusion detec-
tion models.

In recent years, many machine learning methods have
been widely used to identify various types of attacks in the
network and the other applications [7–12]. However, most
traditional machine learning algorithms belong to shallow
learning, and shallow learning algorithms rely on the con-
struction of model and selection of data features [7]. They
cannot efficiently classify large-scale data in the real network
environment. Shallow learning cannot meet the require-
ments of intelligent analysis of massive data and prediction
of high-dimensional learning [8]. Intrusion detection based
on shallow models, such as traditional data mining and
machine learning methods, is difficult to effectively detect
various new types of attacks. Deep learning has the potential
to extract better representations from massive data to design
better detection models [9].

Deep learning methods can improve the overall
performance of intrusion detection systems, which is a pop-
ular research direction for many researchers, and relevant
research results are also emerging in endlessly [13]. He
et al. proposed an improved deep learning method for flow-
based anomaly detection, and experiment results have
showed that deep learning can be applied to software-
defined network anomaly detection [14]. Umer et al. [15]
proposed a deep belief network-based intrusion detection
model to classify network connections and verified the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method on the NSL-KDD dataset.
However, these literatures mainly focus on using deep learn-
ing methods as part of a pretraining model and then using
traditional methods such as decision trees and SVM for clas-
sification. Afterwards, some researchers have successively use
deep learning methods to build intrusion detection models.
Tan et al. [16] proposed an intrusion detection model con-
structed by a three-layer RNN and proved through experi-
ments that the model can improve the performance of
intrusion detection. However, the various layers in the net-
work are partially connected. That is to say, the simplified
RNN model does not reflect the ability to learn the deep fea-
ture of the data, and the classification performance of the
model has not been analyzed in the binary classification. Sub-
sequently, Liang et al. [17] proposed an intrusion detection
model constructed by a fully connected RNN, where the
model was studied for binary-class and five-class classifica-
tion on the NSL-KDD dataset. The experimental results
showed that the intrusion detection model based on RNN
is better than traditional machine learning, which can get a
higher detection rate. However, this model does not remove
redundant features when training the RNN classification
network and is doped with a lot of data noise, so the final
classification performance of the model is not ideal. Deep
learning methods have natural advantages over shallow
learning methods in the face of large-scale data, where better
detection results can usually be obtained in intrusion detec-
tion. In addition, as the dimensionality of data features
increases, the hidden layer structure of deep neural networks
will become more complex, and the difficulty of model
training will continue to increase. Moreover, the features

extracted from the network connection data are often redun-
dant, which will also make the detection rate of the model
reduced [18].

Literature [19] proposed an intrusion detection model
based on a deep autoencoding network. Although it
improves the classification accuracy and detection rate, it
ignores the sequence characteristics of intrusion data. Litera-
ture [20] proposed the combination of a asymmetric convo-
lutional autoencoder and supports a vector machine to be
applied to intrusion detection systems, which significantly
reduced the training time, but the detection time was longer
and the robustness was not good; literature [21] proposed the
combination of the encoder which extracts data features and
the extreme learning machine which classifies quickly and
effectively, but the disadvantage is that it is easy to fall into
overfitting; the PCA-LSTM algorithm proposed in literature
[22] can effectively remove the noise information in the sam-
ple data. However, when the amount of data is large, the
accuracy of data extraction is low; literature [23] proposed
a novel hybrid algorithm based on the PCA-ANN model,
and the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has great advan-
tages in reducing training time, unsupervised learning, and
highly nonlinear approximation capabilities, but it is easy to
fall into a local minimum. In addition, the feed-forward
neural network in ANN does not have the function of
remembering and using long-term information dependence.
In summary, in view of the current network attacks that are
intelligent, complicated, and concealed, the amount of data
is large, and complexity and feature dimensions are high; this
paper proposes a deep learning-based LSTM neural network
intrusion detection model. It can solve the problem of
gradient disappearance and gradient explosion of the tradi-
tional recurrent neural network (RNN). Traditional shallow
learning methods cannot detect current intelligent attack
methods, such as hiding in the object-host for 1 to 2 years.
LSTM has the advantage of using feature data related to
long-term dependence and long-term span and has stronger
training and detection capabilities than recurrent neural net-
works. With the rapid development of Internet technology in
the current era of big data, there are not only more attacks
but also greatly increased network traffic compared with the
traditional Internet. Therefore, intrusion data presents the
characteristics of large samples and high dimensions. When
the PCA feature extraction model is applied to a large number
of data samples, the problem of incomplete feature expression
will lead to an increase in the false-positive rate of detection
[24]. Deep learning has more advantages in processing large
samples and high-dimensional data. SDAE adds noise to data
information on the basis of the autoencoder model, which
enhances the robustness of the input layer of the autoencoding
network. Compared with DAE, it adds lost packet technology.
Robustness of feature cascade between autoencoding networks
has also improved the robustness of intrusion detection.
Therefore, some scholars adopted the stacked denoise autoen-
coder to perform the spatial dimensionality reduction recon-
struction for high-dimensional data.

Aimed at the existing problems in network intrusion
detection, this paper proposes an improved LSTM combined
with spatiotemporal structure for intrusion detection. The
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unsupervised spatiotemporal encoder is used to intelligently
extract the spatial characteristics of network traffic data sam-
ples. It can not only retain the overall characteristics of the
data samples but also extract the deep features of the data
samples. Deep learning extracts the spatial feature of network
traffic data and extracts more complex features iteratively on
the basis of preserving the overall characteristics of the data.
Finally, the extracted features are used as input of the LSTM
model to realize classification and identification for intrusion
samples. The model is trained and tested by using the NSL-
KDD dataset which is more in line with the data characteris-
tics of the new era than the KDDCUP dataset. Experimental
verification shows that the accuracy and false alarm rate of
the intrusion detection model based on the neural network
are significantly better than those of other traditional models.

2. Long-Short-Term Memory Network

The core of deep learning is to train the weight parameter
matrix and bias parameter deeply through multiple neural
networks, so as to minimize the error function between the
calculated value and the real value in the deep learning
model. The derivative of the error function with respect to
the weight and bias parameters is obtained, and the weight
and bias parameters under the minimum value are deter-
mined by using the change trend of the error function. The
cost of calculating the loss function of each parameter is very
high. The error backpropagation has been regarded as a gra-
dient descent method, which can usually be used to solve the
gradient problem. The global gradient solution is trans-
formed into the local gradient solution, which simplifies the
calculation process [24].

The current output of a sequence of recurrent neural net-
works (RNN) is affected by both the current input and the
previous output. It has the function of “memory” to the
information in the front of the network. When recursing in
time, it can be regarded as a limited multilayer deep learning
network [25]. For RNN, the basic function of each hidden
state layer is to memorize data and add new information to
each layer through each iteration so that the information is
passed down.

Although RNN can effectively deal with nonlinear time
series data, there are still two problems: (1) due to gradient
vanishing and gradient explosion, RNN cannot process long
time series data and (2) the training of the RNN model needs
to determine the intercept length, and its optimal parameters
are difficult to obtain by experience. LSTM can effectively
solve these problems. LSTM and RNN have the same input
and output, but the difference is the internal structure of
the hidden layer. LSTM is an improved recurrent neural net-
work and is mainly to overcome the defect of RNN that is dif-
ficult to deal with long-distance dependence in practical
application, which is the most popular RNN at present. Their
structural differences are shown in Figure 1. LSTM has made
milestone achievements in many fields such as speech recog-
nition, image description, and natural language processing.

In addition to the external RNN recurrent, the LSTM
recurrent network also introduces an internal self-recurrent.
The weight in the self-recurrent depends on the context, so

that the neural network can selectively forget the old state
and ensure the continuous flow of the gradient. Therefore,
LSTM is not a simple nonlinear model with element by ele-
ment operation after transforming input and recurrent units
but a complex nonlinear system of a gating unit system
including more parameters and control information flow.
Its gating unit system consists of three parts: forgetting gate,
input gate, and output gate. Its structure is shown in Figure 2.

The weight of the internal self-recurrent is mainly con-
trolled by the forgetting gate. Its activation function adopts
the tanh function, so that the value of the weight parameter
ranges from 0 to 1, and its output shape is the same with
Ct−1. They are multiplied point by point to determine the
old state of forgetting; the input gate is also called the mem-
ory gate, which is used to determine the new state of memory.
The output gate is the result of combining the forgetting gate
and the memory gate to calculate the value of the next hidden
state. The state updating method of the internal recurrent in
LSTM is shown and written as follows.

f t = σ bf+〠Uf xt+〠Wf ht−1
� �

, ð1Þ

gt = σ bg+〠Ugxt+〠Wght−1
� �

, ð2Þ

qt = σ bo+〠Uoxt+〠Woht−1
� �

, ð3Þ

Ct = f tCt−1 + tanh b+〠Uixt+〠Wiht−1
� �

gt , ð4Þ

ht = tanh Ctð Þqt , ð5Þ
where xt is the current input, ht and ht‐1 are the hidden

state of the t-th time and the ðt − 1Þ-th time, f t is the forget-
ting gate, gt is the input gate, qt is the output gate, U ,W, and
B are the weight parameters in the self-recurrent, σð⋅Þ and
tanh ð:Þ are sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent activation func-
tions, respectively. The LSTM model training process adopts
the time backpropagation algorithm, which is roughly
divided into the following four steps [26].

(1) The forward propagation algorithm in the LSTM
model is obtained by using the internal self-recurrent
state update method in the LSTMmodel, and the out-
put value of the single module is calculated

(2) From two directions of the time and network layer,
the error term of each LSTM is calculated reversely

(3) The gradient of each weight is calculated for the error
term

(4) The gradient-based optimization algorithm is applied
to update the weight.

The commonly used parameter updating optimization
methods include stochastic gradient descent, momentum,
AdaGrad, RMSProp, and Adam [27]. In this paper, Adam,
namely, adaptive momentum estimation algorithm, is
selected as the optimization algorithm. The algorithm com-
bines the advantages of the SGD algorithm and momentum
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algorithm to search for the parameter space efficiently, and it
can be used to perform the “bias correction” of the super
parameters, which is less dependent on the initial value and
takes less computer resources in the calculation process.

3. Multiple Spatiotemporal Models for LSTM

In order to make the characteristics of each node in the
network structure represent different variables, the spatio-
temporal characteristics extracted by each node can be used
to independently predict different variables [28]. Therefore,
after the network is trained, the characteristics of each node
can correspond to different variables. This learning method
can construct multiple independent channels, and each
channel represents a variable and is used to learn each vari-
able. According to the above ideas, it is possible to realize
the mining of the spatiotemporal characteristics in the Inter-
net. When the characteristics of each node not only corre-
spond to different variables but also contain spatiotemporal
information, the convolution operation is performed on the

basis of the spatiotemporal relationship in the Internet, and
then, the extracted features can have both the temporal and
spatial characteristics of the process. In the process of train-
ing, the network can coordinate the learning of temporal
and spatial relationships to obtain the intrusion characteris-
tics of spatiotemporal information in the fusion process
[29]. Therefore, the soft measurement application can be
realized on the basis of collaborative learning of process spa-
tiotemporal characteristics. According to the above ideas,
this paper adopts a multichannel network structure to realize
spatiotemporal collaborative learning for the intrusion detec-
tion system.

In the training process of the deep network, the LSTM
and the spatiotemporal model can cooperate with each other
in the learning of time series characteristics and spatial char-
acteristics [29] and have the advantages of both. First, the
process variables are input into p separate channels, and each
channel represents a variable, and the LSTM layer is used to
extract the timing features for different variables; then, the
timing features extracted by each channel are used as nodes
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Figure 1: Hidden layer internal structure diagram: (a) RNN; (b) LSTM.
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in the spatiotemporal structure. It is worth noting that
although the feature of each node does not directly repre-
sent the variable but is extracted from the process variable,
it can be targeted to the prediction of each variable after the
reverse training of the network. Combined with the adja-
cency matrix learned from sparse coding, the use of cross-
channel spatiotemporal convolution operations can fuse
the timing characteristics of different variables in different
channels of spatiotemporal structure and associate channels
with strong spatial relationships. Therefore, the extracted
spatiotemporal features can reflect the inherent characteris-
tics of the process. Since the operation of the spatiotempo-
ral convolutional layer merges the timing characteristics in
the related channels, the fused spatiotemporal characteris-
tics can still retain the timing characteristics of the original
characteristics; finally, after each channel is processed by
two FC layers, the prediction results of each variable are
obtained. Through the design of the multichannel network
structure, the characteristics of the LSTM and spatiotempo-
ral module can learn the spatiotemporal characteristics
which reflect the process characteristics in the process of
network training. Each variable can not only learn indepen-
dently in its own channel but also be effectively correlated
to make the learning process of different variables indepen-
dent and shared.

Therefore, a network intrusion detection model based on
multiple spatiotemporal models in LSTM is proposed in this
paper [30]. In fact, the essence of the intrusion detection is a
classifier model, in which the network flow mixed with
abnormal data can be detected. In this paper, a spatiotempo-
ral module is added to the LSTM structure of the classifier to
extract features from the data. The process can retain the
overall features of the data, and the more complex features
are iteratively extracted from the low-level features, thus
reducing the feature dimension of the original data. After
the spatiotemporal model completes pretraining, the state
vectors of each forgetting gate are combined to construct a
multilayer neural network. In order to detect abnormal intru-
sion data, the LSTM with discriminative ability is used as the
output layer for network abnormal intrusion detection, iden-
tification features, and classification, so as to output the classi-
fication detection results of traffic flow data. As shown in
Figure 3, the internal loop structure of the LSTM neural net-
work is expanded in time. The input of each time step is the
output feature vector sequence of the spatiotemporal model,
where xt, xt‐1, and xt+1 represent the current state, the previous
state, and the next state, respectively. LSTM gradually transfers
the memory state backwards in time order by controlling its
internal gate structure. The interface between spatiotemporal
and LSTM neural networks requires that the input of the
LSTM neural network is a sequence of feature vectors. In
other words, it is composed of a collection of feature vectors
at consecutive T time steps [29]. Therefore, the input
sequence of LSTM must be constructed before training.
The construction method is as follows: let xt be the feature
vector of the t-th time step; then, the first input sequence is
fx1, x2,⋯,xTg, and the second is fx2, x3,⋯,xT+1g. By anal-
ogy, all interface input sequences of the spatiotemporal
model and LSTM are obtained.

In order to better adapt the anomaly intrusion detection,
we built a unidirectional 3-layer LSTM stacked neural net-
work. As shown in Figure 3, the model is a stack of three
LSTM layers. fx0, x1,⋯,xNg is the input data after prepro-
cessing. The final output layer is a classification network
using the softmax function. The softmax function is essen-
tially a form of probability distribution of neuron output,
and the number of nodes in the last output layer is equal to
the number of the classification task. The final output data
uses one-dimensional arrays ½0, 1� and ½−1, 0� to represent
intrusion traffic and normal traffic. In actual prediction, we
use the subscript of the maximum value in the one-
dimensional array to represent the prediction result; for
example, ½0:0134871, 0:9875801� represents intrusion traffic
and ½0:9965685, 0:0031123� represents normal traffic. The
increase in network capacity can easily lead to overfitting of
the model. In order to prevent overfitting and improve the
generalization performance of the model, we use recurrent
dropout regularization to reduce overfitting in the training
process. In other words, the input unit of a certain layer is
randomly set to 0 with a certain probability, and the purpose
is to break the accidental correlation in the training data of
this layer [30]. On the input data of the model, the dataset
is transformed into the form of input data required by the
model through feature extraction and preprocessing of the
imported dataset. Each vector contains data with N feature
values, where the batch size is 60 and the time step is 100 in
the model.

The LSTM layer and spatiotemporal layer in the above
multichannel network structure are defined by equations
(1)–(5), and the FC layer is defined by

H lð Þ = σ H l−1ð ÞW lð Þ + b lð Þ
� �

, ð6Þ

where HðlÞ is the implicit feature of layer l, WðlÞ and bðlÞ

are weight and bias parameters, respectively, and σð⋅Þ is the
ReLu activation function. The loss function of our proposed
model is defined by formula (7). The model parameters in
each layer are optimized by gradient descent, where Y and
Ŷ represent the real and predicted values of variables, respec-
tively. In order to avoid overfitting in training, the l2 norm
regularization term for model parameters is introduced,
and the weight coefficient of the regularization term is γ.

loss Y , Ŷ
� �

= 〠
m

i=1
〠
p

j=1
Yij − Y∧ij

� �2 + γ Wk k2: ð7Þ

In practical application, first of all, we need to use the var-
iable matrix in the training set and use the sparse coding to
learn the spatiotemporal structure among variables and keep
the spatiotemporal structure unchanged in the process of
subsequent model training and testing. Our proposed model
can be obtained by constructing the multichannel network
structure. Through the multichannel network structure
designed by our proposed model, LSTM and spatiotemporal
modules are successively used to mine and learn the temporal
and spatial characteristics of the intrusion detection process,
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and the features that can represent the internal temporal and
spatial properties of the process are obtained for the intrusion
detection system. Compared with the traditional model
which only considers the temporal sequence characteristics
of the process, our proposed model makes full use of the
advantages of LSTM and spatiotemporal module and effec-
tively realizes the intrusion detection on the basis of spatio-
temporal collaboration.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Experimental Environment. In order to verify the abnor-
mal network attack detection model based on the multispa-
tiotemporal and long-short-term memory model in this
paper, a simulation experiment environment is built [31].
The experiment uses the Keras2.2.4 deep learning framework
based on tensorflow-GPU1.13 for simulation, the operating
system is Windows 10, the Intel i5-6300HQ 4-core processor
is CPU, the memory size is 8G, and the NVIDIA GTX960
graphics card is used to accelerate the running speed of the
model.

4.2. Evaluation Index. In this experiment, four indicators are
constructed to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of
the model, including the accuracy rate (ACC), false-positive
rate (FPR), false-negative rate (FNR), and prediction rate
(DR). Through the evaluation indexes, we can get the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the model and then adjust the
model parameters until the evaluation index is optimal
[31], which means that the model is optimal at this time.
As shown in Table 1, T+ represents that the predicted result
is intrusion attack, namely, the number of successful pre-
dicted samples; T ‐ represents the number of samples pre-
dicted as normal and the actual value as the number of
samples with successful normal prediction. Therefore, we
can use the ACC to denote the accuracy: ACC = ðT− + T+Þ/
ðT− + T+ + F− + F+Þ. F− represents that the predicted result
is normal, but the actual value is attacked; namely, the predic-
tion fails. Therefore, the system fails to detect the number of
samples which can be denoted as the false-negative rate:
FNR = F−/ðF+ + T−Þ; F+ represents that the prediction is an

intrusion attack and the actual is normal; namely, predic-
tion fails. Therefore, the number of samples of false posi-
tives in the system is denoted as the false-positive rate:
FPR = F+/ðF+ + T+Þ. The detection rate (DR) can be writ-
ten as DR = T+/ðF− + T+Þ.

4.3. Experimental Dataset. Recently, most of the standard
examples used in the field of intrusion detection are still the
KDDCUP99 dataset, and the test results in KDDCUP99
are better under certain conditions [32]. However, the
KDDCUP99 dataset simulated 20 years ago is no longer suit-
able for the modern intelligent and complex attack methods,
such as penetration utilization, SQL injection, APT, and
complex hidden attack forms. The UNSW-NB15 dataset
was created by the Australian Network Security Center
(ANSC) in 2015 [33], which is a new dataset in the field of
intrusion detection, which reflects the modern network
traffic pattern. This dataset contains a large number of low
occupancy intrusion and deep structured network traffic
information and has 9 different types of modern attacks
and 49 features. It has 5 attack types more than NSL-KDD,
including 2540044 samples and 9 types of attacks, which
are fuzzers, DoS, analysis, reconnaissance, exploit, shellcode,
worm, backdoor, and generic. The UNSW-NB15 dataset
contains 5.5 million records. Since the normal data sample
in the UNSW-NB15 dataset is more than 10 times that of
attack-type data sample, using a small number of sample
oversampling will lead to excessive attack class duplicate
samples, resulting in an overfitting phenomenon. If a simple
undersampling strategy is used, normal samples will lose key
information. Therefore, in order to reduce the error of exper-
imental results caused by unbalanced data samples, the
SMOTE oversampling method is adopted in this paper, as

LSTM2 LSTM2 LSTM2 LSTM2

LSTM1 LSTM1 LSTM1 LSTM1

LSTM0 LSTM0 LSTM0 LSTM0

Dense

Softmax

x1 x2 x3 xN

Figure 3: Improved LSTM combined with spatiotemporal structure.

Table 1: Evaluation matrix.

Prediction
Intrusion attack Normal

Actual
Intrusion attack T+ F−

Normal F+ T−
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shown in formula (8). The principle is to use the existing
attack sample data to find the random samples in the same
kind of samples, and the linear difference will generate a
new sample x, and repeat this process until the samples are
balanced.

x̂ = x + δ xi − xð Þ, ð8Þ

where x̂ is the new sample, x is the actual sample, and xi is
a randomly selected sample from a sample near x. The data-
set is divided into two parts, including the training dataset
and the test dataset, as shown in Table 2.

4.4. Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis

4.4.1. Effectiveness Analysis for the Spatiotemporal Module. In
order to verify the effectiveness of the introduced spatiotem-
poral module, different modules are tested under the condi-
tion that other parameter settings remain unchanged, as
shown in Figure 4. It is not difficult to see from Figure 4 that
the detection rate of the spatiotemporal module selected in
this paper is higher than that of the other three modules,
especially for the accuracy rate of normal data compared with
the efficiency of other modules; the maximum difference is
4.30%, which can reflect the significant advantage of adding
a spatial structure feature between classes in the spatiotem-
poral module.

4.4.2. Effectiveness Analysis for LSTMDepth Level. This paper
analyzes the intrusion detection performance of the proposed
convolutional neural network model and other four convolu-
tional neural network structures and takes the detection
accuracy and false alarm rate as the evaluation criteria of this
experiment. The results are shown in Table 3. Through the
comparative analysis, the detection accuracy of our proposed
intrusion detection model is the highest, which is 1.53%
higher than that of the IRES model [34]. Compared with
the ResNet model with a low false alarm rate, its accuracy rate
is increased by 5.82%; the false alarm rate is lower than that of
the IRES model and LeNet model [35]. On the other hand,
we can see that the depth of network structure is gradually
deepened in the process of applying a convolutional neural
network to intrusion detection, which is also a factor of a
high false alarm rate of the comparison models. With the
deepening of the network structure, the phenomenon of
gradient vanish is obvious, but the special structure of our
proposed convolutional neural network ensures that the
problem of gradient vanish is improved in depth level.

4.4.3. Performance Analysis. In the experiment, the binary
classification form is adopted, the input vector has 47 dimen-
sional features, the intrusion attack vector is marked with 0,

and the nonattack is marked with 1, which can improve the
efficiency and the timeliness of the intrusion detection sys-
tem. We can judge whether it is abnormal data through the
model first and then classify the abnormal data by supervised
learning. By using SMOTE sampling, it is divided into the
training set and test set. There are 30 training datasets, with
each dataset containing 3000 randomly selected samples,
and 1500 test datasets, with each dataset containing 3000
randomly selected samples. In the process of feature extrac-
tion by a spatiotemporal network, the relationship between
the number of iterations and the loss value is shown in
Figure 5. After repeated iterations, the effect of the spatiotem-
poral model tends to be stable. The number of neurons in
each layer was 47, 23, 23, and 23. In our improved LSTM
model, three hidden layers are set up in LSTM. The number
of neurons in the first layer is 128, that in the second layer is
256, and that in the third layer is 128. The batch size and
epoch times are 200 and 800, respectively. When the learning

Table 2: The description of the used dataset.

Type Fuzzers DoS Analysis Reconnaissance Exploit Shellcode Worm Backdoor Generic Normal

Training 17245 11357 2000 4000 33652 1285 125 1587 625 58220

Testing 6005 4072 655 15892 12854 320 42 550 127 32125
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Figure 4: Detection rate for different modules.

Table 3: Comparison analysis.

Models Accuracy (ACC) DR FNR FPR

ResNet 91.36 1.35 0.25 0.27

LeNet 92.18 1.98 0.42 0.19

LSTM 97.22 2.25 023 0.22

IRES 96.25 3.59 0.28 0.25

Proposed 98.76 0.76 0.17 0.12
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rate of the model is too large or too small, the accuracy of the
testing set is very low. Since the choice of the learning step
has a great impact on the performance of the intrusion detec-
tion system, the time step is selected as 50 through repeated
experiments.

In this experiment, categorical_crossentropy, which is
specially used for solving multiclassification problems, is
selected as the optimization objective function, and the
Adam optimization algorithm is adopted to carry out the
backpropagation training of the model. As shown in
Figure 6, in order to highlight the ability of spatiotemporal
feature extraction, the model in this paper is compared with
LeNet [35], ResNet [36], and LSTM [37] without feature
extraction. The results show that the accuracy of LeNet is
not significantly improved in high-dimensional data sam-
ples, and the accuracy rate of LSTM is significantly lower
than that of our proposed model. With the increase in the
number of samples, the accuracy of LSTM shows a down-
ward trend, which shows that the LSTM and spatiotemporal
structure have strong data feature extraction ability, and with
the increase in time complexity, the spatiotemporal structure
has more and more advantages than the spatial structure [10,
11, 38]. Therefore, the detection effect of the intrusion detec-
tion algorithm in this paper is obviously better than that of
the LeNet, ResNet, and LSTM intrusion detection model.
The experiment selects the existing LSTMmodel, MLP (mul-
tilayer perception), ELM (extreme learning machine), and
the popular deep belief model (DBN) as comparison models
[12]. ResNet has multiple hidden layers and is fully con-
nected with the input layer, which can be processed by
nonlinear activation function [39]; DBN is a probability
generation model, which has the characteristics of multiple
hidden layer models and can learn the essence of the dataset
by learning a deep nonlinear network structure [40-46]; ELM
is a simple forward propagation by setting the connection
weights and thresholds of the input layer and hidden layer

randomly and adjusting the weights without iteration, and
the learning speed is improved. As can be seen from
Table 3, the detection rate and false alarm rate of the pro-
posed algorithm in this paper are improved compared with
the current popular deep learning methods [47]. As shown
in Figure 7, through the comparison of ROC curves, since
the area of the ROC curve [48] of the proposed model is
the largest, it can be proven that the proposed intrusion
detection algorithm model not only improves the accuracy
of intrusion detection but also significantly reduces the false
alarm rate and achieves remarkable results in improving
the model performance and detection efficiency.
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Figure 5: Relationship between the number of iterations and the loss value in training and testing processes.
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5. Conclusion

Aimed at the existing problems in network intrusion detec-
tion, this paper proposes an improved LSTM combined with
spatiotemporal structure for intrusion detection. The unsu-
pervised spatiotemporal encoder is used to intelligently
extract the spatial characteristics of network traffic data sam-
ples. It can not only retain the nonlocal characteristics of the
data samples but also extract the deep features of the data
samples. The model is trained and tested by using the NSL-
KDD dataset which is more in line with the data characteris-
tics of the new era than the traditional KDDCUP99 dataset.
The experimental results show that the proposed intrusion
detection model has achieved remarkable results in improv-
ing the accuracy, performance, and efficiency of intrusion
detection. The model only works well in the simulation data-
set but needs to be tested in the actual network environment
to verify the real performance of the model, which will be our
working direction in the future.
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In the resource scheduling of streaming Media Edge Cloud (MEC), in order to balance the cost and load of migration, this paper
proposes a video stream session migration method based on deep reinforcement learning in cloud computing environment. First,
combined with the current popular OpenFlow technology, a novel MEC architecture is designed, which separates streaming media
service processing in application layer from forwarding path optimization in network layer. Second, taking the state information of
the system as the attribute feature, the session migration is calculated, and gradient reinforcement learning is combined with in-
depth learning and deterministic strategy for video stream session migration to solve the user request access problem. The
experimental results show that the method has a better request access effect, can effectively improve the request acceptance rate,
and can reduce the migration cost, while shortening the running time.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the maturity of cloud computing tech-
nology, streaming media services are gradually transforming
to cloud form, that is, streaming Media Cloud. Streaming
media cloud pushes the content requested by users to the
edge of the network by placing media edge cloud in different
geographical locations, so that to reduce the user response
delay and reduce the traffic load of the main network [1].
At the same time, the subcloud can adapt to the changes of
system load and the size of user requests, so that to effectively
solve the problem of traditional streaming media services [2].

In streamingMedia Edge Cloud (MEC), system resources
are virtualized into resource pools to ensure service transpar-
ency. Cloud resource allocation is automatically adjusted by
the cloud platform according to the scale of actual demand,
so how to allocate system resources in real-time to meet user
needs. Under the condition of limited resource allocation, the
fluctuation and randomness of user request mode will make
the system load unbalanced and affect the access effect of user
request [3, 4].

In order to solve the above problems, domestic and foreign
scholars have proposed a migration-based task scheduling
method for streaming media. Ref. [5] proposed a session
migration strategy based on dynamic threshold allocation
(SMS-DTA). According to the popularity distribution, the ses-
sion allocation thresholds of all kinds of videos on each server
are determined, and the user request access is guided by the
allocation thresholds. Ref. [6] proposed resource dispatch
based on data priority (RDDP) algorithm. However, consider-
ing the impact of the urgency and scarcity of data blocks on
priority, quantitative calculation is not given. Only the balance
factor is used to measure the quantitative relationship between
them, and the influence of time factor on emergency quantifi-
cation is omitted. Ref. [7] proposed a direct access storage
device (DASD) hopping algorithm to migrate sessions of
nodes with different loads in order to maintain the load bal-
ance of hard disk. However, due to the lack of self-adaptability,
it is difficult to adjust the strategy according to the system
operation scenario. Moreover, the mathematical model is rel-
atively complex and the calculation is large, which cannot
solve the problem of large-scale resource allocation.
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Ref. [8] explored how to make the streaming media edge
cloud admit more requests via online session migration and
proposed an adaptive strategy of online session migration.
Besides the load information, the video popularity is adopted
for obtaining the allocation thresholds of different videos on
each server, and a new request would be admitted under the
guidance of the obtained threshold distribution. Specially,
when the video popularity varies, the allocation thresholds
would be recalculated. Ref. [9] proposed a joint optimization
algorithm of session migration and video deployment, the
proposed strategy is more adaptive to dynamic fluctuation
of video popularity, and thus gains a flexible balance between
service cost and quality. The trace-driven experiment verified
the effectiveness of the proposed method.

According to the resource allocation of streaming media
edge cloud, in order to balance the cost and load of migra-
tion, considering the cost of migration, load balancing, and
other constraints, this paper proposes a video stream session
migration method based on deep reinforcement learning.
Based on the current popular OpenFlow technology, a novel
MEC architecture is designed, which separates streaming
media service processing in application layer from forward-
ing path optimization in network layer to ensure service
transparency. The main innovations are as follows:

(1) This paper improves the resource utilization by effec-
tively utilizing the state information of the MEC sys-
tem, combining in-depth learning and deterministic
strategy for video stream session migration

(2) This paper proposes a session migration computing
model to process user requests more scientifically,
maximize the access rate of user requests, and control
the migration cost appropriately, at the same time,
make the system achieve load balancing as far as
possible

2. Streaming Media Edge Cloud Architecture

Streaming Media Edge Cloud is located on the edge of the
network, which is responsible for local video services. As
shown in Figure 1, combined with the current popular Open-
Flow technology, this paper designs a novel MEC architec-
ture. The whole MEC is composed of streaming media
server, business management server, and OpenFlow control-
ler and switch, in which the streaming media server is
responsible for providing media streaming to users; the busi-
ness management server is mainly responsible for the access
scheduling of user requests, generating migration strategies
and sending them to OpenFlow controller; the OpenFlow
controller and switch, on the one hand, it constitutes a media
stream distribution network, on the other hand, it is respon-
sible for the actual implementation of session migration;
OpenFlow controller is responsible for generating flow tables
according to migration strategy and sending them to
switches; OpenFlow switch completes the modification and
forwarding of data packets according to flow tables.

By introducing MEC architecture, streaming media ser-
vice processing in application layer is separated from for-

warding path optimization in network layer, and
transparency of video service is realized.

3. Session Scheduling Strategy Based on Deep
Reinforcement Learning

Assuming that the video content provided by the MEC sys-
tem has I kind of video content, the i kind of video is repre-
sented by vi. Each kind of video is encoded at a constant bit
rate and serves at the same bit rate [10, 11]. Assuming that
the total number of MEC streaming media servers is J , the j
server is represented by Mj, and D is defined as the video
deployment matrix with the size of I × J , and the element
dij ∈ f0, 1g represents whether or not a copy of vi is deployed
on Mj. Assuming that all servers are homogeneous, and a
single server can provide up to C streaming sessions at the
same time, as well as up to S videos [12].

K is defined as a session distribution matrix with the size
of I × J . A single element kij ∈ ½0, 1� represents the ratio of all
sessions of video vi on server Mj to the total service capacity
(JC) of the system. G is defined as a server adjacency matrix
with the size of J × J . Element gnj ∈ f0, 1g denotes whether
there are sessions on Mn server that can be migrated to the
server, where n = 1, 2,⋯, J .

Define l j as the load of streaming media serverMj, that is,
the total number of access sessions, then:

l j = 〠
I

i=1
kij × JC
� �

: ð1Þ

Define �L as the average load of all streaming media
servers in the system, then:

�L = 〠
J

j=1
l j/N: ð2Þ

In this paper, the state information of the MEC system is
taken as an attribute feature, and the decision-maker and
value function are fitted by deep convolution neural network
combined with reinforcement learning elements such as state
space, action set, and return function. In order to improve the
efficiency of the algorithm, the deterministic strategy gradi-
ent is used to train the neural network.

3.1. Session Scheduling Model. For streaming media edge
cloud system, the goal of reinforcement learning is to access
the video request to the most suitable server independently
according to the current MEC system status and video
request according to the experience strategy. Then, according
to the load state of the server, the optimal migration method
for the current incoming user requests is obtained by using
the migration video strategy to perform the request access
or one-step session migration action [13, 14].

In this paper, the deep reinforcement learning method is
applied to session scheduling in streaming media edge cloud,
and its session migration method is shown in Figure 2.
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In Figure 2, for the current step video request vi, the
decision-making action of the decision-maker is to connect
the video request to a server, assuming that the server
accessed is Mj, then the strategy of moving out video is: if
Mj is not full, no video needs to be moved out, set the num-
ber of moving out video to be 0, corresponding to the request
access; if Mj is full, it needs to move out the video and move
out the video. The set of numbers is fvm ∣ kmj ≥ 1,m ≠ i,m
≤ Ig, corresponding to one-step session migration.

3.2. Enhanced Learning Model of Conversation Transfer.
According to the characteristics of the problem, the state of
t time step in the MEC system is defined as follows:

st = Gt : Rt : Dt : Kt½ �: ð3Þ

Among them, Gt is the server adjacency matrix and the
size is J × J , which indicates whether session migration can
be carried out among servers, Rt is the video request matrix
of t time step, the size is I × J , the elements of one row in
the video request matrix are all 1, the other elements are all
0, and the corresponding video number of the row with the
elements all 1 is the appropriate one. The former video
request Dt is the video deployment matrix and the size is I

× J , which reflects the deployment of video copies in the
MEC system. Kt is the session distribution matrix and the
size is I × J , which will reflect the distribution of video ses-
sions in the MEC system. Every time a new video request is
processed, the system will undergo a state transition [15–17].

Since the task is to decide which server to access or reject
the request based on the current MEC system status and
video request, the action is defined as the server number Mj

to which the video request is accessed, where i = 1, 2,⋯, I.
For the current step video request vi, the optional action set
is shown in Formula (4). When vi accesses MEC directly or
through session migration, the set of optional actions is the
set of servers deployed with video vi; when rejecting video
request vi, the corresponding action is 0.

at =
Mj∣dij = 1, j ≤ J , insert,
0, refuse:

(
ð4Þ

If video request vi is accessed to server Mj according to
the decision-making action, this paper chooses the deploy-
ment of video vi on server Mj, the load of server Mj, and
the variance of load balance of MEC system after executing
the action as the immediate return function. The video
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Figure 2: Conversation transfer model based on deep reinforcement learning.
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deployment on the server, the load value of the server, and
the load balancing variance of the system are different, so
the load balancing variance of the system is normalized.
The load balancing variance function is defined as:

σ = arctan
∑J

j=1 l j − �L
� �2
J

 !
× 2
π
: ð5Þ

Since the variance of load balancing is the inverse of var-
iance, the formula above shows that the larger the variance σ
of load balancing, the more balanced the load of the system.

If the video requested in time step t is vi, the quotation
value returned by action at of that step is

r st , atð Þ =
ω1 × dij + ω2 × 1 −

l j
C

� �
+ ω3 × σ, insert,

−1 + ω1 × dij + ω3 × σ, transfer,
−1, refuse,

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð6Þ

where i = 1, 2,⋯, I, j = 1, 2,⋯, J , when video vi is
deployed on the server Mj corresponding to decision action
at , there will be corresponding reward value ω1. If video vi

is not deployed on server Mj, the action is not a reasonable
access action. It is not in the optional action set, reward value
0, and reward value 1 − l j/C represents the remaining service
capability of the server. When the server is full, that is, the
residual service capacity is 0, the reward value is 0. When
migration occurs, because session migration has a certain
cost, the reward value is reduced by 1 as the corresponding
penalty. When the action is to reject the video request, the
return value is set to -1. ω1, ω2, and ω3 represent the weights
of the returns from the three optimization objectives, respec-
tively. The weights can be set according to the importance of
the optimization objectives, but the sum of the three weights
must satisfy ∑3

i=1ωi = 1.
Defined in MEC system state st , after taking action at , if

strategy μ is continuously implemented, the expected value
of immediate return is action-value function. Defined Bell-
man equation as follows:

Qμ st , atð Þ = E r st , atð Þ + γQμ st+1, μ st+1ð Þð Þ½ �, ð7Þ

where rðst , atÞ is the immediate return value after taking
action at under the state st of the MEC system. In the whole
session scheduling process, the above equation is the final
solution of the equation, and the optimal scheduling strategy
is obtained by solving the equation.
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3.3. Migration Computing Model. In MEC architecture, the
migration cost can be expressed as ∑I

i=1∑
J
j=1 max ðkij − aij, 0

Þ by the number of migrated sessions. In addition, this paper
specifies the maximum threshold M, i.e., ∑I

i=1∑
J
j=1 max ðkij

− aij, 0Þ ≤M, for a single migration cost, where the value of
M is determined by OpenFlow’s flow processing capability.

Under the unbalanced load distribution, the full-loaded
servers can continue to access new requests only if some ses-
sions are moved out. Therefore, whether the load is balanced
or not will indirectly affect the cost of migration. In practice,
due to the fluctuation of request distribution, all kinds of
video requests do not arrive strictly according to popularity.
The scheme of optimizing the acceptance rate mentioned
above can easily lead to an unbalanced load and increase
the cost. Therefore, a goal of load balancing maintenance is
introduced.

(1) For new requests arriving immediately r, due to the
directive allocation threshold, r can only be con-
nected to nodes that have not yet reachedM, in order
to minimize the load imbalance. Therefore, the fol-
lowing new optimization objectives have been added

min 〠
I

i=1
〠
J

j=1
max arij − aij, 0

� �( )
, ð8Þ

where Ar is a constant matrix, the calculation method is:
for vr , assuming that Mj is the node deployed vr with the
smallest load, the corresponding element arrj = krj + 1; of
course, the corresponding element arrj = krj + 1, i ≠ r on the
other nodes. In addition, for the rest of the video vi, i ≠ r,
the corresponding element is arrj = krj, ∀j ≤ 1.

(2) For all subsequent arrival requests, in order to con-
nect them to the minimum load node, it is necessary
to ensure that each allocation threshold is larger than
the number of sessions [18]. In addition, considering
the continuity and randomness of request arrival, the
difference between the allocation threshold and the
number of sessions should also be related to the
arrival of requests and other factors [19, 20]. There-
fore, the following new optimization objectives have
been added

min 〠
I

i=1
〠
J

j=1
θi ×max a∗ij − aij, 0

� �
× γj

( )
, ð9Þ

where A∗ is a constant matrix, assuming that Ri repre-
sents the number of requests that vi has not yet arrived, it
can be approximately expressed as Ri =max ðJCpi −∑J

j=1kij
, 0Þ. For the node set Ni = fj ∣ dij = 1, j ≤ Jg of deployment

vi, the corresponding element a∗ij = kij + Ri/∑J
j=1dij, and for

the remaining nodes, the corresponding element a∗ij = 0.

θ1×I and γJ×1 are weight vectors, considering that popular
video is more likely to affect the load distribution, the weight
θi is desirable pi; considering that lightweight nodes should
allocate larger thresholds, the weight γi is desirable ð1 − l j/CÞ.

From the effect point of view, the smaller the load of
nodes, the larger the allocation threshold to undertake more
requests for access. However, since this optimization strategy
is adopted after the start of MEC, the load of each node is
basically balanced, so the abovementioned average allocation
processing can still achieve the desired effect.

In addition to the limitation of the cost of a single migra-
tion, the following constraints should be considered: the ser-
vice capacity limitation of each server; the value range
limitation of aij; and the principle of “no reduction in the
number of actual sessions.”

In summary, with session assignment matrix A as a deci-
sion variable, the migration computation model can be
expressed as follows:

Obj 1 : min 〠
I

i=1
〠
J

j=1
max arij − aij, 0

� �( )
,

Obj 2 : min 〠
I

i=1
〠
J

j=1
θi ×max a∗ij − aij, 0

� �
× γj

( )
,

ð10Þ

where A and A∗ are const matrix.
Subject to:

〠
I

i=1
〠
J

j=1
max kij − aij, 0

� �
≤M,

〠
J

j=1
aij ≥ 〠

J

j=1
kij,∀i ≤ I,

〠
J

j=1
aij ≥ αpi,∀i ≤ I,

〠
I

i=1
aij ≥ 1/J ,∀j ≤ J ,

0 ≤ aij ≤ dij,∀i ≤ I,∀j ≤ J:

ð11Þ

3.4. Scheduling Algorithm Based on Reinforcement Learning

3.4.1. Choice of Behavior Strategies. This paper chooses deter-
ministic behavior strategies and defines a function μ, which is
expressed as:

at = μ stð Þ: ð12Þ

The behavior of each step can be obtained by calculating
function μ. Function μ is simulated by using convolutional
neural network. The network is a strategy network with a
parameter of θμ. A function JðμÞ is used to measure the
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performance of strategy μ, which is defined as:

J μð Þ = E Qμ st , μ stð Þð Þ½ �, ð13Þ

where st is the state of the system, Qμðst , μðstÞÞ is in each
state, if the action at is selected according to policy μ, the Q
value can be generated, that is, JðμÞ is the expected value of
Qμðst , μðstÞÞ when policy μ. Therefore, the optimal behavior
strategy is the strategy μ which maximizes JðμÞ, that is,

μ = arg max J μð Þð Þ: ð14Þ

Network input is MEC system state, that is, video request
matrix, video deployment matrix, session distribution
matrix, and server adjacency matrix with size J × J . The
eigenvectors of the video request matrix and the video
deployment matrix represent the deployment information
of the current video on the server. The size of the eigenvec-
tors is I × J . The three eigenvectors are connected through
concat layer. Finally, the probability distribution of server
number is obtained by using Softmax classifier. The dimen-
sion is d, and the decision-making action is the server num-
ber corresponding to the maximum probability.

Start

Initialization
parameter

Call the trained policy network
reverse calculation to get the server

j to be accessed

Is there no
video v or j = 0 deployed on

the server?

Request
rejection

Is the server j fully loaded?

Request v to the server j

For session migration, move out
video v' from server j according to

relocation video policy

Get a new MEC system state.

Get decision action, calculate
instant report, construct sample

data (sk,ak,rk,sk+1)

Buffer

Random sampling calculates
policy gradient and updates
online network parameters

Soft update algorithm updates
target network parameters

Whether the
updated state is the

target state

Figure 4: Strengthened learning algorithms for video session migration flow chart.
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Figure 5: The relation between the receiving rate of user request
and system load under Zipf distribution.
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In order to make it more exploratory, on the basis of the
deterministic strategy, behavior search is added, that is, 30%
of the actions are randomly selected in the optional action
space, and the remaining actions are the output of the strat-
egy network.

3.4.2. Iterative Value Calculation. In this paper, the convolu-
tion neural network is used to simulate Q function. The net-
work is calledQ network. Its parameter is θQ. The model ofQ
network is shown in Figure 3.

The input of Q network is the MEC system state and
action vector, and the action vector is the result of transform-
ing the probability distribution vector of the output of policy
network into one-hot vector, the size of which is I × J . In net-
work training, input sample data is highly correlated with
time, and direct training is not easy to converge. In order to

break the correlation between data, the method of “experi-
ence playback” is used to save the generated sample data into
the buffer, and the sample data used in training is randomly
extracted from the buffer.

In the process of network training, this paper uses the tar-
get network method to establish the copy θμ and θQ of the
policy network and Q network to calculate the target value,
and then update the original network slowly in the propor-
tion of τ. Through this network learning method, the learn-
ing process will be more stable and convergence will be
more guaranteed. The flow chart of reinforcement learning
algorithm based on deterministic strategy gradient is shown
in Figure 4.

4. Experiment and Analysis

4.1. Parameter Setting. In the environment of the MEC sys-
tem simulation, the environment parameters are as follows:
the total number of streaming media servers J = 30, the
capacity of each streaming media serverS = 40, the maximum
number of service sessions C = 100, and the number of video
types I = 350. At the same time, assuming that the arrival rate
of users’ requests obeys Poisson distribution of ζ requests per
minute, the value of ζ ranges from 58 to 65. The average play-
back time is set to 30 minutes, and the system can support
2000 (JC) user video requests concurrently in one playback
time. Therefore, when ζ = 65ð1900/30Þ, the system reaches
full load. The video content requested by users obeys Zipf
distribution and random uniform distribution, respectively.

In order to analyze the effectiveness and practicability of
deep reinforcement learning algorithm, this paper pro-
grammed on tensorflow platform and applied it in the
MEC system session scheduling strategy. The parameters of
the algorithm are as follows: the learning rate of policy net-
work is 0.0001, the learning rate of Q network is 0.001, the
discount coefficient is 0.95, the capacity of buffer is 1,00000,
the preheating coefficient of buffer is 1,000, the number of
iterations is 100,000, the upper limit of time step is 60 steps,

Ref. [8] algorithm
Ref. [9] algorithm
The proposed method
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Figure 6: The relationship between total migration sessions and
system load under Zipf distribution.
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Figure 7: The relation between running time and system load under
Zipf distribution.
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Figure 8: The relation between the receiving rate of user request
and system load under random uniform distribution.
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the number of samples for each iteration is 600, and the
weight coefficient in the return function is ω1 = 0:8, ω2 =
0:1, ω3 = 0:1.

4.2. Result Analysis. In this paper, according to the parame-
ters set in Section 4.1, the deep neural network training is car-
ried out. The trained network model is used in the MEC
system simulation experiment, and the simulation time is
set to 300 minutes. In order to better reflect the effect of algo-
rithm optimization, under the same experimental conditions,
the proposed algorithm is compared with Ref. [8] algorithm
and Ref. [9] algorithm. In this paper, user request receipt rate,
total number of migrated sessions, and running time are used
as performance evaluation indicators.

Set the video content requested by the user to follow Zipf
distribution. Figures 5–7 show the relationship between the
user request reception rate, the total number of migration
sessions and the running time of the simulation algorithm,
and the system load under this condition, respectively.

As can be seen from Figures 5 and 6, in the case of low
load (ζ ≤ 61), the user request reception rate and the total
number of migration sessions of this method are basically
the same as Ref. [8] algorithm and Ref. [9] algorithm. In
the case of high load (ζ > 61), the receiving rate of user
requests and the total number of migrating sessions of this
method are lower than Ref. [8] algorithm and Ref. [9]
algorithm.

Compared with Ref. [8] algorithm and Ref. [9] algorithm,
the average receipt rates of user requests in this method are
reduced by 0.85% and 1.72%, respectively, and the total num-
ber of migrated sessions is reduced by 3.55% and 5.29%,
respectively. The result shows the advantage of reinforce-
ment learning. Because session transfer is cost-effective, in
order to obtain greater returns, the decision-maker con-
stantly adjusts the decision-making actions and ultimately
reduces the cost of transfer, while guaranteeing a higher
request reception rate.

As can be seen from Figure 7, for both low load and high
load, the running time of the proposed algorithm is better
than Ref. [8] algorithm and Ref. [9] algorithm, and the run-
ning time is shortened by 39.98% and 54.54% on average,
respectively. Because in the process of user requesting access,
the session allocation threshold needs to be constantly
updated by method Ref. [8] algorithm, which leads to a lot
of computation, and method Ref. [9] algorithm needs to be
constantly overlapped. In order to find the optimal solution,
the deep reinforcement learning method used in this paper
only needs to make scheduling decisions through the trained
strategy network, which has less computational complexity
and improves efficiency.

In order to evaluate the adaptability of the proposed algo-
rithm, a random uniform distribution of video content
requested by users is set up. Figures 8–10 show the relation-
ship between the request reception rate, the total number of
migration sessions, and the running time of the simulation
algorithm and the system load under this condition, respec-
tively. Compared with Ref. [8] algorithm and Ref. [9] algo-
rithm, the average receipt rate of user requests in this
algorithm is reduced by 0.41% and 1.19%, the total number
of migrated sessions is reduced by 3.64% and 6.57%, respec-
tively, and the running time is reduced by 45.28% and
56.03%, respectively. The experimental results show that
the proposed algorithm has a certain degree of self-
adaptability. When the distribution of user requests changes,
the scheduling strategy can still be adjusted in the training
process, resulting in a lower migration cost and a higher user
request reception rate.

In summary, the proposed deep reinforcement learning-
based session scheduling strategy for streaming media edge
cloud not only achieves better request access effect but also
has lower migration cost. More importantly, it has a great
speed advantage, that is, shorter running time. At the same
time, it has strong adaptability in an uncertain MEC system
environment.
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Figure 9: The relationship between total migration session number
and system load under random uniform distribution.
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5. Conclusion

In order to achieve efficient and smooth resource scheduling
for streaming media service system in cloud mode, this paper
proposes a video stream session migration method based on
deep reinforcement learning. The method transforms session
migration problem into reinforcement learning problem;
defines state space, action set, and return function; calculates
session volume according to load; and uses convolutional
neural network to fit behavior selection strategy function
and action-value function. The experimental results show
that compared with the methods of Ref. [8] algorithm and
Ref. [9] algorithm, this strategy can reduce the migration cost
and shorten the running time.

This paper only considers the video session request
access server as the output of Q network. Later research
focuses on the video session request access server and the
video session moved out of the server as the output of Q net-
work, in order to improve the migration method of stream-
ing media edge cloud session and extend the application
object to dynamic video session.
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The agricultural Internet of Things system, with its large-scale, highly heterogeneous, and dynamic characteristics, brings certain
difficulties to the provision of agricultural Internet of Things services. Considering the multiple requests of the agricultural
Internet of Things at any random moment, which have the characteristics of multiple sources, multiple types, and uneven tasks,
this paper establishes an optimization model for the minimum service cost and proposes a collaborative evolution to intelligent
agricultural dynamic services under the Internet of Things environment multiobjective optimization method. First, according to
the probability that the allele on the fragment to be vaccinated has appeared in the memory bank, use the detection strategy to
judge whether the solution is illegal; secondly, compare the optimal individual with other values appearing on the gene locus,
judge whether the optimal gene or fall into the local optimal, and inoculate with probability through simulated annealing;
finally, the total service cost and service time were evaluated under the two service provision strategies and compared with the
other three intelligent algorithms; the results confirmed the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. At the same
time, the simulation results show that the proposed collaborative multiobjective optimization algorithm can achieve better
performance.

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things is a technological form with the char-
acteristics of the times. It is a comprehensive technological
form that will inevitably arise after network technology,
embedded technology, sensor technology, cloud computing
technology, and other related technologies that reach a cer-
tain level. It is an essential data acquisition, transmission,
and processing mode in the era of big data [1]. As a general
technical means, the Internet of Things has been extensively
studied. However, the combination of the Internet of Things
and specific fields requires reoptimization and design of the
technology [2–4].

The agricultural Internet of Things is the core technology
of the smart agricultural system. The smart agricultural sys-
tem is a complex system formed by the fusion of multiple sys-
tems [5]. Errors in system design can have disastrous
consequences for production. In the process of applying the

Internet of Things to the agricultural system, the correctness
of the system design directly affects the operation of the sys-
tem [6, 7]. Regardless of hardware or software, due to the
complexity of the system itself and the diversity of the agri-
cultural environment in which it is located, it will be difficult
to achieve the perfect system design. How to ensure the cor-
rectness of the design of the agricultural Internet of Things
system is a problem that must be solved [8]. The agricultural
Internet of Things connects the three parties of “man-
machine-things” to form a community. It is helpful for agri-
cultural practitioners to manage and control all links, ele-
ments, and subsystems in agriculture more scientifically,
precisely, and in real time. This greatly improves human’s
awareness of the individual nature of agricultural animals
and plants, the monitoring and adjustment capabilities of
complex agricultural systems, and the ability to respond to
emergencies in agricultural production [9]. The agricultural
Internet of Things is a systematic project with strong
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comprehensiveness. It is the only way for agricultural pro-
duction to achieve green environmental protection, high-
quality, high-efficiency, and scientific development. The tra-
ditional agricultural model is far from being able to meet
the long-term sustainable development needs of agriculture.
Currently, research on the Internet of Things in agriculture
has been widely implemented worldwide. But overall, the
application is still in the experimental demonstration stage
[10–12].

The agricultural Internet of Things service is an emerging
industry and an inevitable trend of intelligent agricultural
production in the future [13]. From the perception of the
Internet of Things to decision-making and then to control,
it is a necessary link to realize the integrated intelligent con-
trol of the autonomous service of the Internet of Things. The
perception of the Internet of Things has problems such as
information uncertainty and high redundancy. It is necessary
to study data processing methods such as data cleaning, data
compression, and data fusion to realize the efficient percep-
tion of Internet of Things information [14–16]. Sensor per-
ception is like the human sensory system, actively
discovering or passively receiving external stimuli. They can
extract details from the external environment even faster
than human observers.

Since artificial intelligence was proposed in 1956, it has
been the research direction of scholars and computational
intelligence is an important branch of artificial intelligence
research. Computational intelligence is based on the perspec-
tive of biological evolution to recognize and simulate intelli-
gence. It is based on data and solves problems through
training to establish connections [17–19]. Natural biological
systems have evolved many mechanisms in the process of
continuous evolution and have strong adaptability to com-
plex and dynamic changes in the external environment.
The different components or organizations of the biological
system can function autonomously and collaboratively under
limited rules to realize the complex behaviors and functions
of the entire system. At present, many scholars try to summa-
rize and abstract the action rules and regulatory control
mechanisms of biological systems into mathematical forms
or action rules. It provides a theoretical basis and a new
source of inspiration for designing efficient and robust com-
plex network architectures, control systems, learning sys-
tems, and optimization algorithms [20].

2. Related Works

The application scenarios of the agricultural Internet of
Things are mainly concentrated in the field, facility garden-
ing, and livestock and poultry breeding. Since the agricultural
Internet of Things is based on a specific application scenario
of agriculture, it should be closely integrated with
agriculture-related scenarios in its design and implementa-
tion. In the realization of the system, the universal character-
istics of the Internet of Things should be considered and the
characteristics of the combination with agricultural produc-
tion conditions should be considered. The data collected by
these perception layers are transmitted through the Internet
of Things. In the application management layer, the data is

analyzed and decided. Participate in the automatic control
and adjustment of the production environment of agricul-
tural products to ensure that agricultural products have a
suitable production environment and obtain the best produc-
tion conditions.

Reference [21–23] discussed the issue of resource service
provision on cloud platforms. Efficient resource service pro-
vision strategy can guarantee satisfactory cloud computing
services to end users. Reference [24] introduced the Nash
equilibrium to deal with resource transaction activities
between cloud service providers and used game theory in
the process of providing Internet of Things services. Refer-
ence [25] uses resource sharing among cloud service pro-
viders for customs clearance to achieve efficient use of
limited resources and improve service quality. In the cloud
model, on-demand computing resources (such as networks,
storage, and servers) can be allocated from a shared resource
pool with minimal management. Infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) is one of the most common cloud service models. In
the IaaS model, services are deployed as virtual machines in
the cloud computing infrastructure, with the goal of extreme
use of resources [26]. In contrast, in the resource and service
scheduling model widely studied in cloud computing, users
are charged according to their resource usage and required
service quality specifications, while the focus of the Internet
of Things service model is different from the cloud model.
Although cloud computing is important in Internet of
Things analysis and data storage, the Internet of Things does
not necessarily include the cloud. Nevertheless, the service
scenarios are different but the ideas provided by these ser-
vices can open up ideas for the provision of Internet of
Things services.

Reference [27] proposed a service provision platform for
the Internet of Things based on a multilevel and multidimen-
sional model. It can access large heterogeneous resources and
expose their functions as a lightweight service. In a distrib-
uted Internet of Things environment, it provides a unified
message space to promote the on-demand dissemination
and sharing of sensor information. The platform supports
application sharing and reuse of resources and provides an
infrastructure for Internet of Things application models. Ref-
erence [28] uses the neuroendocrine system’s comprehensive
regulation mechanism of blood glucose concentration to
realize the monitoring of randomly generated service
requests by the Internet of Things. However, the service
delivery strategy has not been studied in depth. Reference
[29] proposed a framework model for service submission
based on the Internet of Things. Based on this model, abstract
and dynamic collaboration methods are used to realize the
resource sharing of the Internet of Things and the service
dynamic composition technology is adopted to realize the
rapid submission of complex services. However, it does not
consider the algorithm’s resource consumption and optimiza-
tion of the service capability itself. Reference [30] adopts a
method of network perception, using genetic algorithm to
realize adaptive service selection and provision. Reference
[31] adopts configurable event-driven combination and adap-
tive service provision, which is divided into three core services:
coordination service, context service, and event service.
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At this stage, the agricultural Internet of Things is in the
early stage of construction, commercial terminals have not
yet been widely popularized, the business volume is small,
and there is a lack of optimization experience to learn from.
It is urgent to carry out targeted research on network and
business collaborative optimization. The main research con-
tents of this paper are as follows:

(1) Based on the probability that the alleles on the frag-
ments to be vaccinated have appeared in the memory
bank, the detection strategy is used to judge whether
the solution is illegal. It can effectively improve the
shortcomings of premature convergence and poor
local search ability

(2) Compare the optimal individual with other values
that have appeared on the gene locus, and judge
whether the optimal gene or the local optimal. And
inoculate with probability through simulated anneal-
ing to improve the robustness of the algorithm

(3) Evaluate the total service cost and total service time
under the two service provision strategies. The exper-
imental results verify the feasibility and effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm

3. Agricultural Internet of Things Service
Architecture and Optimization Model

3.1. Agricultural Internet of Things Service Architecture.
There are two main occasions for agriculture: facility agricul-
ture and field. In facility agriculture, there are usually more
greenhouse environments. The research in this paper is
aimed at coevolutionary multiobjective optimizing the
methods for intelligent agricultural dynamic services in the
Internet of Things environment. Various sensors are
installed to monitor the growth of various vegetables and
fruits. The service architecture of the agricultural Internet
of Things is shown in Figure 1.

Examples of sensors include temperature sensors,
humidity sensors, soil moisture sensors, nutrition measure-
ment sensors, and carbon dioxide sensors, used to measure
physical parameters such as temperature, relative humidity,
soil water content, soil nutrients, and carbon dioxide concen-
tration. These monitored data are sent to the computer plat-
form (network layer) through aggregation and then analyzed
and processed. Data that meets a certain condition is consid-
ered a service request in this chapter. When the sink node
integrates all kinds of data from sensors, several service
requests will be generated. All the request tasks are scheduled
and assigned to different service devices by the service com-
puting platform in a global optimization way. Here, we con-
sider them as a service request queue. The multiservice
window system of agricultural Internet of Things can be
modeled as the M/G/n queuing model. This paper adopts
the parallel batch processing mode for requests in unit time.
In this agricultural Internet of Things service scenario, some
agricultural equipment, such as irrigation machines, fertilizer
spreaders, and spraying machines, is a service provider. The
agricultural Internet of Things service architecture has three

layers: intelligent perception layer, network layer, and equip-
ment control layer. Suppose that there are only two types of
equipment that provide services, irrigation machines and fer-
tilizer spreaders. According to the degree of water shortage or
undernutrition, the priority of requests is defined into two
categories: urgent and general. If this is an urgent task, it will
have a higher priority.

The most basic components of an Internet of Things tem-
perature sensing service should be completed by related func-
tional components such as sensors, Internet of Things data
transmission layers, and web services in the Internet of Things
system. At the data transmission layer of the Internet of
Things, it is possible to complete the encapsulation of the
Internet of Things functions required for temperature sensing
services, such as combining the relative position information
of the humidity sensor node with the temperature value to
form a new data structure and other operations. The release
of temperature sensing service can be done by using the web
service in the system, and the web service can provide func-
tions such as retrieval and browsing of related information.

3.2. Optimization Model. The biological immune system is a
kind of control system with strong robustness and adaptive
ability in complex disturbance and uncertain environment.
The endocrine system and the immune system have a close
two-way regulatory connection. Endocrine hormones can
enhance or weaken the immune function through hormone
receptors on immune cells. The immune system affects the
endocrine system through cytokines, and the same cytokine
has specificity in the regulation of different hormone secre-
tion activities.

There is a general rule of hormone secretion by hormone
glands. The rise and fall of hormone regulation follows the
Hill function, as shown in formulas (1) and (2), respectively.

Fup Gð Þ = Gn

Gn + Tn
, ð1Þ

Fdown Gð Þ = Tn

Gn + Tn
, ð2Þ

where G is the independent variable, T is a threshold value
greater than 0, n is the Hill coefficient, and its value is greater
than 1. n and T jointly control the slope.

Using the Hill function, the secretion of hormone A is
expressed in the following form:

SA = aFup downð Þ Bð Þ + SA0, ð3Þ

where hormone B controls hormone A, SA0 is the base value
of hormone A, and a represents a constant coefficient.

AIE is an improved adaptive immune algorithm based on
the endocrine regulation mechanism. This algorithm can
make individuals have good diversity and effectively over-
come the problems of immature convergence and slow evo-
lution. This is mainly due to the adaptive crossover and
mutation probability factors designed in this paper. Follow
the law of Hill function to regulate the rise and fall of endo-
crine hormone secretion regulation.
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4. Adaptive Immune Algorithm Based on
Endocrine Regulation

4.1. The Mapping Relationship between the Agricultural
Internet of Things System and the Immune System. Immunity
is a part of species evolution, which enables the body to dis-
tinguish between the antigen and the body in the body and
produce antibodies to inhibit the invasion of the antigen.
After the action is over, the antibodies will be balanced to
keep the environment in the body stable. Incidentally,
immune cells are produced to produce rapid and effective
responses to similar antigens in the future. The process by
which organisms produce antibodies to foreign antigens
through biochemical action to eliminate the invasion is called
immune response. During the first immune response, the
information is retained by memory cells after the body clears
the antigen. When the antibody carrying this kind of infor-
mation invades again, it will activate the memory cells and
quickly produce equivalent antibodies to eliminate the effect
through cell differentiation. This phenomenon has reference
significance for optimization problems.

4.2. Adaptive Immune Algorithm Flow. The adaptive thought
of genetic algorithm refers to an algorithm that dynamically
adjusts the control parameters in the algorithm according
to the changes in the fitness of the population during the
operation of the genetic algorithm. Its main purpose is to
increase the diversity of the population at the right time to
avoid the situation where the algorithm falls into a local opti-
mal solution. As far as genetic algorithm is concerned, it is
mainly used to adjust the crossover probability and mutation
probability.

This paper mainly uses information entropy to character-
ize the similarity of the population, so as to adaptively adjust
the crossover probability and mutation probability. The spe-
cific description of the algorithm is as follows:

(1) Population average information entropy

H nð Þ = 1
L
〠
L−1

j=0
Hj Nð Þ, ð4Þ

where HjðNÞ is the information entropy of the j-th gene:

Hj Nð Þ = 〠
S−1

n=0
− pij log2pij, ð5Þ

where pij is the probability that the j-th symbol appears on
the locus

(2) Population similarity

A Nð Þ =
1

1 +H Nð Þ , ð6Þ

where AðNÞ characterizes the overall similarity of the entire
population

(3) Adaptive strategy

When the fitness of the population tends to be consistent
or tends to the local optimum, increase Pc and Pm, and
decrease Pc and Pm when the fitness is relatively scattered.
Pc and Pm are automatically adjusted according to the follow-
ing formula:

Pc = e2 A Nð Þ−1ð Þ,
Pm = 0:1e2 A Nð Þ−1ð Þ

ð7Þ

(4) Adaptive extraction of vaccines

The adaptive extraction of vaccines specifically includes
two processes: extraction of vaccines and vaccination.
Assuming that the Kb antibodies with the best fitness in each
generation preserved population, then K ∗ Kb antibodies
were retained in the most recent K generation to form the
optimal antibody group. Each locus of each antibody has k1
, k2,⋯, ks, where s symbols for selection. The probability that
the i-th allele is kj is

Intellisense Network layer Device control layer

Temperature sensor 

Soil moisture sensor

Nutrition sensor

Sink node
Service

computing
platform

Irrigation
machine 

Fertilizer

Spraying
machine 

Service request flow Service providers

Figure 1: Agricultural Internet of Things service architecture.
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pij =
1

K ∗ Kb
〠

K∗Kb

j=1
aj ð8Þ

Select the antibody to be vaccinated from the parent pop-
ulation, and select one or more gene fragments according to
the roulette method. Generate new immune individuals by
replacing gene code values to form a better population. The
gene fragment selection method is as follows: from the above
extraction of the vaccine, we know that the vaccine is H = ð
h1, h2,⋯, hLÞ, so

qi =
pi

∑L
j=1pj

, i = 1, 2,⋯, L: ð9Þ

This paper proposes an adaptive immune genetic algo-
rithm with endocrine regulation (AIGE). The information
entropy is calculated to evaluate the similarity of the popula-
tion, so as to adaptively adjust the crossover probability and
mutation probability. The algorithm adopts the method of
dynamically extracting vaccines, which avoids the shortcom-
ing of a slower convergence rate due to the reduced effective-
ness of static vaccines in the evolution process. The flow of
the improved adaptive immune genetic algorithm is shown
in Figure 2.

4.3. Improved Design of the Immune Genetic Algorithm. The
simple immune genetic algorithm simulates the antibody
memory antigen information bionic from the immune sys-
tem of the organism into a vaccine operator composed of
recording tape solving problem feature information, prior
knowledge, and heuristic rules. By extracting vaccines, the
original random search of the genetic algorithm is improved
to some extent. This improvement has demonstrated excel-
lent search results in many combination optimization prob-
lems. But with the continuous optimization of intelligent
algorithms, immune genetic algorithm, as an improved algo-
rithm of genetic algorithm, still inherits randomness. The
cross-based global search weakens the local convergence,
and the Pareto solution is often not obtained when solving
large-scale problems with complex space. Because vaccina-
tion and immune selection tend to converge in one direction,
it is not conducive to maintaining diversity of the population.

The survival of the fittest in the evolution process is
judged based on the affinity set by the objective function. It
is impossible to absolutely judge the pros and cons of individ-
ual gene segments, leading to missed opportunities to find
the optimal solution earlier. The setting of parameters needs
to be considered for various algorithms. Setting fixed control
parameters for operations such as crossover and mutation
before searching is not suitable for the updated status of the
new population. The extraction of vaccines is also difficult.
Insufficient and inaccurate prior knowledge will reduce the
overall effectiveness of the algorithm. The implicit informa-
tion of a certain vaccination may lead to iterative guidance,
causing the search to go in a certain direction and stall. In
addition, the preextracted vaccine sometimes cannot obtain
prior knowledge from the question to be asked or it is difficult
to discover characteristic information. Taking too long to

extract information will lead to the time inefficiency of the
algorithm. Aiming at these deficiencies of the basic immune
genetic algorithm, this paper proposes to improve the algo-
rithm design in the following aspects: adopting a two-layer
coding based on machine selection and process sequencing
to avoid illegal solutions.

Evaluation the antibodies after population initialization.
Using concentration inhibition, the concentration Cv of anti-
body v in the population refers to the proportion of the anti-
body with its similar antibodies in the population, namely,

Cv =
1
N

〠
N

w=1
Avw: ð10Þ

In population renewal, the concentration of antibodies
with high affinity is increased and it will be inhibited when
it reaches a certain value. On the contrary, the production
and selection probability of antibodies with low concentra-
tion should be increased. Therefore, when judging whether
the diversity meets the requirements, different similarity
thresholds γ should be set according to the size of the group
N . But so far, the selection of γ still lacks a strong theoretical

Start

End

Antigen recognition

Generate initial
population 

Select operation

Adaptive crossover
and mutation 

Extract the vaccine

Vaccination

Immune selection

Population update

Immune memory

Termination
condition

N

Y

Figure 2: Flow chart of the adaptive immune genetic algorithm. Y:
yes; N; no.
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basis. Refer to the fitness threshold of the critical path to
modify it so that it quickly converges and obtains the global
optimal solution.

Refer to medical treatment to prevent allergic reaction,
immune deficiency, autoimmunity, virus infection and other
immune abnormalities. For vaccination, the “skin test” and
other prevaccination tests are carried out to avoid overimmu-
nity and underimmunity. The allele selection of the detection
strategy is used to judge. The specific method is to compare
the corresponding loci of the new and old optimal individ-
uals. If the probability of occurrence is small, strictly control
it and decide whether to discard it after judging whether the
solution is illegal. If the similarity of a certain gene locus to be
vaccinated is high, it is also judged whether it is the best gene
or falls into the local optimum. If the gene locus has other
values that can constitute an individual with higher fitness,
simulated annealing is used to inoculate with probability to
avoid local optimality. The method is as follows: when the
temperature is T , the i-th allele Ki to be vaccinated is hi
and the difference between the two solutions is Δf = f ðhiÞ
− f ðKiÞ. If Δf < 0, inoculate; if Δf > 0, inoculate with proba-
bility Pv

Pv = T tð Þ ∗ e
f hið Þ− f Kið Þ

KT , ð11Þ

where TðtÞ = k ∗ Tðt − 1Þ, t is the cooling times, and Boltz-
mann constant k can be set as a positive number close to 1,
such as 0.95.

4.4. Convergence Analysis. Let the population size of the
immune genetic algorithm be N0. Let the length of individual
chromosomes be L. Genes are coded in the Q system, and the
crossover and mutation probabilities are Pc and Pm, respec-
tively. The probability of a certain gene mutation in another
situation is 1/ðQ − 1Þ. The state transition equation of
immune genetic algorithm is

Ak ��!cross
Bk ������!mutations

Ck �������!vaccination
Dk �����������!immune selection

Ak+1:

ð12Þ

The state transition from Ak to Dk forms a Markov chain.
By analogy, Ak+1 to Dk+1 are still a Markov chain. Let N0 be a
point in the state space S = XN0 ; then, the coordinates of the
point are individuals in the search space X. The number of
S states is denoted by jSj. A certain state in S is denoted as
Si ∈ S, i = 1, 2,⋯, jSj. The ownership of the subset in the
search space is represented by Si ∈ Sj. Use Vi

k to represent
the state si of the random variable V in the k generation.

Let f be the fitness function on X. Suppose that the opti-
mal state set S∗ = fx ∈ Xj f ðxÞ =max

xi∈X
f ðxiÞg. For any popula-

tion distribution after multiple iterations, the probability
convergence is expressed as

lim
k→∞

〠
si∩S∗≠∅

P Ai
k+1

� �

= 1: ð13Þ

Research has proved that the immune genetic algorithm

is probabilistically convergent, and the genetic algorithm
alone cannot guarantee convergence to the global optimal
solution. Vaccines that improve antibody fitness above the
average level will spread exponentially and vice versa.

5. Experiment and Result Analysis

5.1. Parameter Settings. This section designates an agricul-
tural Internet of Things area for experimentation. The per-
ception data from the sensor needs to be analyzed and
processed according to the various parameters of good plant
growth. After the service request is issued, the service com-
puting platform calculates and selects the optimal service
device based on the request type and workload and then
turns on and controls the device switch.

The parameter value setting is shown in Table 1. In
Table 2, λ indicates the average number of requests that reach
the system per unit time. In this section, five batches of the
request tasks are tested under each λ value. The number of
requests in each batch is based on random numbers gener-
ated under the current λ value. The number of sensor nodes

Table 1: Regional settings of agricultural Internet of Things.

Parameter Value

Length 90

Width 90

Number of device nodes 100

Number of sensor nodes 200

Table 2: Poisson distribution parameter setting.

Parameter Value

λ = 5 R = 3, 5, 8½ �
λ = 10 R = 8 – 11, 13½ �
λ = 15 R = 18, 10, 15, 32, 8½ �
λ = 20 R = 28, 31, 26, 35, 32½ �

Table 3: Each algorithm parameter setting.

Parameter PSO GA IA Improved AIE

Population size 60 60 60 60

Crossover probability / 0.25 0.6 Adaptive

Mutation probability / 0.02 0.1 Adaptive

Adaptive

P0
c / / / 0.6

P0
m / / / 0.2

α / / / 0.1

β / / / 0.2

nc / / / 2

nω / / / 2

ω [0.3, 0.88] /

c1, c2 [0.8, 2.7] / / /
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is set to 200 to ensure a sufficient number of requests in dif-
ferent experimental environments. The number of device
nodes is set to 100. Considering the actual scenario, the
greenhouse generally uses nearby irrigation machines or
other equipment. If the distance between the request and
the service is greater than a certain set threshold, the obtained
service plan is meaningless. Therefore, the optimal service
scheduling schemes given in this article are all based on the
scope of implementation of the equipment.

Table 3 gives the parameter values when various algo-
rithms are running. The termination conditions of each algo-
rithm are set to 100 epochs.

5.2. Comparison of Simulation Results. In order to fully verify
the performance advantages of the proposed algorithm for
improving AIGE, this paper chooses particle swarm optimi-
zation (PSO), genetic algorithm (GA), immune algorithm
(IA), and the algorithm of this paper to compare
experiments.

Figure 3 shows the total service cost of different request
arrival rates under the single-service strategy. In
Figures 3(a)–3(d), it can be observed that the adaptive
immune algorithm proposed in this paper has the best per-
formance under four different request arrival rates. When λ

=5 and λ=10, the proposed improved AIE algorithm is better
than the PSO algorithm, which is roughly consistent with the
performance of the GA algorithm. The results also show that
as the value of λ increases, the proposed improved AIE algo-
rithm gradually shows its superiority over GA and PSO algo-
rithms. This shows that the proposed improved AIGE
algorithm has the potential to solve high-dimensional
problems.

Figure 4 shows the total service cost of different request
arrival rates under the collaborative service strategy. As
shown in the figure, the algorithm proposed in this paper
has the lowest service cost ratio and its performance ranks
first. It can be seen in Figure 4(a) that when λ=10, the total
cost value obtained by improving the AIE algorithm and
GA is very close. It can be seen in Figure 4(d) that the differ-
ence between the improved AIGE algorithm and the results
obtained by GA in processing the fourth and fifth batches
of requests is relatively small. This is because their ability to
explore the solution space is close when requesting these
two large quantities under the collaborative service strategy.
When the number of requests in the first three batches
is relatively small, the improved AIE algorithm is slightly
better than the GA algorithm. In Figures 4(b) and 4(c),
it can be observed that the improved AIGE algorithm
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Figure 3: Comparison of objective function values under a single-service strategy.
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has the best performance. When λ=30 and λ=40, the
results shown in Figures 4(c) and 4(d) reveal the superior-
ity of the improved AIGE algorithm under the collabora-
tive service strategy.

It can be seen from the above results that the total cost
curve conforms to normal fluctuations, which depends on
the change in the number of requests. For the same λ value,
the change directions of the curves of the four algorithms
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are the same. The service system can choose the service mode
freely according to the specific situation. For example, when
multiple requests are in the peak period or the task is urgent,
the system can choose the cooperative service strategy to
reduce the service time; otherwise, it can choose the single-
service strategy.

It can be seen in Figure 5(a) that for four different λ
values, the curves of the GA algorithm and the IA algorithm
remain relatively smooth. As the value of λ increases, the
curve of the improved AIGE algorithm shows a slow upward
trend, while the PSO shows a sharp upward trend. This illus-
trates that for PSO, the calculation time is very sensitive to
the dimensionality of the problem. It can be seen in
Figure 5(b) that each algorithm under the collaborative ser-
vice strategy takes more time than under the single-service
strategy. Because the collaboration strategy requires more
service providers to participate in the task. The increase in
computing workload is normal. Although the improved
AIGE algorithm proposed in this paper consumes more com-
puting time than the IA algorithm and the GA algorithm, it
obtains a lower service cost.

6. Conclusion

This article systematically introduces and analyzes the service
selection and optimization methods of the agricultural Inter-
net of Things. Collaborative optimization of Agricultural
Internet of things service resources has been deeply studied.
A single-service strategy and a collaborative service strategy
optimization model are constructed. A coevolutionary multi-
objective optimization method for intelligent agricultural
dynamic services under the Internet of Things environment
is proposed. According to the probability that the allele on
the fragment to be vaccinated has appeared in the memory
bank, the detection strategy is used to judge whether the solu-
tion is illegal. By comparing other values that have appeared
on the gene locus, the optimal individual can be formed to
judge whether the optimal gene or the local optimality. And
through simulated annealing to inoculate with probability,
the resource allocation and optimization for the dynamic ser-
vice of the agricultural Internet of Things are solved. Evaluate
the total service cost and total service time under the two ser-
vice provision strategies. The results confirmed the superior-
ity of the proposed improved AIGE algorithm. This article
proposes a service cost and service time minimization model
from the perspective of service providers. In the future, the
cost of the service request party will be considered to make
the Internet of Things service model more perfect.
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In the last decade, energy harvesting wireless sensor network (EHWSN) has been well developed. By harvesting energy from the
surrounding environment, sensors in EHWSN remove the energy constraint and have an unlimited lifetime in theory. The long-
lasting character makes EHWSN suitable for Industry 4.0 applications that usually need sensors to monitor the machine state
and detect errors continuously. Most wireless sensor network protocols have become inefficient in EHWSN due to neglecting
the energy harvesting property. In this paper, we propose CPEH, which is a clustering protocol specially designed for the
EHWSN. CPEH considers the diversity of the energy harvesting ability among sensors in both cluster formation and intercluster
communication. It takes the node’s information such as local energy state, local density, and remote degree into account and
uses fuzzy logic to conduct the cluster head selection and cluster size allocation. Meanwhile, the Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) as a reinforcement learning strategy is utilized by CPEH to discover a highly efficient intercluster routing between cluster
heads and the base station. Furthermore, to avoid cluster dormancy, CPEH introduces the Cluster Head Relay (CHR) strategy to
allow the proper cluster member to undertake the cluster head that is energy depletion. We make a detailed simulation of CPEH
with some famous clustering protocols under different network scenarios. The result shows that CPEH can effectively improve
the network throughput and delivery ratio than others as well as successfully solve the cluster dormancy problem.

1. Introduction

The automatic and unmanned operation is one of the most
prominent characters in the Industry 4.0 era [1, 2]. To mon-
itor the industrial system’s state and detect errors, the Indus-
try 4.0 applications need a large number of sensors attached
to machines to report their sensing data to the control center
periodically [3]. Traditional wireless sensor networks (WSN)
face the weakness of energy supply [4]. When the sensors run
out of their energy, the network will suffer the performance
wreck. Replacing the sensor’s battery will bring extra cost
and even be impossible in some harsh scenarios. There are
currently many protocols designed for WSN trying to extend
the practical network lifetime [5–8] by saving and balancing
the energy consumption among sensors. However, the innate
defect of WSN cannot be covered up. Since the sense is a
long-term task, traditional WSN will no longer be suitable
in the Industry 4.0 era. In the last decade, the rapid develop-

ment of energy harvesting technology [9] makes tiny com-
mercial sensors with energy harvesting ability available.
Researchers proposed the energy harvesting wireless sensor
network (EHWSN) to realize the long-term operation [10,
11]. Sensors in EHWSN harvest energy from their surround-
ing environments and utilize the harvested energy to power
themselves. EHWSN eliminates the battery requirement
and has an unlimited lifetime, in theory, making it a promis-
ing technology in Industry 4.0 era.

EHWSN typically consists of a base station (BS) and a
larger number of sensors. Sensors generate their sensing data
shortly and periodically to guarantee the monitoring accu-
racy and quickly respond to the error. EHWSN shall handle
the heavy generated data timely and transmit all the informa-
tion to the BS, which is high energy costing. However, in the
majority of scenarios, the energy harvesting rates of sensors
are limited and individual [12]. To improve the network per-
formance, effective routing protocols are necessary for
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EHWSN to cut down the energy consumption while better
utilizing the harvested energy [13]. As a hierarchy approach,
clustering has been proved to have the inherited advantages
on energy efficiency and scalability compared with flat rout-
ing protocols [14, 15], making it suitable for EHWSN.

Clustering protocols work in rounds. Every round, the
cluster head (CH) will collect the data from its cluster mem-
bers (CMs) and upload the handled data to the BS. Since
CMs are usually close to each other, the data they generate
may have high correlations. The CH will take local data
fusion to remove the redundancy, thus reducing the data
quantity. The protocol can balance the workload over differ-
ent sensors and utilize the network harvested energy properly
by reconstructing the clusters, whereas despite the advan-
tages, at the present stage, most clustering protocols are
designed for traditional WSN. There will be some challenges
for them to work in the EHWSN condition. First, the primary
design purpose of current clustering protocols is to extend
the lifetime of WSN. Nevertheless, the leading aspiration of
EHWSN has turned to maximize the network performance
under the energy harvesting restrictions. Second, both the
cluster formation and the intercluster routing of current clus-
tering protocols do not consider the different energy harvest-
ing rates between sensors, resulting in a performance decline.
Last, in EHWSN, the sensor may deplete the energy and
return to the sleep state when serving as a CH. Current clus-
tering protocols cannot respond to this condition, causing
the cluster dormancy phenomenon.

In this paper, we propose CPEH, which is a clustering
protocol designed explicitly for EHWSN. CPEH cares about
the diversity of the energy harvesting ability among sensors
in both cluster formation and intercluster communication.
In the cluster formation process, CPEH considers the sen-
sor’s local energy state, local node density, and remote
degree. It then uses fuzzy logic to conduct the cluster head
competition distributedly. In the intercluster routing discov-
ery, the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is utilized to help
the BS discover the proper paths for different CHs. To avoid
cluster dormancy, CPEH introduces the Cluster Head Relay
(CHR) strategy, which will choose the appropriate CM to
undertake the sleep CH. Compared with other clustering pro-
tocols, the simulation result proves that CPEH will effectively
improve the network delivery ratio and elevate the network
throughput. Meanwhile, the CHR strategy can successfully
maintain the cluster working normally when the initial CH
runs out of its energy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives a brief review of current clustering protocols. In Section
3, both the network model and the energy model used in this
paper are described. In Section 4, we introduce our proposed
protocol CPEH in detail. The simulation result is discussed in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and intro-
duces the further work.

2. Related Works

Clustering protocols have been well studied in the last
decade. The Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy
(LEACH) [16] protocol is the most famous clustering proto-

col for periodical sensing applications. LEACH works in
rounds and uses a random rotation to select the CH in order
to balance the energy dissipation between sensors. The rota-
tion guarantees each sensor to become a CH once and only
once in every 1/P round, where P is the expected cluster head
ratio. Every CH adopts a local data aggregation to decrease
the data amount sending to the BS. LEACH achieves a better
performance than traditional flat routing protocols. How-
ever, researchers in [17] point out that the selection of CHs
in LEACH does not consider the sensor’s energy state. The
low energy node will die rapidly, once it becomes a CH, lim-
iting the network lifetime. To solve that, they propose an
Energy-Efficient Clustering Scheme (EECS), which uses the
residual energy as the concerned parameter of the CH selec-
tion. The candidate CHs with the most energy within the
competitive radius will become the final CH. To balance the
energy consumption, CMs in EECS choose their CHs based
on a cost function that gives the CHs near the BS a higher pri-
ority. Hence, the energy consumption between CHs is bal-
anced. Nevertheless, both LEACH and EECS are based on
single-hop intercluster communication, causing them to be
inefficient in large-scale networks due to long-range trans-
mission. Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed Clustering
(HEED) [18] employs an iteration strategy to construct the
cluster and carry out a rarely uniform CH distribution. The
communication between CHs and the BS is multihop to
reduce the transmission cost. HEED achieves a good perfor-
mance. However, the iteration process will increase the
energy overhead caused by the exchanged control packets.
Researchers in [19] propose the Unequal Cluster-based
Routing (UCR) protocol which groups the nodes into clus-
ters of unequal sizes to strike the energy dissipation imbal-
ance between different CHs. The clusters near the BS will
have smaller sizes in UCR so that the CHs can achieve the
energy trade-off between the intracluster and intercluster.

It has been proved that the CH selection is typically an
NP hard problem. Recently, with the fast development in
computational intelligence, many researchers try to use the
metaheuristic approach or fuzzy logic technology to resolve
the CH selection. In [20], the BS uses particle swarm optimi-
zation (PSO) to optimize the set of CHs. The fitness function
of PSO tries to decrease the maximum average intracluster
distance in the meanwhile keeping the CHs with more
energy. The CH in the Clustering Protocol based on the
Metaheuristic Approach (CMPA) [21] is selected based on
the Harmony Search (HS) algorithm. The selection focuses
on reducing energy consumption in the meanwhile keeping
a balanced energy distribution. CPMA also creatively intro-
duces the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm to optimize
the protocol parameters, making it robust to various applica-
tion scenarios. Clustering protocols using the metaheuristic
approach are centralized and have a relatively high computa-
tional power requirement for the BS. For the large-scale net-
work with strict scalability demand, it is a better choice to use
fuzzy logic to handle the cluster head competition distribut-
edly. In [22], the Fuzzy Energy-Aware Unequal Clustering
(EAUCF) algorithm uses fuzzy logic to guide the clustering
process. The fuzzy system considers both the residual energy
and the distance to the BS. It is aimed at balancing the energy
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consumption between CHs by assigning the CHs with differ-
ent competitive radius. In [23], the researcher proposes a Mul-
tiobjective Fuzzy Clustering Protocol (MOFCA). MOFCA
takes the sensors’ nonuniform distribution and movement
into account, making it suitable for both stationary and
evolving networks. MOFCA has the same fuzzy system out-
put as EAUCF. On the contrary, MOFCA additionally adds
the sensor’s local density to the fuzzy system input. The con-
sideration of local density can effectively decrease the
intracluster communication cost and maintain robustness
over various network distribution and movement conditions,
whereas like most clustering protocols, MOCFA does not
care about the intercluster routing. The improper routing
between CHs may downgrade the performance, especially
in large-scale networks.

All the clustering protocols introduced above are
designed for the traditional WSN. Currently, there are only
several clustering protocols for EHWSN. In [24], the
researchers propose the Energy Neutral Clustering (ENC)
protocol to provide perpetual network operation. ENC
employs a novel Cluster Head Group (CHG) mechanism that
allows a cluster to use multiple cluster heads to share heavy
traffic load. In every round, the sensors in the CHG will take
the role of CH in turns to make sure the data sent by CMs can
always be received. ENC uses convex optimization to choose
the best combination of cluster number and the CHG num-
ber. The simulation shows ENC can improve the throughput
than others. However, owing to the CHG mechanism, the
areas in which CHG nodes locate may not be monitored
correctly. A novel centralized clustering protocol for
EHWSN is proposed in [25]. The BS in [25] runs a modi-
fied discrete particle swarm optimization (DPSO) algorithm
to select CHs for the networks. The optimization considers
both the transmission cost and the sensor’s residual energy
but ignores the difference of the energy harvesting ability
between sensors, leading to a performance discant.
Researchers in [26] pointed out that the energy harvesting
process usually does not match the real energy demand,
and sensors suffer from occasional energy shortages, mostly
when they serve as the CH. To address this issue, they pro-
pose a Distance-and-Energy-Aware Routing with Energy
Reservation (DEARER). DEARER encourages the sensor
with more residual energy and a short distance to the sink
more likely to become the CH. It also allows sensors to save
their harvested energy for future use. The simulation results
show that DEARER can achieve good performance. How-
ever, the complexity of DEARER is much higher than others,
which causes it hard to implement.

3. System Models

3.1. Network Model. As shown in Figure 1, the EHWSN in
this paper utilizes the CPEH, a multihop intercluster
routing-based clustering protocol, to coordinate its network
communication. The network assumptions are summarized
as follows:

(1) The BS is energy unlimited and always has sufficient
knowledge of the entire network. Sensors are ran-

domly placed throughout the entire network. All
the sensors have the same initial energy and maxi-
mum energy capacity. However, the energy harvest-
ing rates among sensors are different. Both the BS
and the sensor are motionless once deployed

(2) All the sensors can communicate with the BS directly
and have the ability to adjust their transmitting
power according to the distance

(3) All the network links are symmetric. Sensors can esti-
mate the communication distance based on the
received signal power

(4) The network is homogeneous. The data generated by
sensors in the same cluster have a relatively high cor-
relation. The cluster head can make the local data
aggregation to reduce the redundancy. The aggrega-
tion ratio is the same in different clusters

3.2. Energy Model. For energy harvesting, we assume that
sensors can continuously harvest energy from their sur-
rounding environments at a fixed speed. However, due to
the diversity of location and hardware, the energy harvesting
rates differ between sensors. Since sensors usually harvest
their energy from the heat or the vibration of their associated
machines, we believe that this assumption is reasonable for
the EHWSN used in the Industry 4.0 applications. We use
the harvest-use model to describe the energy availability of
sensors. The harvested energy can be used immediately,
which reduces the complexity of the energy management
and easy to be implemented.

As shown in Figure 2, we employ the classical radio
energy dissipation model used in [16]. The transmitter will
consume energy to run the radio electronics and the power
amplifier, whereas the receiver only dissipates energy to run
the radio electronics. Represent the packet size as l bits and
the communication distance as d; the energy cost of

Base station

Cluster head
Cluster member

Figure 1: The primary network structure of the CPEH. CPEH is a
multihop intercluster communication-based clustering protocol.
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transmitting (Etx) and receiving (Erx) a packet can be
expressed as follows:

Etx l, dð Þ =
Eelec · l + Efs · d2 · l, d ≤ d0,
Eelec · l + Emp · d4 · l, d > d0,

(
ð1Þ

Erx l, dð Þ = Eelec · l, ð2Þ
where Eelec is the energy cost per bit by the radio electronics
of both transmitter and receiver and Efs · d2 and Emp · d4 rep-
resent the energy needed per bit for the power amplifier
under the free space channel (d2) and the multipath channel
(d4). d0 is the threshold distance defined as

d0 =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Efs
Emp

s
: ð3Þ

Notice that Eelec, Efs, and Emp depend on the transceiver
characters and the acceptable bit-error rate [19]. They should
be set carefully. For data aggregation, assuming the CH will
consume Eda energy to handle one-bit data and the cluster
has W sensors (including the CH), the energy dissipation
for the CH in the aggregation process is

Eagg = l ⋅W ⋅ Eda: ð4Þ

4. CPEH Introduction

4.1. CPEH Overall. Figure 3 exhibits the basic communica-
tion timeline of CPEH, which is operated in rounds. Each
round is comprised of a setup phase and a working phase.
To better utilize the harvested energy and avoid some par-
ticular sensors’ overuse, the CHs should be selected reason-
ably. Hence, awake sensors shall have different chances to
be the CH based on the considerations of their energy
states, locations, and surrounding conditions. The same
considerations should also be taken to assign the CHs with
different allowed sizes. At the beginning of the setup phase,
every awake sensor will proceed with the cluster head elec-
tion distributedly based on fuzzy logic, which we will give a
detailed description in the following paper. After that, reg-
ular sensors will choose the CH to join based on the dis-
tance and size of the CH. Then, the CH will generate a
TDMA schedule and broadcast it to all its members. At
the end of the setup phase, the BS will use the ACO algo-
rithm to discover the best inter-cluster route for each CH
and broadcast the result to all the CHs.

Owing to the exchanging of control messages, the setup
phase is relatively energy costing. To reduce the communica-
tion overhead, CPEH combines several frames into one
working phase. In each frame, based on the TDMA schedule,
the awake CM will transmit the sensing data to the CH in its
associated slot and keep silent in others to save energy and
avoid the collision. Once the CH detects the current energy
lower than the sleep threshold, it will execute the CHR strat-
egy to find the replacer and broadcast the result to all the
awake CMs in the particular slot (Slot CHR). The chosen
CM will become the successive CH in the following frames.
Notice that if the network burden is heavy, the CHR strategy
may be executed several times to maintain the cluster usually.
After receiving the data from all the awake CMs, the CH will
first aggregate the data and then upload the fusion data to the
BS through the multihop routing.

The direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) is utilized
to avoid intercluster collision. CPEH assigns a universal
spreading code and a unique spreading code to every sensor.
The universal spreading code is used to exchange control
messages in the setup phase and route packets between
CHs in the working phase. On the contrary, once a sensor
becomes a CH, it will confirm all the members using its
unique spreading code for the intracluster communication.
Hence, the adjacent clusters will have different spreading
codes, eliminating the collisions among clusters.

Since the harvested energy may not support the continu-
ous work, sensors under CPEH will operate in a sleep-wake
mode. Define Ecapacity as the sensor’s energy storage capacity,
Esleep as the sensor’s sleep threshold, and Eawake as the sen-
sor’s awake threshold. Then, we have Esleep = 0:1 ⋅ Ecapacity
and Eawake = 0:2 ⋅ Ecapacity . If the sensor detects that its resid-
ual energy has dropped off Esleep, it turns to the sleep state
to maintain the basic procedure and recharge. Once the
energy reaches Eawake, the dormant sensor will wake up again
and work normally.

4.2. CPEH Detailed

4.2.1. Cluster Construction. The cluster construction of
CPEH is based on fuzzy logic. At the beginning of the setup
phase, each awake sensor will broadcast a State_Message,
which contains its current residual energy and the energy
harvesting rate, in the radius R. Based on the State_Message,
awake sensors will calculate the average residual and the
average harvesting rate within R, which will be further used.
Then, awake sensors will use the fuzzy logic system to esti-
mate their chances to become the CHs and the allocated clus-
ter sizes. The complicated fuzzy logic system working process
is described as follows.

Transmit
electronics

Tx
amplifier

Receive
electronics

l bit packet

d

Etx (l,d) Erx (l,d)

Eelec
⁎l Eelec

⁎l𝜀amp ⁎l⁎dn

l bit packet

Figure 2: The radio energy dissipation model used in this paper.
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The fuzzy logic system of CPEH is shown in Figure 4. It
considers three different inputs: the local energy state, the
local node density, and the distance to the BS.

(1) Local Energy State. The local energy state of sensor i is
defined as

Sies =
Sire

Sienergy_ave

 !∂

⋅
Sihar

Sihar_ave

� �β

, ð5Þ

where Sire, Sihar means the residual energy and the energy
harvesting rate of the sensor i and Sienergy ave, Sihar ave repre-
sents the average residual energy and the average energy har-
vesting rate of all the awake sensors in the radius R of i. α and
β are the impact factors; we choose α = 2 and β = 1 in this
paper. The larger the local energy state is, the larger the
chance and the size should be so that the sensor can fully
exploit the harvested energy to undertake more works. The
corresponding fuzzy linguistic variables are Good, Moderate,
and Bad. Figure 5 shows the membership function of those
linguistic variables.

(2) Local Node Density. The local node density of sensor i is
defined as

Siden =
network_area ⋅Ni_local

π ⋅ R2 ⋅N total
, ð6Þ

where network_area means the area of the entire network,
N total means network sensor number, and Ni local means the

number of total awake sensors in the radius of sensor i. We
believe that the fuzzy logic system should assign the sensor,
which has a large density, with a higher chance and a bigger
size so that the entire intracluster communication cost can be
reduced. The corresponding fuzzy linguistic variables are
Sparse, Normal, and Dense. Figure 6 shows the membership
function of those linguistic variables.

(3) Remote Degree. Let di to BS means the distance between
sensor i and the BS. Let dmax mean the max di to BS among
all the sensors. We define

di_remote =
di_to_BS
dmax

, 0 < di_remote ≤ 1 ð7Þ

as the parameter to show the sensor’s relative remote degree.
The fuzzy logic system should give the CH nearing the BS a
smaller cluster size to make the trade-off between intercluster
and intracluster energy consumption. The corresponding
fuzzy linguistic variables are Far, Medium, and Near.
Figure 7 shows the membership function of those linguistic
variables.

The fuzzy logic system has two outputs: chance and size.
We give the chance nine fuzzy linguistic variables: Very Low,
Low, Rather Low, Low Medium, Medium, High Medium,
Rather High, High, and Very High. The corresponding mem-
bership functions are shown in Figure 8. The fuzzy linguistic
variables of size are Very Small, Small, Rather Small, Low
Medium, Medium, High Medium, Rather Large, Large, and

Cluster
head

election

Cluster
formation

Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 5

Inter cluster
routing

Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot n

Time

Setup phase Working phase

Routing
discovery

Slot CHR

Figure 3: The basic communication timeline of CPEH. CPEH works in rounds. Every round consists of a setup phase and a working phase.

Fuzzifier
Inference

engine Defuzzifier

Fuzzy rule base

Remote degree

Local node density

Chance

Fuzzy inference system
Local energy state

Size

Figure 4: The structure of the fuzzy logic system. Sensor inputs the local energy state, remote degree, and the local node density. The system
outputs the chance and the size.
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Very Large. Figure 9 shows the membership function of those
linguistic variables.

Once the sensor inputs the crisp values into the fuzzy
logic system, the fuzzifier will transform those values to the

associated linguistic variables based on the membership
functions. Then, the Mamdani [27] fuzzy inference engine
will make the inference according to the input linguistic var-
iables based on the fuzzy rules shown in Table 1. After that,
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Figure 5: Membership function for local energy state.
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Figure 6: Membership function for local node degree.
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the inferred linguistic variables will be defuzzified based on
the center of area method. The fuzzy logic system finally out-
puts the crisp value of the chance and size.

After the fuzzy inference, the awake sensor will then
broadcast a Competition_Message containing its chance and
ID, and it will record the corresponding information of its
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Figure 8: Membership function for remote degree.
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Table 1: The detailed fuzzy rules. The fuzzy rule base has 27 different rules.

No.
Input variables Output variables

Local energy state Remote degree Local node density Chance Size

1 Bad Near Sparse Very Low Very Small

2 Bad Near Normal Low Very Small

3 Bad Near Dense Rather Low Small

13 Moderate Medium Sparse Low Medium Low Medium

14 Moderate Medium Normal Medium Medium

15 Moderate Medium Dense High Medium High Medium

25 Good Far Sparse Rather High Rather Large

26 Good Far Normal High Large

27 Good Far Dense Very High Very Large
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neighbors based on the received Competition_Message. After
that, the awake sensor will broadcast a Winner_Message and
become the final CH if it has the largest chance among its
neighbors. If an awake sensor receives a Winner_Message
from its neighbors, it will quit the election and broadcast a
Quit_Message. The awake sensor will remove the sensor from
its neighbors if it receives the corresponding Quit_Message.

The non-CH sensors may receive more than one Win-
ner_Message. It will then choose the nearest CH to join and
send a Join_Message to the CH. Once the CH receives a
Join_Message, it will accept the sensor by sending back an
Accept_Message if the cluster is not full. Otherwise, a
Reject_Message will be sent to the sensor. The sensor will
send another Join_Message to the next nearest CH on receiv-
ing the Reject_Message and may repeat this process until suc-
cessfully joining a cluster. There may be the condition that all
the clusters have no room for a sensor to join. In this case, the
sensor becomes a CH by itself. Our simulation shows this
condition is quite rare. We summarize the pseudocode of
the cluster construction in Pseudocode 1.

After the cluster construction, the CH will broadcast a
TDMA schedule that assigns the slots for its members. In
the working phase, sensors will transmit their data in their
associated slot and keep silent in others to save energy and
avoid the collision. CPEH combines several frames into one
round. Hence, awake sensors may deplete their energy and
turn to sleep in the middle of the current round. If the
depleted sensor is the CM, it will just give up its slot, whereas
if the depleted sensor is the CH, the CHR strategy will be exe-
cuted, which we will discuss later. Notice the sleep sensors at
the setup phase may wake up halfway in the working round.
However, those sensors will keep silent until the round end-
ing since there is no slot designed.

Since the cluster construction is conducted fully distri-
butedly by sensors, we analyze the control message com-
plexity, reflecting the overhead caused by the message
exchanging. Assuming there areN awake sensors at the setup
phase, every awake sensor will broadcast a State_Message and
a Competition_Message. If M sensors become the CH, there
will be M Winner_Message and N −M Quit_Message. Then,

Cluster Construction Process for sensor i
1: At the beginning of the Round
2: If Si:state = awake then
3: Broadcast a State_Message within R
4: End if
5: On receiving the State_Message from its neighbor j
6: add j to its neighbor set Si:neighbor
7: calculate its local energy state and local node density
8: infer its chance and size base on the fuzzy logic system
9: Broadcast a Competition_Message (Si:chance, Si:ID)
10: While the cluster head election time has not expired, do
11: if Si:chance > Sj:chance, ∀Sj ∈ Si:neighbor then
12: broadcast a Winner_Message (Si:ID) and then EXIT
13: end if
14: on receiving a Winner _Message from sensor j
15: if Sj ∈ Si:neighbor then
16: broadcast a Quit _Message (Si:ID) and then EXIT
17: end if
18: on receiving a Quit_Message from sensor j
19: if Sj ∈ Si:neighbor then
20: remove sensor j from Si:neighbor
21: end if
22: end while
23: If Si:role = CH then
24: On receiving the Join_Message from sensor j
25: if the current cluster size less than Si:size
26: Accept the sensor j, sending back the Accept_Message
27: else Sending back the Reject_Message
28: end if
29: Else
30: Sending the Join_Message to the nearest CH
31: On receiving the Accept_Message, finish
32: On receiving the Reject_Message, delete the CH and repeat 30
33: if all the neighbor CHs refuse to accept sensor i
34: Si:role = CH
35: end if
36: End if

Pseudocode 1: Pseudocode of the cluster construction process in CPEH.
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the number of control messages in the cluster head election
process is N +N +M + ðN −MÞ = 3N . Let ki represent the
number of attempts of CMi before it joins a cluster. The
number of control messages in the cluster formation process
can be represented as ∑N−M

1 2ki = 2ðN −MÞKaverage, where
Kaverage means the average attempt number and is tested to
be less than 3 in all the simulations. Hence, the total control
messages in the cluster construction are ð3 + 2KaverageÞN − 2
MKaverage. The corresponding complexity is OðNÞ. Note that
the control message number of CPEH is slightly larger than
some cluster protocols such as LEACH, EAUCF, and
MOFCA. However, we believe that this sacrifice will con-
struct more proper clusters and enhance the final network
performance.

4.2.2. Intercluster Routing Discovery. An effective intercluster
routing protocol can significantly decrease network energy
consumption and improve network performance. However,
most clustering protocols only pay attention to the cluster
construction but neglect the impact of intercluster routing
on the final system performance. The CPEH considers both
the energy cost and the energy state in the routing discovery
and decides the final result in the view of the entire network.
As the basic principle of ACO is the positive feedback mech-
anism [28], ACO can be treated as a reinforcement learning
approach. A larger number of researches have proved that
ACO has a unique advantage in solving the routing problem
over other metaheuristic algorithms.

The routing discovery is based on iterations, which is
both energy costing and complex. We assign this work to
the BS, which can reduce the overhead of CHs and get the
result quickly. After the cluster construction, each CH will
transmit a control packet to the BS, containing its current
residual energy and energy harvesting rate. The BS will calcu-
late the energy states of each CH i: CHi:es = ðCHi:re/EcapÞ ⋅
ðCHi:har/EharmaxÞ and the possible next-hop set of each
CH i: Seti = fCH0, CHjg, dCHi_to_BS > dCH j_to_BS, where Ecap
means the energy capacity and Eharmax means the max har-
vesting rate. We let CH0 represent the BS. Then, the BS will
discover the intercluster routes based on the following
steps. We take the route between CHi and the BS as an
example.

Step 1 (route searching). The BS place n ants in CHi at a fixed
time interval to find the path to the BS. Each ant will choose
the next-hop CHj according to the following equation:

Pij =
τij tð Þ
� �θ

ηij

h iν
∑k∈Seti τik tð Þ½ �θ ηik½ �ν

, ð8Þ

where Pij represents the probability of the ant in CHi choos-
ing CHj as it next hop. τijðtÞ is the pheromone trail density
on the edge of ðCHi, CHjÞ at the time t. The routing design
should consider both the total energy consumption and the
energy states of sensors on the path. Hence, we define the
heuristic information ηij as

ηij =
CHj:es

dis CHi, CHj

� �� �2 : ð9Þ

θ and ν are impact factors. We give θ = 1 and ν = 3 to let the
algorithm own a good ability in both local and global search.
The ant will continue the searching until it reaches the BS.

Step 2 (route evaluating). When the ant reaches the BS, the BS
will get the route information that can be represented by X
= ðx1, x2, x3,⋯, xm, xm+1Þ, where m is the number of CHs
in the route, x1 means the source CH and xm+1 means the
BS. Then, the BS will evaluate the quality of the route based
on the objective function F:

F =Q ⋅
Eave ⋅ Emin
E Xð Þ , ð10Þ

where Q is the constant factor. Eave and Emin are the average
energy state and minimum energy state of the sensors on the
route. EðXÞ is the total energy consumption of transmitting a
data packet over the route and can be summarized as follows:

Xð Þ = l ⋅ 〠Ereceive+〠Etransmit
	 


= Eelec ⋅ m − 1ð Þ + Eelec ⋅m

0
@

+ 〠
m

i=1

Efs ⋅ d
2
xi ,xi+1 , dxi ,xi+1 ≤ d0

Emp ⋅ d
4
xi ,xi+1 , dxi ,xi+1 > d0

8<
:

1
A

= Eelec ⋅ 2m − 1ð Þ + 〠
m

i=1

Efs ⋅ d
2
xi ,xi+1 , dxi ,xi+1 ≤ d0

Emp ⋅ d
4
xi ,xi+1 , dxi ,xi+1 > d0

8<
:

0
@

1
A:

ð11Þ

τij t + nð Þ = 1 − ρð Þ ⋅ τij tð Þ + Δτij, Δτij = Fbest: ð12Þ
Step 3 (pheromone updating). Based on the objective func-
tion, the BS can find the best route in one iteration. CPEH
then uses the max–min ant system model [29] to update
the pheromone. The max–min ant system model will only
update the pheromone on the path of the best route. Hence,
the convergence rate will be improved.

The pheromone is updated according to (12). ρ is the
pheromone decay coefficient used to escape the local optima.
Fbest is the best objective function value in this iteration.

The BS will repeat those steps until the iteration time is
reached. The best route information will be broadcasted to
all the CHs at the end of the setup phase.

4.2.3. The CHR Strategy. The fuzzy logic system of CPEH is
aimed at selecting the sensor with a good local energy state
to become the CH. However, the heavy workload may still
exhaust the CH’s energy halfway in the working round, espe-
cially when the frame number is large. Most clustering proto-
cols cannot handle this condition, causing the whole cluster
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to be silent until the end of the working round and wreaking
the sensing accuracy. To solve this, CPEH utilizes the CHR
strategy, a simple greedy approach, to help the depleted CH
find the proper CM to undertake its job. Once the current
CH finds that its energy has fallen below Esleep, it will first
choose k, which is set to 3 in this paper, the nearest awake
CMs ½CM1, CM2,⋯, CMk�, and calculate the corresponding
energy states for each chosen CM. Then, the CM with the
best energy state will be selected as the new CH. The result
will be broadcast to all the CMs in the Slot CHR.

We believe that the CHR strategy can maintain the clus-
ter’s stability and keep the intercluster routing effectively
since only the CMs near the current CH will be the candi-
dates. On the other hand, by choosing the CM with the best
energy state among the candidates, the CHR strategy can also
better utilize the network energy. The CHR strategy may be
executed several times in one working round. It can visibly
improve the network performance.

5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Simulation Setting. This section compares the perfor-
mance of CPEH with three popular clustering protocols:
LEACH, EAUCF, and MOFCA. We focus on a 400m × 400
m sensing area with 400 energy harvesting sensors randomly
deployed throughout the network. The network is assumed
to be homogeneous, with a data aggregation ratio of 0.1.

To have an intuitive insight into the advantages of CPEH,
we consider two different scenarios. Precisely, Scenario 1: the
BS is located in the middle of the network, and the harvest
rates of sensors range from 25μW to 250μW randomly. Sce-
nario 2: the BS is located on the edge of the network, and the
harvesting rates range from 50μW to 500μW. We show a
typical deployment case in Figure 10.

We define each round as 0.1 h, and the network total sim-
ulation time is 72 h. To test the network performance under
different network loads, we change the number of the frames
in each round from 50 to 120. Ten different sensor deploy-

ments are randomly generated in each scenario to get the
average result to eliminate the contingency. The relevant
parameters are summarized in Table 2. The simulation is

0 m 100 m 200 m 300 m 400 m
0 m

100 m

200 m

300 m

400 m

0 m 100 m 200 m 300 m 400 m
0 m

100 m

200 m

300 m

400 m

Sensor
Base station

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Figure 10: The sensors and BS deployment case in different scenarios.

Table 2: The corresponding simulation parameters used in this
paper.

Parameters Values

Network area [400m, 400m]

Number of sensors 400

Base station location (200, 200), (200, 400)

Sensor initial energy 1 J

Sensor energy capacity 2 J

Number of frames 50-120

Sensor energy harvesting rate
(25 μW-250μw),
(50 μW, 500μW)

Data packet size 500 byte

Control packet size 25 byte

Eelec 50 nJ/bit

Efs 10 pJ/bit/m2

Emp 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4

EDA 5 nJ/bit/signal

d0 87m

Competition radius R = 60m

Impact factor in fuzzy logic α = 2, β = 1
Number of ants 10

Number of iterations in ACO 20

Initial pheromone trail density τi,j 0ð Þ = 10
Impact factor in ACO θ = 1, ν = 3
Constant factor Q Q = 0:05
Pheromone decay coefficient ρ = 0:25
Number of CHR candidates k = 3
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executed by Matlab. All the energy dissipation of control
packets and data packets is considered to guarantee veracity.
The result is summarized in Section 5.2.

5.2. Simulation Result

5.2.1. Packet Delivery Ratio. Figure 11 shows the network
packet delivery ratio under different frame numbers in two
scenarios. With the increase of the frame number, the deliv-
ery ratio will gradually decrease under all the protocols,
which can be easily explained. The more frame number, the
more energy shall be needed to handle the data packets, lead-
ing to more packet losses owing to the energy shortage. How-
ever, it is noteworthy that CPEH outperforms others in all
the conditions. For example, when the frame number is 80,
in Scenario 1, CPEH can achieve a 55.6%, 17.1%, and 22.2%

increment over LEACH, EAUCF, and MOFCA separately.
The improvement comes to 131.7%, 32%, and 38.2% in Sce-
nario 2. We believe that the superiority of CPEH is owing to
the more reasonable cluster and route construction.

5.2.2. Network Throughput. We illustrate the average net-
work throughput in one round under different clustering
protocols in Figure 12. When the frame number is low,
increasing the frame number will improve the throughput
under all the protocols. However, the throughput improve-
ment becomes weak or even negative if the frame number
is large. This phenomenon shows that we cannot improve
the network throughput by naively assigning more frames
in the working round. CPEH can achieve a 38.1%, 16.8%,
and 21.5% and 107%, 35.9%, and 37.4% higher max
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throughput in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 than LEACH,
EAUCF, and MOFCA, respectively, whereas the throughput
and packet delivery ratio in CPEH has a trade-off relation,
which shall be carefully considered.

5.2.3. Awake Sensor Number and the CH Dormancy Ratio.
Since the sense is a cooperative work in the homogeneous
network, the number of awake nodes will affect the sensing
accuracy. We record the average number of awake nodes at
every round beginning and summarize the result in
Figure 13. The result shows that the average awake sensor
number under CPEH will suffer a sharper decrease with the
frame increase. Therefore, even though the CPEH can keep
the network with more awake sensors when the frame num-
ber is relatively small, this index of CPEH becomes the worst
under a large frame number. We think this phenomenon is

owing to the CHR strategy of CPEH. LEACH, EAUCF, and
MOFCA do not consider the situation where the CH turns
to sleep in the middle of the working round. In that case, even
though CMs have enough energy to continue their work, they
have to keep silent until the round ending, which will cause
the next round to have more awake sensors. However, the
CHR strategy can effectively solve this problem and let the
awake CMs with enough energy continually work. We have
to point out that even though CPEH may have fewer awake
sensors in some conditions, it can still achieve a better deliv-
ery ratio and throughput.

Figure 14 shows the average CH dormancy ratio under
different frame numbers. We can observe that the CHR strat-
egy of CPEH can successfully avoid the cluster being silent in
the working round. On the contrary, clusters under three
other protocols may lose their function and become silent
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halfway, especially when the frame number is large. This con-
clusion can also prove that it is worthy of sacrificing few
awake sensor numbers by taking the CHR strategy.

5.2.4. Average Energy Cost per Packet. We summarize the
average energy cost of transmitting a data packet under dif-
ferent protocols and show the result in Figure 15. It is no
doubt that CPEH is the most economical protocol in all net-
work conditions, which proves its efficiency. We believe that,
except for the more appropriate cluster construction and
intercluster routing, the CHR strategy also contributes.

For EAUCF and MOFCA, when the CH falls into sleep
during the working round, the routing topology will be chan-
ged. The last-hop and next-hop CHs of the sleeping CH will
have to communicate directly, causing the long-range trans-
mission and destroying the energy efficiency. Conversely, the
CHR strategy can keep the intercluster routing topology
robust and stable, leading to continuous, efficient intercluster
communication.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose CPEH, which is a clustering proto-
col designed explicitly for EHWSN. CPEH mainly consists of
two parts. The first part focuses on cluster construction. We
adopt the fuzzy logic system to handle the uncertain nature
of EHWSN and construct clusters more appropriately. The
second part utilizes the ACO algorithm to optimize the inter-
cluster routing, which can inherently achieve a better path
than greedy algorithms used in most clustering protocols.
We execute a comprehensive simulation of CPEH with some
representative clustering protocols under different network
conditions. The result proves that CPEH can always achieve
the best performance in network delivery ratio and through-
put. Furthermore, the CHR strategy of CPEH can effectively
solve the cluster dormancy problem, ensuring the cluster
works normally. The advantages of CPEH make it a suitable

protocol for Industry 4.0 era applications. For future work,
we will extend CPEH to handle the multi-BS condition and
consider sensors’ movement.
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The Romance of the Three Kingdoms (RTK) is a classical Chinese historical novel by Luo Guanzhong. This paper establishes a
research framework of analyzing the novel by utilizing coword and cluster analysis technology. At the beginning, we segment
the full text of the novel, extracting the names of historical figures in the RTK novel. Based on the coword analysis, a social
network of historical figures is constructed. We calculate several network features and enforce the cluster analysis. In addition, a
modified clustering method using edge betweenness is proposed to improve the effect of clustering. Finally, both quantified and
visualized results are displayed to confirm our approach.

1. Introduction

The Romance of the Three Kingdoms, written by Luo
Guanzhong, is generally considered to be one of the four great
classical novels in Chinese literature. It describes the turbulent
years from the end of the Han dynasty to the Three Kingdoms
(Wei, Shu, and Wu) era in Chinese history. More than 1000
personalities are vividly portrayed in the historical novel.

In this research, text of original novel is divided into a
number of sentences. According to coword analysis, there is
a certain intrinsic relationship between the two words when
they appear in the same document. Thus, we calculated the
frequency of cooccurrences for two names in a sentence.
The character name is reckoned as the node and the cooccur-
rence as the link, so that an undirected network can be estab-
lished. Furthermore, various network features are computed
to analyze relationships of characters in the novel. Cluster
analysis is employed to explore the hierarchical structure of
RTK. Finally, an improved clustering algorithm by cutting
high-betweenness edges is proposed, which performs better
than the common approach in clustering effect.

This manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
related work of this paper. Data preparation is discussed in
Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 express the network feature anal-

ysis, cluster analysis, experiments, and the analysis of results.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Early research about the RTK concentrates on qualitative
analysis, such as the writing style, genealogy, and characters.
Later, a quantitative approach was adopted to analyze the
novel. Coword analysis is such a method of importance,
which was first devised by French scholars and introduced
into the information science field by Callon [1]. According
to the theory of coword analysis, there is a close connection
between two words when they appear in a sentence. More
cooccurrences of the two words indicate the closer relation-
ship between them. In this paper, we consider the cooccur-
rence of character names in a sentence of the RTK novel.

Numerous researches on literature analysis have been
done based on the technologies of coword analysis.
Ravikumar et al. [2] inspect 959 articles in scientometrics
based on the coword analysis approach and find that the
topics in publication are changing to new themes. As for
the medical literature, there is a study utilizing this tool
to process them over a span of thirty years [3]. Another
work focuses on past themes and future trends in medical
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tourism research [4]. Employing the coword analysis, some
researchers attempt to identify the themes and trends of
main knowledge areas including engineering, health, public
administration, and management [5]. Moreover, a coword
network is established to analyze the relationship of charac-
ters in the Dream of the Red Chamber [6]. Wang et al. build a
similar network for the Romance of the Three Kingdoms [7].

After creating a social network based on coword analy-
sis, the cluster analysis is carried out by performing a hier-
archical clustering algorithm. Two types of algorithm are
often implemented when moving up the hierarchy. The
divisive approach of clustering reckons all data as one clus-
ter and performs splits, which is used in many research [8].
Nevertheless, the agglomerative hierarchical clustering is a
bottom-up method with many variants [9]. It merges the
two most similar clusters at each time. The agglomerative
method is exploited in this work because it can provide a
visual expression of the clustering results.

3. Data Preparation

3.1. Building RTK Corpus and Preprocessing. As many data of
the novel can be downloaded from the Internet, we selected a
high-quality text document (https://72k.us/file/22215238-
408791478) in Chinese character, establishing the RTK
corpus by cleaning the original data. Some words with
errors were modified, and the wrong punctuations were
removed manually.

The raw text is preprocessed using the natural language
processing toolkit ICTCLAS (http://ictclas.nlpir.org/). We

acquired a name list of RTK characters through the Internet
and added it to the dictionary of ICTCLAS. Then, the lexical
analysis is executed to segment Chinese sentences into words
where names of characters can be found.

3.2. Creation of Character Name Network. Based on coword
analysis, an undirected network of character names can be
created by counting the cooccurrences of two names in
sentences. We treated full name, its courtesy name, and
abbreviated name as one name. For example, “Cao Cao” is
equal to “Cao Mengde” and “Mengde,” which means the
three names refer to a single person of “Cao Cao.”

The final constructed network of character names has
1,133 nodes and 5,844 links. As depicted in Figure 1, the size
of a node indicates the count of the character name in the
novel and the thickness of a link corresponds to the
frequency of two characters that appear together.

4. Network Feature Analysis

4.1. Degree Distribution. As the degree of a node is the num-
ber of links adjacent to it, the degree distribution is the prob-
ability distribution of these degrees. A power index γ can be
used to describe the curve if the network’s degree distribution
follows a power-law distribution.

For the network of RTK characters, the top ten characters
of the highest degree are Cao Cao, Liu Bei, Zhuge Liang, Sun
Quan, Zhao Yun, Guan Yu, Yuan Shao, Sima Yi, Lv Bu, and
Wei Yan. The average degree of the network is 10.31, and the
degree distribution can be illustrated in Figure 2. It emerges

Figure 1: A network of character names (top 80 in node frequency).
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to be a heavy-tailed distribution (see Figure 2(a)). As the data
can be approximated with a linear function y = −1:2864x +
2:5654 on a log-log scale in Figure 2(b), we conclude that
the degree distribution follows a power-law distribution.

4.2. Average Shortest-Path Length. The shortest path between
two nodes is a path where the number of links is minimized.
Accordingly, the length of the shortest path is the number of
links that the path contains. A sum of all shortest-path
length divided by the number of links is the average
shortest-path length.

The average shortest-path length of the RTK network is
3.1743. Hence, one character can be connected to others in
three steps on average, which means any two characters are
“three-degree separation.”

The distance of the largest shortest path in the network is
called diameter. In this paper, the RTK network’s diameter is
9. One path of the diameter is from Liu Ai to Zhang Shang:
Liu Ai, Wang Li, Dong Zhao, Cao Hong, Cao Cao, Sima
Yan, Yang Hu, Du Yu, Lu Jing, and Zhang Shang. The distri-
bution of the shortest-path length between any two charac-
ters can be illuminated in Figure 3. According to the figure,

47.63% of the shortest-path length in the RTK network is 3
and about 92.15% is between length 2 and length 4.

4.3. Clustering Coefficient. A clustering coefficient [10, 11]
measures the extent towhich a network’s nodes tend to cluster
together. The clustering coefficient of node x can be given by

Cx =
2Ex

kx kx − 1ð Þ : ð1Þ

Ex is the existing links among neighbors of node x. As kx
is a degree of node x, ð1/2Þkxðkx − 1Þ represents the number
of potential links for node x’s neighbors. Therefore, the
average value for all Cx is the clustering coefficient of the
whole network.

C = 1
N
〠
x

Cx: ð2Þ

A random network is produced by an Erdős-Rényi (ER)
model utilizing the same number of nodes and links as the
RTK network. The comparison between random network
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and RTK network is shown in Table 1. The RTK network is
a small-world network because it has a larger clustering
coefficient as well as a smaller average shortest-path length
compared with a random network.

We choose the characters who clearly belong to the three
groups of Wei, Shu, and Wu and calculate the network
features of the three kingdoms, respectively. The results are
summarized in Table 2.

The character relationship networks within three groups
have high clustering coefficients and small average shortest-
path lengths. Consequently, all of the three subnetworks are
“small-world” networks. From the Shu to Wu and Wei, the
density and clustering coefficient of the subnetworks
decrease sequentially except for the clustering coefficient of
Wu. On the contrary, the average shortest-path length and
diameter increase successively. This reflects a decrease in
the closeness of the connections among the groups. In other
words, the connections among characters in Wei are less
closely than Wu and Shu.

4.4. Density. The density of a network shows the ratio of
links, which can be simply calculated by formula (3). N and
E are the number of nodes and links. It describes the portion
of all possible links in a network that are actual connections.

The value is a fraction between 0 and 1. As the density of the
RTK network is 0.0091, it is a sparse network.

d = 2E
N N − 1ð Þ : ð3Þ

4.5. Centrality. The centrality measures the importance of
nodes, containing degree centrality, betweenness centrality,
and closeness centrality.

Degree centrality is a measure of centrality based on
degree. A high-degree node is a local center within the
network. Betweenness centrality expresses the extent that
the node falls on the shortest path between other pairs of
nodes. A node with a high betweenness is capable of control-
ling the interactions between two nonadjacent nodes [5].
Closeness centrality is a measure of the average shortest
distance from each node to each other node. It evaluates
the closeness that a node is to all the other nodes [3].

Three centralities of characters in the RTK network are
calculated, respectively. Table 3 gives the top ten characters
of the highest centrality. The value of centrality is listed in
parentheses. From Table 3, we can find eight names listed
in three centralities: Cao Cao, Liu Bei, Zhuge Liang, Sun

Table 1: Comparison between RTK and random network.

Number of nodes Number of links Average degree Average shortest-path length Clustering coefficient

RTK network 1,133 5,844 10.3159 3.1743 0.5306

Random network 1,133 5,844 10.3159 3.2702 0.0082

Table 2: Comparison of three subnetworks and the whole network.

Density Clustering coefficient Average shortest-path length Diameter

Shu 0.1652 0.6635 2.0563 4

Wu 0.1099 0.5845 2.3054 5

Wei 0.0803 0.6217 2.5953 6

The whole network 0.0091 0.5306 3.1743 9

Table 3: Top 10 characters in rank with the highest centrality.

Ranking Degree centrality Betweenness centrality Closeness centrality

1 Cao Cao (0.2094) Cao Cao (0.1751) Cao Cao (0.4528)

2 Liu Bei (0.2085) Liu Bei (0.1304) Liu Bei (0.4442)

3 Zhuge Liang (0.1714) Zhuge Liang (0.1093) Zhuge Liang (0.4313)

4 Sun Quan (0.1060) Sun Quan (0.0695) Sun Quan (0.4073)

5 Zhao Yun (0.0998) Sima Yi (0.0430) Guan Yu (0.3969)

6 Guan Yu (0.0972) Zhao Yun (0.0413) Zhao Yun (0.3963)

7 Yuan Shao (0.0813) Liu Shan (0.0402) Sima Yi (0.3924)

8 Sima Yi (0.0742) Guan Yu (0.0375) Wei Yan (0.3856)

9 Lv Bu (0.0716) Yuan Shao (0.0369) Yuan Shao (0.3842)

10 Wei Yan (0.0707) Jiang Wei (0.0357) Cao Ren (0.3824)
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Quan, Zhao Yun, Guan Yu, Yuan Shao, and Sima Yi. They
are in a significant position in the character network.

5. Cluster Analysis

5.1. Cooccurrence and Similarity Matrix. The cooccurrence
matrix measures the frequency that two characters appear
together. A cooccurrence matrix of main characters in the
RTK network is presented in Table 4. It is a symmetric
matrix, and data on the diagonal show the frequencies of
characters that appear in text.

The cooccurrence of two characters cannot be used as the
similarity because it is greatly affected by frequency. We nor-
malize the cooccurrencematrix utilizing theOchiai coefficient
[12] and obtain the similarity matrix. Ochiai coefficient is
defined by

K = n A ∩ Bð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n Að Þ × n Bð Þp
: ð4Þ

As A and B are sets, nðAÞ is the number of elements in
A and nðA ∩ BÞ is the number of cooccurrence. The
similarity matrix calculated by the Ochiai coefficient is
described in Table 5.

Table 4: Cooccurrence matrix of main characters.

Cooccurrence Liu Bei Cao Cao Sun Quan Zhuge Liang Guan Yu Zhang Fei

Liu Bei 541 112 58 190 106 75

Cao Cao 112 275 39 50 58 16

Sun Quan 58 39 145 28 18 2

Zhuge Liang 190 50 28 336 43 25

Guan Yu 106 58 18 43 272 47

Zhang Fei 75 16 2 25 47 165

Table 5: Ochiai similarity matrix of main characters.

Cooccurrence Liu Bei Cao Cao Sun Quan Zhuge Liang Guan Yu Zhang Fei

Liu Bei 1 0.290371 0.207083 0.445641 0.276327 0.251027

Cao Cao 0.290371 1 0.195305 0.164488 0.212069 0.075112

Sun Quan 0.207083 0.195305 1 0.126854 0.090637 0.01293

Zhuge Liang 0.445641 0.164488 0.126854 1 0.142238 0.106176

Guan Yu 0.276327 0.212069 0.090637 0.142238 1 0.221856

Zhang Fei 0.251027 0.075112 0.01293 0.106176 0.221856 1

Table 6: The clustering result of the RTK network (k is the final
number of hierarchical clusters).

k Precision Recall F score

… … … …

11 43.83% 78.90% 56.35%

12 47.08% 78.90% 58.97%

13 71.10% 75.00% 73.00%

14 71.10% 75.00% 73.00%

15 87.66% 73.38% 79.89%

16 87.66% 62.99% 73.30%

17 87.66% 59.09% 70.60%

18 87.66% 50.97% 64.46%

… … … …

Figure 4: A link with a high edge betweenness.

Table 7: The clustering result of the RTK network (k is the final
number of hierarchical clusters).

Number of removals Precision Recall F score

0 87.66% 73.38% 79.89%

5 87.66% 73.38% 79.89%

10 88.31% 73.38% 80.15%

15 88.64% 74.35% 80.87%

20 88.64% 74.35% 80.87%

25 88.64% 74.35% 80.87%

30 88.64% 74.35% 80.87%

35 88.64% 74.35% 80.87%

40 88.96% 73.70% 80.62%

45 88.96% 73.38% 80.42%

50 89.94% 73.05% 80.62%

55 89.94% 72.08% 80.02%

60 47.73% 90.58% 62.52%

… … … …
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5.2. Hierarchical Clustering

5.2.1. Clustering Algorithm. An agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm utilizing the Ochiai similarity matrix is
implemented to complete the task of cluster analysis. It is a
bottom-up approach. Initially, each node is treated as a single
cluster. Two clusters with the largest Ochiai similarity are
combined into a new bigger cluster. The clustering algorithm
stops when it achieves a setting threshold or there is only one
cluster left. The similarity between two clusters is defined as
the average similarity between each of their nodes.

5.2.2. Evaluation. The P-IP scores [13] are adopted to
measure the clustering result. There are m character
names and n clusters. Suppose Cij is the number of char-
acter names marked with label j for character name i,
where j = arg

k
max

k=1,2,⋯,n
fCikg. The precision and recall of

character name i can be given by

Pi =
Cij

∑m
l=1Clj

,

Ri =
Cij

∑n
k=1Cik

:

ð5Þ

Thus, the F score is calculated by

Fi =
2PiRi

Pi + Ri
: ð6Þ

The overall precision, recall, and F score are the averages
of corresponding values. Moreover, the gold standard is built
by marking the character name with a specific kingdom tag.
For example, Cao Cao is tagged with “Wei” and Liu Bei is
tagged with “Shu.” Finally, 308 character names with definite
kingdom tags are secured for cluster analysis.

5.2.3. Clustering Result. The result of hierarchical clustering is
illustrated in Table 6. The F score achieves the best value of
79.89% when the number of clusters k is 15.

5.3. Improved Clustering Algorithm. In the RTK network,
some characters play a vital role in interconnections of differ-
ent kingdoms, like “Lu Su” between Wu and Shu, “Huang
Gai” between Wu and Wei. These characters have a high
betweenness according to the definition of betweenness (see
Section 4.5). Further, the node betweenness can be extended
to “edge betweenness” [14]. The link with a high edge
betweenness is often a bridge between different clusters (see
red link in Figure 4). Therefore, removing these high-
betweenness links by setting a similarity of 0 will reduce the
intercluster similarity and improve the clustering result even-
tually. The removal operation can be introduced as prepro-
cessing before conducting the cluster analysis.

The improved clustering algorithm using edge between-
ness is executed, and the result is displayed in Table 7. When
the number of removals is zero, it is the baseline of the
original algorithm. With an adequate removing operation,
the F score reaches a peak of 80.87%. Nevertheless, removing
too many links will destroy the whole network and make the
F score decline dramatically (see Figure 5).

5.4. Analysis. Data visualization is also given to display the
characteristics of historical figures in the RTK network. As
hierarchical clustering can be depicted as a tree-based visual
dendrogram, we visualize the character relationship in the
RTK novel from Chapter 43 to 50, which is a period describ-
ing “the battle of Red Cliffs” (see Figure 6).

As can be seen from Figure 6, six parts can be divided
manually. H1 and H3 are groups containing characters from
“Wu,” like Sun Quan and Sun Ce. H2 encompasses main
characters from “Shu” and “Wu” in the battle of Red Cliffs:
Liu Bei, Guan Yu, Zhuge Liang, Zhou Yu, Lu Su, etc. How-
ever, there are two exceptions: Cao Cao and Cheng Yu,
because they are highly connected with other main characters
in the battle of Red Cliffs. Further, H1, H3, and H2 merge
into a bigger cluster in the hierarchical clustering because
these characters are from the alliance of “Wu” and “Shu”
against Cao’s army.

On the other hand, H5 is composed of characters from a
large group “Wei,” including Xiahou Dun, Xiahou Yuan, Cao
Ren, and Cao Hong. H6 includes few characters from “Shu”

1
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Figure 5: The change of F score according to the number of removals.
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or “Wu.” H4 is not a cluster, and it contains a number of
characters from different kingdoms.

6. Conclusions

This paper developed a general framework for analyzing the
character relationship in the novel. The Romance of the Three
Kingdoms is taken as the object of analysis. At first, the raw
text of the RTK novel is processed with NLP tools and char-
acter names are recognized by lexical analysis. Then, a char-
acter name network is created based on coword analysis.
After building the network, several network features are
calculated such as degree distribution, average shortest-
path length, and clustering coefficient. Besides, cluster anal-
ysis is conducted and it helps to better understanding of the
hierarchical structure for characters in the RTK novel. A
modified clustering algorithm using edge betweenness is
proposed to improve the effect of clustering. Finally, visual-
ization of results is completed to analyze the hierarchical
clustering.

There are some limitations of the proposed method
since coword analysis does not necessarily reflect the true
meaning of character relationship. However, our approach
can study the main characters quantitatively and compre-
hend character relationship from another perspective.
Hence, it is a valuable research direction.

Subsequent work will study the meaning of pronouns
because they represent different characters in different situa-
tions. Further, place names and institutions will be taken into
consideration in the future.
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Aiming at the economic benefits, load fluctuations, and carbon emissions of the microgrid (MG) group control, a method for
controlling the MG group of power distribution Internet of Things (IoT) based on deep learning is proposed. Firstly, based on
the cloud edge collaborative power distribution IoT architecture, combined with distributed generation, electric vehicles (EV),
and load characteristics, the MG system model in the power distribution IoT is established. Then, a deep learning algorithm is
used to train the features of the data model on the edge side. Finally, the group control strategy is adopted in the power
distribution cloud platform to reasonably regulate the coordinated output of multiple energy sources, adjust the load state, and
realize the economic operation of the power grid. Based on the MATLAB platform, a group model of MG is built and
simulated. The results show the effectiveness of the proposed control method. Compared with other methods, the proposed
control method has higher income and minimum carbon emission and realizes the economic and environmental protection
system operation.

1. Introduction

With the continuous advancement of new energy power
generation technology, communication technology, Inter-
net technology, and other power industry technologies
and new-generation information and communication tech-
nologies, the IoT technology and the distribution network
are deeply integrated to form the Internet of distribution
things and microgrids (MG). The use of networked supply
and intelligent management technology can play a series
role between the user side and distributed energy [1, 2].
With the continuous development of power grid technol-
ogy, MG is a relatively independent system, which can
not only operate independently but also constitute a multi-
energy complementary intelligent MG group. Among
them, the shortcomings of the intermittent power output
of distributed power can be compensated by reasonable
regulation, so as to ensure the quality and reliability of
the power supply [3].

At present, MG still faces greater challenges in regulating
distributed generation (DG), battery energy storage system
(BESS) equipment, and loads [4, 5]. Ref. [6] proposes a
“source-storage-load” coordination balance algorithm based
on deep learning, which enables the system and user load
to achieve Nash equilibrium without prior information, and
optimizes the MG’s intelligent control capabilities. With the
development of research on the mobile BESS characteristics
of EV, it enters the MG as a special DG [7]. Ref. [8] con-
structed a real-timeMG optimal energy management system,
by using the random forest method to predict the EV driving
mode to schedule the charging and discharging of the EV
battery, which not only improves the consumption of distrib-
uted energy but also improves its utilization efficiency. Ref.
[9] studies the energy management framework of intelligent
MG and analyzes the energy optimization among household
load, EV, BESS, and distribution network. Most of the con-
trol strategies proposed in the above literature are from the
perspective of MG and use demand response to guide users
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to optimize the MG economy [10]. However, the uncertainty
of EV and collaborative optimization of distributed energy in
the MG group of power distribution IoT still need to be fur-
ther studied.

Therefore, under the framework of cloud edge collabora-
tive in power distribution IoT, a MG regulation method
based on deep learning is proposed. Based on the established
MG system model, as well as the system optimization objec-
tives and constraints, the edge side training learning of the
deep learning algorithm is used to regulate and control the
MG group.

2. MG System Model in Power Distribution IoT

Combining edge computing with cloud computing, the cloud
edge collaborative computing framework is constructed, and
the power distribution IoT architecture based on cloud edge
collaboration is established, as shown in Figure 1. Taking the
edge computing group as the basic unit, according to the
logic structure of cooperative autonomy between groups
and cloud edge collaborative control, the mathematical
model and training learning model of MG group computing
are established; finally, the control optimization calculation
of the MG group is carried out on the power distribution
cloud platform.

Among them, the end device mainly collects the data of
each MG for modeling; the edge node has the edge comput-
ing ability, collects the data of the end device and determines
the optimization objectives and constraints, and trains and
learns the data model based on the deep learning algorithm;
the power distribution cloud platform uses the data informa-
tion of each edge node and considers the target optimization
model to achieve a larger scale. The optimal energy distribu-
tion of the MG group is proposed.

The topology structure of MG is shown in Figure 2,
which mainly consists of wind turbine (WT), photovoltaic
(PV) energy, BESS, gas generator, EV, fuel cell, energy con-
version device, and users.

In the MG system, MG is connected with the main net-
work, and vehicle to grid is introduced. The role of vehicle
to grid is to stimulate the charging of the vacant EV, so that
it does not need to be charged during the peak load, which
reduces the power supply pressure of the main network,
and the electric energy stored in the EV can be sent to the
main network, increasing the power supply in the system.
As the power supply of MG, DG will change under the influ-
ence of weather and other factors, and the system will be
adjusted accordingly. The power in the system eventually
flows to the user.

2.1. Generating Unit Side. Renewable energy such as WT
power generation and PV power generation is increasingly
widely used in MG. At the same time, BESS can effectively
solve the problem of intermittent output of distributed
energy [11]. Therefore, the MG group adopts the WT/opti-
cal/storage/grid collaborative power generation mode.

The output of WT is closely related to environmental
wind speed, wind cut-in and cut-out speed, and rated wind
speed. PV output power PPV is determined by the output

power of PV modules, solar irradiance, and ambient temper-
ature under standard conditions. The battery next state of
charge ðSOCði + 1ÞÞ is related to the current state of battery
(SOCðiÞ).
2.2. End Side EV Model. The randomness of EV is mainly
reflected in the uncertainty of the time to access/leave the
MG and the randomness of the initial SOC due to the driving
distance. The end time and mileage of EV generally follow
normal distribution [12]. Therefore, based on the Monte
Carlo algorithm, the probability model of end time and mile-
age of EV is established, which is expressed as follows:

f tð Þ =

1
tσt

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p exp −
t + 24 − μtð Þ2

2σ2
t

� �
, 0 ≤ t ≤ μt − 12,

1
tσt

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p exp −
t − μtð Þ2
2σ2t

� �
, μt − 12 < t ≤ 24,

8>>><
>>>:

f dð Þ = 1
tσd

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p exp −
Ind − μdð Þ2

2σ2d

" #
, 0 < d < 120,

ð1Þ

where t is the end time of driving, σt = 3:41, μt = 17:47, d is
the mileage, σd = 3:24, and μd = 8:92.

EV in MG can be divided into dispatchable vehicles and
schedulable vehicles according to whether the owners agree
to participate in centralized control. Among them, disorderly
charging is adopted for nonschedulable vehicles; that is, the
owners charge by returning time and driving demand of
EV in the next period; and orderly charging is adopted for
schedulable vehicles; that is, under the time of use price
mechanism, the owners can charge uniformly within the
specified time [13, 14].

2.3. End User Load Unit. Based on the comparative analysis
of users’ usage habits and load types, user loads can be
divided into base load, reducible load, translatable load, and
interruptible load [15, 16]. Among them, the base load is a
necessary load and does not have the ability to adjust. The
latter three are adjustable loads, which can be adjusted
according to electricity price or other incentive policies. Elec-
tric water heater (EWH) and air conditioning (AC) are
widely used and have BESS characteristics. Optimization
strategies can be adopted to control their output power in
peak power consumption as a representative of translatable
load; its working range can be adjusted to the low power con-
sumption period [17]. The user side of the MG system can
adjust the load utilization through the electricity price
mechanism.

3. Optimization Model and Control Strategy of
MG Group in Power Distribution IoT

Under the time-of-use price mechanism, the overall load
demand of users in the MG group of the power distribution
IoT will inevitably change [18, 19]. Therefore, under the
cloud-side collaborative architecture, deep learning is used
to control the MG group, rationally regulate the coordinated
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output of multiple energy sources, adjust the load status, and
realize the economic operation of the power grid.

3.1. The Optimization Goal of Cloud-Side Collaboration

3.1.1. Daily Operating Cost. The operating cost of a MG
group in a cycle is an important factor to improve the eco-
nomic benefits of users, including its initial investment cost,
daily operation and maintenance costs, and load transfer
compensation after users participate in the time-of-use elec-
tricity price mechanism [20, 21]. The optimization objective
function is

min Clower = Δi〠
24

i=1
CWT + CPV + CBESS + CG½ �, ð2Þ

where CWT, CPV, and CBESS are the total operating costs of
WT, PV array, and BESS, respectively, and CG is the interac-
tive power cost of MG and large grid.

3.1.2. Heterogeneous Energy Synergy and Charging Power
Optimization. In the low-voltage distribution network, the
sources of charging energy usually include BESS, WT, and

PV. However, since PV and WT are greatly affected by envi-
ronmental factors, if the BESS can be used to balance the
impact of environmental factors, the fluctuation of charging
power in the MG can be reduced [22, 23]. The calculation
formula of charging power is as follows:

min Pt
chargep

t
e + ptWT + ptPV

� �

Pt
charge = Pt

BESS + Pt
WT + Pt

PV,
ð3Þ

where t is the time, Pt
BESS is the charging power of BESS, P

t
WT

is the charging power of WT, Pt
PV is the charging power of

PV, Pt
charge is the total charging power of MG with upper

and lower limits. pte is the cost price, and ptWT and ptPV are
the cost of WT power generation and PV power generation,
respectively.

3.2. Constraint Condition

3.2.1. EV Constraints. The constraints of EV should not only
consider the characteristics of EV but also meet the normal
needs of car owners. The state of charge constraints of EV
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Figure 1: Power distribution IoT system architecture based on “cloud-edge-end.”
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and the charging and discharging power constraints of EV
are as follows:

SOCEV,min ≤ SOCEV ið Þ ≤ SOCEV,max,

PEV,dis ≤ Pc ið Þ ≤ PEV,cha,
ð4Þ

where SOCEV,max is 0.95, SOCEV,min is 0.2, PEV,dis is the max-
imum discharge power of EV, and PEV,cha is the maximum
charging power.

3.2.2. Supply and Demand Balance Constraints of MG. In
order to ensure the normal life of users, the power provided
by MG should be balanced with the power required by users:

Pload ið Þ − PWT ið Þ − PPV ið Þ − PBESS ið Þ − PG ið Þ = 0, ð5Þ

where PloadðiÞ is the load demand at i time after MG partici-
pates in the control strategy.

3.3. Edge-Side Training Learning Based on Deep Learning
Algorithm. By combining the edge computing capabilities of
edge nodes with the super perception of deep learning and
the decision-making of reinforcement learning, the deep
reinforcement algorithm can perform output control based
on the analysis of input data, making it closer to the way peo-
ple think [24, 25]. Reinforcement learning is based on the
Markov decision process (MDP), which makes the transition
of the system at the next moment independent of the previ-
ous moment [26, 27]. The deep learning algorithm uses the
following function value update method to approximate the
Q function:

φt+1 = φt + α rt+1 + γ max
a

Q st+1, a, φð ÞQ st , at , φð Þ
� �

− ∇φQ st , at , φð Þ,
ð6Þ

where α is the learning rate, φ is the neural network weight, γ
is the discount factor, s is the system state, and a is the action
strategy, by which α = 1, γ = 0:85. When training a neural
network, use the mean square error to define the error func-
tion:

L φð Þ = E rt+1 + γ max
a

Q st+1, at+1, φð Þ −Q st , at , φð Þ
� �2

� �
:

ð7Þ

Obtain the gradient of the error function in the φ direc-
tion, update the parameters by means of stochastic gradient
descent, and obtain the optimal strategy on the basis of
obtaining the optimal Q value. In the deep learning training
process, if the selection action and the evaluation action
come from the same Q value of the same network, the final
result may have a large error due to overestimation. The dual
deep learning calculates the maximum Q value in the main
network for selection actions, and the target Q value calcula-
tion is performed in the target network, as shown in the fol-

lowing formula:

QDoubleQ
t = rt+1 + γQ st+1, arg max

a
Q st+1, a ; φtð Þ ; φ−

t

� �
: ð8Þ

In order to alleviate the problem of model overestima-
tion, the model usually needs to control a small difference
range between the target Q value and the actual Q value dif-
ference, and this helps to improve the algorithm convergence
speed.

3.4. Control Strategy of MG Group Based on Power
Distribution Cloud Platform. The MG group control strategy
takes BESS, EV, gas storage, and time as system states, discre-
tizes the original continuous MG operation process, and sep-
arates charging and discharging and other forms of electrical
energy [28, 29]. As the action strategy, assume that the cur-
rent state is st , the next state is st+1, the allowed action strategy
is a, and the action process includes changes in equivalent
parameters.

3.4.1. MDP Tuple Description. The state space s consists of
three parts: controllable battery sb, uncontrollable PV and
load sPV,l, and time series sm:

s = sb × sPV,l × sm: ð9Þ

The reward function is a real-time reward function,
which is aimed at evaluating a point in time information,
and cannot explain the quality of the overall strategy. There-
fore, it is necessary to define the state action value function to
represent the long-term effect of the strategy on the state:

Qh s, að Þ = Eh 〠
T−1

t=0
γtr st = s, at = aj

" #
: ð10Þ

3.4.2. Control Strategy of MG Cluster. In the power distribu-
tion cloud platform system, the state input includes BESS
battery storage capacity E, natural gas storage capacity G,
EV storage capacity V , and time t. The discrete-time state
quantity is 48. Different state variables have different ways
to determine the action strategy a in MG. After the input
state and action strategy are determined, the online learning
can be synchronized [30]. The multiple iterations of the Q
algorithm can make the Q value table tend to converge, so
as to determine the optimal scheduling route. The overall
flow of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

The calculation of each state conversion income usually
includes variable information such as selection environment,
current time price, and natural gas price and then fills in the
R matrix of the corresponding action under the state [30]. If
there is no action corresponding to the state in R, the R value
table is generated. In state st , according to the BESS, natural
gas storage, automobile power storage, and current time con-
tained in the current MG group, determine the action At that
should be taken; then, the system will enter the next state.
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4. Simulation Results and Analysis

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed MG group
control method, a group model containing 4 autonomous
MGwas built in the real-time simulation platformMATLAB,
and its topology is shown in Figure 4.

The rated voltage/frequency of the MG group is
380V/50Hz. The MG group includes PV module unit, WT
power generation unit, and BESS, and the specific capacity
is 400 kW, 600 kW, and 400 kW, respectively. According to
the actual load demand of a city in China, the time-of-the-
art price mechanism is adopted for electricity sales and pur-
chase in MG. According to the actual load demand of a city
in China, the valley load period is from 22:00 to 5:00 the next
day; 6:00 to 7:00, 11:00 to 12:00, and 17:00 to 18:00 are load
sharing periods; the rest are peak load periods. The electricity
purchase prices of peak, flat valley, and valley are 0.83
yuan/kWh, 0.49 yuan/kWh, and 0.17 yuan/kWh, respec-
tively, and the electricity selling prices are 0.65 yuan/kWh,
0.38 yuan/kWh, and 0.13 yuan/kWh, respectively.

4.1. Regulation Results of Single MG. The time-of-use electric-
ity price mechanism is used to guide users to adjust the usage
habits of adjustable loads in order to achieve the purpose of

“peak cutting and valley filling.” The overall load curve before
and after optimization of the MG is shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that before optimization, the
overall load curve of consumers fluctuates greatly, and the
peak value of electricity consumption is concentrated in the
period of high electricity price. After the user load partici-
pates in the control strategy, the overall load curve changes,
showing that the daytime demand power decreases, while
the night time demand power increases, and the load
decreases during the peak period, thus reducing the peak val-
ley difference and smoothing the load curve. It can be seen
that after the energy regulation of MG, the total load energy
consumption is reduced and the economy of the system is
improved.

4.2. Optimization Results of MGGroup. By adjusting the opti-
mal coordination mode of distributed energy, BESS, and
load, the capacity utilization rate of the MG group can be
improved, and the economic benefit can be improved. The
results of heterogeneous energy optimization control are
shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that during the period from
22:00 to 06:00 the next day, the WT of distributed energy has
a large output. Under the condition of ensuring the normal
load demand, the BESS charges. Since the power generated
by distributed energy is greater than the load demand, the
MG sells electricity to other loads in the MG group, so as to
increase the economic benefits of users. However, during
11:00-16:00, during the peak period of MG power consump-
tion, the output of WT is reduced, and the output of PV
power generation is large. At the same time, due to the peak
electricity price period, the BESS starts to cooperate with the
WT and PV array to output at the same time, so as to reduce
the consumers’ purchase of electricity from the large grid; at
the same time, the BESS stores the energy during the low
electricity price period and when the distributed energy out-
put has surplus. In the high electricity price period, it not
only ensures the stability of MG power supply but also
improves the consumption capacity of distributed energy,

Initializethe
environment

Select the optimal Q value table from the data set at as
the initial Q value table

Generate R value table

Determine the current state St, selectaction At

Determine whether the Q value
converges

Y

Calculate the Q value and update the Q value table

End

N

t=t+1

Figure 3: Control strategy of double level optimization model.
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thus smoothing the overall load curve and achieving the pur-
pose of peak load shifting and valley filling.

4.3. Comparative Analysis of Different Methods. In order to
demonstrate the economic and environmental protection of
the proposed method, it is compared with the methods in
Refs. [6, 8, 9]. Among them, the economy and environmental
protection are calculated quantitatively from the electricity
purchase cost and carbon emission of MG, respectively.
The product of the two is used as the evaluation index. The
smaller the value is, the stronger the regulation ability is.
The experimental results of the growth trend of economic

and environmental protection of the MG group are shown
in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 7, at the beginning of the iter-
ation, the performance of each algorithm is low, but with the
increase of the number of iterations, the optimal solution is
constantly approaching and finally tends to converge; the
economic and environmental performance is optimal, which
is about 24000 yuan ∗ t, exceeding the benefit of the empiri-
cal learning algorithm. The algorithm used in Refs. [6, 8]
has a relatively small amount of calculation, so it can con-
verge quickly, but the cost of purchasing electricity is very
high, about 26500 yuan, and the overall regulation perfor-
mance is poor. Ref. [9] grows rapidly in the initial iteration
stage, but due to the lack of prediction for future strategies,
it grows slowly in the later stage and has poor performance.
It can be demonstrated that the proposed method has a good
ability of energy coordination and optimization. Through the
improved deep reinforcement learning algorithm control
strategy, the economic and environmental protection of the
system has been greatly improved.

5. Conclusions

With the promotion of distributed energy, the number of
MG has increased dramatically, forming MG groups. In
order to improve the coordination and optimization of MG
group energy, a control strategy based on deep reinforcement
learning is proposed. Based on the cloud-side collaborative
power distribution IoT architecture, the system model of
the MG is proposed and interconnected to construct the sys-
tem architecture of the MG group. In addition, the edge-side
training and learning of the deep reinforcement learning
algorithm are used to control the MG group, rationally regu-
late the coordinated optimization of multiple energy sources,
and realize the economic and environmental protection
operation of the MG group. A MG group model was built
on the MATLAB platform to conduct simulation
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experiments. The results show that the proposed method
introduces the time-of-use electricity price mechanism to
regulate load operation and achieve the purpose of peak
shaving and valley filling, and the overall energy consump-
tion is small, and the economic performance is better. Com-
pared with other methods, the system has the smallest carbon
emissions, maximizes the consumption of renewable energy,
and realizes economical and environmentally friendly system
operation.
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Effective and efficient closed-loop supply chain processes can provide a significant competitive edge for companies. This study
considered three investment strategies in the process of initiating closed-loop supply chain alliances. The results showed that a
promised proportion has a significant effect on investment decisions under a pure investment strategy. Furthermore, a
reasonable promised proportion can coordinate the supply chain under a pure innovation strategy but cannot in a pure
advertising strategy. Upstream (i.e., innovation) investments decrease wholesale and retail prices, while downstream ones
increase retail and wholesale prices. Increasing innovation investment can transform benefits to the downstream, while
increasing advertising investment may cause opportunism. A hybrid investment strategy balances upstream and downstream
investment simultaneously and provides insights into optimizing the supply chain system in investments.

1. Introduction

Current societies and enterprises are paying increasing atten-
tion to environmental pollution. Thus, more attention is being
paid to product reuse management. Some types of government
legislation require manufacturers to deal with their end-of-life
products and waste production. Many manufacturing firms
have thus begun to focus on product recovery management,
including returns, refurbishing, recycling, remanufacturing,
and marketing, to comply with rigid environmental regula-
tions [1]. Product recycling can in fact benefit a company if
it is handled properly. Dell reported that since 2014, it has
recycled 4.2 million pounds, reduced its product carbon foot-
print by 11%, and achieved cost savings through its recycling
supply chain. Meanwhile, 14 auto part remanufacturing enter-
prises and 35 home appliance manufacturers in China, which

had been identified as national e-waste collection and recycling
pilot projects, have saved almost 155 billion RMB in environ-
mental benefits per year [2, 3]. Hence, closed-loop supply
chain issues have gained considerable attention among both
academia and practitioners due to the positive environmental
effects [4–6] and economic benefits [7].

In practice, it is an effective way to implement closed-
loop supply chains with suitable partners to copy with rigid
environment regulations and enjoy the economic benefits.
Hence, this study focused on building the closed-loop supply
chains via upstream and downstream investment strategies.

The extant research on closed-loop supply chain issues has
mainly focused on designing, planning [8–10], and surveying
[11]. For a review of reverse logistics and closed-loop supply
chain literature, refer to Guide & Wassenhove [12], Agrawal
et al. [13], Govindan et al. [4] and Islam & Huda [8].
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Reverse-logistic management issues in traditional supply chain
management refer to remanufactured products [14, 15]. A
complete literature review in this field can be found in Fleisch-
mann et al. [16], Guide et al. [17], Souza [18], Stindt & Saha-
mie [19] and Marić & Opazo-Basáez (2019). This stream of
literature has focused onnetwork design [20, 21], inventory con-
trol [22], reverse channel structure [23, 24], simulation (Abid
et al., 2019), price, and coordination [25, 26]. In practice, opera-
tional innovation and advertising are both often used to build a
company’s competitive advantage, i.e., advertisement aims to
stimulatedemandoropensupthesalesmarket,whileoperational
innovation can improve a company’s performance through
reducing costs. However, these two investment decisions occur
at the front and back ends of the supply chain, respectively.
Advertising decisions and operational innovation decisions are
frequentlyencounteredandwidelydiscussedtopics inoperations
management. Inspired by such research, this study adopted a
similar approach to consider the problems of upstream and
downstream investment allocation in the supply chain.

Advertising can build a stock of goodwill and promotes
product sales. Cooperative advertising is a coordinating
mechanism in the marketing channel that is widely used in
supply chain management. For example, coop advertising
was first adopted to examine promotion effect problems in
supply chains (Berge, 1973). Most of the literature has
focused on evaluating the impact of advertising investment
on market demand (Dai & Chao, 2013; [27, 28]). Consistent
with these assumptions, we assumed that advertising invest-
ment could improve the volume of sales, and then we consid-
ered advertising investment decisions in supply chains.

Operational innovation in supply chains pertains to
improvements in quality, yield, delivery time, and supply cost
[29]. Little attention was paid to the recycling and reuse of
waste products in the early stage, leading to low reproduction
efficiency. With the increasing emphasis on product recycling,
more and more research has suggested that it is necessary to
improve the processes for recycled products via innovation
investment [30]. A comprehensive performance measurement
system was developed to measure the performance of firms
with respect to innovation policy and marketing strategy
[31]. Most researchers have realized that innovation invest-
ment can result in either cost reduction or quality improve-
ment [31–33]. Based on the relations between innovation
and product cost found in the literature [33], we considered
innovation investment decisions in the supply chain.

Note that the two streams of literature mentioned above
either considered advertising investment or innovation invest-
ment in closed-loop supply chains. However, a closed-loop
supply chain alliance can simultaneously consider innovation
investment in the upstream and advertising investment in the
downstream to enjoy the economic benefits. How to allocate
investments on advertising and operational innovation is
one of challenges of closed-loop supply chain systems. Any
initiator of a closed-loop supply chain needs to weigh invest-
ment decisions on upstream and downstream simultaneously
in the supply chain. Hence, this study focus on the allocations
on/between advertising and operation innovation on supply
chain, and investigates the optimal investment allocation
on/between the two decisions within a supply chain system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1
presents the model descriptions. The model analysis will
examined the investment decision under pure strategies as
well as under mixed strategies in Section 2. Section 3 presents
numerical results based on the theoretical results. A sum-
mary of this research and discuss future research directions
are conducted in Section 4. Some proofs are presented in
the supplementary materials (available here).

2. Model Description

Consider a supply chain system composed of a manufacturer
and a seller, in which themanufacturer, possessingmanufactur-
ing/remanufacturing production lines, can directly produce
products with new components and remanufacture products
with used products; it can then distribute new products and
recover used products through the seller. Consistent with Xu
et al. [33], one returned product can be remanufactured into
one remanufactured product. The original remanufacture cost
is c and can be reduced to c − βxð0 < β≪ 1Þ with investing
operational innovation x2 to improve the remanufacturing
production lines [32]. Under a price-sensitive market, sales in
the market are Q =D − kp and can increase to Q + αyð0 < β
≪ α < 1, α < kÞ as advertising investment increases to y2 [32,
34, 35], where the potential initial market is D, and the retile
price is p.

There are two scenarios for building the supply chain
alliance. A leading manufacturing enterprise may invite a
seller to join the alliance and promise to bear part of the
advertising investment for the retailer to alleviate the seller’s
investment risk. A seller may actively request to join the alli-
ance and promise to bear part of the innovation investment
for improving technology to reduce reproduction costs and
then hope to decrease the wholesale price for itself. Then,
the supply chain alliance must make allocation decisions in
investments in advertising and innovation to optimize alli-
ance performance.

3. Model Analysis

3.1. Pure Innovation Investment Strategy. A supply chain
center uses an innovation investment strategy to reduce
remanufacturing costs. Under a price-sensitive market, the
central planner makes the innovation investment x2 as

πSI p, xð Þ = p − c + βxð Þ D − kpð Þ − x2: ð1Þ

Lemma 1. A pure innovation investment strategy has optimal
innovation investment and retail price as follows:

pSI∗ = 2D + 2kc −Dkβ2

k 4 − kβ2� �� � , xSI∗ = β D − kcð Þ
4 − kβ2 : ð2Þ

To build the supply chain alliance, the seller promises to
undertake part of the investment to improve the remanufac-
turing production line. Then, the decision-making sequence
is as follows: (1) The seller promises to undertake a propor-
tion of the investment (i.e., t) and becomes responsible for
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recycling used products in advance. (2) The manufacturer
then determines innovation investment x2 and wholesale
price w. (3) The seller finally determines the retail price in
the price-sensitive market.

The seller’s decision equation is as follows:

πSI
r p ∣ x,w, tð Þ = p −wð Þ D − kpð Þ − tx2: ð3Þ

The manufacturer’s decision equation is as follows:

πSI
m w, x ∣ p,Qð Þ = w − c + βxð Þ D − kpð Þ − 1 − tð Þx2: ð4Þ

Lemma 2. Under a pure innovation investment strategy, the
supply chain alliance exists in equilibrium for both the manu-
facturer and seller as follows:

pSI∗t = 2ck −1 + tð Þ +D −6 + β2k + 6t
� �

k −8 + β2k + 8t
� � ,

QSI∗
t = 2 D − ckð Þ −1 + tð Þ

−8 + β2k + 8t
,

xSI∗t = β −D + ckð Þ
−8 + β2k + 8t

,

wSI∗
t = 4ck −1 + tð Þ +D −4 + β2k + 4t

� �

k −8 + β2k + 8t
� � :

ð5Þ

The equilibrium suggests that manufacturer would made
operational innovations xSI∗t and then charged the wholesale
price wSI∗

t with the promised undertaking proportion t.

Proposition 3. Under a pure innovation investment strategy,
the promised proportion has a significant effect on the innova-
tion investment. Specifically, xSI∗ ≥ xSI∗t with t ≤ 1/2, and
xSI∗ < xSI∗t with

1/2 < t < 1: ð6Þ

Proposition 4. Under a pure innovation investment strategy,
the supply chain can be coordinated by promising an appro-
priate proportion.

The promised proportion t can stimulate the manufac-
turer to join the alliance. The more the proportion under-
taken by the retailer, the more operational innovation
would be. A reasonable promised proportion can be made
to coordinate the decentralized decisions.

3.2. Pure Advertising Investment Strategy. A supply chain
center can then use an advertising investment strategy to stim-
ulate market sales, which undoubtedly increases the cost of the
supply chain. Under a price-sensitive market, the supply chain
center optimizes advertising investment y2:

πSA p, yð Þ = D − kp + αyð Þ p − cð Þ − y2: ð7Þ

Lemma 5. A pure advertising investment strategy has optimal
advertising investment y∗ and retail price p∗ as follows:

pSA∗ = 2D + 2ck − α2c
4k − α2

, ySA∗ = α D − ckð Þ
4k − α2

: ð8Þ

To build a supply chain alliance, the manufacturer
promises to undertake part of the advertising investment. Then,
the decision-making sequence is as follows: (1) The manufac-
turer promises a proportion of the advertising investment
(i.e., t) and the wholesale price (i.e., w). (2) Then, the seller
determines the retail price and the advertising investment.

The seller’s decision equation

πSA
r p, y ∣w, tð Þ D − kp + αyð Þ p −wð Þ − 1 − tð Þy2: ð9Þ

The manufacturer’s decision equation

πSA
m wð Þ = D − kp + αyð Þ w − cð Þ − ty2: ð10Þ

Lemma 6. Under a pure advertising investment strategy, the
supply chain alliance exists in equilibrium as follows:

pSA∗t = 2k 3d + ckð Þ −1 + tð Þ2 + α2 ck −1 + tð Þ +D −1 + 2tð Þð Þ
k 8k −1 + tð Þ2 + α2 −2 + 3tð Þ� � ,

ySA∗t = −
α D − ckð Þ −1 + tð Þ

8k −1 + tð Þ2 + α2 −2 + 3tð Þ ,

QSA∗
t = 2k D − ckð Þ −1 + tð Þ2

8k −1 + tð Þ2 + α2 −2 + 3tð Þ ,

w∗
t =

4k D + ckð Þ −1 + tð Þ2 + α2 ck −1 + tð Þ +D −1 + 2tð Þð Þ
k 8k −1 + tð Þ2 + α2 −2 + 3tð Þ� � :

ð11Þ

The seller would made the advertising investment ySA∗t
and then charged the retail price pSA∗t to make the market sale
as QSA∗

t with manufacturer’s promised proportion t and
charged wholesale price w∗

t .

Proposition 7. Under a pure advertising investment strategy,
the promised proportion has a significant effect on advertising
investment. Specifically, ySA∗t ≥ ySA∗ with t ≥ 1/2; ySA∗t < ySA∗

with t < 1/2.

Proposition 8. Under a pure advertising investment strategy,
the supply chain alliance cannot be coordinated by the prom-
ised proportion.

Similarly, the promised proportion t can stimulate
seller to join the alliance with the coordinative advertising.
The more the proportion undertaken by manufacturer, the
more advertising investment would be. Unfortunately, the
promised proportion cannot coordinate the decentralized
decisions.

3.3. Hybrid Investment Strategy. A supply chain alliance can
make decisions simultaneously—that is, make innovation
investments in the upstream and advertising investments in
the downstream. Under a hybrid investment strategy, the
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Figure 2: Effects of promised proportions under a pure innovation strategy.
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supply chain center optimizes the equation for innovation
investment and advertising investment:

πDC p, x, yð Þ = p − c + βxð Þ D − kp + αyð Þ − x2 − y2: ð12Þ

Theorem 9. Under hybrid investment strategies, the supply
chain has the optimal investment and retail price, as

xDC∗ = βk −D + ckð Þ
α2 + k −4 + β2k

� � ,

yDC∗ = α −D + ckð Þ
α2 + k −4 + β2k

� � ,

pDC∗ = α2c − 2ck +D −2 + β2k
� �

α2 + k −4 + β2k
� � :

ð13Þ

Proposition 10. Under a hybrid strategy, the innovation
investment is less than that in a pure innovation strategy,
while the advertising investment is larger than that in a pure
advertising strategy in centralized decisions.

Compared with pure strategy, the supply chain center
would adjust the investment structure by decreasing innova-
tion investments but increasing advertising investment due
to the sensitivity under hybrid strategy.

Propositions 3 and 7 suggest that the initiator’s promised
proportion has a significant effect on the follower’s invest-
ment but cannot avoid the emergence of opportunism.
Hence, the supply chain alliance can make the upstream fully
responsible for the innovation investment and the down-

stream fully responsible for the advertising investment. Then,
the sequence of decision-making is as follows: (1) The man-
ufacturer first promises to undertake innovation investment
to improve the reproduction line, and (2) the seller sets the
advertising investment and retail price according to the man-
ufacturer’s promise and the market situation. The decision
functions for both parties are, respectively,

πDD
r p, yð Þ = D − kp + αyð Þ p −wð Þ − y2, ð14Þ

πDD
s w, xð Þ = D − kp + αyð Þ w − c + βxð Þ − x2: ð15Þ

Theorem 11. Under a hybrid strategy, the supply chain exists
in equilibrium for both manufacturer and seller as

xDD∗ = βk −D + ckð Þ
2α2 + k −8 + β2k

� � ,

wDD∗ = α2 D + ckð Þ + k −4ck +D −4 + β2k
� �� �

k 2α2 + k −8 + β2k
� �� � ,

yDD∗ = α −D + ckð Þ
2α2 + k −8 + β2k

� � ,

pDD∗ = α2 D + ckð Þ + k −2ck +D −6 + β2k
� �� �

k 2α2 + k −8 + β2k
� �� � ,

QDD∗ = 2k −D + ckð Þ
2α2 + k −8 + β2k

� � :

ð16Þ

Proposition 12. Under a hybrid strategy, innovation and
advertising investments are both larger than those in a
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Figure 3: Effects of shared proportion under a pure advertising strategy.
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decentralized system but less than those in a pure center
investment strategy. Innovation and advertising investments
are both less that than those in a pure strategy if the initiator’s
promised proportion satisfies

t ≥max 1/2, α2/4k, 8k + β2k2 − α2 − A
� �

/16k
� �

, and

A =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−32β2k3 + α2 − k 8 + β2k

� �� �2
:

q ð17Þ

Proposition 12 suggests that actors in the supply chain
alliance will reduce their investments under their full respon-
sibility under hybrid strategy. The initiator’s promised
proportion can stimulate the follower to invest more invest-
ments than those in hybrid with its responsibility.

These theorems and propositions show that a supply chain
alliance can be obtained but cannot be balanced in some sce-
narios. Although investments under various strategies can be
compared analytically, it is difficult to analytically compare
some decisions, such as those pertaining to profits and retail
prices, in various investment strategies due to complexity.
Hence, we will employ numerical analysis to demonstrate
the decision-making processes.

4. Numerical Analysis

Before performing the numerical analysis, we need to reorga-
nize the constraints among the variables to obtain meaning-
ful conclusions. Statistical big data based on advanced
product identification can capture the basic relationships
among the variables [36–45]. Subjecting to all constraints
being satisfied, it is reasonable to assume the values of some
parameters as follows: potential initial market D=1000, orig-
inal production cost c=10, sensitivity coefficient of market to
price k=10, advertising sensitivity coefficient α=0.7, and
innovation sensitivity coefficient β=0.065.

4.1. Pure Investment Strategies. In pure investment strategies,
the supply chain can make either innovation investments or
advertising investments. The revenue curves in pure invest-
ment strategies are presented in Figure 1, as follows.

Lemmas 1 and 5 show that supply chains exist with opti-
mal investment decisions in pure innovation and advertising
strategies. Propositions 3 and 7 show that the promised
proportion has a significant effect on decisions. Figure 2
presents the effects of promised proportions on decisions
(e.g., retail price, innovation investment, market sales, whole-
sale price, revenue) in a pure innovation strategy.
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The total innovation (follower made) increases with the
promised proportion increase. Innovation investment reduces
the reproduction cost and then decreases the wholesale price,
which decrease the retail price and increases market sales.
Hence, the promised proportion can stimulate the follower to
complete the mission in the supply chain. The manufacturer
can transform the profits from innovation investment to the
seller with low wholesale prices. The seller can then decrease
the retail price to enhance market competitiveness, which is
the original intention of the initiator in building a supply chain
alliance. However, a high promised proportion increases the
manufacturer’s revenue but undoubtedly increases the seller’s
costs and ultimately reduces the seller’s revenues.

Similarly, Figure 3 shows the effects of promised propor-
tion on decisions under a pure advertising strategy.

Advertising investment increases with the promised pro-
portion increase. Advertising investment aims to stimulatemar-
ket sales, but it also means additional costs for both the follower
and the initiator. Then, the additional cost causes both the retail
price and the wholesale price to increase. Then,market sales will
increase for a short period and then drop rapidly. A pure adver-
tising strategy could thus damage both actors’ revenues.

4.2. Hybrid Investment Strategies. Figure 4 shows the reve-
nues in the supply chain decision-making process under a
hybrid strategy. Then, Figure 5 presents the effects of sensi-
tive coefficients on optimal decisions.

Figure 5 indicates that whichever sensitive coefficient
increases, innovation investment, advertising investment,
and supply chain alliance revenue all increase. Intuitively,
the higher the sensitivity coefficient (i.e., the higher the invest-
ment benefit), the greater the investment. This phenomenon
reflects the fact that decision-making in a supply chain alliance
emphasizes balance between upstream and downstream
investment. This balance certainly aims to improve perfor-
mance. Similar to a pure investment strategy, the advertising
effect leads to a high retail price, while the innovation effect
reduces the retail price via reducing the reproduction cost.
However, it should be emphasized that increasing adverting
investment can improve performance, which may be the main
difference between the hybrid strategy and the pure strategy.
The main reasons may be found in the linkage effect and
balance effect in the supply chain alliance.

Figure 6 presents two players’ decision-making processes
in a decentralized supply chain.

To investigate the effects of sensitive coefficients on equilib-
rium, Figure 7 presents the optimal decisions (i.e., investment,
retail price, and wholesale price changes) with sensitive
coefficients (i.e., α, β).

Similarly, whichever sensitive coefficient increases, the
investments made by different individual actors also crease.
A linkage effect still exists in the decentralized decision-mak-
ing, even though there is no cross-investment. Even in a
decentralized supply chain, the manufacturer will increase
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innovation when the sensitive coefficients of innovation
increase and then reduce the wholesale price and finally
stimulate the seller to lower the retail price. The seller also
increases the advertising investment when the sensitive coeffi-
cient of advertising increases but still increases the retail price,
even when the manufacturer decreases the wholesale price.
The reason could be that opportunism exists in the down-
stream based on the advantage of being close to the market.

Promised proportion is an effective approach for building
a supply chain alliance, but it has different effects on decisions
under different pure investment strategies. An innovation
investment strategy can transform benefits to the downstream,
while an advertising investment strategy may have the oppo-
site effect. Although these effects can be improved under a
hybrid strategy, opportunism might also arise.

5. Conclusion

In order to cope with rigid environment regulations,
manufacturing forms can initiates closed-loop supply chain
alliances through suitable partners to focus on product recov-
ery management and even to enjoy the economic benefits.
However, an effective closed loop supply chain can simulta-
neously consider innovation investment in the upstream and
advertising investment in the downstream to enjoy the eco-
nomic benefits. Unlike the current closed-loop supply chain
studies with one-way input decisions, this study consider the
optimal investment allocation on/between the advertising
and innovation within a closed-loop supply chain system,
which can be initiated by an initiator’s promised proportion
in investment. The closed-loop supply chain alliance can be
initiated by an initiator’s promised proportion in investment.
Two ways of building a closed-loop supply chain alliance were
considered in this study: the manufacturer initiates or the
retailer initiates. A manufacturer initiates a supply chain alli-
ance by promising a proportion of the advertising investment,
while the seller promises a proportion of the innovation
investment. The equilibriums under various strategies were
considered analytically, and some sensitivities of decisions
were investigated using numerical analysis.

The results showed that under a pure investment strategy,
a promised proportion has a significant effect on investment
decisions and can make the supply chain achieve equilibrium.
However, a reasonable promised proportion can coordinate
the supply chain under a pure innovation strategy but not
under a pure advertising strategy. Compared to pure invest-
ment, the supply chain center will decrease upstream invest-
ment but increase downstream investment under a hybrid
strategy. Upstream investments always decrease wholesale
and retail prices, while downstream investments increase retail
and wholesale prices. Upstream and downstream investments
will both increase with a sensitive coefficient increase. Increas-
ing innovation investment can benefit the manufacturer but
not the seller, while increasing advertising investment creates
costs for both actors under a pure investment strategy. How-
ever, increasing innovation or adverting can bring benefits to
both actors under a hybrid investment strategy. Generally,
the upstream transforms the benefit to the downstream while
downstream, not vice versa. The downstream may exhibit

opportunism based on the advantage of being close to the
market. In summary, a hybrid investment strategy provides
insight into optimizing the supply chain system in invest-
ments. A supply chain alliance should balance investments
in the upstream and downstream simultaneously. The balance
between the upstream and downstream can eliminate the
negative effect of one-sided investment. Increasing innovation
investment in the upstream may be a good choice for the
supply chain; after all, it can transfer the benefits to the
downstream.

A limitation of this study is that the models only consid-
ered operational innovation and advertising investment.
There are additional investment choices that could poten-
tially provide mutual benefit. More investment choices could
be considered in future work. Moreover, the stochastic of
corresponding output with investment could affect invest-
ment decisions. How the stochastic of the investment affects
the investment decision could also be an interesting direction
for future work.
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Perishables’ freshness is a dynamic state, which can be captured by statistical big data based on advanced product identification and
sensory technologies. A time-based markdown strategy model is proposed to consider the markdown strategy in maximizing
performance. The results showed that demand uncertainty would force them to implement a markdown strategy in advance,
merchants’ profit and initial inventory are sensitive to the uncertainty and deterioration rate of perishable quality, and
markdown time has a regulatory effect on initial inventory.

1. Introduction

Freshness is becoming a quality criterion of great importance
to consumers regarding perishable products (Peneau et al.
[1]). The freshness as well as the price has been viewed as an
important factor influencing consumers’ purchase decision.
Many companies are making efforts to promote the fresh con-
cept in the retail market. Perishable operation management
must consider how to deal with perishables before they spoil
to ensure food safety. Sales at discounted prices have become
a common strategy in retail processes, especially with long lead
times and hard-to-predict demand. As a common method of
matching supply and demand, the markdown strategy has a
dramatic effect on a retailer’s profitability [2], i.e., too early
or too deeply will lead to lost revenue, while delaying mark-
downs or keeping them shallow will lead to liquidating inven-
tory at even lower prices at the end of the season [3]. Hence,
effective markdown strategies should not ignore the timing
of the markdown as well as the initial inventory.

Perishable’s typical characteristic is that the freshness
(i.e., quality) is a dynamic state that decreases continuously
to the point when it is unfit for consumption. Most advanced
product identification and sensory technologies such as
radio frequency identification technology (RFID) and time
temperature indicator (TTI) have been developed to make
it possible to capture the perishables’ quality information,
such as product identity, properties, and related data [4–
8]. These rich quality index data can be used to predict
dynamically the shelf life. At present, some research liter-
ature of perishable products focus on the preservation
technology investment [9–11] and some research consid-
ered the price and inventory problem of perishables by
considering the markdown time as an exogenous variable
[12–14]. However, how to effectively implement mark-
down strategies consisting of time and inventory based
on the dynamic shelf life information should be an impor-
tant issue in perishable operation management, especially
in an uncertain demand environment.
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A time-sensitive markdown strategy is employed to con-
sider the markdown time challenge based on the time-
variance market sale model. This time-variance markdown
model can capture the dynamic quality evolution characteris-
tics. The relations between the markdown time and the initial
inventory are considered under uncertainty market demand.
Partial decision-making attributes are demonstrated through
numerical analysis. The results suggest that market uncer-
tainty may not always be detrimental to merchants and
may even increase the ultimate benefit to them. Both the
merchant’s profit and initial inventory are sensitive to the
market demand uncertainty while the markdown time is not.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a review of the existing literature related to our
research. The model description is presented in Section 3.
We will consider the markdown strategy under deterministic
and uncertain market demand, respectively, in Sections 4 and
5. Section 6 presents numerical results based on the theoret-
ical results. A summary of this research and discussion of
future research directions are conducted in Section 7. Some
proofs are presented in supplementary files (available here).

2. Literature Review

Perishables’ production and inventory control problems have
been given more attention in the inventory literature [12, 15].
In the study of perishables, the research relating to this study
can be grouped into two streams.

A stream of related research literature focuses on the
preservation technology investment. These researches con-
sider how to control and reduce the deterioration of perish-
ables through effective procedural changes and specialized
equipment acquisition. The main theme is to decide the
investment in preservation technologies to reduce deteriora-
tion rates using product inventory models [9–11]. Fox exam-
ple, Shah et al. [16] derived the optimal preservation
technology investment, retail price, and purchase quantity
for inventory systems where units are subject to constant
rates of deterioration.

Another stream of related research literature focuses on
the price and inventory control model, which either con-
siders the product with fixed lifetimes, random lifetimes,
and decay rates that correspond to proportional inventory
decreases in terms of utility or quantity [14, 17, 18]; or
focuses on combining pricing and inventory controls to
investigate how different pricing modalities affect pricing
and inventory decisions [19–22]; or considers how to adjust
prices to attract customers over one or more periods in a cer-
tain demand market [13, 23]. These researches suggested that
customer valuations have significant effects on retailers’ price
and inventory decisions [24–26], and markdown strategy in
operation management is a controversial topic. In particular,
the markdowns would not be viewed as an optimal pricing
modality for monopoly firms when the firm has high levels
of inventory [27], and has often been characterized as a
wasteful practice [28]. However, markdowns have also been
suggested to be a more profitable strategy than single fixed
prices [29] and a better pricing modality when customer
behavior is considered [30, 31]. We noticed that these

researches always viewed the markdown time as an exoge-
nous variable when considering price and/or inventory for
perishables. However, this paper differs in that it views the
markdown time as a decision variable and considers it under
uncertainty market demand.

Demand uncertainty is an important issue in operation
management literature. Perishables’ market demand is also
uncertain and would be influenced by the dynamic quality
evolution. The newsvendor model is always used to consider
the decision problem under uncertain demand [32, 33].
However, most of the extant newsvendor model literature
assumed that demand uncertainty is exogenous. The time-
variant market demand model in a quick response system
assumed that lead-time reduction can help to enhance fore-
cast accuracy of uncertain market demand [34–36] and was
then employed to consider the lead-time decisions (purchase
timing, guaranteed delivery time, lead time, and options con-
tracts) in the supply chain [36–39]. Inspired by this stream of
research, we assumed the perishables’ demand uncertainty is
time-sensitive and relates to the sale period length, which is
also common in reality, i.e., the longer the sale period, the
greater the uncertainty. The literature that is closely related
to this study is [3] and that by Wang et al. [40]. However,
Şen [3] considered the markdown time for perishable and
substitutable produce under a determined market, andWang
et al. [40] consider the introduction time for a holiday prod-
uct with similar cumulative market demand model. The
main difference from the above literature is that this study
assumed that the market demand rate is price- and time-sen-
sitive, then considers the markdown time as well as the initial
inventory strategy under uncertain markets.

3. Model Description

All perishables are available for a limited sale period and must
be sold before the “sell-by-date,” which has been printed on
product labels by the producer to assure the product is of sat-
isfactory quality. The perishables’ freshness then can be repre-
sented in terms of remaining shelf life. The effects of
remaining shelf life on freshness with the market demand
are expressed commonly by the kinetic model approach in
the literature [41]. An exponential quality-decay weighting
function (i.e., βqe−λt) derived from the kinetic model
approach has been widely adopted in perishables’ product
research [14, 42] then a price and quality sensitive expected
market demand rate for perishable product can be viewed as
f ðDðtÞÞ = f ðpðtÞ, tÞ = d − αpðtÞ + βqðtÞ = d − αpðtÞ + βqe−λt ,
where dð>0Þ is the maximum potential market demand
rate, λ represents the quality deterioration rate, and α, βð≥0Þ
represent demand sensitivity to the product price and product
quality, respectively. The market demand rate satisfies df
ðDðtÞÞ/dp ≤ 0, df ðDðtÞÞ/dt ≤ 0. The expected market
demand during the selling season ½0, T� is then DðTÞ =
Ð T
0 f ðpðtÞ, tÞdt.
Merchants prepare inventory in advance and then appro-

priately use markdown pricing during the season to reverse
the declining demand. Theoretically, dynamic pricing strat-
egy pðtÞ can maintain the expected demand rate at a high
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level as the quality deteriorates. However, dynamic pricing
methods incur change cost, and too many markdowns repre-
sent failure in some area [43]. A single price change may be as
effective as the more flexible pricing ([44]; Sen, 2013). Hence,
it is reasonable to assume that merchants would have only
one chance to implement the markdown strategy during
the selling season. If the merchant makes the markdown
price at time z ∈ ð0, TÞ, then the retail price would be
expressed as pðtÞ = fp, 0 ≤ t ≤ z ; pθ, z < t ≤ T , θ ∈ ð0, 1�gwith
a price discount θ, and then the expected market sales are
divided into two parts as EðD1ðpðtÞ, tÞÞ =

Ð z
0 f ðpðtÞ, tÞdt =

μ0zðpðzÞ, zÞ, EðD2ðpðtÞ, tÞÞ =
Ð T
z f ðpðtÞ, tÞdt = μzTðpðzÞ, zÞ.

The errors of the actual market sales relate to the sale
time [35, 40]. So, market sale can be expressed as D1ðpðtÞ,
tÞ = μ0z + εðzÞ,D2ðpðtÞ, tÞ = μzT + εðT − zÞ, where εðtÞ is the
stochastic part of market sales and satisfies dVarðεðtÞÞ/dt
≤ 0 (Chiu, Choi, and Li 2009). Following Chen and Chuang
[35] and Wang et al. [40], we assume εðtÞ = ððT − tÞ/TÞσX,
where X ~Nð0, 1Þ with the pdf f ðxÞ and cdf FðxÞ and its
inverse function F−1ðxÞ. A larger σ means higher market
demand uncertainty. EDðpðtÞ, tÞ must be larger than σ so
that Pr ðDðpðtÞ, tÞ ≤ 0 can be negligible.

Merchant’s markdown strategies are to consider the ini-
tial inventory (Q) and markdown time z to improve the oper-
ation performance with the quality evolving over time. In
order to focus on the initial inventory and the markdown
time decisions under uncertain market demand, the initial
price p and the markdown price are exogenous and predeter-
mined as assumed in [3]. Then, the merchant’s optimal deci-
sion function is

π p tð Þ, zð Þ = 〠
2

i=1
p tð Þ min Q,Di tð Þð Þ − cQ: ð1Þ

4. The Markdown Strategy under Deterministic
Market Demand

As a benchmark, we first consider markdown strategy under
the deterministic market demand. Then, the actual market
demand is EDðp, θ, zÞ = Ð z

0d − ap + βqe−λtdt +
Ð T
z d − apθ + β

qe−λtdt = ðβq/λÞð1 − e−λTÞ + dT − apðθT + ð1 − θÞzÞ with the
predetermined price pðtÞ = fp, 0 ≤ t ≤ z ; pθ, z < t ≤ T , θ ∈ ð0,
1�g, and the profit function can be viewed as πðz,QÞ = p

Ð z
0

d − ap + βqe−λtdt + pθ
Ð T
z d − apθ + βqe−λtdt − cQ with Q = E

Dðp, θ, zÞ.

Theorem 1. Under deterministic market demand, there exists
unique optimal markdown time for the merchant’s expected
profit function as z∗ = ð1/λÞ ln ðβq/ðaðpð1 + θÞ − cÞ − dÞÞ
and then the initial inventory is Q = ðβq/λÞð1 − e−λTÞ + dT
− apðθT + ð1 − θÞz∗Þ.

Proof. Direct derivation of the profit function is sufficient.

Proposition 2. The higher the initial retail price, the earlier
the markdown time; the higher the discount price, the later

the markdown time; and the later the markdown time, the
smaller the inventory would be.

Proof.Direct derivation is sufficient as ∂z∗/∂p ≤ 0, ∂z∗/∂θ ≤ 0
.

Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 suggest that if a merchant
sets a high initial price, then he will implement the price
reduction early. However, if the merchant plans to take a sig-
nificant price cut, he would delay the price reduction time.
Eventually, the willingness to delay price reduction would
lead to conservative initial inventory.

5. The Markdown Strategies under Uncertain
Market Demand

Under an uncertain market demand, the merchant can adopt
the markdown strategy under two scenarios as follows.

5.1. Inventory Clearance Markdown. If the markdown
price is aimed at clearing the inventory, then it can be
viewed as the salvage price in most operation literature,

i.e., pθ ≤ c. Then, the merchants’ profit function is πðQ, zÞ
= Εðp min ðQ,DÞ + pθ ðQ −DÞ+Þ − cQ = p min ðμ0zðpðzÞÞ +
εðzÞ,QÞ + pθðQ − μ0zðpðzÞÞ − εðzÞÞ+ − cQ = ðp − cÞQ − pð1 −
θÞðT − z/TÞσÐ ððQ−μ0zÞ/σÞðT/ðT−zÞÞ−∞ FðxÞdx:

Lemma 3. For any markdown time z , the merchant’s profit
function is a concave in the initial inventory.

Proof. Derive the profit function twice on Q and then obtain
that ∂πðQ, tÞ/∂Q = ðp − cÞ − pð1 − θÞ · FðððQ − μÞ/σÞðT/ðT −
zÞÞÞ, ∂2πðQ, tÞ/∂Q2 = −ðpð1 − θÞ/σÞðT/T − zÞ · f ðððQ − μÞ/
σÞðT/ðT − zÞÞÞ ≤ 0.

Theorem 4. To clear the inventory with the markdown price,
the merchant would delay the markdown time to the expi-
ration rate or time as the demand rate decreases to zero,
i.e., z∗ = T or z∗ = ð1/λÞ ln ðβq/ðap − dÞÞ , and the inven-
tory is Q∗ = ðd − apÞz∗ + ð1 − e−λz

∗Þβq/λ + σðT − z∗Þ/T ·
F−1ððp − cÞ/pð1 − θÞÞ.

Proposition 5. If the markdown price is aimed at clearing the
inventory, the markdown time may be earlier than that under
the deterministic market demand.

Proof. Compare the markdown times as follows, aðpð1 +
θÞ − cÞ = ap + aðpθ − cÞ ≤ ap ðpθ ≤ cÞ, then ð1/λÞ ln ðβq/ðap
− dÞÞ ≤ ð1/λÞ ln ðβq/ðaðpð1 + θÞ − cÞ − dÞÞ ≤ T .

5.2. Promotional Markdown. If the markdown price is not to
clear the leftover inventory at once but to reverse the declin-
ing demand caused by quality deterioration, it would occur
whenever the demand rate cannot reach the expected value.
Then, the markdown price would not surely clear the inven-
tory. The market sales before and after the markdown price
can be viewed as min ðQ,D1Þ and min ðQ −min ðQ,D1Þ,
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D2Þ. The merchant’s profit function can be expressed as
πðQ, pÞ = Eðp min ðQ,D1Þ + pθ min ðQ −min ðQ,D1Þ,D2ÞÞ
− cQ. Drawing on the approach used by Netessine and
Shumsky (2005) and noting thatmin ðQ,D1Þ = fQ, ð1/σÞðT/
ðT − zÞÞðQ − μ0zÞ ≤ x ;D1, ð1/σÞðT/ðT − zÞÞðQ − μ0zÞ ≥ xg
and min ðQ −min ðQ,D1Þ,D2Þ = f0, ð1/σÞðT/ðT − zÞÞðQ −
μ0zÞ ≤ x ;Q −D1, ðQ − μ0TÞ/σ ≤ x ≤ ð1/σÞðT/ðT − zÞÞðQ −
μ0zÞ ;D2, x ≤ ðQ − μ0TÞ/σg , the merchant’s profit function

can be rewritten as πðQ, pÞ = pðÐ ðT/zÞððQ−μ1Þ/σÞ−∞ ðμ0z + ðz/TÞσ
xÞf ðxÞdx+ Ð∞

ðT/zÞððQ−μ0zÞ/σÞQf ðxÞdxÞ + pθðÐ ðT/zÞððQ−μ0zÞ/σÞðQ−ðμ0z+μzT ÞÞ/σ ðQ −

μ0z − ðz/TÞσxÞf ðxÞdx+Ð ðQ−ðμ0z+μzT ÞÞ/σ−∞ ðμzT + ððT − zÞ/TÞσxÞf
ðxÞdxÞ − cQ = ðp − cÞQ − pð1 − θÞðz/TÞσÐ ðT/zÞððQ−μ0zÞ/σÞ−∞ FðxÞd
x − pθσ

Ð ðQ−ðμ0z+μzT ÞÞ/σ
−∞ FðxÞdx.

Lemma 6. For any markdown time z , the merchant’s profit
function πðQ, zÞ is a concave in the initial inventory Q . The
optimal initial inventory Q∗ðzÞ satisfies the equation as p −
c − pð1 − θÞFððT/zÞððQ − μ0zÞ/σÞÞ − pθFððQ − ðμ0z + μzTÞÞ/
σÞ = 0.

Lemma 7. The initial inventory satisfies ðz/TÞσF−1ððp − cÞ/
pÞ + μ0z ≤Q∗ ≤ σF−1ððp − cÞ/pÞ + μzT + μ0z , i.e.,

(1) if ðc/pÞ ≤ 0:5 , then F−1ððp − cÞ/pÞ ≥ 0 , and 0 ≤ ðz/TÞ
σF−1ððp − cÞ/pÞ + μ0z ≤Q∗ ≤ σF−1ððp − cÞ/pÞ + μzT

(2) if ðc/pÞ ≥ 0:5 , then F−1ððp − cÞ/pÞ ≤ 0 , then σð≥0Þ sat-
isfies that

(a) if σF−1ððp − cÞ/pÞ + μ2 ≥ 0 , then μ0z ≤Q∗ ≤ σF−1ððp
− cÞ/pÞ + μ0z + μzT

(b) if σF−1ððp − cÞ/pÞ + μ2 ≤ 0 , then Q∗ ≤ μ0z

Theorem 8. There exists an optimal markdown time z∗ ,
which can be found by the following algorithm:

(1) For any given z, solving the equation p − c − pð1 − θÞF
ððT/ðT − zÞÞððQ − μ0zÞ/σÞÞ − pθFððQ − μ0TÞ/σÞ = 0 to obtain
the optimal inventoryQ∗ ; (2) substituting theQ∗ into the profit
function and then obtaining the πðQ∗, zÞ ; (3) computing value
πðQ∗, zÞ on z ∈ ð0, TÞ and then obtaining the optimal z∗ =
arg max πðQ∗, zÞ.

Proof. Substituting the Q∗ðzÞ into the merchant’s profit func-
tion and then obtaining πðQ∗ðzÞ, zÞ. Note that πðQ∗ðzÞ, zÞ is
a nonlinear univariate continuous function and satisfies

lim
z→0+

πðQ∗ðzÞ, zÞ = πðQ∗ð0Þ, 0Þ and lim
z→T−

πðQ∗ðzÞ, zÞ = ðp − cÞ
Q − pθσ

Ð ðQ−μ0→T Þ/σ
−∞ FðxÞdx. Actually, if z→ 0+, the markdown

strategy degenerates into a daily low price strategy. So, there
must exist an optimal time z∗ ∈ ½0, T� that satisfies z∗ = arg
max πðQ∗ðzÞ, zÞ.

Lemma 7 and Theorem 8 suggest that there exists an
optimal markdown time for a single price change strategy.
The initial inventory is influenced by the initial price and
the uncertainty in market sales. Tiny margins and large
uncertainty would seriously dampen the merchant’s initial
inventory. Markdown strategy with time decisions can pro-
vide different insights for perishable operation management.
Although the optimal initial inventory and markdown time
can be derived, more decisions and the relations among the
decision variables cannot be obtained analytically due to the
nonlinearity of expressions. Therefore, more market insights
implied in these complex relationship structures need to be
explored by numerical analysis.

6. Numerical Analysis

Before performing the numerical analysis, we need to reorga-
nize the constraints among parametric variables such as that
the EDðpðtÞ, tÞ must be larger than σ so that Pr ðDðpðtÞ, tÞ
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Figure 1: Merchant’s profit (a) and initial inventory (b) on the markdown time.
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≤ 0 can be negligible, and the parameters α, β must satisfy
that 0 ≤ ap − d ≤ aðpðtÞð1 + θÞ − cÞ − d ≤ βqe−λt , t ∈ ð0, TÞ. It
is reasonable to assume the values of some parameters as
market size d = 70; initial quality q = 10; demand sensitivity
to price and quality a = 1 and β = 1:5, respectively; quality
deterioration λ = 0:02; selling period length T = 40; and
product cost c = 22, initial price p = 80, and θ = 0:25; the sto-
chastic part of market sales is assumed to follow the normal
distribution, i.e., x ∈Nð0, 80Þ.
6.1. The Revenue and Initial Inventory on Markdown Time.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of
the algorithm in Theorem 8, Figure 1 presents the initial
inventory and merchant’s revenue with the markdown time
evolution. Consistent with the theoretical analysis, the mer-
chant’s revenue function is a concave function on the mark-
down time. Hence, there exists an optimal markdown time.
Besides, although the optimal initial inventory satisfies a spe-
cial equation, the relationship between the initial inventory
and markdown time can be approximately linear.

6.2. The Effect of Uncertainty on the Markdown Strategies.
Based on the algorithm in Theorem 8, the merchant’s profit
function, finial profit, markdown time, and initial inventory
with different market-sale deviation are presented in
Figure 2. Figure 2 suggests that the merchant’s profit as well
as the initial inventory increases with the market-sale devia-
tion increase. Theorem 1 points out that the merchant would
delay the markdown time under a deterministic demand,
which will result in small initial inventory and finally reduce
the sale volumes as well as the profit during the sale period.
However, uncertainty would prompt merchants to imple-
ment early price reduction, which ultimately increases the
potential market sale volumes during the sale season. The
markdown time does not seem to be very sensitive to the
deviation, but indeed affects the extent of the initial
inventory.

6.3. The Effect of Quality Deterioration Rate on the
Markdown Strategies. The most valued characteristic of per-
ishables is the perishability rate. The higher the perishability
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rate, the more difficult it is to preserve. Figure 3 suggests that
the merchant’s profit decreases with the deterioration rate
increase. So, the more perishable the product, the less profit-
able the merchant gets. The markdown time also does not
seem too sensitive to the deterioration rate. It plays a role
in regulating the change of the initial inventory to the deteri-
oration rate. Generally, the shorter the shelf life of the prod-
uct, the more difficult it is for the merchant to handle it, and
the lower the final profit would be. In reality, somemerchants
operating in perishables always adopt high initial prices to
quickly cover costs. In particular, products that are too per-
ishable are even sold directly in presales or a custom model.

7. Conclusion

Freshness and price have become major issues in the man-
agement of perishables with the increasing attention paid to
the freshness of perishables. The markdown strategy is a
common operating method to reverse the declining demand

due to the dynamic quality evaluation. An effective mark-
down strategy can avoid waste due to the expiration dates
when optimizing operational performance. Statistical big
data based on advanced product identification and sensory
technologies can capture perishables’ freshness state and
model the evolution of the freshness of perishables with shelf
life (such as βqe−λt) [45–49]. So, the time-sensitive mark-
down strategies are feasible. By introducing a time-variant
market demand model, we consider the relationship between
the optimal markdown time and the optimal initial inventory
under uncertain market demand. The optimal markdown
time as well as the initial inventory is derived under different
scenarios. The results show that there exists an optimal
markdown time under various scenarios; the uncertainty of
market sales would force merchants to implement a mark-
down strategy in advance. The early implementation of the
markdown strategy would then stimulate the potential mar-
ket demand, which finally increases the merchant’s profit.
Hence, both the profit and initial inventory increase with
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the uncertain market increase and decrease with the increase
in the quality deterioration rate. The dynamic deterioration
of perishable quality harms merchant’s revenue. The more
perishable the product, the less the merchant is willing to pre-
pare in advance. Therefore, many perishables are sold in a
customized way or presale in reality. Besides, markdown time
is less sensitive to the uncertainty and perishability but has a
regulatory effect on initial inventory.

Markdown time as an important issue in markdown
strategy can provide new and significant insights for mer-
chants. This research on time-sensitive markdown strategies
enriches current markdown strategy research and provides a
theoretical basis for an intelligent decision-making system
for perishable product management. However, it should be
noted that the markdown strategy in this study only focuses
on the initial inventory and markdown time under uncertain
market demand. It is undeniable that the initial price and the
magnitude of the markdown price are also important factors
in markdown strategies. Hence, future research on mark-
down strategies should include more decision variables to
provide more insights into market strategies.
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Tag collision is one of the critical problems in radiofrequency identification (RFID) technology which can be widely used to identify
objects using tag attachment automatically. Through the transmission and reflection of wireless radiofrequency signals, noncontact
identification is realized. However, when multiple tags respond to the reader simultaneously, a collision occurs, significantly
degrading the identification performance of RFID systems. To tackle the tag collisions, we propose a fast hybrid strategy-based
RFID anticollision (FHS-RAC) protocol. Based on the conventional query tree algorithm, the proposed FHS-RAC makes full
use of collision bits and the total response bits to achieve the faster tag identification. Extensive simulations and experiments
verify the feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed scheme.

1. Introduction

As the development of radiofrequency identification (RFID)
technology, the RFID tag has become more and more inex-
pensive, facilitating a wide deployment of RFID systems.
Meanwhile, the advent of low-cost RFID reader modules
has made feasible the integration of RFID readers and mobile
devices [1]. The direct adaptability of RFID to the demands
of supply chains [2–4], object tracking and monitoring [5–
7], traceability of patients, or the management of medication
for elderly people are a number of applications that have, in
recent years, increased the popularity of this technology. In
these broader range of RFID-enabled applications, tag identi-
fication problem [8] is one of crucial issues, which is to allow
the unread tagged objects appear in the interrogation area to
be identified as fast as possible. Tag identification problem
happens when unidentified tagged objects are moved in or
the tagged objects are misplaced in the region of other
readers. For example, in a shopping mall with thousands of
tagged objects, a lot of new tagged commodities are trans-
ported into the warehouse or placed on the shelves every
day. Often, RFID systems suffer from collisions when a
reader identifies multiple tags or multiple readers contact
with a tag simultaneously. As a result, tag reading failure
occurs and tag reading efficiency degrades significantly. In
order to solve the tag identification problem in a dense envi-

ronment, an anticollision mechanism is needed to coordinate
the communication between the reader and tags, which is
named the tag identification or anticollision algorithm.

To address tag collisions, a large number of anticollision
protocols have been proposed, which can be divided into
probabilistic [9–14], deterministic [15–18], and hybrid algo-
rithms. The probabilistic algorithms are essentially based on
the ALOHA protocol. The basic idea behind this kind of
algorithm is that the reader estimates the number of tags
according to the collision, success, and idle time slots first
and then adjusts the frame length dynamically based on the
estimation results. When the number of tags is equal to the
number of time slots, the ALOHA-based algorithm can
achieve the highest throughput rate of 36.8%. Ease of imple-
mentation is an advantage of the algorithm based on ALOHA.
The randomness of the identification process and the starva-
tion problem are the disadvantages of such algorithms. Deter-
ministic algorithms are studied in articles [15–18]. The basic
idea behind this algorithm is that first using bit identification
and tracking technology to identify the collision bit accurately.
The tags are then grouped according to the collision bits until
there is only one tag in the group. One disadvantage of these
protocols is that the length of probe command of such algo-
rithm is not fixed; it will change with the change of the query
prefix length during the tag identification process. In addition,
query tree-based algorithm consumes more transmitted bits.
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Combining the advantages of the ALOHA-based algorithm
and the deterministic algorithm, the literatures [19, 20] pro-
posed the hybrid-based algorithm. In the paper [20], based
on the dynamic frame slot ALOHA algorithm, the binary tree
algorithm is used to identify the collision slot. Compared with
the ALOHA algorithm, the hybrid-based algorithm has a
more considerable improvement in the throughput rate.
However, the starvation problem is still to be solved, and its
implementation complexity is higher than the ALOHA-
based algorithm.

Considering the stable nature of deterministic algorithm,
we propose a fast hybrid strategy-based RFID anticollision
(FHS-RAC) with adaptive variable fork number. The pro-
posed algorithm increases the number of probe forks based
on the common query tree protocol, so that it can speed up
the tag identification process. To avoid the problem that the
reduced efficiency caused by the extra empty slots, the colli-
sion bits and the total response bits are used to estimate the
tag cardinality, and the number of probe forks is adaptively
adjusted according to the continuous situation of the highest
collision bit. The proposed FHS-RAC can reduce the empty
slots and quicken the convergence of query progress. More-
over, its efficiency will not be affected by the number of tags
and tag ID distribution.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we reviewed the collision types and the corre-
sponding anticollision algorithms. Section 3 presents the
system model and our proposed hybrid algorithm. In Sec-
tion 4, mathematical analysis and performance evaluation
through simulations is conducted. Section 5 concludes the
whole paper.

2. Related Works

2.1. Static Tag Identification. To improve tag reading effi-
ciency, many efforts have been made to solve RFID collision
problems, which can be generally classified into three cate-
gories: tag-to-tag collisions, reader-to-tag collisions, and
reader-to-reader collisions, as illustrated in Figure 1. Specif-
ically, when one reader attempts to identify multiple tags,
the tag responses reach the reader simultaneously and col-
lide with each other (i.e., tag-to-tag collisions); when multi-
ple readers try to read a tag, the reading request sent by
one reader collide with the tag response to another reader
(i.e., reader-to-tag collisions) or the signals transmitted by
multiple readers may collide at the tag (i.e., reader-to-
reader collisions).

Numerous tag anticollision algorithms have been pro-
posed to reduce tag-to-tag collisions. Generally, there are
two types of tag anticollision algorithms: ALOHA-based

algorithms and tree-based algorithms. The basic idea of
ALOHA-based algorithms is that a tag waits for a random
period of time and then retransmits data when collisions
are detected. MAP [10] is an improved ALOHA-based algo-
rithm for reducing tag reading collisions in the Internet of
Things. Such an algorithm performs well, especially when
the number of tags is small. In [14], an enhanced ALOHA-
based algorithm has been presented to handle tag-to-tag col-
lisions by querying the collided slots and then using different
methods to adjust the frame length for collision resolution.
However, because ALOHA-based algorithms randomly
schedule data transmissions, some tags cannot be identified
for a long time, causing the well-known tag starvation prob-
lem [16]. To address this problem, tree-based algorithms
have been proposed and extensively studied [8, 15–17]. The
principle of tree-based algorithms is to recursively divide tags
into smaller subsets until each subset has only one or zero
tags. In [8], an efficient collision arbitration algorithm, based
on the binary tree algorithm, was designed to improve the
performance of RFID systems through empty slot skipping.
GBSA [17] is a tree-based collision arbitration strategy that
integrates an efficient tag cardinality estimation method, an
optimal grouping strategy, and a modified binary splitting.
Although tree-based algorithms can eliminate tag starvation
in dense tag scenarios, they often require lots of interactive
processes, resulting in low reading efficiency [18].

Tominimize reader-to-reader and reader-to-tag collisions,
many reader anticollision protocols have been designed.
Basically, they can be classified into two categories: distrib-
uted protocols and centralized protocols. As a distributed
protocol, DCS [21] employs time division multiple access
(TDMA) and divides the time into frames, each containing
several time slots (colors) for tag readings. On top of this
framework, an algorithm was designed to ensure different
readers to choose different colors for collision avoidance.
PDCS [22] is an enhanced version of DCS by enabling two
collided readers to reselect their colors with a certain proba-
bility if they happen to choose the same color. EDCS [23],
another enhancement of DCS, can increase the number of
contemporary readers by allowing collided readers to com-
plete tag identification in prior time slots. The above algo-
rithms assume static or indoor scenarios and do not
consider readers’ mobility. Thus, they are not suitable for
mobile tag identification.

2.2. Mobile Tag Identification. Recently, some research has
been conducted to ensure tag reading performance in mobile
environments. In [20], the authors proposed an anticollision
protocol, called dynamic collision tree protocol, to identify
many RFID tags that dynamically move into and leave the

Tag

Reader

Reader-to-reader
collision

Reader-to-tag
collision

RFIDRFID RFID RFID RFID

Tag-to-tag
collision

Figure 1: Three types of RFID collisions.
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reading area in mobile RFID systems. MTIP [24] presents a
feasible mobile tag estimation model, in which the superposi-
tion principle of Poisson process is used to solve the tag esti-
mation problem. Moreover, an anticollision algorithm was
proposed for identifying mobile RFID tags. To accelerate
the reading process of large-scale mobile RFID systems,
EBD [25] was designed to rapidly and efficiently distinguish
and identify the unknown tags (i.e., not previously recog-
nized tags) from the known tags while they are passing a
reader’s range. All these schemes focus on the situations
in which many tags move through the reading area of a
reader; thus, they can only handle tag-to-tag collisions. In
contrast, this paper targets road environments where multi-
ple vehicles (readers) pass a series of nonoverlapping tags
sequentially. Hence, reader-to-tag and reader-to-reader col-
lisions are the major issues to be addressed. Also, onboard
tag readings are more challenging due to higher mobility
and lower reliability.

3. System Model and Algorithm Description

3.1. System Model. A standard UHF RFID system, as shown
in Figure 2, consists of at least one interrogator (reader)
and a minimum of one transponder (tag). Such platforms
communicate in the industrial, scientific, and medical
(ISM) band around 900MHz using the EPC Class 1 Genera-
tion 2 (EPC-C1G2) communication standard. Depending on
the region of operation, the frequency bands and regulations
differ (e.g., EU...865-868MHz; NA...902-928MHz) [2]. UHF
RFID tags can be grouped depending on the technology
incorporated. In this paper, we consider a large-scale RFID
system with a single reader and a large number of EPC-
C1G2 tags. To read a tag, the reader first transmits a reading
request (RREQ). Then, the tag within the reading range col-
lects and stores the energy carried by the signals. Once the
energy reaches a certain threshold, the tag sends out a read-
ing reply (RREP). As mentioned in Section 2.1, such commu-
nication process may suffer from three types of collisions. In
this paper, we exclusively focus on the tag-to-tag collisions.

3.2. Communication Slots. The identification of FHS-RAC
algorithm general includes three types of time slots: (1) sin-
gleton slot: that is picked by exactly one tag; (2) collision slot:

that is picked by multiple tags; and (3) empty slot: that is
picked by none of tags. The total number of slots required
for a multifork tree is

t mð Þ = 1 +M 〠
∞

L=0
MLK ,

K = 1 − 1 −M−L� �m −mM−L 1 −M−L� �m−1,

8>><
>>: ð1Þ

whereM is the number of branches of the tree,m is the num-
ber of tags, and L is the current search depth. We know that
whenM takes different values, the total number of time slots
consumed by the FHS-RAC is different. For example, when
M is 3, the total number of time slots is the smallest, that is,
the tag identification using 3-ary is the most efficient. How-
ever, it is impossible to construct a 3-ary in the practical iden-
tification process. In the actual process, the most common is
to build 2-ary, 4-ary, or 8-ary traversal tree. Some algorithms
use a 4-ary or 8-ary to reduce the collisions. However, the
multitree will introduce a lot of extra empty time slots, it is
necessary to prune the branch of multitree and thus to reduce
the empty slots.

3.3. Algorithm Description. In this paper, the workflow of our
proposed FHS-RAC algorithm can be described as follows. In
FHS-RAC, the reader will calculate the collision factor and
determine the current search depth and then adaptively
adjust a 2-ary tree to a 4-ary tree or 8-ary tree to avoid the
generation of overmuch empty slots, where the search depth
is defined as the number of branches from the root to the leaf
during the traversal tree, which is also the number of layer of
the multifork tree. After dynamically selecting the appropri-
ate M-ary tree, the collision bits are extracted to form a
new query prefix. When receiving the query prefix, the tag
compares its own ID with it and locks its own bits to reduce
the amount of messages to be sent. In our proposed FHS-
RAC, it is not necessary to increase the number of fork tree
in order to reduce the collisions, because the number of
empty slots also needs to be considered at the same time.
Obviously, the higher the fork tree, the fewer collision slots
and the more empty slots. Therefore, we need to adaptively
adjust the fork tree to reduce collisions while limiting the
increase of empty slots. In what follows, we describe the
adjustment mechanism. In this paper, we define a variable
called collision factor, which is expressed as

μ = α

β
, ð2Þ

where α is the number of collision bits and β is the length of
tag response bits in a collision slot. Suppose there are m tags
to be identified in the RFID system that meet the query con-
ditions. The probability that any bit does not collide is 1/2m−1

. Then, the collision factor μ can be reexpressed as

μ = 1 − 1/2ð Þm−1

β
= 1 − 1

2

� �m−1
: ð3Þ
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Figure 2: A scenario of RFID sensor network.
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From Equation (3), we know that the larger the number
of concurrent tags, the higher the collision factor, and vice
versa. Suppose the number of multitree assigned by the sys-
tem is L, when the search depth is 1, the identification prob-
ability of a tag is

P1 = 1 − 1
L

� �m−1
, ð4Þ

when the search depth is k, the corresponding identification
probability is

Pk = P1 1 − P1ð Þk−1: ð5Þ

The expected value of the search depth can be calculated
as

E kð Þ = 〠
∞

k=1
k × Pk = 〠

∞

k=1
k × P1 × 1 − P1ð Þk−1: ð6Þ

The above formula can be simplified as

E kð Þ = 1
1 − 1/Lð Þð Þm−1 : ð7Þ

Thus, the average number of time slots of a 2-ary tree is

T2 =
2

1 − 1/2ð Þm−1 : ð8Þ

Similarly, the average number of time slots of a 4-ary tree
is

T4 =
4

1 − 1/4ð Þm−1 : ð9Þ

Comparing (2) to (4), we can get the following judgment
conditions:

T2 ≥ T4,m ≥ 3,
T2 < T4,m < 3:

(
ð10Þ

Thus, by judging the threshold of the collision factor, the
reader can adaptively adjust the multitree to resolve the col-
lided tags. When the value of μ is equal to or greater than
0.75, a 4-ary tree is used. And when the value of μ is less than
0.75, a 2-ary tree is used. The collision factor is an indicator
that reflects the number of tags in the collision slot. However,
such indicator is not completely reliable because it is easily
affected by the distribution of tag IDs. Therefore, we use
the collision factor as the threshold and the highest collision
bit to decide whether to adjust the fork tree. The workflow of
the proposed FHS-RAC is described as follows:

(S1) The reader maintains an empty query stack $S$.
First, the reader broadcasts a request, and the tags

within the reader’s coverage receive the request
command and make the corresponding operations

(S2) The reader determines the real-time status of slots
according to the tag response. If only one tag replies,
the reader successfully identifies the tag and jumps
to S5; if no tag replies, the search is stopped in the
branch, jump to S5; if more than one tag reply, the
reader determines the tags collide and jump to S3

(S3) The reader determines whether the highest collision
bit is continuous. If the highest collision bit is not
continuous, the reader directly selects the 2-ary tree.
If the highest collision bit is continuous, the reader
skips to S4

(S4) The reader calculates the collision factor μ. If μ ≤
0:75, the reader selects a 2-ary tree. If μ > 0:75, the
reader selects a 4-ary tree

(S5) Judging whether the stack is empty, if not, the reader
extracts the first prefix of the query stack to probe
tags, and returns to S3; otherwise, the entire identi-
fication process ends

4. Performance Analysis and Numerical Results

4.1. Performance Analysis. We theoretically analyze the total
number of slots required for our proposed FHS-RAC algo-
rithm and then deduce the system efficiency. Specifically,
the total number of slots can be obtained by summing the
number of slots consumed by multitree. The average number
of tags contained in each intermediate node is 3 in kth search
depth. In the tag identification process, if the required tra-
versal depth is higher than k, the reader should use an 2-ary
tree; otherwise, it should use a 4-ary tree. The total number
of slots required by FHS-RAC can be expressed as

T total = T4 + T2, ð11Þ

where T4 means the total number of slots taken by a full 4-ary
tree, which is calculated as

T4 = 〠
k

i=0
4i = 〠

logM/3
4d e−1

i=0
4i: ð12Þ

Referring to the analysis in [18], the number of total slots
(T4−total), empty slots (T4−idle), and collision slots (T4−coll) can
be calculated as

T4−total mð Þ = 1 + 4〠
∞

j=0
4j 1 − 1 − 4−j

� �m −
m

4j 1 − 4−j
� �m−1h i

,

T4−coll =
1
4 T4−total − 1ð Þ,

T4−idle = T4−total − T4−coll =
3
4T4−total −m + 1

4 ,

ð13Þ
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in whichm denotes the number of tags involved in current slot
and j represents the traversal depth. Referring to the existing
literature [16], empty slots can be eliminated by the introduc-
tion of QueryRP command. Therefore, the total number of
slots taken by FHS-RAC to identify n tags is expressed as

TFHS‐RAC nð Þ = T4−total + T2−total − T4−idle + T4−coll

≈ 〠
logn−s4d e−1

j=0
4i + 5

3 n − sð Þ − 1:16 n − sð Þ

+ 0:72 n − sð Þ:

ð14Þ

Then, the system efficiency of FHS-RAC can be calculated
as n/TFHS−RAC.

4.2. Numerical Results. In this section, we evaluate the tag
identification performance of our proposed algorithm and
the existing algorithms DBSA, DFSA [10], and IACA [15].
We implement the proposed algorithm in MATLAB on a
ThinkPad X1 Carbon desktop with an Intel 2.4GHz CPU.
Our simulation setting follows the specifications of the EPC
C1 Gen2 standard. The number of tags is from 20 to 500 in
step of 20. The reader-to-tag transmission rate and the tag-
to-reader data rate are not symmetric, which depends on spe-
cific physical implementations and practical environments.
We analyze the performance of algorithms by using three
metrics: the average request cycle and the total length of
transmitted data between the reader and all the tags and the
energy efficiency of the tags.

During our simulations, we randomly generated 16-bit
ID tags and the number of tags is set between 5 and 500 tags.
The average request cycle can be computed as

Naverage =
N total
n

, ð15Þ

herein,N total is the total number of the request cycles which is
the sum of the number collision, identification, and empty
cycles. We denote Etr and Ett as the power consumption of
tag receiving queries and transmitting responses, respec-
tively. Thus, the energy efficiency can be written as

η = nEu

QEtr + REtt
, ð16Þ

where Q is the number of the queries and R is the total num-
ber of tag responses.

Figure 3 shows the average cycles for one-tag identifica-
tion as the number of tags is increased. Our proposed scheme
takes 2.25 cycles, whereas DBSA and IACA take 4.90 and
2.98 cycles, respectively. Note that Figure 4 depicts the total
length of transmitted data of DBSA, IACA, DFSA, and our
proposed algorithm. The length of transmitted data of our
proposed algorithm is significantly less than that in the
DBSA and IACA algorithms. As the number of tags is
increasing, the advantages of the proposed scheme become
more noticeable, especially in the case of a very large number
of tags. For example, when the number of tags is 405, the
DBSA and IACA need to send a total length about 253756

and 77650 bytes, but our proposed algorithm needs to send
only 19732 bytes. We found, in the results, the ALOHA-
based algorithm outperforms tree-based algorithms in terms
of the length of transmitted data.

Figure 5 shows the channel saving provided by our pro-
posed algorithm compared to the DBSA and IACA, which
are calculated by the following equation:

P1
ChannelSaving = 1 − NbitsIACA

NbitsDBSA

� �
,

P2
ChannelSaving = 1 − NbitsOurScheme

NbitsDBSA

� �
,

P3
ChannelSaving = 1 − NbitsOurScheme

NbitsIACA

� �
:

ð17Þ
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Figure 3: Required cycles for one tag identification.
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From Figure 5, the results show that almost 70% channels
are saved by our proposed algorithm than the IACA due to
the use of additional request command’s building and the
mapping of first and second collision bits.

The comparison of energy efficiency is plotted in
Figure 6. It is obvious that our proposed algorithm provides
much higher energy efficiency than DBSA, IACA and DFSA.

5. Conclusion

This paper investigates the problem of tag collisions in the
large RFID systems. We propose an efficient and complete
a new tag identification algorithm, which is able to fast iden-
tify unread tags in a highly efficient and complete way. With

our algorithm, the request cycles and the length of transmit-
ted data between the reader and tags are significantly
reduced. The performance is achieved by the building of
request command and the mapping of collision bits. Through
simulation results, we conclude that our algorithm reduces
time complexity, energy cost, and communication overhead
in the identification process of multiple tags.
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